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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

" The
to

Epistle to the Galatians

It is

it.

my

the relation of the
gles

is

my

epistle.

These words

wife."

I

have betrothed myself

of Luther express

whereby Protestant Christianity came into being
taught by

of the pure gospel

is its

is

The

St. Paul.

by faith alone without works, the
great theme, which

most forcibly

treated in this volume to the great strug-

first epistle

as the revivification

doctrine of justification

articulus vel stantis vel cadentis ecclesiae,

unfolded with matchless

skill

and defended

with intensest ardor against the various perversions so abundant in modern Christianity, that had already manifested themselves in apostolic days.

Luther's

own commentary

do prefer

this

book

1519, of which John Bunyan said:

of

upon

of Martin Luther

"I

the, Galatians, excepting the

Holy Bible, before all books that I have ever seen, as most fit for a
wounded conscience," owes all its power to the high degree with which
Luther has caught the

same earnestness

spirit of Paul,

and applies his argument, with the
It

should be a mat-

fierce the battle

waged over some
which per-

to the relations of a later time.

ter of special gratitude, that,

however

of the other epistles of Paul, the authenticity of this epistle,
tains to the very centre of our faith,

is all

but universally conceded, only

one writer (Bruno Baur) and that one not of very high repute, having ventured to question it, and that, too, on assumptions that can be instantly
,

The entire theory of salvation by faith and works, which
modern Pelagianism would introduce into Protestantism, is at once met
answered.

in unmistakable

words, as well

as,

Christianity was legalistic until St.
evangelical freedom,

mony between
The

also,

the suggestion that original

Paul introduced the

new element

of

since this epistle asserts so emphatically the har-

the apostles.

epistle to the Ephesians,

apostle was forcibly restrained

belonging to a later period, when the

from engaging

in the active prosecution

work, admits us into some of the great thoughts that engaged
While bearing the true Pauline type, and constantly
his meditations.
urging the same great phase of C .-istian doctrine, with his characteristic
of his

life

penetrates, and the constant connection
the highest mysteries of faith, it apand
made between practical themes

ardor, in the depths into

which

it
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proaclies above the other epistles of St. Paul the

reasoning found in St. John.

the

of thought

and

—

Its entire

and goal of
standpoint the development
is

modes

long and involved sentences recall

Romans, and remind us how inadequate the earthly
the abundance of divine revelation committed to
theme is found in ch. i. 20-23 viz., that Christ

the Epistle to the
vessels to contain

them.

Its

centre

His church.
From this
so thorough, and extends over so vast a
things

all
is

to

compass, that in weighing the words of the epistle we are brought into
the closest contact with the most profound mysteries connected with

most every

article of revelation.

tant terms

employed

The

full

discussion of the

in this epistle would,

if

al-

more impor-

systematically arranged,

form almost a complete body of doctrine.

We
of

doubt whether

Meyer

this

as

volume.

in

any of

his

commentaries the peculiar excellences

an expositor display themselves with better effect than in

His simplicity, general

thorough acquaintance

clearness,

with everything pertaining to the text of the Scriptures, astonishing industry in the study, collection, and condensation of the

important writers of

all

treated, characteristic candor

expressing his doubts concerning

statements in former editions, are nowhere more apparent.

mistaken we

may

at times

started,

diffi-

However

its

sphere

is

Traces of the rationalistic opinions with which he

rival.

but from which, as years of study followed, he was gradually

delivered, are to be

found

for example, the low view

in his comments on these epistles.
Such is,
which he takes of inspiration, and the conse-

quent undervaluing of the trustworthiness of the
a very re^idy solution,

that St.

all

regard his judgment, we must ever hold in

high esteem his work, as a handbook for scholars, that in

without a

of

confronted him, and in even criticising and correcting his

culties that

own

m

labor

and confessions on the topics

ages, languages,

Luke was,

Book

of Acts, leading to

on his part, of seeming contradictions, by deciding

of course, incorrect.

nation of the Son to the Father

is

In several passages the subordiChristological mysteries

maintained.

ready explanation by the introduction of conceptions circum-

tind a too

scribing our

He
whicb He
which

Lord with

has entered.
is

local

limitations, even in

Man's natural

actually beneath

the bidden glory in

estate is denied to be

God's anger.

By

birth he

is

one

in

not a child

of wrath, but becomes such by the development of innate principles of
evil, in

he

is

opposition to the moral will inclining to what

also

one "

endowed.

who

This

result,

is

good, wherewith

however, inevitably follows

long enough to be able to

in

every

Man's powers are only
impaired, not dead with respect to spiritual things.
It would be very
unjust, however, to at once apply to our author the terms by whicb the
lives

sin.

"

advocates of such errors are ordinarily designated in the history of doc-
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trines

and

They

heresies.

He

tency.

Meyer with any consisfrom the conclusions to which his
method and line of argument pursued

recoil

premises lead, while the entire

and pervasive poison of

subtile

V

are not developed in

seems often to

show how the

EDITION".

earlier life

gradually

is

being expelled by the ever closer contact of the author with the great

thoughts of eternity.

The work

of the

American editor has been,

Edinburgh translation

in the

as

seemed

first,

to

make such changes

to be required

by the English

Not many passages were found where an emendation was

idiom.

deemed

A

necessary.

second task was to transfer to the footnotes most

of such references as were unessential to the sense contained in the text.

In this way we think that the commentary has been

Where

readable.

made much more

references have been retained in the text, there has

some reason for it. Thirdly, the great body of quotations'
from foreign languages have been translated. Exceptions have occurred,
as on p. 4G4, Note 1, and p. 468, Note 6, where the force of the quotation is found in the very words employed, or their order, rather than

generally been

in the thought conveyed.

Several passages have been allowed to stand

without a translation for euphemistic reasons.
translation has been

made by

Fourthly, the text of the

compared with the revised Meyer, and

the editors noted.

The

original intention

all

changes

was to embody them

This, however, was soon seen to be impossible in the
the notes.
compass of the twenty- eight pages allowed us. Dr. Friedrich Sieffert,
all in

of Erlangen,

who

has edited the volume on Galatians, as the Sixth Edi-

tion of Meyer, Gottingen, 1880, has so thoroughly wrought over the material

in

Meyer's own

last edition,

with so

much

scholarly independence,

and so many omissions, additions, and arguments taking exception to
Meyer, that the result may almost be regarded an entirely new commen-

On

tary [)repared on the basis of Meyer.

the contrary. Dr.

W.

Schmidt,

Commentary on Ephcsians,
Gottingen, 1878, has confined himself almost entirely to the work of
an editor, and made only a very few changes.
It has been our aim,
accordingi}-, to include in our notes only the more important variations
from Meyer in these later editions, and to these to add such other notes,
selected and original, as we thought might serve the pirrposes of the students into whose hands this volume would fall. In many of these notes
we have had in view the indication of what we believed to be important
errors in our revered author.
Fifthly, additions liave been made to the
of

Leipzig, in the Fifth Edition of

critical

apparatus prefaced to each chapter, mostly from the revised

German Meyer above mentioned.
in

all

the

These we did not deem

it

necessary

cases to indicate, the effort being simply to preserve intact

comments.

The

references to Winer's

New

all

the

Testament Grammar are
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to the

Seventh German Edition

;

and

as

Thayer's American

Prof.

edition indicates the paging of this edition on the margin, the references
to the

Edinburgh edition

in the translation

Special acknowledgments are due Itev.
lyn,

we have

revised were erased.

BrookN. Y.; whose scholarly attainments we have long known, and who
Gr.

F. Behringer, of

has exercised the same careful supervision over this volume as

through the press that he has given the other volumes of the

We

it

passed

series.

can only regret that our portion of work had to be performed

amidst the distraction of numerous other engagements, and
either time or space for such thorough editing as

Every hour spent on

it

would

fulfil

has been one of mingled pleasure and

Henry
Philadelphia, October

15th, 1884.

without

our ideal.
profit.

E. Jacobs.

—

PREFATORY NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

Some account

of the circumstances in whicli this translation has been

undertaken, of the plan adopted in preparing
tions used throughout, will be

Epistle to the

Romans, which

by Dr. Meyer

for the English edition of his work.

It is

and of the abbrevia-

it,

found prefixed to the Commentary on the
also contains a Preface specially written

unnecessary here to repeat the explanations there given except

so far as they concern the course

which

I

have followed

in

in presenting to

the English reader Dr. Meyer's work without subtraction or addition.
In reproducing so great a masterpiece of exegesis, I have not thought

proper to omit any part of
little

some

scholars
his

of these

may

its

shall

omission would coincide with

Meyer
I

my

own.

is

entitled to expect that

have not

Nor have

sirable to
;

felt

I

myself at

deemed

it

any

neces-

against, the views

at variance

Strong representations were made to

hold.

it

—however

as to the expediency of

Meyer, even where these are decidedly
I

effects

references

append any notes of dissent from, or of warning

of Dr.

which

as Dr.

not be tampered with, and

assume that the judgment of others

liberty to

its

appear likely to be of interest or use to English

—because an author such

work

sary to

discussions or of

me

with opinions

that

it

was de-

annex to certain passages notes designed to counteract their

but

it

is

obvious that,

if

I

had adopted

this course in

some

instances, I should have been held to accept or approve the author's

views in other cases, where

book

intended

is

occasional doctrinal defects

ment,

I

had not inserted any such
in fact only

;

and

in

issuing

it

take for granted that the reader will use

The English commentaries

discrimination.

caveat.

The

be used with advantage by,

Its general exegetical excellence far

the professional scholar.
its

I

and can

for,

of

outweighs

without note or comit,

as he ought, with

Bishop

Ellicott,

Dr.

Lightfoot, and Dr. Eadie serveadmirably from different points of view
historical, doctrinal

philological,

to correct
in

it

;

as

Lange's BibelwerTc,

—to

supplement and, when necessary,

American edition of the Commentary
largely augmented under the superand
translated

does

also the

intendence of Dr. Schaff.

The

translation of the present

volume has been executed with care by
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Mr. Venables, and remains in substance his work
it

I

throughout and carried

it

through the press,

;

but, as I have revised

it is

him

that

appears.

In

only due to

should share the responsibility of the form in which

it

work of this nature, the value of which mainly consists in
the precision and subtlety of its exegesis, it is essential that there should
but, in
be a close and careful reproduction of the form of the original
looking over the sheets, I find not a few instances in which the desire to
secure this fidelity has led to an undue retention of German idiom.

translating a

;

This, I trust,

In such a

may be
work

less

apparent in the volumes that follow.

it is difficult,

even with great care, to avoid the occur-

rence of misprints, several of which have been observed by Mr.Venables

and myself

Minor

in glancing over the sheets.

sional misplacing of accents, it has not been

to correct.

We

errors,

such as the occa-

thought necessary formally

have taken the opportunity of correcting in the transla-

The commentator
work on the Pauline

tion various misprints found in the original.

to in the text as

" Ambrose " (from

his

referred
Epistles

being frequently printed with the works of that Father) ought to have

been designated, as in the

critical notes,

identified with Hilary the

Deacon.

" Ambrosiaster, " and

is

usually

I subjoin a note of the exegetical literature of the Epistle, which

be found

may

useful.

W.
Glasgow College, May,

1873.

P. D.

:

EXEGETICAL LITERATUIIE OF THE EPISTLE.

[FoK commentaries embracing the whole New Testament, see Preface to
for those which deal with
Commentary on the Gospel of St. Matthew
the Pauline, or Apostolic, Epistles generally, see Preface to the Commentary on
The following list includes only those which conthe Epistle to the Romans.
cern the Epistle to the Galatians in particiilar, or in which that Epistle holds
the first place on the title-page. Works mainly of a popiilar or practical
character have not in general been included, since, however valuable they may
be on their own account, they have but little afQnitj' with the strictly exegetical
character of the present work. Monographs on chapters or sections are genThe reader will find a very valuable notice of
erally noticed by Meyer in loc.
the Patristic commentaries given by Dr. Lightfoot, 6th ed., p. 227 sqq.]
the

;

de Sendbrief van
Akeksloot (Tlieodorus), Feformed minister in Holland
Paullus an de Galaten, 4to, Leyd. 1695
translated into German by
4", Bremen, 1699.
Brussken.
Animadversiones exegeticae et dogmatico-practicae in
AuEiviLLius (Olaus)
4", Halae, 1702.
Epistolam S. Pauli ad Galatas.
:

;

:

T. J.)
St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, the text revised and
8**, Lond. 1857.
illustrated bj' a commentary.
Battus (Bartholomiius), Professor of Theology at Greifswald Commentarii in
4", Gryphisw. 1613.
Epistolam ad Galatas.
Baumgaetek (Sigmiind Jakob), Professor of Theology at Halle Auslegung der
Brief e Pauli an die Galater, Ephes., Philijjp., Coloss., Philem., und
4", Halle, 1767.
Thessal. (Mit. Beytrilgen von J. S. Semler).
Betuleius (Matthilas) Epistola Pauli ad Galatas, paraphrasi et controversia8", Halae Sax. 1617.
rum explicatione illustrata.
BoRGEB (Elias Annas), Professor of Greek and History at Leyden Interpreta8'\ Leyd. 1807.
tio Epistolae Pauli ad Galatas.
Boston (Thomas), minister of Ettrick A Paraphrase upon the Epistle of Paul
12", Lond. 1853.
to the Galatians [Works, vol. vi.].
Bkeithaupt (Joachim Justus), Professor of Theology at Halle Observafionum
ex Commentario Lntheri in Epistolam ad Galatas exercitationes 10
in his " Miscellanea."
Bkentz (Johann), Provost at Stuttgard Explicatio Epistolae ad Galatas. 1558.
Beown (John), D.D., Professor of Exegetical Theology to the United Presbyterian Church, Edinburgh
An Exposition of the Epistle of Paul to
8", Edin. 1853.
the Galatians.

Bagge (Henry

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

Adnotationes in
of Theologv at Wittenberg
Epistolas ad Gal, Eph., Pbilipp., Coloss., Thess., Timoth., Tit., Phi8", Basil. [1525] 1527.
lem., et Hebraeos.

Bugenhagen (Johann), Professor

:

M.A. The Epistle of the Apostle Paul to the Galatians,
12'', Lond. 1867.
with a paraphrase and introduction.
Caepzov (Johann Benedict), Professor of Theology and Greek at Helmstadt
8«, Helmstadt, 1794.
Brief an die Galater iibersetzt.

Caeet

(Sir Stafford),

:

EXEGETICAL LITERATUKE,
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Chandler (Samuel), minister

in

London

A Parai^hrase and

:

Notes on the Epis-

tles of St. Paul to the Galatians and Ei^hesians,
together with a
critical and practical commentary on the two Ej^istles of St. Paul to
.

the Thessalonians.
(Christian), Professor of Tlieologj' at Jena

Chemnitz

.

.

40, Lond. 1777.
Collegium theologicum

:

super Epistolam ad Galatas.

4", Jenae, 1656.
[or Kochhafe] (David), Professsor of Theology at Eostock
Enarratio in Epistolam ad Galatas.
S", Francof. 1569.
Clatjdius Taurinensis, Bishop of Turin, called also Altissiodorensis or Autissiodorensis
Commentarius in Ejiistolam ad Galatas [in Magn. Bibl.
Vet. Patr. ix.].
CoccEJus [or Koch] (Johann), Professor of Theology at Leyden Commentarius

Chytkaeus

:

:

:

in Epistolam ad Galatas.
-l", Lugd. Bat. 1665.
Ckell (Johann), Socinian teacher at Eacow Commentarius in Epistolam Pauli
ad Galatas ex praelectionibus J. Crellii conscriptus a Jon. Schlichting.
80, Eacov. 1628.
:

Eadie (John), D.D., Professor of Biblical Literature and Exegesis to United
Presbyterian Church, Glasgow
A Commentary on the Greek text of
the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians.
8", Edin. 1869.
Ellicott (Charles John), D. D., Bisliop of Gloucester and Bristol: St. Paul's
Epistle to the Galatians
with a critical and grammatical commentary, and a revised translation.
8vo, Lond. 1854.
4th edition corrected, 1867.
Esmaech (Heinrich Peter Christian) Brief an die Galater iibersetzt.
:

;

:

Flensb. 1784.

80,

Feegtjson (James), minister of Kilwinning, Ayrshire

A

:

brief Exposition of

the Epistles of Paul to the Galatians and Ephesians.
8", Lond. 1659.
Flatt (Johann Friedrich von), Professor of Thelogj' at Tiibingen Vorlesungen
liber den Brief an die Galater imd Epheser, herausgegeben von Ch. F.
:

Kling.
8", Tiibing. 1828.
Feitzsche (Karl Friedrich August), Professor of Theology at Eostock Commentarius de nonnuUis Epistolae ad Galatas locis. 3 partes. 4", Eostoch. 1833^ [and in Fritzschiorum Opuscula.]
:

Gkxnaeus (Johann Jakob), Professor

Gwtnne

tolae ad Galatas.
(G. J.)
Commentary
:

of

Theology

Heidelberg

at

:

Analysis Epis4",

on

8",

Haldane (James Alexander), Edinburgh

:

An

Basil. 1583.

the Galatians.

St. Paiil's Eijistle to

Dubl. 1863.

Exposition of the Epistle to the

Galatians.
Henslek (Christian Gotthilf), Professor of Theology at Kiel

:

12", Lond. 1848.
Der Brief an die

8", Leip. 1805.
Galater iibersetzt mit Anmerkimgen.
De Pauli
Gottfried Jakob), Professor of Poetry at Leipzig
8", Lips. 1832.
Epistolae ad Galatas tribus primis capitibus.
Hilgenfeld (Adolf), Professor of Theology at Jena Der Galaterbrief iibersetzt,
in seinen geschichtlichen Beziehungen untersucht und erklilrt.
80, Leip. 1852.
HoFMANN (Johann Christian Konrad von). Professor of Theology at Erlangen
Die Heilige Schrift neuen Testaments zusammenhlingend untersucht.
II. 1. Der Brief Pauli an die Galater.
80, Nordlingen, 1863
2te veranderte Auflage, 1872.
HonsTEN (Carl), Teacher in Gymnasium at Eostock Inhalt und Gedankengang
des Brief es an die Galater, 4to, Eostock 1859 also, Zum Evangelium
80, Eostock, 1868.
des Paulus und Petrus.

Heemann (Johann

:

:

:

;

:

;

Jatho (Georg Friedrich). Director of Gymnasium at Hildesheim Pauli Brief
an die Galater nach seinem inneren Gedankengange erlantert.
8", Hildesheim 1856
:

:

EXEGETICAL LITERATURE,
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Keause

(Friedricli August Wilhelm), Private tutor at Vienna
Galater iibersetzt und in it Anmerkungen begleitet.
Kkomayer (Hieronymus), Professor of Theology at Leipzig

Der Brief an die

:

Frankf. 1788.

8",

Comnientarius in

:

Epistolam ad Gaktas.

KuNAD

Theology
'

Wittenberg

at

Disputationes in

:

Epistolam ad Galatas.

Witteb. 1658.

4",

LiGHTrooT (Joseijh Barber), D.D., Professor of Divinity

Locke

Lips. 1G70.

4",

(Andreas"), Pi-ofessor of

at

Cambridge

:

St.

Paul's Epistle to the Galatians.
A revised text, with introduction,
8", Lond. 1865.
notes, and dissertations.
6th edition, 1880.
(John), the philosopher
A Paraphrase and notes on the Epistles to Ga:

latians, 1

and

2 Corinthians,

Romans, and Ephesians.

4", Lond. 1733.
LusHiNGTON (Thomas), M.A., Rector of Burnham-Westgate, Norfolk A Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians [said to be chieflv translated
from Crell].
fol., Lond. 1650.
Luther (Martin) In Epistolam Pauli ad Galatas Comnientarius (brevior), 4to,
:

:

ab auctore recognitus, 1523. In Epist. P. ad Gal. Coiiimentarius (major) ex praelectionibus D. M. Lutheri collectus ... a
Luthero recognitus et castigatus, 8vo, Viteb. 1535 jam denuo diligenter recognitus, 8vo, Viteb. 1538.
Often reprinted
translated into
English in 1575, and often re-issued.
Lysep. [or Letsek] (Polycarp), Professor of Theology
Analysis
"' at Wittenberg
Epistolaead Galatas.
4", Witteb. 1586.
Lips. 1519

;

;

;

:

Matthias

(G. W.),

isch

und

Co rector of Gymnasium at Cassel Der Galaterbrief griechdeutsch, nebst einer Erklarung seiner schwierigen Stellen.
:

Cassel, 1865.

80,

Matthies (Konrad Stephan), Professor of Theology at Greifswald Erklarung
des Briefes Pauli an die Galater.
8", Greifswald, 1833.
Mayeb (Ferdinand Gregorius), Professor of Greek at Vienna Der Brief Pauli
an die Galater und der 2 Brief an die Thessalonicher iibersetzt mit
Anmerkungen.
8", Wien, 1788.
MiCHAELis (Johann David), Professor of Philosophy at Gottingen Parajihrase
:

:

:

und Anmerkungen iiber

die Briefe Pauli an die Galater, Ephes., Phil.,
Col., Thes.sal., Tim., Tit., Philem.
4", Bremen und Getting. 1750
2te vermehrte Auflage, 1769.
MoiiDENHAWER (Johaun Heinrich Daniel), pastor at Hamburg Brief an die
Galater iibersetzt.
8^, Hamb. 1773.
MoEus (Samuel Friedrich Nathanael), Professor of Theology at Leipzig
Acroases in Epistolas Paulinas ad Galatas et Ephesios.
8", Leip. 1795.
MuscuLXJS [or Meusslin] (Wolfgang), Professor of Theology at Berne
In

;

:

:

Epistolas Apostoli Pauli ad Galatas et Ephesios commentarii.
fol.,

Paeeus

Basil, (1561) 1569.

Waenglek] (David), Professor of Theology at Heidelberg
vinam S. Pauli ad Galatas Ej^istolam commentarius.

[or

:

In

di-

4o, Heidelb. 1613.

Paulus (Heinrich Eberhard Georg), Professor of Theology at Heidelberg Des
Apostel Paulus Lehrbriefe an die Galater und Romerchristen, wortgetreu iibersetzt mit erliiuternden Zwischensatzen, einem Uberblick
des Lehrinhalts und Bemerkungen iiber schwere Stellen.
:

8", Heidelb. 1831.
or exposition upon
Continued
the five first chapters of the Epistle to the Galatians
Rodolfe Cudworth, B. D.
with a supplement upon the sixt chapter l>y
"

Perkins (William), minister

at

Cambridge

:

A commentarie

.

[Works,

Prime

2",

vol. ii.].

(John), Fellow of New College, Oxford
upon St. Paul to the Galatians.

Reithmayr (Franz Xaver), R. C. Professor,
mentar zum Briefe an die Galater.

.

.

:

of

Lond. 1609.

Exposition and observations
8",

Theology

Oxf. 1587.

Com-

at

Munich
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PREFACE.
Since the days of Luther, who,
pecial

as is well known, bestowed more esand repeated labor on the exposition of this than of any other

book of the

New

Testament, the Epistle to the Galatians has alwavs

been held in high esteem as the Gospel's banner of freedom.

To

it,

and to the kindred Epistle to the Romans, we owe most directly the
springing up and development of the ideas and energies of the Reformation,

which have overcome the work-righteousness of Romanism with

the superstition and unbelief accompanying
ture,

by virtue of their divine

sistance

life

once set

of our present position towards

Rome.

This

For,

troduces us into the very arena of his victory

if

how he

confronts even his gravely erring

unbending standard of divinely-revealed truth
spell of

and

;

in-

he makes us witnesses

of his not yielding, even for an hour, to the false brethren

us hear

fresh re-

all

affirmed even

Paul by this Epistle

if
;

may be

all

will in the fu-

overcome

free,

they achieve complete victory.

till

and which

it,

;

if

he bids

ellow-apostle with the
if

he breaks

the

all

hypocrisy and error by which the foolish Galatians were bound,

power

in the clear

of the

Holy

Spirit brillif

tly vindicates

doctrine,

which

at this

moment

the sorely beset old

what no

how should that
man in the chair of

angel from heaven could with impunity have assiiled

;

the fallible Peter proposes to invest with the halo of divine sanction,

how

should

— possibly

erepov svayyeXiov from Rome, which

the

sought to push

any other

issue in

self-dissolution

It

?

it

is

now

extremity of the most flagrant contradictio in adjecto

to the

is,

result than an accelerated process of

final

in fact,

the profoundly sad

destiny which a

blinded and obdurate hierarchy must, doubtless amidst unspeakable mor-

harm,

al

fulfil,

that

it

should be always digging further and further

—

at

own grave, till at length and now the goal seems approaching,
when these dead are to bury their dead with the last stroke of the spade
its

it

shall sink into that grave, to rise

The

Epistle to the Galatians carries us back to that

Church, which
true self- witness

a

—

no more.

at its parting could present to the
:

i'do^s ro5 ayicp Trvevjxari xai

shadow of contrast

this

first

Council of the

world the simple and
r}}Aiv.

llow deep

throws not merely on the Vatican Fathers, but
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also

— we

cannot conceal

by a

ings are pervaded

it

— on

the sinaplicity, clearness, and

circumstances the Spirit
conscience

;

much hoped
decrees,

own Synods, when

our

tlieir

proceed-

away by carnal aims, forfeits
the Holy Spirit
Under such

zeal which, carried

wisdom

is silent,

of

!

and no longer bears His witness to the

—

and instead of the blessing of synodal chuich-life, so
we meet with
for, and so much subjected to question,

—

which are mere compromises of human minds very much opposed
agreements, over which such a giving the right hand of

to each other,

—

holy fellowship as

we read

of in this letter

(ii,

9)

would be a thing im-

possible.

In issuing for the fifth time (the fourth edition having appeared in

1862)

my

exposition of this Epistle, so transcendently important alike

and

in its doctrinal

historical bearings, I

diligently endeavored to

improve
with

its

it

do

my

throughout, and to render

design

;

need hardly say that

duty regarding
it

it.

I

I

have

have sought to

more complete,

in accordance

and, while doing so, I have striven after a clearness and

definiteness of expression,

which should have nothing

in

common with

the miserable twilight-haze and intentional concealment of meaning that
characterize the selection of theological language in the present day.
If I

have been pretty often under the necessity of opposing the more
its individual sections, I need

recent expositors of the Epistle or of

hardly give an assurance that

I,

on

my

part,

am

open

to,

and grateful

any contradiction, provided only some true light is elicited thereby.
Even if that opposition should come from the energies of youth, which
cannot yet have attained their full exegetioal maturity, I gladly adopt the

for,

language of the tragedian (Aeschyl.
'NiKG)uevo^

'Asl

yap

Agam. 583

MyoLOLv

o'vk

f.):

avalvofiaf

fjPa rolg yipovciv ev jiadelv.

Dr.
Hannoteb, 18/A June, 1870.

MEYER.

THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE GALATIANS.

INTRODUCTION.
t^EC.

I.— THE GALATIANS.

^^ HE

region of Galatia, or Callograecia/ bounded by Paphlagonia,
Pontus, Cappadocia, and Bithynia, and having as its cliief cities
Ancyra, Pessinus, andTavium, derived its name from the Gauls^

For the

Gallic tribes of tlie

tion with the Germanic

*

Tf>oKfiol

and

ToXiaroiSoyoi.

^

— in conjunc-

tribe of the Tectosages, wliicli, accord-

—

ing to Strabo, was alvin to them in language ^ after invading and devastating Macedonia and Greece (Justin, xxiv. 4) about 280 b.c, and establishing
in Thrace the kingdom of Tyle, " migrated thence under the leadership of
Leonorius and Lotharius to Asia, where they received a territory from the

Bithynian king jSTieomedes for their services in war. This territory they
soon enlarged by predatory expeditions ' although by Attains, king of
Pergamus, who conquered them, it was restricted to the fertile region of
;

the Halys.* This powerful, dreaded,' and freedom-loving'" people were
brought into subjection to the Romans by the consul Cn. Manlius Vulso,
189 B.C. ;" but they still for a long time retained both their Celtic cantonal
constitution and their own tetrarchs,
who subsequently bore the title of
^"^

See generally Strabo, xii. 5.
TaKdrai., which is Only a later form of the
original KeAroi or KeArai., Pausan. i. 3, 5.

Dentschl.

19

1

(jesch.

-

without adequate grounds,

3

Strabo,

I.e.

p. 566.

This serves to explain Jerome's statement, based on personal experience {Prol.
in libr. secund. comment, in ep. ad Gal.), that
the popular language, which in his time
was still spoken by the Galatians along
with Greek, was aliTiost the same {eandeni
paene) with that of the Treriri. Now the
*

were Germans (Strabo, iv. p. 194),
and '• circa affectationem Germanicae originis ultro ambitiosi," "in the endeavor to
pass for Germans, very ambitious" (Tacit.
Germ. 28).
Comp. Jablonski, de lingua
Treviri

Lycaon. p.

23.

See, generally, Diefenbach,

Celtica, Stuttg. 1839

1

f.

;

Rettberg, Kirchen-

i.

p.

ff.

The two
call in

last,

question

the Germanic nationality of the Galatians.
See, on the other side, Wieseler, p. 524 ff.,
and in Herzog's Encykl. XIX. p. 524. The
conversion of the Galatians is the beginning of German Church-history.
* Caes. B. Gall. vi. 24
Memnon in Phot,
;

cod. 224, p. 374.
^ Polyb. iv. 45
^

2

;

8
9

f.

Liv. xxxviii. 16

;

Flor.

ii.

11

;

Justin, xxv.

Strabo, iv. p. 187, xii. p. 500.
Strabo, xii. p. 567 Liv. xxxviii.
Polyb. V. 53 2 Mace. viii. 20.
;

;

1"

Flor.

1'

Liv. xxxviii. 12

"

Strabo,

ii.

11.

xii.

ff.

pp. 541, 567.

16.

"

;

;
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The

king.'

Amyntas

last of these kings,

owed

(put to death 26 b.c),

to

it

the favor of Antonius and Augustus that Pisidiaand parts of Lycaonia" and
of

Pamphylia were added

In the year 26 Gahxtia, as en-

to his territory.^

hirged under Amyntas, became a

Roman

province.*

On account of the additional territories thus annexed to Galatia jjroper
under Amyntas, it has been maintained that the readers of this epistle are
not to be looked ujjon as the Galatians proper, but as the 7iew Galatians,
that is, Lycaonians (especially the Christians of Derhe and Lystra) and Pisidians^ But this view 'is decisively opposed both by the language of Acts
(xiv. 6, comp. with xvi. 6, xviii. 23), in which the universally current
popular mode of designation, not based on the new provincial arrangements, is employed
and also by the circumstance that Paul could not have
;

more singular and indefinite way than by
he had 7iot meant Galatia proper, the old Galatia.
Nor are any passages found in Greek authors, in which districts of
Lycaonia or Pisidia are designated, in accordance with that extension of the
expressed himself (Gal.
raig EKKlriaiaiQ

limits of the province,

The founder

2) in a

i.

TaTiariac, if

Tijg

by the name

of Galatia.

was Paul himself
on his second missionary journey. Acts xvi. 6 (not so
Bodily weakness (iv. 13) had comjDelled him to make a halt
during his stay he planted Christianity there. Looking at
13

of the Galatian churches

ff.)

character of this occasion and the
his first

work

was

in the country

unknown
thus, as

might appear doubtful whether in
attested in Acts, of

commencing

but we must assume that he

''

6-8, iv.

i.

early as xiv.

in Galatia,

6).

and

the involuntary

nature of the locality to which
were, accidentally directed,

it

he followed his usual

this case

his

.did so,

(Gal.

work

it

rule, as

Jews
would be

of conversion with the

for the simple reason that he

;

sure to seek the shelter and nursing, which in sickness he needed, in the
house of one of his own nation comp. on iv. 14. Nor was there any want
of Jewish residents, possibly in considerable numbers, in Galatia (as we may
:

with reason infer from Joseph.

Ayitt. xii. 3. 4, xvi. 6. 2, as

Jews over Asia generally

diffusion of the

although from the epistle

itself it is

;

not, however,

evident

^

well as from the

from

1 Pet.

i.

1);

that the larger part, indeed

Encykl. IV. p. 637 f ; Contzen,
der C'elten, Leip. 1801.

Delolaro ; Vellei. ii. 8-1
Plut. Ant. 61.
Not the whole of Lycaonia, particularly
not the south eastern portion and Iconium.

Iilynster,

See Riickert, Magaz. I.
5 Dio Cass. xlis. 32,

quo ep. ad Gal. etc., Gott. 1827 Paulus, in
the IMdelb. Jalirb. 1827, p. 636 ff., and Lehr-

'

Cic.

/).

Appian,

re(/e

v. p. 1135

;

^

p. 98
liii.

ff.

26

Strabo,

xii.

Ijriefe

Dio Cass.

26

liii.

;

Strabo,

xii.

p. 569.

See generally, in addition to the Commenand Introductions, Wernsdorf, de
Oalatar., Norimb. 1743; Hoffmann,

taries

repuhl.

Introd.
Col.,

theol. crit.

Lips.

in

lect.

ep.

Schulze,

1750;

p. 49

ff.

;

ad

P.

de

Francof. 1756; Mynster, Sinl. in
d. Oal., in his kl. theol. Schr.,

d.

Gal. et
Galatis,

Brief an

Kopenh.

1825,

Hermes, rerum Galaticar. spedBaumstark, in Pauly's

men, Yratisl. 1822

;

liealencykl. III. 604

ff.

;

Schmidt (in Michaelis)
ff.
Niemeyer, de temp.

Joach.

Joh.

I.e.

)yanc!e?-UTi!jfen

p. 53

;

;

;

p. 569.
^

.

^

Riietschi, in Herzog's

an

d. Oal. u.

Rom.

25

p.

the Stud. u. K7'it. 1836, ii.
1 and 3
Thiersch, Kirche
;

;

ff.

;

Ulrich, in

Bottger, Beitr.

im

ajjost. Zeitalt.

p. 124.
'

See

Riicisert,

3/«_9'a2. I.

de ratione temp. p. 132 ff.
d.apost. Zeitalt. p. 281 {.,

'As

;

p. 105

f.

;

An^er,

Wieseler, Chiviwl.

and on

Gal. p. 530(1.

also Neander, de Wette, Wieseler,

and most others assume, in opposition,
however, to Schneckenburger (Zweck d.
Apostelgesch. p. 104), Baur and Hilgenfeld.
^

See sec.

2.

INTRODUCTION.
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consisted of Gentile Christians.
its readers
The arguments from the Old Testament (together with a partially rabbinical mode
of interpretation), which Paul nevertheless employs, were partly based on
the necessary course of the apostolic preaching which had to announce
Christ as the fulfilment of Old Testament promises, as well as on the acquaintance with the Old Testament which was to be presupposed in all
Christian churches ;- partly suggested to the apostle by the sjjecial subject
itself which was in question ;' partly justified, and indeed rendered neceswho must, at any rate, have taken notice
sary, by the fact that the apostle
of the antagonistic teachers and the means of warding off their attack
had
to do with churches which had already for a time been worked upon by
Judaists and had thus been sufliciently introduced to a knowledge of the
Old Testament. The supposition of Storr, ]\lynster,* and Credner, that
great part of the Galatian Christians had been j^reviously proselytes of the
gate, appears thus to be unnecessary, and is destitute of proof from the epistle
itself, and indeed opposed to its expressions
see on iv. 9.

the great majority, of

'

—

—

;

SEC. II.— OCCASION, OBJECT,

AND CONTENTS OF THE

EPISTLE.
Judaizing Christian teachers with Pharisaic leanings (comp. Acts xvi. 1)
Michaelis, Einl.)
had
(not unbelieving Jews

—emissaries from Palestine
made

their appearance

—

;

among

the Galatian churches after Paul, and with

and their assertion
12 f.), which
involved as a necessary consequence the obligation of the whole law (v. 3),
had found but too ready a hearing, so that the Judaizing tendency was on
the point of getting the upper hand (i. 6, iii. 1, 3, iv. 9 flf., 21, v. 2 fif., 7).
Now the question is, whether these anti-Pauline teachers who, however,
are not, on account of v. 12, vi. 13, to be considered either wholly or in part
their attacks

upon

his apostolic dignity

(i.

11,

1,

of the necessity of circumcision for Christians

14),

ii.

(V. 2, 11, 12, vi.

—

as jDroselytes^

—made their appearance

visit of the apostle (Acts xviii.

dent that Paul

now

23

;

lefore,^ or

see sec. 3).

not

till

From

i.

after,''

the second

6, iii.

1, it is evi-

do with the church as actually

for the first time has to

what had taken 2:)lacc.
he had already spoken
personally in Galatia against Judaizing perversion, and that with great earnestness.
We must therefore assume that, when Paul was among the Galatians for the second time, the danger was only threatening, but there already
existed an inclination to yield to it, and his language against it was consequently of a warning and 'precautionary nature. It was only after the aposand
tle's departure that the false teachers set to xcorli with their perversions
2^erxerted ;

he

Nevertheless

is

it is

warmly indignant

surprised and

evident, from

i.

9, v. 3, iv.

at

16, that

;

1

Kot the whole,

as Hilgenfeld thinks

;

comp. Hofmaun.
" Comp. on iv. 21.
^

See

*

L.c. p. 7G.

°

Neander, Schott, de W^ette

sec.

other hand, HOgenfeld, p. 4G f.
' Credner, Ruckert, Schott,
Reuss, W'ieseler, and others.
'

2.

Neander,

others.
;

see,

on the

de

Wette,

Ililgenfeld,

Hofmann,

and
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although they did not get so far as circumcision (see on iv. 10), still they
so much success,' and caused so much disturbance of peace (v. 15),
that the accounts came upon him with all the surprise which he indicates in

met with

6, iii. 1."

1.

In accordance with this state of things which gave occasion to the letter,

and to bring
freedom of the Christian from
circumcision and the Mosaic law through the justitication arising from God's
But we are not entitled to assume that "in the liveliness
grace in Christ.
of his zeal he represented the matter as too dangerous ;" ^ the more especially
as it involved the most vital question of Pauline Christianity, and along
with it also the whole personal function and position of the apostle, who
was divinely conscious of the truth of his gospel, and therefore must not be
it

was the

object of

Paul to defend in

it

his apostolic authority,

his readers to a triumphant conviction of the

judged, in relation to his opponents, according to the usual standard of

"party against party."

As regards

*

contents, (1) the

apologetico-dogmatic portion of the epistle

two branches
Paul, ch. i. and ii.,

divides itself into

:

(a)

the defence of the apostolic standing

in connection with which the foundation
and dignity of
of Christian freedom is also set forth in ii. 15-21
(/') the proof that the
Christian, through God's grace in Christ, is independent of circumcision and
JVIosaism, ch. iii. and iv.
Xext, (2) in the hortatory portion, the readers
:

are encouraged to hold fast to their Christian freedom, but also not to mis-

use

Then follow other general exhortations, ch. vi. 1-10 and
an energetic autograph warning against the seducers (vi. 11-16),

ch. V.

it,

finally

;

The idea

and the conclusion.

that the epistle

is

the reply to a

letter of in-

formation and inquiry from the church,^ is neither based on any direct evidence in the epistle itself (liow wholly different is the case with 1 Cor. !) nor
indirectly suggested by particular j^assages (not even by iv. 12) and such
an assumption is by no means necessary for understanding the course and
;

arguments of the

in.— TIME AND PLACE OF COMPOSITION— GENUINENESS.

SEC.

The date
Acts

epistle.

may be gathered from iv. 13, compared with
From €vr/yyeALad/x?iv v/j.Iv to TTfjoTspov, iv. 13, it is most
when Paul wrote, he had already twice visited Ga-

of composition

xvi. 6, xviii. 23.

distinctly evident that,
latia

and had preached the gospel

The constant use

there.

to denote oral preaching precludes us

from taking

relation to his present irritten instruction.
in error

who assume

that the epistle

the apostle, w^hether this

first

visit

' To the extent, at any rate, of an observance of the Jewish feast-days and seasons

*

C'^mp. also Ewald,

Zeitalt. p. 383.
5

De Wette.

p. 54

;

Lecbler, apost.

of evayjE7uC,€a-dat

to TrpdTepov as said w' ith

Those, therefore, are certainly

was composed

after the

Jii'st

visit of

be placed correctly at Acts xvi. G
*

Baur, Paulus,

^

Hofmann.
With Grotius, and

«

(iv. 10).

^

p. 70.
'

:Michaelis.

I.

'

or

IV.

2,

p. S82, ed. 2.

Keil,

Anal.

;

liSTTRODUCTIOISr.
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6.
As regards the latter, Keil has indeed asserted
Paul continues his history only down to his second
journey to Jerusalem, Acts xi. 30 that he does not mention the apostolic
and that in this epistle his judgment of
conference and decree, Acts xv.
Mosaism is more severe than after that conference. But the journey, ii. 1,
his omission to menis identical with that of Acts xv. (see the commentary)

erroneously at Acts xiv.
that in ch.

and

i.

'

ii.

;

"^

;

;

tion the apostolic conference

and decree

'

is

necessarily connected with the

—

wholly independent of the authority of all the other
and indeed recognized by the " pillars" themselves (ii. 9f.) which
Paul claimed for himself on principle in opposition to Judaizing efforts.
self-subsistent position

—

apostles,

Therefore neither in the First Epistle to the Corinthians

nor in that to the Romans

(ch. xiv.),

nor anywhere

(viii. 1 ff., x.

23

ff.),

does he take any

else,

Assured of his own apostolic indepennotice of the Jerusalem decree.^
dence as a minister of Christ directly called and furnished with the revelation
of the gospel for the Gentile world in particular, he has never, in any point
of doctrine, cited in his favor the authority of other apostles or decrees of

the church
case, the

;

and he was

least likely to

do so when,

as

in the present

matter at stake was a question not merely affecting some point of

church-order, but concerning the deepest princijjles of the plan of salva-

Moreover, the

first

(Acts XV. 39) agree so

little

tion.^

three injunctions of that decree in particular

with the principle of

full Christian liberty, con-

upheld in the letters of the apostle, that we must suppose the decree
to have speedily with his further official ex^Dcrience acquired after the counsistently

cil

—

—

lost altogether for

take to apply

i)

him

its

provisional obligation.

weplxupog, Acts xiv.

It

is,

further, a mis-

to Galatia, as, besides Keil,

6,

also

and others, have done
for this TTEpixupog can only be the country round Lystra and Derbe, and it is
quite inadmissible to transfer the name to the Lycaonian region (see sec. 1).
Lastly, in order to prove a very early composition of the letter, soon after
the conversion of the readers, appeal has been made to ovru -axt-uc, i. G, but
without due exegetical grounds (see the commentary) and indeed the mention of Barnabas in ii. 13 ought not to have been adduced," for a personal
acquaintance of the readers with him (which they must certainly have made
If, in accordance with all
before Acts xv. 39) is not at all expressed in it.

Koppe, Borger,

ISTiemeyer, Mynster, Paulus, Bottger,

;

these considerations, the epistle
tia,

—a

was

1

Keil.

^

Comp.

3

Against the opinion that the unhistori-

also Ulrich,

I.e.

cal character of the narrative of the apostolic council

from our

and decree may be inferred

epistle (Baur, Schwegler, Zeller,

see on Acts xv. 13 f. The
Tiibingen school believe that in this epistle
they have found " the Archimedean point
of their task " (Hilgenfeld, in the Zeitschrift
Ililgenfeld),

/. liiftor. Theol. 18.55, p. 484).
*

all

not written after the first visit to Gala-

date also inconsistent wdth the fact that

This umform silence as to the decree in
the epistles shows that that silence in

its

contents presuppose a

our epistle must not be explained either
by the presumed acquaintance of the Galatians witk it (Schaff, p. 182), or by the idea
that the apostle was unwilling to supply
his opponents with any weapon against him
(Ebrard).
*

" His

word

as Christ's apostle for the

must be decree enough for them "
(Thiersch, Kirche im apost. Zeilalt. p. 130:See also Wieseler, in Herzog's Encykl. XIX.
Gentiles

p. 528).
'

Koppe.
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cliurcli-life

already developed, and an influence of the false teacliers which

had already been some time

work

at

— and

the

if

first visit

of the apostle is

but at Acts xvi. 6,^ followed by the second
visit confirming the churches, Acts xviii. 23, then most modern expositors,
following the earlier, are right in their conclusion that the epistle was not
composed until after Acts xviii. 23.^ We must reject the views, which place
the date of composition lieticeen Acts xvi. 6 and Acts xviii. 23, as maintained
by Grotius (on i. 2), Baumgarten, Semler,^ Michaelis, Koppe, Storr, Borger,

to be placed, not at Acts xiv.

6,

Schmidt, Mynster, or which carry the epistle back to a date even liefore tlie
held by Beza, Calvin, Keil, Niemeyer, Paulus,* Bott-

aiwstolic conference, as

ler, ^ Ulrich.

As we cannot gather from the

relative expression oltw -raxtur

soon after Acts xviii. 23 the epistle
tion cannot be stated
57.®

was comj^osed, the year of

(i.

its

6) Jiow

composi-

more precisely than (see Introd. to Acts) as about 56 or
from which it was written for Paul

Epthesus appears to be the place

;

proceeded thither after his second labors in Galatia (Acts xix. 1). So TheoRiickert,
phylact, Oecumenius, Erasmus, and most modern expositors.
however, following Hug, maintains that Paul wrote his epistle vei^y soon
after his departure

from Galatia, probably even on the journey to Ephesus

;

but, on the other hand, the jxassage iv. 18 indicates that after the apostle's

departure the Judaists had perverted the churches which he had warned
and confirmed, and some measure of time must have been required for this,

although the perversion appears

still

so recent that there

is

no adequate

reason for postponing the comjiosition of the epistle to the sojourn of the
apostle at Corinth, Acts xx.

The usual

subscription,

3.''

which

is

given by the old codd. B**, K, L, says

has been objected, Indeed, that on
journey Paul only confirmed the
churches, which presupposes an earlier
conversion (Acts xv. 30 ff., xvi. 5). But
Acts xvi. 6 begins a new stage in the historical narrative, and Phrygia and Galatia

ten in the year 51, after the first missionary
Biittger has rejourney of the apostle.
peated Keil's arsuments, and has added
fresh ones, which are untenable. See their
copious refutation by Euckert, Magaz. I.

are separaieil from tliose places to which
the conflrminfi ministry referred. Nor is it
to be said that in Acts xvi. 6 Paul was withheld by the Spirit from preaching in GalaFor the hindrance by the Spirit
tia.
affected not Galatia, but the regions along

the remarkable difference In the
positions which have been assigned to our
letter in the history of the apostle— Mareion

1

It

tliis

the coast of Asia Minor. See on Acts xvi. 6.
-2
So Bertholdt, Eichhoru, Hug, de Wette,
Winer, Hemsen, Keander, Fsteri, Schott.
Riickert, Anger, Credner, Guericke. Ols-

hausen, Wieseler, Reuss. Hilgenfeld, Ewald,
Bleek, Hofmann, and others.
3 On Baumg. p. 805, not in the Paraphr.

According to Paulus, the apostle wrote
to the New-Galatlans (see sec. 1"), whom he
converted at Acts xiv. 6 and visited for the
second time (Gal. xiv. 13) at Acts xiv. 21.
6 According to Bottger (Beitr. 3, § 1-11),
the epistle is addressed to the N'ov- Galatinns
(Lycaonians and Pisidians), and was writ4

p. 112
°

ff.

From

c. Marc. 5, and in Epiph. Haer.
and subsequently Michaelis, Baumgarten, Koppe, Schmidt, Keil, Mynster,
Niemeyer, Paulus, L'lrich, making it the
very first, and Schrader and Kohler, the

(in Tertull.
xlii. 9),

hiKt of the Pauline epistles,— it was
natural that tlie year of composition should
bo fixed at the most various dates, even
apart from the differences of reckoning as

very

to the Pauline chronology. In consequence
of tliis divergence of opinion as to its historical position, the statements as to tlie place

of compositio?i have necessarily been very
various (Troas, Corinth, Antioch, Ephesus,

Rome),
' Bleek conjecturally.
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and Jerome, Tlieodoret,

and the Syrian
and
others, held this opinion, which arose simply from a misunderstanding of
iv. 20, vi. 11, and especially vi. 17, and was quite unwarrantably supported
by ii. 10 (comp. with Rom. xv. 28). Nevertheless, recently Schrader' and
Kohler,^ the latter of whom exceeds the former in caprice, again date the
^
epistle from Rome.
The genuineness is established by external testimony *
although the
apostolic Fathers contain no trace in any measure certain, and Justin's
writings only a probable trace, of the letter ^
as well as by the completely
and vividly Pauline cast of the writer's spirit and language. It is thus
so firmly established, that, except by Bruno Bauer's wanton '^ Kritilc^''
The numerous inter(1850), it has never been, and never can be, doubted.
a~b

kypdcpij

''Pu/j.Tjg

;

as afterwards Baronius,

churcli,

Eutlialius,

Flacius, Salmasius, Estius, Calovius,

—

—

polations which, according to Weisse,® the apostolic text has undergone,

depend

conducted with an

entirely on a subjective criticism of the style,

utter disregard of external critical testimony.
1 i.

^

125

p. 216

ff.

epistol.

Schriften,

p.

flf.

For the refutation of which their arguments are not worthy, see Schott, Erorte'

rung, pp. 63
*

21.

ff.,

41

ff.,

Iren. Ilaer.

iii.

Tatian,

in

1

;

Strom,

iii.

116

ff.

Canon

Ilsteri, p. 222

;

6. 5, iii.

7.

Jerome

p. 4G8, ed. Sylb.

scr. 6, (t al.;

;

;

2,

iii.

16.

Clem.

3,

ff.

v.

Alex.

Tertull. de prae-

ilurat., Yalentinus in

Irenaeus, Marcion.
^ Even in Polyearp, Phil. .5, comp. Gal. vi.
7, there may be a quite accidental similarity of

Clem, ad Cor. i. 49 Ignat. ad Philad. 1, ad
Magnes. 8 Just. Mart, ad G-Vaec. p. 40, ed.
Colon, and discovered in these passages
;

der

Abfassungzeit

expression.

Lardner appealed to

;

i. 4, i. 1, v. 4, iv. 13.
There
appears to be an actual allusion to this last
passage in Justin, where it runs yiviuO^ ws

allusions to Gal.

:

on

is

"Become

as I,
probability of
this is increased by the fact that Justin soon
afterwards uses the words, ex^poi, epfs,
eyui-

because

Kay!o
I

y)iJ.r]v

was

ii/xeU,

as you."

^^•^o?, epiSeiai, flwjuot,

The

koX

to.

hixoia

which look

like

an echo of

Beitriige

zur

Krif.

^

edited by Sulze, 1867,

d.

p. 19

Paulin.
ff.

toutoi?,

Gal. v. 20

f.

Briefe,
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TJavXov iniGroki]
ABK

and many min.,

i<,

also Copt., give simply TrpocPa/laraf,

less the earliest superscription

—

is

— doubt-

I.

wanting only in min., Damasc. Aug. (once)

7/«w:'] is

3.

which

adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.

CHAPTER
Ver.

Takarai.

rrpo?

;

while A, min.,

Copt. Arm. Yulg. ms. Chrj's. Ambrosiast. Pel. Ambr. (once), Fulg. place

But

ira-poQ.
it

no

as in the other epistolary salutations there is

rjiiuv

was sometimes omitted, sometimes moved to the position, which

the other epistles, after Trarpor (Rom.

7

i.

;

1 Cor.

i.

3

2 Cor.

;

i.

after

it

after Kvpiov,
it

holds in

2, et al.).

—

toADEFGKL

has [with B, 5<***J vrrep, in opposition
K,
and many min., also Or. Theophyl. Oec. This external evidence is decisive,
although Paul has written vtt i p r. u/uapr. in 1 Cor. xv. 3.
Ver. 6. Xpiarov] is
wanting in F G, Boern. Tert. (twice), Cj^or. (twice), Lucif. Victorin. But according to the erroneous (although very ancient) connection of Xpiarov with
and
Ka'AecuvTog, Xpiarov, since the Ka?^dv is God' s, could not but give offence
Ver.

Elz.

4. nspi]

—

•

;

—

Ver. 10. el eri] Elz.
hence in 7, 43,52, Theodoret, Or., it is changed for 9 for.
Scholz have eI yap eti. But yap is wanting in A B D* F G* X, min., Copt.
Arm. Vulg. It. Cyr. Damasc. and Latin Fathers, and has been inserted for the

sake of connection.

— Ver.

11.

Instead of

(U,

B D* F G

>«**, 17, 213, It.

Vulg.

and Fathers have yap. The latter has mechanically entered from the use of the
Ver. 12.
same word before and after (vv. 10, 12). X*** has restored 6L
Instead of ovre, A D* F G 5<, min and Greek Fathers have ov6t\ So Lachm.

—

,

A

—

Ver. 15. 6 Os6r'\ after
mechanical error of copying after the previous olde.
wanting in B F G, 20, and many vss. and Fathers. Bracketed by Lachm.

ev6oK. is

and Schott

An

deleted

;

by

Tisch.

explanatory addition.

A

Iv

L

rejected justly also
17.

av7;?.0ov]

by Ewald and Wieseler.

B D E F

G, 46,

74, Syr.

p.

So Lachm. and Schott, while Elz. Tisch.,
X Chrys. Vulg. Clar. have avTiXdov. Certainly avF/Wou has

(in the margin), Bas.,

following

;

— Ver.

have

cmj'iWov.

the appearance of interpolation, suggested as well by the direction of the
Ver. 18. Instead of
journey (comp. uva(3aivEiv elg 'lepoao?^.) as by ver. 18.

—

Ilsrpov,

supported by

Elz., following

DF K L

ii*]

AB

N, min., Syr.

Erp. Copt.

Approved of by Griesb.,
Hebrew name, both here
and also in ii. 9, 11, 14, was supplanted by the Greek as a gloss hence in ii. 7,
8, where Paiil himself wrote the Greek name, the variation Kr^(puc does not
occur. We must not assume that the reading Kyduv arose through several
Sahid. Aeth. Sjt. p. (in the margin) have KriOuv.
The
adopted by Lachm. Scholz, Schott, Tisch.

;

Fathers, like Clem. Al. in Eus.

account in

ii.

11

ff .

i.

12,

being unwilling to refer the unfavorable

to the Apostle Peter (Winer), because otherwise the

name would only have been used from

ii.

11 onwards.

Hebrew

J

CHAP.

I.,

1.

9

—

Contents. After the npostolic address and salutation (vv. 1-5), Paul
immediately expresses his astonishment that his readers are so soon falling

away

a false gospel

to

against the preachers of which he utters his

;

anathema, for he seeks to please God, and not men (vv. 6-10). Next, he
assures them that his gospel is not of men, for he had not received it from

any man, but Christ had revealed

it

to

him

In order to con-

(vv. 11, 12).

firm this historically, he appeals to his pre-Christian activity in persecution

and

and gives an exact account

to his Jewish zeal at that time (vv. 13, 14),

of his journeys

and abodes from

edgment on the part

his conversion

of the original apostles

;

down

to his formal acknowl-

from which

it

must be evident

that he could be no disciple of the apostles (vv. 15-34).
Ver.

'A~uaro?.og ovk ot' avBodiKuv ovSi

1.

Paul, with deliberate incisiveness

nence

at the

ovk

Sl'

avdpcjjrov, aTiXd /c.r.A.]

Thus does

careful definition, bring into promi-

very head of his epistle his (in the strictest sense) apostolic

dignity, because doubt

For by

and

air'

had been thrown on

by

it

his opponents in Galatia.

men

avdpunuv he denies that his apostleship fvoceeded from

{causa remotior^ "the

more remote cause"), and by ovde

6l avdp.

that

it

came hy

man (causa medians, " the mediate cause"). [See Note I., p. 37.
was neither of human origin, nor was a man the means of conveying it. On
To disregard the diversity of meaning in the two
(ittS, comp. also Rom.xiii. 1.
prepositions, although even Usteri is inclined to this view ("Paul meant to
say that in no i-espect did his office depend on human authority"), is all the
more arbitrary, seeing that, while the two ncgari ^s very definitely separate
expressed by the mere
j
the two relations, these two relations cannot
change of number.^ This in itself would be buc a feeble amplification of
the thought, and in order to be intelligible, would need to be more distinctly indicated (perhaps by the addition of iroTiTiuv and evor), for otherwise
the readers Avould not have their attention drawn off from the difference of
means of a
It

'

'^

Paul has in the second instance written not av&pcjnuv again,
i\).Q prepositions.
but av&pu-ov, because the contrast to dC avdpu-ov is 8ta 'Irjaov Xpiarov. [See
Note II., p. 37.] It was not a man, but the exalted Christ, through whom
the divine call to the apostleship came to Paul at Damascus
ahrh^ 6 deawoTT]^
;

ovpavod-EV

contrast

kK.a7.E(Tev

is

ovk

quite just

:

av&puTKo jp^yaa/zevof vnovpyu,
for Christ, the incarnate

Theodoret.

And

this

Son of God, was indeed

as

such, in the state of His self-renunciation and humiliation, av&puTvor fRom.
1 Cor. xv. 21), and in His human manifestation not specifically diffrom other men (Phil. ii. 7 Gal. iv. 4 Rom. viii. 3) but in His
state of exaltation, since He is as respects His whole divine-human nature
in heaven (Eph. i. 20 ff.
Phil. ii. 9, iii. 20, 21), He is, although subordinate to the Father (1 Cor. iii. 23, xi. 3, xv. 28, et al.), partaker of the
divine majesty which He had before the incarnation, and possesses in His
whole person at the right hand of God divine honor and divine dominion.*
V. 15

;

ferent

;

;

;

;

^

Comp. Bernhardy, pp.

223, 236;

Winer,

p. 390.

Semler, Morns, Koppe, and others.
Koppe, "non hominum, ne cujusquam
quidem hominis," " not of men, not even of
^
2

any man

;"

comp.

Benjrel, Semler,

Moras,

Rosenmiiller.
* Comp. generally, l]stev\,LeJu-begr. p. 327
Weiss, Bibl. Theol. p. 306.

;

—
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[See Note

in

which

kuI

anb Qeov

his idea could

Following out

Kal Qeo'u Tvarpog]

III., p. 37.]

should expect

-n-arp.

be

set

tlie

we

contrast,

But availing himself of the variety of form
forth, Paul comprehends the properly two-

fold relation under one preposition, since, in point of fact, with respect to

the modification in the import of the
the principle cause

is

no reader could doubt that here

6id,

conceived also as mediate.

popular language, see on 1 Cor.

i.

Christ

9.

is

As

to this usage of

dm

in

the mediate agent of Paul's

inasmuch as Christ was the instrument tlirougli which God
but God also, who nevertheless was the principal cause, may
be conceived of under the relation of Sia (comp. iv. 7 Lachmann), inasmuch as Christ made him His apostle, ovk avev Oeov Tr-arpSg, but, on the contrary, through the worTcing of God, that is, through the interposition of the
divine will, which exerted its determining influence in the a«t of calling
Eph. i. 7
Col. i. 1
1 Tim. i. 1
2 Cor. i. 1
2 Tim. i.
(comp. 1 Cor. i. 1
1.)'
The words Qeov Trarpog (which together have the nature of a froi^er
Eph. vi. 23 1 Pet. i. 2), according to the
name: comp. Phil. ii. 11
apostleship,

called

him

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Rom.

;

;

God

Father of Jesus Christ, not as
comp. Hilgenfeld), nor as our Father (Paulus,
The Father is named after the
[See Note IV., p. 37.]
Usteri, Wieseler).
Son by way of climax (comp. Eph. v. 5) in describing the superhuman
origin of his apostleship Paul proceeds from the Higher to the Ilighest [sec
bom (see what follows), Christ could not have
Note v., p. 38], without
Of course t ''calling by Christ is the element decisive of the
called him.
'*
'it
would remain so, even if Paul, advancing
true anoGTolj] (Wieseler);
iraed Christ after God.
The supposition
to the more definite agen*
Theodoret, Iva fiij Ttq vKoTiap-ij virovpybv elvai. tov
of a dogmatic precautior
context, cf

.

vi. 4,

present

Father generally (de Wette

as the

;

:

'

TTOTpog TOV vl6v, evpuv npoc

that no one
after

might suppoi

/"vov to
;

Sid, ETT^yaye

that the Son

having used the adjacent

sostom, Calovius, and others)

is

Kaa Qeov naTpdg,

"In

order

the subordinate of the Father,

6ta, he added Kal Qeov rraTpog ;" comp. Chrywould be as irrelevant and inappropriate as

is arbitrary, that Paul at first intended merely to write
and then added as an after-thought, but inexactly (therefore
tov iye'ipavToq a'vTov ek veKpuv] For Paul was
without d-rrS), Kal Qeov naTpbg.
called to be an apostle by the Christ who had been raised up bodily from
Acts ix. 22, 20)
so that these
the dead by the Father (1 Cor. xv. 8, ix. 1
words involve a historical confirmation of that kuI Qeov Trarpdg in its special
relation as thoroughly assuring the full apostolic commission of Paul ^ they

Riickert's opinion
6id

'I.

X.,

—

;

;

:

mere designation of God as originator of the worTc of redemption (de
Wette), which docs not correspond to the definite connection with dnoaTolog.
According to Wieseler, the addition is intended to awalx:en faith
both in Jesus as the Son and in God as our reconciled Father. But apart
from the fact that the Father is here the Father of Christ, the idea of reconand the whole self-description,
are not a

'

Comp.

Plat.

Symp. p. 186 E, 5ta tou fleou
and Rom. xi. 36, Si.' auTou

TouToO Kv^epvoLTai.

Ta TracTa

;

Winer,

,

p. 354

f.

"

Comp. Beyschlaff

p. 225.

in Stud. u. Krit. 1804,

—
;

CHAP.
wLiich

is

appended

to UarTing, is introduced solely

fall apostolic authority:

other epistles

is

11

I., 2.

by

his

consciousness of

describes by contrast and historically

it

expressed by the simple

what in
The opinion that

KArjTog a-xoaToloq.

Paul is pointing at the reproach made against him of not having seen Christ,^
and that he here claims the pre-eminence of having been the only one
called by the exalted Jesus (Augustine, Erasmus, Beza, Menochius, Estius,

and
of

others), is inappropriate, for the simple

Christ

is

mentioned

in the

reason that the resurrection

form of a predicate of God (not of

Christ).

This reason also holds good against Matthies (comp. Winer), who thinks
that the divine elevation of Christ is the point intended to be conveyed.

Chrysostom and Oecumenius found even a reference dii-ected against tlie
and Luther (comp. Calovius) against tlie trust in
one'' s own righteousness.
[See Note VI., j^. 38. J
Ver. 2. Ktti ol avv kjiol Tvavreg arfe/l^oj] adslipuL denotes nothing more than
fellow- Christians ; but the words cvv kfiol place the persons here intended in
special connection with the person of the apostle (comp. ii. 3
Phil. iv.
validity of the Mosaical law,

;

21)

:

tJie

felloio- Christians

icJio

are in

my

company.

This

is

rightly under-

who were respectively his
many other epistles, has conown (1 Cor. i. 1 3 Cor. i. 1

stood as referring to his travelling companions,
official assistants, at

name

joined the
Phil.

1

i.

;

Col.

the time, ^ just as Paul, in

of official associates with his
i.

1

;

1

Thess.

i.

1

;

;

2 Thess.

i.

V\.

;

Instead of mentioning

which were perhaps known to the ( ^.latians at least in part
from his last visit to them (Acts xviii. 21 or in some other way
he uses the emphatic Travrec (which, howeve'''."b5i« D means imjilies any very
large number, as Erasmus and others, incirui,.
3hausen, have supposed),
indicating that these brethren collectively desire^, ^^o address the very same
instructions, warnings, exhortations, etc., to iii> iGalatians, whereby the
impressive effect of the ej)istle, especially asregans the a2;)0stle's opponents,
coidd not lut he strengtJiened, and therefore was certainly intended to he so
strengthened (comp. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Jerome, Erasmus, Calvin, and
others).
At the same time, there is no need to assume that his opponents
had spread abroad the suggestion that some one in the personal circle of
the apostle did not agree with him in his teaching (Wieseler) actual indications of this must have been found in the epistle.
Others have thought
of all the Christians in the place ichere he was then sojourning (Erasmus, Estius,
Grotius, Calovius, and others
also Schott).
This is quite ojjposed to the
analogy of all the other epistles of the N. T., not one of which is composed
in the name of a church along with that of the writer.
It would, in that
case, have been more suitable that Paul should have either omitted ovv cftoi
their names,*
i:)ossibly

.

;

;

(comp.

1

Cor. xvi. 20), or expressed himself in such a

not that the church was

(with Beza) to the

(jvv

cltw, but that

office-hearers of

he was avv

the church,

1 Calvin, Morus, Semler, Koppe, Borger
comp. Ellicott.
2 Comp. Parens, Hammond, Semler, Michaelis, Morus, Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Winer,

;

Paulus, Riickert, Usteri, Wieseler, Eeith-

is

way

as to intimate,

a'vroig.

To

quite arbitrary

;

refer

it

for the

mayr.

Which indeed he miglit have done, even
the epistle had been, as an exception,
written by his own hand (but see on vi. 11)
so that Hofmann's view is erroneous.
'

if

;
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readers could not recognize this in
Talc £KK?ir/aiaic

rf/c

pendent churches.

on

see

Cor.

1

i.

(tvv e/wl

without further explanation.

—

consequently a circular epistle to the several indeThe relations of the churches were different in Achaia

TaTiar.]

2

:

2 Cor.

;

1.

i.

The

fact that Paul

adds no epithet of honor

(as kItjtoIq dyloic, " called to be saints," or the like) is considered by Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumenius, and by Winer, Credner, Olshausen (comp.

Hilgenfeld, "Wieseler, a sign of indignation.
Comp. Grotius,
" quia coeperant ab evangelio declinare, " "because they were beginning to

Riickert),

decline from the gospel."
displeasure and chagrin

And

justly so

;

because

it is

which induce him afterwards

in keeping with the
to refrain

from

all

such favorable testimony as he elsewhere usually bears to the Christian behavior of his readers, and, on the contrary, to begin at once with blame
(ver. 6).
In no other epistle, not even in the two earliest, 1 and 2 Thess.,
has he employed an address so abrupt, and one so unaccompanied by any
complimentary recognition it is not sufRcient, therefore, to appeal to the
;

and

earlier

Ver.

Qeov

3.

who

tians,

viii. 15.

later

—

"usage of the apostle" (Hofmann).

Trar/joc]

refers ho'e, according to the context, to the Chris-

throiigh Christ have received the vlo&eala.
See, further,

on Rom.

See

26

iv.

ff.

;

Rom.

7.

i.

This addition prepares the readers thus early for the recognition
for their adhesion to Judaism was indeed entirely opposed
Comp. ii. 20, iii. 13 ff. " See
to the aim of the atoning death of Jesus.
how he directs every word against self -righteousness," Luther's gloss. [See
Ver.

4.

of their error

;

—

Toi) (UvToc iavrov] that is, who did not withhold (E^e/craro,
but surrendered Himself, namely, to be put to death.' This
special application of the words was obvious of itself to the Christian consciousness, and is placed beyond doubt by the addition Tzspl t. a/iapr. ij/i.
Comp. Matt. xx. 28 Eph. v. 25 Tit. ii. 14 1 Tim. ii. 6 1 Mace. vi.
44 and Wetstein in he.
Trepl ruv dftapr. ??,«.] in resjyect of our sins (Rom.
viii. 3), on account of them, namely, in order to atone for them.
See Rom. iii.
23 ff.
Gal. iii. 12 ff.
In essential sense •nipi is not different from vTvep,'
and the idea of satisfaction is implied, not in the signification of the preposition, but in the whole nature of the case.^
As to Trepi and vTrep in
respect to the death of Jesus, the latter of which (never Trepl) is always used
by Paul when the reference to persons is expressed, see further on 1 Cor. i.

Note VII.,

Rom.

p. 38].

viii. 32),

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

13, XV. 8.

oTTWf E^fTiTjrai rjfiaq /c.T.il.]

The kvecj-uQ a'luv

End, which that self-surrender was to

usually understood as equivalent to

6 nloip ovtoq, 6 vvv

aluv,

"this world, the present world." Certainly in practical

meamng heaTug

may

denote present (hence in the grammarians,

attain.

is

6

heaTug

L 49, to a'laa avrov
" His blood He gSLve for
you." For instances from Greeli antliors
of eSuKev kixvTov, See Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor.

see Buttmann, Ind. ad Mid. p. 188

p. 348.

virep \a.vaCiv,

'

Comp. Clem.

eSuiKev

" 1

xiii.

viTip

Pet.
11

comp.

;

Cor.

riiJ.uiv,

Matt. xxvi. 28; Heb. x. 26,
i. 1.
17 Eur. Ale. 176,
Horn. II. xii. 243, comp. i. 444

iii.

18

;

Xen. Mem.

701

;

tempus

XP'^^"^C,

but always only with the definite reference suggested by the

praesens),

;

er, A}i2>-

Dem.

I.

p. 190

;

literal

SchaefBremi, ad Dem. 01.
;

p. 188, Gotli.
kKaToix^-qv pi^ai
444 *oi'/3cu
" to offer a hecatomb to Plioebus, /or the benefit of the Danai,'' o(j>p' iKauonecri?a avaxra, " to appease the king."
^

Horn. E.

i.

:

.

.

.

CHAP.
siguification, setting in,

Now,

ah-eady begun.^

which has
meaning would be

in the course of entrance, that

tliat is,

as this definite reference of its

quite unsuitable to designate the

running

just legun, but one

13

4.

I.,

its

because the latter

a'luv ovro^,

is

not an aeon

course from the beginning and lasting until

and as elsewhere Paul always describes this jiresent aluv as the
(Rom. xii. 2 1 Cor. i. 20 and frequently comjj. 6 vvv aim;
Tit. ii. 12), we must explain it as the jyeriod of
2 Tim. iv. 10
1 Tim. vi. 17
time which is already in the act of setting in, the evil time which has already

the Trapovaia

;

ovTog

a'lcjv

hegun, that

:

;

;

\

;

the time immediately preceding the irapovaia, so that the aluv

is,

evearug is the last part of the aluv ovrog.

[See Note VIII., p. 38.]

ivEGTUQ is not only very full of sorrow

through the

which, however, the ethical

1 Cor. vii. 26), to

not refer

but

;

it is

away from the
power and audacity
Jude 18
Pet. iii. 3

and the

faith,

Thess.

(2

John

1

;

;

ii.

3

ii.

18

on

our passage does

novr^pdg in

also in the highest degree immoral,

fall

— This aluv

dolores Messiae (see

inasmuch

as

many

antichristian princijjle develojos great

if

.

;

;

1

Tim.

iv. 1

f[.

2 Tim.

;

iii.

1 ff.

;

2

On that account
With his idea of the

Matt. xxiv. 10-1 2). ^

this period of time is pre-eminently

6 n'icjv -irovrj p6q.
nearness of the irapovaia, Paul conceived this period as having then already
begun (comp. 2 Thess. ii. 7), although its full development was still in re-

serve (2 Thess.
aluv kvEUTCiQ
7j,uepai.

(Acts

binic

]*p.

Accordingly, the same period

8).

ii.

which in other places
ii.

or

17

Tim.

2

;

iii.

1), fo-jd-?/

nnnx

or D'?;n

'^'ID

(Isa.

by means

Christ, says Paul, desired

is

here designated

called Kaipbg ea^arog (1 Pet.

is

ii.

iopa (1

2

;

John

Jer.

ii.

xxiii.

18),

20

;

i.

and
Mic.

u

iaxarac

5),

in
iv.

Rab1).^

of His atoning death to deliver us out of

wicked period, that is, tojjlaceus out offelloicship witliit [see Note IX.,
inasmuch as through His death the guilt of believers was blotted out,
and through faith, hj virtue of the Holy Spirit, the new moral life the life
was brought about in them (Rom. vi. 8). Christians have bein the Spirit
come objects of God's love and holy, and as such are now taken out of that
this

38],

15.

—

—

SO that, although living in this

aliiv TTovTjpog,

common wdth

The

its •n-ovT^pla.*

l^iXr^Tai,

alciv

they yet have nothing in

moreover, has the emphasis and

is

For how antagonistic to this separation, designed by
Christ, w^as i\\c fellowship with the ali)v irovTjpog into which the readers had
relapsed through their devotion to the false teachers
Observe, moreover,
that the aiuv -izovTjpog forms one idea, and therefore it was not necessary to
accordingly prefixed.

!

So not merely in passages such as Dem.
Herodian, ii. 2. 3; Poiyb. i.
75. 2
3Esd. v. 47, ix. 6; 3 Mace. i. 16, but
also in Xen. Hell. ii. 1. 5 Plat. Legg. ix. p.
e78 Dinarch. i. 93 Polyb. i. 83. 2, i. 60. 9,
vii. 5. 4
2 Mace. iii. 17, vi. 9 comp. Schweig1

255. 9, 1466. 21

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Dissen, ad Bern.
So also universally in the

hauser, Lex. Polyb.
C.e

Cor. p. 350.

11. T-,

Thess.

Rom.
ii.

viii.

38;

2 (comp. 2

p. 219

1

Cor.

Tim.

- Comp. Usteri, I.e. p.
Huther on 1 John ii. 18.
3

;

22, vii. 26

iii.

iii. 1

348

ff.

;

;

Ileb. ix.

Liicke

See Schoettgen, Hor. ad 2 Tim.

iii. 1.

;

2

9).

and

—

* It is therefore self-evident how unjust is
the objection taljen by Hilgenfeld to our
interpretation, that it limits the Kedeemer's
death to this short period of transition.
This the apostle in no way does, but he
portrays redemption concretely, displaying
the whole importance and greatness of its
salvation by the force of strongest contrast.
This remark also applies to Wieseler's objection. Comp. Barnabas, Ep. 10, where
the righteous man, walking in this world,
-rov aytov aiu>va esSexcTai, " looks forward to

the holy v.-orld."

;
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repeat

tlie

K.T.X.]

strengthens the weight of the

Matthias coutends).^

article before iroviipou (as

uTzug i^t/ir/Tai k.t/a.,

— Kara

to dthj/ta

towliichit belongs.

Comp. Eph. i. 4 f. Col. i. 13 f. The salvation -icas iciUed hj God., to whom
the reference of uaTo. -. &(:'k. k.t.\. to the
Christ was obedient (Phil. ii. 8)
whole sentence from tov -dovToq onwards ^ is less simple and unnecessary. The
connection with Kovijpov ^ would only be possible, if the latter were predicative, and would yield an idea entirely paradoxical.
t. Qeov k. irarp. y/n.]
of God, who (through Christ) is our Father.
Comp. Phil. iv. 20 1 Thess.
i. 3, iii. 11, 13.
As to the koI, comp. on 1 Cor. xv. 24 Eph. i. 3 from the
latter passage it must not be concluded that t//iuv belongs also to Oeov.* The
more definite designation k. Trarp. yfiuv conveys the motive of the &e2.jjp.a, love.
Ver. 5. To the mention of this counsel of deliverance the jjiety of the apostle
annexes a doxology.
Comp. 1 Tim. i. 17 Rom. ix. 5, xi. 36, xvi. 27
;

;

—

;

:

;

;

—

Eph. iii. 21.
^ 66^a] that
have to sujiply £(>, and not
1 Pet.
serted (Rom. i. 25
;

is,

;

We

the honor due to Ilim for this -dilqua.

Hofmann, Matthias), which is inwhere there is no doxology. So in the

tori (Vulgate,
iv.

11)

frequent doxologies in the apostolic Fathers,

e.g.

Clement, Cor.

I.

20,

88,

43, 45, 50, 58.'

Ver.

6.

Without

prefixing, as in other epistles, even in those to the Cor-

preamble setting forth what was commendable in his
Paul at once plunges in mediam rem. He probably Avrote AA'ithout
delay, immediately on receiving the accounts which arrived as to the falling
away of his readers, while his mind was still in that state of agitated feeling
which prevented him from using his customary preface of thanksgiving and
conciliation,
a painful irritation (n-vpovfiai, 2 Cor. xi. 29), which was the
more just, that in the case of the Galatians, the very foundation and sub-

inthians, a conciliatory

readers,

—

stance of his gospel threatened to

fall to pieces.

Greek orators in the sense of surprise
N.T., comp. Markvi. G John vii. 21
;

;

quicHi/, so recently,

(comp. 2 Thess.
;t;pdroii

may denote
2

ii.

1

;

Tim.

often used

^avfiai^u]

John

1

iii.

13.

—

ovrcj

by

In the

Ta^eug] so very

either the rapid development of the apostasy
v.

22

Jeorraf otaTrarwvrefri^af/c.r. A.),

Windischmann,

—

at sometliing blameworthy.^

;

Wisd.

xiv. 28), as

Chrysostom

{ovde

Theophylact, Koppe, Schott, de Wette,

Hofmann, Rcithmayr understand it ox iia early ocPhil. ii. 19, etal.), whether reckoned from the last
visit of the apostle (Bengel, Flatt, Hilgenfeld, Wieseler) orfromthe conversion of the readers (Usteri, Olshausen). The latter is preferable, because it
•corresponds with a-b tov Ka?JaavToc k.t.?,., whereby the time of the calling is
indicated as the to'???«iMs a (7?io. Comp. iii. 1-3. [See Note X., p. 88seq.J This
view is not inconsistent with the fact that the epistle was written a considerable time after the conversion of the readers
for, at all events, they had
been Christians for but a few years, which the ov-cd Taxeuc as a relative idea
still suits well enough.
By their ^isTaTi^sa-daL they showed themselves to be
currence

(1

Cor.

Ellicott,

19

iv.

;

;

;

^

See Kriiger,

§ 57. 2. 3.

Bengel, Wieseler,
niann.
^

3

Matthias.

*

Hofmann.

probably also

Ilof-

^ Comp. the customarj' cvAovtjto^, sc. ei-q, at
Eom. Ix. 5 Eph. i. 3. See, further, on Eph.
;

iii.
«

21.

Dem.

340. 3

;

Sturz, Ze.r. Xc?i.

Abresch, D'Juc. Thuc. p.

309.

II. p.

511

;

CHAP.
and

Trpoana/poi (Matt. xiii. 21),

on

iii.

—

3.

/zf -a-iT^EcriJe]

I., 6.

15

As

this surprises the apostle.

fiETari&T^/iii,

to transpose, in

to ovru,

the middle,

comp.

to alter one'^s

become

of another mind, and generally to fall away.^ It
understood in a passive sense (Theodorus of Mopsuestia,
uq inl aipvx(^v, "as to the faint-hearted ;"
uerari^., not iieTciyEa-de, is used
" verbum passivum usurpavit, ut culpam in pseudo-apostolos
Beza,
to

opinion,

m^ght

also be

:

derivet,"

"He

upon the false
the common one
ing to Beza,

is

has employed a passive verb, in order to cast the blame
ajDostles").
But the use of the middle in this sense is
so that the passive sense, and the nicety which, accord;

involved in

it,

must have been more

The

the reader in order to be recognized.
readers were

still

in

very act of the falling away,

tlie

According to Jerome,

conversion.

their

after

definitely indicated to

present tense denotes that the

which began

so soon

the word itself is in" Galatia enim transla-

tended to convey an allusion to the name Galatia
"for in our tongue, Galatia means transferral" (H?:
hence ^7"'-') ^"^h carrying away). Although approved by
Bertholdt, this idea is nevertheless an emjDty figment, because tJte thing suggested the expression, and these Hebrew words denote the iieraTi'&Ea-QaL in
the sense of exileX But from an historical 2">oint of view, the ajjpcals of
Grotius and Wetstein to the fickleness of the Gallic character ^ are not
without interest as regards the Oalatiaiis.
aivb tov KaMoavrog v/iag h x^P'-'':

tionern in nostra lingua sonat,"
;

—

The
Erasmus
X.]*

be taken with. Xpcarov, as Syr., Jerome,
the version, not in the paraphrase and annotations), Luther,

TOV KaXiaavTOQ is not to
(in

and

Calvin, Grotius, Bengel,

against which

may be

Morns and

others, also

Flatt,

understand

it

;

urged, not (with Matthies and Schott) the want of

the article before Xpiarov (see on
the fact that the calling into the

Rom. ix.
kingdom

5

;

comp. also

1

Pet.

i.

15),

of the Messiah is presented

but

by

Paul (and the apostles generally) so constantly as the work of God, that we
must not deviate from this analogy in explaining the words. ^ Thence, also,
Toi) Ka'Ata. is not to be taken as neuter, and i"ef erred to the gospel (Ewald)
but 6 KaleGag is God, and Xpiarov belongs to h ;i:ap«r<, from him who has
[See Note XI. p. 39.]
'Ev xo-pi-'^'called you through the grace of Christ.
;

Xpcarov

is

instrumental ; for the grace of Christ (Acts xv. 11

;

Rom.

v.

15

;

comp. also Rom. xvi. 20
2 Cor. xii. 9, xiii. 13
Philem. 25), viz., the favor of Christ unmerited by sinful men, according to
which He gave up His life to atone for them (comp. ver. 4), is that l>y wJiich,
comp.
i.e., hj the 2^reaching of which, the divine calling i-eaches its subjects
2 Cor.

viii.

9

;

Tit.

iii.

6

:

;

;

;

Acts

xiv.

iv. 7

;

to

suitable.

3,

So

XX. 24.

KaT^elv

with h,

1 Cor. vii.

which passages the interpretation " on the
Others take h for eiq
so that by brevity
;''

* With
eis, App. IRsp. 17
Ecclus. vi. 8
with »rp6s, Polyb. xxvi. 2. 6. See Wetstein
in loc. i Kypke, II. p. 273 Ast. ad Plat, de
Leg. p. 497 from the LXX., Schleusner,
s.v. / and from Philo, Loesner, p. 325.

*

;

24

;

^

;

;

*

See Gesenius, Thes.

3

Caes. B. Gall.

iii.

I.

ii.

1, iii. 10.

;

;

of language h, indicat-

On

i.ir6, away from, comp. 2 Maco. vii.
and see generally, Kiihner, § 622 c.
See on Eom. i. 6 and Weiss, Bihl. Tlieol.
;

p. 387.

Wieseler.
Vulgate, Tertullian, Cyprian, Ambrose,
Beza, etc., also Border and Eiickert.
°

''

p. 285.

19, iv. 5,

Eph. iv. 4 1 Thess.
ground o/grace"^ is not

15

;

;
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ing the result of

tlie direction, includes within it tliis also
see Winer,
This is unnecessarily forced, for such a constructio 2n'aegnans in Greek
and in the N. T. is undisputed only in the case of verbs of motion (as
;

p. 388.

epxeo^at, ciaievai,

In point

/c.r.A.).'

e/iTTLTTTeiv,

liable to the objection that the Klyaig

of. sense, moreover, this view is
always refers to the Jlesslanic lingdom,^

and the grace of Christ is that ichich 2'>rocures the Messianic cDT?ip!a (Rom. v.
On the absence of the article before
15, et al.), and not the cuTrjpia itself.
see "Winer, p. 118

xapiri,

f.

— Observe,

moreover,

how

mode

the whole

of

makes the readers sensible of its antagonism to
God and salvation
Comp. Chrysostom and Theodoret.
e'lq krepov eiayy]
to a gospel of a different Jcind, from that, namely, which was preached to you
when God called you. Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 4. The contrast is based on the
setting forth the apostasy

—

!

h

previous designation of their calling as having taken place
(not

somehow by

the law),

^opi'i Xpiarov

—a statement clearly enough indicating the spe-

nature of the Pauline gospel, from which the nature of the Judaistic

cific

had likewise received the latter as the
had been passed off, was withal so different {irepoi^.

teaching, although the Galatians

gospel for which

Comp.

it

ver. 8.

Ver.

The expression

7.

just used,

was a paradoxical

k-epov EvayyE?iiov,

elg

one, for in the true sense there is only one gosjoel

seems to presuppose
the existence of several evayyeXm, but only serves to bring into clearer light
the misleading efforts of the Judaists, and in this sense the ajiostle now
explains

it,

—

o

ovk egtlv a22.o,

have fallen away,

:

it

which erepov evayykliov, to which ye

el ^rj k.t./I]

not another, not a second gospel, alongside of that

by
which ye were called {alio, not k-epov again), excepjt there are certain
That is, this krepov svayyeliov is not another by
persons who perplex you, etc.
the side of the former, only there are certain persons who perplex you; so that
means

is

of

in this respect only can

we speak

it were an a.?i?[.o.^
and then on alio
so that, although Paul has previously said elg erepov evayyeliov, he yet guards
the oneness of the gospel, and represents that to which he applied the
words erepov evayy as only the corruption and pjerversion of tlie one (of the evayy.
Thus'et /it/ retains its general meaning
rov KalecavTog vjudg ev ;);d/3ir< Xpiarov).
7iisi, unless, without any need to assume (with Matthies) an abbreviation for

of erepov evayyelcov as if

It

must be observed that the emphasis

el

/ifj

aXko earl 6ia TovTo, on rcveg

e'laiv

another, for the reason that there are

Comp.

'

G8

also Hartung,

iiber

d.

Kas.

p.

Tim. vi. 12 2 Thess. ii.
Rev. xix. 9, et al. ; also
14
1 Pet. v. 10
1 Cor. i. 9, and passages such as Col. iii. 15
Thess.

ii.

Thess.

;

1

;

;

;

1

13

iv. 7.

on

ovk

;

rupaaaovreg k.t.L, "unless there is

gwi," etc., "unless

*

The two em-

perchance their influence

to be highly esteemed,

who,"

But

etc.

the article which follows renders this interpretation not at all necessary (see below).
Besides, in this sense Fanl iises unly the
neuter (see ii. 6, vl. 3 1 Cor. iii. 7). Lastly,
he is fond of designating false teachers,
;

So in substance Wieseler and Hoffmann;
comp. Matthias.
Fritzsche, ad Marc. vi. 5, takes el mt
ironically, and Ttve? in the well-known
sense, people of importance (see on Acts v.
5

•*

and Hermann, ad Viger. p. 731) " nisi
foi-te magni est facienda eorum auctoritas.

36,

laid first

some who disturb you."

is

f.

" 1

ol

is

:

adversaries, etc., as

nominare

f/uos

unwilling
M.ger.

Gal.

ii.

that

; 1

is,

quidam,

"some whom

I

am

mention." (Hermann, ad
See 1 Cor. iv. 18 2 Cor. iii. 1
Cor. xv. 12 1 Tim. i. 3.

to

I.e.).

12

rtve'?,

nolo,

;

;

"

ciiAr.
phatic words erepov and

a/l?io

preserve, however, their distinction in sense

meaning absolutely

another^ that

to the one gospel)

and

The

p. 39.]

;

17

7.

I.,

is,

aA?,o

[See Note XII.,

of another liiid, different.^

irepov one

:

a second likewise existing (in addition

interpretation mont generally received'^ connects

6 ovk eariv

alio

merely with ehayyeliov, ^ and for the most part understands el fir] adversatively,
'^ Ifeque tamen est ulla alia doctrina de Jesu Christo vera;
sunt vefo homines,''''
"nor is any other doctrine of Jesus Christ true but there are men," etc.,
Koppe. Against this interpretation may be urged, first, the fact that trepov
;

previously

had the

chief emphasis laid on

it,

and

is

therefore quite unwar-

rantably excluded from the reference of the relative which follows
ly,

must have

that Paul

and

lastly,

that

el

fj,?]

w?)

;

second-

bv-oc allov

;

not even in

nisi, unless,

ii. 16
Matt. xii. 4 (see on this passage)
Luke iv. 20 1
and Eev. ix. 4, xxi. 27.^ Others, as Calvin, Grotius (not CaloHomberg, Winer, Riickert, Olshausen, refer b to the whole contents of

17

vii.

vius),

on

some such expression as

never means anything else than

passages such as
Cor.

logically used

•

;

;

;

ovTco rax^t^c

.

•

But by

^

than/''

quid^m (sc, vos deficere a Christo) non
your departure from Christ is not otJiertcise

evayyeXiov, ^^quod

est aliud, nisi, etc., the case, viz.,

this interpretation the

ine in its character,

which

whole point of the

relation, so Paul-

ovk ia-iv aA?io bears to er^pnv, is lost

6

and why

;

should the more special explanation of the deficere a Christo be annexed in
so emphatic a form, and not by a simple jap or the like ? Lastly, Schott
regards

o

hj

EL

qiui

by

fi>/

and makes

ohx eanv alio as a parenthesis,

&avfia!^u k.t.1.
Tiveg

;

SO that that,

which

"Ii77iitihus

ii.T.7..

perpendenda illud

is

el fi!j

rivcg k.t.a.

expressed in the words

depend on

davfiaC,u k.t.1.,

circumscribatur j)'>'<f6renda defectionis causa,

d-avfid^etv vel

minuatur

vel tollatur,''''

"is circumscribed

by weighing which the

limits to set forth the cause of the defection,

&avfiaL,eiv is either diminished or removed."
This is incorrect, for logically
Paul must have written k-^avfia^^ov av
and with what
el firj tiveq ijaav
.

arbitrary artifice

Dlo

5 ovk eg-lv

is

doned, and yet the reference of the
rapaacovTE^

ol

i^lag'\

The

.

.

;

thus set aside, and, as

it

to the emphatic erspov

is

6

were, aban-

assumed

those whose characteristic was the rapdaaeiv of the Galatians, as persons
dealt in this, Avho were occupied with
TapdacTEiv, in

Irepoi'

dvwotoi', " different

Kai

it.''

—

Plat. C'owv. p. 186 B.
;

;

who

Note XIII., p. 39.] On
and jmnciples, comp. here

[See

the sense of perj^lexing the faith

and disDem.911. 7;
0.
Xeu.
Anab.
vi. 4.
Soph. Phil. 501,
C. 1446
8 (and Kriigerifttoc.)/ Wisd. vii. 5 Judith
Viii. 20.
In the N. T., comp. especially
1

similar."

!

participle with the article designates the tiveq as

' So already the Marcionites, who proved
from this passage that there was no other
gospel than theirs
See Chrysostom in loc.
< Comp. Horn. Od. xii. 335 f., ov&i ns aAAos
!

yiyv^T

cTreir' avifxiav, ei

fir;

Evpos re Notos

re,

"no

pression 'irepov napa. Ti, Stallbaum, ad Plat.
Phaed. p. 71 A., Eejh p. 337 E.
^ Peschito, Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theodoret, Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Beza,
Wolf, Bengel, and many others also JIorus,Koppe, Borger, Flatt, Usieri, de Wette,

other wind then arose, save only the
east and the south," and the passages in
Poppo, ad Thuc. III. 1, p. 216.
^ Winer.
" So also Cornelius a Lapide.
' Comp. the very usual eio-ii/ oi Aeyovre?
also Luke xviii. 9 Col. ii. 8. See generally
Winer, p. 104 Kriiger. § 50. 4. 3 Fritzsche,
Quaest. Luk'. p. 18; Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor.

Hilgenfeld, Reithm.

p. 238.

1

Cor.

iv. 12

;

xii. 8-10,

also

xvi. 12

;

1

xv. 40; 2 Ccr. xi. 4

Cor. xiv. 21;

Luke

ix.

29.

Rom.

Comp.

vii.

;

3

23

also

;

;

Acts

Mark

the ex-

;

;

;

;

—

;

TUB EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE GALATIAKS.
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and

—

Acts xv. 24 Ecclus. xxviii. 9.
kuI ^eTmvtsc /leraa" re ipsa noii jioterant, volebant tamen obnixc," " they really were
not able, yet they earnestly wished it,'' Bengel ^'rolunt
sed non valent,''''
"they wish, but are not cajiable," Jerome. On the other hand, the -apdaceiv of the Galatians actually took place.
Tlie article before rap. refers to
V. 10, especially

;

rpetpac]

.

;

{trAovreg as well.'

—

—

/leraarpiipai, to pervert^

—

an entirely opposite nature.^

The genitive
cific

.

.

that

is,

tu evayj. rov X.]

to alter so that

see generally

acquires

it

on Mark

i.

1.

here not auctoris, of the author, but, as expressing the spe-

is

characteristic of the one only gospel in contradistinction to those

who

Y/ere perplexing the Galatians, olijedi, the genitive of the object (concerning

This

Christ).

is

evident from ver.

fl,

where

h xapiri

Xpiarov indicates the

contents of the gospel.

Ver.

not

'A/lAa,

8.

as an antithesis

Ijut,

(Hoimann),

to ovk kanv alio

which has already been fully disposed of by tl //?) k.t.7.. It is rather the
ho^cener confronting most emphatically the nvtr e'lctv ol rapdaaovreg K.r.l.
whoso, however, so hehaves, let him he accursed!''''
"There are some, etc.
This curse pronounced by the apostle on his opponents is indirect, but,
because it is brought about by a conclusion a majorl ad minus, all the more
;

emphatic.

—

to be taken

edv]

Kal

and

applies primarily

included.

(ver. 2) are also

aSel<f)ol

together,

ecen in the case that.

chiefly to the apostle himself,

[See

Note XIV.,

but the chv

p. 39.]

^

—

?//ie«c]

Tvavreg

tfiol

To embrace

in

the reference the associates of the ajDOstle in foundinr/ the Oalatian churches^

premature, for these are only presented to the reader in the

is

which

follows.

Karapdg (Horn.

— ayyeloQ

to be taken together

t^ ovpavov']

Comp.

11. xi. 184).

:

EV7iyYElicidfie-Qa

an angel

ovpav6-Bev

[See

ayyeloi ev ovpavcj, Matt. xxii. 30.

—

Paul rejects both his own and angelic authority consequently even the supposed superhuman intervention (comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 1)
with reference to the case assumed, as accursed,^ every one icithout exception
(comp. bcTiQ dv y, v. 10) is in the same case subject to the same curse. The
certainty, that no other gospel but that preached by the aj^ostle to his

Note XV.,

If

p. 39.]

was the true

readers

Evfiyyelia. vfiiv]

that which,

one, cannot be

5,

which

is

which we," etc'

1381

;

Winer,

in this point
1

;

;

Comp. LXX.

Hom.
3

11.

•
'

is

XV. 203

1
;

Sam.

Dem.

x. 9

1032.

See Herm. ad Viger.

rariikell.

I.

Trap''

may mean

b

simply
;

pnmeterquam;

For the two meanings,

see Matthiae,

the Lutherans, in order to combat tradition, laying the stress

:

19.

2

—

is

In earlier times a dogmatic interest Avas involved

p. 377.

See Seidler, ad Eur. El. 429 Fritzsche,
Kiilmer, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1.
p. 52

ad Matth.

decisively confirmed.

either

This

"besides."^ or contra, "against."'
p.

more

not to be explained by evayykliov,^

namely, as the context shows, the contents of the gospel

that

''•'beyond

This

p. 140

p.

;

Ecclus.

xi. 31

1.

832

;

Hartung,

f.

Hofmann.
Comp. Ignatius, ad Smyrn.

there

is

judgment even to them."
Hofmann.

"

Sehott, Flatt,

'

Bernhardj, p. 259.
Vulgate, Chrysostom, Oecumenius, The-

«

ophylact,Eras.nus,Beza,Calovius,Iiambach,
Reithm. and others.
» So Theodoret and the older Catholics,
Grotius,

6,

where

it

said even of the rt/jf^ffo, ear jiir) TTicTTeiio-iocrti'
TO alfxa XpiaToO, (caKeii'Oi? Kpiat.^ iaTiv,

*is

" unless they believe in the blood of Christ,

Eiicliert,

and many others
Usti'ri,

garten-Crusius,

mann.

;

also

Winer,

Matthies, Schott, Baumde Wette, Wieseler, Hof-

— —

!

—
CHAP.

19

0.

I.,

on practerquam ; find tlic Catholics, to protect the same, on contra.'^ The
more exactly, the sense of specific difference, is most suitable to the
context (see ver. G, irepov evayyil.).
Comp. Rom. xvi. 17. [See Note XVI.,
EV7]Yje7iLcdfie-&a vfi'cv] that is,
"I and my companions at the
p. 39.]
time of your conversion" (comp. izapEAu'liere, ver. 9).
The emphasis,
however, lies on Trap'.
avd'&e/ia iaru] Let him he suhject to the divine
wrath and everlasting perdition (D'^H), the same as KaTapa and iK'.Karaparoc,
iii.
The opposite, vi. 16.
13; see on Rom. ix. 3.
To apply it ^ to
contra, or

the idea of excommunication subsequently expressed in the church

'

word

;

xii.

ava-^efia, is

8,

contrary to the usage of the N. T. (Rom.

and

xvi. 22),

false-teaching anp'eZ

supposed in the protasis.

is

by the
1

Cor.

besides in this passage erroneous, because even a

is

V. 10, fiaaraaei, to Kplfia

ix. 3

;

2 Thess.

i.

Comp., on the contrary,

See generally the thoroughly excel-

9.

lent discussion of Wieseler, p. 39

II.
Mark, moreover, in the use of the
preceptive rather than the mere optative form, the expression of the apos-

him he
Again the same curse

tolic i^ovaia, Let

Ver.

9.

but

*
;

earlier utterance of it increases still
is

pTjuafiev]

now

more

the addition of an allusion to an

its

solemn earnestness.

— uq

rrpoti-

by Chrysostom, Theophylact, Theodoret, Oecumenius,

referred

Luther, Erasmus, Estius, Grotius, Bengel, and most of the earlier exposi-

Winer, Matthies, ISTeander, to ver. 8. But in this case Paul
would have written merely wf slpr/KafjEv, rrdXcv Myu, or simply TvdXiv kpu^ as in
Phil. iv. 4.
The compound verb Tvpocipyna/iev (v. 21 2 Cor. vii. 3, xiii. 2
1 Thess. iv. G) and nal apvi jioint necessarily to an earlier time, in contrast to
the present.
Hence the Peschito, Jerome,^ Semler, Koppe, Borger, Riickert,
tors, also Flatt,

;

;

Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wctte, Hilgenfeld,
Usteri, Schott,
Ewald, Wieseler, Hofmann, Reithmayr, and others, rightly take it as indicating the piresence of the apostle
uttered this

curse

;

comp.

v.

presence as the second and not

among

3.

the Galatians at the time

We

must,

however,

when he

look upon this

form
and not a merely prophylac/ityw] apodosis, "so say L also now (at the
that ttuXiv thus glances back to the time to

\)i\<i

first visit;

for the expression in the

°

of curse betrays an advanced stage of the danger,
tic

measure.

koX

kpTt Tzdliv

moment) again y"

present

which the

Tvpo apjilied.

so

Riickert regards wf

(comp. Ewald), in which case the

d rig would be

jj

.

.

.

?.eyu

roper apodosis,

together as the jjrotasis
so it

is

in fact, before

Or rather, ii uq
Aeyu were the protasis, « tiq indg
dvd-&e/Lia icru would be the real apodosis.
But why introduce at all
such a forced departure from the separation, which presents itself so naturally, and is so full of emijhasis, of ug
?Iyu into protasis and apodosis ?
The reference of Trpoeipt'jK. to an earlier time is certain enough and dp-i,
noiD, in the sense of the point of time then present, is very usual in Grepk
eI ng vfidg /c.r.A.] Paul does not here, as in vier.
authors and in the N. T.
.

.

wanting.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

—

''

1

liberately," Bensel.

^

* Comp. Augustine, w^io leaves a
between tlie two views,
« Hofmann.
' Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 18

See Calovius aiKl Estius.
Rosenmiiller.Baumgarten-Crusius.coinp.
also Grotius and Semler.
s

Suicer,

*

" Deliberate loquitur,"

Tfies. I. p. 270.

"he speaks

de-

flf.

cb«ifce

—
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8,

again use edv with the subjunctive, but on account of the actual occurel,
thus giving to his utterance a climactic character,

rence i^uts the positive
as in Acts V. 38

— As

—

to evayYe7AL,E(y&aL viath the accusative^''' vfhich does
not occur elsewhere in Paul's writings, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 268.
7rape/'„d/?er£] often used of that which one gets through instruction.^
It
f.'

—

may, however, denote either
i.

11

Phil. iv. 9

;

1 Cor. XV. 3, et al.
r^u'iv

in ver.

to

tal-e

(actively), as in 1 Cor. xv. 1

or fo receive (passively), as in ver. 13

;

The

1

;

Thess.

1

;

John
13

ii.

;

latter is preferable here, as a parallel to ehriyyelioajieda

8.

Ver. 10. Paul feels that the curse which he had just repeated twice

might

being

strike his readers as

thereto he

now

rej^ulsive

and

stern

;

and

in reference

gives an explanatory justification (yap) of the harsh language,

[See Note XVII., p. 39.]
He would not have uttered that avad-e/ua karu, if
he had been concerned at present to influence men in his favor, and not
God, etc.
apTi] has the chief emphasis, corresponds to the apri in ver. 9,
and is therefore to be understood, not, as it usually is,^ in the wider sense of
the feriod of tfie apostWs Christian life generally, but^ in reference to the
present moment, as in ver. 9, just as apn always in the N. T., corresponding

—

to the Greek usage of the word, expresses the narrower idea modo, nvnc

ipsum, but does not represent the wider sense of
Matt. xxvi. 53,

et al.),

which

Hence, often as

p. 20.

vliv

is

viiv (ii.

30

in Paul's Avritings covers the

latter rather singles out

moment

present

Paul would

;

whole period from

his conversion, aprc is never used in this sense, not even in

The

3 Cor. v. 16

•,

not even the case in the passages in Lobeck,

1

Cor.

xiii.

from the more general compass of the

13,

vvv the

combination vvv apri.^ Wow,
induced to write this letter by the

specially, as in the classical

say, just now,

when he

is

Judaizing reaction against the very essence of the true and sole gospel

which he upheld,

now, at this critical point of

God

be his business to conciliate men, but
general,

wise.

and

time— it

only.'

—

could not possibly

avd^purrovg]

is

quite

not not to be restricted either to his opponents^ or other[See Note XVIII. p. 40. ]
The category, which is pointed at, is
is

,

negatived, and thus the generic av&puTr. needed no article.^

—

irei-^u]

per-

whether by words or otherwise. The word never has any other
signification ; but the more precise definition of its meaning results from the
context.
Here, where that which was repulsive in the preceding curse is
to receive explanation, and the parallel is ^?/-w apkoKziv, and where also the
words TOP Qedv must fit in with the idea of TTe'f&u, it denotes, as often in

suadeo,

71

1 See
on the passajre
Winer, p. 277 Buttmann,
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed.
;

2 Cor.

xii. 20, 21, /onvTru)?

—

;

Luke
neut.

p. 93 B.

/iiTJrra)!

xiii.

&'r. p.

— mt.

9;

190

;

Comp.

" The studied design which Bengel discovers in the alternation between vu.lv (ver.
aliquem
8) and v^a? (ver. 9), "evangelio
instruere convenit insultationi falsorum
doctorum," "to instruct one in the Gospel
is harmonious with the insolent conduct
of the false teachers," is groundless. For
they might say just as boastingly, "evan-

gelium praedicavimus vobis,'''' "we have
preached the Gospel unto you." The
change in the words is accidental.
^ See Kypke, II. p. 222.
^ And by Wieseler also.
^ So Beugel, de Wette, Ellicott, Hofm.,
Eadie.
" Plat. Pdit. p. 291 B, Men. p. 85 C.

Comp. Hofmann.
Hofmann.
'Stallbaum, ad Plat. Bep.
Sauppe, ad Xen. Mem. i. 4, 14,
'

^

p.

619.

13;

CHAP.

10.

I.,

21

win over, to conciliate and render friendly to oneself
and Kypke thereon).^ Lastly, tliep-ese/ii tense expresses, /
occupied with it, I mahe it my iusi)iess.^ Our explanation of irEiiiu sub-

classical authors/ to

(Acts

am

xii. 20,

stantially agrees with, that of Chrysostom, Theophylact, Flacius,

Hammond,

Grotius, Eisner, Cornelius a Lapide, Estius, Wolf, Zachariae, Morus, Koppe,

and others

;

Winer, Riickert, Usteri, Matthies, Schott,
Ewald (who, however, restricts
which there is nothing to limit, to the day of

also Borger, Flatt,

Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette,
the reference of ^ tov Oedv,

judgment), Wieseler, Hofmann, Reithmayr, and others.
tions which differ from this, such as " humana suadeo or

The

interpreta-

an divina,''''
" Do I advise or teach things human or divine " ^ or " suadeone secundum
liomines an secundum Deum,^'' "Do I advise according to men or God," thus
expressing the intention and not the contents ^ or ''suadeone voiis, utJiominihus credatis an ut Deo,'''' " Do I advise you to believe men or God,"^ are
contrary to the meaning of tho word
for keI'&slv tlvo. always means persuadere alicui, " to persuade some one," and is not to be identified with tte'i&eiv
-L (Acts xix. 8, xxviii. 23), placing the personal accusative under the point
of view of the tiling.
^/jtu av-dpurroig apeaKsiv] or do I strive to be an
object of /mmaft goodwill ?
not tautological, but more general than the
preceding.
The stress which lies on av^puTroig makes any saving clause on the
part of expositors' appear unsuitable.
Even by his winning accommodation
(1 Cor ix. 19 ff., X. 15) Paul sought not at all to please we??., but rather G^ofZ. ^
el
ETi av-d-puTTocg ypeaKov K.r./c.] contains the negative answer to the
last question.
The emphasis is placed first on av&pu-Koig, and next on
XpiffTov
^'
If I still pdease men, if I were not already beyond the possession of human favor, but were still well-pleasing to men, / should
not he ChrisVs servant.'''' According to de Wette, er* is intended to affirm
nothing more than that, if the one existed, the other could no longer
But in this case e-i must logically have been placed after ovk. The
exist.
truth of the projiosition,
eti k.t.7.., in which avdpun. is not any more than
docco,

;

;

:

—

rj

—

—

:

e'i

before to be limited to Paul's opponents (according to Holsten, even including

the apostles at Jerusalem), rests upon the principle that no one can serve

two masters

(IMatt. vi. 24), and corresponds to the ovai of the Lord Himself
(Luke vi. 2G), and to His own precedent (John vi. 41). But how decidedly,
even at that period of the development of his apostolic consciousness, Paul
had the full and clear conviction that he was an object, not of human goodwill, but of human hatred and calumny, is specially evident from the Epistles
to the Corinthians composed soon afterwards; comp., however, even 1 Thess.
ii. 4 ff.
In this he recognized a mark of the servant of God and Christ

1

Nagelsbach

*

Comp.

01.

ii.

144

;

zw Bias.

especially
Plat. Pol.

on
iii.

100.

i.

p.

390 E,

ii.

p.

364

C; Eur. j1/ef/. 964 also the passages from
Josephus in Krebs.
3 See Bernhardy, p. 370.
* Erasmus, Luther, Beza.Vatablus, Gomarus, Cramer, Michaelis.
;

s

Calvin.

« Piscator, Pareus, Calixtus
so also in
substance, Holsten, z. Evang. d. Paul. u.
Petr. p. 332 ff., and Hil^enfeld.
;

-ntl^nv ^t6v, Pind.

' As, for example, Schott, "deejusmodi
cogitari studio hominibus placendi, qvod
Deo displiceat" " of such thought as by the
endeavor to please men would displease

God."
8

Comp.

1

Thess.

ii.

4.

—
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(2 Cor. vi,

4

xi.

ff.,

23

flf.

The av&punotQ

1 Cor. iv. 9).

;

apeaKeiv is the result

av&punoiQ apscKEiv, and consequently means to

j^;Zease men, not to
them, as most expositors, even Riickert,
Usteri, Schott, Baumgarten-Crusius,' quite arbitrarily assume, although
Xpiarov dovXor
apart from the context the words might have this meaning.^

of

^tite'cv

seek to please or to live to please

—

understood by most expositors, following Chrysostom, including Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Paulus, Schott, Riickert, "so should I
now be no apostle, but I should have remained a Jew, Pharisee, and perseovK av

vfiTiv]

is

cutor of Christians

But how feeble

;

" taking, therefore, Xpiarov dovXoc in an historical sense.

this idea

apostle's

thought

" Were

I still

!

No

;

would

and how lacking the usual depth

be,

Xpia-ov 6ov2.oc

would exclude the character

well-pleasing to men, this

servant of Christ, and I should not be such an one

As

stand, hate, persecute, revile."
to 1 Cor. X. 32, see Calovius,

who

of the

to be taken in its ethical character

is

;

whom men

:'

of a

misunder-

to the relation, however, of our passage

remarks that in the

justly

the navTa Trdmv apeaKuis meant secundum

Deum

latter passage

ad hominum aedijicationein,
" according to God and for the edification of men," and not secundum aurarn
et voluntatem nudam hominum,, " according to the mere favor and wish of
men."
Vv. 11, 12.'' Theme of the apologetic portion of tlie epistle. Qoe Intr'od. sec.
2.

6i]

et

The way having been prepared
now formally announced for further discus-

in continuance of the discourse.

for this

theme in

sion.^

And

vv. 8-10,

after

it is

the impassioned

outburst in vv.

6-10,

the language

becomes composed and calm. Now, therefore, for the first time, we find the
address aiSel^o't. [See Note XIX., p. 40.]
yvupi^u Se vfdv] hit (now to enter
more particularly on the subject of my letter) / mal'e known to you. This
announcement has a certain solemnity," which is only enhanced by the fact
There is no
that the matter must have bfeen already known to the reader.
need to modify the sense of yvupi^u, which neither here nor in 1 Cor. xv. 1

—

vacans monere vos nolo or the
TO Evayye'Xia-div

among

others

;

vtv'
'

e/iov]

like.''

—

mode

render oneself pleasing,
(comp.
also Rom. XV. 1), who c(insistently understands the previous apeo-xei;' in the same
'

To

live to please, to

also

Wieseler's

.

.

hri\

.

interpretation

Comp. Winer and Hofmann. But
thus be no motive for the
change from ^tjtu apicrKeiv, " I seek to

way.

there would

please," to )jp€<rKoi',"Ipleased," only, which,
according to our view, involves a very significant progress. Paul seeks not to please,
SinA pleases not.

See on 1 Cor. x. 33; and comp. av&po^nipe<TK05, Eph. vi. 6.
3 Erasmus,
Grotius, Bengel, Semler, Zachariae, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette,
2

Ewald, Wieseler, and others.

—
only. —

attraction.'

among you and

not to be limited to the conversion of the readers

"Kara avT^punov] cannot indicate the

is

-h Evayyk'hMv

which has been announced hy me,

which would

of announcement,

re-

See Hofmann's interpretation of i. 11-ii.
lieil. Schr. N. T. I. p. 60 £f., ed. 2.
On the other hand, see Hilgenfeld, Kanon
w. Kritik d. N. T. p. 190 ff.
^ If 7«P were the correct reading (Hofmann), it would correspond to the immediately preceding contrast between a^dpioTrots
and Xpia-roC, confirming ver. 10, but would
*

14 in his

not introduce a justification of ver. 9, as
Hofmann, arbitrarily going back beyond
ver.
"

10,

assumes.

Comp.

1

Cor. xv.

1

;

2 Cor.

viii. 1

xii. 3.

*

Morus, Rosenmiiller, and others,
Winer, p. 581 f.

'

Comp.

''

o K-qpvaaw,

ii.

2.

;

1

Cor.

—
CHAP.

12.

I.,

23

quire us to conceive ehayyeliai^tv as repeated.'
it

eari,

is

by

;

specifying, however, not its origin,"

never expresses,^ but

its

Xecessarily belonging to

negative modal expression of the gospel

by Paul

i:)reached
self

ttie

origin (ver.

12).

itself'

which

although this

its qualitative relation^

The gospel announced by me

is

oiic

which was

is

Kara in

it-

conditioned

not according

to

men ; it is
not of the same nature as human wisdom, human efficiency, and the like.''
Looking to the context, the view of Grotius is too narrow, " nihil humani
affectus admixtum habet," "He has no mingling of human feeling." Bengel
hits the mark, " non est humani census evangelium meum, " my gospel is
not according to the estimate of men."
men, that

—

is,

not of such quality as

it

icould ie if it were the icorTc of

Ver. 13. Proof of the statement, to EvayyeTiiov
yap h/u] for neither

ov6e

I,

i.e., I,

as

.

.

.

ohn

ian Kara av&pu-ov.

as the other apostles.

little

On

which corresjionds with the jiositive kuI yap, comp.
Bornemann ^ and Hartung. " The earlier expositors neglect both the
signification of ovcU and the emphasis on syu, which is also overlooked
by de Wette, "for also I have not," etc. and Ewald, "I obtained it
not at all."* Kiickert, Matthies, and Schott understand oiidi only as
ovSe

for

yap,

neither,

'

;

were

if it

ov,

assuming

it

to be used

on account of the previous nega-

and see in h/u a contrast to those, quibus ipse tradiderit evangelium, "to whom he had delivered the gospel," in which case there must
have been ahroQ instead of kyw. This remark also applies to Hofmann's
view, "that he himself has not received what he preached through human
Besides, the sujoposed reference of ey6 would be quite uninstruction."
suitable, for the apostle had not at all in view a comparison with his disciples ; a comjjarison with the other ajwstles was the j^oint agitating his mind.
Lastly, Winer finds too much in ohS!:, " nam no ego quidem,'''' " for not even I."
This is objectionable, not because, as Schott and Olshausen, following Riickert, assume, oi'cS' iju yap or Kal yap ov6' cyu must in that case have been written, for in fact yap would have its jDerfcctly regular position (vi. 13
Rom.
viii. 7
John v. 22, vii. 5, viii. 42, et al.) but because ne ego quidem, " not
even I," would imply the concession of a certain higher position for the other
apostles (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 8, 9), which would not bo in harmony with the
apostle's present train of thought, where his argument turned rather on his
equality with them (comp. 1 Cor. ix. 1). [See Note XX., p. 40.]
napa
Not to be confounded with
b.v&puTxov\ from a mxin, who had given it to me.
Here also, as in ver. 1, we have the contrast between dyi^p^TOf
ott' av^p^TTov.^
tion

;

;

;

;

»
2

HofmaTin.
Augustine, Cornelius k Lapide, Estius,

tlianKar'

and others.
Fritzsche, ad Mutth. p. 3.
Comp. Xen. Mem. iv. 4. 24,

Plat. Fol.

Calovius, Wolf,
3

*

auToiis rois
^ekriovoi;

ij

napa^aCi'ovcri, ray

SvSpa.''''

2.

tJpuTroc e'rat,

to tov? v6y.ov^
TifJ-iapias

^X^'^"

Kar av^panov voy-o^erov SoKil

fxoL

elvai, "That the laws have punishments
for transffvessors seems to me to prove their
origin from a better lawgiver than Kar dviJpcoTroi'."
ElU\ Jfid. (J7'i,a-o(l)iuTep' r) Kar' dv&pa.
axiix^a.\ilv
t-ij, "to compose words wiser

Soph. Aj.

747, "

Lucian, VU.

^

ad Xen. Symj}.

°

Purtikell.

''

^

I.

Col. GOi;
imep dv-

aiict. 2.

p. 200.

p. 211.

Also MorUS, Koppe, and Others.
Comp., on the contrary, Matt. xxi. 27;

Luke
*

Think not

Comp. Jj. 7G4; Oed.
359 D. The opposite,

xar' ai'^Jpcon-or."

xs. 8

See

;

onl

Soph. El,

Qo.

John

viii. 11.

Cor. xi. 23,

and Hermann, ad
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and

and

6i

—

XpcarS^.

'I;;ff.

av-6] viz. to evayyiTiiov tu evayYs?uff'd-£V

As ohre refers only to th.c
do not correspond^ ohre

tdiddx'&r/v]
ri

oIk
is

learned

av^pdiTvov

;

'I?iaov

X.

is

—

ov6i,

ovts

and

For

neither have

I

received it

Uapi/Mjiov denotes the receiving through com-

it.

munication in general (conip. ver.
instruction duly used.-

ifiov.

here by no means inappropriate (as

Rlickert alleges).' [See Note XXI., p. 40.]

from a man, nor

vtt''

contained in the preceding

— dA/la

the receiving specially through

9), ki.hdux'^'iv

6l'

aTT6tid7>.v\l'.

'I.

X.]

The

contrast to TTapa

therefore the genitive, not of the object (Theodoret,

subject,- by Jesus Christ giving tome rcBPaul alludes to the revelations ^ received soon after the event at
Damascus, and consequent therefore upon his calling, -svhich enabled him to
comply with it and to come forward as a preacher of the gosjael. Comp. vv.
Eph. iii. 3. The revelation referred to in 2 Cor. xii. 1 S..* cannot
15, 16
be meant because this occurred at a subsequent period, when Paul had for

Matthies, Schott, Crenier), but of the
elation.

;

;

Xor must we ° refer it to the revelawhich were imparted to him generally, including those of the later
period, for here mention is made only of a revelation by which he received
How the diroicdXvil/Lg took place * must be left undeand learned the gospel.
a long time been preaching the gospel.
tions

—

cided.

It

may have taken

place with or without vision, in different stages,

partly even before his baptism in the three days mentioned Acts ix.

The

of Ananias.

kv i/joi

6,

9,

but not through instruction on the part
in ver. 16 is consistent with either supposition.

partly at and immediately after

it,

[See Note XXII., p. 40.]

Ver. 13.

Now

begins the historical proof that he was indebted for his

gospel to the anoKalwpLq he had mentioned, and not to hitman communication

and
'

In the

instruction.

See nand. Depart,

tunff,

Partikell.

Tievtest.

I.

Gr. p. 315.

Comp.

re diss.

H.

101

;

p.

f.

place, in vv. 13, 14,

first

p. 13

;

Har-

Buttmann,

Comp. on Acts

xxiii. 8.

Rev. i. 1.
Of which, however, the book of Acts
gives us no account for in Acts sxii. 17,
Christ appeared to him not to reveal to him
the gospel, but for the purpose-of giving a
special instruction. Hence they are not to
be referred to the event at Damascus itself,
as, following Jerome and Theodoret, many
earlier and more recent expositors (Riickert, Ustei'i, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Hofmann, Wieseler) assume. The calling
of the apostle, by which he was converted
at Damascus, is expressly distinguished in
2

2 Cor.

xii. 1

;

.

'

;

ver. 16

from the divine

d7ro)caAiii//ai rbi/ v'Cov

so that this inward arroKaKvipi^ followed the calling ; the calling was the fact
which laid the foundation for the inoKdXviv

e/jLoi,

(comp. Moller on de Wette)— the historical preliminary to it. In identifying the
dwoKaAui|/i; of our passage with the phenomenon at Damascus, it would be. necessary
to assume that Paul, to whom at Damascus
the resurrection of Jesus was revealed, had
<^i9

he

calls to their

remem-

come to add to this fundamental fact of his
preaching the remaining contents of the
doctrine of salvation, partly by means of
argument, partly by further revelation,
and partly by infonnation derived from
others vsee especially Wieseler). This idea
is, however, inconsistent with the assurance
of our passage, which relates without restriction to the whole gospel preached by
the apostle, consequently to the whole of
The same objection
its essential contents.
may be specially urged against the view,
with which Hofmann contents himself, that
the wonderful phenomenon at Damascus
certified to Paul's mind the truth of the
Christian faith, which had not been unknown to him before. Such a conception
of the matter falls far short of the idea of
the iTioKiAu^is of the go.spel through Christ,
especially as the apostle refers specifically

to

Itis

gospel.

Thomas, Cornelius a Lapide, Balduin,
and others.
' "With Koppe, Flatt, and Schott.
" According to Calovius, through the Holy
comp. Acts ix. 17.
Spirit
*

;

—
CHAP.

I., 1-4.

25

brance his well-known conduct while a Jew

and a Pharisaic

a persecutor of the

for, as

;

he could not but be the less fitted for
human instruction in the gospel, which must, on the contrary, have come to
him in that superhuman mode.
yKovaare] emphatically prefixed, indicates
that what is contained in vv. 13, 14, is something already well known to
Christians

zealot,

—

which therefore required only

his readers,

—

avaarpot^yv ttote hv

T-^v kfcyv

ism,

how

zeal

and

tion.-

I

formerly behaved myself as a Jew.

activity,

—

14

iv.

KOTs kv

2 Mace. v.

;

the repetition of

—

time attached to

—

On

relation to

Ka-d'

vTVEpliolr]v,

comp. Rom.

a<p6(ipa,

vii.

in

ri/v ifif/v avacrpof/'/v,

ore Kai}' vnepfiol^v k.t.2..]

precise definition of the object of r/KoiaaTs, that
persecuted, etc.

found, in addi-

;

was not necessary.^

r/;i'

is

1 Tim. iv. 12, et al.) and the Apocrypha
only in later Greek, such as Polyb. iv. 82. I.''

8),

'lov6.] a definition of

T(f

the

Xpiariaviffjuoc of

in the sense of course ofVfe, iehavior,

avaarpofi'i

tion to the N. T. (Eph. iv. 22

(Tob.

not Judaistic

'lovduiafioQ is

but just simply Judaism, as his national religious condi-

'

forms the historical contrast to the present

It

apostle.^

to be recalled, not to be proved.

tny j)revious course of life in Juda-

rCt 'lov6a'iaixQ)\

I,

which
a more

namely, ieyond oneasure

the sense of which bears a superlative
13

1 Cor. xii.

;

31

;

2 Cor.

i.

17

8, iv.

;

added in the painful consciousness of the
wickedness and guilt of such doings. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 9 1 Tim. i. 13.
k-6p-&ovv\ is not to be understood de conatu, "as conative."^ Paul was then
Bernhardy,

p. 241.

rov Qeov]

;

—

actually engaged in the xcorh of destruction (Acts xxii.

and therefore

10, 11),

latus sum,

"

I

not to be understood

mere

disturder,'''

1,

xxvi.

'

but a destroyer '" of the church

Moreover, in the classic authors also

active. "

comji. ix.

4,

merely as vastavi, depopuPaul wished to be not a mere

devastated, depopulated."*

devastator, not a

he was

it is

;

TTop^elv

and
and

as such
7T£p-&Eiv

are applied*not only to things, but also to men,'- in the sense of bringing to

ruin and the

like.'^

Ver. 14. Still dependent on

bri.

—

the

Kai

ttpok6tvtelv kv

tC)'

lovSaiaftQ

had

then been combined in Paul with his hostile action against Christianity, had
'lov6dlan6q, not Jewish theology, ^^ but just as in ver. 13.
Icept pace with it.

—

Judaism was the sphere in which he advanced further and improved more
than those of his age by growth in Jewish culture, in Jewish zeal for the
avv7/?iiKi.6TT/c] one of the same age,
law, in Jewish activity in works, etc. "

—

1

Matthies, "

when

I

was

a Jew ;" comp. Schott.
' See 2 Mace. ii. 21, viii.

out

still

and out

'<'

1,

xiv. 38

;

4 Mace.

'

ad

3

Comp.

*

See Wetstein.

5

Comp.

Jfaf/ne.9. 8, 10,

Plat. Lecfc/.

T^? 5e

also

on

y^s
1

iii.

p. 085

Soph.

TO SevTepov.

Tupavvov

Comp.

Iguat.

Cor.

viii.

D,

0.
ttote.

TroiAai

7

Philad.

^ t^s

R.

and on

Tpow

1043,

Pllil.

G.

1.

ToO
2G.

8

'

and Schott.

Horn. Od. xiv.

204, aypoi/s lr6p<^eov, ct al.

Horn.

;

;

epigr.
'•

15

Usteri,

Zer-

II. iv. 308, TrdAtas Kai Tei'xf ' eTrop&ovv,

were laying waste cities and walls," et al.
" Comp. Acts Ix. 21.
"^ gee Heindorf, ad Plat. Prot. p. 340 A
Jacobs, Bel.
Lobeck, ad Soph. Aj. 1187

2 Cor. xi.

Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact,
Menochius, and others.
' With
Beza, Piscator, Estius, Winer,

sondern

r«?'St6rer,

"

23.
«

bloss

>;icht

storer.

iv. 26.

aAojo-t?

See Luther's translation,

^

1.

80.

Orotius, Riickert.

On

n-poKOTTTeu'

as intransitive (Luke

ii.

very frequent in
Polyb., Lucian, etc., comp. Jacobs, ad
Anthol. X. p. 35 on iv t. "IovS., comp. Lu52

;

2

Tim.

16, iii. 9, 13),

ii.

;

cian,

Herm.

03, iv toZs /itatJ^nao-t, Para-s.

iv Tais Tcxvais.

13,
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occurring only hero in the N. T., a word belonging to tlie later Greek.'
The ancient authors use y7uiiiuTjjq. "
h rCt ytvsL ftov] a more precise defini-

—

conformity with the context,^ to be
understood in a national sense/ and not of the sect of the Pharisees (Paulus)/
[See Note XXIII. p. 40.]
irepiaao-epug (T/Xuryg vrrdpxcjv k.t.'X.] a more detailed
tion of

ovvtjIlk.

-yheL is therefore, in

;

—

,

way the

found active
They, too,
were zealous for the traditions of their fathers (whether like Paul they were
Pharisees or not) but Paul was so in a more suferabundant measure for his.
Tuv warpiKuv pov TzapaSooEi^v'] endeavoring with zealous interest to obey,
uphold, and assert them. ^ The TrarpiKai pov TvapaSoaeic, that is, the religious
statement, specifying in ichat

"so that

expression ;

" etc.

I,

—

irpoEKoirrov

.

.

yevei /lov

.

than those

TTEpccjaoTtpuc]

ko'XT'm.

;

—

handed down

dejiriitions

me from my fathers

to

are the Pharisaic traditions

;'

for

(in

respect to

conduct of

ritual, asceticism, interj^retation of Scripture,

Paul was

^apiaaloc, a

life,

doctrine,

and the

like^,

Pharisee (Phil.

iii.

Acts xxvi. 5), vlog <i>apiaaiG)v, "the son of a Pharisee" (Acts xxiii. G)."
If Paul had intended to refer to the Mosaic laic, either alone^ or together icith
the Pharisaic traditions, ^° he would 'ha.Ye named the law either by itself or
5

;

2 ]Macc. iv. 2)
but by pov
along with the traditions (Acts xxi. 20, xxii. 3
he limits the TraTpmag TrapaSSoEig to the special elements resulting from his
descent, which did not apply to those who were in different circumstances
whereas the law applied to all Jews. " That Paul had been
as to descent
zealous for the law in general, followed as a matter of course from TrpoeKoiv-.
but here he is stating the sjieciflc way in which his own
ev T. 'lovSdiapQ
peculiar kpokotttei.v ev 'lovdalapQ) had displayed itself his Pharisaic zealotry.
[See Note XXIV., p. 40.] It would have been surprising if in this connecTrarpiKog, not found elsewhere
tion he had omitted to mention the latter.
in the N. T., means ^j«/e;'«aZ.'In this case the context alone decides
whether the idea a patrihus acceptus, '^ received from the fathers''' (TrarponapdSo-oQ, 1 Pet. i. 18) is conveyed by it, as in this passage by ^or, or not.'^
The former is very frequently the case. As to the much-discussed varying
distinction between Trdrpiog, narpiKog, and TrarpCog, comp. on Acts xxii. 3.
Ver. 15. But when it pleased, etc.'* This denotes, of course, the free placu it
of the divine decree, but is here conceived as an act in time, which is imme;

;

;

;

—

—

Diod.

>

Sic.

53? Alciphr.

i.

i.

See Wet-

12.

2

Plat. Apol. p. 33 C,

3

Comp. kv T<p 'Ioi;6.
For with IhlhiiUt

and frequently.

'°

self.
=

Comp.
Acts

;

5

On

Mace.
12

;

Phil.

iii.

5

;

2 Cor. xi. 26

8

ParajyJir.,

Luther, Calvin, and

ii.

2

;

14

Acts
;

Estius, Grotius, Calixtus, Morus,

Koppe,

Winer, Usteri, Riickert, Schott, Olshausen, Hilgenfeld, Wieseler, "the law according to the strict rule of Pharisaism,"
comp. Moller.
" Comp., as parallel. Acts xxvi. 5.
^- Comp. LXX. Gen. 1. 8
Lev. xxii. 13
Ecclus. xlii. 10
3 Esd. i. 5, 31 4 Mace.

Rom. is.

object,

xxi. 20, xxii. 3

;

1

comp.

2

Cor. xiv.

Plat. Prat. p. 343 A.
;

;

;

;

the genitive of the
iv.

Tit.

;

vii. 19.

Comp. Matt. V. 21, XV. 2 Mark \\\. 3.
So also Erasmus (Annot.), Beza, Calovius, de Wette, Ilofmann, and others.
'

Erasmus,

Flatt,

*
associates, of whom
likewise in Jerusalem there could be no
lack, he does not desire to compare him-

3

»

others.

stein.

xviii. 7

;

;

Plat. Lack. p. 180 E, Soph. p. 242

Evang.

Diod. Sic.
Polyb. i. 78. 1 Athen. xv. p. GC7 F.
^' As, for instance, Polyb. xxi. 5, 7.
^* Comp. Luke xii. 32
1 Cor. i. 21
Isocr.

p. 218, 35

i.

;

A

;

88

;

;

;

xv. 26

;

Col.

i.

19

;

1

Thess.

ii.

8, iii. 1.

;

Pom.

CHAP.

I.,

15.

27

—

by its execution, not as from eternity.
6 a^apiaaq fie ek
who seiMrated me, that is, in His counsel set me ajiart from
other men for a special destination, from my mother's xcoinb ; that is, not in the
womb ' nor, from the time when I was in the womb ^ nor, hfore I was
born * but, as soon as I had issued from the womb, from my hirth.^ kn
Comp. the Greek Ik yaarpdc,
y€vsT?]c, John ix. 1, has the same meaning.
and the like. We must not assume a reference to Jer. i. 5, ^ for in that pasdiately followed

'

KOLliag fiTjTpoQ fiov]

;

;

;

sage there

an essentially different definition of time

is

We may

kolXlo. K.T.I.).

add, that this designation of

(Tvpd tov fie irXdaai ce h>

God

completely corre-

sponds with Paul's representation of his apostolic independencQ of men.
What it icas, to which God had separated him from his birth and had called
him (at Damascus), is of course evident in itself and from i. 1 but it also
;

from the sequel

results

(ver. 16).

It

was the

apostleship,

which he recog-

nized as a special proof of free and undeserved divine grace

hence here
he adds 6ia ttjq xaptroc avTov.^ Riickert is wrong in asserting that KaTieaaQ
cannot refer here to the call at Damascus, but can only denote the calling to
;

''

also

salvation and the apostleshijj in the Divine mind.
In favor of this view he
adduces the aorist, which represents the K?.tjcng as previous to the evdoKr^aev
aiTOKalvipat, and also the connection of KaXecag with cKpopicag by means of kuI.
Both arguments are based upon the erroneous idea that the revelation of the
gospel was coincident with the calling of the apostle. But Paul was first
called at Damascus by the miraculous appearance of Christ, which laid hold

him without any

12), and thereafter, through
God was revealed in him : the
KlfjcjLq at Damascus preceded this a-rtoKdlvipig
' the former called him to the
service, the latter furnished him with the contents, of the gospel.
Comp.

of

detailed instruction (Phil.

iii.

the apocalyptic operation of God, the Son of

;

on

Moreover, the

ver. 13.

Klrjaig is

always an historical fact (Rom.

never an act in the Divine mind, but

viii. 30).

This also militates against Hof-

—

mann, who makes ek KoiHag /ifirpog fiov belong to /caAetracas well a connection
excluded by the very position of the words. And what a strange definition of the idea conveyed by Ka?.eiv, and how completely foreign to the
N. T., is the view of Hofmann, who makes it designate " an act executed in the course of the formation of this man''"' ! Moreover, our passage undoubtedly implies that by the calling and revelation here spoken of the consciousness of apostleship
and that too of apostleship to the heathen was
divinely produced in Paul, and became clear and certain.
This, however,
does not exclude, but is, on the contrary, a divine preparation for, the fuller

—

—

1

Beza.

*

Wleseler.

3

Hofmann, comp.

Moller.

* Riickert.
s

5
i.

Comp.

Ps. xxii. 10; Isa. sliv.

Matt. xix. 13

;

15,

as Hofmann, disregardinf? the symmetrically similar construction of the two
participial statements, f?roundlessly asserts.
Paul knew himself to be kAijtos ajroo-roAos Sia
iJeA^/xaros ©eoO (1 Cor. i. 1
3 Cor. i. 1), and
he knew that this i?eAr;/io was that of the diKa\ij\j/ai,

where en

;

is

2,

xlix.

1,

Acts iii. 2, xiv. 8 (in Luke
added, the thought is dif-

;

vine grace,

1

Cor. xv.

*

Grotius, Semler, Reithmayr, and others.

Rom. 1. 5, xii. 3.
' Hence also iv

'

Rom.

ishes the

8

For

ferent).

i.

4, xii. 3,

Slo. t.

xo-P-

xv. 15

;

1

Cor. xv.

10.

belongs to /caAecra?
it, and not to an-o-

o-vtov

as a modal definition of

e/j-oC

iii.

10

;

Gal.

ii.

9

;

by no means dimin-

importance of the external phe-

nomenon at Damascus
contend).

10,

(as

Baur and others

.
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development of tliis consciousness in its more definite aspects by means of
experience and the further guidance of Christ and His Spirit.
but tv k/ioi is in vuj mind, in
Ver. 16. AjroKaM'^ai] belongs to evdoKtjaev
my consciousness, in which the Son of God was to become manifest as the
sum and substance of knowledge (Phil. iii. 8) comp. 2 Cor. iv. 6, tv ralq
But h is never nota dativi, '' a mark of the
Kapdiaig ijfiuv, " in our hearts.'"
;

'

;

and

dative,"
xiv. 11

1

;

all

Tim.

the passages adduced to that effect (such as 1 Cor.
15

iv.

;

Acts

iv. 12, et al.)

must

ix. 15,

are to be so explained that

h

be the case in the passages used
to support the sense of the dativus commodl, "dative of advantage."' Jerome,
Pelagius, Erasmus, Piscator, Vorstius, Grotius, Estius, Morus, Baumgartenshall retain its signification

as

-^"^

also

it through me,
ut per me, velut organum, noreddcret filium suum," " that through me, as an organ, He might make

and

Crusius,

tum

'

others, interpret

'

His Son known."'' But the revelation given to the apostle Jiimselfis a necesPaul was immediately after his
sary element in the connection (ver. 12)
birth set apart by God, subsequently called at Damascus, and afterward provided inwardly with the revelation of the Son of God, in order that he might
be able outwardly to preach, etc. Others, again, ^ take it as "o;i ?ne," in my
:

case,

which

explained to

is

mean

either that the conversion ajipeared as a proof

of Christ's power, etc.," or that the revelation
apostle as matter of fact,

by means

through his own case (Ruckert).'

own

of his

had been imparted

experience,

or, in

to the

other words,

But the former explanation

unsuita-

is

ble to the context, and the latter again depends on the erroneous identification of the calling of the apostle at

—

gospel which he received.

Damascus with the revelation
This

tov vldv avrov]

is

whole sum of the gospel. Comp. ver. 6 f., ii. 20.
blindness Paul had known Christ Kara adpKa, 2 Cor.
Present tense

f

In his pre-Christian
v. 16.

—

eva-yyETiiCcofiai]

which had even then
the time when the epistle was writ-

for the fulfilment of this destination

been assigned to him by God

^

ten, still in course of execution.

'"

was, at

Thus, in opposition to his adversaries, the

continuous divine right and obligation of this apostolic action

—h

began

'

£&vE<yiv']

rote

his

work

among

avTov

€0*0)

airoKakvipeu}';

Tr]v xfivxv*',

ai't^ptoTroi'

T^9

Kara-

(cis

€ft^rj5a(rrjs),

yi'tucreto?

Theophylact, Beza, and most expositors.
Calvin, Koppe, Flatt,

hold

tliat

it

and

others,

wrongly

stands for the mere dative.

Comp. Bcngel.

^
5

Comp. Hilgenfeld

3

among

164

in

Zeitschr.

1864,

Christian

and apostolic

p.

:

loc.

and

in

his

fi/e a«c?

icorling as

a revelation of Christ in his person. Similar is the view taken by Paul in Hilgenfeld's

asserted.

the Gentiles,

'

Peter Lombard, Seb. Schmidt,

Comp.

0€oO

John

1

iv. 9, e<j>av€pu>^r]

rj

ayaTrij

toO

el' i^jtiii'.

* Which, according to Hofmann, is intended to designate the purpose from the standpoint of the present time in vthich it is being

This retrospective interpretation
purely imaginary, by no means suits even
Plat Legff. p. C33 D, and in our passage is
opposed to the context (see ver. 17).
" Acts ix. 1.5, xxii. 15, xxvi. 17 f.
" Klotz, ad Bevar. p. 618.
" See Acts ix. 15, xxii. 21, xxvi. 17, 18;
is

Paul regarded his

is

Paul always

''

realized.

Winer, p. 204.
See Bernhardy, p. 212.
Erasmus, Parajyhr.

^

fact that

Zc'Usckr. 18G3, p. 208.

" His revelation

Comp. Cecum,

enlightening the soul."
TOV

The

the heathen peoj^les.^^

of conversion with the Jews resident

See OhrySOStom, t^s

Xa/ii7rov(7r)s

of the

the great foundation and

Eph.

iii.

8;

Eom.

xi. 13.

CHAP.
vras not inconsistent

with

liis

two

as the
'w\io\q

Rom.

(see

sively either to the negative

^

29

destination as the apostle of the Gentiles

indeed, was the icay of calling adopted

with that destination

16.

I.,

by the Gentile

—

16).'

i.

does not belong exclu-

eiiJfuf]

or to the affirmative part of the apodosis

parts themselves are inseparably associated,

sentence ov

; this,

apostle in accordance

TV poaave-defiTjv

.

.

.

aXla

;* but
belongs to the

it

"Immediately

cnr^Ti-^ov elg ^Apa(3.,

took not counsel with flesh and blood, nor did I make a journey to Jerusalem, but," etc. He expresses that which he had done immediately after he

I

had received the revelation, ly way of antithesis, negatively and positively
for it was his object most assiduously to dispel the notion that he had re;

Jerome, in order to defend the apostle against
ceived human instruction.
Porphyry's unjust reproach of presumption and fickleness, connects ev^suc
with EvayyEXiCufiai, as recently Credner * has also done. No objection can
;

be taken to the emphasis of the adverb at the end of the sentence f but the
whole strength of the proof lies not in what Paul was immediately to do, but in
what he had immediately done." We must, moreover, allow tinJfwf to retain
its

usual strict signification, and not, with Hofmann,' substitute the sense

of " immediately

then,''''

Paul had written

if

book

" just at once" (" not at a
kK r6re or

;;J?/

of Acts, that the purposely

suhseqttent time only''^), as

Observe, too, on comparing the

the like.

added ev&Euc

does not exclude a brief

still

ministry in Damascus previous to the journey to Arabia (Acts

more especially as his main object was
Damascus to no other place than Arabia,
gone to Jerusalem. To make special m'
mascus,

I

to '"how that he

had not

ef ore his departure to Arabia,

his statement.

—

ov npocravE^Eju/jv]

advice.
sert,

^

had

I

7rp(5f

I addr.

received,

and

the idea praeterea,

'

'

hesides, "'

2

Comp. Hofmann, Schriftbew.
Hilgenfeld, Ilofmann.

*

Winer.

«

Einl.

*

Kiihner,

1

Anab.

and

and
Beza and Bengel asthat is, to weah men, in

Instruction, guidance,

as

t)t,

\l\

r

Dorvlll.
eir^je'ojs

ad

Charit. pp. 298, 326, cviJu's, like
means inwiediately, on the

constantly,

spot.

I. 1,

ii. 6.

II. 2, p. 37.

Da-

others as to this revelation

direi

—

in

'•omviwnication to flesh

to obtain fr

conveys the notion of

working

fgn to the logical scope of

Mood, namely, in order to learn the opi

which

the

until three years later

of his brief

^

ix. 20),

had gone from

p. 303.

Bornemann, ad Xen.
Stallbaum, ad Phaedr. p. 256

II. p.

9

;

625

;

*

Comp.

'

So, too,

and Jatho.

Marcker

"no

in the Stud. u. Krit.

communication." It
however, apparent to vs'hat otlier avaridfcr^ai this is conceived to refer.
See
1866, p. 534,

f;/r/Af?'

not,

E.

Is

'"Notatur subita habilitas apostoli,"
"the sudden fitness of the apostle is de-

Diod.

noted," Bengel.
' Who invents the hypothesis, that the
apostle had been reproached with having
only subsequently taken up the ground that he
did not apply to men in order to get advice
from them. Ilofmann strangely appeals to
eiriJu's, John xiii. 32, and even to Xen. Cyr. 1.
6. 20, where the idea, " not at a subsequent
time only," is indeed conveyed by i< vai&iov,
"from a child," but not at all by ei/Ms in
itself.
Even in passages such as those in

also Usteri

Sic. xvii.

Si/j-evoi nep't

ToO

116,

rots noi'Teo-t

(njfieiov,

"

npoa-ava-

Having conferred

with the diviners concerning the sign,"
Lucian, Jup. Trag.
fie

make me

1, eiJ-Ol

npoa-avd^ov, Adpe

"confer with me;
an adviser of your tasks," in con-

trvfjL^ovkov

novcoi',

preceding Kara/iidva? o-avrto
speak apart, by yourself,"
Comp. C. F.
Nicetas, Angel. Comnen. ii. 5.
trast

to

AaAeis, "

the

you

A. Fritzsche in FrUzschior. Opusc. p. 204.
Just so TTpoaa.va.(iiepiLV, 2 Macc. xi. 36 Tob,
xii. 15
Polyb. xxxi. 19. 4, xvii. 9. 10.
;

;

;
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Eph. vi. 12 is
show that he was not

contrast to the experience of Ood^s working.'

also analogous.*

As

av&puKo6l6aKToq,

the apostle was concerned simply to

" taught of man," it is icliolly unsuitable in this connection to refer aapKl k.
a'ifi. to himself,^ and unsuitable, as regards half the reference, to apply it to
others atid the apostle himself.'* He is speaking simply of the consultation
of others,^ and that quite generally : " having received this climne revelation,
I

my counsellors." In the continuation of the
climax the apostles are specially brought into promi-

did not take weak men as

discourse towards

its

nence as members of this category, and therefore oapKi

a'lu. is

k.

not

^

at

once

to be referred to the aiiostles themselves, although they also are included
in

it.

I away (from Damascus) to Jerusalem, unto those
who were apostles he/ore me; hut I went away into Arabia. So according to
Lachmann's reading see the critical notes. Tnvg npb kjuov cl-koot. is written
by Paul in the consciousness of his full equality of apostolic ranlc (beginning
from Damascus), in which no j)recedence, save that of seniority, pertained to
Ver. 17. Neither went

;

—

It is possible that some special pe?'induced him to choose this particular country.
The region was heathen, containing, however, many Jews of the Diaspora
(Acts ii. 11).
[See Note XXV., p. 40seq.] This journey, which is to be
looked upon not as having for its object a quiet preparation," but as a first,
certainly fervent experimi
of extraneous ministry,^ and which was of
in Acts.
Perhaps not known to Luke at
short duration, " is not men

the older apostles.

'^

'Apafiiav]

elf

sonal reason, unhnoion to us,

,

(

'

See on Matt.

^

Comp. the rabbinical D'

xvi. 17.

^

and blood," (Lightfoot, onl
^ Koppe, Ewald.
^ Winer,
Matthies, Schot
hausen.
^ Beza,
Grotius,
C'aloviv

;

.

Morus, Rosenmiiller, Borge
garten-Crusius,
Wet
de
Wieseler,

With Chrysostom,
and

^

^^

Kofmann, Eadie,

lact, Oeciimeniiis,

Jeri_

hers.
.

Theophy-

,

others.

On

the twice-employed emphatic ajrijA.comp. Rom. viii. 15; Heb. xii. 18 £f.
Fritzsche, ad Bom. IL p. 1.^7.
''

^vo,

Schrader, Kohler, Riirkert, Schott.
Our passage bears testimony in favor of
this view by eut?e'cos
in-jjAi^oi' following
*
"

.

o-ii'.

des

.

.

aWov iv TOis i^viHence Holsten's view {die Bedeiitnng
Wortes crdp^ im N. T. p. 25 ueber Ink. u.

immediately on

IVa evayy.

;

Gedankeng. d. Gal. Br. p. 17 f. also zum
Erang, d. Paul. v. Petr. p. 269 f .), that Paul,
" purposely tearing himself away for three
years from the atmosphere of the national
spirit at Jerusalem," had gone to Arabia,
" in order in reconcili the new revelation with
;

on the religious records
of his 'people.,''^ is quite opposed to the context. Certainly the system of the apostle's
the old by vieditating

gospel, as it is exhibited in tht9 Epistles to
the Galatians and Romans, must have taken
its shape gradually, and by means of a long
process of thought amidst the widening of
experience but even in the absence of such
a developed system he might make a commencement of his ministry, and might
preach the Son of God as the latter had been
(lirectly revealed in him by divine agency.
Thiersch arbitrarily considers {Kirche in
apostol. Zeitalt. p. 116) that he desired to find
protection ivith Aretas. It is the view also of
Acts, that Paul immediately after his conversion followed the divine guidance, and
did not postpone his beginning to preach
Accordtill the expiration of three years.
ing to Acts, he preached immediately, even
in

Damascus, ix. 20 comp. xxvi.
on Rom. Inirod. § 1.
;

19

f.

See,

besides,

'°L. Cappellus, Benson, Witsius,Eichhorn,

Hemsen, and others, also Anger, Eat. temp.
p. 122, and Laurent, hold the opinion that
Paul spent almost the whole three years
(ver. 18) in Arabia, because the Jews at
Damascus would not liave tolerated his remaining there so long. But in our ignoof things in
of too uncertain a character, especially as Acts ix. 23,
comp. with ver. 23, ws &i i-nXrip. inxepai iKavaC,

rance of the precise state

Damascus,

this

argument

is

—

.

CHAP.

18.

I.,
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most probably to be placed

iu the period of the Imval yfispai, Acts
statement of the interval between the conversion and
the journey to Jerusalem, which betrays, on the part of Luke, only a vague
all, it is

—an inexact

ix. 23,

and inadequate knowledge of the chronology of this j^eriod.
Paul mentions
had to show following the continuous thread
'

—

the journey here, because he

—

of the history that, in the first period after his conversion, he had not
been anywhere where he could have received instruction from the apostles.
rraZn' vTricjTpFfa] ttoIcv, used on the hypothesis that the locality of the calling and revelation mentioned was well known to his readers, refers to the
notion of coming conveyed in v-tarp.^

Ver. 18.
cus

more
ii.

1),

After

'E7re/.-a]

—whence

he escaped,

that,

my

namely, after

as is related

Acts

ix.

second sojourn in Damasf.
2 Cor. xi. 32 f.
The

24

;

statement of time then follows in the words fiera er?/ rpia (comp.
in which the tcrmimis a quo is taken to be cither his conversion^ or his

precise

The former

return from Arabia.'^

context in ovSe

Comp.

is

(nr-i/X^ov slg 'lepocsolviia

—

to be preferred, as is suggested
.

.

/uera ettj rpia

.

av7j7Mov

e'iq

by the

'lepoaoX.

avij^ov e'lQ'lepoa.'] This is (contrary to Jerome's view)
journey to Jerusalem, not omitted in the Acts," but mentioned in ix.
The quite untenable arguments of Kohler" against this identity are
2G.
refuted by Auger.' It must, however, be conceded that the account in
also onii. 1.

iYi.e first

Acts must receive a partial correction irom. our passage* [see Note XXVI.,
a necessity, however, which is exa,jrated by Baur, Hilgenfeld,
p. 41]
;

and

Zeller,

and

is

attributed to intentional

eration of the historv on the
being suppose,
hat the latter was umoilling
to do the very thing which Paul iu our p [^-^^
wishes, namely, to bring
out his independence of the original apost ^o c '"* this consciousness of
independence is not to be exaggerated, as i Qf q lad felt himself "alien in

part of the author of Acts,

it

.

the very centre of his being" from Peter

^em i -^pvoat Kriipav] in order to
onake the personal acquaintance of Cephas ; no, ^^^ refore, in order to obtain
.jia\

"when many days were

fulfilled," points

to a relatively longer working in

Damas-

cus.
And if Paul had labored almost
three years, or, according to Ewald, about
two years, in Arabia, and that at the very
beginning of his apostleship, we could
hardly imagine that Luke should not have
known of this ministry in Arabia, or, if he
knew of it, that he should not have mentioned it, for Paul never stayed so long anywhere else, except perhaps at Ephesus. It
may indeed be alleged that Luke pyrposely
kept silence as to the journey to Arabia,
because it would have proved the independent action of the apostle to the Gen-

but this view sets
premise that the book of Acts

tiles (Hilgenfeld, Zeller)

;

out from tlie
is a partisan treatise, wanting in historical
honesty and it moreover assumes—what
without that premise is not to be assumed—
that the author was acquainted with our
epistle.
If he was acquainted with it, the
;

intenti'

tory, wl.

.

ortion of portions of his hisIs alleged he allowed himA'ould be the more shameless,

selftonmi
and indeed foolish,
' See on Acts
ix. 19 ff.
^ Comp. Acts xviii. 21
Horn. Orf. viii. 301,
ovn? uTroo-Tpei/za?, " having turned him back
again," ei al. ; Eur. Ale. 1022 Bornemann,
ad Cyrop.m. 3. GO; Kiihuev, ad Xen. Mem.
;

;

ii.

2. 4.

As bv most expositors, including Winer,
Fritzsche, Riickert, Usteri, Matthies.Schott,
Olshausen, Raumgarten Crusius, de Wette,
Hilgenfeld, Ewald, Wieseler, Hofmann,
^

Reithmayr, Caspari.
* Marsh, Koppe, Borger.
^ Laurent,
'

Abfassungsseit, p. 1
Bat. temp. p. 124 f.

^

See on Acts ix. 26

*

Holsten.

'

f

f.
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But

instruction.

position of Peter as coryj^liaeus

tlie

'

in the apostolic

urged by the Catholics,'^ apjiears at all events from tliis
passage to have been then known to Paul and acknowledged by him.
'laropelv, coram cognoscere, "to know personally," which does not occur elsewhere in the N. T. is found in this sense ajDplied to a person also in Joseph.
circle, especially

,

Bell. vi. 1. 8,

not an

ovK. aaTifioQ

uv

avfjp, bv

unknown man, whom

viii. 2.

authors

5
3

;

eKdvov lardpT/aa rov

kct'

that

in reference to things, as

ISelv (as in
;

eyu

war knew

frequently also in the Clementines.

Bengel, moreover, well says
subject

I in

John

xii.

:

21) sed

he did not say

t7]v

x^P'^^^

" being
i.

'^V'"

vuaov

k.t.?..*

magna non
"an important word for a

IcTopijaai,''''

laTopfjoaL.''''^

—

re

;

Koi eTve/i^iva Trpbc ahrSv

with, conveys the direction of the intercourse implied in

11. 4,

used by Greek

It is often

"grave verbum ut de

but

ideZv,

tvoXlv,

rijv

tt67.eijov,

joersonally, " Antt.

i-ifi.

'

—

°]

dixit

great
trpSc,

fjuipag SeKa-

For the historical cause why he did not remain longer, see Acts ix. 29,
The intention, however, which induced Paul to specify the time,
that the reader might judge for himis manifest from the whole connection,
self whether so short a sojourn, the object of which was to become personally
nevTs']

xxii. 1711.

—

acquainted for the

first

time with Peter, could have been also intended for

the further object of receiving evangelic instruction, especially when Paul
had himself been preaching the gospel already so long (for three years).

This intention is denied by Rlickert, because the jDcriod of fifteen days was
not so short but that during it Paul might have been instructed by Peter.
But Paul is giving an historical account and in doing this the mention of a
time so sliort could not but be welcome to him for his purpose, without his
;

wishing to give it forth as a stringent proof. This, notwithstanding what
Paul emphatically adds in ver. 19, it certainly was not, as is evident even
from the high representative repute of Peter.* [See Note XXVII., p. 41.]
But the briefer his stay at that time, devoted to making the personal acquaintance of Peter, had been, the more

it

told against the notion of his

having received instruction, although Paul naturally could not, and would
Riickert's arbitrary
not, represent this time as shorter than it had really leen.
conjecture is therefore quite superfluous, that Paul mentions the fifteen
days on account of the false allegation of his opponents that he had been
first brought to Christianity by the apostles, or had, at any rate, spent a long
time with them and as their disciple, but that he sought ungratefully and
arrogantly either to conceal or deny these facts. According to Holsten,
Peter and James were the representatives of the erepov evayy., who in consequence could not have exerted any influence on Paul's Gentile gospel. But
See on ii. 1 ff. and on Acts xv.
this they were not at all.
Theodoret.
See Witidischmann andReithmayr.
s Comp. also the passages from Josephus
In Krebs, Obss. p. 318.
* See Wetstein and Kypke.
6 Comp. Chrysostom.
1

*

Comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 7.
' Comp. Matt. xxvi. 55; John i.l
and the
passages in Pritzsche, ad Marc. p. 202.
Comp. EUendt, Lex. Soph. U. p. 653.
*

;

Hofmann

of opinion that Paul desired
understand tliat lie could not
have journeyed to Jerusalem in order to
ask the opinion and ad'/ice of the " apostolic
bochf there. As if Peter and James could
not have been ''apostolic bodij" enough
Taking refuge in this way behind the distinction between apostles and the apostolic
body was foreign to Paul.
*

Is

his readers to

I

—

"

CHAP.

Ver. 19. But anoth-cr of the apostles saw
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19.

I.,

I not^

save

James

the Irother of

tlie

James is distinguislied indeed from the circle of the twelve
(1 Cor. .XV. 5) to which Peter belonged, but yet is included in the number of
the ajjostlcs, niimely in the wider sense (comp. 1 Cor. ix. 5, xv. 7) which
-erepop is not
explains the merely supplementary mention of ^7iis apostle.^
qualitative here, as in ver. 6, but stands in contrast to the owe who is named,
In addition to the latter he saw not one more of the apostles, except
Peter.
only that he saw the apostle in the wider sense of the term James the
brother of the Lord (who indeed belonged to the church at Jerusalem as its
a fact which conscientiously he will not leave unmentioned.
president),
On the point that James the trother of the Lord was iwt James the sou of
Alex., Jerome, Augustine, Pelagius,
Alphaeus,
as, following Clemens
Chrysostom, and Theodoret, most modern scholars, and among the exposi-

Thus

Lord.

this

;

—

—

—

—

tors of the epistle Matthies, Usteri, Schott, Baumgarten-Crusius, Jatho, Hof-

mann, Reithmayr, maintain,

Mark

—

but a real h'other of Jesus (Matt. xiii. 35
the son of Mary, called James the Just," who, having been a

vi. 8),

;

Nazarite from his birth, and having become a believer after the resurrection
Acts i. 14), attained to very high apostolic reputaof Jesus (1 Cor. xv. 7
;

tion

among

the Jewish Christians

(ii.

9),

and was the most

byter of the church at Jerusalem,* see on Acts

on Ep. of James, Introd.

§

1

;

xii.

17

;

influential pres-

1 Cor. ix. 5

Laurent, Neutest, Stud. p. 175

;

if."

Huther

By

the

more precise designation, rov a6£2.(pdv tov Kvpiov, he is distinguished not only
from the elder James, the brother of John,^ but also from James the son of
Alphaeus, who was one of the twelve." The whole figment of the identity
of this James Avith the son of Alphaeus is a result of the unscriptural (Matt.

Luke ii. 7) although ecclesiastically orthodox ' belief (extending
25
beyond the birth of Christ) in the perpetual virginity of Mary.* [See
Note XXVIII. p. 41.] We may add that the statement, that Paul at this
time saw only Peter and James at Jerusalem, is not at variance with the

i.

;

,

inexact expression rove
definition of

1

After

el

of a

it,

we must

(uij

cnrocjTdTiOvc,

more

Acts

supply not

elSou

merely (as Grotius, Fritzsche ad Matth.
p. 482, Winer, Bleek in Stud. u. Knt. 1836,
p. 1039, Wieseler), but, as the

quires,
2

elSoi'

ii.

zii. 17,

who
XT.

23.

also justly recognizes here the

actual brother of

James,

context re-

t6c aTroo-roAov.

Heges. in Eus.

2 "U'ieseler

is

Jesus,

named

13, 21

;

1

in

ii.

Cor. xv.

but holds the
13 (and Acts

9,

7)

ix. 27,

precise character.

as the head

of the Jewish Christians, not to be identical with this brother of the Lord, but to be
the apostle James the son of Alphaeus ; af-

firming that it was the latter also who was
called 6 StVaios, "the just." See, however,
on ii. 9. The Gospel of the Hebrews, in
Jerome, Vir. ill. 2, puts James the Just

the apostles who partook of the
Supper with Jesus, but nevertheless

is

an authentic historical

XXIX.,

p. 41.]

him as a brother of the Lord, for
makes him to be addressed by the Risen
One as "//-afer 7?ii," "my brother." Wiese-

represents
it

ler, indeed, understands frater mi, "my
brother," in a spiritual sense, as in John xx.
But, .iust because the
IT, Matt, xxviii. 10.
designation of a James as 6.U\^o<; toO KvpCov,
" the Lord's brother" is so solemn, this interpretation appears arbitrary nor do we
find that anywhere in the Gospels Jesus
addressed the disciples as brethren.
* [Also, Sieffert, article James, Herzog's
;

Real-Encycl., 2d ed., vol. vi.]
° Ilofmann and others.
« Comp. Victorinus, " cum sxitem fratrem
dixit, aiwrfo^^/wj n^r/a?;^^!,"
'

firo^Aer,'

among

^

last

^

3

but

[See Note

he denied

'

"but when he said

a;jos&.'

Form. Cone. p. 707.
Comp. on Matt. xii. 46

;

1

Cor.

ix. 5.
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parenthesis, but, at tlie conclusion of

Not a

Ver. 20.

what Paul has

just

sojourn of his at Jerusalem after his couversion (namely,
that he had travelled thither to make the acquaintance of Cephas, had remained with him fifteen days, and had seen none of the other apostles
related of that

first

James the brother of the Lord), an afiirmation by oath that in
he had spoken the pure truth. The importance of the facts he had just
related for liis object to prove his apostolic independence induced him to
make this sacred assurance. For if Paul had ever been a disciple of the
apostles, he must have become so then, when he was with the apostles at
Jerusalem for the first time after his conversion but not only had he been
there with another object in view, and for so few days, but, besides Peter,
he had met with James only. The reference to all that had been said
from ver. 12,' or at least to vv. 15-19,- is precluded by the fact that ETrecTain
ver. 18 begins a fresh section of the report (comp. ver. 21, ii. 1), beyond
besides, only
this

—

—

;

—

The sentence is so constructed that a
is no reason to go back.
and before o-t.,
ypd^u vfuv stands emphatically by itself as an anacoluthon
lehold in the
that, we have again to supply ypd^w, But what I write to you
sight of God I write, that I lie not ; that is, in respect to what I write to you,

which there
61

;

I write, I

assure

as since,

h-i

''

you before the face of God,^ that

coram Beo

I write, since I lie not,"

thon.

But

scribo,

siquidem non

whereby

this siqtddem

a 6e yp.

non mentior, "

—

I lie not.^

Schott takes

"in the sight of God

mentior,''''

does not appear as an anacolu-

vfi.

since

I lie not, would
^^

be very

flat

;

whereas the anacoluthon of the prefixed relative sentence is precisely in keeping with the fervency of the language.^ The completely parallel protestation also, 6 Qebg

.

olSev

.

.

.

.

.

on

ov ipevdo/iai,^ is quite

unfavorable to the ex-

To supply with Bengel, Paulus, and Riickert
(comp. Jerome), an hri after Oeoh (on, that), does not make the construction
easier ;' on the contrary, it is arbitrary, and yields an unprecedented mode

planation of

oTi

as siquidem.

of expression.

After this stay of fifteen days in Jerusalem (sKeiTa, comp. ver.
came into the regions of Syria and Cilicia and consequently was
r;/f ^vpiag] As it is
again far enough away from the seat of the apostles
said in Acts ix. 30 that Paul was accompanied from Jerusalem to Caesarea,
Syriae cam partem dicit, cui
it is assumed by most modern expositors
Phoenices nomen fuit," " He is speaking of that part of Syria which had the
name of Phoenicia," "Winer. ^ This view runs entirely counter to the design
For here his main concern was to bring out his comparaof the apostle.
tively wide separation from Judaea, as it had occurred in his actual history
the whole context (comp. ver. 22) shows that it was so, and therefore the
reader could only understand -tjq I.vptag as meaning Syria 2»'oper (with
Ver. 21.

18), I

;

!

—

^'-

:

;

Koppe, Winer, Matthies.

1

Ccalvin,

2

llofmann.

* niri''

"'JS'^,

I

have God present

as witness.
*

" 2 Cor. xi. 31
comp. Kom. i. 9 2 Cor.
^^
1 Ruckert
s go also Koppe, Riickert, Usteri, MatComp. Matt. iv. 24 Acts
^i^jgg^ Schott.
;

so that

T

4

note thereon.

Comp. Buttmann, nmt. Gr. p. 338.
Comp. Matt. s. 14 Luke xxi. 6, and the
;

;

'•

;

^^^^j

g

—
CHAP.
Antiocli as

its capital).

Phoenicia,

the

'

It
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22.

I.,

could not in the least occur to him to think of
as alongside of r?/f "Zvpiaq Cilicia, which

more especially

borders on Syria j^roper,
Plin. V. 22, xviii. 30).

Acts xxi.

;

The relation

3.^

is

immediately named (comp. Acts xv. 33, 41
is also wrongly made to Matt. iv. 24" and
;

An appeal

of our passage to Acts ix. 30

Jerusalem, Paul desired to visit Syria and Cilicia

is

this

:

On

leaving

he was accordingly conducted by the Christians as far as the first stage, Caesarea,* and thence he
went on by land to Syria and Cilicia. Comp. on Acts ix. 30. For tohat
but for this very
oliject he visited Syria and Cilicia, he does not state
reason, and in accordance with ver. 5, it cannot be doubted that he preached
;

;

the gospel there.

was

it

Tarsus was certainly the central point of this ministry

;

Barnabas sought and found him (Acts xi. 25).
was so completely a stranger to the land of Judaea, that

at

unknown

to

at Tarsus that

Ver. 22. But I

my

the time of

sojourn in Syria and Cilicia I was personally

etc.
These statements (vv. 22-24) likewise go to prove that
Paul had not been a disciple of the apostles, which is indeed the object aimed
at in the whole of the context.
As a pupil of the apostles, he would have
remained in communication with Jerusalem ; and proceeding thence, he
would first of all have exercised his ministry in the churches of Judaea, and
have become well known to them.^ Others, inconsistently with the context,
suppose that Paul desired to refute the allegation that he had been a learner
from the churches of Judaea," or that he himself had taught judaistically in
Judaea,^ or that he had visited Syria and Cilicia as the deputy of the churches
of Judaea.^
ru TrpocrojTru] as regards the (my) countenance, that is, personally.

the churches,

—

^

Which even Wieseler, though not nn-

derstanding

it

alone to be referred

to, in-

chides.
2

language of hyperbole, a

in the

larffe district

— namely, tlie whole

;;?'0i!-

which Judaea and Samaformed portions— is meant to bo desig-

ince of Syria, of

ria

uated.
3

Where

intended,

likewise the

Roman

province

and that only loosely and

is

indefl-

nitely with reference to the coast district.

For any one

sailing

from Patara and

pass-

ing in front of Cyprus to the right has the
Syrian coast before him towards the east,

and is sailing towards it. Thus indefinitely,
as was suggested by the popular view and
report, Luke relates, Acts xxi. 3, en-Aeoneieis 'XvpCav,

"

we

sailed into Syria," without

meaning by the koI Karrjx&vt^^^ «'? Tvpov,
" and landed at Tyre," that follows to make
this 2upiai', "Syria," equivalent to Phoenicia.

For instance, a man might say, " We sailed
towards Denmark and landed at Glilckstadt," without intending it to be inferred
that
*

iSo^a^ov k.t.\. in ver. 94, so that vv.
are only related to this as the protathe
to
apodosis. This idea is at variance
with the independent and important nature of the two affirmations in vv. 22, 23
Ka.\

sis

Where,

very

by

23, 23

Denmark

is

The Eoman

equivalent to Holsteiu.
capital of Judaea, not

Caesarea Philippi.
^ According to
Hofmann, the end at
which Paul aims in ver. 22 f. is conveyed

;

Paul had intended to give them so subordinate a position as that which Hofmann
supposes, he would have done it by a
participial construction (ayi-ooO^Te; &i
if

.

fjiovov 6e axouoi'Tcs,

on

.

.

k.t.A.. eSd^a^oj' k.t.A..),

perhaps also with the addition of xaiirep, or
in some other marked way. In the form
in which the apostle has written it, his report introduced by e-n-eiTa in ver. 21 is composed of propositions quite as independent
as those following In-eira in ver. 18, and vv.
23, 23 cannot be intended merely to introduce ver. 24. Hofmann is therefore the
more incorrect in asserting that Paul, from
ver. 21 onwards, is not continuing the
proof of his apostolic independence in contradistinction to the other apostles, but is
exhibiting the ha?'/7iomj of his p7'eachin(/ with
the faith of the tiwther-chwch at Jerusalem
and its apostles.
« Oecumenius, Gomarus, Olshausen.
Theophylact,
Grotius
Chrysostom,
comp. Usteri.
''

^

Michaelis.

—
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Comp.

Thess.

1

17.

ii.

the churches out

o/"

ralg EKK^-rjalaig

tt/c

For that he was known

chruch in the capital

to the

inference from his pre-Christian activity, but

and

days' visit (ver. 18),

Vv.

23, 24.

rvpoauTTCf)

Tcj)

the former

6t-

line refers to

meant to refer to
yij, John iii. 22.

is

attested

is

by Acts

is

not only a matter of

certain from that fifteen

is

26-30.'

ix.

Af] places fiovov aKovovrec fjaav in coi'relation to

ijfijjv

ayvoovfievoq

however, to be understood as a mere repetition of
(Hofmann), for it introduces another'^ subject.' The mascu-

it is

;

This

'lovS.]

Jerusalem, consequently in the 'lovSaia

not,

whom

the persons of

those

eKKlrjaLaL

consisted.

The

•

participle

however, does not stand for the simple imperfect (Luther renders
quite incorrectly, " they had heard "), but prominence is given to the pred-

tcith fjaav,

main

icate as the

they

icere to

Paul

point.

The

^

clause expresses the sole relation in

they were simply in a position to

;

Tiear.

"

— bn

6

which
Smkuv

k.t.X.] otl is explained most simi;)lj^, not by a supposed transition
from the indirect to the direct form,'' but as the recitativum,^ the use of which
by Paul is certain not merely in quotations of Scrijiture, but also in other
Moreover, the statement thus gains
2 Thess. iii. 10).
cases (Rom. iii. 8
7//jag rroTE

;

In

in vividness.

6

Scunuv

tants of

7}/xaf,

applies to the Christians generally ; the

y/aac

them from Christian lips (partly from inhabiJerusalem, partly perhaps directly from Syrians andCilicians). The
came

joyful information

to

present participle does not stand for the aorist (Grotius), but quite substan-

—

-fp tt/ot/v] never means Christian docour (former) persecutor.^
" not even in Acts vi. 7, where faith in Christ is conceived as the authority
commanding submission (comp. on Rom. i. 5) it denotes tlie faith re-

tivally

:

trine,

—

;

He

garded, however, objectively."
ver. 16),

preaches the faith (in the Son of God,

On

which formerly he destroyed.

the latter point Estius justly

remarks, "quiaChristi fidelibus fidem extorquere persequendo nitebatur,"
" because by his persecution he was endeavoring to wrest faith from believers.""

—

mean propter me"

does not

hv kfioi]

was erroneously made
on acwwit fl/" (Winer,
that their praise of

in support of

p.

363)

;

but

it

means, "they praised

God was based on me

them by

my

Neither in Acts

1

xxvi. 19

f.

(see

and so they praised Him

case,

ix.

26-30 nor in Acts

on these passages)

is

there

any such inconsistency with the passage
before us, as lias been urged against the
historical character of the Acts, especially

by Hilgenfeld, Baur, and

Zeller.

Hofmann

appeals to Eur. Iph. T. 1367.
But in this, as in the other passages quoted
^by Hartung, I. p. 169, the well-known repefition of the same 7cord with hi occurs.
5 Baeumlein, Partik. p. 97.
•See Pflugk, ad Em: Ilec. 39; Winer,
-

p.

.586.

'

See Pflugk, ad

'

"Rumor apud

.Ff/?'.

7/«c. 1179.

illos erat,"

"there was

God

on

me,''''

so

and instrument of
God made Himself known

as the vehicle

the divine grace and efficacy (1 Cor. xv. 10).
to

which an appeal

to Eph. iv. 1 etal.: iorkv, used with persons, is never

oAov yap to Kaf

;

a rumor
Vulgate

e/ue,

<*)riai,

ttjs

among

tliem," Erasmus. Comp.
tantum autem auditum habeSan/," "but they only had the tidings."
' So most expositors, including Riickert
and Wieseler.
:

**

"

Matthies,

Schott,

Ililgenfeld,

Ewald,

Hofmann.
See Winer, p. 331 Bremi, ad Bern. adv.
Aphob. 17.
" Beza, Grotius, Morus, Koppe, Riickert,
'

;

and others.
'i Comp. on
iii. 3, 23.
12 Comp. ver. 13.
ks was generally
"^^

Winer.

assumed

before

NOTES.
xiipcTo^

i]v

"For

Tov Qeoii,

Oecumenius.

*

was

It
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me, all, he says, was of the grace of God,"
however, without a purpose, but with a just feel-

as to

not,

ing of satisfaction, that Paul added kuI eSo^aCov h k/iol tov Qsov for this impression, which Paul then made on the churches in Judaea, stood in start•

him of the Judaizers in Gaon the legitimate assumption that
Paul preached in substance no other gospel than that which those churches
had received from Jerusalem, although they were not yet instructed in the
as, in fact, the antagonism between
special peculiarities of his preaching
the Pauline teaching and Judaism did not become a matter of public interling contrast to the hateful jiroceedings against
latia.

—Mark

further,^

how

ver. 23 rests

;

est until later (Acts xv. 1).

Notes by Ameeican Editob.
I.

"

When Meyer

Ver.

oi'K utt'

1.

avBpunuv ovSi

St'

uuOpunov.

between a causa remotior and a causa
is not the two causes for
the one act of the call, but the authorization of the office, and the call of the
person" (Sieffert). " There are few points more characteristic of the ajjostle's
style than his varied but accurate use of prepositions, especially of two or
more in the same, or immediately contiguous, clauses" (EUicott).
asserts a distinction

medians, this is not accurate, since the subject treated

II.

On

the other hand, Eadie

"

:

Ver.

av6pi!)nov.

1.

The change

antithesis to the following clause, while

it

to the singular

forms a designed

denies the intervention of

human

agency in any form and to any extent." So also Sieffert. Meyer is supported
viz.,
by Brenz, who, however, loses sight of the distinction in the prepositions
Per Christum adhuc humanam vitam in ierris agentem, while by the same interpretation the ovK an'' avOpuiruv becomes A duodecim Aposiolis, " By the twelve

—

apostles."
III.

The statement
man, "

etc.,

Ver.

avBpunov.

1.

Instead of saying

requires qvialification.

:

" It was not a

the author himself would not dissent from the better interpre-

tation of Calovius

human person

:

ova tpubg avQpunog.

of divine majesty, honor,

As to the chief passage quoted

limitation of a subordination.

explanation of Philippi

is

The participation by the entire divineand dominion does not demand the
(1

Cor. xv. 28) the

in point (Kirchllche Glaubenslehre, i\. 379):

after the attainment of its goal, the

Son

of

God

eminence as the Head and Leader of humanity, and with respect
human race returns to His original co-ordination with the Father."
IV. Ver.

Eadie

'

:

"

The name

Comp. John

xvii.

10

is

;

See generally Bernhardj',

1.

xlvii.

p. 210

EUendt,

;

6.

to

i3re-

the

Qeov TrarpoQ.

probably inclusive of

Ecclus.

"That

surrenders His place of

all

Lex. Soph.
"

these relations."

I.

p. 598.

In opposition to Holstein and others.
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V. Ver.

1.

Qeov narpb^.

Here Meyer's subordinationism again apj^ears. The climax, ho-n-ever, is to
be retained. For while in the Trinity " none is before and after other ;" j'et
with respect to the order of their subsistence, as declared when it is said that
one emanates or proceeds from the other, such distinction is correct. Not
then " from the Higher to the Highest, " with respect to actual diginity, aiithority,
or age, but with regard to their order of working in the

The idea here
the God-man
with

whom

is also

:

Him

to

economy

of

grace.

from the incarnate Son to the unincarnate Father from
who is God and not man from the Mediator to Him
;

;

he mediates.
VI. Ver.

1.

Luther based this on Kom.

Tnv sye'ipavTOQ avrbv ck VEKpuv.

iv. 25.

VII. Ver.

4.

For the grace and peace here mentioned are in direct opposition

to the legal

righteousness of the Jews.

VIII. Ver. 4. aluvog tov iveaTUTOQ.
Sieffert protests against this interpretation,

and maintains that ai6v

is

not

applicable to the period of the world preceding the Parousia, and is never so

As

used.

to kvearug, as a perf. part., it

entered for a longer or shorter period,

may

designate what, although having

extends, with its consequences, into

still

or more seldom it may mean that which anIn the latter sense, it occurs in N. T., 1 Cor. vii.
The former meaning, present, it has very frequently in
26 2 Thess. ii. 2.
profane Greek, and in the N. T. at Eom. viii. 38 1 Cor. iii. 22, vii. 26 Heb.
ix. 9, and here.
For as Eom. viii. 38 contrasts tci kveoTura with to. fieAlovra,
so here the al6v evearuc is in manifest antithesis to aluv jxilluv, Eph. i. 24
(Matt. xii. 32 Heb. vi. 3), and is therefore the same as what Paul elsewhere
terms 6 aluv ovrog, Rom. xii. 2 1 Cor. i. 20, ii. 6, 8, iii. 18 or 6 vvi' Kaipog,
Eom. viii. 38 or 6 aiuv tov Koa/xov jovtov, Eph. ii. 2. With this Alford and Eadie

the present, hence the present

nounces

itself as

;

threatening.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

concur, and to

it

Ellicott inclines.

IX. Ver.
Sieffert here again dissents.

(Acts

vii.

10,

34,

xii. 11,

4.

orrwc f^e^rj-ni.

"As mostly

xxiii. 27,

in the

LXX. and always

xxvi. 17) to liberate

further end of the atoning death of Christ

it

from

in the N. T.

a power.

As

a

designates as the final statement

our deliverance from the power wherewith the jiresent age of the world subjects
us to

its evil

Eph.

V.

26

;

influences, consequently a moral operation, as in 2 Cor. v. 15
Tit.

ii.

pretation of nearly

14.
all

;

This, with essential correctness, has been the interexpositors since Chrj'sostom, although some in modern

times, entirely against the connection, think chiefly (de Wette, Meyer, Eadie)

or alone (Weiss, Bibl. Theol, § 80) of deliverance from misery, punishment,

and

danger."
X. Ver.

6.

ovru Tn^^uC-

" Probably the apostle had no precise time in his reference. The unexpectedness of the ajjostasy appears to be his prominent element of rebuke " (Eadio).

NOTES.
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"In the N. T.raxeug slways stands without the specification of a terminus a
quo ; hence, with the exception of the passage, in which, in combination with
a future idea, it includes a temporal reference to the present (1 Cor. iv. 19
2 Tim. iv. 9) in an absolute sense (Luke xiv. 21, xvi. 6
Phil. ii. 19, 24

;

;

John

31

xi.

;

;

2 Thess.

ii.

2

;

Tim.

1

so also here the

v. 22),

that the verb (leraTiOeare in the present designates the

oj)ment of the apostasy

'

'

still

for the reason

progressive devel-

(Sieftert).

XI. Ver.

Regarding the

more

6.

aTvo rov KaTikaavroq.

rov KalkaavToq as referring to God, the remark of Brenz

ilitb

worthj'of note, that to turn from God

is therefore, as

is

the argument here shows,

not necessarily to become an atheist, or to lapse into heathenism, but simjDly
to hold that " to attain forgiveness of sins and salvation through faith in Christ
is not sufficient, and that they must be merited also by the works of the law."

XII. Ver.

"Even

trepog,

7.

adduced by Ellicott to show that irspoc does not
always keep its distinctive meaning, it may signify not simply another individual, but one different in jjosition and function " (Eadie).
in Matt.

xi.

3,

XIII. Ver.

The

TLVEQ is

7.

nvic

Ecaiv ol Tapaaaovreq.

not without a strain of contemiit (Paraeus, Eadie). Cf 2 Cor.
.

iii,

1, X. 2.

XIV. Ver.

8.

vjifiQ.

Estius, de Wette, Olshausen, Conybeare, regard
Cf. 2 Cor. X. 2-16. Lightfoot,

on the contrary

:

^/^eZf

used by enallage for syu.

"St. Paul never seems to use

when speaking of himself alone." Luther: "I and my brethren,
Timothy, Titus, and ag many as with me teach Christ purely." Ellicott maintains that whether there is an enallage or not must be determined from the
context and that while here there is none, yet it may be found in 1 Thess.
the plural

;

i.

2.

XV. Ver.

The

£^ ovpavov

is

XVI. Ver.

On

8.

£j

o'vpavoo.

in distinction from a fallen angel (Olshausen, Eadie).

the contrary, Lightfoot

:

8.

rrap' 6 svTjyys'kig ujieda.

"St. Paul

is

not brook any

here asserting the oneness, the in-

It will not suffer any foreign
admixture. The idea of 'contrariety,' therefore, is alien to the general bearing
of the passage, though independently of the context the preposition might well

tegrity of his gospel.

have this meaning."
includes both ideas.

It will

rival.

Alford correctly observes that the preposition really

XVII. Ver.

10.

is referred by Sieffert not to the curse twice pronounced, but
what had been previously uttered in an indefinite and general

This explanation
to the fact that

way,

is

not repeated with reference to particular persons.
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XVIII. Ver.
SiefEert seeks to reconcile

10. apri yap avBpunovQ.

both views

:

" With special reference to his oppo-

nents, although expressed generally."

XIX. Ver.

11. a6El<poi.

begun aberration,

"Still clear to him, in spite of their
V. 13, vi.

XX. Ver.
Sieflert at

some length argues

attaches to

it

That the

V. 11.

iii.

that Meyer's statement that the interpretation

on the

kyu, is incorrect.

a conjunctive force, and derives the antithetical idea from

aiiroc is

the solitary eyu in

unnecessary, as Meyer states,

1 Cor. xi.

is sufficiently

as any others, whether

,Yp'(7''o(5i(5a/>;roi

XXI. Ver.

The

Winer's N. T. Grammar,

12.

§ 55,

ovre e6L6dx07]v.
;

the ovre connects

12.

6i'

its parts.

See

ciTroKaXinpeuc, k.t.X.

SiefEert regards the period here specified too narrow, as it

apostle to the Gentiles,

bj'

"I, as

6.

XXII. Ver.

the entire time between his

most

— viz.,

or avOpuno6l6aKToi."

whole sentence

ovSe belongs to the

disproved by

EUicott's interpretation impresses us

23.

extending the subjects of the antithesis even beyond the apostles
little

15, iv. 12,

12. ov6e yap eyd.

of ovSe yap, as neque enim, is inconsistent with emphasis

He

as in

1" (Eadie).

may have covered

Damascus and his undertaking the work of
with which he conchides this review of his life in
call at

vv. 21-23.

XXIII. Ver. 14.

"An

kv rcj ylvei fiov.

accidental proof that he is addressing Gentile converts" (Lightfoot).

XXrV. Ver.

14.

nepicjaorepug ^rjlurrjc, k.t.1.

"We cannot agree with Meyer, followed by Alford, Ellicott, and others, in
saying that the adjective and pronoun limit these traditions to the sect of the
Pharisees, Paul being (bapiaaioc, vld^ (papiGa'iov. We rather think, with Wieseler,
that the reference

must be

as wide as the phrase

XXV.
The

place, the object,

Ver. 17.

and the length

h

rcj

yiv£L" (Lightfoot).

elg 'ApajSlav.

of time of the visit to Arabia are alike

For the indefinite limits of the term Arabia, see especially ConyI., 96 sqq.
Many, among them SiefEert, locate this visit
in a region neighboring Damascus Arabia Deserta others fix it in Ai-abia
Petraea still others, in Arabia Felix. As to the object, Sieifert dissents from
Meyer, on the ground, that not until ver. 21 sqq. do we find the record of the
beginning of his missionary activity, and that the evfJeuc does not limit the
EvayyiTiuiiai, as Meyer intimates. Luther's view harmonizes with that of Meyer
" What else would he have done than preach Christ." But in the absence of all
uncertain.

beare and Howson, Vol.

—

;

;

:

evidence to this efEect in Acts, the probabilities incline to

its

being for a season

NOTES.
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As Neander, however,
of quiet preparation in the desert for his great work.
remarks {Planting and Training of Christian Church, E. T., p. 93) "Either view
equally suits the antithesis in this passage, that Paul did not go up to Jerusalem in order to make his appearance under the sanction of those who were
:

Farrar's
him." Cf. Schaff's Hist, of Apostolic Church, p. 236
and Work of St. Paul, chap. xi. Kitto {Bible Illustrations) adopts the hypothof a retreat from the heat and insalubrity of Damascus during the summer

ajjostles before

Life
esis

;

season.

XXVI. Ver.

The argument
mentary on Acts
have been three

18.

fj,ETd ettj

rpia.

comneed not
our Lord's abode with

for the necessity of this partial correction presented in

26 are insufficient.

ix.

full years, but, like

The

interval of three years

the three days of

little more than a full year.
The
argument Meyer draws from the distrust of the disciples rests partially on
the unproved hypothesis that Paul had spent the interval in Arabia in preaching.
He concedes that " the distrust may in some measure be explained from a
long retirement in Arabia." For a harmonizing of the two accounts see Excursus A of the volume of the Handy Commentary (Sanday) on Galatians.

the dead, parts of three years, amounting to

XXVII. Ver.

18.

'H/iepac SeKanEvre.

" "While the fifteen days were amply sufficient for the communication of particular historical details which Paul did not regard essential to his gos^Del, they
were actually too short for Paul, after having for three years developed independently in his Christian convictions, to have been advised in spiritual dex^end-

ence by Peter"

(Sieffert).

XXVIII. Ver.

20.

rbv a(h/i(pdv

mv

nvpiov.

such interpretation should be given the language of the
Form. Concord., which does contain it even by remotest implication. See
Miiller's edition, p. 679, § 24
English translation (Jacobs), p. 628, §24. Meyer
has evidently in mind the Latin translation of the Smalcald Articles, Miiller,
p. 299, whose rendering, however, does not make the perpetuity of Mary's virginity confessional.
On the Lord's brethren, see the Excursus of Lightfoot.
It is surprising that

;

XXIX.

Ver. 20. trepov*^ ova elSov,

k.t.?..

"The intention is to show, not as in v. 18, that he has not learned the
gospel of the apostles, but that he had not received a formal commission to
preach the gospel

:

as this

apostles" (Sieffert).*

would have had

to

proceed from the entire bodj' of
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CHAPTER

II.

wanting in D* Clar.* Germ. codd. Lat. in Jerome and
Claudius antissidor.' Condemned by Semi., Griesb., Kopi^e, Dav. Schulz. But the omission is much too
weakly attested, and arose simply from 6e in ver. 4 being understood antithetVer.

5.

Sedul.,

oMe]

o(f

Ir.

is

Tert. Victorin. Ambrosiast. Primas.

and from the belief, induced by the remembrance of the apostle's prinaccommodation, that it was necessary to find here an analogue to the
circumcision of Timothy (Acts xvi. 3) ovdt- stood in the way of this, and with
This olg was wanting
it, on account of the construction, olc was also omitted.
at most only in manuscripts of the It. (see Keiche, p. 12), and ought not to
Ver. 8. /cat t/nol] With
have been rejected by Grot., Morus, and Michael.
ically,

ciple of

;

—

Lachm. and

Tisch.,

read, according to preponderating testimony,

DEF

Ka/noi.

—

and several Fathers, have Yltrpoq kol
'IdKujSoc.
A transposition according to rank.- fih\ which ia wanting in Elz.
and Tisch. (bracketed by Lachm. ), is to be deleted, according to B F G H K
L K*, min. vss. and Fathers. Inserted on account of the 6e which follows.
Here, and also in ver. 14, Kr](pug and K7;^a is the correct reading acVer. 11.
cording to preponderating evidence. Comp. on i. 18. The very ancient fiction
(see the exegetical note) that it is not the Apostle Peter who is here spoken of,
Ver. 12. ifABov'] B D* F
testifies also to the originality of the Hebrew name.
G H, 45, 73, codd. It., read //AOev. So Lachm. ^ Comp. Orig. k7fj6vTog 'laicuBov.
An ancient clerical error after ver. 11. Ver. 14. The position of the words kuI
ovK (Lachm. and Tisch. ovx) 'lov<^acKug ff/f is to be adopted, with Lachm., following decisive testimony. No doubt kuI ovk. 'lovc'icuKug is wanting in Clar.
Germ. Ambrosiast. Sedul. Agapet. but this evidence is much too weak to induce us (with Semi, and Schott) to pronounce the words a gloss, esiDecially as
their omission might very easily be occasioned by the similar terminations of
ttwc] Elz. Tisch. read r/, in opposition to decisive testimony.
the two adverbs.
The evidence is also decisive against the omission of Jf, ver. 16 (Elz.), which
was caused by slSorec being understood as the definition of what precedes,
with which view (!f was not compatible. The omission was facilitated by the

Ver. 9.

'IcLKufiog kuI

K-rjcpui']

G,

It.,

—

—

—

:

—

;

—

fact of a lesson

—

beginning with

elddreg.

— Ver.

18.

Instead of

cvviaTTjfiL

Tead,

—

Ver. 20. tov vlov tov Qeov']
with Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., awicTavu.
Lachm. reads tov Qeov /cat Xpiarov, according to B D* F G, It. But most probably this reading arose from the writer passing on immediately from the first
and, as the sequel did not
rot) to the second, and thus writing tov Qf.ov only
harmonize with this, koI XpiaTov was afterwards added. If, as Schott thinks,
TOV Qeov k. XpiGTov was written because God and Christ are mentioned in w.
19, 20, the original tov vlov tov Qeov would have been turned into tov Qeov k.
;

» Jerome, Sedul., Primas,
have the oU,
but not the oiSe.
2 A. omits Kcu Ki)(/)a5.

Who

a

{Praef. p. xii.) conjectures as to

this reading that nvC should

of

Tti'as.

be read instead

—
;

CHAP.
vlov nvTov.

If,

however, tov Qfov

k.

II., 1.
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Xpiarov bad been tbe original text, there
for altering this into rov vluv r. Qeov.

would have been no reason whatever

Contents.

— Paul continues
On

dependence.

the historical proof of his full apostolic in-

his second visit to Jerusalem, fourteen years after, he

had
and had been, not instructed by
them, but formally acknowledged as an apostle ordained by God to the
Gentiles (vv. 1-10).
And when Peter had come to Antioch, so far was
Paul from giving up his apostolic indejjendence, that, on the contrary, he
withstood Peter ojieuly on account of a hypocritical line of conduct, by
which Christian freedom was imj^erilled (vv. 11-21).
Ver. 1. Onvv. 1-10, seeC. F. A. Fritzsche in Fritzschior. Opusc. p. 158 if
laid his gospel before those in repute,

;

Elwert,
Crit.

Progr.
1

p.

ff.

1869, p. 155

2d

cd.

I.

p.

Annott.

in

On

1,

119 sqq.

Nachap.

u.

see

1-10,

ii.

Stolting, Beitruge

226

Zeitalt.

116 sqq.

I.

av.

1870,

p.

216 sqq.

p.

Baur, Paulus,

Neander,
204 sqq.

3d

Oesch.

Krit.,

p.

Schaff's

W. Grimm,

Tliwl.

1873,

Therefore not:

what

Stud.

d.
ti.

249 sqq.

an

21,

i.

and

also in

i.

narrated immediately before.

is

after the journey to Jerusalem,

huv'] interjectis quatuordeciin annis, after

K.

Conybeare and Howson's Life
thereafter, namely, after my so-

;

the statement to

Church,

Apostolic

tlie

500 sqq.

Keim, Aus.

Dc?" AposteU-o?ivent in theol.

Schaff's History of
405 sqq.
Church History, I. ]). 341 sqq.

'ETreira joins

p.

1873, p. 191 sqq.

and Epistles of St. Paul, I. 223].
ineiTa]
journ in Syria and Cilicia correlative to the snELTa in
18.

128 sqq.

1868, p.

Schmidt, Apostel-Kon'oent in Herzog^s Pealencycl. 2d ed. 1877.
1878, p. 64 sqq.

d.

Lechler,

878 sqq.
Overbeck, Apostel

ed.

1869.

PauUnism,

Plleiderer,

AVeizsiicker, Ap)OHtel1conzil, Jalirb. f. deutsche

Urchr.

Gescli.

Oertel, Paul, in d. Apostelg. p.

Apostel-convcnt in SchenTceVs BiW. Lex.

geschichte,

Exeg. d. Paul. Briefe,

z.

Eitschl, Altlath. l\ 1857, p.

evang.

Krit. d.

Comm.

Reiche,

;

116 sqq.

p.

208 sqq., American translation,

Ebrard,

sqq.

I.

216 sqq.

Zeller, Apostelge. p.

Trip, Paul. nach. d. Apostelgesch. p. 75 sqq.

Lipsius,

1852

etc.,

[Schwegler, Nacliap. Zeitalt.

ff.

Pjianz.^ 4th ed. p.

Ap.

ver.

Oal.

i.

18.^

—

Sia

deKaTeaadpuv

interval of fourteen years.'^

The

with the systematic object of the apostle,
inasmuch as he had already, up to the time of this journey, labored for so
mcvny years entirely on his own footing and independently of the original
apostles, that this very fact could not but put an end to any suspicion of
his being a disciple of these apostles.^ Following Oeder'* and Rambach,
length of this period quite accords

1

Wieseler.

2

Comp.

Acts xxiv.

tocxovtov (after so

Polj'b. XXii. 26. 22,

6i'

ItSiv

rpiwu

;

k.t.A.

;

Deut.

" at the

17.

' As to the use of Sia, which is liased on
the idea that the time intervening from the
stai-ting-point to the event in question is
traversed when the event arrives (comp.
Hermann, ad Vieter. p. 856), see generally

Bernhardy, p. 235
Kriiger, § 68. 23. 3
Winer, p. 336 Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 50, and
in Fi'itzschior. Opusc. p. 163 f. Herod, iv. 1,
;

;

;

aTToSTjjLLr/o'ai'Ta? oktcu k. etKOcrt ^Teix

Ka\ 6cd \p6vov

...

ix.

long an interval) KaTtovras

11, 6id

TeacapaKOVTa

rjixipuiv,

end of forty days and forty nights"

eSuixe Kupios e/iol to? Svo TrAoicas

;

Joseph,

Comp. the well-known Sii
St"
XP°''°". Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem., li. 8. 1
aiwi-os, Blomfield, Glos>i. ad Ae.'<ch. Per.s.lOOZ;
A7iU.

iv.

8. 13.

;

Thuo.

6id fiaicpoO,

vi. 15. 3

Paras. 15 &>' ^ixipiav,
like also 4 Mace. siii.
;

;

*

In Wolf.

;

Si"

Mark
20.

erous,
ii.

1,

Lucian,

and the
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Theile/ Paulus and Scliott have understood 6id as within, ^^ during the 14
now been a Christian ;" or, as Stolting, acceding to this explanation, gives to it the more definite sense, ^^ during a S2)ace of time which
years I have

my conversion, and is now, at the time I am writing
But against this view may be urged the gi-ammatical
never used by Greek authors with respect to duration

has lasted 14 years from,
this epistle, finished.''''

objection that did

is

when the action extends throughout the tchole time,^ either
Even
as Mark xiv. 53, or at recurring intervals, as Acts i. 3.^

of time, except

continuously,

the passages which are appealed

to. Acts v. 19, xvi. 9, xvii. 10, xxiii. 31,
admit the rendering of did rf/g vvKvSg as throughout the flight, without deviMoreover, how unintelligibly
ation from the common linguistic usage/
Paul would have expressed himself, if, without giving the slightest intimation of it,^ he had meant the present duration of his standing as a ChrisLastly, how entirely idle and objectless in itself would be such a
tian
For that Paul could only speak of the journeys
specification of time
which he made as a Christian to Jerusalem, was self-evident but whether
!

!

;

at the time

when he wrote

the epistle his

life

as a Christian

had

lasted 14

was a point of no importance for the main object of the jDassage, and the whole statement as to the time would be withFrom what point has Paul
out any motive in harmony with the context.
The answer. From the ascension of Christ,'^ must at
recTconed the \^ years ?
once be excluded as quite opposed to the context. Usually, however, the
conversion oi the apostle is taken as the terminus a quo,'' an appeal being
made to the analogy of i. 18. Thus the three years of i. 18 would be again
included in the fourteen years. But Tzd/uv and the Sid, indicating the iiiterval which in the meantime had elapsed, point rather to the first journey
The Trdlcv points back to the first jourto Jerusalem as the terminus a quo.
ney, and so did 6eKaTE(7cx. huv presents itself most naturally as the period intervening between the first journey and this ndTiiv. If Paul had again
written /lErd, as in i. 18, we might have inferred from the intentional idenyears, or longer, or shorter,

—

tity of expression the identity also of the starting-point

;

but since he has

not elsewhere employed by him in this sense (after
an interval of fourteen years), the relation or this did to irdlcv leads us to
take the first journey to Jerusalem as the starting-point of the reckoning.

here chosen the word

This

is

did

the reckoning adopted by Jerome, Chrysostom on ver. 11, Luther,^

' In Winei-'s Weve krlt. Jow. YIII. p. 175.
2Valckenaer, ad Herod, vi. IS; Ast, ad

Plat, de Lee/, p. 399.

See FritzscMor. Opvsc. I.e.
See on these passages the Commentary
on Acts. There is no cause for accusing
3
<

(with Fritzsche) Luke of an improper deviaXionirom the Greek usmloquendi. Comp.
on Sta cuKTos, Thuc. ii. 4. 1 Xen. Anah. iv. 6.
22.
On the Homeric Sii vvktol, during the
night, see Niigelsbach on the Iliad, p. 222,
;

ed.

3.

Possibly by ef o5 iv Xpio-ru eijott, " from
when I am in Christ," or in some other
*

way.
« Chronic. Euseb., Peter Lombarrl, Lud.
Cappellus, Paulus.
So Olshausen, Anger, Matthies, Schott,
Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, Wieseler,
Hilgenfeld, Ebrard, Ewald, apost. Zeit. p. 55,
''

Stolting, Eadie.
«

In the

Commentary

p. 336 B), "

of 1519 {Opp. Jena

Post annos 14, quibus si
annos tres, quos supra memoravit, adjunseris, jam 17 aut 18 annos eum praedicasse
voluerit,"
invenies, antequam conferre
" After 14 years, and if to these you add the
three which he mentioned above, you will
1612,

I.

CHAP.

II.,
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1.

Ussher, Clericus, Lightfoot, Bengel, Strotli,' Morns, Koil, Koppe, Borger,
Hug, Mj^nster, Credner, Homsen, Winer, Schrader, Riickert, Usteri, Zeller,
Reiche, Bleek, and others, as also by Hofmann, who, however, labors under
an erroneous view as to the whole aim of the section beginning with i. 21.^
SemTEaadpuv] emphatically placed tefore huv (differently in i. 18), in or-

—

—

-ndliv avtlirjv elq 'lepoc] Paul can mean by
der to denote the long interval.'
no other than his second ^ journey to Jerusalem, and he says that be-

this

tween his first and his renewed {nalLv) visit to it a period of 14 years had
If Paul had meant a tMrd
elapsed, during which he had not been there.
journey, and had kept silence as to the second, he would have furnished his
opponents, to whom he desired to prove that he was not a disciple of the
and the suspicion of intentionally
apostles, with weapons against himself
incomplete enumeration would have rested on him justly, so far as his adIndeed, even if on occasion of a second visit to
versaries were concerned.
Jerusalem, here passed over, he had not come at all into close contact with
the ajiostles (and how highly improbable this would be in itself !), he would
have been the less likely to have omitted it, as, in this very character of a
journey which had had nothing to do with any sort of instruction by the
apostles,^ it would have been of the greatest importance for his object, in
opposition to the suspicions of his opjjonents. " To have kejit silence as to
this journey would have cut the sinews of his whole Tiistoricolly apologetic
demonstration, which he had entered upon in i. 13 and still continues from
This purely exegetical ground
i. 21 (though Hofmann thinks otherwise).''
is quite decisive in favor of the view that Paul here speaks of his second
journey to Jerusalem ;^ and considered by itself, therefore, our passage pre;

he had been preaching 17 or 18
years already before he wished to confer."
Even with this reckoning, his conversion
still remains " the gi-eat event by which
Paul measures for himself all Christian
time" (Ewald) for the whole reckoning
begins at i. 18 from this event as its startingfind that

;

point.
^

In the Seperi.

rv. p.
^
3

*

f ir

bibl.

I

morgenl. Lit.

u.

41.

See on i. 23.
Comp. Herod. I.e.
Very correctly put

o e'jrc TtdKiv,

b-qKovoTL

in the Chron. Euseb.,
iTipa icrriv

"in that he says again, it
that this is another journey."
oCti),

*

Comp.

i.

is

ai'afia<Ti.<;

manifest
'

18.

Wieseler's objection that Paul, according to our view of his historical argument,
would also have left unmentioned the jour*

ney spoken of

in

Acts

xviii.

2'2,

whereby

the reasoning above would fall to the
ground as nimiinn p7'obans, "proving too

much,"
that up

is

incorrect.

to (lie apostolic

For

if

he had shown

council {see the sequel)

he could not have received the instruction
of the apostles, his task of proof was com-

pMely solved; because on occasion of his
presence at that council lie received formal
acknowledgment and sanction as the apostie to the Gentiles.
If up to that time he
had not been a disciple of the apostles, now,
when he had received in an ofQcial way the
fullest acknowledgment as an independent
apostle, there could no longer be any discussion as to his having at some subsequent
date procured apostolic instruction in Jerusalem. It would therefore have been
purely unmeaning, and even absurd, to have
continued the history of his journeys to Jerusalem beyond the date of the apostolic
council. But ^ip to that date he could not
omit any journey, without rendering his
historical deduction nuqatory as a proof.
''

Comp.

^

Bloch,

also Bleek, Beitr. p. 55.
Chronotax. p. 67 f., and Schott

mentioned in ver. 1 the
former obtains them from na\Lv (after 14
years I made the second journey to Jerusalem, undertaken witli Barnabas); and the
find tivo journeys

latter brings

them out thus

:

:

" intra 14 an-

nos iterata vice adscendi Hierosolymas,
cum Barnaba quidem (Act. xi. 30), posthac
(Act. xv.) assumto etiam Tito," " The go-
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The difficulty only arises when we compare it
sents no difficulty at all.
with Acts. According to the latter, the second journey (Acts xi. 30, xii. 25)
is that which Paul made with Barnabas in the year 44 in order to convey
hence many hold our journey as identical
pecuniary assistance to Judaea
with that related in Acts xi. 30, xii. 25. So Tertullian c. Mare. i. 20,
;

Chron. Eiiseh., Calvin,' Keil {Opuse. p. 160, and in Pott's Sylloge, III. p.
Gabler {neutest. theol. Joiirn. II. 2, p. 210 ff.), RosenmuUer, Silskind (in

68),

Bengel's Areliiv.

1, p.

I.

157

Bertholdt, Kuinoel

if.),

((id

Act. p. xxv.),

Heinrichs {ad Act. p. 59), Tychsen {on Koffe., p. 149), Niemeyer {de temp,
quo ep. ad' Oal. conscr. sit, Gott. 1827), Paulus, Guericke [Beitr. p. 80 ff.),
Kiichler {de anno, quo Paul, ad sacra Chr. convers.
Flatt,

Einl.
is

Fritzsche, Bottger,
in d. Let. Jesu,

Stolting.

1869).

Lips. 1828, p. 27

est,

So also Caspari

(geogy'ajjh.

ff.),

chronol.

But the chronology, through the 14 years,
For as the year 44 a.d. or 797 u.c. is

decisively opposed to this view.

the established date of the journey in question, ° these 14 years vdth the addition of the three years

Among

(i.

18)

would carry us back

to the year 27 a.d.

!

the defenders of this view, Bottger has indeed turned deKareaaapuv

but how little he is justified in this, see below. Fritzsche,
on the other hand, has endeavored to bring out the 14 years, by supjjosing
the reckoning of Luke iii. 1 to begin from the year of i\\& joint regency of
into Tsaadpuv

;

that is, the year 765 u.c, as, following Ussher, has been
done by Clericus, Lardner, and others,' and now also by Wieseler.'* It is
assumed, consequently, that Christ commenced His ministry in 779, and
was crucified in 781 that Paul became a Christian at the beginning of 783,
and that 14 years later, in 797, the journey in question to Jerusalem took
place.
But against the assumption that the 14 years are to be reckoned
from Paul's conversion, see above. Besides, the year of the conversion
cannot, for other chronological reasons, be put back beyond the year 35 a.d.,
that is, 788 u.c.^ Lastly, the hypothesis, that Luke in iii. 1 did not reckon
from the actual commencement of the reign of Tiberius, is nothing but a
forced expedient based on extraneous chronological combinations, and finding no support at all in the plain words of Luke himself." The opinion,
Tiberius,

;

ing up to Jerusalem having been repeated within 14 years, with Barnabas indeed (Acts xi. 30), and afterwards Titus
also having been talien." Botli views are
introduced into the passage inconsistently
with the text. For according to Bloch's ex-

must have spolien previously of a journey made with Barnabas
and in Schott's interpretation not only is
6id wTongly understood (see above), but it
would be necessary at least that instead of
(TviinapaX. Kol Tirov the text should run, tlra
Se <TviJLiTapaK. K. T.
Nevertheless Lange,
apostol. Zeitalt. I. p. 99 f., has again resorted
to the evasion tliat TraAii- is to be referred to

planation, Paul

;

and presupposes an earlier journey already made with Barnabas (Acts xi.)
1 Among the older expositors, J. T. Major
/xerd Bapv.

also named as in favor of this view, whose
Annotata ad Acta Ap. Jen. 1647, 8vo, are
quoted by Gabler and Winer. But in the
second edition of Major's Annotata, which
appeared after his death, Jena 1670, 4to,
Major (p. 410 ff.) pronounces decidedly for
the view wliich holds the journey mentioned in Gal. ii. 1 to be identical with that

is

in

Acts xv.
See Introd. to Acts.
' See on Luke iii. 1.
In Herzog's EncyM. XXI.
^

•«

especially

in his

Beiti\

z.

p. 547 ff

,

and

Wiirdigung

d.

Evanr/. 1869, p. 177 ff.
^ See on Acts, Introd.
^

See further, in opposition to

temp. p. 14
ramtes Chr. 1.
rat.

f.,

and

z.

it.

Anger,
Leh-

Chronol. d.
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ii.
1 is identical with that mentioned in
and we must, on the other hand, assume that

therefore, that the journey Gal.

Acts
ill

xi.

,

must be rejected

;

point of fact those expositors have arrived at the correct conclusion who
it as the same which, according to Acts xv., was undertaken by

consider

This result is, however, to
Paul and Barnabas to the apostolic conference.
be based in the first instance not on a comparison of the historical references
contained in Gal. ii. and Acts xv., but on 6ia deKartaaapuv huv and the historical references of Acts xv. afterwards serve merely as a partial, although
'

;

For the point of view, from which the journey
brought forward in our passage, is one so special and subjective, that it
cannot present itself in the connected objectively historical narrative of Acts,
whether we take it in connection with Acts xi. or Acts xv. By the search
for points of agreement and of difference, with the view of thereby arriving
at a decision, far too much room is left for argument ^?'(? and contra, and consequently for the play of subjective influences, to reach any certain result.
I, Thus in support of the identity of the journey Gal. ii. 1 with that of
Acts xi. xii., it is argued^ (1.) That the journej' follows on the sojourn in
Cilicia and Syria (i. 21, ii. 1
comp. Actsix. 30, xi. 25 ff.). But why should
not Paul, in the e7re;-«, ii. 1, have also mentally included his first missionary
journey (to Cyprus, Pamphylia, Pisidia, and Lycaonia, Acts xiii. xiv.) as
preceding, seeing that he made this journey from Antioch and after its completion again abode in Antioch for a considerable time, and seeing that his
object made it important not so much to write a special history of his labors,
as to show at what time he had first come into closer official connection with
the apostles, in order to make it plain that he had not learnt from them ?
(2.) That it is probable that Paul soon after the beginning of his labors as
the apostle to the Gentiles (Gah i. 23
Acts xi. 25 f.
comp. Acts xv. 23,
ix. 30) expounded his system of teaching at Jerusalem, and laid it before the
apostles for their opinion.
But this argument proves too much, since it is
evident from i. 16 that Paul commenced the exercise of his vocation as an
apostle to the Gentiles immediately after his conversion
so that, even if
the 14 years be reckoned from the conversion, there still remains this long
period of 14 years during which Paul allowed this alleged requirement to
be unsatisfied. According to our interjiretation of ii. 1, this period is increased from 14 to 17 years
but, if Paul had taught 14 years without the
approbation of the apostles, he may just as well have done so for 17 years.
very material, confirmation.

is

—

;

;

;

;

;

1 Solrenaeus, adv. haer. iii. 13, Theodoret,
Jerome, Baronius, Cornelius a -Lapide,

Pearson, and most of the older expositors,
Semler, Koppe, Stroth, Vogel (in Gabler's
Jmtrn.fiir miserl. theol. Lit. 1.2, p. 249 ff.),
riaselaar, Borger, Schmidt {Einl. I. p. 192
and in the Analect. III. 1), Eichhorn, Hug,
Winer, Hemsen, Feilmoser, Hermann {de P.
ep. ad Gal. tribus prim, cap/)., Lips. 1832),
Usteri, Matthies, Schott, Olshausen, Anger,

Schneckenburger, Neander, BaumgartenBaur, Hilgenfeld, Zeller, Lekebusch, Elwert, Lechler {apost. u. nachapod.
Crusius,

Zeitalt. p. 394

£f.),

Ewald, Ritschl,

Thiersch, Eeuss, Reiche,

Bleel?, Ellicott,

Hofmaim,

Laurent, Holsten, Trip, Oertel, Lipsius,
Pfleiderer, Weizsacker, K. Schmidt, Keim,
Lightfoot, Eadie, and others. Eiickertdoes
not come to a decision, but (in his Commentary and In the exe^fet. Mag. I. 1, p. 118
ff.) denies the identity of our journey with
that related in Acts xi. xii., and leaves it a
matter of doubt whether the journey mentioned in Acts xv. or that in xviii. 22 is the

one intended,
^

See Fritzsche,

I.e.

p. 227.
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That the sanction given to Paul and Barnabas as apostles to the Gentiles
must have been consequent on the journey mentioned in Acts xi. xii.,
because otherwise the Holy Spirit would not have set them apart (Acts xiii.
2 f .) as ajiostles to the Gentiles. But might not the ordination of the two to
be teachers of the Gentiles (Acts xiii. 2) have taken -p^ace previouslj/, and the
formal acknowledgment of this destination on the part of the apostles in
Jerusalem have folloiced at a subsequent period ? This latter view, indeed,
is supported even by the analogy of avrol 6e elg rf/v TrepiTo/j?p (Gal. ii. 9), inasmuch as James, Peter, and John had been already for a long time before
this apostles to the Jews, but now arranged that as their destination formally in concert with Paul and Barnabas.
(4.) That the stipulation respecting the poor (ii. 10) was occasioned by the very fact of Paul and Barnabas
having brought pecuniary assistance (Acts xi. 30). But the care for the
poor lay from the very beginning of the church so much at its heart, and
(3).
(ii.

9)

much an

object of apostolic interest (Acts ii. 441, iv. 34 if., vi. 1 ff.),
was certainly no need of any special occasion for expressly making
the remembrance of the poor one of the conditions in the concert, ii. 9 f.
(5.) That the apostles, according to ii. 3, had insisted on the circumcision
a non-emancipation from Mosaism, which might agree with the
of Titus,
time of Acts xi. xii., when the conversion of the Gentiles was still in its inBut see the note on ver. 3.
fancy, but not with the later time of Acts xv.
Even if we allow the erroneous idea that the apostles had required this circumcision, we should have to consider that James at a much later point

was

so

that there

—

(Acts xxi. 17 ff.) required Paul to observe a completely Jewish custom, from
which it is evident how much, even at a very late date, the Jewish apostles
accommodated themselves to the Jewish Christians, and Paul also assented
to it.
(6.) That in Acts xv. there is no trace of the presence of John at JeruBut although John is not mentioned by name, he may very well
salem.

have been included in the general
Fritzsche remarks, " Paulum novem
esse (v. Act. ix. 30,

tandem,

xi.

25

;

quum multorum ab

Gal.

ol

i.

aiT6aro?Mi

circiter
18,

cf.

Gal.

apostolis actorum

fracte negare sustineat ?" etc.'

(Acts xv.).

Lastly,

(7.)

annos in Cilicia commoratum
ii.

1

;

Act.

xi.

memoria aboleverit

quis

30),
.

.

.

prae-

Paul may certainly have been a long time in

Syria and Cilicia, but how long, must remain entirely undetermined after

what we have remarked on

(1).

Besides these arguments^ it has been urged'
(ii.
11 flf.) is too contradictory to the

that the conduct of Peter at Antioch

apostolic decree of Acts xv. to permit our identifying the journey in ques-

tion with that

made

makes no mention

to the conference

1 "That Paul tarried about nine years in Cilicia,who then would venture to persistently
deny since the memory of many acts had
perishedfromthememory of the apostles?"
* As a revelation afforded to Paul himself

must

;

that in the whole of the epistle Paul

at all of the authority of the conference

certainly be intended, the assertion
often brought forward, that kot' inoKiXv^Lv
in ii. 2 applies to the narrative about the
prophet Agabus (Acts xi. 28 ff.), is so evi-

;

and

lastly,

that

dently incorrect, ttiat it does not merit
Also the special ground brought
forv/ard by Bottger, in order to confirm
the identity of the journey Gal. ii. 1 with
that described in Acts xi. xii., carries with
it its own refutation. See, on the contrary,
Kiickert, in the Magaz.f. Exeg. u. Tlieol. des
N. T.\.\, p. 118 ff.
^ gee especially Sviskind and Keil.
notice.

—
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conference Paul judged more mildly as to

tlie

nullity of circumci-

But nothing can be built on these arguments since {a) even if our journey were that mentioned in Acts xi. xii.,
still the reproach of inconstancy (grounded on his natural temperament)
would rest upon Peter, because he had in fact at an earlier period been
already divinely instructed and convinced of the admissibility of the Gension than he does in our epistle.
;

tiles to

tolic

Christianity (Acts x. 8

xi.

ff.,

independence Paul had quite

apostolic decree, especially

3

ff.)

(J)

;

in the principle of his apos-

sufficient motive' for not

when dealing with

the Galatians

mentioning the
;'

and

lastly

(c)

the severe judgment of the apostle as to the nullity of circumcision in our
letter was, in his characteristic manner, adapted altogether to the polemical

moment for that he should pass judgment on the same subaccording to circumstances, sometimes more severely and sometimes

interest of the
ject,

:

more mildly, accords completely Avith the vigorous freedom and elasticity of
Hence the passages cited for the freer view (Acts xvi. 3 1 Cor. ix.
20 ff. Acts xxi. 20 ff.) cannot furnish any absolute standard.
II. To prove
the identity of our journey with that of Acts xv., appeals have been made to
the following arguments
(1) That Titus, whom Paul mentions in ii. 1, is included in Tivag a'XlovQ ej ahruv. Acts xv. 3 (3) That in ver. 3, avE&e/irfv ahrolg
ru e'vajy. b Kijp. ev rolg £i?v. is parallel to Acts xv. 4, 13
(3) That the Judaizers
mentioned in Acts xv. 5 are identical with the TrapeianK-oig ijjEvdaSel^oig, Gal.
ii. 4.
(4) That the result of the apostolic discussions recorded in Acts xv.
quite corresponds with nA/,' ov6e Ti-og
fjvaynaa'&Ti Trspir/mjiH/vac, Gal. ii. 3
(5) That in an historical point of view, Gal. ii. 11 agrees exactly with Acts xv.
30
(6) That in Acts xi. Barnabas still has precedence of Paul, which, howhis mind.

;

—

;

:

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

no longer the case throughout in Acts xv. (only in vv. 13, 25)
(7)
epistle Paul could not have omitted to mention the important
journey of Acts xv. But on the part of those who look upon our journey as
ever, is

;

That in our

xi. xii., or even in Acts xviii. 23,' such grounds for
doubt are urged against all of these points, '•that they cannot be used at least
for an indei^endent and full demo?ist?'ation of the identity of our journey with
that of Acts XV., but merely furnish an important partial confirmation of the
proof otherwise adduced to say nothing of the fact that the accounts in Gal.
ii. and Acts xv. present also points of difference, from which attempts have
been made with equal injustice to deny the whole historical parallel, and to
abandon unduly the historical truth of the 15th chapter of the Acts.* The

that related in Acts

;

—

result of all the discussion is as follows
clear words in Gal.

ii.

1

as well

as with

:

Ms

As

Paul, in accordance with his own

whole jjlan and

aim

in

tJie

passage,

can mean no other journey whatever except the second which he made as an apostle
Jerusalem; and as, moreover, the 8 ta
ing of that journey which

is

lyy

-

Comp.
Comp.

^

Wieseler.

*

See especially, Fritzsche

i

his second journey

xv. as the third,

Introd. § 3.
Kitscbl, altkathol. K. p. 149.

4

ir

c)v forhids

to

our think-

related in Acts xi. xii. as the second ; the journey repre-

him in Oal. ii.l as
represented hj Luke in Acts
sented

SEKareaadpup
must

—

a}i

Wieseler, p. 557 £f.
^ Baur,
Schwegler,
Ilolsten.

I.e.

p.

224

ie held to de the

identity which

ff.

;

same as that

is

Zellw,

also

eon-

Ililgeufeld,
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firmed hj the historical jx^rallch to he found in Gal. ii. and Acts xv.' In this
way, doubtless, the .iccouut of the Epistle to the Galatians conflicts with that
of Acts

;^

but, in the circumstances,

it

not difficult to decide on which

is

XXX.,

[See Note

jd.
The account of
95.]
Luke, as given in Acts xi. xii. that Paul came to Jerusalem with Barnabas
to convey the moneys collected, must be described as in part unliistorical.
Perhaps (for it is not possible definitely to prove how this partial inaccuracy
originated) Paul went only a part of the way with Barnabas (Acts xi. 30), and

side the historical truth

lies.

,

then, probably even before reaching

unknown

stances

Judaea

(see below),

induced by circum-

to us, allowed Barnabas to travel alone to Jerusalem

thereafter the latter again

Antioch together (Acts

met Paul on

his

way

;

and

back, so that both returned

but Barnabas only visited Jerusalem in
jiart of Luke as author
that, misled by diflEerent sources, he divided the one journey. Acts xv., into
two different journeys. Acts xi. and xv. But the total dissimilarity of the
to

xii. 25),

Schleiermacher' assumes an error on the

person.

historical connection, in

makes us

which these journeys

;

are placed

by the narrative

of

once reject this supposition
as, indeed, it cannot possibly be entertained without unjustifiably giving up Luke's competency for
authorship, and by consequence his credibility, in those portions of his book
Acts,

at

;

' Accordingly, the opinions that our passage relates to a journey still later than
that reported in Acts xv. fall to the ground
of themselves, for the journey Acts xv. can
neither be historically disputed nor can it
have been omitted by Paul. Following Jac.
Cappellus, Whiston, and others, Kohler
{Abfassuncjsz. p. 8) has found our journey in
Acts xviii. 22, a view more recently defeuded by Wieseler, Chronolorjie d. ap. Zeitalt. p. 201 ff., and Komrnent. p. 553 fif., also
in Ilerzog's EncyM. XIX. art. Galaterbrlef j
but Schrader transfers it to the interval
between vv. 20 and 21 of Acts xix. to the
time of the composition of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians.
Against Kohler and
Sclirader, see especially Schott, Erorterung,
Wurm, in the Tubing. Zeitschr.
p. 23 ff.
Anger, rat. temp. p. 153 ff.
1833, I. p. 50 ff.
According to Epiph. Haer. xxviii. 4, even
the journey of Acts xxi. 15-17 is the one intended Against Wieseler, who is supported
by Lutterbeck, see Baur in the theol. Jahrb.

—

—

;

;

1

Zeller, Apost. p. 218 f. ; Ilil1849, p. 460 ff.
genfeld, in his Zeitschr. f. iviss. Theol. 18C0,
;

p.

144

35 ff.

ff.

;

Comp.

Moller on de Wette

(ed.

3),

p.

also Diisterdieck in Renter's Be-

jm-t. Sept. 1849, p. 222

;

Schaff, Gesch. d. chr.

K. I. p. 181 ff. [Am. Rev. Ed. I. p. 3.35 sqq.],
Holtzmann. in Schenkel's kirchl. Zeitschr.
1860, 8, p. 55 ff.
Ebrard, and others. It is
unnecessary for us here to go further into
Wieseler's arguments from an exegetical
point of view for the supposition of some
later journey than Acts xv. must at all
;

;

events from Gal; ii. 1 appear an exegetical
long as we allow this much
at least of truth to the Acts of the Apostles
—that Paul was at the apostolic council.
The journey to this council cannot have
been passed over by Paul in his nan-ative
given in our passage and consequently the
journey Acts xviii. 22— which, too, he cannot have taken in company with Barnabas
(Acts XV. 36 &.)— cannot have been the one
intended by him. This is completely sufficient to invalidate even the latest discussions of Wieseler. Reiche aptly observes
{Comm. crit. p. 3) " Paulus aut nou affuisse
in apostolorum conventu Act. xv., aut male
causae suae consuluisse, silentio id praeterimpossibility, so

;

:

iens,

censendus esset," "Paul would have

to be regarded either as not having been

present at the apostolic conference. Acts
15, or, by passing it over in silence, to have
administered his cause unsuccessfully."
2 Hofmann {v\'ith whom Laurent agrees)
still contents himself with the superficial
current evasion, that Paul had no need to
mention the journey related in Acts xi.,
because it did not afford his opponents any
matter for suspicion. As if his opponents
were to be reckoned so innocent and guileless in their judgment, and as if Paul would
not have been shrewd enough to see the
use that would be made of his iK(ssing over
in silence one of the journeys made by him
to the seat of the apostles
1

3

Einl.

ill's lY.

T. p. 309

f.
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he was not an eye-witness of the facts. Credner also* has pronounced himself inclined to the hypothesis of an error on the part of Luke.
He, however, makes the ajiostle travel with Barnabas (Acts xi. xii.) as far
assuming that Paul remained
as Judaea, only not as far as the capital
among the churches of the country districts, and made the acquaintance
with them presupposed ini. 22-24, Rom. xv. 19. But, on the one hand,
in wliich

;

looking at his apostolic interest,

it

is

not in

itself

arrived in the neighborhood of Jerusalem, he

probable that, having

would

after so long

fail,

an

drawn towards the mother-seat of the church, especially
when he had come as deputy from Antioch on the other hand, we should
absence, to be

;

expect that, in order to preclude his opponents from any opportunity of misrepresenting him, he would have briefly mentioned tliis presence in Judaea

and mentioned

with the express remark that at that
And, as regards the acquaintance
with the churches in the country districts presupposed in i. 22-24, he may
have made it sufficiently during the journey to the conference. The fact
itself, that Paul during the journey recorded in Acts xi. was not at Jerusalem,^ remains independent of the i^ossible modes of explaining the so far
unhistorical account there given.
jiera Bapvalia] The following avfLTrapal.
Paul recognized himself as on this occasion the chief
K. Ilrov shows that
person, which agrees with Acts xv. 2, but not with Acts xi. 25, 30, xii. 25.
(comp.

22),

i.

it

in fact

time he had not entered Jerusalem

itself.

—

—avfn:apala(iuv

having taken along with

koI TtVor]

ion) also Titus,

This

koL finds its I'eference in

also refers

avfiTTapaTi:

not suggested by the text.

;

to be included in

lis

(as travelling

/cat

compan-

BapvdSa, to which the guv

not among others also (Wieseler),

in
is

meant

fjETo,

—a meaning

which

Whether, however, at Acts xv. 2, Titus is
nvac a?.?Mvc ff avruv, must remain an open ques-

meant to be included, then our passage serves to in\t the statement on the more exact historical footing, that Titus was not sent with the
others by the church at Antioch, but was taken by Paul on Ms own lehoof.
The idea that he was sent on the part of the opposite party^ cannot, on a
correct view of Acts Z.c, be entertained at all. [See Note XXXI., p. 95.]
If

tion.

T^oie.

he

is

— TEO-ffapwy, which Ludwig Cappellus, Grotius, Semler, Keil, Bertholdt,

Heinrichs, Kiiinoel, and others, also Guericke, Binck, Kiichler, Bohl, Matthaei
(Religionsl. d.

Wurm,

Ap.

I.

p. 624), Schott (in bis Isagoge, p. 196,

not in his later writ-

and Bottger, wish to read instead of deKnTsnadpuv, is a
mere conjectural emendation on chronological grounds, confirmed by no authority whatever, not even by the Chronic. Euseb., from the words of which it is, on
ings),

Ulricli,

the contrary, distinctly evident that the chronographer read (^EKareaadpuv,^ but
1

Einl.

^

Which

is

A^i|;eu)9 cLpi&ixiiv

p. 315.

I. 1,

admitted by Neander, ed.

4, p.

188, following Bleek, Beitr. p. 55, and has
been turned to further account by Baur and

his school against the historical character

of the narrative of the Acts

;

see on Acts

Kal

^

Fritzsche.

•4

Ttp ilne'iv avTov St a
Toll'

tS'

CLTTOCTToXlOV

irdv

SoKei fioi

TOUS aTTO

T)js

afa-

avTov.

.

.

evpe^rjaeraL 6 xpoi'OS

Kal

.

a(j>'

dce'/SAei/zev, ci? ircpie'xovcrii' at

el firj

rovTO

ov e^a.-miu'^

npaf€i9, irr)

'"By his saying after fourteen years, he
seems to me to number the times of the
6',

apostles from the Ascension.

If

we do not

the time will be found to be that
from which he was baptized and looked up,
four years as Comprised in Acts."

grant

xi. 30.

TOU? XpOfOV;

Suifiev,

this,
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on account of the chronology, because he took the journey

for that recorded in

See Anger, Bat. temp. 128 ff. Fritzsche, I.e. p.
Nevertheless Eeiche, in the Comm. Grit.,
Wieseler, Ghronol. p. 206 f.
IGO ff.
has again judged it necessary to read Teaadpuv, specially because the few matters related of Paul in Acts x.-xv. cannot be held compatible with his having

Acts

xi. xii.,

suggested -eaaupuv.'^

;

;

been seventeen years an apostle, and also because so early a conversion, as
must be assumed from the reading deKareaadpuv, does not agree with Acts i.ix.,

several of the narratives of which,

perhaps a ten

years', interval

sion of the apostle

alleged, lead

it is

us to infer a longer,

between the ascension of Christ and the conver-

as indeed the existence of churches already established in

;

Judaea at the -time of this conversion (Gal. i. 22) points to the same conclusion,
and 2 Cor. xii. 2 ff., where the a-0Kd?-vfic refers to the conversion, agrees with
But when we consider the
Teandpuv, but not with df/i-nrmcrd/jwi' in our passage.
great incompleteness and partial inaccuracy of the first half of Acts, the possibility of explaining the establishment of the Judaean churches even in a shorter
period embracing some four years, and the groundlessness of the view that
2 Cor.

xii.

2 (see

to the conversion of the apostle, these

on the passage) applies

arguments are too weak to make us substitute a

conjecture for

an unanimously

attested reading.

Ver.

emphatic repetition of the same

At] continuing the narrative, vrith

2.

"word, as in

Rom.

in conformity

iii.

33

1

;

Cor.

a revelation

icitli

ii.

6

Phil.

;

ii.

termining the bearing of the wrholc narrative
But tcJiat hind of
parenthetical (Matthias).
!

was imparted

it

3 Cor.

to

xii. 1 ff.),

aU — Kara

Hence

—remains uncertain.

k.

dw. is not

was

—whether

6d

dveji.

dnOKa/ivTpi^

the apostle by means of an ecstasy

11, xxvii. 33), or generally

aTroKd?.vrpiv']

essential element for de-

or of a nocturnal appearance (Acts xvi.

it

(Acts xxii. 17
9,

;

xviii. 19,xxiit.

comsome other

vision (so Ewald), or by a

by a prophetic

munication from the Spirit (Acts xvi.

mode

8, et

What an

received.

6, 7,

xx. 33, 33), or in

According to Acts xv.

3,

he was dejmted

Itj

the

but with this statement our Kara diruKdAvipiu
of Antiocli to Jerusalem
does not conflict ^ it simply specifies a circumstance having reference to
Paul himself individually, that had occurred either before or after that resoLuke narlution of the church, and was probably quite unknown to Luke.
clmrcJi

;

:

outward

rates the

cause,

Paul the inward motive of the concurrent divine

the two accounts together give
Comp. Acts x., in which also a revelation and the messengers of Cornelius combine in determining Peter to go
The state of the case would have to be conceived as similar,
to Caesarea.
suggestion, whicli led to this his journey

us

its historical

connection

;

co?nj]Ietehj.

our journey were considered identical with that related Acts xi. xii,,
case Kara dnoKdlvipLv would apply not possibly to the prophesying of Agabus, but likewise to a divine revelation imparted to Paid himHermann,^ as before him Schrader, and after him Dav. Schulz,' have
self.
^^
explication is causa, i.e., ut patefieret inter ipsos, quae vera esexplained it

even
in

if

—

—

which

:

1

therefore a pure error, when reo-sometimes styled a varia lectio.
Baeumlein,
Klotz, ad Bevar. p. 361

It is

<roLpu>v is
•^

;

Partik. p.
^

97.

.

As Baur and Zeller maintain.

»

De

18.33,
=

De

1833.

P. ep.

ad

Gal.

Mb. prim,

ca^yp.

Lips.

also in his Opusc. V. p. 118 G.
aliquot

JSf.

T. locor. lectione et

inte.f-jjr.
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Jesu doctrina," "for the purpose of explanation, i.e., that among them
might be made known what was the true doctrine of Jesus." No doubt
But, on the one hand, the account of
Kara might express this rehition.'
set

it

Acts as to the occasion of our journey docs not at all require any explaining away of the revelation (see above) and, on the other hand, it would by
no means be necessary, as Hermann considers that on our interpretation it
would, that Kara ^iva (nroKaTiVipcv should have been written, since Paul's ob;

some
by him, but

which was not

be more prehe

ject is not to indicate

sort of revelation

cisely defined

to exjiress the qualifying circumstance that

to

of his own impulse, but at the divine command, not a(f
but Kara cnvoKaAv^iv, conformably to revelation. Moreover, it is the
only meaning consonant with the aim of the apostle, who from the beginning of the epistle has constantly in view his apostolic dignity, that here

had gone up not
eavTov,

also, as in

word

is

i.

12, 6, aTzoKa?,.

should exjiress a divine

revelation^'^ as in fact

constantly used in the N. T. in this higher sense. ^

—

—

ave-&Efi7]v']

the

I laid

and examination.*
aiToZf] that is, the Chriswell-known use of the pronoun for the

before them, for information

tians at Jerusalem, according to the

named city or province.^ The restriction of the
who are of course not excluded, is, after elg 'Ispoao-

inhabitants of a previously
reference to the apostles, °

' than the view which confines it to the presReuss also ° wrongly denies the consultation of the
congregation.
to ehayy. b Krjpvaau kv rolg id-v.] The main doctrine of which is
that of justification by faith.
Chrysostom aptly remarks, to x"pk TvepiTo/.iTjg.
The present tense denotes the identity Avhich was still continuing at the time
the epistle was written " h toIq e-dveai does not, however, mean among the
nations,^'- but that it was his gospel to the Oentiles which Paul laid before the

/.vfia,

even

still

more

arbitrary

byterium of the church.*

—

;

'

Comp.

Matthiae,
2
'

*

ad Herod,

Wesseling,
p. 1359

;

Winer,

Comp. Eph. iii. 3.
Comp. i. 13.
Comp. Acts XXV.

151;

ii.

p. 376.

:

14

;

2 Mace.

9,

iii.

and

Grimm thereon. Among Greeli authors, in
Plutarch, Polyb., Diog. L., etc.
6

•

Bernhardy, p. S88; Winer, p. 587.
Chrysostom,Oecumenius, Calvin, Koppe,

Schott, Olshausen,

and

others.

applied to the apostles, there
was no need for regarding (with Chrysostom
'

If aiiTois

and

others) kot'

iSiai- &i

precise definition of

Onthecontrary.ifavTots applied to the aposthe meaning, as the passage runs,
would have to be talieu as Schott (comp.
Olshausen) gives it "doctrinam
apostolis omnibus exposui, privatim vero (uberius ac diligentius) lis, qui magni aestumanties,

roU BoKovai as a more

avex^eixrii'

avrois

;

for

if

Paul would have expressed himself in a
way very illogical and liable to misunderstanding, because Kar iSCav Se would be
without meaning, if it was not intended to
denote some act different from the general
dfeiJe/iiTji' avTois. Paulmust have written simso,

ply ave^€fi.riv aiiToi? k.t.A., ave'^d/xriv Se Tois Sok.
This remark applies also against the view
of Baur and Zeller,who, although they allow
that the language warrants our view, take
the sense to be, " I set it forth to them, but
only to (hose of highest repute in particular."

.

.

.

tur, apostolis auctoritate insignibus, Petro,
Johanni, Jacobo," "I set forth the doctrine
to all, but in private more fully and assiduously to those who are regarded of high
repute, viz., the apostles eminent in influence, Peter, John, James." But how improbable it is in itself, that Paul should liave
held such a separate conference with a
select few of the apostles, and should not
have vouchsafed an equally circumstantial
and accurate exposition of his teaching to
the whole of the apostles as such
Apart,
however, from this, the three Sokovvt^^ appear to have been the only apostles present
in Jerusalem at that time.
^ Winer, Matthies.
' In the Eevm tkeol. 1859, p. 62 ff.
1

'"

Comp.

''

Usteri.

i.

16.

—

;
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mother-cliurcli of Jeicish Christianity.

'

But

kut' 'tSiav Jf Tolq ^oKovai] sc. ave^efxjjv

more separate
from
Tliis, however, is not meant to apply
the body of Christians at Jerusalem.
to members of the church generally in good rejiute, ^ but (see on ver. 9) to
James the brother of Christ, Peter, and John. The other apostles who were
still alive appear already to have ceased from personal connection with the
church at Jerusalem. Vv. 6, 7, 9 show that it is not the anti-Pauline partisan adherents of those three who are referred to * and, indeed, it would
ru Evayy. b KTipvcau iv

conferences,

to those

roig

of

e^v.

apai't,

that

is,

in one or

ToIq 6okovgl singles out the aestumatos

rej^ute.^

;

have been entirely opposed to his ajwstolic character to lay his gospel speMoreover, the designation of the three aposcially before Somvai in this sense.
tles as oi cJo/coivrff is

ed from the

not

"an

ironical side-glance,"

applied this expression to these apostles
cal sense

:

nor has

°

but

*
;

it is

for an ironical designation at this jjoint,

late his recognition

on the part of the

proceed-

it

who had

irritation of a bitter feeling against those

habitually

used in a purely histori-

when Paul

about to rebe utterly de-

is

earlier apostles, w^ould

tact, and w^ould not be at all consonant either with the iwint of mew
of a colleague, which he constantly maintains in resj^ect to the other apostles,
or with the humility with which he regards this collegiate relation (1 Cor.

void of

XV. 8

He

flf.).

has, however, fur-posely chosen this expression (" the authori-

Homberg, Paulus
means 2nitantibus, " those thinkit, " qui 2'>utahant, num forte in vanum
currerem,'''' " who thought that perhaps I had nm in vain." Vv. 5, 6, 9 testiand the introduction of (pojielaOa into the notion
fy against this interpretation
of doKelv is arbitrary, and cannot be supported by such passages as Horn. 11.
X. 97, 101.''
Besides, it would have been inconsistent with apostolic dignity
ties"'),

because the very matter at stake was his recognition.

and Matthies wrongly assert that ro'iq
ing," and that the sequel belongs to

SoKovcri

;

who were

to give such a private account to those

In classical

suspicious.

without anything added to define it, means those of
But v-hij did Paul submit his gospel
repute, who are much esteemed, nohiles.^
not merely to the Christians in Jerusalem generally, but also specially to the
authors also

ol

SoKovvrec,

—

By both means he

three apostles ?

might anywhere

exist in the

how

desired to remove every suspicion which

minds of

others, ^ that

he was laboring or had

he
had to address to the apostles a more thorough and comprehensive statement, and to bring forward proofs, experiences, explanations, deeper
labored in vain

»

Comp. Rom.

2

On

;

but

easy

p. 439.

It

is,

;

comp. Matt. xvii. 19
Valckenaer, ad En?:

like tlie iSia,

:

more usual

classical authors (Thuc.

i.

Xen. Mem.

v. 7. 13, vi.

iii.

7. 4,

Ast, Lex. Plat.
Koivrj
^

or

S-oixoa-ia

Comp.

Acts XV.

Anab.

understand

that, for this purpose,

hausen.

xi. 13.

Ka.T i&Cav,

iv. 34, ix. 28

to

it is

133. 2,

ii.

Mark
Plioen.

in the
44.
2.

2;
13

;

IT. p. 88), the contrast to
(comp. Macc. iv. 5).

avSpai; riyovfJievovi iv Tois aSeKijyoii,

22.

'

See,

II. p.

on the contrary, Ilartung,

138

^ See Eur. Hec. 295, and thereon Schaefer
and Pflugk; Porphyr. de abstin. ii. 40, et al.
Kypke, II. p. 274 Dissen, ad Find. 01. xiii.
56. Comp. also Clem. Cor. I. 57. Just so the
;

;

Hebrew 2^ri. See

Grotius.

=

Schwesler,

'

Cameron, Riickert, Schott, comp.

field, Gloss, in
I.

p. 120.

»

01s-

Gesenius, Thes.

Buxtorf, LeX. Talm. p. 839
Plat. Pol. x. p. 618

<

ParHML

f.

A

;

f.

Herod,

i.

Aesch. Pers. p. 109.

Comp. Chrysostom.

I.

Comp.
65

p. 531
SoKiiaot,

;

Blom-
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would have been unsuitable

among whom nothing but

exposition was appropriate

for the gen-

the simple and popular

Therefore Paul dealt with his colleagues /car
But we must not draw a distinction as to inatter between the public
and the private discussion, as Estius and others have done " publice ita
contulit, ut ostenderet gentes non debere circumcidi et servare legem Mosis ..
privato autem et secreto coUoquio cum ajDostolis habito placuit
ipsos quoque Judaeos ab observantia Mosaicae Legis
esse liberandos,"
etc., " In public he devoted himself to the proof that the Gentiles are under
no obligation to be circumcised and observe the law of Moses but in the
private and secret conference held with the apostles, it was resolved that
even the Jews should be liberated from the observance of the Mosaic law."
In this way Paul would have set forth only the lialf of Ms gospel to the
mass of the Christians there and yet this half-measure, otherwise so opjDosed
to his character, would not have satisfied the Jewish-Christian exclusiveness.
Thiersch also wrongly holds ^ that the subject of the private discussion was
Paul's apostolic dignity; it was nothing else than to evayyelLov k.t.a., and
only ill so far his apostolic legitimacy. The ohject of the private discussion
!

tSiav.

:

.

.

.

.

;

;

was, in Winer's opinion

:

" ut non,

si

his videretur P. castigandus, pub-

"so that if it should
them (the ^okovgl) that Paul ought to be reprimanded, his influence might not be broken by the public complaint." But this also is not
in accordance with the decided character of Paul
and if he had dreaded a
pulilic expostulation, he would not have ventured first to set forth his gospel
j)uMldy, because the apostles, in the event of disaj^proval, would not have
been able to withhold public contradiction. The view that the private dislica expostulatione ipsius auctoritas infringeretur,"

seem

to

;

cussion with the 6oKovai preceded the general discussion with the church, ^
runs counter to the account of our passage, which represents the course of
events as the converse.
[See Note XXXII., p. 96.]
/ui/TTuc tic kevov rpex" v
edpafiov] Taken by itself, [irjiruQ may signify cither lest piossibly, ne forte, and
thus express directly the design of the ave^e/ujjv, * or ivliether
not possibly,

—

.

nwn forte,"

.

.

The former inter23retation

thus indirectly interrogative.

edly to be rejected, because the indicative aorist

is

decid-

does not suit

t-Spa/jov

it

;

according to the Greek use of the particles of design with the indicative
aorist or imperfect," the aveOe/ur/v would not actually have taken place
and

for,

;

besides this,

the context

we should have to assume —without any ground

—that

rpix'^ ^.iid hdpauov are said ex

1 This was a case in which the principle
beyond doubt applied, <Toij>iai' Si AaAoOnei- iy
TOW TcAeiots, 1 Cor. ii. 6.
Eirche im apost. Zeifali. p. 128. Comp.
"^

Lange, apost. Zeitalt. p. 100.
5 So Neander, p. 277 [Am. Ed., p. 124]
Lekebusoh, Apostelgesch. p. 295.
* So, following the Vulgate and the Greek
Fathers, Erasmus, Luther, and most expositors, including Winer, Fritzsche, Eiickert,
;

Schott.

aliorum

judicio,''

'

Usteri, nilgenfeld,

«

See on

'

Those

into

for doing so in

"from

the

Hofmann, Wieseler.

iv. 17.

who do not agree with this, fall
forced interpretfitions, as Fritzsche,

Opusc. p. 175: " ne forte frustra et'iani turn,
einstolam ad Oalatas scrUieret, apos-

quum

ante iter y^va labortolus laboraret, aut
avisset," " lest, perhaps, it was in vain that
.

.

.

the apostle labored even when ho wrote
the Epistle to the Galatians, or that he had
already labored previously to the journey."

—

;
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judgment of others," and that
tion with eSpafLov

rpi:x<-i is

evidently proclaims

it

by its connecHence /i^Kug must

subjunctive, although
itself indicative.

be rendered num forte, and the reference of fhenum is supplied by the idea,
" for consideration, for examination," included in avsdeiirjv^ The passage
therefore to be explained

is

" / laid before them

:

my gospel

to the Gentiles,

a view to their instituting an investigation of the question xohetlier I am not
possilAy running or have run in vain.''''
The apostle himself, on his oicn part,
was in no uncertainty about this question, for he had obtained his gospel
from revelation, and had already such rich experience to support him, that
he certainly did not fear the downfall of his previous ministry * hence
icith

;

by no means

//?/TWf is

own

apprehension of his

But he wanted

be understood
{in order to

to obtain the

as

^

implying any uncertainty or

in order to be certain, whether).

see,

judgment and declaration of

and

the church

the

Observe, moreover, that the apostle does not say eiVwf (^whether

apostles.*

possibly)

to

;

but,

with the delicate tact of one Avho modestly and confidently

submits himself to the judgment of the church and the apostles, while hostile

doubts as to the salutary character of his labors are by no means

to him,

he writes //r/TTwc, whether

.

.

.

not ptossibly

in the positive sense, ichether jMrhajJS.

is,

K.T.I,

fi/^TTug

^

(iv.

11

;

1 Thes.s.

e'lg

5),

that

In no case has the apostle in

expressed the intention of procuring/or himself

the correctness of his teaching.''

unknown

iii.

Kev6v] in cassum,

"in

a,

conviction of

vain."''

Paul

conceives his running as vain, that is, not attaining the saving result aimed at,^
I

judge whether

Harturif?, Partikell. 11. p. 137, 140.

Against Holsten's exaggeraHolsten.
tion Hilgcnfeld (in his Zeitschr. 1860, p. 117 f.)
The counter
lias justly declared himself.
remarks of Holsten, s. Ev. cl. Petr. u. Paul.
p. 277, are immaterial.
s With Usteri and Hilgenfeld, also Butt'

and Holsten.
* So, correctly,\Vieseler comp. Hofmann,
Schrifthew, II. 2, p. 44 f., who, however,

mann,

neiit.

Gr. p. 308,

;

he'd.

Schr. N.

avi&iix-qv

T.

(li'UhOllt

I.

p.

TO

ivayy.

86,

supplies
k.t.A)

only

after

t.

thus making /iijTrujs k.t.A. t]ie matt(ttr
itself laid before them ; but this would be at
variance with the es.sential idea of laying
before them the gospd, of which Paul is
speaking, for he does not repeat dc eiJe/j.rji',
and that alone. Accordingto Hofmann, the
state of the case would amount to this, that
Paul desired to have the answer to the
question /u.j)7r6)j k.t.X. from the &oko\i<ti only,
and not also from the church, —a view
which would neither harmonize with the
position of the latter (comp. Acts xv. 22 f.),
nor would leave apparent in the text any
object for his submitting his gospel to the
church at all.
5 In ^iTjTTus K.T.X., let us conceive to ourselves the moment when the apostle has
laid his gospel before those assembled, and
then says as it were, "Here you have my
gospel to the Gentiles by it you may now
SofcoOo-i,

;

lam perhaps laboring in vain,

or— if from the present

I look back upon
the past— /jaw so labored /" The supposition
of ironT/ (Marcker In the Stvd. ii. Krit. 1866,

p. 537) is not warrantable amidst the
gravity of the whole surrounding circum-

stances.
* Winer (p. 470) justly lays stress upon this
in opposition to Fritzsche, but is of opinion

(with de Wette) that Paul desired to obviate
the frustration involved in ^l.r|^TUl<; k.t.A., by
inducing the assent of the apostles to his
gospel, " because without this assent and
recognition the Christians wlio had been

converted by him would have remained
out of communion with the others" (de
Wette). But this latter idea is unnecessarily introduced
and even in the event
of non-recognition, Paul, looking to his
direct calling and the revelation he had received, could not have regarded it as involving the result of his labor being in vain.
' See Jacobs ad An thai. VII. p. 328. Comp.
the passages from Josephus in Kypke
from the LXX., Isa. Ixv. 23 et al. ; from the
;

N. T., 2 Cor. vi. 1, Phil. ii. 16, 1 Thess. iii. 5.
Comp. also the use of eis koivov, eis xaipdi', €is
KaXov, " in common, in season, in good
time," and the like, in Bernhardy, p. 221.
^ Comp. the classical avovrfTO. irovelv, " to
perform senseless labors," Plat. Bep. 486 C.
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—

gospel be not the right find true one.
rpex'-^] a figurative expression,
derived from the running in the stadium, for earnestly striving activity in

if Ids

—

this case, official activity, as in Phil.

IG, 2

ii.

Tim.

indicative transfers us into the present time of the
iSpa/xov

27ote.

— Acts

and

The two

facts

in Gal.

6efj.7]v K.T.'A.

— that related in Acts xv. 4, 12, and that expressed by
2 — are two different actions, both of which took place at

ai^e-

ii.

to the historical connection in Acts xv.,

corded there.

from which

representation.'^

others) the identity of our journey with that of Acts

that visit of the apostle to Jerusalem, although what

was foreign

avt-Osiui/v,

and vivid

clear

be adduced as proof either for or against

XV. 4, 12 miist not

(Fritzsche, Wieseler,

XV.

A

then looks back into the past.

The present

iv. 7.'

The book

stated in our j^assage

is

and therefore

is

of Acts relates only the transactions conducive

not re-

to his ob-

What he did
ject, in which Paul took part as dcpidy from the church of Antioch.
besides in the personal interest of his apostolic validity and ministry, namely, his laying his gospel as well before the church (not to be identified with the

—

—

separate!}',
forms the subwhich is related to that in the Acts, not as excluding it and thereby impugning its historical character, but as supplementing it (centrary to the view of Baur, Schwegler, Zeller, Hilgenfeld). Comp. on
Acts XV. 19 f. As to the non-mention of the apostolic decree, see Introd. § 3.

assembly of the council) as before the doKovvTeg also
ject of his narrative in Gal.

Ver.

ii.,

Observe, that Paul does not pass on to the result of his discus-

3.

sions with the doKovai until ver.

corresponds to the

6,

and consequently

Kar' Idlav Se Sokovol in ver.

2

;

it is

ver. 6

so that vv.

3- 5

ff.

have

which
refer-

ence to the result of the laying his gospel to the Gentiles before the Christians in Jerusalem generally, and corresjjoud with the first part of ver. 2
{avede/ir/v avrolc to evayy. 6 Ki]p.

of

my

plying the

Thus

h

t. iOv.).

— But SO

little

had

that exposition

gospel to the church at Jerusalem a result counteracting

aTiTi'

elq

Ksvbv rpexu

oh<5£ °

f)

edpafiov, that,

introduces a fact which

which had

on the contrary, not even

—in contrast to the idea of

and im-

it

Titus, etc.
'
'

running

been brought forward as the point for inquiry in
that exposition of his gospel —serves as the surest palpable proof how triumphantly the Gentile gospel of the apostle (which rejected the necessity
of circumcision for the Hellenes) maintained its ground then before the
in vain,"

just

church of Jerusalem, and how very far jieople were from ascribing to the
For otherwise it would have
apostle a running, or having run, in vain.
been absurd, if the church had not pleaded for, and accomplished, the circumcision at least of Titus.'* " But not even this was done, to say nothing
of its being a duty of the church to reject my gospel, which was altogether
opposed to the circumcision of Gentiles, and to decide that I e'lc.Kevbv rpe^"
This line of argument involves a syllogism, of which a?i/i' ov6e
i] e6pafzov !"

"In other passages. Christian
in general, as
xii. 1.

1

Cor.

Comp. Rom.

ix.

24

f.,

Gal. v.

activity
7,

p. 810; also Ellendt,ie.r. /Sop/i. II. p. 104.

Heb.

2 As to the
indicative generally with
the indirect interrogative m"?, ir/iether not,
see Bernhardy, p. 397 Hermann, ad Viger.
;

Comp. Luke xxiii. 15 Acts xix. 2.
The latter, as associated with the apostle

^

;

*

ix. 16.
i/i

^cac^j^^g',

must,in hisuncircumcised Gen-

condition, have been specially offensive
to thoce who had Judaistic views.

tile
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.

.

.

We

the mmo7\

TTEpiTfiTjdf/vat is

liave

uo

follows that, on the
tles also,

—

'E?2?iv uv] Altliougli a Hellene, a Oentile.'^

descent.

f urtlier details as to liis

who

jiart of

—

From

?}vayKnaO?i]

vv. 4, 5

it

certain Christians at Jerusalem (not of the apos-

are not referred to until ver.

G,

where the mr'

Idiav Je

to'iq

6ok.

resumed), the circumcision of Titus had been urged, but had not been
comjdied icith on the part of Paul, Barnabas, and Titus, and this resistance
is

was respected by the church
not imjMsed on
itors,

Mm

;'^

hence the

ovk yvayndadri

TTEpLTfiTjOijvai,

however, adoi)t the

common

opinion that ov6e

.

.

.

there teas

Most expos-

the necessity of submitting to he circumcised.

yvayKaaO// Trepir.

implies that the circumcision of Titus had not ieen demanded,

which

is

ad-

agreement with the apostles.' This view is
decisively set aside by the sequel (see on ver. 4), apart from the fact that
here the relation to the apostles is not yet under discussion. Moreover, if
the circumcision of Titus had not been demanded, there would have been

duced by Paul

as a proof of his

no occasion for the expression ijvayKciadr]. Certain individuals in the church,
no doubt instigated by the false brethren (ver. 4), had really come forward
with the demand that Titus must submit to be circumcised.* To look upon
the false brethren themselves as those
Titus

^

does not suit ver.

cause of the
2soie.

demand

;

4,

in

who demanded

which they

the circumcision of

ap^iear only as the

more remote

they kept in the lackground^

— An inconsistencj'^ with

Acts

which the argument and decision
would only emerge in ver. 3, if the

xv., in

are against the necessity of circumcision,

matter in question here had been the principal transactions of the council itself,
and if those who required the circumcision of Titus had been the apostles (or
had at least included the apostles), as Fritzsche, Baur, Hilgenfeld, Holsten, and
others assume. But as neither of these is the case, and as, indeed, it does not

even follow from our passage that the apostles had so much as merely advised
the circumcision of Titus (Wieseler's earlier opinion, which he has now rightly
abandoned), this passage cannot furnish arguments either against the identity
of the journey Gal.

ii.

with that of Acts xv. (Fritzsche,

historical character of Acts xv. (Baur

and

p. 224), or against the

his followers).

Ver. 4 f The motive, why the demand of circumcision made as to Titus
was not complied wath by Paul, Barnabas, and Titus (comp. el^a/nev, ver. 5).
It was refused on account of the false brethren, to whom concession would
.

This " although a Hellene'''' refers to 6 cvv
Paul is conscious of the boldness, nay,
of the cleflance {comp. Jerome on ver. 1,
*'a(;.f»A- sir'), which was involved in bringing the Hellene with him to the council at
In the
Jerusalem, the seat of Judaism.
sense of my official colleague (Reiche, Wieseler), the simple 6 avv iixoi Is not in harmony
with the context.
2 For the ^fayKaiT&ri wepiT/u.rjiWji'oi, if it had
occurred, fO!/M only have occurred through
the church— and indeed possibly even the
apostolic college (as the Tiibingen criticism
asserts)— joining in the demand made on
»

€/aoi.

and adopting It as their own.
See Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophy1 act, Oecumenius, and many others, including Winer, Usteri, Matthies, Scliott, de
Wette, Hofmann, Sieffert.
< Comp. the subsequent case of Timothy,
who, under different circumstances, was
circumcised by Paul himself (Acts xvi. 3).
Titus,
'

'

Bleek, Wieseler,

and

others.

Holsten wrongly reverses the relation,
when he holds that behind the false brethren Paul saw the Christians of Jerusalem
and the SoKovym.
*

CHAP.

made

otherwise have been
Christian

liberty.

7r£piT/j.7j6//vai.^

—

6e

6ia

in a
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way conducive

rovg irapEiaaKTovg

to their designs against

tp£v6a6£X(j)ovc:'\

SC.

ovk

ijvaynaadjj

Tliese words, however, are not, properly speaking, to le

siq')-

made

spe-

plied ; in 6ia 6e

t.

n.

i^.

they receive their more precise definition,

prominent by Se, autem: on account, however, of the false hrethren.
Though Paul might have subjoined this immediately without 6e, he inserts
the 6e not superfluously, * but on account of the important bearing of the
matter on his argument. The case is similar when a more precise definition is made prominent by Se, the same word being repeated, as in ver. 2."
On Se Bengel justly remarks, " declarat et intendit," "he declares and
cially

is often used by classical authors for giving prominence to an explanatory addition in which the previous verb is of course
again understood.*
As to the matter itself, observe how Paul under
other circumstances, where there was no dogmatic requirement of opposee
nents brought into play, could bring himself to allow circumcision
Acts xvi. 3. Consequently after ver. 3 a comma only is to be placed, not
a full stop, or even a colon. ^ Others " supply avE[ir]v, which, however,

intends," as in fact 6e

;

could not possibly occur to the mind of a reader.'

Rinck*
was intended to follow on 6ia.
6e tovc TrapeiadnT. ipsv^aSiXip., but that Paul had been led off by the long
parenthesis and had then added olr.
Buttmann " leaves the choice to
be made between this view and ours. But if Paul had intended to write,
on account of the false 'brethren ice have not yielded, he would not in doing
so have represented the false brethren as those to whom he had not yielded
by using olf he would thus have altered '" the sense of what he had begun to
after ver.

3,

assumes an anacoluthon,

—that

ovk sl^a/iEv

;

1

To supply merely

iivayKda&riirepLTti. with-

out OVK (Koppe), so that

lii-ayxao-rS^jj

is

to be

understood in the altered sense, " But on
account of the false brethren, it iva,i insisted
on in this case,''' is entirely inadmissible,
both on account of this very diversity of
sense, and also because in ver. 3 the negation is essential and indeed the chief point.
2 Jerome, Theodoret, Theophylact.
5

Theodore of MopsuCamcrarius, Erasmus,

So, in substance,

estia,

Augustine,

Castalio,

Piscator, Bos, Calovius, Estius,

Bengel, and others

more recently, Schott,
Fritzsche, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette,

Ellicott,

:

Reithmayr

;

also Matthies,

who,

however, so explains the passage that we
should rather expect it to run, 6td 5e riuv
ira.pei.cra.K.TMv ij/cvSaSeKj"^''-

ad Devar. p. 359.
Lachmann, Tischendorf.
" As Zachariae, Storr, Borger,
mann, Matthias.
*

Klotz,

5

Flatt,

Her-

' Olshausen takes a similar but still more
harsh and arbitrary view, that the idea in
Paul's mind was, "I went indeed up to
Jerusalem, in order to lay my gospel before
the apostles (?) for examination on account
;

of these, however,

necessary
brethren,

.

I

.

.

was really not at all
ou account of the false

it

but,

found myself induced to take

In the ardor of his language, Paul
had allowed himself to be diverted from the
construction he had begun and described
instead the nature of the false teachers,
^ Litcubr.
(so previously
crit. p. 170 f.
steps."

;

Grotius,
*

and recently Wieseler).

Neut. Gr. p. 329

f.

Wieseler seeks to avoid this by taking
i|/cu5a5. as equivalent to
rav hi \jjevSaSe\<j)uiv KeAevovTon' touto, " the
false brethren demanding this " tvilh their
demand Paul had not exhibited compliance.
But 6ta means nothing else than an account
f/, that is, according to the context, with
reference to them (comp. Acts xvi. 3), namely,
because they lurked in the background in
the matter, and it was inexpedient to take
account of their designs or to give them
any free scope. Also in Heb. ii. 10, vi. 7,
John vi. 57, Sid with the accus. is simply on
"•

Sia Se tous napna.

:

of, and has to receive its more premeaning from the context. In the
passages quoted by Wieseler (Xen. Cijr. v. 2.
35, and Plut. C'a7n. 35), Sid, according to the

account

cise
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and would

have occasioned perplexity by the mixture of a7i acBut there is no need to resort at all to an anacoluthon when, as here, what immediately precedes presents itself to complete
the sense.
This remark holds good also against Winer, p. 539, who assumes that Paul mixed up the two thoughts
"We did not have Titus circumcised on account of the false brethren ;" and, "I might nowise yield to
the false brethren." Hofmann also produces an unnecessary anacoluthic
derangement of the sentence, by supposing that a new sentence begins with
Sia 6e Kapsiaa.KT. ipevd., but that the relative definition o'lnveg k.t.a. does not
allow it to be completed that, in fact, this completion does not take place
say,

count of and

to

simiily

whom.

^

:

'^

;

but with ver. 6 a new period is begun, attached to what immediately
Following the example of Tertullian, c. Marc. v. 8, Ambrose,
precedes.
Pelagius, and Primsius (opiiosed by Jerome), Riickert, followed by Elwert,
" But on account of the false brethren
supplements the passage as follows
at

all,

:

I withal

(consequentlj nepierfi^d!/).
AccordEven Titus
ing to his view, this is the course of thought in the passage
was at that time not forced to be circumcised there was not, and could not
be, any question of compulsion ; but because I saw that there were false
alloiced

Titus

to le circumcised^''

'

:

'

;

brethren, whose sole endeavor

considered
cised.

it

was to discover a vulnerable point in us, I
them no occasion (?), and had Titus circumyield out of obedience to them, and to acknowledge a
all Gentiles, never occurred to me for a moment,"

advisable to give

Nevertheless, to

necessity in respect to

Against this view

etc.

it

may be

decisively urged,

first,

that in ver. 3 the

and in ver. 5 on Tvpog upav and
secondly, that the idea of " acknowledging a necessity
not on ry vKorayy
in respect to all Gentile Christians" is not even hinted at by any word of
Paul and thirdly, the general consideration that a point so important and
emphasis

is

laid

on

T/toj

and not on

yvaymadi],

;

;

so debatable as the (alleged) permission of the circumcision of Titus

would

have been, would have needed, especially before the Galatians (comp. v. 2),
a very different elucidation and vindication from one so enigmatically involved, in which the chief ideas could only be read between the lines.
But
such a compliance itself shown towards /aZse brethren, not for the sake, possibly, of some icealc brethren, who are imported into the case by Elwert, nor
on account of the Jews, as in the circumcision of Timothy (Acts xvi. 3),
would have been quite unprincipled and wrong. Very near to the interpretation of Riickert comes that of Reiche, who places the (supposed) circumcision of Titus not at the time then being and at Jerusalem, but at an earlier

—

which it took place

period, at

well-known Greek usa^e,
of," that is,
of any one.

t/irouff/i

either in

Is '''for the

sake

merit ov through fault

.

si

But against

jussu fecerim, aut ipse circumcisionem legisque observatlonem necessariam duxerim
6 f parum mihi constans, sufBciat monwee Titus ille comes mens et adjntor,
uisse:
Graecus natus, minime est coactus circumcldi
a me vel a quoeunque propter falsos autem
.

Comp. Hilgenfeld.
Comp. his Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 46.
5 At vera
iit rem aliam liio interponam, vv. 3-6 (nam ver. 6 oratload apostolos
redit), Titi nimirum circumcisionem, quam
»

'

quis forte

Antioch or elsewhere.^

.

.

modo

dictis ver. 2

opponat, qua-

apostolorum aliorumve auctoritate vel

—

;

fratres, qui turn nos speculabantur,

quomodo

immunitate a lege Mos. a Christo nobis
parta uteremur, eo consilio, ut denuo nos sub
legis servitium redigerent ...

propter hos Aiao

—
CHAP.

II., 4.

Gl

view may be urged partly the arguments already used against Rllckert,
in addition the arbitrary procedure involved in shifting vv. 3-6 to an
although T/rof 6 ahv e/noi, evidently referring back to aviinapaearlier time
this

and

;

lajibv Kal Ttrov in ver.

precludes our taking this event out of the course

1,

begun

of the narrative

in ver.

Moreover,

1.

as supplied

TrepieT/uyd?/

by

liber et volens circumcisionem
Reiche cannot be invested with the sense
a sense which,
suscepit," " freely and voluntarily received circumcision,"
for the very sake of the contrast, since the emphasis lies on liher et volens,
^

'

—

would need

to be expressed (by 'eOeAovrfjv TrepierfiyO;} or the like).
Lastly,
an un-Pauline compliance would be the result of the sense which would
" But
follow from the omission of o]f oiJt- in ver. 5 (see the critical notes)
on account of the false brethren ... I gave way momentarily and caused
'

:

Titus to be circumcised," to which also the sentence of purpose which folaXr'/deia k.t.I., would be utterly unsuitable
for, according to the
point of view of our epistle, the " truth of the gospel" could only continue
with the Galatians if such a compliance did not take place.
TrapeKTaKTovg}

lows, iva y

;

—

suMntroductos
mately/,

(Vulgate), hroitght in hy the

—namely, into

they are not at
ancient authors

all
;^

side,

that

2^™ily and

is,

illegiti-

the association of Christian brotherhood, of which

The word does not occur elsewhere

true members.^

but

must have been employed on

it

in

several occasioi^, as

quoted by Hesychius, Photius, Suidas, and -apeiaaKTovg by
Zonaras, being explained by allorpiov and aHoTpiovi;, " j^ertaining to another
"TvapeiaaKTov is

and

to others."

Strabo, xvii.
is

The word has

very current in later authors. *

who were

been j^reserved as a name (by-name) in

also

794, liapelaaKTog

1, j).

EiriK?i}j6elg

—

The verb

IlroAe^aZof.

napeLaayu

il^EvdaSelAovg] as in 2 Cor. xi. 26,

persons

Christians indeed, but were not so according to the true nature

of Christianity— from the apostle's standpoint, anti-Pauline, Judaizing reactionaries against Christian freedom.

ple were historically

known

Titus ritum hunc externum

.

.

.

stiscepU to-

ut istis cahimniandi noeendique ansa
et materies praeripiatur," etc., "But to
interpose here another subject, vv. 3-6
(for in V. 6 the argument returns to the
apostles), forsooth, the circumcision of
lens,

Titus,

which some one perhaps opposes to
just ijeen said, v. 9, as though
consistency I did this by the in-

what has
with

little

command

fluence or

of the other apostles,

have taught Neither was
Titus, my companion and assistant, born
a Greek, in any way compelled to be circumcised either by me or by any one but
because of false brethren who were then
spying us out, as to how we were employing the immunity from the law of Closes,
acquired for us by Christ, that they might
anew bring us under bondage to the law—
it is sufficient

to

:

;

because of these,

Titus voluntarily unthat the occasion and
material of calumniating and injuring vs

derwent

I say,

this rite,

The

article points

to the readers, Acts xv.

out that these peo-

1,

5.

o'ltlve^ k.t.I.']

might be taken away from them, etc."
' Reiche seeks to evade this
by thus explaining ver. 5: " quibus, quanquam prudentiae fuerit, propter eos Titum circumci-

dere.attamenceterum, in rebus ad fidem libertatemque Christianam fere facientibus, w«
x>(i-ulisper quidem cessimiis its obtemjKrantes,''''
"Although it would have been the part of
prudence to circumcise Titus because of
them, yet in matters generally pertainingto
Christian faith and liberty, we yielded by
obeying them, not even for a little." We
should thus have in ver. 5 a saving clause,
the most essential point of which {"cetervm,
in

rcJ'f/s," etc.,

" but, in things,"

etc.)

would

have to be mentally supplied.
^ See the note after ver. 5.
'

Prol. Sir. in Biel, III. p.

4.3,

and Schleus-

ner, IV. p. 228, TrpoAovo? wapcio-aKTos iSTjAov.
< riut. Mor. p. 328 D
Polyb. ii. 7. 8, vi. 56.
;

13

;

Diod.

o-eSvo-av,

xii.

Jude

41
4.

;

2 Pet.

ii,

1.

Comp.

Trapet-

:
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" since they, " contains the explanation as to the dangerous char-

qid-piie qui,

acter of these persons,

The idea

by which the

of heing smuggled in

dia 6e r.

(which

77.

i/'-

is

—

justified.

irapeia^l-

denied by Hofmann)

is here
accordant with the context, and indicated purposely by the twice-repeated
Ka-aaKoirrjaai] in order to spy out, hostilely to reconnoitre, to watch.'
napetQ^
dov'].'^

is

—

—

fiv

^^ ^pifyTcj

ex^F-^'^

This freedom

'It;(t.']

a more precise definition of the preceding

may be gathered from the entire

context, nothing
through justification by faith.^
Matthies introduces also the Christian life, but without warrant
the spying
of the pseudo-Christians was directed to the point, whether and to what extent the Christians did not conform to the enactments of the Mosaic law.
'Ev Xpiaru) implies as its basis the solemn idea of the h Xp/ariJ elvac. " Hence
jjjiuv.'^

else

is,

as

than the freedom from Mosaism (Rom.

x. 4)

;

:

KaTa6ov?icjGovGiv^]

KaTaGKowfjaaL.

—

by means of faith,'' as Christians.
iva ?'/fiag
the dangerous design which they had in view in their

in Christ, as our element of
is

life

applies, as before, to the Christians as such, not merely

'B./xac

and Titus (Winer, dc Wette), or to Paul and the Gentile Christians
(Baur)
for it must be the wider category of those to whom, as the genus,
the vfiElg in ver. 5 belongs as the species.
We must also notice Siajueivri in
Th.Q future after Iva indiver. 5, which is coiTclative to the ex^l^^v in ver. 4.
cates, that the false brethren expected their success to be certain and enduring. ' In classical authors we find only ottuq, 6(ppa, and //^ thus construed,
and not Iva, as Brunck, ad Eur. Bacch. 1380, supposed,'" but in the Hellenists and Fathers Iva also."
Kara strengthens the idea of the simple verb to
The mode in which the
maTce us loholly slaves (of Mosaism), to enslave us.'"^
apostle looks at these peojile does not confound the result with the inten-

to Paul

;

:

'

1^01

Comp. Lucian,
;

Polyb.

ii.

Asiii. 15, ci Aukos irapeio-cA-

2 Comp. generally on Rom. v. 20, and see
Chrysostom on our passage.
8 Comp.
Josh. il. 2, 3 2 Sam. x. 3 1
;

Chron. xix. 3

;

Eur.

also KaTdcTKOTTos,
*

6

ffl

/M

6

;

;

1623; Polyb. x. 2;

spi/.

Comp. Eph. ii. 4 et
Comp. iii. 13, v. 1.

^ V.

2 Cor. v.

al.

21

;

Eph.

iii.

6,

et

al.

Comp. Eph. i. 7, iii. 12.
' Comp. 2 Cor. iii. 17.
^ The
JRecepta, defended by Reiche, is
KaTa&ovXuia-iavTai..
But B** F G, 17, Dam.,
have KaraBovXiacriacnv and A B* C D E K,
;

min., KaTaSouA<o<rou<rii'(soLachmann, Scholz,

Tischendorf). The middle (to which, moreover, Lucian, Soloec. 12, assigns an imfounded difference from the active) is accordingly abandoned unanimously by the
best MSS., and is the more readily to be

given up, because in this case the ver-

cannot

come

into consideration,
the
importance of
the JIS8. is all the greater. The middle
being most familiar from the LXX. (Gen.
xlvii. 21
Ex, i. 14, vi, 5 Ley, xv. 46 Ezek.
sions

and

consequently

;

the active, only in Jer. xv. 14, xvii.
the Apocrypha has the middle only), iutruded Itself unsought. This much inopposition to Reiche, who derives the active
from 2 Cor. xi. 20. Further, as KaToSouAioo-ovo-iv has the great pi-eponderance of testimony, and was very easily liable to the alteration into the subjunctive usual after
iva, it is to be adopted ^with Usteri, Schott,
Wieseler, Hofmann), but is not to be considered (with Fritzsche) as a corruption of
the subjunctive. The Eecepta KaTaSov\u>a-u>vrai, which K and most of the later mss.
have, shows that the change into the subjuuctive must have been very prevalent at
an early date. Nevertheless L and one
min. have KaraSovAwcroj'Tai, which must
have sprung from the original KaraSovXaia-ovxxix. 18
4

55. 3.

;

;

;

;

(xiv.

See Matthiae, p. 1180; Klotz, ad Ikvar.
Host, ad Bvncan. Lex. -p. 870.
Klotz, ad Devar. p. 629.
" Comp. Winer, p. 271 Buttmann, neyt.

"
-p.

CSS,

i"

;

Gr. p. 202.

" Comp.

2 Cor. xi. 20 Plat. Pol. i. p. 315
B, SovXovir&ai. aSUai^ Koi KaraSeSovAtoo-tJat

Thuc.

iii.

70. 2,

;

and Duker in

loc.

—

:

CHAP.
tion (de Wette)

;
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represents the latter correctly according to the fact

it

(they desire to bind the Christians to the law), but in the form ^vhich

sumed J'rom
Ver.

— " On

Connection:

5.

as-

it

the PauUtie point of view J

was not compelled

account of

to be circumcised

false brethren, Iwireter, Titus

tJie

did not yield even for an
consented to the suggestion, which was made to us by Christians at Jerusalem (see on vcr. 3), at least to circumcise Titus, we should
to these ice

;

Had we

liour.

have thereby yielded

to the false brethren

standing in the background,

declared the circumcision of Gentile Christians to be necessary

did not at

take jilacc.""

all

—

Lex. Sojih.

II. p.

—

371.

Trpbg

u?.Jjov,

Titus.

ii.

17

Trpbc

— ry

also wph^ fiiav

;

;

Kiihner, ad Xen.

yd/>,

Mem.

" for to these."
1.

i.

64

Ellendt,

;

opav] not even for an hour, indicating a very
2 Cor.

like.

8

vii.

Philem. 15

;

;

"in one moment," Wisd.

poTzf/v,

and the

(ipaxi',

f.

Comp.

short duration of time.

Thess.

in the sense of roiVo^f

o/f]

See Stallbaum, ad Phil. p. 195

who

but this

;

—

viroTayy] belongs not to

d^a/nev]

Jolm

v.

35

xviii.

12

;

;

1

irphq

namely, I and Barnabas and

(Matthias), an inverted arrange-

6ta/Lieiv?j

ment which would be without motive, but to el^ajuev, beside which
'•through the obedience claimed by the false brethren," that is,

stands

it

h/ render-

On the matter itself, see Acts
an appositional explanation of o'lr.^
But the yielding takes jolace not to the obedience, but to the demand {ry
Fritzsche correctly takes it in an ablative sense, but exjilains, " eo
kvTolij).
ing to them the obedience ichich

XV.

1,

5.

obsequio

Matthies regards

praestito,

rf;

tliey desired.

viroTayi) as

qvod apostoli

n^auev,

and with

"iva

^/jag

"such obedience being

jjostidarcnt,''''

forded as the apostles demanded."
KaraSov?,.

But

in combination with

preceding,

it

o/f

would not occur

reader to think of anything else than the obedience claimed h/ the

.

af.

.

to the

ijiEvSadX-

was not the apostles at all who demanded the circumcision
of Titus, but (see on ver. 3) Christians at Jerusalem, acting on the instigation of the TJjEv^a6e?i(poi, so that these latter would have been obeyed by the
circumcision in question.
Comp. the state of matters at Acts xxi. 21.
" by
Holsten, without any indication of support in the context, interprets
the sviordination to the doKovvrec, which had been demanded by the false
brethren." Lastly, Hermann (who is followed by Bretschneider), entirely in
opposition to the context, explains it, " quibus ne horae quidem spatium
Jesu ohsequio segnior fui," "than whom I Avas more slow m obedience to
(poi.

Besides,

it

:

Jesus not even for the space of an hour.

—

'iva

y a?J/6e(a k.t.?,.]

Object of this

non-compliance at that time, which, although in the nature of the case it
concerned Pauline Christians generally, is represented concretely as referin order that the truth of the gospel may abide witJi
you ; in order that by our conduct the principle of Christian freedom should
not be shaken, and ye should not be induced to deviate from the truth,

ring to the Galatians

:

'^

which forms the subject-matter of the gospel (ver. 14 Col. i. 5), by mixing
it up with Mosaism" (comp. ir^pov evayyDuov, i. 6).
A purpose, therefore
and this the readers were intended to feel to which their present apostasy
;

—

1

Comp.

vi. 12

f.

Paul was therefore by no means " nearly
compelled to have Titus circumcised"
-

(Hilgenfeld in his Zei/schr. 18C0, p. 121).
^ As to this usage, see Fi'itzsche, Diss, in
9 Cor.

II. p. 1-35 f.

—
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entire!}'

ran counter

liere also it is

on

active bearing
irpbc

!

—

not the
life

simjjle rest,

Bernliardy, p.

;

^^ f^ie Galatians

i'/iiac,

i. 18, comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 7;
but expresses the relation of an
Besides, Paul might justly say
265.

as Trpbc arrov,

Trpug v/.tac]

icith of

were for the most part Gentile Christians^ and in
it was the freedom of the Gentile Chris-

that opposition to the false brethren
tians

which he sought

the letter

(iii.

26, iv. 6

The

to maintain.
;

Col.

i.

25

Eph.

;

to o-each {-pbg

continuance.
i.

11

;

2

and frequently).

by Ilofmann,'

as suggested

The

the truth of the gospel
is

ref-

had

in complete opposi-

"might continue ;" denotingthe abiding
The truth which they have received was not again to be lost.
Pet. iii. 4
Luke xxii. 8 and frequently in Greek authors.

tion to the text.

Heb.

v/j-dc),

individualizes the readers of

2,

iii.

whom

erence to the yet iinconverted Gentiles,
still

viiac

6iaiieivri]per7naneret,

;

—As by the

;

cannot bo meant the Jndaizers at work
assumed by Fritzsche entirely in oiiposition to
the connection), but onlj' the same persons mentioned in Acts xv. 1, 5 they
cannot be described as false brethren in relation to any one particular church (e.g.
to the church of Antioch, into which they had crept from Jerusalem, as Baur
and Eeiclie think). On the contrary, the general form of their antagonism, vv.
4, 5, as well as the further account in vv. 7-10, and the whole argument of the
that the apostle, out of the certainty
epistle, admit only of one point of view,
of the aAjfteia tov £vayye7dov, styles them false brethren in 7-elation to Christianity
generally, of which they had, as regards their Jndaizing character and action
looked at from a Pauline standpoint, falsely pretended to be professors. This
does not in itself exclude the fact that they had come from Jerusalem to Antioch (Acts XV. 1). The inflexible opposition offered to them by the apostle in
Xote.

among

the

>l>evSd6e?i(j)oi

(vv. 4, 5)

Galatians (which is

;

—

Jerusalem doubtless contributed much to the bringing about of the apostolic
decree.
Comp. Marcker, I.e. p. 539. [See Note XXXIII., p. 96.]
Ver.

6.

Paul having described in vv. 3-5 the momentous result of his
now passes on

relations towards the Christians in Jerusalem (avrolc, ver. 2),

(corresponding to the

kut' ISiav Se

the apostles, explaining that the

sions with them.

wrote anh 6e
sentence with

— The

-o'lg

same

11

result

had then followed his
For when the

co7istruetion is anacoluthic.

ribv Sokovvtcjv elvai ri,
oicJi

6oKovai, ver. 2) to his relations toioards

he intended subsequently to

iAafiov, oiiSiv E6i6dxf)?;v, '"I

discusapostle

finish his

received nothing, I was taught

kind
but by the intervening remarks
wRS complctcly diverted from the plan which
he had begun, so that now the thought which floated before his mind in
OTTO de Tuv 60KOVVTUV slval tl is no longer brought into connection with these
words, but is annexed in the form of a ground {yap) to TrpdauTrov 9eof avdpuand this altered chain of thought occasions Ejioi to be now
7V0V oi) lajifidvEL
nothing," or something
oTToloi TvoTE

.

.

XufifUdvEi

.

of that

;

lie

;

placed emphatically at the beginning.

Properly speaking, therefore,

we

have here a parenthesis beginning with on-oioi, which, without any formal
conclusion, carries us back again by e/j-ol yap k.t.1. to the main thought,
leaving the words dnh 6e tuv Sokovvtuv elvai ri entirely unconnected, and
1

Comp. Windischmann.

CHAP.

II., G.
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merely i^ointing back by means of

ol SoKovvrsg, as by a guide-post, to that
abandoned commencement of the sentence. For it is only in substance,
and not in form, that the parenthesis is concluded with AafijidvEL. Comj).
Rom. V. 13 ff. Eph. ii. 1 ff. An auacoluthon is also assumed by Erasmus,
Luther, Calvin, Piscator, Cornelius a Lajiide, Grotius, Estius, Morus, Koppe,
;

Rosenmiiller,

Winer,

Usteri,

Matthies,

Wette, Hilgenfeld, Eadie, and others

Schott,
so that

;

Baumgarten-Crusius, de

— according

to the usual

view (Wieseler takes the correct one)—with i/zot yap k.t.1. Paul again takes
up the thread of the discourse which had broken off with anh 6e Sokovvtuv
elvai Ti, and merely continues it actively instead oi ixissicehj (Winer, p. 529).
But this is opposed both by kiiol, which logically would not be in its proper
place at the head of the resumed sentence, and also by jap, which does not
correspond to the mere inquam^ " I say" (pvv, 6t), after parentheses, but in
the passages concerned is to be taken as explaining or assigning a reason.
Hermann makes out an aposiopesis, so that quid metuerem ? " what was I to
fear ?" has to be supplied after otto
Elvai n.^
But this is not suggested
by the context, nor is it jiermitted by the tranquil flow of the discourse, in
which no such emotion as warrants an aposiopesis is discoverable. Fritzsche
supplies the very same thing which in ver. 4 was to be supplied after ipev(^a6el(povQ, making Paul say, " a viris auteyn (nempe), qui auctoritate valerent
[circumcisionis necessitatem sibi imponi non sivit]," "but by the men who
had influence [he did not allow the necessity of circumcision to be imposed
on himself]." But however easy and natural this supj^lement was in ver. 4
after il>EV(^ai)i2ypovc, because it Avas suggested as a matter of course by the
words immediately preceding, in the present case it appears both harsh and
involved, as the whole body of ideas in vv. 4, 5 intervenes and hinders the
reader from going back to that supplement.
And how abrupt would be
'

.

the position of the following
that the apostles

.

/c.r.A.

Lastly, the (erroneous) idea,

!

had demanded the circumcision

imported into the

which

6-n-oioc

.

text.

Holsten's

arrb Se tCiv Sok. k.t.I. is to

of Titus, is thus violently

involved construction'

be carried on to

ver. 9 in

—

— according

to

conformity with

Se^ick; ?M/j.l3dvELv cnvu
is shown hj e/xoI yap k.t.A., where the
already reapjiear, to be an impossible solution of the anacoluthon,
which even thus is not avoided. The passage is explained without suppos-

the notion of
(^oKovvTEg

ing either sup^ilement or anacoluthon:
violence to the language,

by

Burk,"*

—

Most

1.

making

slvnl

and without

simj^ly,
tl

belong to

oih^ev [loi

fart of those in authority (by their recognition) I am
something (namely, as respects my outward position), I reckon of no value."

That on

'

(ka(l>Ep£i

:

'

tlie

by the original apostles the
and great value which it necessarily had for him in confronting his
opponents
and hence he very carefully relates it in ver. 7. This interpreBut, in reality, Paul attached to his recognition

true

;

tation therefore runs counter to the context.^
Also Rom. XV. 27 1 Cor. ix. 19.
Comp. Dar. Schulz, who believes that
quidnam tandem adrersiis ?ne actum est ?
" what pray was done against me?" is sup'

;

*

pressed.

5

2.

Evang.

Just as

little

allowable

Paul. u. Petr.

p.

273

•

In the Stud. u. Krit. 18G5,

p.

734

^

Comp.

3 z.

d.

also, ajrainst

u. Erit. 1866. p. 532

ff.

it,

Marcker

is

f.
flf.

in Stud.

.
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connect ciko (U t. 6ok.. t. r. -with the words preceding, '^hut certainly
enduring confirmation of Christian freedom was only possible) through

it' to
(this

the authority of the Jo/cowref elvai
the side of, a sense

by passages such as Matt.

But

tl.''^

would thus be

to the signification of

arbitrarily ascribed,

xvi. 21,

which

is

aivd,

Jrovi

not justified

and must have been expressed by some

such explanatory addition as in Acts ii. 23. It was impossible also for
Paul above all in this epistle to conceive the maintenance of the truth of

—

—

his Gentile gospel as conditional

Lastly, instead of the
K..T.1.),

we should expect an emphasized antithesis

The Greek Fathers and

3.

same thing

to JHty' etc.,

(such as all' bnoloi

{ottoIoi

k.t.1.).

Castalio, Calovius, Zachariae, Bolten, Borger,

" But as regards

others, interpret the jiassage,
the

on the authority of the original apostles.

sentence which next follows asyndetically

by

tliose

of

i^epute, it

is

one

and
and

w^hich, however, aTvo is quite in violation of

So also Riickert,-' who at the same time
due signification ("on the part of any one, it
makes no difference to me that is, what concerns him, is quite indifferent
to me"), without authority, however, from any actual linguistic usage.
4. Following Homberg, Ewald understands it as if it stood tojv 6s ihnobov6ev diaoipu, ^^ But compared with those vi'lio, etc., however high
vTuv
language interchanged with
wishes to preserve for

Trepi.

a-nS its
;

.

.

.

they once stood,
SonovvTcjv dvat

a

lam

ri (aTro,

in nothing

inferior.^''

manner that the three

with

its

tition of

decisively

is

condemned by

k.t.7..

perplexing,

SoKovvTuq in ver. G
if

would be

in ver.

;

very inherent monstrosity,

its

parentheses inserted one within another
OL

brings d-o 6e tuv
9, and in such
supposed to form
but this mode
6

doKovvrtq a-vlat dvai in ver. 9 are

the subject of the period beginning withd-o
of construction

Hofmann^

5.

into regimen with ver.

from the side of)

;

and besides this, the repeaim and simply

entirely without

the continuation of the construction as regards

aTro 6. t. 6.

e.

r.

were still to follow, as is supposed by Ilofmann. Nevertheless, Laurent*
has agreed with the latter, but has at the same time arbitrarily removed
rovvavriov as a marginal note of
from the disjointed construction oKoioi
.

the apostle,

—another

.

.

expedient, whereby aX?M Tovvavrlov, so violently dealt

with by Hofmann, finds the connection with
(see

below) dissevered.

reelion oneself to

see Wetstein.^

by

roiq

SoKovai.

lie

— On

6okeIv slvai

something great, or

The same persons

to be

are

But the addition

of

-i.,

which it evidently has
which may mean either to

iSov-ec,

esteemed great hy others (so here),

meant who are referred
slvai, and the onoiioi
r/.

to in ver. 2
k.t.1.

which

follows, betray here a certain irritation in reference to the opponents,

who

Paul an estimation equal to that given to the original
oTToioi ttote r/aai']
apostles, as if slval tl belonged pre-eminently to the latter.
Now come the parenthetical remarks, on account of which Paul leaves his

would not concede

1

to

With Milrcker.

Comp

Olshausen, who, Iiowever, assumes that in usiuj? aTi-d Paul had at first
some other phrase iu his mind, but that he
afterwards inexactly followed it up with
ovSev HOI 6ta0epei. In all essential points Matthias agrees with Riickert, as does also
Keithmayr, who improperly compares Xen.
2

—

Cyr. iv.-l. 4.
^

Comp. above, agamst Holsteu.

*

nevf. Stud. p. 29 f

^

Comp.

P)at. Etithyd. p. 303 C, rwr ttoAAwixal Sokovvtwi- ti

a^t^puiTrioi' /cal tuiv a-efivwv Sr}
eli/ai ovSevvti'iv /ieAei,"

for the

many men, both

as well as for the revered and those seeming
to be something,

you have no concern."

—
CHAP.

67

II., 6.

6ok. elvai n standing alone, but which he introduces, lest the
high estimation of those apostles which in itself, according to the real
(and by him undisputed) circumstances of the case, he by no means calls in
question should lead to the inference that he had needed instruction from
them. Com]), the subsequent euol yap ol 6ok. ohSev -irpoaavtO. and the thought

ano Se tuv

—

—

,

already floating before the apostle's
^oKovvTuv elvai

in the anacoluthic and Sk

desired to check the overvaluing of the older apostles."

the case

is

SoKEiv elvai

this
tl

:

Paul, with

men

of those

ribv

Wieseler affirms too generally, that "Paul

(see above).

Ti

mind

all

The

real state of

decision, in order to counterbalance that

high standing which he does not dispute,
And the weight of

of

throws into the scale his own independence of them.
this

counterbalancing

lies

precisely in

and

ottoIoI

nore yaav, so far as the latter

Hof mann

will have it, an appenwith a direct or indirect interrogative, is the strengthening cunque or tandem which occurs constantly in
Greek authors,' although not elsewhere in the N. T.''' Wliosoever they were^
in whatsoever high repute they stood' while I was then with them, it is all
Riickert makes onoioi mean, " whether high or low, apostles
the same tome.
or what else ;" holding that Paul speaks intentionally in an indefinite way
of these men in high repute, as if he did not exactly know that they were
apostles (?), in order to give the less offence in what he said.
How strange
this would be
for every reader knew whom he meant.
And how unsuitable to his purpose
for what Paul desires to tell, is the recognition he
received from the cqwstles.
Many refer oTrolonroTs f/crav back to the lifetime
some taking
of Jesus, when those apostles had been His trusted disciples
TTOTE as olim * and others, with us, as cunque.^
But in the case of James (see
on ver. 9) this reference would not be even historically applicable, or it
would need at least to be applied to a different kind of relation (that of
kinshi])).^
And besides, there is nothing at all to indicate any such retrospective reference to that remote past
the context points merely to the

belongs to ov6ev

/loi

^latpepei,

dage to TUV 60KOVVTUV

elvai Tl.

not, as

is

— The

noTt',

!

!

:

;

;

time of Paul's sojourn in Jerusalem.
still,

be referred to

—what was

Hence

and fishermen,* rote being likewise understood

'iSiuTai,
Sia(l>£pei]

1

matters to me nothing. ^°

Kiihner, ad Xen.

Comp.

Mem.

2 Mace. xiv. 33
Lex. Soph. II. p. 615 f.

— TvpoGunov Qeoq avdpuirov

i. 1.
;

see also Ellendt,

:

as oliin.

— the pre-

sinners,''

°

or

ov6h

/wi

tJ'"'^

'.^i?

ov Xafi/Sdvec]

Estius comp. Augustine.
Ambrose, Thomas, Cajetanus, Cornelius
a Lapide, and others,
;

^

was

entirely in opposition to the con-

text, that

Chrysostom, Theophylact, and

"

It

Vulgate, Jerome,
Pelagius,
Luther,
Beza, and others, inchidins Matthies,
Schott, Olshausen, Hilgenfeld, Wieseler,

Jerome referred

Ewald.
^ " Quiqui illi fuerunt, etiam si ab ipso
Jesu instituti, perinde est," " Whoever they
were, even though appointed by Jesus
Himself, it is the same," Hermann comp.

difference.

*

;

with others

not,

Winer.
' See Hilgenfeld.
^

Not how friendly and brotherly they
were towards me (Matthias), to which
meaning ovUv noi Siatjiipei Is far from suited.
'

must

which they had been

Christian condition of the apostles, in

'

also it

quite foreign to the apostle's aim

it to the earlier /(=acAJ«.'7 of
apostles; taking Paul to say, that
whether at an earlier date they had been
Judaizers or not was to bim a matter of in-

the

'" See Schaefer, «(? iJiow.
beck, ad Phryn. p. 394.

i?a/. p.

294

;

Lo-

—

—
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Nll'J

N?

ment

D'riyK,

an asyndetic, and thereby more forcible and weighty, state-

of the reason for ovSsv

D'.J3 ^t^'J^

iha(pep€i.^

fioi

ttp6(jditov

properly, to accept the countenance of any one (not to dismiss),

O. T. both in a good

(to

le inclined, or gracious, to

laf^ifidveiv,

used in the
anyone, Gen. xix. 21,
is

and in a bad sense, implying a favor and respect which is
partial, determined by personal considerations.''
In the N. T. it is used
The transposed arrangement of the words lays the
solely in this iad sense.^
chief emphasis upon np6auiiov, and then by Gfo^- avOpuTcovvaiikes us sensible of
the contrast between the manner and dignity of the divine procedure and
xxxii. 21, et al.)

such partiality for human authority.*

—

kj^ol

yap

ol

SoKovvrec ovdev Tvpnaavldevro]

Proof, not of his independence of the apostles generally, but specially for

what he had just said, ivpSauT^ov Qehg avBp.
Hence ifi.oi is emphatically placed
ence.

oh ?Mu[idvei,
iSrst

:

'

from personal

'for to me, for

may have received instruction from them,
communicated nothing." Paul's idea therefore is, that
although others

my

experi-

part

—

me they have
God had been

to
if

He would 7iot

hare placed him on such parity with the SoKovat, that to
wrongly anticipating, says that the prefixed tjuol finds
''tome they have communicated nothing, etc.
its antithesis in ver. 11
but indeed, when Peter came to Antioch, I was compelled to admonish
But in this ca.se, at least ver. 11 must have begun with i/w f5f or d?J.'
Mm.''''
According to Wieseler, Paul in hioi is thinking of "to me, the former
iyu.
persecutor,''^ an idea gratuitously introduced. In Hofmann's view the antithesis is intended to be, that not to him from the others was anything submitted, but the^ converse.^ But if this were so, Paul must have written ov
yap e/wl k.-.Ti., just as afterwards a'k7.a Tovvavriov avrnl k.t.X., in order to have
partial,

Mm,

Riickert,

etc.

:

;

given at least a bare indication of this alleged antithesis.

ovdev npocavi-

Hofmann): they addressed no cominunicaa sense which is
tions^ to me, namely, in order to instruct and advise me,
here also demanded by the context see the sequel, and comp. i. 12. It is
usually understood
ovfiev irpoaiOT/Kav, ov6ev diupOucav, "they added nothing;
6evTo] quite as in

i.

16 (comp. also

—

;

:

they corrected nothing" (Chrysostom), " nihil

illi praesumserunt iis adjicere,
quae prius a Christo accepta docueram inter gcntes," " they presumed to
add nothing to those things which, having formerly received of Christ, T
had taught among the Gentiles," Beza.' Comp. "Wieseler, Marcker, and Hil-

' "-Dei
judicium sequebatur, Paulus,"
" Paul followed God's judgment." Bengel.
" Lev. xix. 15
Peut. x. 17, et al. ; Ecclus.
iv. 27; 3Esr. iv. 39.
;

s

21

;

Mark xii.
Comp. Acts x.

Luke

Matt. xxii. 16;

14;

Jude

34; Jas.

Rom.
ii. 1.

ii.

16.

11

;

Eph.

vi.

9; Col.

iii.

xx.

ii.

9;

26; Jas.

'

< Comp. Horn.
Od. xix. 363 f., t\ o-s Trepi
Zeus a.v&pMT!iav rix^vp^ deovSia tji'^cbi' exovTa,

"surely Zeus hated thee above all men,
though thou hadst a God-fearing spirit."
8 Comp. TU'cs in Chrysostom, and the Paraphrase of Erasmus.
*

" Nihil contulerunt," Vulgate.

^ As also Valla, Estius, Grotius, Bengel,
Koppe, Morus, Borger, Flatt, Winer, Usteri,
Matthies, Schott, and others, Baur arbitra-

rily

(I.

p. 141, ed. S)

brings in the thought,

"They have brought

forward nothing
should have had to
acknowledge them in the right." OvUv'vs,
made to mean, nothing conclusive and con^'^;)c^"ng'— nothing whereby they would have
confuted him and brought him over to their
side (comp. Baur in the Weo^. ./wArS. 1849, p.
463).
There is not the most remote allusion
in the passage to any conflict between Paul
and the original apostles on the contrary,
it implies the complete understanding on
against me, wherein

I

;

;

CHAP.
genfeld

:

"They submitted nothing
me they approved the

submitted by

;

69

II., 7.

in addition to that

gospel,

which

am

I

which had been
preaching

among

But Trpof expresses merely the direction, and not insuper
Should amrldr^/xc, however, be understood as to impose, npog
(see on i. 16).
w^ould certainly express the idea novum opus imponere (Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 8)
the Gentiles."

as Riickert explains it, " they imposed on me no further obligations,'^'' the observance of the law being the point principally alluded to.^ But in opposition to this view, apart from tlie fact that it involves a quite needless
'

departure from the signification of the same word in

IG,

i.

the circumstance

middle would necessarily mean ''suscipere novum opus," " to undertake a new work," as Xen. Mem. I.e., and not
^^
imponere novum opus," ''to impose anew work," even though the comjiarison of the apostle's obligation to a burden (comp. 1 Cor. ix. 16 f.)
should appear sufficiently justified by the legal nature of ihe matters imposed.
ov<5(:v] either the accusative of the object, or more strongly (comp.
no respect whatever. The idea that a revelation is
i. 16), in no jjoint, in
intended as the contents of npoaav. (Holsten), must be sought for in the
context
it is not conveyed by the words ^e?' se.
Ver. 7. 'A/lZu Tovvavriov^ to be separated merely by a comma from the
preceding, being still connected with yap. " To me they made communicabut, on the contrary, when they had seen, etc.,
tion of no kind whatever
the three pillar-apostles concluded with me and Barnabas the apostolic
Hofmann, to force a regimen for anb tuv doaovvTuv
alliance," etc. (ver. 9).
in ver. 6, very arbitrarily tears asunder the clear and simple connection
'which the words obviously present, taking al'Xa Tovvavrlov by itself and dissevered from what follows, and sujjplementing the sense by the insertion,
" They have not proposed anything to me, but conversely, I to them.'^^ But
decisive, that

is

TTpoaavaTWjjfu in the

—
:

;

'

this strange ellijisis is a device utterly unprecedented.

—

^

IdovTeo] after they

namely, from the way in which I /car' Idiav avede/i^v to evayy. b
Kripvaau h role eOveai., " privately communicated to them the gospel which I

had

seen,

preach among the Gentiles"

my

(ver. 2).

Ustcri,

"from

the blessed result of

So also Rosenmiiller, Winer, Baur, Hilgenfeld, Holsten,
and
Riickert, Schott, de Wette, Wieseler, mix the two views

preaching."

Hofmann

;

;

Fritzsche includes the previous labors of the apostle

among the

Gentiles, e.g.,

But notliing
in Tarsus and Antioch, among the grounds of knowledge.
beyond what we have just given can be gathered from the context. Erasmus ajipropriately paraphrases, " ubi communicato cum illis evangelio meo
perspexissent, " "when they had perceived upon the communication of my
both sides, which was the result of the
cussion.

The

conflict affected

the

dis-

members

of the church wlio were stirred up by the
i|/eu5d5€A^oi and the false brethren themselves (vv. 3-5).
1 So
Lechler,
also Bretschneider and

5
ill.

Comp. also Zeller, Apostelgesch. p.
Comp. on TouraiTt'oi', 2 Cor. ii. 7
,

9

;

very frequently

(also ravavrCa.)

235.
1

Pet.

occur-

ad

Bos.

Ell. p. 297.

Certainly the aAAa rovvavTiov was, for
at least, the most refractory part
of the sentence, which had in some sort of
way to be forcibly torn from its natural
*

Hofmann

connection

p. 413.
2

ring in Greek authors (Schaefer,

with

has managed

mentioned

it

iSoi'Tes,

—a

connection

And he
by the device of the above-

justly unassailed

ellipsis

by expositors.
!

—
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k.t.7\,.'\ The emphasis is laid
They saw that my having been
divinely entrusted with the gospel for the Gentiles was just such (just as
imdoubted, true, direct, etc.), as was that of Peter for the Jews consequently there could be no question of any TrpocavaOEivai, and nothing could
follow but complete recognition (ver. 9). The construction in the sense of

gospel with them."

on

Ilerpof

/caffwf

bn

Trewiar. r. ehayy. r. aKpo[i.

as ver. 8 shows.

rr/c TrepiT.,

;

'

irencciTEvrai /noi to evayy. (as

F

G,

1 9*,

46** actually read)

—

is

regular

;

as to the

used of the enduring subsistence of the act.^
rf/c aKpoftvariac] that
is, Tuv aKpofivGTuv, "of the circumcised," ^ the gospel which belonged to the
uncircumcised, and was to be preached to them.
kuOuq Jlerpog ryg nepiTo/i.]
perfect,

—

Thus Peter appears

Jewish apostles, in accordance with his superiority among them.'' The destination of Peter as an
apostle to the Gentiles also ° is not negatived, but a jJotiori Jit denominatio.

— That

as the representatii-e of the

this passage relates not to two different gos2)eh,

for two different circles of reci/pients^ to

mode

nature and

whose

but to the same gospel

peculiarities respectively the

of preaching required special adaptation,

is

obvious of

it-

from vv. 8, 9. But the passage cannot be worse misunderstood than it has been by Baur, ° according to whom there was a special gospel of the uncircumcision and a special gospel of the circumcision, differing
in this respect, that the one maintained the necessity of circumcision, while
self,

and

clear

is

the other allowed
Ver.

8.

to drop.'

it

A parenthetic

historical substantiation of the preceding neTt-iarev-

TTjg aKpofi., nadioQ Ilerp. T?/f TvepiT.

nai TO evayy.

for Peter as regards

the apostleship

:

for

lie wJio has l)een efficacious

to the circumcision,

has also ieen efficacious

" for God, who has wrought effectually " in order to make Peter the apostle to the Jews, has also wrought
The stress lies
effectually for me, to make me an apostle to the Gentiles. "
God [see Note XXXIV. p. 96] has been not inon hepY'ioag and hz/pyr/ae
*
active,but efficacious, etc. But that in 6 kvepyyaag Paul did not refer to Christ,

for me as regards

the Gentiles ; that

is,

:

,

evident not only from passages such as 1 Cor. xii. 6, Phil. ii. 13, Col. i.
but also from the fact that he constantly considers his apostleship to be

is

29,

the gift of Ood's grace, bestowed upon him through the mediation of Christ
He-p^j
Eom. i. 5, xv. 15 1 Cor. xv. 10 Eph. iii. 2, 7, et al.).
(i. 1, 15
;

;

;

the dativus commodi, " dative of advantage."'"

is

>

Comp. Rom.

-

See Winer,

iii.

1

;

Cor. ix.

3

Rom.

Matt. xvi. 18

5

Acts XV. 7

26,

;

iii.

1

;

30

Eph.

;

Pet.

i.

ii.

ii. iii.

11.

iv. v. et al.

^

Tkeol. Jahresbei-icht, 1&49, p. 548.

Comp. Holsteu, who discovers the

dis-

tinctive feature of the Gentile gospel in the
" fiTftOMs of the death of the cross," in spite

of

1

Cor.

i.

separation,
p. 127

23

f.

see

In opposition to such a
also

Kitschl,

allkath. A'.

f.

Namely, by communicating the requisite endowments, enlightenment, strengthening, and generally the whole equipment
8

towards

;

1.

^

in reference to

It is not the divine
the aUainment of the
an-oo-ToA^ (Vatablus, Schott, Fritzsche) that
the
is meant, but the making Jit for it
a/tainfnent was indicated in ver. 7, and is
substantiated in ver. 8 by the further divine
action which had taken place. But neither
are the 7rsults of the office, brought about
l)y God's helpful operation, referred to
(Winer, Usteri, Baur, de Wette, Hofmann),
which would anticipate the sequel.
Paulus, comp. Chrysostom.
'" Comp. Prov. xxix. 12 (xxxi. 12), according to the usual reading, iuepyel yap rtp aiSpi

action

Acts

—

tlf to, eOv?/]

belonging thereto.

17.

p. 255.

»

ii.

2

—

*>

ei?

aya^a.

:

.

CHAP,
the

The

Gentiles.

namelj',

ir.,

precise sense follows

fic cnroaToAfjv

rwv

from the

half of the verse,

first

The well-known comparatio compendiaria,

iOviJr.

"compendious comparison.""

71

9.

There

is

therefore the less reason for assum-

ing that Paul desired to <ivoid the expression elf cttoot. t. eOvcjv.^ Observe,
" perfecta auctohowever, how Paul places himself on a ^mt with Peter
ritas in praedicatione gentium," "perfect authority in preaching to the
;

Gentiles," Ambrosiaster.

Ver.

9.

in vcr. 7.^

Kal ypov-ec]

—

rfjv

xapiv

is
-ryv

connected, after the parenthesis, with i66vtcc
SoBelaav

fioi'l

is

k,.t.1.

not arbitrarily to be limited either to

the apostolic office,* or to the success of the same

;^ biit is to be left quite general
had heen given me. They recognized that Paul teas highly
gifted with grace, and was by the fact that God had so distinguished him
by means of His grace and thereby legitimized him as His apostle fully
fitted and worthy to enter into the bond of collegiate fellowship") with them.
His apostolic mission, his apostolic endowments, the blessed results of his
labor, are all included in the x^pf-Q which they recognized,
a general term
which embraces everything that presented itself in him as divinely-bestoAved
grace and working on behalf of his office.
'IAku^oc^ the same as in i. 19
not the brother of John (Augustine), who at that time had been long dead
(Acts xii. 2)
also not the son of Alphaeus ^ but the 'brother of the Lord, as is
obvious of itself after Avhat has been remarked on i. lO.' The mention of
his name here hefore the other two is not in compliance with the view of
the false teachers,** but is quite in due form, as the apostle is relating an
official act done in Jerusalem, loliere James stood at the head of the church.^
There is a certain decorum in this the tact of a respectful consideration towards the mother-church and its highly-esteemed representative, who, as
the Lord's actual brother, sustained a more peculiar and unique relation to
Him than any of the twelve. The higher rank possessed by Peter and the
apostles proi:)er generally as such, is surely sufficiently established by i. 18 f.
But James, just as the brother of the Lord, had already attained a cer-

the grace irliich

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

tain archiepiscopal position in the Jewish- Christian mother-church,

sequently for Jewish Christianity generally,

and con-

agreeably to the monarchic

which was involved in the latter. If James had ])een precisely
one of the twelve, Paul would no^'" have given him precedence over Peter
for, as mouthpiece of the twelve, Peter was the first for Jerusalem also and
for the whole of the Jewish Christians."
The precedence, however, finds
principle

;

'

See Kiiliner, ad Xen. Mem. iii. 5. 4 WiFritzschiorum, Opusc. p. 217 f.
;

ner, p. 578
2

;

Ilolsten.

While iSdi-Tes denotes the immediate imof the }}henomenon, yroi/Te? represents the knoicledge of reflection. A further
step in the description. Ilofmann wrongly
remarks, " It signifies nothing further than
'

pression

that they liadlieardof the occurrence of Ms
calling.''''
But this they must have already
known years before (i. 18 f .)
* Piscator, Estius, and others
also Hof;

mann.
^ Morus,
Koppe, Winer, Fritzsche de
Wette, both.
^ Wieseler on i. 19, and in the Stud. u.
;

Krif. 1842, p. 95

f

Comp. on Acts xii. 17. See also Hilgenfeld, p. 158 ff.
and Ewald, Gesch. d. Apost.
^

;

Zeit. p. 221

ff.

'"

Windischmann.
Comp. Credner,
Comp. i. 18.

"

Yer.

»
'

7.

Einl.

I. 2,

p. 571

ff.
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explanation and

its

Christ,

its justification solely in

— wiiich belonged

the unique pei-sonal relation to

to none of the apostles.

James, as the eldest of

the brethren of the Lord,' was, as it were, his legitimate hereditary successor
Kara adpKa, " as to the flesh, " in Israel.
oi doKovvreg ctvAol eIvql] icho 2MSS (not

—

namely, of the Christian body, the continued
existence of which, so far as it was conditioned by human agency (for
passed, see vv.

6) as pillar's,

3,

depended chiefly on them. The metaphor^ is
Looking at the frequent itse of the figure, it cannot be maintained that Paul here thought of the body of Christians exactly as
Christ

the foundation),

is

current in

a

languages.^

all

although he certainly regarded

temple,'^

KovvTsq oTv/ML^ dvui,

it asoi/<oc5o//?/,"

building."^ These

when

according to their high repute now,

cSo-

the decisive final

brought forward, designated with solemn precision and mentioned hy
who were characterized in ver. 2 as ol doKovvreg, and
in ver. 6 as SoKovvTsg dval rt, as is evident from the uniform term oi doKovvrei:
being used three times. Hofmann nevertheless understands the expression
in vv. 2 and 6 more generally, so that Avhat the three doKovv-eg crvTioi dvai did
result is

name, are the very same

supjiosed to be designated as

is

tliat

which was done for the sahe of the false

h'ethren on the part of those standing in special repute ; but this view is based

on the misinterpretation, by which an awkward grammatical connection
with ver. 9 is forced upon the anacoluthic a-jrh 61 ruv 6okovvto)v in ver. 6, and
at the same time
in the interest of harmonizing (with Acts xv.)
a position in relation to the older apostles, unwarranted by the text, is invented

—

—

to exjilain the notice Sia Se
Koivuviac]

case,

On

because the following clause of purpose,

planation of KOLvuviaq), see Winer,

Bom.

330

11. p.

require

and

it;'

Both words

f.

p.

179

f.

.

.

.

(in this

h>a yiielq k.t.I., gives

the ex-

Kiihner,

;

6e^idg

governing noun

its

§ 865. 1

Fritzsche,

;

ad

are tcithout the article, because decide did not

element

in Koivuviag the qualitative

rigid hands of fellowship.

—

TTapeiadnT. tpEv6a6e?L(t). in ver. 4.

rovi-

the separation of the genitive from

For the giving

to be

is

of the right

made

hand

iirominent

:

the symbol of

is

In opposition to the idea of an alliance being concluded, the

alliance.^

objection must not be made'' that the act took place on the part of the
apostles only

;

for, as a

—

matter of course, Paul and Barnabas clasped the prof-

iOvr/ k.t.Ti.] The verb to be supplied must be
furnished by the context, and must correspond with eJf '" Therefore either

fered hands.

'iva Tjfie'iQ elg to.

.

1

Matt.

'

Comp.

Cor.

55; Markvi.

xiii.
1

Tim.

01.

ii.

iii.

15

;

3.

Rev.

II. 1
iii.

12; Clem.

I. 5.

Pind.

146, 'Exrop"

"Brave peers of England,

:

Tpoia?

< 1

Cor.

ill.

"Hector, the impregnable, erect pillar of Troy, he caused to
fall," Eur. Ip/i. T. 50. 67 (Jacobs, ad Ant/iol.
VII. p. 120) Hor. Od. 1. 35. 13, and Mitscherlich in loc.
Comp. Maimonides, in More

^ 1

Cor.

iii. 9.

3

a/jLaxou

do-Tpa^ij

eV.i>aAe

klovo.;

;

Nevoch. ii. 23, " accipe a propJutis. qui sunt
cohimna generis fivmaiH,'''' " receive of the

prophets who are the column of the human
race ;" also the passages in Schoettgen,
Bor. p. 728 f.
and the Fathers in Suicer,
Thes. II. p. 1045 f, [Shakespeare, Henry VI.,
;

pillars of

Milton, Par. Lost, II. 302:
his rising seemed a pillar of state."]
state."

tlie

16

Eph.

;

il.

"In

21.

*The accentuation usual before Lachmann, o-tuAoi, is incorrect. See Lipsius,
gramin. Unters.
'

1

Mace.

p. 43.

vi.

et

58, si. 62,

al.;

Kriiger,

§ 50. 2. 13.
^

Dougt. Anal.

Grimm in
'

With

2n'0?nise
i"

p.

123, 1

Maoc.

vi.

58,

and

loc.

Ilofmann,

who

finds merely a

of fellowship.

See Buttmann, neut. Gr.

p. 338.
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apostolatu fungeremur,

or

ver.

or

8,^

eha-/-

no way unsuitable to fif,-* is to be preferred, because
it is suggested immediately by tlie protasis in ver. 7, from which, at the
same time, it is evident that the recognition was not merely that of a awepyo^,
yelLaufieOa.^

The

latter, iu

but really amounted to an acknowledgment of apostoUc equality.^

Moreover,

as regards the jiartition here settled, the ethnografliical bearing of

coincided on the whole with the

local division of territory,

which

we must not supply

any such qualification as praedpue. ^ On the contrary, the agreement was,
" Ye shall he apostles to the Gentiles, and ice to the Jews ;" and nothing beyond
this, except the appended clause in behalf of the j^oor, was thereby settled
:

so that the state of things hitherto existing in respect to the field of labor

on both sides remained undisturbed.

The

obviously and necessarily connected with

niodijications of this
its

occasioned by the existence of the Jewish

which the principle

arrangement

practical working, primarily

i^taa-n-npa

— in

accordance with

of the division of the spheres of labor could in fact

be
merely relatively, and without exclusive geographical or
ethnograjihical limitation' were left an open question, and not discussed.

carried

out

—

The idea

that

the recognition of Paul on the

jiart

of the apostles

—

—

was

merely external simply an outward concordat and that they themselves
would have wished to know nothing of the ministry among the Gentiles,^
not conveyed in the text, but

is, on the contrary, inconsistent with the
According to this, the apostles recognized
the twofold divine call to apostleship, by which two nationally different
spheres of labor were to be provided with the one gospel
but a merely
external and forced agreement, without any acknowledgment or ratification
of the principles and modes of jirocedure which had long regulated the
action of Paul and Barnabas, would have been as little compatible with
such a recognition as with the apostolic cTiaracter generally. If, however,
we take the Kmvcjvla iu our passage to be true and heartfelt," then the doubts
thrown by Baur and his followers upon the truth of the account of the
apostolic council in Acts fall in substance to the ground.
How little Paul

is

representation given vv. 7-9.

;

especially considered his apostolic call to the Gentiles as excluding the con-

version of the

Jews from

his operations,

out of view, from passages such as
Ver. 10. After

/novov

may

be gathered, even laying Acts

1 Cor. ix. 20,

Rom.

i.

IG, ix. 1

ff., xi.

14.

interpreters usually supply a verb such as alrovvrE^,

" asking," or iTapaKa7MvvTEQ, " demanding," which in itself would be allow" but is nevertheless quite superfluous for jiovov tuv wruxf^v Iva ixvrjfi. appears dependent on rff f /of eSukov kfiol koI Bapv. kocv. so that it is parallel with the
"They
preceding iva and limits it. Comp. Matthies, Fritzsche, Hofmann.
able,

;

,

made with

us a collegiate alliance, to the end that

*

Bengel, Fritzsche, W'ieseler.

^

Erasmus, Schott, and many others.
Winer, Usteri, de Wette.

3
^
*
«
^
*

See on 3 Cor. x. 16.
In opposition to Holsten.
Bengel, Schott, and others.
Comp. Lechler, p. 415.
Baur, Zeller.

we should be

apostles

' Thiersch {Kirche im apost. Zeit. p. VXi)
well remarks: " When they bade farewell,
it was not a parting like that when Luther
in the castle at Marburg rejected the hand
of Zwingli, or when Jacob Andreae at
Montbeliard refused that of Theodore

Beza."

" Buttmann,

neut. Gr. p. 207

f.
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to the Gentiles
of the

;

.

.

.

nothing further, in

On

designed or settled.
13

Horn. Od.

;

respect to

tills

to

remember the poor

207.

xviii.

our relation

to the

tt e

In that

pirofiy

was

,

in the sense of beneficent care,

comp. Ps.
fwvov, which belongs to the whole clause,
on account of the emphasis laid upon them.^

fivrjuoveveiv

and Tcjv TtTux^v stand before Iva
The poverty of the Christians of
for

wc should not omit

(not merely of the mother-church) as to support."

TTf/j/ro//?/

alliance

ix.

only that

GALATIAIs'S.

Palestine^ wliich

provision being added, finds

its

was the

jirincipal

motive

exj^lanation in the persecutions

which they underwent, in the community of goods which they had at first,
and perhaps also in the expectation of the Parottsla as near which they most
Moreover, the ^wov/c. 7. A. by no means excludes the ordiof all cherished.
nances of the apostolic council, for Paul here has in view nothing but

liis

rec-

ognition as apostle on the part of the original apostles in the private discus-

How

sions held with the latter.

with the supposed

Baur misuses

jiovov k.t.?>., as

irreconcilable diversitj^ subsisting in doctrine,

contrasted

may be

seen

470 Paulus, I. p. 142 ff. ed. 2 comp. also
Holsten.
In the face of real antagonism of doctrine, the older apostles cerand had they desired to
tainly would not have tendered Paul their hands
do so, Paul would have refused them his.'' [See Note XXXV., p. 9G.]
Kol kano'v6aaa a'vrd tovto Troif/aat] The aorist, not used instead of the jiluperfect, relates to the time from that apostolic alliance to the composition of
in the theol. Jahri. 1849, p.

;

;

;

—

Paul, however, continues in the singular ; for soon afterwards
the epistle.
he separated himself from Barnabas (Acts xv. 39). ^ Those who identify our
journey with that related in Acts xi. xii. must conclude, with Fritzsche, that
Paul desired to rejiort cojicerning himself and hence only mentioned Barnabas
(and Titus) as well, where it was necessary. Nevertheless this joint-mention,
although not necessary, would have been very natural in our jiassage for
,

;

'iva fivT/^uovevufiEv

had

sentation, with

5 Kal

— avrd

referred

to.

alone"

used

is

;

it is

just

been

EOTTovdaaa

tovto] is

said,

and then

k.t.?.., is

in a single stroke of the repre-

given the conclusion of the matter so

not superfluous,* as neither avT6 alone^ nor tovto

the emphatic epexegesis of o,hocipsum,^ "this very thing,"

between the Jewish Chrisshown. Studer and Usteri find in
but nothing further which the apostles had
avTo Toi'To the tacit antithesis,
imposed on me. " Inappropriately, for the idea of any other matters imposed
was already excluded by the previous account. Schott proposes to take^
o as Si' 6,* but the assumption of this poetical use cannot be justified except
by a necessity such as is presented to us in the N. T. only at Acts xxvi. 16.

whereby Paul makes
tian antagonism and

his readers feel the contrast
his zeal of love thus
'

'

1

Comp. on Eph.

2 Cor.

ii.

4

;

iii.

2 Thess.

ii.

18;

1

Cor.

vii.

29;

7, et al.

2 Tertullian (de praescr. 23) ah-eady gives
" inter se dislributionem
the right view
officii ordinaverant, non separaiionem evaiigelii, nee iit aiiiid alter, sed ut aliis alter
praedicarent," " They arranged among: one
anotheradistributionof office, not a separation of the Gospel nor so that one would
preach one thing, and another, another.
:

;

but so that one would preach to some,
and another to others."
' So,
correctly, Estlus, Winer, Usteri,
Schott.
^

^
°
'

^

Piscator, Vorstius, Grotius, Morus.
Winer, p. 140.
See Matthiae, p. 1050 Ktihner, n. p. 537.
See Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p. LIII.
ggg on Acts xxvi. 16.
;

CHAP,

ir., 11.
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more

easily might avrb rovrohe explained' as on that very account (3 Pet.
Xen. Ancib. i. 9. 21). But in that case 6 would so naturally take up
what preceded, that there would be no reason why Paul should have
brought on that very account so prominently forward. It would rather have
the appearance of suggesting that, if it had not been for the agreement in
question, Paul would not have cared for the poor.
We have no historical
Still

5

i.

;

—

'Bouchers for the truth of S koI ecnovdacya k.tJ^.

contributions in Acts
lection

17

mentioned

1

xi.

took place

Cor. xvi., 2 Cor.

earlier
viii. f.,

for the conveyance of the

;

than our journey

Rom.

;

and the

col-

xv. 27, comjj. Acts xxi.

But who would
more or less fragmentary accounts in
who knows how often Paul may have sent

xxiv. 17, occurred after the composition of our epistle.

f.,

Looking

doubt that assurance ?
Acts and the Pauline

epistles,

at the

? as indeed he may have brought the like
with him on occasion of his own journey. Acts xviii. 20-23. It has, however,
been wrongly asserted that, by means of this obligation in resj^ect to the
poor, a connection was intended to be maintained between the Gentile
churches and the primitive church, and that at the bottom of it lay the wish

pecuniary assistance to Palestine

and more to
and the mode of life of the primitive church.'^ This is an insinuation derived from mere fancy.
[See Note XXXVI., p. 96 seq.]
to

bring over the prelimina/)'ily converted Gentiles gradually more

the principles

Ver. 11. Paul now carries still further the historical proof of his apostolic
independence
ad summa venit argumeutum, " " the argument has come to
the height, " Bengel. For not only has he not been instructed by the apostles
not only has he been recognized by them, and received into alliance with
them but he has even asserted his apostolic authority against one of them,
and indeed against Peter. There is no ground in the text for assuming
(with Hofmann) any suspicion on the part of the apostle's opponents, that
in Antioch he had been defiant, and in Jerusalem submissive, towards Peter.
'

;

'

;

;

—

orz 6e f/We Krjipaq

/c.r./l.]

After the apostolic conference, Paul and Barnabas

travelled back to Antioch, Acts xv. 30.
XV. 33) Peter also

came

thither,

During

their sojourn there (Acts

—a journey, which indeed

in Acts, but which, just because no date

is

not mentioned

given in our passage, must be
considered as having taken place soon after the matters previously related.^

—

K;/^ar]

is

The opinion deduced from the unfavorable tenor of this narrative,
upon Peter, by Clement of Alexandria,* that the person meant is

as bearing

»

Poppo, ad Xen. Cyrop. iv. 1. 21; Mattliiae,
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 204 A.

p. 1041
*
3

;

Hilgenfeld, in his Zeitschr. 1860, p. 141.
Not so late as Acts xviii. 23, as held by

Neander, Baumgarten,

Lange
and by
view that the .iourii. 1 coincides with that of Acts
Grotius, althougli he considers

Wieseler, in favor of

ney

Gal.

xviii. 23.

;

liis

the journey Gal. ii. 1 as identical with that
in Acts XV., strangely remarks: "Videtur
significare id tempus, de quo in Act. xiii. 1,"'
" He seems to indicate the time treated in
Acts xiii. 1. AlsoHugand Schneckenburger,

Zweck

d. Aposte/ff. p. 108

ff.,

place the occur-

rence at Antioch earlier than the apostolic
council,— a view which, according: to the
chronological course of Gal. i. ii., is simply
an error in which, however, Augustine,
ep. 19 ad Hiermi., had preceded them.—
Whether, moreover, Peter then visited the
;

church at Antioch./br</;«.^n«</'z?n<? (Thiersch,
Kirche im apost. Zeitalt. p. 432) must be left
undecided but looking at the length of
time during which this church had already
existed, it is not at all probable that it was
;

his first visit.
<

Ap. Euseb.

i.

12.

;
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not the apostle, who certainly in this case is far from corresponding to his
destination as " the rock " of the church, but a certain Cephas, one of the
seventy

disciiDles,

—

Horn. 18 in Ez.

has been already refuted by Jerome, and also by Gregory,
Kara. irpoauTrov']

often in Polybius.'

To

The opinion

his face I

opposed him.

See Acts

13

iii.

several Fathers, that the contention here related

contention in semMance (Kara npoauwov

=

;

and

of Jerome, Chrysostom, Theodoret,

was nothing more than a

secundum speciem

" in appear-

!

—

otl KaTeyvucfihoQ r}^] not
ances"), is only remarkable as a matter of history.^
quia repreliensibilis or reprehendendus erat, " " because he was blameworthy or
'

'

to be

the

blamed

"^ for

the Greek participle

427

196, xviii.

388, xiv.

would be
so far as

;

;

KaTcyvuafiEvog

oTi.

t/v

in this sense

Moreover, KarayiyvioaKEiv

!

significations are relevant here, does not

its

blame," at

never used, like the Hebreic, for

is

Jude 12, Rev. xxi. 8, nor in Horn. II. i.
and what a feeble, unnecessary reason to assign

adjective,^ neither in

verbal

all,

but either

to accuse,

mean

which here would not go

condemnare, " to condemn."^ Hence also

not

it is

:

rcva,^

"to

reprehendere,

far enough, or

quia reprehensus or accusatus

"because he was blamed or accused,"' but quia condemnatus erat,
because he was condemned, " whereby the notorious certainty/ of the offence occasioned is indicated, and the stringent ground for Paul's coming forward
Peter, through his offensive behavior, had
against him is made evident.
become the ohject of condemnation on the part of the Christians of Antioch
and so Paul could not keep
the public judgment had turned against him
silence, but was com^Delled to do what he certainly did with reluctance.
The passive participle has not a vis reciproca, 'reciprocal force ;"® the condem-

erat,
'

:

'

;

;

*

The idea

nation of Peter was the act of the Ghristian public in Antioch.

'
'

con-

(Ewald) would have been expressed, if it had been so
meant. If the condemnation is understood as having ensued through his own
mode of action,^ the question as to the persons from whom the condemnation
[See Note XXXVII., p. 97.]
proceeds is left unanswered.

God

victed hefore

Ver. 12

*

Paul

ff.

'Ia«w/3oii] sent

1,

now

by James.

Comp. KaT

Xen. Hiero,

"

14

It

Gal.

iii.

1

belongs to

Herod.

6(i>i?aAfious,
:

relates the particulars of

;

and

i.

120

;

ko-t' oy-fj-a.,

Am. 'Hot cararn omni" (Erasmus, Beza, Vata-

'E.nr. li}ies.iil\,Bacch..

bus, "

before

which

all

not expressed until ver. 14.
arose on this point between
Jerome and Augustine. The former characterized the reprehensio in our passage as
dispematoria, so contrived by Peter and
Paul, in order to convince the Jewish Christians of the invalidity of the law, when they
should see that Peter had the worst of it
against Paul. Augustine, on the contrary,
asserted the correct sense, and maintained
that the interpretation of Jerome introSee
duced untruth into the Scriptures.
Jerome, Ep. 86-97 Augustine, Ep. 8-19.
blu.s),
2

is

A contest

;

Subsequently Jerome gave up his view
and adopted the right one. c. Pdag. i, 8 ;

l/.delp.'^''

Apol. adv. Rujin.

—

the occurrence.

Why they — and,

a7r6

judge from

See Mobler, gesam-

iii. 1.

nielte Schriften, I. p. 1

to

flf.

yulgate, Castalio, Calvin, Beza, CorneEisner, Wolf, and others
h, Lapide,
also Koppe, Borger, Flatt, Matthies.
* Gesenius, Lehrgeb. p. 791
Ewald, p. 538.
=

lius

;

confounded with Karay. Ttvos
rt, as is done by Matthias.
» Comp. 1 John iii. SO, 21
Ecclus. xiv. 2,
^

Not

to be

;

xix.
'

5.

Ambrose, Luther, Estius, and others

;

also Winer, Schott, de Wette.
«

Bengel, comp. Riickert,

had an
"

" because

Jie

evil conscience.''''

Bengel, Lechler, p. 423

;

comp. Windisch-

mann and Hofmann.
'»

Comp.

epxoi^at
iii. 6.

:

Plat. Prof. p. 309 B,

Matt. xxvi. 47

;

air'

Mark v. 35

;

1

U^ivov
Thess.

CHAP.

made upon

the impression

not,

any more than

why

jecture that they belonged to the
flicts
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Peter, they were certainly

Jewish-Christian observances

strict in their

we know

II., 12.

directly with the fact,

men

of importance,

—were sent to Antiochby James,

Peter journeyed thither.'
\pev6d6e'k<i>0L

But the con-

of ver. 4 (Winer, Schott), con-

were sent by James: for at the
had nowise made common cause with the
sending any of them to Antioch he would have
that they

apostolic conference the latter
ipevi^dckA(poi

and therefore

;

in

acted very unwisely, or would, with reactionary intent, - have simply supplied

new

fuel

to

words with
says,

the scarcely settled

rcvdc,

understand

controversy.

connecting the

Others,^

Winer (comp. Wolf)

adhere}}ts of Ja7neSj^ or, as

" qui Jacobi auctoritate sive jureseusecus utebantur," "

who

availed

themselves of the authority of James either justly or otherwise ;" but this
brings upon James the designation of a party-chief (some Jacobites !), which

would be

neither necessarily nor wiselj' introduced here, even supposing

Winer's modification to be mentally supplied.

Lastly, the explanation of

Beza, Grotius. Olshausen, Baumgartcn-Crusius (following Chrysostom), that

means nothing more than from Jerusalem, because James was

cTTo 'laKujiov

the president of the church there, ^
person,

who

is

named

expressly

is

an unauthorized setting aside of the

and not without due

eOvuv cvv^adiEv] he joined in meals with the Gentile
imperfect.

reason.

—

fiETd

ruv

Notice the

Christians.^

The Jew might not

ical defilement (Acts xi. 3)

;

eat with Gentiles without incurring Levitbut Peter, Avho previously by special revelation

had been instructed as to the invalidity of this separation in
had in the apostolic conference defended Christian freedom
(Acts XV. 7 ff.), and taken part in passing the decree that, as regards food,
the Gentile brethren should only have to abstain from meat offered to idols,
things strangled, and blood (Acts xv. 29).
This decree was received and
(Acts X.

f.),

Christianity,

* The book of Acts is silent both on this
point and also as to the whole scene between Peter and Paul,— a silence indeed,
which, according to Baur and Zeller, is

supposed to be maintained intentionally,
and in consistency with the false representation of the transactions in Jerusalem.
According to Ritschl (altkath. Kirche, p.
145), they were deputed by James to bring
the relation between the Jewish and Gentile Christians back to the rule of the apostolic decree, as James understood it, that
is, according to Ritschl, in the sense of a
retractation of the Jewish-Christian defection from the law, and on behalf of restoring the separation between the two parties
as respected their customs of eating. This
assumed task of the nves is neither in any
way intimated in the text, nor is there a
trace of it in Acts (comp., on the contrary,
XV. 30 ff.). Just as little can it be proved
that, as Ewald thinks, a decree had been
passed in the church at Jerusalem that the
Jewish Cliristian should refrain from eat-

ingin company with Gentile Christians (because he did not know whether blood or
something strangled might be among their
food), and that those rice's had come to
Antioch to make known this new decree,
Hilgenfeld also assumes that those sent by
James had some charge relating to withdrawal from the Gentile Christians. Comp.
Holsten, s. Evang. d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 357, in
whose opinion they were sent after Peter,
because his intercourse with the Gentiles
had been notified at Jerusalem,
= So de Wette, whereby, however, the
character of James is placed in a very
awkward position, which is not to be sup-

ported by Acts xxi.

18.

So also
As Studer, ITsteri, Zeller.
Vomel, Br. a. d. Gal. mil deutsch. Uebers. u.
krtt. Anm., Frankf. 1865, p. 29.
< Comp. oi ajrb nXoTuvo? and the like
s

;

Schaefer, Melet.

p. 20

ff.

;

Bernhardy,

Comp. Koppe.
Comp. on tTvvi<T0Uiv in this
Legg. ix. p. 881 D Luke xv. 2

p. 223.

"
*

;

;

sense. Plat.
1

Cor. v.

11.
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accepted witli joy by the church at Antioch (Acts xv. 30

would

It

f.).

therefore have been all the easier for PeteV in Antioch to follow his divinely

attained conviction,

'

and

to take part without hesitation in the

miliar intercourse of meals with the Gentile Christians there

—

free

more fafrom any

scruple that he should defile himself by Gentile food, wliich no legal enactments restricted except as to those three points. But to this free and correct standpoint the stricter Jewish Christians, who were still entangled in
the observances of the Levitical precepts as to jiurity (comp. Acts xxi.
and to this class belonged the nvsc (ver. 12).
20), had not been able to rise
When, therefore, these men arrived from Jerusalem and from James, Peter
unhappily no longer continued his previous liberal-minded conduct in
Antioch, but drew back and separated himself from intercourse at meals
with the Gentile Christians, whereby he gave a practical denial to his better
conviction.
How similar to his conduct in his former denial of the Lord
Calovius, however, justly, in conformity with the temperament of Peter,
remarks, " una haec fuit Fetvi actio non habitus,''^ " this Avas a single action
(pojiovjiEvog rove sk Trspir.] By this are meant the
of Peter and not a habit."
JeiDtsh Christians generally, as a class, so far as they were represented by
Peter feared the Jewishthose Tivlc, who belonged to the stricter school.
;

!

—

disapprobation,

strictness, displeasure,

Christians'

gloss of

words (Matt.

x. 26, xiv. 5

— Observe

;

Mark

ix.

18

;

Luke

The explanatory

etc.

Chrysostom" favors Peter, quite against the
xii.

5

literal sense of
;

Acts

v.

26

the

Rom.

;

on the one hand, the grapMc force of the imferfects
own bad precedent, iavTov, which belongs not merely to adup., but also to vTrlar. (Polyb.
he withdrew himself, etc., and thereby
vii. 17. 1, xi. 15. 2, i. 16. 10)
induced his Jewish- Ohristian associates also to enter on a like course (ver.
xiii. 3).

vKiar.

and

a<p6p.

,

also,

and, on the other hand, the expression of his

;

It is not, according to the context, correct that these imperfects express
13).
an enduring separation (Wiescler) the behavior begins when the nvei; a~h
it excites the unfavorable judgment of the church, and
'IaKW/3. have come
Paul immediately places himself in decided opposition to Peter. The imperfects are therefore the usual acZwwZ^rafwa, " adumbrative " they place the
;

;

;

withdrawal and separation of Peter, as

On

it

were, hefore the eyes of the readers.

the other hand, the ovvvrzEKpid. which follows

took place and served further to challenge Paul
Ver. 13. Ayid the rest of the
jointly

iritJi

mony with

him

—those,

is

the

wider action which

hence the aorist.
Jewish Ghristians also played the hypocrite
;

namely, living in Antioch,

the liberal standpoint which they

who

previously, in har-

had already attained

to,

had

held fellowship at meals with the Gentile Christians of the place, but now,
misled by the influential example of Peter, had likewise drawn back.

1 That the
Christian fellowship in meals
included also the joint observance of the
agapae (which Thiersch, Hilgenfekl, and
others take to be meant), is obvious. It is
not, however, expressly denoted by a-vu-qcr-

9iei'.

^

.

ov toCto

<|)o(3oi;/xei'OS /nij

KivSvvevcrrj, aAA' iVa

This

an-oo-TMo-u', "not apprehending that he
was incurring danger, but that they miglit

mt

apostatize," comp. Theophylact,
Ai<r8ej/Tes

aTj-oo-KipTjio-ujo-t

tjjs

/x>;

crxai'Sa-

Trio-reoi;,

" lest

being offended they might depart from the
faith," which is followed by Piscator, Grotius, EstiuS,

and

Others.

—
CHAP.
was hypocrisy on

their part

and on

II., 13.
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,

although at the bottom

Peter's, because,

of their hearts convinced of Christian freedom, they,

from fear of men

(ver.

concealed the more liberal conviction of which they were conscious,
and behaved just as if they entertained the opposite view. It is true that
the apostolic council had not decided anything as to the conduct of the
12),

Jewish Christians among Gentile Christians

;

but the immorality consisted

which was more than a
reformed Judaism, conceived by Paul as being

in the inwardly untrue duplicity of their behavior,

mere

inconsistency (Baur) of

hypocrisy (Hilgenfcld).'

—

koI Bapvd(i.}

least of

all

who was my associate
and should consequently

even Barnabas,

withal in the apostlcship to the Gentiles (ver.

9),

have ventured insincerely to deny the

princijjle of Christian

So injurious was
was jointly led away (led astray),
namely, from his own standpoint." ua-z with a finite vei-b, in the secondary
sentence (comp. John iii. 10), denotes the consequence simply as a fact
freedom, to the disparagement of the Gentile Christians

the effect of Peter's example

The

which has occurred. ^

—

!

infinitive

would make the representation subjective

(the seduction being conceived as a necessary result).
Kol T(jv loiTTuv

It Is cmpliatically prcfixcd.

'loi'rf.

iy their hypocrisy, not

to

I

awaTn'/xOri]

their hypocrisy (Luther

—

nvruv'] that

The dative
and

is

is,

avrov

instrumental

others).

No

:

one can,

without wronging Paul in respect to the choice of his strongly inculpating
expression,-^ either call in question the fact that the condvict of Peter is here

expressly

designated as hypocrisy,' or reduce

although Ritschl,

p. 145, is of

it

to a

mere supposition;

opinion that the reproach thus used does not

and thorough conviction of the rightness of the nonin our passage shows, on
the contrary, that Peter's conviction, which was well known to Paul, agreed
with the conviction of Paul himself, although it was hypocritically denied
quite evince a clear

Jewish practice.

The purposely chosen expression

by the former. Peter's inroKpimc, according to the text, consisted in the
'lovdail^etv, to which he had drawn back after his intercourse with the Gentile Christians, not in his previous fellowship with them, which is alleged
And
to have been " a momentary unfaithfulness to his real conviction. "°
the censure which Paul— certainly unwillingly, and with a complete realizing and appreciating of the moral situation to which it has reference
has directed against Peter expressly on the ground of hypocrisy,'' exhibits
1

The view of Holsten,

Petr. p. 357ff.,

comp. Polyb.
14.
2

17

;

is
iii.

similar.
93.

2 Pet.

iii.

7.

17,

Wetstein in toe.
3 See Tittmann, Synon.
Levi.

Soph. II. p. 1012

Ev. des Paid.

— On

5, v. 49.

Jo-seph. Bell. xv.

Comp.

z.

f.

;

7

it.

ffvwntKpie..
;

Phit.

Mar.

was

.5.

Rom.
II. p.

xii. 16,

70

Klotz,

;

and

Ellendt,

ad Demir.

p. 772.

This expression is all the more strictly
to be understood as it stands, since Paul
has not anywhere else in his epistles or
speeches used either the word vvoKpiveaBai,
or uTTOfcptT^s, or (with the exception of 1 Tim.
iv. 2) vTTo/cpio-is.
He would be the less
likely to have omitted to weigh the gravity
^

of the reproach conveyed in this very word
otherwise strange to him, especially seeing
that it was used after so long a time and

directed against Peter.

This remark

also applies in opposition to Sclmeckenburger in the Stud. u. Krit. 1855, p. 554 f., and
to Moller on de Wette.

Schwegler, I. p. 129.
Baur, in the theol. Jahrb. 1849, p. 476
Schwegler, Zeller, Ililgenfeld.
Ts'ot merely (comp. de Wette) on account of an easily excusable want of firmne.ss and clearness in conviction (Bisping),
or of a momentary throwing of the same
into the background under jn-essure of circumstances (Reithmayr). Even Erasmus ex^
°

''

;

—

'

a
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two

plainly the agreement in principle of the personal convictions of the
apostles.

Ver. 14.
lical

"Oti ovk bpdoTTodovai]

not preserved elsewhere in Bib-

bpOoTroSs'iv,'

language, undoubtedly means to be straight-footed, that

—

to wall:

is,

Here used in a figurative sense as words expressive of
equivalent
loalhing are favorites with Paul in representing ethical ideas^
with straight feet.^

—

to acting rightly (with straightness), conducting oneself froferly.'^

It is

the

moral bpOorriQ wpa^eug,^ the opposite of the moral gko^iov,'' CTpsfiAdv,^ ;ifuA(5v.*
According to the leaning of Greek authors towards the direct mode of expression, the present

is

quite regular.'"

—

Trpof

ryv

alr/O.

wp6c

rov evayjeA.]

is

understood as secundum, " according to,"" by most expositors ;'" by others in
the sense of direction towards the marlc,^'^ which would mean, "so as to maintain

and promote

jireferred,
it

the truth of the

because

it is

The former

gospel.''''

the more simple and the

Hence

yields a very suitable sense.

the contents of the gospel (ver.

5).

:

7rp6f a.-.l. is

is

to be

and
which is

to suggest itself,

corres]wnding to the truth,

Certainly Paul never in verbs of walk-

ing expresses the rule prepositionally by
passage

interpretation

first

but by Kara

TrpSq,

the epexegesis of bpOug, according to

;'*

but in this

its ethical idea.

—

-dvTuv] consequently, not merely between themselves, but in the

i-fi-irpoaOEv

sight of the whole church,
Tovg d/j.aprdvovTag

although not assembled expressly for this purpose

kvuiriov irdvTuv

eT^eyxE,

'i-va

koL

ol

<t>6^ov

7iol7toI

;'*

ex(->(^c,

"Non enim utile erat errorem, qui palam noceret, in secreto
1 Tim. v. 20.
emendare," "it was not advantageous to correct in secret an error which
el av 'lovdalog vndpxt^v k.t.?,.] that is, "If
injured openly," Augustine.
thou, although a born Jew, orderest thy mode of living in conformity with
that of the born Gentiles, jwp^f 'lovdaiKT^c TcapaTrjpijGeug, different from the
Jewish observance' (Chrysostom), and not with that of the born Jews
'

—

course of conduct, which thou hast just practically exemplified by eating in

—

company with Gentile Christians how comes it to pass that thou (by the example of the wholly opposite conduct which thou hast now adopted since
the arrival of those tlviq) urgest the born Gentiles to adopt the custom of
the born Jews ?" What a contradiction of conduct is it, thus in one breath,
to live iOvLKuqim^i to urge the

edvi]

to the 'lovdaH^eiv

erts himself to come at length to the result,
that " Pauli objursatin nihil aliud fuit quam
rjiifirmatio

pannn adhvc sibi constanlivni,''^
was nothing but an asser-

" Paul's reproof

tion of the inconsistencies."
'
Comp. Wiesinger, de consensu locor. Gal.
ii.

et Act.
2
3

Lechler, p. 426.
hpeo^a-Telv, Anthol. ix. 11.

XV. p. 36

Comp.
Comp.

*

Comp.

ipdonpa^flv,

4.

Soph. Ant. 985; Nicand.

Fol.

gate, "recfe ambularmt.''
6!'rt«f; with straight foot."
Selv, iiKv-iToSelv,

i.

5.

8.

Vul-

Hofmann, "to
But comp. 6|ujro-

to be swift-footed, that

is,

The «/anrfi«.Q' would probably have been expressed, as perhaps by

swift in running.

Heb.
*
''

^

The

bpeo-jroSwv

but malses

rpoxi-a.^

denotes

^//f

is

not lame

6p9os toIs notriv,

xii. 13.

Plat. Men. p. 97 B.
Plat. Gorg. p. 525 A.

Ecclus. xxxvi.

25.

"

2 Cor. v. 10;

§ &16.

Luke

xii.

47;

Bernhardy,

p. 265.

irepiTraTfii', (TToixei>' (c.T.A.

Aristot.

(x«>Aevei),

Heb. xii. 13.
'" See Kiihner,

Alexiph. 410, 6p9o7ro5fS Paivovre^.
5

opSoo-Tarerv.

The present

°

;

JpfloTTov?,

!

"- Including Winer, Riickert, de Wette,
Ewald, Wieseler.
is Flacius, Grotius, Estius, Wolf, Morus,

Hofmann.
'* Rom. viii.
i^

Thiersch,

4,

xiv. 15;

1

Cor.

iii.

3, et al.

.

CHAP.

II., 14.
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which was constant, accordant with princi2}le, in Peter's case.* This is
by Paul, with the argumentative el, as certain and settled, and
that not merely by inference from his recent exjierience of Peter having eaten in company with Gentiles, but also on the ground of his knowledge
otherwise of this apostle and of his practical princi2)les on this point, with
which the iBviKug C/jv just before actually carried out by Peter was in accordGroundlessly and erroneously Riickert labors ^ to extract an enance.
tirely different meaning, understanding 'lov6aiK(Jg (yg in an ideal sense (Rom.
John i. 48), and kdvinuq Cf;f as its opposite "By thy present conii. 28 f.
that

laid dozen

:

;

duct thou showest thyself truly not as a genuine Jew, but as a Gentile
(sinner)
how art thou at liberty to ask that the Gentiles should adopt
Jewish customs, which by thy behavior thou thyself dost not honor ?"
;

But, in fact, the reader could only take the explanation of the kdviKug ^yc
fxera ruv kdvuv avvrjadLev (ver. 12), and of the 'lovfTni/cwf ff;f from vke-

from

arelle

view

.

.

No

(ver. 12).

TrepiTofif/g

.

one could light upon the alleged ideal

(reverting, in the apodosis, to the empirical

the more especially as

!),

the hrealcing offivova. eating with the Gentiles would have to be regarded as
The ^t}v is not the moral living accorda Gentile habit (in an ethical sense)
!

ing to the Gentile or the Jewish fashion, but the shaping of the

life icith

com-

reference to the category of external social observances yiithin the Christian

munion, such

as,

in the individual case in question, the following ('lovJaJVcwf)

—

rcuq]

and

fre-

or non-following {eBvikuq) of the Jewish restrictions as to eating.

qui

fit, tit,

"how

does

happen that" (Rom.

it

iii.

6, vi. 2, x. 14,

quently), indicating the ineomj)rehensibleness of this morally contradictory

behavior.
tile

— ra

edvTj avayaai^Etg 'Iovdat^Eiv~\

Christians in Antioch

by the imposing example

strained

For the Gen-

indirect compulsion.

must very naturally have

themselves con-

felt

of the highly-esteemed Peter to look

upon

— the observance of the special
legal Judaism — as something belonging to Christianity,

the Jewish habit of living

jieculiarities of

^

the outward

and

necessary for partaking in Christian fellowship and for attaining the Mesand they would shape their conduct in practice in accordsianic salvation
;

ance with this view.^

De Wette

assumes, that the emissaries of James

^

preached the jDrinciple of the necessity of observing the law, and that Peter
gave his supjjort, at least tacitly, to this preaching.

mated

in the text,

and

This

is

not rendered necessary by the

is

not at
literal

all inti-

sense of

which is sufficiently explained by the moral constraint of the inducement of so influential an example, as it is often used in classical authors, " de varia necessitate quam praesens rerum conditio efficit," "of
the various necessity which the present condition of affairs effects." ^ The
avayKa^eiv,

'

Contrary to the view of Hilgenfeld and

^

Since

^

The

Ignat.

ad Magnes.

10, atroTrdi'

eo-Tu-

'Irjcovv AoAeii/ (cat 'louSai'^'eif, " It is

others.
it

does not run

'louSai^eic

Plut. Cic.

who was

:

:

ewetS^

.

comp. Esth.

.

.

I^rjcras.

viii.

17

;

Where a f reedman is spoken of,

7.

eVoxos

to! 'louSioi^eij',

" chargeable

with Judaizing," and in reference to

whom

Cicero says tl louSaiw irpb? xo'P<"S " What
has a Jew to do with swine " comp, also
'

:

;

6

Xpio-rbv

absurd

to profess Christ Jesus and yet to Judaize."

Comp.
Comp.
Komment.
<

Usteri, p. 66

^

also Wieseler, Chronol. p. 198

*

f

p. 168.

Sturz, Lex. Xen.

I. 18. 6.

f.,

—
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view which understands the word here not at all of indirect constraint, but
of definite demands,' by which Peter sought to turn them back into the
path of Jewish Christianity, is opposed to the divine instruction imparted
to this apostle, to his utterances at the council, and to our context, according to which the avayKui^Eiv can have consisted in nothing more than the ovk
bpdoTTothlv as it is represented in ver. 13 f., and consequently must have been
merely a practical, indirect compulsion, not convej'^d in any express demands. Wieseler obscures the intelligibility of the whole passage by understanding the

'Iov6aiCecv of

acted hy the apostolic council.

the observance of the restrictions as
In decisive opposition to this view

urged, that in the whole context this council

is left

entirely

to
it

food enmay be

unmentioned

;

food had nothing to do with the Jewish proselytes (on whose account, possibly, their observance might have
been called an 'lovrffi^Cf"') lastly, that the compliance with the same on the
part of the church at Antioch, especially so soon after the council (see on
further, that these restrictions as to

;

ver. 11),

cannot, according to Acts xv. 30, at

all

be a matter of doubt.

Moreover, Paul, w^ho had himself together with Peter so essentially co-operated towards this decree of the council, have in the presence of Peter,

—

of the Christians of Antioch,

and even

of those

who were

sent

by James

characterized the obedience given to the restrictions in question by the in-

applicable and ill-sounding
great

want

Ver. 15.

name

'lovSatZ,eLv

?

It

would have shown

at least

of tact.

A

continuation of the address to Peter doicn to ver. 21.'

Others

have looked upon vv. 15-21 as addressed to the Oalatians ;* but to tliis viewit may be objected, that Paul himself does not indicate the return to his
readers until iii. 1, and that the bare, brief reproach in ver. 14 would
neither correspond to the historical character of so important an event,
nor stand in due relation with the purpose for which Paul narrates it (see
as indeed he himself has in vv. 11 and 14 so earnestly preon ver. 11)
;

pared the way for, and announced, his opposition, that the reader could
not but expect something wj<77-e than that mere question so hurriedly thrown
out of indignant surprise.* And how could he have written to his (for the

—

—

'

Ritsehl, p. 146.

Clirysostom, Theodoret, Jerome,
Estius, Beiisel, Eosenmtiller, Tittmann,
"^

So

(Opusc. p. 3G5),

Knapp

var.

(Scr.

arg.

II.

Winer, Riickert, Schott,
Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette and MoUer,
Hilgenfeld, Ewald, Holsten.
3 Theodore of Mopsuestia, Oecumenius,
Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Semler, Koppe,
Matthies, Hermann, Ilofmann, Wieseler,
Reithmayr.
^ Indeed the practical rennnciation (not

p. 452

f.),

Flatt,

mere denial) of the principle of Christian
freedom required a renewed apology for,
and ri«f/?ra«on of, the latter especially as
Paul had called Peter to account before the
ag,sembled church., whereby the act assumed
a solemnity to which the brief question in
;

ver. 14 alone could in no way seem adequate, and least of all could it suffice to
procure a duly proportionate satisfaction
for the offence given to the c/i«?r/« {ver. 11).

He does

not, however,

"demonstrate"

his

explanation to Peter (Wieseler's difficulty),
but presents it in the most vivid and strikingdialectic, compressing everything which
would have afforded matter for a very copious demonstration sharply and sternly,
towards the defeat of the great opponent
who had been unfaithful to liimself. Hofmann inconsiderately holds that, if Paul
after the concession e^i'iKw? ^j]s k. ovk "louSaiKoj? had thus explained himself in a^detailed statement to Peter, he would have
acted absin-dly. It would have been absurd,
if Paul, in order to say the two or three

CHAP.

II., 15.

S3

most part) Gentile-Christian renders ijuelg (pvaei 'lov6aloi k.t.1., without telling
them whom he meant thereby ? Just as little can we assume that Paul again
turns to the Galatians with ml yuelg inver. 16,' or inver. 17," or in ver. 18 f
or that he'' has been imperceptibly led aicay from the thread of his historical
statement, so that it is not possible to show how much belongs to the speech
No, the wTiole of this discourse (vv. 15-31) thoroughly unat Antioch.
folding the truth from principles, and yet so vivid, and in fact annihilating
his opponent harmonizes so fully with the im2)ortance of a public step
against Peter, as well as with the object which Paul had in view in relating this occurrence to the Gakttians especially, among whom indeed these
very principles, against which Peter offended, were in great danger, that, up
to its tragic conclusion apa Xpiarbg dupeav aTTE-^avev (ver. 31), it must be regarded as a unity as the effusion directed against Peter at Antioch but,
at the same time, it cannot be maintained that Paul spoke the words quite
literally thus, as he here, after so long a lapse of time, quotes from lively
ijiielg <pvaei. 'lovSaloi, kuI
recollection of the scene which he could not forget.
ovK e^ e'&vuv djiiapT.] Paul begins his dogmatic explanation in regard to the

—

—

—

;

—

We are Jeios hy Mrth (in
Paul feels the whole advantage of belonging to the ancient holy people
of God, Rom. iii. 1 f., ix. 1 ff.), and not sinners of the Gentiles'''' (by Gentile
descent).
Gentiles as such, because they are avo^oL and a&eoi (Rom. ii. 13

reproach expressed in ver. 14 with a concession

*

:

'

this

;

1 Cor. ix.

;

Eph.

1

;

Cor.

13), are to the

ii.

Sam. xv. 18

dScKoi (1

xxiv. 7

31

vi. 1)

;

Tob.

;

and from

xiii.

6

;

this

Israelite consciousness d^uapTuXoi

Wisd.

x.

20

:

comp. Luke

xviii.

and
33,

—the theocratical—point of view Paul

Oe7itiles, and as such sinners^ as all Gentiles are.
he would look upon the 'lovdaiovg as not sinners ; according to the
sequel, indeed, they needed justification equally with the Gentiles (see Rom.
ii. 3, 33 f., V. 13
Eph. ii. 3 f.). But the passage affirms that the Jews as
the possessors of the revelation and the law, of the ancient theocratic vlod-

says ef e^vuv ajxapTuloi, born

Not

as if

—

;

"adoption," and the promises (Rom.

ix. 4), and as belonging to the holy
and root-stock of the theocracy (Rom. xi. 16) possessed
as their own a religious consecration of life, whereby they stood on a certain stage of righteousness in virtue of which, although it was not that of
the true SiKaioovvr?, they were nevertheless exalted far above the Gentiles in

z&ia

'

a~apxhi

'

first fruits,

—

"

ii. 13
Tit. iii. 5).
Luther well says:
excedimus quidem gentes, qui peccatores sunt, si nobis conferantur, ut qui nee legum nee opera ejus habent
verum
non in hoc justi sumus coram Deo, externa est ilia justitia nostra," "We who
are by nature Jews in legal righteousness exceed the Gentiles, who are sinners, if they be compared with us, as they have neither the law nor its
works but in this we are not righteous before God such righteousness of
ours is external.'''' If afiapruloi had not been unduly understood according to
the purely ethical idea (the opposite of sinlessness), the discourse would not

their natural state of sinfulness (Eph.

"Nos

natura Judaei in

;

legali justitia

;

;

;

words to Peter recorded in ver. 14, had
brought the whole act of the Kara Kpoain-rrov

-

avTiu

*

1

a.i'Ti(TTi)v

before

tlie

CaloviuB, Paulus.

asseniUed church.

=

Luther, Calvin,
Cajetanus, Neander.
Erasmus and Estius by

tion, Usteri.

way

of sugges-

—

;
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Ifos nahave been so broken up as by Eisner, Er. Schmidt, and others
tura Judaci, licet nonexgentibus, peceatores,'''' " We, by nature Jews, although
not of the Gentiles, are sinners ;" comp. Paulus. Hof mann's view is also simi" that the apostle excluded from himself that sinfulness only, which
lar
'

:

'

:

was implied

in Gentile descent

— characteristic of those not belonging natu-

Paul wishes, not to affirm the different
Jewish nationality."
nature of the sinfulness of those born as Jews and Gentiles respectively, but
rally to the

^

Jews over the sinners
which advantage, however, etc. (ver. 16).

to recall the theocratic advantage of the

descent

in spite of

;

of Gentile

The conborn

trast lies in the idea of a theocratic sanctitas, "holiness," peculiar to the

Jew, on the one

hand

and on the

;^

wherewith the Gentile descent
has the emphasis

:

We

other, of a profane vitiositas,

'
'

viciousness,"

burdened. [See Note XXXVIII.,

is

on our part

(I

and thou),

p. 97.]

fdv is not to be suj^plied

?},«el(:]

but the concession in ver. 15 stands by itself, and the
The contrast thus strikes
contrast is added without preparation in ver. 16.'
one 7nore vividly, and hence the absence of the /uh can afford no ground for

here (Riickert, Schott)

;

Hofmann) the sense of a concession.'* On the difbond of union) and ''EPpaloi (national-

calling in question (with

ference between 'lovdaloi (theocratic
Wiescler.^

ity), see

Ver. 16

and

is

usually construed so that eldo-eg

made

either the sentence is

again taken up by the subsequent

is

.

.

.

XpiGTov

is

a parenthesis

to begin with yuelg in ver. 15,
/cat

or srmms

r/fielg,'^

is

and

this

;

^fielc

supplied after

commenced by el^oTsg, and Kal yfislg K.r.l. is taken
XpiOTov
Both forms of construction would give sldoTeg
as apodosis.''
But in this way the statement, how Paul
as the motive for the k-maTEvaaiuEv.
and Peter (for these are the subject see on ver. 15) attained to faith, would
not tally with history, for the conversion of these two apostles did not at
all take place by means of logical process in the argumentative way of e166Botli of thcm were in fact niirac^do^isly and suddenly
ETTKTTEvaa/uEv.
TEc
and thereby, on their becoming believers, the light
laid hold of by Christ
We must
of the statement of pur];)ose in the sequel dawned upon them.

d/iapTco?Mi,

a

new

sentence

is

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

;

therefore consider ,4s correct the punctuation of Lachmann,^

who is followed

a coufiina only before eWdrcf, and a period after XpioTov, " We
are Jews dy hh'th and not sinners of the Gentiles, knowing hoicever " (eW($ref still
belonging to the iafiEv, which has to be supplied), that is, since we never-

by Wieseler

theless

:

know,

that a ma7i

is

not justified, etc.

p. 564, 610, "

Our

<

sinfulness does not bear the characteristic

15.

Gentile shape."
" Quia autem
2 Calvin appropriately says
proraissis haereditariam benedictionem faciebat, ideo naturale vocatur hoc bonum,"
" But since the promise made the blessing

«

1

Comp.

his Schriftbew.

1.

:

hereditary, this

advantage

is

count cnWedi natural:'
2 Comp.
Fritzsche, ad Bom.

on
II.

this ae-

p.

423

Bremi, ad Isocr. Paneg. 105, "quando altera
pars per Be sit evehenda," " since the other
part is to be inferred by means of the Se."

;

what thou,

so that

Peter,

Comp. also Kuhner, ad Xen. 3Iem.
Ucber d. Hebrderbrief, 1861,

i.

3.

II. p. 28.

So Castalio and others, Winer, Matthias,
Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Holsten,
Keithmayr.
' Beza and others
also Eiickert, Ust.eri,
Schott, Fritzsche, d. covforvi. N. T. Lachm.
p. 53, Hilgenfeld, Ewald, Hofmann, Mat"

;

thias, Jloller.
^ In the stJiall edition
in the larger one
the usual punctuation is followed,
;
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doest (ver. 15), completely conflicts witli this certainty, wliicli

we

liave not-

—

withstanding of our Jewish pre-eminence. [See Note XXXIX., p. 97.]
diKaiovrai avi?p6j-of ] The emphatically prefixed diKaiovrai is negatived
a
is

As

not justified.

on Rom.

to the idea of diKuiova&ai, see

Here

17.

i.

nv

man

:

also

appears clearly as an actus forensis, and as incompatible with the perversion
of the idea by the Catholics and the followers of Osiander. i Prom works of the

it

which would be the determining ground of God's acquittal hy means of
is imputed by God as righteousness (Rom. v. 5, 24 f.),
these

law,

;

faith, Avhich

are the contrasted jwi'its, while the idea of diKaLova-Qm

not subjective (works, which the law by

vdfiov] voLiov is

but

works, which relate

that

is the sarne.^

—

—

if ep)uv

precepts call forth),

its

works

l>y which the j))-eof the law are fulfilled, which have as their opposite the d/iapr^fia-a vouov,
Wisd. ii. 12.^ Our passage testifies also in favor of this view by the contrast

objective

:

to the law,

is,

cepts

of 7TLGTEUQ

'It/aov XpiaToi),

inasmuch

one relation (ipyuv) to the one obwith the other relation {niavsuq)
Schott, following the older expositors,*

as the

ject (youoii) stands correlatively contrasted

to the other object

Xpiarov).

('I?;(tow

quite erroneously limits

I'duof

to the ceremonial law,

—a

limitation

never occurs in the N. T.* and, especially where justification

which

the matter

is

would be quite unsuitable for the impossibility of justification
by the law has reference to the lohole law, viewed in its requirements jo /«f??/
and severally, which in its full extent, and in the way willed by God, no man
can fulfil. ^
kav
not a compromise between justification by works and justification by faith in the Jewish-Christian consciousness, ' but a transition to
another mode of conception A man is not justified by the works of the
law he is not justified, except by, etc.* Consequently we have here neither
justification by the icorTcs, which are done by means of faith (the Catholic
view), nor ChrisVs fulfilment of the law, which ia apprehended by faith.'
The former is not Pauline, '" and the latter has only its indirect truth (for the
N. T. nowhere teaches the imputation of Christ's obedience to the law), in
so far as the atoning work of the Lord completed on the cross, which is the
specific object and main matter of justifying faith, necessarily presupposes
in question,

;

—

jiij']

:

;

His

active, sinless

obedience (2 Cor.

here said. [See Note XL.,

p. 97.]

v. 21), of

But here

which, however, nothing

in iav

u?i

we have

is

the ''sola fide "

of Luther and his Church. '^ It is only the man justified solely by faith, who
thereupon fulfils by means of the Spirit the requirements of the law. '- This
3

See especially Wieseler in

^

Comp. on Rom. iii.
See on Rom. ii. 15.

^

25

»

loc.

Including Theodoret.Pelasius, Erasmus.
Although, according to the context, at
one time the ethical, and at another the
ritual, aspect of the law preponderates.
Comp. on Rom. iii. 20, and Schmid, bibl.
Theol. n. p. 336.
* Comp. iii. 10
Weiss, bibl. TJieol. p. 259.
*
8

;

^

Holsten, in spite of the apodosis.

8

Comp. Hymn.

OLTios

aBavaziov,

Cer. 77
et

ixr\

So also Jatho, Br. an

d. Gal. p. 18

f.

See the constantly repeated attacks on
the part of the Catholics against the evangelical doctrine of justification by faith, in
Mohler, Symbol, p. 132, ed. 4 Eeithmayr,
p. 179 ff. More unprejudiced is DoUinger,
i"

f.

f.,

ov&i.

ns aAAos

vei^ieX-qyepira.

Zevs,

" nor is there any other cause of immortals
except (ei ix't}) the cloud-gatherer Zeus."

;

Chvistenth.

where.

On

ii.

Kirche, pp.

187, 202,

and

else-

Eomang (in the
has made too much

the other hand,

Stud. u. Krit. 1867, 1, 2)
concession to the Catholic justification by
works, and has, like Hengstenberg, erro-

neously assumed

a gradual progress of

justification.

" Comp. on Rom.
''-^

See on Rom.

iii.

viii. 4.

28.

—
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is

the moral comi^letion of the relation of the law to redemption.

Xfiiarov] object

the same idea (of causality)

Paul in general

diate agency), as
Sid

'

—

—

'Ir/ffoi)

Comp. Mark xi. 22.'
ef and did denote
under two forms (that of origin and that of me-

on Jesus Christ.

:

is

fond of varying his

prepositions.''

faith is conceived as the subjective condition of justification

In

—the pres-

Certainly the
the necessary causa medians of the latter.
he believes, enters immediately into the state of justi nation
but the preposition has (notwithstanding what Hofmann says) nothing
to do with this relation, any more than f f postpones the teing righteous, as
the result of action, until the very end of life, whereas it may be conceived

ence of which

man,

is

as soon as

;

any moment of

at

as a result for the time leing.

life,

—

koI

begins a

?)/ieZf]

That which Paul had just laid before Peter as a
on ov Sikmovtm dv-^puTtoq k^ epyuv
point on which both were convinced,
he now confirms by reminding him of the
vouov, edv fiTj did Tctar. 'I. X.,
righteousness which they also had aimed at in having become believers
so that kuI yiielg, even we both, supplies the special applica(eTTicTEvaa/iEv)
The order Xpiarbv 'Itjcovv lays
tior of the foregoing general dv&puiroc.
a greater stress on the Messianic character of the historical person who is the
on e§ epyuv v6/xov ov
obj '"t of faith, than is the case in the usual order.'*
daa adp^Y These words, tf ipyuv vd/uov, take up again what
(hKaiuOtjaETai
had just been said with solemn emphasis, by means of the confirmatory on,

new

sentence (see above).

—

;

—

Udaa adp^ conveys the idea of " all men " (comp. above, av&puwith the accompanying idea of moral weakness and sinfulness, on which
is based both the need of justification, and also its impossibility by means of
works in the sight of the justifying God. " Looking at the difference in the
terms used and the absence of the usual formula of quotation, it is not to be

since indeed.
TToc),

assumed that Paul intended here to give a Scripture-proof (from Ps. cxliii.
An involuntary echo of the language
2), as Wieseler and others think.
may have occurred, while the idea was more precisely defined. The negation
for it is not Trdaa cap^ which
is here also not to be separated from the verb
;

Fritzsche ' aptly
negatived, but SiKaiu&r/oErai in reference to naffa cdp^.
" non j^robabitur per praestitum legi obscquium quicquid est carnis,"
says

is

:

whatever

'
'

is

by means of the obedience
which never will occur.
which is discovered here by

of the flesh will not be approved

Lastly, the future denotes that

rendered the law."

The reference to
Hofmann and the
Ver. 17. The

the judgment (Rom. v. 19),
^
earlier expositors, is quite out of place.

c5i-

dialectically carries on the refutation of Peter

protasis beginning with

1

See on Rom.

iii.

22,

and

d cannot have
Lipsius, Itecht-

ferligvngsl. p. 112.
"

See ou Rom.

3

«

Comp. iii. 26.
Comp. ver. 4, iii. 26.
Comp. Rom. iii. 20.
Comp. on Acts ii. 17.

'

Diss.

*
6

**

n. in 2

Comp.

2 Tim. Iv.

ver.
8.

iii.

30 ; 2 Cor.

iii.

11

;

Eph.

i.

7.

It

ajjodosis in evpe^7//iev

;

but the

k. a. d/i.

f on

» Hofmann, who explains it, as if Paul
had written el 6e e^7)ToC^l.e^ (if we, when we
became believers, sought, etc.) 6iKatw0}jvot

iv Xpio-Tu,

ivp40riij.ev

K.T.A.

(we thereby ex-

same time as sinners).
According to Hofmann, the €vp4eT)iJ.ev is intended to apply to both members of the
sentence, — a forced, artificial view for
Libit ourselves at the

Cor. p. 26.
21.

its

is

otherwise, v. 5

;

which the context affords neither right nor
reason.

—
CHAP.
the contrary,

it

runs on as far as

from what has been just
altJioiogh xce

sought

ajuapruTiol,

Consequently

interrogatory apodosis.

to he justified

:

which

But

then followed by the

is

we

if

how opposed

said,

87

II., 17.

(in

order to show thee,

to Christ thy

conduct was),

in Christ, were found even on our part sinners.

This protasis sujjposes that which must have been the case, if Peter's Judahad been in the right namely, that the result would then

izing conduct

;

Imve been that faith does not lead to, or does not suffice for, justification,
Lai: that it is requisite to combine with it the observance of the Jewish law.
If faith does not render the "'lovdaii.eiv superfluous, as was naturally to be
concluded from the course of conduct pursued by Peter, then this seeking
vdtcY justification in Christ has shown itself so ineffectual, that the believer
just stands on an equality with the Gentiles, because he has ceased to be a
Jew and yet has not attained to righteousness in Christ he is therefore
now nothing else than an d/uapru/Mr, just as the Gentile is. But if this be
the case, the apodosis now asks. Is Christ, therefore, mini iter of sin (and not
seeing that our faith in Him, which seeks for rightof righteousness) ?
eousness by Him, has the sad result that we have been found like the Gen:

—

tiles in

a state of

The answer

sin.

to this question

is.

Far

It is a

he it !

result to be abhorred, that Christ, instead of bringing about the righteous-

Him, should be the promoter

ness sought in

of things supposed in the protasis

subject of

l^TjTovvTeq

and

is

Consequently

of sin.

—

and Paul.

as before, Peter

e'uptT^?//i£v is,

tL:".

state

— The

an anti-Christian absurdity.

CTjTovvreg]

emphatically prefixed, in reference to the preceding sentence of jourpose, Iva
so that this l,7}teIv SiKaiu^. is not in reality different
6iKatu^il)fiEv K.-.l.
;

from the
dency.

TTiareveiv

To

the

e'lg

then corres23onds the

an entirely different

result

matter of

etc'

fact, that,

but denotes the same thing as respects

Xpiar.,

(.titovvts^

:

if

As

we have

been found, if it has turned out as a

we must, however, notice that
we cannot without proceeding arbitra-

supply anything but the simple

egtiv,

and not

av

fjv (iii.

explanation inventi sumus, ''have ieen found."
neither reperimur, " are found, "^ nor inventi essemus, " icould
I'equires the

21)

to he

Zie

found. ^ Observe, moreover, that in

— the aorist

and therefore

-^

:

should he found, ^ nor were

its ten-

which introduces

to evpe-^Tj^ev

as in the apodosis apa Xpiardg k.t.I.
rily

svpt&i^nEv,

found,"'* nor

evpi^i.

,

in con-

trast to i^r/TovvTsg k.t.1., the accessory idea of something unexpected suggests

*

Rom.

vii.

10

;

1

Cor.

iv. 2,

xv. 15

;

2 Cor.

si. 12.
^ Vulgate, Beza, Calvin, and many others.
So correctly also Lipsius in Hilgenfeld's

Zeitschr. 1861, p. 73 ff. He, however, improving on Holsten's similar interpretation,
thus explains the whole passage: "If we,
being born Jews, have, by our seeking
after the salvation in Christ, confessed our
sinfulness (and consequently, at the same
time, the impotence of the law to make us
righteous), does it thence follow that Christ,
by inviting also us Jews to seek righteousness in Him and not in the law, has led us
astray to a life iu Gentile impurity ?" But

does not stand in logical conand could not
even suggest itself as a false conclusion
for a/aaprias is assumed to be taken in a
this inference

sistenoy with the protasis,

;

difTerent sense

from

a^iapTwAoi',— the latter

in the sense of defectusjiistitiae, the

former

as mtiositas eihnica. Holsten also understands ajiaprta? as the unfettering of sin in
the moral life (comp. v. 13 Rom. i. 6 f., et
e^.),— an idea which is here foreign to the
context,
;

^
*

Erasmus, Castalio.
de Wette and many others,

=

Luther,

^

Schott.
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—

Ev XpiGT<:>] nothing else than what was previously put as f/c Tr/orcwf
but exjjresscd according to the notion that in Christ, whose person
and work form the object of faith, justification Jias its causal lasis.^ Its op-

itself.'

XpLCTov,

posite

£1; v6/Li(f),

:

iii.

and the

11,

lc)ia

diKaioavv!/,

Rom.

x. 3.

—

kuI aiTol] et

ijjsi,

on our paj't, includes Peter and Paul in the class of dfiapruAol jDreviously
referred to in ver. 15.
apa X. d/iapr. 6ia.K.] is, at any rate, a question (Vulalso

—

gate, numquid)^ for

With

with Paul ^y

however, either

this,

mode

jivoiro is

may stand.

Both express
matters stand," but dpa (Luke

endorf),

ahvays preceded by a question.^

of writing, apa

(Lachmann) or dpa (Tisch"therefore,

igitur, rebus sicse Jtaientibus,

Acts viii. 30), although Paul
does not elsewhere use it (but just as little does he use an interrogative a/ja'*),
To take dpa for dp' ob, nonne (Olshausen,
is the livelier and stronger.^
Schott), is a purely arbitrary suggestion, which fails to apprehend the subtlety of the passage, the question in which (not dpa in itself, as held by
Hartung) bears the trace of an ironical susjiicion of doubtfulness.^ Besides,
dpa is never really used for dp' ov, although it sometimes seems so.'' Eilckert
has mistaken the sense of the whole passage
"If we, although we seek
grace with God through Christ, nevertheless continue to sin, etc., do ye
think that Christ will then take pleasure in us, greater pleasure than in the
as

xviii.

8

;

:

and thus strengthen and further us

Gentiles,

may be

in our sin ?"

urged, that Paul has not written EvpiaKope-Qa

;

Against this

it

that the comjsarison

with the Gentiles implied in nal avroi would be unsuitable, for the sin here
reproved would be hypocritical Judaizing ; and that ver. 18 Avould not, as is
most arbitrarily assumed, give the reason for the pfj yevoiro, but, passing over
the

/ziy

ytvoi-o

prove this

and the apodosis, would carry us back to the protasis and

The

latter.

nearest to this erroneous interj^retation

Beza and Wieseler, who

(so also essentially

is

that of

Reithmayr) find expressed here

But the right
found in substance, although with
several modifications, and in some cases with an incorrect apprehension of
the aorist d'ptd-ijpEv (see above), in Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius,
the necessity of the union of sanctification with justification.^
sense of the passage, as given above,

^

2

Comp. on Matt.
2 Cor. V. 21

i.

20.

Acts

;

xiii.

39

;

Rom.

Rom. iii. 4, vi. 2 Gal. iii. 21, et al.
Which is assumed by Wieseler,
mann, Hofmann.
^

;

*

^

See

ad Bexar,

Ivlotz,

Partik. p.
^

24.

iii.

p. 180

;

Butt-

Baeumlein,

.39 f.

Comp. Buttmann, ad

Chamiid.

Plat.

14,

ed. Heind.
''

Herm. ad

Theaet. p.

476

Tiger, p.
;

82.3

;

Heind. ad Flat.

EUendt, Lex. Soph.

I. p.

216.

See Kiihner, ad Xen. ifem. ii. 6. 1.
* They take the essential sense to be
"If
themanwhois justified in Christ has sinned,
Christ is not to blame for this for (ver. 18)
:

;

man

to blame for the transgression, because he builds again the dominion of sin which He had destroyed." So
Wieseler. This interpretation is utterly

the

himself

unsuitable,

if

is

ver. 15

£f.

is still

addressed to

is

Peter. It may be urged also against it,
that Paul, by using ivpiernxev (instead of
eupio-Kdfie0a), would have written in a way
both obscure and misleading further, that
the relapse of the justified man into sin
did not at all suggest or presume as probable the conclusion that Christ was to
blame for it moreover, that the expression
aixapTia<; SioKovos must assert something of
a far stronger and more positive character
;

;

(namely, sin-prodiicer)

;

lastly,

that ver.

18,

taken in Wieseler's sense, would, notwithstanding its carefully-chosen expressions,
contain nothing more than an almost
meaningless and self-evident thought, in
which, moreover, the destruction of the
dominion of sin, which has been accomplished by Christ or by the justifying grace
of God (Rom. viii. 3), would be attributed
to

man

(KareKvaa).

:
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Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Calvin, Calovius, Estius, Wolf,
also Semler, Koppe, Borger, Flatt, Winer, Usteri,

Tlieopliylact,

Wetstein, and others

;

Hilgenfeld, Ewald,
Greek Fathers, Luther,
Calovius, Koppe, Usteri, Lachmann, taking the accentuation apa, do not
assume any question, which does not alter the essential sense, but does not
while Hilgenfeld unnecessacorrespond with the //r) yevoiro which follows
rily supposes a ireviloquence : " then I ash, Is then Christ," etc. ?^
Xfjiaro^]

Matthias

Baumgarten-Crusius,

Schott,

Matthies,

de

whom, however, such

several of

;

Wette,

as the

;

"in whom,

yet,

we

emphatically prefixed, in contrast to the SiKaiuT&fvai
receives service rendered, swi
KovoL 6iKaioavvT/Q,

3 Cor.

is

—

dm/c.]

d/xapT.

one, through

:

The

upheld and promoted.*

dfiapr.

whom sin

opposite, 6id-

xi. 15.

Ground assigned

Ver. 18.

—

seek to be justified," Bengel.

for the

yevoiro

fi^

No

:

!

Christ

not a minister

is

— and such the
Peter, of the course of conduct
sured in thee — if I again build up that which I have pulled down, I show
of sin

;

for

is

result,

cen-

mj/selj

by no means appears, according to the
supposed in ver. 17. as the promoter of sin, but the reproach
and that a reproach of transgression
falls upon myself alone, as I exhibit

as transgressor ; so that Christ thus
state of the case

—

myself by

—

my own

action.

Remark

the great personal guilt, which
a/napTiag 6caKovog),t?ien

juxtaposition of the

on

is

kfiav-ov (in

two words.

the emjihasis, energetically ex^Dosing

laid first

on

irapa^dTijv (in

and

contrast to Xpiarog),

In the building up of

tJiat

contrast to

jointly

on the

which had been pulled

down Paul depicts the behavior of Peter, in so far as the latter previously,
and even still in Autioch (ver. 13), had pronounced the Mosaic law not to

who

be obligatory in respect of justification on the Christian

has his right-

eousness in Christ and not in the law, and had thus pulled

it

down

as a

building thenceforth useless, but subsequently by his Judaizing behavior

law as obligatory for righteousness, and thus, as it
anew the house which had been pulled down.^ Paul is fond
of the figure of building and pulling down. ^ The first person veils that,
which had happened with Peter in concreto, "in the concrete," under the
milder form of a general proposition, the subject of which (= one, any one)
is individualized by 1.*
ravTo] with emphasis
this, not anything else or more
again represented the

were, built u])

—

complete in

its place.

—

TraimjidTrjv']

:

not sinner generally, as Wieseler, according

to his interpretation of the whole passage,

but transgressor of the law (Rom.

17),

with the significance of the figure used,
context (vv. 16,

19),

:

if

Christ by Ilis ministry, office, preach-

and

made

us first of aU sinners who must become godly through the
law thus is Christ denied, crucified again,
slandered, and sin is built up again,
which had previously been done away by
the preaching of faith."
^ Comp. Holsten, z. Evang. d. Paul. u. Petr.
ing,

;

sufferings,

forced to explain

vofiov is

35)

;

it (see

on

ver.

so that, in conformity

obviously supjjlied from the

— and that as the Mosaic law, not as the

" Whoever desires to
* Luther's
gloss
become godly by means of works, acts just
as

is

iv. 15, ii.

vofiog Tijg irlaTEug,

p. 283.
' See Eom. xv. 20
1 Cor. viii. 1, x. 23
Eph. ii. 20 f. Rom. xiv. 20 2 Cor. v. l,et al.
Comp. Talmud, Berach. 63. 1, in Wetstein

;

;

;

;

an destruis? jam sepem
perrumpes?" "Art thou destroying who hast been building? wilt thou
break through who hast made the hedge ?"
* Comp. Eom, vii. 7.

"jam

fecisti,

aedificasti,

an

—
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But Iwio far does he, who reasserts the validity of that law
which he had previously as respects justification declared invalid, present
himself as a transgressor of the same ? Not in so far as he j^roves that he had
wrongly declared it invalid and abandoned it or as he has in the 2)ulling down
sinned against that which is to him right, as Hofmann interprets it, ^ but, as
the gospel.

'

^''^

ver. 19 shows, because the

law

itself

has brought about the freedom of the

Christian from the law, in order that he

that builds

it

up again

as transgressor, namely, of the

on the contrary
old.^

rejects, the

The word

law in

its real sense,

chosen,

and stands

—the category which includes

I

God

consequently he
and thus stands forth
which cannot desire, but

live to

;

re-exchanging of the new righteousness for the

is j)'ur2iosely

ajiap-uloL (ver. 17),

may

acts in opposition to the law,

in a climactic relation to
also the Gentiles

without

and Fritzsche, acZ Rom. iii. 5;
Munthe, Obss. p. 358 Loesner, \). 248. But Schott explains it as commendo,
letudo, " I commend, I praise, "° making it convey an ironical reference to the
Judaists, who had boasted of their Judaizing behavior.
This idea is not in
any way indicated ^ and the ironical reference must have rather pointed at
Peter, who, however, had not made a boast of his Judaizing, but had consented to it in a timid and conniving fashion.
Hence BengePs explanation
" Petrus voluit commendare sever. 13 fin.; ejus commenis more subtle
dationis tristem Paulus fructum hie mimesi ostendit," "Peter wished to
commend himself, ver. 12, at the end Paul here by a mimesis shows the
sad fruit of this commendation." But according to the connection, as exhibited above, between ver. 18 and ver. 17, the idea of commendation is so en-

law.

avviaTavu]

show.

See

AVetstein

;

;

;

;

tirely foreign to the passage, that, in fact, efiavrbv avvLOTavu expresses essentially nothing more than the idea of Evp£-&rjiiev in ver. 17
bringing into
prominence, however, the seZ/'-presentation, the seZ/-proof, which the person
concerned practically furnishes in his own case he establishes himself as a
;

:

transgressor.

Ver. 19

marrow of

f..

containing the "

summa

ac medulla Christiauismi,"

"sum and

Christianity" (Bengel), furnishes the confirmation of ver. 18

for

;

Koppe, Matthies.
Ambrosius, Oecumenixis, Erasmus, Vorstius, Baumgarten, Zachai-iae, Rosenmiiller, Borger, Tjsteri, de Wette, Hilgenfeld,
Ewald.
^ The
application to be made of the
general proposition is said to be this
"Whosoever desires and seeks to become righteous in Christ would not do
so, unless he recognized the matter in
which he sinned as a breach of the law
"which he has again to tnake good, and that
which he does to make it good is self-

to which, of course, the bvUdiiuj vp again
is no making good again. Comp. on Karakveiv
tous v6/iou9, Polyb. iii. 8. 2.

confession as a transgressor."

Schott should not have appealed to the
form (rvvi<TTavo>. Both forms have the same

1

"^

:

This forced
perversion should have been precluded by
the very consideration that KaraXveLv in
reference to the law cannot be understood
in the sense of breaking it, like Kv^lv to
odppaTov, John V. 18 (comp. vii. 26), but
only in the sense of Matt. v. 17, according

* Comp. Rom. iii. 31.
Seethe fuller statement at ver. 19. Comp. Chrysostom and
Theophylact (airrbs yap ... 6 v6ixo<;
ixe
.

w&riyrjue

outoc,

wpos

rrfu

Trio-Tic

"for the law

and persuaded

me

itself led

me

to break it").

moreover, well says

:

"

.

.

Kal iTreia-ev aibeivai

to faith
Bengel,

Vocabulum

liorri-

studiosioribus," " a horrible term
to those more eager for the law."
bile, legis

^aCor.

iii. 1,

v. 12, x. 13.

"

signification.
vclv,

(jtanepovv,

Hesychius
p^^aiouv,

:

o-uno-To.i'eiv, cvrat-

TTapa.Ti.devai.

Only

the form <Tvin<TTdva> is less frequent and later,
Polyb. iv. 5, 6, xxviii. 17. 6, xxxii. 15. 8 2
Cor. iii. 1, v. 12.
;
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II., 19.

which purpose Paul makes use of his own experience with sublime self-asFor I for my own part, to
surance and in a way sufficient to shame Peter
'

:

my own

give utterance here to the consciousness of

am

the experience of others,

through the law dead

experience, apart from

to the law,

in order to live to

not expressed already by this
The point confirmatory of
eyw (Hofmann) but only by the tyu of ver. 20.
for he, who through the law has passed out of the
ver. 18 lies in 6ia vd/uov
In this view the contrast to XpiaTog

Ood.

is

;

;

law which regulated his

relation to the

and yet

lation,

life,

in order to stand in a higher re-

reverts to his legally-framed

The

acts against the law, -napa-

life,

both cases must be the Mosaic law,
because otherwise the probative force and the whole point of the j^assage
would be lost and because, if Paul had intended vofiov to refer to the gosThe immediate
fel,"^ he must have added some distinguishing definition/
(iaT7]v

eavTov ovviardvEi.

in

vdfing

;

context, that

the

is,

(TweaTavpufiac

Xpici-(f>

k.t.K.

which

closely follows (and

not ver. 16), supplies precise, information how Paul intended the Aa vouov
By the crucifixion the curse of the law was
v6ii(f> ciTTE'&avov to be understood.
fulfilled in Christ

demanded, and in

13)

(iii.

and

;

so far Christ died through the law,

which

accomplishment of its curse.
Christ, the curse of the law is like-

Christ's death received, the

In one, therefore,

who

wise

that in virtue of his ethical fellowship in the death of

fulfilled, so

is

knows himself

Jesus he

time dead

to the

crucified tcith

dead

to be

law (comp.

Rom.

and consequently

6ia vofxou,*
vii. 4)

;

because,

now

at the

same

that the law has

accomplished in his case its rights, the bond of union which joined him to
is broken
for Kanjpyr/^rjfiev cnrd tov vofiov, cnro'd-avopTec ev w nareixofie'^a,
"we have been delivered from the law, being dead to that wherein we
So, in all essential points, Chrysostom^ and
were held," Rom. vii. 6.
the law

;

others, Zachariae, Usteri (Schott

This

is

the only interpretation

wavers in his view, Rlickert

which keeps

still

more so)."
and is

closely to the context,

who understand 6ia v6fiov to
law and the prophets, by which Paul
had been induced to abandon the law,'' and of others still, who find the inmfficiency of the law for salvation expressed.^ Neither is there suggested in

therefore to be preferred to the views of others,
refer to the Messiania contents of the

1

Not— as Olshausen and Baumsarten-Cru-

sius hold, contrary to the

Mating himself as

context— desig-

represeiitative of believers

gemrally.

Rom.

iii.

27, vlii. 2, ix. 31

;

comp.

1

Cor.

Not, therefore, as

Hermann

Sid I'd/iou ov KaTeKvcya.,''

interprets,

through the law

re-

jected by myself."
^

He indeed

also specifies the interpreta-

by which

I'o/xou is understood of the
as well as the view, which takes fdiuou
of the Mosaic law, but elucidates the rela-

tion,

Comp.

I.e. p. 81 f.; Weiss. b'M.
Moller on de Wette, p. 50.
' Theodoret, Corn, a Lapide, Hammond,
Grotius, and others also Baumgarten-Cru^

(70«;j«;,

tion of Sia

by Deut.

x?iii. 18.

He

neverthe-

Lipsius,

363

;

;

sius.
»

As Winer, "

lex

legem mstulU

cum non posset mihisalutem

me

ix. 21.
<

interpretation given above.
Tlieol. p.

2 Jerome,
Ambrose, Erasmus, Luther,
Vatablus, Zeger, Vorstius, Bengel, MichaelMoras, Rosenmtiller, Borger,
is, Koppe,
Vater.
3

less evidently gives the preference to the

;

ipsa lex,

impertire,

mei

atque a suo imperio liberavit," "the law rejnoved the law; the law
itself, since it could not impart salvation to
me, made me my own master, and freed
me from its dominion." Olshausen, Matthias, and likewise Hofmann, who understand it to refer to the knowledge acquired through the law, that it was impossible
to attain righteousness in the way of the
juris fecit
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the context the ref ei'ence to
is

found by Beza, Calvin,
'

ever,

understands

tlie

pedagogic functions of the law,

"Wolf,

and others

;

also

iii. 24, which
by Matthies, who, how-

De Wette thus explains the pedaBy my having thoroughcharacter in my own case, I have

6id as quite through.^

gogic thought which he supposes to be intended

*

:

'

law and experienced its
become conscious of the need of a higher moral life, the life in the Spirit
and through the regeneration of my inner man I have made my way from the
ly lived in the

;

former to the latter." So, also, in all essential jjoints, Wieseler, although the
usus paedagogicus, "pedagogical use," of the law does Mot produce regener-

and thereby moral liberation from its yoke (which, however, dia vo/nov
but only awakens the longing after it (Rom. vii. 21. flf.), and
prepares the ground for justification and sanctification.
The inner deliverance from the the yoke of the law takes place 6ia irvevfiaroc (v. 18
Rom.
viii. 2).
A clear commentary on our passage is Rom. vii. 4-6. Iva QeQ C/;au]
that 1 7night live to God, that my life (brought about by that a7ZE-&avov) might
be dedicated to Ood, and should not therefore again serve the v6/iog,^ which
is the case with him who a Karelvae ravra 7Td?uv o'lKoSo/iel (ver. 18).''
Xpicrip
avvEGTavpufiai] Situation in which he finds himself through that 3ia vojiov
v6ji(f> airtdavov, and accompanying information how this event took place in
him. Corresponding Avith this, afterwards in ver. 20, fw
Xpiaroc contains information as to the icay in which Iva Qeu C^/crw was realized in him.
With Christ I am crucified, thus expressing the consciousness of moral fellowship, brought about by faith, in the atoning death of Christ,
a subjective fellowship, in which the believer knows that the curse of the law is
accomplished on himself because it is accomplished on Christ, ^ and at the
same time that his pre-Christian ethical state of life, which was subject to
the law, is put an end to (yofiib aired^avov).^ Observe also how in this very
passage it is evident from the whole context, that avv in aweaTavp. and in
the corresponding expressions'' denotes not the mere typical character of
Christ or the reseniblance to Him (Baumgarten-Crusius), but the actual /eZlowship), which, as accomplished and existing in the consciousness of faith,
is matter of real experience.
On the perfect, which expresses the blessed
feeling of the continuance of what had taken place, comp. vi. 14.
Here it
is the continuance of the liberation of the moral personal life from the law,
which was begun by the crucifixion with Christ.
Ver. 20. Zw Si ovKk-L e-yu, ^y 6e h i/uol XpiGTog] The comma which is
ation

must

affirm),

;

—

—
—

.

.

.

—

law,— which righteousness, therefore, could
only be attained by means of faith comp.
Hilgenfeld, Reithmayr, also Ewald, whose
interpretation would seem to call for 5ia
;

Toz' voixov.
^

"

Lex

e?iim terrens conscientia7n

turn adducit, qui

mur

legi,

unus vere

quouiam nos

efficit,

ad

Chris-

ut moria-

justificando toUit

conscientiae terrores," "' for the law by terrifying the conscience leads to Christ, who
only effects it that we die to the law, since
by justifying us He removes the terrors of
conscience."

" Having passed quite through the law,
have it behind me, and am no longer

*

I

bound

to it."

eeu ^ria-<a is therefore not (with Chrysostom, Cajetanus, Calvin, and others) to
be joined to XpicrT<u <rvuea-Tavpajfj.ai for it
essentially belongs to the completeness of
the thought introduced by ydp.
s

^Va

;

•

Comp., moreover, Rom.

^

Comp. Iii. 13
Comp. Rom.

'

vi. 11.

(^la voiJiov aneBavov).
vi. 6, vii. 4,

and on

20.
'

Rom.

vi.

8

;

Col.

ii.

12, 20, et al.

Col.

ii.
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expunged by Lachmann,

Usteri, Mattliies, Schott, Tiscliendorf, Wieseler,

lyo were not to be conjoined,

second

Christ in

me

alive however no longer

:

Rilckert,

for, if

^w

.

.

.

must have stood before ovketi.
The
a negative,' and i^o) and ^?} are on both occa-

whereby the new relation of

;

;

a?.2,d

our hut indeed after

Ss is

sions emphatically jjrefixed

Hofmann

life is

am

I,

hut alive indeed is

forcibly contrasted to the

previously expressed relation of death (Xptoru cwegt.).
After the crucifixion
he, therefore, who is crucified with Christ,
of Christ followed His new life
;

thenceforth

lives also

with

Him

;

his

whole pre-Christian moral personality is,

in virtue of that fellowship of death, no longer in life

Rom.

change

is

(6 iralaiog

avrov av&puKog

and Christ is the principle of life in him.
brought about by faith (see the sequel), inasmuch as

cvvearavpu'&i],

This

vi. 6),

own

believer, according to the representation here given of Paul's

in the

experi-

no longer the individual personality that is the agent of life,^ but
Christ, who is present in him (through the Spirit, Rom. viii. 9 f.
Eph. iii.
16 f.), and works, determines, and rules everything in him, fw 6e ovuhi eyu,

ence,

it is

;

C,y

di

h

hjiol

The mind of Christ is in him (1 Cor. ii. 16), the heart
him (Phil. i. 8), and Christ's jDower is effectual in him.

Xpiarog

:

of Christ beats in

[See Note XLI., p. 98.]
rightly given. ^

—

been

.

said, f w

on, etc.

.

5 6i

.

Thereby

h

vvv ^u

'Xpiardc

:

This explanation

is

the proof of the words Iva QeC

aapK.1 k.-.A.]

[,r]Gu

Explanation of what has just
tlie flesh, I live in faith
formal contradistinction to the

hut that tchichlnow live in
is

placed by

preceding apparent paradox.

6t in

The emphasis, however,

lies

on

vvv,

now,

namely, since the beginning of my Christian condition of life, so that a glance
is thrown back to the time before the Xpicru) awearavpu/uai, and vvv corre-

sponds with

'Nvv is often

ovK.e-1.

understood

*

in contrast not with the pre-

but with the future life after death. ^ A reference of this
kind is, however, entirely foreign to the context, does not harmonize with
the emphasis which is laid on vvv by its j^osition, and is by no means required by h aapKi
for this addition to ^w is made by Paul simply with a
Christian

life,

;

view to indicate that after his conversion the material form of his life remained the same, although its ethical nature had become something entirely
different.
h aapni] denotes life in the natti7'al human phenomenal form of
the hody consisting of flesh.
The context does not convey any reference to
the ethical character of the cap^ (as sedes feccati, "the seat of sin").®
kv
k'l(stzC\ not fer fldeni, " by faith," ' but, corresponding to h capd, in faith ;
so that faith
and indeed (comp. i. 16) the faith in the great sum and substance of the revelation received, in the Son of God ^
is the si^ecific element
in which my life moves and acts and is developed.
It is prefixed emphatically, in contrast to the entirely different pre-Christian sphere of life, which

—

—

—

^

B.artxmg, Pariikell.

''

"Mortuus

—

1. -p.

est Sanl us,"

(he 7rapov<Tia,

^Rather: after

171.

"Saul

is

dead,"

Erasmus.
' See on Eom. vi. 10.
^ As by Erasmus, Grotius (adhuc),Iliickert,
Usteri, Schott, following Augustine and
Tbeodoret.

"or ap-

pearing of Christ."
«

Comp.

Pliil.

i.

SS

;

2 Cor. x.

3.

chrysostom, Beza, and others.
^Notice the anarthrous iriuTei, and then
^

the article affixed to the
tion.

more precise defini-

—
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was the

vS/ioc.

—

tov ayaTvfiaavrSc

which

fact of salvation,

new

giving impulse to this

woof of

points out

fie k.t.Ti.]

life.

Kai

'

is

explanatory, adding the practical

Observe also the ne and

the love.

special historical

tlie

the subject-matter of the faith in the Son of God,

is

on

vizep k/iov (see

4) as expres-

i.

—Lastly, the construc-

sive of the conscious

and assured Jlducia

tion is such, that

the accusative of the object to C", and the whole runs

6 is

in thejides.''

The interpretation
life ichich I live, I live, etc'
quod vero attinet, quod, " which, indeed, is of importance that," etc. (Winer),
is indeed grammatically admissible,* in so far as 6 is likewise retained as the
accusative of the object
but it needlessly injures the flow of the discovirse.
on

in connection

:

tlie

:

;

Negative
which Paul (from

Ver.
life

21.

side,

opposed

ver. 19)

to an antagonistic Judaism,

By

has described as his own.

of the

this negative,

with the grave reason assigned for it, el yap k.t.2.., the perverse conduct of
is completely condemned.
I do not annul (as is done by again assert-

—

Peter

ing the validity of the law) the grace of God. (which has manifested itself
through the atoning death of Christ).
ai^erw] as in iii. 15, Luke vii. 30,

—

19, 1

Tim.

God

in Christ,

Heb.

mciTie of none effect; see the seqiiel.
here the annulling, practically involved in the Judaistic courses, of the

1 Cor.
It is

i.

grace of

make

righteous,

if

v. 12,

which

As

see

bius,

to a-^erelv

been

rejection of

which is involved in this, is
generally, which does not occur until

after Poly-

tute

which brings about

with

it.®

—

said, ovk cf&eTu.

This

apodosis.

and cannot

The

is

furnished by the

laic.

a practical

ahjicio')

Schweigh. Lex. Polyb.

just

:

fact rendered inoperative

is in

righteousness

grace (Vulgate and others,
rejection.^

x. 28

12.

p.

(ha vofwv]

justification

—

e\

yap

what has

justifies

k.t.I.A^

through the Imc, namely, as the insti-

by

virtue of the

works done

in

harmony

emphatically prefixed, so that XpiarSc corresponds in the
Supedv] not: icithout remit (Erasmus, Paraphr., Piscator), a

meaning which

is

it

never has either in classical authors

the sense of gratis only) or in the

Chrysostom justly says

:

LXX.

,

but

:

(in

whom

it

occurs in

without reason, without cause.

''

" the death of Christ

nepiTTog 6 rov Xpiarov Qavarog,

would be superfluous," which was the very act of the grace yv\i.\ch desired to
men. This death would have taken place unnecessarily ; it would have
been, as it were, an act of superfluity,^ if that which it was intended to
effect were attainable by way of the law.
Erasmus aptly remarks, " est
autem ratiocinatio ah impossibili,'''' "it is, however, arguing from what is imjustify

Comp. Rom.

and Christian

yiii. 37
Eph. v. 2.
Luther well says, " Hae voces dilexit
m#, plenissimae sunt fidei, et qui hoc breve

love

pronomen me

p. 303.

1

;

^

^

:

lUa fide dicere et sibi applicare posset, qua Paulus, etiam f uturus esset
optimus disputator una cum Paulo contra
legem," " These words, Loved me,'' are
'

most full of security, and he who could utter and apply to himself this short pronoun
7ne in the faith wherein Paul did, would be
the best disputant with Paul against the
law." But this faith is not the fides fortnata
(Catholics, Including Bisping and Reithmayr), although it is the source of Christian

Fotn.

••

^

life.

See Bernhardy,
I.

p.

393

f.

;

p.

106

Dissen,

See on Rom. vi. 10.
So that x^p'? oiiceri
ij

;

ac?

Fritzsche, acl
Bern, de cor.

yiVeroo xapis,

Rom.

xi. 6.
<>

''

9)

6

".

Comp. on iii. 11.
As 1 Sam. xix. 5, Ps. xxxiv. 8 (not Job i.
comp. John xv. 25 Ecclus. xx. 21, xxix.
;

f.;

Ignat.

Trail. 10, Swpeav ovv anoOuriaKu,

" I do not die in vain."
8

Comp. Holsten.

NOTES.
Observe the

possible."

son of ovK

a^ero),
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exclusive expression of the clause assigning the rea-

which allows

of no half-and-lialf division of justification

between law and grace.

—

Note. Paul is discreet enough to say nothing as to the impression which his
speech made on Peter. Its candor, resolution, and sti'iking force of argument
would, however, be the less likely to miss their aim in the case of Peter, seeing
that the latter was himself convinced of Christian freedom (Acts xv. 7 ff.), and

had played the hypocriie in Antioch only bj' connivance from fear of men (ver. 13).
But as, according to this view, an opposition of principle between the two
apostles cannot be conceded (contrary to the view of Baur and his followers),
we must abstain from assuming that this occurrence at Antioch had any lasting
and far-reaching consequences ; for it simply had reference to a moral false step
taken in opposition to Peter's own better judgment, and the scandal arising
therefrom. It was therefore so essentially of a personal nature, that, if known
considering
at all by Luke, it might well have remained unmentioned in Acts
the more comprehensive historical destination of that work without suggesting any susi^icion that the absence of mention arose from any inlentional concealment (comp. on Acts xv.). Such a concealment is but one of the numberless
dishonest artifices of which the author of Acts has been accused, ever since
certain persons have thought that they recognized in our epistle "the miitely
eloquent accuser of the Book of Acts" (Schwegler), which is alleged to throw
" a veil of concealment' over the occurrences at Jerusalem and Antioch (Baur,

—

—

'

Paulus,

I.

p.

148, ed.

2).

Notes by American Editoe.

XXX.
Sieffert,

Ver.

1.

TzakLV avejSrjv,

while agreeing with Meyer as to the identification of this visit with

that in Acts xv., shows that Meyer's argument as to any discrepancy between

and the account in Acts is based on the assumption that Paul is
occupied with the proof that he had not learned his gospel from the other
apostles a proof which was finished in ver. 24 of the preceding chapter.
Here
he cites two other incidents in his life, showing his equal standing as an aposthis epistle
still

—

Hence there was no need

Baur espefor anj^ allusion to a second visit.
seeming discrepancy to assail the historical accuracj' of the Book
of Acts.
Sanday well remarks: " Discrepancies greater than any that ajjpear
here may be observed in the accounts of events separated from their record by
but a small interval of time and attested by numerous witnesses ... So
shallow and slight is that house of cards which forms one of the most imposing
tle.

cially uses this

structures of

modern negative

criticism."

The

full investigation of the sub-

ject belongs to the exposition of Acts.

XXXI.
There should be no

Ver.

1.

Kal Tirov.

difficulty in regarding Titus as

tain others" of Acts xv.

He

view of what follows in

ver. 3.

is

mentioned here

belonging to the "

cer-

to the exclusion of the rest, in
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XXXII. Ver.
Sieffert considers

cussion to be

first,

2.

/car'

iSiau 6e rolq tioKovaiv.

Meyer's inference that the account requires the general disincorrect.
So also Lightfoot.

XXXm.

Ver.

1pevSa^t^ol.

5.

Sieffert substitutes a long note beginning

:

"

The continuous agreement between

3-5 and Acts xv. 1 sqq., which has been cited already at ver. 1 for the
general identity of the journey of Paul to Jerusalem mentioned in both places,
Gal.

ii.

decides at once against the assumption of Meyer, that as the accounts in Gal.

ii.

and Acts xv. relate to different occurrences respecting the same journey of Paul,
so the two passages, Gal. ii. 2 {dveOe/UTiv avro'/c) 3-5 and Acts xv. 4, 12 report two
distinct matters, both of which, nevertheless, could have occurred at the same
But there is just as little foundation for reyisit of the apostle to Jerusalem.
garding the account of Acts excluded by that of Paul, iinless they are both, especially that of Paul, misunderstood, and the distinction between their purpose
ignored that of Paul being directed to the proof of his personal dignity, and that
;

of Acts to the historical exhibition of the general ecclesiastical development.

On

manifest that the account in Acts is in every respect adapted
to complete the brief declarations of Paul. Thus while these declarations contain
no indication as to whether Paul had only one or several conferences with the
the contrary,

it is

church, the account of the latter

XXXrV.

"By

is

furnished by Acts."

Ver.

8.

'O yap hspyTjaag.

meant the call to the apostolate (Fritzsche), or the mere
equipment and making fit (Schott, Meyer, Wieseler), but the entire efficacious
this is not

God

operation of

for the successful execution of

Winer, Usteri, de Wette, Hofmann), but
the results (Baur)."

it is

the apostolic calling

not to be limited to the

(cf.

gift of

Sieffert.

XXXV.

Ver. 10. tuv ktux"^-

The "poor" are Christianized Jews, mainly in Palestine (cf. Eom. xv. 26, 27
In going to the Gentiles,
1 Cor. xvi. 3), but not necessarily confined thereto.
such Jewish converts from the diaspora as would be found destitute were to be

;

cared

for.

Cf Eadie.
.

XXXVI.

"The

Ver. 10. Entire Verse.

private conference of Paul with the pillars of the church here re-

It may be readily inferred that with this acis not mentioned in Acts.
count the words, Acts xv. 6, awTix^^V^o-"'' ^^ o'c an6oTo\oi kuI ol TrpeajSvTepoi Idelv
TTspl Tov ?.6yov TovTov arc to be combined, as, e.g., Ebrard and Pfleiderer do in
By including in the doKovvTeg the elders present with Paul
different ways.
(Ebrard), or believing that they are not directly excluded by the wording
(Pfleiderer), they find an account indicated of a private conference with the
Ebrard, however,
apostles and elders entirely corresponding to that in Acts.

ported

regards this as only a preliminary conference, and not until after the controversy had increased (ver. 7) does Peter enter the assembly, in which, according
to ver. 12, -Hi' to nh'/Oog, and, according to ver. 22, uTitj 7/ EKK?.rialn is present while
Pfleiderer believes that the transactions according to Acts took place in only
;

NOTES.
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a narrow circle, and only the result was erroneously represented as a formal

But the

resolution of the church.

already in ver. 12 the church

latter

view is excluded by the fact that
regarded as present. Even the

{irdv to tt/J/Ooc) is

former view can scarcely be supported, as the silence of the entire body that
is manifestly in opposition to the idea of the occurrence of much controversy after the coming together of the apostles and

follows the address of Peter
elders, as in

them the

entire

body

is

present and participates.

All, therefore,

that is related in Acts xv. 6-29 refers to the only congregational meeting con-

ducted by apostles and

elders, while that

belongs to the public transactions.

which

is

referred to Gal.

ii.

3-5

After this there remains in the report

this must be referred to the
time of the informal preliminary conference. Acts xv. 4, since, according to the
representation of Paul, its temporal priority is not only possible, but even probable (cf. V. 2). Accordingly, if the private conference, Gal. ii. 6-10, is entirely
passed bj' in Acts as outside of its historical purpose, then what is reported in

given in Acts no room for a private conference

Acts XV. cannot be excluded by the former

;

;

for otherwise the chief antago-

nisms between the two accounts would have respect to the relation and position
of the apostolic pillars.
But such is not the case. For not only the recognition of Paul's commission to the heathen by the original apostles, but also
their essential doctrinal agreement with Paul in respect to various interests
and offices are indicated by the public addresses and resolutions of Actsxv."
(Sieffert).

XXXVII.

Ver. 11. Kara Trpoaonzov uvtcj avriaTTjv

k.t.Ti.

Meyer's objection to Bengel's interpretation does not seem valid. What if
left unanswered as to the persons from whom the condemnation
proceeded ? The act carried with it its own condemnation. So Alford,
Lightfoot, Sanday, Sieffert.
Meyer is supported by Ellicott, Eadie, and Eiddle
in the American Lange.
The argument that the condemnation must have been
public, or a public rebuke would not have been given, does not meet the case,

the question be

since the public offence required a public protest

XXXVIII. Ver.
uuapTuloi

enforcing

is Tised

St.

in preference to

on the part

of Paul.

15. unapTu^Mi.

IBvri,

not without a shade of irony, as better

Paul's argument (Lightfoot).

XXXIX.

Ver. 16. udoreq ds

on k.tX

According to Sieffert, ver. 16 forms a new sentence, and the iu^oreq is a participial foundation to the koL ijfiilQ.
The knowledge, too, is not merely discursive, but that which is rooted in the sense of guilt and the consciousness of
communion with Christ.

XL. Ver.

The

obedientla

16.

'Edv

«?; k.t.2..

adiva must not be excluded from the meritorious cause of
remark of Meyer would imply. " By his active obedience

justification, as the

Christ most exactly fulfilled the divine law in our stead, in order that jjenitent
sinners, applying to themselves,

by true

law, might be accounted righteous before
V.

17

;

Eom.
7

x.

4

"

(HoUaz).

faith, this vicarious fulfilment of the

God

the judge, Gal.

iv. 4,

5

;

Matt.

98
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XLI. Ver.

20.

tu

(5t-

ovkLti iyu.

" Wondrous words I am so identitied with Him, that His death is my death.
When He was crucified, I was crucified with Him. I am so much one with Him
under law, and in suffering and death, that when He died to the law I died to
the law" (Eadie). The apj^lication of this to the argument against Peter is
" He who believes in Christ is incorporated with
well presented by Brenz
Christ by faith, and becomes His member. But to him who is a member of
Christ's body belong also all the blessings of Christ which He Himself has
acquired by the cross and death. What then has he acquired? First, Christ,
by His cross, broke down and removed the partition between Jews and Gentiles,
and made of .the two one people, i.e., by His own blood He so blotted out the
law of Moses that there is in Christ no distinction between Jews and Gentiles.
When, therefore, by faith I am incorporated with Christ, I am participant of
this blessing, so that even though I do not live according to the political law
of Moses, nevertheless I have been accepted bj' God for Christ's sake. Secondly,
Christ by His death and blood removed the handwriting which was against us.
Col. 2.
This handwriting is the conscience of sin, which is written in our
heart by the law, manifesting sins and condemning us. When, then, I am
incorporated with Christ by faith, I become participant of this blessing, that the
!

:

handwriting of my conscience does not pertain at all to me, because it has
been blotted out by the blood of Christ, nor has it any longer any authority Qr
strength, because its seals have been removed by Christ's cross, and its letters
have been blotted out by Christ's blood. This is verily to be crucified with
Christ."

—
CHAP.

CHAPTER
Ver.

After liSdoKavE Elz. (and Matth.)

1.

decisive evidence.

An

99

III.

III.
lias

rf/

explanatory addition from

against

alrideia /i^ neiBeaBai,

— kv vfuv]

wanting
in A B C K, min., and several vss. and Fathers, and is omitted by Lachm. But
not being required, and not understood, liow easily might it be jDassed over
There was no reason in the text for attaching it as a gloss, least of all to /car'
6(p0a?.fiovc npoeyp. (as conjectured by Schott), for these words were in fact jierfectly
clear by themselves.
Justly defended also by Reiche. Ver. 8. h'svAoyijOijaovTai]
Elz. gives evAoy., against decisive testimony [X A B C D E]. In Acts iii. 25 also,
ivev2.oy. is exchanged in several authorities for the usual simple form.
Ver, 10.
According to decisive evidence
G], bri is to be adopted (with
Griesb., Lachm., Scholz, and Tisch.) before ETT-iKuTuparog.
Ver. 12. After nvrd
Elz. has apdpuTToc, against decisive testimony.
Addition from the LXX.,
Lev. xviii. 5
Eom. x. 5.
Ver. 13. Instead of yiyp. yap, read, on jjreponderating testimony, with Lachm. and Tisch., 'on yiypanrai approved
by Griesb. The former arose from ver. 10.
Ver. 17.
After Oeov, Elz.,
Scholz, Keiche, have eif Xpioroi', in opposition to A B
X, min., several
vss. and Fathers.
Added as a gloss, in order, after ver. 16, to make it
evident from ver. 24 what covenant is intended, although this is obvious
from the context, and the addition was therefore by no means necessary (as
maintained by Ewakl and Wieseler). In the sequel, ettj is (with Griesb.,
Lachm., Scholz, Tisch.) to be placed after the number; according to decisive
evidence
G].
Ver. 19. TrpoaereflTi] Griesb. and Scholz (following Mill and Bengel) read ETtB?}. Not sufficiently attested by D* F G and a few
min., vss., and Fathers and the compound verb appeared to conflict with ver.
Instead of cj kiri^yyeATai, only L and many min., along with some Fathers,
15.
read 5 eniiyy. A reading arising from the fact that w was not understood.
Ver. 21. Tov Qeov'] is wanting only in B, Clar. Germ. Ambrosiast. (bracketed by
Lachm.), and is therefore so decisively attested that it cannot be regarded as
an explanatory addition. The self-evident meaning and the previous reference
v. 7.

is

!

—

—

[XABCDEF

—

—

;

—

[XABCDEF

—

;

—

without TOV Qeol) (see ver. 16

Many

variations.

F G

ft.)

led to the omission.

have merely

ek vo/uov

;'

— Ver.

D*, Damasc,

21. uv ta vouov

ek vnfiov

tjv

;

^i']

ABC,

Cyr., f/c vofiov (B, ev vofiu) av ?jv.
In default of internal evidence, the latter is,
with Lachm., Tisch., Schott, to be preferred as the best attested (comp. J<, ek
vojiov Tjv dv).
The omission of dv arose from the r/v following, just as easily as
the omission of tjv from the following r/.
The Recepta is to be considered as the

restoration of the original uv in a

D* F G

wrong

place.

— Ver.

23.

GvyKEK?iEiafiEi<oL]

AB

Clem, (once) Cyr. Damasc. read avyKAEio/uh'oi. Eecommended
by Griesb., adopted by Lachm., Scholz, Schott [Tisch., 1872]. The Eecepta, specially defended by Eeiche, is an ancient emendation of the not-understood jjres-

1

>?,

31,

Which Buttmann

reading.

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 488, considers as

probably the original
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— Ver. 28.

etc tors h XpiarC) 'l-qoov'] A has fare Xpiarov 'Itjoov
and
But elq was very easily suppressed by the preceding vfjelc,
and then iv XpiarC) 'Iriaov was altered in accordance with the beginning of ver.
The reading iv instead of elq in F Gr and several vss., also Vulgate, It.,
29.
Ver. 29. /ca/] is wanting in A B C D E X,
and Fathers, is an interpretation.
89**, and a few vss. and many Fathers, and is expunged by Lachmann, Tisch.,
and Schott justly, because it was inserted for the purjjose of connection.

ent particii^le.
€(7TE iv

J<,

XpicrCy

;

'I.

—

;

—

Contents. Paul now begins to unfold to his readers that righteousness
comes not from the law, but from faith. "With this view, after having expressed censure and surprise, he refers in the first place to their own experience, namely, to their reception of the Holy Spirit (vv. 1-5).
He then
passes on to Abraham, who had been justified by faith, and of whom believers were the sons who, in conformity with Scripture, were to enjoy with
Abraham the blessing announced to him (vv. 6-9). For those that trust in
works of the law are cursed, and by the law can no man be justified (vv;
10-12).
It is Christ who by His atoning death has freed us from the curse
of the law, in order that this blessing should reach the Gentiles througli

and the promised Holy Spirit should be received through faith (vv.
But the covenant of promise concluded with Abraham, wliich
moreover applied not merely to Abraham, but also to Christ, cannot be abrogated by the law which arose long after (vv. 15-18). This leads the apostle to the question as to the destination of the law, which he briefly answers
in ver. 19 positively, and then in vv. 20-28 negatively, to the effect that the
law is not opposed to the promises. Before the period of faith, the law had
Christ,
13,

14).

but after the appearance of
brought believers to the sonship
of God, because by baptism fellowship with Christ was established, and thereupon all distinctions apart from Christ vanished away (vv. 23-28). And
this fellowship with Christ includes the being children of Abraham and
the ofiice of a Traidayuyo^ in reference to Christ

faith this relation

came

;

to an end, for faith

heirs of the promises.

Ver.

1.

Irrational Oalatians!

With

this address of severe censure

turns again to his readers, after the account of his meeting with Peter
his

reprimand to the

latter

(ii.

15-21)

had indeed

so pithily

Paul
;

for

and forcibly

presented the intermixture of Judaism with faith as absurd, that the excited

who had allowed themselves to be carried
same incongruous intermingling, could not have seized on
any predicate more suitable or more naturally suggested. The more in-

apostle, in re- addressing readers

away

to that

appropriate, therefore,

is

the idea

of

Jerome,'

who

discovered in. this

expression a natural weakness of understanding peculiar

to

the

nation.

But the testimony borne on the other hand by Themist.^ to the Galatian
readiness to learn, and acuteness of understanding the consciousness of
which w^ould make the reproach all the more keenly felt is also^ to be set

—

aside as irrelevant.''

'

Comp.

—

also Erasmus,

r/f vfiaQ ejSdaKave] rig

and Spanheim ad

Callim. H. in Del. 184, p. 439.
'^

Or. 23, in Wetstein,

on

i.

6.

—

conveys his astonishment at the

'

Notwitlistarding Hofmann.

*

Comp. Luke xxiv.

25

;

Tit.

iii. 3.

—
"

CHAP.

great ascendency which the perversion

way

of emphatic contrast the

words
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III., 1.

had succeeded

rig vfiaq

and by

in attaining,

are placed together

—

:

Who hath

jSaanaivo) (from /Jii^w, to speak)
bewitched you, before whose eyes, etc. ?*
means here to cast a spell upon (mala lingua nocere, Virg. Ed. vii. 28), to bewitch

—

words, to enchant"^
a strong mode of describing the perversion, quite in keeping with the indignant feeling which could hardly conceive it possible.'

Inj

Hence the word is not to be explained, with Chrysostom and his followers who
although this signifiis, your previous happy condition?
:

—

has envied you, that

cation is of very frequent occurrence, usually indeed with the

dative,'^

—

but also

with the accusative. ^
olf /car' 6d)d-a2.fiohc 'iTja. Xp. Tzpoeypd^Tj ev vfuv earavpcdfiivoq]
This fact, which ought to have guarded the Galatians from being led away
to a Judaism opi:)osed to the doctrine of atonement, and which makes their
apostasy the more culpable,
words themselves form part

—

after karavp.

the question of surprise, of which the

hence the mark of interrogation

is

to be placed

See examples in Wetstein."

kot' o(i>-&alfiovr] before the eyes.

explained by most expositors, either as antea,

is

Trpoe-ypd(i>rj]

justifies
;

'
'

previously,

"openly portrayed," * with
which Hofmann compares the brazen serpent in the wilderness, and Caspari *
even mixes up a stigmatization with the marks of Christ's wounds, which
Paul, according to vi. 17, is supposed to have borne on his own body.
But
these interpretations are opposed not only by the words ev v/ilv (see below),
but also by the usus hquendi. For, however frequent may be the occurrence
of ypdcpeiv in the sense of to paint, this signification can by no means be
proved as to TrpoypdcbEiv.'" The Greek expression for showing how to paint,
tracing out, in the sense of a picture given to copy, is v'Koypd(peiv.
Following
Eisner and others, Morus, Flatt, and Schott understand it as palam scriptus
" ita Christus vobis est ob oculos palam deest, "was openly described :" "
scriptus, quasi in tabula vohispraescri^Jtus,'''' " Christ was so openly described to
depictus

"portrayed,"

est,

'

or palam, depictus

est,

h

you, as though set before you on a panel, " Morus, This is inconsistent with
vulv,
for these words cannot be joined vfiih. ka-avpufihoq (see below)
and Schott's
;

interpretation
figuratively

:

by

"in your minds"

in animis vestris,
o/f

.

.

.

now more

-npoeyp. is

—so that what was said

exactly defined sermone proprio,

—

" in the strict sense," by kv v/ilv
makes the h v/ulv appear simply as something quite foreign and unsuitable in the connection, by which the figure is
1

Comp.

2

Bos, Exercitatt. p. 173

5

Comp.

V.

Crusius, de Wette, Reiche, Ewald, Wieseler,

7.

^aa-Ka.via,

f.,

and Wetstein.
sorcery,

fascinatio,

Plat. Phaed. p. 95 B /Sio-xavos, Plut. Sijmp.
V. 7; ipda-KavTOi, vneiichcmted.

Ilofmann, Holsten.
^ In the Straesb. Beitr.
i"

;

••

Kiiiiner, II.

p. 462

;

Piers,

p. 247;

ad Herodian.

*In Ecclus. xiv.
*

on

Cpmp.
ii.

Lobeck, ad Phryn.

(Car'

G,

p. 470

11.

756,

and

11.

Chrysostom, Luther, Erasmus, Castalio,
Beza, Cornelius a Lapide, and others also
Hilgenfeld, Reithmayr.
« Most modern expositors, following Calvin
including Winer, Paulus, Riickert,
Usteri, Matthies, Olshausen, Baumgarten'

;

;

185i,

-p.

211

in Arist. Av. 450.

f.

See Rettig

in Stud. u. Krit. 1830, p. 97.

n

Mace.

x. 36; Lucian, Tim. 53
Plut.
D, Demetr. 46, Camill. 11 et al.
On tliis meaning is based the interpretation
of Ambrose, Augustine, and Lyra, "He
was p7'oscrii)ed, thai is, condemned," which
is indeed admissible so far as usage goes
1

Mor.

f.

Herodian. ii. 4.
Soph. An/.

ofj-ixaTa,

Not even

;

p. 408

(Polyb. xxxii. 21,

12,

xxxii. 22,

1

;

Plut.

but quite unsuitable to the
context. Comp. Vulgate
proscriptus egf,
instead of which, however, Lachmann has
Briit.

27),

:

2n'aefxriptus

est.
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[See Note XLII. p. 159. ]

In the two other passages where Paul uses
(Rom. xv. 4 Eph. iii. 3) it means to write beforehand, so that npo
has a temporal and not a local signification ;' nor is the meaning different in
Jude 4 (see Huther). And so it is to be taken here.'^ Paul rejiresents his
marred.

,

npoypdcpEiv

;

previous preaching of Christ as crucified to the Galatians figuratively as a

which he had j9rei7'o?<s7y

writing,

In this view

/car' 'o(p-&al[iov^ is

characterized

oral instruction

is

in their hearts,

when he

:

(h vfilv).^
by which the personal

written {irpoeypHri) in their hearts

that trait of the figure,

Paul formerly wrote Christ

stood before them

and preached

the

By

ichich through his2)reaching impressed itself on their hearts.

who had

tration he recalls the fact to his readers,

])reaching altogether different
2 Cor.
case, as

(i.

6).

With no

before their eyes

word of

been so misled by a

just

greater boldness than in

he has moulded the figure according to the circumstances of the
to do in figurative language ;* but this does not warrant a

iii.

2

f.,

he

is

wont

pressing of the figure to prove traits physically imcompatible.^
others^ have indeed correctly kept to the

T.

meaning olim

scribere,

Jerome and
"of writing

' but have quite inappropriately referred it to the prophecies
of the
quibus ante oculos praedictio fuitChristi in crucem sublati," " be-

formerly,"
0.

the cross,

his vivid illus-

'•
:

whose eyes there has been a prediction of Christ raised upon the cross,"
Hermann. Apart from the circumstance that the jnrcise mode of death by
crucifixion is not mentioned in the prophetical utterances, this would constitute a ground for surprise on the part of the apostle of a nature much too
genera], not founded on the personal relation of Paul to his readers, and
and, in fact, vv. 2-4 carry
therefore by no means adequate as a motive
ev v,u'iv]
back their memory to the time, when Paul was at work among them.
is not, with Grotius, Usteri, and others, to be set aside as a Hebrew j^leonasm
fore

;

(Dps

'^'^^),

but

is

—

to be understood as in animis vestris, " in your minds,"

*

which case, however, the latter cannot mean
either jyalam pictus, "openly portrayed," or ^>rt7«m. scrijytus est, "openly
written," because then kv vulv would involve a contradictio in adjecto, " contradiction in what is added," and would not be a fitting epexegesis of olc*
and belongs

to

Trpoeypn(p7i

;

in

for the depicting and the placarding cannot take place otherwise than on some-

thing external. To take kv v/mv as among you and connect

it

with -kposyp., would

de Wette holds), but an empty addition,
from which Reiche and Wieseler also obtain nothing more than a purport
obvious of itself.'" On the other hand, Hofmann hits upon the expedient of
yield not a strengthening of

d'lq

(as

1 Comp. Ptol. viii. 25. 15, and see nermann
on our passage.
- So taken
correctly also by Matthias,
who, however, explains the expression
from the idea of an amulet used against the
enchantment. But this idea would presup-

pose some
of wliich
^
"•

^
'

tig.

is

the very ojiposite
conveyed by the expression.

secret writing,

Comp. 2 Cor.
Comp. iv. 19.

iii.

3f.

An objection urged by Reiche.
Also Hermann, Brctschneidcr, and RetI.e.

p. 98

ff.

'^

however, remarking

Rett is.

edly, that

it

may also mean

iinclecid-

2)alam scribere,

" to write openly."
*

Comp.

3

Cor.

ypa.<i,ov (t>pevCiv etrw

3; Soph. Phil. 1309:
Aesch. Prom. 791, Suppl.

iii.
;

991, Choeph. 450.
"

"•

Winer, comp. Schott.
Reiche, "id factum esse a

se,

gentium

apostolo, inter eos praesente,"' " that it was
done by himself, the apostle of the Gentiles,

might
fidei,

wiiile present

with them"

(not,

it

be, alio loco or per homines sublestae

not

clanndum, but

cuncds, publico

CHAP.
dividing the words
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hraup. into two indepe7ident sentences

Before

(1)

:

Jesus Christ ; (2) as the Crucified One, He has heen freely and pubBut, apart from the linguistically incorrect view
licly delineated among you.

whose eyes

is

dismemberment would give to the language of the passage
which is the more intolerable, as Paul does not
dwell further on the asyndctically introduced Tvpoeyp. kv vfilv ecravp. or
subjoin to it any more particular statement, but, on the contrary, in ver. 2
of irpoeypddr/, this

a violently abrupt form,

"brings

forward asyndctically a new thought.

way

Instead of introducing

it

ab-

he would have subjoined
if it was not intended to belong to o}g
in some simple form
Tvpoeypddr/
by yap or on or of or uays. Without any impropriety, he might, on the other
hand, figuratively represent that he who preaches Christ to others writes
ruptly in a

—

so liable to misapprehension,

—

Most ex-

(not placards or depicts) Christ before their eyes in their hearts.

h vfuv with haravp. and explain either as projiter vos (Koppe),
the use of h yfith. persons (see on
or, unsuitably to the figu24)

positors connect

contrary to
rative idea

,

i.

/car'

usually) inter

vos,

"among you

;

in animis vestris,

b^d-alfiovt: k.t.?...,

"your minds

" so clearly, so evidently

:"

.

.

;"
.

'

or (as

just as if

among you,"

Riickert.
But the latter must have been expressed
and would also presuppose that the apostle's preaching
of the cross had embodied a vivid and detailed description of the crucifixion
It was not this, however, hut the fact itself {as the ITiaarripiov), which formed
as is certain from the
the sum and substance of the preaching of the cross
crucified

by

(jc

h viilv iaravp.,

;

apostle's letters.

Lastly, Luther's peculiar interpretation, justly rejected

Calovius, but nevertheless again adopted in substance
kv

v/iili>

iaravp. is a severe censure,

the rejection of grace) non

^'^

by Matthias,

by

— that

quod Christus, that Christ' (namely, after
mortuus in eis est, does not live, but has
'

vivit, sed

'

which Paul had laid before them argumentis
is as far-fetched, as alien
praedictls, "in the arguments before mentioned"
from the usual Pauline mode of expression, and as unsuitable to the context as the view of Cajetanus, that, according to the idea " Christ suffers
in His members" (Col. i. 24), kv v[i. ka-avp. is equivalent to for the saJce of
died in them' (Heb.

vi. 6),"

—

—

whom

ye have suffered so much.
emphasis moved on to the end."

karavp.'] as tlie Crucified

One,

is

with great

Ver. 2. The foolishness of their error is now disclosed to them, by remind" See how effectually he
ing them of their reception of the Holy Spirit.
treats the topic from experience," Luther, 1519.
tovto juovov &k2.(j fia-^elv a(j>'

—

enrmn conventu,
or,

"by men

etc.,

" in another place,"

of trifling faith," not "se-

"before all, in their public
assembly," etc. Wieseler
"not merely
from a distance by means of an epistle."
1 To this category belongs Bengel's myscretly;" but

:

tical interpretation, "/or??ia cruets ejus in

corde vestro per fidem expressa, ut jam
vos etiam cum illo crucefigeremini," "the
form of his cross is by faith impressed upon
your heart, that now you might also be crucifled with Him." Thus the expression would
signify the killing of the old

man which had

-

taken place through ethical fellowship in the
death of Christ, to which ei/ v/x. ecrravp. is referredby Storralso. Asimilar view is taken

by Jatho, ifn «« rf. (?ff^. p. 24 that ei/ ii/iirt-is
proleptic, "so that He, as the atoning One,
came into and abode in you " comp.
Ewald, "to paint clearly before the eyes
:

;

that Christ is now really crucified in them,
and, since they have Him in them. He has
not been crucified for them in vain ;" also

Windischmann.
^ Comp. 1 Cor.

ii.

3, i. 23.

—
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vftibv]

Tliis

demand

only

—not

you.

other self-confessions, which I might

to speak of

you for your refutation
Bengel pertinently remarks

I wish

this only

of

'^

:

fiovov,

to

hecome aware offrom

To

grave argumentum."

take

—

(with Luther, Bengel, Paulus) in the narrower sense to learn the
apostle thus representing himself ironically as a scholar is justified neither

fta^elv

—

which

in fact

concerns not a doctrine, but simply a piece of information ; iiav^dvu
known in the sense of to come to know, cognoscere? tovto poiiXo/zai

fxa-^dv.

by the tone

—

-

a<p' v/i(bv]

denote a

by the tenor

of the context nor

not used instead of

is

di7'ect

And

fiad^dv.^

this

v/xuv (Riickert)

Trap'
is

of the question,

;

what Paul means,

is

for airo also

well

may

he conceives

for

—

if they were present.
f f ipyuv vo/xov
your fulfilment of works which the law prescribes,* or was
it the preaching to you oi faith (that is, faith in Christ), which caiised your
reception of the Spirit ? The iivEVfia is the Holy Spirit (the personal divine

himself speaking with his readers as
K.T.Ti.]

Was

it

life), and the Holy Spirit
viewed generally according to His very various modes of operation, by
which He makes Himself known in different individuals; not merely in
relation to the miraculous gifts, 1 Cor. xii.-xiv. * for Paul reminds the
ichole body of his readers of their reception of the Spirit, and it is not till
ver. 5 that the ^wd/ieic are specially brought forward as a specific form of
which follows means or, on the other
the operations of the Spirit.^ The
hand; " duo directeopposita," Bengel. The a/co^Triorfwc is explained either

principle of the whole Christian nature and

;

—

?}

:

as the hearing of faith, ^ or as that which is heard, i.e., therejyort, the message
of faith, which treats of faith. aKofj admits of either meaning.' But Kia-eug
" doctrina fidei," " docis decisive in favor of the latter, for it is never the
trine of faith" (see on i. 23), but always the subjective faith, which, however, as here,

may be regarded

objectively

wrong

the second interpretation,* are

and hence
TriaTig

also adherents of

as system of doctrine.

the sense of preaching (discourse heard), but not in
"hearing," is familiar in the N. T. ;' hence Hol-

Moreover,

amii,

the sense

of auditio,

in

;

taking

in

sten incorrectly takes niareug as the genitive of the subject to

oKof/r,

so

—a

view opposed also by Rom. x. 17.
But Hofmann also is incorrect in holding that it should be construed Ik
against which the antithesis ff
KiGTEug ciKo^c (faith in news announced)
Through the news concerning faith, which was
Ipyuv vofiov is decisive.
preached to them, the readers had become believers (Rom. x. 17 Heb. iv.
Lastly, Flatt and
2), and consequently partakers of the Holy Spirit.
that the nia-ic

is

the oKovovaa,

;

;

See Actsxxiii. 27; Ex. ii.4; 2Macc. vii.
Mace. i. 1 Xen. Cyr. vi. 1. 31 Hell. u.
1
Aesch. Agam. 615. Comp. Soph. Oed.

J

2

1

;

3

;

;

;

Col. 505.
2

D

;

Plut. Mor. p. 41

E

Plat.
;

Soph.

Col.

i.

7

;

see on

1

Cor.

1

Sam. xv. 22

Comp. on

Chrysostom, Theophylact, Jerome.

*

Comp. Hofmann,

ii.

10.

Schriftbew.

II. 2, p.

27

f.

Reception of the pospel preached Vulpate, Beza, Bengel, Morns, Riickert, Usteri,
Schott, Matthias, Reithmayr, and others.
:

M.

30;

:

;

;

3
*

Theaet.

and for the latter,
comp. Plat. Phaedr. p. 274 C Dem. 1097. 3
LXX. Isa. liii. 1 John xii.38 1 Thess. ii.
Heb. Iv. 2 Ecclus. xli. 23.
13 Rom. x. 17
* As Calvin, Grotius, Zachariae, Eosenmiiller, and others.
» So even in Rom. x. 16, John xii. 38, passages which Matthias seeks to explain dif-

LXX.

;

;

Comp. especially

x\. 23.

^

'For the former, comp.
p. 112

ferently.

;

;

;

;

CHAP.
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Matthics, following a few ancient expositors, have quite arbitrarily and,

although not without linguistic precedent in the

LXX.

•without any countenance from the N. T., understood

(1

aKoiiQ

Sam. xv.

22),

as equivalent to

(Rom. i. 5, xvi. 2G 1 Pet. i. 22). The acceiJtance of the clko^ iriareuc
which took place on the part of the readers was understood by them as a
matter of course, since from this ciko// proceeded the reception of the Spirit.
They were in fact called through the gospel.
The
Ver. 3. Are ye to such a degree irrational?— Y>o\nimQ to what folloics.
interrogative view (in opposition to Hofmann) is in keeping with the fervor
of the language, and is logically justified by the indication of the high degree

v-aKofjc

;

implied in

ovtuq.

—

'

evap^d/uevoi TTVEvuari, vvv oapKl sTTCTE^.elaOe

;]

After ye have

means of the Sjjirit, are ye now brought to completion hy means of the
The second part of the sentence is ironical : " After ye have made a
flesh ?
beginning in the Christian life by your receiving the Holy Spirit (ver. 2),
are ye now to be made perfect by your becoming persons whose life is subDo ye lend yourselves to such compleject to tlie government of the crapf ?
tion as this V In the same measure in which the readers went back to the
legal standpoint and departed from the life of faith, must they again be
hcgun

Ity

emptied of the Holy Spirit which they had received, and consequently be reconverted from TTvev^uaTiKoi into aapKiKol (Rom. vii. 5, 14), that is, men who,
loosed from the influence of the Holy Spirit, are again under the dominion
For the
of the adp^ which impels to sin (Rom. vii. 14 ff., viii. 7 f., et al.).
law cannot overcome the (rdpf (Rom. viii. 3, 4 1 Cor. xv. 56). According to
this view, therefore, rrvevfia and aap^"^ designate, not Christianity and Judaism
themselves, but the speciflc agencies of life in Christianity and Judaism (Rom.
vii. 5,
6). expressed, indeed, without the article in quaJifative contrast as
Spirit and flesh, but in the obvious concrete ajiplication meaning nothing else
than the Holy Spirit and the unspiritual, corporeal and psychical nature of
man. which draws him into opposition to God and inclination to sin (see,
e.g., Rom. iv. 1; John iii. 6).
hap^d^uevoi] What it ww^ic/t they have begun,
is obvious from Trvevfia eldlinre. in ver. 2, namely, the state into which they
entered through the reception of the Spirit the Christian life.^ This re;

—

—

ception

'

is

'

the indisputable sign of the existence and working of true Chris-

—

Ewald.
E-aiTelelade'] is understood by most modern expositors^ as
although Koppe (with whom Riickert agrees) entirely obliterates
the literal sense by the assumption, that it is put so only for the sake of the
tianity.''

middle

'

On

•,^

Gal.

i.

comp. Soph. Ant. 200, oi-K eo-tu'
"is not so foolish :" John iii. 10;

ouTu)^,

ouTio nwpo?,

6

ad Luc.

;

Ileb. xii. 21

I).

M.

p. 220

;

;

and see VoiKtliinder,
Jacob, ad Luc. Alex.

p. 28.
"^

Following

Chrysostom,

Theophylact,

and many ancient expositors. Riickert,
Usteri, and Schott believe that a-apKi is
chosen with special reference to circumcinon (Eph. ii. 11). But the context by no

means

treats specially of circumcision,

the contrast of
crapKt.

itself

and

necessarily involved

^ Bos, Wolf, and others, as also Schott,
assume the figurative idea of a race in the
stadium. But this reference would require
to be suggested by the context (as in v. 7)
for altllOUgh eutreAeicreai is used of the completion of a race, as of every kind of com-

(Herodian. viii. 8. 5, iii. 8. 17 f.,
has not this special meaning of
itself, but acquires it from the context.
^ Including Baumgarten-Crusius. de Wette, Hilgenfeld, Ewald, Wieseler, Ilofmann.

pletion

iv. 2. 7), it

*

Comp. Luther,

Castalio,

and

Others.

;
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and denotes '^tantum id, quod nunc inter Gal. fieri solebat, contraeorwn sapientiae,^'' '"only that wliich was now generally occurring among the Galatians contrary to their former wisdom," etc.
"Winer
"carne finire, h. e. ita ad ttjv aapKa se applicare,
explains more definitely
lit in his studiis aapKino'K- plane acquiescas," "to finish in the flesh, i.e., so
contrast

riiim pristinae

:

to apply oneself to the flesh as to entirely acquiesce in these fleshly pursuits ;"

and Wieseler "instead of your advancing onward to the goal, ye make the
most shameful retrogression."' But t-iTeleiv and kiriTeTiEladai always denote
ending in the sense of comptletion, of accomplishing and bringing fully to
:

a conclusion (consummare)

.'^

If,

therefore, the

word

is

taken as middle,

it

must be explained
After ye have hegun (your Christian life) icitli tlie Spirit,
da ye now bring (that which ye have begun) to comjiletion tcith the flesh .?" ^
But the active to complete is always in the N. T. represented by k-iTeTieiv, not
by kTvi-e?.ei(jdai in the middle (comp., on the contrary, 1 Pet. v. 9), however
imdoubted is the occurrence of the medial use among Greek authors.*
Moreover, the roaav-a k-adere e'ikT] which follows (see on ver. 4) makes the
subject of iTTireleiaOe appear as stiffering, and thereby indicates the word to
be j^assiVe, as, following the Vulgate {consv-mmamini), Chrysostom, andTheophylact, many of the older expositors have understood it,'* viz., so that the
Judaistic operations, which the readers had experience of and allowed to be
practised on themselves, are expressed by antiphrasis, and doubtless in reference to their own ojiinion and that of their teachers, as their Christian completion (Tk7.iioi Tvotelade !).'
But how cutting and putting to shame this irony
is, is felt at once from the contradictory juxtaposition of carne perficimini,
"ye are made j^erfect in the flesh !" Nearest to our view (without, however, bringing forward the ironical character of the words) comes that of
'

:

'

—

who says ih^ai perficimini applies to the teaching of the pseudo-apostles,
ascribed " Christo tantum initia, legi perfectionem justitiae,'''' "to Christ

Beza,

who

only the beginning, and to the law the perfection of righteousness."''

The present denotGa that the Galatians ^qyg just occujiied in this eTnrE'AeiGOai.
Comp. i. 6. The emphatic vvv ("???<??<?, cum magis magisque deberetis
spirituales fieri relicta carne," "now, when the flesh being left, ye should
have become more and more spiritual," Bengel) should have prevented it
from being taken
Ver.
of

all

4.

as the Attic future (Studer, Usteri).
After Paul, by the vvv anpKi iTzi-e7xlnde, has reminded his readers

that they had most foolishly submitted to at the hands of the false

made, according to their own and their teachers'

apostles, in order to be

now discloses to them the uselessness of it in
the exclamation (not interrogation), " So much have ye suffered without profit .'"
fancy, flnished Christians, he

What he means by
>

.

.

is

Comp. Hofmann.
See especially
eTTiTeAeo-ei

.

en-iTeAetro)

:

1

;

Zech.

XV. 28; 2 Cor.
ix. 6.

i.

Sam.

iv.

9

;

ill.

:

27

p.

C

;

Xen. Me7n.

iv.

8.

8

ivap^dixevo:;

Polyb.

12,

apf o/j.ai Kai

of them indeed translating it pasbut in the interpretation (comp.
Erasmus, Calvin, and others, also Benj^l)
not strictly maintaining the passive sense.
« Comp. also Matthias, Vomel, Reithmayr.

Luke

xili.
;

32

;

Heb.

Eom.
viii. 5,

iv. 90. 4, cxra riv vtto-

Xen. Anab.

Plat. Phil.

which the

6

6,

vii. 1, viii. 6, 11

Comp. Holsten.

therefore everything with
*

Phil.

Comp. Thucyd.

AotTTtt eTTiTeAecroi
'

Toaavra eirddETe,

iv. 3. 13.

*

1.

40. 10,

ii.

58. 10, v. 108. 9.

Some

sively,

'

Comp. Semler.

;

CHAP. HI.,
apostles in

false

zeal

their Jiidaistic

107

4.

had molested and burdened the

—the many exactions, in name of compliance Avith the law, which

Galatians,

undergo at the hands of their new teachers. Bengel
endurance of the apostle's ministry, produced through
but this view is not at all suggested by the context, and
the Holy Spirit
would not correspond to the sense of irdaxsiv (but rather of avexecrOai). All
the expositors before Schomer (in Wolf) and Homberg,^ understand it
(following Chrysostom and Augustine) of tJie sufferings and persecutions on
these

had

refers

it

necessarily to

'

to the patient
;

account of Christianity; so that Paul asks,
vain ? Seeing, namely, that ye have fallen

"Have

ye suffered so

away from

much

in

the faith and hence

cannot attain to the glory which tribulation brings in its train" (2 Cor. iv.
Eom. viii. 17). But, apart from the fact that no extraordinary suffer17
;

upon

ings on the part of the Galatians are either touched

29

is

quite general in

its

known

character) or

After Schomer and

tation is completely foreign to the connection.

berg, others^ explain

it

:

in the epistle (iv.

to us otherwise, this interpre-

" So many benefits (by means of the

Hom-

Spirit) have ye ex-

perienced in rain ? "

*
Certainly rrdo-Yw, something he/alls me, is a vox media,
" colorless word" (hence Matthies even wishes to understand it of the

agreeable and disagreeable together), which, according to the well-known

Greek usage,

may be employed

as the passive side of the idea of noieJv,

of happy experiences

with a qualitative

'

;

but, as the latter use of the

addition

expressed

either

(sv,

also

word always occurs

x^P^''-'i

ayadd,

rspirvov,

beyond doubt by the immediate context,®
it is not to be found at all in the whole of the New Test., the LXX.,
Thus the interpretation,
or the Ajiocrypha (not even Esth. ix. 29).
even if Toaavra could convey any such qualitative definition of the text, is
or the like) or indicated

ov))aiu.a,

without precedent in the usage of Scripture. Paul in particular, often as
he speaks about the experiences of divine grace, never uses for this purpose
He
Tvaaxei-v, which with him always denotes the experience of suffering.
would have Avritten, as the correlative of the bestowal of grace, kXafieTe or
kSk^aade (2 Cor. vi. 1).
Ewald's suggestion of powerful and vehement move-

ments of the

Spirit

is

out KaKa or the like,

A hint
indeed

forced,

and unwarranted by the

points to the suffering of

roaai'Ta

is

that the case
it is

evil,

just as jroXAa,

frequently so used in Greek authors.

might be

still

Corap.

i.

6

f.,

iv. 10, v. 3,

8, vi.

13,

ii.

4

also Grotius, Calovius, Wolf,

Sem-

Miehaelis, Moras, Riiukert, Olshauseii,
Reithmayr, and others.
s
Incliidinfr Schoettsen, Raphe], Kypke,
Zachariae, Koppe, Rosenmliller, Borjrer,
Flatt, Winer, Usteri, Schott, BaumsartenCrusius, do Wette, Hilfrenfeld, Wieseler,

Hofmann, Matthias,
So also

to

and
^

ler,

*

-

with-

kqI eIk^]
:

if

Chrysostom and his followers disimprovement in the words el yap

have suffered.'

3 Cor. xi. 20.

As

— elje

worse than was expressed in emfj

cover a mitigation and encouragement

^

The very word

only in vain (and not even to the positive jeopardy of your Mes-

sianic salvation) that ye

I

text.

fidJ.a -rro^.la Tradelv,

Sieffert.

Fi-itzsche, Digs.

I.

in 2 Cor. p. 54,

Ilolsten.

Xen. Anab.

Kaxov &k
^

v. 5. 9

:

ayaOhv fii4v

rt

nacx^iv,

ix-qBev.

As Joseph.

A7ift.

iii.

15. 1

:

otra naSovTei

ef aiiTOv Kal ir-qkUMV ev^pynaiiav fieraAaPdi'Tes.
'

On

xai,

compare

Hartunis;, Partikell.

I.

So, in substance, Beza, Grotius, Wolf, Semler, Kypke,
Miehaelis, Rosenmiiller, Paulus, Mattliies,
p. 136;

Baeuml.

Par/i^-. p. 150.

Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crnsius, de Wette,
Ewald, Wieseler, Matthias, and ethers.

—
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fiov?iT/Oei?jri ^tjolv avavijipai

aal avaKTr/aaaOai iavToi'c, ovk

willing to be recovered and restored,
as

Ambrose, Luther,' Erasmus,

also

Cornelius ^ Lapide, Estius, Zachariae,

"if you would be

e'lKfj,

would not be

it

in vain," Chrysostoni,

Calvin,

Clarius,

Morus,

and

Zeger,

Calovius,

In this case

others.

Kai must be understood as really ^ but the idea of improvement, whereby the supposed case of the sh^ would be cancelled, is not indicated
by aught in the context. Even should the words be taken as merely
leaving open the jjossibility, that matters had not actually already gone so far
tcith the readers (Hofmann), Paul himself would have rendered his very
earnest rejjroach roaavTa kirdd. eIkt/ both problematical and ambiguous, and
would thus have taken the whole pith out of it. elje] assuming, namely,
that ye even only, etc., makes the condition more prominent, and serves to
intensify the mere el.
Paul fears that more may take place than that which
was only expressed by e'lK?}. This, however, is conveyed by the context, and
is independent of the ye, instead of which ntp might have been used.^
Still
more marked prominence would have been given to the condition by
elrrep ye KaL"^ [See Note XLIII., p. 159.]
Ver. 5. After the logical parenthesis (vv. 3, 4), ovp resumes* what was
said in ver. 2, but in an altered tense (the p7'ese>it), in order to annex the
example of Abraham as a proof of justification by faith.
eTrcxopoyuv and
;

—

tvEpytjv are

not to be understood as imperfect participles

for, if referring to

;°

the reception of the Spirit/or the first time corresponding to HdjieTe in ver.

Paul must have written

2,

as

Eirixopr/yelv K.r.X.

still

sTrixopr/yr/aac

continuing

and

among

No, he denotes the

ivepyrj'aag.

the Galatians

has not yet

it

;

ceased, although now, of course, in consequence of the active efforts of the

Judaizers under which they had suffered, it could not but be less strong and
general than previously;' " nondum ceciderant, sed inclinabantur, ut ca-

had not yet

derent," "they

— In

gustine.

kTTtxopijyelv

the

direction, as in

and

German

analogy of

(1 Cor. xii. 10)
1

Cor.

k^ epyuv vo/nov,

i]

xii.
kS,

is

but were inclining towards a fall," Aunot insuper, " besides," but denotes the
xapiof^a

—

ichich, etc.

f or miraculous porters
Eph.
ii. 13

6 (comp. Phil.

;

—

"(Zarreichen, siikommen lassen."^

aKoyQ tt/ot.]

kvEpyel 6vvd/ieic kv vfilv

K.

e/r<

— to make mention of a particular

be miracles

—

fallen,

the

;

se. troiel

?

Cor.

comes

hepy.]

xii. 28),'"

i'/-^'^'^

to jrvevjua

upon you caused by works of

it

in consequence of your pros-

ecuting those works, or of such knowledge being communicated to you
' " Objurgat
quidem, sed ita ut semper
oleum juxta infundat, ne eos ad desperatioiiem adigat.
Non omnino abjeci
.

spem de

.

vobis," "

.

He

chides indeed, but
in such way as always to pour in oil at the
same time, in order not to drive them to
despair ... I have not entirely cast away
my hope of you."
2 Ilartung, I. p. 132.
= See Baeuml. I.e.
Comp. on 2 Cor.
p. 61 f.
V. 3
*

;

Epli.

D

;

Herod,

vi. IG.

IlartuTifr,

PartiMl.

II. p.

22

f

.

;

?

Klotz,

by
ad

p. 719.

«

Castalio, Bengel, Semler,

'

vvv <rapKl e7riTeAec<r9e, ver.

*

3 Cor. ix. 10;

comp. also Phil. i.
' In which case

Col.

ii.

19

and others,
3.
;

2 Pet.

i.

5

;

19.

iv is

among, Winer and

others.
i" In which case eV is wUldn you, Borger,
Usteri, Matthies, ScLott, Olshausen, Wiese-

ler,

iii. 2.

Plat. Theact. p. 187

^

Bevar.

The

favors the latter.

2)

toito," or kwLXopriy^i-

Is this his operation

the law or by the knowledge of faith

(1
ii.

nal

— dwdpeiQ} may

and others.

" Buttmann,

i7cut.

Or. p. 3SG.

—
CHAP.
the former

way

•nicTiQ ciKo^c,

Ver.

6.

866

subjoins

As

?

On

;

latter

way

also not

to aKoy iriarsug, here

of the reception of

(with Hofmann)

=

vcr. 3.

The answer, obvious

Kiarsur

aKofj^

by the

of active merit, or

divine preaching

109

III., G, 7.

and

of itself, to the preceding question

but not directly to that question

to this,

—making use of the words well known to his
—

is

itself,'

:

e^

Paul

readers, Gen. xv.

6,

according to the LXX. that great religious-historic argument for the righteousness of faith, which is presented in the justification of the progenitor
of the theocratic jjeople.
of the Spirit caused

Seeing that Paul has just

by the preached news

justifying "power offaith, he

Ood

may with

sjiecified the

operation

of faith, as that which proves the

just logic continue

even as

:

comp. on John

Ahraham

and it
him as righteousness, that is, in the judgment of the
gracious God was imputed to him as rectitude.
[See Note XLIV. p. 159 seq. ]
believed

(trusted His Messianic promise

;

viii. 56),

(this faith) teas counted to

"^

,

Neither, therefore,

is

a colon to be placed

^

after 'A/3p., nor* is ver. 6 to

considered as protasis and ver. 7 as apodosis, for ver. 7

be

evidently inde-

is

would be a very arbitrary course ^ to take ver. G as an
For the reward of Abraham's justifying faith according to
Gen. I.e., seejas. ii. 23 f.
1 Mace. ii. 53
and Mechilta.'
Ver. 7. Knoic rje therefore (since Abraham's faith was counted to him for
righteousness) that those who are of faith, etc.
yiyuaaeTe is taken as indicative by Cyprian, ep. 63 ad Caccil., Jerome, Ambrose, Luther, Erasmus,
Beza, Menochius, Piscator, Semler, RosenmiUler, Ruckert, Reithmayr, and
others.
The tone of the passage is more animated by taking it as imperpendent, and

it

anacoluthon. ^

;

;

—

ative.'^

—

culiarity,

designates believers, according to this their

OL f/c tt/o--.]

under the point of view of origin.

spiritual state of life j^i'oceeds.^

The

others.

contrast here

ants of Abraham.

—

It is

has the emphasis

ov-ot]

usually suj)posed to be

is

But how foreign

to the context

S2:)ecific

pe-

faith from which their
:'"

these,

and no

not the bodily descend-

:

a comparison between

is

the bodily and spiritual children of Abraham
The only interpretation in
harmony with the context is " these, and not those who are ef spyuv vo/nov.''^ "
!

:

So

and Wieseler.
vlol'AiSp.] children of Ah-aham
For the true viol can have no nature different from the

also, correctly, Riiekert

in the true sense.

essential nature of the father.
1

As Hofmann holds, according to

his

wrong

interpretation of aKoijs TriVrews.
2 It is self-evident from the words of the
text, how improperly the idea of sanotification is here mixed up with justification by
the Catholics (also Bisping and Reithmayr).
\Ve have here justification simply as an
actus f&rensis, a forensic act of the divine
judgment, and that proceeding from grace,

Rom.

iv.

3

Jalkui. Sim.

ff.

1. {. 69. S,

"hoc plsLnum

est,

futurnm

haereditate consequi potuisse,
per fidem, qua credidit," It is plain that
Abraham could have obtained by inheritance neither this world tior the future, unless through the faith by which he believed," q. d. Gen. xv. 6.
* The Vulgate has in Lachmann's text,

nisi

cognoscite.

ff.

With Koppe.
* With Beza and Hilgenfeld.
* With Hilgenfeld.
" See, moreover, on Rom. iv. 3; Hoelemann, de justitue ex fide ambabus in V. T.
3

srdibKS, Lips. 1867, p. 8

''

Abrahamum neque hunc mundum neque

So also Castalio, Calvin, and
most modern expositors.

others, as well as
'

Comp. Rom.

ii.

8,

20, iv.

iii.

14

;

John

xviii. 37, et al.
>°

Comp. Rom.

^^

See vv.

viii. 14, ix. 6.

8-10.

" Comp. John viii.

8,

39

;

Rom.

iv. 11 f.

—
'
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After having pointed out from

8, 9.

tlie

GALATIAIS'S.
Scripture that none other

Abraham, Paul now shows further according to
Scripture that none other than these have a share in Abraham's Messing, that

tlian believers are sons of

are justified.

is,

Ver.

Af]

8.

marks the

transition

from the

sonshi]) of

to believers to the participation in his Uessing.

The

—

Abraham

pertaining

Trpoldovaa] personification.

foresaw and the Scripture announced beforehand, inasmuch
God foresaw and announced beforehand in reference, namely,
to that which is at present taking place formed an element of Scripture,
and was expreseed in it.**
f/c rriaTeuc]
is the main point of the particijDial
sentence
of faith, not of the works of the law as the causal condition on
chKaiol] pjresent, for the time foreseen (TTfjoiSovaa) was the
the side of man.
Scri2)ture

—

as whatever

—

—

:

—

—

to, eOv?/] the Gentiles (comp. ver. 14), so that the latter
have not to subject themselves to the law in order to become righteous.

Christian present.

Tvpoev/jy/EAiGaro]

—

pre-announced the glad tidings,

to the future realization in Christian times.

npo refers, as in Ttpoldovaa,

This promise was a gospel

the

LXX.,

h col

or

—

;

navTa ra

itative oTi,

he-

The word does not occur elsewhere in the New Test., in
the Apocrypha
but it is found in Philo.^
oti, hEvloy?}-&^G.

fore the gospel.

Gen.

ed-vr/]

quoted according to the

xii. 3,

but so that, instead of

Traaai al

(pv/.al

tijq

LXX. with

}?/(,

iravTa ra

the rec£-&v7j is

adopted from Gen. xviii. 18;'* and this not accidentally, but because Paul is
dealing with Gentile Christians, whom it was desired to subject to the law.

Hence ^ it is not to be explained ^ of all nations, both Jews and Gentiles.
The emphasis in this utterance of jiromise is to be laid, not on Travra (Schott),
but on the prefixed £vev7ioyr]dj]aov-ai. For if the Scripture had not foreseen
i\i^t faith would justify the Gentiles, it would not have promised Uessing in
Abraham to all the Gentiles from which it follows (ver. 10) that it is believers who receive this blessing, and not those of the law, on whom indeed
The characteristhe Scripture pronounces not blessing, but curse (ver. 10).
tic kvevAoy. can only be meant to apply to those who are of faith, and not to
those who are of the law.
What it is that in Paul's view is expressed by
;

ivEvTioyeladm,

Gen.

xii. 3, in

its

Messianic fulfilment,

is

evident from the

namely, God's gracious gift of justification (the opposite of the Kardpa, vv. 10, 11), which, because it is promised
as Uessing, can only be shared by ieUevers, and not by those of the law who

preceding on

under

are

'

Comp.

e/c

niarsuc: diKaiol ra i&v?},

The

curse.''

ver.

22;

Kom.

correctness of this view

John

iv. 3, ix. 17;

vii. 38.
2

Comp. the frequent

•wise Sipltra, i.lSG. 2:

tura, etc., "

Aeyei,

Quid

i;

ypa.(lii'i

;

like-

cidit (r\ii'\) scrip-

what did

scripture .see."
3 De opif. m. p. 7 A, de nam. mat. p. 1069
D; also Schol. Soph. Trach. 335.
*

Comp.

*

And

«

With Winer, Matthias, Schott, Baum-

also xxii.

see ver.

18.

14.

garten-Crusius, following

earlier

exposi-

tors
'

De AYette, who

is

followed by Wleseler,

is

certainly confirmed

by

iinderstands the blessing to be "the whole
salvation of the kingdom of God,"— an idea
too comprehensive for the context. Bahr
(in

Stud. u. Krit. 1849, p. 920) erroneously
14, that by tlie blessing

concludes from ver.

reception of the Spirit. See on
This reception, as well as the Messianic salvation generally,— or, " the good
which is intended for mankind" as Hofraann
puts it,— ensues as a conseqvence of the eiAoyia, as the Messianic in-uiActa ensues as a
consequence of the Kardpa, if the latter, as in
the case of those who adhere to the works
is

meant the

ver. 14.

CHAP,
ver. 14,

where

Ill

iir., 9, 10.

to tlie reception of the blessing there is annexed, as afurther

reception, that of the

Holy

Spirit, so that the

included in the idea of the

ev/M-yia,

bestowal of the Spirit

but this idea

is

not

limited in conformity

is

with the context to the justification, with which the whole reception of salivo-oi is not
per tuam j^osterita[See Note XL v., p. 160.]
vation begins.
by which intertetn, i.e., Christum, "through your posterity, i.e., Christ,"
jjretation the personal crol (and how much at variance with ver. 9 !) is enBut it is in
tirely set aside, as if iv tCj a-tj)uaTL gov (ver. 16) were used.
thee; that is, in the fact that thou art blessed (art justified) is involved (as

—

:

'

:

all the Gentiles, in so far as all the Genby faith, and it is in the blessing of Abraham,
the father of all the faithful (Rom. iv.), that the connection between faith
and justification is opened and instituted for all future time. Comp. Ellicott.
On kvev}.oyEla-&ai, to he Messed in the ferson of any one, a word which
does not occur in Greek authors, comp. Acts iii. 25, Ecclus. xliv. 21.
Ver. 9. "flff-e] The general result from vv. 7, 8.
If, namely, lelievers are
sons of Abraham (ver. 7), and if the Scripture, in its promise of blessing to
Abraham, has had in view faith as the source of divine justification for the
Gentiles, believers accordingly are those who are Messed witJi believing Abraham.
*i)GTe is used in its common accej^tation of the actual consequence, and is therefore not to be explained in the sense of ovtuq vvv, to which Hofmann's view
comes.
ol f
7rtcJTE0)c] has the whole emphasis, as in ver. 7.
ahv -(!> Trianj
'A/3/3.] Paul does not rejjeat kv, but writes cvv, because he looks from the
present time of ehXoyovvrai into the past, in which Abraham stands forth as
the blessed one, witJi whom those who become blessed are now placed on a
like footing,
cvv is not, however, equivalent to KaiJwf, a view on behalf of
which appeal ought not to be made to Rom. viii. 32
but it expresses/eZZotcship, for believers, inasmuch as they are blessed (justified), share with believing Abraham the same divine benefit which began in his person and is extended to believers as the vloix homogeneous with him. The predicate ttigtu
is added to 'A/3/3., in order to denote the similarity of the ethical character,
which necessarily accompanies the similarity of the result.
Ver. 10. Argumentum e contrario, "argument from the contrary," for the
correctness of the result exhibited in ver. 9.^ For how entirely different is the

a consequence) the blessedness of

tiles are to attain justification

—

—

/c

;'^

of the law, is not cancelled (ver. 10). The
euAoyta, therefore, is not yet the blessing of
Messianic salvation itself, the xAjjpoi'Ofita,
but, as Ilunnius (in Calovius) aptly explains
it, " Benedici in hac promissione est llberari mal^iciioite

haeredeni

..^ribi

legis

aeternae et vicissim

justitiae

etbonorum

coeles-

tlum," " To be blessed, in this promise, is to
be freed from the curse of the eternal law,
and in turn to be enrolled an heir of righteonsness and heavenly blessings." Grotius
" Summa bona adiIs much too indefinite
:

piscentur," " They will attain the highest
blessings." Also Ewald's paraphrase, " the
blessing of the true religion," is too general.

Beza, Usterl, Eiickert, take the right view
comp. also MoUer (on de Wette) and Reith-

;

mayr.
Jerome, Oecumenius, Menochius, Estius,
Calovius, Rambach, Morus, Borger, Flatt,
'

Scliott
^
'

ma

;

comp. also Bengel.

Koppe and others.
The conclusion is based upon the dilem:

either

from

faith or

Tertiiim nan datur, "there

from the law.
no third alter-

is

no supposititious idea

native."

This

Hofmann

objects), but a necessary logical

is

(as

assumption, such as exists in every argu-

ment

e contrario.

MAY

45/;.

;
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position of those

who

to the Scripture, are

These, as a whole, according

are icorkers of the laic !

curse ; so that it cannot be sujjposed that they

under a

should hecome Nessed. The extension of the argumentative force of the yap
to the whole series of propositions, vv. 10-14,' so that ver. 10 would only
form the introduction to the argument, is the less to be approved, because
this yap is followed by a second and subordinate yap, and then in ver. 11

an argument entirely complete
by the quotation of Scripture in

which

proved completely and strikingly."

(haoi K.T.I.) is

is

by 6e. Moreover,
intended to prove

baoi.

yap if ipyuv vo/iov

in itself is introduced
ver. 10 that

it

—

who are of worTcs of
the law, that is, those whose characteristic moral condition is produced and
regulated by observance of the law (comp. on Rom. ii. 8), the men of law,
The quotation is from Deut. xxvii. 26
01 ex^fJ-^'voi. rov vofiov, Oecumenius.'
and the 'probative force of the passage in reference to
freely after the LXX.
inrb Kardpav eioi turns on the fact that no one is adequate, either
haoL
the opposite of the

e'laiv]

oi

f/c

TviaTeuq in ver. 7

:

for

all

—

;

.

.

.

quantitatively or qualitatively, to the

who

all

tjijxkveiv

h

Tvaai k.t.1.

consequently

;

are ff epyuv vojuov are subjected to the curse here ordained.

who should

He

alone

and constant
{e/ifih'Ei) obedience to the law, by virtue of which he as a doer of the law
would necessarily be pronounced righteous (Rom. ii. 13), and would have
but see Rom. iii. 9-20, vii.
a claim to salvation as b(pEil-7]fia (Rom. iv. 4)

would not be

7-25.

—

so,

really render the com2ilete

(h

izaui)

;

'fKLKarapaToq'l

sc.

eari, '^''"'^, Karr/pafievoQ,

Matt. xxv. 41, that

is,

has

The word does not occur in Greek authors,
among whom Kardparog is frequently used. But comp. Wisd. iii. 13, xiv.
The aTrMeia, eternal death, the opposite
4 Mace. ii. 19.
Tob. xiii. 12
8

incurred the divine

;

bpyii.*

;

of the

Cfjaerai

in ver. 11, ensues as the final destiny of the einKaTdpaTOQ (comj).

Matt. xxv. 41), the consummation and effect of the Kardpa.

What

is

action,

written in the book of the law

which man

is

More frequently used by

steps heyond.^

—

bg ova k/xfievet]

conceived as the normal range of
classical authors

—

Ttaci] as well as the previous Trdf, is
with the mere dative than with kv.
found in the Samaritan text and in the LXX., but not in the Hebrew.
Jerome, however, groundlessly accuses the Jews of mutilating the text on
-ov Tvoifjaai avTd~\ design
purpose (to mitigate the severity of the expression).

—

of the

e/j.fievei k.t.Ti.

Ver. 11

f.

Ae] carrying

After Paul in ver. 10 has proved

on the argument.

Abraham by the argumentum
under curse, it is his object now
in order to complete the doctrinal explanation begun in ver. 6 on the basis
of Scripture to show, on the same basis, the only way of justification, and
that (a) negatively : it is not by the way of the law that man becomes righteous (vv. 11, 12), and (b) positively : Christ has made us free from the curse
of the law (ver. 13). Observe (in opposition to Wieseler's objection) that in
the participation of

believers in

econtrario, that those

—

the blessing of

who are of

the laic are

—

Holsten, Hofmann.
In opposition to Holsten,
Paul. u. Petr. p. 290.

^

1

2

3

*

Comp. 6 ipya.C,6ixivo%, Rom.
Comp. Rom. iv. 15.

z.

Evang.

d.

iii.

Comp. Acts
14;

Plat. Legg.
iv. 4.

xiv. 22

Xeu. Ages.
viii. p.

1.

;

Heb. viii. 9 2 Tim.
Time. iv. 118. 9;
;

11;

844

C

;

Polyb.

iii.

70.

4

Isocr. d« Pace, p. 428 fin. ; Liban. IV. 271,

Keiske

;

Joseph. Antt.

viii. 10. 3, et al.

;

CHAP.
SiKaiovTM napd

r.

and consequently
by the context
Vv. 11 and 13 contain a com13).
forming the major proposition, ver.

9eu, the being justified in spite of the curse,

the becoming free from

preceding
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(ver. 10)

plete sylhrjism ; 6

is

it,

clearly

and following

and

(ver.

iViKaioQ ek iriar. ^ijaeraL

13 the minor, and iv

vd,u(j

necessarily imjolied

—

napa tu

ohSelg SiKaiov-ac

Gfcj

the conclusion.

The

by the combination 6
dUaiog €K niaTecog, but also by the necessary inner correlation of dmacoavvr; and
The first on is declarative, and the second
fw^, which are put as reciprocal.
causal
is evident, because,'''' etc.
"but that through the law no one
Romberg and Flatt take them conversely "But hecavse through the law no
one
it is evident that,'''' etc.
The circumstance that cifj^.ov on must
mean it is evident, that (Flatt), is not to be adduced as favoring the latter
view for in our interpretation also it has this meaning, only hn is made to
precede.^ Against it, on the other hand, we may urge, that ver. 13 would
be quite superfluous and irrelevant to the argument, and also that 6 iViKmoQ
EK irlaTetjg O'/f^sTat, as a well-known aphorism of Scripture, is far more fitly
employed to jirove than to be itself proved. Far better is the view of Bengel, who likewise is not inclined to separate 6?]?iov on
"Quod attinet ad
id as to the fact' (the former on thus being equivalent to elg ckeIvo, on,
John ii. 18, ix. 17), quod in lege nemo justificetur coram
3 Cor. i. 18, xi. 10
Deo, id sane certum est," "that no one is justified in the law before
God, it is doubtless true," etc. The usual view is, however, more natural'
and more emphatic. Hofmann'' wishes to take vv. 11, 13 as protasis to vv.
according to his view, on specifies the cause, and S?j?mv (or (h;?iov6Ti)
13, 14
only introduces the illustration of this cause. But we thus get a long parenthetically involved period, differing from the whole context, in which
Paul expresses himself only in short sentences without periodic complicamoreover, the well-known use of 6rjXov6-L as namely does not occur
tion
elsewhere in the N. T., although the oi^portunities for its use were very frequent (1 Cor. XV. 37, 1 Tim. vi. 7, are wrongly adduced)
further, it is d,
priori very improbable that the two important quotations in vv. 11, 13
should be destined merely for incidental illustration ;" and lastly, there would
result an awkward thought, as if, namely, Christ had been moved to His
work of redemption, in the death on the cross, by the reflection contained in
vv. 11, 13. ^
h v6/u(f)] not ly observance of the law, which would be ff epyuv
through the laic, in so far, namely, as the law is an institution
vo^oi',* but
which does not cancel the curse so j^ronoimced and procure justification
for otherwise faith must have been its principle, which is not the case (see
the sequel). The law is consequently, i/i principle, not the means by the use
subtle objections of Hofraann are refuted not only

—

:

.

.

.

,

:

.

.

.

,

^

;

:

'

;

;

'"

;

;

—

:

:

;

1

Comp.

1

Cor. xv. 27.

See Kuhner, II. p. 626.
For If we take Bengel's explanation, the
Srjkov will not suit well the following words,
2
s

form an utterance of Scripture,
We should expect possibly -yeypaTTTat, so that
then the first ort would have to be under.
stood as Iva eiSiJTe, on, " that ye may see
because they

:

that" (Fritzsche,

Quaest,

Luc. p. 59

ff.

Schaef. ad Bern. II. p. 71).
« In loc. and Schrifthew. I.

p. 615

f.

See especially Buttmann, ad Plat.

^

p. 106

;

Crit.

Bast, Palaeogr. p. 804.

Comp. Rom. i. 17.
'Comp., on the contrary,
»

viii.
^

3

;

iv.

3-5;

Rom.

2 Cor. v. 21.

Erasmus, Koppe, Rosenmiiller, and oth-

ers.

—
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of wliicli a

man

can attain to justification.'

h

the emphatically prefixed
effected)

;

therefore kv

is

not to be understood

of Judaism, or in the sense of the

—

of.

Xpiarog in ver. 13 corresponds to

(what by the law

vofiu

nde

"^

as

(Wieseler), but as

of Scripture well

known

therefore did not need any formula of quotation.'*

according to the

4,

LXX.

not done, Christ has
the condition of

in, in

through, ly means

:

opposed to the judgment of men.'

Tvapa ru) Qeu] judice Deo,

£K -nicTEur ^fjdETaL] UTi aj^horism

ii.

is
:

(6 6e SIkuioc

Ik.

—

6

dUaioq

which
from Hab.

to the readers,

The passage

is

according to

ttIgt. fiov ^//ae-ai, or,

where it is said
The righteous (p""T^) shall
through his fidelity (towards God) become 'partaker of (theocratic) life-UessedThe apostle, glancing back from the Messianic fulfilment of this
ness.
saying which he had everywhere in view, and experienced most deeply in

A.

fwv £K

6e SiK.

6

:

TT.

—

own

his

consciousness

\i% lwoj)hetic

sense

C-)>

//.

—to

:

the Messianic destination

''He who isrighteous through faith

:

of

it,

recognizes as

(in Christ) shall obtain

In so doing Paul, following the
(Messianic) life.'''' Comp. on Rom. i. 17.
LXX., which, very often renders HJIOX by m'orjf, had the more reason for
retaining this word, because the faithful self-surrender to
ise

and grace)

God

join EK TTiuTFug to 6 SlKaiog, because the life ek TclaTeuq
righteousness than that ka wiarEug.

Here

also, as in

(to

His j^rom-

and he might
presupposes no other

the fundamental essence of faith in Christ

is

Rom.

;

I.e.

(otherwise in

and not ek
Paul desires to point out the cause of the righteousness,
and not that of the life of the righteous, although this has the same cause
and in ver. 12, 6 noLijaag avrd stands in contrast not to 6 dUaiog merely, but to
6 dUaiog ek TviaTEug.'' Paul, however, did not write 6 ek klc!T£uq diKaiog or dUaiog
6 EK Ttta-Eug, because this important saying was well known and sanctioned
by usage in the order of the words given by the LXX. so that he involuntarily abstained from the freedom of dealing elsewhere manifested by him
in quoting from Scripture.
The grammatical correctness of the junction of
EK iviar. to diKaior is evident from the fact that the phrase diKacova^ai ek Trier.
comp. ver. 8.
is used
See on ver. 11.
Ver. 12. Minor proposition
the syllogistic atqui.
Heb.

X. 38),

TTidTEur

the words

i^r'jasraio

:"

6 (Ukuioq ek

niuTEug are to be connected,^

for

;

;

;

;

ovK

ECFTLv EK

(5>^

of faith, is not an institution which has faith as
a/j: 6 iroujcag k.t.1.']
nature and action. Comp. ver. 10.

niartuQ, is not

the principle of

its

—

and Kpijua-a, "statand judgments " of God, Lev. xviii. 5) shall live (shall have life in the
Messiah's kingdom) through them, so that they form, in this way of doing,

but he who shall have done them (namely, the TrpoaTayfiaTa
utes

On this aSvvaTov Tov voixov (Rom. viii. 3),
comp. Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl. p. 68 Ke'

;

ander.
p. 386
"^

5

IL p. C58

ff.

;

Weiss, Ubl. Theol.

f.

With Riickert, de Wette, and
Comp. Rom. ii. 13 Winer, p.
;

others.
3G9 [E. T.

D* E F

G, Syr. Erp. It., have yiypainai
ydp before on, P G also omitting &n\ov.
Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 27 Rom. ix. 7 and besides
;

Heng. in

loc.

;

Cluysostom, Cajetanus, Pareus, Beiigel,

Grarnm. p. 129, Hilgenfeld, I?eitlimaj-r, Hoelemann, and others.
« So most of the older expositors, foUowin<r

493].
*

^

Baiimp;arten, Zachariae, Michaelis, Semler,
Moras, Griesbach, Knapp, Kiickert, Winer,

Jerome and Aujrnstine

;

also Borjjer,

Winer, Matthies, Schott, de Wette, Wieseler, Ewald, Holsten, Hofmann, Matthias.
'

Compare, besides, Hoelemann,

/.c.p. 41

f.

—
CHAP.
the channel of obtaining

Thus

life.

in the express Tvords of the

the nature of the law as contrasted with
a7.1\ ysypa-xrat is

m

b TroLTjaaQ avrd,

h

aiiToig

leaving

Comp. Rom.

Kiareuq.

not (with Schott) to be supplied

with the apostrophe indicates, Paul has connected

and

law (Lev.

likewise presumed to be familiar to his readers, Paul introduces

xviii. 5),

After
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it

cl'aTJ

x. 5.

form
immediately with

;'

but, as the

to the reader not only to explain for himself ahrd

from his acquaintance wnth the O. T. context of the saying

ferred to, but also to complete for himself the connection from the

"The

law, however, has not faith as

of the verse

:

doer of the

commandments

— this

is

its

principle

the axiom of the law

first
;

— shall

re-

half

but the
live

by

them-''^"

Ver. 13. Connection
11, 12);

" Throngli

:

Rilckert

the contrast stronger.'*
10,

and

law no one becomes righteous (vv.
curse. "^
The asyndeton Tenders

the

redeemed us from the

CAris^ has

This

cU in ver. 13.

is

^

reverts to ver. 10, supplying

luev

in ver.

incorrect, for Xpiaroc finds its ajiprojiriate

words immediately preceding and, as in general it is a
/uiv and df it is here the more absurd, because baoi in
ver. 10 has expressly received in yap its reference to what precedes it.
Against Hofmann's interpretation, that ver. 18 is apodosis to vv. 11, 13, see
on ver. 11.
I'/udc] applies to the Jeics ; for these were under the curse of
the law ^ mentioned in ver. 10, and by faith in Christ made themselves partakers of the redemption from that c'urse accomplished by Him, as Paul had
himself exjierionced.
Others have understood it as the Jews and Gentiles."
But against this view it may be urged, that the Gentiles were not under the
curse of the Mosaic law (Rom. ii. 12)
that a reference to the natural law
as well (Rom. ii. 14, 15) is quite foreign to the context f that the law^, even
if it had not been done away by Christ, would yet never have related to the
Gentiles/ because it Avas the partition- wall between Jew and Gentile (Eph.
and lastly, that afterwards in ver. 14 e'lQ rd i&vr] is placed in conii. 14 f.)
trast to the r/wtif, and hence it must not be said, with Matthias, that it so
far applies to the Gentiles also, since the latter as Christians could not be
under obligation to the law, which, besides, would amount to a very indirect sort of ransom, entirely different from the sense in which it applied
1 Cor. vi. 20, vii. 28
Eph. i. 7
to the Jews.
k^riyopaaev'] Comp. iv. 5
Matt. xx. 28 Rev. v. 9
Diod. Exc. p. 580. 4
2 Pet. ii. 1
1 Tim. ii. 6
Polyb. iii. 42. 2.
Those who are under obligation to the law as the record
antithesis in the

;

mistake thus to supply

,

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of the direct will of God,'" are subject to the divine curse expressed therein

'

Comp.

even ovk
^

Comp. on Rom.

3

See on ver.

^

Comp.
Comp.

5

who understands

also Matthias,

eo-nv as 7'vns rwt.

Col.

xv. 3

;

1

Cor.

i.

.31.

iii.

4.

Koppe, Schott,

01s-

haiisen.
°

Which

is

not to be turned into a suljjec-

tive condition, as
p. 922) •s\ishes,

who

sjnritual death, in

Bahr

{Stiia. v. Krit. 1849,

explains

it

as the state of

consequence of his erro-

;

evAoyi'a in ver. 8.

Gomariis, Pareus, Estius, Flatt, Winer,
Matthies.
^ In opposition to Flatt.
» In opposition to Winer.
^° For in the apostle's view everywhere,
and here also, the law is this, and ver. 19 is
not at variance with its being so (in opposition to Ritschl in d. Jahrb.f. D. TheoL 1863,
''

11.

also Flatt,

neous view of

;

p. 523

f.).

Comp. on

Col.

ii.

15.
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but from the bond of this curse, from which they could not otherwise have
escaped, Christ has redeemed them, and that by giving up for them His life
upon the cross as a Xvrpov, " ransom," paid to God the dator et vindex legis,

—

"giver and maintainer of the law," having by His mors satisfactoria,
" death for satisfaction," suffered according to God's gracious counsel in
obedience to the same,' procured for them the forgiveness of sins,'^ so that
the curse of the law which was to have come upon them no longer had any
This modus, "mode," of the redemption is here exreference to them.
" Sy ^is having "become curse for ?/s," namely, by His crucifixpressed thus
:

which He actually became the object of the divine hpyi). The emphasis rests on the Kardpa, which is therefore placed at the end and is immediThis abstract, used
ately to be vindicated by a quotation from Scripture.
instead of the concrete, is purposely chosen to strengthen the conception, and
probably indeed with reference to the DTi'?* ^I^P, "accursed of God,"
Deut. xxi. 23.^ But Karapa is used without the article, because the object is
to express that which Christ has become as regards the category of quality
He became curse, entered into the position, and into the de facto relation, of
ion, in

—

one visited with the divine wrath it being obvious from the context that it
was in reality the divine curse stipulated in the law, the accomplishment of
which He suffered in His death, as is moreover expressly attested in the
passage of Scripture that follows.* The idea of Karapa as the curse of God
obvious of itself to every reader fOrbids us to explain away (with Hofmann) the "becoming a curse " as signifying, not that God accomplished
;

—

—

His curse on Christ, but that God decreed respecting Christ that He should
suffer that which men did to Him as fulfilment of the curse of the law, which
was not incurred by, and did not apply to, Him. The exact real parallel,
V. 21, ought to have prevented any such evasive interpretation. And
Paul had not meant the curse of Ood, which Christ suffered vwep y/iuv,
as no reader, especially after the passage of Scripture which follows, could

2 Cor.

—

if

understand anything else,— he would have been practising a deception.
Christ

made

—

by God, and so suffering the divine curse that is just the
which is wiser than men (1 Cor. i. 25). Comp.,

sin

foolishness of the cross,

who, however, regards the

besides. Rich. Schmidt, Paulin. Christol. p. 81,

contents of our passage and of 2 Cor.

21 under the point of view of the

v.

being viewed as an objective power), and thus comes
Hofmann's theory.
vnep ijnuv] That imep, as in all passages in which the atoning death is spoken of, does not mean instead of,^
Comp. on i. 4. The satisfaction which Christ rendered,
see on Rom. v. 6.
was rendered for our benefit ; that it was vicarious, " is implied in the cir-

cancelling of sin (sin

—

into contact with

ii.

>

Rom.

2

Eph.

6
»
<

nis,

;

V. 19
i.

7

;

;

Phil.

Col.

Matt. xx.

28,

i.

tors

ii. 8.

14

;

xxvi.

Rom.

iii.

21

;

1

Tim.

'

28.

Comp. Thilo, ad Protev. Jac.
p. 181.
Comp. Weiss, bibl. Theol.X). 321, d ; Kah.3,

JDogm.

I.

p. 518

f.,

III. p.

383; Delitzsch,

Eehr. p. 714.
So here, Bengel, Koppe, Flatt, Riickert, Eeithmayr, following earlier exposi-

2.

»

;

comp. aLso Lipsius,

p. 134

1

As

Tim.

lieclilfertigungsl.

f.).

is
ii.

expressly stated in Matt. xx.
6,

by

ivri.

Pers. u. Werk, in.

Comp. Thomasius,
1,

p. 88

ff.

;

28,

Chr.

Gess, in the

Jahrb. f. Devtsche Tlieol. II. 4, III. 4. The
less satisfactory is it, therefore, with
Schweizer in the Stud. u. Kr'it. 1858, p. 425
to find that the essential import of
ff.,

'

CHAP.
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cumstances of the case itself, and not in the preposition. Tlie divine curse
of the law must have been realized by all, who did not fully satisfy the law
to Avhich they were bound (and this no one could do), being compelled to
endure the execution of the divine bpyii, "wrath," on themselves but for
;

their deliverance from the

He

bond

of this curse Christ intervened with His

died sman accursed

one, and thereby, as by a purchaselaw which imjolicd a curse.' This effect depends certainly on the sinlessness of Christ (2 Cor. v. 21), without
which His surrendered life could not have been a^irpov, "ransom" (Matt.
XX. 28), and He Himself, by the shedding of His blood, could not have been
a IXaa-ypcov, " proiDitiation " (Rom. iii. 25), because, with guilt of His own.
He would have been amenable to the curse on His own account, and not
through taking upon Him the guilt of others (John i. 29) but utterly aloof
from and foreign to the N. T. is the idea which Hilgenfeld here suggests,
that the curse of the law had lost its validity once for all, because it had
for once shown itself as an unrighteous curse.
The death of Christ served
precisely to show the righteousness of God, which has its expression in the
curse of the law.otl yeyp.
f I'/lov is not an epexegesis to yevofi. vtt.

death, inasmuch as

price, dissolved that relation to the

;

—

Tjy..

fisvog

who

.

.

.

but is a parenthesis in which the yevowhich had just been said of Christ, is vindicated agreeably to
by Deut. xxi. 23, freely quoted from the LXX.^ Accursed (vis-

KOT. (Matthias,

writes

5,

r<),

Kordpa,

Scripture,

our passage only amounts to this, that the
Mosaic law had been set aside on the appearance of Christianity, and that this setting aside was decisively evinced by the
death on the cross. See, on the other hand,

Baur in Hilgenfeld's ZeiUchrift, 1859, p. 226
ff., and in his neut. Theol. p. 15G f.
> Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 20, vii. 23
Col. ii. 14.
2 See on Rom. iii. 25.
^ The LXX. has KCKarrjpa/u.ei'os i"rb ©eoi na'S
Kpcfiajnevo? ewi JiAou.
The viro ©eoO is alSO
expressed in tiie Hebrew. Jerome accuses
the Jews here also of intentional falsification of the text, alleging that in an antiChristian interest they had inserted the
name of God into the original text. Bilhr,
;

in the Stud.

u. Krit. 1849, p. 928

ff., is

of opin-

ion that Paul imrposely omitted uito ©eoO,
so as not to represent Christ as cursed by
God (with which Ilofmann agrees); that He
was called cursed only because, through
His death, He aiipeared as cursed before all
to whom the law was given. But this is
incorrect, because the expression is not
Paul's, and because, so interpreted, the
whole proof adduced would amount only
to a semblance, and not to a reality. Christ
has certainly averted from men the curse
of God whicli was ordained in the law (ver.
10), by the fact that He, as the bearer of
the divine curse, died while hanging on the
cross. Having thus actually become en-i-

He became the propitiatory sacrithose who were subject to the law,
whom He consequently redeemed from the
definite divine curse of the law (ver. 10), so
that on the part of God the actus fortnsis,
"forensic act," of justification now commenced and for this reason, although the
crucified One was cTriKarapaTos, Paul could
elsewhere represent Him as 6o-;u.>) euioSiaj
(Eph. V. 2). Luther aptly remarks " Si vis
negare eum esse jjeccatorern et maledictum,
negato etiam passimi criiciflxum et nioi iuitm,
" If you want to deny that He is a sinner
and cursed, deny also that He suffered, was
crucified, and died."
The cause of the
non-adoption of vn-o ©coO cannot be that
Paul, under the influence of a subordinate
value assigned to the law as not directly
given by God, had the passage imprinted
on his mind without v-no ©eoO (Ritschl, I.e.
p. 526), for he did not entertain any such estimate of its inferior value. We must, in
fact, simply abide by the explanation that
he quoted the passage of Scripttir from afree
recollection (as is already shown by cn-ixaTaparos and the addition of 6), and in doing
so, having in view only the " cursed " as the
'point of the passage, left unnoticed the entirely obvious vrro ©eoO. In a similar way,
in ver. 11, in the quotation Hab. ii. 4, he
does not adopt the mou of the LXX.
Karaparos,
fice for

:

:

'

,

.

^;
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wrath

ited with

tlie

which the

article is

of

God)

^s

every one

wanting, every

one, if

(according to the LXX., in

iclio
lie) is

hanged on a

The

tree.

orig-

who, in order to the aggravation of their punishment, were after their execution publicly hung up on a (probably cross-shaped) stake, but were not allowed to
remain hanging over the night, lest such accursed ones should profane the
holy land.- Now, so far as Christ when put to death hung upon a stake,
the predicate i-niKarapatoQ applies also to Him and this furnishes the scriptinal historical sense of this passage applies to those malefactors

*

;

ural proof of the preceding jEvu/uevog Kardpa.

Ver. 14. Divine purpose in Christ's redeeming us (the Jews) from the
curse of the law
tion

see

;

on

;

in order that the Messing promised

ver. 8)

might

de

to

imparted in Christ Jesus

Abraham

(justifica-

to the Oentiles

(not

:

Olshausen and Baumgarten-Crusius, following the earlier exSo long, namely, as
positors, take TO. E-&V)], in opposition to the context).
the curse of the law stood in force and consequently the Jews were still
to all peoples, as

subject to this divine
blessing

;

curse, the Gentiles could not

be partakers of that
it was implied

according to that promise made to Abraham,

for,

which in the divine plan of salvation was granted to the
Jews (Rom. i. 17, xv. 8, 9, iii. 1, 2, ix. 1-5), that salvation should issue
from them and pass over to the Gentiles (comp. Rom. xv. 27 John iv. 22,
Hence, when Christ by His atoning death redeemed the Jews
xi. 52).
from the curse of the divine laAv, God, in thus arranging His salvation,
must necessarily have had the design that the Gentiles, who are expressly
named in the promise made to Abraham (ver. 8), should share in the promised justification, an-d that not in some way through the law, as if they
in the preference

;

were to be subjected to this, but in Christ Jesus, through whom in fact the
Jews had been made free from the curse of the law. The opposite of this
liberation of the Jews could not exist in God's purpose in regard to the
Riickert takes a different view of the logical connection (as to
Gentiles.
which most expositors are silent), in the light of Eph. ii. 14 ff. "So long
as the law continued, an impenetrable wall of partition was set up between
and just as long it was simply
the Jewish and the Gentile world
:

;

.

.

.

impossible that the blessing should pass over to the Gentiles." But the
context speaks not of the law itself as having been done away, but of the
curse of the

of

?i

tile,

laio,

from which Jesus had redeemed the Jews so that the idea
formed by the laic ^^^.e// standing between Jew and Gen;

partition-wall,

not presented to the reader.

is

Usteri thus states the connection

:

Christ by His vicarious death has redeemed us (Jews) from the curse of
the law, in order that (justification henceforth being to be attained through
'

'

faith)

the Gentiles

since 71010 there

faith. "

*

is

partakers in the blessings of Abraham,

But since t^iQ point of thepjossibility of the justification

1
Analogous to our former custom of fastening criminals on the wheel, in order to
aggravate the punishment.
2 Deut. xxi. 23
Num. xxv. 4 Josh. x. 26
2 Sam. iv. 12. See Lund, JM. Eeiligth. ed.
;

'

may become

required for justif cation a condition possible for

;

;

Wolf,

p. 536

;

all,

—namely,

of the Gentiles

Saalschiitz, Mas. R. p. 460 f

.

Bahr in the Stvd. u. Krit. 1849, p. 924 f.
^ Comp. Acts v. 30, s. 39
1 Pet. ii. 24.
^ Comp. Chrysostom, Oecumenlus,
and
;

Theophylact.

—
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not dealt with in the context, this latter expedient is quite as arbitrarily
is Schott's intermingling of the natural law, against the

is

resorted to, as

threatenings of which faith alone yields jDrotection (Rom.

—

-u

ejf

might reach to
them (Rev. xvi.

ii.

12

if., iii.

the Gentiles (Acts xxi. 17, xxv. 15), that

£1:^1'^]

9

ff.).

is,

ie

Such was to be the course of the divine
way of salvation, from Israel to the Gentiles. Observe, that Paul does not
ehloyia tov
say Kcil f/i; 7. e^vri, as if the Gentiles were merely an accessory.
Afip.] the blessing already spoken of, which was pre-announced to Abraham
not therefore life (Hofmaun), the
(ver. 8), the opposite of the Kcirdpa

imparted to

2).'

—

i)

;

the benefit

itself

—h

(Schbtt).

(Eph.

XpcarCi

i.

3

Rom.

;

'Irjaov']

xv. 29),

—

by which is meant
and not the vaere pj'omise of it

opposite of Avhich would be ^dvaroc, but justifcation

so that this reception of the blessing depends,

founded, on Christ (on His redeeming death). The 610. rfjQ Trlareug
which follows expresses the matter from the point of view of the subjective
medium, whilst h Xpiar(^ presents the objective state of the case the two

and

is

—

elements corresjjonding to each other at the close of the two sentences of
purpose.
Iva ryv knayyellav K.r.l.'\ cannot be subordinated to the previous

—

sentence of purpose (Riickert), for
the

to

it

contains no benefit specially accruing

to the first sentence of purpose

It is ^:>a?'«ZZeZ

Gentiles.'^

by way

of

After Paul had expressed the blessed aim which the redeeming

climax. 3

—
—

death of Christ had in reference to the Gentiles, namely, that they should
become partakers of the evlojia of Abraham, he raises his glance still
higher, and sees the reception also of the Holy Spirit (the consequence of
but he cannot again exjustification) as an aim of that redeeming death
press himself in the third jierson, because, after the justification of the Jews
had been spoken of in ver. 13 and the justification of the Gentiles in ver. 14
;

(j.va

s'lQ

TO.

E&vj]

.

.

.

now

the statement

'17/0-01'),

concerns

the justified

Jews and Gentiles without distinction hence the first person,
IdjiuLitv, is used, the subject of which must be the Christians, and not the
Jewish Christians only.-* This by no means accidental emergence of the first
person, after rd i-&vr] had been previously spoken of in the third, is incomgenerally,

:

patible with our taking the reception of the Spirit as
(Wieseler), or as essentially identical with

p>(iTt

of the evXoyia

(Hofmann).

it

ryv i-!Tajye?uav

means to become partahers in the realizaLukexxiv. 49 Acts i. 4) but tov nvev/iaTog

TOV Tzvevfiaroc] ryv ETzayyE'kiav lafijiavEiv

tion of the promise (Heb. X. 36

may be

;

•,

either the genitive of the subject (that which

or of the object (the j)romised Spirit).
ii.

33

;

Eph.

we should
blessings

i.

13) is the usual

explain

it,

^'bona

ilia,

;

;

f.

Beza, Bengel, Ilofmann, and others.
7'y\v iTrayyeXiav is tO be referred

So that

For

if

(comp. Acts

(with Winer)

quae a divino Spiritu jyromissa

Comp. on 2 Cor. viii. 13 f.
Paul would have written Xi^iocn, which
Chrysostom actually read— evidently an alteration arising from misunderstanding.
3 Comp. Rom. vii. 13
2 Cor. ix. 3 Eph.
*

latter interpretation

which have been promised by the Divine

"

*

i^romised by the Spirit)

and correct one.^

1

Vi. 19

The

;

is

Spirit"

simt,''''

the

(Luke xxiv.

to the O. T. promise of the communication
of, the Holy Spirit (Joel iii.; 'Acts ii. 16),—

known to all the apostle's
Hilgenfeld incorrectly holds that
"the promise given to Abraha7n is directly
designated as an kwayyeXia toO TrviLVfi.aTO^ (a
promise, the substance of which is the
promise well
readers.

n-veO/ia)."

.

"
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i. 4), then, in conformity with the context, this expression must
back to ver. 8 ;' and to this the Jirst person }M(iufiev would not be suitable, as Paul referred that promise given to Abraham in the Scrijoture (by
the Holy Spirit) to the Gentiles. And if rip knayyEllav rov TTVEVjuaroc were
essentially the same as the evloyiaTov 'AfSp., it would be entirely devoid of
6ta r. ttIct. ] For faith is the
the explanatory character of an epexcgesis.
causa apprehendens, " apprehending cause," both of justification and of the
comp. vv. 2-5, v. 5.
reception of the Sjjirit
Vv. 15-18. What Paul has previously said concerning justification, not
of the law, but of faith, with reference to that promise given to Abraham
(vv. 8-14), could only maintain its ground as true before the worshijipers of
the law, in the event of its being acknowledged that the covenant once
entered into with Abraham through that promise was not deprived of
validity by the subsequent institution of the law, or subjected to alteration
through the entrance of the law. For if this covenant had been done away
with or modified by the law,' the whole proof previously adduced would
come to nothing. Paul therefore now shows that this covenant had not l)een

49

Acts

;

refer

—

;

invalidated

Ver.

w altered through the Mosaic law.

15.'^

'A(5e/l0oi]

Expressive of loving urgency, and conciliating with

reference to the instruction
in ver. 1

Now

!

be placed in a

to

which

follows.^

the tone of feeling

is

How

softened.

parenthesis,'' points to

entirely different

—

what follows-

— to that

just about to say in 2)roof of the immutability of a divine

was

it

av&pwKov AiytA ^o^

/cara

which he
'

dLa-Qi/KTi,

'

is

covenant.

The analogy to be adduced from a human legal relation is not intended to
be excused, but is to be placed in the proper point of view for the apostle
does not wish to adduce it from his higher standpoint as one enlightened
by the Spirit, according to the measure of divinely-revealed wisdom, but
;

he wishes thus to accommodate himself to the ordinary icay among men (of
adducing examples from common life), so as to be perfectly intelligible to
his readers (not in order to put them to shame, as Calvin thinks)."
o/^wf]
The logical position would be before ov6eig. A 6ia^//K?), although human.,
yet.
no one yet cancels. Such a t7'ansp)osition of the bfiug (which here intimates a
conclusion a minori) is not unfrequent in classical authors, and again occurs
There is therefore all the less reason for
in the case of Paul, 1 Cor. xiv. 7."
writing it ojiuq, in like manner,'' which would be unsuitable, since that which
is to be illustrated by the comparison only /bZZows (at ver. 17).
Riickert^

—

takes

it

in antithetical reference to Kara avdp. leyu

human

to

esis.

*

relations

ypa^r) k.t.A. TrpofvrjyyeAicroTO

t]

*A/3p. K.T.A.

As

^

to vv.

1.5-22,

Krit. 1862, p. 512

p.

1

Hauck in Stvd. u.
Matthias, d. Abschn. d.

see

As

*

;

'

fif.

^

Comp. Rom.

*

Erasmus, Calvin, and many others.

x.

1.

"I

desire to keej") only

mean

ardpcoTrftw?

on Rom.
gel,
«

15-22, Cassel, 186G.

Comp.

it

;

ts vv. 15-

iii.

make

639. 24, 1122. 2

see Buhl, in the Luther. Zeitzschr. 1867,

Gal. Br.
29,

ff.;

:

This would be an illogical antith-

nevertheless," etc.

Others, contrary to linguistic usage,

trpo'i&ovCFa

Tw

;

Rom.

yet e»e?j,* or quin

and

avSpoTrivu>%

vi. 19).

(Dem.

See generally

iii. 5
and van Hen1 Cor. is. 8
Annot. p. 211 f.
See on this passage.
Moras, Rosenmiiller, Jatho
;

*

So also Olshausen and Windischmaun.

'

Grotius, Zachariae, Matthies.

CHAP.
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—

and the like.
KEKvpufiivm'] ratified, made legally valid, Gen. xxiii. 20;
Mace. vii. 9 Dem. 485. 13 Plat. Pol x. p. 620 E Polyb. v. 49. 6
comp. on 2 Cor. ii. 8.
Sia'&^iiT/v] not testaAndoc. de myst. § 84, p. 11
ment (Heb. ix. 16 f.), as the Vulgate, Luther, Erasmus, and many others,
including Olshausen, render it, quite in opposition to the context nor, in
arrangement (Winer, Matthies, Usteri,
general, voluntary/ ordainment,
Schott, Hofmanu
"destination as to anything, which we apply for one's
but in the soZem/i biblical
benefit," Ilolsten, following earlier exjiositors)
iino,'^

4

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

;

signification of

Koppe,

Flatt,

Beza, Calvin, Zachariae, Semler,

de Wette, Hilgenfeld, Wieseler, Matthias, Reithmayr, and
" conirac^"), as in iv. 24 and all Pauline passages. The

Ewald

others; also

covenant (Jerome,

J^""?3,

:

emphatic prefixing of avi^pu-ov points to the majus, "greater," the Smd^^n?/ of
Ood ; and God had entered into a covenant with Abraham, by giving him
the promises (ver. 17).^ The singular {av&puTvov) is not opj^osed to this view;
on the contrary, since av&puTrov dia-ByKr] is put as analogue of the dia-dijKTi of
God (which God has established), there could, in accordance with this
latter,

be only one contracting party designated

which a

man

i^La-&>jKTi

l^arty

;

The

has established.

covenant,

a ratified

:

from the

ratification, as likewise follows

of God, is not to be considered as an act accomplished by a third
but the covenant is legally valid by the definitive and formal conclu-

—

who make the agreement with one another.
no third party. Such an interference would indeed
and not inconsistent with the idea of a covenant (as
But cases of this sort would be exceptional, and, in the

sion of the parties themselves
o'v6eIq a-&e-ei y knidiar.] viz.

be possible in

Hofmann

itself,

objects).

general legal axiom expressed
ovdelg is

the expression in
rod Qeov

by Paul, might well be

itself,

—

eTTiSiardaaeTai

adds further stipula-

y eTTiSiardijaeTai] or

which were not contained

tions thereto,

That

unnoticed. ^

evident both from

is

and from the application in ver. 17, where the vno
av\^pcj7Tov and the (personified) v6/j.og, which comes

corresponds to the

in as a third person, to the ovdEig.

word

left

not the same subject as av&puxov (Holsten^),

That the

in the covenant.

ekl in

the

(not occurring elsewhere) denotes against (Schott),

inconsistent with the analogy of

kT^i6Lar'f&im.i,

k-mdLayivuaKtd, eKKhanpivu,

is

and

in that case avTidiaTdaasTai musthave been used. Erasmus, Winer,
Hauck, and others wish at least to define the nature of the additions
referred to as coming into conflict with the will of the author of the dia&ljKJ]
or changing it
but this is arbitrary. The words merely affirm
no one
prescribes any addition thereto ; this is altogether against the general rule of
law, let the additions be what they may.^
so forth

^

;

:

;

1

2

42

Wolf.
Conip. Gen.

Luke

;

72

i.

ECCIUS. xliv.
3

On

;

Acts

Xiii.

Ex.

iii.

ii.

25

;

Lev. xxvi.
2 Mace. i. 2

24

;

25

;

tO

comp.

Polyb. XV.

dO aWUy U COVC1

Mace. xv. 27 2
;

1. 9, iii.

29. 2,

xv.

"Yet

Comp. Joseph.

XVii.
«

in the sphere of the

human no one

cancels his voluntary disposition, which has
become legally valid." Matthies also ideu-

oucSei?

Bell.

with the founder
ii.

r't\v in.a.&r\Ki\v eli/ot

if tur t^s
Antt.

3,

2.

Kvpi.unipa.v,

9. 4.

Chrysostom aptly remarks

acarpeil/at /xexa

TOVTO yap

8. 9.

*

^

;

eTrtSiaiJ^Krjs

SiaiS^rjic.,

nant, irritum facere,

Mace.

;

20, 22.

aiJereiv

the subject in
of the 6iai>rjKr).
tifies

xvii. 7

raOra

GiTTLV'

7j

eAiJui'

ij

:

iJ.r\

To\fi.a.

CTTtStaTao'creTaL,

*'

No One

coming after these things ventures
f ute or to add anything, for this is
:

Tao-o-erai."

tis

rrpocriJeii/ai Tt,

ij,

to ree-mSia-
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Ver. 16. This verse

is

usually considered as minor proposition to ver. 15,

which is, however, interand is then resumed by rovro

so that vv. 15-17 contain a complete syllogism,

rupted by the exegetical gloss
6e leyu in ver. 17.'

minor proposition in

ov leysi k.t.Ti.,

But against this view
must necessarily,

ver. 16

corresponding to the emphatic

nence the divine

some such

6//wf avdfjuTrov

Geo? ^s ru 'Ajip.

;

and

maybe

urged,

(1)

that the

— as
—bring into promi-

in a logical point of view,
in ver. 15,

and must have been expressed

chai'acter of the promises,

forrri as

it

(3)

that the explanation as to

Kal

in

ru

and emphatically brought in (not merely "alluwould be here entirely aimless and irrelevant, because it
would be devoid of all reference to and influence on the argument. The

citipjiaTi avTov,

SO carefully

sive," Hilgenfeld),

—

'
After Paul has stated in ver. 15 that
is really as follows
even a man's legally valid covenant is not invalidated or furnished with additions by any one, he cannot immediately attach the conclusion intended
to be deduced from this, viz., that a valid covenant of God is not annulled

train of ideas

:

by the law coming afterwards

but he must

;

first

adduce the circumstance

—

which, in the case in question, has an essential hearing on this proof, that
the promises under discussion were issued not to Abraham only, Imt at the

same time to
cumstance it

his descendants also, that
is,

is,

From

to Christ.

in fact, clear that that covenant

was not

this essential cir-

to be a

mere tem-

porary contract, simply made to last tip to the time ^the law. Accordingly,
"Even a man's covenant legally completed
the purport of vv. 15-17 is this
remains uncancelled and without addition (ver. 15). But the circumstance
:

which conditions and renders incontestable the conclusion to be thence deduced is, that the promises were spoken not merely to Abraham, but also to
his seed, by which, as is clear from the singular tu airipuaTi, is meant Christ
And now to complete my conclusion drawn from what I have
(ver. IG).
with legal

—
—

and 16 what I mean is this A covenant previously made
validity by God is not rendered invalid by the law, which came

said in vv. 15

:

into existence so long afterwards" (ver. 17).
yeliai

k.

rC aKt-pnari ahrov']

The emphasis

is

—

laid

r<i

6e

on

Kal

'A/?/u.

rw

tppWrjaav al kiray-

aTtep/iari avrov,

the

here brought into proniinence as the further specific foundaThis element essential to the proof lies in
tion of the proof to be adduced.
organ
offiilfilment ; in the case of a promise
the destination of Christ as the
point which

is

which had been given not merely to the ancestor himself, but also to Christ,
fulfiller, it was not at all possible to conceive an a(?tT;;(7/f by the law.^
The passage of the O. T. to which Paul refers in koX tu awipfxart av-ov, is
considered by most expositors, following Tertullian (de came Christi, 22)
and Chrysostom, to be Gen. xxii. 18 kvEvloy7)dr]aovTaL kv rCi a^Kepiiari oov
TTdvTa TO. IdvTi rfjQ }')7f, "In thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed." But, from the words ov Xeyer Kal toIq aiTtpfiaaiv k.t.1. which follow,
pit is evident that Paul was thinking of a passage in which Kal t Q a-rr i
BaumgarHence (with Estius and Bengel,
juari aov is expressly written.
ten-Crusius, de Wette, Hilgenfeld, Wieseler, Hofmann, Reithmayr, Buhl) the

the

:

> See Morus, Koppe, Ruckert, Schott, de
Wette, Hil-enfeld.

^

Comp.

also Wieseler.

'

Comp.

also Holsten,

Petr. p. 204.

s.

Ei\ d. Paul. u.

—

CHAP.
passages Gen,

—

to,

;;

:

xiii.

xvii. 8, are rather to

15,

view confirmed by the expression

-a

Eom.

iv. 13.

state

whom

to

be assumed as those referred

actually read

:

ver.

as

given,

is,

The

idodrjaav.

the promises were spoken, not

— an

in

Kh/povofiia

they were spoken, that

ippedrjaav^]

and Theophylact,

Eusebius

133

III., 16.

Comp.
some min.,

18.*

simply

datives

whom

in reference to

(so

which was the less likely to occur to the
reader, well acquainted as he was with the fact that the jn'omise was spoken directly to Abraham, who at the same time represented his arrepfia.
a'l i-ayyeTiiai]
in the 2)iuml : for the promise in question was given on several occasions and under various modifications, even as regards the contents
and indeed Paul himself here refers to a place and form of promise different from that mentioned above in ver. 8. In koI tQ Gntp^ia-i avTov he finds
hence he adds the following gloss (Midrasch) ov
that Christ is meant
Ih/ec Koi To'ig crreppaaiv k.t.1., in which the singular form of the expression is
asserted by him to be significant, and the conclusion is thence drawn that
only one class of descendants, namely the spiritonly one descendant (not
ual children of Abraham, as, following Augustine, Cameron and others,
Olshausen and Tholuck, d. A. T. im neuen T. p. 65 ff. ed. 6, also Jatho,
That this inference is purely rabbinical, ^
hold) is intended, namely Christ.
and without objective force as a proof, is evident from the fact that in the
original text i'"]J. is written, and this, in every passage in the O. T. where it
expresses the idea of 2>rogcnies, "progeny," is used in the si?igular,* whether
the posterity consists of many or of one only. ^ Also the later Hebrew and
Chaldee usage of the plural form in the sense oi j^rogenies does not depend,
any more than the Greek use of airepuara,'' on the circumstance that, in contradistinction, the singular is to be understood wf kif ivog.^
The classical
Matthias),

interpretation

—

:

;

:

'

1

The correct view

is

found even in

Ori-

gen. Comment, in Ep. ad Rmn. iv. 4, Opp. IV.
p. 532: "Ipse enim (apostolus) haec de
Christo dicta esse interpretatur, cum dixit

daho terrain hanc et semini tuo. Non dixit et seminibus, tanquam
in multis, sed semini tuo, tanquam in uno,
qui est Christus,' " " For the apostle himself
'

Scriptum

est, tibi

15,

iii.

the

LXX.

translators have referred

cmepixa, " seed," to

an individual

for they translate, airrds

But

it

ject

was the Messiah,

a son)

(to

o-ou Trjprjo-ei KeAaAjj;/.

does not thence follow that this sub-

whom

to

the nsity',

earlier, Irenaeus, Ilaer. v. 32. 2; later, es-

understood by the LXX.,' but
wrongly by the Vulgate {conleret, " bruise"),
not
suitable.
is
The Messianic reference of
the passage lies in the enmity against the serjient here established as the expression of a
moral idea, the final victorious Issue of
which was the subject-matter of the Messianicliope, and was brought about through
the work of the Messiah. Comp. Hengstenberg, Christol. I. p. 20 ff.; Ewald, Jahrb. II.

pecially Jerome.

p. ico

:

interprets these things as spoken of Christ,

when he
and

said it has been written
To thee
to thy seed will I give this land.' He

said not

'

:

:

and Homil.

As

in many, but as
Comp. also p. 618,
0pp. II. p. 85 and

'and to seed,' as

who

in one,

:

is

Christ."

9 f«

Genes.

;

which has preponderant attestation (Lachm. Tisch.), comp. on
2

Eom.
'

to this form,

ix. 12

;

Kiihner,

I.

f.

;

Hbr. p. 736 Dopke, Ilermeneut. I. p. 176
* In 1 Sam. viii. 15, DJ''J^TT are Segeies
trae, " your crops."
^

26,

Gen.

iv.

25

;

1

where Isaac

In the so-called

Sam.

i.

11

called

;

Targ. Ps.

also Schultz,

Gesellsch. 1858, p. 307

Soph.

ff.

ves-

crireptn.dTMi'

xvili.

Abraham's ^11.
Protevangelium also, Geu.
is

f.;

alttest. Theol. I. p.

Mace,

xviii.

aTroyoi'Ot

f.

ff.

0. C. 606. 1277

4

466

d. morgenl.

See Geiger in the Zeitschr.

Eum. 909.
^ Comp.

Schoettgen,

;

s

''

p. 810, ed. S.

Sui'enhusius, KaraW. p. 84

correctly

0. R. 1246

;

1

:

5>

tmv

'

;

Aesch.

xppafjiacuiu

nalSes 'lorpaTjAirai,

TTCi-

tu v6p.<p toutm, " children of Israel, descendants of the seeds of Abraham, obey
this law."
r^ea-^e
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use of

a'i/iara is

analogous (corap. on John

Moreover, the original

13).

i.

sense of these promises, and also the tw GKip/nart of the
apjily to the posterity of

Christ

is

Abraham

generally

:

hence

the theocratic culmination, the goal

cal subtlety,

which was

,

and crown

Him

descendants, that the promises were spoken to
reference in the singular koI

LXX. undoubtedly

it is

only in so far as
of this series of

but to discover this

;

cov was a mere feat of the rabbiniretained by the apostle from his youthful cult-

t<j cnrepfiaTi

still

ure as a characteristic element of his national training, without detriment
to the Holy Spirit which he had, and to the revelations which had been

Every attempt

vouchsafed to him.

to

show

that Paul has not here allowed

himself any rabbinical interpretation of this sort

is incomjiatible with the
with the exj^ress or iart Xpiarog which clearly shows that we are not to understand (ynrepfidruv with twl tto'^aui; nor oirep/uarog with if ivog (Hofmann, Buhl), but that the contrast between many
persons and one ^>^?'so/i is the point expressed.
But the truth itself, which

language

itself,

and

the gloss of the apostle
gloss,

and

rests

the singular

is

;

intended, to serve,

upon the Messianic

—

awep/iaTi.

TU)

'

conflicts

oh Tih/ei]

is

entirely

independent of this

sc.

[See

NoteXLVI.,

p. 160.] Qeoc,

derived from the historical reference of the previous

is

known

to the reader.-

such a manner that

On

He

— uq

on
which

tenor of the promises in question, not

inl -koaIuv'] as referring to

k'p'ptdrjaav,

many

so well

individuals, in

intends and desires to express a plurality of persons.

with the genitive along with verbs of
Bernhardy, p. 248 Ast.
Lex. Plat. I. p. 767.
of ken H.pLa-og'] which airepiia, denoting a single indiThe feebly attested reading o is a mistaken grammatical
vidual, is Christ.
alteration
for how often does the gender of the relative correspond by atupon, that

kni,

is,

in reference to,

speaking, see Heindorf, ad Plat. Charm, p. 62

—

;

;

;

traction to the predicative substantive.^

XpiGTog

is

the 2icrsonal Christ Jesus,

and Augustine,"^ have explained it: Christ
and His churcJi,^ or the church alone.'' Such a mystical sense of Xpia-6g must
necessarily have been suggested by the context (as in 1 Cor. xii. 13); here,
however, the very contrast between tto/I/Iwi^ and hog is decidedly against it.®
because the
¥er. 29 also is against, and not in favor of, this explanation
inference of this verse depends on the very fact that Christ Himself is the
The whole explanation is a very suj^erflucTTEpfia Toi) 'Aj3p. (see on ver. 29).
ous device, the mistaken ingenuity of which (especially in the case of Tholuck and Hofmann) appears in striking contrast to the clear literal tenor of
the passage.' It is not, however, Christ in his pre-human existence, in so
not, as some, following Irenaeus

*

;

1

See

among

recent expositors, particu-

lein, Nosselt,

and

others,

comp. also Henfcstenberg, Christol.
Tholuck, I.e., and Hofmann.
Comp. Eph. iv. 8, v. 14.

gee also vv. 19, 22, 24, 27, 28.
^ Tholuck holds that in ver. 16 Paul desired to show that the promises could not
possibly extend to " the posterity of Abra-

3

See Kiihner,

ham

*

Haer.

*

Ad iii.

larly Philippi in the MecMenb. Zeitschr. 1855,
p. 519
I. p.
2

ff.

50

:

f.;

IT. p. 505.

v. 32. 3.

29, Opp. IV. p. 384.
Beza, Gomarus, Crell, Drusius, Hammond, Locke, and others also Tholuck,
Olshausen, Philippi, I.e., Hofmann.
Calvin, Clericus, Bengel, Ernesti, DOder«

;

">

8

in every sense," and that consequently
the natural posterity was not included ;
that the singular points rather to a definite

posterity,

namely

tlie believing.

The

latter

are taken along with Christ as an unity,
and, partly as the spiritual successors of
the patriarch, partly in their oneness with

CHAP.
fear

X. 1

He

as

according

"^^o

flf.))

to

tlic

He

incarnate word," that

Rom.

because

to,

it is

sway

in

patriarchs (1 Cor.

tlie

only as the 16yog ivaapKog, " the

can be the descendant of Abraham (Matt.

i.

1

;

Corajj. ver. 19.

3).

i.

Spirit already bore

here referred

is
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Ver. 17. Result of vv. 15 and 16, emphatically introduced by tovto 6e Xiyu,
i. 12), I say as the conclusion drawn from
adduced in vv. 15 and 16 A covenant which has teen previously made
does not annul.
What covenant is here
valid (ratified) by God, the law
intended, is well known from the connection, namely, the covenant made
by God with Abraham, through His giving to him, and to his anepfia in-

but this which follotcs (see on 1 Cor.

what

is

:

.

.

.

cluded along with him, the promises in Gen. xii. 3, xviii. 18 (ver. 8), xiii.
The Kvpuaic (comp. on ver. 15) is not any separate
15, xvii. 8 (ver. 16).
act following the institution of the covenant, but was implied in the very
promises given

through them the covenant became valid. The Tvpo in
with the subsequent /uera, and therefore signifies
the laic existed.
6 fieTa reTpaKoaia k.t./I.] cannot be intended
:

TrpoKEKvp. is correlative

previously, ere

:

—

time (Koppe), which

is not suggested by
which came into existence
so long a time after, cannot render invalid a covenant, which had been
validly instituted so long previously by God and consequently had already
"Magnitudo intervalli augetpromissionisauctoritatem,"
subsisted so long.

to denote a comparatively

the context

"The

;

but

its

sh-ort

purport

is

:

The

law,

greatness of the interval increases the authority of the promise,"

According to Hofmann, the statement of this length of time is intended to imply that the law was something 7ieic and different, which could
not be held as an element forming part ofthepromisc. But this was obvious
of itself from the contrast between promise and law occupying the whole
context, and, moreover, would not be dependent on a longer or shorter interval.
With regard to the number 430, Paul gets it from Ex. xii. 40 (in
Gen. XV. 13 and Acts vii. 6 the round number 400 is used) but in adopting

Bengel.

;

it

he does not take into account that

this

number

specifies

merely

the

dura-

Consequently the number here,

tion of the sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt.

taken by itself, contains a chronological inaccuracy but Paul follows the
statement of theLXX., which differs from the original text the text of the
;

—

LXX.

being well

known

to

and current among his readers

the great Scion proceeding from his family,
they constitute the descendants of Abraham. But in this case Paul, instead of i?
€jrl TTo A Ail/, must at least have written cos
eirl TravToJi'; instead of (os e<f)' ei/os, w? eirl
T o S ei/ds and instead of 6s i<rTi Xpio-ro?, he
must have written 5 ccmi' 19 iKKKriaia <7vv
;

— According

Xpio-Tw.

(not quite

tlie

same

to

Hofmann,

in

in his Schriftbew.

loc.

but, on the
by Scripture generally
other hand, he has, by means of tsHmating

fled to

tory of redemption,

this

shortest

means

(?)

for asserting a fact testi-

able,

the-

his-

and indeed

out thereby maintaining thai this expression
in the singular could signify only an Individval,

Paul,

been

obliged, to interpret tm airipnari trou as referring to Christ, the promised Saviour, wlth-

II. 1,

f.),

;

this unit of posterity in the light of

following the analogy of
Gen. iv. 35 and thinking in toTs a-nepfiacnv of
severed posterities by the side of each other,
lays stress on the oneness of Abraham's posterity expressed in the singular, the expression in the singular serving him only as the

p. 107

—without entering

not a race of many members. But in
way everything which we are expected

and

to read in the plain

them, and

words is imported into
imposed upon them,

artificially

by the expositor. Besides, in Gen. iv. 2.5
airipixa enpov means nothing more than another son.
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which was foreign

further into this point of chronology,
sii.

40 the

LXX.

has

i]

61 Karo'iKriaLq

tuv

v'luv

'lap.

to his aim.

In Ex.

yv KaruK/jaav iv yy Aiy. Kac

yy Xavadv, "Now the sojourning of tlie children of Israel who dwelt in
the laud of Egyjit, and in the land of Canaan was" (the words k. L y. X.

h

are

wanting in the Hebrew),

thirty years."

Ittj

This text of the

—a

re-paKoaia rpiaKovra,

LXX. was

"four hundred and

based upon a different reckon-

found in the Samaritan text and in
between God's promise to Abraham
and the migration of Jacob to Egypt an interval omitted in the 430 years
cannot indeed be exactly determined, but may be reckoned at about 200
years
so that, if Paul had wished to give on his own part a definition of
the time, he would not have exceeded bounds with 600 years instead of 430.
Tlie attempts to bring the 430 years in our passage into agreement with the
430 years in Ex. xii. 40 are frustrated by the unequivocal tenor of both pasyeyovug] is not said ad jjostjwnendam legem., "for postponing the
sages.law" (sec, on the contrary, John i. 17), as Bengel thinks (" non dicit data,
quasi lex f uisset, antequam data sit, " "he does not say gken, as though it had
for every law only comes into existence as law
been law before it was given")
with the act of legislation. On aKvpol, invalidates, overthroics, comp. Matt.
Mark vii. 13 3 Esr. vi. 33 Diod. Sic. xvi. 24 Dion. H. vi. 78
XV. 6
e'lQ to Karapy.
and aiivpov nomv, in more frequent use among Greek authors.
in order to do aicay the promise (by which the
TT/v eirayy.] Aim of the aKvpol
Avas completed), to render it ineffective and devoid of result.
fiLad)jK7]
Comp. Rom. iv. 14. "Redditur auteminanis, si vis conferendaehaereditatis
ab ea ad legem transf ertur, " "But it is rendered- ineffectual, if the power of
conferring the inheritance be transferred from it to the law," Bengel.
Observe once more the 2^<^^'so?iiJication of the law.
Ver. 18. "I am right in denying, that through the law the diaOyKij passes
out of force and the promise is to cease." The proof depends on the antithetical relation between law and promise, whereby the w^orking of the one
ing of the time
Joseph.

^4??^^. ii.

reckoning which

15. 3.'

The

is

interval

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

For if the possessiori of the Messianic
which must have been the case if God's coveits validity by means of the law, then this ]jos-

excludes the like working of the other.
salvation proceeds from the law,

nant with Abraham had lost

session cvmes no longer from promise,

— a case which, although necessary on that

evident from the precedent of Abraham, to
whom salvation was given by God through promise. The mode of concluin vdfiov] so that the law is the insion adopted in Rom. iv. 14 is similar.
supposition, cannot occur, as

is

—

stitution

ments).

which causes this
Comp. on h vdfiu,

result (in the
ver. 11.

—y

way

of following

Kh/povo^ula]

fers in the theocratic-historical sense of the O. T. to the

See Tychsen, Exc. X. p. 148.
Grotius: The time in Ex. xii. 40is
recljoned from Abraham's journey to Eg:ypt.
Perizonius, Orig. Aeg. 20 and Schoettgen,
nor. p. 736. The 430 years do not begin
until after the period of the promises, that
>

2 ^.(7.,

;

after the time of the patriarchs, and of
Jacob in particular. Bengel, Ordo temp.

is,

its

command-

the p)ossession, riinj, re-

land of Canaan and

The terminus a quo is the birth of
Comp. Olshausen Paul reclvons
from Jacob and his journey into Egypt. In
The termimis a quo
like manner Hofmann
is the time " at which the promise given to
Abraham was at all repeated ; " also Hauck
163

:

Jacob.

:

:

:

"

From Jacob,

(rnipixa. "A.Sp.

as far as the pure, genuine

reached."

—
CHAP.
its several

portions (Deut.

the conception of the

ment
;

;

Josh.

xiii.

23)

;

but iu

elevated to the idea of

Eph.

word

V.

5

;

Acts xx.

So also here

32, et al.).^

ver. 16) referred to passages in

which the

other.

It is

Comp. Rom.

(in

—

T. sense,
fulfil-

;

its

Gal. v.

and Paul uses

;

Klripovouia (that

this Christian idealizing of the O. T. historical sense
Messiali) is promised.

jST.

this

or the like) because he has previously (see on

^w?/,

i]

its

Messianic

are understood thereby (1 Cor. vi. 9

and glory

(not y aurrjpia,

its

and the whole of

(Matt. V. 5), so that the hingdom of the Messiah

fulness of salvation

21

21

iv.

lOiijpovouia is
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The one

ovKeri]

:

relation, if it

the

according to
kingdom of the

is,

exists, cancels

the

opposition to Koppe) the logical (not historical) no longer.

vii. 17, xi. 6.

Sl'

EnayyEUac] hy means of promise, so that in

his case the possession of the Messianic salvation

is

the fulfilment (by

way

and not the possible result (by way of reward) of
rendering prescribed services, and the like, which fall under the idea of the
of grace) of a promise,

—

I'o/iof.

-

KExapioraL]

to

donavit (Vulgate), destowed iy icay of

t?/v K/.ijpovofiiav

sc.

gift (the contrast to

Rom.

bipEiljjiia,

be realized at the time of the

iv. 4, 16),

namely, as a future possession

ivapovaia (Matt. viii. 11).

On

;^'ap/C£(70a^ rivi

n,

comp. Rom. viii. 32 1 Cor. ii. 12 Phil. i. 29, ii. 9 Acts xxvii. 24
Xen. Cyrop. viii. 6. 22 Polyb. xvi. 24. 9. Without supplying anything,
Schott and Matthias render
To Abraham God has, through promise, teen
gracious.
Comp. Holsten He has lestoiced a favor on him. But the supl^lying of ryv Klrtpovofiiav harmonizes best with the immediate context and
the logical relation of the tvro divisions of the verse, the second of which
forms the propiositio minor, and therefore, like the major, must speak of the
Caspari,* following classical usage, but not that of the N. T.,
KXr/povofLia.^
has wrongly taken Ksxapiarai in a passive sense, so that Ood is conceived as
This is in ojjposition to the context, and also against the
the inheritance.
view of the N. T. generally, according to which the Klr/povoiMia proceeds from
God (Rom. viii. 17), and is not God Himself, but eternal life (ver. 21 Tit.
iii. 7
Matt. xix. 29, et al.), the kingdom of the Messiah (v. 21
1 Cor. vi. 9,
XV. 50
Jas. ii. 5), and its salvation (Rom. i. 16) and dominion (Rom. iv.
Matt. v. 5
13 f.
2 Tim. ii. 12).
Ver. 19. * After Paul has shown in vv. 15-18 that the law does not abolish the far earlier covenant of promise, he might very naturally be met by
the inquiry, "According to this view, then, what sort of end is left to
be served by the law in connection with the history of salvation ?" Hence
-/ ovv 6 vo/ioq] sc. kari
he himself raises this question and answers it.
how
does it stand therefore (if it is the case that the law does not abolish the covenant of promise) with the law ? A general question, in which, to judge
from the answer that follows, the apostle had in view the puriwse for which
God gave the law. On the neuter r/, with a nominative following, comp. 1
Cor. iii. 5 (in the correct reading) rl ovv egtiv 'A-o?Jmc, "What then is Apollos ?" and see Stallbaum, ad Gorg. p. 501 E
Bernhardy, p. 336 f. FoUow;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

:

;

1

Comp. on Rom.

iv. 13

;

Eph.

i.

11.

Ver. 18 is a syllogismus conditionalis,
"conditional syllogism," of ttie nature of a
dilemma, the conclusion of which, because
^

self-obvious,

is

not expressed.

In d. Strassb. Beitr. 1854, p. 206 ff.
''On ver. 19, see Stolting, Beitrcige
Exegese d. Paul. Br. 1869, p. 50 ff.
^

z.

;
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ing

Cappellus, Schott (also Muttliics, thougli undecidedly, Jatho and
very unnecessarily, however, and in opposition
rl for dm tI

J.

Wieseler) takes

;

to the constant use of the

ri

(Rom.

iii.

1, iv.,

ovv so frequently recurring in Paul's writings

— TfovrrapalSnaeuv

etal.; comjD. Gal. iv. 15).

xo-pcv TvpocETidr/]

was added that is, in order that the transgressions of the law might be brought out as real, it was, after the covenant
of promise was already in existence, superadded to the latter {TrapstGrpiflev,
Rom. V. 20). The law namely, because it gives occasion to the potency of
sin in man to bring about in him all evil desire (Rom. vii. 5, 8), and nevertheless is too weak as a counter-power to oppose this sinful development
(Rom. viii. 3), is the Svvafiic r^g d/uapriac (1 Cor. xv. 5G and see Rom. vii.
which, although existing since Adam (Rom. v. 13), is yet
7 ff.) but sin
increased by that provocation of the law has only come to assume the definite character of Tvapa/Suaig in virtue of the existence of the law and its relaThe same purpose of the law is expressed in
tion thereto (Rom. iv. 15).
Rom. V. 20, but without the stricter definition of sin as TvapaliaaL^. Accordingly, Tuv irapa^. x^^ptv is not (with Wetstein) to be rationalized to this
for the sake of transgi'essions

it

;

;

—

;

—

Lex sine dubio eo consilio lata est, ut servaretur, vwaKOTjq ;^dptv
tamen hominum evenit, ut peccata multiplicarentur," "Without doubt
by man's fault, however,
the law was given to be kept, viz., for obedience
the result was that sins were multiplied." This is in itself correct (comp.
Rom. vii. 12), but is irrelevant here, where the point in question is the position of the law in connection with the divine plan of salvation, the final
effect

'

'

:

;

vitio

;

aim of which

is

redemption.

The

real idea of the apostle

is,

that the emer-

moral
—namely, in the penal, wrath-deserving (Rom.
transgressions — which the law brought about, was designed by God
iv. 15),

gence of sins

form of
(who must indeed have foreseen this effect) when He gave the law, and defor
sio-ned in fact as a mediate end in reference to the future redemption
the evil was to become truly great, that it might nevertheless be outdone by
;

The result, which the law, according to experience,
grace (Rom. v. 20).
has on the whole effected, and by which it has proved itself the dbvafiig t?}c
than the aim of
afiapr'm (comp. also 2 Cor. iii. 6), could not be otherwise
propter
salutem,
remissio
"Ut
remarks
strikingly
Luther
(1510)
God.'
"as
ita praevaricatio propter remissionem, ita lex propter transgressionem,"
account
of
foron
duty
of
violation
so
salvation,
of
account
forgiveness on
:

and the law on account of forgiveness." Observe, further, the
as having really that
Tvapaft., which summarily comprehends,
since
the giving of the
existing
and
arising
transgressions
the
character,
Others ^ consider that by tuv irapaft. p(apiv the recognition of svis is exlaw.^
pressed as the aim of the law.* But (1) this idea could not have been exo-iveness,

article

1

before

Comp.

sten,

Baur, neutest.
p. 74 f.
HilRenfeld, Wieseler, Hoi-

Ritschl,

Tkeol. p. 140 f

.

;

;

Hofmann, Eeithmayr, Matthias (who,

however, assumes the intentional appearance of an ambiguity), Stolting, and others
also Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl. p. 75 Lech;

Holsten,

z.

^

Some unexegetically combine fhe two ex-

planations, as Bengel "ut asnoscerentur
et invalerescerent," " that they might be
acknowledged and gain strength."
* So Augustine,
Calvin, Beza, Piscator,
:

Calovius,

ler, apost. Zeit. p. 110.

"Comp.

p. 297.

Ev. d. Paul. u. Fetr.

Wolf,

Schoettgen, Michaelis,
also Winer
others

Windischmann, and

;

CHAP.
pressed by the mere ruv
exclusively used in

Tvapaft. x^-P^^

;

for although,

original sense, for the sal-e

its

also be taken simply as on account of,^

must have written

129
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rz/f

still,

not always

^^

x^'h^'"^

in favor

of,

of,

may

but

in order to be intelligible, Paul

e-iyvaaeug tuv Tvapafidaeuv xopiv as signifying

And

order to bring sins to recognition as transgressions.

(2) the

:

in

point of

the recognition of sin was entirely foreign to this passage
for in tuv Trapafi,
xdpiv Paul desires to call attention to the fact that the law, according to the
;

divine plan, was intended to produce exactly the objective, actual (not

merely the subjective) opposite of the (5iKaioavvr/ (comp. vv. 21, 22). On account of this connection also the interpretation of many expositors. " for repressing transgressions," is wholly to be rejected, because opposed to the context.

^

This view

is

decidedly disposed of by the expression

7Tapa(iaaeuv, since

such could only come into existence with the law (Rom. iv.
a view with which
15) previously there were sins, but no transgressions,
Rom. V. 14 does not conflict, because the matter in question there is the
irapajiacELg as

—

;

transgression of a quite definite, positive
interpretations are comTAned

ing older expositors,^
in general,

what was

of God.

as also

Tlie tico last

by Reiche, follow-

— a course inconsistent with hermeneutical principles
fact involving an amalgamation of two erroneous
added,
not inconsistent with
160.] —

and here in

XL VII., p.

[See Note

command

by Flatt and Schott,

views.

TrpoaerW/]] it teas

said in ver. 15, ovdelg

eral proposition

under

.

.

ovdelg third

.

is

EitidiardGaETai,

because in the latter gen-

persons are thought

The

of.

law, more-

was not given as ewidLa07]Kr] (see on ver. 15), but as another institution,
which, far from being a novella to the SiadijKT], was only to be a temporary
over,

intermediate measure in the divine plan of salvation, to minister to the final
fulfilment of the promise.

See the sequel, and comp.

axpig ov eWt] to

terminus ad

(TTTEpfia k.t.?..]

ional duration of this

added

quern.,

Rom.

But these words

institute.

v. 20, x. 4.

—

"goal," of the merely provisare neither to be

connected, in disregard of their position, with SiaTayEic,* nor to be placed in
for the construction is not interrupted.
a parenthesis
As to axp'c ov D.drj,
•,

dum

"until it should come," comp. on Rom. xi. 25. According to the general usage of the N. T.,^ the subjunctive, and not the optative,'^
Paul has not put hv, because there was no idea in his mind of any
is used.
usque

venerit,

circumstances which could have hindered the event.'

manifestam redderet atque ita ar^uequam Judaei peccando sibi contrahcbant, culpam,""to render manifest
and so to convict of that guilt which the
Jews by sinning: had contracted ").
(" ut

ret illam,

'

ly

Ellendt, Lex. Soph.

remarks

:

"x'^pi*'

II. p. 947,

cum

appropiMate-

genitivo dictum:

Crusius, de Wette, Baur,
to jninisk

1

John

iii.

p.

53."

Comp.

12.

So Jerome, Chrysostom, Oecumenius,
Theophylact, Erasmus, Grotius, Zachariae,
Semlei', Morus, Koppe,Rosenmiiller, Paulus,
!

9

(" in order
alsoMeasner,

and Hauck, comp.
and Riick-

d.

several, such as Grotius

ert,

;

Ap.

p.

223,

think that the inclination to Egyptian
is chiefly referred to.
Comp. also Matthies.

idolatry

^

est,

;

Buhl

minime semper

doctrina

u en^-y.]

Ewald

them, moi-estrkiltf)

Lehre

*

Ammonii

to cnkpiia

Riickert, Olshausen, Neander, Baumpfarten-

in graticmi alicuius, inde allcuius aut horninis aut rei cavsa significans, quamquam
gratia adsignificatur, quae

—

^

Hofmann.
Buttmann,

nexit.

Or. p. 198.

^Matthiae, p. 1158.
' See Stallbaum, ad Fhaed. p. 62 C
Hermann, c?^ 7?«?'<. dv, p. 110 ff. Hartung, Pa?ti;

:

kell. II. p.

291

ff.

Comp. on

1

Cor. xi. 26.

'
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that

whose advent, according to ver. 16, necessarily brought with
The dative, however, does not stand for

Christ,

is,

the fulfilment of the promise.

it

—

as, in ver. 16
to whom the promise teas made.
eTryjyelTai]
"had promised,"^ comp. Rom. iv. 21, Heb. xii. 26; hut proest, " the promise was made" (2 Mace. iv. 27), because thus it is

but just

elg ov,'

:

promiserat,

ixot

missio facta

not requisite to supply Gedf, and the expression corresjDonds very naturally
with £pp£0/jaai< al kira-yyeXiai in ver. 16. Hence also it is superfluous to supply
'/}

K?i?ipovofiia

(Ewald).

Trpofff 7f%,

vo^oQ

On

etc.

or the

—

SiaTayelc

form

ihaTaaaeiv vojiov,

more frequently used,

is

laxD,

that
so

ing),

is,

to issue it

aj-yeluif

kv x-

hating

:

comp. Hesiod,

/"f*^-]

mode

the

in which 6

ordained throvgh angels,

l)cen

The simple raccEiv vduov
It means to ordain a

epy. 274.

as in Plat. Legg. p. 863 D.

for

not

ohedience,

to

arrange

it

for

^niilicatioji (Stolt-

would be described here as the diasl'evastai,
an idea which has no support anywhere, and would

that the angels

" revisers," of the law,

—

run counter to the view of the
18, xxxii. 16

Deut.

;

law (Ex. xxxi.

directly divine origin of the

As to the use of the aorist participle in the
Hermann, ad Tiger, p. 774 Bernhardy, p. 383.

ix. 10).

language of narration, see

The

^i-'

of this act

;

law took place amidst the

tradition that the divine promulgation of the

ministry of angels, is first found in the LXX., Deut. xxxiii. 2 (not in the
then in Heb. ii. 2, Acts vii. 38,
original text) [See Note XL VIII., p. 160]
;

and

and also in the Samaritan
Because the tradition itself and its antiquity are thus beyond
doubt, and there is no warrant for supposing that Paul did not know it or
was not likely to adopt it (as, indeed, he adopted other traditional teach53, Joseph.

Antt. xv.

5. 3,

in the Rabbins,

theology.^

it is a mere mistaken evasion to explain 6ia
" among," or coram, " in presence of," * which would have ultimately
to be referred to the idea " by the mediation of " (as 2 Tim. ii. 2). The same
remark applies to the view which looks upon the ayyD.uv even as men, like
Moses and Aaron ° Chrysostom left it optional to understand it either
As to the monstrous amplifications which this
of priests or of angels.

ings, 1 Cor. X. 4, 2 Cor. xii. 2),

as

raff?',

;

tradition of

the

later Rabbins,

agency of the angels underwent
Eisenmenger, entde<:lies Judenth.

does not look upon the angels as authors

from the whole view taken in
as divine,'' and here especially is
the use

of

the

6ia

(and not

inro),

I.

309

p.

the law,"

history

biblical
all

of

the hands of the

at

see

— as

f.

Paul
certain

is

law generally

of the

the more decidedly indicated

for

by

every reader in fact conceived

who accompanied the Lord
and consequently no one could attach any other
''ministerio angelorum," " by the ministry of angels,
(5m than
clear as the meaning in Heb. ii. 2 from 6ia ruv nvpiov in ver.

of the angels as oninistering spirits of God,*

appearing in majesty
sense

to

which
'

-

3

is

;

Winer, Usteri.
Ynlgate, Benjrel, Flatt. Hofmann.
Comp. on Acts vli. 53; Delitzsch, on

Uebr.
•

Calovius, Loesner, Morus.

^

Zeger, and revived by Cassel,

*

''

law as wfios

ii. 2.

e.exeg. Ver such,

Keil and Tzschirner's Anal. IV. p. 139 ff.,
and Huth, Conunentat. Altenb. 1854.
See the apostle's own designation of the
yp'^i'n,

d.

MilUer

As held by Schulthess, Voigtlander

^

in

Rom.

Comp. LXX. Deut.

avrov a.yyeXoL

\9£ih.

©eoO,

vers. 10, 13. iv. 21

/xfr'

vii. 22, 25,

f.,

et

and as

uL

xxxiii. 2 Ik Sefiwv
avjov, " from his right hand

the angels with him."

:
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III., 19.

For Moses received the tables of the law from God,"
//f ff/roi'']
them down to the people. Thus in the legislation he was the
middle person between the Oker of the law and its recijjients ; with the tables
ill his handi he was God's envoy to Israel, acting between the two parties.
3.

jf ;pi

iind carried

On

account of this historical circumstance (Ex. xxxi.

to be understood not merely as a vivid

is

mode

18, xxxii. 15), kv j«/3t

of designating the mediation

(T3), but quite literally." In the X. T. the designation of
forms the basis of the expression in Heb. viii. 6, ix. 1.5, xii.
This designation does
subject itself, comp. Acts vii. 38.
but by the Rabbins Moses is
O. T. or in the Apocrypha

Moses as /neaiTr/g
24
and on the
;

not occur in the

;

"IIDID, 'J7i*3X, also

was

PI"

The

71^.3

better

known and

mediator of the law,* the more decidedly must

as

terpretation in

presumed

which the

have

to

fieairr/c— not

called mediator

the more celebrated Moses

we

reject every in-

more precisely defined by Paul, but

reference universally familiar

its historical

—

is 7iot refer-

This applies not only to the view of most of the Fathers,'
who, following 1 Tim. ii. 5, Heb. viii. 6, ix. 15, xii. 24, take the Mediator
to be Christ, but also to Schmieder's view,'' that an angel is intended
the
red to Moses.

—

'^

angel of the law, wdio, according to Jewish theology,

had the

special

duty of

teaching Moses the law.

Certainly the Rabbins speak of an angel of the
but this part of their teaching cannot be shown to have existed in
the time of the apostles, nor can it find a biblical basis in the passages quoted
by Schmieder (Ex. xix. 19 f., xx. 18, xxxiii. 11 Num. xii. 5-8 Deut. v.

law

*

;

;

4

f.

;

also Ex. xxxiii. 18-23, xl. 35

53

vii.

Mal.

;

iii.

1).

See

also,

.

.

fieaiTov, is

;

;

—

f.
The object for which Paul has added Siarayelg
not to convey the impression of an inferior, sulordimcte position

in the Stud. u. Erit. p. 97
.

;

Deut. xxxiii. 2 Ps. Ixviii. 18
Acts
in opposition to Schmieder," esjieciallyLucke
;

held by the law in comparison with that of the gospel or that of the promise,
inasmuch as the former was ordained not directly by God, but through

NoteXLIX.,

angels and a mediator.'" [See

*

MfcriTTj! is

a

word

that belongs to the

Greek (Polyb., Lucian, ed «;.)• Comp.
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 121. It occurs in the
2
*

in Job ix.
Comp. Ex. xxxii.

Lev. xxvi. 40.
W'etSee Schoettgen, Hor. p. 738 f.
;

;

Comp. Philo, (ie
and on the matter

stein, p. 224.
p. 678

f.

A

;

vita

Mos.W.

itself,

Deut.

"Legem,
non nisi per
manus Mosis dedit," " the land which God
gave to the Israelites only by the hands of
*

Israelitis dedit,

Moses."
^ Origen, Atlianasius, Ambrose, Jerome,
Augustine, Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Tlieophylact so also Beza, Lyra, Erasmus, Cal;

vin, Pareus, Calovius,
'

and

others.

So also very recently Culmann,

Verstdndn. der Worte Oal.

iii.

20,

zuiii

Strassb.

1864.
'

A'oi'j interpr.

Gal.

iii.

19,

20,

He was calledJf^/a ;

Xumburg.

seeJalkutliiibeni,

107. 3.

With

whom

See on ver.
'"

word

Schneckeuburger agrees.

20.

" Lex est servorum vox,
Domini" "The law is the

Luther, 1538

evangelium

:

of servants

the gospel, that of tlie
gives his readers
to undLevstaxid. Ihat the event of the giving of
the latv ivas no fulfilment of the promise (see,

Lord."

Joseph. Anlt. iii. 5. 3.
Comp. Aboth E. Nath. 1. 1,

v. 5; also

quam Deus

»
f.

"

33.

15

(Luther, Eisner, Wolf,

IS'26.

later

LXX. only

p. 161.]

;

Hofmann Paul
:

however, on ver. 20). Bengel God committed the law to angels, "quasi alienius
quiddam et severius," •' as though more re:

mote and severe."

Bulil confines himself to
saying that Paul wished to represent the
difference between the mode of revelation
in the case of the law and that of the covenant of promise. But the question regarding the purpose of this representation as
bearing on the apostle's argument thus
remains unanswered. According to Hilgen-
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Estius,

Seraler,

Rosenmiiller, Tychsen, Flatt, Riickert, Usteri, de Wette,

Baur, Ewald, Hofmann, Reithmayr, Hauck, and others
sen,
i:i.

and

comp. also OlshauYogel in the Stud. u. Krit. 1865,
to enable the reader to realize the glory of the law in

Lipsius, Ecclitfertigungsl. p. 77

530), but its object is

;

;

It may be decisively
the dignity and formal solemnity of its ordination.
urged in favor of the Ititter view, (1) that, if the mention of the angels was in'

tended to suggest a lower relation in comjjarison with a higher, this higher remust have been distinctly expressed (as in Heb. ii. 2), or at least must
have been quite definitely discoverable from the immediate context (by the
lation

addition of a

iiovov perhaj^s,

Regarded

or the like).

in themselves, the ap-

pearance of angels and the agency of angels (comp. also

8) are

i.

always

conceived as something majestic and glorifying,'^ even in respect to Christ,^

and especially in respect to the law,^ the bestowal of which was one of the
high divine distinctions of Israel.^ Just as little can it be said (2) that kv x^ipi
fieaiTov is

fieciTov

tor of

a depreciatory statement, for in fact the gospel also

is

given

h x^'pi

which argument the objection cannot be made, that the Mediathe gospel, as the Son of God, is far more exalted than the mediator
;

to

of the law

for kv

:

x^'-P'- ij^so'i-tov

was who intervened

does not state at

all

what hind of mediator

it

in the promulgation of the law, but leaves the dignity

or lowliness of his person entirely out of view, and asserts only that a medi-

was employed in the giving of the law so that in respect of this relaby itself there was no qualitative difference between the law
and the gospel hAh were mediated, given through the hand of a mediator.
By way of comparison and contrast with the gospel, kv x^'pi avOpuTvov or some
such expression must have been used, whereby the mediation of the law
would be characterized as inferior to that of the gospel. Lastly, (3) it by no
means formed a part of the plan and object of the apostle to depreciate the
law as a less divine institution, a course which, besides being inconsistent
with his recognition of the law elsewhere, ^ would have been even unwise in
whereas it was in the highest degree apdealing with zealots for the law
propriate to acknowledge the high dignity of the law as evinced in the majesty and solemn formality of its promulgation, and then to show that it had
by no means cancelled the promises. Thus the glory of the law glorified the
covenant of promise, while the apostle's oi^ponents could not find any antagonism to that law. In ojiposition to these arguments, the appeal to 6 Qeog,
ver. 20,' has the less weight, because in -pocertd;/ and (harajElc{ver. 19) God
in fact is obviously the acting subject, and the promise also was expressed
According to Holsten, z. Evang. d.
passively by kniiyye^-ai (without Qe6q).
Paul. xc. Petr. p. 299 ff., Paul intends to express "the pneumatic truth,"
ator

;

tion regarded

:

—
;

feld, Paul's intention was to detach as far
as possible the origin of the law from the
supreme God and in this respect also he
;

was

the precursor of Gnosticism.
So Calvin and others, including Winer,
Schott, Baumgarten-Crusius, Wieselcr, Matthias comp. Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 284.
2 Hence we must not say with Schmid,
•

;

bibl.

Theol. II. p. 280, that the intention

was

to intimate tliat the giving of the law was
not "the absolute normal act' oi the divine
'

economy,
'
iii.

>

^
^
''

Matt. xxiv.

31,

xxv. 31

;

John i.

52

;

1

Tim.

16, et al.

LXX. Deut. xxxiii.
Rom. ix. 4.
Rom. vii. 12-25.

2

;

Acts

vii. 38, 53.

Usteri, Schneckenburger, de Wette.

—
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III., 20, 21.

tlie law in the economy of
between promise and fulfilment.
But if this Averc so, how wonderfully would Paul have concealed his
thoughts
He must have said that this mediatorial position of the law exfor this in itself, and apart from
Jiibited itself \n the form of its bestowal
any other intimation, could in no way be known to the reader, to whom
angelic and mediatorial agency presented themselves only as historically
familiar attributes of the majesty and divinity of the law.
The law itself
would not be placed by these attributes in the category of the fiealrrig. Nor^
is Stolting's view more worthy of acceptance, who, in dmray. 6i' ayyi/.uv, de-

that, in the

purpose of God, the significance of

was

.salvation

to be that of a mediator, viz.,

!

;

tects the idea

(Heb.

i.

:

" in

oi'dcr that the

and explains

14),

kv

xapt

Jews might obtain the Uessing of Abraham''''
mean that the law served as an

fieoirov to

instnmient to the mediator iov reconciling discordant 2)((vties with one another
(and these parties are alleged to have been the Jeics and GentUes). These
two ideas, which are only in a very indirect way compatible with the scope
of the Pauline teaching as to the relation of the law to the gospel, or with
history

itself,

ver. 18,

and

could not have been found out by the readers, especially after

and would have needed a more precise

after ruv 7iapa/3da. x"P^v,

explanation in what reference they were to be taken.
history of the giving of the law,

which was familar

In unison with the

to every reader, the

two

points could only be understood as reminiscences of the historical circumstances in question

;

and

fieairK

particular could not be conceived as a

ii^

reconciling mediator, but only in the sense

Ver. 20

down

to

fi^ -yivoiTo,

ordained through a mediator^
the promises of God.''^

it

"

ver. 21.

conveyed in Acts

But from

vii. 38.

the fact that the law toas

7nust not at cdl be concluded that it is opposed to

The expression

just used,

h

a'«P' /aeairov,

might pos-

be turned to the advantage of the law and to the prejudice of the
" Since the idea of a mediator
promises, in this way, that it might be said
supposes not one subject, to whom his business relates, but more than one,
who have to be mutually dealt with, and yet God (who gave the law through
a mediator) is one, so that there could not be one God who gave the law and
sibly

:

another who gave the promises (for there are not more Gods than one) it
might possibly be concluded that, because the law was ordained by God in
namely, by the calling in of a mediator
a different way from the promises,
acting between the two parties,
the earlier divine mode of justification
(that of faith) opened up in the promises was abolished by the law, and instead of it, another and opposite mode of justification (that of the works of
the law) was opened up by God." Paul conceives the possibility of this
inference, and therefore brings it forward, not, however, as an objection on
;

—
—

the part of opponents, but as his

concluding inference,

6

own

he thereupon replies by the disclaimer,

hence he expresses the
an interrogative form, to which

reflection

ovv vo^iog k.t.1., in

n?j

yhotro.

words, which in themselves are simple enough,

" But

the mediator

— not to leave unnoticed

;

is

The

but the mediator, that

is,

any mediator,

but intervenes between two or more

;

:

an inference which might possi-

bly be drawn to the prejudice of the promises from the
said

ejcplanation of the

accordingly as follows

kv

x^ip^'-

does not belong to

God, on the other hand,

a

fi^diTov just

single person,

is

a single p)er-

—

:
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—

when tlicse two propositions are apjolied
Is it vow
and the promises is it vow to he thence inferred that the
law, which was given through a mediator, and in which therefore there took
part more subjects than one, in point of fact two (namely, God and Israel),
betAveen whom the mediator had to deal, is oijposed to the divine 2^romises, in
which the same one God, who in the case of the law acted through a mediGod forbid
ator and so implied two parties, acted directly ?
From this
jioint of difference in the divine bestowal of the law and the promises, by
no means is any such conclusion to be arrived at to the prejudice of the latter, as if now, through the law mediatorially given by the one God, another
divine mode of justification were to be made valid." In this view, ver. 20
contains two loci communes, from the mutual relation of which in reference
to the two eoncreta under discussion (the law and the promises) in ver. 21 a
possible inference is supposed to be drawn, and proposed by way of quesThe de is in both cases adversative the first introducing
tion for a reply.
a supposed objection, and the second an incidental point belonging to this
objection, the relation of which incidental 2:)oint to the first proposition
6 /uain/r denotes the mediator absolutely as
strengthens the doubt excited
genns C' quae multa sunt cunctis in unum colligendis," Hermann, acZ J}j7i.
Aul. p. 15, pref.): hoc ovk kariv is predicate, negativing the hog elvai as regards the mediator, with emphatic stress laid on the prefixed hog (not on
the OVK, as Hofmann thinks), and hog is masculine,^ without requiring anye\q kanv is predicate, and e]g, in conformity with the
thing to be supplied
axiom of monotheism here expressed, is used quite in the same purely numerLastly, in the interrogative inference, ver. 21,
ical sense as hog previously.
6 vofiog is used, as the close annexation by om> sufficiently indicates, in precise correlation to 6 fiealryig in ver. 20 (for the law was given through a medibut the
ator, ver. 19), and rwv knayyeTiiuv tov Qeov to « inrj-yyeAraL, ver. 19
emphasis in this question of ver. 21 is laid upon Kara, for Paul will not allow
it to be inferred from the two propositions expressed in ver. 20 (jirj yhotTo),
that the law stood in a relation to the 2:)romises which was antagonistic to them
The numerand opposed to their further validity as regards justification.
ous different interpretations of this passage and it has had to undergo above
for the Fathers of
250 of them have specially multiplied in modern times
the Church pass but lightly over the words which in themselves are clear,
and not a

S071,

plurality.

in concreto to the law

!

;

;

:

;

—

—

—

:

without taking into consideration their difficulties in relation to the general
scope of the passage, mostly applying the 6 6e fiEahiig hog ovk eariv, taken
correctly and generally, to Christ,^ who is the Mediator between God and

—

'

Not

b 6e

neuter, as

0e6s

els

Holsten takes

it,

eaziv wliich follows

although
can only

indicate the masculine. Holsten, not withstanding all his subtle acuteness, errs also
in making tlie law itself, in opposition to

the tenor of the words, to be the Meo-iT))5 (see
on ver. 19), and in explaining the predicate
ets attached to 6 0eds in the sense of the hnmutabilily of the divine will ; holding that
the law stands, not in unity with the

promise, but between the two component
parts of the latter (the giving of the
promise and its fulfilment), and that God's
one saving will reveals itself in the promise
and its two parts. See, iu opposition to
Holsten, Hilgenfeld in his Zeitschr. 1800,
p. 230

ff.

Jerome, however, explains the passage
as referring to the two natures of Christ
"manu mediatoris potentiam et rirtutem
^
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man, and partly casting side-giances

at the opjionents of Christ's divinity

;*

although a diversity of interpretation (some referring /jeairr/c to Moses, and
Although no speothers to Christ) is exjsressly mentioned by Oecumenius.
cial

dogmatic interest attached to the passage, nevertheless in the sixteenth

and seventeenth

centuries

(see

Poole's

the variety of inter-

Si/nopsis)

pretations vras already such that almost every interpreter of importance
(yet, as a rule,

without polemical controversy, because the dogmatic eleinto i^lay) took a way of his own.
It became, how-

ment did not come
ever,

still

greater after the middle of the eighteenth century (esjjecially after

grammatico-historical

termixture of

its

How

increasing.

exegesis gained ground, but with an abundant in-

and

philological aberrations),

now

even

is

continually

often have the most mistaken fancies and the crudest

conjectures sought to gain acceptance in connection with our passage,

the explanation of which was regarded as a feat of exegetical skill

enough that out

of the multitude of various interpretations

criticism in detail of the earlier views

debemus

ejus

dum

©eds, as God),

cum secuncum Patre (6 Se

accipere, qui

Deum unum

:

sit

ipse

secundum mediatoris officium

ab CO intellifjitur," "By
the hand of a Mediator we ought to understand tlie power and virtue of Him who aocordinjf to God is understood as one with
the Father, but in His office of mediator
is understood as other than Him" (ei-b? ovk
ia-Tiv)
Theodoret understands 6 &e /ieo-irrjs
definitely of Moses, who intervened between God and the people (evbs ovk iaTiv),
but holds that 6 6e ©ebs els eo-Tiv affirms
that it is one and the same God who
first gave the promises to Abraham, tlien
gave the law, and now has shown the
(b &e

/jteo-iTrjs)

alius

1

goal (to Trepas) of the promises. Mco-itt;; is
explained as referring to Moses by Gennaon the
dius in Oecumenius (p. 742 C)
other hand, Chrysostom and Theophylaot
take as a basis tlie conclusion, ware wal
6 Xpto-TO? Su'o TivuiV ecTTi tX€(TLTr)i, Oeov 6r)Ao6i)
/cat ai'SpuiTTMu, " SO that Clu'ist is Mediator of
;

two, manifestly of God and men" (Theophylaot).— Among modern Catholic expositors,

Windischmann and Bispinghave closeJerome in the reference of the

ly followed

second half of the verse to the two natures
The meaning is supposed to
of Christ.
amount to this, that the promise was directly addressed from God to God (i.e., to Clirist),
and the passage is thus a locus dassicus in
Not so
favor of the divinity of Christ.
Relthmayr, who in substance follows the
interpretation of Theodoret.
1

See Chrysostom.

down

:

^

I.

Gal.

iii.

20

aminatae novaque ejus interpr.
1800
20,

se?i

1802

Anton, Diss.

:

It is

I.

more

ten tiae ex-

tentata, Lips.

also his Spicileg. observatt.

;

Lips.

^

— we specify the

Plurimor. de

nitz,

ad

Gal.

Gal.

iii.

iii.

20 cri-

exeg. tract, in Pott's Sylloge,
Keil (seven programmes), in

tice, historice, et

V.

141

p.

ff.

Opusc.

his

:

I.

211

p.

ff.

Winer, Exc. III.
and de Wette

:

:

Schott, p. 455 ff. : Wieseler,
ed. ;M611er, in loc.
3

Luther, 1519

:

"

Ex nomine

mediatoris

concludit, nos adeo esse peccatores, ut legis
opera satis esse nequeant. Si, inquit, lege

jam mediatore non egetis, sed
neque Deus, cum sit ipse unus, secum optirae conveniens.
Inter duos ergo quaeritur mediator, inter Deum et hominem, ac si
justi estis,

;

impiissima

torem

rejicitis, et

sit ingratitudo si mediaDeo, qui unus est, remittitis," etc., "Prom the name of Mediator
he concludes that we are sinners in such
way as to be unable to fulfil the worlcs of
the law. If, said he, ye are just by the law,
ye do not need now a Mediator, and God,
since He is one, is not self-consistent. A Mediator, therefore, is required between two,

dicat

between God and man, as though he
were to say Most godless would be your ingratitude if you reject a mediator, and to
God, who is one, you remit," etc. Erasmus
viz.,

:

in his Paraphr.,

understanding Christ as

re-

ferred to (in the Annotat. he says nothing
at all about the passage) " Atqui conciliator, et si intercedit, inter plures intercedat
:

nemo enim secum ipse dissidet.
Deus autem unus est, quocum dissidium
oportet
erat

For a general view of the mass of interpretations, the following works are of service :— Koppe, Exc. VII. p. 128 ff. ed. 3 Bo*

to Keil

!

— omitting the

;

humano

generi.

Proinde tertio quo-

piam erat opus, qui naturae utriusque
tieeps

Deum

par-

utraraque inter sese reconciliaret
placans sua morte, et homines sua

:

:
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recent literature, and adduce the following

our view, exjilains thus (see Opusc.
unius sed

duarum

partium

certe

I.

esse,

doctrina ad verum Dei cultum pelliciens,"
"But the conciliator, who intercedes, must
intercede among a number
for no one
disagrees with himself.
God, however,
whom
there
was
disagreement
with
as respected the human race, is one. Hence
there was need of a third participant of
both natures to reconcile both with one
another, appeasing God by his death, and
alluring men by his doctrine to the true
worship of God." Calvin also, explaining
the passage of Christ, considers "diversitatem hie notari inter Judaeos et gentiles.
Non unius ergo mediator est Christus, quia
diversa est conditio eorum, quibuscum
Deus, ipsius auspiciis, paciscitur, quod ad
externam personam. Verum P. inde aestimandum Dei foedus negat, quasi secum
pugnet aut varium sit pro hominum diversitate," "Here the diversity between Jews
and Gentiles is noted. Christ, therefore,
is not a mediator of one, because diverse
is the condition of tliosewith whom God,
by His tokens, makes a covenant as to
the outward person. But Paul denies that
God's covenant is to be thence estimated
as though it were inconsistent or various in
accordance with the diversity of men."
Castalio gives the sense of the words correctly " Sequester autem hitemuntius est
duorum, qui inter sese aliquid paciscuntur
atqui Deus imus est, non duo," " A media;

:

:

is a messenger between two who make
some covenant with one another but God
is one, not two ;" but then draws therefrom

tor

:

the strange inference "itaque necesse est
et Israelitarum internimtium
fuisse, nee euim potest Dei et Dei iuternun:

Mosen Dei

cum duo

tiusfuisse,

Dei non sint," "It was

Moses to be a
mediator between God and the Israelites
for he could not have been a mediator between God and God, since there are not
two gods ;" and from this again he infers
tliat both parties had thus promised something, God promising life and the Israelites
obedience and lastly, with equal arbitrariness " nunc quoniam legi parere nequeunt,
supplicio sunt obnoxii," " Since, now, they
cannot obey the law, they are subject to
necessary, therefore, for

;

;

:

punishment." Grotius (comp. Beza)

;

"Non

solet sequester se interponere inter eos, qui

unum

sunt (ivo's, neuter), i.e. bene conveniunt; Deus sibi constat," " A mediator is
not accustomed to interpose between those
who are one (cj/os, neuter gender), i.e., those

p.

1.

:

365

if.)

Deum
who

Keil,
:

^'-

who comes

nearest to

Meditatorem quidemno'n

autem, qui Abrahamo teneflcii

well agree.

God

is

self-consistent;"

from which he arbitrarily infers :" quare
nisi homines se mutassent, nunquam opus
fuisset mediatore neque tum neque mine,"
" Wherefore, unless men had changed, there
would never have been need of a mediator,
whetherthenor now." Comp. Sehoettgen,
who, however, assumes the first part of the
verse to be an objection on the part of the
Jews,and 6 6e ®ebs els ianv to be Paul's reply.
Wolf, although referring

ixeairov in ver.

19

to Moses, yet in ver. 20 understands ixeaiTri^
of Christ: "Hie vero mediator (qui impri-

mis hie respiciendus est) unius non est (sed
duorum), quorum unus est Deus," "But
that mediator who must here be especially
regarded is not of one, but of two, one of
whom is God." Clarke, who understands
in ver.

jueo-iT.

" Quilibet vero

referring

19 as

to -Christ

duarum partium.
Deus est una pars. Ergo quorum erit Christus mediator nisi Dei et hominum?" "But
every mediator is of two parts. God is one
part. Of whom, therefore, will Christ be
mediator, unless of God and men ?" Ben/tiecriTT)?-

est

Unus non utitur
is non
prius sine mediatore, deinde idem per mediatorem agit) atqui Deus est unus (non
est alius Deus ante legem, alius deinceps,
sed unus idemque Deus)
ergo mediator
Sinaiticus non est Dei sed legis. Dei autem
promissio," " One does not use that mediator (i.e., whoever is one, does not act first
without a mediator, and then do the same
gel discovers the syllogism

mediatore

illo (i.e.,

:

quisquis est unus,

;

;

through a mediator) but God is one (there
is not one God before the law, and another
after the law, but God is one and the
same) the Sinaitic mediator, therefore, is
not of God, but of the law, while the promise is of God." Wetstein: "Sicut quaiido
arbitrum vel medium vel sequestrum dicimus, intelligimus ad officium ejus pertinere,
ut non uni tantum partium faveat, sed
ita etiam
utrique sese aequum praebeat
;

;

;

quando Deum dicimus, intelligimus non
Judaorum solum, sed omnium hominum

Unde statim colligitur, Mosen, qui
Judaeos solum et Deum medius fuit,
non veri nominis medium fuisse, sed a
patrem.
Inter

bonitate Dei expectari debere alium, totius
humani generis negotium gerentem, i.e.
Christum," "As when we speak of an arbiter or medium or mediator, we undei'stand that it pertains to his office to
favor not only one of the parties, but to

CHAP.

unum

aliquid promiserit,

inodo ftdsse ; hincque ajwstolum id a leetoi'ihus suis

in lege ista Mos.

colligi voluisse,

rem ah uniustantum (Dei

novnm

illius

pachim mutuum Deum

inter atque

popuhwi

opera intercedente initum fuisse, contra vera in promissione

Israelit. mediatoris

actam, hincque
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sc, qui solus earn dederit) voluntate

legi isti nihil

plane cum

Tiac

rei fuisse,

pendentem trans-

adeoque nee fotuisse ea

promissionis implendae conditionem constitute eoque ipso promis-

sionem hanc omnino

"That

tolli,''''

a mediator indeed

is

not of one, but

two parties, but tliat God, who had jjromised some benefit to
Abraham, was only one hence that the apostle wished it to be inferred by
his readers that in the law of Moses a mutual agreement had been made between God and the Israelitish people by the intervention of a mediator
but, on the other hand, that what is comprised in the promise is dependent
upon the will of only one (viz., of God, who alone has given it), and hence
that the law and the contents of the promise are entirely different, and, accertainly of

;

;

new

cordingly the

condition of the fulfilment of this promise, could not be

means the

joromise be altogether withdrawn."

fixed,

and by

(a) to

take the second half of the verse not generally, like the

this very

torically, as if

and

(b)

nihil,

r)v

was

written,

is

an arbitrary deviation from the parallelism

the conclusion professedly to be drawn by the reader, Mncque

"hence that law,"

etc., is

ver.

20.

2.

;

all men.
immediate that
Moses, who was mediator between the
Jews only and God, was not one of true
name, but that from the goodness of God
another ou«:ht to be expected to act for

not alone of the Jews, but of
this the inference

is

the entire human race, i.e., Christ." Michaelis (following Locke): "But tliis law
cannot, in respect to the Gentiles, alter anything in the former covenant of God. For
one of the parties wlio had a share in this

covenant, namely, the Gentiles, had not
empowered Moses as a mediator and knew
nothing of him but God Himself is only
one party, and cannot alter His covenant
through a mediator appointed on one side
only." Nosselt (Exercitatt. ad s. s. inlerpr.
"i/fe autem
p. 143 ff.) and Eosenmiiller
(Moses nempe) mediator illius unius (prolis
Abrahamicae, the Christians !) nonest, Deus
antem est unus (communis omnium) Deus.''''
" But he" (viz. Moses) " is not the mediator
of that one" (viz., the offspring of Abraham)
" but God is one" (i.e. common to all)."
Morus, interpreting it as a syllogism with
an interrogative major: H'lc xero (Moses)
nonne est mediator ejus, qui immutabilis est?
;

:

'''

Sulisumtio: atqui vera Deus
Conclusio

;

num

est

which he conceives may be

Schleiermacher's explanation

show himself just to both so also when
we speak of God, we understand the Father

From

;

legi isti

quite without warrant, for Paul himse'f -puts

as a question in ver. 21 the inference

drawn from

But

but his-

first,

immutabilis.

ergo lex adversari potest.

is

j^ossibly

essentially sim-

"But is not this one" (Moses) "the
mediator of him who is immutable? Minor
premise But God is immutable. Conclusion
Can the law then be against," etc.
Gabler (Prolus. ad Gal. iii. 20, 1787) has the
etc.?"

:

:

same

alteration in the sense of eis "//e
(Moses) %vas rmt, however, a mediator of some:

thing immutable,'''' etc.

Koppe

:

''''

Jam

qui-

tantum suus est /u6<n'Tr)s
(j)lures fuerunt, imprimisque 6 fieo-irr/s t^s
Kaiv. 6iaS)7KT)s Jesvs) sed unus tamen idemque
Deus est, qui misit omnes, is adeo debet sibi
constare nee potest secum ipse puguare,''^ "It
is true indeed that by the law of Moses he is
not alone its mediator (there were a number, and especially Jesus, the Mediator of
deni non v6y.w Mosis

the

new

covenant), but, nevertheless.

He

one and the same God, who sent all,
and therefore He ought to be self-consistent, and cannot conflict with Himself."
So also, in substance, Baumgarten-Crusius
evos means /or one matter ; sltiA thQ
sense is, "that the law has been one of
the many divine institutions, but as such
it must stand in connection with the general
is

:

plan of the divine government."— Some of
condemn themselves,
and others find their refutation in our examination of the more modern interpreta-

tliese interpretations

tions after Keil.

?
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ilar (in Usteri, Leltrhegr. p.
exist

where there

ff.)

only one person,

is

:

liut

" The mediator of an agreement does not
always 2oresupposes two persons ; these

But God

were God and the Jewish nation.

GALATIAlSrS.

is

One in reference

to

His promises ;

and for
Himself alone, as One numerically, because it is no agreement ietween two, Init
His free gift {x'^ipiq). Hoes the law therefore conflict, etc. ?"^ But in this
view («) the ajjj^lication of ver. 20 to the concreta, "concretes," of the law
and the promises, which is in fact not made until ver. 21, is imported into
and anticipated in ver. 20. Moreover, (5) elf imperceptibly changes from
that

its

God

is,

therein acts quite freely, tmconditionally, independently,

numerical sense into the idea of aloneness and independence
is arbitrarily introduced, and is not expressed

the idea of free grace

;

and

bj"

(c)

Paul.

Nearest to this interjjretation of Schleiermacher and Usteri comes Hilgenfeld,

whose

interpretation,'^

accompanied

by the same

essentially

difficulties, ulti-

mately amounts to the non-Pauline idea, that the position of God as a party
in regard to the law is not in harmony with the divine unity (that is, with
Comp. also Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl. p. 77, accordthe divine monarchy).
ing to whom Paul negatively " strikes the law to the ground as incompatithe ground the law, which to
TTVEviMTLKOQ,

" Spiritual" (Rom.

liEGiT
£

f

(

7]Q

EGT I, Hens

et

Jam

legi isti

14)

No,

?

all

unus,
si hoc,

una

{altera)

desire to strike to

"holy, good," and

he desires to show

divine bestowal from the

e.

3.

is,

that,

mode of giving

Winer: '^Non potest
: 6
6e Qeoq
ita quaenam est altera

unius p)artis

tantummodo pars ;

ad Judaeos,
mediator cannot be conof one part
but God is one,' one

sponte efficitur, legem Mas. pertinere etiam

dbservandae adstrictos

who
What

is

(other) part only.

then

is so, it

ayadoQ,

not ojjposed to the promise.

ceived of or imagined

now this

its

ayioQ,

cogitari autfingi, qui sit ev6q, unius h.

gens Israel.

hosque

is

it

him was

vii. 12,

notwithstanding the diversity of
the promise,

But how could Paul

God."

ble with the sole agency of

of one,
is

fuisse,''''
i.e.,

"A

'

;

the other

?

The

Israelitish nation.

If

spontaneously results that the law of Moses pertains also to

the Jews, and they are

bound

to observe this law."

'

Thus

ver.

20 contains

only a parenthetical idea, Paul having in view to re-establish the dignity of

In essential points, Usteri {Konwientar,
comp. with Beilage, p. 239) agrees
with Schleiermacher in his explanation.
Moreover, the substance of Schleiermachev's interpretation is already to be
found in Zachariae, who paraphrases as
" A mediator presupposes two
follows
'

p. 121;

:

who make some promise to each
inasmuch as a promise made on one

parties
other,

side without a counter promise does not

But

need any mediation between two.

in

the case of Abraham God alone promises,
who grants him a promise out of free
grace."
- In his Commentarrj.
He takes another

view

in his Zeihchr. 1860, p. 230

ff.

:

"Paul

wi.shed to express that the covenant of the
law, being ordained through angels and a

and consequently through a
shows itself thereby to be entirely
different from the covenant of promise
which was given by the divine unity, and
consequently cannot cancel the latter."
But this cancelling might certainly have
been inferred from the very difference
besides, the plurality, which is supposed to
be implied in trbs ovk kariv, would have
nothing at all to do with the angels, but
would necessarily refer only to the mediator, who has to mediate between two— in
this case, between God and the Israelites,
'In the explanation of the words Kern
mediator,
plurality,

;

(in

the

Tiib.

Zeitschr. 1830, 3)

agrees with

Winer, only he does not insert icoitwnmodo,
" only," in the second clause. He looks
upon the words as an opponent's objection,

—
CHAP.

'

the law, which appeared weakened by ruv

-n-apafi.

data fait feccatorum gratia; propterea vero non
k-n-

ayyeliq longe
The law

divina, "
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infer iorem contemnat ;

est,

data

Lex Mos.
x^ptv npocETEQri
quod quis earn tanquamista
:

nim

e

ipsa est auctoritate

et

Moses was given on account of sins but from this the
inference is not just that one may despise it as far inferior to the promise
for it was given by divine authority."
diaray. Ji' ayyiXuv
gentique
Hebr. tanquam agendi norma proposita kv x^^P^^ /xealr. bg ovk eotiv
iv6g, " As a noun of action it was set forth to the Hebrew nation." It cannot be urged against Winer, that Paul must necessarily have written 6 e/f.
But (a) in the logically exact chain of argument there is no indication at all
that ver. 20 is to be taken as a parenthesis.
(5) Since 6 /xsatTt/r is subject, 6
0£of, which likewise is placed at the beginning of the sentence, may not be
arbitrarily understood as predicate,
{c) It must have been more precisely
indicated by Paul, if it were intended that the first egt'iv should be understood as the copula of a general judgment, and the second as historical
{appears in tJie giving of the law) for every reader, if he had understood the
first half of the verse as a general judgment, would naturally understand
the second in like manner, {d) It would not occur to any reader to refer eIq
of

;

;

—

;

and

in 6 5e ©cos el? ecmv he finds the idea
intimated, that God in consequence took it
ijpon Himself to bless those who obey the
law whence the question follows Does
therefore the law, by which God has bound
Himself to make blessed on account of
works, conflict with the promises of God?
But affainst this view it may be urged that
there is absolutely nothing to indicate ver.
:

;

SOasthe language of an opponent further,
that the points brought forward against
Winer, under {b), (c), and ((/), equally apply
here and lastly, that tlie idea found in 6 5e
©ebs els idTLv is not suggested by the context, but arbitrarily introduced. Baur also,
Paulus, II. p. 215 f. ed. 3 (comp. his neutest.
Theol. p. 157), agrees with Winer in his conception of the words the mediator belongs
not to one, but to two parties, but God is
only the one of the two parties. By this
Paul is supposed to intimate that the law
has a merely subordinate significance, just
as that of the mediator, insomuch as he
Ls not himself one of the two parties, is
merely subordinate: "the eirayyeAt'a,
"promise," as a St-aeriK-q, "covenant."
in lohich God e ' s e <t t i, "is one," withovt a
;

;

:

;

6(j-iTr)s

having ani/thmcf

higher than the

to

do with

it,

.stands

"law," which cannot
be conceived unthout the /necriTr;?, "mediator," and is essentially conditioned by him.''
But in this interpretation Paul would not
have said what he meant to say, and would
have said what he did not mean. The view
v6ii.o<;,

of Holsten (Deutung u. Bedeut.

d.

Worte

iii.
20, Eostock 1853, and Inhalt
Gedankengang des Gal. Br. 1859, pp. 39

Gal.

u.
£f.,

ff.) is allied to the explanation of Baur.
Holsten understands /j.ecriT>)s," mediator," as
referring to the law, and makes iyo's neuter
Between the law and the promise the relation is not that of an tV, but of an essential
distinction but God is at one with Himself, not presenting any difference with
Himself, namely, in the sense of the immutability of the divine will. This explanation cannot be accepted, because it starts
from the supposition that the law is placed
under the category of the /ueo-tTijs, "mediator." Paul cannot have so conceived it, because he has said that the law was ordained
through a /uieo-iTrjs, "mediator;" therefore
law and mediator must have been present to

63

:

:

his

mind as

different

ideas.

— Steinfass

(in

Guericke's Zeitschr. 1856, p. 237) understands
the literal sense definitely and correctly,
but from the words 6 6e 0e bsek eo-rti', " but
God is one," derives the tacit idea God
therefore is not the other party, and consequently is not under the law— by which the
:

freedom of Christ as the Son of God from
the law is supposed to be proved. But this is
an idea foreign to the context and imported
into the passage, not even quite Pauline
for submission to the law certainly formed
;

a part of the state of humiliation of the
Son of God (Gal iv. 4), while as to the
state of exaltation His elevation above the
law is a matter of course.
' See Winer, Gramm. p. 110.

:

;
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for hog had just been used absolutely in a numeriwhich therefore e\c at once jiresents itself and this the more,
because the first sentence, by its negative form, has prepared the way for an
antithesis to follow,
(e) The idea which 66e Qsbg £/f eanv is supposed to indicate
therefore the law is obligatory on the Israelites^ conveys something
which is so entirely a matter of course, that it could not be made use of at
all as an element of the dignity of the law
for the law was, in fact, given to
the Israelites, and even to thinh of that obligation as non-existent would
have been incongruous. And (/) even assuming such a sujierfluous idea,
in what a strangely mysterious way would Paul have intimated it
That
which he meant to say, he would wholly without reason have concealed, and
have given out as it were a riddle. Apart from the unsuitableness of the
idea generally, and from the inappropriate e^k, he must have said 6 6h

to a suppressed 6 srspoc

:

cal sense, in

;

:

;

!

:

'lapaf/l elf hrcv,

" but Israel

his interpretation,

communis

illius

'

viz.

'^
:

is

one."

4.

Schulthess has sought to vindicate

Hie mediator (Moses) non

Dei, qui olim Abraliamo sjwpondit,

est

jje?"

mediator unius,

eum aliquando

i.e.,

gentes

s. communis omnium parens, sed est potius medi"This mediator (Moses) is not a mediator of one, i.e.,
common to that God who once promised Abraham that through Him at some
time the nations would be blessed, and who is one, or the common parent
of all, but is rather the mediator of angels."
But {a) how erroneous it is to
assume that the anarthrous kvoq should denote the universal God of men, and

ieatum
at-or

iri, et

qui

est rinus,

angelorum,''''

"-

how

alien this reference

is

to the context

(b)

!

How

opjjosed

ayykluv to the notion, that Moses was "mediator angelorum''''

variance

is

the idea of the law as the

throughout the Bible (comp. on
•

Proposed

II. 3, p.

133

in Keil

ff.

ver. 1 9) of the

and Tzschirner's Anal.

in his Engehvelt, Engelgesetz

nnd Engeldienst, Ziirich 1833, and in de G.
Hermanno, enodatore ep. P. ad <?«/., Zurich
1835.
^ Similar also is the interpretation of
Caspar! (in the Strassb. Beitr. 1854, p. 206 ff.),
tliat "Moses, the middle-man of the angels
who gave the law, is not the mediator of
the One who gave the promise; he is the
mediator of many angels, but God is one."
VogePs explanation (in the Stud. u. Krit.
18G5, p. 534) comes in substance to the same
effect " Where there is a mediator, there
is a plurality of those commissioning him
such a plurality existed in the giving of the
law; but God is one consequently the law
proceeded from a plurality distinct from
:

;

;

God, and the angels form this plurality."
In opposition to Vogel, see Hilgenfeld, in
Matthias, in
his Zeitschrift, 1865, p. 452 ff.
the monograph quoted at ver. 19, p. 30 ff.
;

Hauck,

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1866, p. 699 ff.
Nevertheless Hauck (in the Stud. u. Krit.
1862, p. 541 ff.) has likewise assumed a plurality in

iJ-^a-cT-ri?,

work of

mediator— t\\Q plurality of

!

(c)

is

the 6c

How

at

angels with the conception

law

as the

work of God I

In

men, whom Moses represents as one out of the
midst of them (but ixe<TiTr)<; does not mean
this); hence lie cannot be representative of
the owe God. Nothing in our passage can bo
regarded as more certain tlian that 6 /ieo-ittj?, applied to the act of giving the law,
embraces in itself the idea ov eSwxe Kupios,
" what the Lord made" (not directly, but),
ava. iJuicrov avrov /cal dva/ueo-ov riav
vImv 'lapariK iv nZ opei Sii"? ef x«'P'
Mwvo-Tj, •' between him and the children of
Israel in Mount Sinai by the hand of Moses"
(Lev. xxvi. 46). Buhl, / c. p. 13, has interpreted the passage similarly to Ilauck, but
with an incorrect inference from the negation of necessity to the negation of jjossibility : the mediator always represents a
great number of persons but God is single,
and as such does not need any mediator
therefore the mediator (ver. 10) cannot be
the representative of God, but, on the contrary, can only accept the law for a pluralThus the law stands in
ity of recipients.
contrast to the covenant of promise, which
was given to the One <Tvepix.a, " seed."
:

;

CHAP.

how

141
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wholly different a way must Paul have spoken of and proved such a
and \\ovf frecpiently would he have reverted to it (especially in the

jjaradox,

Epistle to the

Romans)

in his antinomistic discussions

far as the idea is concerned, is the interpretation of

I Paul Gal

Numb.

!

5.

Akin

to this, as

Schmieder {Nova

interpr.

and in Tholuck's Uterar. Anz. 1830, No.
'' Qidvis minister
tel midtoimm est vel unius : atqui mediator non eat
54)
unius : ergo est multorum ininister. Qui multorum est minister, ad quod genus
mediator pertinet, non est iinms : atqui Deus (absolute) tmiis- est : ergo cum
onultorum sit mediator, non est Dei minister,'''' " Every minister is either of
19

iii.

f..

1836,

:

many

hut a mediator is not of one therefore he is a minmany. He who is a minister (to which class a mediator belongs)
but God is absolutely one since, therefore, he is a
of many, is not of one
minister of many, he is not a minister of God."
The connection is
" Concedo legem per angelos datam esse a Deo, non Immana
sujjposed to be
arte inventam, sed eo ipso, quod per angelos ministros, non per Deum aut Dei
filium promulgata est, inferior est evangclio,'''' "I grant that the law was
given by God through angels, and not devised by human art, but from the
very fact that it was published through angels as ministers and not through
God or the Son of God, it is inferior to the gospel." This interpretation is
objectionable, (a) in a general point of view, because it rests wholly on the
erroneous view that fisairovin ver. 19 ajiplies not to Moses, but to the angelus mediator, " angel mediator ;" (5) because Paul could not have expressed
so peculiar an antinomistic argument more obscurely or more enigmatically
than by thus omitting the essential points (c) because the idea of lieairrjQ
by no means im2')lies that the iieg'ittjq is the " minister multorum: " he may
be commissioned as well by one as by many, as, in fact, Christ was commissioned as a iieahrjQ by One, viz., by God." 6. Steudel, in Bengel's Archiv. I.
" To tcliat jpurpose
p. 124 ff., supposes that ver. 19 is an opjoonent's question
then serves tlielaic ?
Was it bestowed merely somehoio as an additional gift on
or of one

:

;

ister of

:

;

:

^

;

:

1

Schneckenburger's explanation

Beitr. p. 189

fif.,

and

(in

his

in the Stud. u. Krit.

with Schmieder's.
121) agrees
1835, p.
Huth's attempt at an explanation ( Comment.
de loco Oal. iii. 19 f., Altenb., 1854) agrees
partly with Schmieder and partly with
Schulthess he understands iv x^'-P'- f^^crirov
of an an(/elu.9 mediator," angel-mediator,
and then in ver. 30 finds the idea that the
;

'''

law proceeds from

angels, and not from
God, as follows: " Mediatore enim nihil opus
fuisset, si units tantummodo legem tulisset ; at
si multitudo quaedam, qualis est angelorum,
legem ferremdt turn rei summa exsequenda

traditur uni, qui mediatoris vicem inter legis
latores et eos gerat quibus lex destinata

est.

autem ratio cadere non potest in Demn,
qnippe qui vnis numero sit, ideoque mediatore
non indigeat. Ex hoc ipso igitur, quod in
Ilaec

ferenda lege Mosaica opusfuit mediatore, colligendum est, originem ejus repeti non debere
ab vno Deo, sed a pluribus, h. e. ab angelis.

quorum tnediator vice fungebatur" " For
would have been no need of a mediator, If only one had borne the law
but if a

there

;

multitude, such as that of angels, wishes to
bear the law, then to execute the completion of what matter pertains thereto, it is
delivered to one who occupies the place of
mediator between the bearers of the law
and those for whom it has been destined,
This method, however, cannot occur with
respect to God, as being one in number and
accordingly not needing a mediator. Prom
the very fact, then, that in propounding the
law of Moses, there was need of a mediator,
it must be inferred that its origin should
not be derived from one, viz., God, but from
many, i.e., from the angels, whose place the

mediator

fulfilled."

gee also, in opposition to Schmieder,
Liicke in the Stud. U. Krit. 1828, p. 95 ff.
Winer, Exc. III. p. 171 ff.
2

;

a

;
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account of transgressions

whom

to

and Vy

(^in

order

the 2)romise applied ?

to le transgressed),

And

yet icas

it

until the seed should come

made knoicn through

angels^

a mediator?^'' To widcliPaul answers, Certainly through
ministry of a mediator ; only he was not the mediator of an united seed (of

the

the ministry of

tuv riaTsvovruv, ver. 16), hut 6od is one {not another for the
(«) there is nothing that indicates any such division of the
passage into dialogue
and (b) liow strange it would be that Pavil should

the

aTTep/Liarog

But

Gentiles).''''

;

have grasped, and furnished a reply
ponent's question,
dinate part of

the

it

'tv

(c)

!

to,

nothing but the

last

part of the op-

which, moreover, would be only a suborThe article must be added to h'or, if it is to apply to

x^tpi /jecirov,

already spoken of (as assumed also by Jatho)

but no supplement
whatever to evog is suggested by the context
and if rob evbc aTrsp/uarog
were read, then, according to ver. 16, it would mean not the body of
Christians, but Christ Himself.'' (d) hoc and eif would be taken in different
senses
united and one^
7. Sack* supposes that Paul avails himself of the
idea of a mediator to li7nit the recognition of the law, which perhaps some
(TTrepfia

;

'

;

:

Jewish Christians were disposed to assert to an exaggerated extent, and
" The mediator, however, is not of one hind, Iiut God is One and the
saj^s
same.
For us Christians there is certainly another mediator than Moses ; hit
:

God

God, the

in hoth Testaments,

and

class,"

is

it is

This applies also against Kaiser's strange
{de apologetic. Ev. Joh. consiliis, Erl.
1824, p. 7 ff.) to obtrude the entirely foreign
supplement of uios " //ic mediator Moses non
est vrdusfiliiis, Deus ai((em (nempe) est vnus,''''
" This mediator, Moses, is not the son of one,
but God is one." Moses is not to be compared with Christ, the only-begotten Son
'

:

of God.
2 This remarli also applies to the very
forced and arbitrary explanation of Mich.
"Weber {Paraphr. cap. III. ep. ad. Gal. 1803)
:

" Hie autem interventor (Moses) non est interventor unius illiusposteritaiis Abrahami,quatn
paido ante Christianos esse dixi, Israelitariim
Kara n v e v a sed IsratUtarum. Kara.
<T
pKa interventor quippe in qvo spem svam
,

Exhacigitur
parte, in interventore, Isi'aelitae Kara a- dp k a,
differunt ab Israelitis Kara, nvev/xa, quippe
qui spem flduciamqiie suam von in Mose, sed

fl'luciiniqiie

ponunt {5oh.

in solo ChristO pommt,
(1

Tim.

ii. 5).

ii.

45).

/aeo-iVj)

In Deo autem

©eoO
(6

k. dyBpiu-rruiV

ye ©eos) nulla

dimrsitas ; nihil discritninis Israelitis
Kara aapKo. cum Israelitis Kara, wvevp.a interce,
dit, cundem Deum vervm colunt illi quern Idest

Deus

est iimis

dem aWov
aWov Ka'i.

Ka\

idemque.

aWov

that

one

U/riqiie habeiit qui-

intevventorem, non autem

"This intercessor
not the intercessor of

aAAoi' Deum,''''

(Moses), however,

One and

the same.'''

But

eariv

attempt

[jl

nevertheless

cannot mean unius generis est, "is of one
equally evident that the clause, " for us Christians there

obvious that hog

is

it

is

posterity of

Abraham, which

shortly before I have said to be Christians,
the intercessor of Israelites according

viz.,

to the spirit, but of Israelites according to
the flesh, since they put in him their hope
and confidence (John ii. 45). In this respect,
therefore, in the intercessor, Israelites according to the flesli differ from Israelites
according to the spirit, since they put their
hope and trust not in Moses, but in Christ
alone, the mediator between God and men
In God, however, there is no
(1 Tim. ii. 5).
diversity; no distinction intervenes between
Israelites according to the flesh and Israelites according to the spirit
the former
worship the same true God as the latter
their God is one and the same. They have
;

different

intercessors,

but not different

gods."

And

in eU the relation of God to the
and Gentiles would be arbitrarily assumed. This is also done by the anonymous
3

Jeivs

writer, in the

,^'tud.

v. luit. 18C7, p. 331

whom

ff.,

our passage is intended
to assert that the mediator of the law was
not only the mediator of God, but also had
reference to the Jewish people, whereas
God with His promise had reference to all
the nations of the earth, both Jews and
according to

Gentiles.
«

In the

Tiib. Zeitschr. 1831.

I.

p. 106

f.

—
CHAP.
etc., is arbitrarily

certainly,"

is

and

(in opposition to Steudel,

terventor

quos
test

ille

non

est

unius

interveniat) ;

{i.e.,

"An

brought

interventor ubi

is,

See also Sclmeckenburger,'

in.

Kern, and Sack) "Winer. °

Dens autem unus

interventor ; esset enim

143

III., 20, 21.

est,

est

:

duos

ergo

8.

minimum

Hermann

:

In-

esse oportet, inter

apud Deum norv cogitari poDeum et Deum, quod ab-

qui intercederet inter

is an inGod, howtherefore an intercessor with God cannot be thought of
ever, is of one
for he would have to be one to intercede between God and God, which
is absurd."
And the connection is " /rZ agehat P. ut ostenderet, legem

surdum

est,^''

tercessor, there

intercessor

must be

is

at least

not of one

{i.e.,

wlierever there

two with whom he intercedes)

;

;

;

:

cum 2^romissio7ie Abrahamo data neque cum praesente
commune liaheret, dumtaxat interim valuisse, jam autem

Mosls, quae nihil ncque
effectione promissionis

Bationem reddit Tianc, quod superaddita sit (ideo
non pertineat ad testamentum, cid non liceat quidquam
addi ; deinde quod non, sicut testamentum illud, ab ipso Deo condita et data, sed
dis'posita pjer angelos allataque sit manu interventoris : atqui interventori, quod
interventor non sit unius, non esse locum apud Deum, qui unus sit, utpote testanon amplius
77

pooETtdr]

tor,

valere.

dixit), eoque

cujus unius ex voluntate nemine intercedente Jiaereditatem capiat

Jiaeres,^''

show that the law of Moses, which had nothing in
common with the promise given to Abraham, nor with the present effect
of the promise, only had been some time valid, but was now no longer
valid.
He gives this reason, that it was added (he said accordingly ivpoaeteOtj), and accordingly does not pertain to the covenant, whereto nothing
could be added then that it was not instituted by God Himself and given,
as that former covenant, but ordained by angels and delivered by the hand

"Paul did

this to

;

but for the intercessor, since he is not the intercessor of one,
no place with God, who is one, seeing that He is the testator, from
the will of whom alone and without the intervention of any one, the heir
receives the inheritance. "
But (a) it could not be expected that the reader
should derive from ver. 20 the idea that no mediator is conceivable in the
nor could it be so conceived by
case of God on account of His oneness
Paul himself, for, in fact, with the one God a mediator may certainly have
a 2)lace,
not, however, '' inter Deum et Deum,'''' " between God and God,"
into which absurdity no one could fall, unless Paul so expressed it, but inter
Deum et homines, " God and men," in which office the history of the theocracy showed so many mediators and at last Christ Himself. Q>) The question
in ver. 21 {ovv), with the answer expressive of horror, fiy yevoiTo, presupposes
that the subject-matter of this question consequently an antagonistic relation of the law to the promises might possibly (although quite unduly) be
But according to Hermann, Paul in vv. 19 and 20
derived from ver. 20.
has already proved that an antagonism of the law to the promises does not
exist, that the law was no longer valid, and had nothing at all in common
with the promises. So, in a logical jioint of view, the question in ver. 21,
6 ovv v6jiog k.t.Ti., could not be asked, nor could the answer f/y yevoiro be
made, (c) It may, besides, be urged against Hermann, that not only is Si'
of a mediator

there

;

is

;

—

—

'

Bciir. p. 187

f.

2

Ztitschr.f. wissensch. Theol.

II. 1, p. 31 ff.
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h

ayy.

regarded as lowering the authority of the law, but a quite
upon npoaETidT] for in ver. 19 the emphasis lies on
^^
xapiv.
9 Matthies interprets
But the mediator
does not

;(eipl fiea.

undue
ruv

GALATIAISTS.

stress is also laid

relate to one,
letioeen

;

'

Tcapaft.

for

Ms

nature

is

:

.

.

.

in fact divided or disunited, since he

two sides or parties opposed

one another

to

;

and

is

placed

therefore in connection

with him we cannot thinh of unity, lut only of duality, or of the variance subsisting letween two parties ; iut God is One, comprehends in Himself nothing
hut unity, so that His nature contains no variance or disunion.^^
Thus
also, in

the main,

pellus.

But the

de Wette,^ and among the older expositors Jac. Cap-

simjjle numerical concej^tion of unity is thus arbitrarily

transformed into the 2)^>-^osophical idea, and the contrast of plurality is
turned into the contrast of disunion. How could a reader discover in 6 Qzhq
ziq

eariv

Schott
est

:

anything else than the popular doctrine of Monotheism ?
10.
" Mediator quidem non uni tantzim (eidemque immutalili) addictus

homini

certe

s.

parti,

i.e.,

in quavis causa

humana, quae mediatore

adsunt partes, quihus fieaiTt/g inserviat,

ines singidos

sive res inter

{v. c.

popidus)

.

fuerat haud imjjediente

.

.

.

pi^oinde ex eo

xeipt fieclrov j^romulgata est (ver.
tere perpetuam \his verMs P. corrigere
legis

provocarenf]

foedus

talilis,
tis,

uhi plures imo midti ejusdem

maxima

est

singulorum

mortuis succedunt posteri), facile etiam mutatis animorum

atque propositis, foedus mutatur aut toUitur,

defendenda

.

.

foederis participes sunt etfiunt (jyraesertim ubi

dum

duae

transigatur, sive multitudo sit ingens eorum, qui alterutram rel

utramque 2'>artem constituant
tudo,

indiget,

duos tantum hom-

.

.

constitutum

(iec'ltti ciijus ope

quidem, quod

lex

vicissi-

consiliis

Sinmtica kv

non sequitur auctoritatem ei compeeorum opinionem, qui in
auctoritate perpetua valitura ad personam Mosis mediatoris
attamen Deus est wius, qui semper idem manet JDeus immuId),

voluit perversam

.

legislationis Sinaiticae

nonfuit humanae, sed divinae auctorita-

neque ah arbitrio hominum, sed a voluntate Dei pendehat immutabilis.

His perpendendis quaestio
auctoritate ditina

excitahatiir {ver. 21),

insignis

ijiso

Deo juhente

an forte haec

j'^romissionem

legislatio Sinait.

Ahrahamo datam

ejusmodi limitibus circumscrihere (jnutare) voluerit, ut non amplius

esset

pro-

tantum Dei gratine adnecteretur,'''' "A mediator,
indeed, is not devoted to only one (and that too an immutable) man or
party, i.e., in every human cause that needs a mediator, there are undoubtedly two parties present which the mediator serves, whether the transaction
be between only two individuals, or the multitude of those constituting one
or the other j^arty be great, e.g., the people
where a number, aye, many
are and become sharers in the same covenant (especially where the change
of individuals is very great, when posterity succeed the dead), and where
the designs and purposes of minds being easily changed, the covenant is
easily changed or annulled, when the mediator by whose aid it was established docs not hinder.
Hence from the fact that the Sinaitic law was
promulgated 'in the hand of a mediator' (ver. 19) it does not follov/ that
missio, cvjus eventus liberae

.

.

'

As

in substance also

orit. p.

p. :i09
*

173

ff.,

and

.

.

.

.

Rinck,

Lucubr.

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1834,

ff.

According to him, the idea in the second

clause
self,

is

merely

arisen between
is

:

"that which Ood in

irrespective of the disxinion

Him and

mm,-

which has

men, has pivmised,

elevated above this disunion.''''

CHAP.

145

III., 20, 21.

perpetual authority belongs thereto [by these words, Paul wished to correct
the perverse opinion of those who in defending the perpetually valid authorYet God is one,
law appealed to the authority of Moses].

ity of the

.

.

.

always remains the same immutable God, and the covenant of Sinaitic
legislation was not of Imman, but of divine authority, and did not depend

who

upon the will of men, but upon the will of the immutable God. In weighing these things, the question was excited (ver. 21) as to whether perhaps this
by

Sinaitic legislation, notable

its

divine authority,

God

himself

command-

ing it, was intended to circumscribe (change) the promise given to Abraham
by such limits, that it would be no longer a promise, whose issue would be

How much is

deijendent only upon the free grace of God."
expositor in

interpretation,

this

supplied by the

copiously provided with modifying

so

But it is decidedly erroneous, on account of the sense of elc and
ivdgheing changed into the idea of immutdbilis, "immutable," and also
clauses

!

'

because the proposition

and yet the inference

6 Se /jEaiTr;c evbg

ovk

limited to causae Immanae,

t'ariv is

supposed to be therein conveyed that the Sinaitic
Paul assuredly could never have thus illogically corrected the zealots for the law, and then in the very same breath have
set aside the inference by attamen Deus est unvs, " but nevertheless God is
One." 11. Gurlitt ^ refers £vof to the Gentile Christians, as one of the two
" The law teas given through angels and
divisions of the cnepfia 'AjSp.
legislation is

is

not always valid.

:

through a mediator, and God indeed

from

Ilim,

nevertheless he taken into

of

those

is

throughout only One ; what proceeds

demands in every

therefore,

case

consideration, that

equal recognition.

mediator

the

is

no

must

It

mediator

Gentiles, and
that therefore the law teas
God Himself'' But, apart from the fact that in

icho icere p7-eviously

not destined for the latter iy

view of hoc there must have been previous mention of a twofold joosAbraham and tov hoc must have been here used, and not to mention that the hoc and elc are not taken as alike in sense, the interpretation
must be at once pronounced decidedly wrong, because it depends upon the
erroneous view that the cnEpfia, vv. 16, 19, means not merely Christ Himself, but also the corpus mysticum, " mystical body," of Christ.
13. Olshauthis

terity of

sen, taking 6 6e Qebc

as

:

thus

:

elg eariv

only one party, explains

it

God is one or a single one, and consequently
"Mediation presu2:)poses a state of separa-

and there can be no mediation in the case of one since God is the one
must also have been a second, viz. men, who were separated
from God. In the gospel it is otherwise in Christ, the representative of

tion,

;

party, there

,

:

the Church,
in

Him"

one

all are

;

all

separations and distinctions are done

Thus Paul,

(ver. 28).

away

in order to call attention to the inferiority

of the law to the gospel, gives a cursory, parenthetic explanation as to the

idea of a mediator.
^laray.
(2)

6i.'

ajykluv

The idea: and

6 61 Geof Etc EOTtv.

1

10

iii.

is

(1)

unsuitable to the context

In like manner,

slioiild

30, Phil.

i.

not have ap37.

;

for in ver. 19,

forth the glory of the giving of the law.

consequently also only one party
(3)

For which Schott

pealed to Rom.

This

h x^ipi fiea. has set

all

,

is

quite arbitrarily added to

the rest which is supposed properly

"

In the Stud. u. Krit. 1837, p. 80o

p. 715

ff.

ff.

;

1843,
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to constitute the sense of the

" in the gospel

it is

words (" men, who were separated from God

otherwise," etc.)

is

Matthias,^ correctly explaining the

13.

;"

the pure invention of the expositor.
first

half of the verse, sees in

6 6i

which has to be completed
"T/" God is one of those tico
by supplying the major premiss and conclusion
parties, the laiv, although ordained Ijy avgels, is nevertheless an ordinance of
God; hut God is this; and consequently the laic, etc., is an ordinance, not of
0SOC

f'C '£<yTLv

the minor premiss of an enthymeme,

:

angels, hut of

God.''''

Against this interpretation

connection with the point iharajElg
that the explanation of

fif

by

6i'

ayye^Mv

we may urge
is

that the special

not conveyed

alter is contrary to the

context

;

by the

text

;

that ver. 21

would be unsuitably sxibjoined from a logical point of view (see on Kara.,
and lastly, that the idea of the laAv being an ordinance of God
ver. 21)
was one altogether undisputed and not needing any proof. 14. Ewald ^
assumes that Paul with this "quick flash of thought" intended to say
"The idea of the mediator necessarily presupposes two different living
beings between whom, as being at variance or separated, mediation has to
;

:

take place

because the mediator of one

;

is not,

does not

e.vist

at

all, is

an im-

But since God is in strictness only One, and does not consist of
two inwardly different Gods or of an earlier and later God-, it is evident that
Moses as mediator did not mediate between the God of the promise and the
God of the law, and thereby mix up the law with the promise and cancel
but he only mediated (as is well known)
the promise by the later law
between God and the people of that time." But even this interpretation,
the thought of which would probably have been expressed most simply
possibility.

;

by Paul writing

6

6e /xectrTjg Qenv kariv, 6 Si

objections urged above (under

8)

Oebg

e/f

ecriv,

against Hermann's

is

liable to the

explanation.

15.

Ilofmann (compare also his Schrifthew. 11. 2, p. 55 if.),
the frst half of the verse is intended to affirm that, where there is only
one to whom something is to he given, there is no room, for mediatorship ; such
Now, as the promise ran
an individual recipient may receive it directly.

According

to

Abraham's posterity as an unity, it is evident that the giving of the law,
it was destined for a plurality of individuals, could be no
passes
fulfilment of the promise. The second half of the verse, which with
on to the divine side of the event, jylaces the tinity of God in contradistinction
to the plurality of angels; that which comes to men through the latter must he of
a different Mnd from the promised gift, trhich the One was to give to the One
Thus on this side also it is clear that the
the o?ie God to the one Christ.
giving of the law was not the fulfilment of the promise, but was only
ordained for the time, until Christ should come. But (a) all this artificial
interpretation must at once fall to the ground, because it conceives hdg to

to

just because

rft-

—

be opposed to a plurality of recipient subjects for it is not true that the
bestowal through a mediator presupposes such a plurality, seeing that it
may take place just as well with one as with many recipients, (li) It is incorrect that the unity of God is placed in contrast with the plurality of
;

'

After several earlier attempts, accordview of 1866, in the mono-

:ing to his last

graph quoted at ver.
^

Comp.

15.

also his Jahrb. IV. p. 109.

CHAP.
angeU (which

is

147

iTi., 20, 31.

not oven marked, by

or the like)

iro/.luv ayy.

contrast to the frof ovk ianv, and

it is

giving involved

through mam/''- just as

taking

its

jjlace

nntrue that the

^^

—

:

it

stands in

mediafeness oi the
if

the mediate

giving could not with equal fitness take place through one, as in fact

God through one

very often been given by

show

that the giving of the law

as

clearly evident

is

the promise.

—

16.

from

nature has not reference

to
to

Paul's intention

is,

it

has

not to

was not the fulfilment of the promise, but,
show that the law was not opiwsed to

ver. 21, to

Wieseler

has reference not merely

(c)

!

^'^
:

Moses as mediator, Tiowever {6e'being

God

restrictive),

men) '.for a mediator from his
one (but to two j^arties)
hut God is one.
Conse(but also to

;

Moses

Avas based on the fact,
do not only with God, but also with men. The
fault does not lie with the faithfulness of God, who appointed him as mediator,
an idea which cannot be entertained, but rather wdth the action of
men," etc. Against this interpretation it may be urged, not only that the
words f/f kariv imperceptibly acquire the sense is only one of the two jmi'ties,
which Paul would certainly have been able to express otherwise than by the
confession of monotheism (Deut. vi. 4
Jas. ii. 19
Rom. iii. 30 1 Cor.
viii. 4, 6, et al)., but also that the idea of a, failure on the part of the lawgiving, and of the blame due for it, was remote from the apostle's mind,
and would here be unsuitable to the divine purpose expressed in ver. 19.
The law became to men the ShvauiQ rf^g dfiap-la^, "strength of sin" (1 Cor. xv.
but this falls to be regarded not as a failure on the part of the law56)
giving, but as a necessary stage in the development of the divine plan of salvaRom. vii.). 17. According to Stolting, hoc and elf are to
tion (ver. 22 if.
be taken in the sense of absolute unity. Ver. 20 is supposed to contain a
syllogism with a supi^ressed conclusion: viz., A mediator does not belong to
one
but God is one
consequently a mediator does not belong to God.
Accordingly God is absolutely excluded from any mediation through the law :
the objects of this mediation are on the one hand the Jews, and on the other
hand their contrast, the Gentiles ; and the law was to unite these two dissociated parts, which it effected by showing that the Jews were in need of
redemption, and by making the Gentiles capable of redemption (Rom. iii.
The mediator, with the law in his hand, is supposed to have
22 f., 29 f.).
placed himself between Jews and Gentiles, and to have made both equal
through the law, an equalization which does not tahe place with God, as
there is not one God of the Jews and another God of the Gentiles, between
whom mediation might occur, but only a single God, who treats Jews and
Gentiles with equal justice, being, as He is, a single Person without oppo-

quently the faihn-e of that mediatorial

that he as mediator

had

office of

to

—

—

:

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

—

nent, an absolute unity.

Even

this acutely carried out interpretation is not

no indication in the text that fidf and af
and Paul, in order to be
understood, must at least have wi-itten, in the second half of the verse, something like 6 de Oedg oovrug f'C (or o a-'/Ix: f/f) laTLv, " God is actually or absotenable

:

for {a) the reader finds

are to be taken in the pregnant sense of absoluteness ;

lutely one.

Nor (b) is it
1

correct that absolute unity excludes the being an object

Beitnige

z.

Exeg. d. Paul. Br.

1869, p. 86

ff.
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because the absolutely one God has allowed mediation to
of mediation
take place between Himself and man, not only through Christ, but also in the
ancient history of salvation, through His ministers (the angels, Moses, and
;

(c) There is nothing in the words of the passage to make us
think of the Jews and Gentiles as objects of the mediation since the law is
rather to be recognized as the neGoTOLxov, "middle wall" (Eph. ii. 14) between

the prophets),

;

the two, which

had

removed by Christ

to be

in order to their union.

national consciousness, not only of the apostle, but also of his readers,
Israel could alone occur as the parties reconciled

the

fjEa'iTTig.

(d) It is

not exjjressed.

It is

To the
Ood and

with one another throiigh

not correct that the conclusion drawn from ver. 20

expressed in ver. 21, and rejected as erroneous.

is

—Lastly,

Riickert confines himself to the correct translation of the words, " The me;''''

more than one) Tnit Ood is one
from which is to be concluded, " Therefore the mediator does not refer to Ood
alone, "but also to others.'''' He, however, at the same time confesses that
diator does not refer to one (but always to

;

he does not see any way, in which these propositions and this conclusion
are to be connected with the foregoing passage, so as to yield any relevant
and lucid thought. While Riickert has thus despaired of an explanation on
his own part, he has not questioned the title of the passage to receive an
But this course, to which Michaelis was already inclined,*
explanation.
has been actually adopted by Lucke,^ who holds ver. 20 to be a gloss,
which had originally served, on the one hand, to exj)lain the conclusion
of ver. 19 (the mediator was interpreted as applying to Christ, and it
was desirable to point out that this mediator belonged not merely to the
Jews, but also to the Gentiles), and, on the other, to give a reason for the
beginning of ver. 21. But the witnesses in favor of its genuineness ^ are so
decisively unanimous, that no other passage can appear better attested.
namely, that Irenaeus,
Liicke only makes use of an argumentum a silentio,
Tertullian, and Origen do not cite our verse ;* but little stress can be laid
on this, when we consider how lightly in general the Fathers were wont to
pass over the words in question, without even discerning in them any

—

special importance or difficulty.

Ver. 21.

6 ovv v6/ioc

[See

Note

Kara tuv hirayyeTiiuv

;]

L., p. 161.]
ovv,

the reference of which

is

differently explained according to the different interpretations of ver. 20,

draws an inference, not fi-om the definition of the object of the law in ver.
19,^ but from ver. 20, which is not arbitrarily to be set aside, or to be treat-

'

" I wished, in fact, that

able for

me

ii

were allow-

in the explanation to pass over

the whole verse, and to give it out as a
marginal note of some reader not understanding Paul, which had found its way
into the text."—Michaelis, Paraphr. p. 33,
ed.
>

2.

In the Stud. u. Krit. 1828, p. 83 ff.
There is not even the slightest variation
in the individual words, or in their arrangement,— a fact which, judging by critical
analogy, would be scarcely conceivable in a
'

text compiled from a douhle gloss. Only
the ^th. adds diim-mn at the end, evidently an exegetical addition, the author of

which appears to have had in his mind some
explanation which bore a similarity to that
of Clarke, Locke, Winer, or Gurlitt.
* Clement of Alexandria has it at least

once, in the Theodot. ed. Col. p. 797 A.
' Castalio,
Luther, Gomai-us, Parens,

and others, including Liicke,
Olshausen, de Wette, Wieseler, Hofmann,

Estius, Bengel,
StOlting.

—
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ed merely as an appendage of ver. 19.' The law, namely, -which was given
through a mediator, and therefore essentially otherwise than the promise,
might thereby appear to introduce on the part of God another way of granting the Messianic salvation than the j^romises, and consequently to be ofpo&ed
the

to

Kara

latter.'-'

contra, in ui^position

under

The

8, 16.

Matthias incorrectly explains
Since the simple

idea of the promises ?"

tlie

See vv.

tcov iTiay}x?ucjv]

to.

it

kcTi

—

Kara is the usual

"Is

:

included

it

— and not, possibly,

is to be supplied, the expression would be wholly
TaaasTai, "arrayed"^
without the sanction of usage. Moreover, looking to the siJecific difference
in the ideas of the two things, Paul could not have asked such a question at

—

ground assigned for the fifi yevoiTo, and therewould be incorrect to conclude from ver. 20 that the law
was opposed to the promises. For if it had been opjiosed to the promises,
the law must have been in a position to procure life * and if this were so,
then would righteousness actually he from the law,'-' which, according to the
Scriptures, cannot be the case (ver. 22).
vofiog] just as in the whole conall.

EL

yap

kdodii rd/zof /c.r./l]

fore proof that

it

;

—

text

:

the Mosaic law, although without the article, as in

ii.

—

21,

iii.

11, 18

;

Winer, p. 117.
6 dvvdju. ^uok.] The article marks oflE the definite qiiality which, in the words el yap e666r/ v6/iog, is conceived by the law-giver
as belonging to the law: " as that which is able to give life ; and this is the
i^uowoifjaai]
"Hoc verbo praesupponipoint of this conditional sentence.
tur mors peccatori intentata," "By this word, the death threatened
against the sinner is presupposed," Bengel. The Cw/, however, which the law

—

not able to furnish,

is

with the context,

not the leing alive morally,'' but,

is

the everlasting Messianic

harmony

in

Kiiuffer, debill. C^'/f

(see

life

aluviov notione, p. 75), as is evident from ver. 18 {el yap kn vojiov Kh^povofiia)
and from ver. 22. Comp. also 2 Cor. iii. 6. The moral quickening is p7'esupposed in this ^uoKoiTjaai.
The law, in itself good and holy, could not subdue the dominion of the principle of sin in man (Rom. viii. 3), but rather
necessarily served to promote this dominion (see on ver. 19), and was therefore unable to bring about the eternal life which was dependent on obedience to the law (ver. 12) given unto life, it was found unto death, Rom.
tj

:

Paul never uses

vii. 10.

either (Eph.

ii.

5

;

Col.

i^uoirotelv

ii,

fested at the Parousia (Col.

1

Also in

1

Cor.

vi. 15,

iii.

of the moral quickening, nor

The

13).

3

f.),

ovv (in opposition to

Stolting's appeal to the passage) introduces

a possible (mischievous) inference from
what inunediately precedes, to be at once
repelled vrith horror by mt veVoiro.
See the fuller statement at ver. 20.
3 See Lobeck, Phryn. p. 272.
* This consequence depends upon the
dilemma Life may be procured either
through the promises or through the law.
If, therefore, the law stands in opposition
to the promises, so that the latter shall no
longer be valid, the laiv must be able to
procure life. This dilemma is correct,
"

:

^ur/ is

the eternal

and therefore in
because no

life

avCuo-rroieiv

which

reality the

(fiird possibility is

is

mani-

K'Ar/povojuia

given in the

divine plan of salvation.
^ Even if av be not genuine, this interpretation is not altered (Buttmann, neut. Gr.

and we cannot explain (with Hof"If there was given, etc., then
was," etc. This imperfect (erat) would be
illogical Paul would have written kativ or
p. 194, 6)

mann)

;

:

;

-^iyov^v.
*

Winer,

p. 127

;

Kiihner,

ad Xen. Mem.

ii.

7, 13.

Winer, Riickert, Matthies, Olshausen,
Ewald, Wieseler, Hauck, Hofmann, Buhl,
''

and

others, following older expositors.

—
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(vv. 18, 29).'

— ovTug

Jewish imagination)

ek v6/iov av yv

the law

SiKaioavv?/] then in reality (not

t)

merely in

icould he tliat,from which the existence of right-

by its enabling men to
The argument proceeds ab effectu, " from the

eousness icould proceed, namely,

offer

dience.

effect"

complete obe(i^uorroif/aat),

ad causam, "to the cause" {>} ^iKaioavvr/), for, without being righteous before
God, man cannot attain eternal life not as Riickert, Wieseler, Hofmann,
and others, in accordance with their view of fwo;r., are compelled to assume,
a causa (the new moral life whereby the law is fulfilled) ad effectum, '• for
the effect" (the diKaioavvjj which would be acquired by the fulfilment of
The relation between (^uonoiyaai and StuaLoavvr] is aptly indicated
the law).
by Oecumeuius ova eauaev ovde kdmaiuaev, "neither saved nor justified,"
and by Bengel " Justitia est vitae fundamentum, "Righteousness is the
:

?)

:

:

foundation of

life."

Ver. 23. But the case supposed

{iSoO/^ vo/xog

does not

6 Swdfi. (uoTtoi^cjat)

on the contrary, according to the Scriptures all men have been
subjected to the dominion of sin, and the purpose of God therein was, that
the promised salvation should not come from the law, but should be bestowed
on believers on account of faith in Christ. [See Note LI., p. 161.] What
exist

for,

:

sort of position is assigned

stated in ver. 23.

—

under these circumstances to

avveKleiaev

?/

ypa^fj k.t.?..]

Scripture

is

the late, is

then

personified, as in

That which God has done, because it is divinely revealed and attested in Scripture (sec Rom. iii. 9-19) and thereby appears an infallible certainty, is represented as the act of Scripture, which the latter, as in its utterances

ver. 8.

—

the professed self-revelation of Ood, has accomp'lishecl. The Scripture that
is, when regarded apart from the personification, God, according to the di-

vine testimony of the Scripture

has brought all into ward under

sin,

that

is,

has put the whole of mankind without exception into the relation of bondage, in which sin (comp. Rom. iii. 9) has them, as it were, under lock and
key, so that they cannot escape from this control and attain to moral free-

On

dom.

the figurative expression, and on the conception of the matter as

a divine oneasure (not a mere declaration), compare on

Rom.

xi. 32.

Fol-

"j?er lelowing Chrysostom (fjley^Ev) and others, Hermann finds the sense
gem demum cognitum esse peccatuin,^^ "that only by the law is sin known"
(Rom. vii. 7 f., iii. 19 ff.), which, however, does not correspond with the
significance of the carefully-chosen aweKXeiaev, and is also at variance with
:

^

ypa(j>y,

whilst

which

6 v6fioc

is

by no means ^ equivalent to vd/iog, but denotes the O. T.,
whole connection is the institute of the law. The l)07id
implied in the dominion of sin is obvious of itself, without

in the

of guilt which is
any need for explaining ifiainiav as the guilt of

sin.

— Moreover, the empha-

on the prefixed cvvEKleiaev included, so that freedom, that is, the attainment of SiKatoavvfj, is not to be thought of. 'Lvyaleieiv, however, does
to include togetlier, with one another, as Bengel, Usteri, and
not denote
others hold,* which is clearly proved by the fact that the word is very often
sis is

:

:

1

Comp.

^^o-erai,

ver. 12, to

glances back.
As, following the

which

our

2

Theodoret),

Fathers

(but

not

»

Beza,

Calvin,

and others thhik.
Not even in Rom. xi. 32.

Crusiiis

^wojr.

Bautngarten,

CHAP.
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but gvv correused of tlie shutting: up of <?«<?, unaccompanied by others
sponds to the idea of comjjUte custody, so that the enclosed are entirely and
to. ndvra] the collective whole,
absolutely held in by the barriers in question."
all which man owjht to do (Ewald), but like -ohg wavrag, Rom. xi. 32.
not
The neuter used of ^j<;/"w;is, who are thus brought under the point of view
the totality.^ According to Calvin, Beza, Wolf,
of the general category
Bengel, and others (comp. also Hofmann), to. -n-av-a is supi^osed to refer not
merely to men, but also to everything which they are, have, or do. But the
figurative avv£ic/.eiaEv, and also the context by rolg Triarevuvcn and the personal
indications contained in ver. 33 S.., give the preference to our interpretaBesides, ra Tvavra, taken of tilings, would mean all things, which is
tion.
Iva ^ e-ayyeXia k.t.X.] the purpose of God, because that
here unsuitable.^
;

'

—

:

:

*

—
which was previously represented as the action of Scripture was
that which was promised, a sense which the
the action of Ood.^ —
That which
meant
the promised
abstract receives through
—
vv.
already well known from the context, namely, the
in reality

tj

£Trayye?ua]

is

dody.''

gift,

is

16, 18.

K/.rjpovofiia^

uot from obedience to the law, which with that subjection under

£K Triareuc]

the control of sin was impossible, but so that the divine bestowal 23roceeds,
as regards its subjective caMse,

from faith

The emphasis

in Jesus Christ.^

—

is

and not on sTvayyeAla (Hofmann).^
rolg Triarevovci.^ is
explained by Winer and others as an apparent tautology arising from the

on

this £K

X.,

TiicT. 'I.

importance of this proposition (and therefore emphatic)

;

but without ade-

" the expression, on the contrary, is quite in keeping with
That salvation was intended _/o?" believthe circumstances of the Galatians.
but they held to the opinion that obedience to the law
ers, was not denied
must necessarily be the procuring cause of this salvation. Paul therefore
quate ground

;

;

in order that, in 'virtue of faith in Jesus Christ, not in virtue of obedience to the law, salvation should be given to the believers so that thus

says

:

—

the believers have no need of anything further than faith."
Ver. 23. Af] no longer connected with a//d (Hofmann), but leading over

new

to a

ver. 25),

portion of the statement (the counterpart to which

— namely,

which

to the j^osition

is

to follow in

held under the circum-

the laic

Before the introduction of faith, it was to
guard and maintain those who belonged to it in this relation of bondage, so
that they should uot get rid of it and become free,
a liberation which was
reserved for the faith which was to come.
Tvpb tov Si eAdelv] de in the third
stances expressed in ver. 25.

—

—

^ 1

Sam. xxiv.

19

;

Ps. xxxi. 9

;

Polyb.

xi.

Mace. xi. 66, xii. 7.
Comp. Herod, vii. 129 XCiju't} cruyKXijioliivrj Trai/ToiJei', " a harbor shut in from every

S. 10

;

1

•^

:

side," Eur. Hec. 487
Hi. 117. 11
is

;

used with

Una

Polyb.

i.

17. 8,

€t^4>paTTeiv

;

1

Mace.

9,

Herod.

D. mort. xiv.

i.

182

;

i.

51. 10,

where

would be

Lucian,

4.

See on 1 Cor. i. 27 Arrian. v. 23. 1.
* Xen. Mem. i. 11 ; Eom. xi. 36, et al.
2

;

it

iv. 31, v. 5.

inchnlere, " shut in together,"

crvyKaTo-KXeUiv,

aubt.

;

also Plat. Thn. p. 71 C,

Yit,

^

Comp. on the matter

itself,

Kom.

iii.

9, 19.

«

Therefore

we must

not (with Semler,

Koppe, Rosenmuller, Flatt, Winer, Matthithat
as, and others) explain it " logically
it might appear to be given," etc.
:

'
*

Comp.
Comp.

ver. 14.
ver.

8.

See ver. 23 ff.
^^ Passages such as ver. 9, Rom.
iii. 9, are not relevant here.
*

'*

Comp.

v. 4

f.

i.

17, Phil.

—
—

—
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place with the prejwsitional phrase.

—

Here also nlang is neither doctrina
" the doctrine demanding faith," the gosj/el, asmost ancient
expositors and Schott think, nor i\ie dispensation of faith,'' but suljectivefaith,
'

Jidein 2Mstulans,

which

is treated objectively.
Comp. on i. 23, iii. 2. As long as there was
not yet any belief in Christ, faith was not yet present
but when on the
preaching of the gospel men believed in Christ, the faith, which was previously wanting, had come, that is, had now set in, had presented itself,
;

namely, in the hearts of those

who had become

plied to mental things and states,
{hojjes)

Plat. Pul.

;

Comp.

opinion).

iii.

p.

A

403

Rom.

also

which

{understanding)

vii.

v-h

9.

On

believers.

Soph. 0. B. C81

;

v6/iov

i/Ikh' as

comp. Pind. Nem.

set in,

ecjipovpoi/xeda

i.

ap-

48

{doKnaig,

ci<yK?>,£i6fievoc]

under the law we ttere held in custody, so that we were
placed in tcard with a view to the faith about to be revealed.
The subject
is
we Jewish Christians (ver. 25) the emphasis is on virb v6j[iov, and after(see the critical notes)

:

:

;

wards on

The law

niariv.

{vno v6^ov) those

prison

is

represented as a ruler, under whose dominion

who belonged

to

it

so that they, as persons shut

;

were held in moral captivity, as in a
in the (ppovpd, " ward," under lock

up

—

and key, were placed beyond the possibility of liberation which was only
to ensue by means of the faith that was to be revealed in the future.^
The
words and the context do not yield more than this the 2Medagogic efficacy
of the law is not inferred till ver. 24, and is not to be anticipated here.
This view is opposed to that of many expositors,'* who find already expressed
:

here that paedagogic function, which, however,
of the

^

*

severam legis disciplinam, quae
traditi, "

is

understood in the sense

usus politicus,^'' "political use," of the law (but see on ver. 24): "in
'
'

tie

in

omnem

libidinem effunderemur cavit,

delivered to the strict discipline of the law, which guarded us from

But the whole explanation of

giving ourselves over to every lust," Winer.
the law guarding

from

sin (to

which

also "Wieseler refers ktppovp.) is oj^posed

to the correct interpretation of tuv Trapafidceuv ;^dptv (ver. 19),
ver.

22.

The

captivity so forcibly described

bondage under the law, Rom.

by Paul

is

and

also to

just the sinful

vii. 1
1 Cor. xv. 56.
Observe, moreover, in
order to a just understanding of the passage, that iVo vo^mv, according to
;

the very position of the words, cannot without

be connected with cvyKk/"

1

See Ellendt, Lex. Soph.

ad Bevar.

I.

—a

p. 397

;

connection which

Klotz,

Buhl, comp. Riickert.
5If,with Winer, LTsteri, and Schott, ei|)povp.
is explained merely as asservabamvr (1 Pet.
comp. Hofmann, " we were held in
1. 5),
2

—

keeping,'"— \t yields, according to the con-

nection with o-uyice/cAeicr/xei'ot, and with the
inference thereupon of the paedagogic funcHon of the law, too weak a thought. Comp.
Wisd. xvii. 16. Luther, Calvin, and many
others, including Riickert and de Wette,

have rightly found

in €0poup.

Plat.

and

o-vy/ceKA.

the figurative idea of a prison (<^pouptov

Ax.

p.

The

arbitrarily

not warranted by the

365

E

;

^povpd, Plat. Phaed.

is not the law
the ruler, under
whose power the captives are in prison,
because, namely, under the law, as the
Ivvajxis t^s amaprias (1 Cor. xv. 56), they are
not in a position to attain to the freedom

p. 62

II. p. .378 f.

proceeding

is

itself

ff).
;

prison, however,

but the latter

of moral

is

life.

Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumenius,
Erasmus, Grotius, Estius, Winer, Riickert,
Schott, Ewald, and others.
' So
de Wette, Wieseler, and many
others, also my own former interpretation,
*

—

"

CHAP.
other tliouglit, ver. 22,

—but

must be joined

the present participle av/K/ieiouevoi (with the
it)

forms the modal definition of

153

III., 23.

and

further, that

eif ri/v /xt?./i. k.t.a.

belonging to

to

'

t(j>povp

;

representing the continued opera-

£(ppovpoi'ixeda,

tion of the latter, which, constantly appearing in fresh acts, renders libera-

Hofmann ^ understands

tion impossible.
straining

to

something ;

it

avyKXeieiv

elf

in the sense

c>f

con-

expresses in his view the constraining jjower, with

which subjection to the law served to keep the people directed towards the
Such an use of the phrase is
faith which was to be revealed in the future.^
indul^itably found among later Greek authors, and is es^^tecially frequent in
* but how improbable, and in fact incredible it is, that Paul should
have here used this word in a different sense from that in which he used it
immediately before in ver. 22, and in the kindred passage, Rom. xi. 32 (he
has it- not elsewhere)! This sense could not have occurred to any reader.

Polvbius

;

one''s will, which must be conveyed in
and which Hofmann obliterates ("the law conferred on the
people its distinctive j}ositio7i, and its aliding in this distinctive position was
at the same time an abiding directed towards the faith that was to come"),
would neither agree Avith the text (vv. 22, 24) nor harmonize with history.

Besides, the idea of constraint against
(rvyK?.ei6fi.

elg,^

—

fiJ?J.ovaai> Triariv

elf Ti/v

understood as
Kpb Tov eWelv

telic,

As

anoKalv^df/vai]

in ver. 24 is evidently to

e'lq

and as the temporal interpretation usq^ue ad,

T7JV iriarLv,

Avhich includes in itself

be

up to, " ' after
the termimis ad quern, would
'

'

be very unmeaning, uq is to be explained totcards the faith, that is, with
the design, that avc should pass over into the state of faith.
Luther (1519)
"in hoc, ut fide futura liberaremur, " "in this, that
aptly remarks
w^e should be freed by future faith."
In accordance with the view
of Oecumenius, Theophylact, Augustine, Calovius, Raphel, Bengel, Hofmann, fIq K.-.?i. is to be connected with cvyK/Leiofievot, because the latter,
without this annexation of the telic statement d^ k.t.1., would not form a
:

:

characteristic

modal

This

definition of k(ppovp.

slq k.t.1. is,

aim of that avyKleiaiq, which
the end of the law.
Comjj. ver.

in the history of

salvation, the divine

w^as to cease

ment

22,

;

Christ

is

sponds with the

ELQ K.-.l.

that earlier situation

is

here.

iieXXovaav']

is

where

placed

on

its attain-

Iva k.t.1. corre-

first, *

because with

contrasted the subsequent future state of things which

—

was throughout the object of its aim."
cnvoKa?iV(p6^vai] for so long as there
was not yet belief in Christ, faith had not yet made its appearance it was
still an element of life hidden in the counsel of God, which became revealed
as a historical phenomenon, when Christ had come and the gospel the
:

—

1 Augustine and many
mann, Reitlimayr, Buhl.
2 Comp. his Schriffbew.

'

Raphel,

Polijb.

p.

others, also Hof-

has understood

way

to

Hofmann,

paraphrased it " eo necessitatis
quern adigere, ut ad fidem tanquam sacram
ancoram confugere cogatur," "to drive
with such a degree of necessity, that it is
compelled to betake itself to faith as a
sacred anchor." Comp. Bengel.

and

finely

'

II. 2, p. 59.

518,

<TvyK\iUiv tU in a similar

•

See Eaphel, and Scbwelghauser, Lex.

Polyb. p. 571

:

«

f.

See Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p.
Rom. xi. Acts xxviii. 25 ff.

545.

;

Erasmus, Grotius, Michaelis, Koppe,
Morus, RosenmflUer, Riickert, Usteri, and
^

others.
*

Paul did not write eU

t.

ttiVt. t.

^cAA.

aTroK.
'

1

Comp. on Hom.

Pet. v.

1,

2 Mace.

viii.

viii. 11.

18.

Similarly in

—

"
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—

was made known. 'Aivoiial. cannot be under2, 5)
stood as the infinitive of design and, according to the reading avyKEK2.eia/ievot,

preaching of faith (vv.

as belonging to tlie latter word,

tion of the text
tion,

it

'

must signify the

which hitherto

as a /xvaT/'/piov,

because in the religious-historical connecfinal appearance of the blessing of salva" mysterj'," had been unknown (Rom. xvi.

25).

Besides, Paul Vv'ould thus have written very far from clearly

least

have placed the

;

he must at

infinitive before avyicenXtiG.

Ver. 24. Accordingly the law has iecome our paedagogue urdo Christ.

As

a

has his wards in guidance and training for the aim of their
future majority, so the lav*' has taken us into a guidance and training,

paedagogue

*

which Christ was the aim, that is, of which the aim was that we in
due time should no longer be under the law, but should belong to
This munus imedagogkum, "pedagogical office," however, resultChrist.
ing from ver. 23, did not consist in fhe restriction of sin, ^ or in the circumstance that the law
ab inhonestis minarum asperitate deterreret,''^ "by the
asperity of its threats deterred from dishonorable things,"^
views decidedly inconsistent with the aim expressed in ver. 19, and with the tenor
of ver. 23, which by no means expresses the idea of preparatory improvement but it consisted in this, that the law prepared those belonging to it
for the future reception of Christian salvation (justification hy faith) in such
a manner that, by virtue of the jsrinciple of sin which it excited, it continually brought about and promoted transgressions (ver. 19
Rom. vii. 5 if.),
thereby held the people in moral bondage (in the (ppovpd, ver. 23), and by
pi'oducing at the same time the acknowledgment of sin (Rom. iii. 20)
powerfully brought home to the heart (Rom. vii. 24) the sense of guilt and
of the need of redemption from the divine wrath (Rom. iv. 15),
a redemption which, with our natural moral impotence, was not possible by means
of the law itself (Rom. iii. 19 f., viii. 3).
Luther apjiropriately remarks
"Lex enim ad gratiam praeparat, dum peccatum revelat et auget, humilians
superbos ad auxilium Christi desiderandum," "For the law jarepares for
of

^

^

—

;

;

—

:

and amplifies sin, humbling the jjroud to desire
Under this paedagogal discipline man finally cries out
Tokainupoq kyu, Rom. vii. 24.
eIq 'K.piarov] not usque ad Christum, "until
Christ,"" but designating the end aimed at, as is shown by Iva ek tt. cUk.
comp. ver. 23. Chrysostom and his successors,' Erasmus, Zeger, Eisner, and
grace, while

it

Christ's aid."

reveals

^

:

;

others, refer
uTTT/yE,

1

" led

elg

to the idea that the

to Christ,

who

is

law npog

Matthias "in order to become manithose who were under the ban with
:

fest, as

a view to the future faith."
2 See on 1 Cor. iv. 15.
'

Comp. Liban. B. xxv.

fiiv

vofiw

TTaiSay(oyri<roiJ.et'

p. 576

C

:

irpiirov

aiiToiv rriv Trpoaipe-

(TW, lus av TT]v airo ToO foixov iriixiav ai^aSvo^ei/ai

auBpovelv avayKaiuiVTai., " at first

of the law
life,

that,

law, they

we

will

moderate

by means

their course of

avoiding the penalty from the
to be discreet.

may be compelled

rbv Xpicrdv, bg kcnv 6 SiSdaKaTuig,

the teacher," just as the paedagogi had to cou-

Comp. also Simplic.

Epict. 10,

p.

116, ed.

Schweigh. and see Grotius on our passage.
* Whier, and most expositors, including de
Wette, Baur, Hofmann, Reithmayr, but not
;

Usteri, Hilgenfeld, Wieseler.
'

See alSO Weiss,

«

bibl.

Theol. p. 287

Z.

miiller, Riickert, Matthias,
'

f.

;

Hol-

Evotig. d. Paul. V. Petr. p. 315 f.
Castalio, J. Cappellus, Morus, Kosen-

Sten,

See Suicer, Thes.

II.

pp. 4S1, 544.

CHAP.

III., 25, 26.
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But

this introduces the idea of

duct the boys to the schools and gymnasia.

^

Christ as a teachei^ which

is

reconciler

[See JSToteLII., p. 163.]

(^iva

-Kla-r.

t'/c

6ik.)

foreign to the passage

;

—

He

conceived of as

is

Iva ck ttlgteu^ duiaiMO.'] is

the divine destination, which the paedagogic function of the law was to fulThe emphatic t\- rria-eu^ (by faith, not
fil in those who were subject to it.

by the law) shows how erroneously the paedagogic

efficacy of the

law

is re-

ferred to the restriction of sin.

Vcr. 25.

No

longer dependent on the ware in ver. 24.

to unfold the beautiful picture of the salvation which

the hreathing afresh of freedom.

is

14, X. 4, vii. 25.

—

vtto Trairfa/.]

On

without

the matter
article

:

had

Paul now desires
ohnhi] This
comp. Rom. vi.

coiiu.

itself,

—

under tutorial jiower.

The argumentatiM emjjhasis is laid first on ivavrEQ, and
which expositors have been wont to understand in the

Ver. 26.

on

viol,

then, not

j^regnant

sons of full age, free, in contrast to the 'Traiai imjjlied in Traii^ayuyoc,^
but on viol Q eov, because in this Qeov the vloi actually has its express and

sense

—

—

full,

:

definition,

and therefore

to

supply the defining idea

is

quite unwarrant-

All of you are sons of God by means oi faith ;^ but where all without
excejDtion and without distinction are sons of God, and are so through
able.

none can be, like Israel before the appearance of faith, under the
dominion of the law, because the new state of life, that of faith, is
something altogether different, namely, fellowship with the vIottiq of
Christ (ver. 27).
To be a son of God through faith, and to be under
the old tutorial training, are contradictory relations, one of which exThe higher, and in fact j^erfect relation,* excludes
cludes the other.
Trdvrer] Paul now speaks in the second j^erson, because what
the lower.
is said in ver. 26 f. held good, n<jt of the Jewish Christians alone (of
faith,

—

—

whom

he previously spoke in the first person), but of all Christians in
consequently of all his readers whom he now singles
whether they may have previously been Jews or Genout for address
tiles, now they are sons of God.
Hofmann supposes that Paul meant by

general as such,

;

the second person his Gentile- Christian readers, and wished to employ what
he says of them in proof of his assertion respecting those who had been previously subject to the law.
In this case he must, in order to be intelligible,
have used some such words as /cat yaf:) vfielg Idvjj navreq k.t.'A. According to
the expression in the second person used without any limitation, the Galatian Christians must have considered themselves addressed as a whole without distinction,
a view clearly confirmed to them by the baoi (ver. 27), and

—

the 'lovSaioc vvSe

"'EXItiv

comp. with irdwEc

vfxdg (ver. 28).

Where, on the

thinking of the Galatians as Gentile Christians (so far
as the majority of them actually were so), this may be simply gathered from
other hand, Paul

1

^

Lys. p. 208

Plat.

V. n.

iii.

See,

is

C

;

Dem.

313. 12

;

Ael.

21.

agaiust this view, Wieseler and

ndwes ydp.
* Theodoret
aptly remarks
ireivKTTevKOTMV to reActovTi yap
:

^pw^Ti^o^'Twi' ®eoO, "

eSeift rlav

reKeCorepov

He showed

Matthias.

riay vliav

stands third in the order of
emphasis, but has not the main stress laid
upon it in contradistinction to the Tra^res
(Hofmauu), as if it stood immediately after

that which is complete in those who have
believed for what is more complete than

3 Slo. t. TTto-T.

;

sons enjoying

communion with God?"

—

—
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According to
C?msto reposita,
the faith resting in Christ the words being correctly, in point of grammar,
combined so as to form one idea.'' But Usteri, Schott, Hofmann, Wieseler,
Ewald, Matthias, Reithmayr (Estius also pronouncing it allowable), join kv
Xp. 'I. with viol Qeoi) iars, of which it is alleged to be the modal definition
the context

iv 'S.piarC)

(iv. 8).

the construction

n-icrrf('£(j'

belongs to

'Ijjgov']

ev nvi,^

rj

tzigtei^q.

Trlarig iv XpiaT(l)is.Jides in

;

;

''

specially exjilaining the sense, either as

(Hofmann), or as assigning the

(Schott), or of the '^inclusion in Christ"

ground of the sonship, which has

jective

(Wieseler

t. tt/ot. itself,

subjective ground in dia

its

comp. Hofmann and Buhl).

;

obviously involved in Sia

utpote Christo prorsus addicW''

But

ob-

r. iriar.

these elements are already

all

so that ev X.

'I.,

as parallel to 6ia

r. tt.,

would be simply superfluous and awkward whereas, connected with 6ia
T. TT., it exjDresses the emphatic and indeed solemn completeness of this idea
;

(comp. ver.

coming

accordance with the great thought of the sentence,

32), in

more forcibly

in all the

at the end, as previously in the case of kldE'iv

and iWovavg (ver. 25) the ttIotiq was mentioned without its object,
and the latter was left to be understood as a matter of course.
Ver. 27. The words just used, viol Qeov eare, expressing what the readers
as a body are through faith in Christ, are now confirmed by the mention of
and the ground on which the relation is based
the origin of this relation
baoi] corresponding to the emj^hatic
is, that Christ is the Son of God.°
(ver. 23)

;

—

Tvdv-ec in ver. 26.

elc

Xpiardv] in relation to Christ,^ so that ye

to Christ through baptism

— XpidTov
Ye have

become partakers

who belong

in fellowship of life

with Him.

according to the connection

tveSvaaaOs] laying aside the figure,

appropriated the same peculiar state of

life,

that

:

the very same

is,

God, in which Christ stands consequently, as He is the
Son of God, ye have likewise entered into the sonship of Ood, namely by
means of the Trvevua vlodeulac received at baj^tism.' Observe, besides, how
baptism necessarily presupposes the fieravoia (Acts ii. 38) and faith."* The
specific relation to

;

entrance on the state of heing included in Christ, as

of view of

elvat

h

X. explains the expression,

obtaining a share in the sonship of God.

putting on of a characteristic dress,'
See Mark

>

i.

13

7rio-Ti9,

ixitxyytkita
2

ad

sons of CTod."
* See On Eom.

15

ad Rom.

Col.

;

'

i.

4

;

1

p. 128
I.

;

(TV

Fritzsche,

p. 195

Tim.

iii.

Comp. Chrysostom

©eou,

Philad. 8

:

iv t<Z

ov niareiu}.

See Winer,

p. 63,

Ignat.

f.

ad Marc.

Comp. Eph.

i.

1,

13.
:

ei

6e aiiToi' ivSeSv<Tai to;' vibv

"

ex'^^ ^^
crii-yyeV-

the

etavKai

fj.iav

Son

God and you have put on Him, havSon in himself, you also, being made

ing the

iSeav i;x5i)s,

the jjoint

derived from the

Greek authors

you have put on Christ and Christ is the
Son of God, by the same garment you are

* iv.
iii.

5-7

;

Vi. 3.

Rom.

viii.

15

;

1

Cor.

vi. 11

;

Tit.

5.

• Comp. Neander, II. p.
778 f. Messner,
Lehre der Ap. p. 279.
' Looking at the very general occurrence
of the figure, and Seeing that the context
contains no indication whatever of any
;

6 Xpio-ros uibs toO

iavTta KOL Trpos aiiTov ofioitaOeX^ cis fxiav

of

figure,

if

Ixxviii. 22; Jer. xii. 6;
XpicTTuJ

The

familiar both to the

Eph. i. 13 LXX. Ps.
Clem. 1 Cor. 22: i] iv
;

;

is

Hofmann from

likewise tantamount to the

is

If

Christ

is

Him, have been brought into one family
and one image." Luther, 1519 :" /Si awfem
like

Christum induistis, Christus autemfilius Dei,
et vos eode7n indianento Jilii Dei estis,''' "But

special reference,

any

we must

entirely reject

historical or ritual references.

See the

many discussions of tlie earlier expositors iq
By some the figure was looked upon
as referring to healhen customs (as Bengel: "Christus nobis est," " Christ is to us
Wolf.

CHAP.
and the Rabbins.
but

it is
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III., 28.

In the latter passage the putting on of Christ

'

is enjoined,

here represented as having taken place ; for in that passage

it is

con-

but here under the primary dogmatic, point of
Usteri incorrectly desires to find in the evSveadai Xpiarov of our pasview.'*
sage, not the entering into the sonship of God, but the putting on of the new
ceived under the

man

(Col.

iii.

9-11), having especial reference to the thought of the univer-

human

purely

salistic,

ethical,

element, in which

have hitherto separated
is

inconsistent with the

{viol

word

all

which

the religious differences

another are done away.

actually used {Xpiarov),

This view

and with the context

Nevertheless, Wieseler has in substance supported the

Qeov, ver. 26).

view of

men from one

Usteri, objecting to our interpretation that viol Qeov expresses a son-

God

from that of

was

God. It is
but just
by means of this new relation entered ujjon in baptism, they have morally
and legally entered into the like state of life with the only-begotten Son,
and have become, although only His brethren hy adoption, still His hretliren.^
This is sufficient to justify the conception of having put on Christ, wherein
the metaphysical element of difference subsists, as a matter of course, but is
left out of view.
On the legal aspect of the relation, comp. ver. 29 Rom.
viii. 17.
Moreover, that the formula ev XpiarC) elvai is not to be explained
from the idea Xpicrrov h6'vaaadai, see in Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p. 82. Just
as little, however, is the converse course to be adopted (Hofmann), because
both elvai EV tivl and svSvanadai rcva or rt arc frequently used in the N. T.
and out of it, without any correlation of the two ideas necessarily existing.
The two stand independently side by side, although in point of fact it is
correct that whosoever is kv XpiarC) has 2^ut on Christ through baj^tism.
After ye have thus put on Christ, the distinctions of your
Ver. 28.
ship of

different

true that Christians are the sons of

Christ, Avho

God

hegotten of

only by adoption

{vlodeala)

;

;

—

various relations of

standpoint of this

than

if

apart from Christianity have vanished

life

new

from the

;

condition they have no further validity, any more

they were not in existence.
11

—

is

evl]

an abbreviated form for

kveoTi

not the adverbially used preposition,*

(1

Cor.

as

Winer, Usteri, Wieseler, and others assume, with the accent thrown
Against this view it is decisive, that very frequently evt and kv are

vi.

5

;

Col.

iii.

;

Jas.

i.

17),

back.

used together, ' and yet there is no kari added, whereby the evl shows that it
stands independently as a compound word = wedrf or evecat.^ Translate
:

the?'e is not,

a Jew,

etc.

the toga

toms

namelj% in this state of things

The vpdg

"virilis"),

in vv.

28,

put on Christ,
29 shows that the individualizing form of

hy others

(" it applies to the

to Jewish cusputting on of the

robes of the high priest at his appointment,"
Deyling, Obss. III. p. 480, ed. 2), by others
to Christian customs (" it applies to the
putting on of new— at a later time white—
garments after baptism," Beza). The latter

idea is especially to be set aside, because
the custom concerned cannot be shown to
have existed in apostolic times at any rate,
it has only originated from the N. T. idea
of the putting on of the new man, and is
;

when

its

ye have

all

emblematic representation.

'

Schoettgen, Hor.

p.

572.

See on Rom.

xiii. 14.
=
'
*

Comp. Luther, 1538.
Comp. Rom. viii. 29.
Horn. Od.
Ktthner,

p. 51

;

vii.

96

;

Schaefer,

ad Bos.

II. § 618.

' 1 Cor. vi. 5, and frequently in Greek
authors, as Xen. Anab. v. 3. 11 Herod, vii,
;

112.
'

Comp. EUendt, Lex. Soph.

I.

p. 591.

e
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statement, a|")plying to the readers^ is still continued
therefore Hofmann is
wrong, although consistent with his erroneous inter2:)retation of the second
person in ver. 26 f., in taking Ivl as general: ^^ in Christ,"^ or ^' now since
;

faith has

come,^''

on the ground that

of itself from the context).'
lation here

not added (which was obvious

kv v/iiv is

Comp. Matt.

nal dylv]

conceived otherwise than in the previous

is

there are not male
sui")2:>lied

— apaev

and female, two sexes

after koL.^

these distinctions,

— navreq yap
so

;

This

Christ.

is

the

Trdvref as in ver. 26,
ears.

They

and

ov6e,

.

is

re-

namely
not to be
:

Proof from the relation cancelling

is

all

e'iq

The

six. 4.
.

so that the negative

;

:

merged

of Christianity appear as non-existent, completely

unity to which ye are

.

now constituted For ye all are one, ye form a
that now those distinctions of individuals outside

which

single moral person

k.t.7i.'\

o'vk

in that higher

raised in virtue of your fellowship of

Kaivoq avOpuKoc,
baoi in ver. 27.

Eph.

ii.

life

with

Observe the emphatic

15.

— h Xptaru

Definition of

'I?/(Tot']

elg

are one, namely, not absolutely, but in the definite sense of their

is causally dependent on Christ,
Rom. xiv. 8). *
belong and live (ii. 20 2 Cor. v. 15 f.
Ver. 29. But hy your thus belonging to Christ ye are also Abraharn's
posterity : for Christ is indeed the G7rep/ia 'A,?, " seed of Abraham" (ver. 16),
and, since ye have entered into the relation of Christ, ye must consequently
have a share in the same state, and must likewise be Abraham's airtpjia,

relation as Christians, ina.smuch as this unity

whom

to

'
'

seed

ye are

;

they

all

" with

heirs,

;

which in conformity to the promise

that

is,

is

combined the result, that

who have come into the possession
have as your own the salvation of the

that ye, just like heirs

of the property belonging to them,

Messianic

;

to Abraham and his seed (the realization of
drawing a further inference, so that, after the ex-

kingdom promised

—

which is impending).

f^t]

Xpiarov in point of fact resumes the

planation contained in ver. 28,

el

Xpiurbv kvEdvaaaOe of ver. 27.

The emphatic

6s vuelc

contrast the natural descendants of Abraham,

has as

v^ie'iq

who

Christ and therefore are not Abraham's anlpfm.

—

roD

background of
do not belong to

its

as such

'A,?/).]

correlative to

and emphatically prefixed. Ye are Abraham's seed, because Christ is
kut' eKayy.] for
so (ver. 16), whose position has become yours (ver. 27).''
avrov, ver. 16.
It IS
Tu) Af3p. Eppr/Brjaav al ETTayyETyiat Kal t CJ ctt p fiar
true that this awEp/ia in ver. 16 is Christ: but Christians have put on Christ
XpiffToi;

—

i.

(ver. 27),

and

are altogether one in Christ (ver. 28)

ccnfonnity with promise) finds

its justification.

;

thus the

tear'

But the emphasis

k-ayy. (in

is laid,

not

on Kaf ETrayy. as contrasted with Kara v6,uov,^ or with another order of heirs,"
or with natural inheritance (Reithmayr), but on kItjpovoiiol, which forms the
link of connection with the matter that follows in ch. iv., and both here and
ativ. 7 constitutes the important key-stone of the argument.

This

K?i^/ioi'd/zoi

the triuni2yh of the whole, accompanied with the seal of divine certaiiity by
the two together forming the final death-blow to the
means of /cnr' knayy.
is

;

Judaistic opponents,

As to the idea generally, comp.
Rom. X. 12 1 Cor. xii. 13.
2 Borneraann, ad Act. xv. 1.

1

11

which comes

;

3

Col.

in all the

iii.

*

'

;

See Col.

iii.

11.

^

more forcibly without

Kai (see

Comp. Theodoret and Theophylact.
Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald, Wieseler.
Ilofmann.

XOTES.

oTrtp/ia

than in

requisite

was obvious of itself long before in
The article was no more
18).
kTitipovolloi] The connection with the sequel

Tlie alleged contrast

critical notes).

the words
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(comp. ver.

rov 'A/3p.
ver.

18.

—

shows, that the sense of heir
to be again supplied to

intended here.

is

KlT^povofioi,

as

Tov

'A/3p. is

not, however,

might be inferred from

(jirtp/na

;

but,

without supplying a genitive of the person inherited from, we have to think
of the KlTjpovofiia of the Messianic salvation.^ Against the supplying of tov
'A/Jp. we may decisively urge not only the sequel, in which nothing whatever is said of any inheriting from Abraham, but also /car' kwayy.
For if
Paul had wished to express the idea that Christians as the children of
Abraham were also the heirs of Abraham, the /car' eirayy. would have been inappropriate because the promise (ver. 16) had announced the heirship of the
Messianic kingdom to Abraham and his seed, but had not announced this
heirship") in the first instance to Abraham, and then announced to his seed in
their turn that they should be Abrahavi's heirs.
;

Notes by American Editoe.

XLII.

On the

Ver.

iv

1.

v/xlv.

as "in your hearts," is just
and there seems to be no satisfactory
ground for deserting the ordinary classical meaning of npoypcKpeiv as palam
scribere (Sieffert). "Not only does this meaning harmonize best with the prominent and purely local Kar' odOa'Auovc (compare /car' oiiunra, Soph. Antig. 756),
but also best illustrates the peculiar and suggestive kfiaaKavEv, which thus gains
great force and point, who could have bewitched you by his gaze, when you
had only to fix your eyes on Christ to escape the fascination.
Comp. Numb.

other hand, the interpretation of ev

as inconsistent with Kar'

vjulv

oip'ialfjbvq,

'

'

xxi.

9"

(Ellicott).

XLIII.
Sieffert notes that the elye

Ver.

may have

like the Latin siquklem, viz., either

4.

elye.

either a positive or contingent force,

"as indeed"

or "if indeed."

The connec-

tion (ver. 5) requires the latter, not as indicating a possibility of improvement,

but the

possibilitj''

that the readers

Eadie quotes the Syriac as

extreme.

XLIV.

"The

Ver.

6.

:

had not yet fully reached the dreaded
" And I would that it were vain."
airu

k7.oy'ia^ri

elg

chKatoawijv.

it is a quality inhering in us (for in
obedience to only one commandment,
is imperfect and long already due), but as it aiiprehends the redemption of
Christ.
Scripture not only asserts that faith is accounted to us for right-

apostle is speaking of faith, not as

that respect

.

.

it

does not justify, since

it is

.

eousness, but also that Christ 'is our righteousness,' Jer. xxiii. 6, xxxiii. 16;
in IJira
we have righteousness,' Is. xlv. 24
who of God is made unto us
'

'

;

righteousness,' 1 Cor.

i.

30

*
;

in

'

Him we

are

Comp. Rom.

made

viii. 17.

the righteousness of God,'
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V. 21.
Since, therefore, Christ and faith are said to be at the same time
our righteousness, the consequence is that faith is and is called our righteousness, because it apprehends Christ's righteousness and makes it ours" (Ger-

2 Cor.

hard's Loci Theologlci,

vii. 262).

XLV.

Ver.

8.

EVEvTioyTjOT/aovTai.

Sieffert argues at length that Meyer's statement, instead of identifying the

named the latter as the necessary precondition of the former, which with Biihr he regards as " the life com-

blessing with justification, should have simply

municated by the spirit." The two
really affirms no substantial error.

Better Eadie

what the plural

"

:

The

however, so closely joined that Meyer

are,

XLVI.

Ver. 16.

apostle's

argument

rcj

is

ankpfiaTL

that the singular

anepiiara could not have suggested.

.

.

.

(T7rep/za

signifies

It is true that anfp/ia

may have

a plural signification, as in Eom. iv. 18, ix. 7. ... In the promise
Abraham, however, the singular term is not a collective unity, but has
an impersonal sense which no plural form could have borne. The singular
form thus gives ground to the interpretation which he advances. The Septuaahro^ gov rjjcpTjaei
gint had already given a similar personal meaning to oTTi-p/iu
Ke(^aAT)v^ Gen. iii. 15.
That seed is Christ not Jesus in individual humanity,
but the Messiah so promised." Lightfoot "He is not laying stress on the
particular word used, but on the fact that a singular noun of some kind, a collective term is employed, where rd reuva or 6C aizdyovoi, for instance, might have
been substituted."

made

to

—

—

:

XLVn.

Ver. 19. tuv napafidaeuv

;\;apu'.

We see no inconsistency in such combination. The argument of the
apostle is The law, far from being a means whereby the Spirit and His gracious
comfort are received (ver. 2), is, on the contrary, simply one whereby the abyss
The
of sin within man becomes manifest in outward acts. Man's state is sin.
law becomes the occasion for the expression of this state in transgression. So
the law is both the revealer of sin {original) and the occasion for sin (ndual).
Its influence is to bring the deep-seated corruption to the surface, and evoke
the symptoms that show its real nature. The rod held before the serpent at
once provokes its bite, and reveals its nature. This is hinted at even by the
remark of Meyer " Previously there were sins, but no transgressions."
:

:

XLVIII.

Ver. 19.

6i'

dyyDcjv.

Keil and Delitzsch (commentary on Deuteronomy), on the contrary, find this
" The Lord came not only from Sinai, but from heaven,
in the Hebrew text
:

i.e., out of the midst of the thousands of holy angels who
surround His throne (1 Kings xxii. 19 Job i. 6 Dan. vii. 10), and who are
introduced in Gen. xxviii. 12 as His holy servants, and in Gen. xxxii. 2, 3, as
the hosts of God, and form the assembly of the holy ones around His throne
Zech. xiv. 5 Matt. xxvi. 53 Heb. xii. 22
(Ps. Ixxxix. 6, 8
cf. Ps. Ixviii. 18
'

out of holy myriads,'

;

;

Rev.

V. 11, vii. 11)."

;

;

;

;

;
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NOTES.
XLIX. Ver.

19.

h x^i-pi

fi^<yi-Tov.

cannot appreciate the distinction made by de Wette, SiefEert, and others
between the promise and the gospel, but recall the detinition of Melanchthon
" The gospel, which is properly the promise of the remisin the Apology
With this exception, we regard the argusion of sins" (Mueller, p. 94, § 43).

We

:

ment conclusive

that the apostle

is

actually setting forth the superiority of the

The ministration of angels, indeed, exhibited
the glory of the law, which is also made manifest by Heb. xii. 18-29, wherein
Sieffert's answer to Meyer is briefly
its inferiority is nevertheless set forth.
1. With reference to the mention of angels, it is in general correct that all

gospel or promise to the law.

:

manifestations and activity of angels are regarded as majestic and glorifying,
yet that this is only the case because purely natural occurrences and purely

modes of working form the antithesis, as contrasted with which the
appearance of angels is an indication of divine working. 2. The word iiEalrrjQ,
applied, it is true, to Christ in 1 Tim. ii. 5, and which even in profane writers
varies greatly in its meaning, has not, when used with respect to Christ, the
In this
specific force of one who interposes between two contracting parties.
connection, as not in 1 Tim. ii. 5, the weakness and not the glory of the law is
indicated by the /itctri^f. The difference in Christ's case is dependent on the
person that becomes the fieolrrjc. 3. It is shown that this position is not
in violation of the argument.
The entire passage, chap. iii. 6, iv. 7, is intended

natiiral

to prove the incorrectness of the Jewish position that the law stands in direct

and positive

relations to the divine plan of salvation, but, on the contrary',
has only a negative relation and preparatory validity, that it does not
correspond to the absolute, but only to the conditioned will of God. This is

that

it

what

is stated in concise and pointed form in ver. 20.
here would be highly out of place.

A

glorying of the law

Lightfoot really solves the difficulty involved when he finds in the fieolrTjc
an argument for our Lord's divinity, " otherwise he would have been a mediator in the same sense as" (here) "Moses was a mediator."
L. Ver. 20. Entire verse.

The

interpretation of Sieffert not only deserves attention, but seems very ap-

plicable

not to

:

" The law

God

is inferior to

alone, but at the

the promise, as

same time

to

its

Him and

mediator, Moses, belongs
the people of Israel.

Ac-

mean only the same as already vv. IScontract made between God and the people,

cording to the entire connection, this can
IS was indicated, that the law as a

validity depends upon what is done by the people of Israel, corresponds
only to the conditioned will of God, but cannot be, as the autonomously given
promise, an adequate expression of God's absolute will, of His eternally valid
decree of salvation."
So San day " Therefore, the promise is not a contract
and resting on God it is indefeasible." The argument of the succeeding verse
then becomes " If the law given through a mediator like this belongs not to

whose

:

;

:

God

alone,

and

is

not an adequate expression of the absolute will of

save, is then perhaps the law contrary to the promises of

LI. Ver. 22. idbdTj

Not "on account

"on account
11

God

to

(Sieif ert).

votiog.

um des Glaiibens an
through faith," um C'hristus willen

of faith in Christ,"

of Christ

God ?"

Christum

loillen,

but

durch den Glauien,
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propter Oliristum perfidem (Augsburg Confession, Art.

iv.),

faith being only the

instrumental and Christ the meritorious cause.

m
LII. Ver. 24. ivaidayuydg

eig

;j;/3icrroi;.

Yet even though this specific application be surrendered, the generic reviz., that the care of the pedagogue ends when that of a higher power
begins.
"Horace notes as a peculiar advantage of his own, that his father
himself had taken the place of pedagogue to him. Sat., Lib. I., vi. 81, 82"
If, however, the application of reconciliation is by the teaching of
(Sanday).
the gospel (Rom. x. 8, 9, 14), is there any inconsistency in regarding Christ in
mains,

this verse as

both teacher and reconciler ?

CHAP.

CHAPTEE
Vee.

6. r'jfiuv]

Elz.

has

iJ/iwi-,

against

— Yer.

1G3

IV.

X A

lY.

B C D* F

G,

and many

of the Fathers,

and Scholz add Qeov 6ia
There are many variations, among which K/n]p. 6ia Qeov has most exXpiaroli.
ternal attestation, viz., A B C* H'^, Copt. Vulg. Boern. Clem. Bas. Cyr. Didym.
Ambr. Ambrosiast. Pel. so Lachm., Schott, Tisch. The Eecepta KArjp. Qsov

after the foregoing

IotL

/cAr/poio/zof]

7.

Elz.

;

and
and Usteri, hold only K/l7?p. 6ia Xpiarov as genuine, following Marian.** Jerome (238, lect. 19, have K?irjp. 6cd
'Itjoov XpiaTov)
Griesb. and Eiick,, however, would read merely KATjpovo^uog (so
178 alone). Theophyl. Dial. c. Maced., and twomin., have from Eom. viii. 17
Amidst this great diversity, the much preKAijp. fxev Qcoii, GvyK7n]p. 6e XpinTov.
ponderating attestation of kT^tjp. (ha Qeuv (in favor of which F G also range themso that the Eecepta must be regarded as
selves with Klrip. Slu Qeov) is decisive
having arisen from a gloss, and the mere K?.T]pov6/wc, which has almost no atVer. 8. dmsi /uij] So
testation, as resulting from a clerical omission of (5(d Qiov.
A B C D* EN, niin., vss., Ath. Nyss. Bas. Cyr. Ambr. Jer. Approved by
Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.
But Elz. Matth. Scholz, Schott,
Eeiche, have /uf/ (pvaei. Opposed to this is the decisive weight of the evidence
just given, and the internal ground, that in roZf /lij (pvaei ovai Qeolg might easily
be found the entire non-existence of the heathen gods, which could not but be
more satisfactory than our reading, leaving as this does to the gods reality in
general, and only denying them actual divinity.
The same cause probably induced the omission of (pvaei in K, 117, Clar. Germ. codd. Lat. in Ambr. Ir.
(ha Xpiarov is

Reiche

;

defended by

C. F. A. Fritzsche in Fritzschiorum Opusc. p. 148,

whilst Kinck, Lucuhr.

crii.

p. 175,

;

;

—

Victorin.

Ambrosiast.

—

Ver. 14.

ireLpaafiSv

p.ov

tov^

So Elz. Matth.

K

Scholz,

Tisch. [1859], Eeiche, following D***
L, many min., and a few vss.
Fathers. But A B D* F
X* 17, 39, 67*, Copt. Vulg. It. Cyr. Jer. Aug.

G

and

Am-

same, with addition of ror]. Eecomby Lachm [Tisch. 1872]. And justly
vuuv not being understood, was either expunged (so C*?, min., Syr. Erp. Arm.
Bas. Theophyl.; approved by Winer, Eiick., Schott, Fritzsche), or amended by
liov Tov. Comp. Wieseler.
Ver. 15. t'iqovv'] Grot., Lachm., Eiick., Usteri, Ewald,
Hofm. [Tisch. 1872] read -kov oiv, which is indeed attested by A B C F G X,
min., Syr. Arr. Syr. p. (in the margin). Arm. Copt. Vulg. Boern. Dam. Jer. Pel.,
but by the ex^Dlanations of Theodore of Mopsuestia (jb ovv r i q IvravOa avrl
TOV TT uv 6 fiaKap.), Theodoret, Theophyl., and Oecum., is pretty well shown to
be an ancient interpretation.
The r/v which follows is omitted in A B C L X
[P] min., Aeth. Damasc. Theophyl. Theodoret. ms.
Expunged by Lachm. and
Scholz, also Tisch. Eightly.
According as ric was under.stood either correctly

brosiast. Sedul.,

mended by

Mill,

have

and

Treipaafiovvfiuv [C**,

Griesb., adopted

;

—

—

as expressing quality, or as equivalent to nov, either

rjv

(D E

K e< al.)

Sedul. Jer.), or even vvv (122, Erp.),

or iari (115,

was supplied. In Oecum. the reading j]v
is combined with the explanation -kov by recourse to the gloss
vvv yap ovx opu
avTOv. —at'] before eduK. [N** D** E K] is wanting in A B C D* F G S5, 17, 47,
:
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Dam. Deleted by Lachm. and

Tisch.

a grammatical addition.

:

— Ver.

17. ek-

which is found only in a very few min was introduced into the text by Beza,' and must be looked upon as an unnecessary conjecture.
Ver. 18. to i^j]lovaOai'\ A C and four min., Damasc. have
(rjAova^ai. merely (so Lachm.), while B X, and 17, 23, 39, Aeth. Vulg. Jer.
Ambrosiast., read t^TjAovaOe. The latter is an ancient error in transcribing, which
involved the suppression of the article. The correct form ^Ti'/iovaflai was restored, but the article, which seemed superfluous, was not recovered.
Ver. 21.
aiiovere] D E F G, 10, 31, 80, Vulg. It. Sahid. Arm., and Fathers, have avaKAeiaai vfidc] Elz. has ckkX

ijfulg,

,

—

—

yivuGKETE.

An

— Ver. 24. 6vo\ Elz. has

ancient interpretation.

ul 6vo

[according

—

toN* and min.], against decisive testimony [X'=-** A B C D E F G, etc.].
Ver.
25. 'kyaj)\ is wanting in C F G X, 17, 115, Aeth. Arm. Vulg. Goth. Boern. Cyr.
Epiph. Damasc. Or. int. Ambrosiast. Jer. Aug. Pel. Sedul. Beda. Deleted by
Lachm. [Bentley, Bengel] and Wieseler, condemned also by Hofmann,who refers
[Fritzsche, Lightfoot and Tisch. 1872] 'kyap to the Syriae Church, although it
But instead
is attested by A B D E K L P, and most min., Chrys., and others.
The juxtapoof yap, A B D E, 37, 73, 80, lect. 40, Copt. Cyr. (once), have 6L
sition of yap 'Ayap led to the omission sometimes of the 'A yap and sometimes of
the yap. After the latter was omitted, in a part of the witnesses the connection
that was wanting was restored by 6e just as in the case of several, mostly more
;

recent authorities, instead of yap after dovlevei, de has crept in (so

Elz.),

be-

—

avaroixe'i- c'f] D* F G.
cause the argument of the apostle was not understood.
Vulg. It. Goth., read 7/ Gvaroixovaa D*, however, not having the article. A
;

gloss, in order to exhibit the reference to "Ayap in ver. 24.

reads TravTuf

B C* D E F G

^?,

— Ver. 26.

ijfiCiv]

Elz.

Lachm. has bracketed navruv. But it is wanting in
some min most vss., and many Fathers. Deleted by Tisch.;

rj/icJv

;

,

defended by Eeiche.

An amplifying addition [from Kom.

iv.

16] involuntarily

and the thought of the multitude of
Ver. 28. Ti/ielc
the T£^va (ver. 27).
kafiei)) Lachm. and Schott, also Tisch.,
read vfie'ic icre, following B D* F G, some min., Sahid. Aeth. Ir. Victorin. Ambr.
Tychon. Ambrosiast. Justly the first person was introduced on account of vv.
26 and 31.
Ver. 30. Klr}povofir]G7f\ Lach. [Tisch. 1872] reads nXTipovo/iijcei, followVer. 31. dpa] A C, 23, 57,
ing B D E X and Theophylact from the LXX.
Copt. Cyr. Damasc. Jer. Aug., have r/fie^g (U B D* E «, 67** Cyr. Marcion,
read rii6. The latter is (with Lachm. and Tisch.) to be preferred for yfielc 6e
a(ye;idioi is evidently a mechanical repetition of ver. 28 (Rec), and dpa is too
feebly attested (F G, Theodoret, have apa ovv).
occasioned by the recollection of

—

iii.
.

26, 28,
.

.

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

Contents. Further discussion of the K^r/povo/iovc slvai (iii. 29), as a privilege which could not have been introduced iefm-e Christ, while the period
of nonage lasted, but was Jirst introduced iy means of Christ and Christianity at the time appointed by God, when the earlier servile relation was
changed into that of sonship (vv. 1-7). After Paul has expressed his surprise at the apostasy of his readers, and his anxiety lest he may have labored
among them in vain (vv. 8-11), he entreats them to become like to him, and
supports this entreaty by a sorrowful remembrance of the abounding love

which they had manifested
'

all

to

him on

Beza himself allows that i|u.5? stands in
the codd. (in the fifth edition he adds

:

his

first visit,

but which appeared to

Latin), but considers that the sense requires
i7M"f-

CHAP.

105

IV., 1.

(vv. 12-10).
He warns them against the
which the pseudo-apostles courted them (ver. 17), while at
the same time he reproves their fickleness (ver. 18), and expresses the wish
that he were now present with them, in order to regain, by an altered mode

have been converted into enmity
selfish zeal vpith

of speaking to them, their lost confidence (vv. 18-20j.

the tendency to legalism from the law

the free

woman

sons, one by the bondand then lays down the
the free woman, which forms the

(vv. 21-30),

proposition that Christians are children of

groundwork

of the exhortations

Comp.

Lastly, he refutes

namely, by an allegorical inter-

Abraham had two

pretation of the account that

woman, and one by

itself,

and warnings that follow

Rom.

in ch. v. (ver. 31).

i. 12
now I
brought in through Christ, the idea of
which I have now more exactly to illustrate to you as for the first time realized in Christ.
This illustration is derived by Paul from a comparison of

Ver.

7iiyu 6i]

1.

mean, in reference to this

iii.

17, v. IG

;

xv. 8

;

1 Cor.

the pre-Christian period to the period of the servile,

hood

of the heir-apparent.

vii. 39.

—

The

6 nXfjpovSuor]

given case.

Klr/p.

is,

—

Neubour

many

—the

baov

xp'^'i'o'"]

A.s in
iii.

20

child-

slave-like

Rom.
:

vii.

1

1

;

however, to be conceived here, as in Matt. xxi.

who

is

Cor.

the heir in any
38, as

not yet in actual personal possession,

whose father is still alive.
So Cameron,
Wolf, Baumgarten, Semler, Michaelis, and
including Winer, Schott, Wieseler, Reithmayr.
But Riickert,

(Bibl.

others,

Studer

f^'

article as in 6 fjealn/c,

the heir of the father's goods,

but de jure

:

lur/povouin

Jieir

apparent,

Brem.

v. p. 40),

Olshausen (undecided), Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette,

(in Usteri),

Hilgenfeld, Hofmann, following Chrysostom, Theodoret, and most of the
older expositors, conceive the heir as one wTiose father

on account of

ver. 2

is

dead.

Incorrectly,

for the duration of the guardianship (in

;

which sense

must then be understood) could not have been
but would have depended on the law.'^
Hofmann thinks, indeed, that the point whether the father was bound by a
law of Hiajority is not taken into account, but only the fact, that it is tlie
father himself who has made arrangements respecting his heir. But in this
view the Trpodea/jia, as prescribed by the father, would be entirely illusory
the notice would be absurd, because the irpodsauia would be not tov TrnrpoQ,
" Imberbis juvenis tandem
but Toi) vdfiov.
still
in boyhood.^
vtittioq]
vKo i-LTpoTTovQ,

vcr.

determined by the

2,

will of the father,^

;

—

custode remoto gaudet equis," " the beardless youth, his guardian at length

removed, delights in horses." [Horace, Ars. Poetica, 161, 162], etc., Virg.
Aen. ix. 649.
[See Note LHI., p. 212.]
Quite in opposition to the context,
Chrysostom and Oecumenius refer it to mental immaturity.*
ov6iv S/acptpsi
(hvAov] because he is not std juris.^
uvpmc ttcivtuv wi'] although he is lord of

—

—

all,

namely, de jure, in eventum,

"by

' Baumgarten-Crusius, indeed, appeals to
the proof adduced by Gottling {Gesch. d.

HoTn. Staatsverf. pp. 109, 517), that Gains, I.
55. 65, 189, comp. Caes. Bell. Gall. vi. 19,

mentions the existence of a higher grade of
the pntria potestas

But

in this

way

among

it is

the Galatians.

by no means shown

that the time of the majority was, after

right,"

"eventually," as the heir-

the iJeath of the father, dependent on the
settlement which he liad previously made.
-

=
*

Hermann, StaattaUerth.
Comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 11.
Rom. ii. 20 Hom. 11.
;

§ 121.

v. 406,

xvi.

46,

et al.
^

Comp. Liban. in

stein.

Chiis, p.

11

D, in Wet-
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ceding point

inconsistent with the hypothesis that the father

is

Comp. Luke

alive.'

Consequently neither this nor the pre-

the father's goods.

ai^ivirent of all

people of Israel

;

^

xvi.

31.

— The

/cA^pox-o/iof

but, according to the connection with

still

is

represents, not the

viii^ioq

29 (comp.

iii.

iv. 3),

regarded in their earlier pre-Christian condition.
In this condition, whether Jewish or Gentile, they were the heir-apparent,
Eph.
according to the idea of the divine predestination (Rom. viii. 28 ff
the Christians asaiochj,

;

.

i.

11

John

;

God

of

the true crnqjua

(vi. 16),

which they were ordained
of Abraham.

in virtue of

xi. 53),

to be the Israel

explained by all who
and that without any
more special definition ;* it is neither therefore to be taken * as synonymous
with o'lKovoiio^ (which would give a double designation without ground for
it), nor as equivalent to naLdayuyoQ (which would be an arbitrary limitation).
The term denotes any one, to whose governorship the boy is assigned by the
and
father in the arrangement which has been made of the family affairs
Ver.

2.

means here not

'ETTiTpoTTog

look upon the father as dead,* but

guardian^'^ as

it is

overseer, governor,

;

this category are then specially singled out the

from

o'ikovS/joi,

the superior

managers of the household and property (Luke xvi. 1), on
was dependent in respect to money and other outward wants.

slaves appointed as

whom the

— axpi

v^rr^of

TfjQ TTfjoOea/ilag rnii vrarpof] Until the appointed time of the father, until
the term, which the father has fixed upon for releasing his son from this
tempiis praestitutum, does not occur else
state of dependence.
/} TrpoOea/jia,

in the N. T., but

where

frequent in classical authors.''

is

embraces Christians generally, the Jeicish and Gentile
In favor of this view we may decisively urge, (1) the
Christians together.
sense of aroLxeia tov Koofiov (see below)
(2) ver. 5, where the first Iva applies
Ver.

3.

'H/iF/f]

;

Jewish Christians, but the second, reverting to the

to the

first

to Christians generally, because the address to the readers

among them,

as included in the

the ohKen. and

back

rore,

to the state of slavery of the

be understood

mann

preceding

Iva -yv vlodeaiav cnvoldftufiEv

said of the Galatians in vv. 7
y/ielc

in ver.

3.

Therefore

and

with his erroneous reference of

8,

yuelg is

as referring either merely to the Jewish Christians;^ or

in consistency

readers

in

and not merely the Jewish Christians

ver. 6 represents these as a whole,

lastly, (3) that

person, applies

which follows

;

point

not to

— as Hof-

29 to the Gentile

iii.

holds— to "the Old Testament church of God, which has now passed

over into the

New

Testament church

;"

or to the Jewish Christians pre-em-

inently ;° or, lastly, even to the Oentile Christians alone.'"

—

ore

fjiiev

vrjirioi]

characterizes, in terms of the prevailing comparison, the pire- Christian con-

>

As Hofmann and others have objected.

«

2

wieselcr.

'

3

hp^avwv

Dem.

988. 2

1, xiii. 2,

eTTiTpoTTo?,
;

Plat. Legg. p. 7B6

C

;

Xen. Mem. i. 2. 40 2 Mace. xi.
comp. also the rabbinical
;

xiv. 2;

DISIIDISi? in Schoettgen, Ho>\ p. 743 f.
* See, however, on ver. 1.
5 Herod, i. 108;
Pind. 01. i. 171; Dem.
Xen. Oec. 21. 9 and very frequent819. 17
;

ly

ill

classical autliojs.

;

As in Matt. xx. 8 Lnkc viii. 3.
^eo Wetstein also Jacobs, Ach.
:

;

Tat.

p. 440.

Chrysostom and most expositors, inGrotius, Estius, Morus, Flatt,
Baumgarten-Crusiiis, de
Usteri, Schott,
**

eluding

Wette, Wieseler.
» Koppe, Riickert, Matthies, Olshausen.
»" Augustine,

;

;;

CHAP.

which, in relation to the Christian condition of the same persons,
Elsewhere Paul has represented the condition of

dition,

was
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their age of hoyhood.

the Christians

the Parousia, in comparison with their state after the

l)efore

Parousia, as a time of boyhood.'

—

GTOix^a tov

v-ko to.

corresponds, as application, to the ohSiv dia^epei

The word

TTovQ 'aarl kol qIkov.

peg standing

gtolxs'iov

—which

6ov?.ov

Kocfiov
.

.

.

iniTpo-

denotes primarily a stake or

in a row, then a letter of the alphabet,- then, like

—means here

6e('^ov1.'\

fjfiev

alTio, inrb

apxii-,

element'^

which signification has developed itself
from the idea of a letter, inasmuch as a word is a series of the letters which
form it.^ In itself, however, it might be used either in ih-Q physical sense of
elementary svhstances, which Plato ^ calls also yev?}, as it frequently occurs in
Greek authors applied to the so-ca\led foitr elements,^ or in the intellectual
at all events element^*

''

^'

sense of rudimenta,

In the latter sense the

rudiments,''' Jirst principles.^

verb aroixeiovv was used to signify the instruction given to catechumens. '° In
the 2)liysical sense in which it is used by later Greek authors for designateither as by
ing the sfnrrs "
it was understood by most of the Fathers

—

—

Augustine,'-

:

who thought

of the Gentile adoration of the heavenly bodies

and of other nature-worship
Pelagius,

who

referred

it

;

or as by Chrysostom, Theodoret, Ambrose,

Jewish observance of new moons,

to the

feasts,

and Sabbaths, which was regulated by the course of the moon and sun.
So, combining the Gentile and Jewish cultus, Hilgenfeld, p. 66,'^ who
ascribes to the apostle the heterogeneous idea of "sidereal powers of heaven,"
'*
and Caspari,'^ in whose
is, of the stars as powerful animated beings
view Paul is supposed to have placed Mosaism in the category of star and
nature worship
and likewise Reithmayr, although without such extravagances.
But because the expression is applicable neither merely to the cir-

that

;

;

'
"^

1

;

See

1

Cor.

xiil. 11

;

Plat. Theaet. p. 202

Arist. Poet. 20. 2

;

Eph. iv. 13.
E Xen. Mem.
;

Lucian, Jud. voc.

12.

See Rudolph on Ocell. p. 402 ff.
^ A point on which almost all expositors
agree. Yet Luther, 1519, following the
precedent of Tertull. c. Marc. v. 4, adopted
the signification of fe<(;«rs / "pro ipsis Uteris
Mundi autem
legis, quibus lex constat.
vocat, quod sint de iis rebus, quae in mundo sunt," " for the very letters of the law,
in which the law consists
Moreover,
he says of the world,' because they are of
the things which are in the world." So also
in 1524, and at least to a similar effect in
More recently Michaelis has also ex1538.
plained it as letter's ; holding that the acts
of the Levitical law were intended, because, taken as a whole, they had preached
the gospel by anticipation. Similarly Nosselt, Opusc. II. p. 209, takes o-roixera as
signs (Arist. Eccl. 652, where it is used for
the shadow of the plate on the sun-dial
comp. Lucian, Gall. 9, Cronos. 17), holding
that the Jewish ceremonies are thus named
liecause they prefigured the future Chris»

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

These views are all erronebecause the expression aroix^la t.

tian worship.
ii. 1.

oiis,

kocthov applies also to Gentile habits.

Walz, Rhetor. VI. p. 110.
Ruhnk. ad Tim p. 283.
' 2 Pet. iii. 10, 12
Wisd. vii. 17, xix. 18
4 Mace. xii. 13 Plat. Tim., p. 48 B, 56 B, Polit.
Philo, de Opif. m. p. 7, 11, Cherub.
p. 278 C
Clem. ffom. x. 9.
p. 1C2
^
*

;

;

;

;

;

^

Comp. Suidas,

'

Heb.

v.

Isocr. p. 18

12

A

;

.?.».

Plut. de pueror. educ. 16

;

Nicol. ap. Slob. xiv.

7.

31

see Wetstein.
^'^

ConstUt. ap. vi. 18.

Comp.

1, vii. 25. 2.

our expression the A, B,

C

of an art or

science. Comp. generally, Schaubaoh, Commental, quid crroix^ia tou Koo-yaou in N. T.

Meining. 1862.
Diog. L. vi. 102 Man.

sihi velint,

"

;

Od. p. 1671, 53.
^"^
De civ. D.'w.

" Comp.

iv.

624

;

Eustath.

\\.

in his Zeitschr. 1858, p. 99

;

p. 314.
'<

Comp. Baur and Holsten.

'^

In the Strassb. Beitr.

1854, p. 20G

ff.

1866»-
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ciimstances of the heatlien, nor merely to tliose of the Jewish, cultus

the contrary, vv. 8-10),

— to the latter of which

it is

(sec,

on

in the physical sense not

at all suitable, for the Jewish celebrations of days and the like were by no
means a star-worship or other (possibly unconscious) worship of nature^
under which man would have been in bondage, but were an imperfect
worship of Ood and because the context suggests nothing else than the
contrast between the imperfect and the perfect religion, as w^ell as also on

—

account of the correlation to
to be rejected."

Besides,

vt/wiol,

it

the physical sense oicroixclov

would be

is

why

difficult to perceive

altogether

Paul,

if

he

had thought of the stars, should not have written rov ohpavnv instead of rov
Hence Jerome,- Erasmus, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, and most
KocjjLiov.
of the later expositors, though with various modifications, have correctly
rudiments of discipline," which
adhered to the sense rudimenta disdpUnae,
'

'

alone corresponds to the notion of the
not get beyond first principles).
nan- Christian humanity (Koauog

The

vriTndrrjq

(for the age of

diUdlwod does

aroixela rov K6a/j.ov are the elements of

see 1 Cor. vi. 2, xi. 32, et a!.), that

;

is,

the

•elementary things, the immature beginnings of religion, which occupy the

minds

who

of those

are

still

elementary

state, to

which

it

Not having
do with the religious

without the pale of Christianity.

attained to the perfect religion, the
is

has

Kdajiog

still

to

in bondage, as in the position of a servant.

mentioned in ver. 10 hence we must
understand the expression, not in a onesided fashion as the elementary
hnoioledge, the beginnings of raW^ww^ perception in the non-Christian world ^
with which neither the idea of the relation as slavery^ nur the inclusion of
the Jewish and Gentile worships under one category would harmonize but

Rudiments of

this sort are expressly

;

—

as the rudimenta ritualia, the ceremonial character of Judaism and heathenism,*
'

With strange arbitrariness Schulthess

{EngeliveU, pp. 113, 129) has recently anticipated Hiljrenfeld in re asserting this sense ;

holding that the stavf are meant, but that
Paul is glancing at the Jewish mhustnj of
angels (Job xxxviii. 7
).
More thoroughly
Schneckenburger (in the theol. .Jahrb. 1848,
p. 445 ff.) has again defended the physical
reference {elements of the visible world).
(,!)

Comp. Holsten, z. En. d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 323.
In this interpretation the law must be ex(as is done by Holsten) from the
CTToixeia,— an exception which is forbidden
by the whole connection with ch. iii., and
is also inconsistent with the concrete instances in vv. 8 and 10; see above. Neancepted

der also— who, however, introduces the
idea of \he senwovs forms of reliriion—-v^o\\\A
retain the physical reference, which is
decidedly assumed by Lipsius (Eechlfertigungsl. p.

who

commends

the
interpretation of Hilgenfeld whilst Messner (Lehre d. Ap. p. 22G) agrees in substance
with Neander, holding that SeSovK. vtto to.
o-Toixeia ToO Kotrfjiov is " the dependence of
the religious consciousness on the earthly,
83),

specially

;

sensuous, perishable things, of which this
koo-/u.os, as to its fundamental elements, consists. But why, then, tlie reeartlily

striction

And

the

"as to

its

of

idea

fundamental elements'"!
perishableness

is

im-

Ewald understands

by it the
elements of the world, into the whole of
which life must be brought through the
spirit, and unity and meaning through
God it comprehends the Jewish observances as to meats and days, as well as the
heathen star-wor.ship. Yet how unsuited

ported.

;

to popular apprehension (as pertaining to
natural philosophy) would the whole expression thus be an enigmatic designation
for the heathen worship, and an unsuitable
one for the Jewish cultus, which is based
on divine precept. As to the way in which
Hofmann understands the material ele!

monts of the world, see the sequel.
- Also ru'e's in Theophylact, and Gennadius in Oecumenius, p. 747 D.
^ Comp. Kienlen, in the Sfrassb. Beifr. IT.
p. 1.33
*

ff.

Comp. Schaubaoh,

I.e.

p. 9

ff.

;

CHAP.
with

however,

wliicli,

religious knowledge.'

is also
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combined the corresponding imperfection

Against the explanation,

"re??'^/6»Ms

of the world," the objection has been made, that this idea
to Judaism, in so

far as the latter

was

heathenism, which, according to Paul,

But the

especially Neander.
xvii. 22, 23)

;

by the

is

suitable neither

a divine revelation, nor even to

something foreign to religion

;

see

latter part of the objection is erroneous (Acts

and the former part

pretensions put forth

is

of

elementary things

is

disposed of

apostle's opponents,

when

— in the

which were

light of the

chiefly based

—

on the ceremonial side of the law we take into account the relative charac"rudiments," according to which Judaism, when
compared with Christianity as the absolute religion, may, although a
divine institution, yet be included under the notion of aroixe'ia, because
destined only for the vywioi and serving a transitory projjaedeutic purpose.^
Most of the older expositors, as also Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, do
Wette (with many various and mistaken interpretations of mapioq see Wolf
and Riickert in he), have referred the expression merely to Judaism,'^ whilst
Koppe and Schott only allow the analogous nature of ethnicism to be included
incidentally but, besides what has been above remarked on r//ieic, these views
ter of the idea rtidimenta,

;

;

are at variance

with the idea of

tov uSafiov.

which was given

This idea

is,

at all events, too

whether
be taken as applying to manl'ind generally (de Wette, Wieseler), or to
the mibelieving portion of mankind, in contrast to the ayLoi in a Christian
sense/ Certainly it might appear unwise (see especially Wieseler) that Paul
should have j^laced Judaism and heathenism in one category. But, in point
of fact, he has to deal with ,/«rZrr/siic seductions occurring in churches chiefly
(7e«^iZc-Christian
he might therefore, with the view of more effectually
warning them and putting them to shame, so designate the condition of
bondage to which by these seductions they were induced to revert, as to
comprehend it in the same category with the lieathen cultus, from the
wide to

suit the law,

to the people of Israel only

;

it

:

bondage of which they had been not long before liberated by Christianity.
According to Hofmann, the aroLxela r. Kdn/nov are contrasted with the promise
given to Al^raham of the Kh/povofiia k6(t/xov, Rom. iv. 13.
He supposes that
out of the destruction of the material elements of tlie present world (2 Pet. iii.
10) the oLKovjiEvrj /iE?Jo'6(Ta (Heb. ii. 5) will arise, and that this will derive its

nature and character from the Spirit, the communication of which is the
beginning of the fulfilment of that promise. Israel, however, has been in
bondage under the material elements of which the present world is composed,
inasmuch as in tchat it did and what it left undone it was subject to stringent
Comp. Col. ii. 8, 20.
Comp. Baiir, Paulus,
Weiss, UU. Theol. p. 289
J

2

kath.

K.

II.
;

p. 222, ed. 2

also Ritschl,

all-

p. 73.

3 The law " as a means of training calculated only for the age of childhood," de

who is followed by Wieseler.
Olshausen, feeling the difficulty which
thft idea of xda/xo? puts in the way of the
reference to Judaism, hits upon the arbiVv'ette,
•

trary expedient of takinp: the expression
to apply to the merely external and literal

way

of apprehending the O. T., which conmerely to the actions, without
considering the idea involved in them,
" This was the procedure of the Judaists,
flnes itself

and

in this shape the Old Test, appeared
not merely as the beginning of divine life,
but also as given over to the world," etc.
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had reference to the world in its existing materiality / it had to
conform itself to the tilings of this corpore/d world, whilst the promise had
been made to it that it should he lord of all things. Apart from the erronelaws, wliich

ous application of
tion

based

(see above),

y^uEig

—namely,

that of the

every essential point in this interjDreta-

In particular, the contrast on which

gratuitously introduced.

is

new world

utterly foreign not only to the whole context, but even to
selves

is

—

to

Paul had had this contrast in view, he must, in order not to
it, have at least added a tovtov^

for, if

;

is

it

come is
the words them-

of the aiuv which

leave his readers wholly without a hint of
to Tov

It

Kdafzov.'^

moreover, incorrect to discover in the a-oixtla the op-

is,

posite of the future Avorld, so far as the latter has its nature from the Spirit.

The world of the a'ii)v n£H(ji>, as the new heaven and the new" earth (2 Pet.
13), must likewise be corporeally material, and must have its aroLxe'ca,

iii.

—

although the cxvua. of the old world will have passed away.^
imzv ^E^ov'kuii.'\
may be taken either together, or separately the latter is to be preferred,
because it corresponds more emphatically to the ov^lv Siatpepei 6ovaov (ver. 1)
;

and the
Ver.

vtvo

4.

irpoOeG/i.

emTporvovg kari (in ver. 2)

"Ore

6e

TOV ira-p.

Messianic period

moment of

— On

—

tcere enslaved ones.

corresponds to the axpi ryg

The time appointed by God, which was

2).

—consequently

xpovor)

(6

conceived as a measure which was not yet

is

had not wholly

as this period

full.^

(ver.

the appearance of Christ

elapse until

that

we

:

to nXr/pojita tov xP^^ov^

?/?£r

Hence

elapsed.''

to

'KT-Jipuim

the

to

pre-

so long

full,

tov xpovov is

:

measure of time just mentioned hecame
historical conditions V&nl conceived that counsel as to the

time, through ichich the

vi'ha.t

depend ° cannot, after his view of the destination of the
law which intervened between the promise and its fulfilment (iii. 19, 24
Rom. V. 20), remain doubtful. Theophylact takes in substance the right
view. The need had reached its height.
Comp. Chrysostom, ad Eph. i.
10
o-£ jidltoTa EiielTiov aii67JivaBat, tote SiEcrdiOTjaav, "when they were just
about to be destroyed, they were saved." Without due ground Baur perfulness of time to

;

:

ceives here' the idea that Christianity proceeded

from a principle inherent

mind to the freedom of selfActs vii.
consciousness.
Ver. 6
E^aT7EG-EL7x%''] He sent forth from Himself
12, xi. 22, xvii. 14, et al ; Dem. 251. 5
Polyb. iii. 11. 1, iv. 2G. 2, iv. 30.
1, and frequently.
The expression presupposes the idea of the personal

in humanity, namely, from the advance of the

—

.

;

;

pre-existcnce of Christ,"

and therewith

nature (Rom.

;

viii.

3,

32

apostle's idea coincides
Cor.

'

1

^

He does not add

vii. 31,

20,

i.

just because

the

Hofmann was

far

19

iii.

;

Phil.

ii.

6

Eph.

ii.

eoCo-a

2.
ii.

8, 20,

contrast suggested by
his thoughts.

from

Comp. on 1 Cor. vii. 31.
* Comp. Gen. xxix. 21
Mark i. 15 Luke
xxi. 24; John vii. 8; Joseph. Antt.xi.A. 1,
3

;

etal.
* Comp. on Eph.
Rom. II. p. 473.
»

Theophylact

:

i.

10,

and Fritzsche, ad

ore itav elSos KOKias Siff cX-

same time His personal divine

at the

2 Cor.

with the Johannean

toOtou in Col.

;

;

viii. 9)

;

so that in reality the

6 Pioyof yv Tzphg r.

r;

</)u<ns

Qe6v

and Qeoq

avSpuTriVT) eSeiro flepaTret'a?,

r\

" wlien liuman nature, having experienced

every form of evil, needed medical treatment." Baur " when mankind was ripe
"conditioned by the
for it;" de Wette
need of certain preparations, or by the necessityof the religious development of mankind which had reached a certain point."
:

:

See his neut. TJieol. p. 173.
See Rabiger, Chridol. ravl. p. 16 Lechler,
apost. Zdt. p. 50 Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 316 ff.
'
8

;

;

—
CHAP.
ijv

6 ')^6yog,

but

whose human

is
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not to be reduced to the notion of "

ideal

tlie

first

man,"

'

on account of His pre-existence, is conceived by Paul
This remark also applies against the
as not without a certain Docetisni.'view of Beyschlag referring it to the pre-existent prototype of man,'* in connection with which the Messianic name' of Son is supposed to be carried
back from the historical to the pre-historical sphere. This is at variance
birth,

with the express designation, as irpuTOTonoQ ndoi^g ktIgsuq (Col. i. 15),
which likewise forbids us to say, with Hofmann " i?;/ the very fact, that
God has sent Him forth from Himself into the world. He is the Son of God.^'
According to Col. i. 15, He is, even before the creation, in the relation of
a relation, therefore, which could
Soji to the Father, as Icgotten by Him,
not be dependent on the subsequent sending forth, or given for the first
time along icith the latter.
y^vdfievov ?« yvvacKSc] so that He was T)orn of a
woman ; the relation of the aorist participle is the same as in Phil. ii. 7 f.
The reading jsvv6/ievov attested only by min., and otherwise feebly, although recommended by Erasmus, adopted by Matthias, and defended by
Ilinck is a correct interpretation,'* which also occurs at Rom. i. 3, in Codd.
Who this yvft/ was, every reader Jcneio ; we must
mentioned by Augustine.
not, however, say with Schott, following many of the older expositors, " de
" ^ but comp.
Tirgine sponsa dicitur," " it is said of the betrothed virgin
Job xiv. 1 Matt. xi. 11. Nor is anything peculiar to be found in tK " on the
This
contrary, in is quite the usual preposition to express the being born.'
very fact, that Christ, although the Son of God, whom God had sent forth
from Himself, entered into this life as man (Rom. v. 15 1 Cor. xv. 21
Acts xvii. 31) and just as an ordinary man enters into temporal life as
one 'born of tcoman, Paul wishes to bring into prominence as the mode of
carrying out the divine counsel.* The supernatural generation which preceded the natural hirth was not here in question its mention would even
have been at variance with the connection which points to Christ's humiliation
it is not, however, anywhere else expressly mentioned by the apostle,
or certainly indicated as a consequence involved in his system (Weiss).'
Nor is it to be inferred from e^rnvta-reLlEv, in connection with the designation
of Him who was sent forth as the Son ;'" because, while it is assumed that as
the Son of God He was already, before His incarnation, with God (6 Adyof fp
irpbg rhv Gfov), the v7ode of His incarnation
liow He was born Kara adpKa etc
dTTEpuaroq Aav/(P'
is not defined
ysvopiEvov vtvo vOiUov] Luther: "made
:

—

—

—

—

'

;'

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

:

—

—

'

Hilffenfeld.

^

See,

indeed,
the very opposite of
i.

3

;

Paul throughout is
Docetism.
3 Christol. d. N. T. p. 220 ff.
* As to the meaning, but not as to the
tense see Phot. Qn. Amphil. 90.
s Comp. Augustine,
Serm. 10 de temp. ;
Jerome, and others.
;

"

" ex semine matris

and others Theophylact, followirifr Basil.
Jerome, and others tw ttjs oucrias avTijs au>ixa
;

on the contrary, Rom.

non

viri et mucoitu," " of the seed of the mother
not
the union of mnn and woman," Calvin;
.

.

.

lieris

by
comp. Cornelius a Lapide,

.

.

.

Estius, Calovius,

:

AaiSofTa.

John iii. 6 ; Matt. i. IG
3 Esr. iv. 16 4 Mace. xiv.
'

;

1

;

Pet.
14

;

i. 22, ef al;
frequently

used also in classical authors with yiV
vecrOai.
8
»

comp. Rom. viii. 3 Phil. ii.
Comp. on Rom. i. 3.
Hofmann, comp. also his
;

'"

7.

Sc7triftbeiP.

II. 1, p. 84.

" Rom.
Acts

ii.

30.

i.

3; comp.

ix. 5

;

3

Tim.

ii.

8

;
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under the law " and so most expositors legl sriJijedum, "subject to the
law. " But it is arbitrary to take yEvofi. here in another sense than before
and
the vivid emphasis of the twice-used ysvofi. is thus lost.
Hence Michaelis,
Koppe, Matthies, Schott, de Wette, Lechler, rightly understand yevd/z. as natum. Thus also, in fact, " the beginning of an dvaivno vo/iov'''' (Hofmann) is
expressed, and expressed indeed moi'c dejinitely. Paul desires to represent the
birth of the Son of God not merely as an ordinary human birth, but also as
''
horn of a woman, loi'n
an ordinary Jeioish birth ^ and he therefore says
under the law,'''' so that He was subjected to circumcision and to all other ordinances of the law, like any other Jewish child. But God caused His Son
to be born as an ordinary man and as an ordinary Israelite, because otherwise He could not have undergone death either at all, or as One cursed by
the law (iii. 13), which did not apply to those who were not Jews (Rom. i.
and could not have rendered the curse of the law of none effect as
12)
regards those who were its subjects.^ For this reason, and not merely on
account of the contrast to tuv vVuv avrov,* Paul has added jevo/i. sk yw., yen.
v-6 v6fi., as a characteristic description of the humiliation into which God
With respect, moreover, to
allowed His Son to enter. See the sequel.
:

;

;

'

:

;

—

—

—

the perfect obed'ience of Christ to the

laic, it

was a preliminary condition

necessary for the redeeming power of His death (because otherwise the
affected Him even on His own account)
but it
imputed for righteousness on the contrary, this is purely
faith in the l7.aaT7] piov " propitiation, "(?/" J/Zs deaths The doctrine of
the Formula Concordiae as to the imputation of the oledientia Christi activa^

curse of the law

not that which

is

would have

;

is

;

,

not borne out by the exegetical proof, of which our passage

is

form part

is

alleged to

but the atoning death of Christ is the culminating point of His
Phil. ii. 8
obedience towards God. (Rom. v. 19
3 Cor. v. 21) [See Note
LIV., p. 212 seq.], without the jjerfection of which He could not have accomplished the atonement
and the form Avhich this obedience assumed in
Him, in so far as He was subject to the law, must have been that of legal
;

;

;

;

obedience.'
Ver.

deed

5.

The object

for

which God sent forth His Son, and sent

yEvSfi. EK yvvaiK., yevdfi. vtto

vo/liov.

— rohg

The

vrvb v6fj,ov]

thus designated in systematic correspondence to the previous

—

Him

in-

Israelites are

yevd/j..

vnb

vS/nov.^

Namely, as follows from Toiig imb vofiov, from the dominion of
the law, vv, 1-3 (in which its curse, iii. 11, is included), and that through
His death, iii. 13. Erasmus well says: " dato pretio assereret in liberta2va ttjv
tem," "As the price had been given, he would claim for liberty."
for of this negative benefit the
v'lolka. a-oldd.'] The aim of this redemption
But Paul could not again
VLoOeaia was the immediate positive consequence.
express himself in the third person, because the vlodeaia had been imparted to
k^ayopdari]

—

;

'

Viewed by

itself, yivea-Bai.

vno with the

'

Comp. Kom.

a

*

Schott.

^

See on

accusative, in the sense to be svbject
lingui.stic

to, is,

in

point of view, quite as correct

Mace. X. 38 Thuc. i. 110. 1 iMcmn.Abdie.
Xen.
23) as with the dative (Herod, vii. 11
Anab. vii. 2. ,3, vii. 7. 33 Thuc. vii. 64. 2).
(1

;

;

;

;

2

Comp.

Ileb.

ii.

14-17.

iii.

viii.

53

;

3 f

.

;

Rom.

Ileb.

iv.

5,

iii.

14

f.

24, v.

6

ff.,

ei al.
«

p. 685.

'

Comp. Hofmann, Sckriftbew. 11.
Comp. iii. 25, iv. 21, v. 18; Rom.

«

1,

p. 130.

vi. 14.

CHAP.
tlie

lY., 6.
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Gentiles also, whereas tliat rcdemjjtion referred merely to the Jews

now

both,

Jews and

Gentiles, after having attained the vlodeaia

-a oToix^^a ~ov Kocfiov ijcav

6E6ov?.(j/iievoi

(ver. 3)

hence Paul, in the

:

;

no longer
first

but
vtto

person

from the consciousness of the comwhich embraced both the Jewish and the Gentile portions of the

of the second sentence of purpose, speaks

mon

faith

Christian body, not merelj' from the Jewish-Christian consciousness, as Hof-

mann

holds on account of

ia-re

— a meaning which

in ver.

6.

'

— The

always

vloOecla is here, as it

is,

wrongly denied by Usteri, as the signification
of the word allows no other interiDretation, and the context requires no other.
Previously not different from slaves (vv. 1-3), as they were in the state of v;/-c6t7/c, believers have now entered into the entirely different legal relation towards God of their being adopted hj Him as children.' The divine legetting
(to which Hofmann refers) is a Johannean view
see on John i. 13.
In the
divine economy of salvation the gracious gift of the vlodeaia was needed in order to attain the K?.Tipovo^uia while in the hwnan economy, which serves as the
figure, the heir-apparent becomes at length heir as a matter of course.
Accordingly Paul has not given up (Wieseler) the figure on which ver. 1 ff.
was based a view at variance with the express application in ver. 3, and
the uninterrupted continuation of the same in ver. 4
but he has merely
had recourse to such a free modification in the apjjlication, as was suggested
to him by the certainly partial difference between the real circumstances of
a-oXaji.] not
the case and the figure set forth in vv. 1, 2.^
that we might
again receive, as is the meaning of a~o?.a/i(i. very often in Greek authors,^
and in Luke xv. 27 for before Christ men never possessed the vlodeaia here
referred to (although the old theocratic adoption of the Jews was never lost,
Rom. ix. 4) hence Augustine and others are in error when they look back
Nor must we assume' that, because
to the sonship that was lost in Adarn.
the vlodeaia is promised, it is denoted by airo/MJi. as h^eOMjievn^
a sense
which is often conveyed by the context in Greek authors and also in the
N.T.,^ but not here, because it is not the vlodeaia expressly, but the K?.?jpovo/xia,^
which is the object of the promise. As little can we say, with Riickert and
adoption"

is

;

;

—

;

—

:

;

:

—

Schott, that the sonship

redemption,

by

or,

is

designated as fruit

with Wieseler, as

(cito

= inde)

of the

fruit of the death of Jesus

work

of

apprehended

for while it certainly is so in point of fact, the verb could not
without some more precise indication in the text than that given
by the mere k^ayop. On the contrary, a7rold!i. simply denotes to talce at
the hands of any one, to receive, as Luke x%a. 25
Plat. Legg: xii. p. 956 D,
faith

lead to

:

it

:

;

and very frequently
Ver.

6.

A

in

Greek authors.

confirmation of the reality of this reception of sonship from the

experience of the readers ; for the
eral statement,
'

2

*
»
»

f cr-f,

;

;

and

others, including Baumgarten-Crnsius,
Ilofmann, and Reithmayr.
''

loc.

Comp. Weiss,
Comp. ver. 7.

which, after the foregoing more gen-

in with its individual ap2)lication,^ does not refer

Comp. the change of persons in iii. 14.
i. 5
Eom. viii. 15 and

See on Eph.

Fritzsche, in
3

now comes

bibl.

Theol. p. 338

f.

iii.

Luke

vi. 34,

24

John

;

2

8.

* iii. 29, iv. 7.

See especially Dem. 78. 3 162. 17.
With Chrysostom, Theophylact, Bengel,
;

»

Comp

iii.

26.

xxiii. 41

;

Rom.

i.

27

;

Col.

—
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any more

to the Galatians as Gentile OhrisUans only,'
is

tliis

interjsretation

is

on

laid

God
if

tlian in

2G-29.

iii.

^

the most simple, natural, and correct

is

which

viol,

is

end

therefore placed at the

has sent forth the Spirit of His Son,

ye had not (through the

been

vlodEaia)

He

etc.
vloi

the emphasis

;

but because ye are sons,
would not have done this,
:

thus the reception of the Spir-

;

the experimental and practical divine testimony to the sonship.

it is

sons of God, ye

Spirit

attesting

a?//u£lov

oTi as tJiat,

ye are sons,

and

treat

it

;

as an abbreviated

God has

certain hy this, that

is

The
which they had entered through faith

and confirming

it

If not

recipients of the Spirit of His Son.

the seal of the sonship, into

is

the divine

take

would not be the

—

And

taken by most expositors, following the Vulgate, as quonia7)iJ

in]

comp. Rom.

mode

sent forth,"

Others*

viii. IG.''

of saying

"But

:

This

etc.''

that

unneces-

is

and without any similar instance in the N. T. modes of
575 f. and Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor.

sarily harsh,

;

expression like those in Winer, p.

Wieseler takes

205, are different.

Y>.

" as concerns

But

the reality {ecte is to

as equivalent to

it

on:

ekeIvo,

elg

'

have the emphasis) of your state as sons.''''
into the vivid and direct character

would unnecessarily introduce

this

of these short sentences an element of dialectic reflection,

Hofmann handles

which

also appears

with extreme violence,
asserting that on 6e is an elliptical protasis,
the completion of which is to
be derived from the apodosis of the preceding period, from tj aTrtar. in ver.

in Matthias' view.

this passage

—

4 onward,

— that

iiaTE

is

vloi

apodosis, and that the following l^a-ia-.

the further result connected with

is

Ms

God

(Gentile) readers that they are for this reason sons, tecause

that act

E^aTckaTELTiEv K.r. 7i. (ver. 4),

and with the design stated in

and because He has done

it

This interpretation

is

ver. 4

k.t.?..

In Hofmann's view, Paul reminds

it.

f.

with linguistic usage, because the supposed elliptical use of on

has done

way

in the

at variance
6e

does not

anywhere occur, and the analogies in the use of eI Se, etc., which Hofmann
adduces some of them, however, only self-invented (as those from the epis-

—

tles of the

apostle, 2 Cor.

abruptly ffaTrmr.

6

Gfoc k.t.I.

the interpretation

is

ii.

vii.

2,

unsuitable

;

—are

12)

would stand

!

And how

heterogeneous.

But, as regards the thought also,

for they are sons, etc., not because

has sent Christ, but because they have become

lelievers in

Him

John i. 12); it is not that fact itself, but their faith
(iii. 26
the cause of their sonship and of their reception of the Spirit
;

;

God

was sent
in it, which is
comp. iii. 14.
that

sending of the Spirit to the event of Pentecost (as Hofmann does),
by which God caused His Spirit to initiate ^^ a presence of a neic hind'''' in the

To

refer the

world,

is

entirely foreign to the connection.^

it is TO TTVEv/xa to ek Qeov, 1

'

Cor.

ii.

12.

Hofmann.

•

Luther, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, Grotins, Bengel, Semler, Morus, Rosenmiiller,
Paulus, Olsliausen, Baumgarten-Orusius,
de Wette, Baur, Hilgenfeld, Ewald, and
'^

On

oTi, because,

sentence, comp.
XV.

19.

E^anEarELlEv

*

1

at the beginning of tlie
Cor.

xii.

15

;

John xx.

29,

6

Qeoq

/c.r.2.]

for

E^a-nkcr.

See also Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 340.
Theopbylaet, Ambrose, Pelagius, Koppe,

Flatt, Riickert, Schott.
"
'

Comp. iii. 11.
See on Mark

xi. 51, xvi. 19

others.
^

—

Observe the symmetry with

;

1

xvi. 14

Cor.

1.

;

John
26

;

ii.

18,

2 Cor.

i.

is..

10.
^

comp., on the contrary,

iii. 2,

17,

18, xi.

v. 14.

:

CHAP.
in ver. 4.

K.r.?,..

The phrase conveys,

sion of the objectite (ver. 4)

and

IV., 6.

175.

solemn expres-

in point of form, the

subjective (ver. 5) certainty of salvation, but,

in a dogmatic j^oint of view, the like personal relation of the Spirit,

God

has sent forth from Himself as

He

So Paul designates the Holy

vlov avTov]

sent forth Christ.

Spirit,

—

whom

to nvEv/xa tov

because he rei)resents the re-

the Spirit of the Son canand are not also viol Qeov.
But the Holy Spirit is the Spirit of Christ, inasmuch as He is the divine
principle of Christ's self-communication, by whose dwelling and ruling in
the heart Christ Himself dwells and rules livingly, really, and efficaciously
(ii. 20) in the children of God. ^
Comp. the Johannean discourses as to the
self -revelation and the coming of Christ in the Paraclete.
[See Note LV.,
yuojv] The change of persons arose involuntarily from the apostle's
p. 213.]

ception of the Spirit as the jDroof of sonship

not be given to any,

who

; for

'

are of a different nature

'^

—

own

lively,

experimental consciousness of this blessedness.'*

strong word exjiresses the matter as
cited

by the

Himself

is,

the Spirit

the

Spirit

is

was

:

—

(it is

KpdCov]

The

with crying the deep fervor ex-

The Sjnrit

broke forth into appeal to the Father.^

here represented as crying

different in

Rom.

I.e.),

because

so completely the active author of the Abba-invocation, that

man who

invokes appears only as the organ of the Spirit.

analogy of the opjDosite case

—

it

—the crying of the unclean

Comp. the

spirits (]\Iark

i.

26,

The usual view taken by modern expositoi-s,* following Erasmus and Beza, in this passage, as in Rom. viii. 15 and in Mark
xiv. 36, is, that 6 Tvarfip is appended as an explanation of the Aramaic Abb.'c
along with which stress is laid on the " cJiildlike sound'''
for Greek readers
of the expression, so foreign to the Greek readers." But see, against this
view, on Rom. viii. 15.
No 'Aji[ia, the address of Christ the Son of God
to His Father, Avhich had been heard times. without number by the apostles
and the first believers, had become so established and sacred in Christian prayer that it had assumed the nature of a proper name, so that the deep and lively
ix. 26).

'A/3/?a 6 na-T/p]

;''

;

emotion of the consciousness of sonship could now superadd the appellative 6 nari/p
and the use of the two in conjunction had gradually become so
habitual," that in Mark xiv. 36, by an hysteron proteron, they are placed even
;

in the

mouth

of Christ.

Hilgenfeld and Matthias,

In opposition to this view, which

is

adopted by

has been objected by Fritzsche, '" that 6 ivaryp
expresses exactly the same as the Aramaic ^^N, and that, if X!3X had assumed
it

the nature of a proper name, this

name would very

often have occurred

Comp. Rom. viii. 9.
Comp. on 2 Cor. iii. 17.
2 See on Rom. viii. 9, 14.
* Comp. Rom. vii. 4.
* Comp. Rom. viii. 15; also Ps. xxii. 3,
Baruch iii. 1, iv. 20.
xxviii. 1, xxs. 8
' See the usual view of the ancient ex-

Father,' since a grammatical reason is
not apparent, the ordinarily received explanation of the mystery is satisfactory,

positors, following Augustine, in Luther

teri,

'

^

;

"

pater cur geminarit, cum grammatica ratio non appareat, placet vulgata ratio mysterii, quod idem Spiritus fidei sit Judaeorum et gentium, duorum populorum
unius Dei," " As to why he cries Abba,

Abba

'

that the spirit of faith of Jews and
is of the one God of two peoples, is
the same." Comp. Calvin and Bengel.
So Koppe, Flatt, Winer, Ruckert, Us-

viz.,

Gentiles
''

*

Schott.

Hofmann.

Bengel appropriately remarks, " haeo
Novo Testamento," " this
pledge of sons in the New Testament."
"

tessera filiorum in

"

ad Bom.

II. p. 140.
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and people would not have
of Geog
but also K^fia 6 0eoc. But these objections
would only avail to confute our view, if it were maintained that 'A^jia had
and afterwards instead

in the N. T.

said constantly

;

'Afijid 6 Kariip^

'

become in general a 2:)roper name of God (as was mrr'' in the O. T. and the
other names of God), so that it would have been used at cxery hind of menThe word is, however, to be regarded merely as a name used
tion of God.
in prayer : only he who prayed addressed God by this name
and just because he was aware that this name was an original appellative and expressed
the jjaternal character of God, he added the purely appellative corresponding term 6 7ra7?;p, and in doing so satisfied 'Chq fervor of his feeling of sonship.
This remark applies also to Wieseler's objection, that 'A/3/5u could only have
continued to be used as an appellative. It might become a name just as well
;

instance, Adonai, but with the consciousness

as, for

and import.

appellative origin

took

6 TTaTTjp

them,

remarked

to be

is

its rise

among

habitual

among
is

its

the Greek Jewish- Christians, and

clear of itself

also, that,

remaining of

still

Moreover, that the address in prayer 'A/3^a
first became
on account of the Hebrew Abha. It

according to the Rabbins, analogous emotional

combinations of a Hebrew and a Greek address, which mean quite the same
thing, were in use.

had through

Fritzsche's view

'

Christ's use of

it

is,

that the

become sacred and

which

of prayer,

'A/3/3a

habitual,

was

so frequent-

on the part of the teachers of the Gentile Christians, as of Paul,
of u Trarijp, that it had become a haMt with these teachers to
But this would be a mechanical explanation which, at
say, 'A/3/3a 6 Trarrip.
least in the case of Paul, is a priori not probable, and can least of all be asly explained

by the addition

sumed in a case where the fervid emotion of prayer is exhibited. Paul
would have very improperly allowed himself to be ruled by the custom.
Wieseler contents himself with the strengthening of the idea by two synony"^

mous

expressions, but this

6 narf/p

with the

tive

Ver.

'

7.

article, as in

—

to explain

Kvpie, Kvpis,

when thou wast

6.

in

The language, addressing every

el]

why

and the

Trarep, ndrep,^

like.

—

ohnsTt]

or Trdrep

— On the nomina-

apposition to the vocative, see Kriiger,

Inference from vv. 5 and

i2crre]

pre-Christian condition,
Kocixov.

still fails

not said, just as

is

y/uijv,'*

§ 45. 3. 7.

no longer as in the

bondage to the

croLxela tov

reader, not merely the Gentile

—

el 6e
(Hofmann), advances in its individualizing application.^
But if thou art a son (and not a slave, who does not inherit from his master), thou art also an heir, as future possessor of the Messianic salvation, and art so (not in any way through the law, but) through
God {6ia eeov see the critical notes), who, as a consequence of His adoption
To Him thou art indebted
of thee as a son, has made thee also His heir.
This did.
for this ultimate blessing, to be attained by means of sonship.

readers

vlbc, Kal Kh/povSfioc:]

;

Qeov cannot also apply to vl6c (Hofmann), so that aAA' should include all the

1

vii

See Erub.

rahb.

f.

140. 2

gen, Uor.
-

"

Kupte,

And

f

.

53.

my
:

2

:

"lO

Lord").

'^X

nO

'"173

(mi donnne,

Comp. Schemoth

"I'D.

(Rom. viii. 15 Gal. iv. G Mark xiv.
most fervid tone of prayer prevails.

SeeSchoett-

^

*

p. 252.

let

it

be noticed, that in

three passages where

all

the

'A^pS. 6 narrip occui's

comp. Soph.
Comp. Kvpie 6

^ A"er. 5,
el.

Comp.

36),

;

;

the

0. C. 1101.
Kv'pios

airoXo-^wixev
v. 20, vi.

1.

;

T)iJ.iiiv,

ver.

Ps.
6,

viii. 2.

eVre

;

ver. 7,

CHAP.
rest of tlie verse in

one sentence.

wise Paul must have written

:

177

IV., 7.

Witli

6e a

el

new

unjustly blames the apostle for having, in

6e vIoq, kuI

tl

the right track of his thoughts, because in ver.

Other-

sentence begins.

Riickert

uv koI Kkypovofioq.

v'wg 6e

a/il' vlbc,

1

K/.rjp.,

departed from

he had started at once

from the idea of Kh/pov6/joc. But in ver. 1 the apostle, in fact, has not
started from the Messianic idea of K?i7/pov6/iio(;, but from its lower analogue in
civil life.
With respect to the legal aspect of the conclusion itself, n dt- vlbg,
Kal K^T/p.'

—in which,

by the way, the father

heritance during his lifetime,

—the idea

is

is

conceived as dividing the in-

not based on the Jeicish law of

which the (legitimately born) sons alone,' if there
were such, the first-born among these taking, according to Deut. xxi. 17,
a double portion, were, as a rule, intestate heirs. ^ The apostle's idea is
founded on the intestate succession of the Roman late, with which Paul as
a Roman citizen was acquainted, as in fact it was Avell known in the provinces and applied there as regarded Roman citizens.^ According to the
Roman law sons and daughters, whether born in marriage or adopted children (and Paul conceives Christians as belonging to the latter class), were
intestate heirs.
It is evident in itself, and from iii. 28, that vloc, which
Paul used here on account of its correlation with 6ov?io^, does not, in 'the
popular mode of expression, exclude the female sex.'' To assume a mere

inheritance," according to

—

—

allusion to general

human laws

of succession (Wieseler)

is

not sufficient

Paul has very distinctly and clearly conceived and designated the

;

for

vlorr^g

of

the Christian as a relation of adoption, which presupposes for his conclusion
as to the heirship a special legal reference,

and not merely the general and

vague correlation of the ideas of childship and heirship. The clear precision
of his thought vouches for this, and it ought not to be evaded by declaring
such a legal question even foolish (Hofmann),
a dogmatical judgment
which is all the more jirecipitate, as the specific Johannean idea of the divine begetting of the children of God ' can by no means be found in the
Pauline irvevna vioBsaiac.^ Besides, vloBeaia is, and after all remains, nothing

—

else

than the quite definite legal idea of adoption, which separates the
or Bctol " from those begotten or yvr/aioL

vloi

ncrroLTj-oL

1

Comp. Rom.

^

So Grotius,

tantum

jvre aestimanda

viii. 17.

who

says "Jure Hebr. filii
haeredes, sed sub illo nomine indi:

p. 14.3
'

«

sit,

in FritzscJiior.

Oj)usc.

ff.

Comp. Weiss,

bibl.

Tlieol. p.

717

ff.

cantur omnes fldeles cujusque sint sexus,"
"By the Hebrew law only the sons are
but under this name all believers,
heirs
whatever be their sex, are indicated." The
fact that Christians are the adopted children
of God, is decidedly opposed to this.
3 In
Prov. xvii. 3 nothing is said of

adoption into the state of children
takes place on God's pai-t along with justification, and is on man's part certain to the

adoption.
* See Keil, Archaol. II. § 143; Ewald, Alterth. p. 238 f
Saalschutz, M. E. p. 820 f.
^ Comp. also Fritzsche, Tholuck, and van
Hengel, on Rom. viii. 17.
' On the whole of this subject, see C. F. A.
Fritzsche, iitrnm Pa'di argumentatio Rom.

vloBiaia.

;

;

viii.

17 et

Gal.

iv.

7,

Ilebraeo an

Eomano

rpi^g

believing self-consciousness, to which the
nv^vtxa vioBeaia^ also attests
{Cliristol.

p. 222)

it.

Beyschlag

wrongly holds that the

communication of the

Spirit is itself the
No, those who receive the Spirit
are already believing, justified, and thereby
vldSeTot. and obtain through the Spirit the
testimony that they are vioi,— a testimony
which agrees with that of their own consciousness, avunaprvpe'i, Rom. viii. 16. See

on Rom.
"

viii.

Pollux,

iii.

l.o.

21.

—
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Ver. 8. 'AA^fl] Nevertheless, how fearfully at variance is your present retrograde attitude with the fact of this divine deliverance from your previous
This topic is dealt with down to ver. 11.
lost condition
Observe that
!

(i/Jm

introduces the two corresponding relations tote

junction.^

—

were

Joii/*.oi

reminds the reader of

ro-f] then ;

fiiv

and

vvv 6e in con-

which they
Cause of the ffWAtiffare which
follows.
In the non-hiowJedge of God (for ovk e'i66t. forms one idea) lies the
fundamental essence of the heathenism, to which the apostle's readers had
still

(ver. 7).

the past time, in

ovk eiJortf ef(5v]

As to the relation of the thought to Rom. i. 20 f., see
on that passage.
kdovlevaaTE'] The aorist simply designates the state of
bondage then existing as now at an end, without looking at its duration or development.'
Tolc (piasi fii) ovai BeoIc] to the gods, who bi/ nature, however, are not
For, in the apostle's view, the realities which were w^orshipped by the
so !
heathen as gods, were not gods, but demons.'' In his view, therefore, their
nature was not divine, but at the same time not of mere mundane matter ;' it
was demoniac, a point which must have been well known to the Galatians
from his oral instruction.
The negation denies subjectively, from the apostle's view."
[Bee Note LVL, p. 213.]
mostly belonged.^

—

—

—

Ver.

—

TvovTEQ Qeov'] After ye have Jcnoicn

9.

the gospel.

Olshausen's opinion, that

•external kno-,vIedge that

cognition,

is

55

37, viii.

;

shown

God

is,

God through the preaching of
denotes more the merely

elddTEg

while rrovTtg signifies the inward essential

to be an arbitrary fancy

by passages such

[See Note LVII.. p.

2 Cor. v. 16.

corrective climax,' in order to give

more

as

John

vii.

213.]— /idAAovdfjiinovero,

a

prominence to the following
-wf ETrtoTpE(peT£ K.T.A., as indicating not a mere falling away from the knowledge of God, but rather a guilty opposition to Him.
yvuadivTEg vtto Qeov]
after ye have been Tcnown by God.
This is the saving knowledge, of which on
God's part men become the objects, when He interests Himself on their behalf to deliver them.
Into the experience of having been thus graciously
known by God the Galatians were brought by means of the divine work
which had taken jilace in them, anticipating their own volition and endeavor the work of their calling, enlightenment, and conversion^ [see Note
LVIII., p. 214]
so that they therefore, when they /i'??e?o God, became in that
very knowledge aware of their being Imoicn by God,
the one being implied in
the other through their divinely bestowed admission into the fellowship of
startling

—

—

;

—

—

Hofmann

Christ.'
1

M

But

desires the condition of the acceptance of grace to be

thouRht introduced by

so, that the

the main thought.
Baeumlein, Parlikdl. p. 168.
(ver.

-

ft

is

9)

Comp.

1

Thess.

iv.

5

;

Acts

Comp.

xvii. 23, 30,

(d.
'
*
'
*

Tw
'

See Kiihner, II. p. 73 f.
See on 1 Cor. x. 20.
Ewald, comp. Wisd. xiii. 1 fif.
Comp. 2 Chron. xiii. 9 e-yerero
:

ti.r)

Rom.

Ach. Tat.
iii.

*

eis iepea

ovTL ©cw.
viii.

34

;

Eph.

v.

11

;

Jacobs, ad

Kiihner, ad Xen.

Mem.
Grimm, on Wisd. viii. 19.
Hence in point of fact Theophylact

13 6

:

II. p. 9.55

;

men-

Chrysostom) rightly explains
nfio(j\r\^SivT(.'i iiTrb ©coO, "taken hold of by
God." Because of God's knowing them
they have known God
consequently not,
" proprio Marte vel acumine sui ingenii
vel industria, sed quia Dens inuericordia
sua eos praevenerii, quum nihil minus quam
de ipso cogitarent," " by their own effort or
the aeuteness of their genius or by their
industry, but becavse Ood by His mercy hat
anticipated them, while they were thinking
less of nothing than of Him," Calvin.
» Comp. Jgiiat. ad Magnes. Interpol. I
Si'
ov (through Christ) eyi-wTc &€ov, fxaWov Se utt'
(follownig

•

;

:

CHAP.
tally supplied

who are

;

but this

is

arbitrary in

179
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itself,

and

also incorrect, because those,

is

known

the objects of God's gracious knowledge, are already

by means

of His Tvpoyvuaig as the credltwi, " those

ordained by

Him

to salvation (see

on Rom.

who

29

viii.

But the

f.).

Him

to

are to believe,"

and are

literal

sense

be altered either into apiJrobare, amare,^ or into agnoscere
brought to tlielanoidsuos;- nor is it to be understood in the sense of Hophal
edge ; ' nor can we, with Olshausen, turn it into the being penetrated with
the love wrought by God, wliich only follows uj)on the being known by
God, 1 Cor. viii. 3. Lastly, there has been introduced, in a way entirely
cognoscere is not to

:

un-Paulinc, the idea of the self -recognition

knowing

(Hilgenfeld).

On

passive, yvdv-fr, yvoaOivTec,
ately remarks, "

—

TTuc]

ii.

12.

human and

non

the

divine

the deliberate change from the active to the

comp. Phil.

Luther, moreover, apjiropri-

12.

iii.

ideo cognoscuntur g'wza cognoscunt, sed contra quia

cogniti sunt, ideo cognoscunt, " " It

known

the Divine Spirit in us,*

of

consciousness of the identity of the

of the

or

is

not because they

know

that they are

on the contrary, they know because they have been known."
" intcrrogaiio admirabunda,'''' " wonderful question " (Bengel), as in

;

—

but,

irdAcv]

mean

does not

in Horner,^

backicards,^ as

—a

rendering

opposed to the usage of the N. T. generally, and here in psirticular to the
it means iterum, and refers to the fact that the
7rd?.iv avuOev which follows
readers had previously been already in bondage to the cToixela, namely,
most of them as heat/ten. Now they turn indeed (sKicTpecjieTe, present tense,
as in i. 6) to the Jeioish ordinances
but the heathen and Jewish elements''
are both included in the category of the aroLXE'ia tov Kda/uov,^ so that Paul is
logically correct in using the ndliv
and the hypothesis of Nosselt,* that the
greater part of the readers had been jireviously proselytes of the gate, is
entirely superfluous, and indeed at variance with the description of the preChristian condition of the Galatians given in ver. 8
for according to ver.
8, the great mass of them must have been purely heathen before their conversion, because there is no mention of any intermediate condition between
To-e and vvv. According to Wieseler,*" iralLv is intended to point back to their
;

;

;

;

conversion to

a second

Clirist,

renewed

(eTria-pe(j)eT£),

yield an ironical contrast, but
avudsv SovX. dsXeTE.

turning to the cToixela is designated as
namely, in pejus. This would

so that the

conversion

Wieseler

is

is

rendered impossible by the words
driven to adopt so

artificial

because he understands the aroixela as referring to the law only
compels him afterwards to give an incorrect explanation of o(f
.

eyi'McrOriTe, " through whom we knew
God, or rather were known of Him." Similarly, in an opposite sense, ad Smyrn. 5 oi/

avTov

:

Tii/es

£€

a-yvoovvTe^ apvovvrai (abnegant), fiaAAo;'

r)pvrter]<Ta.v

{abnegali

sunt) vn

avrov

(by

Christ), " whom some ignorantly deny, or
rather were denied of Him." See on 1 Cor.
viii. 3, xiii. 12; also Matt. vii. 23.
1 Grotius and others.
^ Wetstein, Vater, Winer, Riickert, Usteri,
Schott, Baumgarten-Crusius, and others.
3 Beza, Er. Schmidt, Cornelius a Lapide,

olf

Trahv

an explanation,
;

—

and

this

dadevfj k.

Wolf, Nosselt, Koppe, Flatt, and others.
•

Matthias.

s

piatt,

Hofmann.

See Diincan, Lex. ed. Rost, p. 886
gelsbach z. Bias, p. .34, ed. 3.
^ On the latter, see Heb. vii. 18 f.
8 gge on ver. 3.
«

»

kl.

Opiisc.
theol.

I.

Olshausen.
'"

Na-

comp. 5'ynster in his
76; Credner, Einl., and

p. 293 ff.;

Schr. p.

;

Comp. also Reithmayr.
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cannot effect and hestow, what God by the sending of
Traltv avuOev] for those revertHis Son has effected and bestowed (ver. 5).'
ing to Judaism desired to iegiti again from the commencement the slave-service
Not a pleonasm, as irdXiv ek
of the cTotx^ta, which they had abandoned.^
TTTwja] because they

—

devrepov (Matt. xxvi. 42), ndXiv avTiq (Horn. II.

59), or devrepov av6tg (Horn.

i.

but the repetition is represented as a new commencement of the
matter, as kn veaq avOti- dpxVQi " again from a new beginning,"^ and ndlLv e^
apxrjq, "again from the beginning." * It is just the same in the instances in
II.

i.

513)

;

The o'lq is, however, the

Wetstein.
SovTiEVEiv

—

it is

;

not equivalent to

^EAETe] ye desire,

and usually with
used absolutely.

simjole dative as in ver. 8

h o]f (Wieseler), with

dov?..

ye have the wish and the longing

Ver. 10. Facts which vouch for the

for, this

ETviarpEcpETE Ttdliv /c.r.A.

servitude

^
!

just expressed.

— The interrogative view, which Griesbach, Koppe, Lachmann, Tischendorf,
Hilgenfeld, following Battier," take, has been again abandoned

by Usteri,
and Wieseler and Hofmann prefers the sense of son-owful exclamation.
But the continuance of the reproachful interrogative form (ver. 9)
corresponds better to the increasing pitch of surprise and amazement, and
makes ver. 11 come in with greater weight.
TraparripElcde'] Do ye already
Ye take care, gedulo vohis observatis, " solicitously
so far realize your ^eXere ?
Schott,

;

—

observe," namely, to neglect nothing which
certain days

implied in

—
—

it.

seasons.

'

'

of superstitiously, "

*

is

not

Comp. Rom. xiv. 5, 6 [Col. ii.
But these, the feast-days

Sabbaths, fast and feast days.

firjvac] is

prescribed in the law for

is

The idea super st it iose,

'

nor the praeter Jidem, "beside faith," which Bengel finds in

-n-apa,

T/fiEpac]

16].

and

usually referred to the new moons.

at the beginning of each month, come under the previous category of I'jfirjpaQ.
In keeping with the other points, ivapaTTipElaBai iifjvaq must be the observance
of certain months as pre-eminently sacred months. Thus the seventh month
' and the fourth,
and tenth months were distinguished by special fasts.
The ho\j festal seasons, such as those of the
Kaipovc] O'li'^^, Lev. xxiii. 4.
Passover, Pentecost, and the Feast of Tabernacles, are meant "quibus hoc
aut illud fas erat aut nefas," "whereon this or that was lawful or unlawful,"

(Tisri), as the

fifth,

proper sabbatical month, was specially sacred

;

—

seventh,

;

Erasmus.

hiavrorc] applies to the sabbatical years,^" -which occurred every

which had, at least after the time
But that the Galatians were at that
time in some way actually celebrating a sabbatical year (Wieseler), cannot
be certainly inferred from hiavr., which has in reality its due warrant as
belonging to the consistency and completeness of the theory. On the whole
seventh year, but not to the jubilee years,

of Solomon, fallen into abeyance."

'

Comp. Rom.

vlii. 3, x.

12

;

Ileb. vii. 18.

" proceeding
upon their former beginnings." Pind. 01.
2

apxali

nporepais

eTTOfj-evoi,

Comp. Wisd. xix. 6.
FHt. solert. anim. p. 959.
Barnab. Ep. 16.

others.

X. 94.
^

•

Comp.

»

BiM. Brem. VI. p. 104.
Comp. Joseph. Antt. iii.

'

'See Ewald,
ArcJiaol.
'°

*

Tcis

ver. 21.

e/36oMaSas,

" to

seventh days ;" also Dio Cass. liii. 10 (of the
observance of a law),
seiner, Bretschneider, Olshausen, and

5.

5

:

-napar-qpiiv

the

p. 3G8

Alterth.

ff.

" Ewald,

p.

469

Keil,

f.;

fif.

See, as to these,

p. 371

Carefully observe

I.

p. 501.

Ewald,

p. 488

ff.

;

Keil,

CHAP.

IV., 11, 12,
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—

and Philo, de septenar. p. 286. From our
far, and within what limits, the Galatians
They had not yet adopted circumcision, but
had already been led astray.
were only in danger of being brought to it (v. 2, 3, 12, vi. 12, 13). Nothing
at all is said in the cjiistle as to any distinction of meats (comp. Col. I.e.),
except so far as it was implied in the observance of days, etc.
Usteri
(comp. Riickert) is of opinion that Paul did not mention circumcision and
the distinction of meats, because he desired to represent the present religious
comp.

3,

Col.

passage, moreover,

ii.

we

16,

see

how
'

attitude of his readers as analogous to their heathen condition.

But, accord-

ing to the comprehensive idea of the aroixda tov kogjiov, even the mention
of circumcision and the distinctions of meats would have been in no way inappropriate to the nciMv avudev.

Olshausen quite arbitrarily asserts that the

usages mentioned stand hy synecdoche for all.
Ver. 11. ^o(3ovjLi.ai v/xag, iitj-uq /c.r.A.] not attraction,"^ because,

been the
trary,

case,

iifielq

vjudg

(po,3ov/iai

if this had
must have been the subject of /z^ttw? k.t.X.^ On the conis to be taken by itself, and fii/wug k.t.I. as a more pre-

" I am afraid alout you, lest perhaps 7," etc.* It is not
vpiaq, but in the consciousness that his
apprehension had reference not to his own interests (his possibly fruitless lacise definition of

it

:

without cause that Paul has added

by

bor, taken

but to his readers ; they themselves were the object of

itself),

his anxiety, their deliverance, their salvation.^
1 Cor. xv. 2),

(iv.

11

life

of Christian faith,

—

;

—

e'lKy]

without saving result

because ye are in the course of falling away from the

which through

my

was

labors

instituted

among

you.

thought was before the apostle's
e'lg vfidg] for you; elg denotes
mind, that this case had actually occurred."
the refereiice of the toilsome labor which he had undergone to the Galatians.
KEKOKiaKa] Perfect indicative; for the

—

—

Luther (1524), moreover, aptly remarks on ver. 11
Comp. Rom. xvi. 6.
" Lacrymas Pauli haec verba spirant," "these words of Paul breathe tears."
Ver.

:

After this expression of anxiety,

12.''

now

follows the exhortation

" Subito
and with what cordiality of affection
ijOr] koI -ndBr],
argumenta conciliautia et moventia admovet," " He suddenly employs ap-

to return,

!

* De
Wette veiy arbitrarily considers
that the present tense denotes, not the
reality then present, but only the necessary
consequence of the i-niuTp. and 5ouA. BiKtre,
conceived as being already present.
8 Winer,
Usteri, Olshausen, Hilgenfeld,
Wieseler, Buttmaun.
3

Plat. Legr/. x. p. 886

fiox^ijpous

.

.

.

fj-rj

A

:

TTios v/xCiv

<^o/3o0/xai ye

tous

KaTa(j>povri(TM<Ti.i',

"I

fear the knaves, tliat perchance they
may despise you." Fhaedr. p. 232 C, i>o^ovtLevoi

XPW«0''»'

Tous

ovariav

ti.iv

aWTOUS

KexTTj/itfovs,

jii>)

"Fearing

inepPd^wi'Tai,

those having acquired property, that they
might exceed them in wealth." Died. Sic.
iv. 40
Thuc. iv. 1. 1 Xen. Atiab. iii. 5. 18,
vii. 1. 2
Soph. Track. 547. See the passages
in Winer, p. 581 ff. Kriiger, gramm. Unters.
;

;

;

;

m.
*

p. 162 £f.;

Comp.

Kiihuer,

Plat. Phaedr. p. 239

D

:

toioCtoi/

.

oi (f>iAot
<^o^ovvTa.i, " such a body
the friends fear" (are apprehensive about
it).
Soph. 0. B. 767 Se'SoiJc" kixavThv
<7io(j,a

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

n-oAA' dyai' eiprjjueV j] fioi, " I was alarmed
about myself that too many things had been
spoken by me."
^ The mode
of expression is analogous
also in a hostile sense, e.g. Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 18
/i>)

e(l>opovvTO TOf

©rjpa/ue'i'Tji',

/liij

av'ppviiriaav jrpos

"They

feared Theramenes,
lest the citizens might pass over to him.'
auxbi/ oi n-oAirai,

Thuc.
p.T)

e^

iv. 8.

avrri';

5

:

rrjv 6e I'^croc TauT>)>'<f)0^ov/ii€>'oi

TOV TToKenov

<7<j>icxi.

noiuivTai, " ha,V

from it they
might make war on them."
« Hermann, ad
Eur. Med. 310, Elmsl.
Winer, p. 469 Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed.
ing feared

this island, lest

;

;

p. 84 E.
'

II. p. 611.

.

.

As tow.

12-20, see C. F. A. Fritzsche, in

Fritzschior. Opusc. p. 231

ff.
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win

peals to

their favor

myij wf v/xdc]

iyij, OTL

and move

sympathy,"

their

explained in two ways,

is

Bengel.

either as a

—

yivecOe

uq

summons

to

simimons to love. The correct interpreta'^Become as I, become free from Judaism as I am, /br I also have
tion is
'become as you ; for I also, when I abandoned Judaism, thereby became as a
Phil. iii. 7 f.), and placed myself on the same footing with
Gentile (ii. 14
you who were then Gentiles, by non-subjection to the Mosaic law. Now
render to me the reciprocum, 'reciprocity,' to which love has a claim."'
This interpretation is not only in the highest degree suitable to the thoughtgive uji Judaistic habits,

o?'

as a

:

;

ful delicacy of the apostle

—who

might

justly (in opposition to Wieseler's

objection) represent his former secession from Judaism as a service rendered
to his readers (as Gentiles), because
verter of the Gentiles

—but

is

he had in fact seceded to be a con-

the only explanation in harmony with the words

and the context. ''E-yevd/nr/v must be supplied in the second clause, and to
it from yiveade is just as allowable as in 1 Cor. xi. 1 (in opposition to
Hofmann).' As to Kciyu, comp. on 1 Cor. xi. 1. Following Chrysostom,
Theodoret and Theophylact, Erasmus (in his Paraphrase), Vatablus, Sem" Become as I, abandon Judaism
ler, and others, also Matthies, interpret
for I also was once a zealous adherent of it Mice you, but have undergone a
change." But a.s Eyevofir/v is the only supplement which suggests itself in
harmony with the context, Paul must have written the ?}//7?v, which on this
view requires to be supplied,^ and this 7jfi?/v would in that case have conveyed the main element of the motive. * But as Paul has written, the point
of the passage lies in his desire that his readers should become like unto
Schott * correctly supplies
him, as he also had become like to the readers.
" siquidem ego quoque
tyevofiriv, but he again supplies iyeviade with vfielg

take

:

;

:

factus sum, quales vos facti

estis,

cum

nomen

Jesu Christo

daretis, abjeci

studia pristina Judaismi pariter atque vos olim abjecistis," "Since I also

became, as ye became when ye enlisted with Jesus Christ I rejected the
former pursuits of Judaism, in like manner as ye formerly rejected them."
Incorrectly, because this would presuppose that Paul was speaking to Jewish
Christians, and because the motive, thus understood, could only have been
of real avail as a motive in the event of Paul having been converted later
;

Jerome, Erasmus,' Cornelius S Lapide, Estius, Mi"Become as I, lay aside Judaism, for I also have
comp. Wieseler " Because I also, when
lovingly accommodated myself to you

than the Galatians.

chaelis, Riickert, interpret

:

;''''

:

I brought

the gospel to you,

Jewish habits "

1

(ii.

14

;

from a

loving regard toivard

1 Cor. ix. 21).'

Neander,

So Koppe, Winer, Usteri,

Fritzsche, de Wette, Hilgenfeld.
" Comp. Phil. ii. 5 ; and see generally,
Kriiger, §

Anab.
3

As

Ixii. 4.

vii. 7.

13

Justin,

:

1

;

Winer,

Trpoeptov

ad Oraec.

yiVeo-fle (OS 6701, oTi

Kayta

p.

anep
ii.

r](t.r\v

541

f.;

Xen.

aiiTw.

p.

40. ed.

(is u/aei?,

Col.

"be-

as I, because I also was as ye."
Fui, nee amplius sum, " I was, but am no
longer."

come
*

you Gentiles put aside

Against this view

"

it

may

Comp. Rosenmuller and

be urged,

Flatt.

In his Annotatioms.
' So also in substance Olshausen, Ellicott,
Reithmayr, and others similarly also Ilofmann. According to Hofmann, Paul says
*

;

ot himself that he places himself on an equality %vith his Gentile readers (m?isumch a?,
where his vocation requires it, he lives
among the Gent iles as if he were not a Jew),
and, on the other hand, requires of them

CHAP.
that, in Paul's

working

183

IV., 12.

as an apostle to the Gentiles, his non-Judaistic atti-

tude was a tnatter of lirinciple^ and not a matter of considerate accommodation,
and that long 'before he preached to the Galatians. Besides, the result would
be a dissimilar relation between the two members for Paul cannot require
;

the putting away of Jewish habits as a matter of affectionate consideration,

but only as a Christian necessity. [See NoteLIX., p. 214.] The recijjrocity
Acof what is to be done under tliin aspect is the point of the demand.
cording to Ewald, Paul says, " As Christians, follow ye entirely my example, because I too am a-simple C'lristian and, strictly speaking, not more

But thus the very idea that was most essential, that of " a simple
would not be expressed. Others, including Luther, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Calovius, Wolf, Bengel, Zachariae, and Morus, find the sense
Love me, as Ilove you. " But how could the reader discover this in the words
since Paul has not yet said a word as to any deficiency of love to him ?
Beza and Grotius wrongly appeal to the mode of designating one who is
beloved as an alter ego, an idea which uq cyci and wf vfielq do not at all convey.
aJ£Adio(, diofiai i/iwv] The language of softened and deeply moved love.
The words are to be referred not to the sequel,^ in which there is nothing
besought, but to the previous summons, with which he ieseeches them to
than

you.-''

Christian "

:

'

'

—

—

comply.

oi'^h'

motive for granting his entreaty

ue 7]6LK>jGaTe] suggests a

it had stood at the time
" How should ye not grant me
preached the gospel to them
this entreaty, since ye have done no injury to me (and certainly therefore
in this point just asked for, will not vex me by non-compliance)
but ye

yiveads dif tju,

when he

by recalling

their relation to him, as

first

:

;

know,"

According to Chrysostom, Theophylact, Augustine, Pelagius,
Luther, Calvin, Estius, Windischmann, and others, including Winer, the
words are intended to give an assurance that the previous severe language
had not flowed from displeasure and irritation against his readers. But
Paul has in fact already changed, immediately before, to the tone of love
hence such an assurance here would come in too late and inappropriately.
Nor would the ov6tv fie ?)SiK?}aaT£, which on account of the connection with
etc.

;

ver. 13 evidently applies to the period of his first visit, necessarily

a subsequent offence

"

I

have, therefore,

;

so that the '^igitur non habui, quod vobis

had no reason

to

has been discovered in these words,
temporal reference of the ov6ev
rily

given by ver.

13,

fis

exclude

irascerer,''''

be incensed with you" (Winer), which
is

not necessarily implied in them. The

yfUnyaaTe,

which

is

definitely

and necessa-

excludes also the view of Beza, Bengel, Riickert,

that they shall place tliemgelves: on an equality
with him (and therefore shall not live after
the Jewish manner, but shall share his freedom from the law, after he has accommodated himself to their position aloof from
the law). Ilofmann insists, namely, on the
supplying of yivoixai. (present), which, as
well as yLvscBe, he understands in the sense
of behaving and conducting themselves.
This sense, however, is not suitable, since
the readers are really to become different, and
not merely to accommodate themselves to

another line of conduct the yiveadai. would
not therefore retain the same sense in the
two halves of the verse. See also, in opposition to this view, Moller onde Wette. The
use of yCvecrSai. in the sense of sf praestare
is, however, in itself linguistically admissible (see Kiihner, ad Xen. Anah. i. 7. 4), but
not in conformity with the proofs adduced
;

by Hofmann
'

;

as to

which Dissen, ad Bern.

takes the correct view,
Luther, Zeger, Koppe, and others,

d. Cor. p. 339

f.,
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Paul represents the vexation occasioned to him hy
in order to encourage
them by this meiosls to a compliance with the yivecOe uq h/6. Lastly, those
interpretations are incorrect, which, in spite of the enclitic /le, lay an anti-

Ewald, and

others, that

the relapse of his readers as having not occurred,

thetic emphasis on the latter

as that of Grotius ("

;

'

me jJrivafim,^'' "me

per-

God and Christ), and that of Schott
(nihil mihi nocuistis, voiis tantum, " you have injured me nothing, hut only
yourselves").
Nor is Hofmann's view more correct that Paul, taking occasion by a passage in the (alleged) epistle of his readers, desired only to
say to them that the ovdiv fie ydtKi^a. teas not enough ; instead of having merehj
sonally"), that of Rettig

*

(not me, but

;

experienced nothing unbecoming from them, he could not but expect more at
their hands, for which reason they ought to recall what their attitude to

him had been

In this view what is supposed to
thought is a purely gratuitous importation, with the fiction
of a letter written by the Galatians superadded
and the assumed strong
contrast to the sequel must have been marked by a /lev after ohdev,^ or by

form the

at his first visit to them.

train of

;

cAAa instead of

in order to be intelligible.

6e,

— On

the person and of the thing, comp. Acts xxv. 10

343

p.

;

Kiihner,

ad Xen. Anah.

i.

;

accusative of

do''«/trivwith

Philem. 18

;

Wolf, Lept.

6. 7.

Vv. 13, 14. Contrast to the preceding ov^kv /xs i)(hK. Comp. Chrysostom
have done nothing to injure me but ye doubtless know, that I on
account of weakness of the flesh preached the gospel to you the former time,
:

"Ye

;

and that ye,"

etc.

Si'

aaOtvetav

r?;f o-a/j/cof]

The only

because the only one agreeable to linguistic usage,
Fritzsche, Hilgenfeld, Wieseler,

and

others, also

correct explanation,

by Flatt,
by Winer, Gramm. p. 373,
is

that ado23ted

account of wca]s.ncss of the flesh: * so that it is clear, that on Paul's first
journey through Galatia (Acts xvi. 6) he was compelled by reason of
bodily weakness to make a stay there, which properly did not form a jjart

07i

and that during

on him by necessity, he
and from what cause,
whether from natural sickness,* or from ill-treatment which he had previof his plan

;

this sojourn, forced

preached the gospel to the Galatians.

i"All was
Ewald.
2 In.

forgotten

the Slvd.

As to

and

forgiven,"

u. Krit. 1830, p. 109.

Rep. p. 398 A, Hartung,
I. p. 163, forms a right judgment.
Bengel also translates correctly ''propter inflritntatetn," "because of weakness,"
but erroneously explains that the weakness
Vfas not mdeed "causa p7-aedicationisipsivs,''''
"the cause of his preaching," but "adjumentian, cur P. efficacius praedicaret, cum
Galatae facilius rejicere posse viderentur,"
" an aid whereby Paul preached the more
efficaciously, although the Galatians might
seem to be able to reject him the more
readily." Similarly, but still more incorrectly, Schott, who detects an ''acumen
" per ipsam
slngulare'''' in Paul's
saying
aeffritudinem carnis doetrinam divinam
Yobis tradidi," "through very weakness of
'

Plat.

Pa?'^?A.
*

:

:

Howhe

suffered,

the flesh, I delivered to you the divine
doctrine ;" for the fact that Paul, although
sick, had preached very zealously, had been
of great influence in making his preaching
more successful. In this interpretation
everything is mistaken for Si.d must have
been used with the geiiitlre; the '' i}>sam,'''
"very," and the thouglit of si/cces.^fnlpreavhing are quite gratuitously imported and
the whole of the alleged "«««?;««" would
be completely out of place h(re, where Paul
wishes to remind his readers of their fore
then shown to him, and not of the efficacy
of his preaching.
* Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 7.
In respect to 2 Cor.
I.e.,
Holsten, in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift,
1861, p. 250 f., conceives it to refer to epileptical disturbances of the circulatory and
nervous system, such as occur among visionai'ies.
Comp. his Ev. d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 85.
:

;
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ously endured on account of the gospel,'

we do

of an involuntary or rather quite unpremeditated

The mention
working among the Gala-

not know.

tians ic not opiposed to the apostle's aim,^ but favorable to

love which received

him

it

;

because the

and joyfully must have been

so heartily

the

all

depended on the duty of befitting gratitude for a benefit
previously destined for the recipients, and for exertions made exj^ressly on

greater, the less

it

Many

their account.

others have understood did as denoting the apostle's

weakness,'''' which is then referred by some, and
indeed most expositors, following Chrysostom and Luther, to persecutions

condition: ''amidst bodily

and sufferings, by others to his insignificant a^pearance,^ by others to sickness,*
and by others even to embarrassment and perplexity on account of the strange
circumstances.^ But in this case (5id must have been used with the genitive f
for expressions such as 6ta dufia,

which

6ta

vvK-a,

^i'

which would

Grotius

We

should be

Hence we must

back to our interpretation.

just bring us

the explanation of

also

aidtpa, k.t.1., in

Sid tovto, (hd no/.M, k.t.?..),

obliged to think of the occasioning state (as in

reject

crofia,

t^ia

denotes stretching through, are merely poeticaU

did

" per varios casus, per

:

mille

through various calamities,
through a thousand dangers, I proceeded to establish you." Others still have
gone so far as to refer ch' dad. rf/g capnog to weakness of the Oalatlans, to
which Paul accommodated himself. So Jerome, Estius, Hug, and Rettig I.e.
" I have preached to you on account of the weakness of your flesh,''''
p. 108 if.
which is sujiposed to mean "I have in my preaching had respect to the
infirmity of your flesh."
Utterly mistaken
because Paul must necessarily
have added a modal definition to tm]yy. (even if it had only been an ovTug),
or must have written /car' 'aati. instead of 6C dad.
moreover, £v t?; aapKi. fiov in
ver. 14 shows that Paul meant the dadevEia ttiq aapKog to apply to himself.
pericula rerum perrexi, ut vos instituerem,"

''

:

:

:

;

may mean

TO -Kporepov]

either

:

an

earlier, at

said from the standpoint of the present,^

(John

later time

—

would be

earlier time, so that it

which

in relation to the past is the

Tim. i. 13
1 Pet. i.
or
1 Mace. xi. 27)
the former time, so that the same fact (the preaching) took place twice
(Heb. iv. 6, vii. 3^).
It is interpreted in the former sense by Usteri and
Fritzsche, and in the latter by Koppe, Winer, Riickert, Matthies, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette,
Wieseler, Hilgenfeld, Ewald, Hofmann, and
14

;

Heb.

x.

33

The

others.^

;

LXX.

Deut.

1

Comp.

Gal. vi.

Calvin.

*

Riickert,

comp. also
«

among

I.

i.

15

ix.

;

1

3

;

;

;

:

ttjv

For

if

presupposes a

he had preached

KaS/xriiSa yrjv Ka\ovnevrii',

"the Country

Boeotia, but at an earlier time
Cadmeis," Isocr. de pace, § 121 and Bremi

Matthies, Olshausen,

2

Chron.

Se

Ewald

;

in

12.

1

i.

now called

;

Fritzsche,

ad

p. 138.

Thuc.

2 Cor.

the Galatians.

^ See Schaefer,
ad Mosch. 4. 91; Bernhardy, p. 336 f.; Kiihner, II. p. 282.
^

;

17.

Jerome.
Baumgarten-Crusius.
See Matthiae, p. 1353

Bom,.

13

Riickert objects.

s

5

ii.

;

latter is the correct view, so that to npoTepov

second sojourn of the apostle

"As

8

vi. G2, vii. 51, ix.

vvv BoKuriav, irpoTepov

m

loc.

» The older expositors, translating Mjam.
pridem (Vulgate), or prhis (Erasmus, Beza,
Calvin), or antea (Castalio), do not for the
most part attempt any more preci.se expla-

Luther: ''fortheflrsl time.'''' Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Theophylact do not
give any explanation of to n-pdr.

nation.
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among them

only once, to Ttporepov would liave been quite an idle, superflu-

But Paul adds

ous addition.

just in order to denote quite distinctly his

it

during which he founded the churches (Actsxvi. 6)
at his second
visit (Acts xviii. 23), the happy experiences which he had enjoyed to nporepov were not repeated in such full measure the churches were already tainted
first visit,

:

;

Comp.

by Judaism.

Introd.

Fritzsche, indeed, maintains that vv.

§ 2, 3.

Paul before the composition of the epistle had only once
but see on ver. 19.
Ver. 14. Still dependent on uti, as is logically required by the contrast to
ovdiv fj.e i/6iK., which is introduced by oldaTc 6e, otl.
tov Treipacfibv iifiuv hv
Ty aapd fiov k. t. X. ] As to the reading vjuuv, see the critical notes.
The sense
imply

18, 19

tliat

visited the Galatians

;

—

that ye icere put to the proof as respected my todily iceaJcness (namely, as to
your receiving and accepting my announcements, demands, etc., notwithstanding this my suffering and impotent appearance
see the antithesis,
is

:

;

a?.?i

(jf K.T.?..)

;

this pir oof ye

have not rejected with disdain and aversion, hut

oil

me

as

the contrary have submitted yourselves to it so excellently, that ye received

an angel of God, as Christ

The

Jesus.

and, continuing the address (olSare,
precise definition of tov

undergo a

trial,

koI is

otl n.-.l.).

Treipaa/n. v/uibv,

not a?idyet,^ but the simple
r[; aapKi fjov] is the more

—h

specifying wherein the readers had to

— namely, in the fact of Paul's having then preached to them
Hence

in such hodily weakness.'^

kv

rij (tc/jk:/

blended with

article, as it is in reality

did not require the connecting
form one

tov Treipafffiuv vfiuv so as to

And the definition of the sense of h tij aapKt fiov is derived from di'
tk capKdg in ver. 13. Fritzsche, I.e. p. 245, objects to the sense

idea.^

aadh'Eiav

h. I. ahhorrere, " The
But how aptly does the negative assertion, that the Galatians, when they were put to the trial by the apostle's
sickness, did not despise and reject this trial, correspond with the positive
idea, that, on the contrary, they have received him as an angel of God
And how suitable are the two ideas together to the previous ovdev fie t/6ckt/-

which

is

given by the reading

vfjuv

:

1.

sententiam ai

sense is inconsistejU with the connection.''''

!

2. Sententiam verhis partem aptis conceptam esse; expectaras Kaluq
vnefiEivaTE, " The sense is inadequately expressed by the words ; and that we

aare

\

should expect KaluQ

vne/uEivaTs.''''

But

this

Ka?.o)c vjrefieivaTe is

most ex-

in fact

haustively represented by the negative and positive testimony taken together;
the negative testimony expresses the acceptance, and the positive the standing, of the TTEipaa/ioi.

^aadi

fiE.

The

3.

sense does not suit the foUoicing

But even with the adoption of the reading

a'KTC

vfiuv

.

.

kSe-

.

the rejection

of the apostle is in point of fact negatived hence tov nEtpaaubv vjuuv
Lache^ETTTvauTE cannot be inappropriate to the EdE^acdE fiE which follows.
mann makes kuI tov TtEipaafi. vfi. kv r. a. /i. dependent on oli^aTE (placing a
.

;

.

.

''

colon after

h

Tij

anpKi

essarily broken. [See

/uov), whereby the flow of the discourse is quite unnecefenri-ffare] expresses the sense of
Note LX., p. 214.]

—

'

Koppe, WineT, Matthies.

"

Comp.

Plat.

P/iil. p. 21

A

Pao-ait^eo-dai iv, "
:

eV o-oi Treipw-

vi. p.

(iei>a,

upon

thee

we would make

the

trial.

^

Horn.

11.

xix.

384,

iv ccreai,

<

"was

tried in the harness."

7reip^i?7)

.

.

.

Comp.

also

put to the test," Plat. Pol.

503 A.

See on iii. 26.
Comp. Buttmann

p. 3~9.

in Stud. u. Krit. 1860,

;
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and by way of climax, adding the idea of detestation."
So forcible an expression of the negative serves to give the greater prominence to the positive counterpart which follows.- This deviation from the

k^ovd. figuratively

Greek usage should be acknowledged, and must be considered as caused by
as in fact Paul is fond of repeating, not without emphasis, compounds presenting the same preposition (ii. 4, 13 Rom. ii. 18, xi. 7, et al.).
oif Xpiarbv 'Iriaom'] a climax added asyndetically in the excitement of feeling, and presenting to a still greater extent than ug ayyel. Qeov (Heb. i. 4
Phil. ii. 10
Col. i. 16) the high reverence and love with which he had
been received by them, and that as a divine messenger. Comp. Matt. x. 40
John xiii. 20. Observe also, that even among the Galatians Paul doubtless
preached in the first instance to the Jews (whose loving behavior towards
hence the comparison
the apostle was then shared in by the Gentiles also)
with an angel and with Christ in our passage is in keeping with the apostle's historical recollection, and does not render it at all necessary to assume
an varepov irpoTEpov in the representation, which would thus anticipate the
E^ovO.,

—

;

•

;

;

;

;

already Christian view.

—

According to the liecepta t. neip. jiov rbv kv r. c. fi., or, as the first yuou
Note.
has special evidence against it, according to the reading t6v netp. rbv kv t. a. fi.,
" My bodily temptation ye have not despised or disdainthe explanation must be
fully rejected,'' that is, " Ye have not on account of my sickness, by which I
:

have been tried of God, rejected me, as the bodily impotence in which it exme to yoix might have induced you to do." Taken by itself, this sense,
and the mode of expressing it, would be suitable enough.^even without the hyhibited

pothesis, based

!

£|eTr., of

Of what

Ver. 15.

question

on

some nauseous

sickness.-*

LXL,

[See Note

A

nature, then, teas your self-congratulation?

p. 214.]

sorrowful

which the Galatians had then congratu-

for the earnestness with

lated themselves on the apostle's account, contrasting so sadly with their

him

present circumstances, compelled

nothing but an effervescent,
reading

Rom.

ttov

iii.

fleeting,

to infer that that congratulation

and

ovv (see the critical notes) is a gloss in

Others explain

27.

it

was
Hence the
substance correct
comp.

fickle excitement.

;

On what was your

:

self-congratulation

Why did you pronounce yourselves so hapjiy ?^ In this case
?
would have to be taken in the peculiar sense hoio caused, which,
however, would require to be distinctly suggested by the context. Others
grounded
qualis

•

:

Comp. Rev.

iii.

16,

and the Latin

des

Tpuere, resjmere.

In the other Greek writers, besides the
simple TTTvieii' (Soph. Ant. 649. 1217), there
occur only KaraiTTvei.i' Tiyd?, anonTveiv two.
Eur. Troad. 668, Hec. 1265
(4 Mace. iii. 18
Hes. epy. 724), and &i.<irrTvii.v tiki (in Philo
TrapaiTTveii')
in this metaphorical sense
also
(Kypke, II. p. 280 Ruhnk. Ep. crit. p. 149
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 17)
but iKirTVfi.v
is always used in the^J^'op*?' sense (Hom. Od.
V. 322 Aristoph. Vesp. 792 Anthol. Theo;

;

;

;

;

Tivi

;

ApoU. Rhod. 478), as also eix-m-udv
(Lobeck, ad Phi-yn. p. 17). Even in the

dorid. 2

;

passage quoted by Kypke, Plut. de fort, vel
I. p. 3-i8, it is used in the proper
sense, because unnrep xaAi^'di- stands beside

virt. Alex.

2

it.
'
*

*

In Opposition to Wieseler.
In opposition to Fritzsche.

So Bengel, Koppe, Winer, Matthias, and

Schott.
text,

and

Schott, in opposition to the conall the more strangely seeing that

he does not even read
plies
jJore,

now

it,

lays stress

nunc non
in like

item.,

manner

r)v,

upon
;"

but merely supthis ^i':

" at that

illo

tem-

time, not

comp. Oecumenius.

—

—
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as Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Piscator, Calovius, Wolf, and including
Baumgarten-Crusius, Hilgenfeld, Reiclie, Wieseler, interpret:
How great
still,

''^

(comp. Eph.

was your congratulation how very happy you
But then the uare in ver. 16 would be deprived

14) therefore

i.

pronounced yourselves

!"

!

of its logical reference, which, according to our interpretation,

is

contained

And

the words would, in fact, contain merely a superfluous and feeble exclamation.
The /aanapicT/noc (comp. Rom. iv. 6, 9),

in TiQ ovv 6 fiaKap.

v/j..

—

with which
tive of the

vfiuv

stands as the genitive of the

object,'^

stance that they

—for the object

subject,

obvious of

is

had congratulated
See the

apostle.'^

ev6aifwvt(Tfi6g, is

never equivalent to

and not

'

(the Galatians) had conThe word, synonymous with

sequel.

tJiey

/mKapidrijg.^

—

juapTvpcJ

justification of the cxjiression just used, 6 /laKapiafibg vjxuv.
K.T.Ti.]

A

as the geni-

—refers to the circum-

not that they had been con-

themselves,

gratulated by Paul and others,^ or even that
gratulated the

itself,

yap

—

ic.t.I.]

v/lcIv

rovg o(}>Baljuovs

description of the overwhelming love, which

Such proverbial modes

sacrifice.

of expression, based

was ready for any
upon the high value

and indispensableness of the eyes (Prov. vii. 2 Ps. xvii. 8 Zech. ii. 8
xviii. 9
and comp. Vulpius and Doering, ad Catull. i. 3. 5), are
current in all languages.
Nevertheless, Lomler,^ Riickert, and Schott
have explained the passage quite literally : that Paul had some vudady of
the eyes, and here states that, if it had been possible, the Galatians would
have given him their own sound eyes. But considering the currency of the
proverbial sense, how arbitrarily is this view hazarded, seeing that nowhere
else do we find a trace of any malady of the eyes in the ajjostle !'
Riickert
and Schott, indeed, found specially on eI Swardv, and maintain that, to express the meaning of the ordinary view, Paul must have written
"if it
had been iiecessary.'''' But in any case the idea was a purely imaginary one,
and as a matter of fact practically imp)OSsiMe (adivarov) if Paul, therefore,
had said " if it had been necessary,''^ he would at any rate have expressed
;

;

Matt,

;

;

:

;

:

Besides, el dwarov expresses the self-sacrificing love in
a yet far stronger degree. And, if Paul had not spoken proTerhially, the
whole assurance would have been so hyperlolical, that he certainly could
not have stood sponsor for it with the earnest fiaprvpu vji'iv.
[See Note

himself unsuitably.

LXII.,

p.

eyes.^

214 seq.]

eSuKari: /uoi]

1

Comp.

2

Matthias.

k^opv^.'] the standing word for the extirpation of the
namely, as property, as a love-pledge of the most joyful

Plat. Rep. p. 590

D.

' Jerome, Theodoret, Theophylact, Oecumenius.
• Estius, Locke, Michaelis.

*

Erasmus, Luther, Piscator, Homberg,

Calovius, comp. Olsh.
"

In the Annal. d. gesammt.

theol. Lit. 1831,

p. 276.
^ Lomler and Schott trace back the alleged disease of the eyes to the blindness
at Damascus, and identify it with the o-koAoi//
The latter idea is just as
(2 Cor. xii. 7).
mistaken as the former. For the o-koAoi^

was, in the apostle's view, an operation
of Satan, whereas the blindness at Damascus arose from the effulgence of the celestial

Christ.

And

this blindness,

arisen supernaturally,

was

as

it

had

also supernat-

removed (Acts ix. 17, 18). That a
chronic malady of the eyes should have
been left behind, would be entirely opposed to the analogy of the N. T. miracles
of healing, of which a complete cure was
always the characteristic.
See Judg. xvi. 21 1 Sam. xi. 2 Herod.
Wetstein,
viii. 116
Joseph. Antt. vi. 5. 1
urally

-

;

;

inloc.

;

;

1:

;
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(Hofmann, following older expositors),
do not explain it of a disease of the eyes in the aposleads to a monstrous idea.
Without av (see the critical notes) the
expressed as more indubitable, the condition contained in the

self-sacrificing <leyotcdncsii,not for tise

— a view which,
tle's case,

matter

is

if

w^e

protasis being rhetorically disregarded.'

Ver. 16. "Qare] Accordingly ; the actual state of things which, to judge

from the cooling down
vfiijv

bewails

;)

—in

—which

that painful question

(r/c

ovv 6 ^aKapiafibq

the self-sacrificing love depicted in vv. 14, 15, must

have superseded this love, and must now subsist.' The words contain a profoundly melancholy exclamation
"Accordingly, that is my position I am
become your enemy !" etc. So great a change has the relation, previously
so rich and happy in confidence and love, experienced hj tlie fact that it
is my Easiness to spealc the truth to you (mark the j^resent participle aXifisvuv).
This conduct which I pursue towards you, instead of confirming your
inclination towards me and confidence in me, has taken them away
I
have become your enemy ! To place (with Matthias) a note of interrogation
after ytyova, and then to take ah/d. v/niv as an exclamation (an enemy, who
tells you the truth/), breaks up the passage without adequate ground.
Utterly groundless, illogical, and imprccedented (for the wore of an inferential sentence always follows the sentence which governs it) is the inver:

;

;

by Hofmann, who makes out that
^^
so that I am now your enemy,

sion forced ujDon the apostle

dependent on

I^tjIovciv v/idg

truth, they court

you /"

it

:

is

wore k.t.1. is

I tell you
when the

if

the result of these courtings, that,

apostle agreeably to the truth tells his converts (as in i. 8 f.) what is to be
thought about the teaching of his opponents (?), he thereby comes to stand
In this interpretation the special reference of a?.r/dEvuv vjulv
as their enemy.

purely gratuitous.

is

the simjjle rule

is

To

explain the

quite sufficient,

emphasis of the relation which

it

is

used de

introduces

it

lies

re facta ;

in its

arbitrary

quently, in ver.

17,

upon these words

character of his artificial

separating ub Ka/iug from

and the

indicating the

preceding, to which the consecutivum refers.^

quality of the
increases the

consecutimim with the indicative,

cogte

that

Hofmann

by subseand looking

exposition

Oi7.ovaiv

vfiag,

an opinion placed alongside of uare ex^P- V- 7^7respecting this mode of courting.
His interpretation thus presents at once
a violent combination and a violent separation.
ex^po? v/uuv] The context
as

—

permits either the passive sense
»

;

hated iy you,* or the active:

See Hermann, ad Soph. El. 903 de part.
ff.
Bremi, ad Lys. Exc. IV. p. 439
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 198 C
;

av, p. 70
f.

:

;

"For no other reason than because ye pronounced yourselves so happy o« my account,

am

I {accordinci to the representation

Buttmann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 490.
But Ellendt {Lex. Soph. I. p. 125) well re-

false teachers)

marks, " Sed cavendum, ne in discrimine
utriusque generis, quod pertenue est, constituendo argutemur," "But care must be
taken, lest in maintaining the distinction
between the two classes, we prate about

been

what
2

is

u(TTe

thinks,

excessively subtile."

cannot specify a reason, as Wieseler
who, anticipating ver. 17, explains
:

your ene-

of the

become your enemy,"

Wieseler therefore takes iare, as

etc.

if it

had

Sia toOto.

Comp.

Ellendt, Lex. Soph. H. p. 1012
sit, addita?'e2 consequentis sigw(^ra<io«e definit," " It defines a subject as
3

"Rem

qualis

its nature, by adding the
that which results."

to

*

meaning of

De Wette, Windischmann, and

expositors.

older

—
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my ;'

the latter, however, so taken that kxOp-

vf^i^v

yh/ova

said in accord-

is

ance with the (altered) opinion of the readers.
This active interpretation is
to be preferred, because the usage among Greek authors (and throughout the

N. T.

also) in respect to the substantive kxfipoq tcith the genitive is decisive

From the time of Homer, ex'^pog means hated only with the
which either stands beside it or is to be mentally supplied/
ysyova] To what time does this change (having become), which by the jyerfect
is marked as continuing, refer ?
It did not occur in consequence of the
present epistle,^ for the Galatians had not as yet read it
nor «^ the first visit,
for he had then experienced nothing but abundant love.
It must therefore
have taken place at the second visit,^ when Paul found the Galatian churches
already inclined to Judaism, and in conformity with the truth could no
longer jsraise them (for only kTvaivETTjg tov diKalov alrfiivsi,
a commendcr of
what is just speaks the truth," Plat. Pol. ix. p. 589 C), but was compelled
to blame their aberrations.
ah/devuv v/nlv] For '' Veritas odium parit,^''
"truth begets hatred," ' and opyl^ovTac a-rravrec ro'tc ftera nap'priGiaq r' oKriOfj
/lyovai, "All are provoked with those who frankly speak the truth."'
As to
in its favor. ^

—

dative,^

;

'

'

on Eph.

ah/deveiv, to speak the truth, see

Ver. 17.

The

iv. 15.

self-seeking conduct of the Judaizing teachers

(i.

so en-

7),

opposed to the a^Tjdevuv vfiiv. The fact that they are not named is quite
" nam solemus
in keeping with the emotion and irritation of the moment
suppresso nomine de iis loqui, quos nominare piget ac taedet," "For those
whom it disgusts and offends us to mention we generally refer to with a
suppression of the name," Calvin.
Crpiovaiv vfidc] that is, they exert themselves urgently to win you over to their side
they pay their court to you
zealously."
For the contrast to the behavior of the apostle harmonizes well
with this sense which is also accordant with linguistic usage, since ^7/?i,6u
with the accusative means to he zealous about a person or thing, and obtains in
each case the more precise definition of its import from the context.'" Next
to this interpretation comes that of Calvin, Beza, and others, including
Riickert " they are jealous of yon (2 Cor. xi. 2
Ecclus. ix. 1). Taking it so,
it Avould not be necessary to conceive of Paul and his opponents under the
figure of wooers of the bride,'- of which nothing is suggested by the context
but it may be urged against this explanation, that 'iva av-ovc Cv'^ovte is not
appropriate in the same sense. This remark also applies to the interpretation
of Koppe and Eeithmayr i3
fji^^ g)^^y ygy^ (^.cts vii. 9), are full of an envious

tirely

;

—

;

;

:

;

-,

'

:

Vulgate,

'

otliei-s

;

Beza,

Hilgenfeld, Ewald,
2
5,

;

^

13. IS;

Xen. Cyrop.

Hofmann.

v.

50

4.

;

Dem.

341.

1

;

Herodian.

V. 10, xi. 28

;

Col.

^Jerome,

Luther,

i.

iii.

iii.

2.

12.245.
10. 6.

21.

Koppe,

others.

' So, correctly,
Erasmus, Castalio, Er.
Schmid, Michaells, and others, including
Flatt, Winer,
Usteri, Schott, Fritzsche,
Olshausen, Baumgaiten-Crusius, de Wette,
Ewald, Wieseler, and Ilofmann.
"Dem. 1402. 20. .500. 2; Prov. xxiv. 1;
Wisd. i. 12 1 Cor. xii. 31 and see Wetstein.
" Comp. Vulgate aemulantur.
'^ The bridegroom being Christ
see on
;

*

Acts

Terent. A)idr. i. 1.
Lucian, Abdic. 7.

and

;

^^

xviii. 23.
40.

;

:

Flatt,

2 Cor. xi.

'

6

Schott,

Xen. Anah.
Soph. Aj. 554.

Lucian, Sacrif.

Rom.

Matthies,

439. 19. 1121. 12;

de v»mf..
=

16

Dem.

many

and

Grotius,

also Riickert,

i

2.

Following Ambrose, Jerome, and The-

odoret.
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Chrysostom and Theophylact
tJicy malce you to he zealous
(Mattliias), is opposed to linguistic usage, which only sanctions Trapa^rjAdij],
oh KoAwf] not in a moruUy fair, honand not the simple verb, in this sense.
oraMe tcay, as would have been the case, if it had been done for your real good.
lK.K7\£iaaL\ To exclude;'- they desire to ^eSar yoM y in this lies the ?ric^"e^Hess
The question which arises here, and cannot be set aside
of their l,7i7m^.
Exclude from what f is answered by the emphatic
(as Hofmann thinks)
a'vTovg which follows, namely, fi'om other teachers, who do not belong to their
clique.^
These ''other teachers'' are naturally those of anti-Judaiziug
views, and consequently Paul himself and his followers
but the hyjjothesis
that Paul only is referred to * is the less feasible, as the very idea of
i:KK/.£taai in itself most naturally jjoints to a plurality, to an association. Since
the avTovg which follows applies to the false teachers as teachers, we must
"

jealousy of your freedom
thei/ vie

with

The

1/ou.'

and

;

factitive

to that of

:

explanation:

—

—

:

;

not conceive the

exclusion,

^

as from the whole hody of Christians, nor

as

"

from

from the Pauline
church-union. " It is arbitrarily taken by Chrj'sostom, Oecumenius, and Theophylact, as exclusion from the state of true l:nowledge ; by Erasmus and Cornelius a Lapidc, from Christian freedom ; by Luther (1519), a Christo et
fiducia ejus, ''from Christ and confidence inhim ; " by Matthies, from the kingdom of truth ; by Wieseler and Eeithmayr, from the kingdom of heaven ; by
Matthias, from salvation hy faith.
All interpretations of this nature would
have needed some more precise definition. Koppe falls into a peculiar
all

Christians thinking differently ; comp. Hilgenf eld

'

:

'

''

error

"a consuetudine

:

ct familiaritate

sua arcere vos volunt," " They would

preclude you from their companionship and intimacy"
^!/?iovTE]

As

in order that ;
ever,

mean

'

either

its 2)ureJy local
•

Tt?

Comp. Borger
dpcTiji'

in,

:

sense
;

ij.\.ixr]Tai

^"^Ao?

:

^ovvra. " Zeal

/iei'

Tii'o?,

is

ccTTii'ayaiJo? oTaj-

C,l]\o<;

oil

t>e

dpcT^?

Toi/

KoXbi,

Karop-

good when one imitates the
but it is not good

excellence of another

;

eager to reject, because of
his virtue, one who is successful " (Theis

ophylact).
Syr. translates

*

ly

read

eyKAeicrai.

iriclu'le7-e,

and consequent-

This would

mean

:

they de-

sire to include you\\\ their circle, so that

—

Iva avTohc

Christianos in quos competat haec Paiiii
querimoiiia !" " Would that to-day there

Were noiie to vvlioiB this complaint of Paul
were not pertinent!" is still but too applicable to tiie present day.
* " A me meique communione," "

me and

from

Winer

;

so

others.
*

should not get free from them and come to
associate with otlier teachers. Thus, in
point of fact, the same sense would result
as in the case of cKKAeio-ai, only regarded
from a different point of view. Fritzsche's
reference of eyxA. to the legis Mas. carcerem
is not suggested by the context.
The reading is altogether so weakly attested, that it
can only be looked upon as an ancient er-

*
'

With Borger and Flatt.
With Schott.
Comp. Ewald from genuine

Christian-

:

it>/.
^

^rjAoCre is

See Winer,
ii.

S. 3.

and

not the Attic future (Jatho).
Buttmann, p. 33. InThuc.

p. 73
iii.

;

58. 4, eAei'SepoOcrt

and

are p/rsents ; see Kriiger i/? &r.
' Valckenaer, ad Herod. Ix. 2"

:

ip-qtiovre

Iva.

Sokcci

Cor.

iv. 6;

k.t.A.
i"

ror of transcription.

The wish expressed by Erasmus in his
Annott. ; " Utinam hodie nulli sint apud

fellowship with me,"

also Luther, Calvin, Grotins, Bengel, Kypke,
Michaelis, Riickert, Olshausen, Reiche, and

ye

'

12).

which position of things ye are zealous ^/br them ; '" or, in
''they wish to debar you there, where you are zealous

oral' T15 a-nevSri cKJia^flv T7J5

when one

(ii.

used here with the present indicative, it cannot mean
but must be the particle oi place, ubi.^ This uM may, how-

h'a is

My former explanation, as in

see on that passage,
I.

p. 839.

1

and Ellendt, Lex. Soph.
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for

them,''''

—namely,

cii'cle, in which it is they themselves vfho
by you, whose favor you have to seek, etc. The latter

in the Judaistic

are zealously courted

view, as the simplest,

is

On

to be preferred.

the usual explanation of Iva

as aparticle of design, recourse is

had

struction of degenerate Greek

or of a mistake

of the transcriber

'^

;

or,

abnormal conon the part of the author or
with Fritzsche, to the reading t^r/Xure.^ But all these
;

'

to the assumjition of an

expedients are quite as arbitrary as the assumjotion of a faulty formation of

The

mood.*

interpretation of

as «&i

'iva

philological preicison,"* but on

based not on an "exaggerated

is

which the

a linguistic necessity, to

cus-

tomary interpretation, yielding certainly a sense appropriate enough in itself,
must give way, because the latter absolutely requires the siibjunctive mood.
[See NoteLXIII., p. 215.]
Ver. 18. Paul

knew

that the state of things mentioned in ver. 17

was but

too assuredly based upon reality.

So long as he had been with them (on
the first occasion, and still even during his short second visit), the Galatians
had shown zeal in that which was good, viz., in the actual case : zeal for their
apostle

and

was

his true gos2)el, as

But

right and good).

their duty (consequently

after his departure this zeal veered

Hence the

the Judaizing teachers and their doctrine.

what was morally
round in favor of

apostle continues,

giving a gentle reproof, and for that reason expressing the
sentence merely in a general form

:

" Good,

first

hoicever, is the

half of the

becoming zealous

and not merely during my presence with you ;" that is,
good when zealous endeavors an; continuously applied in a good cause,
The chief emphasis rests on this -KavTore with its anaxi^not merely,'''' etc.
The special form, in which Paul has clothed his thought, arises
tithesis.
from his inclination for deliberately using the same word in a modified shade
of meaning.® But the \ er j point of this mode of expression requires that

in a good thing always,

"

It is

i^7]'A.ovadai

view of

should not be taken in a sense essentially different from the correct
in ver. 17
consequently, neither as invidiose tractari, "to be en-

it

;

to endure envy (Riickert), which, besides,
cannot be conveyed by the simple passive. In Usteri's view Paul intends
to say, " How much was I not the object of your (,7iloq (zeal and interest),
when I was with you
But if it should cease again so soon after my departure from you, it must have lost much of its value." But the very koI /arj

viously treated" (Koppe), nor as

!

fiovov

h

Trapelvai

T(j

fxe

TrpoQ vficK;

himself as the object of the
'

Winer. Olshausen.

IIil<renfeld,

Hofmann, Reithmayr, and
2

Schott.

3

Which only

*

Riickert, Matthies.

5

As

113

plainly shows that Paul did not conceive

i^^'kovadai

Wieseler,

others.

and 219** have.

Hilfrenfeld thinks,

who

appeals in

favor of Iva., lit, with the indicative to
Clem. Horn. xi. 16 'iva iJ.riSiv tmv ttpoctkwovThis is certainly not " philotieviav iTT^ipxev.
logical precision," but inattention to linfor in this Clementine passage
guistic fact
the quite customary iva. vi, is used with
the indicative of the preterite, "quod turn
:

;

;

in order to be understood,

fit,

quando ponitur

aliquid,

he must

quod

erat

aliud quid factum esset, sed
Ja-ni no" ^st factum," " which occurs when
anything which was to be is stated, if any-

futurum,

si

thing: else

was

to liave been done, but now
Klotz. ad Devar. p.

has not been done."

Herm. ad rir/er. p. 850 f. Kuhner,
With regard to the respective
passages from Barnabas and Ignatius, in

630

f.

II. §

;

;

778.

support of iva with the present indicative,
see on
«

1

Rom.

Cor.

iv. 6.

xiv. 13; 1 Cor.

Wilke, Rhetor, p. 343

f.

ill.

17,etal.;

comp,
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to ^if/MvcQai, since there

was no previous mention of

This objection also applies to the view
" Boof Reiche, although the latter takes it more distinctly and sharply
himself as the object of the ^^Aof

.

:

num, honestum

salutare (vi. 9

et

modo

expeti aliorum shidio et amove,

2

" It

is

Thess.

v.

et consilia Tionesto,

h kuXu

(conf. 2 Cor. xi.

idque continuo ac semjjer

Qeoi) w'lTiu),

;

'DOS,''''

1

Cor.

1

;

vii. 1

;

TravTors, nee

21),

vero est

tantum praesente meinter

indeed good, becoming, and advantageous

9

(vi.

Cor. vii.-l

1

;

;

be sought after by the devotion and love of others, in an honorable way and from an honorable j^urpose (conf. 2 Cor. ii. 2), and that con1

Thes.

v. 21) to

tinually

17)

it

;

am

present

honesto"

(this is

and always, nor only when

cannot mean ''modo
denotes the

in

which the

fiT)

fidvov K.r.?..

et consilio

object

^7/Aovadai.

I

of the ^r/Xovadac,

takes place.

which follows

expressed by

and that conceived

h kuXu^
inver.

of as the sphere

Schott interprets, unsuitably to the

" Laudabile

:

But
/caAwc

among you."

est,

/cat

quovis tempore appetl vel trahi

ad partes aliexijus, si agitur de bono et honesto colendo," "It is praiseworthy at any time to be eager for or to be drawn to the interest of one,
provided it be done for the purpose of cultivating the good and honorable."
So also, in substance, de Wette, with relation to the passive demeanor of the
Galatians, and with an extension of the idea of the verb
""It is, however,
heautifulto de the object of zealous attention in what is good,^'' by which are indicated the qualities and advantages on account of which people are ad" It is beautiful to be the
mired, loved, and courted. ° Similarly Ewald
:

:

of zealous love in what is beautiful," Crjlovaiv &T[idil^Ti7Mv-E in ver. 17 being
understood in a corresponding sense. But this interpretation also does not
harmonize with the koI ^.tj fiovov k.t.I. Avhich follows and hence Ewald
changes the idea of ^7}Aovadai into that of being icorthy of love, and conse-

object

;

Ilofmann over-refines and obscures
18, in consequence
of his erroneous reference of wtr-e e^f^poc k.t.T^. (see on ver. 16), into connection with this sentence, considering the idea to be
"Just as his j^erson had
formerly been the object of their affection, it ought to have remained so,
instead of his now being their enemy in consequence of the self-seeking
solicitude with which his opponents take pains about them if he speaks to
them the truth. For in his case the morally good had been the ground, on
account of which he had been the object of their loving exertion," etc. The
earlier expositors,' as also Olshausen and Matthias (the latter in keeping
quently into the sense of

C,rjluTbv elvai.

the correct apprehension of the passage,

by bringing ver.
:

1

at

used adverbially, means either
time (Plat. Pol. ix. p. 571 B Xen.

'Ef (caAw,
tlie fit

;

Hell. iv. 3. 5),
//rf^.

ii.

1.25),

Lex. Xen.

or at the suitable

aud in general, ^d/y

II. p. 643),

jilace

(Xen.

(see Sturz,

but does not occur in

Comp. Xen. Mem.
^TjAoujucrous

ii.

vno tmv

1.

19

o.\Xu>v,

eTrau'Oiae'i'ovs k.

:

"praised and

esteemed happy by the rest." Syinpos. 4.
Hiero, 1. 9; Eur. Ak. 903; Soph. El.

45;

1016

Aesch. Pers. 698; Plat. Gorg.

the N. T.

^TjAwTo? uiv

evSaifjLovLi^6fji.evo?,

p. 473 C,
' beingf envi-

2 Theophylact
(comp. also Chrysostom
and Theodore!) has evidently understood
the passage substantively, just as de Wette

able and accounted happy."

See gener-

:

TouTo
TJ7

aii'cTTeTai., tos

apa

^i7A<oTol iiadv Tvaaiv iirl

"This suggests that, therethey were enviable as to their per-

TcAeioTTjTi,

fore,

faction."

Linguistically

13

unobjectionable.

ally,

;

ko-'l

Blomf.

Gloss. Aesch.

Prom. 338

;

ad Moer. p. 169.
Not all. The learned Grotius has

Pier-

son,
^

evi-

dently understood it jMs-mjebj: "Eectum
erat, ut semper operam daretis, ut ego a
vobis amari espeterem
est enim hoc
;

;
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with his factitive interjiretation of the active), mostly take C,rjloiadai as
middle, in sense equivalent to oj7.ovv, with very different definitions of the

meaning/ but inconsistently with the usus
Ver. 19. This verse

is

loquendi.

— a construc-

not be attached to the preceding,"^

touching address appear awkw^ard and disbut the words are to be
similar in character to what is previously said,
separated from what precedes by a full stop, and to be joined with what
tion

which makes

this earnest,

—

follows, the tender affection of

which

harmony

quite in

is

Difiiculty has been felt as to (U in ver. 20

address.

when

tention to the Greek use of <U after the address,

new thought, and does
from the context.
other instances.^

Avith this loving-

but only from inat-

^
;

the writer turns to a

with a tacit anthithesis, which is to be recognized
found so not merely with questions,* but also in

so

It is

Here the

slight antithetic reference

as the very repe-

lies,

back to nal fif/ uovov
"'Although zeal in a good cause ought not to be restricted
K.-.I., namely
merely to my presence with you, I yet would wish to be now jDresent with
you," etc. The 6e of tlie apodosis, which Wieselerhere assumes, is not suitable, because ijdsTiOv Je k.-.Ti. does not stand in any kind of antithesis to Te:<P.
and besides, no connected construction would result
fwv ore 7Ta/i. uSivu k.t.Ti.
" iJdcawse ye are my children
I would wish," does
from it foj the idea
tition ,of TTapelvai TrpoQ

v/.iac

indicates, in his glancing

:

;

:

;

.

amari howstum,''' "It was right for you
always to take pains that I might aspire
to be loved of you; for it is good to
Also Michaelis (comp. Ei-.
Schmidt): "It is good when others cburt
our favor." Both interpretations come
very near to that of Usteri.
1 Erasmus, Paraphr.,
"Vidistis me legis
ceremonias negligere, nihil praedicare praoter Christum, aemulabamini praesentem.
Si id rectum erat, cur nunc absente me
vultis alios aemulare in iis, quae recta non
sunt?" "Yen saw that I neglected the
ceremonies of the law, that I preached
nothing but Christ, and you emulated me
svhen I was present. If this was right, why,
now, in my absence do you wish to emulate
others in such things as are not right." Luther, 1524 " Bonum quidem est aemulari et

-be loved."

;

imitari alios, sed

semper,

nunquam

praesente,

sed

hoc praestate in re bona
in mala, non tantum me

etiam

absente," "

It

is

.

.

embrace you, not for a time, but always
not only when I am present, but also when
1 am absent, do I embrace you absent."
Locke {ev KdXm nmsciiline) " Vos amabatis
:

me praesentem tanquam bonum, fas itaque
est idem facere in absentem," "You loved
when

present as a good therefore it is
do the same towards ine absent."
Ben gel
"Zelo zelum accendere, zeiare
inter se,"" " To kindle zeal by zeal, to be
" Laudabile
mutually zealous." Morus
autem est, sectari praeceptorem in re bona
semper, neque solum," etc., " It is, moreover, praiseworthy always in a good matter
to follow a teacher, nor only," etc. substantially, therefore, as Erasmus. Others in-

m-e

;

right to

:

:

;

terpret in various ways.

" Paul

good

takes place on account of a good

that he finds the zeal
of the Galatians in itself very praiseworthy,
and certainly would not damp it ; and he
therefore says, that the being zealous is
if it

maintained not merely

cause, and

imitate or strive after the virtue of another." Beza: "At noster amor longe est
alius vos eiiim bonam ob causam non ad
tempus, sed semper, non solum praesens,

Which therefore
tom and some min.

sed etiam absens absentes vehementissime
compleotor," "But our love is far different for in a good cause I most ardently

323. 1459.

is

presence, but

in his

also in his absence."

So

already Caloviiis and others.
2 Bos, Bengel, Knapp, Lachmann, Riickert, Usteri,

Schott, Ewald,

3

4

;

;

:

make known

good indeed to emulate and imitate others,
but do this always in a good matter, never
in an evil, not only in my presence, bitt
also in my absence " Comp. Calvin " Imitari vel eniti ad alterius virtutem," "To
•

Olshausen

desires to

E

;

«

12.

Ilom. n. XV. 344

Xen. Mem.
Herod,

i.

;

;

Hofmann.

omitted in Chrysos-

Plat.

3. 13, ii. 1.

i.

115

is

Legg. x. p. 890
26

Xen. Anab.

;

Soph. 0.

v. 5. 13, vi.

('.

6.

'
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lY., 19.

not correspond with the words. According to Hilgenfeld, that which the
address is intended to introduce (viz. to move the readers to return) is wholly
suppressed, and is su}Dposed to be thereby the more strikingly suggested.
,

affectionate tenor of the

But the

-ftdsh

which follows

in ver. 20 harmonizes

which

so fully with the tender address in ver. 19, that that hypothesis,

Calvin also entertained ("hie quasi moerore exaniraatus in medio sententiae
tractu deficit," "here as though stupefied by grief, he loses courage right in
the midst of the delivering of his judgment"), does not seem warranted.
tekviu fiov] The
Nevertheless Buttmann also " assumes an anacoluthon.

—

word TEKvia, so frequent in John, is not found elsewhere in PauVs writings.
But Lachmann and Usteri ought not to have adopted (following B F G N*)
the reading tekvu, since

it is

just in this passage,

where Paul compares him-

mother in childbirth, that the phrase "my little children'''' finds a
more special motive and warrant than in any other passage where he uses
reKva.^
ovg] The well-known construetio Kara avveaLv, "construction accordPaul repreing to sense." ^
ndliv udivu] whom I once more travail with.
self to a

—

—

sents himself, not, as elsewhere (1 Cor. iv. 15

;

in the special emotion of his love, as a mother

labor
is

is

not brought to an end (by the actual

a,

father, but

in travail,

and whose

Philem.

who

is

10),

Si's,

nothing further
So long as this

final birth) until

and mature formation of the tekvlov.
not attained, according to the figurative representation, the udlvEiv

requisite for the full

object

is

Bengel remarks very correctly

^^

Loquitur nt

still

continues.^

nam

in partu naturali formatio est ante dolores partus,"

:

res fert,

" He speaks

as the

case demands, for in natural birth formation precedes the pains of birth."

The

point of comparison

and pain
ical

the loving exertion, ichich perseveres amidst

is

in the effort to hring about the new Christian

udiveiv

(although

had been on the
had not had the

it

K.T.2,.);

on

account the word

this

however,

is

occasion easy and joyful, ver.

first

and

full

lasting result

but on this second occasion

axpiQ ov

loSivu is

troiible

This metaphor-

life.

it

;

13

ff.

see afterwards, on

was severe and

painful,

and

chosen (and not tiktu or jevvu), which,

also ap^^ropriate to the earlier act of bearing intimated in Trdhv,

however
and short they may be. The sense, when stripped offigure, is " My
beloved disciples at whose conversion I am laboring for the second time
with painful and loving exertion, until ye shall have become maturelyformed Christians." This continuous ore ttciIlv udivu is to be conceived as
begun, so soon as Paul had learned the apostasy of his readers and had comsince the idea of pains is essential to the conception of a birth,

slight

:

!

menced

to counteract

thus also included

1

2

it

so that his operations during

;

hence we cannot

Comp.

also Reithmayr.
Nevt. Or. p. 331.

3 1
1

:

Cor. \v. 14

;

2 Cor. vi. 13

Tim. i. 18 2 Tim.
* Winer, p. 133.
;

ii.

15

consider vv.

;

Song of

:

comp. also

On

B.

liis

second visit ° are
intimating

18, 19 as

Philo, qvod Deus
Themt. p. 148 C, 210
with the accusative of the

Sol. viii. 5

B

imrmit. p. 313
ii5iveiv

;

;

Plat.

person, comp. partiirire aUqtiem, Isa.
Sons of Sol. viii. 5 Eur. Iph. A. 1234.

1.

11.

2

;

;

Heinsius, Grotius, Koppe, Riickert, and
others, erroneously hold that wStVei^ here
°

means

''

pregnant, which it never does,
not even in the LXX., Isa. xxvi. 17 Ps. vii.
to be

;

*

Comp

'

With Fritzsche

(in

a^TjiJeiiwi/ vjxlv,

the Stvd.

ii.

{I.e.

ver.

16.

p. 244)

Krit. 1836, p. 459).

and ririch

—
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that Paul
is

had only

otice

According to Wieseler, TraAiv LSivu
" regeneration," Tit. iii.

visited Galatia.

intended to express the idea of the

iraXcyyeveaia,

Paul had regenerated his readers already at their conversion, and here
is still eontimiously occupied in their regeneration, until they
should have attained the goal of perfection on the part of the Christian
This is incorrect, because Tvaliv must necessarily
similarity with Christ.
5

;

says that he

^

denote a

seco7id act of travail

on the part of Paul.

the regeneration of his readers on occasion of the

Paul certainly effected
first u6lveiv,

which

is

pre-

supposed by TrdTiiv but because they had relapsed (i. 6, iii. 1, iv. 9 f., et
al.), he must he for the second time in travail with them, and not merely still
•

continuously (an idea

idea of the

ophylact

'

is

not expressed) their j-egenerator, so that the

The-

of the readers.

2;)art

aptly defines the sense of ttoIlv uSivu not as that of a continued

"new

avayi:vv7]GiQ,

new

another

which

the repetition, would be on the

ttAalv,

birth," but as that of7rd/l<v

The

birth."

"whose

sense,

eripag

"again

avayevviiaEuq,

regeneration I

am

continuing,"

would have been expressed by Paul in some such form as ovg oh Travojuat
avayevvCiv, " whom I do not cease to beget anew," oroiif etl koI vvv avayevvu,
"

whom

A

shadow

even
is

now

I

am

begetting anew."

— axpic

ov fiop(pu6)i Xpiarbc ev vjulv]

thus thrown on the result of the Jirst conversion (birth), which

sudden a change (i. 6). The reiterated labor of birth is
etc.
This meaning, and along with it the emphasis of
the axpt? ov K.T.?.., has been missed by Hofmann, who, instead of referring
ndhv to udivu only, extends it also to ajpzf ov K.r.?<.. In connection with the

had undergone

so

not to cease until,

general scope of the passage, however, the stress

is

on

/unpipudy

:

"until

Christ shall have been formed, shall have attained His due conformation,
in you," that

is, U7itil

the Christian.

For the

ye shall have attained
state of

to the

fully-formed inner

life

" Christ having been foi'med in man"

is

of

by

no means realized "so soon as a man becomes a Christian,'''' ' but, as clearly appears from the notion of the axpig ov, is the goal of development which the
When this goal is attained,
process of becoming Christian has to reach.
as, for
the Christian is he in whom Christ lives (comp. on ii. 20)
instance, on Paul himself the sjaecific form of life of his Master was
distinctly stamped.
So long, therefore, as the Galatians were not yet developed and morally shaped into this complete inward frame, they were
still like to an immature embryo, the internal parts of which have not yet acquired their normal shape, and which cannot therefore as yet come to the
In the Christian, Christ is to inhabit
birth and so put an end to the uSIvew.
;

the heart (Eph.
(1 Cor.

ii.

iii.

17)

:

16), the nvEVfia,

in
'^

" bowels," of Christ (Phil.

him

there

i.

8)

;

is

to be the vovg, " mind,''^ of Christ

(Rom.
and the body and

spirit,^^

of Christ

viii. 9),

the aTrMyxva,

members are to be
All this, which is comits

the body and members of Christ (1 Cor. vi. 13, 15).
prehended in the idea Xpiardr kv v/uv, is in our passage rendered intelligible
by the representation that Christ is to he formed in us, or to become jorescnt
in the life-form corresponding to His nature.
This view is not diiferent in
reality, although it is so in the mode of representation, from that of spirit-

'

Comp. Ohrysostorn.

^

nofniann.

—

—
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image of Christ

(3 Cor.

18)

iii.

for,

;

according

to our passage, Christ Hirmelfia in Christians the subject of the specific de-

" Ohristus non Paulus, in
Bengel, moreover, well remarks
Galatis formaudus," " Christ, not Paul, is to be formed in the Galatians."

velopment.

:

occurs here only in the N. T.

fxop<p6(j]

Breit.)

Symmachus,

;

Ps. xxxiv.

Ver. 20.
18.

is

;

LXX.

but see

Arat. PJiaen. 375

;

Isa.

i.

9),

in

;

;

has the emphasis.

But

on a/2d^ai.

xliv. 13 (ed.

Lucian, Prom. 3

—

presently (see on

phasis

;

Theophr. c. fl. v. 6, 7.^
As to the connection of thought of the &z with
ifie\ov\ namely, if the thing were possible.^

Plut. de anim. general, p. 1013

ver.

1

— aTCha^at

rrjv

harmony with the context

ver. 18, see
apri\ just

fuvrjv /uov]

on

now,

The em-

(see vv. 16, 18,

and

the foregoing apn), this changing can only refer to the second visit of the
apostle to the Galatians, not to the language now employed in his letter, as

many

previous affectionate address

Michaelis,

stein,

— and how sharply in oppo— Ambrosius, Pelagius, Wet-

Erroneously, therefore

exjjositors think.'

sition to the

Rosenmiiller,

Riickert,

!

Baumgarten-Crusius,

take

the

assume a stern language of reproof. Hofmann also erroneously holds that Paul means the (in oral expression) more chastened tone of
sense to be

:

to

a didactic statement
error

— after the

— aiming

at the bringing the readers

strongly excited style in which, since the

back from their
word 6av^aC,u in

he had urged his readers, as one who had already been almost deprived
As if Paul had not previously, and especially
from iii. 6 to iv. 7, written didactically enough and as if he had not also
i.

6,

of the fruit of his labors.

;

in the sequel (see immediately, ver. 21,

and chap.

v.

and

vi.

down

to the

abrupt dismissal at the end) urged his readers with excitement enough
The supposition, however, which Hofmann entertains, that Paul has hitherto
been answering a letter of the Galatians, and has just at this point come
!

nothing but a groundless hypothesis, for there is no trace
found in the epistle. No when Paul was for the
second time in Galatia, he had spoken sharply and sternly, and this had
to the

end of

it,

is

of such a letter to be

;

made his readers suspect him, as if he had become their enemy (ver. 16)
hence he wishes to be now with them, and to sijealc to them with a voice different from 7chat he had then used, that is, to speak to them in a soft and gentle
tone.'^
By this, of course, he means not any deviation in the substance of
his teaching from the alr/Oeveiv (ver. 16), but a manner of language betokening tender, mother-like love. A wish of self-denying affection, which is
:

See also Jacobs, ad Anthol. VI. p. 345.
Comp. Rom. ix. .3 Acts xxv. 2~'. See
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Gorg. p. 235 Kiihner,
1

2

;

;

II. p. 08

;

ad Eom.
Zachariae (who

Fritzsche,

II.

p. 245.

loqui vellet," "

He

writes

mildly

;

but he

would wish to speak still more mildly."
Jerome explained the passage as referring
to the exchange of the vox epistolica, " epis-

is followed l)y
So also
"to lay aside my present mournful
language, and to adopt that of tenderness
and contentment." In this case Paul must
haje used Svvaa-dai. for unless his readers
had improved in their conduct, it would
have been impossihle for him to speak con-

tolic utterance," for the vivus sermo, " living speech," of actual presence, which
might have more effect in bringing them
back ad veritatem, " to the truth."
< Not
exactly loeeping, as Chrysostom
n-oirjcrai.
xal &a.Kpva. koI Trcii'Ta eis
thinks

Bengel, in opposition to the idea
" moUiter scribit, sed moUius
of aAAo^at

turn

3

riatt)

:

;

tentedly.

:

:

\ipvvov eTTicriraa-acr^ai, " to
all

shed tears, and to
things to lamentation."
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ready and willing, in the service of the cause and for the salvation of the
persons concerned, to change form and tone, although retaining
ayvuGTov, " a voice unexperienced in falsehoods."

•ipEvSeuv

The

'

(jxjvav

was

latter

a matter of course in the case of a Paul, willingly though he became

things to

stand

as

it

men

all

;

comp. on

other expositors

•'

all

under-

according to the circumstances of each case, with tenderness

to s2oealc

:

Many

1 Cor. ix. 33.

with severity and censure to another.
Comp. Corn. S,
"ut scilicet quasi mater nunc blandirer, nunc gemerem, nunc obsecrarem, nunc objurgarem vos," "namely, that, as a mother now I might

and

affection to one,

Lapide

:

now

now beseech and now

chide you. " But this cannot be
which without addition means nothing
more than to change the voice, ^ that is, to assume another voice, to let
oneself be heard otherwise, not differently.* Paul must have added either
a more precise definition, such as e'lq TTOAkovq rpoTrovg, e'lg fiopcpag TrAe/ovaf,
"into many ways, various forms, "^ or at least some such expression
caress,

sigh over,

expressed by the mere aXld^ai

as

TTjv

Tvpbs

irpbc

terprets

it

:

Kalov re
to

idea,

koI

to

Trpbc

10),

Kanov (Heb. v.

adopt some other

some other

listening to

unseemly

(Acts xxviii.

;^;pe/av

diuKpiaiv

r. 0.,

voice,

so

(1

cvfj(p(pov

Cor.

xii.

7),

Fritzsche incorrectly in-

14).

may

that ye

helieve that

ye are

and not to the hated Paul. What a strange,
in keeping with the thoughtful manner of

teacher,

not at

all

According to Wieseler, the sense intended is to exchange my
speaking with you ; that is, to enter into mutual discourse with you, in order
most surely to learn and to obviate your counter-arguments. But in this
view '•'with you''"' is a pure interpolation, although it would be essentially
requisite to the definition of the sense and aAXaaaetv 7i6yovq, to say nothing of
aXk. (j>uv?/v, is never so used. What Wieseler means is expressed by ajisijiecBal
to answer one in
Tiva Tioyoic,
to answer one in words, " " -irpoaSialEyeadai rivi,
conversation," (jvl^TjTelv rivt, or wpog rcva, " to dispute with one," ^ Tioyovg avnl3d?i?i.eiv Trpof, "to have communication with,"* Sovval re koI anode^aGdai Idyov,
on anopovfiai.
"to give and to receive an account" (Plat. Rep. p. 531 E).
h vp.'iv] justifies the wish of dX?M^aL rfp (jxjv. fiov. The usual interiDretation is
the correct one
/ am perplexed about you ; h vfj.lv is to be taken as in
the phrase Oappu kv v/xlv, " I have confidence in you," 3 Cor. vii. 16, so that
the perplexity is conceived as inherent in the readers, dependent on their
the apostle

!

:

;

'

'

'

'

''

—

:

The perplexity consists in this,
ways and means by which he shall
and this instils the wish (uti) that he
effect their re-conversion (ver. 19)
could now be present with them, and, in place of the severe tone which at
the preceding visit had had no good effect (ver. 16), could try the expericondition as

its

cause (comp. also

knows no

that he at the time

i.

34).

certain
;

»

Find.

^

As Theodoret, Theodore of Mopsuestia,

Wisd.

Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Ovotius, Estius,
Koppe, Borger, Winer, Matthies, Schott,
de Wette.
3 Comp. a\\a.TT€iv x-^po-v. Plat. rami. p. 139

LXX.

A

^

Comp. Rom.

Wetstein.

11,

iv.

xii.

Lucian, VU.

10

Aiict.

;

frequently

Hom.

'

Plat. Theaet. p. 161 B.

xpf^M", Eur. Phoen.

^

Acts

Gen. xxxv. 2.
See Artem. ii. 20, iv. 56 Dio Chrysostom,

*

Luke

elfios,

;

;

Eur. Bacch. 53

;

(TToAa?,

;

Od.

vi.

9

iii.

;

148, et al.

Luke

xxiv. 17.

i.

in

23

xxii. 23.

;

the

5.

«

1252
^

lix. p. 575, in

01. vi. 112.

^

—
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an altered and milder tone. The form cnropovfiai. is, moreover/ to be
(as a middle form with a passive signification), so that the
state of the cnvopelv is conceived of as produced on the subject, passively.
" Warn haeretis, quo me loco liaFritzsche, I.e. p. 357, holds the sense to be
ieatis, nam sum voMs suspectus,^^ "For ye are embarrassed in what place to
have me, since I am suspected of you," Thus ev v/ilv would be among you, and
/ am an olyject of perplexity, according to the well-known Greek
airopovjiaL

ment

of

taken passivehj

:

:

But the sense

use of the personal passive of intransitive verbs. ^
vobis

the use of

and there

interpolated,

suspieetus''' is

:

"sum

no ground for deviating from

throughout the N.T. * as, indeed, the idea '^ sum vobis
suspected of you, " cannot give any suitable motive for

aTvopovfiai-

suspectus,^^

is

"I am

;

the wish of the a'AAa^ai

t/jv

(puvijv,

we adopt

unless

To disconnect

Fritzsche's erroneous

from

ajropov/xat, and attach
would yield an addition entirely superfluous after
Trape'tvai Trpof i'fidc, and leave cnropov/uat without anymore precise definition of
And the proposal to attach on anop. h vfi'iv as protasis to the
its bearing.
following Myere jiot " would have the effect of giving to the Iej. /uoi, which
stands forth sternly and peremptorily, an enfeebling background.

interpretation of alTid^ai.
it

to aA/laf

.

^

iv h/ulv

r. (fxjvr/v fiov,

Vv. 21-30. Now,

at the conclusion of the theoretical portion of his epistle,

— a learned Mabhinico-al— calculated to annihilate the

Paul adds a quite peculiar antinomistic disquisition,
legorical

argument derivedfrom

the laic itself,

fluence of the pseudo-apostles with their

out on their

in-

own weapons, and

to root

them

own ground.

Ver. 21, without any connecting link, leads most energetically'' at once in

mediam rem. On the Myere fioi, so earnestly intensifying the question, comp.
Bergler, ad Aristoph. Acharn. 318.
Yeiclio wish to be
ol vnb vo/nov k.t.X.]
under

This refers to the Judaistically inclined readers, who, partly

the laic.

Gentiles and partly Jewish Christians, led astray by the false teachers

(i.

7),

supposed that in faith they had not enough for salvation, and desired to be
subject to the law (ver. 9), towards which they had already made a considerable beginning (ver. 10).®
tuv vSfwv o'vk aKo'vere ;] Hear ye not the law ?
The j^ublic reading of the venerated divine
Is it not read in your hearing ? '
Scriptures of the law and the prophets, after the manner of the synagogues,'"

—

took i:)lace in the assemblies for worship of the Christian churches both of
Jewish and of Gentile origin they contained, in fact, the revelation of
God, of which Christianity is the fulfilment, and an acquaintance with them
was justly considered as a source of the Christian knowledge of salvation
:

;

1

Comp.

prt&ritTeTai,
'^

^

Dem.

a7ropr)r?6i's,

Ecclus. xviii.

Schoemann, ad Isaeum,
Bernhardy,

Comp. Xen. de
Seoixevuiv

p. 341

;

2,

and

an-o-

p. 103.

Kiihner,

rep. Lac.

yiyvea^ai.

830.

7.

ovSiv

xiii.

7

;

5

With Hofmann.

II. p.
:

.34

uxTxe

aTropelrai.,

«

Matthias.

;

:

**

f.

tmv

Plat.

Soph. p. 243 B, Legg. vii. p. 799 0.
^ 3 Cor. iv. 8
Luke xxiv. 4 Acts xxv.
20; Johnxlli. 23.

' Ae'vere iiioi
"urget quasi praesens," " he
Urges as though present," Bengel.
Chrysostom aptly i-emarks KaKios ein-ev
oi iJeAofTes, ov yap t^s riiv TrpayndTiov aKoKov:

tJia?,

dA.Aa T)Js exeU'tav axaipov (juKoveiKia^ to

^i',
"Well doeS he Say: ye whO
wish, for the subject was not of the succession of things, but of their unseasonable
contentiousness."

npayixa

9

lo

Comp. John xii. 34 2 Cor. iii. 14.
Rom. ii. 15 Acts xv. 21 Luke iv.
;

;

;

16.

—
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f.) and rules of life (Rom. xiii. 8-10, xv.
were to be Kara rag ypacpag, " according to the Scriptures." Now the hearing of the law must necessarily have taught the Galatians how much they
[See Note LXIV., p. 315.]
Hence this question, expressive
were in error.
of astonishment, which is all the stronger and consequently all the more
appropriate, the more simply we allow clkovets to retain its jorimary literal

for its articles of faith (1 Cor. xv. 3
4)

'

Hence we must neither explain it ^ as audisse, i.e., nosse, notum
"to have heard, i.e., to know, to be acquainted with ;"^ nor, with
Jerome and many others, including Morns, Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Borger,
signification.
habere,

Flatt, Schott, Olshausen, astovtiderstand,'^ Avhich

ing of the Trfev/za speaking behind the

ypd/z/za

f

Paul conceives as the hearwith Erasmus, deWette,

nor,

Ewald, Wieseler, Hofmanu, as clkovelv tcvoq, to give attention, that is, to bestow
moral consideration." vo/uoc is used here in a twofold sense :' it means, in
the first place, the institute of the Jaw ; and secondly, the Pentateuch, according to the division of the Old Test, into Law, Prophets, and Hagiographa.^

The

repetition of the

Ver. 22. rap]

by

now

word gives emphasis.
gives the explanation of and warrant for that question,

citing the history, narrated in the law, of Ishmael

of the ancestor of the theocratic people."

known) londswoman, Hagar. "

As

note &free maiden), see Wetstein,

—

p.

i/c

word

to the
I.

—

526

f.

;

and

two sons

Isaac, the

natdioKTjg]

-r/f

hy

i/ie

(well-

(which might also deLobeck, ad, Phryn. p. 259 f.

itself

£K T7]g klsvd.l SaraJi.

Ver. 23 presents the relation of diversity between the two, in contrast to

the previously mentioned relation of similarity, according to which they

— Kara capKo] according

both were sons of Abraham.
birth

was the

3, ix. 5.

—

that the

Differently in

Rom.

xvii. 16,

i.

lorn ; the perfect realizes the historically existing

y£}'Evv7/Tai.] is

relation as present.

Gen.

to the flesh, so

result of a natural carnal intercourse.

— Aa

19, xviii.

r?)f

10

;

through

kirayytkiaq]

Rom.

f7te

(well-known) promise.

This must not, however, be

ix. 9.

ra-

"per eam vim extraordinariam, quam Deus promiserat," "by that extraordinary power
which God had promised," which does violence to the history in Gennor, with Hofmann, to the effect that the promise, with
esis, as above
which Abraham had been called, was realized in the procreation itself ;
but it is to be definitely explained in accordance with the tenor of the words
and with Gen. xxi. 1
'''by virtue of the promise he is born," so that in his
Luke iii. 34) the divine promise made to liis parents,
procreation (Matt. i. 2
tionalized (with Grotius, Rosenmiiller,

and

others) into

;

:

;

Hofmann (comp.

also his Schriftbeiv.

II.

'

deals with our passage in an unwarrantable and intolerably violent man-

ad

>

2, p.

5T)

but makes
the summons (tell me, ye loho, wishing to be
under the law, do not hear the laiii) to be only
prepared for by ver. 23 ff., and that which
Paul had in view in the Aeycre /u.oi of ver. 21
to follow at length in ver. 30. The address
runs on simply and appropriately, and affords no occasion for any such intricacy.

ner by writing

-

ol (as

;

;

p. 25.
*

relative),

With Winer comp. Matthies.
;

i.

See Ileind. ad Plat. Gorg. p. 503 C Ast,
Spohn, Lectt. Theocr.
i.
p. 9

Plat. Legg.

^

Comp. on 1 Cor. xiv. 2.
So Holsten, z. Etang.

d.

Paul. u. Pelr.

p. 382.
"

2

;

Rather, to have an ear for, as
Matt. x. 14 John viii. 47.
;

'
^

"

'"

Comp. Rom. iii. 19.
See on Luke xxiv. 44.
See Gen.
See Gen.

xvi. 15
xvi.

3.

f.,

xxi. 2

f.

1

Cor. xiv.

;

CHAP.
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whicli had assured tlicm of the birth of a son, was the procuring cause of

the result, which would not have occurred without such an operation of the
power of the divine promise (jGen. xviii. 14), seeing that the two parents

were in themselves incapable of the procreation of Isaac for Sarah was
Rom. iv. 19).'
barren, and both were already too old (Gen. xviii. 11
;

;

Ver. 24. "Ariva] qitippe quae, quae quidem,
things

'
'

Surely which things, or ichich

taking up the recorded facts under the point of view of a

indeed,''''

—

The word
kcrLv aM.?}yopov/.iEva] are of allegorical import.
not occurring elsewhere in the N. T., means gaAo ayopeveiv, so to
spealc (to set forth, to relate), that another sense is expressed than the tcords
convey ; which /wr^Aer meaning lies concealed behind the immediate meaning
special quality.

aTiPiT/yopelv,

of

what

is said.

In the passive

^

:

to

have an allegorical meaning, ^ Schol. Soph.

I. p. 143
and see generThe understanding of the O. T. history in an allegoric
sense was, as is well known, extremely prevalent among the later Jews.^
But on account of the Rabbinical training in which Paul had been brought
up," and on account of his truthful character, nothing else can be assumed
than that he himself was convinced that what he related contained, in addiso that
tion to its historical sense, the allegorical import set forth by him
he did not intend to give a mere argumentum kot' avOpuwov, '' adhominem,''''
but ascribed to liis allegory the cogency of objective proof. [See Note LXV.,
Hence he has raised it into the keystone of his whole antinomistic
p. 215.]
reasoning, and has so earnestly introduced (verT 21) and carried it out, that
we cannot hold (with Schott) that it was intended to be an argumentum
secundarium, quod insuper accederet, "a secondary argument to be added
besides." But in the view of a faith not associated with Rabbinical training, the argument wholly falls to the ground as a real proof (Luther says
while the thing proved is none the
that it is "too weak to stand the test ")

Aj. 186

;

Porph. Pyth.

p. 185

;

Philo, de Gherub.

;

ally, Wetstein.'*

;

;

1

Comp. Chrysostom.

-

Hesycliius

;

every obscure or veiled discourse (Herod, v.

"

An

Quinctil.

D, Athen.

B

ii.

viii.

p. 69

C

6

;

;

to

tillesory indi-

eating something else than what

Comp.

napa

aAAijyopia o.k\o rt

a.KovotJ.evoi' iinoSiiKvvovo-a,

is

heard."

see Plut. Mor. p. 3G3
Philo, de niigr. Abr.

Joseph. AnU. jirooem. 4
^ Not
to be the object of allegorical co?iception (Hofmann). The allegorical sense
is di)riori contained and given in the facts
which stand recorded they have, contained
in them, the allegorical ivijjort which is only
exhibiledhy the explanation. It eanpiWriy.
were to be taken, not in the sense of beiiigr
expressed, but in that of being conceived as
such, which is certainly found in Plutarch,
Synesius, and elsewhere, Paul must have
written oAArjyopeiTat, or the verbal adjective

p. 420

;

:

;

aA\rjyopr)T€os.

ed to

Moreover,

''

aKKriyopelv

is

relat-

Plat. Bep. p. 332 B, and frequently;
Soph. Aj. 1137; Eur. Ion. 430; Luciau, V. 11.
i. 2), whether it he in an allegorical form or
not, and wliether it require wit or not..
* In the older Greek, allegory was termed
vnovoia. (see Plut. de and. poet. p. 19 E),
Plato, de Bep. p. 378 D Xen. Symp. 3. 6
Ruhnk. ad Tim. p. 200 f.).
= Synops. Sohar. p. 25. 1
" Quicunque dicit narrationes legis
alium non habere

56;

;

:

quam

sensum,

I.

I.

p. 104
i.

8

ff.;

p. 68

Gfrorer,

Comp. Tholuck
ff.

;

Gesch. d. Urchristenth.

ff.

of the type

includes

historiae, istius

than only of that history, let his spirit
See generally, Dopke, Hermeneut.

mer

XivirT^a^ai.

tantum

prate."

p. 369

understanding.

illius

crepet spiritus," " Whoever says that the
narratives of the law have no other sense,

an species to gemi s ; hnt
Hofmann arbitrarily asserts that the latter
requires for its interpretation ivit, the forainTTecrflai

;

Weiss,

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1835,

JJ6/. I'heol. p.

295

f.

We must

be on our guard against confounding the idea of the allegory with that
'

(1

Cor. x.

6,

11

;

Rom.

v. 14

;
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independent of

less established

ttie

allegory,

and

is

merely illustrated by

"Nothing can be more preposterous than the endeavors

vindicate the argument of the apostle as one objectively true."

namely, Hagar and Sarah
equivalent to ravTa,

;

assumed, in order not to admit here an

and so far

gorically,

"The

'

—

things allegorized,

dvai. cijfiavTLiiov.

—

elai]

= signify.^ — 6vo diadijKai] two covenants,

avrai]

Hence not

for see afterwards y-cg kanv "Ayap.

aXXTiyopov/ueva,

se. to.

it.

of interpreters to

"

as is

"^

namely,

alle-

not institutions,
:

declarations of will,* or generally " arrangements connected with the history

more than in iii. 15. The characteristic of
two parties, existed actually in the case of
(God and the men, who were subject to the law, God and the

of salvation " (Hofmann), any

a covenant, that there must be
the

dcaUTjKaL

men,

who

Mount
from

which was

Sinai,

Instead of

it.

former
ing

believe in Christ).''

is

df,'

to this

more

for in

(iiv.

(nro,

definite

—

—

iiia fiev

instituted on

and

Moimt

Sinai,

The

descriptive.

none of the cases where

One 2}roc£eding from

and therefore

6e

fiiv is

:

fuit vera ecclesia, ita minime dubium est,
quin praecipui et prae aliis memorabiles
eventus, qui in ea nobis contigerunt, nobis
totidcm sint typi," " From Abraham's

family the comparison is applied to the
church for as the household of Abraham
was then the true church, so there is no
doubt that the events that are chief and
notable above others which have happened
to us in it are types to us." Also Tholuck
(d. A.T. im N.T. p. 39, ed. 6) and Wieseler
understand aWrtyopovyueva as equivalent to
TvmKu>^ Keyofiefa. But even Philo, de opif. m.
I. p. 38. 10, puts the type not as equivalent,
but only as similar to the allegory and
Josephus, Antt. prooejn. 4, speaks of Moses
as speaking in a partly allegorical sense,
without intimating that he intended his;

;

types.
The allegory and the type
are contrasted on the one hand with that
which is only wAacriuaTa fj-v-duiv, "figments
of myths," and on the other liand with
that which is said e| evt^eias (directly,
expressly). But neither does a type ne-

torical

on

allegorical

issues

without any correspond-

subsequently occurs

In point of fact the contrast anticipated in
;

rest

I,ivd]

the mere genitive might have been used, ° but the

comp. Heb. ix. 24 1 Pet. iii. 21), as Calvin
and many others have done " a familia
Abrahae similitudo ducitur ad ecclesiam
quemadmodum enim Abrahae domus tunc

cessarily

anb dpovg

interpreta-

nor does the allegoiy necessarily presuppose that what Is so interpreted is a
type the two may be independent one
tion,

correlative

certainly

by different people "potest alius aliud et
argutius fingere et veri cum similitudine
suspicari, potest aliud tertius, potest aliud
quartus, atque ut se tulerint ingeniorum
opinantium qualitates, ita singulae res
possunt infinitis interpretationibus expli;

" one can represent more skilfully
one thing, and another, another, and regard it as a figure of the truth. A third,
another; a fourth, another; and as the
cari,"

qualities of the mind's thinking are dis-

posed, so each subject can be explained
with infiiiite interpretations," Arnobius.
The type is a real divine preformation of a
N. T. fact in the O. T. history. Comp. on
Kom. V. 14 also Tholuck, I.e. p. 47 ff. But
;

one fact

signifies

another

allegoricall}/,

when

the ideal character of the latter is shown
as figuratively presenting itself in the
former; in which case the significant
fact needs not to be derived from the
O. T., and the interpretations may be very
various. Comp. Kleinschmidt in the MeckMatthias,
leiib. theol. Zeitschr. 1861, p. 859.
in the interpretation of our passage, abides
by the wider idea of ''Jigure;" but this
does not satisfy the strict idea of the allegorical, so far as this is the expression of an
of an erepws
inner, deeper significance,

—

VOOVfJ.tVOV.
1

2

;

of the other. Thus, e.g., the allegory of
the name of Hagar, in Philo, Allerj. II.
See
p. 13.5. 29, is anything but typology.
the passages themselves in Wetstein. At
much
freer
any rate, the allegory has a
scope, and may be handled very differently

is it

iiia /usv

3
••

Baur, Paulas, II. p. 312, ed. 2.
Calovius and others.
Comp. Matt. xiii. 20, 38, et al.
Usteri.

5

Comp.

"

Bernhardy,

p. 223.

7

Kiihner,

p. 430.

1

Cor. xi. 25.
II.

—

;
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see what
follows in ver. 26, but not in conjunction with [lev
f 1? Sovl^av ylwuGa] bi'inging forth unto bondage, that
;

—

ver. 26.

who belong

those

by means

to this covenant,

said on

placing

of their so belonging, in a

of bondage, namely, through subjection to the Mosaic law.'

state

is
is,

The notion

of a mother has caused the retention of the figurative expression yevvuaa.
ijTig

karlv 'Ayap\

quae,

quijJj^G

yrtc,

'
'

which indeed, "

—

neither predicate

is

'^

"

nor attributive definition,^ as if it were Avritten 'Ayap ovaa, "being Hagar
but it is the suhject, just as driva and avrai, and also yrig in ver. 26. The
name, not as yet expressed, is now emjjhatically added. The Sinaitic covenant is that which Hagar. is in the history referred to is allegorically identical with Hagar.
;

—

The

Ver. 25.

tjtiq

'Ayap

.

.

.

'Apapla,

has

karlv 'Ayap, just said,

name

f}'om the identity of the

however,

'
'

is

now

a reason assigned for

it,

with that of Mount Sinai.
To yap
not to be placed in a parenthesis, because

Ilagar''''

neither in the construction nor in a logical point of view does any inter(Si a new sentence is to be commenced.
Hagar of that allegorical history a fact which is consimilarity of the name of this woman with the Arabian designation

ruption occur
'^

;

This covenant

firmed by the

but with cvaroixel
is

—

the

—

of Mount Sinai. Not of a different nature, however, to indicate now the corresponding relation, according to which no characteristic dissimilarity may ex-

between this woman and the communitybelonging to the Sinaitic covenant,
ijTiq karlv 'Ayap would be destitute of inner triith
not of a different nature, however, but of a similar nature is Hagar with the

ist

because otherwise that

Jerusalem, that

2)resent

Hagar

is,

with the Jewish state;

because the latter

once was, in slavery together with those ivho belong to

it.^''

is,

as

This para-

phrase at the same time shows what imp>ortance belongs to the position of
aviToixsi

at the head of the sentence.

—

to yap 'Ayap ^ivd dpog kariv kv r.

name Hagar* accorded with the Arabic name of Sinai,
could not but be a fact welcome to the allegorizing Paul in support of his
r/Tig karlv "Ayap.^
He now writes 'S.lvcl bpog, and not bpoq livd as in ver. 24, because 'Ayap and 2wa are intended to stand in juxtaposition on account of the

'Aoa/?.]

That

the

—

sn
coincidence of the two names.

In Arabic

.^

means

lapis,

"a

stone;"

and although no further ancient evidence

is preserved that the Arabs called
Sinai Kaf k^oxvv, " pre-eminently," the stone,' yet Chrysostom in his day says

name Sinai was thus interpreted and indeed Bilsching ' quotes the testimony of Harant the traveller, ^ that the Arabs
still give the name Hadschar to Mount Sinai,
a statement not supported

that in their native tongue the

;

—

2

See ver.
Bengel.

3

As

1

always gives the name

Xljn to the wilderness called in the Hebr. T^ty As to the

1 ff.

thai Sca&riK-n, tvhich

Hagar

is

;

so Ilof-

mann.
*

TO 'Ayap

Kiihner,

denotes this

;

see Eph.

iy. 9

II. p. 137.

Comp. John is. 6.
JJ
^
may add
« We
that ^,^ occurs elsewhere as a geographical proper name in
Arabia Fctraea. Thus the Chald. Turaphr.
°

-TIT

1.1

1.

,

^o«/;n
.^, which is, however, to be pronounced Hidschr and not Radschr, and, on
account of its too remote site, cannot come

into consideration here (in opposition to

Grotius and others), see Ewald,
r
x -vrTTT
and Jahrb.
VIII.
-,

">

<?

j.

Erdbeschr. V. p.

[Who

in 1598

p. 493

.^nn

p. 290.
535.

was

at Sinai,

Siefifert.]

f.,

.
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1)y

the evidence of any otlier travellers.

name current

2>rovinciul

from the granitic

known
means

of the peaks,' with

naitnre

Hebrew

nification of the

Perhaps

was (and

is)

merely a

of his sojourn in Arabia

which

also the probable sig-

and which became
through some other channel previously, by

'.rp, t\\Q pointed,"

to the apostle, if not

(i.

17).*

harmonizes,''

It is true that the

does not properly correspond with the word
''flees;''''

it

in the vicinity of the meuntain, easily exjilained

name

of Ilagar

C JH)

pJn), but with =s=v^ fugit,

..S"

but the allegorizing interpretation of names is too little bound to
not to find the very similarity of the word and the sub-

literal strictness

stantial

resemblance of sound enough for

we have

purpose, of which

its

stronger and bolder examioles in Matt.

still

23,

ii.

John

ix. 6.

Beza, Cal-

and others, interjiret, '^ for Ilagar is a type of
but against this view the neuter rh 'Ayap is decisive.
h 'Apaftla] not in Arabia situm, " situated
[See Note LXVI., p. 215 seq.]
for how idle would be this tojDOgraphical remark ' in the
in Arabia"' "
nor equivalent to apajSiari, so
case of a mountain so universally known
that 'Apa/3. would be an adjective and 6ia?iiKTL> would have to be supplied ;"
but in AraMa the name Ilagar signifies the Mount Sinai.^ So Chrysostom, Theophylact, Luther {^^for Agar means in Ai'ahia the Mount SinaV),
Morus, Kojjpe, Reiche, Reithmayr, and others.
ava-oixsl^ The snliject is, as
Theodore of Mopsuestia rightly has it, Ilagar, not Mount Sinai '" a view
which runs entirely counter to the context, according to Avhich the two
vin, Castalio,

Estius, Wolf,

Ilount Sinai in Arahia

/"' ^

—

—

!

—

:

—

—

women

are the subjects of the allegorical interpretation, w^hile to yap 'Ayap

Robinson, 1. p. IVO f
- See Kuobel on Ex. p. 190.
3 As to the mineralogical beauty of the
mountain, see Praas, Aus d. Orient geolog.
'

Beobacht. 1867.

Comp. also Ewald, p. 495 Eeiche, p. C3.
At the same time C?lvin and others remarli on ^v 'Apa^ia " hoc est extra limites
terra sanctae, quae symbolum est aeternae
*

;

^

:

haereditatis,"

" This

outside the limits

is

IL

who

likewise follows the
and agrees in substance with Wieseler's explanation, taliing
be^v.

2,

p. 70 f .),

readinj?, omitting 'Ayap,

Mount

Sinai as contrast to Sion,

and Arabia

as contrast to the laud of promise. Comp.
also, in opposition to this exposition, which

imports elements wholly gratuitous,Ewald,
Jahrb. X. p. 239.
*
'

Schott and older expositors,
Wliich is not (with Bengel) to be brought

of the Holy Land, which is the symbol of
the eternal inheritance." This reference is
also discovered by Wieseler, who, witli
Lachmann, reads only to y. 2iva opos icrTiv
iv T.'Apa^., "for the Sinai mountain lies
beyond the Holy Land, and indeed in AraMa,
where also the alien Hagar is at home." In
his view, Paul meant to say that, through

an antithetical relation to o-vo-Toixf'
Mount Sinaiis indeed siluated in Arabia, but corresponds, etc.), as if it were accompanied by a neV (and with the adoption of Lachmann's reading); for In this

and
answer to

Observe that the apostle does not at all
wish to say that Ilagar is in the Arabic langvage getierally the name of Sinai but, on
the contrary, by iv Tjj 'Apafiia he characterizes that name as a name used in the country,

their alien nature, the Sinaitic

Ilagar

showed themselves

eaeh other,

ments

— namely,

to

iia-HriKi]

as intervenient ele-

in the history of salvation.

Paul has

tiot

said

;

the

But

this

substance of

it

would have to be read between the lines.
How very natural it would have been for
him at least to have written, instead of or
in addition to

ei' T.

'.\pa)3., efu>

(or fiaKpavaTTo)

order thus at least to give
some intimation that the a?e«n. c/i«rad<;r was
the point.' This also applies against the
view of Hofmann (comp. also liis Schrifitt}; yvji

Xaradi', in

into

5i {the

case the

of the

allegorical signification

Hagar would not be based on any ground,
^

Matthias.

®

;

pj-ovincial.

Hofmann

unjustly finds in the

words according to our reading

"absicrd-

zVy."

'"Vulgate, Jerome, Ambrose, Chrysostom, and his followers, Thomas, Erasmus,
Luther, Calvin, Estius, Wolf, Bengel, and
others; also

Hofmann now.
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was merely a collateral remark by way of conStiider and Usteri, de Wette, Baumgarten-

Incorrectly - also

firmation.

Windischmann, Reithmayr, hold that the subject is still /zm ^^tv.
"one from Mount Sinai," iAe Sinaitio constitution. In this
way there would be brought out no comparison at all between the subject
and yet such, according to the sigof ovaroixel and the present Jerusalem
nification of avaroixdv (see afterwards), there must necessarily be, so that in
Crusius,'

cnrb bpovg livd,

;

SovAevEi jdp K.r.X. lies the tertium comj^arationis,

ison."

The

salem, but

Sinaitic
itself

is

(UaOi/ii?/

is

" third object of compar-

not of a similar nature with the present Jeru-

the constitution of

it

;

on that very account, however,

according to the allegorical comparison Hagar corresponds to the present
Jerusalem,
ava-oixslv means to stand in the same roicf that is, here, to
stand in the same category,^ to be of the same nature and
slvai.*

Consequently

Jerusalem,

is

:

Hagar

of a like nature with

the present Jerusalem with

its

presses the correspondence.

But

who

it,^

namely

characteristic relation, in so far

parallel.''

children
it is

in bondage. "

incorrect to take

"

cxxxiii.

as

it

:

avnaroixe'i.^

regard Sinai as the subject (see above) interpret

ad Ps.

was

that, as Ilagar

is also

This must have been expressed by

Jerusalem. "

c'varoixov

sjjecies,

same category loitJi the present
has in common with it the same

belongs to the

:

"

ii

bondwoman,
Thus over, ex-

a

she confronts as

Many

of those

cvtends as far as

This would have to be more exactly defined with Genebrardus,
3,

following out the

literal

meaning of the word

''•perpetuo dorso sese versus Sionis montes exporrigit,'''' "it

ffoffroijeZ

:

extends in an un-

broken ridge to the mountains of Zion." But even granting the geographand setting aside the fact that Sinai is not
the subject, Paul must have named, instead of ry vvv 'lepova., Mount Zion.
Hofmann, in reference to the position of Sinai in Arabia and of Jerusalem
in the land of promise, interprets the expression locally indeed, but as inical reality of the description,

dicative of the non-local relation, that the present Jerusalem belongs to the

same category with the mountain although Arabian, which has it side by
side on the same line in the order of the history of sahaMon.
An artificial
consequence of the geographical contrast introduced as regards
well as of the erroneous assumption that

the same time a turn
cvaroLx^l ^e avTu>

r/

is

1

3

—

rij

Paul's view

Also Hofmann formerly.
See Polyb. x. ill. 7, and Wetstein.
CTuo-Toix'a, Aristot. Metaph. i. 5, pp.

if

h 'Apafi.,

the subject.

as

At

Paul had written

means the present Jerusalem

cv^vyovvTa? koI (Tvaroixovi'Ta? Siafieveiv means

and file (" servare ordines
secundum wapao-TaTas et e7n/3oTas," Schweig-

to remain in rank
OSfi,

hauser), so that as well the o-v^uyoCi'Tes as

Theophr. c. pi. vi. 4. 2
Lueian, q. hist, eonscr. 43.
^

Comp. Polyb.

is

vvv 'lEpovaaAijji] does not stand in contrast

1004.

^

Sinai

given to the interpretation, as

vvv 'lepova.

to the former Salem,^" but in

2

Mount

xiii. 8. 1

*

See below.

'

Riickert, Winer.

;

:

Arist. Meteor,

i.

3

;

oixoia xal avVTotxa.

the

o-vo-ToixoOi'Tes

always form one row with

one another.
^ Xen. Symp.

comp.
2. 20, Anab. v. 4. 12
Eur. Andr. 746, and avTioTot-xi-a-,
Plut. Mor. p. 474 A.
^ Vulgate, Jerome, Ambrose, Chrysostom,
Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Wolf, and
avxio-Toixos,

Comp.

also Wieseler:
" corresponds to it not, however, at a lil:e,
but at a different stage," whereby the idea
of a ^y7J« is expressed. This view is not to
be supported by Polyb. x. 21. 7, where
;

others,
i»

Erasmus, Michaelis.

;
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belonging to the pre- Messianic ijeriod^ as opposed to

which

the present Jerusalem and

—

and its members.'^
The bondage to Rome^ is

icealth

The

alone* or jointly.^
at the

its

children' represent

SovTievel

not,

i)

avu 'lepovc.

(ver. 26),

See on ver. 26.

after the irapovaia will take its place.

tlie

Moreover,

Israelitic conimon-

jap K.r.A.] namely, to the Mosaic law.

according to the context, referred to either
\s 7) vlw 'lepova., and not "A^ap.*^
Looking

subject

usage both of classical authors and the N. T., there

Lachmann

prising in the change of subject.'

placed the Avords dovleveL

.

.

.

ai'Tf/g

(also

is

nothing sur-

Ewald) has incorrectly

in a parenthesis.

—

If the reading of Bengel and Lachmann, to y. 2n'u opor kariv kv r. 'ApafS.,
Xoie.
be adopted, the interpretation would simjDly be
"for the Sinai-Mount is in
Arabia;" so that iv ry 'Apaf3. would serve to si;pport the allegorical relation of
Hagar to Sinai, seeing that Hagar also was 171 Arabia and the ancestress of the
Arabians. This certainly forms a ground of support much too vague, and not
:

In the case of the Eecepta

befitting the dialectic acuteness of the apostle.
'Apa[3.,

t:v T?~i

taken as a geographical notice,

Schott's uncritical conjecture, treating the
as a double gloss, is not surprising.
§ 1306,

is

so superfluous

words

to

who

Bentley,

y.

is

and

'Ay. op. 2.

also,

aimless, that
t.

kv

"ApaQ.

t.

followed by Mill, Froleg.

even wished to retain nothing of the jDassage but to (^e "Ayap ovaToiXEi ry
Against the interj)retation of fi^ r?} ^Apafi. by Wieseler and
k.t.?..

vvv 'lepova.

Hofmann,

see above.

Ver. 26. But altogether different from the position of the present Jerusa-

lem

is

that of the

—

our mother.

is

The

vvv 'lepova.

/jin

which isjree; and
'lepova. in

?j

Se hepa),

this V2:)per

Jerusalem

contrast with the previous

been

by the remarks made

(such as

it

the avu

of ver. 24 has

fiev

digression occasioned
tive to follow

Jerusalem,

^/pjie?'

Jt] j^laces

rii

in consequence of the

left,

in ver. 25, without any correla-

—an omission which

is

quite in

harmony

with the rapid movement of Pauline thought.^ He leaves it to the reader
to form for himself the second 2:)art of the allegorical interpretation after the
similarity of the first, and only adduces so much of it as is directly suggested

by the contrast

lie leaves

of the just characterized Ty vvv 'lepova.

fore, to tlie reader to

supply the following thought

'
:

'

there-

it,

But the other cove-

nant, which is allegorically represented in this history, is the covenant instituted by Christ, which brings forth to freedom this is Sarah, who is of the
same nature with the upper Jerusalem for the latter is, as Sarah was, free
:

;

with

its

belong."

and

children,

—

7)

avu

6e

of Melchizedek,^ nor

among the Greeks
»

" InhaUtanis

cxlix.

,•"

to this

'lepovaalf/fi]

Mount

upper Jerusalem we Christians as children
is neither the ancient Jerusalem, the Salem

Zion,

which

see Matt, xxiii. 37, Ps.

Comp.

5

Pelagius.

*

Castalio,

*

Bengel.
Cornelius h Lapide, Grotius, and others.
Stallbaum, ad Flat. Gorg. p. 510 C

''

Winer,

Isa. xl.

7r6?iig,''°

Both

as

iuter-

p. 586.

Comp. Kom.

*

2.

2

8

called in Josephus y avu

is

the Acropolis at Athens was also so named."

vii.

12,

et

al. ;

also

Rom.

v. 12.

2.

"

Oeder, Mlchaelis, Paulus.
See the passages in Ottii

"

Ewald.

;

i'Ao, p.

'

400

S2ncil.

ex Jose-

f.

Vitringa, Eisner, Mill, Wolf, Piamhach,

Moldenhauer, Zachariae.

CHAP.
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IV., 30.

and the former to linguistic usage.'
The contrast between heaven and earth elsewhere conveyed by avu, as used
by Paul (Phil. iii. 14 Col. iii. 3), is found here also, since y vvd 'lep. is the
It is true that this contrast would have been more
earthly Jerusalem.
accurately expressed if, instead of r?} vvv 'Ispova., he had written ry Karu
'Ispova. (HLDO blif D'h'ti'lT'), "the Jerusalem below ;" but in using the vvv he
pretations are opposed to the context,

;

thought of the future Jerusalem as its contrast (Heb. xiii. 14), and afterwards changed his mode of representation, by conceiving the future as the
upper: for it is the heavenly Jerusalem, called by the Rabbins '^ WlW)")'
nV;?D, "Jerusalem on high," which, according to Jewish teaching, is the
archetype in heaven of the earthly Jerusalem, and on the establishment of
the Messiah's kingdom is let down to earth, in order to be the centre and
capital of the IMessianic theocracy, just as the earthly Jerusalem was the
Comp. Heb. xi. 10, xii. 22,
centre and capital of the ancient theocracy.
xiii. 14
Rev. iii. 12, xxi. 2.^ And as jsreviously the present Jerusalem
represented the Jewish divine commonwealth, so here the upper Jerusalem
;

presence or
which before the Trapovaia,
and after the irapovaia is the glorious Mngdom
accordingly, the church on earth (not merely
'

represents the Messianic theocracy^

coming of

'

Chi-ist," is the cliurch,

With justice,
of the Messiah.
the "ecclesia triumphans,'^'' " church triumphant"), has at
deemed included
the church,

which

is

in the heavenly Jerusalem,^ for the latter

[commonwealth, according to others

its TvoMrev/ia

in heaven (Phil.

in Christ ensues at the

manifest in glory the

iii.

-irapovaia,

life

The heavenly completion

20).

in v/hich Christ

who

times been

all

in relation to

is,
:

citizenship],

of the church

heaven will

rules in

— hitherto hidden with Him in God — of the com*

is the body and nlijpufia, "fulness," of Ilim its Head (Eph. i.
Thus the church on earth is already the theocracy of the heavenly
Jerusalem, and has its iroXiTevfia in heaven
but this its KTiripovoixia, "inheritance," is, until the irapovaia, only an ideal and veiled, although in hope
assured, possession, which at the second coming of the Lord at length attains
objective and glorious realization.
It is, however, by no means to be as-

munity, which
22

f.).

;

serted that Paul entertained the sensuous Rabbinical conceptions of the

heavenly Jerusalem

•,^

for he

nowhere

presents, or even so

much

as hints, at

and the consequences connected with
it.
In his view, the heavenly Jerusalem was the national setting for the
idea founded on the exalted Christ as its central point of the Mngdom of
the Messiah Tyefore and after its glorious realisation.
klevd^pa ianv] that is, independent of the Mosaic law (opposite of the dovXEvec in ver. 25), in free,
moral self-determination, under the higher life-principle of the Spirit (Rom.
them, often as he speaks of the

irapovaia

—

'

to

avta

always means above. When it appears
olitn, it denotes the ascending line

mean

of ancestry, as

en

e.g. in

Plat. Legg. ix. p. 880

B

:

"either to the fatlier
or one still higher." Theaet. p. 175 B al; the
earlier time lying behind being regarded as
higher (Polyb. v. 6. 1, Iv. 2. 3, iv. 50. 3).
•^
See generally Schoettgen, de Hieros.
coelest. in his Horae, p. 1205 ff.
Metischen,

7j

Trarpl

—

—

ij

aviaripus,

;

JV.

loc.

T.

ex Talm.

; Bertholdt,

ad Apoc.
2

ill.

p. 199

ff.

;

Wetstein,

Christol. p. 211

ff.

;

m

Ewald,

p. 11, 307.

See Luther, and especially Calovius, in

loc.
•
=

See on Col. iii. 3 f.
See Eisenmenger, entdeckt. Judenth.

p. 8;}9

ff.
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2

viii.

;

2 Cor.

mentioned

upon

iii.

—

17).

earl

iiriQ

tuv t^kv. avr/jc

correlative with the above=
Paul had -wished to lay the stress

?///ui']

iir/rrip

hence,

;

if

he must have made this evident by the marked position yng yfxuv
The emphasis lies rather on //nf, that is, she who, etc. (comi^. on

yixijv,

f.

firir.

fiETo,
'

ver. 24), quippe quae libera Hierosol, " since she is the free Jerusalem."

Jerusalem as our

this

children to their mother (Phil.

Hofmann

not be our mother.

may

To
" commonwealth," we Christians belong, as

iroXlrEv/ia,

iii.

20

Eph.

;

ii.

In hond-age, it would
"the freedom of this

19).

interprets differently

:

But this would be a correlative retPaul has neither written un (but ?;-«?), nor has he
expressed himself participially oiaa /nyr. y/i. fiv^'^p without the article is
That I'/ftcJv applies to the Christians generally, including also the
qualitative.
Jerusalem

be seen in her children.''''

rospective conclusio7i, since

Gentile Christians,

is

obvious of

itself

from the context, and does not require
is defended by Ewald

the addition of navruv in the Tcxtus receptus, which
(in

make

opposition to Reiche), to

Ver. 27. Proof from Scripture
(JiTLQ),

is

our mother.

This,

"

it

evident.

that no other than

namely,

—who,
—was, as

addressed, the unfruitful one, because Sarah
gory, answers to the heavenly Jerusalem

this,

the free Jerusalcin

according to Paul the subject

is

according to the
is

alle-

well known, barren.

The historical sense of the prophecy (Isa. liv. 1, exactly according to the
LXX.) is the joyful promise of a great increase to the dej^ressed people of
God in its state of freedom after the Babylonian exile. The desolate, uninhabited Jerusalem, which had become like an unfruitful wife, is summoned
and in this light, certainly, it is poetically compared
to rejoice, because it
with itself as a second person (in opposition to Hofmann) is to become
more populous, more rich in children, than formerly, when it was the husThe fulfilment of this Messianic
band-possessing spouse (of Jehovah).
prophecy Messianic because pervaded by the idea of the victorious theocracy is discerned by Paul in the great new people of God, which belongs

—

—

—

Sarah in the sense of the fulfilment, as its
people of God, this

to the avu

'IspovaaTififi,

mother.

Before the emergence of the Christian

to this

heavenly Jerusalem was

still

ov TiKTovaa,

"not bringing

"desolate"

(solitaria,

impeopled, childless
forth," ovk udlvovaa,

that

is.

in conformity

it was arelpa, "barren,"
"not in travail," qn/fiog,
;

with the contrast: Avithout

conjugal intercourse), consequently quite the Sarah of the allegory, before

she became the mother of Isaac.

But in and with the emergence of the ChrisGod, the avu 'iFpovaaX^/i has become a fruitful mother, rejoicing over her wealth of children, richer in children than vvv 'lepovaaly/n,
this mother of the ancient people of God, which hitherto, like Hagar, had
This ar^p, "husband," is God
been n7l>'!I,
exovaa rbv ai>Spa, "married."
tian people of

?)

?'/

(not the law, as Luther interprets),

wealth of the old covenant

is

of this idea, the relation of

God

whose

to the vvv

Winer, Mattliias.
For this Scriptural proof, the particular
passage Isa. liv. 1 is selected with frreat
1

^

skill

and true tact, since the

ai-co

relation to the theocratical

conceived as conjugal intercourse.

lepouo-aATJn,

'Irpovca?.r//j.

—the

latter

commonIn virtue

regarded

"Jerusalem above," is the allegorical
oii
counterpart of Sarah, this mnlpa.
Tt/cTovcra k.t.A, "barren, not Ijringing fortjr,"
rj

etc.

—
CHAP.
as a

woman

to the

i)

(xovaa tov avSpa

TraidiaKT/,

—

is

avcd 'lEpovaah}/u

—the

however, had hitherto been

Abraham

of

the counterpart of the relation of

does not
•TJj^i-,,

is

Abraham

to the free Sarah,

into life
the other hand, the relation of

On

regarded as a woman, who,

latter likewise

cre'ipa k.t.X.

children of promise (ver. 28).

the past

209

"bondwoman," Hagar, whose descendants came

Kara aapKa, " according to the flesh. "

Grod to the

IV., 28.

—

is

the counterpart of the relation

whose far more numerous descendants were
Comp. Rom. ix. 8.
oh TlKTovaa] not for

—

?)

but expressing the state of the case as it stands: '^ which
the consequence of arelpa, sterilis, unfruitful, as Sarah was

partici2)7e,''
lear,''''

" barren."

In the same

usually supplied.

way

afterwards,

For many instances

of

j?

ovk udivovaa.

p7Jypv/ii

—

pv^ov]

^uv^v or

(puvijv

aiiS^v,''

to

unchain the voice, that is, to spm^ aloud, see Wetstein, in he. ; Loesner,
Obss. p. 333
Jacobs, ad Anthol. X. p. 385, XI. p. 57, XII. p. 131.'
But
since the verb alone is never thus used, it is safer to derive the supplement
from what has preceded hence Kypke and Schott correctly supply ev^po;

;

avvT/v,

"gladness" (rumpe jubilum, hegin

to rejoice),

not because

n|"l "TlVi?,

" break forth into joy," stands in the Hebrew (Schott), but because ev(ppoa'vvTjv flows from the previous evcppavd^n ;* " rejoice, let it hreah forth.''''
The
opposite is p>/jvv/ui KXav6/u6v, "break into weeping" (Plut. Per. 36), pr/yv.
SaKpvuv vdfiara, "break into streams of tears" (Soph. Trach. 919).
c-e'ipa
K.T.2.. applies in the connection of the original text to Jerusalem, and is also
here necessarily (see ver. 26)

—according

to the Messianic fulfilment of the

prophecy, in the light of which Paul apprehends the scriptural saying

be referred to Jerusalem, but to the avu 'lepovaaAr/fi, ^tcq 'eotI nyrrip
whereas the exovca tov av6pa which is placed in comparison with it
?)

—to

I'ifiuv,

is

the

Chrysostom and his successors, Bengel and
others, consider that the words arelpa k.t.'X. apply to the Oentile Christians
(she who had the husband being the Jewish church)
but against this view
it may be urged that that iiTiq karl p.rjTi]p tjhuv, which refers to all Christians,
is to be proved by ver. 27.
nolla
paTCkov tj] not used instead of
irXeiova fj, " more than," which would leave the multitude of children entirely
undetermined but it affirms that hoth had many children, the solitary one,
however, the greater number for numerous are the children of the solitary
one in a higher degree than those of her who possessed the husband.
So the
LXX. has rightly understood the Hebrew "J^D D'^l.
vvv 'lepovaaX/jfi.

See above.

;

—

.

.

.

—

;

:

is not till ver. 29 that a neio thought is entered on
hence
28 is to be regarded as a remark explaining the fulfilment of the
prophetic utterence, which has its actual realization in tJie case of Christians,
and is to be annexed to ver. 27 (by a semicolon). So correctly, in opposition to the usual separation from ver. 27.^
But the Christians (hpelc indi-

Ver. 28. It

;

ver.

—

vidualizing

;

see the critical notes) are the

Sarah, the heavenly Jerusalem.^

comp.
1

^

1 Pet.

i.

15

;

and

— Kara

see Wetstein

Grotius and others.
'Ear.

Suppl. 710.

Comp. the Latin rumpere vocem (Drakenborch, ad Sil. It. iv. 528).
'

14

many

'Icrad/c]

children of that spiritual
After the maimer of Isaac;

and Kypke,
•

also Heindorf,^

— enay-

The LXX. probably did not read

"joy."
^

Hofmann, Ewald, Wieseler.

«

Ad

Plat. Gorg. p. 225

f.
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jeliaQ reKva] tTra}y. is emphatically prefixed

:

children of Abraham,

who

are

So, namely, as Isaac

not so by carnal descent like Ishmael, but iy promise.

born to Abraham in virtue of the 2)romise (ver. 23), are Christians by
of divine promise also children of Abraham, in virtue of the fact that
they were promised by God to Abraham as tckvo, "children ;" without
which promise, having reference to them, they would not stand in the rela-was

means

ix. 8.
We must not on account
any more than in Rom. ix. 8, as
^
liberi promissi, "the children promised."
Vv. 29, 30. Nevertheless, notwithstanding this their higher state of son-

Abraham.

tion of sonship to

Comp. Rom.

of ver. 23 exjjlain the expression here,

ship, these spiritual children of

'

Abraham

are persecuted

by the bodily

chil-

dren of Abraham, as was formerly the case with Isaac and Ishmael but
(ver. 30) how wholly without ultimate success is, and, according to the
;

must

Scriptiire,

sten),

—

\i&

be, this persecution

when

at that time

is

not a collateral

the allegorically-significant history

<sdpKa yevvTjddq] see ver. 23.

Ishmael

9,

This

!

(Hol-

trait

but the consolatory practical result in which the allegory terminates
Comp. on ver. 31.
t6te] then, namely,
triumphantly joijful conclusion.

tradition,

is

—

kdiuKe]

persecuted.

came

to pass.

It is true that in

—

6 koto.

Gen. xxi.

But Paul follows the

designated only as a mocker (of Isaac). ^

which, starting from the basis of that statement, went further.*

to Hofmann, Paul in the word A(j/c«v probably intends a running
wantonly to annoy him (just as the partisans of the law followed
Quite unsupafter the ieli^ving Gentiles in order to annoy them, vv. 10, 12).
ported by any historical evidence, and very inappropriate to the Tapaaaeiv of
tqv
the Judaists (of which there is no mention here at all) comp. i. 7.

According

after Isaac

—

;

Kara

7rrei)/za]

Mm

that

is

horn according

the Spirit, that

to

is,

him who was

born in consequence of the intervening agency of the Holy Spirit
divine

-nvevfia,

principle of the divine promise,

as the

efficacy of the latter).

born, but only

By means

by means

(for the

instrumental in the

of the vis carnis Isaac could not have

been

of the vis Spiritus divini, which, operative in the

divine promise, furnished at his jJrocreation (Rom.
of generation

is

and conception.

iv.

17

flf.)

In fact, therefore, tuv Kara

the capacity

Trvev/ia

conveys

The explanation
per singuJarem efficacitatem Dei, "by the unique efficaciousness of God,"*
compares things which are in their nature different (Luke i. 35), and is not

the same idea as rbv

verbally accurate.

^la tjjq twayyeliaQ

And

sion is to be explained
1

See in

2

Winer and

yewndevra, ver. 23.

Hilgenfeld unnecessarily assumes

by

:

'

that the expres-

a blending together of the ideal reference of the

loc.

^ See
Beresch. R. liii. 15 Dixit Ismael
Isaaco eamns et videamus portionem nostram in agro et tulit Ismael arcum et sagittas, et jacnlatus est Isaacum et prae se
tulit ac siluderet," "Ishmael said to Isaac:
Let us go and see our portion in the field ;
and Ishmael carried the bow and arrows,
and shot at Isaac, and acted as though he
:

others.

= Tlie idea that Paul, in usin? iSiMKe, really
intended nothing more than this mocking
("nulla enim persecutio tarn molesta esse
nobis debet, quam dum impiorum ludibriis
videmus labefactari nostram vocationem,"
" For no persecution should be so grievous
to us as that which occurs when we see our
calling shaken by the reproaches of the
godless," Calvin), is not in harmony with
the comprehensive sense of the word.

:

;

were

in sport."

^

Schott.

^

Comp, Bengel.

CHAP.
allegory to the Christians,

now

and of

its historical basis.

Abraham according

the children of

211

IV., 31.

— ovtu

to the flesh (the

So also

koI vvv]

Jews) persecute

who

are Abraham's children Ka-a nvevfia (Christians, knayyeliaq TEtcva,
Comp. 1 Thess. ii. 15. This ovtu koI vvv does not exclude any
kind of persecution which the Christians suffered at the hands of the Jews
but that which is intended must have been actual persecutions, such as those
to which the Christians as a body were so generally at that time subjected
aXM ri
by the Jews, and not the Tapdaaeiv on the part of the Judaists.
ypai^ij ;] triumphantly introduces the divine certainty of the want of
7IyEL
success, which will attend this ^lukzlv, to the destruction of the persecutors

those

ver. 28).

;

'

—

ij

Observe

themselves.

more vividly by the
Gen. xxi.

how

the importance of the utterance

interrogative announcement.'^

almost exactly following the LXX. Instead of
" with my son Isaac," in the LXX.,^ Paul has written

10,

fiov 'lo-ndft,

which

ver. 23).

—

iieto,

tov vlov

fxeTo.

tov vlov

back to the chief point of the allegory (comp.
of Sarah to Abraham (which, however,
12 are expressly approved by God and confirmed Avith a view

significantly refers

e/c/3a/le k.t./I.]

in Gen. xxi.

The words

Hagar and her son from

to fulfilment), requiring the expulsion of

From

brought out
is from

but in order to give prominence to the con-

TyQ sAevdepag, not accidentally,
trast,

is

The quotation

the house.

looking to the sco^ie of the allegory, the Galatians are to infer

this,

the exclusion of the non-free Jews,

from the people of God.

Christians,

who were now

persecuting the free

This exclusion already actually exists

even in the present alcov, in so far as the true Israel which is free from the
law (the 'lapafjl TOV Qeov, vi. 16) has taken the place of the ancient people
of God, and will attain its perfect realization at the Kapovaia, " coming of
Christ," when none but the free Christian family of God will share in the

Comp. iii. 18, 29.
K/.T/povofila,^^ inheritance," of eternal Messianic salvation.
According to Hofmann, * the meaning is, that as Abraham separated Ishmael
from Isaac, so also the readers are to dismiss from among them, as unentitled
to share in their inheritance, those who desired to force upon them their
own legalism the Christian body ought to remain nndisturied by such persons.
This weakening of the idea is impossible with a correct conception
of 6io)KEiv in ver. 29
the svre divirie Nemesis against the persecutors must be
meant the divine ekSIkt/gcc, "vengeance" (Luke xviii. 7 f 2 comp. Thess. i.
ov yap juf/ Klrjpov'] prefixed with great emphasis
the son of the bond6, 8).
;

;

—
—

woman

;

.

;

shall assuredly not inherit.^

As

to the exclusion, according to the

concubine from the right of inheritance,
Ewald,
Saalschiitz, M. R. p. 831
p. 28

Israelite law, of the children of a

ad leg. Ilebr.
Note LXVIL, p. 216.]
usually looked upon as the keystone, as the

see Selden, de success,
Alterth. p. 266.

Ver. 31

is

;

;

[See

final result of

previous discourse.

" Applicat historiam et allegoriam, et

brevi conclusione,"

"He

>

Hofmann

Comp. Kom.

ad

Bern,

Gloss,

;

see on

de cor. p.

ad Aesch.

i&i<aice.

iv. 3, x. 8, xi. 2, 4

186,

Pers. 1013.

347

;

;

Dissen,

Blomfield,

the

absolvit

and allegory, and brings it
But so taken, the purport of

applies the history

close in a brief conclusion," Luther, 1519.

"

summam

to a
ver.

3 Which therefore D* E ? F G, codd. of
the Itala, and some Fathers read also here.
^

^

Comp. also his Schriflbew.
Comp. Gen. sxv. 5 f.

II. 2, p. 71.
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31 appears to express far too

and

little,

to

be

feeble,

because

has been

it

We do
with Ruckert we prefer the reading
riiielQ de, also approved by Hofmann (see the crit. notes), and assume the
"consequently the inheritance cannot escape us, expulsion
tacit inference
does not affect us. " For, after the whole argument previously developed,
any such express application of ver. 30 to Christians would have been entireno reader needed it, in order clearly to discern and deeply
ly superfluous
hence ver. 31 would be
to feel the certainty of victory conveyed in ver. 30
already more than once implied in what precedes (see vv. 26, 28).

not get rid of this incongruity, even

if

:

;

;

halting and without force.

No

The allegora new section.
22 onwards Paul has given, comes to a

ver.

;

31

'

legiiis

which from ver.
close forcibly and apjjropriately with the triumphant language of Scripture
and now Paul will follow it up by the exhortation to stand fast
in ver. 30
But first of all, as a basis for this exhortain their Christian liberty (v. 1).
resulting from the previous instruction, he prefixes to it the proposition
tion which forms the "pith of the allegory," ^ and exactly as such is fitted
to be the theoretical principle placed at the head of the practical course of
ical instruction,

;

—

—

-

This proposition is then folaction to be required in the sequel, ver. 31.
lowed byrjj elsvdepia ?},uac Xpta-b^ ijlevOtpuasv, V. 1, which very forcibly serves
as a

medium

hrethren,

of transition to the direct

—seeing that our position

is

summons

'

orriKeTe ovv.

Therefore,

'

such as results from this allegory,

are not children of a iond-woman (like the Jews), iut of thefree

freedom Christ has made us free: stand therefore fast

^''''

we

woman; for

etc.

Notes by AMERtcAN Editor.
LIII. Ver.

1.

vi]ni.oQ.

in fans,
firj-LOQ is the etymological equivalent of the Latin infans (N-ewof
Hence the word has here the
in both cases negativing the idea of speech.

Liddell and Scott find the
force of the technical legal " infant,'' viz., a minor.
meaning of " one still unfit to bear arms " in Horn. B. ii. 136 ix. 440.
;

LIV.

Ver.

4.

yevo/jevov vtto

v6/itov.

by Meyer, is thus stated by Philippi
"From the strict, even emphatic correspondence in the expression of thesis
and antithesis, it manifestly follows that the Son of God was under the law in
the same way as was Israel, in order to redeem Israel from slavery to the law,
and to introduce it into the adoption of God's children. But in its yor.th, like
a minor to pedagogues, Israel was subject to the ordinances of the law demanding fulfilment, corresponding to which the redeeming work of the Son of God
is to be regarded as a vicarious fulfilment of the law, and in this connection
his atoning death appears of itself as the completion of his obedience rendered

The application

to the

demands
1

of this passage, rejected

of the law (his yeviaOai

vkq

:

v6juov).

Comp. Lachmann, de Wette, Ewald, nofmann.

The passages
^

cited,

Holsten.

viz.,

NOTES.
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John iv. 34 Phil. ii. 8 Gal. iv. 4 cf. Heb. v. 7, 8, treat the
Lord's death as the culminatiou of His eutire obedience of life, and represent
the life, passion and death of the Eedeemer tinder a point of view entirely indivisible, which is none other than that of the vicarious fulfilment of the law.
Matt. XX. 28

The

;

;

vicarious obedience of

;

life,

;

in distinction from the vicarious surrender of

For the priest
was the substitute of the people accepted of God, not only by his presentation
of the offering, but already in the Levitical purity and spotlessness of his
Kirchliche Glaubenslehre, iv. 2 296 sq.
nature, life and conversation."

which

in

life,

it

ceases, is typically prefigured in the 0. T.

:

LV. Ver.

6.

rd Trvevfia tov vlov.

Meyer does not express all that is contained in the words "the Spirit of His
" If in John xiv. 16 only the procession of the SjDirit from the Father
is treated of, yet He proceeds not only from the Father through the Son, but
'For he shall receive of mine,' says the Lord,
also from the Son Himself.
John xvi. 14 and as the Father gives and sends Him, so also does the Son. Cf.
"Eeceive
Matt. iii. 11 John i. 33 Acts ii. 33, possibly also John vii. 38, 39.
ye the Holy Ghost." With these words He Himself imparts the spirit to His
Son."

;

;

;

disciples.

in Phil.

Lord

;

i.

In Rom.
19,

of

9 the Spirit of

God is
;

also called the Spirit of Christ

in 2 Cor.

iii.

17, the Spirit of

;

the

and in Eev. xxii. 1, a stream of
the Spirit of His Son
John vii. 38, 39 also iv. 14) proceeds from the throne of God
the Lamb. The Sjiirit is accordingly just as much the possession of

in Gal.

living water

and

viii.

the Spirit of Jesus Christ
iv. 6,

;

(cf.

;

the Son as of the Father. "

(Philippi's Kirchliche Olaubenslehre,

LVI. Ver.

8.

rolg (pvaei

firj

222.)

ii.

ovai Qsolg.

cannot appreciate any change of meaning, resulting from the transfer
of the /!?/ from before the (pvasi, as in the text, recept. to before ovgc, as in best
codices.
In either case a pure negative is expressed that the false gods are
not gods in reality, and there is nothing implied on either side of the question
as to whether they are pure fiction or have an o*bjective existence as demonia.
This must be determined from other passages, 1 Cor. viii. 4, x. 19, 20.
SiefEert

LVII. Ver.

9.

yvovTeg.

"While Meyer's disproof of Olshausen's distinction is conclusive, that of
" While oZda, I know, refers to the knowledge of

Lightfoot must be accepted

:

prominence either
So Westcott on 1 John
" Knowledge which is absolute (elSijTE) becomes the basis of knowledge
ii. 29
that is realized in observation (yivucrKSTe)." The same distinction is observed
in classical Greek. Liddell and Scott's Lexicon (under yiyvuoKu)
"The strict
distinction seems to be that the former class, eyvuKsvaL, novisse, etc., means to
know by observation, the latter EiSevai, scire, etc., to know by reflection. Thuh/u (V old' utl yiyruaKcre tovtuv aTravTEc," "I know that ye all
cj'dides i. 69
have come to know this one." The same distinction underlies the German
Kennen and Wissen. It is recognized in the Revised Version by the rendering
"But now that ye have come to know God, or rather to he known of God."

facts absolutely, ytvudKu, I recognize, being relative, gives
to the attainment or the manifestation of the

knowledge."

:

:

:

:
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LVIII. Ver.

9.

yv(.)adivTEg inrb Oeov.

but a more careful
Sieffert's exceptions to Meyer's argument seem invalid
observance of the distinction between the two words "to know," used in verses
8 and 9, makes the argument clearer, as exhibited in a compressed form by
Sanday " In speaking of the Galatians as coming to know' God, it might
;

'

:

seem

as

much
by way of
too

if

therefore,

stress

was

laid

on the human side of the process, and

coi-rection, the apostle

presents also the divine side.

and saving knowledge of God has for its converse the being known
of God,' i.e., recognition by God and acceptance by Him, such as is involved in
the admission of the believer into the Messianic kingdom."

Any

true

'

LIX. Ver.

12.

-yiveaOE

ug iyu.

Such an appeal, however, implies no yielding of the principle involved.
The argument is well paraphrased by Lightfoot " I gave up all those timehonored customs, all those dear associations of race to become like you. I
have lived as a Gentile to please you Gentiles. Will you then abandon me,
when I have abandoned all for you ?"
:

LX. Ver.

14.

ol6a-E 6e otl k.t.X.

In reply, Sieffert defends Lachmann and Buttmann by maintaining that
there is no flaw in the discourse here, which assumes an abrupt character as
frequently, because of the deep emotion of the apostle that in vv. 10-12 there
;

is a

succession of disjointed sentences, and that in chap.

beginning of sentence occurs.
through infirmity of the flesh
in

my

I

21 asj'ndeton in

ii.

proposes this paraphrase
"Ye know how
preached, etc., and how ye were put to the test

He

:

flesh."

LXI. Ver.

14.

s^sKTvaaTe.

Marginal reading of Revised Version: " spat out." Lightfoot:
treat with contemptuous indifference or active loathing."

LXn.

Ver. 15. tovq

"Ye

did not

6(pBa?i/j.ovg vjiuv.

Eadie (pp. 329-341) has an excursus on Paul's infirmity. The various views are
classified
II. Persecution
I. The carnal style of his preaching (Jerome).
(Chrysostom, Eusebius of Emessa, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Ambrosiast also Calvin, Beza, Fritzsche, Schrader, Hammond, lleiche). III. Inner temptation. 1. To unbelief, stirring up of remaining sin, pangs of sorrow on account of his past life (Gerson, Luther,
Calvin, Osiander, Calovius).
2. To incontinence (Augustine, Jerome, Gregory
the Great, Salvian, Thomas Aquinas, Bede, LjTa, Bellarmine, Estius, aLapide,
.

;

against which (a) such would not be given by God.
(6) Nor could
he have gloried in this, 2 Cor. xii. 9. (c) Nor would this inner struggle have exposed him to scorn or aversion, {d) He declares his perfect freedom from
such temptations, 1 Cor. vii. 7. Liither " Ah no, dear Paul it was no such
trial as afflicted thee."
IV. Some painful and acute corporeal malady, which
could not be concealed, but had a tendency to induce loathing (Flatt, Billroth,
Emmerling, Riickert, Meyer, de Wette, Lightfoot, Alford, Howson, Chandler,
Bottger, Eadie).
Against the view that it was a malady of the eyes, among

Bisping)

;

:

;

'
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(a) The translation, ver. 15, "your eyes," is unit is urged
"your own eyes." (h) Defect of vision would not induce the
loathing of ver. 14. (c) The thorn was given fourteen years before he wrote
2 Cor. but his conversion was much earlier, (d) Arguments to j^rove that he was

other arguments,

:

emiohatic, not

;

permanently blinded are untrustworthy.

Other conjectures concerning specific

hj^pochondriacal melancholJ^ haemorrhoids, kidney-disease, gout,
the stone, severe headache, epilepsy. Each must be tested by the loathing

affection

:

mentioned in

this epistle.

LXIII. ver.

in either the
1 Cor. iv. 6.

17.

Iva avroig SijIovte.

by Meyer is without an instance
The same use of Iva with indicative occurs also in
Unjustified by classical Greek, Winer declares that " in later

Such adverbial

force of Iva as that proposed

LXX.

or N. T.

it occurs so frequently as to preclude the supposition that every instance
a mistake of transcribers." The process of Meyer's interpretation from that
of the fourth to the fifth edition shows how unnatural the application. Besides,

works
is

the telic and the adverbial Iva are in reality the same word, and the attention

must be confined here altogether

to the difference of

moods.

Winer's remark,

that in both i^assages the verb after Iva is one ending in ou, is worthy of note.

Hence Buttmann's hypothesis
Iva the force of the future.

that the present of this class of verbs has with

Sieflfert,

in

common with

almost

all interpreters,

takes issue with Meyer.

LXIV.

ver. 21.

tov vd/iov ovk aKOvere.

There seems no reason to depart from the simpler and ordinarily received
meaning "Will ye not listen to the law?" Argued in EUicott, with whom
agree Alford, SchmoUer, Eadie, Lightfoot and Sanday.
:

LXV.
SiefEert adds, instead of

the latter to

ver. 24. eorzv a^lrjyopovneva.

what follows in Meyer

the details of his exi^osition

:

"But whether he

ascribed

In
any event Meyer's assertion is incorrect that Paul has raised this allegory to
the keystone of his whole antinomistic reasoning, etc. On the contrary,
Schott's judgment is perfectly apposite.
For the proper doctrinal demonstration is concluded already in chap. iv. 7, while the allegory is introduced into
the midst of the personal admonition to Christian freedom beginning already
in ch. iv. 8. (iv. 8-20, v. 1-12), and is expressly designated (v. 21) as intended for the special practical wants of the readers
Meyer's assertion,
that the argument falls wholly to the ground as a real proof in the view of a
all

is,

nevertheless, a question.

.

.

.

faith not associated with Eabbinical training, pertains of course to the alle-

gorical

form of the proof.

'

LXVI.

ver. 25. to 'A yap.

" If the word Hagar be omitted [according to i< C F G 17, the old Latin, Vulgate, Aethiopic, and Armenian versions
Origen, Epiphanius, Cyril, Damas;

cenus,

Victorinus, the

marius, and probably

all

Ambrosian Hilary, Augustine, Jerome,
the Latin Fathers"], the passage

is

Pelagiiis, Pri-

capable of a very
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'Sinai,' St. Paul argues, 'is situated in
easy and natural interpretation
Arabia, the country of Hagar's descendants, the land of bond-slaves.' And such,
too, seems to be the most probable account of his meaning, even though with the
:

This Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia,' i.e., it
we retain Hagar
represents Mount Sinai, because Mount Sinai is in Arabia, the land of Hagar
and her descendants. It is not y 'Ayap, the woman Hagar, but t6 'A yap, the
thine Hagar, the Hagar of the allegory, the Hagar which is under discussion."

received text

'

:

See the very learned and minute examination of this passage in the special excursus, pp. 192-200 of Bp. Lightfoot's commentary, from which the above is
taken.

In

it

wiU be found Philo's allegory
LXVII.

of

Hagar and Sarah.

ver. 29.

The opinion of Sieffert is worthy of note, that the main object
is to show how the parallel subsisting between Hagar and Sarah
cable to their sons, Ishmael

and

Isaac, to

whom

of the apostle
is also

appli-

also the allegory is pertinent.

—
CHAP.
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Y.

CHAPTER

Y.

Ver. 1. Ty eXevOepig, y ?/,M(2f Xpiarog i]7iev^JEpuGE, crr^fcere] So Griesb. (reading,
however, Xpiarbg liftdc), Eiick., Tisch.(1859), Wieseler. But Elz., Matth., Winer,
Kinck, Eeiche, read ry kXev^epig
followed by Usteri, reads

was

also

r?}

approved of by

"Winer does not reject
cTTjKETe ovv.

Schott

ovv,

eAevOepig

yXpiarog
i/fj-dc

Mill, Bengel,

Scholz gives

it.

r]fj.ai;

ijT^ev^iepuGe, GTi/ners.

Griesb.
r?)

[Eadie, Tisch. (1872)]

kAevdepig, y Xpiarbg

following Rinck, joins

lastly,

Lachm.,
which

Xpiarbg ylevOipucEv. crijutrz ovv,

rij

?'/fidg

eAevdepig,

y

;

and

^TisvQepuae,

rjjidQ

Xpiarbc;

and begins the new sentence with aTT/Kere ovv. So also
Ewald. Lachmann's reading, -which is also followed by Hofmann, must be
held to be the origmal one (1) because amidst the numerous variations it has
a decided preponderance of testimony in its favor, for
is wanting in A B C D*
H and 9 min., Dam., and ovv after aryKere is written in A B C D* (in the Greek)
F G X and some 10 min., Copt. Goth. Aeth. Boern. Vulg. ms. Cyr. Bas. ms.
Aug. Ambrosiast. (2) because from it the origin of the rest of the readings
can be exjDlained easily, naturally, and without perjudice to the witnesses
namely, from the endeavor to connect Ty eXivQ. yfi. X. j)?ievQ. immediately with
iv. 31.
Thus in some cases Ty was merely changed into y (F G, It. Vulg. Goth,
and Fathers) in others was inserted before ^fcdg (Griesb.), allowing ry to remain. The relative thus introduced led others, who had in view the right connection with aTr/KETE, either to omit the ovv (after ottjkete), which the presence
of the relative rendered awkward (E. Vulg. It. Syr. p. Fathers Griesb., Riick.,
i/levdipucEv to iv. 31,

:

//

;

//

;

;

Tisch.), or to place it
Elz).

immediately after

Lastly, the transposition Xpiarbc;

ilEvBEplq, (C***

i/fidg

K

L, min.. Fathers

was an involuntary expedient

;

to

but is condemned by the decisive counter-weight of the
dubious view which derives the different readings of our
passage from the accidental omission in writing of H before H/iag (Tisch., Wieseler), especially since very ancient witnesses, in which y is wanting, read not
Ver. 3. 7rd/liv] is
yfidg XptoTog, but Xpiarbg y/udg (as C L N** Marcion, Chrys.).
wanting in D* F G, 73, 74, 76, It. Chrys. Theophyl. Victorin. Jerome, Aug. AmThe omission is caused by the similarity of the iravri which follows.
brosiast.
place the subject
evidence.

first,

It is a

—

—Ver.

7. htKoi}E'] The Elz. reading dvEKoipE is opposed to all the uncials and
most min., and is therefore rightly rejected by Grot., Mill., Bengel, Matth.,
Lachm., Tisch., Eeiche. whereas Usteri sought very feebly to defend it.
The
T^ which follows is wanting in A B K*. But the article forms a necessary part
of the idea (comp. ii. 5, 14), and the omission must be looked ui^on as a mere
error in copying.
"Without just ground, Semler and Koi^jje consider the whole
Ty aTiTjQ. firj TiEiQEddai to be not genuine
and the latter is disposed, instead of
it, to defend /uychvl keIBecOe, which is found in F G, codd. Lat. in Jer. and some
vss. and Fathers, after tvEiQiffSai, but is manifestly a gloss annexed to the following TTEiafiovT} K.T.2.. Still more arbitrarily, Schott holds the whole of ver. 7
Ver. 9. ^vfiol'] D* E, Vulg. Clar. Germ. codd. Lat. in
to be an inserted gloss.
Approved by Mill, and
Jer. and SeduL, and several Fathers, read 6oXoi.

—

;

7]

—
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Valck. Schol.

II. p. 178.

An

interpretation, because in

tliis

represents something corrupting (otherwise in Matt.
1 Cor. V. 6.

— Ver. 14.

D* E F

It.

G,

ev

kv).

passage the leaven

xiii.

Comp. on
vfuv, and

33).

Aoyul Marcion (in Epiph. and Tert.) read

Ambrosiast. have kv

vfilv ev evl

Marcion' s reading

loyu.

tinomistic origin (hence he also omitted the following ev tu)

;

is of

an-

but the vulv in-

—

it became subsequently blended with the original text.
'ir7i7jp(n>Tai\
Defended by Eeiche but A B C N, min., Marcion (in Epiph. and Tert.)
Damasc. Aug. read nerrArifjcoTai. Justly the meaning of the perfect (which is
also adopted by Lachm., Eiick., Schott, Tisch.) was not apprehended by me-

troduced by

;

;

chanical transcribers.

opposition to

—

C£avr6i>] Elz.,

ABCDEK

Matth., Schott, read kavrov.

min., and Greek Fathers

X,

;

Certainly in

but the pronoun of

the second person was very likely to occur to the copyists (in the LXX. Lev.
xix. 18, there is the same variety of readings), and indeed the final letter of the

foregoing wf might easily lend support to the aeav-ov
stored, in opposition to Griesb., Scholz,

Kom.

xiii. 9.

—Ver. 17.

following X*
at this

hence eavTov
Lachm., Tisch., and others.
:

is to

be

re-

Comp. on

Lachm. and Schott [Tisch. 1872] read -avra yap,
Copt. Vulg. It. and some Fathers. Looking
attestation, and seeing that the continuative de might

rav-a de]

B D* E F G*

preponderance of

17,

—

more suitable, yap is to be jDreferred.
Ver. 19 f. /wLxeLa'\ is
wanting before Tropin, in A B C N *, min., and many vss. and Fathers 76, 115,
Epiph. Chrys. Theophyl. have it after irapveia. In opposition to Eeiche, but
with Griesb., Lachm., Scholz, Schott, Tisch., and others, it is to be deleted,
since it has been introdiiced, although at a verj^ early date (It. Or.), most
probably by the juxtaposition of the two words in other passages (Matt. xv. 19
Mark vii. 21 comp. Hos. ii. 2), well known to the transcribers.
epeig, Cv'^oi]
Lachm. and Tisch. have the singular, following weighty evidence the plurals
were introduced in conformity to the adjoining.
Ver. 21. (1)6vol\ is wanting
in B X, 17, 33, 35, 57, 73, and several Fathers, but in no version. Eejected by
Mill., Semi., and Koi:)pe, bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch.
On account
of the similarity of sound with the preceding word it might just as easily be
omitted, as it might be added from Eom. i. 29. Hence the preponderance of
witnesses determines the jioint, and that in favor of the retention.
easily appear

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

Contents.
Exhortation to steadfastness in Christian freedom, and warning against the ojjposite course. If they allowed themselves to be circum-

would profit them nothing, and they would be bound to the
law as a whole by legal justification they would be severed from Christ and
from grace, as is proved by the nature of Christian righteousness (vv. 1-6).
Complaint and warning on account of the apostasy of the readers, respecting
whom, however, Paul cherishes good confidence
whereas he threatens
judgment against the seducers, whose teaching as to circumcision is in no
sense his (vv. 7-12).
A warning against the abuse, and an exhortation to
the right use, of Christian freedom, which consists in a demeanor actuated
by mutual love (vv. 13-15) whereupon he then enters into a detailed explanation to the effect that the Holy Spirit, and not the flesh, must be the
guiding power of their conduct (vv. 16-25). After this, special moral excised, Christ

;

;

;

hortations begin (ver. 26).

Ver.

1.

T/}

critical notes.

eAevOepia

?///af

Xptarbg yXevdepuaev]

The sentence forms, with

iv. 31,

On

this reading,

see the

the basis of the exhortation

—
CHAP,
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v., 1.

For freedom, in order that
See on iv. 31.
and should remain so, that we should not again become
bondage, Christ has set us fr^ee (iv. 1-7), namely, from the bondage

wliicli follows, (TTi/KETE ovv K.T.I.

we should be
subject to

free

of the aTotx^ia tov

k6(j/iov (iv. 3).^

By

not instrumenti.''
lies

so taking

it,

The dative ry elevd. is therefore commodi,
and by attending to the emphasis, which

not on Xpiaro^, but on the ry klevdepia following immediately after rfjg
we obviate entirely the objection of Riickert ' that Paul

klEvbtpaQ in iv. 31,

must have written

X.

:

?)//af

iXevdspla ylevdcpuaev, or e\q hlevd., or

eXevd.

t?}

—

ar/jKere ovv] stand
some other addition of the kind.
fast therefo7'e, namely, in the freedom, which is to be inferred from what
hence the absence of connection with r?} eXevd. does not progoes before
duce any obscurity or abruptness.^ On the absolute gt7jkste, which obtains
kuI jiy naliv k.t.I.]
its reference from the context, comp. 2 Thess. ii. 15.
and ie not again held in a yohe of bondage. Previously they had been (most
now they were on the point of being
of them) in the yoke of heathenism
held in the yoke of Mosaism (only another kind of the aroixEla tov koojuov).
The yoke is conceived as laid on the neck Acts xv. 10 Ecclus. li. 36
Dem. 332. 13 Horn. H. Cer. 317. As to nd?uv, comp. on iv. 9. 6ov?.Eiag

ravry, or ?> ixo/iev, or

;

—

;

:

;

;

;

denotes the characteristic
the dative^ or with

ev,' is

qicaliti/

helonging to the yoke.^

dogma, emotion,

in a 2)hysical (net or the like) or ethical (law,
like) restriction of liberty, so that they

of the idea of a yoke, the reference
sentation for that
Note.

which

is

mental,

—If we take the reading

lowers (see the critical notes),
[therefore'],

and

y

is

cannot get out.'

or the

sin,

Here, on account

physical, but used as a figurative repre-

which

affects the conscience.

of the Eecepta,

we must

and

explain

it

and

of Griesbach

"In

:

respect the

his fol-

freedom of

for which Christ has

set us free, standfast, and become not again, etc. .'"
be taken like r^ kIctel in 2 Cor. i. 24 and Kom. iv.
as the dative commodi (Morus, "Winer, Keiche).
y might also (with the

— so that Ty EXEvBepla
20,

he x^f^f^o-i, with

the proj^er expression for those who are held either

is to

Vulgate, Luther, Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Eiickert, Schott, Hilgenfeld, Wieseler,

and many others) be taken as ablative (instrtimentally) " qua nos liberavit,"
" with which he has freed you," after the analogy of the classical expressions
Lobeck, Parol, p. 523 S..), and of
f?/v /?t6j, v(Tcu vSari k.t.1. (Bernhardy, p. 107
the frequent use both in the LXX. and the N. T. (Winer, p. 434) of " cognate"
nouns in the dative. But this mode of expression does not occur elsewhere with
Paul, not even in 1 Thess. iii. 9.
According to Schott, Ewald, and Matthias,
who join it to iv. 31 (see the critical notes), we get the meaning
We are not
children of a bond-maid, but of the free woman through the freedom, with which Christ
made us free: standfast therefore.'^ Thus ry HevBeplo. ^ tj/xuc Xpiar. t/XevS. hecomes a self-evident appendage and Xpiardc receives an emphasis, just as in
iii. 13, which its position does not warrant.
:

;

'

:

'

;

John viii. 36.
Comp. also Buttmann, neut. Gr.
Holsten, Hofmann, Keithmayr.
3 Comp. Matthias and Olshausen.
1

Cf. ver. 13

vi. p.

;

2

*

p. 155

;

In opposition to Reiche.
^ Comp. Soph. Aj. 924: Trpb? ola Sovkiia.^
ivya x<^povixev. Eur. Or. 1330 Plat. Legg.
;

E

770

Dem. 322.
« Dem.

:

12

Sou'Xeioi' ivyov,
;

Herod,

1231. 15

;

2

Ep.

354

8, p.

D

;

vii. 8.

Mace.

v.

18

;

3

Mace.

vi. 10.
'
*

V.

Dem. 1069. 9.
See Kypke ira
p. 37,

Reisk.

toe,

and Markland

ac? i.ys.

—

;
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Paul now in a warning tone reveals to them the fearful danger to
This he does by the address ISe in the singular/
are exposed.
exciting the special attention of every individual reader, and with the enerkyu Uav'/.oc, on which
getic, defiant interposition of his personal authority
Ver.

2.

which they

:

Theophylact well remarks r^v tov o'lKeiov npocuwov a^coTricTlav avrl irdarjc anodei^ecjg TiOrjcjL, "Instead of all demonstration he presents the trustworthiness
hav KEpiTiiivrjcBe] To be pronounced with special
of his own person."
The readers stood now on the very verge of obeying thus far
emphasis.
and therefore to the utmost the suggestions of the false apostles in taking
:

'^

—

—

upon them the yoke

having already consented to prelimi-

of the law, after

nary isolated acts of legal observance (iv. 10).
comp. ii. 21. Xpiarbg is emphatically placed

— XpiGTog
first,

Chrysostom, moreover, aptly remarks

n-epcT.

SsdotKug jvEpiTEfivETai, 6 Se deSomug aTriarEl Ty dvva/nEi

He who

wEpiTe/zvS/xsvog

6

:

ijuag ovSev (o(j>E?JjaEi]

and immediately

rf/g

w?

after
v6/j.ov

x^piTog, 6 6e aiziaruv

is circumcised
law distrusts the power of grace,
and he who distrusts gains nothing from that which he distrusts." On such
Paul's judga footing Christ cannot be Christ, the Mediator of salvation.
ment presupposes that circumcision is adopted, not as a condition of a holy
'

ovSev KEpSaivEi irapa r^g aTnarov/LiEVTig,

as fearing the law,

life,^

who

but he

'

is

circumcised

fears the

but as a condition of salvation, which was the question raised

The future,

Galatians.*

u<j>EAyaEi,

which

is

expMned by others ^

among the

as referring

to the consequence generally, points to the nearness of the Parousia and
Comp. ver. 5 klnida SimioavvT/g, just as

the decision of the judgment.
previously the idea of the

Ver.

With regard

3.

:

in iv. 30.

KXripovofiia

judgment

to the

just expressed, Xpiarbg ov6iv vfiag

Paul now, with increasing emotion

h^z'krjaEi,

gives an explanation (vv.

— The

of this negation.

4)

3,

(jiaprvpofiai,

is

navTi avOp.

Trepc-.),

clearly discloses the entire certainty

not potius,^ because

6e is

antagonistic assertion, but

which

it is

not preceded by any

the autem which leads on to more detailed

— paprvpopai] in the sense of paprvpu,

Acts xx. 26 Eph.
47 D, while in classiPaul testical authors it usually means to summon as a witness and obtestor.
The context does not warfies that which with divine certainty he Icnows.
ndlLv] not co7irant us to supply Oeov, with Bretschneider and Hilgenfeld.

information.''

17

iv.

;

Joseph. Bell.

iii.

3

8.

;

and

also Plat.

as in

Phil

;

p.

—

tra,

"against,"

which

®

sense that ver. 3

which

it is

ing in

itself,

not

is

is

never

its

meaning,^ but again, not however in the

described as a repetition of what was said in ver. 2,"

nor in the sense that Paul

;

and not

of its purport, "

is

thinking merely of the

testify-

—an interpretation which cannot but be

the less natural, the more necessarily as that which
in essential inner connection with the

is

attested TraMv stands

axiom which had been previously ex-

^

De Welte, Hofmann, and most.

8 Erasmus, Er.
Schmid, Koppe, Wahl
comp. Usteri.
« See Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 166 f.
" Calvin, Castalio, Calovius, Wolf, Zachaviae, Paulus, and others.
'' Ilofmann
comp. Fritzsche, Winer, de

«

Schott.

Wette.

'

Ilerm. ad Tiger, p. 845.

J
3
•»

Comp. Soph.
Comp. 2 Cor.

Tracli. 824.
x.

1

;

Eph.

1,

xvi.

iii. 1

;

Col.

i.

23.

Holsteu.
ii.

3,

5

;

Acts xv.

3.

Comp. Lech-

ler, apost. Zeitalt. p. 248.

;

—

—

a

CHAP,
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v., 4.

pressed {'^probatio estproximae senteatiae sumta ex

proo^ of the next sentence
Calvin)

but in the sense that Paul-

;

loco repugnantium,''''

calls to the

remembrance of his readers

of

?iis

among tliem (the second), when he had already orally assured
what he here exjoresses.^ Comp. on i. 9, iv. 16.
Tzavrl avOp. nepiT.]

last 2}resence

them

" The

derived from the topic of things that conflict,"

is

—

stands in a climactic relation to the foregoing

vu'tv,

remorselessly embracing

may fancy himself excluded from
According to Chrysostom and Theophylact,
with whom Schott and others agree, Paul has wished to avoid the appearance
but in this view the whole climactic force of the
/car' exOpav ravra MyeaOai
all

:

every one I testify, so that no one

to

the bearing of the statement.

;

address

misunderstood.

is

bXov]

has the emphasis.''

Circumcision binds

man who accepts it to obey the vjhole law, because it makes him a full
member of the covenant of the law, a proselyte of righteousness, and the
law requires from those who are bound to it its entire fulfilment (iii. 10).
the

Probably the pseudo-apostles had sought at least to conceal or to Weaken
and since no one is able wholly to keep the law,^ yet so fearful
consequence of accepting circumcision, as if faith in Christ and acceptance of
circumcision might be compatible with one another. On the contrary, Paul

—

this true

—

aict
aut.*
The state of the man who allows himbe circumcised stands in a relation contradictory to the state of grace."
Ver. 4. But whosoever is justified through the law a way of justification

proclaims the decisive

.

.

.

self to

—

—

which necessarily follows from the already mentioned obligation is sepaA complete explanation is thus given as to the
rated from Christ, etc.
Asyndetic (without Jf), and reverting to the
Xpcarbg v/iag ovdev ld(pelric!et.
second person, the language of Paul is the more emphatic and vivid.
KaTTjpyfjdTjTE] In the first clause the stress is laid upon the dread separation
which has befallen them, in the second on the benefit thereby lost,
striking alternation of emphasis.
The pregnant expression, KarapyelaOai. cnr6

—

—

Tcvog,^ is to

come

to

be resolved into Karapyeladai

notldng in regard

we are parted from

him.''

annulled, cancelled:

Koi ;:(upii^Fadai

to the relation hitherto subsisting

Hence the sense

cnrsKOTrf/Te.^

is

:

the other.

olTtveQ

kv

v6f/(j

Tivog,

that

with any one,

is,

is

justification for

(works— faith),

(hKaiovaOs]

to

so that

your connection with Christ

by the law and

Justification

Christ's sake are in truth opposita, " opposites "
excludes

and

so that the

one

ye w?w are being justified

laic.
The directly assertive and present ^iKaiovade is said from the
mental standpoint of the subjects concerned, in whose view of the matter
" through the law, with which our conduct
the way of salvation is this
agrees (comp. iii. 11), we become just before God." Hence the concrete
statement is not to be weakened either by taking SiKai.ovaffai in the sense of

through the

:

^T/TEiv SiKaiovaOai, ii.

1

17," or

by attributing

Molderihaner, Piatt, Riickert,

Olshau-

sen, Wieseler.
"^

Comp.

3

Acts

*

Aut

native.

.

Jas.

.

If

Comp. Rom.

ix. 3

;

2 Cor.

xi.

3

oItlve^.^^

;

see geu-

^

ad Rom. II. p. 250.
Just the same in Rom. vii. 2, 6.
Oecumenius.

»

Riickert, Baumgarten-Crusius, andearli-

erally, Fritzsche
ii.

xiii. 38,
.

«

a hypothetical sense to

''

10.

xv. 10

;

Rom.

viii. 3.

aid indicates an exclusive alter-

one member be true, the other

must Idc false.
' Comp. Rom.

er expositors,
'o

vi. 14 f., xi. 0.

Hofmann, who erroneously compares

Thuc.

v. 16.

1.

—

"
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Whomsoever Paul
that

i^sTrioare]

is,

hits with. Lis oItiveq

—

he also means.

k.t.Ti.,

ye have forfeited, the relation of being

rf^c

jap'i"0C

objects of

divine

(Kom. vi. 14), to which divine grace
Whoever becomes righteous by obedience to the
faith has led (Rom. v. 3).'
law, becomes so no longer by the grace of God,^ but by works acccording to desert ^ so that thus his relation of grace towards God (which is

The opposite

grace.

v-ko x^-P^v elvac

:

;

capable of being

has

lost)

ceased.

Ground e contrario, " on the contrary," for the judgment passed in
derived, not generally from
ver. 4 on those becoming righteous by the law
what makes up the essence of the Christian state, ^ but specially from the
The
specific way in which Paul and those like him expect to be justified.
reasoning presupposes the certainity, of which the apostle was conscious,
Ver.

5.

;

7jiielg are those who are not separated from Christ and have not fallen
qui a nobis dissentiunt, habeant sibi,
from grace.
fjfislc] we, on our part
Let those who differ from us keep their views to themselves, " Bengel.
KVEVjiaTi ka TchTEuc] is not (with Luther) to be considered as one idea {^'- Spiritu qui cxfde est,'''' "through the Spirit who is of faith)," since there is no
contrast with any other spirit, but rather as two points opposed to the kv
"by means of the Spirit, from faith, we expect," etc. so
v6^uu in ver. 4

that the

—

'

:

'

—

'

'

:

that the

Holy

;

Spirit is the divine agent,

We must

source of our expectation.*

and

faith in Christ

is

the subjective

not therefore explain Trvehuari either as

the spirit of man simply, ' or (comp. on Rom. viii. 4) as the spiritual nature
of man sanctified by the Holy Spirit;' but similarly to ver. 16, as the objective

which is the divine principle of spiritual life in Christians, and
which they have received ef aKoijg Tr/trrewf.^ And the Holy Spirit is the divine
nvEVfia dyiQv,

mainspring of Christian hope, as being the potential source of
dispositions

and of Christian

life

of eternal life in particular.'
viii.

25

19, 23,

Cor.

1

;

i.

who waits

denote that he

7
is

and

in general,

uttekSex.] cmEKdE

k'kn'L&a SiKaioavvTjg

Phil.

;

iii.

20

1

;

all

Christian

and surety
x^f^Oni (Rom.

as the earnest

Pet.

iii.

loholly spent in waiting,'"

20) does not indeed

but rather" the persist-

ent aicaiting, which does not slacken until the time of realization. '^
genitive dmaioaiwTjg

not apjwsitionis, " one of apposition,"

The

the
" the righteousness hoped for by us,''"' the genitive with klniQ
never being used in this way but it is the objective genitive
the hope of
being justified, namely, in the judgment, where we shall be declared by
sense

would be

is

'^

:

:

;

At variance with the

Christ as righteous.

On

1

17

iii.

the figurative UttUthv, comp. 2 Pet.
Phit. Gracch. 21 e/cTrecreii/ /ca I o-Tcp-

;

:

«<r6at T>)? TTpb; TOf Sijjaof euvoia?, Polyb.
Lucian, Cont. 14 Eoclus. xxxi. 4.
14. 7
;

•*

^

15

Pom.

iii.

f.,

Eph.

irio-Tcws,

i.

13

comp.

f.,
ii.

ii.

22,

''

;

16, iv. 22,

With Grotius, Borger,

2 Cor.

i.

22, v. 5

;

Eph.

i.

14

;

Rona.

viii.

11, 23.

Hofmann.
" Comp. generally Winer, rfe

>'

vii.

al.;

Rom.

viii.

4,

and on

U

6,

i.

17,

iii.

22,

ix. 30. X. 6, et al.

otliers.

' Winer, Paulus, Riickert, and
others
comp. Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Hofmann.

»

et

context, since justification itself

^ iii. 2, 5, iv. 6.

24.

Rom. iv. 11, 16, xi, 6.
Hofmaun.
On 7ri'eu'|U,aTe., comp. Rom.

'

xii.

;

2 Stapeav,

so that

IV. p.
-^

C. F. A. Fritzsche in Fritzschlor. Opusc.

p. 156.

Pi'itzsche,

and

'^

verZ;. cw??juos.

14.

Wieseler.

CHAP,

Note LXVIII.,

in question (seever. 4) [See

is

223

v., 6.

understand

p. 243], others

as the subjective genitive, as that which righteousness has to hoj^efor,' that

it
is,

the hoped for reward of righteousness, namely, eternal life.'^ The fact that the
6LKaioavv?j itself- -that is, the righteousness of faith, and not that of a holy
life,^

—

presented as something future, need not in

is

because during the temporal

surprise us,

itself

indeed through

life it exists

but

faith,

may

and is not yet a definitive possession, which
In a corresponding
it only comes to be at the judgment (Rom. viii. 33 f.).
way, the vlodEcla, although it has been already entered upon through faith
This at the same
(iii. 26, iv. 5)', is also the object of hope (Rom. viii. 23).
time explains why Paul here speaks in particular of an eTittIq diKaioabvi/g he
thereby indicates the difference between the certainty of salvation in the consciousness (Rom. viii. 24) of tlie true Christians, and the confidence, dependh vo/iu diKaient upon works, felt by the legally righteous, who say
ov/ieda, because in their case the becoming righteous is something in a continuous course of growth by means of meritorious obedience to the law.
Lastly, the expression cnzEKSexsa'Sai eTirrida is not to be explained by the supposition that Paul, when he wrote k'/nrlda, had it in his mind to make Ixofiev
follow, *
an interpretation which is all the more arbitrary, because there is
no intervening sentence which might divert his thought, but the hope is
nevertheless be lost (see vv.

2, 4),

;

:

—

—

treated objectively,^ so that
familiar expressions C^v

cnreKfUxefr-^ac kliTida

/?/ov,

mareveLv 66^av

:*

belongs to the category of the
elTiida.

The

TvpoadomG&ai.

.

.

Catholic doctrine of the gradual increase of righteousness'' is entirely unJustifiPauline, although favored by Romang, Hengstenberg, and others.
cation does not, like sanctification, develop itself and increase
as its

moral consequence

given to him
dytaa/idc, 1

Ver.

who

Cor.

i.

is justified

by

faith.

for the ek irlaTsur

:

is

of any avail

;

the fact of a

of no influence, hit faith, which

is

Thus Christ

for in Christ

Christ (in the relation of the ev XptarQ
cumcision

through the

sanctification

is

but

;

it

has,

which

Spirit

is

to us SiKaioavvr/ te kuI

30.

Warrant

6.

(iv. 6),

is

slvai),

with

Jesus, in fellowship

neither circumcision nor uncir-

man being

or not being circumcised

operative through love,

The

n.

sc. laxi'Ei

same general and unlimited form in which it
Circumcision and uncircumcision are circumstances of no effect or
stands.
And yet they were in Galatia the points on which
avail in Christianity.
On the faith active in love, which is the effective
the disturbance turned
saving element in the state of the Christian, comp. 1 Tim. i. 5 1 Thess. i.
to be left in the

ri icyxvei- is

!

;

1

Hofmann,

in fact, arrives at the

same re-

although he rejects the interpretation
of the genitive as the gen. subjecti ; "To wait
for the blessing of righteousness already prepared for him, u'Mch constitutes the substance
of his Jiope" consequently for the areiiiavoi
of his SiKaiocruVrj, 2 Tim. iv. 8 (see Huther in

also Weiss,
'

suit,

ed.

^

Winer, Usteri, Schott.

Comp. on

So

Pelafiius,

;

Col.

5

i.

;

Rom.

viii.

24

;

Heb.

vi. 18.
^

Lobeck, Paralip.

xxiv. 15

:

cAn-iSa

Sexoirai, Tit.

3).

Beza, Piscator, Hunnius,
Calovius, Benffel, Rambach, Baumfcarten,
Zachariae, Koppe, Borger, Paulus, Windischmann, Reithmayr, and others comp.
2

pp. 333, 341.

^

—

loc.

bibl. Theol.

Ilolsten.

10

;

en
^

2

Mace.

|8iou

ii.

vii.

.

.

13

14

;

.

p. 501
fjv

Job

;

9

ii.

Eur. Ale.

iKniSa n-poo-Scxw/^at

Trident,

vi. 10. 24,

Comp. Acts

ff.

koI avrol ovtoi n-poo--

;

;

Isa. xxviii.

1.30

Dem.

Dollinger.

:

vvv Se riv'
14G8. 13.

—

;
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1 Cor. xiu.

;

also Jas.

;

ii.

inhis stat

By means

22.

man

of this faith

is Kaivy kt'ioiq,

" Cum^tZe conjunxit ver. 5, spem, nunc amorem
totusChristianismus," " viith. faith, lie joined in v. 5 hope, and now

Bengel well says

vi. 15.

:

How

love ; in these all Christianity consists. "

very necessary

it

was

for the

Galatians that prominence should be given to the activity of faith in

love,

be seen from vv. 15, 20, 26. The passive view of hepyovfi., which is
given by the Fathers and many Catholics, such as Bellarmine, Estius, Reith-

may

whom

mayr, in

the interest of dogmatic controversy against the Protestants

came

to a great extent into play, is erroneous, because hepye'iG^ai in the

N. T.

is

always middle (vim suam

"to exert

exserere),

force."'

its

It

does

not mean, '^having been rendered, energetic through love,'''' ^ but worMng through
Moreover, our passage is not at
love, expressing thereby its vital power.
variance with justification solely by faith

'^
:

opera fieri dicit ex fide

j^er car-

non justificari hominem per caritatem," " He says that works are
done from faith by love, not that man is justified by love," Luther. Comp.
^^ Formatam'^ etiam fidem apostolus refellit, cum
non per caritaCalovius
tem ywTOam suam accipere Yelformari, sed per caritatem o2)erosam vel efficacem esse docet. Caritatem ergo et opera non fidem constituere, sed consequi
itatem,

:

ex

et

evididm.

fiuere

certum est," "The Apostle a\so YQintc^ fides formata,
it does not receive its fonn, neither is it formed by

since he teaches that
love,

but that through love

fore, that love

from

it."

ishness)

It

must

is

active or efficacious.
faith,

It is certain, there-

but follow

it,

and flow

must, however, be observed that love (the opposite of

from

be,

ation in faith in those

How

Vv. 7-9.

it

and works do not constitute

nature, the continuous moral

its

who

naturally

—

medium

are thereby justified,* 1 Cor.

— and,

in conformity

all self-

of the oper-

1 ff.^

xiii.

with the apostle's lively

the utterance of this axiom of the Christian charwhich the readers had formerly obeyed, is followed by disapproving surprise at the fact that they had not remained faithful to it (ver.
7), and then by renewed warning against the false teachers, based on the ungodly nature (ver. 8) and the destructive influence (ver. 9) of their opera-

emotion, asyndetically

acter

tions
life

and

life,

hoExsTe

!

and

effort

mTicj^]

that

is,

your Christian behavior

—was in course of excellent development.

—your

of presenting the activity of spiritual life very frequently used
tle.®

—

you?

'

i'lmq heKoipe]

A

question of surprise (comp.

In Polyb. xxi.

1.

12

r'lc

pp. 28, 35
TTel-&Ea-&ai\

from

faith alone

>

for

;

is

obeying

that

See on 2 Cor.

i.

6

it is

tlie

which
;

justifies,

ad Horn.

make an

to

:

truth, that

Fritzsche,

1)

/it?/

Eeithmayr.

3 Tlie " fides formata " is also found here
by Bispins, and especially Reithmayr, following the Trid. Sess. vi. 7, de jiistif. See,
on the other hnnd, yl;?o^. Conf. Avg p. 81 f.

{Book of Concord (Jacobs), p. 102 f.]
• Comp. also Dorner, Gesch. d. prot. Theol.

:

by the aposwho hindered

So also Hippocr.

incision.

—

r?}

ah/^ela

fi^

the true gospel, according to which

is,

employed, as usual, after verbs of

is

p.

239
^

vii. 6, II. p. 18.
2

iii.

used with the dative.

means properly

it

Christian

A figurative mode

ff.

Comp.

Lipsins, Rech/fert. p. 199

;

Romany,

in Stud. n. Krit. 1867, p. 90 ff., who, however, concedes too much to the idea oi fides

forjnata.

Comp.

ii.

''Comp.

1

«

1

Pet.

iii.

7.

2

;

Phil.

Thess.

iii.

11.

ii.

18;

Rom.

xv.

22;

"

;

CHAP,
hindering.'

The

infinitive

with

p.?]

225

v., 7-0.

denotes that which, so far as

—

will of

tlie

weiauovf/ k.t./I.] After
concerned, shall not take place.
the surprise comes the warning.^ Whether, however, the word is to be understood actively, as persuasion^ or passively, as compliance, is a point which

the hinderer

is

in the several passages

must be decided
is

understood as

jJ^r suasion

by mss.

?}

by the context.

In

passage

thivS

it

of the Itala (suasio), Vulgate (persuasio),

Erasmus, Castalio, Calvin, Beza, Cornelius a Lapide, Wolf, Michaclis, Zachariae, Koppe, Borger, Flatt, Paulus, Usteri, Schott, Hilgeufeld, Wieseler,
on the other hand, Chrysostom,' OecumeMatthias, Ilolsten, and others
but in 1538, and in his translanius,* Theophylact, ^ Luther (1519 and 1524
such persuasion), and others," explain it as compliance,'' which, howtion
;

;

:

The latter rather yields the
fit the word used absolutely.
The persuasion is not of your caller, is not a thing proceeding from
God (see, on the contrary, 2 Cor. xi. 15). Paul would have this applied to
the mode of operation of the pseudo-apostles, who worked upon the Galatians by persuasion (talking over), so that they did not remain obedient to

ever, does not

thought

:

Ka?JaavTog avTovg kv x'^P'-t^ Xpiarov to an erepov
were to be taken as compliance, some more precise
definition must have been appended * because compliance is ungodly not
in itself, but only according to the nature of the demand, the motive, and
Some have made it to mean credulitas,
the moral circumstances generally.

the truth, but turned
EvayyeT^iov

(i.

dTro tov

If it

6).

;

The talking over,
"credulity,'" but the sense of the word is thus altered.
however, did not need anything added, since it is of itself, in matters of
hence it was very superfluous in Luther,
faith at any rate, objectionable
Moreover,
Grotius, and many others, to take the article as demonstrative.
;

the active sense

inasmuch

vfiac,

is

from the divine

istically different

1 See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 810 f.;
ad Eur. Hec. 867; Winer, p. 561.

2

ri

pp.

Pflugk,

occurs again only in Apoll.
in Eustath. (7/. t, p. 637. 5, a,
al.; see Wetstein), and in the

10,

21, 26, et

Fathers (Ignat. ad Bom. 3 Interpol.; Just.
Mart. Ap. I. 53, p. 87 Epiph. Haer. xxx. 21
Chrysostom, ad 1 Thess. i. 4.
;

3

ovK

eTTi

T0UT015 cKixAecrec v/ua? 6 KaXuiv,

ovToj<Ta\eve(T0at.,

"

He who

called

call you on these conditions
you thus waver.''

uia-re

you did not

in order that

* TO irsiaSrivai. rots Aeyouo'ii' v^'lv TrfpiTe/xvea-^ai, " to be persuaded by those bidding you

be circumcised."
s

" to

mode

calling

of operating

the former not befitting the

:

Theodoret also appears not to have read
as

ireicriJLOvrj

Synt. p. 195.

gives the explanation

lie

KaXely, TO 6e

7rei't>£(Ti>ai

At

least

i/Anu;',

Arm. has

Sedul.

definiteness

tide the relative

rj

:

others.

15

Germ.

Or. (once), Lucifer.

to

Aug. Ambroyap

ireLciiovq.

remove the

ivhich obedience.

and Sedul.

Clar.

avrrj

in-

ar-

But,

according to this view, ij ireio-M. must have
been correlative tO the foregoing TTcitJeo-dai
(comp. Wisd. xvi. 2), and this consequently
must have been defined not negatively, but

somewhat

obey

actually read by

by reading instead of the

tirj

airaTujiTu;

is

Vomel and Hofmann seek

of

Tots

;

which

positively,

neC-dea-^aL

it,

©eoO t6

jiv aKovovTMi', " it is
to call of the hear-

Syr. Erp. codd. in Jer. Lucif.
siast.

Ihiov

obey."

ers, to
^

:

God

the prerogative of

those deceiving.
* Including Moi-us, Winer, Riickert, Matthies, Olshausen, Reiche, Hofmann, Keithmayr.
^ This view serves to explain the omission of the ovk in D*, min.. Cod. lat. in Jer.

TO

God by 6 Kaluv
on men character-

excellently adapted to the designation of

as the talking over is a

Trj

a\r)&.

evayyeMw

^

if

Paul, instead
iripw

had written

But having written t.
he must, in correlation
have continued relatively

Treid-ea-^ai.

^rj Treii^eo-iJai,

aArji?.

with
with

as

Trei'iJeo-t^at,

mrj n-eiiJeo-t^ai,
17

aneideLa.

Estius, Winer, Baumgarten-Crusius,

and
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the former bound up with human premediand importunity, taking place ev Tren^olg aoifiiag JMyoiq (1 Cor. ii.
Bengel, Morus
4), counteracting free self-determination, and so forth.'
and de Wette understand it an obstiiut'Cy (the "clinging to prejudices," de
Wette), making it correspond with the foregoing r?} alTj-deia iifj nd-&Ea&ai.
So also Ewald, although translating it as self-corrfidence, and comparing
But the passages cited above from Eustathius do not make good
-iavvog.
divine dignity like the latter

;

tation, art,

this signification

iidduced in

its

and, in particular, Od. x. p. 785. 22,

;

the sentence as asTcing indignantly

Deo

jiraestandum e

quite improjierly

is

Reiche, preferring the signification compliance, takes

favor. ^

est,

:

"Annon

obsequium

assensus,

who

the truth to be rendered from God,

has called you

Paul have expressed this by the singular word

Tretc^ovrj

?"

But why should

not used by him else-

where, instead of the current and unambiguous Triang or vwaKoy

By employing
-El-&ea-&at.

lute

— The kuIuv

'
'

is

vfiaq is

neither Christ

^

nor

tlie

apostle,*

not to be understood of a continuing

to repentance, "

KaT.Fiv,''

rfjc

Tviareuc

?

the latter, he would, in fact, have also suited the foregoing

present participle
tiam,^^

veritati

qui vos vocavit ?" ''Is not then assent, obedience to

nor does

it

The

but Ood.^

''ad resipiscen-

call

a view at variance with the constant use of the abso-

^

represent the calling as lasting uj) to the time of

which would be an idea foreign
N. T. " but it is to be taken substantivally your caller, the definition
of the time being left out of view.'" God, the caller to everlasting salvation,
has assigned to every one, by calling him at his conversion," the " normam

their yielding compliance against the truth,'
to the

;

,

—

/iiKpa l^vfi?) /c.r.?..] The
cursus,'''' "rule of his entire course" (Bengel).
meaning of this proverbial warning (see on 1 Cor. v. 6) is " If the false apostles have, by means of their persuasion, succeeded in making even but a small
beginning in the work of imparting to you erroneous doctrines or false
principles, this will develop itself to the corruption of your whole Christian
faith and life."
So, taking the figure with reference to doctrine, in sub-

totius

:

stance also Chrysostom, Theophylact (who, however, explain
specially of ci?-cumcision), Luther,
others, including Flatt

ponents was in
its influence

and Matthies.

It is true that the

fundamentally subversive

itself

had not yet

fiiKpa ^v/^tj

Calvin, Cornelius S Lapide,

(as

dogma

of his op-

Wieseler objects)

so far developed itself, that the

^vjut^

too

and many
;

but

might not

Others interpret it as refer" vel pauci homines perperam docentes possunt omnem coetum corrumpere," "even a few men teaching erroneously can corrupt an
entire body," Winer '- but against this it may be urged that the number of

have been

still

ring to persons

designated relatively as fUKpd.

:

:

>

Comp. Soph. Fragm.

Ta5 nciiJoO? TxpoatoTiov.

^tirai
2
3

h'

i ToiAaiva

744,

Dind.: SeivorTb

Aescli.

Agam.

^

«
"

:

TreitJci.

See Keiche, p. 79 f.
Theophylact, Erasmus, Michaelis, and

6, V.

Hofmann.

"

i.

>»

Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 386 f.
6
Coiup. 1 Thess. v. 24 Winer, p. 331.

"

Piiil. iii. 14.

'-

Comp. Theodoret, Jerome, Augustine,

;

;

(3rotius. Estius, Locke, Benjre!,
Borger, Pauhis, Usteri, Schott, de Wette,
Hilgenfeld, Wieseler, Hofmann, Windisch-

Locke, Paulus.
See on i. 6.
Beza.
i.

^

Erasmus,

•others.
<

385

13

;

Rom.

mann, Reithmayr, and others.
viii. 30, et al.

'

CHAP,
the false teachers, as

it

is in itself
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v., 10.

a matter of indiflPerenoe,

and does not

acquire greater significance through their having intruded themselves from

without, remains also unnoticed throughout the epistle, and the point in
question was solely the influence of their teaching (comj^.
was the leaven threatening to spread destructively.

Tveiaiiovii),

whicli

Ver. 10. After the warning in vv. 8, 9, Paul now assures his readers how
he cherishes confidence in them, that their sentiments would be in conbut those who led them astray would meet
formity with this warning
jjw] with emphasis
I on my fart, however much my
with punishment.
opponents may think that they have won over your judgment to their side.
Groundlessly and arbitrarily Riickert affirms that what Paul say% is not altogether what he means, namely, " I indeed have done all that was possible,
so that I may be allowed to hope," etc.
e'lq i«df]
towards you} Usually
with the dative or ztxI.
Iv Kvplu] In Christ, in whom Paul lives and moves,
he feels also that his confidence rests and is grounded.^
ovdlv o/?o] is referred by most expositors, including Luther, Calvin, Winer, Riickert,
Matthies, Schott, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Ewald, to the
;

—

:

—

—

—

But
The warning which immewhich Wieseler, Hofmann, and

previous purport of the epistle generally as directed against Judaism.

what

is

there to warrant this vague reference

diately precedes in vv.

9 (not ver.

8,

others arbitrarily go back) has the
it,

and

is

to

7,

?

claim to have ovdkv ua/m referred to

first

sufficiently imjiortant for the reference.

The

antithesis 6 6e Tapac-

tvekt/j-ov?/ and
both of Avhich terms characterize the action of the seducers. Usteri
interprets
that ye will not allow any other than your hitherto subsisting
sentiments." No, a cJiange, that is, a correction of the sentiments previously existing, is precisely what Paul hopes for.
fpovT/aere] ye will have
no other sentiments (the practical determination of thought). The futiu^e
(comp. vi. 16) refers to the time when the letter would be received. Hitherto, by their submissiveness towards those who were troubling them, they
seemed to have given themselves up to another mode of thinking, which

cuv also suits very appropriately the subjects of that warning,

i/

<vfiT/,

:

—

was not the right one.*

—

6

rfe

Tapdaauv

r/idf]

The

singular denotes not, as in

more appropriate to the subsequent
banc; av t?, the individual who happened to be the troubler i7i each actual
case.^
The idea that the apostle refers to the chief person among his opponents, who was well known to him," formerly even guessed at by name,
and identified with Peter himself (Jerome), has no warrant in the epistle.
See, on the contrary, even ver. 12, and compare i. 7, iv. 17.
ogtiq av y] is
2 Cor. xi.

4,

the totuvi

gentis, but, as is

—

to

be

left entirely

the case occurs,

1
"^

'

:

Comp. i. 7 ff., iii. 1.
Comp. Wisd. xvi. 'il.
Comp. Phil. ii. 24 2 Thess.
;

*

»

aAAo,

comp. Lys. in EratOith.

15.

Comp. Bernhardy,

p. 315.

Erasmus, Luther, Pareus, Estius, Bengel, Riickert, Olshausen, Ewald, and others
comp. also Usteri.
"
Theodoret, Theophylaot, Luther, Estius,
and many others including Koppe, Flatt,
Ruckert, de Wette.
«

iii.

4

;

Rom.

xiv. 14.

more frequently thus

—

without distinction ofpersonal position, be he, when
he will. The reference to high repute ' would only be

general

who

—

48

;

eVepo; is

used, see on Phil.

iii.

;

;

—

;
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warranted,
Kpiiia]

if

6

applied definitely to some particular person.

Tapacc.

the judicial sentence

that

kut' i^oxvv,

is,

to

the condemnatory sentence of

the (impending) last judgment.' Of excommunication the context con(iaaracEt] the judicial sentence is conceived as something
tains nothing. '
"^

—

which the condemned one carries away as he leaves the
The idea of AauSdveiv Kplua ' is not altogether the same.
The Judaistic teachers, whom the apostle
Ver. 11. But I, on my part.
thus confronts, had," as is evident from our passage with the view of
weakening the hindrance, which among Pauline churches they could not
but encounter in the authority of the apostle opposing them alleged (per-

Tieavily laid on,*

judgment-seat.

—

—

haps making use of Timothy's circumcision. Acts xvi. 3, for this purpose)
that Paul himself still (in other churches) preached circumcision ; that is,
that, when Gentiles went over to Christianity, they should allow themselves
This calumny ' was sufficiently absurd to admit of his
to be circumcised.
dismissing

it,

as

he does here, with

experimental proof

[See

!

ing circumcision, wherefore

all

Note LXIX.,

brevity,

and with what a striking
But if I am still preachFor the persecution on the

p. 243.]

am I still persecuted ?

part of the Jews was based on the very fact of the atagonism to the law,

See the sequel.
his preaching of the Crucified One.
en KT/pvaau] Paul might also have said, el n. i. eKr^pvcaov, r. e.
But
eSiuKOfitiv av, for he means what objectively is not a real matter of fact.
he transfers himself directly into the thought of his opponents, and just as
he assumes the rcsAxtj of what his opponents
directly shows its absurdity
hence the sense
asserted, and then by the apodosis annuls it as preposterous
cannot be, as it is defined by Holsten, that his persecution on account of no

which characterized

—

el nepLTOfj.ijv

;

:

longer preaching circumcision had not, possibly, the alleged pretext of
making the Gentiles complete members of the theocracy, but only the one

motive of national vanity and selfishness, to annul the offence of the cross.*
The emphasis is laid on TvepiTOfiTjv but In, still,^ does not convey the idea
For although
that Paul, as apostle, had formerly preached circumcision.

—
>

;

Comp. Rom.

ii. 3. iii.

8

;

Cor.

1

cuted because

xi. 29.

Locke, Borger.
s Jatho also explains the word as referring
to this and other ecclesiastical penalties.
But it was not the manner of the apostle to
call for the discipline of the church in so indirect and veiled a fashion (comp. 1 Cor. v.).
• 2 Kings xviii. 14.
*

«

Rom.

xiii.

2

;

Jas.

iii.

1

;

Luke

xx.

47,

(t al.
«

See Chrysostom.

'

Comp. also Hilgenfeld

18C0, p. 216

in his

Zeitzschr.

ff.

* Holsten has, in a special excursus (z.
Evang. d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 337 ff.), acutely
explained his interpretation, and endeavored to vindicate it. At the close he puts it
in this shape: "Paul wishes to denounce
to the Galatians the secret, unexpressed
grouod of his persecution on the part of his
opponents
/, dear brethren, am only perse;

'

I no longer preach circumnsion

for, if I still preach it as the divine will, why
am 1 still persecuted ?— Thus indeed is the offence of the cross annulled.'" But still Paul

must have had some

special

inducement

for proposing, in et k.t.A., a notoriously nonreal case as a logical reality and this inducement could only be found in the cor;

responding accusation of his opponents.
Otherwise it would be difScult to see why
he should not have thrown his language
into such a form, that the protasis should
have begun either with ei and the iniper.
feet or with on (because), and the expression
of the apodoses should have undergone corresponding modification. According to Holsten's view, the words have a dialectic enigmatical obscurity, which, looking at the simplicity of the underlying idea, would be
without motive.
* See Schneider, ad Plat. Rep. p. 449 C.
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the eulightenmcnt of the Holy Sjiirit produced in none of the apostles at once
and absolutely the laying aside of all religious error previously cherished,
but led them forward by gradual and individual development into the whole
truth
yet in the case of Paul especially, just because he was converted
in the midst of his zealotry for the law, the assumption that he had still
preached the necessity of circumcision for salvation, and had thus done
•,

'

homage

to the fundamental error opposed to the revelation of God in
and to His gospel which had been revealed to him (i. 11 f.),
would be quite unpsychologieal. And in a historical point of view it would
be at variance with the decidedly antinomistic character of his whole aposas well as with the circumstance that the
tolic labors as known to us,

direct

him

(i.

15),

"^

requirement of circumcision in the case of the Gentile Christians, Acts xv.,
came upon the apostolical church as something quite new and unheard of,
so much excitement, and in fact occasioned the
In a purely exegetical point of view, moreover, such

and therefore produced
apostolic conference.

an assumption is not compatible wath n en SiuKo/uai, because we should
thereby be led to the inference that, so long as Paul preached circumcision,
he had not been persecuted and yet at the very beginning of his Christian
;

labors he

was persecuted by the

Riickerf

Jews.^

is

of ojoinion that in

using en they only mean to say that Paul, althougli he preached Christ,
required that, notwithstanding this, they should still alloiD themselves to he

Comp. Olshausen, who

circumcised.

dency.

But

refers

en to the ivferiority of the

ten-

in Olshausen's view, the reference to an earlier KrjpvTTeiv Ktpiroiirp)

and in that of Riickert, the Hi is unwarrantably
still remains unremoved
withdrawn from the apostle and passed over to the side of those to whom he
preached. Even if (with Hofmann ^) we understand the Itl as in contradis;

tinction to the earlier time,

general occurrence

and had

iplie.n

the preaching of circumcision

had ieen of
in is

been in its due place, the reference of this

transferred to a general practice of the earlier time, although, according to the

words of the

ajiostle,

The

it

clearly

view

and

distinctly assumes his

own previous

the visual one, adopted also by Winer
Usteri, Matthies, Schott, Hilgenfeld, Elvald, Wieseler, that en points back

Krjpvfjaeiv TtepiT.

to the

correct

is

period before the conversion of the apostle.

Certainly the objection

is

made, ^ that Paul at that time, as a Jew among Jews, and coming in contact
with Jewish Christians only, had no occasion at all to preach circumcision.
But looking at our slight acquaintance with the circumstances of the
apostle's pre-Christian life, this conclusion is formed much too rashly. For
'

See Liicke's apt remarks on John

li.

10,

P- 501.

Comp. Acts xxi. 21.
3 Acts ix. 24 f.; 2 Cor. xi. 32 f.
.* Comp.
Baumgavten-Crusius
Wette.
2

and de

6 According to
Hofmann, the apostle's
meaning is, " that they would have no
longer any cause for persecuting him, so

soon as his preaching of Jesus Christ should
be that, which it is not— a continuance of
the preaching of circumcision at the pres-

ent time." This is also unsuitable, because
ci would introduce a svmtio ficti, "the assumption of what is false," and that indeed
in the view of Paul himself. Certainly h
with the present indicative migrht be so
put but in the apodosis the optative with
av must have been used, as is the case in
the passages compared by Hofmann himself (Xen. Anab. vii. 6. 15, v. 6. 12.
See also
Memo?: ii. 2. 3; Bornemann, ad Sympos. 4.
Klotz, ad Devar. p. 487).
10, .5. 7
« See Reithmayr and Hofmann.
;

;

—
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as

L.ijluT'ijQ

the law,' Saul, wlio was an energetic and

God and

for

^

esteemed

Pharisaic Rabbi, might often have had occasion enough to preach and to
defend circumcision, partly in the interest of proselytizing, and partly also

with Christians in and beyond Judaea, who maintained
and not their circumcision, was the cause of salvation.
ri in (h6iiOfiai ;] This en also, which by most ' is taken as logical, as in Rom.
iii.
7, ix. 19, cannot without arbitrary jsrocedure be understood otherwise
than as tempoi'ol : "Why am I yet alicays persecuted?" Why have they
They could not but in fact have seen how
not yet ceased to persecute me ?"
apn Ka-r/oyr/rai k. -.?..] apa is, as always, igitur,
groundless this Siukeiv was
in polemic conflict

—

that their faith,

!

—

therefore, as matters are "

(if, namely, I still preach
Paul gives information concerning the foregoing question,
how far, namely, there no longer existed any cause, etc. thus therefore is the
offence of the cross clone away, that is, the occasion for the rejection of the
gospel, which is afforded by the circumstance that the death of Christ on the
If Paul had at the same
cross is preached as the only ground of salvation. *

rebus sic se habentibus,

'

'

circumcision).

:

time preached circumcision also as necessary to salvation, then would the Jew
have seen his law upheld, and the cross would have been inoffensive to him
;

but when, according to his decisive principle, ii. 21, he preached the death
Rom. x. 3, et al.), and rejected
of the cross as the end of the law (iii. 13
then the Jew took offence at the cross, and rejected
all legal righteousness
the faith. ^ To take it as an interrogation * with which the accentuation
might have been apa (comp. on ii. 17) appears logically not inappropiiate
after ri en diuKOfiai, but yields a less striking continuation of the discourse.
Ver. 12. The vivid realization of the doings of his opponents, who were
;

—

—

—

not ashamed to resort even to such falsehood
his soul a strong

and

that they,

who

attach so

much importance

set

(ver. 11),

now wrings from

bitterly sarcastic wish' of holy indignation

you in commotion, might mutilate themselves
to circumcision,

!

:

Would

that they

who

and thereby create commotion

among you, might not content themselves with being circumcised, but
might even have themselves emasculated
On o^eXov as a particle, see on
1 Cor. iv. 8. " Omnino autem observaudum est ("It is generally to be observed that ") Cods^ov ^ non nisi turn adhiberi, quum quis optat, ut fuerit aliquid, vel sit, vel futurum sit, quod non fuit aut est aut futurum est," "is
employed only when one desires something to have been, or to be in the
present or future, which has not been, or is not, or will not be," Hermann, ad Viger. p. 756. It is but very seldom used with the future, as
!

'

Acts

3

xxii.

;

comp. Gal.

i.

14

;

Phil.

iii. 5.

"

Comp. Acts

3

Including de Wette and Wieseler.

* 1

Cor.

i.

23

;

xxii. 4, 5.

Phil.

iii.

18.

Comp. Chrysostom and Theophylact.
Syr., Bengel on ver. 12, Usteri, Ewald,
and others.
' According to Hofmann, indeed, it
is
" qtd/e earnestly meant," and is supposed to
*
«

contain the thought that " their perversity,

which

is

now

rendered dangerous by their

being able to appeal to the revealed law.
would thereby assume a shape in which it
would cease to be dargerous." How arbitrarily the thought is imported
And yet
the wish, if earnestly meant, would be at all
events a. silly one. For a similar instance of
a bitterly pointed saying against the Judaistic overvaluing of circumcision, see Phil.
!

iii. 2.

'

As to the form

Moer.

p. 285

f.

6<})€\ov,

see Interpr. ad

"

:

CHAP,

v., 13.
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—

Lucian, Soloec. 1.'
.;«/] the climactic "eae/i," not that of the corresponding relation of retribution/ in which sense it would be only superfluous and
cumbrous.
airoKdilrnvTail denotes castration,'* either by incision of the vena

—

seminaUs (Deut. xxiii. 1) or otherwise* Owing to \a/, which, after ver. 11,
points to something more than the circumcision therein indicated, this interpretation is the only one suited to the context
it is followed by Chrysostom and his successors, Jerome, Ambrose, Augustine, Cajetanus, Grotius,
:

Estius, Wetstein, Semler,

Matthies,

Usteri,

Koppe, and many others

Schott,

Olshausen, de

also Winer,

;

Wette,

Hilgenfeld,

Riickert,

Hofmann,
more com-

comp. Ewald, who explains it of a still
Theodore of Mopsuestia, and others. In
opposition to the context, others, partly influenced by an incorrect aesthetical standard,^ and sacrificing the middle signification,
which is always
reflexive in Greek prose writers, ° and is also to be maintained throughout in
the N. T.'
have found in it the sense " ej-ifium imprecatur impost oribus,"
Reithmayr, Holsten

;

plete mutilation, as does Pelagius,

—

—

"He

:

" * or have explained it of
be excommunicated;^" or: may all
" may they cut
apportunity of perverting you be taken from them " " or

imprecates destruction against impostors

"

may

the divine extirjjat ion ;^ or

:

themselves offfroin you.''

[See

;

thej"

;

'-

:

—

Note LXX., p. 244.]
avaararoiw] stronger
stir np (against true Christianity), to alarm."

-apdaaeiv, means here to
The word, used instead of the

than

classic avda-arov Troish; belongs to the later

Greek.'-"

Ver. 13.

"It

with justice that

speak so indignantly against those
to bring you under the
bondage of the law, have received God's call to the Messianic kingdom for

men

is

who

for ye,

;

are being

I

worked upon by them

—

an object entirely different,
in order that ye maybe free."
Thus the
apostle again reminds his readers of the great benefit already indicated in
ver. 1, but now with the view of inculcating its single necessary moral
limitation.

of the

'

—

Ka'/xiv?'"

— nwov

Hermann

See

i:?i.Ev&epia]

t'-'

c.

I.

,-

pii)

'h-ki used of the ethical aim
Limiting exhortation. But the verb, which

that ye should lyefree ;

K.r.l.'\

Graev. ad Luc.

Sol.

II. p. 730.
^

Wieseler.

'

Arrian, Epict.

*

See the passages in Wetstein. Comp.

KOTTos, castrated,
Kon/uieVos,

Deut.

20. 19.

ii.

Strabo,

xxiii.

Comp. Calovius
impure gloss.
*

'
'
'"

:

xiii.

1.

"glossa impura," "an

Kuhner, n. p. 19.
Winer, p. 2.39.
Calvin, acknowledging,

however, the

word

as an allusion to circumcision
vius, and others.
»

an-o-

p. 630; an-oKc-

;

Calo-

Bengel,

Michaelis,

ii

Zaehariae,

Moras
Baumgaiten-Crusius, Windischmann, and others Luther, in his trans;

lation,

rendered

;

>2

Wieseler.

'"Erasmus, Beza, Piscator, Cornelius
Lapide,

like Calvin)
in his Commentary, 1519, be
does not explain it specially, but speaks
merely of a curse wliich is expressed. In
1534, however, he says characteristicallj'
" Si omnino volunt circumcidi, opto, ut et
abscindantur et sint eunucbi illi amputatis
testiculis et veretro, i. e., qui docere et
gignere filios spirituales nequeunt, extra
ecclesiam ejiciendi." On the other hand,
in the Commentary of 1538, he says quite
simply, " allusit ... ad circumcisionem,
q. d. cogunt vos circumcidi, utinam ipsi
funditus et radicitus excindantur."
" Eisner, Wolf, Baumgarten.

it:

(o be extij-pated

(thus

Ellicott.

''Comp. Acts
'*

xvii. 6, xxi. 38.

Sturz, dial. Mac. p. 146.

" Comp.

Thess.

1

Oed. C. 1459

:

iv.

rif I'co/n'

7

e'^'

;

w

Eph.

ii.

Ka\el^.

10

;

Soph.

;
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obvious of itself (rpfTrcre, perhaps, or even f,Yf-0) is omitted, the omission
rendering the address more compact and precise.' This also corresponds
(in opposition to Hofmann's groundless doubt) to the usage of the Greeks
is

after the prohibitory

fifj."

—

fif (Kpop/xfjv

not use your liberty so that

As

—

may

for an occasion

ry capKt]

to the flesh;

do

serve as an occasion for the non-spiritual,

of your nature

psychico-corporeal part
contrary to God.^

it

assert

to

its

to cdp^ in the ethical sense, see

desires

Rom.

which are

iv. 1, vi. 19,

(Ojm 6ia Tf/g aycnTTjg 6ovA. 'a7j\.i~fk\ but let love (through
John iii. G.
14
which your faith must work, ver. 6) be that by means of which ye stand in

vii.

;

a relation of mutually rendered

service.

An

ingenious juxtaposition of free-

dom and IrotJierly servicealleness in that freedom. * The special co-atrast, however, which is here opposed to the general category of the adpf, has its
ground in the circumstances of the Galatians, audits icarrantiii what is about
to be said of love in ver. 14.

Ver. 14.* Reason assigned for the dia ti/q uydn7](: k.t.1. just said for the
is fulfilled in one utterance; that is, compliance with the whole
:

whole law

Mosaic LiAV has taken place and exists, if one single commandment of it is
complied with, namely, the commandment, ''Love thy neighhor as thyself
If therefore, ye through love serve one another, the whole point in dispute
there can no longer be any discussion whether ye are
is thereby solved
ye have fulfilled the whole
bound to fulfil this or that precept of the law,
" Theologia brevissima et longissima brevissima quod ad verba et
law.
sententias attinet, sed usu et re ipsa latior, longior, profundior et sublimior
''"'

;

—

;

mundo," "Theology the briefest and the longest the briefest, as to
words and sentences, but in experience and fact wider, longer, deeper and
higher than the whole world," Luther. 6 ttoc w/^of ^ places the totality of
The view of Hofmann,
the law in contradistinction to its si?igle utterance.
that "it denotes the law collectively as an unity, thefulfilment of which existing
in the readers they have in the love which they are to show," falls to the
ground with the erroneous reading, to which it is with arbitrary artifice
adapted as in particular, 6 -af vojioq means not at all the law as unity, but
the whole laic."' In point of fact, the phrase does not differ from o'Xoi; 6 vdfxog,
Without alteration in the sense, the apostle might also
Matt. xxii. 40.
toto

;

;

have written

Tvug -yap 6 vdfiog,

Comp. Matt.

>

xxvi. 5

;

which would only have made the emphasis

Buttmann,

neui.

Qr. 338.

;

5

*
1

Comp. Rom. vii. 8.
Comp. Rom. vi.

Pet.
s

iv

ii.

followed above, A B C K agree.
' Comp. 1 Tim. i. 16
Acts xix. 7, xx. 18
Soph. El. 1244 Phil. 13; Thuc. ii. 7. 2, vili.
;

See Ileindorf, ad Plat. Prot. p. 815 B;
Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 153; Klotz ad
Devar. p. GG9 Winer, p. 554 f.
5

16

;

2 Pet.

Hofmann reads

iiiiXv TreTTXripuiTai-

ii.

18,

22

1

;

Cor. ix. 19

19.

the verse

:

o y. iras voi^os

ayaTr^creis k.t.A.

A

form

of the text so destitute of attestation (Tertullian alone has in vobis instead of iv kvX
\6yw), that it is simply equivalent to a (very
strange) corjecfvre. Also the omission of iv
Tw is much too feebly attested. In the text,

fall

;

;

93. 3

;

Kriiger, §

50. 11. 12.

an approximate rendering of the
passage, the meaning of which is not, to me
Hofmann seems to
at least, very clear.
have been conscious of this want of clear''

[Thi^: is

ness, for in his revised

edition just issued

he has Considerably altered his mode of expression, but still leaves the matter somewhat obscure.—W. P. D.] Comp. also 2
Mace. vi. 5 3 Mace. vi. 2 et al. ; Herod, i.
;

111.

—
CHAP,
still

more strongly on

notes.

as in

The
Rom.

ira^.
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v., 14.

— ireny^puTai]

As

to the reading, see the critical

and ready to hand,
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theojihylact,

perfect denotes the fulfilment as complete
xiii.

8.

Baumgartcn, Semler, Morus, Riickert, Matthies, Schott, Baumgartenand others, have correctly explained -Klrjpovafor the explanation comprehenditur,
&ai of compliance with the law
is
comprised," that is, avaKscpa/iaiovrai (which, however, in Rom. xiii. 9 is dlsti?iguislied from Tvlripovcy&ai), is at variance with the universal usage of izlripovv
The thought is the same as in Rom. xiii. 8, 6
Tov vonov in the N. T.^
Estius,

Crusius, de Wette, Wieseler,

'

'

;

'

erepov

vdftov

Grotius interprets

TrA^^p.

ayanibv tov

and xiii. 10, TTAj'jpufia v6/j.nv y a^aTrrj.
same way as in Matt. v. 17
"sicuti rudi-

TrsTrh'/puKE,

in the

:

menta implentiu- per doctrinam perfectiorem, " as rudiments are filled out
by the more perfect doctrine. " This interpretation is incorrect on account
of Trdc, and because a commandment of the Mosaic law itself is adduced.

—

iv Tu] that

in the saying of the law

is,

;

Winer,

see

p. 103.

ajaTTT/crEii]

Respecting the imperative /"e^^are, see on Matt. i. 21
and
on Rom. xiii. 9.^ On the idea of

Lev. xix. 18.

;

as to savTov used of the second person, see

the wf

savT., see

on Matt.

xxii. 39.''

The neigMor

is,

for the CJiristian

who

commandment, Yas felloicBut how little this is to
Ghristian,^ just as for the Jew it is his fellow- Jew.
be taken as excluding any other at all, is shown not only by distinct intimations, such as vi. 10, 1 Thess. iii. 12, 2 Pet. i. 7, but also by the whole
justly (Matt. v. 17) applies to himself this Mosaic

most beautiful exand Paul himself was
The qliestion, how
a Samaritan of this kind towards Jews and Gentiles.
Paul could with justice say of the whole law that it was fulfilled by love
toward one's neighbor, is not to be answered, either by making vojioq signify
the Ghristian law," or by understanding it only of the moral law,'' or of the
spirit of Christianity,

which, as to this point, finds

pression in the example of the Samaritan (Luke x.)

its

;

—

second table of the Decalogue,' or of every divinely revealed law in general ;^

according to the connection of the whole epistle, 6 naq v6/uoc cannot
else than the whole Mosaic laic.
But it is to be answered by

for,

mean anything

jilacing ourselves at the lofty sjwritual standpoint of the apostle,

he regarded
nate to the

mandment
had

from which

commandments of the law as so thoroughly subordicommandment of love, that whosoever has fulfilled this comall

other

stands in the moral scale and the moral estimation just as

From

if

he

and bold standpoint everything, which was not connected with tliQ commandment of love (Rom. xiii.
8-10) fell so completely into the background," that it was no longer conthe whole law.

fulfilled

* Erasmus, Castalio, Luther, Calvin, Rambach, Michaelis, Zacharlae, Koppe, RosenmiiUer, Winer, Usteri, Olshausen, Reiche,

and
"^

others.

Comp.

cKTri/iTrAai/ai

t.

vofxav,

199; so also Philo, de Abrah.

2

;

Matt.

iii.

15

;

Rom.

viii.

I.

4,

Herod,
See

p. 3G.

xiii. 8

;

i..

vi.

Col.

this lofty

man

love himself no more than he does
another."
^

Comp.

«

Koppe.

Estius and many others.
Beza and others also Wieseler
Ewald.
s

«

Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. p. 447.
• Comp. Cic
de Legg. i. 12 " Nihilo sese
plus quam alterum homo diligat," "Let a

lo

:

and see

ver. 14.

'

iv. 17.
'

ver. 13, dtAA^Aots,

;

;

comp.

Schott.

Especially the precepts as to cidtus, in
the apostle's view, were included among
the uToixila. toG Koaixov, iv. 3.
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sidered as aught to be

and iudependently

sei:)arately

fulfilled

contrary, the whole law appeared already accomplished in

ou the

;

that

lote,

in the

is,

and action j^roduccd by the Spirit of God (ver. 22 f. Rom.
XV. 30), in which is contained the culminating point, goal, and consummaThe idea thus amounts to an impletio totius
tion of all parts of the law.'
legls dilectione formata, "fulfilment of the whole law, energized by love,"
by which the claim of the law is satisfied (ver. 23). The view of Hofmann,
that here the law comes into consideration only so far as it is not already
state of feeling

;

fulfilled in faith

mandnient of

that for the believer

;

and even the

love,

its

requirement consists in

realization of this

is

the com-

already existing in him,

—

he has only to shoiv the love wrought in him by God simply
emanates from the erroneous form of the text and the wrong interpretation
That the apostle, moreover, while adducing
of ver. 14 adopted by him.
so that

commandment of love toward one' s neighbor, does
commandment of love towards God,'^ was obvious of itself

only the

not exclude the
to the Christian

God and

consciousness from the necessary connection between the love of

Paul was induced by the scope of the context to

the love of our neighbor.^

bring forward the latter only (vv.
Ver. 15. Ad/ccerE Kal KaTeadUre]

.

13, 15).

A

climactic figurative designation of the

of imrty enmity, in which they endeavored mutually to
hurt and destroy one another.
Figurative expressions of this nature, dehateful working

rived from ravenous wild beasts, are elsewhere in use.^

however, to be understood
always has,

it

to eat

^

as to

up, to devour.

to

which the passim turn of the

fifj

vnh aXkifz-Mv

that

is (for

tilities

What

life

meant

^

Observe the climax of the three verbs
be dreaded also contributes
consumed one of another consumamini ;

final result to

ye be

:

—

through these mutual party hosand destroyed.

figure), lest

of Christian fellowship be utterly ruined
is

not the ceasing of their status as Christians,' in other
but, by means of such hostile behavior in the very

words, their apostasy

bosom

lest

Paul keeps by his

your
is

ava2(j0/;re]

Kareadieiv is not,

gnaw, but must retain the meaning which

;

is at length an utter end to what constitutes
the Christian community, the organic life of which is mutually destroyed by

its

of the churches, there

own members.
With

Ver. 16.

the words

'^'^

But I

mean'''

(iii.

17, iv. 1)

the apostle intro-

duces, not something new, but a deeper and

more comprehensive exhibition
and discussion of that which, in vv. 13-15, he had brought home to his
readers by way of admonition and of warning down to ver. 26.
Hofmann
is wrong in restricting the illustration merely to what follows after alM,
a view which is in itself arbitrary, and is opposed to the manifest corre-

—

—
'

Therein

i^riitt* w*w«,

the essence of the so-called
" third use," of the law, the fur-

lies

ther development of which is given in the
Epistle to the Romans.
Comp. Sieffert, in
the Jahrh.f. J). Tlieol. p. 271 f. [See Chapter on "The Thitd Use." Fai'nmla of Conco7'd, chap, vi., Philadelphia edition. Book
of Concord, I. 508 sqq., 595 sqq.]
2 Comp. Matt. xxii. 37 f.

John

^

comp.

<

See Maji

1

iv.

Obss.

Anthol. VIII. p. 230
' With Schott.
«

24,

See on 2 Cor.
Od.

i.

8, et

7; Add. ad EstL.
'

Hofmann.

;

xi.

al.;

20

;

1

Cor.

p.

8G

20; Horn.

LXX. Gen.
i.

viii. 1, 3.^

Jacobs, ad
Wetstein, in loc.
II.

11.

;

7^. ii.

xl.

314, xxi.

17

;

Isa.

i.

—
CHAP,

between the contrast of

lation existing

which the
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v., 17.

and

flesh

and the

spirit

—

afop/it/,

irvevjuaTc
not to afford to the flesh (ver. 13).
The subsequent nvevfian ayeaBe in ver. 18
dative of the normal

free Cliristian

wepiTTareiTE]

is

more favorable to this view than to tliat of Fritzsche,'^ who makes it the
dative commodi {spiritui divinovitam consecrare, " to consecrate the life to the

is

Divine
2 Cor.

who makes

Spirit, " or to that of Wieseler,

the Spirit

conceived as

is

V. 7), or of

Hofmann, who renders

lovius well remarks

man

(that

is,

by the Divine Spirit,^ in behalf of
Rom. viii. 9) made to the contrast of
fact the power which overcomes the adp^

(see also

in

is

This Spirit
(iii.

however, the

Rom. vii. 22, 23), whicli
which appeal is erroneously
cap^, since the divine

but

*
;

the

it is

-rrvev/Lta

Holy

Spirit.

given to believers as the divine principle of the Christian life
and they are to obey it, and not the ungodly desires of

is

2, 5, iv. 6),

their adp^.

but

spirit is not,

eau avdpuTtoc, 6 vovc,

6

sanctified

is

Ca-

impulsum," "according to the

The

suggestion and impulse of the Spirit."
vioral nature of

instrumental, so that

"6?/ virtue of the Spirit."

:

''juxta instinctum et

:

it

(the idea is different in the case of did in

j^ci'th

it is

case of

The absence

^

of the article

is

not

with this view,

at variance

"

not to be explained in a qualitative sense, ' any more than in the

and the

deog, nbpioc,

remains always

human (Rom.

like

objective, as the

16).'

viii.

;

on the contrary,

when dwelling and

a proper noun, and, even

nvevfia

has the nature of

ruling in the

human

spirit,

Divine Spirit, specifically different from the

kuI Eiridv/iiav aapKog oh

fif/

is

reTisar/ve]

taken as con-

by the Vulgate, Jerome, Theodoret. Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Bengel, and most expositors, including "Winer, Paulus, Riickert,
Matthics, Schott, de Wette, Hilgenfeld, "Wieseler, Hofmann, Reithmayr
but by others, as Castalio, Beza, Kopjae, Usteri, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Ewald, in the sense of the imperative. Either view is well adapted to the
context, since afterwards, for the illustration of what is said in ver. 16, the
But the view which takes it
relation between aap^ and irvevua is set forth.
as consequence is the only one which corresponds with the usage in other
passages of the N.T., in which ov uij with the aorist subjunctive is always
used in the sense of confident assurance, and not imperatively, like ov with
sequence

;

the future, although in classical authors oh
certainly not fulfil the lust of the flesh,

which is promised to them,
Note LXXL, p. 244.]
Ver. 17. 'H

>

KoTa

Phil.

iii.

nvevfjLa,

16

;

^

Ad Rom.

I.

viii. 4.

iv. 12;

ijipeaLv,

according to

kwidv/iel

tlie

"

Comp.

Horn.

11.

Nor do

I

its

vi. 16

order

'

my

p. 225.

litzsch, Psychol, p. 389.
4

Rom.

vii.

23

ff.,

Rom.

promise,

;

xv. 194:

Beza, Gomarus, Riickert, de Wette, and
others
comp. Michaelis, Morus, Flatt,
Schott,
Olshausen, Windischmann, De;

fiy is

so emploj^ed.

I.

is

Comp. Neander, and

p. 453, ed.
^

fif.

t.

[See

adpKoc]

elucidated by the remark

Miiller, v. d.

Sunde,

5.

In opposition to Hai'Iess on Eph.

Hofmann.
s Comp.
on vv. 3, 5, and on Rom.
also Buttmann, neul. Gr. p. 78.

p. 268.

'

viii.

4

;

On reAerv, used of the actual carrying
out of a desire, passion, or the like, comp.
Soph. 0. R. 1330, El. 769 Hesiod, Scut. 36.
<*

;

viii. 1

" Ye will

the moral blessed consequence,

Kara rov Trvev/xarog, to 6e nvevfia Kara

will of Zeus."

3

is

they walk according to the Spirit.""

exhortation, with

Rom.

I?om.

ouTi Alb? /Seo/nai
life

cdp^

-yap

The foregoing

if

—this
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that the flesh

and

the Spirit are contrary to one another in their desires, so that

the two cannot together influence the conduct.

— As

here also

to Trvev/xa is

not the moral 7iature of man (see on ver. 16), but the Holy Spirit,^ a comparison has to some extent incorrectly been made with the variance between
the I'oi'r and the trapf (Eom. vii. 18 S.) in the still unregenerate man, in

w^hom the moral will is subject to the flesh, along with its parallels in Greek
Here the subject spoken of is the conflict between
and Roman authors.
The relation is therethe fleshly and the divine principle in the regenerate.
Bengel in
fore different, although the conflict in itself has some similarity.
ravra
the comparison cautiously adds, ^^ qtiodammodo,'" "in a measure."
It inyap a'kAi]>.oiq avriKEirai] As to the reading yap, see the critical notes.
In order
troduces a 2^ertinent further illustration of what has just been said.
to obviate an alleged tautology, Riickert and Schott have placed ravra y.
all. avTiK. in a parenthesis (see also Grotius), and taken it in the sense
"for they are i/i their nature opposed to one another." A gratuitous inserin that case Paul must have written
(pvaei yap ravra all. ovtIk., for
tion
the bare avriKeirai after what precedes can only be understood as referring
'^

—

:

:

;

—
—a connection which

to the actually existing conflict.
first

half of the verse,

the ravra yap all.

avriK. as

is

'iva //?; k.t.1.'\

is

not

^

to be joined to the

forbidden by the right view of

not parenthetical

— but

to the latter.

Iva

ex-

and that not the purpose of Ood in the conflict mentioned which, when the will is directed towards that which is good, would
amount to an ungodly (immoral) purpose but the jsurpose of those powerg
contending with one another in this conflict, in their mutual relation to the
moral attitude of man's will, which even in the regenerate may receive a
presses the purpose,

—

—

In this conflict both have the purjDOse that the
should not do that very thing (ravra with emphasis) which in the re-

twofold determination.*

man

spective cases (av) he icould.

against the Spirit,

is opj)osed to

striving against the flesh,

of a av

delr^re,

is

If he would do what is good, the flesh, striving
this; if he would do what is evil, the Spirit,

opposed

hindered by the

flesh,

^

unconverted and in there-

generate consists in this,— that in the case
of the former the <rap^ strives with the
better moral will {vov<;), and the o-ap^ is vietorious (Rom. vii. 7 ff.)
but in the case of
the regenerate, the aap^ strives with the
;

Holy

and man may obey the latter
In the former case, the creature-

Spirit,

(ver. 18).

to the moral will

or to the sensual will,

1 De Wette wrongly makes the objection,
that in the state of the regenerate this relation of conflict does not find a place, seeingthat the Spirit has the preponderance
(vv. 18, 24). Certainly so, if the regeneration were complete, and not such as it was
in the case of the Galatians (iv. 19), and if
the conciipiscen/iacarnis, "lust of the flesh,"
did not remain at all in the regenerate.
Tliat irfcO^a here denotes the iyo/y Spirit, is
confirmed by ver. 23. Tlie difference of the

conflict in the

All the one-sided explanations

to that.

whether the words be referred

which

power of the

which

is

hindered by the

is

with the
but in the latter
with the divine uncreated n-veOna. De
Wette was erroneously of opinion that here
Paul says briefly and indistinctly what in
Rom. vii. 15 ff. he sets forth clearly; the view
ly

o-ap| is in conflict

lilsewise creaturely vov?,

of Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 389, is similar.
2 xen. Cyr. vi. 1. 21
Arrian. Epict. ii. 26;
;
Porphyr. de abst. i. 56
Cic. Tusc. ii. 21, et
;

al.,

and Rabbins

p. 1178

(see

Schoettgen,

Hor.

ff).

With Grotius, Semler, Moldenhauer,
Riickert, and Schott.
< Comp. Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 361 f.
'

» Luther, Erasmus, Calvin, Estius, Morus,
Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Usteri, Riickert, Schott,
de Wette ; also Baumgarten-Crusius, Hol-

sten,

and

others,

CHAP,
by

arc set aside

Spirit,'

fact that

tlio
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v., 18.

Tm

K.r.X. is

/u}

connected with, the pre-

and this comprehends the mutual conflict of
"Winer has what is, on the whole, the correct interpretation
tico powers.'^
" TO TTVEf'^ua impedit vos (rather impedire vos cupit), quo minus pertici atis ra

ceding -avra yap

al'X.

civtIk..,

:

quae 7 aap^ perficerc cupit), contra
cap^ adversatur vobis,
peragere studetis," " The Spirit hinders (rather desires

ryr aapKdc (ea,

7}

ubi ra Tov

TTvevjuaTog

to hinder)

you from accomplishing

the things

of the Jiesh

(i.e.,

those

flesh desires to accomplish) ; on the other hand, the flesh antagonizes

you

ai'e

eager to do the things of the

of the conflict {ravTu
with, since
verse

;

but

it
it

was

.

.

.

ravra

tlie

This more precise statement
might indeed in itself be dispensed

Spirit.''''

Troif/re)

which

you when

'^

in substance already contained in the

first

half of the

bears the stamp of an emphatic and indeed solemn exposition,

In Hofit might be more carefully considered and laid to heart.
mann's view, Iva fifj k..t.1. is intended to express, as the aim of the conflict,
that the action of the Christian is not to be self-tnilled^ ("'springing from
and this, because he canhimself in virtue of his own self-determination")
not attain to rest otherwise than by allowing his conduct to be determined
by the Spirit. But setting aside the fact that the latter idea is not to be
found in the text, the conception of, and emphasis upon, the self-willed^
which with the whole stress laid on the being s£!//"-determined would form
the point of the thought, are arbitrarily introduced, just as if Paul had

that

;

written

:

Iva

a av avrol

fiij

(or ai'Tol

Rom.

vfielg,

vii.

or av^aiperoi,

25,

or

avToyvufioveg, avTovo/ioi, avT6(iov2.oi, or the like).

Ver. 18. If, however, of these two conflicting powers, the Spirit is that
TrvevixarL aysade']
which rules you, in what blessed freedom ye are then!*
ovk egte vtto vo/uov] namely, because then the laic can
See on Rom. viii. 14.^
have no x>ower over you ; through the ruling power of the Sjiirit ye find yourselves in such a condition of moral life (in such a Kaivdr/K ^uijc, Rom. vi. 4,
and nvel'fiaTog, vii. 6), that the law has no power to censure, to condemn, or

—

—

to punish anything in you.
is

the only correct one

;

"

and

In accordance with ver. 23, this explanation

freedom

this

is

the true moral freedom from

the law, to which the apostle here, in accordance with ver. 13, attaches
importance.''

There

longer need the law

;

is less

as

accuracy in the usual interpretation

Chrysostom

:

rig

XP^'^^ vofiov

;

:

*

ye no

r« yap oIkoOev narop-

ivaidayuynv
or
you are free from the outward conlaw;^ comp. also Hofmann, who, in connection with, his mistaken interpretation of ver. 14, understands a subjection to the law as a
requirement coming from icithout, which does not exist in the case of the
dovvTL ra

fiei^o) ttov xp^'i-^

;

:

straint of the

1 Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Beza, Grotius,
Neander. Comp. also Ewald, " in order /!,^a<
ye, according to the divine will expressed
on the point, may not do that which ye possiMy might wish, hnt that of which ye may
know that God desires and approves it."

"
3

Comp. Ernesti Urspr. der Sfinde, I. p. 89.
So in substance Ambrose, Oecumenius,

Bengel, Zachariae, Koppe, Matthies, Reithmayr, and others
Wieseler most accu;

rately.

Comp. 2 Cor. iii. 17 Rom. viii. 2 ff.
Comp. also 2 Tim. iii. 6.
Comp. on Rom. viii. 4.
' Comp. 1 Tim. i. 9.
* Adopted by Winer, Riiokert, Matthies,
comp. de
Schott, Baumgarten-Cruslus
•

;

^
°

;

Wette.
'

Usteri,

Ewald.

;
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Christian, because vi lihn the law collectively as an unity

Note LXXIL,

[See

fulfilled.

is

244 seq.]

p.

Vv. 19-23. The assertion just made by Paul, that the readers as led by
would not be under the law, he now illustrates more jiarticularly
((Jt), by setting forth the entirely opposite moral states, which arc produced

the Spirit

the former exclude
by the flesh and by the Spirit respectively (vv. 22 f.
from the Messiah's kingdom (arc therefore abandoned to the curse of the
)

law), while against the latter there

Ver. 19.

'^avepa 6i

no law.

is

(now to explain myself more
open to the eyes of all, evidently

Manifest, however

k.-.7^.~\

precisely as to this ovk eare

r6,uov),

vivo

recognizable as such by every one, are the
concrete actual

nature of

man

phenomena which

(and not the Holy

ivories

are j^roduced

those

flesh,

the flesh, the sinful

is,

The

Je (in

the 6e explicatwum, frequently used

is

That one who

in the N.T.'

abstain from the Ipya w^hich follow,

that

of the

when

the active principle.

Sjairit), is

opposition to Hofmann's objection)

by Greek authors and

:

by the

led

is

Spirit will

but Pa,ul does not
state this, and therefore does not by f5t make the transition to it, as Hofmann thinks, who gratuitously defines the sense of d^avepa as " well known
obvious of

is

itself

;

:

to the Christian withont

latr.^^

The

^

contains fotir approximate divisions
idolatry

ance:

:

nc'iuloAaTp.,

fitdat, Kufioi.

the special

(j)ap/iaK.\

— aKaBapaia]

immodesty and wantonness.

Eph.

iv.

19

;

Pet. iv. 3

1

Ver. 20. ElduXoXaTpela]

enmitij

kx^pat

:

crnpuvr

TfjQ

wopveia, oKaftapa., aakTiy.;
.

.

<b6voL

.

;

(4)

(2)

intemper-

lustful impurity (lewdness) generally, niter
i.

See on
2 Pet.

;

(1) hist:

:

(3)

Comp. Rom.

-rropveia.

which follows of the ipya

list

ii.

24

2 Cor.

;

Rom.
7.

xiii.

xii. 21.

—

aaklyeia]

Comp.

13.

2 Cor.

lustful
xii.

21

:

[See Note LXXIII., p. 245.]

not to be considered as a species of the sins of

is

view against which may be urged the literal sense of the word, and
also the circumstance that unchastity was only practised in the case of
It is to be taken in its projier sense as idolatry.
so7ne of the heathen rites.
Living among Gentiles, Gentile Christians were not unfrcquently seduced
(pappaKeia]
to idolatry, to which the sacrificial feasts readily gave occasion.''
°

lust ;

a

—

may

here

mean either poison-mlngUng,^

or sorcery.^

The

latter interpretation

on account of the combination with. e'i,6u'Xo7.aTpeia,^
Sorcery was very prevalent,
subsequently.
To understand it, with Olshausen,
especially in Asia (Acts xix. 19).
specially of love-incantntions, is arbitrary and groundless, since the series of
to be preferred,' partly

is

partly

because

occurs

qovoi

sins of lust is closed

with

aaelyEia.

the plural, comp. Herod,
18
'

;

— The particulars which follow as far as
^^
—
Rom.
Xen. Mem<.

stand related as special manifestations to the more general Ix^P^'-

^ovoL

jealousy,

Winer,

1

p. 421

;

Cor.

iii.

145

vii.
3,

Kiihner, ad Xen.

Mem.

i.

;

2 Cor.

xii.

ii.

1. 1.

^

On

<f)(ivfp6<;,

festue, see

lying open to co(/nUion,mani

van Hengel, ad

Olshausen.

*

Comp. on

'

Plat. Legr/. viii. p, 845

4, xl. 3. 7.;

I.

p. 111.

Cor. v.

comp.

xviii.

13;

2.

10.

iii.

—The

11, 22, viii.

xviii. 23,

comp.

<t>apiJ.aKe\jet.v,

distinction

3; Isa. xlvii.

9,

12

Wisd. xii. 4,
Herod, iii. 85;

xxi. 8

<j>a.piJ.aKa,

Herod,

xiii.

Cf/Tioc,

16.

;

vii. 114.

With Luther, Grotius,

Estius,

Koppe,

Winer, Usteri, Schott, de Wette, Ewald,

11.

.^apMaxos,

Jas.

« Ex. vii.
Rev. ix. 21,

'

3

1

liom.

20,

E

;

Polyb.

Dem.

vi. 13.

794. 4.

Hofmann, and
Comp. Deut. xviii. 10

Wieseler,
^

others.
ff.;

Ex.

xxii. 18.

—
CHAP,
between %/of and

hpyij is,

the effervescence of

it,

—

opyTJc-^

Tf/c

dvfjLbq

that
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v., 21, 23.

denotes the icrath in

opyii

Hence

exasj^eration.

how

Observe

itself,

and

—

flvnur

we have

in Rev. xvi. 19, xix. 15,

se\f-see\iiug pai'ty-caiah.'^

kpidelai]

divisions, factions.^

:

dixooraaia, aipeasic]

Paul, having the circumstances of the

Gahitians in view, has multiplied especially the designations of dispeace.*

According

—

to 1 Cor.

Ver. 21.

^ftovoi,

3 also, these

iii.

phenomena

works

are

paronomasia, as in Rom.

(bovoi]

29

i.

^-

revellings, comissationes, especially at night.

K6J//o«]

of the Jlesh.

Eur. Troad. 736.

;

koI

to.

b/ioia tovtoi^]

whole matters mentioned in vv.
''Addit et iis similia, quia quis omnem lernam carnalis vitae
20, 21).
for who can recount the entire marsh of
recenseat ?" " He adds such-like
The wpo in irpolh/u and irpoe'cTrov is the hethis carnal life." Luther, 1519.
forehand in reference to i\iG future realization ^ at the izapovaia and ihepast
jzpoelTzov reminds the readers of the instructions and warnings orally given
to them, the tenor of which justifies us in thinking that he is referring to
the first and second sojourn in Galatia.
TrpdaGovTeq^ those who practise such

and

which are similar

the things

to these

'

;

(the

'

—

;

—

things

but in ver. 17

;

iroifjTE

:

ye do.''

—

j3a(jt?.eiav

this kind, therefore, exclude the Christian

and cause him

Qeov oh

Sins of

K2.r/povofi.]^

from the kingdom of the Messiah,

by luercvom lie again enters
by renewed faith appropriates forgiveness.''
For the having been reconciled by faith is the preliminary condition of the
new, holy life,'" and therefore does not cancel responsibility in the
judgment."
Ver. 22. 6 6e Kapivbg tov TrvEvfiaTog] essentially the same idea, as would be
expressed by ra 6e epya rov nvev/iaToc the moral result which the Holy Spirit
brings about as its fruit. '^ But Paul is fond of variety of exp'-ession. '^ A special
'^
intention'^* in the choice cannot be made good, .since both ipya and Kapjrdc
to incur condemnation, unless

and

into the life of faith,

so

—

See on Rom.
See on Rom.

»
"^

Comp.

^

ii.

8.

ii.

8

Cor.

1

signification,

»

2 Cor.

;

On

xi. 18 f.

alpeo-i; in tliis

which occurs only

writers (1 Cor. xi. 19; Acts xxiv.
Comp.
Wetstein, II. p. 147 f.
partisan, Polyb. i. 79. 9, ii. 38. 7.
* Comp. Soph. G. C. 1234 f.

Herm.

*

Rom.

Privata/ferth. §
13

xiii.

;

Pet.

1

iv.

in later
5, 14),

aiperio-TJ)?,

Comp.
Theaet.

173D SctTTi'a Kal (Tuc avAr)Tpi(rt Ka)/u.ot," banquets and revellings with flute-girls." Sywj).
p.

:

p. 212

C

;

Isaeus, p. 39. 21 km/hoi icai a<re'Ayeia,
and licentiousness." Herod, i.
:

'"revellings
21

xp^e(Ti>ai

TTiVeii' K. KM/xti)

:

e's

dAAtjAov!, " to

drink and indulge in revelling with one another." Jacobs, Del. epigr. Iv. 43 kuiixov k.
irao-Tjs Koipave
navvvxi&o^, '" lead the revel
and the entire night festival."
^ Herod, i. 53, vii. 116
Lucian. Jov. Trag.
:

;

30; Polyb.

vi. 3. 2.

'

See on Rom.

8

Comp.

Jas.

ii.

5

;

1

Cor.

1.

32

vi.

;

Joha

9 f

,

iii.

xv. 50

and generally, Rom.

20.
;

vi.

Eph.
8

ff.

v. 5

10

;

Rom.

viii.

34

;

1

John

ii.

'"

Rom.

"

2 Cor. v. 10

vi.

Rom. xiv. 10.
Comp. Find. 01. vii. 8: icapTrb? <f>pei'6i,
Xem. x. 12, Pyth. ii. 74 Wisd. iii. 13, 15.
i3 Comp. Eph. ii. 9, 11.
i* Chrysostom thought that Paul had used
Kapvo';, because good works were not, like
evil works, brought about by ourselves
alone, but also by the divine <j>i\av&p(jinia.
Comp. also Holsten, who, however, makes
the distinction sharper. Luther and many
;

;

29.

;

vii. 9,

observe the present participle.

i-

see

Plat.

17.

3

2 Cor.

If.:

xii. 20.

;

others, including Winer, Usteri,

because

it

is

beneficent

Schott

and praiseworthy

works which are spoken of. Matthies because that whereby the Spirit proves His
presence, is, in and by itself, directly fruit
and enjoyment. Reithmayr mixes up vari:

ous reasons, including the very groundless
suggestion that in Kapiros there is implied
the acknowledgment of man's joint part in
the production.
'° Comp. the clear passage in the

LXX.

—
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voces mediae, "colorless terms,"' and according to the
all hinged on the indication of organic development,^
at
nothing
context,
a meaning which, moreover, would have been conveyed even by ipya, and
The
without a figure, or of the proceeding from an inner impulse.^
colkctke* singular napTroc has sprung, as in Eph. v. 9, from the idea of interfor which, however, the singular ipyov
nal unity and moral homogeneity

themselves

in

are

—

;

would also have been suitable (in opposition to the view of
That ^wc and -Trvev/ia are not to be considered as identical on acWieseler).
aydKTj] as the main element,^ and at
count of Eiih. v. 9, see on Ejoh. I.e.
the same time the practical principle of the rest, is placed at the head, corresponding to the contrast in ver. 13. The selection of these virtues, and
the order in which they are placed, are such as necessarily to unfold and to
(see

on

vi. 4)

—

—

present to the readers the specific character of the

of Christian fellowship

Jife

(which had been so sadly disturbed among the Galatians,
itself,

because

TTvevfiaTOQ.

—

it is

x<^po-]

a fniit of the Spirit,

Love
ver. 15).
Rom. xv. 30, aydmj rov
which is produced by the

called in

is

the holy joy of the soul,

is

through whom we carry in our hearts the consciousness of the divine
love,' and thereby the certainty of blessedness, the triumph over all sufferThe interpretations participation in the joy of others,^ and a
ings, etc.
Spirit,^

:

cheerful nature towards others,^ introduce ideas

—

Rom.

Peace with others.

elpr/vri]

been understood to mean

17-,

peace with God,^^

also

against this interpretation

xiv.

may be

it

which are not in the text.'"
Eph. iv. 3. The word has
and peace with oneself ; '^ but
that this peace

urged,

(the

of reconciliation) is antecedent to the further fruits of the Spirit,
E\pi]vrj

is

K.T.I,

evidently correlative with exOpa

k.t.1. in ver. 20, so

peace

and that
that the

—

does not belong to this connection.
fiaKpodv/iia] long-suffering, by which, withholding the assertion of our own
rights, we are patient under injuries,'* in order to bring him who injures us
eiprjvr)

Qeov

(see

to reflection

on Phil.

7)

The opposite

and amendment.''*

Benignity.

XP7i<^t6tt!(]

iv.

2 Cor.

6

vi.

bity of disposition and of action.

Usually interpreted

follows.
fidelity."

Matt, xxiii. 23

meekness.'^^

The opposite

"^

Col.

It thus

iii.

:

^(OTjv rroiei, xapirol Sk d(je(3u)i' afXopTias.
1

See on Kapno^ especially, Rom.

2

vii.

;

Plat. Ep.

vi. 21 f.;

7

;

Rom.

*

;

comp.

V. 5.

Koppe,

Borger,

'-

p. 197 D, in Greek authors

Com.

Calvin, Michaelis.

Rom. xii. 15.
" Rom. V. 1.
"^ de Wette and

'"

eis

others.

Spvi", Jas.
ii.

4

;

i.

19.

2 Cor.

"
"

vi. 10.

Grotius,

—
—

Comp. Rom.

Horn. Od. i. 156, and frequently.
Cor. xiii.; Rom. xii. 9.
See on Rom. xiv. 17 1 Thess. i. 6

—

admirably suits the iricmg which
tvIgtcc:']
but see on Rom. xv. 14.
npav-nc
and see on Philem. S.

>*

/capjros.

Eur. Andr. 728.

ayaBuavvTi] goodness, pro-

refers

Zachariae,
Winer, Usteri.
8

—

ppa&is

s 1
«

b^v6v/iia,

"

Wette.

also 2 Cor.

;

:

12.'°

p. 336 B.

7,

To which Olshauscn

3 (]e

*

20

3

;

aypioTT/r, Plat.

Prov. X. 16, where tpya and xapnoi alternate
exactly in the opposite sense epya Sinaituu

Matt

iii.

lindncss

Rom.

;

:

:

;

vi. 6.

See Tittmann, Synon. p. 140 ff.
Also by Ewald and Wieseler.
" de Wette, Wieseler, Reithmayr, take it
as confidence, the opposite to distrust, 1 Cor.
But the substantive does not occur
xiii. 7.
in this general sense in any other passage
of the N. T.
'*

See on

1

Cor.

iv. 21.

^

CHAP,
often
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v., 23, 24.

—

combined with (pL7Mv6pu7ria.
h/Kpdreta] self-control,
opposed to sins of lust and intemperance.

tliat is,

here conti-

nence, as

Ver. 23. Just as

to,

roiavra in ver.

21,''

tuv tolovtuv in this passage

is

also

mentioned among the fruits of the
Spirit,^ and not masculme, as it is understood by Chrysostom, Theodoret,
Theophylact, Oecumenius, Erasmus, Luther, Grotius, Bengel, and many of
the older expositors
also by Koppe, Rosenmliller, Riickert, Hofmann.'' It
is, moreover, quite unsuitable to assume (with Beza, Estius, Rosenmiiller,
Flatt, and others) a fieluaig v' for Paul wishes only to illustrate the ovk elvai
vKo v6/Liov, which he has said in ver. 18 resjiecting those who are led by the
Spirit.
This he does by first exhibiting, for the sake of the contrast, the
works of the flesh, and expressing a judgment upon the doers of them and
" against virtties and
then by exhibiting the fruit of the Sjiirit, and saying
Saying this, however, is by no means
states of this Mnd there is no laic.''''
" more than superfluous" (Hofmann), but is intended to make evident how it
is that, hy virtue of this their moral frame, those who are led by the Spirit
are not subject to the Mosaic law."
For whosoever is so constituted that
a law is not against him, over such a one the law has no joower.
Comp.
1 Tim. i. 9 f.
Ver. 24. After Paul has in ver. 17 explained his exhortation given in ver.
16, and recommended compliance with it on account of its blessed results
(vv. 18-23), he now shows (continuing his discourse by the transitional 6t)
how this compliance^ the walking in the Spirit has its ground and motive
neuter, applying to the virtues previously

;

;

:

—

—

in the sfecific nature of the Christian ; if the Christian has crucified his flesh,

and consequently
Spirit.

—

lives

through the

adpKa ecjTavpuaav] not

TTjv

Spirit, his

walk

also

they crucify their flesh

:

when they became

must follow the
;"

but

:

they have

and received baptism,
whereby they entered into moral fellowship with the death of Jesus * by
becoming wKpot rfi dfiaprig.^ The symbolical idea: ^^ to have crucified the
crucified

fiesh,''"'

sin,

it,

namely,

expresses, therefore, the

the seat of which

jectively crucified,

having renounced

the flesh

is

by means

(cydp^)

crapf ,

that

is,

—in the moral

has rendered

it

by means of faith as the new element of
ferred.
To the Christians ?'r^m% viewed,
1

6

;

Ecclus. xviii. 30

Xen.

J/ewi.

i.

2.

Acts xxiv. 25

;

1

:

a4>po&i(ji.oiv

;

k.

2 Pet.

i.

yaa-Tph^

eVKpaTco-TaTos.
^ Haec talia:
see Engelhardt, ad Plat.
Lack. p. 14 Kxihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 5. 2.
3 Irenaeus, Jerome, Augustine, Pelagius,
Calvin, Beza, yet doubtfully, Castalio, Cornelius a Lapide, and most expositors.
* So also Baumlein, in the Stud. u. Krit.
The objection that the singu1862, p. 551 f.
lar 6 (capTrds in ver. 22 forbids the neuter interpretation (Hofmann), is quite groundless
;

both in

itself

16

and because

all

fellowship of

life

with

so that, just as Christ has been ob-

;

of entering into the fellowship of this death on

the cross the Christian has suhjectively

— crucified the

believers

KapTrd; is collec-

consciousness of faith

and efficacy,
which he has been trans-

entirely void of life

life

to

as here, this ethical crucifixion of

iive.
5 N'on
adversatur, sed comjnendat " He
does not oppose, but commends," and tlie
like so also de WJette.
« The fundamental idea of the whole epistie— the freedom of the Christian from the
Mosaic law— is thus fully displayed in its
moral nature and truth. Comp. Sieffert, in
the -lahrb.f. B. Theol. 1869, p. 264.
' Luther and others
also Matthies.
s ggg
qjj j; jg^ y| 24 Rom. vi. 3, vii. 4.
,

;

;

.

»

Kom.

vl. 11.

—

.
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something wMch has

tlie flesh is

tal'en placc,^

but in reality

is

ii

also

some-

thing noiD tahing place and continvovsr The latter circumstance, however,
in this passage, where Paul looks upon the matter as completed at conversion

and the

life

thenceforth led as

not to be conceived* as

Twev/iari,^ is

Cf^v

—

an interpretation which the hisstanding alongside of that ideal relation,
avv rolq -rcadji/u. k. ralg tiridv/j.] together
torical aorist unconditionally forbids.
with the affections ^ and lusts, which, brought about by the power of sin in-

—

by the prohibitions of the law,** have their seat in and take their
from the adpf, the corporeo-psychical nature of man, which is antagohence they must, if the aap^ is crucified through fellowship
nistic to God
with the death of the Lord, be necessarily crucified with it, and could not

stigated
rise

;

remain alive.' The entdv/Ltlai are the more special sinful lusts and desires, in
which the na-din-iara display their activity and take their definite shapes.*
The affections excite the feelings, and hence arise eni^&vfilai., in which their
definite expressions manifest themselves."

Ver. 25. If the Christian has crucified his

flesh, it is

no longer the ruling

now from

the Holy Spirit,
and the obligation thence arising is, that
the conduct also of the Christian should correspond to this principle of life
el ^g)/iev nvev(for otherwise what a self-contradiction would he exhibit !)
The
f/ari] introduced asyndetically (without ovv), so as to be more vivid.

power of his life, which, on the
the power opposed to the flesh

contrary, proceeds

;

—

emphasis

is

on

of the flesh

TrvEvfian, as

we owe our

the contrast to the crdpf

life to the

Holy

SpArit,

If after the

:

by which

crucifying

meant the

is

life

—

which begins with conversion, through the naliyyevecla (Tit. iii. 5) the life
of the new creature, vi. 15.'° The Jirst Trvev/jnTi. is cd)latii'e : the second, emphatically placed at the commencement of the apodosis, is the expression of
the norma (ver. 16)." aroixelv (comp. also Acts xxi. 24) is distinguished
from TvepLTTaTeJv in ver. 16 only as to the figure the latter is aml)idare, the
former is ordine procedere (to march). But both represent the same idea,
the moral conduct of life, the firm regtdution of which is symbolized in
;

aroLXf'i-v.

Ver. 26. Special exhortations

now

begin, flowing from the general obliga-

negative (ver. 26), and then positive
Hence ver. 26 ought to begin a new chapter. The address,
aSsAipoi (vi. 1), and the transition to the second person, which Eiickert,
Schott, Wieseler, make use of to defend the division of the chapters, and
the consideration added by de Wette, that the vices mentioned in ver. 26
belong to the works of the flesh in ver. 20, and to the dissension in ver. 15
(this would also admit of application to vi. 1 ff.), cannot outweigh the connection which binds the specicd exhortations together.
K£v6d6^oi'\ vanam

tion mentioned above (vv. 16, 25)
(vi. 1

;

first

ft').

—

'

^
3
*

5
'
'
«

Comp. Rom. vi. 2 ff
Rom. viii. 13; Col. iii.

» t?)

on

5.

comp. ii. 20.
With Beiigel and Schott.
See on R(!)m. vli. 5.
Ver. 25

Tov

was

Plat.

Cr«^

;

Rom.

vii. 14 ff.

2 Cor.

iii.

" Comp.

;

manifest

ii.
;

applied to the force
(inl

Comp.

vi.

Gal.

vi. 10

iov<rj) SvvaiJ.€i SriXov

Spirit

D.

p. 419

" Comp. Rom.
17

&viJiOV

to ovofna, "it is

coming upon the

.

.5,

iiri

eKXri^r)

that this term

:

Rom. vii. 8.
Comp. on ver.
Rom. vii.
8.

yap

toOto

4

ff.,

row

iJufibi'),"

Thess.

1

vii.

5

iv. 5.

f., viii.

9;

20.

Phil.

iii.

16

;

Rom.

iv. 12.
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KOTES.
gloriam captantes^

In these Avarnings, Paul refers neither merely to those

who had remained

faithful to him,- nor merely to those of Judaistic senti-

ments,^ for these partial references are not grounded on the context but to
the circumstances of the Galatians generally at that time, when boasting
Both the yivu/ie&am
and strife (comp. ver. 15) were practised onl>oth sides.
;

—

itself,*

and the use

pression.
Kevodo^ia

—
:

of the

first

person, imply a forbearing mildness of ex-

contains the modus of the

al'Ai/lovc TvpoKal., aT.HjT^oiQ (p'&ovovvTEo]

challenging one another (to the conflict, in order to

triumph over

whom

the challenged), envying one another (namely, those superior, with

they do not venture to stand a contest)/

—

governs only the dative

cpd-nvElv

of the person," or the accusative wit?i the infinitive,'' not the mere accusative ;'
hence the reading adopted by Lachmann, a7.1ylovq (p-&ov.,^ must be considered
as an error of transcription, caused by the mechanical repetition of the
foregoing aXAyTiovt;.
The fact that a?M^\. in both cases precedes the verb,

—

makes the

contrariety to fclloicship- raore apparent, ver. 13.

Notes by American Editoe.
LXVIII.

Ver.. 5.

(huaioavvrji.

kln'u'ia

The restriction of the argument by Meyer to jiistification seems too narrov.
The subject at this particular place is rather, as Sieffert remarks What is the
:

which the true Christian advances from the time of the reception
of grace? In opposition to the painful and fruitless endeavor to fulfil the law,
this is, according to ver. 5, the joyful hope founded ui5on faith and grace.
"Weiss' i^araphrase is: "We expect the salvation which we have to hope for
in consequence of the righteousness which has been presented us etc nicTEug"
goal towards

(Eng. Trans.

I.

451).

LXIX. Ver.
This interpretation, to which

11. et TcspLToufjv k.t.1.

on the ground that while con-

SiefEert objects,

sistent with the line of argument, it nevertheless is incomprehensible
'Phil.

ii.

Comp.

1.

fiofi'a,

ad
2

3; Polyb. xxvii.

6.

12,

xxxix.

1.

Mace. V. 9, and k€voM. D. 8. See Servius,

Kevo^of eiv, 4

Luclan

V.

IJ. 4,

Virg. Aen. xi. 854.

Theophylact and

hence the present, and not the aori/^t,
read in G*, min., yevJifj-e^a. The Vulgate and Erasmus also correctly render it
efflcianmr. On the other hand, Castalio,
Beza, Calvin, and most expositors, incorrectly give sirnits, "let us be."
Against
efficiamur Beza brings forward the irrele" atqiii natiira
vant dogmatic objection
jpM <a^fs wos'5'«n?«7," "But our very nature
has begotten us as such," which does not
hold good, because Christians are regenerplace
as

that forbearing mildness is out of the question.
It is, in fact, implied in the very expression. Comp. Rom. xii. 16 2 Cor. vi.
.

:

;

iii.

»

;

is

Eph.

And passages such

as iv. 12
are in no way opposed to this view, for they
are witkmet negation ; comp. Eph. v. 1, Phil.
14

<

is

Hofmann dogmatically affirms

afe (ver. 24).

;

Olshausen.

many others.
Ficnmis, " let us become." The matter
conceived as already in course of taking

'

how such

iii.
i.

v. 17.

17.

On

TrpoKaAeiai^at, to provoke,

432, vii.

46. 11

;

.50.

Bast.

218. 285
eji.

;

Od.

C7it. p. 56,

see

Hom.

II.

Polyb.
and the passages
viii.

142

;

in Wetstein.
^

Ktihner,

'

Hom.

IT. p. 247.

Od.

i.

346, xviii. 16, xi. 381

;

Herod.

viii. 109.
« j^ot even in Soph. 0. R. 310.
'Following B G*, and several min.,
Chrysostom, Theodoret, ms., Oecumenius.
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"At this point
Why, you do
be circumcised.' To this he

slander could have originated, has been well juit by Lightfoot

:

the malicious charge of his enemies rises \\p before the a230stle

:

'

you caused Timothy to
replies
What, do I, who have incurred the deadly hatred of the Judaizers,
who am exposed to continual persecution from them, do T preach circumcision?' " For other circumstances than the circumcision of Timothy, whence
this charge might have originated, see Weiss' Blbl. Theol. of N. T., Eng. Tr., I.
the same thing yourself

;

'

:

486.

LXX.

"The common

Ver. 12. anoKo^iovTai.

by the use of the
language in the LXX., is not to be rejected only because it is displeasing to the
The American section of the Revision
delicacy of modern times" (Jowett).
interpretation of the Fathers, confirmed

committee, following the French rendering of Deut. xxiii. 1, recommends the
euphemism, " Go beyond circumsion" as the preferable mode of expressing this
idea of the verb in a version for general circulation. Both Lightfoot and Eadie

emphasize the fact that such mutilation was a part of the rites of the worship
of Cybele, and as such the allusion would have been at once understood.
The
idea conveyed is that circumcision, when no longer fulfilling its original design
as an ordinance adumbrative of Christ and His blessings, has no more validity
than such degrading prescriptions of the heathen, and that the sole difference
is in degree, but not in kind.
The application of this principle here is in the
vein of intense irony.

while

tjie

The explanation

of

Sanday

is

certainly remarkable, that

interpretation here maintained is the true one, Paul

is

writing

under the strain of passion, and in his anger uses an expression that indicates
"one of very few flaws in a truly noble and generous character."

LXXI. Ver.
"

The Pauline conception

not contrary to
is

the

its

human body

16.

eiriBvi^dav aapKog.

of adp^, even

where not used in

ethical relations, is

original anthropological signification, according to

(not indeed with respect to the form,

which

is

which

it

designated by

and therefore especially with respect to
and, therefore, in
its powers
its inner combination with the lower human soul-life, which Paul ordinarily
understands by the term ipvxv, as contradistinguished from the higher spiritual
life of man allied to God, the vovg.
This sensuo-psychical side of man's nature is clearly also anp^ here, where irvevfia and cap^ appear as two different
principles working upon the human will from the higher hiiman spiritual life,
as also in Rom. vii., where cdp^ and ^lf7,rj are antithetical to vovq. Rutin this and
other passages where cap^ maintains an ethical relation, it especially signifies
the sensuo-psychical side of man's nature, so far as it is brought by the human
will which was originally in harmony with God into antagonism with God and
all that is godly, and thus, by the egoistic alienation of that will from God,
constituted a dominant life-i^rinciple, active through the first sin of Adam in
the entire human race, and continually perpetuated through transmission"
(7G)/ua,

its

but) with respect to

its

contents,

material substance, as well as according to

;

(Sieffert).

LXXII. Ver.

18.

ovk eare v~b vu/tnv.

opposed to Meyer, that the Mosaic law is
here referred to, cannot be substantiated, yet it is better, not merely with
Usteri and Ewald, but with a large number of exegetes (Hofmann, Lightfoot,

While

Sieffert's interpretation, as

NOTES.
Eadie,

among the more

recent)
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and dogmaticians,

to regard the

not being under
So far as

the law as freedom from the constraint and coercion of the law.

man

No longer an
whereby the duties
prescribed by God are rendered with joy, instead of reluctance. Thus Weiss
{Bibl. Theol. of X. T., I. 483, Eng. Trans.)
"Those who are led by the Spirit
are, viz., no longer under the law (Gal. v. 18)
for what the law with its requirement strove after, and yet could not reach (Rom. viii. 3), that the Spirit really
attains to, inasmuch as at His instigation the requirement of the law is fulfilled
in them who walk according to the Spirit. The power of the Spirit, which is
operative in man, has taken the place of the law, which is outwardly fixed in the
" Not to be under the law signifies to be freed from
letter." Quenstedt (iv. 11)
the curse and constraint of the law, because the regenerate are led bj'^ the Spirit,
are delighted in the law according to the inner man, and spontaneously do the
things which are of the law." Cf. Formula of Concord (598 16)
"As long as
man is not regenerate and conducts himself according to the law, and does the
works of the law because they are thus commanded, from fear of punishment or
desire for reward, he is still under the law, and his works are properly called
by St. Paul works of the law, for they are extorted by the law, as those of slaves"
(Phil, edition).
Compare Westminster Confession, xix. 7.
is

led

by the

external matter,

it

Spirit of God, the law is written

becomes a second nature, a

on his

heart.

life-force,

:

;

:

:

LXXIII. Ver.
" The flesh

19.

:

if)ya tijq aapKog.

*

spoken of in the entire short paragraph in its lusting and
its wrestlings and leadings.
Those who
are guided by the Spirit are not as such under the law but the flesh is under
law, under its sentence and dominion
manifest are its works, and the law
cannot but condemn them as epya, works done by the evil and unrenewed nais

warrings, in contrast with the Spirit in

;

:

It is needless to press a contrast in (j^avepd with the fruit of the Spirit, as
being more hidden, and needing to be educed and specified. The works of
the flesh are notorious and notoriously of a corrupt origin" (Eadie).

ture.
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CHAPTER
Vek.

2.

avaTr?ir)p6(TnTE'\

[Elz., Tisch. 1859,

YI.
following X

AC

Lachm.

D, etc.]

and Schott [Tisch. 1872], read avan'ArjpuaETe, following B F G, 33, 35, and several
Looking at this amount of attestation, to which the vss. give
vss. and Fathers.
special weight (including Pesch., Vulg. It.), and considering that the imperative might readily have been occasioned by the preceding imperatives, the
aorist form being involuntarily suggested by the similar future form, the future
Ver. 10. epyai^u/LieOa] A B L, min., Goth. Oec. read epyais to be preferred.
^o/usQa.
Approved by Winer, but too feebly attested, especially as hardly any
version is in favor of it. A mere error in transcribing, after the preceding
indicatives Oeplao/iiev and e^^o/^sv. Looking at the frequent confusion of u and o,

—

we must

also regard as a coi^jist's error the reading in ver. 12 of diuKovrai,
adopted by Tisch., and attested by A C, etc., instead of diuKuvrai (B D, etc.).
Ver. 12. iJtj] is, with Lachm. and Tisch., following decisive testimony, to be

—

placed after

Xp«(77-oi).

Latin Fathers, read

Lachm. and

Scholz,

— Ver.

B L, many min., also vss. and
Recommended by Griesb., adojited by
by Einck and Eeiche. And justly the pre-

13. KepLTenvofiEuoL]

TzepiTeT/xTjfiivoi.'^

and ajjproved

;

terite is absolutely necessary, as the Judaistic teachers are

has crept in as a mere mechanical error of the transcribers,
viously written TrepiTEfiveaOai, and perhaps also recollected
it

v. 3.

— Ver.

14. t(L

omitted by Lachm. [and Tisch. 1872.] on weighty evidence
might be readily supiDressed, owing to the preceding sj'llable yu, espe-

before Kdcfiu

but

The jDresent
who had just pre-

meant.

is

;

might be dispensed with, and Kuafiog just before was anar'Irjaov ovte] B, 17, Arm. Aeth. Goth. Chrys. Georg.
Syncell. Jer. Aug. Ambrosiast., have merely ovre yap (Syr. Sahid., ov yap).
Approved by Mill, Semi., Griesb., Kinck, Eeiche adopted by Bengel, Schott,
Tisch. Justly the Eecejita is manifestly an amplifying gloss, derived from v.
Derived
icrrn] Elz. and Matth. read laxvei, against decisive evidence.
6.
from V. 6. —Ver. 16. aroixvaovaiv] [Tisch. 1872], following i<, B C** K L P,
cially as the article

throus.

— Ver. 15. iv yap Xpiaru)

;

;

—

Vulg. Chrys. Cyr. Theodoret,

Dam.

But,

A C* D E F

G,

4, 71, Syr. utr.

Sahid.

Approved by Griesb.,
placed in the margin by Lachm., adopted by Tisch. [1859]. But the present
suggested itself most readily to the unskilled transcribers, and what ground
could these have had for the alteration in the future?
Ver. 17. nvp'iov is
omitted before 'Irjoov in A B C*, N, 17, 109, Arr. Aeth. Arm. Vulg. ms. Petr.
Alex.
Suspected by Griesb., omitted by Lachm. and Tisch. A frequent addition, in this case specially derived from ver. 18
hence several witnesses add
It.

Cyr. Victorin. Jer. Aug. Ambrosiast., read amixovaiv.

—

;

Contents.— Continuation
1-5)
'

;

of the special admonitions begun in v. 26 (vv.
then an exhortation to Christian morality in general, with allusion to

In favor of this may probably be reckalso F with n-cpiTejai'^fioi, and G with

oned

which betray through the
wrongly written n perfect forms.

TrepiTcjui'rjiueVot,

CHAP,

A

future recompense (vv. 6-10).

its
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vr., 1.

concluding summary, in the apostle's

handwriting, of the chief polemical points of the epistle (vv. 11-16)
after which Paul deprecates renewed annoyance, and adds the benediction

own

;

(vv. 17, 18).

Ver.

1.

KevoSo^ia.

Vulgate
ing is

Loving

—

:

iav

"

exhortation to a course of conduct opposed to

{a6El(j>of)

Correctly rendered in substance by the

k.t.K.]

koL Trpolr;<py

praeoccupatus fuerit

etsi

homo

The mean-

in aliquo delicto."

—

so, namely,
if even any one sJmll have been overtaJcen hi/ any fault,
that the sin has reached him more rapidly than he could flee from it (1 Cor.
^^

'

:

So Chrysostom, Theophylact,
2 Tim. ii. 22).
1 Tim. vi. 11
vi. 18, X. 14
Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Beza, and most expositors, including Riickert and
de Wette and in substance also Wieseler, who, however, explains Trpo/l.
•,

;

;

which (h) one

figuratively of a snare, in

There

unexpectedly

is

however, no intimation of this figure in the context

is,

common

(-rpo)

caught.^

(KaTapTi^ETs)

;

amply suffices, according to which the expression is not different from the mere dative. In a
mild and trustful tone Paul conceives the sin, which might occur among
his Galatiaus, only as " peccatum praecvpitantiae,^'' " a sin of precipitancy •,"
On TrpoXaujSdvsiv, to overtal:e,
for this is, at any rate, intimated by 'npo'kt](l>&i).
comp. Xen. Cyn. o, 19 7, 7 Theophr. H. pi. viii. 1. 3 Polyb. xxxi. 23.
Strabo, xvi. p. 1120.
In iav mi the emphasis is
Diod. Sic. xvii. 75
8
and

to explain ev the quite

;

;

;

;

;

laid on

e'l

(if even, if nevertheless).^

depreliensus fuerit,

is

or

context.'

while

Wisd.

ex2:)lained

-!Tpo?j/(p&7]

may be urged

it

as

that, as

merely equivalent to the simjile verb, or to
no reference for the npo can be got from the

xvii. 17, TtpoAijip^ELQ

Tvpo?,r/<p&ri,^

of climax, even caught,

it

Paul thus puts

-KVEviiaTiKoi]

have

means

overtaken, surprised

h^

the Kal does not require that interpretation, because,

might belong to

it

by way

in

And

*

as

f:}'KaTaX>/<p^tj,^

Even

destruction.

Others

but against this view

seized ;

word cannot be used

the

KaTaljjo^ij,^

ol

instrumental use

it

so as to

mean

also actually caught,* or,

does not necessarily belong to
to the consciousness

regard himself as included or not

:

ye, the

sp)ritual,

it.

—

I'/xEtg

of every reader to

that

is,

who are

led ly

The opposite ipvxiKoi, aapKcml (1 Cor. ii. 13 f., iii. 1). In
the case of Swarol, Rom. xv. 1, the circumstances presupposed and the conThose very TivEv/iaTiKol might readily be
trast are of a different character.
the TTVEvfia ayiov.

1

av^piono';,

as

ill

:

ver.

7,

and

Cor. xi. 28,

1

iv. 1, et al.
^

Comp. Goth.

" gafahdiddu,''^

that

is,

caught.

'See Klotz, ad Devar. p. 519; Baeuml.
Partik. p. 151.
* Grotius, Winer, Olshausen,
Ewald, Hofmann.
'»

*
^

John

Ililgenfeld,

viii. 4.

Aeschin. Ctes. p. 63. 17.
Grotius strangely interprets

" depre-

"caught before this epistle come to you."
Winer introduces more than the text war:

" etiamsi quis aniea deprehensus fa-

erit In peccato,

even though one have been

previously caught in sin, nevertheless correct him (again sinning)." Paul must have

expressed this by ia.v kclX naXi.v >i.ri<j)drj.
Olshausen affirms that by wpo the Aa/x/Sai-eo-io
is indicated as taking place before the /carapTiinv. But this relation of time was so
obvious of itself, that it would have been
strange thus to express it. Hofmann interprets not more aptly 'Vr« he repents oj the
sin ," as if this idea could only be thus
Luther appropriately
mentally supplied!
remarks, "if a man should somehow be
:

:

\ienii\\?,anterjuainliaecepistolaadvosvei(iat"

rants

corrigite," "

eum tamen {iteruni peccanleyii)

overtaken by a fault."
Klotz, p. 521 Kiihner, § 824, note
° Comp. 1 Cor. vii. 17.
**

;

1.

.
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guilty of an unbrotherly exaltation

attend to and obey

severity, if they

iring him right, into the proper, normal condition

Ce-e]

K figurative

tom.'

is,

through the

—

through

kv irvEv/uaTi Trpaor/jTo^]

TrvEv/ua

ayiov

Holy

4), of

iii.

Spirit, as is

among

;

tlie

producing meekness.

be understood, not with Luther, Calvin, and
spirit (1 Pet.

did not sufficiently

many

— Karapri-

Siop^ovrs, Chrysos-

reference to the setting of dislocated limbs

gested by the context.
that

and

leading of the Spirit towards meekness.

tlie

^

is

not sug-

Spirit of meekness,

For

Trvevfia

should

others, of the

human

the tendency of feeling or tone of mind,' but of the

required by the very correlation with

the manifold Kaprrdg tov

irvEv/LtaTiKoc.*

(v. 22), Tzpa'vTTjToq

TrvEvjuaToc

But

brings promi-

nently forward the very quality which was to be aj^plied in the KaTaprii^Eiv.
In that vieiD it is the " character palmarius hominis spiritualis, " "the pregkotvuv CEavruv k.-.A.]
eminent characteristic of the spiritual man," Bengel.
There is here a transition to the
hohiiig (taking heed) to thyself lest, etc. ^

—

singular, giving a

more individual character

quently find in classical authors that after the

makes the

to the address
jjlural

;

just as

we

fre-

of the verb, the singular

from the aggregate to the individual. °
Erasmus
is " magis idoneus ad comjiellandam uniuscKJusque conscientiam,^'' "better adapted for addressing the
individual conscience." There is therefore the less ground for considering
these words as an apostolical marginal note (Laurent).
lest
fifj koI cv •KEip.']
thou also (like that fallen one) hecome tempted, enticed to sin,
wherein the
apostle has in view the danger of the enticement being successful.''
Lachmann places a full stop after irpavTr/Tog, and connects ckokuv
rrsipaa-^yg
with the words which follow a course by which the construction gains
uotliing, and the connection actually suffers, for the reference of koI ah to
TOV TOLovTov Is far more natural and conformable to the sense than the referof the participle

transition

aptly remarks that the singular

—

—

.

.

.

;

ence to oKkifkuv
Ver.

2. cDO'.i}Kuiv\

of selfishness

it

:

emphatically prefixed (comp. v. 26), opposed to the hab" mutually one of the other bear ye the burdens." to. (idp)),

however, figuratively denotes the moral faults (comp. ver. 5) pressing on
men with the sense of guilt, not everything that is oppressive and burdensome generally, whether in the domain of mind or of body,*^ a view which,

—

according to the context,

is

miich too vague and general (vv.

1, 3, 5).

The

mutual hearing of moral burdens is the mutual, loving pai'ticipation in
another's /ceZi?!^ of guilt, a weeping with those that weep in a moral point of
view, by means of which moral sympathy the jjressure of the feeling of guilt
is reciprocally lightened.*
As to this felloicship in suffering, comp. the ex>

Comp. on

*

Beza,

3

Riickert,

and others.
de Wette, Wieseler, and others.

*

See on

Cor.

1

Cor.

i.

Hammond,
1

iv^.

Hofmanii.

10.

Ben^rel,

21.

Comp. Soph. Phil. 506. In Plat. Theaet,
Luke xi. 35, it is differently used.
Comp. Buttmann, ««?//. Cr. p. 209.
^ See Bernhardy, p. 421
Lobeok, ad Soph.
^

p. 160 B,

;

JJ.

191.

'

Comp.

"

JUattliies,

1

Cor.

vii. 5.

Windischmann,

Wieseler,

'

Theodore of Mopsuestia,

in Cramer's

Vat. (and in Fritzsche, p. 129), well

remarks

that the bearing of one another's burdens
takes place, orav hia. Trapaiveeretos koI xPV°"^ottjtos iiri.Kov<f>iiri's aiirw tt)!/ i//ux'l''. "'f" ''^s

tov a>i apTTJ/naTOS o-u fe i£i)0-ea)s jSe" whenever by advice and
paprnxevTqv
kindness you relieve his spirit, weighed
down by the consciousness of sin."
,

—

—
CHAP.

VI., 3.
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ample of the apostle liimself, 2 Cor. xi. 39. It is usually taken merely to
mean, Have patience with one another' s faults ; along with which several, such
as Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Winer, quite imjaroperly (in opposition to aAlij'kuv,
according to which the burdened ones are the very persons affected by sin)
look upon jiapT] as applying to faults by which a person becomes burdensome to others. But the command, thus understood, would not even come
U]) to what was required in ver. 1, and would not seem important and high
enough to enable it to be justly said koI ovtuq avan?.7jpil)a£Te rbv vojiov r. Xp.
and in this icay (if ye do this) ye will entirely fulfil the law of Christ, the
law which Christ has given, that is, the sum of all that He desires and has
'

:

—

commanded by His word and
in the love

Spirit,

and which

comprehended

in fact,

is,

What Paul

wliich leads us to serve one another.

here requires
conceived by him as the culminating point of such a service. He speaks
of the v6iio(; of Christ in relation to the Mosaic law, ^ which had in the case
'

is

of the Galatians

—and how much to the detriment of the sympathy of love

attained an estimation which, on the j^art of Christians,

due to

it

;

A

elvac*

they desired to be

v-ko vojiov,

and thereby

at

all

who through
contended for by Oecumenius and

reference at the same time to the example of Christ,

love gave Himself

up

to death

^

(as

Usteri), is gratuitously introduced into the idea of
avan'ATjp is, as

explains

was not

lost the Iwojiov Xpiarov

it

vofiog.

The compound

already pointed out by Chrysostom (who, however, wrongly

of a

common fulfilment join^Z?/ and severally),

simple verb," but more forcible

:

to fill up, to

not equivalent to the

malce entirely full (the law

looked upon as a measure which, by compliance, is made full comp. v.
The thought therefore is, that "with14), so that nothing more is wanting.'
out this moral bearing of one another's burdens, the fulfilment of the law of
Christ is not complete
through that bearing is introduced what otherwise
;

;

would be wanting in the avairTJjpuaig of this law. And how true this is
Such self-denial and self-devotion to the brethren in the ethical sphere renders, in fact, the very measure of love full,^ so far as it may be filled up at
!

all.'

Ver.
Xp.

3.

Argumentum

e

contrario for the preceding Koi ovrug avanlrip.

m

in so far as the fulfilment to be given

;

impossible to moral conceit.

r. v. r.

such measure to this law

For if any one thinls himself

to

is

be something,

imagines himself possessed of peculiar moral worth, so that he conceives
himself exalted above such a mutual bearing of burdens, while he is nothing,
although he is in reality of no moral importance, he is, so far from fulfilling
the law of Christ, involved in self-deception.
firjdev

dvai, nullius

1

Kom.

^

V. 13

3

Comp.

4 1

XV.

momenti

esse,

"to be

as to

1.

16

f.

Cor.

Rom.

^

Riiclcert, Scliott,

Eph.

deficient."

and many others.

not find such as will

fill

up those things

1

Thess.

ii.

See Tittmann, Synon.
Winer, de verbor. cumjwaepos. com-

;

»i Cor.

v. 2.

'Comp. Dem. 1466. 20: we av iKXeitrriTe
vm6t9, oiix eOprJcreTe Tous ai/a7rAi7pwcroi'Tas, " yoU
will

'°

which you are

Matt.
.

and the opposite
comp. ii. 6, and see

elvai ti,

xiii.

14.

pos. in JV. T. vsu. III. p. 11

ix. 21.

«

;

;

p. 228 f

V. 14.

XV. 3

— On

of no account,"

xiii.

4

f.

flf.

Rom. xiii. 8.
1° Comp. Arrian.

'

elvai,

wv

&' ov&ii.'S,

^;«'<;(!. ii. 2i
Sokmv ixev
" tO be of UO account."
:

ti
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on Acts

36

V.

2 Cor.

;

xii.

11

Locella, ad Xeii. Ejjh.

;

As

143.

j).

to

with

/n'/

If ixtjSev uv be attached to
the participle, see Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 301.
the apodosis, the eifect is only to weaken the judgment which is expressed
'

in

because

it,

in

would contain the fundamental statement

it

which the

as the first portion of the affirmation in the apodosis,

and take away

latter jiortion of it

(since he is nothing)

already obviously involved, and consequently,

tavT. (ppeva-n. is

would

anticipate the

This

energetic emphasis.

its

is

not the

"being nothing" belongs to the antithetical delineation of conceited pretension in the protasis, where it is appropriate for the completeness
case, if the

Moreover,

of the case supjiosed.
every one,

Luke

xvii, 10

Rom.

;

uv

nT]6iv

iii.

23

applicable in the case of

is really

Cor. iv.

1

;

7, et al.

—

;

the

word

not preserved in any other Greek author.''
Ver. 4. But men ought to act in a way entirely different from w^hat
dicated by this
then,"

etc.

—The emphasis

totality of the actions,

opposing the

"His own

6oKel slvai tl.

on

lies

(which

ro epyov

Eom.

in

"as

ii.

15

7,

;

—

batumreddat,^ "render approved," a meaning which
Cor.

1

and

xi.

then,

but

28),

when he

:

him

let

try, investigate of

have done this

shall

—

17

i.

it

in-

is

prove, and

Rev.

;

xxii.

not

Somfiai^eTu]

12),

pro-

:

never has (comp. on

what nature

Cor. iv. 5), not

(1

is

and denotes the

is collective,

1 Pet.

the subjective conceit.

objective wo'rks to

man

icorh let every

de-

(ppevaTrara]

notes deception in the judgment, here in the moral judgment

it is.
:

—

koI T6Te]

when he

shall

have found himself approved.*
elf eavrbv fidvov to Kavxvu-o. e^ei, /c.r.A.] does
not mean, he loill lieej) Ms glorying for himself,^ that is, abstinebit a gloriando,
"he will abstain from glorying;" ^ for although £;t-f^v may, from the context,
obtain the sense of Tcee^nng

back,'' it is

meaning,

ovK eif Tov erepov to its simple

in this very passage restricted
to

have ;

and

Kavxvi'-o- is

by

kuI

not equivalent

Kai'xr/cTic, but must retain its proper signification, materies gloriandi,
" subject for glorying." ® Nearest to the view of Koppe in sense come those
" non tantas in se ipso reperiet laudes, quibus apud alios quoque
of Winer

to

:

glorietur,"

"In himself he

will not find such praise, of

"then

which

to boast also

towards himself
alone, and not towards others,"
a delicate way of turning the thought
''then he will discover in himself faults and weaknesses sufficient to make him
think of himself modestly
and of Wieseler, "he will be silent toward
others as to his Kaiixifia." But in accordance with the context, after the requirement of self-examination, the most natural sense for elg (on account of
the antithesis, elg eavrbv
eiQ tov eTEpov) is
in respect to, as regards ; moreover, in the above-named interpretations, neither the singular nor the article
in TOV sTcpov obtains its due weight.
The sentence must be explained then
will he have cause to glory merely as regards himself, and not as regards the
other
that is, then will he have cause to boast merely in resjiect of good of
before others

;"

of Usteri

:

will he

havo

to glory

—

:

f

—

:

:

;

>

Michaelis,

Hofmann.
^ But comp.

Baumgarten, Morus, Jatho,
<J)p6ca7raTi)s,

Tj-ail. interpol. e
^

Beza,

;

Tit.

Etym. M.

Pisoator,

i.

10

;

Ignat.

811. 3.

Rambach,

Michaelis, Riicliert, Matthies.

Semler,

*

Erasmus, Estius, Borger, and others.

^

Comp. Hilgenfeld.

Koppe.
'Horn. 11.
^

v. 271,

xxiv. 115;

Eur.

270.
s

Eom.

iv.

2

;

1

Cor. v.

6,

and always.

Cijd.

CHAP,
which he may possibly

his own,

"worth

is

this self-examiuation,

:

"probitas in re non in collatione,"

not in the comparison," and Grotius

in the thing,

"He

examine, non deteriorum comparatione,"

bit recto sui

and not iu

otherwise he would advantageously com-

Castalio aptly remarks

pare himself.

on

fiud

whom

reference to the other, with
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VI., 5.

"gaudeby a

:

will rejoice

—

self, not by comparison with the worse"
as, for
was done by the Pharisee, who compared himself with robbers,
adulterers, etc., instead of simply trying his own action, and not boasting

just

examination of

instance,

as

he looked to others,

whom

he brought into comparison.

KavxifJ-a

'

not absolute glory ^"^ which no one has (Rom.

with the

but the
O'elevant cause for the Kavxao-dat which he finds iu himself, so far as he does
so, on that trial of his own work.
It is therefore the Kavx'//:ia, sujiposed or
article denotes,

iii.

23),

conceived by Paul, as the result of the examination in the several cases. ^
This relative character of the idea removes the seeming inconsistency with

and

and excludes

untrue and impious boasting

but the taking
forbidden even by Koi ova ejf tov
tTgpov.
Hofmann interprets, although similarly in the main, yet without
" while otherwise he
irony, and with a more exact unfolding of the purport

vv. 3

KaiixVfJ-c-

5,

*

£X^'-'^

all

;

ironically ^^ or as mimesis,^ is

:

found that he might glory as he contrasted his oion jterson with others, he will
now in respect to the good tchicJi he finds in himself, seeing tliat he also discovers
certain things in himself which are

—himself,

himself

7iot

good, Jiave cause to glory only towards

namely, who has done the good, as against himself toho has

is riot good. "
But in this interpretation the ideas, which are to
form the key to the meaning, are gratuitously imported a paraphrase so
subtle, and yet so clumsy, especially of the words e'lQ eavrbv juovov, could not
be expected to occur to the reader. More simply, but introducing a differ''and then he will for
ent kind of extraneous matter, de Wette interprets
himself alone (to his own joy) have the glory (if he has any such thing, which
is evidently called in question) not for others (in order thereby to provoke
and challenge them)." But how arbitrary it is to assign to elf two references so entirely different, and with regard to Kai'xnf-a to foist iu the idea
"if he has aught such'''' I A most excellent example of the e'lr iavrov fiovov to
KavxrjfJ-a ixEiv is afforded by Paul himself, 2 Cor. x. 12.'
Ver. 5. Reason assigned, not for the summons to such a self-examination,
but for the negative result of it, that no one will have to glory elg tov erEpov
for every one will have to bear his own burden. No one will be, in his own

done what

;

:

:

:

'

Comp. Calvin and others

;

also Keith-

mayr.
^

Matthias.

5

Bernhardy,

gradually from the habit of glorying;
et^nrtJe'i? ^r;

toO

ffAr/crtov los o "tapicraios,

6

7ap

Kara-

raxews xal tov Kai>' iavToy eva^pxianoaTrjaeTai, " For becoming accus-

Kav;^acrjJat,
vea-^ai.

p. 15.

In opposition to de Wette.
Against which Calvin justly pronounces.
• Bengel and others
also Olshausen " a
thorough self-examination reveals so much
in one's own lieart, tliat there can be no
question of glory at all." So in substance
Chrysostom and Theophylact hold that
Paul has spoken cru-yKaTa|3aTiKa)s," by accommodation," in order to wean his readers
••

^

;

:

not, as the Pharisee, to exult over
one's neighbor, he will abstain quickly even
from private conceit," Tlieophylact. Comp.
Oecumenius, according to whom the sub-

tomed

stantial sense

ouxl eTt-pMC,

is

"He

iavToi KaTayiwcrsTai,, koI

:

will accuse himself,

not others."
'

Comp.

2 Cor.

i.

12

ff.

and
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consciousness, free from the moral burden of his

The futui-e does not ajjply

has to bear.

GALATIAIS'S.

own

to the last

sinful nature, which he
judgment, in which every

—

one will render account for his own sins,' and receive retribution,^
a
view which, without any ground in the context, departs from the sense of
the same figure in ver. 3, and also from the relation of time conveyed in efe^
but it denotes that which will take jjlace in every man after the
in ver. 4
he will, in the moral consciousness,
self-examination referred to in ver. 4
namely, produced by this examination, bear his own burden and that will
;

:

;

preclude in him the desire of glorying

between

and

j3dpos

<pop-iov

(which

is

wagons

hence freight, baggage, and the

;

The expression

is

and

k7M<ppa

;

*

the

(popriov

whereas the

which

distinction

is

that

this,

while the former denotes the

like),

jmriwsely chosen here from

KOLvuvei-o) 6e,

— The

carried (by men, beasts, ships,

may be

/3apof is

its relative

In contrast to the referring of every one

6.

now, by the

is

it is

ojipressive ; in itself

(popria jSapea,'

:

Ver.

and

as heavy

erepov.

not diminutive) consists in

the latter denotes the burden in so far as

burden
hence

tov

elg

to

light or

heavy

;

always burdensome.
character.

himself (vv. 4,

5),

there

therefore placed emphatically

*

at

the beginning, presented a fellowship of special importance to a man's

own
let

perfection,

him who

good

and

(ver.

which he must maintain

:

heing instructed in the doctrine

is

that

10),

is,

let

the disciple

^

Fellowship, on the other hand,

have with the instructor

make common

'

in all

(endeavor

cause

with his teacher in everything that is morally good. So,
Marcion (?) (in Jerome) and Lyra, in modern times Aug.
Herm. Franke (in Wolf), who, however, improperly connects h naaiv
ayadolg, with KaTTJXovvTi, Hennicke, de nexu loci. Gal. vi. 1-10, Lips. 1788 ;
action)

following

Mynster, M.

theol. Schr. p.

70,

Matthies, Schott, Kecrl, Diss, de

1-10, Heidelb. 1834, Trana, Jatho, Vomel, Matthias

by Winer.
liberality

Usually, however,'* there

is

towards the teachers, so that kv

found

;

in the

Traatv ayadolg is

Oal.

vi.

also not disapproved

words a summons

to

taken as referring to

the communication of everything good,^ or more definitely, of

all

earthly

good things,^" or of good things of every Tcind ; " and Koivuvehu is taken either
transitively, " as if the word were equivalent to koivovv " communicet
:

Augustine, c. lit. Petil. iii. 5 Luther.
Jerome, Theodoret, Erasmus, Calvin,
Grotius, Calovius, Estius, Bengal, Michaelis, Borger, Ruckert, and others
comp. also

nevertheless members of the church endowed with the x<»P'<^/^» ^'^'"'''aAias, " charism of
teaching," who devoted themselves to the
function of continuous instruction in their

Hofmann.

churches. Rom. xii 7.
* As by Winer, Riickert, Usteri, Olshausen,
Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Hilgenfeld,

*

;

2

;

3
*

6
*

Matt, xxiii. 4 Ecclus. xxi. 16.
Matt. xi. 30.
In opposition to Hofmann.
Kar efox'ji', "especially," in the gospel;
;

Ewald, Wieseler, Hofmann, Reithmayr, and
others,

comp. 1 Thess. i. 6 Phil. i. 14.
' The question, whether the persons here
meant were permanent teachers of the
church, or itinerant evangelists, is to be
answered by saying that neither of these
two kinds of teachers is excluded. For although at that time there were no&ih6.a<a.\oi,

Ewald.
'""in omni facultatum genere, ut usu
venit," "in every kind of resources, as the

" teachers," specially instituted except the
presbyters (see on Eph. iv. 11), there were

see especially

;

*

case

"
^^

"

may

be," Bengel.

Ellicott,

Hofmann.

So usually, also by Ewald.
As to the distinction between the two,

Thuc

i.

39. 3.

CHAP.
(u'liich,

Eom.

TI., G.

2.j;j

however, cannot be conclusively established in the N. T., not even

and in the passages from Greek authors' it is to be referred
share with any one "), or intransitively ; ^ '' let him stand in
fellowship,''^ namely by communication, or in the sense of the participation
in the teacher, which is perfected h Traaiv ay.^ But against the whole of
this interpretation may be urged
(1) the singular want of connection of
such a summons, not merely with what goes before,* but also with what
follows,^ wherein Paul inculcates Christian morality generally. (2) Since in
vv. 1-5 moral faultiness was the point in question, the reference which most
in

13

xii.

;

'^

to the idea

:

to

:

naturally suggests itself for hv ttugiv ayaOolq

is

a reference to moral good.

whole section in ver. 10, epjai^ufj-sOa to ayaObv
K.T.X., TO ayaOov is nothing else than t\ie morally good.
(4) The requirement
itself, to communicate with the teacher in all good things, would, without
more precise definition, * be so indeterminate and, even under the point of
view of the possession as common property, Acts iv. 32,' which we do not
meet with in Paul's writings, so little to be justified, that we cannot

At the conclusion

(3)

'

of this

Tn Fritzsche, ad Bom.

ITT.

p.

and

81,

Breml, ad Aeschin. p. 317, Goth.
2 So Usteri, de Wette, Wieseler.

Hofmann, comparing Rom. xv. 27.
The connection with what goes before
might be dispensed with, for Paul might
(through 5e) have passed on to a fresh sub3

*

Winer, indeed, conceives the connection to be " cum vv. 4, 5 ea tetigisset,
quae priva sibi quisque habere debeat, nunc
ad haec descendere, quae cum aliis commuject.

:

"When

he had
touched on those things which every one
himself,
he
now
should have as private to
descends to those which are to be shared
with others" (comp. Erasmus, Paraphr.)
But, with the precept of liberality towards
teachers, so entirely alien to what goes before, this connection appears forced and
it would be better to forego any connecting
linlc with what precedes (Riickert) than to
bring out an illogical relation of the contrast, de Wette discovers a satisfactory
connection with vv. 1-5 in the circnmstance
iiicanda

sunt,"

vv.

4,

5

;

that there, as here, the apostle lias in view
defects of Christian social life. This, however, is to specify not a connection, but
merely a logical category. According to
Ewald, the previous counsels are to be conceived as for the most part addressed to
the Pauline teachers of the Galatians, and
Paul therefore now adds a word as to the
correct behavior of the non-teachers also.
But the former idea is assumed without
ground in the text, which speaks quite generally.
According to Wieseler the concep.
tion is, that the care for worldly maintenance was a species of the /Sdpr;, " burdens"
(ver. 2),

them of

in return for their being instructed
word. But those Paprj, "burdens," are
necessarily of a moral nature, burdens of
gvilt.
According to Hofmann, Paul has
previously exhorted every one to serve his
neighbor with that which he is, and now exhorts every one to employ that which he

in the

which the readers were to

relieve

possesses, as his Cliristian position requires.

A scheme

of thought purely artificial,
gratuitously introduced.
s

The sequel down

to ver. 10

is

and

indeed

re-

ferred by Luther (most consistently in 1538)
and others, including Olshausen and de

Wette, with more or with less (Koppe, de
Wette, Hilgenfeld) consistency, to the behavior towards the teachers, by tlie despising of
whom God is mocked, the support of whom
is a sowing of seed for spiritual objects,
But looking at the general nature of
etc.
the following instructions, which there is
not a word to limit, how arbitrarily and
forced is this view
Not less far-fetched
and forced is the explanation of ITofmann.
who considers that, because by means of
the KoLi't.jfelv K.T.A. the teacher is enabled to
attend to his own business, Paul in vv. 7 ff.
warns against the erroneous opinion that
people might, without danger to the soul,
deal lightly with that Koivuit'e'iv k.t.\.\ that
by means of this Koiviavelv people devote
that which they possess to the Spirit, etc.
'Luther, 1538: Paul desires simply, "iit
'.

liberaliter eos alant,

quantum

satis est

ad

vitam commode tvendn7n,^'' " that they liberally support them, so far as is sufficient for
the proper maintenance of life," an idea
which is not suggested in the passage.
' de Wette.

—

—

—
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venture to attribute

it

— thus thrown out without any

defining limitation

which misinand misuse on the part of antagonistic teachers were to be
apprehended. Through the stress laid by Wicseler on the spiritual counterservice oi the teacher/ the expression hv Trdaiv ayafloZf, seeing that it must
always involve that which is to be given by the disciples to their teacher,
is by no means reduced to its just measure (the bodily maintenance as
to the apostle, least of all in a letter addressed to churches in

terpretations

recompense for the TrvevfiaTiKa received, 1 Cor. ix. 11 Phil. iv. 15); whilst
Ewald's interpretation, "communication in nil good things,'""^ caTrnot be
Paul would have said
linguistically vindicated either for koivuv. or for h.^
k. ndvra dyaOd, or something similar in correct
perhaps: kocvo. Troieiro) 6 K.r.Ti.
•,

™

The objection

Greek.
to see

why

raised against our interpretation,* that

it is

difficult

and teacher should be brought

this particular relation of disciple

is obviated by the consideration that this very relation
had been much disturbed among the Galatians by the influence of the

into prominence,

(iv. 17), and this disturbance could not but be in the highan obstacle to the success of their common moral effort and life.
But in reference to de Wette's objection that Koivuvelv, instead of fxifielcOai, is a
strange expression, it must be observed that Paul wished to express not at all

pseudo-apostles
est degree

the idea of

and

/ii./iEiadai,

teacher.

The

but only that of the Christian kgivuv'm between discijjle
is not to leave the sphere of the morally good to

disciple

own part to busy himself in other interests
and follow other ways but he is to strive and work in common with his
In this view, the expression is (in opposition
teacher in the same sphere.
Not too wide,
to Hofmann's objection) neither too wide nor too narrow.
because the sphere of moral good is one and the same for teachers and
Not too
learners, and it is only the concrete application which is different.
narrow, because moral fellowship in Christian church-life finds its most
effective lever in the fact that learner and teacher go hand in hand in all
It is self-evident that Paul means
6 KaTr/xov/jevoQ rbv 7,6yov].^
that is good.
the teacher alone, and on his
;

—

h

only the relation to true, Pauline teachers.

m

ndrnv ayaOolr] the si^here,

made." A classical writer would say, ttovtuv dyaOn the j>^ural to. dyndd, as
0UV,'' or fJc -n-dvra ayaOd,^ or even ivepl TrdvTuv ay."
Ecclus. xi. 31,
Matt. xii. 35
applied to moral good, comp. John v. 29
and frequently in Greek aiithors. Paul might
xvii. 7, xxxix. 4, xiii. 25
'"
but h ndaiv dyado'iQ is more comprealso have written h iravrl ep-}u dyiBCi
hensive.
The dative rcj Knrrix. is the dntivus communionis, "dative of
loliicli

common

cause

is

;

;

.

;

;

impartation," everywhere
Ver.

7.

A

common."

warning to the readers,

[See Note

LXXIV.,

p.

271 seq.]

in respect to this necessary

moral

fel-

lowship, not to allow themselves to be led astray (by the teachers of error
Comp. also Ilofraann.
Comp. Grotius ''per omnes res bonas,
i.e., non per alimenta tantum, sed et alia
obsequia et offlcia," " not only by support,
but by other services and offices."
>

2

:

3

=

*

See Eiickert, Usteri, Hilgenfeld, Wiese-

ler.

3,

according to Sprachl.

p. 484

f.

•

Comp. Acts xviii. 2.5.
Comp. Matt, xxiii. 30.

'

Ileb.

'"

ii.

14

;

Plat. Rep. p. 464

Track. 543.
"
'

Plat. Rep. p. 453 A.

Polyb. xxxi.

'"

Col.

'1

Dem.

i.

2G. 6.

10.

143, ?/K. 789. 2.

A

;

Soph.

.
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or otherwise), with very earnest reference to the divine retribution.

This

and easy connection makes it unnecessary to refer back to the whole
[S,ee Note LXXV., p. 272.]
of the section from ver. 1 onward.'
fifj rr'XavQebg ov fxvKTrjpi^eTai] God is 7wt sneered at, that
oCTiJe] See on 1 Cor. vi. 9.
See the sequel. This mocking of Ood
is, mocked ; He does not submit to it.
(a more forcible expression of the idea ireipdC.eiv Qeov) takes place on the
part of him who, by immoral conduct, jiractically shows that he despises
nearest

—

—

God and
up

On /nvKTr/pii^eiv,

accounts nothing of His judgment.

properly, to turn

and then to deride, comp. Sueton. Claud. 4 gkutttsiv koI fivKTTjpib yap kav cneipri K.r.A.] Proof for Bebg oh
Ceiv, "to jeer at and deride."'
The identity between the kind of seed sown and the kind of
fivKTtjpH^eTai.
fruit to be reaped from it (tovto, this, and nothing else
for instance, from
the sowing of -sveeds no w^heat) is a figurative expression for the equivalent
relation between moral action in the temporal life and the recompense at
the judgment. *
.
Ver. 8. Oround assigned for the foregoing proposition.
"So it is, since in
fact the two opposite sorts of ground which receive the seed will also yield
two opposite kinds of harvest.'''' In the words 6 kav aTrelp7j av&p. tovto k. depicei Paul, as was required by the matter which he would figuratively present
good), has conceived two diiferent classes of seed, with two sorts of
{evil
tJienose,"^

:

—

;

—

recipient soil likewise essentially different

kinds of seed which are sown

one class comprises

;

man's own

to a

flesh,

all

the

the other class includes

sown to the Holy Spirit. He who scatters the former
and therefore sows to his own flesh, will from this soil, which

those which are

all

class of seeds,

he has furnished with the corresponding seed, reap corruption, etc. Therefore we have not here any alteration in the figure, by which Paul leaves the
descrijjtion of the seed, and passes over to that of the soil, ^ but a proof that
the state of the case, in accordance with the tico Mnds of soil which come into
view, will not be other than is said in ver. 7.
Observe the uti., for the most
part neglected by expositors, which

and

"

—

is

own

'

Wicseler.

Comp. Horat. i. 6, 5 Ep.
Sext. Emp. adv. math. i.
Prov.

i.

/AVKTiip,

/u.uKTr)pio-|u.ds,

Athen.
^

8

30, xii.

D\og. L.
2

he who

is,

Mace.

iv. p. 183

Comp. 2 Cor.

A,

;

i.

{''

quo-

minded

an

objective principle, to nvev^ua,

3 Ezr.
19

ii.

39

vii.

;

;

217
i.

;

Job xxii.
Comp.

51.

Lucian. Prom.

1

;

and /xvicTripio-Tij?,

v. p. 187 C.

The same

ix. 6.

figure

The idea that

is

Hofmann, according to whom
only this alteration which explains the
connection with ver. G.
^

comp.

v. 16 f

"^

Luther

(1519

and

1534),

ate the thought " de sennnatione maseidi in
carnemfeminae.^'' But in 1533heconsistent-

sementem

"who communicates

ita

;

metes," "as you

the seeding, so will you reap."

with stranpre ar-

bitrariness, holds that Paul desires to obvi-

^w»^ 6e?!6?ja«ciC ?<««•«<, id

;

feceris,

adpua

Riickert,

recompense. Hos. viii.
7; Job iv. 8 Prov. xxii. 8; Ecclus. vii. 3;
Plat. Phaedr. p. 260 D
Arist. Bhet. ili. 4
Plut. Mar. p. 394 D; Cic. de orat. ii. 65: "ut
;

elc r.

it is

19. 45.

f requently used as to

make

is

sinfully-determined corporeo-psychical

^

;

also

—his

this selfish subjective principle.''

^

;

not exjilanatory, but causative

the element conditioning and prompting his thoughts and ac-

opposed to

^

flesh

is

aapKa kavTov] that

t-

eavTov is added, because afterwards

tions.

19

6 aiTEipuv eZc

acts so that his

nature

is

—

Vulgate).

niam,''''

by the refereijce to the attitude
towards the teachers, and explains: "qui
ly abides

nihil

communicat

ministris verbi, sed se so-

quod carosuadet,"'

nothing to the ministers of the Word, but only feeds well him-

;

.
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eavrov applies to cirGumcision

^

is

—

entirely foreign to the context.

<p'&npav']

here, in accordance

with the contrast of C"')
But the suggestion that (jy-dopav is used in referaiuvLoc, tlie eternal a-nulsia. '
ence to the corruptibility of the flesh/ cannot be entertained, because the
corruption, destruction,"^ that

true Christians

who

die before the Trapovala partake the lot of corruption,

and the point of time
nearly apjiroaching

i«,

for the harvest is conceived as not earlier than the

irapovcrla (ver. 9), in

Avhich either

(/>i?opa

or

alwvwf will

Cut)

be the result of fhe judgment. According to de Wette, Paul has chosen this
expression in order to denote the perishaWeness of carnal aims, and at the

same time their destructive consequences for the soul. This is arbitrary.
of (pd-opdv obtains its more precise definition simply from
6 ^E aireipuv e'lg to nvevfia] No more than in chap. v. does ro
Cu^v aluv.^
jTvevfxa here mean the higher nature of man, ' but ' it denotes the Holy 8p)irit.
Jerome aptly remarks, that for this very reason Paul did not again add eavrov
(which Ernesti would arbitrarily again supply). The less, therefore, the
ground for misapplying the passage in favor of the meritoriousness of good

The general idea

—

when

is
"he who is minded and
which determines and prompts
him."
f/c Tov nvevfiaTog -^epicEi K.r.A.]
At the irapovma.^ 6d-opd and ^uf; al6viog are conceived as the two kinds of produce which shall have sprung up
from the two different sorts of recipient soil.
Ver. 9. Encouragement, not to become weary in that which is meant by
this second hind of soioing ; to Kalov tvoiovvtsq is the same as would be figuratively expressed by eIq to wvEvfja utteipovtec.
The autem {6e), which simply
marks the transition to this summons, cannot be attached to the exhortation
in ver. 6, as appending to it another.'
EKKaKufiEv] As to this form, and
the form syKaK.,^" see on 2 Cor. iv. 1.
On the "slight paronomasia"" in
KoMv and kmaK., comp. 3 Thess. iii. 13. He who loses moral courage (ekkokeI)

The

works.

sense,

acts so that the

—

Holy

divested of figure,

:

Spirit is the clement

—

moral strength

loses also

(EK?Jj£Tai).

—

yap Mtw] at the time expressly des-

Kaipc^

by which

is meant the time of the
which man must await Avith perseverance in what is good.'*
u^
ekAvS/ievoi] not becoming iceary,'^^ which is not to be understood of the not becoming fatigued in the reaping, '* a contrast being therein discovered either

tined for the reaping (Matt.

xiii. 30),

—

Trapovala,

self,

etc.

and attends to what the flesh advises,"
Comp. Calovius and others also Hof-

mann

;

who applies

he

that which heijossesses
order to gratify its desires.
We may add that the Encratites made use
of our passage (see Jerome) as a ground for
rejecting sexual intercourse and marriage
holding that he who takes a wife sows to
the flesh, etc.
' Pelagius,
Schoettgen comp. Riickert
:

* Winer, Schott, ReithmajT, and others;
comp. also Chrysostom and Theodoret.

^o/t!Sozt'«^e.«//, in

;

LXX.

Ps.

Plat. Pol.
'

The

Rom.

cii.

;

Col.

ii.

A and

546

same

thought

13

an-otJi'^criceit'.

:

el

;

Kara.

Comp.

;

Thuc.

is

^rjTe,

17

2 Pet.

;

ii.

12.

and most expositors;

Urspr. d. jSiinde,

p.

I.

60, II.

;

Hofmann.

"

13;

"

ii.

47

'=

/neAAere

iii.

So also Wieseler and Hof mann.
gge also Rom. viii. 11, 15-17 2 Cor. v.
5; Eph. i. 14.

ii.

expressed in

Cor.

^

Lachraann, Tischendorf.
Winer.
Comp. 1 Tim. vi. 15 Tit.
;

3.

i.

"

frequently.

crapKa

vcr. 23.

2 Pet.

;

Wisd. xiv. 12

;

viii. p.

viii.

22

1

'

'"

21

4

Riicliert, Schott,

also Ernesti

Usteri.
viii.

Comp.

*

p. 90 f

;

and also
2 Rom.

^

1

Matt. xv. 32; Mark viii. 3; Heb. xii. 3;
Mace. Iii. 17 Wetstein, I. p. 426 Loesner,
;

;

p. 336.
^^

Thus expressing the idea

:

" Nulla erit

:
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with the

toils of the harvest proper',^ or with the labor of sowing.'^
Either
form of the contrast would yield a description of the eternal harvest, which
would be feeble, superfluous, and almost trifling, little in harmony with the

We may

thoughtful manner of the apostle elsewhere.

add, that

the nature of the harvest (which was obvious of itself from ver.

not

is

it

8),

but the

time of the harvest, which constitutes the point on

grounded ; and therefore on

suum desiderium

patientia

KaipC) Id'no

which the firj 'hkkuk. is
Calvin aptly remarks, " Spe igitur et

sustineant fideles et refrenent,"

patience, therefore, let believers sustain

and

"In hope and
Hence

restrain their longing."

kKlvdfi. is rather to be taken as
if we do not T)ecome weary va. doing good.^
This denotes the present state, by which the future harvest is conditioned.
It involves not a clumsy repetition,'' but a reiterated setting forth of the
condition, urgently emphasizing its importance, by means of a correlate

//iy

:

closes the sentence with emphatic earnestness.*
Nor would juf/
" videndum, quod
have been more correct,* but on the contrary

word which
EKTiv&EVTeg

:

quoque loco temjDus vel

"we must

ferri possit,"

consider what time in every

place can be especially admitted," Hcrm. ad Viger.

planation

undeniably, that

:

Hofmann

tic usage.

is,

Ewald's exp. 773.
without support from linguissKXvdfiEvoi begin a new sentence

necessarily, is

makes fi?^

incorrectly

;

would have
he had written

for Paul always places apa ohv at the commencement, but here he
fully preserved the emphasis of

merely

ekI., if

/if/

instead of apa ovv

merely apa.

ovv, or

Ver. 10. Concluding exhortation of the section of the epistle which began
at ver.

6,

inferred from the preceding mipiJ yap

The

ovv).

Idio)

fieplno/iev

/ui)

specialty of this exhortation lies in ug Kaipbv exofisv,

therefore emphatically prefixed

when

seasonable time will have elapsed,

by the

fore utilize

it

as ours

E^ayopaCeadai

r.

Kaipov in

Eph.

we have a season

as

:

16

Col. iv.

;

is

we must thereThe same idea as the
;

Hofmann

5.

(apa

This

suitable thereto.''

the Trapovala sets in

kp-ya^Eaflai -o ayaOov.

v.

e/cA.

which

introduces the

come for the Christians, even before the vapnvala, an
"hour of temptation,''' \n which they can only (?) withstand evil, hut not

idea, that there will

bestow good one on another.
9,

and

is

nowhere

else

rect explanation of

wrong idea
as,

that

Katpov

is,

This idea

expressed

ipyaC,. to

;

as corresponds toith

and

Luther"s translation
" without ceasing " (Vulgate, nan dejicienles);

comp.

of

Theodoret, Theophylact, Oecumeniiis.
Usteri the two ideas are combined by
ChrysOStOm, ClariuS, and others.
3 See Photius in Oecumenius, p. 766 D,
and Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, and
1

nearly

;

all

modern

17

is

become impossible.

and on the

— wf

is

the usual

suitable to this circumstance, that

*

as,''"'

:

Usteri.

»

Comp. Fritzsche, ad Rom.

'

Riickert, Ilofmann.

''

we

interpret

For instances of

Katpbv

I.

e'x^'^'i

p. 336.

opportiinwn

tempiis habere, see Wetstein.

Estius.

*

introduction rests on the incor-

others, likewise retaining the signification "

satietas vitae aeternae," " There will be no
satiety of life eternal," Calovius. This is the
also

in opposition to the context in ver.
its

ayaddv as referring to beneficence,

that the doing good will

ExofJLEv.^

meaning

is

and

expositors.

^

Comp. Luke

xii.

58

;

John

xii. 35

ent, 2 Cor. 9 ws e;^o^ici' /tntpbi/ roO
iinhCiixiv eaurous t<u i^epan-eOorTi ©e<p,
;

;

Clem-

ia^rivai.,

"as we

have opportunity to be

liealed, let us prive

ourselves to the care of

God

that healeth."
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proitt

hahemus opportimitatcm, " as we have opiiortunity, " that
opportunity.
For this, indeed, no conditional

how we have

is,

when and

would be
but how weak and lax would be the injunction Besides, KaipSv
Others take
has obtained, by means of ver. 9, its quite definite reference.
So Koppe, Paulus, Usteri (because we have time and oppor(jf as causal.^
also Winer, who, however, does not decide between
tunity), de Wette
quoniam,
since,'''' and pi'out, "as."
But wr, in the sense of Jiecause, is nowhere to be found in Paul's writings (not even in 2 Tim. i. 3). Most expositors explain it as so long as,^ which, however, it never means, not even
in Luke xii. 58.
rd ajaOov] the morally good, not the iiseful.*
Not merely
the article, but also the use of the expression by Paul, in definite connection with epydl^eaOai, as applying to morality active in works, ^ ought to have
prevented the interpretation of to ayadov, at variance with the context, as
henefits.^ Hofmann's interpretation (''do good towards others"), in more
general terms evading the definite idea, amounts to the same thing.
The
That which is good
ayadov in this jiassage is the same as to Kal6v in ver. 9.
necessary

da'

'

!

;

;

^''

—

also that

is

which

in relation

7rp(5f]

III. p.

698

is

to,

Bernhardy,

;

Comp.

morally beautiful.

in intercourse icith
p. 265.

—

:

esjiecially

see Winer, p. 378

Tovg oIkeIovq

f.

Rom.
;

vii.

18

f.

—

Sturz, Lex. Xen.

ttiq Triorewf] tlie

associates in the

primarily inmate of the house, comes to be used generally in the sense of special apjjertaining to,'' without further reference to

faith, believers.

o'lKeloq,

So with the genitive of an abstract noun, as

the idea of a house.

"associates of philosophy" (Strabo,

<pi?M(jo<l)iag,

I.

oiKeloi

p. 13 B), yeuypa(piac,

"of

geography" (Strabo, I. p. 25 A.), dliyapxlag, " of the oligarchy" (Diod. Sic.
xiii. 91), and the like in Wetstein, p. 236
Schweigh. Lev. Polyb. p. 401.^
The -nia-LQ is the Christian faith those who belong to it are the TnaTsvovreg.
The opiDosite would be Tovg allo-piovQ ttjq ttigt. The idea that the church
;

;

:

improperly introduced here, in order to obtain the sense
" qui per fidem sunt in eadem atque no, familia Domirii,'''' " who are by faith
in the same family of God as we." '"
For -7/f niareuQ conveys the comjjlete
the

is

oIkoq

Qeov

"

definition of tovq

is

:

o'lke'iovq

;

and the sense mentioned above must have been

expressed by some such form as tovq rjjiidv oIkeiovc t?jc Tr/orfwf.'' Paul might
also simply have written npog Tovg KicTEvovTag
but the expression oike'iovq
\

t. it.

suggests a stronger motive.

Among

the

iraai,

in relaticTn to

whom we

have to put into operation the morally good, those loho belong to the faith
have the chief claims because these claims are based on the special sacred
duty of felloiDship which it involves in preference to those who are stran-

—

—

'

Thus Knatchbull, Homberg, Wolf, Zach-

ariae, Hilgenfeld.

^Heindorf,

ad Gorg.

p.

Eiickert,

Matthies,

113;

Matthiae,

p. 1511.
3

So

Flatt,

Schott,

Olshausen.
< Olshausen.

Rom.

ii.

Wieseler.
'

Comp. LXX.

Isa. Iviii.

7.

rij; opeTJj; oiKeia,

" things con-

2, v.

;

Pet. iv.
i°

10;

Comp. ra

the nature," Dem. 1117. 25.
« 1 Tim. iii. 15
Heb. iii.
1

Eph. iv. 28.
^ Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Estius, and many
others, including Schott, de Wette, and
^

«

formable with virtue," 2 Mace. xv. 13; -to.
rrj? .^uo-etoj oiiceia, " tlungs conformable with
6,

x.

21

;

17.

comp. Estius, Michaelis, and
and Olshausen, Wieseand Ewald, who limits the idea to the

Beza

;

others, also Schott
ler,

same church.
" Comp. Phil.
rem.

3.

ii.

30, et_al.

;

Winer,

p. 180,

CHAP,
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required in Col.

is

iv. 5,

1

Thess.

is

to be

iv. 12.

—

Note.
If the reading ipya^d/ieQa (see the critical notes), which is followed by
Ewald, were the original one, the indicative would not (with Winer in his
Commentary, but not in his Gramm. p. 267) have to be taken as a stronger and

more

definite expression instead of the horiative subjunctive (do

we

therefore the

ad Ach. Tat. p. 559, ad
Heindorf, ad Gorg. p. 109 Bernhardy, p. 396) in non-inDelect, epigr. p. 228
terrogative language (John xi. 47) is foreign to theN. T., although opportunities
for it often presented themselves.
The interpretation of the whole sentence
as an interrogation has been rightly given up by Lachmann (also at Eom. xiv.
19), because so complete an interruption by a question does not occur elsewhere
good), since this use of the present indicative (Jacobs,
;

;

in Paul's writings, and the addition

/xd'Aiara 6e

nphg tovc

dicates that the passage is of the nature of an assertion,

o'lKeiovg ri/g

and not

nlareuc in-

of a question.

would rather represent the matter as actually taking place
our maxim), and would thus belong to the ideal delinChristian life common with the apostle which might indeed be

epyuCo/usOa to ayaOov

{we do

roe hold

it,

eation of

it

so, it is

;

highly appropriate in

its

place at the conclusion of a discourse as a note of

triumph, but here, in immediate connection with mere exhortations and injiincwould be somewhat out of place.

tions,

Vv. 11-18. Final section of the

The main points

a repetition of molestations

is

own handwriting.
summed up then in ver. 17

epistle in the apostle's

of controversy are here briefly

:

deprecated, and ver. 18 concludes with the

farewell blessing.
of which is "a singidar whim ."
well-known manner in other passages,'* Paul adds to the letter, ichich up to this point he had dictated,^ the conehcsion from ver. 11 onward in his own handwriting.'^
By means of these
autograph endings the epistles indicated their authentic character.^ But
this close of our epistle, as stringently comprehending all its main points
once more, was intended to catch the eyes of the readers as something so
specially important, that from ver. 12 to the end the apostle wrote it loith very
large letters, * just as we, in writing and printing, distinguish by letters of a
larger size anything that we wish to be considered as peculiarly significant.
To this point, and consequently to the quite special importance of the addition now made at the end, not by the hand of the amanuensis, but by
his own hand in large writing, Paul calls the attention of his readers, and

Ver. 11.

on the

'

Not "an odd verse," the purport

Usteri.

2 1

Cor. xvi. 21

3

Comp. Rom.

*

From

;

own hand,
*

Col. iv. 18

;

2 Thess.

iii.

17.

xvi. 22.

be assumed
his epistles with his
even when he does not expressly

2 Tliess.

that Paul closed
say

iii.

17 it is to

all

The

ii.

2, iii. 17.

is on the word
which is therefore placed apart
the secondary stress lies on T)7 euj; x^'P'. It
'

may, however, be clonbtful whether Paul
wrote merely ver. 12 with larger letters, and
the sequel with his own hand hut in his
ordinary mode of writing,
whether be

w

principal emphasis

;

down to
internal connec-

continued the large characters
ver. 16 or to ver. 18.

tion of

so.

See 2 Thess.

wTjAtKots,

'

contrary, in accordance with his

w.

12-16,

The

the uniform solemn tone

of these verses down to tlieir solemn conelusion, and the abrupt character of ver.
17, all unite in inducing us to adopt the

second view.

:
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says

how great

''See loith

:

you with

my own

ITiave written (the sequel, from ver. 13) to

letters

Neither

hand!'''

Idere

'

nor

eypa-ipa

"

is at

variance with the

what follows for Paul, following the custom of letter- writers,
has in his mind not the present point of time, when he is just alout to write,
but the point of time, when his readers have received the letter and consequently see what and how he has written.^ Just in the same way in Pliilem.

reference to

;

what follows. In keeping with this is the
" respectu habito temporis, quo alter donum
accipiebat," " respect being had to the time wherein another received the
19, eypaxjta ry kfiy x^'pi- points to

similarly

common use of

gift."^

Holsten, Voemel, Matthias, Windischmaun, Reithmayr, agree with

enefiipa,

Grotius also ("sua manu scripsit omnia, quae jam sequuntur,"
'•With his own hand he wrote all that now follows"), Studer, and Laurent
Grotius, however, contrary to the usxis
refer the words to what follows.
loquendi, explains k'tjUkoiq as how much, thus making Paul call attention to the
length of his autograph conclusion
and Studer understands it as referring

our view.

;

to the unshapeliness of the letters (in opposition to this, see below)

;

while

Laurent,^ against the signification of the word, adheres to the qualibus,
" tnhat soi-t,'' of the Vulgate, and is of opinion that Paul wrote this conclusion
of the letter in the cursive character.

Wieseler,

Hofmann

Usually, however (as also

Paul had written with his own hand,®

In opposition to Riickert and Schott.
In opposition to Usteri.
3 Philem. 19, 21
1 John ii. 14, 21
Acts
XV. 27, xxiii. 30 Rom. xvi. 22 Thuc. 1. 1
in. ; Isoor. ad Demonic, in.
* Kiilmer, ad Xen. Anab. i. 9. 25
comp.
1

2

;

;

;

;

;

Kriiger, § 53. 10. 1.
» In the Stud. u. Krit. 1864, p. 644

ff.,

and

5.

° In adopting this view various frrounds
have been guessed for its autograph com-

Pelagius "that Paul desired to
show that he was not afraid!" Ambrosiaster, comp. Augustine and Michaelis
" that he desired to prove the genuineness of
the epistle." Chrysostom (who, moreover,
assumes in addition the cause assigned by
Pelagius), Luther, Calvin, Calovius, and
many others: "that his intention was to
show the Galatians his earnest care for
them, to make them attentive in reading,
and the like." Hilgenfeld "that he attached so much importance to the epistle."
Ewald: "that Timothy had not been with
him just at the time when he composed the
epistle and he thus wished, in the postposition.

:

:

;

script written at a

somewhat

later period,
the large inelegant
letters in which the epistle had been written." Hofmann " that the autograph writ-

to

make excuse

for

:

ing

was intended

to

bring the apostle as

it

being explained' as referring
from want of practice in writing

7r;?;iko<f

to the unshapeliness of the letters,^ arising

in his nevt. Stud. p. 125.

by Ewald,
which

[Eadie]), ver. 11 is referred to the ichole epistle,

were vividly before the eyes of his readers.''''
Hofmann is also of opinion that Paul had
not elsewhere written with his own hand,
that he might not needlessly curtail the
time for procuring his bodily maintenance.
As if the dictating to the pen of another
would not have involved .i'lst as much loss
Tertius and Timothy M'ere hardly
of time
shorthand writers. Or is Paul supposed to
have been occupied in tent-making during
!

the time when he was dictating his letters,
which presuppose so much abstraction and
concentration of mental labor?
' With Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Cajetanus, Estius, Winer,

Riickert,
8

This

LTstei-i,

is

Hilgenfeld.

not, as

often stated, the view

is

of Jerome, who, on the contrary, specifies
this view only to reject it, and assumes
that down to ver. 11 the epistle was writ-

ten by the amanuensis, but after ver. 11 by
Paul himself in very large characters, in
order that his readers should recognize his
genuine handwriting and at the same time
his solicitous care for

fore

comes nearest

them.

Jerome

there-

to our view, but intro-

duces into the 7rr)A.iKoi? purposes which have
no natural connection with the largeness of
the characters, and could not, without further intimation, have been understood by
the reader. Theodore of Mopsuestia ex-

—

;
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ichat a large letter I have
ypd/j./j.,
being explained as
So most expositori;;, including de Wette and Hofmann.
But against this latter view although the epistle, notwithstanding 1 Pet. v.
13, Ileb. xiii. 32, would no doubt be long enough for an autograph one
may be urged the very use which it assumes of ypd/u/jara for tTriaro?.?/,^ since
and, on the other hand, he
Paul elsewhere always calls an epistle kntaToH]
just as constantly uses the word jpdfi/ia, in the singular^ and plural,* to ex-

Greek

or

;

7r!/?uic.

:

written to you.

—

'^

;

press the idea of a letter of the alphabet

and

;

also the decisive consideration

that the employment of the dative (instrum.), instead of the accusative,^

would be
suitable

quite in opposition to

followed.

all

The

usage. °

would only be

dative

instead of t/patpa, wapeKaleaa perhaps, or some suitable word,

if,

Against

t\iQ

former

unshapeliness of the letters,

it

which

interjjretation,

may be urged

refers the

that the idea of

word

to the
arbi-

d/uopipia is

by no means an essential
secondly, that the charge of want of practice
characteristic of large letters
The native of Tarsus and Roman citiin writing Greek cannot be proved.
zen, who from his youth had enjoyed a learned training in Jerusalem, where
the man who
the Greek language was very current among the Jews
handled with so much delicacy and skill the Greek literary language, who
was familiar with the works of the Greek poets," and who was in constant
intercourse with Greek Jews and Gentiles,
is it to be thought that such an
one should not have possessed even the humble attainment of writing Greek
without making the letters of an unshapely size ? In Wieseler's view, the
large letters were very legible (for the public reading of the epistle)
and in
trarily introduced into mjlinoig, as this quality is
;

—

'

—

;

calling attention to this circumstance, Paul desires to bring into prominence

which shuns no trouble on their account.
But even thus the matter would amount only to a trifle. The Galatians
his great love for his readers,

were in possession of

plains

better,

it

jrrjAiKots

ypaixfjiaaiv

o-oTo ypa-ixfj-aatv,

and

far greater proofs of his love

likewise iinflerstanding
correctly (luei^otrti' e^p^-

"he used

larfcer letters"),

.specifying as Paul's ob.iect that ixiKXtav
" being about to

Ka^JaTTTeo-iSdi Tuiv ivavTiuiv,

assail his adversaries,"

he wished to

inti-

mate that he neither eput^pia ovre apvelrai.
Td Aeyd/u.e^'a, "is ashamed of nor disowns
what he has said." [See Note LXXVL,
p. 273.]
^ Taking the word by itself, there can be
no doubt that ypajuMi {scriptum, 2 Tim. iii.
15, John V. 47) may, according to the con-

text,

mean

epistle,

would denote

so that in the plural

epistolae (Acts xxviii. 21,

it

and

often in Greek authors), but may also
apply to a sinf/z'g epistle. Thus, for instance,
Thu(^ vii. 8. 3, where en-io-ToArj is used shortly before Xen. Cyriv. 5. 26, where eTTio-ToA)?
occurs immediately after; Xen. Epli. ii. 5
and Locella in loc. Comp.'also Luke xvi 6;
;

1

iv. 10, 14 Ignat. Eom. 8,
Cor. V..9, xvi. 3 ; 3 Cor. iii.

Mace.
2 1

:

ad
1

Polyc.
f.,

7.

x. 10

2 Thess.

Rom.

*

2 Ci^r.

size of the char-

3, iii. 14, 17.

ii.

^

than the

ii.

27, 29, vii. 6

3 Cor.

;

iii.

6.

iii. 7.

Acts xxiii. 25 Pom. xvi. 32 2 Pet. iii. 1.
Quite irrelevantly Hofmann compares
the usage of combining a verb with the
abstract noun derived from it in the dative
»

;

;

«

Gr. p. 159); and just as
expression elrrfiv A07M,
Matt. viii. 8 (see on this passage), Luke
vii. 7.
Not even that use of ciTreri- Aoyu, in

(Buttmann,

nciit.

irrelevantly

the

which

may denote

it

(Kriiger on

analogous.

Thvc.

to deliver as
22. 1),

i.

Only such phrases

xP"<''o'S7P<iM^i'io''VP'^'J'«"'t

Lucian. Alex.

letters.

avaypai^eiv, to write

Gymn.
38,

23

Elz.

;

;

43

;

down
ypai^i^;

460 D, really correspond,
' See Hng. Einl. II. § 10.
*

See on Acts

xvii. 28.

as,

e.g.,

to write with g-o^dcw
ix.iya.\oi<;

-ypann.

in large letters,

ypa.iJ.iJ.a.<n.v "E.X.\t\vt.Koi^,

(#>oiviki.ois

an orator

would here be

Luke

xxiii.

Spph. Fragm.
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own handwriting, which, besides, might be something very
from legibility.
Ver. 12/ All those whose icish and will are directed to malting a fair show in
the fleshy that is, to the having a specious appearance, while they are involved
this class of m&u force circumcision iqjon you, and they do
in fleshly habits,
acters in his
different

so solely

for

the reason that they

may

not Iring on themselves jjerseciition on

Tliis persecution

account of the cross of Christ.

they would incur on the part

of the Jews, if they preached the cross of Christ

and at the same time reby ineisting on circumcision, they disarmed the
the law,^ and removed from the cross of Christ all occa-

jected circumcision ; whereas,

Jews

zeal of the

for

sion of their experiencing i^ersecution for

passage rightly,
kv aapKi)

:

we must

it.^

note that the emphasis

they desire to combine

a,

In order to understand the
is

on

j^leasing exterior

EVTrpoauTvyaac (not

with an

on

unspii'itual,

life, in which they really are.
Thus is characterized the hypconduct of these people, whose Jesuitry makes them resemble the

carnal state of
ocritical

comp. Acts xxiii. d).* So many as
you to be circumcised
ev''
Trpoo-wTTOf] speciosus facie,
fair offace,'''' sometimes applied to actual beauty of
person,^ and sometimes to a mere specious appearance,* is very commonly
used among Greek authors ;' but evnpocunelv is not preserved elsewhere in
the literary language.^
iv aapd] is the element of the sinful nature of man,*
in which, instead of being renewed and refined by the Holy Spirit, those
hypocrites are found living, and at the same time endeavor to give to themselves a good coloring which would prepossess the opinion of others in
Tciipoig

(Matt, xxiii.

KeKovta/xEvoig

belong to this

27

;

dissenibling class, they constrain

!

—

—

their favor.

The juxtaposition

of the words,

"to look fair in

the

flesh,''''

whole
wnth one sharp touch, indignantly, vigorously, and appropriately.
The words are usually explained "those who desire to be wellpleasing iy means of outward carnal things, such as circumcision and the observance of the ceremonial law generally.'''' ^^ Of course kv capd might, ex adjunctOy
obtain the sense, by means of circumcision and obserrance of the law,^^ but in
this passage the context suggests no ground for thinking of anything else
than that which was just shortly before meant by aap^, in the contrast
drawn between odp^ and nvEvfia. '^ And how feeble and inexpressive, when
placed at the commencement of so energetic a passage, would be the deHolsten
scription of the misleaders which this interpretation would yield
interprets in a similar way, but develops the sense more accurately, and
takes £v aapni as the sphere in which the evTrp. manifests itself, "all who
reveals the moral contradiction in their nature,

and delineates

their

portraiture, as if

:

!

' As
to vv. 12-16, see the excursus of
Holsten, z. Evang. d. Paul u. Petv. 3-13 ff.
''

5

the

Comp. on
Note the

In Dion. Hal.

iii.

11

we

find evirpoa-bmia

;

V. 11.

Symmachus, Ps. cxli. 6, e^j7rpooa)7rlolJT)(ra^.
Comp. (i>aivonpoaMTTilv, Cic. Alt. vii. 21, xiv.

critically correct position of

21

;

o-e|U.i'077pocra)7r6tv,

Arist.

Comp. 2 Cor. v. 12.
As Xen. Mem. i. 3. 10.
As Herod, vii. 1G8 Dem.
Berm. .51.
' Comp. Gen. sii. 11.

i"

5

;

277. 4

;

Lucian.

Nub.

363.

Yer. 8, iii. 3, v. 17.
Riickert comp. Beza, Gomarus, Koppe,
Mattliies,
Usteri,
Rosenmiiller, Winer,
Schott, Olsliausen, and others.
'

fi^.

<

'

^

in

;

u Comp. Rom.
i*

ii.

28.

Comp. Wieseler.

——
CHAP.
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tliis applies iu the concrete to cirshow in the fleshly domain
cumcision^ which could have true significance only as a sign of inward righteousness/ hut to which these persons adhered "/b?* its fair show of righteousness.''''
But it is not until ver. 13 that aapf obtains its reference in harmony
;''"'

desire a fair

with the text to circumcision
circumcision

in respect to which, moreover, the idea, that

;

the seal of righteousness,

is

is

not at

all

intimated in the connec-

Chrysostom and his successors, Erasmus,
Calvin, Estius, Grotius, and others, have assigned to h aapd the unmeaning
and Hofmann has arrived at the trifling interpretation,
sense ~ap' avBpuKoig
that the idea meant was "a pleas'tng cheerfulness of outward appearance,
springing from and testifying to a natural amiability, to which the opponents
they would fain appear with the expression of natural
of the apostle aspired
Thus the description of the opponents placed at the head of
amiability.''''
this final outburst, so full of holy severity and indignation, would simply
amount to the assertion of an amiable bonhommie, good-fellowship, " by which
they were impelled. Holsten justly designates this view as inconceivable.
avayiiai,ovciv] they are occupied with, busy
[See Note LXXVII., p. 272.]
tion of our passage.

Lastly,

\

:

'

'

—

themselves

forcing circumcision

in,

see on Matt. xiv. 22.^
that they,

etc.

—

rcj

upon you.^
from

As

merely

jiovov h-a]

that

aravpfp rov Xpiarov]

is,

Christ, because they preach Christ as crucified.

denotes the cause of the persecution.
Winer, p. 202
Bernhardy, p. 101 f.

on account of the cross of
The instrumental dative

Rom.

xi.

20

;

2 Cor.

ii.

12

;

So most expositors, including
Usteri, Schott, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Hil;

Matthies,

Riickert,

See

to the idea of avayKaC,.

the (self-interested) motive,

f.

Hofmann.

But others explain the words according to
:* " Vie participes
fant suppliciorum Christi,''^
'•lest they may become partakers of Christ's sufferings," Winer; comp.
Jerome, Luther, Grotius, Semler, Michaelis, Koppe, Morus, de Wette,
Ewald. The evident reference to v. 11 Ms decidedly opposed to this intergenfeld, Wieseler,

the idea of the Kadf;//aTa Xpiarov

pretation, even apart from the

singular nature of the idea r 6

aravpu

would have written ralg dMipeai or the like).
Ver. 13. They have no other design than merely that stated in ver. 12
(tva Tu cravpui k.t.7..).
For SO far from its being their aim, by the enforcement of circumcision, to re-establish the observance of the law among you,
not even the circumcised (who are in question) themselves, for their own part,
^luKsadai (Paul

but 6l' avdpuTvivrjv ^iTiorifiiav ravra Trnvra ylverai. virep apeGKeiaq tuv
through human ambition all this is done to please the unbeliev-

Iceep the law,

aTTiGTuv,

'
'

ing," Chrysostom.

ol

1

Rom.

^

See Benihardj-,

p. 370.

5

Comp. ii. 3, 14.
See on 3 Cor. i.

5

*

iii.

25

TrepiTeTfiTifiivoi]

'

:

Col.

24.

i.

Ilolsten holds the peculiar view, that
is in v. 11 expressed objectively, receives here a subjective turn " »» order that
:

who

persecuted

cross."

The

contemptuously, and

with

are offended) should no

through
a-Tavph^

t.

and In presence of the Pauline
churches a painful tvound, by the recollection
of which they were, In a metaphorical
sense, persecuted. But what plain reader

point,

5

be

said

been to the Jewish Christians an obscure

f.

what

they {those

is

(the

offence at)

more
the

X. had, in his view.

would have been able to unriddle a sense
so enigmatically wrapped up— a sense which
Paul might easily have expressed in clear

words?

;
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whom

indignation, of the fraternity of the false apostles, of

it

might

at

have been expected that they themselves would combine obedience to
the law with their being circumcised.' But the ground for their nonobservance of the Mosaic law is conceived by Paul to be, neither their distance from Jerusalem,'' nor the general impossibility of a complete fulfilment
both of which would be exculpatory, and wholly unsuited to
of the law ^
least

—

— but

the idea of the worthlessness of the persons concerned,

among

It is true that,

critical badness.*

their hypo-

the Jews generally, notwithstanding

was a deficiency in their obedienceto the law ^ but
an observance of the law might have been expected at all events from these
K€piT£TiJ.Tjfjevoi, who wcrc such champions for circumcision and insisted on it
their self-conceit, there

so

much

13

;®

Yet

(ver. 12).

The adp^

Kavx-]

is

;

not even they themselves, etc.

but, according to the close

must be taken

and

As at any rate the

false teachers are

p. 93.

The idea that these

part of whom
were still on the point of accepting circumcision, and that their adherents are included
(de Wette), is quite as unhistorical (see Acts
XV. 1, 5 2 Cor. xi. 22 Acts xi. 20-22) as the
expedient of Hilgenfeld is groundless that
among those false teachers (" the circumcision-people") the act of circumcision had
still continued, not merely outwardly in the
reception of the newly-borti and proselytes
(in that case Paul must have said oi TrtpiTejavorres), but also inwardly, by virtue of the
significance ascribed to it. In his Zeitschr.
18(J0. p. 220, Hilgenfeld appeals to oi TreptTCfibut
voixevoi. in the Act. Petr. et Pai/li, 63
wrongly, because there (see the sequel) tlie
subject is moral circumcision. The view of
Neander is also mistaken, p. 366. According to Wieseler and Matthias, who likewise
read TrepLTefn'oixevoi, the TTcpiTeiu.vdiu.ei'oi were
those among the Galatian Gentile Christians,
who, led away by the pseudo-apostles,
allowed themselves to be circumcised. In that
case we must with these expositors make
seducers themselves, the pseudothe

men were

definite connection

The emphasis

meant, and these were Jewish Christians,
the reading ^Tipt.Te^l-v6^J.ivol is plainly absurd.
They were, in fact, not subjected to circumcision (Reithmayr), but ci?'cumcised, and
could not therefore be designated, " according to their quality as Jews" (Moeller on de
See
Wette), as Trepirem'dfi.ei'oi (present).
especially Reiche,

h

Iva

formerly

Gentiles,

;

;

:

;

apostles, the subject of tJeAovo-iv.

But

this

view is intolerable how could Paul enable
the reader to guess this change of subject ?
The subject of (f>v\d<Tcr. mu.st also be the
subject of ^eKovcnv, or else Paul must have
written as awkwardly as possible. Conse;

ry

vfier.

aapd

with TrepiT-e/^refT^a*,

as referring to the corpo7'eal nature, so far as

circumcision takes place.'
'

—

not to be here taken again in an ethical sense, as in ver.

is,

however, on

it

is

in

it

v/ueTepa ;^

it

that

hence

quently the subject of both the verbs can
only be the false apostles, who, however,
were nepiTeTfirifjLevoi.. and not irepLTefivofievoi..

— Hofmann and Holsten are of opinion that
the present participle is Intended to denote
the Jews generally, inasmuch as circumcision

was
it

among them. Against

in use

may be

this

view

decisively urged, that the subjects

of the following ^eKova-iv can be no other
than oi TrepiTe^iio/iei'oi, and thus likewise the

generally (as Hofmann consisexplains it)
nevertheless these
&e\ovTe<; (ver. 13) must necessarily be the
very same as tliose to whom the ^d\ov(Ti.v in
ver. 12 applies, and therefore not the Jews
genei'ally, but the Judaistic adversaries.
Moreover, to these only is the oiiSe, not even,
suitable, which presupposes in those concerned a higher degree uf obligation than in
the case of others who were bound to obey
the law. The forced expedient of Holsten
that Paul included the
is highly arbitrary
false teachers (consequently, according to
our reading and interpretation, the ireptrer"
ixruxivoi.) in the category of those cii-cumcising
themselves (and therefore the ireptTe/iivd/aevoC). Comp. Stallbaum, ad Euthyphr. p. 12
Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 613.
2 Theodoret and others
also Schott.
3 Jerome, Estius
comp. Usteri.
Israelites

tently

;

:

;

;

*
s

Comp. ver. 12.
Rom. ii. 17-23.

*

Wieseler, comp. Ewald.

'

Eph.

ii.

11

;

Col.

ii.

13.

Not (in aapKL (Matthias, Holsten), as if
Comp.
Paul had written t^ o-apxl iifi-iav.
2 Cor. viii. 8, Ram. xi. 31, 1 Cor. xv. 31, where
the pronoun, rarely used by Paul, is like8

wise emphatic.

CHAP.
Olshausen
place here
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after.
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more wrong in finding a contrast which
souls, which those false teachers ought

is tlie

—to

VI., 14.

is

antithetic element of ry

in the conceit of the Kspirer-

v/uer. lies

which the circum-

oicn circumcision, as the correlate of

^r/nEvoi as to their

quite out of

to have sought

the

be effected by them, was to be
But this sentence of purpose is parallel to

cision of the Galatian Oentile Christians, to

the subject of their boasting.

the Iva Tu a-avpCi

by

in fact

contained in ver.

h.t.I.

this intended boasting

by the circumcision

— of

of Gentile Christians

Jews

avert the persecutions of the

may

in cutting your flesh they

Judaism

— thought

to

Iva kv rC) KaTaKonreLv ryv

:

vftuv koL /ladi/rag v/udg i;^ovTec,

" that

boast that they are your teachers and have

It is a KavxaoOai, in the face

as disciples. "

pseudo-apostles

which they procured

Theophylact

;

v/xerspav aapaa navxriauvTaL wf Su'idaKaloi

you

12, seeing that the

their diffusion of theocratic

not of heathenism, but of the
'

non- Christian Judaism, from whose side the persecution on account of the
cross of Christ (ver. 12)

By way

Ver. 14.

to the Kavxdadai

ownprinciple
the cross of

5,

—

Christ.''''

LXX.

comp.
10

9,

j)seudo-aj)ostlc's

e//oj

— In

had

in view, Paul

Gen.

9.

the words

n

presents his

me

;

;

Xen. Cyr.

;

18

/a)

now

glory, except only in

On- this deprecating expression with the infiniJosh. xxii. 29, xxiv. 16
1 Mace. xiii.
7, 17

xliv.

i.

it to

yhoiro Kavx-] mihine accidat, ut glorier, " to

firj

Ignat. Eph. 12

;

avrSv, Anal),

-yivoiTo

366.

which the

'^from me, on the other hand, far he

:

not happen to glory."

let it
tive,

was threatened.

of contrast, not to the national vanity of the Jews," but

Dem.

;

h

tCj

enthusiasm, which manifests

vi.

11

3.

25

xxxiii.

aravpu

down

w Zev

:

;

fieyiare, 2.aj3elv

Ellendt, Lex. Sopjh.

/uoi

I.

p.

to Koafiu, observe the defiant

even in the fulness of the expression.

itself

How

very different the conduct of the opponents, according to ver. 12
Nothing but the cross of Christ.is to be the subject of his Kavxdadai nothing,

!

;

namely, but the redemption accomplished on the cross by Christ constituted
the basis, the sum, and the divine certainty of his faith,
etc.

Thus

'

cross

a truly apostolic oxymoron

it is

is ''to

Kavxf/fia

pu/jai)

else

tQ

Kayoj

k/iol Kdafiog earaiip.

amjthing

tuv KavxTinaTuv,
Koa/iu]

"through tchom

:

tcorld, "

unto the

that

Kavxdadai.

"the boast

'
'

is

life,

h

tC)

hope, action,
aravpu.

of boasts," Cyril.

reveals the cause

the tcorld

is,

:

why he may

—

The
6l'

ov

not glory in

and I (sc. earavproduced the
between me and the

crucified to me,

by whose

crucifixion is

no internal fellowship of life longer exists
dead for me, and I for it." By Calvin, Bengel, Winer, Usteri,
Hofmann, Holsten, Matthias, Reithmayr, and others, St' ov is referred to the
cross.
But it is more pertinent to refer it to the fully and triumphantly expressed subject immediately preceding, Tov Kvplov ?}juuv'I//aov Xpiarov :* through
whom, that is, according to the context, iy means of whose crucifixion. [See
result, that

world

it is

:

Note LXXVIII.,

p. 272.]

This effect

ship with the death of Christ

'

Holsten.

^

Hofmann,

1

Comp.

Cor.

i.

23,

Phil.
ii.

dependent on the inward fellowfaith, and maintained by the

is

commenced by

Vulgate, Erasmus, Beza, Luther, and
others, including de Wette, Ewald,
Wieseier.
*

in

accordance with his

terpretation of ver.
3

^

iii.

in-

many

ff.;

* ii.

13.

7

2, et al.

ff.;

2

Cor.

v.

15

19

f.;

Rom.

vi.

—
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Holy

By

Spirit.

relation of

life,

Paul

this fellowship

transplanted into an entirely

is

feels that all the previous interests of his life are

and

new
now

stripped of their influence over him, and that he is now completely indee/iol] for me, denotes the ethical reference of the relapendent of them.
'

—

Sec Bernhardy, p. 84.

tion.

Koaftog

^

&nds

explanation from ver. 15

its

namely, the organic totality of all relations aloof
from Christianity, looked upon, indeed, as a living poicer, which exercises
authority and sway over the unconverted, but in the case of the converted
(ouTe

TTEpiTo/uf/,

ovTE aKpo/SvaTco),

has become dead through his admission into the fellowship of faith and life
with the crucified Lord that is, has ceased to influence and determine his
;

and

thoughts, feelings,

means

Thus the world

actions.

of the crucifixion of Christ.^

mutual fellowship of life
thus wholly exhausted.'*

is

— myu tu

meant

noaiiCfi]

is

crucified to

him by

for the cessation of the

to be expressed,

and the matter

to be

Ter. 15. Tap] introduces an explanatory reason assigned, not for the
h Tu aravpu,^ which has already received its full explanation in

KavxaaOai

the relative sentence

6i'

ov h.t.Ti.,

but for the just expressed

6i'

ov

tjuol

Koafiog

This relation of his to the world cannot indeed, according to the
axiom ohre irepirofiri k.t.1., be otber than that so expressed. In justification
of this reference of yap, observe that irepiTOfii/ and aapopvaTia comprehend the

K.T.I.

two categories of worldly relations apart from Christianity, which had so
prominently re-asserted themselves in those very Galatian disturbances

(comp.

V. 6).

creature:^ that

Forneither circumcision availeth, nor uncircumcision, hut a new
is, "for it is a matter of indifference whether one is circum-

cised or uncircumcised and the only matter of importance is, tbat one should
be created anew, transferred into a new, spiritual condition of life. " As to the
;

form and idea of Kaivij Krlaig, see on 2 Cor. v. 17. As characteristics of the Kacv?/
we find, according to ii. 20, the Cv <^e '^v i:/iol Xpinrog according to iii. 27,
the "having put on Christ ;" according to v. 6, iriaTig St' aydm/g kvepyovixivj]
according to Eph. ii. 10, the TiepcKaTelv h Ipyoig ayadolg and according to

KThig,

;

;

;

1 Cor. vii.

19,

determines

(Rom.

all

things

vi. 5), set free

;

the

by the

a child and heir of

viii. 2),

In the

r^prmg evtoIuv Qeov.

new man
Spirit

is

new man

arfj(j)VTog

rfig

(Col.

iii.

10), Christ

avaaraGEug of Christ

from the law of sin and of death (Rom.
That this principle,
viii. 16 f.).

God (Rom.

moreover, was that of the Christian point of view, was self-evident to the
reader
'

3

without again adding

;

h

XpiarC) 'Irjcov, as in v. 6

Comp. Phil. iii. 7 ff.
Without the article see Winer, p. 117.
Comp. Col. ii. 20 Eph. ii. 2 f.; 1 Cor. vii.
;

;

4; IJohnii. 15 f.
Cor. vi. 13 2 Thess. 1. 12

31, 33, 34; Jas. iv.

" neo
nee commodis titillor,
nec odium metuo, nee plausum raoror, nee
ignominiam formido, nee sloriam affecto,"
" I am neither terrified by its evils, nor
gratified by its advantages, nor do I fear
its hatred, nor do I care for its applause,
nor dread its shame, nor grasp after its
glory," Erasmus, Faraphr.
^

Comp.

malis

1

illius

;

territor,

;

^

Hofmanu,

(see the critical

Matthias,

Eeithmayi',

and

others.
«

It is

stated by Sjmcell. Chron. p. 27 (ed.

Bonn, p. 48\ a,nd. VhoX. Atnphil. 183, that
Paul derived this utterance from the
apocryphal Apocalypsis Mosis. It is possible that the same thought occurred in
but it is certain that Paul
that book
derived it from his own inmost consciousmay have passed from our
ness.
It
;

passage into the <i7roKaAvi//is Mwija-eus. Comp.
hncke, Einl.ind.Offeub. Joh.l.T^.'i^it.

—
CHAP.
remarks), Paul
ting

it

down

rendered this

lias

an

in

Cliristir.u

It stands

ahuolutc form.
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VI., 16.

axiom the more striking by

set-

here as his concluding signal of

triumph.

The

Ver. 10.

blessing for

follow

A

The simple

in their conduct.

it

on the train of thought and linking
wish.

now

heart, full of the great truth in ver. 15, has

who

all

it

with

a wish of

and, carrying

ver. 15, serves to express this

reference to ver. 14, so as to connect our verse with the wish

is not required by aai, and is foi bidden by the importance
which would in that case have to be reduced to a mere parenthetical insertion.
The emphasis lies not on tovtu, but on ru kuvovi ;^ for
it is the very canonical character of the saying in ver. 15 which has jto be
" who shall walk according to the guiding line, which is herebrought out
in given."
We are prohibited from assigning to Kovdiv the nonHiteri\l meaning rule, maxim (as is usually done see Schott in loc), by tl^e ^gurative
(jToixwovaiv, which requires the literal meaning guiding line (2 Cor.^'6c. 13 ff.),

therein contained,

'

of ver. 15,

—

:

;

that

in this passage, a line defining the direction of the icay ; as such, the

is,

maxim

expressed in ver. 15

The

V. 25.

As

i^aced before them.

is

to

comp. on

a-oixf^'a",

has rhetorical emphasis, di-

anacoluthic nominative baoc k.t.I.

first to the subject in itself which
under discussion.^ The future cToixiia^ ajjplies to the time of receiving
the letter. ^ Paul hopes that the letter will have a converting and strengthening effect upon many readers, but makes the question, iclio should be
warranted in applying to himself the concluding blessing, depend on the

recting the whole attention of the readers

is

result.

EipijVT]

Eph.

23

vi.

Comp.

1

;

ahrnvg Kal eAeof]

err'

John

Tim.

i.

2

eAeof stands first.

;

2

Tim.

Here

{U^m

welfare

dfj,^

SG.

[peace]

;

on

see

and mercy (Tittm. Synon. p. 69 f.).
Jiide 2
3 John 3, in which passages

27) on them,

xiv.

it

i.

2

;

follows

;

not because Paul intended at

aftei',

first

he had specially in view the day of
judgment, which indeed is expressly added in 2 Tim. i. 18, but because
he has thought of the effect produced before the producing cause.
What
welfare it is that Paul wishes namely, all Messianic welfare is obvious of
to write

c'lpi'jvrj

only,

'

nor because in

e?i,eof

**

—

—

The peace

forms a part of it. sAeoq is, moreover,
to be considered as neuter, because Paul throughout so uses it f although
the neuter form, which very often occurs in the LXX., is but very rarely
found in classical authors.'"
In Itt' amovQ is implied the idea that welfare
and mercy come down ufon them from heaven. '^
koX etI tov 'lapayl rov Qeov]
That this is a reminiscence of Ps. cxxv. 5, cxxviii. 6,''^ could only be asitself.

of reconciliation

—

'

2
3

Hofmann.
Comp. oa 1 Cor. xv. 19.
Comp. on Matt. vii. 24, x.

Acts

—

ivish: iw-qv^aro

14

;

John

i.

13

;

vii. 40.

1

9

sion of the epistle,

than

if

it is

affirmation (de Wette, eo-rat or

Chry-

sostom and Theophylact appear to have
eo-rai
but Theodoret takes it as
;

k. Tr)v eipi^vriv,

"He

iii.

5 it is neuter,

according

'«

See Dindorf, adDiod.

iii.

18

Kiihner,

;

I.

p. 396, c. ed. 2.

taken as an
eo-rtV).

eAeov

to decisive testimony.

<5

supplied

Hofmann.
Even in Tit.

8

Comp. V. 10.
^ Comp. ToO \onrov, vev. IT.
Taken as a wis/ioi blessinp:, the thought
harmonizes more naturally with the conclu-

toi/

prays for mercy and peace."
^ So, arbitrarily, Olshausen.

'^

Comp. Luke

Mark

ii.

25, 40, iv. IS

;

2 Cor.

xii.

Acts xix. 6, et al.
'^ Theophylact,
Erasmus, and others
also Eiickert, Schott, de Wette, Reiche.
9

;

i.

10

;

;
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sumed without dealing arbitrarily, if, instead of Kat km tov 'lap. rod Qeov,
Paul had written £ipf]v?] iwl tov 'lapa7j?i which, after the instruction given
by him iii iv. 21 U., he might have written without any danger of misunderstanding.
Still less can the exjjression be 'referred to Ps. Ixxiii. 1
for
which purpose Hofmann employs an impossible interpretation of the He:

!

;

brew

text of the passage.
The Israel of God, that is, as contrasted with
Jacob's bodily descendants as such, ' the Israelites who lelong to Ood as His

own, and therefore form the real people of

But according

rate the true Christians.^

or as conjunctive,
Jeidish

the

and

h,,.tter

we may understand

Oentile Christians,

interpretation,

ideally viewed,^ are at

we must

any

either the true Christians in general,

or the truly converted Jews.

*

either

^

If

refer the foregoing haoi

•"

we adopt
and

avrovQ

— a view which however, decisively at variance
ths ui^lversal
and with the description excluding any national
— or we must exjjlain the train of thought
tovtu

to the i'^entJiC Christians,

with

God

as Kai is taken either as exj)la7iatory

is,

ogol,

referenct*., t'u Kuvdvi

ctoix-

'

"Salvation be upon

true Christians, and more especially (to
mention these in jjarticular see on Mark i. 5, xvi. 7) on all true Jewish
Christians !" But however near Paul's fellow-countrymen were to his heart
(Rom. ix. 1), he not only had no ground in the context for bringing them
forward here so specially
but any such distinction would even be quite
as followfv

:

all

;

;

improperly introduced

— especially in

the deeply-impassioned close of the
churches which consisted principally of Gentile
Christians and had been involved by Jewish interference in violent controletter

— in

versies.

presence of

And

even

ajiart

from

this,

no reader to

whom

the teaching of the

was familiar * could think that tov 'lap. tov
Qeov referred to Jewish Christians oh Z?// this would be opposed to the specific
conception of Paul on this point.
We must adhere, therefore, to the explicative view of Kai as the correct one,^ and indeed, namely, so that it introduces an appropriate, more precise description '° of the subjects previously
characterized.
Hofmann is wrong in objecting that the epexegetical Kai is
always cZmac^ic. " Moreover, the designation of all those, who shall walk
apostle as to the true Israelites

'

Comp. Rom.

Ix.

6;

1

Cor. x. 18;

Phil.

iii. 3.

Comp. also John i. 48.
Not tlie Jews (Morns), nor even tJie
pious Jt'7vs,— those, namely, who have not
rejected the Rospel out of stubbornness, and
permit the hope of their coming to recog-

s

nize the rule expressed in ver

The

15 (Reiche,

whole
system, could not understand under the
ideal Israel of God any others than believers
Rom. ix. 6-8). To him the
(iii. 7, 29, iv. 26

p. 97f.).

apostle, according to his

;

KTiVi; in ver. 1.5 was not conceivable
otherwise than as necessarily conditioned
hjfaifh (iii. 28 Eph. ii. 10) hence he could
not expect of any Jew not yet converted,
however pious he might be as an observer
of the law, that he would walk according
Kaii/r)

;

;

to the

canon of

ver.

15.

•

Chrysostom, Theodoret, Luther, Calvin,

Pareus, Cornelius a Lapide, Calovius, Baumg:arteu, Koppe, Kosenmiiller, Borger, Winer,
Paulus, Olshausen, Baiimgarten-Crusius,
Wieseler, and others [Alford, Liglitfoot].
^ Ambrosiaster,
Beza, Grotius, E^tius,
Schoettgen, Benge!, Riickert, Matthies,
Schott, de Wette, Ewald, Reithmayr, and
others [Ellicott, Eadie] Usteri does not
;

decide.

With Grotius, Schott, Bengel, Ewald.
With Riickert, Matthies, de Wette,
Reithmayr. and others.
*
'

^

See

° 1

">

7, iv. 21 ff.

iii.

Cor.

iii. 5,

viil. 12,

xv. 38

Hartung, Partikell.

I.

;

John

p. 145 f.;

p. 407.
'i

See Hermann, ad Viger.

p. 838.

i.

16.

Winer,

;

CHAP,
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yi., 17.

according to that entirely anti-Jewish rule of conduct, as the Israelites of
Ood, forms as it were the final triumph of the whole epistle over the Judathe very aim of which was to assert the

istic practices,

of

Kara adpaa to the heritage

view that m/

his

is even,

title

of the 'lapaifA

Hofmann is entirely mistaken in
Israel of God are the Jeic- Christians,

salvation.

and that the

so that Paul expresses the idea that he desired to include even these in his

wish. It was, indeed, obvious that in en' avTovq they could not be, and were
not intended to be, excluded ; but Paul was neither so unwise nor so devoid
of tact as expressly to state that self-evident point, as if there could possibly
be any doubt about it. By adding this last word, he would only have offended the theocratical point of honor (Rom. i. 16). Lastly, Matthias also
is wrong in supposing that Kal knl tov 'lap. tov Qeov begins the new sentence
^^
(ver. 17)
And concerning the Israel of Ood hencefortli let no man," etc.
This interpretation ought to have been prevented by the solemn repetition
of the preposition, which indeed on the second occasion would acquire
:

quite a different sense {concerning).

Ver. 17. ToD Iol^ov] occurring only here in the N. T., very frequent in

not ceterum, " besides," so that it would be aformida abrumformula of transition,'''' equivalent to ro ^i.o^ttw,'' but the genitive o/"
time f and that as denoting ''repetitionem ejusdem facti reliquo tempore,''''
"a repetition of the same deed in the time remaining." * The sense posthac,
after this, " might also have been expressed by the accusative;^ but in this case
a repetitio perpetua, "constant repetition," would be meant.* Calvin ex'^
plains
as for the rest,'''' i.e., praeter novam creaturani, " beside, the new
other authors

pendi,

;

'

^^

'

'

:

Comp. Wieseler

creature."

this case, either the genitive
mains;''''

'

or

it

^^
:

quod

restat,''''

would stand

would be dependent on

"as

what remains."

to

absolutely:

^^

In

as concerns iph at re-

But, looking at the frequent

Kdnovg.

use of TOV ?Mnrov as a particle of time, both these explanations would be very

This remark also applies to the view of Hof-

unnecessarily far-fetched.

mann, who strangely attaches
antithetical
'lapaijA as

God.

again supplied

Respecting

tov ?.onrov,

as genitive of

particle,

;

notwithstanding the want of an

the object to KOKovg, and conceives

on account of the Israel, which is not the Israel of
in the apostle's view, he has not to inquire

th^tt Israel,

whether it will be injured through the labor to which he is called. As if
any such cold, remorseless renunciation could be justly attributed to the
apostle who held his avyyevetg Kara adpKa so painfully dear,^ and strove in
every possible way to gain them.^ But from the hostile annoyances and
vexations, which the reader would readily understand to be referred to in
these words, the apostle desires to remain henceforward exempt
and this
;

J

Benf?el, Zachariae,

s

2 Cor.

xiii. 11

;

and

Eph.

others.

vi. 10

1

Phil.

;

iii.

1,

6

et al.
8

Kiihner,

II. p.

189)

:

j^ostJiac,

henceforward

(Xen. Anab. v. 7. 34, vi. 4. 11 Plat. Legg.
816 D, Demos, p. 385 B
Herod, ii.
and the passages in Wetstein.
109
;

vii. p.

;

;

^

Cor.

Hevmaun, ad

* TO Aou7o>',

Matt. xxvi. 41

;

Mark

xiv. 41

29

' o

ii. 2.

p. 89

Rom.
Cor.

ii. 3. 5,

iii.

2.

8

;

Comp.

I.e.

Kiihner,

ad Xen.

.5.

Se \oi.Tr6v, 1

Charm,
s

Xen. Anab.

;

907, 917.

Hermann,

Anab.

» 1

Vlrier. p. 70G.

vii.

Soph. Track.

;

ix. 1

Cor.

iv. 2,

Matthiae,
£f.,

ix. 20.

x.

1.

see Heind. ad

p. 815.

—

:
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he demands with apostolic sternness.
eyu

(ver. 12),
in,

not the teachers

who

but /Avho bear,

etc.

it is

:

yap

h/d}

the emphasis

k.t.'A.]

men

are hostile to me, these
oTr/fiara

which, usually consisting of

'

is

on

afraid to suffer

signiHes marl's iranded or etched

were put on the body (especially

letters, ^

on the forehead and hands) in the case of slaves, as the device of their
masters f of soldiers, as the badge of their general
of criminals, as a
sign of their offence
and among some oriental nations also, as a token of
;

;

the divinity which they worshipped."*

marks borne by

slaves :^ for,

Here Paul has had in view the
according to the immediate context (vv. 14,

mind as the Lord; and also in 2 Cor. xi. 23 he
treatment which he has suffered, the proof that he is
diaKovor Xpicrnv.'^
The genitive 'Itjctov denotes therefore the Ruler, whose servant Paul is indicated to be by his GTiy/xara
and because in this case the
18), Christ is present to his

discerns, in the

ill

;

feeling of fellowship with the concrete person of his Master has thoroughly

pervaded him, he does not write Xpiarov, but 'Ir/aov. '
" notae corporis

tales, qiiales ipse

Christ himself bore

made use

;"

*

but against this

word which

of a

Christus

gestavit,^''

Others have explained
" such bodily marks as

may be urged

it

that Paul has not

of itself conveys a comjolete idea (such as

rrpi

but has used the significant cTiynaTa, which necessarily prompts the reader to ask to whom the person marked * is described
Therefore 'Itjoov is not '" to be considered as the genitive
as lelonging.
vEKpuaiv, 2 Cor. iv. 10),

—

But what was it that Paul bore in his body as the crly/LiaTa
The scars and other traces of the iconnds and mal-treatment, which he
had received on account of Ms ajwstoUe la'bors.'^^ For in the service of Christ he
had been maltreated (2 Cor. xi. 23), and that so that he nnist have retained
scars or similar indications.'"^
Some expositors have, however, believed that
of the author.

'Itjaov ?

1

(TTiyna is

alij).

paroxytone

;

see Lobeck, Par-

p. 406.

Lev. xix. 28.
In the East ; but among the Romans
only in the case of slaves who were suspected or had run away (as a sign of the
latter offence, they were by way of punishment branded with * or F. U. G.).
• 3 Mace. ii. 29
and Grimm in loc. See
Wetstein, p. 237 f. Lipsius, Elect, ii. 15;
Spencer,
Deyling, Obss. III. p. 423 ff.
2
3

Egypt, and in the Asiatic Researches, vii.
p. 281 f., about tbe Indians); hence so foreign
a custom would not be likely to suggest
itself to the apostle, nor could it be understood by his readers without some more
special indication.
«
"^

;

;

;

Legg.
p. 151

rit.

ii.

14.

1

;

Ewald,

i/t

Apocal.

Not of soldiers, as Grotius (comp. Caland Potter, Arch. II. p. 7, think for
this must have been suggested by the con-

vin),

;

Wetstein imderstands sacras

notas,

"sacredmarks" (Herod. ii. 113: o-rivniaTaipa),
so that Paul represents Christ "?/(^ Deum,
quem Tor Kupto^'KaT' elox'vi' yocat," " as God,

whom

vii. 3.

iv. 10.

Morus, comp. Borger.

'

crTiy/xaTio;,

tatoo-marks,"
Strat.

i.

also

crriyiu,aTo</)dpos,

Lid.

and

Scott],

" bearing
Polyaen.

24.

With Gomarus and Riickert.
Not as Luther, 1519 and 1524, following
Augustine, thought
the taming of the
flesh and the fruits of the Spirit against
which the h rw cnofxari fiov is itself decisive,
'"

f.

5

text.

Comp. also Rev.
Comp. on 2 Cor.

^

he

calls

pre-eminently the Lord."

But these sacrae notae are only found among
particular nations, such as the Persians and
Assyrians (Plut.

Dea Syra,

59

Herod,

113

ii.

;

Ziiciill. p.

507 1&; Lucian,

<Ze

comp. also what is related in
about a temple of Hercules in

'

:

;

In the Commentary of 1.538, he understands
plagas corpori suo impressas et j)assiones,
''"

deinde ignita tela diaboli, tristUiain et
/lOTwe* aww???," "the blows and sufferings
impressed upon his body, then too the fiery
darts of the devil, and sorrow and fear of
mind," which thus throws together very
different elements outward and inward.
^^

See 2 Cor.

xi. 24, 25.

—
NOTES.
Paul adduces these
butthis idea

is

aTiy/jaTa

by way

271

of contrast to the scar of circitmeision

and in its

arbitrarily introduced,

consciousness whicli these words breathe.

^

;^

j^altriness alien to the lofty self-

—Lastly,

as regards the sense in

which the reference of yap is to be taken, many expositors explain it, with
" satis aliunde habeo, quod feram,'''' "I have enough from other
Grotius
:

So, in substance, Vatablus,

quarters to bear."

addenda

afflictio," "affliction

Winer.

But what a feeble reason

Bengel ("

should not be added to
to assign

would

non

afflicto

est

Morus,

affliction"),

this be, either as fretful

or as even bespeaking compassion, and wholly repugnant at

the proud feeling of being marhed as the dovlog of Christ

I

events to

all

And

^

the

kyii,

so

full of self -consciousness in opposition to the false teachers, is inconsistent

with this view. No Paul means ^ to say for / am one who, by being
marked as the servant of Christ, is in possession of a dignity, which may
justly exempt him from any repetition of molestations (such as had vexed
him on. the part of the Galatian churches). On (iaardi^u, comp. Chrysostom
:

;

—

ovK

elirev ex'^j

say

'

:

O-^^'-O-

but

I have,'

Ver. 18. 'H

A

:

[iaaTdi^u, cjanep tlq knl rpoTvalotg /jsya <ppovCjv,
'

X'^P'C

I bear,' as if

'

He

does not

highly regarding them as trophies."
See on i. 6.
/uera tov TrvEv/narog

—

Kvpiov k.t.^.]

''0'^

'

v/iuvl

on account of which Paul did not write merely
fied" v/uuv,* or fxerd ko.vtuv iifiuv,^ is indeed assumed by many expositors (that
Paul desired once more to indicate that salvation does not come from the
actp^),^ but cannot be made good
especially as also in Philem. 25,' instead
of the persons simply, we find that with greater significance and fervor the

sc. dr).

special design,

;

sjnrit

of the persons (so also at the close of the Epistle of Barnabas) is

named, because

it is

on the nvevaa of

man

(the higher principle of life with

the vovcY that the grace of Christ works," when the Spirit of Christ
takes up His abode in the human spirit and so confers His ;ifrtp/o-^ara.
Paul

might also have written

/ucTd Tuvipvxut-' vfi.,

"with your souls ;" '" but even
would have to be conceived

that case the gracious operation of Christ

issuing from the seat of self-consciousness (the

The

ol man).

as

d6E?,(poi]

ends with a mode of address which

epistle, in great part so severe,

breathes unaltered love

irvEv/xa

in

still

Cor. xvi. 24).

(1

NoTKS BY American Editoe.

LXXIV.

Ver.

6.

tv nuoiv dyaBolq.

In support of the usual interpretation that refers this passage to the sharing
of temporal goods, Eadie collects the following places where ayadd has such

meaning

:

Luke

xii. 18, 19, xvi.

25

;

and in LXX.,

Erasmus in his ^nwo/.,Beza,Schoettgen,
comp. Bengel and Michaelis.
Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff.

2

Sam.

28

vii.

;

1 Chr. xvii.

3 " Veluti trophaea quaedam ostentans,"
"as though displaying some trophies,"

Chrysostom, Theophylact, Beza, and
also Ruckert, Usteri, Schott, Olshausen.
And 2 Tim. iv. 22.
^ gge on Luke i. 46
Rom. i. 4, viii. 10;

Erasmus, Pamphr.

2 Cor.

1

Grotius
2

4 1

Cor. xvi. 23

2 Cor.

=

18

;

;

Tit.

xiii.

iii.

15.

13

Col. iv. 18

;

;

;

Phil. iv. 23

1
;

Thess. v.
2 Thess.

°

others

;

''

;

ii.

Rom.

13, et al.

28.

»

iii.

" Comp.
11, 25.

viii. 10, 16.

2 Cor.

xii.

15

;

1

Pet.

1.

9, 22, ii.
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xviii. 12, 17 and Lightfoot cites the Epistle of Barnabas, §19: <'Thou
for if ye are partakers in
communicate in all things with thy neighbor
common of things which are incorruptible, how much more of those things
which are corruptible." With this agrees the recently found "Teaching of
the Apostles " (lines 92, 93) " Thou shalt not turn away the needy, but shalt

26 ;2Chr.

;

shalt

.

.

.

:

share (avyKoivuv^aetc:)

all

things with thy brother."

LXXV.

Ver.

7.

Eadie and Sieffert insist on the necessity of regarding this exhortation as intended to enforce the entire section from ver. 1, "treating of duties which
spring out of love, the fruit of the Spirit, and which are themselves forms of
spiritual beneficence or well-doing— duties, however, which one maybe tempted
to neglect, or regard only in a negative aspect."

LXXVI.

An

Ver. 11.

'kt^Xikoiq ypdfifiaaiv.

found in the bold signature of John Hancock
tion of Independence.
analogy

is

LXXVII.
There

is

much

to the Declara-

Ver. 12. FVTvpoaunf/aai iv aapKi.

force in Sieffert' s exception that Meyer's interpretation

is in-

consistent with the only grammatical construction allowable here, viz., the
qualification of the EVKpoouirog

by

hv

aapuL

Meyer's argument would require

ev

conveying the idea of the
sphere of the external, with special reference to circumcision. This latter, on
the other hand, seems too narrow. Ellicott interjirets sv aapKi as " the earthly
existence and conditions of man ;" Alford, "in outward things which belong
to man'snatural state ;" Lightfoot, "in external rites ;" Eadie, "the unrenewed nature cropping out under its more special aspect of sensuousness and exter" They who wish to make a fair ajspearance, according to the standnalism."
ard of the unrenewed nature," seems to us to be the meaning.
capKi bvTeq or aapKiKol ovreg.

Sieffert explains it as

LXXVIII. Ver.

14.

iv

rw aravpu tov

nvpiov.

The Kevised Version reads "through which," thus making the arnvpc) the
antecedent; the marginal reading, however, is "whom." Meyer's construction
is further supported by Ellicott, Alford, and Eiddle, and antagonized by SchmolThe latter claims that when Meyer
ler, Lightfoot, Eadie, Sanday, and Sieffert.

"by whom, i.e., by whose crucifixion is produced the result," he virtually
acknowledges that the context requires that the reference be to the cross and
finds in it an excellent antithesis to the assumptions of the Judaizers who, from
worldly motives, were unwilling to bear the consequences of the cross. On
the other hand, both the immediate proximity of the tov Kvplov i/uuv 'Itjgov
XpioTov, and the grandeur of Him whom it indicates, renders reference to a
more remote antecedent verj' improbable. The question is purely grammatical.
Either construction ultimately ends in the same idea, cravphg is referred
says

;

by some

to the subjective cross, or the afflictions that attend devotion to

Eom. v. 3 but this is justified neither by the immediate
nor by the argument which is to offset the trust in the law,
by faith that finds its ground of salvation in nothing but the death of Christ.
Christ's cause, as in
context,

of. v. 12,

;

TOPICAL INDEX.
going beyond, 231, 244
urged by
the dissembling, 262 seq.
;

Abba, Father, 175 seq.

Abraham, his
promises
seed, 158
seq.

faith, 109 seq., 159 the
122 seq.
his spiritual
;

to,

;

seq.

his two sons, 200

;

Accountability, personal, 251 seq.
Advent, Second, of Christ, 13 seq., 38.
Angels and the law, 132, 160 seq.
Anathema, 18 seq., 39
justified,
20 seq.
Arabia, 29 seq., 40 seq.
Atonement, of Christ, 12 seq. vicarious, 116 seq., 172, 212 seq.
;

;

Communism,

Christian, 253 seq., 271

seq.

Crucifying the

flesh,

241 seq.

D.

Damascus, 24
seq.,

Paul's sojourn

;

at,

29

40 seq.

Days, Observance of, 180 seq.
Discrepancy, alleged, between Paul
and Luke, 50 seq., 95.
Doxology, of Paul, 14.
E.

B.
Election, Divine, 27.

Barnabas, 79.
Benedictions, 267 seq., 271.
BenevolAice, Apostolic, 48, 74 seq.
to believers, 258 seq.
Blessing, spiritual, 267 seq.
Bondage, Spiritual, 167 seq. ceremonial,
warned against,
179 seq.
219 seq.

;

Envy,

illustrated, 190 seq.
Eqitality, Spiritual, in Christ,
seq.
Exclusiveness, Sectarian, 77 seq.

158

;

;

C.

working righteousness, 93 seq.,
105 seq., 109, 159, 222 seq.; receiving salvation. 150 seq., 161
and
baptism, 156 seq. in love, 223 seq.
Fellowship, Christian, 73 seq., 96 in
suffering, 248 seq. in teaching, 252
Faith,

;

Ceremonial

observances,
180 seq.
Christ Jesus, His divinity, 9 subordinated to the Father, 9 seq.,
His atoning death, 12 seq.,
37 seq.
38 seq., 172, 212 seq. His second
advent, 13, 38; His active obedience,
85
seq.,
our justification,
97
87 seq., 114 seq.
and the law, 91
seq.
His atoning love, 93 seq.
becoming a curse for us, 116 seq.
as the seed of Abraham, 124 seq.,
as Mediator, 134 seq.
160
His
pre-existence, 170 seq.
His incarnation, 171 seq.
Christianity, its sum and substance,
90 seq. and Judaism, 169 seq.
Church, The Christian, its collective
opinion, 55 seq.
triumi^hant, 207
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

seq.;

with Christ, 265

;

Forbearance, mutual, 248 seq.
Forgiveness, 247 seq.
Fraternal union, 73 seq., 96.

Freedom, Christian, 62

seq.. 95, 206
210 seq.; steadfastness in, 219
seq. in love, 231 seq. and the moral law, 237 seq., 244 seq.
seq.,

;

;

G.

;

;

seq.

seq., 272.

Festival Seasons, 180 seq.
Flesh, The, and the Spirit, 235 seq.,
244 the fruits of, 238, 245.

Galatia, 1 seq.
Galatians, The, 1 seq. their churches,
2 seq. their Jiidaizing teachers, 3
seq. their fickleness, 15 receiving
the Holy Spirit, 103 seq. as sons of
;

;

Circumcision, in the Apostolic Church,
57 seq. and Christ, 220, 223 seq.,
266 seq.
and the law, 220 seq.
;

;

18

;

;

;

;

God, 155

seq.

;

welcoming Paul, 186

;

;

TOPICAL INDEX.
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214 seq.

seq.,

;

converted

tliroiigli

Paul, 195 seq.; not alwaj^s faithful,

224 seq.

The

Epistle to the, 2 seq.
writing, 3
object
its contents, 4
of its writing, 4
time of composition, 4 .seq. place
its genuineness, 7.
of writing, 6
Gentiles, The, saved by Christ, 118

Galatians,

occasion of

its

;

;

;

;

;

seq.
10, 37
His decrees,
26 seq. no respecter of persons,
68 His efficacy, 70 His promises,
122 seq. His unity, 145 seq. the
knowledge of, 178 seq., 213 seq.
Good Works, 85 and the law, 89 seq.
its counterfeit, 17.
Gosi^el, The, 16
Grace of God, The, 94 seq.

God, the Father,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

154 seq.
read in the church services, 199 seq.; fulfilled in love,
232 seq.; and freedom, 237 seq.,
244 seq.
Law of Inheritance, Jewish and
Eoman, 177.
Leaven, doctrinal, 226.
Legalism, Jewish, 81 seq.
its captivity, 151 seq.
Liberty, Christian, 62 seq., 95, 206
seq. 210 seq. steadfast in, 219 seq.
and the moral
in love, 231 seq.
law, 237 seq., 244 seq.
in Christ, 92 seq.,
Life, moral, 92
;

;

•

,

;

;

;

in the Holy Spirit, 235 seq.,
98
241 seq.
Love, in freedom, 231 seq. as the
royal law, 232 seq.
;

;

Growth, Spiritual, 196.

M.
H.

Mary, the mother of Jesus, her

Hagar, and Sarah, 201

seq.,

215 seq.

Harvest, Spiritual, 257.

Holy

vir-

ginity, 33, 41.

Mediator, The, of the law, 133 seq.
as Christ, 134 seq.
as a
Moses,' and the Law, 130 seq.
mediator, 140 seq.
Mount Sinai, 202 seq.
;

The, received, 103 seq.
given unto believers, 175 seq., 213
in the Christian life, 235 seq., 242
and the flesh, 235 seq., 244
the
fruits of, 239 seq.
Humility, enjoined, 249 seq.
Hypocrisy, Spiritual, 78 seq., 95.
Spirit,

;

;

Parousia, The, 13 seq., 38

;

before and

after, 167.
I.

Imputation,

85.

Independence, Spiritual, 67
Inheritance,

Law

seq.

Patience, in well-doing, 256 seq.
as foimder of the Galatian
Paial,
churches, 2 seq. as an apostle of
salutes the churches,
God, 9, 37
pronounces a curse, 18
11 seq.
seq., 39 ; and justifies himself, 20
seq. ; relates his past experience,
his sojoiirn in Damascus
23 seq.
and in Arabia, 29 seq., 40 seq. his
visit to Cephas in Jerusalem, 31
visits Syria and Silicia, 34
seq., 41
preaches the faith of Christ,
seq.
his second visit to Jerusa36 seq.
receives revelalem, 43 seq., 95
his indepentions, 24 seq., 52 seq.
as apostle to the
dence, 67 seq.
his apostolic
70 seq.
Gentiles,
resisting Peter, 75
recognition, 73
weakness, 184
his bodily
seq.
converting the Galatians, 195
seq.
his tender appeal, 197 seq. ;
seq.
persecuted by the Jews, 228 seq.,
;

of, 177.

;

;

J.

James, the brother of Christ, 33

his
Apostolic rank, 71 seq.
Jerusalem, The new, 206 seq.
Judaism, 169 seq.
Judaizing Teachers, 61 seq,, 96.
Justification by Faith, 53, 84 seq., 93
seq., 109, 159, 155 seq., 222 seq.; by
the law, 113 seq., 221 seq.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

K.

;

Knowledge

of God, The, 178 seq., 213

seq.

;

;

;

;

Law, The, not justifying, 83 seq.. Ill
seq. and good works, 89 seq.
and
;

;

Christ, 91 seq.; not annulled, 94
seq. does not annul the covenant,
120 seq.; its aim and object, 127
seq.; its promulgation, 130, 160;
;

ordained through a Mediator, 133
seq.; and God's promises, 149
its
captivity, 151 seq. a schoolmaster,
;

;

preaching circi:mcision,
243 seq.
229 seq. his handwriting, 259 seq. ;
glories in Christ, 265 seq., 272 ;
his
blesses the believers, 267 seq.
his parting
scarred body, 269 seq.
;

:

;

;

salutation, 271.

Persuasion, Spiritiial, 225.
resisted by Paul, 75 seq.
Peter, 71
;

TOPICAL INDEX.
Poor, The, care for, 48, 74 seq.
Praj'er, to the Father, 175 seq.
Preaching, a divine calling, 28.

Pedestination, Divine, 166.

Promises of God, The, to Abraham,
122 seq.

Prophecy

;

and the law,

fultilled,

149.

208 seq.

E.

Reaping, and sowing, 255 seq.
Recomjiense, Moral, 255 Seq., 257.
Redemption, through Christ, 115 seq.
Regeneration, Spiritual, 266.
Revelations, of Paul, 24 seq., 52 seq.
RighteoiTsness, by faith, 93 seq. 105
seq., 109, 159, 222 seq., 243.
S.

Salvation, in answer to faith, 150, 161
seq.
through Christ, 155 seq.
Sarah and Hagar, 201 seq.
;

Self-glorification rebuked, 250 seq.

275

Selfishness rebuked, 248 seq.
Sin, and the law, 129 seq., 160.
Sonship of believers, 173 seq., 176
seq.

Sowing, and reaping, 255 seq.
Star-worship, 167 seq.
Strife, among Christians, 234
warned against, 242 seq.
Subordination, of Christ, 9 seq.,
37 seq.
Suffering, Fellowship in, 248 seq.
;

Titus, 57 seq.
Treviri, The, 1.

Truth, not hostile, 189 seq.

U.

Unity of God, The, 145

seq.

Z.

Zeal, impure, 190 seq.

;

pure, 192.
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PEEFATOllY NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

I

HAVE

at length tlie pleasure of issuing the last

volume of the English

Meyer's own part in the great work which bears his

translation of Dr.

name, and of thereby completing an undertaking on which I have expended no small amount of tinie and labor at intervals for the last eight
years.

I

am aware

that I have taxed considerably the patience of the

subscribers and of the publishers, but I felt

Dr. Meyer,

who had

entrusted

faithfully reproduced, that the

me

it

due to them,

as well as to

with the charge of seeing his work

work should be done with

care rather

than with haste.

The

present volume has been translated with

which

this portion of the

A

revision.

Commentary had

fifth edition

and judgment by

skill

Mr. Evans from the fourth edition of the German

—the

last

form, in

the advantage of Meyer's

own

has since appeared (in 1878), under the charge

Woldemar Schmidt of Leipzig, in which he has treated the
way similar to that adopted by Dr. Weiss with the Commentary on Mark and Luke, although not altering it to an equal extent.
It is
difBcult to see why he should have followed such a course, for he himof Professor

book

in a

self states that

he

''

has never been able to approve the custom of allow-

ing other hands to remodel the works of the departed.
expressed, in the prefatory note to the volume on

grounds on which

'

'

I

have already

Mark and Luke,

I take exception to the plan so pursued,

and

I

the

content

myself with here referring to them as equally applicable in principle to
the less important changes

roboration of

"

made by Dr. Schmidt.

my remark as to the work

I find a striking cor-

manipulated by Dr. Weiss being

new book by another

to a considerable extent a

author, and from a

standpoint in various respects different," in the judgment pronounced

by Dr.

Schiirer, in a recent review

(

Thcol. Litcraturzeitung

,

9th Octo-

on the same editor's treatment of the Commentary on the
Gospel of John, when, after mentioning various features of ''complete
ber, 1880),

independence" and "thorough remodelling," he states that the result
of the whole is "an essentially new work."
Dr. Schiirer indicates approval of the course pursued

memory

of

;

but

it

seems to

me

alike unfair to the

Meyer, and uncalled for under the circumstances.

It is

PREFATORY NOTE BY THE EDITOR.
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quite open to an editor to write a

append

as

much

as

and correction

dition

making work

of the author's

work

may

but

;

name.

own on

the subject, or to

it is

him thus

not open to

At any

rate, I

to recast an epoch-

altered shape the sanction

its

have thought

it

right, so far as

my

promise,

its latest

and pre-

concerned, to present, according to

is

of Meyer, without addition or subtraction, in

sumably best form as
I

his

of exegesis, and to retain for

the English reader
the

book of

he deems necessary to his author's text by way of ad-

it left

his hands.

add, that whatever care

may

have been bestowed on the revis-

Commentary by Dr. Schmidt has not apparently extended to
the correction of the press, for many errors, which have been discovered
and corrected by Mr. Evans and myself in preparing the translation, still
It is, of course, extremely
disfigure the new edition of the German.
and I have no doubt
difficult to avoid such errors in a work of the kind
ion of the

;

whose excellent arrangements I am much indebted, the reader may light on not a few mistakes,
but, as Dr. Meyer was
as concerns references, accents, and the like

that, notwithstanding the care of the printers, to

;

not a particularly good corrector of the press,
edition

may be found

in that respect fully

I trust that

the English

more accurate than the

orig-

inal.

In the General Preface prefixed to the
the grounds that had induced

I stated

me

first

volume issued (Romans),

to undertake the superintend-

ence of the work, and the revision of the translation, in the interests of
technical accuracy and of uniformity of rendering throughout.

order that the subscribers

may be

plied has been fulfilled to the best of

my

ability, I

conclusion, to state for myself (and I believe that the
for

my

Crombie and Stewart, who

friends Drs.

And

in

assured that the promise therein im-

lent

think

it

right, in

same may be said

me

their aid at a

time when other work was pressing heavily upon me) that I have carefully read

and compared every sentence of the translation

umes which

I edited

subsequently on
freely to

me

its

— collating

it

for the

most part

passage through the press

make such changes on

;

in the ten vol-

in ms., as well as

that I have not hesitated

the work of the translators as seemed to

needful to meet the requirements which I had in view

under these circumstances,
for the shape in which the
enterprise have

much

has been received.
style,

I

alone

am

Commentary

;

and

that,

formally and finally responsible
appears.

All concerned in the

reason to be gratified by the favor with which

I

it

have, indeed, seen some exception taken to the

and to the frequent use of technical terms such as telic, j)'>'otasis,
but our object was to translate the book into intelligible

and the like

;

English, not to recast
plained, has suffered

form (which, as I have formerly exfrom the mode in which the author inserted his

its

literary

PREFATOKY NOTE BY THE EDITOR.
successive alterations

and additions); and

it

destined mainly for ministers and students,

is,

281

from

its

who ought

very nature,

to be familiar

with the import of those convenient technical terms.

At

the close of the article by Dr. Schiirer, of which I have spoken be-

he

aslis leave to repeat an urgent wish which he had some years
ago expressed, that " there might be appended to the introduction of

fore,

each volume of the German Commentary a
ture."

He

want has been supplied with considerable
place the

lists

—

all

of the exegetical litera-

fulness.

I shall

by me, except that prefixed
am indebted to Dr. Crombie at the

—

few errors apart) of any future editors of the

WILLIAM
Glasgow College,

be glad to

of which were prepared

to the Gospel of John, for which I
service (a

list

does not seem to be aware that in the English edition this

October, 1880.

P.

original.

DICKSON.

PPtEFACE OF THE AUTHOR.

Since the year 1859, when the third edition of

this

Commentary was

any contribution of

issued, there has appeared hardly

impor-

scientific

The Commendoubtless, many good

tance to the exposition of the Epistle to the Ephesians.
tarius

Criticus of the late Dr, Reiche contains,

exegetical remarks

but they are subservient to his main aim, which

;

is

and elucidate merely detached passages or expressions while
the Lectures of Bleek are very far from having the importance which has
been justly recognized as belonging to the previous series of Lectures by
critical,

;

him on the Synoptic Gospels.
But while thus, apart from
sages, I

was

less directly

various able discussions of particular pas-

stimulated by

new

literary apparatus to subject

my work

to revision, the labor itself

was not thereby rendered the

The

dies

diem docet could not but,

in the

ous,

have

its

title

sought to place

fully

much on

conceded

;

and

case of a task so

have

thoroughly, clearly, and

meaning of the Apostle's discourse.

do not understand the discovery of those fanciful
gorieen\ that people call profound.
tle

I

abetter and more complete footing, so as to do

fuller justice to the great object of ascertaining

dispassionately the

be found that

will

it

lighter.

moment-

For the

By

this

I

illusions \^Phantasm,a-

latter there is assuredly lit-

need in the case of Paul, who, with the true penetration characteris-

and ways of unfolding them, knows how to wield his
meaning shall be clear and palpable and
and least of all in the case of this very Epistle, where the Christoapt
logical teaching rises of itself to the utmost height and embraces heaven
tic

of his views

of discourse so that his

gifts
;

and

earth.

This distinctive character cannot be injured by the circum-

stance that the apostolic writing, as a letter

according to the critically-attested address,
tinues to be, at

all

events, an enigmatical

cal conceivableness in so far

to the
it is

Ephesians,

and

will

phenomenon, and

an open question.

— such
— conas,

remain,
its

Its elevation

histori-

above the

changes and controversies of Christological formulae and modes of conception cannot be thereby affected, and its prominent position in the

New

Testament

as at

once a testimony and a

amid any such change and
Hannovek, IQlh Nov. 1866.

strife,

test of the truth cannot,

be prejudicially endangered.

EXEGETICAL LITERATURE OF THE EPISTLE

EPHESIANS.

[Foe commentaries and collections of notes embracing the whole New Testament, see the list prefixed to the Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew for
those which treat of the Pauline, or Apostolic, Epistles generally, see that
;

which
lowing

is

prefixed to the

list

Commentary on the

The

Epistle to the Romans.

fol-

includes only those expositions which relate to the Epistle to the

Works mainly of a popular and practical character have, with a
few exceptions, been excluded, as, however valuable they may be in themselves, they have biit little affinity with the strictly exegetical character of the
present work. Monographs on chapters or sections are generally noticed by
Meyer in loc. The editions quoted are usually the earliest
al. ajjpended
denotes that the book has been more or less frequently reissued
\ marks
the date of the author's death c. = circa, an approximation to it.]
Ephesians.

;

;

;
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THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.

INTKODUCTIOK
TO WHOM THE EPISTLE

SEC. 1.—READERS

ADDRESSED.

IS

,T Ephesus, the capital of proconsular Asia, a flourishing abode of
commerce, arts, and sciences, and the seat of the world-renowned

worship of Artemis,

—which, formerly one of

the principal settle-

by the
and now by the
Paul
small village of Ajasaluk, or, according to Fellows, Asalook,'
and his successful labors
planted Christianity (Acts xviii. 19, xix. 1, etc.)
ments of the Ionian population, has, since
Goths, had its site marked only by gloomy

destruction

its

ruins,

—

;

there,

during a period of nearly three years, jjlaced him in the close confiwhich his touching farewell to the elders

dential relations to the church, of

The church was in its foundaand Gentile Christians (Acts xix.
but at the later date, when our Epistle was composed, the
1-10, XX. 21)
Oentile-ChxisimvL element, which already appears from Acts xix. 26 exten(Acts XX. 17

fE.) is

an imperishable memorial.

tion a mixed one, composed of Jewish
;

sively difliused,

church a

greatly preponderated, that Paul

so

j)otiori as

a Gentile- Christian one

;

see

i.

12

could address the
1

f., ii.

fl.,

11, 19, iv.

must not be inferred from this, that the Epistle could
not have been addressed to the Ephesian church.^
Our Epistle is expressly addressed, in i. 1, to the Christians at Ejyhesus.^
For the words ev 'Ecpiau are so decisively attested, that they cannot be deprived of their right to a place in the text, either by isolated counterAvitnesses, or by the internal grounds of doubt as to the Ephesian destination of the Epistle.
Among the manuscripts, X has h 'E^fo-u only from the
hand of a later corrector B has the words only in the margin, and (not*
withstanding Hug, de antiq. Cod. Vat. p. 26) not from the first hand
17,

iii.

1.

Hence

it

;

;

'

113

See, generally, Creuzer,
ff.;

Pococke,

J/br5'<j«/.

Symbol.

II. p.

III. p. 6Gff.;

von

Schubert, Reise in das Morgenl. I. p. 284 ff.
Guhl, Ephesiaca, Berol. 1842
Fellows,
Journal ivritlen during an Excursion in Asia
Minor, London, 1838, p. 274 f. [See also
Discoveries at Ephesus, by J. T. Wood, who
discovered the site of the Temple of Artemis in 1869.— Ed.]
2 Keiche, Bleek, and others.
5 See Liinemann, de ep. ad Eph. authentid,
;

;

etc., 1842;

Anger,

(Beltr. z. Einl.

in his

111' s

Comment,

ilber

N.

cr'it.

r.

in

d.

Laodicenerhrief
Reiche,
1843.

I.),

JV.

T. II. 1859,

has

the most fully and thoroughly controverted
the view of the Epistle being destined for
Ephesus, and the genuineness of the words
ei- "Ki^iam.
Comp. also Weiss in Herzog's
Encykl. XIX. s.v. " Epheserbrief."
* See
Tischendorf in the aUg. K.-Zeit.
1843, No. 116, and in the Stud, tend Krit.
1847, p. 133.
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while in the Cod. 67, proceeding from the twelfth century,' it was placed
certainly in the text by the first hand, but was deleted by a second hand

(which betrays generally an affinity with B). The evidence of the versions
unanimous for h 'E^ecrw but in the Fathers we find undeniable indications that the omission in B H*, and the deletion in Cod. 67, are founded
upon older codices, and have arisen out of critical grounds. Tor Basil the

is

;

Great, contra

Eunom.

ii.

19," says

:

toIq ''EcpeaioiQ eTvia-i7.1uv

uq

yvj^aiuc:

I'jvufik-

" writing to the Ephesians as being united truly by knowledge
who is " (that is, to Him who is existent^ in the absolute sense) 6C

voig tCj ovtc,

Him

to

ovraq avrovg iSiai^ovTug uvofiaaev e'lnuv'

£Triyvuiyeo)g,

KoX

rolg ayioig rolg ovaiv

TTiarolg ev 'KpiarCi 'It/cov.

ical

rjfielg

sense

ev toIq TvaTiaioig

those

Ovru yap kuI ol Tvpb ijfiuv TiapaSeSuKaai,
tuv avTiypa<puv Evpr/Ka/iev, " he calls them in a special

who are, saying, To the saints rolg ovm and the faithful in
For thus those before us have transmitted it, and we have

Christ Jesus.

found

it

From

in the ancient copies."

this passage

it is

clear that Basil

indeed certain that the Epistle was written to the Ephesians,
but looked upon the words h 'Eptcrw as non-genuine, to which conclusion
he had been led not merely by way of tradition, but also through the old
considered

it

which he had himself looked into, and Avhich had
however, been incorrectly asserted that Jerome also
He
'E0f<Tw in mss., but knew it merely as a conjecture.*

Mss. existing in his time,

not

It has,

h- 'Ediecrw.^

did not find

Moysi dictum

was

iv

namely, on

says,

^ Quidam curiosius, quam
necesse est, putant ex eo, quod
Some, with an excessive refinement, think from what

1

i.
'

sit,

'

:

said to Moses" [Ex.

etiam

eos,

iii.

14]

qui Eijhesi sunt sancti

:

haec dices Jiliis Israel: qui est misit me,

According to others, including Reiche
crit. p. 102), even from the ninth or
tenth century but not from the year 1331,
1

(Conim.

;

as Credner, Einl. I. 2, p. 397, states. This
year belongs to the Codex 07, which contains tlie Acts and Catholic Epistles. See
Griesbach, II. p. xv. Scholz, II. p. x.
;

2

Opp. ed. Gamier,

I.

p. 254.

We

must candidly recognize this as the
result of the words of Basil. It is a partisau and mistaken view to assert that, in
making the above quotation of the address
of our Epistle, he had not included iv
'E(^eVu, because he had previously said roi';
'E(^ecri'ots eiTKniWuiv, and that his appeal to
tradition and the old mss. applied only to the
3

article rois before

to

ovo-ti"

ovo-ii'

(I'Enfant, Wolf), or

(Wiggers in the Stud.

n.

Krit. 1841,

In opposition to I'Enfant, it may
be urged that Basil must necessarily have
written to us ovras previously, because
the genuineness and the stress of tlie article
(which is still wanting in Cod. 46) would
have been in question in opposition to
Wiggers, that not the slightest critical trace
of a previous omission of oScru/ is to be found;
while, against both, we may urge the decisive consideration, that it is in the highest
p. 423

f.).

;

vocabido nuncwpatos/'

et Jidelis, essentiae

.

.

.

degree arbitrary to assume that in the case
of a verbal critical citation, such as Basil
here gives with so earnest and emphatic a
statement of his reason for doing so (outu
yap k.t. A.), words were passed over, because
they would be obvious of themselves, and
words, too,which were so far from being unimportant, that in fact it was only their absence that could warrant the metaphysical
explanation of tois oBo-iv, and did beyond
doubt give rise to it. And if Basil were
concerned only with tois or ovcnv, why,
then, has he not merely cited the passage
as far as oCo-iv, but also added the /cal irio-Tois
iv X. 'I., so unimportant for that metaphysical conception of rois cScri;', and— strangest
of all omitted .I'ust the iv 'E<f>e<Tui which
stood between? An inconceivable parsimony No uo reader could understand
the ovTia yap k.t.A. otherwise than of tho
form of address just rue?'ally cited in the

—
!

;

from
which the recension which was then current
tois ayioisrois ovatv KainLo-To'is iv X.,'I.,

that it contained e>' "Ei>i<Tw.
B5ttger, Beitr. 3, p. 37 Olshausen.
^ O]}]!. ed. Vallars. YII. p. 545.
^ Probably (see the scholion from Origen
in Tischeudorf) this explanation proceeded

differed, in
*

;

INTRODUCTION.
Alii vero simjjliciter non ad

qui

eos,
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sed qui Ephesi sancti et fideles sint,

sint,

" These words shalt thou say to the children of Israel,
He who is hath sent me, that the saints and faithful at Ephesus are adOthers, indeed, suppose that the
dressed by a term descriptive of essence.
epistle was written not simply to those who are, but to those who are at

scri2)tam arhitrantur,

Ephesus, saints and faithful." But this '^scrijitam arbitratitur,'''' "they
thought it written," does not refer to the fact that these ''alii,'''' "others,"

had thought that the readers of the Epistle were the Ephesians to Jerome,
on the contrary, kv 'E(pi-ffG> is quite an undoubted part of the text (sanctis
omnibus, qui sunt Ephesi, "to all saints who are at Ephesus," is his reading),
and he only adduces two different explanations of toIq ovatv, by which,
however, h 'Ecpsau is not affected. According to the one inter2:)retation,
;

the Christians at Ejihesus were designated as existing in the metaphysical
roZf ovaiv was taken in the usual simple
and consequently the Epistle was regarded as directed not to
the existent Ephesian Christians, but to the Christians who were to be found
Thus Jerome has not mentioned the omission of h 'E^f ctw, and
at Ephesus.
therefore probably was not aware that the opinion of those " quidam^'' had
originated from the very reading witJiout h 'E^fcrcj
on which accovint he
looked upon this opinion as a curiosity. Hence he furnishes, almost con-

sense

;

according to the other,

sense of

elvai,

;

temporaneously with Basil, an important counterpoise to his testimony.
But if Basil in his time stands alone, he has a pi'ecursor, whose testimony
points back to a considerably greater antiquity, in TertuUian,

Meet de
habemus, haeretiei vero ad

contra Maj'c. v. 11

''Praetereo

:

alia epistola,

quam

who

says,

nos ad Ephesios

Laodicenos, " I pass by here another
which we have, addressed to the Ephesians, but the heretics to the
''
Laodiceans ;" and at ver. 17
Ecclesiae quidemveritnte epistolam istam ad
Ephesios habemus emissam, non ad Laodicenos, sed Marcion ei tituluvi aliquando
interpolare gestiit, "According to the true testimony of the church, we hold
this epistle to have been sent to the Ephesians, not to the Laodiceans.
But
Marcion had sometimes a strong desire to interpolate the title" {i.e., to make

jn'aescriptam

^

epistle,

:

it

otherwise, alter

it),

quasi

et

in isto diligentissimus explorator ; nihit atitem

dum ad quosdam, "as if
but the question of the title
is of no account, since the apostle wrote to all, when he wrote to some."
According to this, in TertuUian's time the Epistle was acknowledged by the
orthodox church, and by TertuUian himself," as an Epistle to the Ephesians,
de titulis interest,

cum ad omnes

had been

in that he

apostolus scrip)serit,

a very diligent inquirer

from Origen, since it looks quite like him,
and he wrote a commentary on the Epistle,
which was used by Jerome.
That is, «?/i)er«m6e(?. Comp. for example,
1

Geliius, V. 21, "epistola

.

.

.

scrlptus est," " the epistle to
is

prefixed."

The words " ad

cui titidus prae-

which the

title

Ephesios," "to

the Ephesians," and'^ ad Laodicenos,'''' "to
the Laodiceans," are the" ipsissima verba,"
"very words," of the pi-efixed titt/lus praescriptus.

Hence

tituliis,

scribere, " prefixed," are

19

" title,"

and prae-

not to be referred

;

and salutation, which are, in
an integral part of the epistolary text
itself
(against Harless, Liinemann, and
others, and Laurent in the Jahrb. ftir
Deutsche Theol. 186G, p. ISi). See also Reiche,
Comment, crit. p. 109. The reading ^^^ramptam in the above passage of TertuUian has
evidently arisen irom p?'aescripUim (which
the editions of Pamela
is contained in
and Rigaltius) not having been understood.
to the address
fact,

^

comp.

haer. 36.

cont.

Marc.

iv.

5,

de praescrip.
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and only heretics like Marcion regarded it as addressed to the Laodiceans
but Tertullian cannot have read or known of h 'E(j)ea(f), i. 1, because otherwise he would not have spoken merely of a change in the superscription,' and
would not have appealed to the ^^ Veritas cedes iae,'''' "truth of the church,"
but to the text. It has been objected, indeed (see especially, Harless and
Wiggers, and compare also Liinemann), that this is an inference from the
critical standpoint of oiir time, and that it would have been quite natural
in Tertullian summarily to bring in the ''Veritas ecclesiae,'''' "truth of the
;

would only have been natural for him in the event of the
by Marcion. The question
here concerns a falsification of the title, which, if the words iv 'E(j>eao) had
stood in the text, would have been at variance with the text ; and what
would have been in that case more natural than to appeal to-the apostolic hv
The invocation of the "Veritas ecclesiae^'' serves precisely to jDrove
'E(ii(T(j ?
that an apostolic kv 'EcpecFu was not known to Tertullian.
This at the same
time applies in ojiposition to the remark of Wiggers, I. 1, p. 429, that
church."

But

this

(}uestion relating to a falsification of the text

else than h 'E^eau in the address, if
he had discovered anything to be changed in the superscription, which was
naturally (?) of the same tenor (/} npbg 'EcpeGiovg tTriGro'A?'/).
No, he not merely
may, but must have read in the address nothing at all of the place for which

Marcion could not have read anything

the Epistle was destined

otherwise he must have falsified the address also,

;

and not merely the traditional

superscriiition

since Tertullian brings a charge against

on

"title," and,

h

'E06C7W in

his

— which

him merely

is

not to be assumed,

as concerns the titulus,

own part, betrays no knowledge whatever of an
How, then, could Tertullian dismiss the falsifica-

the address.

tion of Marcion with the evasive nihil autem de titulis interest

"the question

of titles

the apostolic text tv

once have broken

is

'E(p£au,

down

of no account," etc.,

before which the

if

cum ad

omnes,

he had before him in

title ir-pbr Aao6iKeag

would

at

with Tertullian's purjDOse to
assail Marcion at length on account of his falsification of the title, since he
was occupied in confuting his dogmatic errors, surely it would have required no more words to dispose of the falsifier of the title by an appeal to
the text, than to get rid of the matter with the superficial nihil autem de
And how could Marcion himself (evidently on the ground of
titulis, etc.
Col. iv. 16) have hit upon the idea of changing the title of the Epistle, if
he himself had read h 'Etptau in i. 1 ? Dogmatic reasons, which at other
times determined the heretic in his critical proceedings, did not exist here
at all.
If, in accordance with all this, the testimony of Tertullian, as well
as the procedure of Marcion, to which he bears witness, is adverse to the h
'EditCTw
that, on the other hand, of Ignatius, ad Eph. 12, is not to be used
cither for or against, whether we look at his words in the shorter or the
?

Little as

it fell

in

;

longer recension.'

'^

Pracscriptam, titltlum ; COmp. on this
de pudic. 2.^, al.
Accordinff to the longer recension (in

Trai'Tore er raisSe^creo-ii'aviToO/U''')-

T/xers 5e IlaOAou crvixuva--

with Paul the holy, the martyred, who is
always mindful of you (vulg. of us) in his

\a£i,
'

Dressel, p. 333)

:

Tat ecrrd jjYiaa/ixei'ou,

/ic/xapTuprj/xei/ou

.

.

.

o?

ixovevn.

vfjiiiv

(vulff.

rnxiov),

"ye are

initiated into the mysteries of the gospel

:
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is thus cleared up, Basil on the ground of
and Marcion and Tertulliau did not read the

wlicn the matter

althoiigli,

h

older Mss. rejected

'Etpi-au,

words, they are yet to be most decidedly retained as original, for the follow-

ing external and internal reasons

(in

we have

other

addition to the attestation, ujoon which

extant witnesses, and especially
church has designated our Epistle
expressly as Epistle to the Ephesians (Irenaeus, Haer. v. 3, 3 Clemens Alex.
Tertullian, Origen, and others, even as
Strom, iv. 8, p. 592, cd. Potter
early as the Canon Murat., and Valentinus in the Philosopjh. Or. vi. 34) without even a single voice, with the exception of Marcion's, being raised against
this view. But if the words h 'E^ecru had been wanting/?'OTO the outset, and
the Epistle had thus borne on the face of it no place of destination, such a
consensus would have been quite as inexplicable in itself as at variance with
the analogy of the other Epistles, in which throughout the judgment of the
church as to the first readers coincides with the superscription, where there
is one, and beyond doubt depends upon it.
(2) In all his Epistles Paul
designates in the address the recij^ients most definitely, even when he does
already remarked, of

of the versions)

:

—

(1)

The

all

still

entire ancient

;

;

not write to the Christians of a single town
a single church (Gal.

2).

i.

(1

Cor.

2

i.

Accordingly, our Epistle,

;

2 Cor.

if fairly

i.

1),

or to

regarded in

accordance with the address, should

marked out

as a catholic one,

nationality of the readers,
iii.

1, iv.

17, etc.) as well as the

cidedly at variance.

used
7

:

omcv

(3)

On

(vi. 21) would be dePaul in the address has

mission of Tychicus

each occasion,

when

St,

serves to specify the locality of the readers.

toIq ovaiv, it

rolf

—

kv ''Eipeau not be genuine, would be
without any limitation whatever of locality or
a view with which the contents (i. 15, ii. 11,

kv 'Pufiri

ev Kopip6(f),

and even

Epistles.

(4) If

;

Phil.

i.

so 2 Cor.

1
i.

roif ovacv tv ^i?u7nToig

:

Compare the addresses

1.

Paul had written

1 Cor.

;

Tolg dyioig toIq

omiv

Rom.

See
i.

2

:

i.

rf; oiiarj

in the Ignatian

koI tvcgtoIc,

we should

have a form of address, which does not even admit of any tolerable explanation.
It would yield the meaning
to the saints, who are also (not merely
But what a flat and inappropriate severance of
saints, but also) lelieving.'^
the ideas ^^ saints and Relieving, which should rather be conjoined into Mni^y
With the apostle there are no saints, who are not also
(comp. Col. i. 2)
:

''^

!

Following the reading 'jnwi',
Credner here concludes that our Epistle
was not directed to the Ephesians alone.
But it would apply to " the Pauline Christians In general,''' so that it would not at
all contain a reference to the individual
Epistle.
According to the shorter recenila.v\ov k.t.\.,
siou, the passafje runs thus
prayers."

:

iTrL<rro\rj
/ii'Tj/xoi'euet
OS iv Trdtrri
ifxwf, "of Paul, who in every epistle ad-

monishes j'ou." Here iv -ncLtiri ewto-ToATj does
not mean, in, the tvhole Epistle,— a, Unguistically erroneous
interpretation which,
though still defended by Ilarless and repeated by Dressel, would yield a quite irrelevant meaning for how strange to say to
A, who has received a letter from B B
;

:

makes mention
This
at

is

of you in Lis whole letter
surely obvious of itself, and is not
I

a point appropriate to be dwelt upon
the contrary, iv nacrji eVto-ToA)} means

all

On

in every Epistle; so that Ignatius

mean our

!

does not

Epistle alone, nor yet by

vfi.Mv

specially the Ephesians as such, but the

Ephesians as Pauline Christians generally
(as regards category), and hence could say
he makes mention of you in every Epistle.
It is not difficult to see how, in the words
under consideration, the longer recension
:

is

related as explanatory to the shorter,
It is not necessary that in this case ovtTi.v

•

should stand after
Acts vii. 8

49, iv. 9;

irto-rois.
;

Eph.

ii.

Comp. John
1,

etc.

i.
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The explanation

of Meier is chargeable with the same inapprowho are also faitliful (since the unfaithful have
and, moreover, it is to be taken into consideration
ceased to be saints)
that TTicjTolg is not defined to have the sense of faithful by the context, but
rather, when used in the address, and connected with kv X. 'I., most natu-

believers.

priateness

:

to

the saints,
;

rally presents the sense of lelieving, as in Col.
p. 400, translates

mean

:

to the saints,

:

who

to the saints,

who ore in fact

are true believers

lent to Pauline Christians.

i.

Credncr, Einl.

2.'

I.

2,

and this is held to
the mouth of Paul equiva-

also Idiecers,

in

;

But, in this case,

-olg ovaiv

could not, without

risk of being misapprehended, dispense with a defining addition {in fact),

which case by
might be indicated (who are not
merely called believers, but also are so). Yet even thus the expression
would not be clear, and the meaning to the Pauline Christians, would be
In a context, where Pauline and anti-Pauline Christians
purely imported.
were spoken of, the reader might without further indication understand
under true believers the former l:)ut not in the address, where this reference is not suggested by anything, and the less so, seeing that this contrast does not come once under discussion in the Epistle itself.
Schneckenburger and Matthies attach rolg ovaiv to toIq ayioiQ. The latter^ explains:
roZf ovaiv, icho are there (namely, in Asia Minor, whither Tychicus was journeying to visit them), which imputes to Paul a strange clumsiness. But
Schneckenburger^ renders to the saints, inho are in fact such. But even thus
must have written

or Paul at least

means

roiq koI ovaiv Tziarolc, in

of Kai the special emphasis of ovaiv

:

;

:

Paul, in order to obviate misunderstanding (and in the address of an oflicial

writing at any rate people express themselves definitely and clearly), could

not have dispensed with some defining adjunct

even apart from

how

this,

{in fact) to -qIq ovaiv

unsuitable would the address be, whether

;

and,

we

ex-

plain the true saints as standing in contrast to the nominal Christians or to

The former would yield an indefinite designation of the readers,
and woidd contain an exclusion and separation unsuited to the apostolic
spirit and working.
And the latter would be quite out of place, since the
All explaEpistle has nothing at all to do with the contrast to Judaism.
nations loithout Ev ''E(j)ea(f} are fanciful impossibilities, unless we keep to the
Weiss does this in Herzog's
first-given simple translation of the words.
EncyM. XTX. p. 480 rejecting fy 'E^fcru, he makes the saints, ichoare helievers
the Jews

!

;

also

on

Christ,'^ to

be said of the

of the Old Testament.

But

New

Testament saints in contrast with those

this contrast

would

itself

be quite without any

{also) there would be
implied a side-glance at the unconverted Jews, which would be out of place

motive in the contents of the Epistle

;

indeed, in the Kai

and unsuitable.
This also holds in opposition to Bottto the
3, p. 29 £f.
saints, who there ca-e also faithful, in which
to
the
apostate
ova-iv
contrast
presents a
the
Jewish-Christians, who had been faithful.
contrast
would necessarily, from
Such a
the very nature of the case, have been
spoken of in the Epistle itself.— We may
'

ger's views, Beilrdge,

:

add that already the Gothic version has
translated
*
^

iricrTois,

faithful (" triycfvaim

").

Comp. Bengel.
Bcitrage, p. 133.

substance also Reiche, Comm. cril.
iisdemquejidem in Christtim
prqfitentibiis,''' '' to the saints, and the same
•

p.

So

1S.'3

in

^'

:

Sanctis,

professing faith in Christ."
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that has been said, we must defend h 'E(/i£ctw, i. 1, as decidBut wherefore was it omitted at so early a period in a portion of the codices ?
Certainly this omission was not a mere transcriber's
error ;^ for not only is such an error in itself improbable at the very main
point of the address, but it would not have obtained any considerable diffusion.
Further, the possible reason, which may account at Rom. i. 7 for the
absence of ev 'Fdi/itj in various mss., namely, through a transcript of the Epistle for public reading in another particular church, is here at any rate improbable, since the manuscripts not containing jv'E^fcrcj must have been circulated in very different regions (Asia and Africa) and in very considerable
number. This latter fact might point to the hyjDothesis that, by omitting
h 'E0io-Gj, it was sought to give to an Epistle so general in tenor and weigh-

In view of

all

edly genuine.

'

the impress of a Catholic one.'

ty,

tles

directed

But, in point of fact, the apostolic Episquosdam, "to some," were already of themselves regarded
omnes, " to all," * and hence there was no need of the proced-

acZ

as written atZ

ure indicated.

Equally inadmissible, moreover,

that from the very
local

can

name was

we

first

the view (see below),

is

in a portion of the manuscripts the place for the

left vacant,

and thereby

ev 'E^ecro

accept the dogmatic reason, that the

name

was

omitted.'*

Is

or yet

was expunged

of the place

with a view to favor the metaphysical explanation of toIq ovolv, S2:)ecified in
Basil and Jerome, since the converse alone is natural, namely, that the metaphysical interpretation of roig ovaiv arose from the fact of the text being already dejarived of the ep 'E^ectcj.

The omission would

From

rather

appear due to ancient

historical criticism.

the contents of the letter at a very early period the inference had been

was addressed to persons who were as yet personally unknown
and still novices in Christianity.'' And how naturally did
this lead to the view that the Ejihesians had not been the recipients, and so
to the striking out of h '^(pF.au
The text written without iv 'Efeau was
soon laid hold of to support the metaphysical explanation of role ovaiv, which
had arisen out of it and the favor and diffusion which the latter received
drawn, that

it

to the apostle,

!

;

'

Marcion,

Tertullian,

the

old

mss.

in

Basil.
^

Liinemann.

^

Comp. Wieseler,

Chronol.

des

apOSt.

*

Jerome,

*

Schott, Isag. p. 279, suggests that per-

Marc.

v. 17.

haps Paul himself had commissioned Tychicus to have copies for other churelies
made at Ephesus, and to have tlie names
of these other churches inserted therein in
place of the iv E^euM, which came from
himself; and that a copyist liad left a blank
for the future insertion of the name, whicli
he had forgotten thereafter to fill up.
^ Historical traces of this ancient view
are to be found in Theodoret, Praef.. and on
i. 15, who relates "that some had asserted
that Paul p.r}Si7TM toO; 'Ec^ecrious Te9eap.ivov,
never having seen the Ephesians,' had writ'

tliis

Epistle to

them ;" and also in Eutha-

Zaccagni in

p. 534)

wpos 'Ei^eat'ous

t6

:

t]

jOtucrTrjptov

man.

Collect,
.

.

.

r\s

iv

vet. eccl.

rfi npoypaifiii

exTt'tJcTat, TrapawATjcriw? TTJ

TTpb;

'Vtofxaiov;- afx.(|)OT6'pois ^i ef cIko^s yvo>piixoi.%, Koi

Zeitalt. p. 438.
C.

ten

lius (ap.

eio-li'
v<jiiv

airai

avTi&iaaToi\.r]V apxaXKarrixovixieicraywyai, " tlie Epistle to the

irph'S

Ka.\ jtio-toii'

Ephesians, in whose introduction the mystery is presented, just as in that to the Romans to both known by hearing, and
:

they are in distinction elements for catechumens and introductions for believers."
Comp. also the Synops. script, sacr. in Athanasius, 0;;;?. III. p. 194, ed. Bend.: Tavrriv emcrreAAet anh 'PuipL-q^, oiJJra) ^ei' avToOs eupaKus,
dKoiio-a? 5e

"

ixdvov

-rrepi

auTiic

{tmv

'Eipta-Cuiv),

writes this from Rome, not as yet having seen them, but only having heard of
them" (i.e., of the Ephesians).

He
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from its accordance with the taste of the age necessarily contributed to the
spread of the text whicli was denuded of the h 'E0£(T6j. The omission of
these words, thus originated and diffused, could not indeed do avvaj' with
the correct ecclesiastical tradition of the Epistle being destined for Ephesus,
or frustrate the preservation of fi^ 'E^fo-w and the triumj^h of that original

reading (supported as

was by

it

achieved by the time of Jerome

had been already

the versions), which

all

but

;

it

did make

it

possible for Marcion,

seeing that he already found iv 'E^faw no longer in the text, to

opposition to tradition, the

title irpbc 'E(j)eaiovc into irpbc Aao6iKeac,

iv

'Ecpiacf)

But,

same

criticism,

in

—

iv. 16 as addressed to the Laodiceans
in the
under which, only handled in a negative sense,

the Epistle on the basis of Col.
service of the

alter,

regarding

had disappeared.

it is said,

the

contents

— quite

general in tenor, without personal

reminiscences and references, without salutations (not even Timotheus and
Aristarchus are mentioned, as in Col.
trace of that close intimacy in

verts, as a father to his children

of itself betrays that

it

1, iv.

i.

10

;

Philem. 24), without any
to his Ephesian con-

which Paul had stood
'

— are of

was not directed

such a character that the

to the Ephesians

;

EjDistle

and the passages,

who had not been in anj^ personal conMainly based on this internal character of the
Epistle, we find two hypotheses concerning the readers for whom it was
I. Following Marcion, Grotius, Hammond, Mill, Pierce, du Pin,
destined
Wall, the younger Vitringa, Venema, Wetstein, Paley, et al., including, recently, Holzhausen and others (see on Col. iv. 16), as well as Rabiger,'^ have
supposed ^ that the Epistle was addressed to the Laodiceans, as being person15,

i.

1-4, iv. 21, point to readers

iii.

nection with the apostle.

:

ally

—

unknown

to the apostle (Col.

ii.

"While this hypothesis

1).

*

falls of

may, moreover, be
urged in opposition to it (a) that from Marcion's procedure we may not inFor the ecclesiastical tradition is quite unanifer an Asiatic tradition.
there is no
mous in regarding the Ephesians as readers of the Epistle
the heretic stands alone wdth his adherents, without
trace of deviation
any anticipation or echo of his critical paradox. Q>) Since, according to
itself, if

the genuineness of ev

''E^eao)

is

established,

it

—

;

;

had at the very first become
two different churches, in Laodicea and Colossae, and
without doubt was disseminated from both by copies, it is the more
Col. iv. 16, the Epistle to the Laodiceans

known

incomprehensible

—

—

in

how

the

Ephesians could

> It is arbitrary and contrary to the manner of the apostle to assume, with Wurm
(in the Tiib. Zeitschr. 1833, I. p. 98), that
Paul, because of painful experiences which
he had had in Ephesus, avoided mention of

previous occurrences. How altosetherdiffereut is his procedure, especially in the
Epistle to the Galatians
!

2

Christologia Paul. p. 48.
See, in opposition to this assumption,
also Satori, iiber d. Laodicenerbrief, Liibeck,
3

especially Eeiche, p. 131 sqq.
18.53, and
Keiche, however, considers our Epistle as

appropriate

to

themselves

mentioned in Col. iv. 16
destined not merehj for
tlie Laodiceans, but also for Hierapolis and
other churches of t/iat region, and thence had
no place specified in the opening address
but Paul had orally imparted to Tychicus
identical witli tliat

in his

view

it

;

was

;

more

particular directions as to that point.

See, in opposition to the alleged encyclical
destination of the Epistle, generally what is

said below under II. The view of Weiss is
essentially similar to that of Reiche.
* To which Baur, p. 457, is also inclined.

!
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ecelesiastical

tradition could

support this view without meeting with opposition in the church

The appeal

I.e.,

itself.

xiv. 27,

destroyed Laodicea,^ yields no result, since, according to
Laodicea was soon restored and the Christian church there

in the year 60

Tacitus,

Ann.

to the earthquake, which, according to Tacitus,
'

;

knowledge of the Epistle
which Paul had written to them. No doubt, in view of Col. iv. 16, there
must have been an affinity of contents between the Epistle to the Laodiceans
and that to the Colossians, which seems to tell in favor of the identity of
our Epistle with the former
but may not Paul, besides our Ejwstle and that
to the Colossians, have written a third kindred in its contents ? which has
cannot have perished (Rev.

iii.),

still

less the

;

perished, like a letter to the Corinthians (1

pians (see on Phil.

Cor. v. 9), one to the Philip-

Remark), and perhaps also

others, which have left
no traces behind, (c) If our Epistle is the Epistle to the Laodiceans, it must
have been written Iicfo7-e the Epistle to the Colossians (Col. iv. 16), which,
according to § 2, is not to be assumed. Indeed, at Eph. vi. 21 and Col. iv.
7, there might possibly be not even meant one and the same journey of
Tychicus (which yet forces itself on us so undeniably in pursuance of the
iii.

1,

w^ords and the geographical relations), seeing that Paul, in the Epistle to the

among them,
he would hardly have done,
if he had been sending to them at the same time a letter, and that by so
trusted a fellow-laborer,^ who, besides, had to travel liy way of Laodicea, to
Colossians

(iv.

to he saluted,

15), directs the

Laodiceans, and an individual

—which, from the nature of the

case,

iv. 16, Remark),
{d) What Holzhausen says of Col.
was written with a consciousness of the Epistle to the Ephesians,
is purely imaginary.*
Following Beza,° and Ussher,® Gamier,' Beugel,
Benson, Michaelis, Zachariae, Koppe, Ziegler,* Justi," Stolz, Haenlein,

Colossae (see on Col.

ii.

^

2,

that

it

According to Eusebius, Chron., and Oro-

sius, Hist. vii. 7,

Wieseler,
2

only at a later date

;

see

p. 455.

According to Eusebius

and

Orosius,

Colossae and Hierapolis also.
3 This enigma would only admit of solution from the domain of conjecture. The
easiest tiling would be to say, that Paul,
when he had the Epistle to the Colossian.s
with his salutation to the Laodiceans already completed, had only then resolved to
send further with Tychicus a letter to the
Laodiceans, in drawing up which he was
aware that Tychicus would reach Laodicea
before Colossae. But with all hypotheses,
which are not made in the consistent following out of an ascertained fact, the
ground falls away under our feet. Others
have asserted that Paul wished to repeat
the salutations, or that he had only, as he
was writing to the Colossians, heard about
Nymphas through Epaphras but these,
after all, are nothing but suppositions,
which, moreover, are invalidated by the
;

fact that our Epistle is to be placed after
that to the Colossians (see § 2). Bertholdt
considers tlie salutation in Col. iv. 15 merely as introduction to the subsequent commission ("have the letter brought to the
Laodiceans with my salutation ")•
But
how utterly in opposition to the conneo-

tion
*

See,

xxxix.

p.

opposition

in

—

to

it.

Earless,

II.

^ Who, on the subscription to the Epistle,
expresses the conjecture that it was sent
not so much ad EpJieslos ipsos proprie,
"properly to the Ephesians themselves,"
as rather to EpJiesus, " ut ad ceteras Asiaticas

transmitlereiw\^'' " that it might
be transmitted to the other Asiatic
churches ;" and that hence, probably, arose

ecdesias

the partial omission of iv
* In his Annates ad ann.

'E<f>i(x<a.

C4.

">

ad

^

In Henke'." Magaz. IV.

»

Vermisctite Abhandlungen, II. p. 81

Basil.

I.e.

2,

p. 225

ff.
ff.
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Schmidt, Eichhorn,

Hug,

Bertholdt,

Hemsen,

Flatt,

Scliott,

Feilmoser,

Schrader, Schneckenburger, Neander, Riickert, Credner, Matthies, Meier,
Harless, Bottger, Anger, Olshausen, Thiersch,' Guericke, Lange, Bleek,

and others have, though

manifold

-with

variations in

detail,^

regarded

In that case Ephesus has mostly been included in the circle of churches concerned, but sometimes as by Koppe,

our Epistle as a circular

Haenlein,^ Eichhorn,

letter.

and Reiche

Bertholdt,

—

—entirely

excluded
while
Laodicea and its neighborhood have been in various ways brought in (according to Credner, e.g. one copy of the letter was sent to Epliesus to be circulated
among the churches on the west coast of Asia Minor and another copy
to Laodicea, to be circulated among the churches in the interior), in fact,
;

,

;

have even been regarded as the locality for which the Epistle was primarily
Bleek being withal of opinion that the Epheand sjjecially destined
;

sians only got

it

to read

from Tychicus on his journey to

tained for themselves a cojDy of
sort of encyclical destination,
sal

and undivided

it.

and

Phrj^gia,

re-

But, in opposition to the view of any

we may

decisively again

urge— (a)

the univer-

ecclesiastical tradition, wliich does not exhibit the very

slightest trace of such a destination.

Indeed, both the orthodox and Mar-

name only one church as the receiver of the
And when we remember what a high honor any church could not

cion are here at one, since both
Epistle.

but consider it to have received an apostolic writing, the utter disappearance of all knowledge that our Ejiistle had belonged to other churches, or
had been claimed by them as their property, would be quite inconceivable.
(b)

Even apart from the circumstance

that Paul does not in the Ejiistle give

the slightest hint of any encyclical destination for
iv 'E0£(T6j,

which cannot

critically

it, the words of the address
be dislodged, ex2:)ressly testify against it.
he had intended it for more extended cir-

Paul could not thus address it, if
culation, or even for other localities.* How very differently he knew how
to stamp on the face of the Epistles to the Corinthians the body of readers
for whom they were intended
But if the ev 'Ecitaw is held to be sj^urious
!

'

2
3

Kirche im cqjost. Zeitalt. p. 145 sqq.
See Liinemann, p. 33 sqq.
Who has even lighted on the Pelopo?i-

bring
all,

to

you here a

you have spoken

nesus!

care that the

* This holds also in oppostion to the form
which Harless has given to the matter.
The readers, in his view, were daughter-

knoic best the ways

churches of Ephesus, or Christians scattered
about the country, who liad first been made
acquainted witli the gospel from Ephesus,
and of whom Paul had received intelligence
through theEphesians. To these Christians
he had forwarded tlie Epistle through the
Ephesian church. But as the Ephesian
church itself might also extract benefit and

from it, the apostle had wished
that the Epistle should be publicly read to
the principal church and remain with it.
Harless conceives of Tychicus as giving the
following message to the Ephesians "/
edification

:

ijoit,

letter

which concerns you

but specially the Gentile

whom

letter,

ivhen

Christians, of

Take
has been read with

to the apostle.
it

should also come into their hands, ye

and bring me

to

and means for

that

them, in order that

I,

who

end;
in ac-

cordance with the apostle's commission, may
tell them what I have told you concei'ning his
condition.'" Thus the letter would primarily and mainly have applied to readers oi.itsif^e o/" Ephesus, and Paul would have addressed it toI? ovaif 'EN 'Ec^eo-u ? He would

have suppressed its principal destination,
and would have placed as the address only
a mediate and subordinate one ? No, Paul
would have known how really to express in
the opening address the relation which
Harless has merely presupposed, if he had
so conceived of it. See also Keiche, p. 127.
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which icith kv 'Hfiau) is too
would without these words be too icicle for the
jjurpose
for then no local definition of the readers whatever would be indicated, and the Epistle would present itself not as an eneydiad, but as a
catholic Epistle,
(c) If, with Riickcrt and Olshausen, we should assume that
Paul, in the several copies which he gave to Tychicus, had left blank the
name of the place in order that it might be svibsequently filled up with the
names of the churches concerned,- or that at least in some copies a vacant
sjiace was left to be filled up at pleasure,^ this is (a) altogether an arbitrary
transplanting of a modern procedure from the counting-houses of the present
day back into the apostolic age, from which we have circular letters indeed,
but no trace of such a process of drawing them out, the mechanical
nature of which would hardly square with the spirit of the apostolic
age.
And {ji) would not the Epistle, even if every church concerned had
(agaiust this view, see above), then the address,

limited for a circular letter,
;

'

received a copy provided with

its

own name, have

yet remained a circular

Thus, indeed, in the individual church-names of the different copies
there would have been just so many contradictions to the proper destination
of the Epistle.
Why, then, should not Paul in case of his giving to
letter

?

—

—

Tychicus the alleged circular letter in several copies have named in every
address uniformly the recipient churches as a whole ? (7) It would have
been utter folly if Paul in a portion of the copies had left the name of the
"^

place ilaid; to be filled

already been fixed.
definite conception

was

to

be

left llanlc,

TolQ ovaiv kv

.

.

.

KCil

up according

to pleasure in a

Could he write

i.

15

if.,

vi. 22,

manner which had not
without having quite a

what churches he had in view ? (6) If only the name
why was kv also omitted ? why did not the copies run
TTiaro'ic

k.t.I.

(e)

?

How

inexjilicable, that only cojjies

with kv 'E^ffjM, and, in addition, those having no name whatever, should
have had the good fortune to be preserved and distributed
Each of the
churches in question would have sought to preserve and to multiply the
copy addressed to it under its name and different traditions with regard to
the readers would inevitably have been current at a very early date in the
church side by side. (Q If Laodicea was in the circle of churches in question, Colossae also was so (Col. iv. 16).
But Colossae did not get the
alleged circular letter through the despatch of a copy intended for the Colossians, and addressed to them, but had to procure for itself the Laodicean
Epistle from Laodicea (Col. I.e.).
These arguments tell at the same time
!

;

1

Success cannot attend the attempt men-

tally to supply the local destination of the

with the rejection
from any other quarter in dealing with so singular and nameless an adletter (that disappears

of

ei/ 'E(;)e(7(())

this bold stroke of tradition would hardly
have gained universal assent, especially in
view of its enigmatic relation to the contents of the Epistle. If Ephesus did not
from the first stand in the text, as Marcion
didnot read it, the latter would have acted
with moi-e tact in having recourse to Laodi-

di-ess.
Weiss, I.e. (comp. Keiche), thinks
that Paul had given information to Tychicus for what circle of churches in Asia
Minor the letter was intended but that
the later tradition had appropriated it to
the chief town and chief church, and had

Garnier, Bengel,Eichhorn, Hug, and others,
' Moldenhauer,
Bertholdt,
Michaelis,

completed the address accordingly. But
that premiss is arbitrarily assumed, and

Hemsen, and others,
* Comp. Matthaei, cd. min.

;

cea.
^

Ussher

first

suggested

this,

followed by

III. p. 293.
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against Bleek's hesitating conjecture, that Paul in the Epistle, which was

primarily intended for Laodicea, Hierapolis, etc., had left a gap after ro'ic
omLv, because, at the time of writing the letter, he was not yet able to specify
as likewise against Anger's view, that the circular
the several churches
primarily destined for Ephesus, had at the same time been destined

all

;

letter,

and among these, also for Laodicea
from whence it was to make
its way to the other churches, and so to Laodicea, and from thence to
In opposition to this view, see Zeller^ and Wieseler.^ Similarly
Colossae.
Laurent, 3 who assumes that Paul had intended the Epistle for the two
churches, Laodicea and Ephesus, but had only despatched one copy for the
Thus copies with
two, in which he left the designation of the place open.
designations of the place had arisen through transcripts, some with tv AaoSiKtia, some with h 'E^£cr«, the latter of which obtained the upper hand.
But froni the evidence of Tertulliau (see above) we cannot gather that he
had seen mss. with hv AaoSiKeia. Besides, there would subsist no reason at
all why Paul, if he had written to these two churches, should not also have
mentioned both of them in the address.
for the daughter-churches of Asia,

that Tychicus

had

to bring

it first

;

to Ejihesus,

In accordance with the foregoing discussion, no other
in ascertaining the readers of the Epistle rests

adopted by most of the
that our Epistle

later

commentators, which arrives at the conclusion

was directed

pursuance of the genuine

critical procedure
on a historical basis but that

the Ejjhesians

to

h '^ipeau,

and

and

to

in agreement

no furtlier

cliurch, in

with the primitive

So among the later commenand universal tradition of the church.
Whitby, "Wolf, Cramer, Morus, and more a-ecently Rinck,^ Wurm,^

tators

We

Wiggers," Wieseler.'
the

difficulties

of the

must, however, candidly confess that, while
passages

individual

i.

15,

iii.

1-4,

iv.

31,

may

be elucidated by their exegesis, the tone and contents of so general
a tenor, the absence of any reminiscences of personal connection with
the readers, the want of salutations, etc., in an Epistle to the Ephesians, remain more surprising than would be the case in any other
Epistle.

The appeal made by Wieseler *

and didactic charphenomenon
purpose, and scientific modesty

to the elevated

acter of the Epistle is not sufficient to explain this strange
Ave lack the historical

information for this

and prudence prefer to confess in
1

2
3

7'keol.

Jahrb. 1844,

1, p.

199

this case the

he

ff.

Chronol. d. ap. Zeitalt. p. 442 sq.

In the Jahrb.

f.

18GG,

*

5

Sendschr. derKorinihe)', p. SI
Siud. u. Krit. 1849, p. 948 ff.

In

f£.,

tlie TCib. Zeitschr. 1833, 1, p.

97

and

in

f.

Yet he also takes up the view (already
expressed by Beza in his remarks on tlie
subscription), that the apostle has not
merely regarded the word spoken to the
Ephesians as spoken to them, but has
desired and designed a diffusion of the
Epistle among, and a knowledge of it in,
wider circles, so that under the one church
«

7wn

liquet,

rather than to

addressing the whole body of Asiatic

Christians,

Deutsche Theol.

p. 131.

tlie

is

;

which had Ephesus

as

their

But against
mother-churcli and centre.
this view it must be urged— apart from the
circumstance that St. Paul saijs nothing
whatever of this supposed design— that in
all the otlier Epistles too he might presuppose their being communicated to wider
circles, and yet is not thereby witlilield from
entering into particulars, sending salutations, and the like. In the Stud. u. Krit.
1841, p. 412
''

^

ff.

Chronol. d. apost. Zeitalt. p. 448.
p_

4,^9^

.
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construct hypotheses which, as has been shown,

fall to

pieces of themselves.'

There must have existed historical circumstances which occasioned the Ejjistle to receive the strange form that it undoubtedly has, but we are not
acquainted with thom. It is very natural, however, to think of the phenomenon in question as, in part at least, causally connected with the mission
of Tychicus.
In accordance with vi. 21 f., Paul may have reserved all debe orally communicated by the

tails to

who seemed

latter,

specially fitted

for this purpose, since he, as an inhabitant of Asia,'' as a witness of Paul's

named elsewhere as an emTim. iv. 12), was undoubtedly very accurately acquainted
with the relations of Paul to the Ephesians
while on the part also of
the apostle himself there might be special motives (based possibly on the
farewell to the presbyters (Acts xx. 4), and also
issary to

Ephesus

(2

;

accusation brought against

him by the Jews, Acts

xxi. 28, 29,

and on the

covetousness of the venal Felix, Acts xxiv. 26), arising from the conditions

and surveillance,
compose his Epistle

of his imprisonment
of precaution to

deeming

for his

it

advisable

to this particular church,

by way

with which

he was on the inost intimate footing, withotit setting forth personal relations
and special circumstances. Nevertheless, this Epistle, as an apostolical
letter to the Ephesians, with its so general, and, even in various particulars,
surprising contents, remains an enigma awaiting further solution
and we
must confess that if Ephesus had not been given as the place of destination,
criticism would least of all have been likely to light upon this church among
the Asiatic churches known to us. [See Note I., p. 308.]
;

SEC. 2.— PLACE
Paul was

St.

a.

prisoner

AND TIME OF COMPOSITION.

when he wrote

the Epistle,

iii.

1, iv.

1, vi.

20.

It

has always been the prevailing opinion that this imprisonment was the captivity a^ Rojne, narrated in the Acts of the Apostles.
But David Schulz,'

and

after

him Schneckenburger,-*

Schott,^ Bottger," Wiggers,'' Thiersch,"

Reuss,^ Schenkel," and Zockler," have decided in favor of the captivity at
•

This holds also of

those

hypotheses,

which do not keep to the view of the Christian church at Ephesus as such, regarded as
a whole, being the readers of the Epistle.
Thus Neudecker {Einl. p. 503) holds that the

Phil.

i.

1,

etc.

Perhaps even from Ephesus. In Acts
xx. 4, Tychicus and Trophimus are named
"
as
of Asia," but the latter at least is definitely designated in xxi. 29 as an Ephesian.
*

directed to that portion of the

^

In the Stvd.

church which had been converted by the
disciples of the apostle after he had left
Ephesus and Liinemann conceives that
Paul has written to a church which had
been founded but a short time before in the
immediate neighborhood of Ephesus, and
which was so closely bound up with the
Ephesian Church that it might be considered
as ^.part of it. Such hypotheses are strikingly and decisively disposed of by the

*

Beitr. p. 144 f

Epistle

is

;

simple and definite to?? oBo-h' kv 'E<j>itToi,
which does not admit of anymore limited
interpretation than the addresses toT? ova-iv
ei' 'Pui,u.)j,

Rom.

i.

7; toi? ovaiv iv

Krit. 1829, p. 612

u.

ff.

° Graul (Lips. 1836) wrote in opposition to
Schulz and Schott.
' In
connection, doubtless, with his
hypothesis that that Roman imprisonment
only lasted a few days,
' In the Stud. u. Krit.
1841, p. 436 ff.
' d. Kirche im apost. Zeitalt.
p. 176.
" Gesch. derheil. Schr. N. T.
§ 114.
'° Comp. aiiso Weiss in Herzog's Emykl.

XIX.
''

p. 718.

In Vilmar's Pastoral-theol. BlatL 1863,

p. 277

f.

.^^ff^^^^f~~C'''-

.^^ '^

^iAittttoi?,

I

JT* "^
'

'
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And

Not, however, as if the friends of Paul, who
contemporary letters to the Colossians and to Philemon
Philem. 10 ff., 33 f.), could not have been with him at Rome,
(Col. iv. 9-14
as has been sought to be inferred from the Epistle to the Philippians, which
nor, again, on account of KpoQ upav, Phionly (i. 1) mentions Timotheus
lem. 15, which expression as contrasted with aluvtov by no means presupposes
merely a quite short separation of the runaway Onesimus from his master
nor yet because Paul at Rome could not have obtained sufficiently accurate
information concerning Colossae, for this might, in fact, have been got
but, (1) because it is in
sufficiently by means of Epaphras (Col. iv. 12)
itself more natural and probable that the slave Onesimus had run away from
Colossae as far as Caesarea, than that he should have fled, at the cost of a
Caesarea.

are

named

rightly so.

in the
;

;

'

;

;

long journey by

sea, to

yet a Christian.

The

Rome, the more

—

especially as the fugitive

objection," that in the great city of

was not

Rome he would
who were every-

have been more secure from being tracked by the fugitivarii,
where on the look-out for runaway slaves, cannot be maintained, since this
police-agency was certainly most to be dreaded in the capital itself and in

company of a state-prisoner. (2) If our Ejiistle and the Epistle to the
had been sent from Rome, then would its bearer Tychicus, who
was accompanied by Onesimus (Col. iv. 8, 9), have arrived at Ephesus first,
and then at Colossae and accordingly we might reasonably expect that
Paul would have mentioned to the Ephesians along with Tychicus (Eph. vi.
21, 22) his companion Onesimus (as he does in Col. iv. 8, 9), in order by that
means to prepare for his beloved Onesimus a good reception among the
If, on the contrary, Tychicus started with Onetiivaus fi'om CaeEphesians.
sarea, he arrived by the most direct road, in keejiing with the design of the
journey of Onesimus, first at Colossae, where he left the slave with his masaccordingly Paul had, in the circumter, and thence passed on to Ephesus
stance that Onesimus did not go with Tychicus to Ephesus, a natural reason
for not including a mention of Onesimus in the Epistle to the Ephesians.^
It is not enough to explain this non-mention from the general absence of
the

Colossians

;

;

individual references in our Epistle (Wieseler), since here the question concerns a single passage,
(3)

In Eph.

vi. 21, Iva

which
6e

is

sU^re

really of

an individual and personal tenor.

nal

this Kai indicates the conception

when Tychicus should come

v/j.Eig,

would have already
aim here expressed in the case of others. And these others are
the Colossians (Col. iv. 8, 9), with regard to whom, therefore, Paul knew
that Tychicus would come frst to them, which again tells in favor not of
Rome, but of Caesarea, as the starting-point. If the messenger had been
despatched from Rome, and so had proceeded from Ephesus to Colossae, we
should then have expected the nal at the corresponding passage in the
Epistle to the Colossians.*
Further, (4) Paul, in Philem. 22, asks Philemon
that,

to the Ephesians, he

fulfilled the

In any case the Epistle to the Phihppians
later.
But these friends might
just as well have been with the apostle at
Rome as at Caesarea, as certainly was the
case with Aristarchus (Col. iv. 10 Philem.
J

was written

;

24\ Acts xxvii. 2.
- See Wieseler,
p. 417.
^

Comp. Wiggers,

I.e.

p. 440 S.

Wlggers appeals to ver. 22, holding,
namely, that Paul could not legitimately
•
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and that, too, for speedy use.
This, on the
one hand, presupposes the fact that his present place of imprisonment was
much nearer to Colossae than the far distant Rome, especially considering
to prepare a lodging for him,

'

the slowness of navigation in those days

withal the main point,

;

— we must assume,

on the other hand,

—and

this is

in the light of this request, that

Paul thought of coming from his place of imprisonment, after the speedy
release which he hoped for, direct to Phrygia, and iu particular to Colossae
unto Philemon, without making any intermediate journeys, since otherwise
there would be no motive for the request as to the immediate preparation of
a lodging for him at the house of Philemon simultaneously with the taking
back of Onesimus. But now it is plain from Phil. ii. 34 that Paul, w^hen he

was lying

Rome and was there hoping

a prisoner at

which

to journey to Macedonia (not to Spain, to

for his liberation, intended

had been directed
been said above, is not in
keeping with the bespeaking of a lodging with Philemon. This bespeaking,
on the other hand, is quite appropriate, if Paul was at Caesarea. From
that place, after the speedy release which he hoped for, he intended to
journey through Phrj^gia and Asia generally, and next to carry out his
earlier,

old

Rom.

i^lan,

Whether

xv. 24),

—which,

after v.hat has

which was directed
at this

time he

Spain (Rom. xv. 24

;

still

at Phil.

ference for our question.

to

Rome (Rom.

10

i.

ff.

;

Acts xix.

21).

entertained his earlier jolan of a journey

ii.

But

his views

24 he had given

it is

it

up),

is

to

a matter of indif-

certain that Paul at Caesarea, consider-

ing his gentle treatment and the lax prosecution of his trial under Felix,
might hope for speedy liberation (Acts xxiv. 23, 26). It has been maintained- that neither the freedom to preach
relevant), nor the conversion of

(vi.

19

Caesarea, but that they suit only his position at
xxviii. 30

f.

;

but this

is

;

Onesimus (Philem.

to assert too

much,

Col. iv. 3

f.

10), suit his

Rome

is

not here

condition at

according to Acts

for the notice at Acts xxiv. 23

leaves svifficient scope for our recognizing such activity on the part of the

captive Paul even in Caesarea.
If,

Comp.

Introd. to Col.

accordingly, Paul comjDosed the Epistle in

composition

is

§ 2.

Caesarea, the date of its

either a.d. 60 or a.d. 61.

Finally, the question tchetlier

tliis Epistle or that to the Colossians was first
be answered on a psychological basis ^ by considering their
inner relationship and peculiar character, because in that case there is too
much scope left for subjectivity, as, indeed, on such grounds some have

written^ is not to

—

have written

ov

ineixxlia.

Trpb? u/aas eis

auTo

Tychicus must, in the very
nature of the case from his being destined
for Colossae. have come to Ephesus. But
wrongly. For even if Tychicus, in virtue
of the direction of his journey (from Rome
to Colossae), would necessarily have been
brought by the way of Ephesus, he might
nevertheless have merely passed through
it, if St. Paul had not expressly given him
orders for the definite object of Eph. vi. 23,
and entrusted him with commissions to the
church. The fact that Tychicus must neeTouTo K.T.K.,

if

essarOy have travelled by way of Ephesus
would not therefore exclude the truth of
the tirenxlia nph's u^a? k.t.A.
We may add,
that from

Rome

the travellers might have

reached Colossae, without even touching

Ephesus,— by way of Miletus possibly,—
if Rome be presupposed as the
starting-point, might the more fitly write
at

so that Paul,

these words.
^ See on Philem.
- See
Wieseler,

I.e.

p.

420,

Guericke,

and

others.
=

^s,

e.gi.,

by Credner,

§ 1.57,

who holds that

;
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found the Epistle to the Ephesians the earlier; nor yet by inferring, with
Hug, from the non-mention of Timothy in the Epistle to the Ephesians, that
this Epistle was written earlier than the letters to the Colossians and to
Philemon, because in the latter Timothy shares in the salutation, and must
But that the Epistle to the Colossians
thus have have joined Paul later.
was written before that to the Ephesians, is to be assumed for the following
reasons
(1) As Colossae was the first and nearest goal which Tychicus, in
company with the Colossian Onesimus, would reach from Caesarea (see
above), it could not but be the most natural and obvious course for the apostle to write the letter to the Colossians sooner than the letter which was to
be delivered only at a further stage of his friend's journey
(2) ical v/xelc,
vi. 21, refers to the passage Col. iv. 7, and presupposes that Paul had al'

'^

:

;

ready written and had in his recollection this latter Epistle.

If,

indeed,

the Epistle to the Laodiceans were identical with the Epistle to the Ephesians, then,

according to Col.

But

necessarily be the later.

SEC.

3.

iv. IG,

see §

1,

the Epistle to the Colossians Avould

and on

— GENUINENESS

Col. iv. 16.

OF THE EPISTLE.

^ and
Wette has come forward more decidedly than before, assailing
the genuineness of the Epistle * and the critics of Baur's school * relegate
"
the Epistle to the age of Gnosticism and Montauism, whereas de Wette
still allows it to belong to the apostolic age, and to a gifted disciple of
the apostle as its author.
So too Ewald ' he denies that it was written by

After previous expressions of doubt on the part of Schleiermacher

Usteri, de

;

;

Paul, but yet places
Epistles

;

it

while Weisse

much
^

nearer to the great apostle than the Pastoral

lightly characterizes

the Epistle to the Ephesians was written
earlier— (1) Because its aim is the more general, and that of the Epistle to the Colossians, as the special, is subordinate. (3)
Because the former, as directed (accoi-ding
to Credner"s view) to unknown Pauline
Christians in Asia, would have required the

most mature consideration, whereas the
Epistle to the Colossians would be mucli
more easily drawn up, since Paul liad
Epaphras and Onesimus with him— and so it
but that a portion of the ideas
laid down In the former Epistle would be
transferred also to the latter, in such wise
that what was there general in tenor would
assume a special form. (3) Because in our
Epistle tlie expression is more abstract, etc.
—It would not be diificult, witli equal
plausibility, to invert the relation, and to
represent the more special, the easier, and
more concrete as psychologically antecedent
could not

to the

fail

more

general,

more

difHcult,

and

more abstract shape.
'

Cornelius a Lapide, Bohmer, Credner,

it

an unapostolic parajihrase

as

Schneckenburfcer, Matthies, Anger, Giierand others that to the Colos-

iclie, Reiiss,

sians (Schleiei-maeher, Harless, Neander,
Meier, Wiggers, de Wette, Bleek, Weiss).
2 -^ye might, in fact, with equal right infer
the converse, viz., that Timothy had, at the
writing of the Epistle to the Ephesians,

already left Paul again and had journeyed
to some other quarter, so that this Epistle
would be the later—as Schott really judges
it

to be.
s
<

j-^orl.

)'!b.

Elnl.,funfte
»

Einl.

X.

I.

T. p. 165

f.,

Exegct. Ilandbtich, zweiie Aufl.

194.

1847,

and

Ai'fl. 1848.

scliwegler, krit. Miscellen simi Epheserbr.,
Jahrb. 1844, 2, p. 378 £f.;

inZeller's theol.
vachaposfol.

Zeitalt.

Baur, Paulus,

p.

II.

418

p.
ff.,

330

ff.,

375

Christenth. d. dreiersten Jahrh. p. 104
°

Comp. Schleiermacher.

'

Sendschr. d. P. p.

Zeit. n. 243
'^

ff.

Dogmat.

T.

p. 146.

xii.;

ff.

comp. also his
£f.

Geschichted. apost.

;

;
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IXTRODUCTIOlSr.
and H.ausrath' speaks of

of the Epistle to tlie Colossians,

it

as an Epistle to

the Laodiceans retouched by another hand.

De

Wette's reasons, in addition to his finding the destination for Ephesus
that the Epistle, "which is devoid of all specially

unsuitable, are as follow

:

aim and references, is so dependent on the Episwhich is almost a mere verbose amplification of it, as

distinctive character in its

the Colossians,

tle to

when

to be out of keejiing,

divested of the reference to the false teachers.

Such a copying from himself

unworthy

is

of the apostle

the style, too,

;

is

with parentheses and accessory clauses, involving a want of connection (ii. 1, 5, iii. 1, 13), copious in words but poor
so, too, are the divergences in particular expressions,^ as well
in thoughts
im-Pauline, overladen as

is

it

;

as in the thoughts,

doctrinal opinions,

and mode

But

of teaching. ^

(a)

while the absence of any concrete and direct jjeculiarity of character in its
aim and references is surprising, it is altogether unfavorable to any doubts
as to its genuineness, partly because the bringing out at all of a writing

under an apostle's name and authority makes us presuppose more definite
partly
tendencies and more readily recognizable conditions as aimed at in it
because, in particular, the circumstances of the Ephesian church, and the
close relationship of the apostle to them, must have been so generally
known, that a non-apostolic author would either have deliberately taken
account of and employed them, or else, if the design of his undertaking
permitted it, would have made another and happier selection of an address
than this very h 'E^ecro). He who could prepare under the name of the
apostle an Epistle of so throughly Pauline a tenor, must have been quite
able to imitate him in the mention and handling of concrete circumstances,
;

and would, by such an omission

of those matters as

apparent in our Epis-

is

neither have satisfied himself nor have ansAvered his design of person-

tle,

ating Paul

—so much

would he have
an

fact that the Epistle, as

Ejiistle to

generally recognized by the ancient church,

is,

had

its

when we

genuineness so

consider the gen
a doubly valid

which always remains mysterious,

eral nature of its contents,

The very

failed in acting his part.
the Ejihesians,

evidence that this recognition has historically arisen out of immediate and
Further, (6) as regards the relation of the Epistle to
objective certainty.
that to the Colossians, there appear, as is well known, many resemblances in
d. Ap. Pavlus, 1865, p. 2, 138.
" ef Tois enovpavCois, i. 3, 20,

1

2

12

vi.

;

10,

Sia^oAos, iv.
Ta TTvevfj-aTLKOL, vi. 12
(elsewhere only in 1 and 2 Tim.)
;

27, vi. 11

Words

KocTfioKpaTtop, vi. 12; a-MTTipLov, vl. 16.

i.

3

;

24

vi.

i.

aiu)v,
;

used: oUovojita, i. 10, iii. 2, 9 ;
Kev. i. 20, xvii. 5, 7)
evXoyia,
2:3 (comp. Col. i. 19, ii. 9)

V. 32 (as in

/uvo-TTjptoi',

7rArjpw.ua,

;

and pleonasm,

;

differently

ii.

;

;

2

;

n-epurotTjcj-is,

ti.av6dv£i.v,

TrArjpoCo-flai iv, V.

18

iv.
;

20

;

i.

14

a.<ji9aptTia,

;

ij>uiTCieiv,

ttXtj. els, iii.

19

;

iii.

9

;

and resumption of the construction,
;

'iva

the constructions
<#)o^7)Tot,

T. 33

;

la-re

iVa

iii.

2-

yivuxTKovr^;, V. 5

19, vi. 10,

i.

iii.

18

;

ii.

6

f.,

21

and various other points."

(iy XpicTTci'Irjo-oO),

"Unbecoming appeal

of the apostle to
putting together of the
apostles and prophets, ii. 20, iii. 5 arbitrary
use of the passage in the Psalms at iv. 8
quotation of a non-biblical passage, v. 14
=

his insight,

iii.

4

;

;

;

the com-

biuations ^aa-iXeia Tov ©eoO koI XpitrToO, V.
5 TO GeArjiaa ToO Kvp(ov, v. 17. Interruption
14

17, iii. 26. Frequent omission of the article
before defining additions, i. 3, 15, ii. 7, 11,
diffusencss
15, 21 f., and other passapres

i.

ii. C, iii.

;

with the optative,

the conceptions of demonology, ii. 2, vi. 12
the characteristics of God, i. 17, iii. 9, 15
the laying stress on Old Testament promise,
r. 2 f.; the dissuasion from theft, iv. 28 the

;

;

un- Pauline salutation,

vi.

23 f."
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matter and form

—some even

literal

—between the two Epistles.

'

This may,

however, be sufficiently explained, in part subjectively from the fact that
Paul had just written the Epistle to the Colossians before writtng to the
Ephesians, so that his

mind was

still full

of

and pervaded by the

ideas,

in part
warnings, and exhortations which he had expressed in the former
objectively, from the fact that the state of affairs at Ephesus must have
;

been well enough known to the apostle to induce him to repeat various
portions of the writing which he had just composed for another Asiatic
church, and that to Such a degree that he considered it fitting even to re-

produce various things word for word from the Epistle to the Colossians,
which lay before him. To declare this a course unworthy of the apostle is
rash, since we have no other pair of letters from liis hand issued so contemporaneously and under the influence of so similar a train of thought. But
while certainly several elements from the Epistle to the Colossians have
been amplified as to verbal expression in ours, there are also several that are
reproduced in a more concise form {e.g., i. 15-17 compared with Col. i. 3, 4
Eph. ii. 16 with Col. i. 20 Eph. iv. 33 with Col. iii. 13 1, and others)
and those amplifications admit of natural explanation from renev.^ed dwelling
on the same thoughts, in which Paul did not proceed mechanically, and a
mind such as his easily had recourse to more words rather than fewer in
;

;

;

setting forth the subject afresh.

At any

rate,

de Wette's judgment of

it

a verhose amplification, is exaggerated, seeing that the
two Epistles present in their course of thought, tenor, and mode of treatment very essential differences, and the conclusion that a pseudo-Paul was
as almost nothing

l)ut

'^

be too hasty, so long as it was not from other
sufficient grounds clear that Paul could not have been himself the amplifier.
On the other hand, it is scarcely conceivable of an amplifying imitator, that
one so intimately acquainted with the apostle's ideas and diction, should

work would,

at

have chosen a
'

Eph.

i.

7,

at all events,

single

comp.

Pauline Epistle for the sole and often
Col.

i.

14.

Eph.

literal basis of his

INTRODUCTION.
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for thereby he would merely have imposed an unnecessary restriction
on himself, and have increased the probability of his fiction, made up
though it might be in the best sense, being recognized as such. A man,
who could think and write in so Pauline a manner as that wherein the portions not parallel to the Colossian Epistle are thought and written, might

work

;

with ease have given to his pretended apostolic treatise a shape quite dif(c) With respect
ferent and not so palpably exhibiting any single source,
to the objections taken to the style of the Epistle as too diffuse, loaded with
parentheses and accessory clauses, carrying with it a want of connection
and poor in new ideas, it is to be observed,
(ii. 1, 5, iii. 1, 13), verbose,
first, and generally, that this verdict is an unfavorable judgment resting on
taste

and subjective

crete references

it

in character

;

and, secondly, that in

its

individual con-

relates to a certain peculiarity of the Epistle,

which yet

not un-Pauline, seeing that, in fact, the unity of mould and flow, the
pectus atque indoles Paulinae mentis, "the heart and character of the Pauline
mind," which pervades it from beginning to end,' leads us more fairly and

is

'

justly to set

down

the greater difCuseness, and

what

is

called overloading,

account of the apostle himself, deeply moved as he was by his subject.
There is greater diffuseness certainly, but how natural is this, when we conto tTie

and of its evolution,
There are a number of parentheses
and the absence of casual contents
and accessory clauses certainly, but not after an un-Pauline fashion, and
natural enough to a writer so full of the ideas concerned and the collateral
thoughts suggested by them. Nowhere is there in reality want of connec-

sider the general character of the grand subject-matter
!

province of the exposition to show. A poverty of new
merely apparent in proportion to the standard of the expectation
cherished a priori ; the letter abounds in many-sided modifications and expanded statements of thoughts which were vividly present to the writer's

tion, as it is the

ideas

is

mind, in part from the Epistle to the Colossians, but a rich accession of new
ideas was neither Avithal intended nor called forth by dialectic controversy
(as to the

copiousness of diction, see above).

As

respects {d) the particular

found in every Epistle of Paul, as
well as other peculiar modes of expression, as may readily be conceived in
the case of a letter-writer having so delicate and comprehensive a mastery
of the Greek language
but no one of the proofs brought forward by de
Wette (which are in part inappropriately selected, and, on the other hand,
might have had their number increased), is at variance with the idiosyncrasy
of the apostle.
And, further, (e) ana^ voovfieva are not appropriate grounds
for doubting the genuineness of a writing in dealing with one whose mind
was so inexhaustibly rich, and whose conception moved with such admirable
freedom and many-sidedness in the Christian sphere, as was the case with
St. Paul.
Everything which is adduced as surprising in conception and
doctrine may be psychologically and historically explained as standing in
divergences of

style, air-a^ leydfiEva are

;

1

Erasmus.
"

Idem in hac epistola Pauli
eadem profunditas, idem omnino
"

20

fervor,
spiritus

ac pectus," " In this epistle of Paul there
is the same fervor, the same depth, and
altogether the same spirit and heart."
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accord with the pure Pauline Gospel (see the exposition), and the obwhich are taken to the mode of teaching find analogies in other
Pauline Epistles, and rest upon aesthetic presuppositions, which in a his"
full

jections

examination of the

torico-critical

but very uncertain

criteria,

New

Testament writings supply us with

seeing that in such a case

modern

taste is

much

too easily called in as an extraneous ground influencing the judgment.
The more candidly de Wette speaks out as to the Ejiistle not having been

composed in the apostolic age, and makes a gifted disciple of Paul to be its
more insoluble he makes the riddle, that such an one should

author, the

have

left his treatise

without trace of individual historical relations of the
which it would have been so easy for him to inter-

apostle to the Ephesians,

which

urged by the school of Baur, according to
and the companion Epistle to the Colossians, forming a

Lastly, the reasons

weave.

this Epistle

spurious pair, are held to be a product of Gnosis in oj^position to Ebionit-

when the exposition, dealing in a strictly objective
manner, demonstrates in the very places which have been called in question

ism,' are disposed of,

See, in opposition to Baur's contrast, specially
simply Pauline contents.
Klopper,'^ and with regard to the Christology of our letter and that to the
The more decisive in that case becomes the weight,
Colossians, Rabiger.'

which the

by uninterrupted

external attestation

Fathers; but in Ignatius, Epli.
tioned,*

dictum

and

church-tradition throws

This attestation has been even dated back to the

into the scale.

12, the Epistle

in Polycarp, Phil. 12,

where

it is

is

not at

said

:

"ut

all

A2:>ostoUc

directly

men-

in his scripturis

Iraseimini et nolite peccare, et
Sol non occidat super iracundiam
"that in these writings, it is said: 'Be ye angry and sin not,'
and Let not the sun go down upon your wrath, " there is no quotation of
Eph. iv. 26, but rather, as in his seripturis, "in these writings" (comp. immediately before
in sacris Uteris, " in the Holy Scri2>tures") and the intervening
et, "and,"prove, the citationof two Old Testament sayinffs, namely, Ps. iv. 5
and Deut. xxiv. 13, 15, though the connecting of these two passages may be
based on a reminiscence of our Epistle.^ Apart from the citations in the
interpolated Ignatian letters, the undoubted and express ecclesiastical attestation begins with Irenaeus, Haer. v. 2, 3, and v. 14. 3, and is not interrupted by any contradiction.® Even the Valentinians already in Irenaeus,
est

:

:

vestram,'^''
'

'

:

'

2

Comp. on Col. Introd. §
De orig. ep/». ad Eph.

3.

et

Col.,

Gryph.

1853.
'

De

ff.; Lange,
Lange, how-

Christologia Pavlina, p. 42
p. 119

apost.

Zeitalt.

ever,

wrongly defines the

I.

1,

distinction of the

two

ff.

Christological

Epistles, p. 117, to the

effect, that in the Epliesian letter C'lirist is
the Omega, in the Colosaian the Alpha, of
all things. In both letters He is the A and
the fi, but in the Colossian letter the Christological theme stands in the foregi-ound,
and is treated more sedulously and more
comprehensively.
* See above, § 1.
The general question, whether at this
''

date Apostolic Father-s adduce Neiv Testawith <os yiypa-nTci.. ypa.<ln], and
the like, does not tlierefore pertain to us
merit sayings

Specially important in this relation
the citation in Barnabas 4, in regai-d to
which Credner, Eeitr. I. p. x;8, has been mistaken in answering that question in the
negative, as the Codex Sinaiticus showed,
The citation from Barnabas is certainly not
to be referred to a written source generally
(Weizsiicker), nor even to 4 Esdr. viii. -3,
which passage is held to be confounded
with Matth. xix. 30 (Volkmar).
« Marcion held it as Pauline, but as addressed to the Laodiceans.
here.
is

INTKODUCTIOlSr.
8.

i.

cite

5,

of Origen,

Remaek.

Eph.

v.

13 expressly as a saying of Paul, and in the Philosoph.

as

vi. 34,
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ypaip//.

— The apparent

resemblances to the

Epistle of Peter of ex-

first

pressions and thoughts in the Epistle to the Ephesians

'

are too little character-

adequately to justify us in presupposing a dependence of our Epistle on
that of Peter.- We should rather assume the converse, when we remember
how strictly Paul preserved and acutely vindicated his apostolic independence;
istic

but it is quite sufficient to take our stand on the creative power of the churchlanguage formed by Paul, from which Peter was neither able nor willing to
hold himself aloof, while it remains an open question whether he had read
Epistles of Paul.

2 Pet.

(iii.

15

f.) is

not genuine.

AND CONTENTS.

SEC. 4.— OCCASION, OBJECT,

We

are unable to perceive

from the

letter itself

any special occasion given

on the jxirt of the Ephesians ; hence it seems to have been called forth
by mere accident through the mission of Tychicus and Onesimus to Colosan opportunity, which Paul made use of to send Tycliicus also to Ephesae
for

it

—

sus, in

order not only to supply the Christians there with (oral) news of

him, and to obtain news of them, but also to address to them a written discourse, partly

on the glory of redemption and of their

them
so,

state as Christians,

and further
and unity of faith and Christian morality yet not
that the proper aim of the Epistle ' is to be discerned in the irenic sec-

partly on the conduct in keeping with

tion

in order to strengthen

it,

in steadfastness

iv.

1-16.

;

There are no traces of Ephesian

those at Colossae,'' in the Epistle (for

general experience of the apostle, and
neither

is

14

iv.

f.

false teachers, similar to

may be

v. 6 relates to

explained from the

moral seductions)

& precautionary regard to such theosophy and asceticism

^

at

;

any

rate capable of proof, since in the Epistle itself

it is not at all hinted at.
" Singulare haec epistola specimen praebet tractationis
evangelicae in thesi
inde nullum speciatim errorem aut vitium refutat

Bengel well says

:

.

.

.

aut redarguit, sed generatim

men

ineedit,''''

"This epistle furnishes

of evangelical treatment thetically

a unique speci-

hence he refutes or reproves
no error or vice specially, but j)roceecU generally.'''' Paul may, however,
have had in the background the thought of the possible approach of that
Gnostic danger, though he did not consider it necessary or suitable at this
time to furnish an express reference or warning to that effect.

As regards contents,

.

'See Weiss,

who

Petrin. Lehrbegr. p. 426

has, however,

adduced under

ff.,

this

head far too much.

*

;

The dogmatic portion

is

a lofty

"

See Schneckenburger, 2?eJ);r p. 135 ff.;
comp. also Meier and Weiss.

Olshaiisen
'^

Weiss, who considers both genuine
Schwegler, who regards both as spurious.
3 de Wette.
* This in opposition to Michaelis, Haenlein, Flatt, Schott, Neudeclier, and otliers.
2

.

the Epistle divides itself into a predominantly dogmat-

and a predominantly hortatory portion.

ic

.

v\^y]\u}v

;

<T(ft6Spa

ye'/jtet

riov

voy]iJidTuiV

Koi

VTrepoyKoiv & yap uriSa/xov ax^^ov i<f>eey^aTO,
raOra iuTavOa SijAot, " He is exceedingly full

what he
of thoughts and lofty things
almost nowhere utters, that he here ex;

plains," Clirysostom.
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redemption effected through
had attained, and thereover the relation of the apostle to this saving dispensation, and to the

effusion over the glory
Christ, to
after

and blessedness of

tlie

also the readers, formerly Gentiles,

which

share of the readers therein (chap.

i.

iii.).

The

liortatory portion

them

to a conduct w^orthy of their calling, and,

unity

(iv.

and

1-16)

and then

;

— which

tile life

is

to a

first

of

all,

summons

to Christian

moral walk ojjposed to their previous Gen-

illustrated in detail as concerns very diversified conditions

relations (iv. 17-vi. 20).

By

w^ay of conclusion, Paul refers, as regards

whose mission he specifies the object
and ends with a double benediction (vi. 23 f.). Luther (in his
editions of the N. T. down to 1537) reckons the Epistle among "the genuine and noblest books of the New Testament, which show to thee Christ,
and teach everything which it is necessary and good for thee to know, even
though thou shouldest never see or hear any other book or doctrine."

his personal relations, to Tychicus, of
(vi.

21

—

f.),

Note by American Editok.
I.

£y 'E^iacp.

(See p. 299.)

Meyer is supported also by Alford (who answers at length, vol. iii. pp. 13-18,
the contrary arguments of Conybeare and Howson), Eadie, EUicott, Wordsworth, Braune, Eiddle, Scrivener (Introd. to Ci'iticism of N. T., Second Ed.,
p. 101).

On the

I., p. 779), and Westcott
would retain the reading
as " a legitimate but unavoidably partial supplement to the
up a chasm which might be perplexing to. a reader in later

other hand, see SchafE (Church History,

and Hort, in Appendix
in different type,
true text, filling

times."

to N. T., pp. 123 sqq.

The

latter

CHAP.

Uavkov

ABDEFGK
'Edeaiov^. I,

min.

:

ETtKSrokrf
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I.

npo? Ecpsalovs.

have the shorter and older superscription

X, min.

tov ayiov a.-oa-o'kov Tiav7\,ov

eKiaro?:.}/

CHAPTER

:

Trpof

npoQ 'E0£f.

I.

—

Ver. 3. h
See Introd. § 1. Tisch. has put it in brackets.
wanting only in some min.,- an omission, which, although
followed in the editions of Erasmus, Steph. 3, and Beza, and approved of by

Vke.

1. kv 'E^Eocj]

before XpiaTGj

—

is

Mill, is not at all deserving of notice as a varioiis reading.
>?*

min. Chrys. (alic.)have

— Ver.

6.

£v y]

AB

Eecommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm.
and rightly so. The attraction was resolved partly
?}f.

[Tisch. Treg.]

and

Eiick.,

by the simple

y (so

Theophyl. Ambrosiast.), partly, in keeping with the preva-

lence of

£i>

in the context, by ev

— Ver.

y,

which latter

is

defended by Keiche on

The

insuffi-

is, on
But in place of
f V, B D E L jj* min. Theodoret, Dam. Oecum. Tert. have kiri, which Lachm.
[Tisch. Treg. Hofm.] and Eiick. have rightly received.
Theiisual form of con-

cient grounds.

10.

to.

decisive evidence, deleted

ev

ro'ig

by the

ovpavotg']

re read in Elz. after rd

later editors (except Harless).

iii. 15), superseded the apparently unsuitable
At Col. i. 20, many min. Chrys. and Theodoret have likewise etvI toIq ovpavolc, where ini, indeed, is too weakly attested, but has most probably come
from our passage.
Ver. 11. enlypuOrifiev] A D E F G, It. have EKlrjOTjfiev.
Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Eiick. But Matth. Harless,
Tisch. Reicbe [Treg. Hofm. Ewald, Holtzm.] have rightly defended the still more

ception, £v Tolg ovpavolg (comp.

t-rrc.

—

considerably attested Recepta as the more difficult reading, glossed by

The

gloss is to be derived

—Ver.

12. TTjg

before

;

comp.

ver. 14.

viii.

13

:

on preponderating evidence.

—Ver.

kiOiijBTjjiEv.

ovq Se upouptae, Tovrovg Kal EKaXeas.

following Griesb., deleted by the more recent

So^rjg is,

editors (excej^t Harless)

gested

fromEom.

14. of]

A B F G

An

addition easily sug-

L, min. Athan. Cyr. Euthal.

So Lachm. and Eiick. But b was, on account of
easily introduced and retained, since by that
Ver. 15. rf/v dydrryv
means the old opinion, that of applies to Christ, was met.
A
TTJv] Lachm. has only t7]v, following A B 54* 17, Cyr. (alic.) Jer. Aug. (alic).
If the
copyist's error, and how easily caused by the repetition of the Trjv
addition had been made from Col. i. 4, tjd exete would have been inserted instead of the second tijv.
Ver. 16. The second v/uuv is wanting in A B D X,
min. Cant. Goth. Hil. F and G have it after iroiovfiEvog. Deleted by Lachm.
and Eiick. A defining addition, which was first written in the margin, and
Ver. 18. icapSiag]
then inserted, sometimes before, sometimes after iroiovjUEVog.
/cat] is wantElz. has (^lavolag, against decisive testimony. An interpretation.
ing in A B D* F G N* 59, It. Goth. Ambrosiast. Victorin., and is deleted by
Lachm. [Tisch. Treg.j and Eiick., but came to be more readily left out than
Chrys. (in the text) have

the preceding

Trvevfia,

o.

the

more

—

!

—

;

—

—

—
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added, because
7?/ffei']

— Ver.

concludiDg kg/ only comes in afterwards.-

tlie

Laclam. reads hviipyipav, after

A

B, Cyr. Procop.

;

and

20.

evTjp-

rightly so.

The

was suggested by the aorists following. And
the attestation is strong enough, since the vss. and Latin Fathers cannot be
taken into account. eKdOiaev'] Lachm. [Tisch. Treg.] and Riick. read KudlaaQ,
following A B X, min. Slav. Vulg. Cyr. utr. Euseb. Procop. Tert. Jer. Ambr.
aorist, in itself

more

in current

iise,

—

An attempt to help out the construction.
ovpavotc, instead of eirovpavioic,
though adopted by Lachm., is too feebly attested by B, Victorin. Hilar.
Ver.
23. Td'\ is wanting in Elz., but has been, upon decisive evidence, restored by
Pel.

—

Bengel, Griesb. and the later editors

;

comj). ver. 22.

—

Contents. After the usual address and apostolic salutation (vv. 1, 2),
Paul begins with an ascription of praise to God for the salvation in Christ
(ver. 3), which he sets forth (a) as already lovingly predestined by God in eternity to the praise of His grace (vv. 4, 5)
(5) as brought about by the death
St.

;

of Christ (vv.

6, 7)

;

then

as

(c)

divine kindness, to unite

made known according

all in

Christ (vv. 8-10)

appropriated according to the predestination of
in respect as well to those

been Gentiles

who had been Jews

to the purpose of the

and

God

lastly, (d) as really

(ver. 11)

(ver. 12) as to

;

this latter

those

who had

both of whom were destined to the praise of
Wherefore, since the Gentiles also had attained to such
after having heard of their faith and love, ceases not to

(vv. 13, 14),

the divine glory.

—

happiness, he too,

give thanks for his readers,
in order that

;

God might

when making mention

them

of

in his prayers,

enlighten them by His Spirit concerning the hope

and
power in the believers (vv. 15-19), which power
they were to recognize by what God had wrought in the case of Christ,
whom He had raised from the dead and exalted above all, and had given
Him as Lord over all to be Head to the church, which is His body that which
is filled by Him, who filleth all with all (vv. 20-23).
See on Rom. i.
Vv. 1, 2. Aid deliju. Qeov] See on 1 Cor. i. 1.
to'iq dymio]

which

to

their calling exalted them, the glory of the future salvation,

the greatness of the divine

—

—

7.

—

Kol TTcarolg

h

X.

'I.]

furnishes, with

ro'tg

ayioig,

the completeness of the

not an epexegesis," but an aj^pended element, and Kai
the closely copulative and.
Comp. Col. i. 2. It is not, however, the

conception, hence
is

it is

conception oi fidelity and ^7e7"s«"er««ce which is appended,^ but the notion of
faith in Christ, since in the address, where the persons are to be designated
very distinctly, roZf ayioLq alone would not yet characterize the readers expressly as Christians.
Comp. Phil. i. 1.
kv Xpiaru 'Irjaov] does not belong

—

sphere, within which the
and believing,' for otherwise (comp. on Col. i. 2) nal
would be quite superiluous and a tame and heavy addition, inasmuch

to dyioic

and

TTiarolg,

SO that

it

would denote the

Christians are saints
TTiffTorc

XpiaT(^ presupposes the notion of irtcjTbc h Xpiaru
fidem in Christo reponenttbus, i.e., "to those reposing
Comp. i. 15, and see on Mark i. 15 Gal. iii. 26. —Ver. 2.

h

as the notion of ayiog

but merely to

Tnaro'ig

faith in Christ."

See on

Rom.

i.

;

7.

Beza, Vorstius, Calovius, and others.
Grotins, Locke, Baumgarten, Rosenmiiljier, Meier; see, on the other hand, al1

^

;

:

ready Calovius.
= Ilarless
comp. Boyd, Storr, Opusc.
;

p. 121,

Meier, Schenkel.

11.

—
CHAP.
Ver.

Luke

praised

'EvXoyriTdg]

3.

i.

68

;

Pet.

1

most doxologies

3

i.

on Rom.

(see

311

I., 3,

Comp. Rom.

(]'^'^^), sc. eh/.

Kings

1

;

;

is. 5

;

2 Cor.

ix. 5), in

keeping with the emotion of the

Where

it.

the stress in conformity with the context rests u2">on the person, this

2

Rom.

;

Kings

ix. 5.

x. 9

2 Chron. ix. 8

;

The second

Job

;

21

i.

is

pre-

Ps. Ixviii. 19, cxii.

;

1,

Epistle to the Corinthians begins also with an

and the general character

ascription of praise to God,

3

It is j-jre^secZ here, since, as in

heart which breaks forth in songs of praise, the emjjJiasis lies on

fixed, as at 1

i.

xv. 39.

of that

now

before us

cannot, in view of the general contents of the Epistle (comp. 1 Pet.

i.

3

ff.),

appear un-Pauline (in opposition to de Wette), especially as the thanksgiving which has reference to the readers comes in afterwards in ver. 15 f.
6
Qebq Kal Tra-ypTov Kvpiov /c.r./i] God, icho at the same time is the Father of Jesus

—

1 Cor. xv. 24
Christ.
See on Rom. xv. 6
Theodore of
2 Cor. xi. 31
Mopsuestia in Cramer's Catena. Jerome, Theodoret, Theophylact, and
others, including Michaclis, Koppe, Riickert, Olshausen, Schenkel, Bleek
[Ewald, Hofmann, Braune], have incorrectly attached tov Kvpiov rifiuv also to
6 Qeoq.
It is true, indeed, that there is no objection to the idea " the God
;

itself,

and

Harless thinks (see

iv. 6

of Christ " in

that 6 QeoQ kqI

designation of

irar?/p,

God

before uai

re
1

;

;

Pet.

would not be

25, al.)

ii.

;

at all necessary, as

but against

;

it

stands the fact

was a stated Christian
which case na-r/p only, and

even without a genitive,

(comp. on Rom. xv.

6),

in

not &e6c, requires a complementary genitive (v. 20
1 Cor. xv. 24
Jas. i.
Moreover, the expression the God of Christ stands so isolated in
27, iii. 9).
;

;

we may not attribute to it any such curmust have had, if it were contained in the formula 6 Qebc koL
Kvpiov k.t.I. [See Note II., p. 350.]
6 ev'Xoyriaag Tjua^l Aorist : by

the N. T. (see on ver. 17), that
rency, as
Trari/p

the

it

—

tov

work

Observe the ingenious correlation of the passive

of redemption.

and the active

evloyriTOQ

mer denotes the blessing
Rom. XV. 29 2 Cor. ix.
;

evAoyr/aac, as

well as the dilogia, by which the for-

in word, and the latter the blessing in deed (comp.
5

f.

;

Gal.

iii.

8, 9,

14

;

Acts

iii.

26).

?;//df

apjolies

which view the imsuitableness of such a thanksgiving of the apostle for himself at the head of the
Epistle, as well as the actual plurality of persons in the whole context (vv.
4, 11, 12), and Kayu, ver. 15, are decisive.
iv irdcrri evXoyia TTvev/jaTudj] in-

to the Christians generally, not to Paid,^ against

^

strumental

:

by His imparting

withheld from

Rom.

i.

us eve7"y spiritual blessing;'^ none has

This, however,

us.

concerns our spirit,^ hnt

tinctively

to

:

is

proceeding from the Holy Spirit, because the dis-

and these

Christian benefits are meant,

11, XV.

29

;

He

not to be explained as Nessing, which

1 Cor. xii. 1

if.

This blessing

heaven through the

Comp.
wrought by God from

are xo^p'o/inra.
is

communication of the Spirit (ver. 18 Gal. iii. 5
and elsewhere), hence God is praised for it. We may add that a
contrast to the earthly benefits promised to the Jews in the Old Testament,* or
to the typical blessings of the Jews and the empty possessions of the Gentiles, ^
;

;

1 Cor. xii. 6,

1

Koppe.

2

Comp.

ler
Test.

XII. Pair. p. 732

:

evAoy. eV

dyaSois.
•

Erasmus, Michaelis, Morus, Eosenmfll-

••

Koppe and Riickert are undecided.
Grotius and others, including recently

;

Holzhausen.
*

Schottgen.
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foreign to

is

form

as it

tlie

is,

Paul denotes the matter in a purely positive
characteristic nature; hence there is not in

context.

according

to

its

any contrast to merely sporadic blessings in the 0. T. The ivloyia conin the most varied expressions, as in grace, truth, peace, joy, love,
hope, consolation, patience, and all Christian virtues as the fruit of the
Rom. v. 1 ff.). Compare ivav ayadov to kv 7/fih', Philem.
Spirit (Gal. v. 22
Trdtjri

sists

6.

—

20,

;

Iv role sT^ovpavlotg] local

ii.

which

6, iii.

:

in

tlie

Comp.

heavenly regions, in heaven.

ver.

Against the instrumental rendering, according to

10, vi. 12.

understood, as a more precise definition of the spiritual blessing,

it is

of the 'hesiYenl^ possessions,^

we may

urge, not the article,-

—

—which

would

but the fact, that Paul has not
very appropriately denote the category,
added ayaOolg or jap/c/zaff^, just because in our Epistle kv rolg kizovpavioig is
constantly a designation of place.^

The

local ev toIq krrovimvioLQ is referred,

heaven appears as the seat where the divine blessing
but how idle and self-evident that would be or to tjiiElq,
is being prepared'^
so that heaven, as the seat of our TToTihevfia (Phil. iii. 20), would be the scene
So Pelagius, Beza (who leaves a choice between the
of the divine blessing.
either to God, so that

—

two

views), Grotius

!

(who says that the blessings place us

et

spe et jure in

"both by hope and right in heaven"), Baumgarten, Koppe, Riickert,
and others. The aorist would not be at variance with this view, since the
matter might be set forth prolej)tically in accordance with an ideal mode of
looking at it (comp. ii. 6). But the whole explanation is far-fetched and

coelo,

opposed to the context for TiVEviiarKtj shows that Paul has not thought of
our having received this blessing in the heavenly TroTitrev/na, seeing that th(!
Holy Spirit is received on earth as the present earnest of the heavenly herit;

age (vv.

13, 14).

one, under
TTvuvfiariicri

:

which

Accordingly, the third reference remains the only correct

h rolg

Spirit is in heaven, as is
iii.

kvovpavioLg is attached as a local definition to evloyia

with every spiritual benefit in heaven, so that, because the Holy

God Himself

and brought down thence

—

6

ryv KaroiKiav eKovpaviov exo>v (2

39), the blessings also of the Spirit are

ev XpicJTu] for

case

;

See Heb. vi. 4. [See Note HI., p. 350seq.J
ground of that EvTioysiv accomplished in our
Him lay the cause that God blessed us with

to us.

wi CJirist lay the

not out of Christ, but in

every spiritual blessing, since His act of redemption

the carisa meritoria,

is

"meritorious cause," of this divine bestowal of blessing.
These would not be possessions, which
have reference to the heavenly life, but
possessions which are to be found in heaven
and are imparted to us. For eTrovpavios always means " to he found in heareny Sec
Wetstein, I. p. 447; Bleek on Heb. iii. 1,
p. 375.
Comp. Ta en-i Tois oupavois, ver. 10.
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Luther, Castalio, Piscator, Yorstius, Homberg,
1

Michaelis, Zachariae, Morus, Flatt, Bleek,

and

Mace,

regarded as to be found in heaven

others.

^ In opposition to Kiickert, Harless, 01shausen.
' The expression iv to"s cTrovpai'ioi?, which
occurs five times in this Epistle and no-

Comp.

ver. 4.

else in the N. T., is surprisinis. In
the case of any writer, no doubt, a phrase
not in current use with him at other times
may be accidentally and tempoi^arily subgested to him, the use of which he involuntarily appropriates and soon again as involyet it remains a suruntarily abandons
prising fact that the expression ei' Tots eTroupai'iots is not also iised in the Epistle to the

where

;

Colossians written at the same time, where
was no lack of opportunity (i. 5, 10,
20) for the use of the expression, although
the two Epistles exhibit so much verbal afthere

finity.
*

Ecza, Boyd, Weiss.

CHAP.
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1., 4.

Further amplification of 6 evTioyyaac k.t.X. on to ver. 14. See the
as, denotes that that evXoyelv has taken j^lace in conformity with the fact that, etc., and is consequently argumentative; see on
1 Cor. i. 6
k^Fli^aro yiiag] He has chosen us (from the colJohn xiii. 34.
lective mass of Yaen) for Himself {sill).
Comp. 1 Cor. i. 27 Rom. ix. 11,
Yer.

4.

contents.

— Ka06g] even

—

;

;

28

xi. 5, 7,

mann,

;

John

xv. 19

Schriftbeiceis,

others not chosen,

and

I.

;

1

p. 223,

Pet.

9

ii.

Entirely without reason Hof-

f.

denies that kKMyeoOai here has reference to

sence of election, should not have become.
notion of the

word

quite impossible.

the

25

Deut.

;

Even

belong.

EKloyi], still

This

'E/cAe/ecrffaf

is

in the ab-

according to the very

ahcays has, and must of logical
the chosen woxild, without

whom

necessity have, a reference to others, to

xviii.

which we,

asserts that it applies only to that

in Acts vi.

17

Tim.

21
Ex.
from the
chosen out from all that

5, xiii.

1

;

v.

;

37, it sets forth the distinctive sejiaration

iv.

remaining mass, just as also Christ, as one who is
man, is called the e/c^E/c-of of God (Luke ix. 35, xxiii. 35).
h avrCj] for
in nothing else and in no one else than in Christ, whose future work of redemption God has foreknown and decreed from eternity (Acts xv. 18 Rom.
xvi. 25
2 Tim. i. 9
1 Pet. i. 20, al.), lay the ground, that the electing
hence God had, as respected
grace (Rom. xi. 5) chose us (comp. iii. 11)
the subjects to be affected by the election, to deal, not in any arbitrary
manner, but according to His Tzpoyvuaic, " foreknowledge," of the same (praecognovit eredituros, i.e., he foreknew who would believe).
See on Rom.
viii.
Christ is not, however, here conceived of as Himself chosen
29.
God, and we as included in Him (h avru), as Hofmann, p. 229, thinks

—

is

;

;

;

;

;

more

but, as the

precise explanation in ver. 5 shows, the divine act of our

election has in Christ its determining ground, so that to us
is

by

this act there

assigned and allotted no other than the salvation to be gained through

was out of His pre-existence to be
and was to accomplish the work of salvation). Afartfrom
connection of the divine, election with Christ we should not be chosen

Christ

(who

in the fulness of the times

sent as Incarnate
this

;

but zn Christ lay for
election.

The

'

God

the ca2isa meritoria, "meritorious cause," of our

reference of kv avru) to

God

"^

is

to be rejected on account of

the utter superfluousness of this definition, and on account of the preceding
Iv Xpi(7TcJ.

—

Comp.

Col.

2 Tim.

i.

xiii.
8.

35

;

Tvpb
i.

Kar(ii3o?i?]Q

15

ff.

;

/coct/zov]

2 Thess.

thus before

ii.

13

all

time, already in eternity.

Matt. xxv. 34

;

The expression is nowhere else found
Luke xi. 50 John xvii. 24 Heb. iv. 3
;

;

[See Note IV., p. 351.]

—

order that we should he, etc.^

elvai

i}/Lidc

;

conceived prototypes of perfected believers
are from eternity posited by God in the One
Prototype of humanity acceptable unto
Him, as the countless multiplications of
the same, to be thereupon brought through
the historically realized One Prototype to
their realization and perfection." In op-

also 1 Cor.

Pet.

i.

7

ii.

;

but see Matt.

;

20

;

dylov^ /c.r.A.] Infinitive of the

The predicates aymg and

1 Beyschlag {Christol. d. X. T. p. 141) finds
in iv avTw the thought, " that the divinely

1

;

Paul

in

9.

Rev.

xiii.

design in

afiufzoc (hlnmeless,

:

Herod,

position to this view we may simply urge
the context, according to which ev avT<o denotes Christ as the personal ground of the
iKKoyri

made

as Reconciler,

vv.
2

before
is the

all

6, 7.

^i

jjorus, Holzhausen

in His heart.
^

time, in so far as He,

bearer of the divine grace.

See Winer,

p. 298

f.

:

ivith

Himself,
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ii.

;

and negatively.'

Tlicoc. xviii. 25) exliaust tlie conception liositively

however, to be explained of the holiness conditioned by moralihj
and virtue,'^ in which case reservations on account of human imperfection arc
often arbitrarily inserted, nor is it referred, as by Riickert, to the ideal point
but rather of the holiness and blamelessness brought
of view of the apostle
It is not,

;

about tlirough the atoning death of Christ by means of the dmaioaiwi] Qeov
1 Cor. vi. 11
thereby attained (Rom. iii. 21 ff., v. 1 ff., viii. 1, 33 ff.
;

;

Heb. X. 10, 14, 29), in favor of which the very dvai (not yivecdat) and the
whole context are decisive (vv. 5, 6, 7). We may add that, if the emphasis
with which our Epistle brings into prominence the holiness of the Church
(comp. V. 27) is to be held as betraying the standpoint of the second century,^ for which especial reference is made to iii. 10, 31, with equal reason

may be thrown even on

the like suspicion

the most fully acknowledged

Epistles (such as the Epistles to the Corinthians).

—

Note V.,

[See

p.

351 seq.]

God's eyes, judice Deo (Col. ii. 14 Rom. iii. 20, iv.
It is Ood's judgment, which has made the reconciled holy and blameless,
5).
and that by imputation of faith unto righteousness thereupon He gives to
KarevuTTiov avToii] before

;

;

them every

evT^oyia Tj-vevfiaTiK^, vcr. 3.

The

reference of avroc successively

recurring to different subjects cannot surprise us f and so it is not to be written avTov (as Harless still does), but avrov-, from the standpoint of the author.*

—

ffeAff aro,

dyiovc

K.T.Ti.,

''

many

attached by

iv ayaTTri] is

with

"

but in

so that

how

h

to ver. 4, so that

isolated

and blamelessness.

planation of dyiovr

!

or with dvai y/uag

ay d-n-y vfould he the ground, or rather the element

(evangelii to ttuv, "all of the gospel," says Grotius,

holiness

connected either

is

it

and awkward a way

But

this is not

Kal dfiu/iovc, as

"

lies in love"),

a state brought about hy the

h

of the

compatible with the correct exllaaTijpiov

of

would have been a
Hence
definition of the element of holiness in keeping with the context.
The
the connection with Ttpoopiaac, ver. 5, remains as the only correct one.
only one of the objections made to this view which is plausible is that of
Matthies and Meier, that the following Kara, rr/v evdoKiav tov delrjiidTOQ avrov
would render the preceding ev dydmj in this connection superfluous. But see
on ver. 5.
Ver. 5. Lore was the disposition of God, in which He through this our
election predestined us to vlodeaia.
Hence this divine motive is prefixed
Christ,

according to wliich, not

dyaTrri,

but

ev tt/ote/,

''

with emphasis, quite in keeping with the character of ascription of praise
'

Comp.

Pint.

Pericl.

Kaflapos Kal aixiavTOi,

p.

173

D

and See on

:

Ptd?

Col.

i.

.

.

23

.

Eph. V. 27.
2 Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin, Piscator, Grotius, Calixtus,

and many

others, in-

eluding Flatt, Riickert, Matthies, Meier,
Schenkel.
' See Schwegler, in Zeller's Jahrb. 1844,
p. 382.
*

Winer,

5

Dissen, ad Bern, de Cor. p. 276

p. 135.

ad Xen. Mem.
*

i.

2.

;

Baumgarten,

Kiihner,

49.

Oecumenius, Thomas, Flacius, Olearius,

Flatt,

and others.

Ambrosiaster, Erasmus, Lutber, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Grotins, Wolf, Wetstein, and others, including
Eiickert,— but with hesitation,— Matthies,
Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius.
8 go the Peshito, Chrysostom, Theodoret,
Theophylact, Augustine, Estius (but with
hesitation"), Bengel, Michaelis, Zachariae,
Koppe, and others, including Lachmann,
Harless, Olshausen, de Wette, Tischendorf,
''

;

Vulgate,

Schenkel, Bleek.

—
CHAP.
marking the

Homberg

Consequently

discourse.
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I., 5.

in

:

He

tliat

in love predestined us.

indeed conceived the relation of the time of izpoopiaaQ to
" 'postqaam nos praedestinavit adoptandos, elegit etiam nos, ut
E^eli^aTo as
siraus sancti," " after he predestinated us for adoption, he elected us to be
holy ;" but the usual view correctly conceives Trpoop'iGag as coincident in
point of time, and accomplished simultaneously with k^eM^aro, so that it is
regarded as the modus, " mode," of the latter (see on yvuplaaq, ver. 9). For
lias
:

the predestination (the KpoopH^siv)

something preceding

election as

(hence at Rom.
only

Rom.

and

It

l.c.^

TTpoopiaag, so

never elsewhere distinguished from the

is

it

;

rather substantially coincides with

29 only the expression wpoupcae

viii.

are mentioned),

£KA.£Kroi

ptrior,

it

and only the

we may add, purely

is,

is

used, while in

" foreknowledge,"

Trpdyvuacc,

it

33

viii.

is

arbitrary to distinguish t^eXs^aro

that the former should apply to individuals, the latter to the

Both verbs have in fact the same objects (?;/zac, which denotes the
[See Note YI., p. 352.]
The tt/io in
persons); see on Rom. viii. 29.

whole.^

—

'

rrpoopiaac,

'

beforehand, " points to the future idealization.

Certainly the predes-

tination has taken place T)cfore the creation of the world (ver. 4)

but this

;

is

which rather looks always towards the future setting
See Rom. viii. 29
1 Cor. ii. 7
Eph. i. 11
in of the thing predestined.

not expressed by

Trpo,

;

;

Acts

28

iv.

;

Heliod. p. 298,

p.

14,

266,

15

p. 152, 20.

—

together

unto adoption through Jesus Christ in reference

He

:

e'tg

vlodeaiav Sia 'Irjaov Xpiarov eIq

has destined us

;

Sopater in Walz, Bhet. V.
avrov] are to be taken closely
;

to

Him,

—that

is.

stand in the relation of those assrimedas children through
mediation of Jesus Christ to Him (to God).
Comp. Rom. viii. 29. That

nowhere merelj

vloOeaia is

Gal. iv.

to

God (Rom.

horn Son of

childshij),^

hut adop)tion,* see on Rom.

3

viii.

Gal.

;

who procured

iv. 4),

Rom.

The pre-eminence

viii. 29).

of Christ

not merely prototyjml, as of the head of humanity

for

15

;

the
the

became de jure His

assitmption into the place of children (whereby they

brethren,

vii.

He is
His own

never predicated of Christ Himself ; for

vlodeaia is

5.

is
,^

therefore essential,

He

is

the

finvojEvyQ.

Through adoption believers have passed out (comp. Rom. vii. 24 f.) of their
natural state, in which by sin they were liable to the wrath of God (ii. 3),
and have entered into the state of reconciliation, in which, through the
mediation of the reconciling death of Christ (vv. 6, 7), by means of the
faith in it which was counted to them for righteousness (Gal. iii. 26
Rom.
;

iv. 5,

23

they have forgiveness of

f.)

blessedness (ver. 14

elr avrSv']

1

Leovard.
p.

Rom.

and
14

;

1858, p.

70.

774

;

Bernhardy,

p.

praedestinat.

See on this

Hermann, ad
383

;

Winer,

p. 321.
s

Schenkel.

'

As Meier and Bleek

still

following Usteri.
* Even the
old theocratic

take

it

vioSeo-ia

here,

was

of the Messianic

are heirs

viii. 10, 11, 17),

(ver.

does not applj^ to Christ,^ since Christ

of the aorist participle,

Viffer.

;

given to them

is

Comp. Lampsing, Paull de

decreta,
iise

Gal. iv. 7

;

Avhich the Holy Spirit

sins,

Gal. iv. 6
is

as a guarantee of
;

Rom.

viii.

16).

mediator of the adoj)tion,

adoption ; for the Jews were as such, and
not as men generally, the chosen and peculiar people to whom the Messiah was promised.
See on Rom. ix. 4.
5 j[j opposition to Beyschlag, Christol. d.
N. T. p. 222 f.
* Anselm,
Thomas, Castalio, Vorstiiis,
Menochius, Cornelius a Lapide, and others,
including de Wetto.

—
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and

this

This simple sense of reference toward

a relation to God.

is

we must

maintained, and

not introduce either

rt(Z

to be

is

gloriam gratiae suae, "to

"bringing our race elg avrbv.'''' " At variance with
and Calixtus take it for h lavrij, and disand Grotius, "Wolf,
cover in it the independence of the divine TrpoopiafiSg
Baumgarten, Koppe, Holzhausen, Meier hold it as equivalent to sibi, w,
himself {'' ?is children, who rightly belong to Him as His own," Meier).
We may add that here, too, we must not write'
Comp. also on Col. i. 20.
Comp. above on Ka-evunvLov
[See Note VH., p. 352.]
avTov, but avTov.

the

."-lory

of his grace,"

'

or

linguistic usage, Beza, Calvin,

;

—

avrov.

— Kara

26

;

Luke

evSoiciav

rfjv

of His

pleasrire

tov deAi/fiarng avrov (not avTov)

just as

tcill,

it

was the purpose

:

conformaMy

So Vulgate, Erasmus, Calvin,
de Wette, Bleek. It may also signify

x. 21.

including Riickert,

the })enevoIence of His

contained in

kv ayaTvri

But

will.'*
;

this

i^eiv,

is

human

Tim.

2

;

is

here meant, of free

self-

^v irposdeTo

h

Comp.

aiVtJ.

also

9.

—

Predestination is not made dependent on any sort of causa
" meritorious cause," on the part of man (comp. ver. 11), but is simply

Kemaek.
meriioria,

i.

according to

desert, as regulative of the -Kpoopi-

by

clearly pointed to in the parallel

;

already and more strongly

is

and the element which

determination, independent of all

ver. 11

notion

to the

Comp. Matt. xi.
Bengel, Flatt, and others,

of His will.

an act of free divine kindness, whose determination has its causa impulsiva,
"impelling cause," only in Christ so that, in the case of the predestined subjects, faith is set forth as the causa apprehendens, " apprehending cause," of the
and -with this Eom.
salvation destined for them Kara Tvpdyvuatv (Eom. viii. 29)
ix., when rightly apprehended, agrees.
The conditions mentally supplied by
expositors (as e.g., Grotius, who finds in our passage "decretum ejus, quod
Deus facere vult, siet homines faciant quodclebent," "his decree that God wishes
to act, provided men also do what they ought ;" comp. already Jerome) remove
;

;

the relation out of the sphere of the divine

dependence on human

self-choice,

The notion

accidental.

iviloala tov 0e2.T//iaTog

into that of

and consequently into the domain

of absolute decree, however, breaks

down

of the

before the

npuyvudiQ as the necessary premiss of the divine e/cAoyj/^a premiss,

which

doubtless involves the necessity of morally restricting the truncus aui lapis,
block or " stone," of the Formula Concordiae (comp. Luthardt, Lehre vomfreien
Willen, p. 272).

Ver.

6.

As

nation (ver.

love

5),

was the

disposition serving as niotivefor the divine predesti-

so is the glorifying of the divine love (which, however, is

here designated in accordance with
refers to sinners,
not, as Grotius

Comp.
avTov)

2 Cor.

ii.

1

ff.,

as grace)

would have
i.

20

means neither

;

Phil.

it,
i.

2

;

distinctive peculiarity, because it

divinely conceived ultimate aim,

consequens aliud,
11.

to the glorious

elr eivaivov

"something consequent."

66^7jq TfjQ _;t;dp<-of

praise of His grace,

Piscator comp. Schenkel.
Theophylact.
3 With Beza, Stephanus, Mill, Griesbach,
Knapp, Meier, and others.
'

its
its

<

See,

p. 3G9

ff.

'

nor

avrov

(not

to the p7'aise

generally, Fritzsclie, ad Eom..

II.

So Earless, Olshausen, Baumgar-

ten-Crusius, following older expositors.
*

of

Grotius, Estius.

—

—
CHAP.
His glorious

one of which

grace,^ the

I.,

just as arbitrary as the other

is

praise of the glory of His grace.
its greatness laudably evincing itself

The

to the

—

object of the praise to be bestowed on

distinguished the notions

"the

laus gloriae,"

attracted

is

gratia aliquem

the

:

brought into prominence as the
Bengel already in his day aptly
nascitur laus gratiae," ver. 7, " inde
then the praise of glory."

first,

not surprise us on account of the genitival

See Winer, p. 118

nition that follows.
Tig

may

but

is

praise of grace arises

without the article

66^j]Q

;

quality of the grace, its glory

it.*^

"Primum

:
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7.

yi;

f.

kxapiridcev

defi-

h tu) ^yaw.]

fifiag

by the preceding r?;f ;i:"P'™f)^ instead of rjv^ Xapirou means:
afficere, "to treat any one with grace ;" and, according as

conceived of subjectively as love-icorthiness, or objectively as the
may either be to make love-worthy, as Chrysostom *

x^pi-i is

divine grace, the sense

:

and many Roman Catholics,' have
understanding thereby not merely the reconciliation, but also the
positive sanctifying, the justitia inhaerens, "inherent righteousness ;" or
to grant grace (as it is taken usually). In the former sense,* the w^ord occurs,
and

his followers,® Cornelius a Lapide,

taken

it,

:

Niceph. Prog.
38

i.

;

;

Symm.

the preceding

r/;c

Ps. xvii. 38

and Clem. Alex. Paed.

XII. Pair.

Test.

;

3

ii.

A

Cod.

ix. 8 in

The

p. 698.

ia/y'™f, especially

;

iii.

Ecclus. xviii. 17
11

latter is here

with

rye

—

ing grace.

kv rtJ r/yaTrr/fievu]

love," Col.

iii.

as the reading, permits

v'lbg T-qq

17), is

/car'

Luke

work

aycnzriq avrov,

efojiy,

'
'

no devi-

of pardon-

the son of

"pre-eminently," the

God, and in Him has God shown us grace, i.e., in the fact that He
to death for us (ver. 7), He has brought home to us His grace.

ieloved of

gave

Christ as the

13 (comp. Matt.

i.

also Ecclus.

decidedly correct, since

ation from that meaning, just as ver. 7 sets forth simply the

Ms

;

in the latter sense, in

;

Him up

Comp.

Rom. viii. 39 3 Cor. v. 19. The designation of Christ by
makes us feel the greatness of the divine grace. Comp. Rom.
viii. 33, V. 8 ff.
John iii. 16 1 John iv. 9 f.
Ver. 7. More precise elucidation, on the basis of experience (exofiEv), of
what had just been said, txapir. rjuaq kv tu ijya-K.
kv w] so that in Him our
possession of the redemption has its ground.
He it is, without whose person and work we should not have been redeemed
x^pk XpiaTov (ii. 13), no
anolvrpuaiQ.
Comp. Rom. iii. 34. The relative has, as is often the case,*
argumentative significance.
Comp. here especially iii. 13.
tijv awoT^hTpuaiv]
the redemption, namely, from God's wrath and penalties, which before our
entrance into faith we had incurred through sin (Rom. i. 18, iii. 33, v. 5 ff.,
13

ii.

;

;

6 T]yanfjfi£voQ

;

;

—
;

—

vii.'

7

ff.

;

Eph.

ii.

3, v.

6, al.),

Luther, Castalio, Beza, and most exposincluding Morus, Koppe, Flatt, Holzhausen, Meier.
'

iters,

2

Comp. Bernhardy,

Timol.

3 x°-9'-v

x«P'To5»' is

John

ii.

306, 38

x°-P'-'"^'i

11.

53

f

.

;

Held, ad

p. 368.

ayaTrai',

*

p.

:

Comp.
xxii.

u)3pi'^o;aai.

4

;

Iv. 1

649

;

;

conceived of as ayairrfv
xvii. S6
comp. Dem.
;

x«P''^«o'^ai.

and see on

2 Cor.

Arist. PI. 1044

:

i.

4

;

who were under

as those

Horn.

rijs ii^peos

^s

Chrysostom says

the dominion of

one were
into a
beautiful youth, so has God made our soul
beautiful and love-worthy for the angels
and all saints and for Himself.
*

make a

to

Comp.

:

Just as

sick or famished

if

man

also Luther.
Including Bisping.
8 gge Wetstein, I. p. 651.
" See, generally, Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phil.
p. 195 f.; EUendt, Lex. Soph. H. p. 371.
6

'

"
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the devil (Col.

23

vii.

—

—

'

13

i.

;

Matt. xx. 28

;

Acts xxvi.

Mark

;

The purchase-price (1 Cor. vi. 20,
which Christ, in voluntary
accomplished this a-rroAvrpucic, was His

IS).

45) through

x.

obedience to God's gracious counsel,

He shed

blood, which

(Rom.

25, v. 8, 9

iii.

as an IXaarypiov,
;

2 Cor, v. 21

men

a propitiation, " for the benefit of

'
'

On

hnolvrpuaiq^

which case the blood

of Christ is

Col.

;

as the effect of the atoning 'death, in

i.

21,

ii.

13

always conceived of as the purchase-jyrice, see Rom.

f.).

24.

iii.

—

6ia tov aijuarog

means of His Hood, a more precise definition of the preceding kv w.
Paul might have written kv rC) a'ifxaTi. avrov (ii. 13)
but he in general prefers
Rom. iii. 30 Gal. ii.
an interchange of prepositions (comp. 2 Cor. iii. 11
avTov] hy

;

;

;

16

Philem.

;

pose (comp.
tion to

77/ V

which he was here

5), to

12

iii.

;

1 Thess.

iii.

rijv cKpeaiv

7).

which

aTToAvrpuaiv, the essence of

As

on account of the death of Christ.

(Rom.
25.

—

and

25)

iii.

and

on Rom.

see

"by

most

his

is

tuv TTapaTTTu/xdruv] apposi-

to the distinction
i.

14),

of sins obtained

between Trdpeaig
see on Rom. iii.

denotes always the actual individual sins

v. 20)

;

(ii.

1

ff.

;

hence Paul has not mentally included a forgive-

ness of inborn sinfulness.'
xdpLTOQ a'vTovl

his epexegetic pur-

is ih.e forgiveness

(used by Paul also in Col.

a<peaig

.Tuv TrapanTu/idruv

by

specially led

[See

Note

VIII., p. 352.]

Kara tov ttIovtov

Tijg

not to be resolved into an adjective ("gratia liberaiissima,

liberal grace,"

of the divine grace

is that,

Koppe)

but the

;

in consequence of

riches, i.e., the great fulness,'^

which we have in Christ the

be noted that here, as well as in ver. 6, the reference
wind up one element of the discourse, and (by
As to TrAovrof r^f x^P'-''""? (ii- 7, iii. 16), see on Rom.
r/f) to annex another.
ii. 4.
We may add that Lachmann, Riickert, Tischendorf [Westcott and
Hort] have the form to kIovtoq, following A B D* E (?) J<* min., to which
also F G fall to be added with the transcriber's error tov tvIovtoq
and
redemi^tion.

It is to

to the divine grace serves to

;

rightly.

Ver.

not for

'Hf enepiaaevaev

8.
7/,^

so that ETzepiaa.

e'lg

ijg

tjiiac]

would be

dative, rare even in classic authors,*

stands by attraction (comp. ver.

is

T.,

the passages adduced by Buttmann, neut.
enepha.

is

transitive (2 Cor.

6),

— for the attraction of the
not even in
not found in the N.
so that
Or.
247, — but for

intransitive,

iv. 15, ix.

8

p.

;

1

Thess.

Tiv,

iii.

12)

:

which

He

has

made almndant, has shown in an exceedingly high degree {acfOovug k^exee,
"ungrudgingly shed," Theophylact), toicard us. If, with Calvin and
Beza, ° we should not assume any attraction at all, but should take the genitive as at Luke xv. 17, there would result the sense, unsuitable to what
follows (yvupiaag K.r./l.)
h
of irhicJi He had supercd)undance towards its.
to be attached to yvupiaag, because it would
Trdari cocjyia Kal cppovT/aei] is not
thus, like kv aydiry in ver. 5, denote the attribute of God operative in the

—

:

'

yvupiCeiv,

which,

on account of

Tracr??

Olshausen.
Codex 17 has to 5rA^9os.
^ See on 2 Cor. viii. 2, Remark
and see
Winer, p. G4.
Camerarius, Calvin, Piscator, Erasmus,
Schmid.
'

^

;

''

(see below), is

=

not admissible.

Kriiger, Gramni. 51.

10. 3,

If,

and Grammat.

TJnters. III. p. 274 f

Comp. also Holzhausen.
With Chrysostom, Jerome, Theodoret,
HomberK, Baumgarten, Semler, Michaelis,
*
'

Griesbach, Koppe, Holzhausen, Scholz.

CHAP.
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I., 9.

again, we should, with Chrysostom, regard it as the state of men brought
about by jvupiaac k.t.2.., this would be forced, and, as concerns the sense,
there might be urged against it the circumstance that, in the making known
'

of the divine mystery,

Paul had to

set forth,

not the divine display of

grace in itself (this was given in the work of redemption, vv.

Hence

but the

6, 7),

was necessary that there should be
added to i)g tirepixja. elg 1)11. a definition, and this is h> Tvaay coO). k. <j)pov.
which he has disinlayed abtindantly towards its by every kind of wisdom and discernment (with which He endowed us, comp. Col. i. 9), in that He made
known to us, etc. Observe here withal the climax, in which, rising from
the simple ?/f kxaplTuaEv rjfiag, ver. 6, the apostle now, at this further disjilay
display of grace as revealed.

it

:

of grace, says
r/g kirEpioaEvaEv E'lg vfiag.
Rilckert,
althougli connecting it
with fjQ eKepiao. elg rjfi., incorrectly holds t\\Q divine wisdom to be meant,
and takes the sense to be, that God has with highest wisdom and discernment dispensed His grace over us. Not only would this introduce here
something remote from the point, since in the whole context Paul is commending only grace as such, and not any other attribute along with it, but
the words themselves are opposed to it, not indeed by (ppovr/aei in itself,
which ' might be used also of Ood (1 Kings iii. 28 Prov. iii. 19 Jer. x.
For Trdaa ao(pia does not mean summa sajnentia,
12), but certainly by Tvda?].
"the highest wisdom," but every Hnd of tcisdom, which, according to a
popular mode of expression, like our "«ZZ possible loiscZom," * can be said
'^

:

—

—

;

only of men.

The Kolv'iroiKi.log

aocpia,

[See Winer,

tion.''

(j)p6v7jt7iv

cocpolg

Kal (pp6vi]oi\'

rtj

§

18

:

HaTiu/btuv
role

4]

—

koL

its

^povrjaei]

Kal ao<piav TToTJki^v

E'ldoai

avveacv

;

10, is not analogous,'* but
manifold modes of manifestaComp. 1 Kings iv. 29 eSuks
Dan. ii. 21
diSovg aocpiav rolg

iii.

denotes the absolute wisdom according to
Kvpiog

;

:

;

:

Joseph. Antt.

ii.

5.

7,

viii. 7. 5.

<J>po-

an aptitude, which proceeds from wisdom (?} Jf co(pia dvSpl TtK-ei
6p6vT/(7iv, Prov. X. 23), in connection with which the distinction is to be
noted, that cjocpia is the general notion" Avhich embraces the collective activity
of the mind as directed to divine aims only to be achieved by moral means
(comp. on Col. i. 9)
whereas (ppovrjaig denotes the more special notion of
the morally determined intelligence, the insight of practical reason regulating
the dispositions E-LaTijinj dyaBuv koI KaKdiv, " understanding of good and evil,"'
vT/atg is

;

Plato, Def. p. 411
KaKo.,

"

A true

D

;

e^ig aXijOf/g fXErd

Myov irpanTiKf] wept ra avOpuTvu ajaOa k.
by the reason with respect to things

practical habit exercised

good and evil to man," Arist. Eth. vi. 5. 4). See, especially, also Cic. Of.
i. 43.
Comp. on cppovr^mc, which Paul has not elsewhere, Luke i. 17 Beck,
;

Mbl. Seelenl. p. 62.

In that He has made hiown to us the mystery of His will. The
an action coincident and completed at the same
time with t-n-epiaa.
See on i. 5.
?//zZr] applies, as in the whole connection,
Ver.

9.

aorist participle signifies

—

Comp. Michaelis and others.
"Comp. Jerome, Castalio, de Wette, and
>

others.

«
«
"^

3

In opposition to Harless and Sohenliel.

*

Theile,

ad

Jacob, p.

r.

In opposition to de Wette.
[See Winer, §18: 4.]
eirLaTrnxT] Oeioiv

tmv, "

re

/cat

av6ptoiTiV(ov 7rpay/^a-

understanding of divine as well as of

human

things," Sext.

Emp.

adv. p/ajs.

i.

13.
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to Christians generally ; but in this case

known,
self,

wliicli individuals

who was

account.

And

—

instructed

to fivarT/p. tov

61,'

a-rroKaAvipeug,

iii.

tov

avrov]

dslijii.

the mystery with which the divine

making

extraordinary kinds of

tlie

among them had experienced
3

Gal.

;

Oe'/J/fi.

is

(such as Paul him-

i. 12), are left out of
an objective genitive.

occupied,

-will is

demption accom^Mshed through Christ, not in so far as it

is the

counsel of re-

in itself incompre-

is

hensible for the understanding, but in so far

as, while formed from eternity,
hidden in God, and veiled and
xvi. 25 f.
Eph. iii. 4 f., 9, vi. 19 Col. i.
26.
By the prophets the mystery was not disclosed, but the disclosure of
it was merely predicted ; here at the proclamation of the gospel the prophetic
predictions became the means of its being disclosed, Rom. xvi. 25 f.
/card

announcement
unknown to men. See Rom.

was

it

of the gospel

until the

;

;

—

ev6oK. avToi']

TTjv

belongs not to

which

tu /ivar. ruv del. avr.,^ in

case

it

would

but rather to yvupiaaq k.t.X.,
stating that God has accomplished the making known in pursuance of His
Comp. on ver. 5.
free self-determination.
7> npoideTn kv avTCS] would be in
stand in a tautologic relation to tov

6eX. avT.,

—

itself

redundant, but serves for the attaching of that which follows

no comma

is

to be placed after uvtCi.

;

hence

however, to be written as

It is not,

here the avT6q cannot apjiear as the third person, as would be

uvtC),' since

KaTo. t^v TrodOecnv avrov, and
was previously the case with the thrice occurring avTov. If avTG> were to
be read, a subject different from God would be meant as, indeed, Chrysostom and his successors, as well as Luther, Calovius, Beugel, and others,
in reality understood it of Christ, although the latter only comes in again
npoeOeTo] set before Himself (Rom. i. 13),
at ver. 10, and that by name.

the case

if

the text had run in some such form as

as

;

—

purposed (namely, to accomplish
pathic designation).

in Himself,

it)

This purpose, too

i.e.,

{-upddeaig,

in His heart (anthropo-

be conwithout this idea,

ver. 11), is to

ceived as formed before the creation of the world

;

however, being expressed by irpo, which is not even to be taken temporally, but locally (to set 'before oneself), comp. on iTpox£Lp'i.C,ofiai, Acts. iii. 20.
There is incorrectness, for the very reason that kv avrC does not apply to
" and has hrought
Christ, in the translation of Luther (comp. Vulgate)
:

forth [herfilrgebracht] the same by Him," though
See on

have this meaning.
Ver. 10. EJf

Rom.

iii.

in itself

might

25.

tuv

oiKovofiiav TOV ttIt^puju.

-rrpoed.

Unto the dispeyisation of the fulimmediately preceding

Kaip.'\

filling of the times, belongs not to yvupiaag,^ but to the
f]v

TzpoeOeTo kv avrCi,

o'lkov.

K.T.I.

;

and

which

fJf

is

inserted solely with a view to attach to

does not stand for

ing that purpose had in view, and
temporal rendering, usque ad, '
sense,

"He
1

and

it

to be secret

but denotes what

thus telle

:

we should have

to supply mentally

wished

is

kv,*

'
:

'

with a design

Bleek.

As by Lachmann, Earless, Tischendorf
[Westcott and Hort, Eng. Rev. Version].
"

3

Bengel.

*

Vulgate and several Fathers, also Beza,

With the

abditum esse voluit, "
' which, however,

his counsel,"

Piscator,
^

to.^

it eIq

in form-

to take KpokBeTo in a pregnant

consilio secretum et

and concealed in

God

and

others.

[See Winer, § 49.]
Erasmus, Calvin,

«
Bucer, Estius,
Schmid, Michael., and others.
' Erasmus. Paraphr.

Er.

"

CHAP.
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it

would
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10.

I.,

and hence

superfluous,

is

in itself be admissible (Winer, p. 577).

—

arbitrary here,
oliwvo^ula] house-

management (Luke xvi. 3), used also in the ethico-theocratic sense
i. 4), and sjiecially of the functions of the apostolic office (1 Cor.
Col.

i.

which

— The

Tim.

(1

17

ix.

;

here signifies regulation, disposition, arrnngement in general, in

35),

case the conception of an

o'lKovd^uog has receded into the background.^
Tuv Kaip^v, id quo imjjleta sunt tempora, " that wherein times

TvTiTjpuiJ.a

on

are fulfilled" (comp.
Tov xp^^'ov, Gal. iv. 4

19) is not in substance different

iii.

from

to nlijpujia

nevertheless, in our passage the pre-Messianic period

;

running on from the beginning is conceived of not as unity, as at Gal. I.e.,
but according to its different sections of time marked off by different epochs,
the last of which closes with the setting in of the Messianic work of redemption, and which thus with this setting in become full (like a measure), so
that nothing more is lacking to make iip the time as a whole, of which they arc
the parts. This izlripufia is consequently not, in general, tempus justum, " the
right time, " ^ but the fxdness of the times, i. e. that point of time, by the setting
in of which the pre-Messianic ages are made full,^ that is, are closed as complete.'' Fritzsche ^ conceives it otherwise, holding that ro TrA7]pufia is plenitas,
plenum tempus, "the full
** fulness," the abstract of 7rA?/p?;r, hence ttA. -.
time," ol 'K7,ripeL(; Kaipoi. But while -n/Jipuua doubtless sigm^es impletio, " ful,

/c.

filling," like TvlfjptjaiQ, in

Ezek.

3

v.

;

Dan.

Tro. 834, it never denotes the being full.
relation otnovo,uia

Tuv

{Tvlrip.

r.

Tracli.

way

A genitive

1303

:

it

comes (Gal.

Eurip.

of the object

doubtless be said of the

it

;

is the genitive-

iv. 4),

rcTiiipuiia

but not

:

it

But a
be an appositional more pre-

Harless takes the genitive as epexegetic.

olaovofiElTai.

point of time

may
by God

as

a point of time fixed

Kaip. as

arranged,

is

inasmuch

Soph.

;

he understood ?

Toil jT?i?jpu,uaToc to

TOV TThjpun cannot be,

x. 3

— Noic, in what

Kai.p.)

cannot logically

The genitive is rightly taken as expressing the characteristic (temporal) peculiarity, as by Calovius
"dispensatio
propria plenitudini tempormn,'''' " the dispensation peculiar to the fulness
cise definition of a fact (oliwvoiila).

:

Comp.

of the times."

Hence

a view

icith

:

Rllckert.

to the

Just as

For, ore fjWs to

fulness of the times.

KplaLq

/nE-ydT^T^g

^/lepag,

Jude

6.

dispensation to be established at the setting in of the
irXijpup.a tov

xpo'^o'"^ E^aTceaTEiTiev 6

Qedc

" when the fulness of the time came God sent forth his Son,"
and on His emergence n-EnyjpuTat 6; mipoq, "the time is fulfilled,"

TOV vlbv avTov,

Gal.

I.e.,

Mark i.

There was no need that the

15.

article

should stand befoi-e

o'ikov.

just because of the complete definition contained in the following genitive.

1 Comp. iii. 3
Xen. Cyr. v. 3. 25 Plut.
Pomp. 50 frequently in Polyb. (see Sohweighaeuser, Lex. Polyb. p. 402; comp. also
2 Mace. iii. 14 3 Mace. iii. 2; Act. Tliom. 57).
;

;

;

;

Jlorus at its time.
3 The apostolic idea of the TtX-qpaiixa. rav
Kaipiav excludes the conception of a series
of worlds without beginning or end (Rothe).
See Gess, v. d. Perr^. (Jhr. p. 170 ff.
2

*

:

Comp. Herod,

^dijs

TsXripuiixa.

21

iii.

avSpX

23

:

hySuinovTa.

iJ.aKpoTaTov

S'

eVea

77poKc'e!79ai,

" eighty years are

fulness of

life

to

appointed as the longest

man" (implementum

vitae

longissimum, i.e.,longissimwu teinpvs, quo
Mn;>fei;»-»i<a," the longest fulness of life, i.e.,
the longest time in which life is fulfilled"),
and see on Gal. \v. 4 Wetstein on Mark i.
;

15.
^

In

The-miiri

illustr. specim..,

quo sacrae N.

Rostock

T.

glossae

1839, p. 25,

and ad

PiOrn. II. p. 473.
*

Menochius, Storr, Baumgarten-Crusius.
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Comp. on

ver. 6.

It

would only be

we

required, if

and thus

should have mentally

make

to

an independent
idea, as is done by many, who explain it as administrationem gj'atiae,'^ an administration of grace,"
a view which is erroneous, just because a genitive
already stands ieside it, although o'lKovofiia rov TrXr/pufiaroQ tuv Kaipuv, talcen tosui^ply to olKovofiiav a genitival definition,

to

it

'

—

gether,

is

the Christian dispensation

This genitival definition

of grace.

from taking, with Luther, elg
omovojiiav (se. tov fivGTTjplov) SiS
tliat it shouldl/e preached
or from supplying, with Grotius and Estius,'' rfj^ evdoKtac av-ov with ohov., in neither of
which cases would there be left any explanation of the genitive sense applicable to Tol) 7rZ/7/3w/iarof r. k.
Quite erroneous, lastly, is the view of Storr,
standing alongside of

also prevents us

it

;''''

:

Ojnisc. I. p. 155,

who

''''

followed by Meier, that

is

times that remain."
rn,

i.e.,

For

irlijp.

r.

r. a.

novi Joederis, " the remaining times,

in the light of Gal. iv. 4,
i*iote

to take

—

IX., p. 352 seq.]

Mark

of those

in the sense of reliqua tempo-

new

of the

i.e.,

covenant,"

decidedly to misapjorehend

15,

i.

oiKovofila rov nlrip. t. k. is

"the administration

administratio eorurn quae restant tcnqwricm,

avaKt(j>aAaiu(7aadai

to,

is

[See

it.

tu Xpiaru] epexegetical

Travra ev

which gives information as to the actual contents of that oiKovojuia
(namely) again to gatlier up together, etc. Therein the arrangement designated
by oiKovofiia T. TTA. r. k. was to consist. This connection is that which naturally suggests itself, and is more in keeping with the simple mode followed
in the context of annexing the new portions of the discourse to what immeinfinitive,

:

diately precedes, than the connection with irpokdETo,^ or with to
del.

avTov.*

oLKov. T.

7r?i.

We may
r. K.

add that Beza,

along with

Piscator,

avaKEipaA. as

one idea

juvarZ/p.

tov

and others have taken

elg

but in that case the pre-

;

must appear quite sujierfluous and aimless, and
by being prefixed to avaKE(f>a'X., irrelevantly receives the main
emphasis, which is not to be removed from avaK£(pa?i..
avaK£(j)a?iaiuaaadai]
ceding ?>

TTpoEdETo EV avTU)

EiqolKovou. K.T.l.,

—

KEd)dlatov in

thing,

the verb K£<palai6u means, as

main point ;^ hence

5, vi. 91. G, viii.

15

viii. 1.

;

53. 1

Polyb.

iii.

;

KE(l>a?-ai6u

Quinctil.

3. 1, 7, iv.

:

i.

1.

it

does also in classical usage,

summatim
6.
Comp.
9.

Thuc.

colligere, as in

cvyKEipalaiovadai,

Consequently

tim recoUigere, "recapitulate summarily," which

is

Xen.

avaKE(pa2.ai6o)

said in

cJii^fi

iii.

:

Rom.

67.

Gyr.

summaOof

xiii.

that which has been previously expressed singtdatim,'^ individually," in separate parts, but now is again gathered up in one main point, so that at
Rom. I.e. EV Tol'Tij Tu Myci denotes that main point in which the gathering
up is contained. And here this main point of gathering up again,
unifying all the parts, lies in Christ; hence the gathering up is not
vei'bal, as in Rom. I.e., but real, as is distinctly apparent from the objects
gathered up together, ra etvI toIq oi'p'avolc k.t.A. It is to be observed withal,
(1) that avaKe(l)a2..

so (ver. 23)

is

does not designate Christ as

— so

that

it

Wolf, Olshausen, and others.
Comp. Moras.
3 Zachariae, Flatt, and others.
* Beza
Paul is explaining quid tYiijsierii
nomine signijlcare voluerit, " what he wanted
1

2

:

Kscpa?.//

would be tantamount

— although

to vnb

He

really

KE^alfjv ayEiv,

filav

mystery
also
to indicate by the name
Harless, comp. Olshausen, Schmid, Mbl.
'

Theol. II. p. 347,
'

and

others.

See Wetstein, ad Rorn.

xiii. 9.

;

'

CHAP.
"to bring under one head," 'but
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10.

I.,

Tvhicli is evident from the
with Grotius and Hammond,
the conception of scattered warriors, or, with Camerarius, that of an arithmetical sum {KEipaXaiov, see Wetstein, I.e.), which must have been suggested

etymology

(2)

;

by the context
inasmuch

;

we

that

as Ke(pa7.aLov,

are not to bring in,

(3) that the force of

the middle

the less to be overlooked,

is

government on God's part is denoted sihi summaUin
recolligere, "to gather again summarily for himself"
(4) that we may not
give up the meaning of ava, iterum, " again," ^ which points back to a state in
as an act of

:

;

which no separation as yet existed.^ This ava has had its just force already recognized by the Peshito and Vulgate (instaurare, "to restore"), as well as by
Tertull. de Monog. ^ {ad inltium reciprocare, "to go back to the beginning"),
although KEcbaTiaiou is overlooked by the former, and wrongly apprehended by
the latter. See the more detailed discussion below.
to, navTo] is referred by

—

many

below) merely to

(see

men, which, according

intelligent beings, or to

would be in itself admissible (Gal. iii.
It is quite general
22), but would need to be suggested by the context.
all created tilings and 'beings.
Comp. vv. 22, 23.
ra hnl ro'ig ohpavolQ koI to,
eirl T^c yvcl tliat which is on the heavens and that which is on the earth.
k~l ro'ir
to a well-known use of the neuter,

:

—

remarks)

ovpav. (see the critical

is

so conceived of that the heavens are the

stations at tohich the things concerned are to

we may

cal writers,

vary their construction without any special design in
real sense,

Even

be found.*

in the classi-

add, prepositions occurring in close succession often

to. ettI roig ovpav. is

not to be

it.

^'

As

regards the

arbitrarily limited either to the sjnrits

in heaven generally,'' or to the angels,^ or to the hlessed spirits of the pious

of the 0.

we understand by it the
Koppe was able to bring

nor must

T.,"^

Gentiles,^" as, indeed,

Jews,

and by

out of

it all

claring heaven and earth to be a periphrasis for kou/uoc

;

ra

kirl

men

rijcyvs the

manMnd by

de-

but, entirely with-

out restriction, all things and icings existent in the heavens and upon earth are
meant, so that the preceding rd irdvra is specialized in its two main divisions.
Irenaeus " quite arbitrarily thought of all events which should have
come to pass on earth or in heaven, and which God gathers up, i.e., brings

But how far has
and thi ngs earthly,
created beings and things were

to their complete fulfilment, in Christ as in their goal. "

God gathered
in Christ

together again

all

things, things heavenly

Before the entrance of sin

?

1 Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact,
Erasmus, Luther, Piscatov, Calovius, Bengel, Michaelis,
Zachariae, Koppe, Matthies, Meier, de Wette, and others.
2 Winer, deverbor. cumpraep. conj. inJS'. T.

usu. III. p. 3
^

In opposition to Chrysostom, Castalio,

:

TTvpym

195, al.)
(11. vi.

sius [Weiss],

" aftra vsfulljan''' {again

;

in\ x^ovi- (Horn.

enl ttuAtjo-iv (H.

iii.

149)

;

iirl

431).

« See Kiihner, adXen. Mem. i. 1. 20. Comp.
as to the local cTri with genitive and dative,
e.g., Horn. II. i. 48G.

and

others.

Beza, Piscator, Boyd, Wolf, Moldenhau-

er, Flatt,
i"

Comp. the well-known
iii.

^

.

toflll up).

II.

Ruckert, Meier.
chrysostom, Calvin, Cameron, Balduin,
Grotius, Estius, Calovius, Bengel, Michaelis,
Zachariae, Rosenmiiller, Baumgarten-Cru''

9

f.

and many others.
* Comp. Goth.
5

all

ler,

and

others.

Locke, Schoettgen, Baumgarten, TelErnesti.

iJ

Adv. Haer.

12

Comp. Chrys.

olKovoiJ.oviJ.eva

18.

iii.
:

ri yap SiA naKpoO xpoi'ov

ai'riKe(j>a\ai.u>a-aTO

TouTecTTi crvviTeixe, "

iv

Xpio-Tw,

for the things long ad-

ministered he gathered together in Christ,
i.e.., cut them short."
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undividedly united under God's government

all

;

things in the world were

normally combined into organic unity for God's ends and in His service.
But through sin this original union and harmony was broken, first of all in
heaven, where a part of the angels sinned and

kingdom

formed, under Satan, the

fell

brought about the fall of man (2 Cor. xi. 3),
farther and farther, and were even worshipjjed

With

away from God ;' these
upon earth
extended their sway

antagonistic to God, and

man

in

the heathen idols

came

to an end also
normal state of the non-intelligent kt'iolq, " creature" (Rom. viii.
heaven and earth, which had become the scene of sin and of
19 flf.)
the demoniac kingdom (ii. 2, vi. 12), were destined by God to dein which
struction, in order that one day a new heaven and a new earth
not sin any more, but moral righteousness shall dwell, and God shall be the
shall come imperishable (Rom.
all-determining power in all (1 Cor. xv. 28)
The redeeming icorTc of Jesus Christ
viii. 21) in its jjlace (2 Pet. iii. 13).
(comp. Col. i. 20) was designed to annul again this divided state in the
universe, which had arisen through sin in heaven and upon earth, and to
so
re-establish the unity of the kingdom of God in heaven and on earth
that this gathering together again should rest «?«., and have its foundations
in, Ch7-ist as the central point of union and support, without which it could
Before the Parousia, it is true, this avaKe(palaiuaig is still but
not emerge.
for the devil is still with liis demons ev toIq enovin course of development
pavLOLQ (vi. 12), is still fighting against the kingdom of God and holding
sway over many many men reject Christ, and the uTiaiQ, "creature," longs
after the renewal.
But with the Parousia there sets in tne full realization,

Cor.

(1

X.

20

f.).

the

of

fall

there

the

;

—

—

;

;

;

Avhich

Acts

the a-oKaraaraaig TrdvTuv, " restitution of

is

21

iii.

2 Pet.

;

10

iii.

fT.)

;

all

things" (Matt. xix. 38

vv'hen all antichristian natures

;

and powers

be rejected from heaven and earth, so that thereafter nothing
heaven or upon earth shall be excluded from this gathering together

shall

in

Finally, the middle voice

again. ^
seU''^)

has

Christ,

1

its

{sibi recolligere,

Avarrant in the fact that

Cor. xi. 4

ing up again,

etc.

and
;

God

is

"to gather

him-

for

the Sovereign (the head of

who fulfils His will and aim by the gatherwhen the avaKe<j)a?Miuaic is completed by the

23),

iii.

so that,

victory over all antichristian powers. He resumes even the dominion committed to the Son, and then God is the sole ruling principle (1 Cor. xv. 24,
Our passage is accordingly so framed as to receive its historically ade28).
and
qTiate elucidation from the N. T., and esjoecially from Paul himself
;

no reason for seeking to explain it from a later system of ideas, as
Baur does, ^ who traces it to the underlying Gnostic idea, that all spiritual
life which has issued from the supreme God must return to its original unity,
and in that view the "affected" expression elr oIkov. r. irATjp. r. naip is held to
there

is

1 For this falling
away is the necessary
presupposition for the Satanic seduction of

our

first

parents,

where an

1

Joiin

iii.

8-10

;

John

viii.

nature of tlie
devil (Proraniann, Hilgenfeld) is not to bo
thought of see llahn. Theol. d. N. T. I.

44,

;

originallij evil

p. 319 ff. On Judc 6 and 1 Tim. iii. C, in which
passages a reference has been wrongly
found to the first fall in the angelic world,
see Huther.
^ Comp. Photius in Oecumenias.
'

p. 4;34.

CHAP.
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10.

I.,

convey a covert allusion to the Gnostic pleroma of aeons and

The " genuinely

Catholic consciousness"

of the Epistle

^

apostolic one, necessarily rooted in Christ's

son of Christ

is

is

its

economy.*

just the genuinely

own word and work.

The

per-

not presented "under the point of view of the metaphysical

necessity of the process of the self-realizing idea,"

actual history, as this

was accomplished,

*

but under that of its
with the counsel of

in accordance

the Father, by the free obedience of the Lord.

Eemaek
oiipavolg

K.

1.

— The

TO,

r//f

rd

fiev

o'lKiag Tig elrroi

which Chrysostom has given for ra ettI
from the conception of a house repaired (wf dv

illustration

em

yTjg,

aaOpa

to,

6e laxvpa exovarig' avGynndo/ZTjcie rf/v oiiciav

.

.

.

toIc
ttk/)),

ovto)

"as one would say of a house having
He so rebuilt the house, and there
some things decayed and others strong
brought all under one head' "), has been again employed by Harless, whose
view of the passage (approved by Schenkel) is that the apostle speaks thus,
because the Lord and Grcalor of the lohole body, of which heaven and earth are members, has in the restoration of the one member restored the whole body ; and in this conKal EvravQa iravrug

vnb

/liav fjyaye K£(pa?J/v,

:

'

'

'

sists the greatest significance of the reconciliaiion, that

the

life

of earth, but a bringing back of the

it

harmony of

is not

merely a restoration of
But in this

the universe."

of the apostle are made withal to suggest merely the doing away
between heaven and earth (or, according to Schenkel' s tortuous
metaphor, "between the heavenly glorified centre of creation and the earthly,
sin-troubled circumference of creation"), and there is conceded to the ra knl
Tolg ovpavolg merely an indirect particiiDation in the ayanetpalaiuaic, and the
direct de facto operation of the Messianic o'lKovo/ua on the heavenly world is set
aside which appears the less admissible, inasmuch as rd iivl r. ohp. has the precedence.
According to Paul, the heavenly world and the earthly world were to
be affected, the former as immediately and properly as the latter, by the avaKe(palaiuaig tuv ttcivtuv
for the Satanic kingdom, for the destruction of which
Christ came, and whose destruction was the condition of ih.e avaKscpalaiuaig,
has its seat in the regions of heaven (vi. 12 comp. Hahn, Theol. d. N'. T. I.
p. 343 if,), and works in the viol ri/g cnreLOeiag (ii. 2) upon earth, so that in heaven
aiid upon earth there exists no unity under God.
Eemaek 2. The doctrine of Bestoralion, according to which those who have
continued unbelieving and the demons shall still ultimately attain to salvation,
altogether opposed as it is to the N. T., finds no support in our passage, where
(in opposition to Origen, Samuel Crell, and others), on the contrary, in the
draKKpu?.. K.T.l. there is obviously implied, from the general point of view occupied by Christian faith, the separation of unbelievers and of the demoniac
powers, and their banishment into Gehenna so that the avaKe^alaiuaig is not
meant of every single individual, but of the whole aggregate of heavenly and
earthly things, which, after the antichristian individuals have been separated
and consigned to hell, shall again in the renewed world be combined into unity
tinder God, as once, before the entrance of sin, all things in heaven and on
earth were combined into such unity. Hence Olshausen is wrongly of opinion that our passage (as well as Col. i. 20) is to be brought into harmony with

way the words

of the contrast

—

;

;

—

;

1

tol.
-

See,

on the other hand, Rabiger, Chris-

Paulina, p.

Baur,

Christenth.

p. 109.
3

55.

d.

drei

erst.

Jahrh.

Baur, mutest. Thiol,

p. 364.
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the general type of Scripture doctrine by Laying stress in the infinitive
XLjion the design oi

God "which,

in the instituting of a redemption

d7ro«e^a/l.

endowed

with infinite efficacy, aims at the restoration of universal harmony, at the bringing back of all that is lost." Apart from the fact that avaKE^aX. is only an epexegetical infinitive (see above), it is altogether opposed to Scrij^ture to assume
that the aim in redemption is the restoration of all that is lost, even of the
devils.

For those passages as to the universality of redemption, and sayings

like 1 Pet. iv.

6,

Phil.

ii.

10

f.,

leave the constant teaching of the N. T. concern-

Eom.

ing everlasting perdition entirely untouched (comp. on

32

18, xi.

v.

;

and as regards the devils, the design of God in the economy of redemption was to vanquish them (1 John iii. 8, and elsewhere 1 Cor. xv. 24 f ),
and to deliver them up to the penalties already prepared for them of everlasting pain in hell (Matt. xxv. 41 Jude 6 2 Pet. ii. 4 Kev. xx. 1 f
comp.
The restoration of the devils, as an impossibility
Bertholdt, Christol. p. 223).
Phil.

ii.

10)

;

;

;

;

.

;

in the case of spirits radicallj' opposed to God,

is

;

not in the whole N. T. so

much as thought of. The prince of this world is only judged.
rotg ovp. specially
Kemaek 3. — Those who understand ra
ett).

— inasmuch

.

of the angels (see

no need of redemption in the proper sense to unbiblical expedients, such as the view of
Calvin (comp. Boyd) that the angels before the redemption were not extra periculum, "beyond danger," but had through Christ attained "primum utperfede

above) have been driven

as these pure spirits have

—

:

et

sollde adhaereani Deo, deinde id

perfectly
all

and firmly cleave

perpeiuum statum retineant," " that they should

to God,

which the N. T. teaches nothing

fadiones erant

et

studia pro popidls

and then
!)

;

to retain a jserpetual estate" (of

or that of Grotius

(Dan.

x.

13

!)

.

.

"antea

:

inter angelos

ea sustulit Cliristus, rex

,

fadus eilam angelorum, unum ex tot populls sihi popxdum colllgens," "previously
there were among the angels factions and devotion to the interests of public
bodies (Dan. x. 13) these Christ removed, being made King of angels, collecting from so many peoples one for himself ;" or that of Augustine and Zeger,
that the number of the angels, which had been diminished by the fall of some,
was completed again by the elect from among men. Baur (comp. Zanchius),
out of keeping with the notion of the dvaKetf/aAaluacq, thought of the knowledge
(iii. 10) and bliss (Luke xv. 10) of the angels as heightened by redemjjtion.
Theophylact, Anselm, Corneliias a
Others again (Chrysostom on Col. i. 20
Lapide, Hunnius, Calovius, Bengel, et al.) have found the dvanscpa'Aaluaic in the
fact that the separation which sin had occasioned between the angels and sinful men was done away.i
So also in substance Eiickert "Originally and according to the will of God the whole world of spirits was to be one,
Sin did away with
through like love and obedience towards the one God.
this relation, mankind became separated from God hence also of necessity
the bond was broken, which linked them to the higher world of spirits.
Christ ... is to unite mankind to Himself by a sacred bond, and thereby to bring
them back to God, and by that very act also ... to do away with the breach
Comp. Meier, as also Bahr on Col. i. 20. But
all is again to become one."
;

;

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

is in fact speaking of the reuniting not of the heavenly with the
moreover,
but of the heavenly aiid the earthly (comp. Kemark 1)

the apostle
earthly,

'In connection with

;

this

view

it

was

quite arbitrarily, and with a distinction at
variance with Scripture, assumed that

Christwas, as to His divine nature, the head
of the angels, and as to His human nature,
the head of men.

CHAP.
according to this explanation,

men would be

tlie
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11.

I.,

avuKecpa^aiuaic of the heavenly spirits

made

the consequence of the expiation

thus Paul must logically have written

:

ra

-F/g

etvI

for

yijg k,

men by

A\'ith

Christ,

and

tu tnl nig ovpavolg.

[See Note X., p. 353.]

Ver. 11. 'Ev

avTui]

resumes with emphasis the h Xpcnru,^ in order to attach
hence before h avru a comma is to be
not a full stop, but only a comma. ^ Comp. on Col. i.

thereto the. following relative clause

and

placed,
20.

—h u

after

it

in

Kal inTiijpudijfiev']

obtained the inheritance.

Kai,

whom

;''

(is

the causal basis, that) we have also

in the sense of also actually introduces the ac-

complishment corresponding to the preparation (which was expressed by
n-poedsTo kv avrcj elg o'lKovo/ilav k.t.1.).'^

persons, since otherwise it

It

must have run koI
"in quo etiam

?//j.e'tg

the translation of the Vulgate

7'/v

has reference to the thing, not to the

:

tK^r/p.,

as in ver. 13

?2os," etc.,

and

;

others,^

hence
is in-

The subject is not the Jewish Christians, ® because there is no antith£K?i.7/pufl?//tsv
esis of ^fce'ig and v/xs'ig, ver. 13, but the Christians in general.
means we were made partakers of the Klfjpog, "inheritance " (Acts xxvi. 18
Col. i. 12), that is, of the jiossession of the Messianic kingdom, which before
Rom. viii. 24), and thereafter
the Parousia is an ideal possession (ver. 14
The expression itself is to be exjilained
a real one.
[See Note XL, p. 353.]
in accordance with the ancient theocratic idea of the nSnj (Deut. iv.
20, ix. 26, 29), which has been transferred from its original Palestinian
reference (Matt. v. 5) to the kingdom of the Messiah, and thus raised
and the passive
to its higher Christian meaning (see on Gal. iii. 18)
form of this word, which is not met with elsewhere in the N. T., is quite like
correct.

:

;

;

;

marEvofxai (see on Gal. iv. 20), since we find KTiripovv tlvl
have insisted on the signification of being chosen by lot
Herod, i. 94 Polyb. vi. 38. 2 Eurip. Ion. 416, al.),
(1 Sam. xiv. 41, 43
and have found as the reason for the use of the expression " quia in ipsis
electis nulla est causa, cur eligantur prae aliis," "because in the elect themselves there is no cause why they should be elected in preference to others," ^
in which case, however, the conception of the accidental is held as excluded
by the following npoopiad. k.t.1. '° but it may be urged against this view that,
according to Paul, it is God's gracious will alone that determines the ekIoj?/
(ver. 5
Rom. ix. 16 IT.), not a dsia tvxv, " divine chance," which, would be
implied in the ekIvp- comp. Plato, Legg. vi. p. 759 C Klripovv ovtu ry Oe'ta
Tvxri (nro6i66vTa, "thus to apportion one confiding in divine chance."
(pdovovfiai, SiaKovovjuai,

Others

used.'

*

;

;

;

:

;

;

Tz poopcGdevreg

k.t.I.']

—

:

;

predestined, namely, to the Klrjpog, according to the purpose

of Him, tcho worketh all things according to the counsel of His will. The words
are not be placed within a parenthesis, and ra Tvavra is not to be limited to

1

Herm. ad

P- 289

Viger. pp. 734, 735

;

Bernhardy,

f.

2

Klihner,

3

So, too, Laclimann, Tischendorf.

II. § 630, 5.

;

See Hartung, PartiMl. I. p. 1.32 Klotz,
ad Bevar. 636 f.; Baeumleln, Partik. 152.
* Including Erasmus, Paraphr., and Ro*

senmuller.

« Grotius, Estius, Wetstein, Rosenmuller,
Meier, Harless, Scheiikel, and others.
' Find. 01. viii. 19
Tliuc. vi. 43.
8 Vulgate,
Chrysostom,
Ambrosiaster,

;

Erasmus,

Estius,

de

Wette,

[Cremer].
^

lo

Estius.

gge Chrysostom and Estius.

and Bleek

—
,
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Y.'liat pertains to tlie economy of salvation,' but God is designated as the allworhing (of whom, consequently, the circumstances of the Messianic salvaComp. iravepyeTTi^ "Zeic, " all-effecting
tion can least of all be independent).

Zeus," Aesch, Ag. 1486.
the TcavroKparopiKov

fiovATjfia,

the distinction between

But, as God is the all-working, so is His decree
" omnipotent purpose," Clem. Cor. I. 8.- As to

—

fiovlr/

and

dD-rjiia,

comp. on Matt.

i.

The former

19.

the deliberate self-determination, the latter the activity of the will in gen-

is

eral.

Causa

Ver. 12.

finalis.,

"the

Messianic

K?,7)poc

(actually,

by our Messianic

hope on Christ,

:

—we

cause," of the predestination to the

final

in order that

^

might redound

loe

KXr/povofiia),

we

to the

praise of Sis glory

loho have hcforeTiand placed

Jewish-Christians, to

whom

our

Christ even before His

appearing was the object of their hope.
'i/fiaq

Only now, namely, from elg to elvai
onward, does Paul divide the subject of kKlrjpud. and -rrpnnpicdEVTEQ,

which embraced the Christians
Jewish- Christians,
Tcj

XpiarQ,

whom

and the

generally, into its

he characterizes by

two constituent

7}«af

.

.

.

whose destination

Gentile- Christians,

parts, the

tovq KpoTjlTriKo-ag ev

same

to the

final

—he dwells on afterward in vv.
14 (passing over to them by h u
and hence
14 concludes
—
with a repetition of
snaivov
has emphasis, prepar—
ing the way for the subsequent introduction of
aim

— namely,

elf

to

elvai

etc

eiraivov k.t.a.

ver.

kuI vjuelg),

13,

t7]q So^tjq

elc

avTov. "

7//<6f ]

kqI vueIq.

quippe qui, " as they who," etc.

dippus in Athen.

ix. p.

377 C.

On

irpoelnii^eiv, to

The npo does not

transfer the

the praescientia Dei, "foreknowledge of God,"* nor has
the

later

hojnng of the

v.'hich is

;

nor

the hoping of

since

Gentiles,^

not subsequently expressed

is Tvporjlw.

not the case of any verb with

Trpo

;

tovq

iTporj7.T:iK6Tag'\

hope hefore, comp. Posei-

it

hoping into

a reference to

the

Gentiles

is

equivalent to the simj)le form,^

but

it

applies to the fact that

had the Old Testament prophecies, and hence already hefore Christ
Acts iii. 25, xxvi. G f.
set their hope upon the Messiah (Rom. iii. 2, ix. 4
But de Wette, who ^
So, correctly, Zockler takes it."
22, xxviii. 20, al.).
denies the division
also unnoticed by Clirysostom and his successors
into Jewish and Gentile Christians (understanding /}//df, generally, of the
the Jews

;

—

and vpelc, ver. 13, of the reuders), takes irpo in -nporfk-K. as tefore
Comp. Theophylact Trpiv iinaTij 6 jieTJiuv al6v, "before the
coming age impend. " But in this way the npo would be loithout signijicance,
while, as taken by us, it is characteristic.
It is incorrect, too, that ver. 13
Christians,

:

the Parousia.

ij

:

affirms nothing peculiar of the Gentile-Christians.

'

Piscator, Grotius.

Many

including Flatt, Meier,
Earless, have attached eis to ^Ivaiioirpoopiae.
"^

others,

be, etc.)
but this is not
only not In keeping with the analogous eis
ewati'oj'K.T.A., vv. 6 and 14, but also inappropriate, because npoopiae. did not yet refer
specially to the Jewish-Christians.
' Thus what Paul dwells on in vv. 11-14
may be summarized thus " In Christ we
have really become partakers of the Messi-

(predestined, to

;

:

As standing

in contrast

anic salvation, to which we were predestined by God, in order that we JewishChristians, and also you Gentile- Cliristians,
should redound to the praise of His glory."
*

Jerome.

Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Boyd, Estius,
Bengel, Michaelis, and others,
^ Morus, Bretschneider.
^

'

de

^

Comp.

Bleek.

vi

ac notione vocab.

eAwi'?, 1856, p.

32

f.

Eiickert, Holzhausen, Mattliies,

CHAP.
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13.

of the Jewish- Christians, what

to the Trpot/ATTiKoTag elvai

precisely

I.,

to characterize the

entertained that previous hope

(ii.

13),

is

said in ver. 13 serves

They, without having

Gentile- Christians.

— The
and Matthies —

have heard, believed,

etc.

usual construction, suggested of itself by the very sequence of the words,

has been

— after the example of Moras,

Koppe,

ed. 1, Flatt,

departed from by Harless, followed by Olshausen, inasmuch as he regards

an inserted clause [incisum]
''we who were predespraise of His glory loho already before hojted in
Christ.''''
In this way Paul would point to the reason, why the Klfjpoq had
first been assigned to the Jews.
But (1) in that case kiilTjpud. and rrpoopcad.
must already have applied specially to the Jeioish- Christians, which no
reader could guess, and Paul, in order to his writing intelligibly, must have
avrov as

eif sTvaLvov do^rjg

tined, etc., to

indicated,

—

those

1)6

by putting

TipnopLoOkvTEc:

.

.

eJf

.

some such way

in

it

:

—

to the

TO elvai

.

.

as

ev

:

cj

?;/zeZf

EKAr/pudTj/iev,

ol

As the passage

rohg irpoTj'kTnKOTag k.t.X.

.

actually stands, the reader could find the Jewish-Christians designated only
elg Inaivov (Jo^^f avrov has, in accordance with
comp. also ver. 6), by no means the character of
an incidental insertion, but the stress of defining the ultimate aim, and that
not in respect of a pre-Christian state, but of the Christian one. This, how-

at ver. 12, not previously. (2)

the context (see ver. 14

ever, only

;

felt, when we read elg to elvai 7}juag elg eiraivov c5df ;/f
The predestination of God (TrpoopioOevTeg) is in the connection

becomes suitably

ahrov together. (3)

related not to a pre- Christian state, such
Tovg TtporilTHKOTag ev

blessedness

sianic

r.

as,

according to Harless, the

elvai

XpicTu would be, but to the realization of the Mes-

(ver.

Comp. Eom.

5).

viii.

29

;

Cor.

1

ii.

7

;

as

Acts iv. 28. Lastly, (4) the objections taken by Harless to the usual
connection of the words are not tenable.- For (a) the symmetry of the two
corresponding sentences in form and thought depends on the fact that in the
case of both sections, the Jewish and the Gentile Christians, the glorifying
of God is brought into prominence as the final aim of their attaining to salvation, and hence ver. 14 also closes with elg l-aivov r. 56^. avrov,
(Ii)
The
repeated mention of the predestination on God's part to salvation is solemn,
not redundant
and the less so, inasmuch as the description of God as
-a Tzavra kvepyovvrog is added,
The objection that we cannot tell
(c)
why the apostle brings in that predestination only with regard to the 7rpo///l
also

;

-KCKoreg,

while yet

it

manifestly applies also to the aKovaavreg,

misunderstanding, according to which
restricted to the Jewish-Christians

Christians without distinction,

;

iii?i?jp6d.

and

for the subject of these

— Jewish and Gentile

is

Trpoopiaf).

based on the
are already

words

Christians,

is still

the

— so that

the predestination of both the former and the latter is asserted.
It is only at
ver. 12 that the division of the subject begins, which is continued in
Ver. 13, so that kv u Kal

v/uelg

— As

leads over to the second constituent element

it is regarded by
Wolf, Bengel, Morus, and others,' including Rilckert, Matthies, Holzhausen, de Wette, Bleek, Bisping, as anacoluthic ; the h u of the second half
(;/oii

Gentile- Christians).

regards the construction,

of the verse is held to resume the

'

first.

Incorrectly, since in the resumption

Comp. already Jerome.

—
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Kai

would have been essential. As Paul has written the passage {nal
added to what has jireviously been affirmed of the v/islg

vfie'ig

TnGTEva.), there is

{aKovaavTEc), a neio affirmation

;

hence

not the resumption of the discourse.
fore to be sup>j>lied; not, however,
nporilTVLKOTaQ

of the

iv d

ylzriKare^'^

after

h

npor/XniKaTe,

Gentile- Christians

nor yet

;

kKlrjpudTjTE,^

J iml

vjnelc is

there-

since in fact the jireceding

—which, besides, was only an appositional
—would yield
which

discourse

the continuation^

ttiut. k.t.1. is

k.

The verb

constituent element

is

inapplicable to the

since kKlripudrj^ev, ver. 11, already

embraced the Jewish and Gentile Christians, and with eJf to elvac t/fiag /c.r.A.
a new portion of the development sets in. The right course is merely to
supply mentally the substantive vert, in accordance with the current expression h XpiGTif) elvai, to belong to Christ as the element of life, in which one
exists.
Hence in whom also ye are. Thus Paul paves the way for his
:

transition to the Gentile-Christians, in order, after

was that they had become such
the

eJf eiraivov

r^f

(^of'/C

first

specifying

(vv. 13, 14), finally to assert of

av~ov (ver. 14).

— aKovaavrec

tov

Tiuy. Tijg

how

them

it

also

after

a7aid.^

ye have heard the word (the preaching) of the truth ; for after this hearing
The truth /car' k^oxw, " pre-emithere set in with them the hv Xptaru elvat.
nently," is the contents of the ?.6}'og. But a contrast to the types and shadows
of the O. T.,' or to heathen
Col.

Myoc

i.

5

2 Tim.

;

The

TTjg alrjd.

made known

ii.

15.

error,'* is

to evayy.

is

the truth and the

genitive here also denotes the contents ; that

auTrjpia.

The

i.

abstract.,

24), T^g

n genit.

18)

is,

K.T.yi.]

as the gospel

not the salvation, but

leads to salvation

(Rom.

16

i.

;

abstract genitive," as to evayy.

T?}g

;i:apirof r.

Qeov (Acts xx.

(Eph. vi. 15), T7/g (iaaildag^ are opposed to the assumjition of
apposit., " genitive of apposition."
Comp. on Mark i. 1. Finally,
elpjivTjg

by

the context also,
trine

is

the analogous combinations, too, of to evayj. with a genit.

;

"an

is

which

Harless takes both

"of apposition," inasmuch
gospel, however,

an exertion of the power of God, which
1 Cor.

descriptive apposition to

in the gospel is the Messianic salvation.

genitives as genitives appiositionis,

Comp.

not implied in the context.

r. auTTjp. v/x.]

but to what

A further

anobaavTEg
it

and

proclaims.

iriaTEvaavTEg,

Comp. Rom.

stage of the setting forth

in order to reach its goal

elf ETraivov

regard to the Gentile-Christians,

how

points not to what the docx. 14.

—

ev

Tyg 66^rjg avTov, ver. 14.

who had

theocratic connection (no KpoTp.iriKOTEg

h

tC)

6

koI iriaTEvaavTEg

they became what they were,
Precisely with

previously been aloof from

XpiaT(j), the apostle feels

impelled not to be content with the simple "in

whom

all

himself

also ye are, after ye

have heard the Gospel," but specially to bring into relief the sealing of the
Holy Spirit.
h J)] is referred not merely by those who regard it as resumptive (see above), but also by many others with Luther,^ to Christ ; but why

—

should

1

we

Erasmus

over the nearest antecedent

j)ass

in his version, Beza, Castalio,

Calvin, Estius,

and

otliers.

Erasmus, Paraphr. ; Piscator, Zanchius,
Cornelius a Lapide, Boyd, Vorstius, Zachariae, Koppe, and others, including Meier,
^

Harless, Olshausen.

'

?

The

Kai finds its reference,

Chrysostom.

Cornelius il Lapide, Baumgarten Grotius tiiinlis of botli.
^ Including'
Harless, Meier, Olshausen,
^

Baumgarten-Crusius, Schenkel.

;
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13.

I.,

accession of the faith to the hearing (Rom.

Hence h u is to be referred, with Castalio, Calvin,
Beza, Erasmus Schmid, and others, to to svayyeliov, and to be joined, with
Castalio, to jr-ia-svaavret;, not to iaclipajiad. (as vsvaUi/), according to which
•^larevn. would be superfluous,^ and the joeriodic flow of the discourse would
in ichich ye, having hecome helievers, loere
be injuriously affected. Hence
As to iriareveiv h (Mark i. 15), see on Gal.
sealed through the Holy Spirit.
X,

14

Cor. xv.

1

;

1).

'

:

—

26.

iii.

with

on vv.

The order

(j^paY'ii^eaOai.

5

the

work

f.

Gal.

;

iii.

;

of conversion

was

hearing, faith, liaptism, reception

:

17, xix. 5, 6

37, viii. 12,

ii.

self-determination (see Acts xvi. 14

is

4

vi. 3,

Phil.

;

i.

29

;

;

Tit.

not

is

Rom.

;

ensued only after baptism
were sealed,

OrjTs]

Rom.

to the measure of faith of the laptized)
yet this divine operaonly preparatory, and the effusion of the Spirit, properly so called,

xii. 3 relates

tion

;

Certainly even the becoming a believer

2, iv. 6.

human

of

5,

See Acts

of the Spirit.
iii.

not to be taken, with Harless, as contemporaneous
but it contains that which was ^WiVr to the
9)

7:LaTEvaavTeQ\ is

£a(ppay. (see

dom.

[See

2 Cor.

i.

22

:^

hence

'water

and Spirit (John

confirmed, namely, as

i.e.,

Note XII.,
John iii.
;

p. 353.]

iii.

5).

—

Ea(payia-

of the Messianic king-

Comp.

See what follows.

This sealing

33.

k7.t]pov6iiql

iv. 30,

and

see

on

the indubitable guarantee of the

is

own consciousness (Rom. viii. 16)
through the Holy Spirit, not the attestation l)efore others.'^ An allusion has
been arbitrarily found in h(y(ppaY. to circumcision (Rom. iv. 11), or to the cTiynon extra signati estis
fxara of heathen ceremonies (Grotius assumes both
in cute, quomodo Judaei circumcisiet Oraecorum idolorum punctis notati," "ye
were not sealed outwardly in the skin," as the Jews were circumcised and
the Greeks were stamped with the marks of their idols"), nay, even to the
^
a^payiQ Dianae, with which those initiated into her mysteries were marked.
rC Tzvevjiari ttjq knayye'k.'] Dativus instrumentalis, "instrumental dative,"
and Tijg kirayy. is genitivus qualitatis, "genitive of quality," denoting the
promise as characteristic of the Holy Spirit, for He is, in fact, the Spirit
future Messianic salvation received in one^s

'

'

:

—

promised in the O. T. (Acts
xxxii. 15, xliv. 3

Acts

i.

4

;

salvation).
'

Gal.

;

iii.

ii.

16

ff.

Ezek. xxxvi. 26
Others

14).

f.,

1-5

iii.

xxxix. 29.

;

Zech.

But how wholly imported,

Comp. Erasmus, Paraphr.

:

since in nvEVjia itself there

;

is

implied

with Christ.
^

As

to the single instance of the effusion

of the Spirit before baptism, see
44.

utterly superfluous Tno-Teuo-ayrcs

pide, Flatt, Holzhausen,

:

:

is

in either

case, will be at once felt.

Harless regards
Iv <; as more precisely defined by t<o wf eiJ/uan,
inasmuch as the Spirit of God is also the
Spirit of Christ (Rom. viii. 9 2 Cor. iii. 17
;

C).

Isa.

iv ui surely expresses the already existing spiritual union

became believers), were sealed." Comp.
Beza. But if &i is to apply to Christ, the
sense would be " in whom (being) ye also,
after ye became believers (or ye, after ye
also became believers), were sealed." How

iv.

;

xxiv. 49

remains unnecessary, since

If Iv

Gal.

10

xii.

Comp. Luke

the Spirit, who confirms the promise (of

:^

w belongs to icrcppay., wc must, in
the event of <? applying to the Gospel, ex"
plain
by means of which ye also, after
ye became believers (or ye, after ye also
2

Joel

;

But even thus

:

jno-Teuo-avTes

on Acts

x.

on ©eoO ecrre Aaxos k.
xAi/pos, " so that it may be evident that ye
are God's lot and inheritance," Theophylact
comp. Chrysostom, Cornelius a La*

loare elvai hrjXov,

;

and others,
comp. note on Gal. vi.

^

Amelius

^

Calvin, Beza, Castalio, Piscator

;

;

17.

and as

as Chrysostom and Theophylact,
alongside of the former correct view.
early
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nothing at

all

of the notion of confirmation

ise belonged to

the

that very fact

He became

— rw

ness.

Sj^irit

He

;

No, the Old Testament ^rawi-

!

and by

specifically the Spirit of promise,

is

for the recipients the sealing of Messianic blessed-

is not added accidentally, nor yet because the sanctijicatio
would be the confirmatory element, for in rcj ayiu there is im-

d-yl(f)]

of the Spirit

'

plied the quality, not the effect of the Spirit

but Paul desires to bring out
very empliatically and solemnly that, by which the GcppayiCEGdai has been accomplished
hence he says, with corresponding pathos
np Twevfiart tt/c
eKayjeXiag tu dyiu.
We may add that we arc not to think, with Grotius,
;

:

;

Estius,

and

others, of the miraculous gifts of the Sj^irit, since, in fact, the

vfidQ generally are the aippayLotievTEq,

which

but rather of the outpouring of the

experienced after their baptism (Acts

all

also ver. 14.

— According to Schwegler,^ the

38

ii.

Gal.

;

irvevfxa t^jq

Yer. 14. "Of kavLv ap'pajiuv

which the doctrine
John belongs. But Comp.

more

(as affording

jirecise

KAr/povofiiaQ

r?/f

information) to

2

Spirit,

ff.).

See

inayyel. is to be held

as pointing to the later j^eriod, to

the (not genuine) Gosjiel of

iii.

of the Paraclete in
Gal.

iii.

14.

stands in significant relation

7)/i.]

i:a(ppayiadr/TE

:

who

is

earnest of our

inheritance; for in the reception of the Spirit the recijiients have obtained

—as one receives earnest-money as a guarantee of future pay— that they shall become actually partakers of the Messianic

the guarantee

ment

in full

Rom.

blessedness (comp.
TTVEvfia,

15-17

viii.

;

Gal.

iv. 6, 7).

relative,

see Niigelsb.

3 Cor.

22.

i.

—

on Hom.

elf dTTo?uVTpuaiv

Ilias, ed.

rfjQ

p. 3.

3,

itepnroirjoEug]

applying to the

bg,

As
As to

not to Christ, agrees in gender with appajiuv.^

to the epexegetic
dppajSuv, see

unto the redemption,

on

etc., is

likewise (comp. also
K.T.X.,

iv. 30) the causa finalis, "final cause," of £a<l>pajic6?jTs
consequently that, to which fhe purpose of God was directed, when

ye were sealed.

Comp.

in which case

is

ver. 10.
Others connect it with bg egtlv
iluuv,*
taken by some likewise in a telle sense, by others as
usque ad (the latter at variance with the parallel Eig vvhich follows).
But
slg

.

the more precise definition thus resulting would in fact be, after

—

.

.

r. Klrjpov.

—

and unnecessary.
The aizolv-puaig is here in accordance with the whole connection, and because the TVEpiTr-olrjaig (see below)
is the subject which experiences the arcolvrpuaig
the final consummation of
the redemption effected by the Ivrpov of Christ (ver. 7) at the Parousia
(Luke xxi. 28), when suffering, sin, and death are wholly done away, and in
the glorifying (resurrection, or relative transformation) of the body there
sets in the Jdfa of the children of God, and the in all all-determining doi'/fx.,

quite self-evident

—

minion of God
Comp. Eph. iv.

(1

Cor. XV. 28).

30.

diToAvTpuG(.v iTiEvOEpuaeug.

not apply, as

See

Eom.

Beza aptly terms

— The

viii.

this

Trepnroiijaig

18-23

final

;

1 Cor. xv.

definitive

54

ff.

redemption

avrov (for avTov at the

end does

usually referred, merely to r^f f^OsVf, hut also to rf/g TtEpiKodjG., whereby the latter obtains its definite character, and the discourse
it

is

gains in vividness and energy^)
»

Pelagius,

is

the acquisition of Ood,

Lombard.

•

In Zeller's Jahrb. 1844, p. 383.
^ See Ilerm. ad Viger. p. 708
Heindorf. al
Phaedr. p. 279; Buttm. neut. Or.\>.ZAl [K.
•i

;

T. 281].

i.e.,

tlie

people uc-

Estius, Flatt, Riickert, Sclaenkel, Bleek,

al.
^ So also Hofmami,
and SclienkeL

Svkrif!betLK II.

2, p.

29

;

CHAr.
quired

T)y

God for His

by which

2^ossession,

333

14.

I.,

is

here meant the

the true people of God, acquired by

Christians,

God

J)ody

xoliole

as His property

of

by

means of the redeeming work of Christ. Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 9 as also Acts
XX. 38, where the Christian community is presented as the acquisition of
The expression quite corresponds to the Hebrew
Christ (comp. Tit. ii. 14).
niri' rivJp, by which the peojile of Israel is designated as the sacred 2^eca.lium Dei, "j^eculiar treasure of God," and opposed to the Gentiles. See
The LXX. too,
Ps. cxxxv. 4.
Ex. xix. 5 Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2, xxvi. 18 f.
though usually expressing the notion of HvJD by Trepiovaioc, translate it, Mai.
iii. 17, by TrepiTrotT/aig.
Comp. also Isa. xliii. 21 Tiaov /lov bv •rrEpieTToiT/ffd/uT/v
The objection to this view, that Tripnroir/aic never in itself,
C^"^"^]) K.T./i.
;

;

;

:

'

without defining addition,

when we

signifies the

take in the avrov

unto the praise of His

people of God,^ entirely disappears

^'unto redemption of His acquired possession,

:

Others, retaining likewise the signification of

glory.''''

acquired possession, explained

it

in the neuter sense, like Calovius (comp.

already Bugenhagen)
plena fruitio redemtionis haereditatis nobis acquisitae,''^ " the full fruition of the redemption of the inheritance acquired for
" unto the redeeming of the promised glorious
Com]}. Matthies
us."
'

:

'

:

possession."

But how can

it

be said of the salvation acquired for

us, that

redeemed ? And the plenafruitio, " full fruition," is imported. Beza,
wrongly denying the concrete use of 'KEpmoirjaLQ, insists upon the abstract
'^
dum inlibernotion of vindication, assertion, and specifies as the meaning
"
this
ationem vindicemur,^^
until we are emancipated."
But
would need to
be expressed by eif TvepLKolrjaiv rfjQ Invo'kvTpuaeug (comp. 1 Thess. v. 9
The word is also taken in the abstract sense by those
2 Thess. ii. 14).
who understand it ViS preservation, conservatio,^ like Bengel, Bos (" reredemption which
demtio, quae salutem et conservationem affert, "
eifects salvation and preservation"), Bretschneider ("redemtio, qua vitae
aeternae servamur, " "redemption whereby we are preserved unto eternal
life"), Holzhausen (who, following Homberg, arbitrarily assumes qtto/I. ryg
irepcw. to stand for anol. Kal Trepnr.).
But against these explanations it may
be decisively urged that in the case of n epen oh/aiq the thought tmto everlasting life, or the like, is added arbitrarily, and that the assumed genitive
relation does not arise out of the notion of aKoXvTpuaic, according to which
the genitive is either the subject, which is redeemed (Luke xxi. 28
Rom.
viii. 23), or expresses that, from which one becomes free (Heb. ix. 15
Fritzsche, ad Bom. H. p. 173).
To the erroneous attempts at explanation
belongs also that * which takes
TrepnToiyasuc for r?}v nEpnTou/Oslaav, the reit is

:

;

'

'

:

;

;

r?/(,'

demption acquired for
possession.'""

—

eIq

e-aivov

before, containing as
»

Which

is

us, or (so

it

rf/g

Bleek) the redemption, which

(U^f/g

followed, after the Peshito and

Oecumenius, by Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius,

and most expositors,

God

does the final aim of
I'ai):
11.

p.

633; Plat. Defin. p. 415

^

Vatablus, Koppe.

'

Tliis sense,

=

See especially Koppe.
Heb. s. 39 2 Cliron. xiv.
;

too,

:

Test.

XTT.

would

needed to be expressed by
t^s diroAuTpuJo-ews.

13

C

;

Wetst.

p. 434.

inoludina; Flatt, Riiclv-

^

what goes

in the sealing with the

Meier, Harlcss, Oishausen, de Wette,
BaumKarten-Crusius, Schenkel.
ert,

become our

is to

a climactic parallel to

ahruv]

in

fact

have

eis n-epiiroiijTO'
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Holy

And

Spirit.

in the joining

thus

lias

h

on of

Paul accordingly reached what he had in view

kuI v/uelg,

cj

ver.

13,

namely, the assigning to the
which he has in ver. 13

Gentile-Christians the same ultimate destination,

predicated of the Jewish-Christians.

— The reference of

avrov to God, as in

from eacppay., which is God^s act.*^ The glory of God is the
final aim of the whole unfolding of salvation.
Ver. 15.'^ Only now, after the general ascription of praise to God for the
Christian economy of salvation, which had since ver. 3 flowed forth from
him in an enraptured greeting, does Paul reach that, with which he is wont
on other occasions at once to begin the thanksgiving to God for the Ghiistian position of the readers, and intercession for them.
&ia Tovro\ has reference to vv. 13, 14 tecause this is the case, that ye too are in Ghrist and have
ieen sealed tcith the Holy Spirit, etc.
See already Theophylact. There is no
reason for going farther back and referring it to the whole preceding development from ver. 3 onAvard,"* since thanksgiving and intercession have
reference to the readers, and it is only ver. 13 that has led over to the
latter.
/caj w] / also ; for Paul knows that by his exercise of prayer, ver.
aKovcaq\ does
IC, he is co-operating with the readers.
Comp. on Col. i. 9.
not serve to prove that the Epistle could not have been written to the Ephcvv. 13, 6,' flows

—

—

:

—

sians, or

—

not to them alone (see Introd.

§ 1)

Grotius in fact has already

;

Loquitur autem apostolus de prof ectu evangelii apud
Ephesios, ex quo ipse db illis discesserat," "the apostle speaks, moreover, of
the progress of the Gospel among the Ephesians from the time when he had
aptly remarked

'

'

:

departed from them."

No doubt

^

make

Olshausen'' maintains

that Paul so ex-

apparent that with a great proportion of his
But may
readers he was not personally acquainted, appealing to Col. i. 4.
he not here, as at Philem. 5, have heard respecting those who were
Tcnown to him, what at Col. i. 4 he has heard respecting those who were
tijv Kad' vfiac Triariv] Jidem, quae ad vos
previously unknown to him ?
presses himself as to

it

—

•

"the faith which pertains to you, i.e.,
Comp. Acts xvii. 38, xviii. 15, xxvi. 3.' The difference
Kaff vfiaQ iriarLQ and y -iriGTig v/iuv lies only in the form of concepIjetween
Yet the mode of expression, not occurring
tion, not in the thing itself.
elsewhere in the letters of the apostle, belongs to the peculiar phenomena of
The assertion of Harless, that it denotes the faith of the
our Epistle.
pertinet,

i.e.,

'cestram Jidem,

your faith."
/}

readers objectively, as in itself a thing to be found

among them, while

?}

ttigtic

denotes it subjectively, according to its individual character in each one,^
the less capable of proof, in proportion to the prevalent use among the

vfiuv
is

later

1

Greeks of the periphrasis of the genitival relation by

Not,

with

Estius

and Ilofmann,

to

2
^

See van Hensel, Annot. p. 198 ff.
TV. 15-19, see Wiuzer, Commentat.,

On

Lips. 1836.
4

and

others,

following Oecumenius.
'••

'

;

and already Tbeodoret in

Comp
Thuc.

Y. II.

ii.

Comp. Winzer,
Krit.

vi. 16.

12

(17

p.

5

;

Wiggers
430

f.

;

in the
Wieseler,

ev tu)

loc.

5 (tw

icar"

airous

^I'u))

;

Ael.

kit avrov dpcr^).

Comp. Matthies and Schenkel.
See Valckenaer, ad Luc. p. 4 f Schaefer,
ad Long. p. 330 Wesseling, ad Biod. Sic.
°

.

;

1841,. p.

—

Bleeli.

''

Earless, Winzer, Schenkel,

Slud. u.

p. 445
°

Christ.

/card."

xiv. 12.

;

—
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16, 17.

I.,

belonging to Kianv (fidem vestram in Christo repositam, "your faith
Clirist"), and blended without any connecting article into unity
of idea with it.
Winzer connects it with vf/dg
See on Gal. iii. 2G.
"fidem, quae vobis, Domino Jesu veluti insitis,
inest," " faith which
is in you, as though you were in the Lord Jesus
" but this is forbidden by
KvpiG)]

reposed in

:

.

.

.

;

the order of the words.

might have

—

Kal t?/v aydn. rfjv

(comp. Col.

ayaiTTjv v/idg ex£iv eIq iravTag

But he has

iiwep kfiov.

(^T]lov

-Kavraq

—
"

Comp.

Gal. v. 6

vii.

is it

107

this one."-

:

We may

5.

Cor.

1

;

— can find

Herm. ad
'^

over you"),

and

Tfjv

elf

add Chrysostom's
dydTTjp Oavfiaart/v

—a wonderful

xiii.

Comp.

no end.

Viger.

to

stamiJ of Chris-

rijv Tviarcv Kal tijv

tovtov de alvtuv ovk inavero,

fivetav TTOioiifievog ettI

My

1 Thess.

"He

thanksgiving
2

i.

;

Luke

771

p.

comp.

v.

20

Rom.

;

i.

—so
37

innnj frayers.

Comp. Rom.

;

did not cease praising

Bernhardy,

;

ii.

p.

477

On

Elz.

8,

—

1

;

the

and on vnep
Tim. ii. 1.

;

tuv TrpooEvx- pov] accomjianying definition to EvxapLcy-uv

I mal'e mention

while

Philem.

;

itself,

d'xapiaTuv virep vjiuv] to give thanks on your account.

2)articiple, see

{super vobis,

"the

ml

:

rbv v/uuv

:

the thought,

a popular form of hyperbole.

Trauofiai]

and urgent

Herod,

18

vi.

7

vii.

He everywhere joins and cements faith and love

Comp.

Ver. 16. Ov
full

2 Cor.

4), as at

thought of the notion of love in

first

7:avTaxov GwdnrEi Kal avyKOAXa

:

Tiva ^vvupiSa,

pair."

i.

"character Christianismi,"

-Jiavrac,

tianity," Bengel.

apt remark

Here, too, Paul

/c.r./l.]

a special important element,

thereto, as

ay.

r.

wavrag

out the second article, so that the sense would be

left

then added

e'lq

i.

9

;

1

Thess.

i.

3

;

:

Phil,

Philem. 4.
"What Paul makes mention of is learned from the context,
3
which furnishes not merely vpCdv (Elz.
see the critical remarks), but a
more precise definition, namely: of tcJiat 7ie has heard concerning the faith
and love of the readers, and for which he gives thanks on their account.
This fivEiav TToiovfiEvog k.t.Tl., however, is not superfluous, and after Evxap.

i.

;

;

through the close joining on to it of the
comma is to be placed), as a means
of leading over from the tlianTcsgiving to the intercession connected with it,
and is thereby accounted for.
e-'l] of the prevailing relations and circumstances, in or under which anything takes place.
See on Rom. i. 10.
Ver. 17. "IvaoQEOQK.T.l.'] contains the f?esi(7/i cherished by Paul in the /iw/av
vTrep

v[i.

self-evident

following

;

but

it serves,

Iva k.t.1. (after ver.

16 only a

—

nrpoGEvx. pov

.

in order that

God might give you,

etc.

.

.

is

implied the intercessory tenor of the pvsiav iroLeladai

:

;

In this expressed design

hence

Iva is

not here to be

deprived of its notion of design, nor is it to be explained' by supplying before it
the conception of ^'praying. " The apostle would say that what he has heard of
their faith, etc., induces

he makes mention of

The

telic okuq,

it

him

to

unceasing thanksgiving on their hehalf, while

in his prayers to the end that

Philem.

6,

Ood might

give them, etc.

stands in another connection than the Iva in our

See on Philem. I.e.
The optative 6u?j^ is used, because the design
thought of as subjective conception and expectation, the realization of which
dependent entirely upon the will of God, and consequently belongs only

passage.
is

is
1

Harless

Winer,
^

On

;

§ 41,

this

comp. Riickert, Olshausen,
and others.
form of later Greek instead

of

Soirj,

see Buttmaun,

ad Phryn.

p. 346.

I.

p. 507

;

Lobeck,
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to the category of

what

On

wished and possible.

is

with an optative

'iva

Aj. 1217

Reisig,

;

ad

Oed. Ch. p. 168

Klotz, ad Devar. p. 622
Christ

—who, having

ii.

has given

if.

—

if.

;

;

;

Qebg tov avplnv

6

^

Hermann, ad Soph. El. 57 ad
Bernhardy, p. 407 and especially

after the present or future, see, generally,

God has

X.] for

y/x. 'I.

sent

time proceeded from His essential nature
forth in the fulness of
(Col. i. 15), was the creative organ of the Father
the time in pursuance of His decree, to which the Son was obedient (Phil,
8),

Head

the

before

all

—

Him up

the Father

and exalted Him, and

to death, raised

who

of Christ (1 Cor. xi. 3),

even as

subordinate to the Father (Rom.

is

is

continually

"co-enthroned," of

chvOpovog,

[See Note V., p. 38,

viii. 34),

by Am. Ed., on Galatians], and finally will give back to God the dominion
which God has given to Him (1 Cor. xv. 27, 28). In the consciousness of
His relation of dependence on God, Christ Himself

John XX. 17

;

Comp.

Matt, xxvii. 46.

Col.

ii.

in the anti-Arian interest from the Fathers,
Christ's

human nature, and

Tfjq(U^T]Q

are to be taken together (tov Kvplov

calls the

Father Qeoc /hot,

Lachm. The opinion extorted

2,

that

'^

6

Qebg tov Kvp. applies to

tothe divine,' is to be mentioned
only as matter of history, as are also the forced construction, to which Meno"
chius and Vatablus were induced by a like prejudice to resort, that QeoQ and
6 -Karyp r?/^ (?o^;;f

the at least more skilful turn of Estius
Jesu Christi pater gloriosus," " God, who

—

Jesus Christ. "

6 TvaTfip Trjq do^rjg']

.

.

:

is

being inserted), and

naTfjp

.

"Deus, qui

andl

Cor.

ous father,"*
66^a,

and

God

is

See on Acts

is

the oratorical force

iraT^p in the

designated as He, from

eminent sense of

?)

of the substantival designa-

^

derived sense of auctor, " author,"

whom

the glory of the Christians

Certainly the idea of auctor, "author,"

more elevated

vii.

into an adjective pater gloriosus, "glori-

in itself arbitrary, does not exhaust the

fails to perceive

Others take

tion.

The resolution

ii. 8.

nostri

the Father (namely, of Christians) to whom the

glory (the majesty kot' e^o^vv, "pre-eminently") belongs.
2,

Domini

est

the glorious father of our Lord

maybe

'

^

so that

proceeds.

expressed, specially in the

f but as this is nowhere else done by Paul,
so here he has no reason for resorting to such an usage, to which besides the
analogous expressions, Qeoq ttjq do^Tjg, " God of glory" (Ps. xxix. 3 Acts

by

style,

7rar//p

;

vii. 2), fiaailEVQ

"Lord

of glory" (1 Cor.

ix. 5), are

'

t^q 66^riq,

"King
ii.

8), Xepovfil/x do^rj?,

We may

opposed.

Lachmann and Ruckert

(as also Fritz-

ad Bom. in. p. 330) write Scojj with an
s6 that it would
subscrvpfym under
rj,

thus be the Ionic subjunctive (Od. xii. 216).
But often as the aorist subjunctive of StSw/u-t
occurs in the N.T., this Homeric form never
presents itself. The form &m in B is a man-

*

Hermann, ad

and Bisping.
Bcza,

Calvin,

Michaolis,

and

Tiger, p. 687.

''

:

Job

xxxviii. 28

Jas.

;

are personified

where OrpheuS

is

;

i.

17,

where the

Find. Pyth.

iv.

Called aoi&av naTrip

see Ast, Lex. Plat.
Ach. Tat. p. 393 f.
;

applicable.
Estius,

Qebr

6

Christians,
*

*

God by

Erasm. Paraphr.

<t>i^Ta

;

SS^tjc,

of glory" (Heb.

Bucei-, Cornelius a
;
Lapide, Grotius.Wolf, and others, including
Holzhausen and Olshausen.
According to Grotius of Christ and the
«

"

emendation.
See Suicer, Thes. I. p. 944.
^ So^av yap rriv Oeiav (t>va-iv uiv6fxa(Tei', " fOT
he called the divine nature, glory !" Theodoret and Oecumenius comp. even Ben-

ttjq

others,

ifest

gel

"cherubim

add, that the description of

sche,
iota

(Ps. xxiv. 7), Kvpioq

of glory"

III.

John

p. 66;
vlii.

44

\

313,

and

Jacobs, ad
is not here

CHAP.
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17.

I.,

stands in appropriate relation to the design of the intercession

;

and Father of glory it is to be expected that He
will do that, which the cause of Christ demands, and which serves to the
Oecumenius rightly remarks kuI Trpuc to
manifestation of His own glory.
cnroKa?.vi{i.] The Holy Sjnrit,
Tvvsvfia aoipiaq
Oeov.
77 puiisi ftevov ovofid^EC Tov
for of the

God

of Christ

:

—

k..

it is not the human spiritthaX,\s, here meant, as Michaelis, Riickert,
de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Bleek would take it '), Paul is wont to

too (for

characterize wpbg to

Comp.
(1

Cor

2 Tim.
ii.

10).

i.

7.

The

TrpoKslfievov,

Here

wisdom

viii.

15

2,

3 Cor. iv. 13

;

who works wisdom and

work

latter is a greater result of the

accordance with which
nishes

Rom.

the Spirit

:

(j'vwOTf

He

deiuv

;

Gal.

vi.

1.

gives revelation

of the Spirit," in

not only by His enlightening operation furk.

avOpuirivuv irpajfidn^v Koi tuv tovtuv aiTiov,

" the knowledge of things divine and human, and of their causes," 4 Mace,
i. 16
conceived of, however, by Paul in reference to the Christian economy
of salvation, comp. ver. 8), but further, as the organ of God, effects also
s])ecial revelations of divine saving truths and purjioses not otherwise
known. Harless regards k. anoKal. as the objective medium, which brought
about the state of ao(j>ia, so that the character of the (jo(j>ia is more precisely
deliued by k. aTional.
But in passages like Rom. 1. 5, x°-pi-^
a.r:oaTo7Jjv, xi.
29, TO, x(ip'o,uaTa k. y K^aig tov Qeov, the discourse advances from the general
to the special, not from the thing itself to its objective medium.
Logically
more natural, besides, would be the advance from the objective medium to
the subjective state, according to which Paul would have written
(iTroKa/.vFinally, the climactic relation, which is brought out in the
^I'Eur Kal an(ptac.
two words under our view, makes the wish of the apostle appear more fervid and full, and so more in keeping with his mood. It is obvious of itself, we may add, that Paul here desires for his readers, to whom in fact
the Spirit has been already given from the time of their conversion (ver.
13), a continued bestowal of the same for their ever-increasing Christian enlightenment.^ Baur, p. 437, conjectures here something of a Montanistic
clement.
But it was not by the Montanists that the irvsma was first regarded as the principle of Christian wisdom, etc.
it is so already in the
teaching of the whole N. T.
ev eTriyvuaei avTov] That aijTov does not apply
tu Christ,-'' but to God (although we have not to write avrov), is clear from
;

i^-

:

;

—

Riickert: "God prant you a heart wise
and open for His revelations ;" de Wette
"the quality of mind which consists in
wisdom (mediate knowledge) and rovelatiou (susceptibility for the immediate
knowledge of divine truth"). According
to Schenkel, it is the spirit wrought in the
regenerate by the Holy Spirit. All this is
opposed to the N. T use of nveOtJia with the
1

:

geniavun absiracti, "abstract genitive." And
nowhere in the N. T., where the being given,
is predicated of the jrveO|U.a, is it anything
else than the objective -nv., whether it be divine or demoniacal (Luke xi. 13;.lohn iii. 34;
Acts viii. 18, xv. 8; 1 Thess. iv. 8 2 Tim. i.
;

T;

John

1

iii.

34;

Rom.

v.

5,

xi. 8).

The

presence or absence of the article with

makes no difference; see on Gal. v.
As to the singular expression weOfia

Tri/eOyaa

IG.

used of the Spirit of Christ, in
see on that passage,
- But not, as Olshausen
(comp. Grotius)
maintains, the x^P"^/^* of prophecy,, of
aytueriVrj;,

Jlom.

i.

4,

which the more detailed exposition, ver.
18 ff., shows no trace. And Paul, in fact, is
praying for all his readers. See, however,
1

Cor.

xii. 29.

^

Comp.

Col.

^

Beza,

Calvin,

Flatt.

i.

9.

Calovius,

Baumgarten,

:
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the avTov of vv. 18, 19

Nor

to Christ.

Koppe (with

is

h

;

only at ver. 20 that the discourse passes over
with Chrysostom, Theophylact, Zachariae,

it is

kn-ijv. aiirov,

hesitation),

his explaining nvevfia

Lachmann, Olshausen (who was forced

cocp.

mata), to be attached to inhat follows, whereby the parallelism

with Tf^ur. r. 6^0. r. Kap6. v/i., and h
would without reason be destroyed ;^ but

elSivai k.t.X.)

of mental

activity, in

lation."

it

with elf

to

denotes the sphere

which they, already at work therein (and that likewise

wisdom and revewhich latter would
h'inging about the communication of the
the spirit of

Spirit, ver. 13), are to receive

through the

by

{irvEv/na oo<p.

kiriyv. avT.

anoK. is parallel

K.

to this

in the sense of extraordinary charis-

a-KOKok.

ic.

Erroneously

ev

taken for

is

e/f,"

or as

^je;",*

knowledge of God as
and so invert the state of the case. It is true that Calovius remarks
"quo quis magis agnoscit Christum, eo sapientior fit et revelationcm divini
verbi magis intelligit," "The more one acknowledges Christ, the wiser he
becomes, and understands the revelation of the divine word the better ;"
but the question is one, not of an agnitio, but of a cognitio, and not of unrepresent the
Spirit,

derstanding the revelation of the word, but of a revelation to he received
In k-iyvuciq observe the force of
through the agency of the Holy Spirit.

—

the compound, which implies an exact and penetrating yvuaiQ, as

dent especially from

and

1 Cor. xiii. 12,

is

very evi-

wrongly denied by Olshausen.*

is

[See Note XIII., p. 353.]

Ver. 18. UeipuTio/xevovc rohg
al,

and made dependent on

o(pdal[iovg k.t.A.] is

dut] vfilv

;

in

which

usually
case

taken as apposition-

"

it

has been rightly ob-

served that the translation should not be, with Luther enlightened eyes, but,
on account of the article He may give to you the eyes enlightened, etc.
:

:

But

general an enlightened understanding

(1) in

as in apposition to the

Holy

God

Spirit,

is

but rather as the

them

not proper to be set forth

effect of

the same.

(2)

The

(which as such they already
have) in the condition of enlightenment, as necpuTia/nivovc, remains in any
inasmuch as we should have to transform the giving,
case an awkward one
which was still a proper and actual giving in ver. 17, zeugmatically into the
notion of making at ver. 18,' in order to remove the incongruity caused by
Bengel, with his fine insight, aptly remarks
the presence of the article.
" Quodsi b(l>Oa?.iJ.ovg esset sine articulo, posset in sensu abstracto sumi {enlightened eyes) et cum det construi," " But if 60fcA//oi;f were without the article,
it could be taken in an abstract sense {enlightened eyes) and be construed with
Hence, with Beza, Bengel, Koppe, Blcek, izeipuTLGjj,. is to be taken as
det.'"
conception that

gives to

their eyes

;

:

1

See Earless.

2

Comp.

2 Pet.

2.

s Luther, Castalio
Piscator, Cornelius a
Lapide, Wolf, Bengel, Moldenhauer, RosenmflUer, and others.

<
5

Erasmus, Calovius, and others.
Olshausen appeals to the fact that, just

where the most exalted form of knowledge
—the charismatic— is spoken of, the word
employed
xii. 8, xiii.

is

not

8.

was the name—as it were,
the fer-mlni/sfechnicus, "'technical goa.\,'^ for
the thing— which as such was meant to denote the essence, not the degree. Comp.

ismatio sense
i.

but 7>'wo-i,s, 1 Cor.
however, in the char-

€7rtV""''s.

Ti'cio-is,

Col.
«

i.

9.

As also by

Riickert, Matthies, Meier,

Holzhausen, Harless, Winzer, Olshausen,
de Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Schenkel,

Buttmann,
'

Flatt,

neiii.

Gr. p. 272.

following Heinsius, quite

trarily supplies eirai.

arbi-

CHAP.
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18.

I.,

from a mingling in the conception

as,

two sorts of construction, is to be met with often also in classical writers
and that withovit repeating the subject {vaao) in the accusative (in opposition to Buttmann)
instead of another case which would be required in
of

—

—

strict

accordance with the construction, particularly instead of the dative

and thus Beza's proposal
^ccordingly,

relates to

-cOcjtkt/i.

precise definition

to read

-iipcjTiafitvoic

v/ilv,

and

rahg

which

ye are then enlightened^ etc., with

munication of the

prayed

SjDirit

for.^

—

is

is

the accusative of more

6(p0.

The opposite

the enlightenment to knowledge

Rom.

:

is

is

6(t>6a7i/i.

^
;

that

Kap6. v/i.] figurative

ttjc;

when man discerns
The reference of

enlightened,

21, xi.

8,

10.

necessarily given by

not have been regarded as one-sided
here included under the

i.

i.e., so

expressed the result of the com-

Tohg

designation of the imder standing,'^ which
the divine trutJi.

entirely uncalled for.-

enlightened in respect oftlie eyes of your hearty

:

;'

was

and the power

b<j>da7i/uovg,

of the

and should

new

not

life is

not the heart in general, but
the eyes of the heart that are set forth as enlightened, consequentlj' the or-

gan of

cognition.'

—

since

Tre^wrztr//.,

it is

merely denote, according to the 2iopular
emotion and desire,' but is the concrete ex-

Kapdia] does not

biblical usage, the facility of

pression for the central seat of the psychico-pneumatic personality, conse-

quently embracing together
the .exercise of which
perience

;

man

all

the agencies (thinking, willing, feeling) in

has the consciousness of his personal inward ex-

which case the context must suggest what

in

scious inner activity of life (here, the cognitive)

—

of."

TO e'l^Evai

e'lq

aim of

vf-iao]

Tre^uria/i. k.t.1.

what (quanta, "

how

glorious hojDe

given to the man,

is

great")

is the

\v ov a av
Soph. EL 47'J f.
Flat.
Lack. p. 1861); Thuc. v. 70. 1.
" Comp. Acts
xx\ i. 3. See, generally,
Bruuck, ad Soph. I.e. ; Jacobs, ad Athea.
p. 97; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 176 D,
and ad Rep. pp. 380 B, 500 C, 586 E Kiihner
and Kruger, ad Xen. Aiiab. i. 2. 1 Nagelsb.
1 v-aeiTTl

opTicos

noL Spacros aSvirvoi'Mv k

oi'eipaTioi',

;

;

;

on

Thess.

2 1

13

iii.

Tiger, p. 897

Phil.

;

f.

;

21

iii.

;

Hermann,

Pflugk, ad Eur. Hec.

690.
< Plat. Pol. vii. p. 533 D : to t^s i^ux^« o^M",
Soph. p. 254 A ; comp. Ovid. Met. xv. 64,
and see Grotius and Wetstein.
5 In opposition to Harless.
"

Comp. Clem, ad

Tois

oixtxaai.

Cor.

19

i.

:

en^A<:>o(xef

t^?

iiToO (SoiiArjua,

^vxn^ e's to /xaKpo&uiJ.oi'
" Let US look with the eyes
;"

and

t^s

/cap-

of our soul to his long-suffering will
i.

36

:

jii'ecJ^iJ'jcrai'

t)jxmv oi 6(|)i>aA^ol

" The eyes of our heart were opened."
Olshausen, Opusc. p. 159
Stirm in the

Si'as,

'

;

Tiib. Zeitschr. 1834, 3, p. 53.
*

12

;

Comp. Rom.
Phil. iv. 7

;

i.

21

2 Pet.

thought

may

in order that ye

Icnow

what a great and
to the kingdom of

i.e.,

has called

activity of the heart

ill

tliinking

and

cojj-

nition, Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 248

Krumm,

f., as also
de notionib. })si/choL Paul. p. 50.

The observation of the

latter,

cognitive activity of the heart

is

that

tho

based on

internal experience (which, however, holds
good not only as to St. Paul, but also else-

where

by the reIn this very
passage (comp. iii. 18) the cognition is not
merely discursive, but the experience, in
which it has its root, is that of the divine
communication of the Spirit and enlightenment. Analogous is the case with 2 Cor.
iv. 6.
As to Phil. iv. 7, see on that passage.
The heart, as the seat of self-consciousness
and of the conscience, is the receptacle of
experience and elaborates it. Comp. Beck,
bibl. Seelenl. p. 67.
If it does not admit the
experience, or does not elaborate it unto
Saving knowledge, it is closed (Acts xiv.
in the N. T.), is not refuted

.joinder of Delitzsch, p. 177.

Iliad, ed. 3, p. 181.

ad

:

hope of His calling,

whom God

side of the self-con-

in particular to be

is

;

i.

;

iv. 6

and

;

Heb.

see,

iv.

on the

hardened (Eph.

iv. 18),

slothful (Luke

void of understanding, etc.
Oehler in Herzog's EiKykl. VI. p.
15),

2 Cor.
19

16),

xxiv. 25), covered as with a veil

(2

Cor.

iii.

See also
17.
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the Messiah, by means of that calling
cause).

24

viii.

accordingly,

eArr/f,

5

CTal. v.

;

Col.

;

i.

(r//f Klija. is genitive of the efficient
not here, any more than elsewhere (Rom.
aZ.), res sperata, '' object hoped for," as the

is
5,

majority, including Meier and Olshausen, take

main elements

Observe also here the

it.

and love, and
and love the enlightenment by the
Holy Sjairit is to make the glory of hope more and more known for the
noXirev/xa of Christians is in heaven (Phil. iii. 20), whither their whole
thoughts and efforts are directed. Faith, with the love which accompanies it, remains the centre of Christianity
but hope v>-ithal encourages and
animates by holding before them the constant oljcct of their aim.' This in
opposition to Weiss, who here finds hope brought into prominence,
quite
after the Petrine manner," as the centre of Christianity.^
ical ri^ o ir'Auvror
The repetition of r/f, as well as the
A.7.AJ this is now the ohject of the hope.
three

hope (vv. 15, 18)

;

in the subjective state of Christians -.faith,

in presence of faith

;

;

'

'

—

Knl TIC

•

Kal

•

o iT/MVTOQ

has rhetorical emphasis (comp. Rom.

Ti,

tion, mirroring, as it were, the

weakened by

to be

what

Ti/q 66^7/c T?jQ K?.r/f)ovo/iuac avroi',

weightiness of

an inheritance

not

mean

23

xviii.

is

viii.

of believers (these are the

Acts xx.

;

dyiot,

i.

1, 4),

Comp.

with the
as

is

6 KlfjpoQ

inasmuch

among

ir rolr ayloig

but

;

:

does

Calovius con-

among the saints
community,

as they are to be the sub-

which

tuv nyUov, Col.

required by the article before ttaovtoc

ing, is the riches, etc.,

the

God

32, xxvi. 18); for the

to be mentally supplied after

fff-i

and, in

be received from

Homberg and

jects of the Messianic bliss, is the sphere, outside of

will not be found.

;

and how great the rich

17);

not suggested by the context

Jobxlii. 15

;

f.)

6u^a, glory, is

the readers are called to realize,

is,

in the Holiest of all (Heb. ix. 12), as

:

jectured, for this

(Num.

Parousia (Rom.

at the

fulness of this glory

34

I

adjectival resolution of the genitives.^

essential characteristic of the Messianic salvation to
as

xi.

and grand accumulathe thing itself
which is not

a copious

:

the saints.

7/f,

i.

so that

ichat, i.e.,

this TrXnvroi; k.t.1.

12.

It is

we have

how

connected

to translate,

great and exceed-

Harless objects that Paul must

6 iv toIq dyioir, and that h roig ayiuiq receives unduly the main
But the construction r/f iarLV 6 ttXovtoc iv roic dyioic is in fact logicalquite correct, and h toic dyioic would have of necessity the main empha-

have written
stress.

ly
.sis

only

if it

stood after

Usually

r<c.

•

iv rolr dyioic is

regarded as an appen-

"the inheritance given by God among the
saints," in coijnection with which Riickert, quite at variance with N. T.
usage, explains ol dyioi of the " collective body of morally good beings in
the other world." But since
KAr/poiwfua Qeov is completely and formally
defined by this very eeov (avTov), and does not first receive its completeness
by means of iv Tolg dyioig (see, on the contrary, Rom. viii. 17 Gal. iv. 7),
this more precisely defining addition must have been attached by means of
rf/c, and passages like Rom. ix. 3; 1 Tim. vi. 17; 1 Cor. x. 18; 2 Cor. vii. 7
(see Fritzsche, ad Horn. I. p. 195 f.), are not analogous.
If ahrod were not
dage to

K7.i/povofi.

T?]c

avTov

:

//

;

'

24

Comp. Rom.
ff.

Phil.
^

;

2 Cor.

iii.

12

ff.

iv.
;

v.

2, viii.

17, xiii.

Col.

i.

23,

12
iii.

Petrin. Lehrbegr. p. 427.

18
f.

ff.
;

1 ff.

;

1

Cor.

Gal.

vi.

ix.

9

i

Comp. Col. i. 27 2 Cor. iv. 17.
As by Riickert, Harless, Winzer, 01sliausen, but not by Koppe and de Wette.
^

*

;

CHAP.
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19.

I.,

,'v ro/f dy!oi(; might be the definitiou of the nX?!poro/iiia here meant,
and blended with rf/g K/i?/povofiiai- so as to form one idea. We may add, that
Ilarless wrongly refers to the riches of the glory, etc., preponderantly to the
Comp. de Wette. It is only t\iefut^lre
present earthly fiaci'keLa rov Qsiw.
kingdom of God, to be set up at the Parousia, that is the object of the hmjGal. v. 31
Eph. v. o Matt. xxv. 34) and
povo/uia (1 Cor. vi. 9, xv. 50

in the text,

;

;

here in particular the context

(tArr/f,

;

;

ver. 18

;

ver. 20) still

tyelpag k.t.a.,

points to the future glory, which Paul realises as already present.
Ver. 19

which

ff.

it is

After the object of the hope, there

realized,

namely, the infinite power of

tion, etc., of Christ

:

and

lohat {quanta,

"how

now set forth also that hj
God shown in the resurrec-

is

great'") is the exceeding (sur-

measure) greatness of His power in relation to us who helieve. The
construction is as in the preceding jjortion, and consequently such, that elg
passing

//fidg

all

Tovg

TViOT.

attaches itself not to

mentally supplied after

-/.

r?/f

6vva/i. avrov,^

but to the

— From the context preceding

earl to

be

(i/LTrlg KAr^povo/iiag)

and following (ver. 20 f.) it is clear that Paul is not here speaking of the
power of God already in the ectrthly life manifesting itself as regards believers in their inward experience,^ not even of this as included,^ but only of the
power to be shown as regards believers in future at the Parousia, where this
mighty working disjDlayed in Christ's resurrection, exaltation, and appointment as Head of the church, must necessarily, in virtue of their fellowship
with Christ, redound to the fulfilment of the hope, to the S6^a TfjQ ulrjpovoiiiag
Hence Paul continues Kara ri/v hepyeiav k.t.Tl.] This is
(see vv. 20-23).
indeed connected by many with tovc Kic-evovrag,* in which case the iriaTEvsiv
appeared as consequence of the evepyeia k.t.a., as epyov Qcov a view which
was helped among the older expositors ^ by the interest of ojjposition to
Pelagian and Sociuian opinions but in this way the whole course of thought
is deranged, and the simple and solemn exposition in ver. 20 is made subservient to an expression quite immaterial, Avhich Paul might equally well
:

—

;

have omitted (rovg TriaTevovrag).
nection, to prove the origin of
Grotius,

and

not the design, according to the con-

It is

Chrysostom, Calvin, Calixtus, Estius,

faith.

and Winzer, have found in Kara rf/v
But in this way
vnepji. ^leyedog k.t.?..

others, including Meier

an amplification ^ of to
would only be destined to hold the disproportionate place
of a description, and would be isolated from elg to elSsvai vfiag, which yet was
the definite basis of the discourse hitherto
and this isolation there is no
kvepy.
all

k.t.'a.

that follows

;

reason to assume.

Hence we have

to take KaTo,

r. kv'epy. k.t. A.

as the ground

of Tcnowledge of the preceding point. What is the exceeding greatness of the
divine power towards believers, the readers are to know in virtue of the
in accordance with this operation they were to measure that
operation, etc.
exceeding greatness. Harless refers it not merely to the preceding j^oint,
;

Meier, Harless, de Wette, Baumgartenmany older expositors;
comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 4.
2 Chrysostom,
Oecuraenius,
Photius,
5

Crusius, Bleek, after

Theophylact, Erasmus, and others, inoludiug Flatt, Matthies, Riickert, Meier, Har-

Schenkel.
See Erasmus, Calovius, Rosenmiiller,
Flatt, Riickert, Matthies, and others.
^
<

^

See, especially, Calovius.

«

De Wette

Bleek.

:

the real ground

;

comp. also

:
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the three points adduced after

But, as the htpf/f rb ch'itvat v/jac.
corresponds simplj' to the notion of the 6vva/iig, we
are not entitled to refer farther back than to the point in Avhich the dvvajiig
-rfp ivepy. rov Kpdr. t?/q lax^og avTov] a touching accumulation
was spoken of.

but to

all

yeia rov Kpdrovq

iaxvoc,

rf/c

—

form

;

for

as ris or virtus (^Nlark xii. 30

;

2 Pet.

of terras, presenting the matter in genetic
as

inward power,

expressing itself in
xix. 20

Eph.

;

vi.

laxi'C is

overcoming

resistance, in ruling, etc.

10

11

;

Col.

i.

Ileb.

;

ii.

14

;

Dan.

strength hi itself

11), Kpdroc,

ii.

(Luke

iv.

27

;

i.

Isa.

;ind fvf-pyeta, the efficacious icorling, the actire exertion of power.''

"secundum

gate aptly renders:

ojjeiritioneni

51

might
Acts

;

xl. 26),

The Vul-

potent iae virtutis ejus," "ac-

cording to the operation of the power of his virtue," and Bengel remarks
" r. ivEpyeiav, haec actus est, i.e., an act ;'' rov h-parovg, hoc in actu est,' i.e.,

:

'

'

in

act.''

"

—

Winer, p. 205.
h -6 Xpiaru] in the
contemporaneous with the act of
kuI eKaBiaEv] deviation from the participial
the verb, like yvupiaaq, ver. O.'^
h Tolq eTvovpav.'] in theheaven (see on ver. 3), is not to
construction after Kai.^
be transformed into the vague conception of a status coelestis, of a higher relaVer. 20. "Uv] namely, hepyetav

—

case of Christ.

;

see

kyeipao] aorist participle,

—

—

and the like,^ but
For Christ

a specification of place. [See
with glorified hody, as avvdpovo^, " coenthroned," of the Father on the seat where the Divine Majesty is enthroned
(see on Matt. vi. 9), exalted above the heavenly angels (ver. 21), in heaven
tioti

to the world,

Note XIV.,

353 seq.]

p.

to be left as
is

so Stephen beheld Ilim (Acts vii. 55), and the seer of the
(Phil. iii. 20 f.)
and from thence, surrounded by the angels. He
Apocalypse (Rev. v., al.)
Acts i.
will return, even as He has bodily ascended thither (1 Thess. iv. IG
hence also those
Matt. xxiv. 30, xxv. 31)
1 Pet. iii. 21 f.
11, iii. 21
who arise and are changed at the Parousia are caught uji e'lq aEpa, "into
;

;

;

;

;

;

Lord coming from heaven (1 Thess. iv. 17). Up to
hand of the Father (Rom. viii.
commentary on eKadiaev kv dt-^ig. avrov iv roiq k-irovp. is accord-

the air," to meet the
that time
34).

ingly,

And

He

intercedes for us at the right

The true
Mark xvi. 19

our passage

:

dve/J/fO?} etc rbv

itself, ver.

20

Bebg avrov vTzepvipuaE k.t.I. Phil.

Ver. 21

exaltedness,'*

;

Polyb.
Tzdai/c

dpxvr

24. 1).
.

is

case,

Deut. xxviii.
xii.

interrujited.

.

1

;

but simply
Cant.

— vwEpdvu

The opposite

Kvpiorij-oq is

:

is

Job

;

vTroKdru,

Tob.

3

i.

Mark

vi.

ix. 5
;

;

is

implied

Ezek.

26,

i.

Ael. V. H. ix. 7
11

;

Heb.

ii.

—

8.

;

neither to be understood, with Schoettgen, of
action, regarded

xxl. 23 (LXX.).

In connection with this, observe the interchange of the perfect {ivripy-t]Kev, see the
critical remarks) and the aorist (kyeipa<;)
which (working) He lias tvrauqht (concluded

from the standpoint of the

He raised, etc.
See Hermann, ad Soph.

writer), ichen
s

:

2

6

exj^resses not the infinite

up above (Heb.

puer. 37

tr.

1 For similar combinations of words having a kindred sense, see Lobeck, Paidlip. I.
Comp. Soph. Philoct. 590 Ttpo<;
p. 534 f.

i<Txu'os (cpaTos.

the commentary on

10), is

nor yet the dominion orer,^ although the latter

in the nature of the

2

iv.

9.

no parenthesis, since neither the construction nor the logical

is

progress of the thought

viii.

ii.

ovpavbv naX EKCtdiasv ek de^iuv rov Qeov.

(comp.

ff.

note on Col.

i.

6

;

Buttm.

El. p. 153,

and

)m/t. Gr. p. 327

f.

[E. T. 382].

^

Calovlus, Harless, Ilofmann, and others,
The Greek Fathers, Beza, Estius.

"

Bengel.

^

;

CHAP.
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31.

I.,

the Jeicish hicrarchs, uor, with van Til,* of the various grades of Gentile
rulers,

with Morus, of human j)owers

nor,

with Erasmus,

uor,

in general,

and others, of
quodcumque gloriae et dignitatis genus, "any kind of glory and dignity"
(comp. 1 Cor. xv. 34) but, as is sliown by the immediate context (endOtaev
h ro'iQ i-novpav.) and the analogous passages, iii. 10, Col. i. 16, Rom.
.
Vorstius, Wolf, Zachariac, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Olshausen,

;

.

.

38 (comp. also

viii.

1 Pet.

iii.

22), of the angels,

who

are designated accord-

of rank (abstracta j^ro concretis, " abstracts for concretes"),
and, in fact, of the good angels, since the apostle is not here speaking (as in

ing to their

classes

1 Cor. XV. 24) of the victory of Christ over oj^j^osing powers, but of His exal-

tation above the existing powers in heaven.

See, moreover,

who would

In opposition to Hofmann,

38.

any order of ranh, but only various

tions not

relations to

see

Hahn,

10,

assumes a diversity of rank among the angels

Theol. d.

JST.

T.

I.

p.

291

ff.^

and then

viii.

God and

the world,

Christ Himself already. Matt, xviii.
it is

;

which

trary, that expressions evidently in stated use,
ajDOstles

on Rom.

find in the diiierent designa-

^

thus the more arbiin the case of

two

in the Test. XII. Patr. correspond to this idea (even apart

from the Jewisli doctrine of classes of angels) should not be referred to it.
More precise information, however, as to the relations and functions of the
different grades of angels

not to be given, since Paul does not himself

is

''

enter into particulars on the point, and the Rabbinical theory of classes of
angels, elaborated

under the influence of Platonism, yet dissimilar," is not
" and has evidently been

in keeping with the designations of the apostle,

cession

probable that the order of suc-

It is nevertheless

elaborated at a later date.

here arranged according to a descending climax ; for

is

(1)

the apos-

most naturally^r(>m ahove downward,
from the right hand of God to the heavenly beings which hold the next
place beneath Him, and so on
(2) the apxai, k^ovciai, and Svvd/ueic arc
always mentioned in the same order (iii. 10
Col. i. 16, ii. 10
1 Pet. iii.
in looking at the matter, proceeds

tle,

;

;

22)

;

the

however, Avith the

i^ovaiai,

;

Opovot (Col.

16) are

i.

seventh heaven, and the Swd/iei^ only in the third

Jamblichus,

cording to

v. 21, p. 136,

juxtaposition as the

(p. 547), as,

indeed, jn

d. If.

T.

of
I.

Ac-

would be placed in
the angelic series.
Another view is
That Paul, moreover, sets
p. 297 f

KvpcoTTjTeg, Col.

two extremes

taken by Hahn, Theol.

placed in the

the SwdfieiQ are placed far below the dpxal.

the dpuvoi and

this,

'

.

i.

16,

—

forth Christ as exalted above the angel- world, with a -polemic purpose. in

opposition to the
ii.

18),* is

1

In Wolf.

2

Schriflbew.

dyyD.uv of the Gnosis of Asia Minor (comp. Col.

nation has
I.

'

Comp.

Ignatius, Trail.

also Kahnis, JDogni.

etrias

rds ayyeXi-Ko.^.

Past.

i.

4.

But

5,

if

I.

p. 558

just as,

f.

them ras tojtoi?Comp. also Hermas,
calls

the ipxai

k.t.K.

are

they are also conceived of as personnot as " principles and potencies, powers, forces, ordinances, and laws" (Beyschlag, Christol. d.N. T. p. 244), consequently in an abstract sense. The abstract desig-

angels,
al,

its

basis in the fact that classes or

categories of personal beinffs are expressed,

p. 347.

*

3,

dpijaKeia

not to be assumed, since the form of the representation maintains

e.g.,

i^ovaia

is

said of

human autlwi--

Uks, which consist oi persons.
^ ggg Eisenmenger, Entdeckt. Judenth.
p. 374

;

Bartolocci, Bibl. Rabb.

Gf rorer, Jahrh.
«

d. Heils, I. p.

See Harless in

loc. ;

I.

357

p. 267

ff.

Fritzsche,

II. p. 226.
^
^

II.
ff.

Test. XII. Patr. p. 548.
Bucer, Estius, Hug, and others.

ad Rmn.
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purely a positive character, and the thing

itself

Heb. i. 4j,
case of our passage in particular, as to need no
its being exj)ressed, and expressed with such
of guarding against possible infection on the
tian consciousness generally (comp.

least not expressed or

more

specially indicated

was so natural to the Chrisand to the connection in the
polemic occasion in order to

Even

solemnity.

a purpose

part of such a Gnosis
naay,

it

;

'

is at

however, have

still

been partially present to the mind of the apostle from the sphere of thought
of the previously

—

composed Epistle

Koi TravTuc ovoiMTog k.t.A.]

and,

Comp. Introd. § 4.
name which

to the Colossians.

and

i.e.,

generally,^ ahove eveiy

named. Let any name be uttered, whatever it is, Christ is above it, is
more exalted than that which the name so uttered affirms. Comp. Phil. ii.
That ovojia is here dignitatis potentiaeve nomen, " a name of dignity or
9.
power," ' as Hom. Od. xxiv. 93 Strabo, vi. p. 245 {h ovojuan elvai), and the
like,* is not to be supposed on account of bvojua^ofievov, since this makes the
simple literal meaning naine the only possible one ' and, if Morus and
Harless'' have supplied the notion underlj-ing the preceding abstract nouns:
"above every name, namely, of such character, " they have done so arbitra-

is

;

;

rily,

eral

as navTog stands without restrictive addition,
:

any name whatever

;

ndv

ovo/ia is

quite gen-

from the heavenly powers, above which Christ

is

placed, the glance of the apostle stretches to every (created) thing generally,

which may anyhow be named.
cannot belong to tmOiaev
•place

in the

mhv

avror,

but

Comp.

belongs to

it

ver.

navTa,

since eKadtaev

k.t.I.,''

bvo/mCofi.

22.

—

ov fiovov k.t.1.]

which has taken
which is named in the
an

is
:

act,

present world-period, before the Parousia, and in the future one, after the

As to aluv ovrog and aluv fiklluv, see on Matt. xii. 32.
and supernatural order of the world," ^ and similar conceptions,

'

Parousia.

'

Natural

are not to

be substituted for the historical idea.
Ver. 22. While Paul has before been setting forth the exaltation of Ghrint

he now expresses the

over all things,

things under

same thing

Christ

:

koL Trdvra

.

therewith accomplished of all
with which consequently the

suhjection
.

.

avrov,

—the installation into the highest

Kvpiorr/g (Phil.

pressed, only from another point of view (from below,

of the object subjected

;

is

10

f.)

—

is

ex-

previously from above, from the seat of the exalted

Lord), in order to present
representation

ii.

from the standpoint

in a thoroughly exhaustive manner.

it

not tautological, but emjyhatic.

Harless agrees, makes the purpose

:

kuI tijv

Theodoret, with

Trpo(j)r/TiKf/v

Such a

whom

ETrrjyaye /japrvpiav,

"

He

But the words, while doubtless a reminiscence of Ps. viii. 7 (6), in such wise that Paul makes the expression of the Psalm his own, are not a citation, since he does not in the least
indicate this, as he has done at 1 Cor. xv. 27 by the following brav 6s e'nry.
Certainly, however, he recognized that, which is said in Ps. viii. of man as
such, as receiving its antitypical fulfilment in the exalted Christ (see on
also introduced the prophetical testimony."

'

=
^
*

ad

Schneckenburger, Olshausen.
See Fritzsche, ad Matth. pp. 786, 870.
Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, and others.
See Wolf, ad Bern. Lept. p. 346 Jacobs,
;

Anthol. IX. p. 226.

^
«
''

Comp.
Comp.

Plato, Soph. p. 263 B.
and Riickert.

also Michaelis

Morus, Koppe

Zanchius.
" Schenkel.

;

comp. already Beza and

—
CHAP.
Cor.

1

coiup. also Ilcb.

I.e.,

ii.

!

and thcrehy

8),
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23.

I.,

it

was the more natural

for liim,

wlaen speaking here of the dominion of Christ, to appropriate the words of

— ndvra has the emphasis, like
and
— God has subjected to Christ.

the Psahu.

All

ttuvtoc before.

Traaijg

—

Paul had meant simjAj all that resists Christ, he must have said so, since there is no mention of
koI ahrbv
subjecting what is hostile either before or in the eighth Psalm.
K.T.I.'] and nini, the One thus exalted and ruling over all, Him even He
that

all

created

is

If

'

—

gave, etc.

Him!

— UuKt\

is usuallj'

.

.

to the church.

.

Paul had conceived of

If

on eduKE, but as attached to
he should not have written

Kei;f>.

itum) dedit ecclesiae ut caput ejus," "

Head

of his Church," Grot.

nor does

and Baumgarten would have

connection with

to be taken as

by which, according
that Christ

is

Koppe and

to

summum

may be

it

:

He

gave

Olshausen,

placed above

signify esj)ecially

it
it

nor

;

all

(errl

in its true

is it,

it is

"the supreme head," ^
meant to be indicated

etc.

In opposition to this

carput,

higher than the apostles, bishops,

interpretation,

but here

'^

—

:

iraaw, vi. 16), as Boj'd
ice^a'A.,

;

as

not as dependent

rij t'/c/cA.

He gave Himself
;

it

it would be difficult to see why
Comp. Col. i. 18.
v-ep jravra]
* "ipsum super omnia
(sc. pos-

v-ep iravra,

ri/r inKlTjaiaQ.'^

exalted aiove all things, is neither transposed

things as

dignity of the

taken in the sense of ri%/t

Grotius and Riickert rightly take

as arbitrarily as at iv. 11.

Mm

What

observe the emphasis of the avrov prefixed.

;

church in

decisively urged that only

One Head

to the

church

can at all be thought of, and that Travra here calls for the same explanation
Hence rather and Him He gave as
as above in the case of navra vKtra^.
Head over all things (to Avhich position, as just shown. He had exalted Him)
to the church (Christians as a whole).
Since He, as Head over all things, was
given to the church, it is obvious that He was to belong to her in a very
special sense a.s her own ^mfZ / hence it is, in accordance with a well-known
:

breviloqu67itia,^

unnecessary to supply

Ver. 23 gives information

(r/Tic,

Ke)paX?/v

belonging to the nature of the sKKh/ala

as

relation in

which the

of the Head.

—

namelj'',

it

is,''''

skkTi.

denotes the attribute

see Kiihner, II. p. 497) as to the

;

churcli stands to this

ro auiia avToi']

again before ry

ut quae, ^'as

Head given

to

it.

It is the

lody

in the mystical sense, according to

life, which unites the collective
mass of believers with Christ, their Ruler, into an integrant and organic
unity, wherein each single individual is a member of Christ in Christ's body.

the essential fellowship of spirit and of

Comp.
xii.

5

16, iv. 4, 13,

ii.

;

16, v.

Cor. vi, 15, X. 17,

1

23, 30

xii.

1 Grotius, Rosenmiiller, Holzhausen, 01shausen.
" and installed Him as Head
2 Earless
over all things for the church ;" comp. Hof:

mann,
3

Schriftbew.

II. 2, p. 117.

Hofmann indeed

thinks that,

if cSwice rjj

were to be taken together, Paul
would not have inserted Ke<j)aK. xnrep ndvTa.
But why not ? The very position assigned
to Ke(f>. vTT. n., as placed apart from avrov, is
eKKArjo-ia

in

keeping with the importance of

;

Col.

13, 27.

this defi-

i.

18, 24,

19,

ii.

~u Tz'/Aiputia tov

rii

15

iii.

nition of quality, which at the

;

Rom.

h

iraac

same

time,

Travra

so placed, biinjjs together with striking emphasis vnkp iravTa and rrj UkX. Christ has He

given as Head over
So high and august
<

all

things to the church.

His esteem for it
Peshito, Chrysostom, Theophylact,Erasis

mus, Grotius, Estius, and others.
5 Beza, Morus, Koppe, Riickert, Holzhausen, Meier, Olshausen, Bleek, comp. Matthies.
^

Matthiae, p. 1533

;

Kiihner,

II. p. 603.
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a significant explanatory parallel to rb Gu/m avrov, u'hiehmore pre-

TT/r/poi'.M.]

church to Christ, in so far as the latter,
and that in non-Jigurcttive language. The
church, namely, is the Christ JiUed, i.e., that which is filled by Him,' in
so far, namely, as Christ, by the Holy Spirit, dwells and rules in Christians, penetrates the whole Christian mass with His gifts and life-joowers,
and produces all Christian life (Rom. viii. 9, 10 2 Cor. iii. 17 John xv.
Eph. iii. 17 Col. i. 37). His presence and activity, through the medium
5
of the Spirit, fills the collective Christian body.
And Christ, by whom the
Christian church is filled, is the same who JiUeth the all {i.e., t\iere7-um unixersitas, "universe of things," whose Head He is, ver. 22) with all, for by Him
was the world created, and by Him, as the immanent ground of life (Heb. i.
Col. i. 16 ff.
Usteri,
3), is it maintained and governed (1 Cor. viii. 6
Leh-begr. p. 315 fif.)
hence this interpretation of iv naai yields no intolerable sense, 2 but is entirely Pauline. Accordingly, by the fact that the church
cisely characterizes the relation of the

Head

as

overall,

Head

also its

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

named

is

the

of Christ, the idea that Christ

TiTi-^pufia

church, of His body, receives elucidation

nation

Head

irdvra

roil TO,

h Traai

Head

over all is

irXTjpov/j..

,

is

it is

Tz^Jipujia

the

of the

elucidated the conception, that

—

•nen^Ajjpuj.iEvov,

He

as

here (comp.

rb nTir^pu/ia is

"that which

— so far as they are freighted or manned — called

said in Philo, de lyraem.

apETuv

thus

;

among

et

poen. p. 920, of the soul

is

filled."

-KlTipuiiara

;*

yevofihr]

6e

:

the Gnostics the supersensible world

rb Tvlr/puiia, the filled, in opposition to to KEvufia, the empty, the

See also Fritzsche, ad Bom. H.

senses.^

Head

well knowm, not only are ships' cargoes or crews,' but also the

is

ships themselves

thus

is

and by the characteristic desig-

of the church, ver. 22.

generally on ver. 10) equivalent to rb

Thus, as

;

ev Tram is

p. 470.

not

is

called

world of the
everywhere,^

:

in all modes of manifestation,'' in all points,^ or the like
but instrumental,^
as at V. 18
with all ; and Tvlj]povutvov is middle, as in Xen. Hell. v. 4. 5G, vi.
;

;

14

2.

;

sense

aim

is

Dem.

1221, 12, in connection with which the medial
p. 1208, 14
not to be overlooked
qui sihi impAet ; for Christ is Lord and final
;

:

Comp. Barnabas, Ep. 12
" you have
e'lq avrbv,
also in this the glory of Jesus
for in Him and to Him are all things. " The
ubiquity of the body of Christ, which our text was formerly employed to
defend (see especially Calovius), and even now is once more adduced to
(ver.

22

;

Col.

EX^i-Q Kal EV TovTG)

T'//v

i.

16

;

Heb.

66^av rnv

10) of

ii.

'Ir/aov,

on

all.

:

iv avrC) iravra koX

;

would take

^

thai by wldcli Christ is filled, against which

*

there would be doubtless no linguistic objection (see Fritzsche, ad Bom. II. p. 4G9 f.),
but it may be urged that the church is not
to be thought of as dwelling in Christ, but
Christ as dwelling in the church (1 Cor. iii.
16 2 Cor. vi. 12 Eph. ii. 22), and that the
following paraphrastic
designation
of
Christ would not be in keeping with that
conception.
^ Schenkel.

'

Not, as Eisner

>

it

:

;

(

Oiss. p. 204)

;

2

Dem.

^

Lucian, V.

565,

^

Harlcss.

"

Comp.

38.

Plut. de plac. pMl.

iv naKapioTTjn, "

He was

i.

filled

ness." Paul himself has

7.

9

:

eTrAjjpMTo

with blessed-

employed

-nXripovv

varied construction (with the dative, Rom. i. 29; with the genitive, Rom.
xv. 14 with the accusative, Col. i. 9), that

with

.'luch

;

even the combination with iv cannot surprise us, a combination which he has also

—

in Phil.

i.

II. ii. 37,

Baur, Gnosis, pp. 157, 462 S.
Baumgarten-Crusius.
De Wette, Bleek.

iv. 19.

CHAP.
prove (Philippi, Dogm. IV.
the

h iraat,

1, p.

I.,

347

23.

434), is the less to be

to be taken instrumentally,

found here, seeing that

makes us think only

of the all-pene-

[See on ver. 20, Note XIV., p. 353 seq.]

trating continuous activity of Christ.

The continuity of this activity is implied in the present irh/povju., in which
Hofmann, II. 1, p. 539, finds a gradual development, and that of the I'estoof which last there is here no mention at all, but, on
ration of the world
;

the contrary, of the upholding and governing of the world, as Col.

17

i.

;

Heb. i. 3.' As regards the explanations that differ from ours, %ve may
remark (1) Many, who have rightly apprehended to irlypufia and' it /i7/pov/u£vov,
wrongly restrict ra Tvavra kv Traat to tJie spiritucd opercotions iri the Christians,
" Christus in omnibus, credentibus sc, implet omnia,
either, as Grotius

—

:

mentem

voluntatem piis affectibus, corpus ipsum obsequendi facultate,
ad quae dona perpetua accedebant primis temporibus etiam x"-P"^f^o.Ta ilia
Trvev/jaTim, etc.,'' "Christ in all, viz., believing fills all things, the mind
wath light, the will with godly dispositions, the very body with the power
of obedience, to which perpetual gifts there were added in the first times
also the spiritual ;i;«p/(7//a-a, " etc., or, as Flatt (comp. Zachariae and Morus)
" who fills all without distinction of nations, Jews and Gentiles, everywhere,
or always [h irdai ?], with good."
In this view the fact is overlooked that
luce,

:

no sort of limitawere designed only to say how far
oi Christ, this whole addition would be quite as

Tu Trdvra, after the j^receding neipah) l> vKtp irdvTa, admits of

and that, if
the church is the
tion,

tov

.

.

.

ivll/pufia

K'krjpovjj.evov

superfluous for the Christian consciousness as

We

pressed.

have, on the contrary, in to

representation,

Christ {to

avToi^ to

-jTlTipufia

(2)

His relation toivards

Since avTov and tov tu

cantly parallel, and no change of subject

inajjpropriate here,

miikriaiav

the sense

.

.

.

is

indicated

KX-qpovji.

(Col.

ii.

9),

1

^

;

and

to,

are signifi-

since,

on the

to God, such as that

p. 289, Wetstein ("Christus est
implentis, " " Christ is the fulness,

all in all"),

and Meier

God, but regard to irlypufia as apposition to avTov

This explanation

irXr/pov/x.

it.

;^;apzt7//aT-a;v /c.r./l., and of Koppe, l)y
"the whole wide realm of the All-Ruler!"

:

Romberg, Parerg.
omnia in omnibus

the glory of the Father filling

God

h

it.

Tvpoariydpevae tov fxev XpiaTov cu/ia, tov Se TraTpbg

alleged to be

Comp. Rosenmiiller.

Him who

in relation to

the universe (lience, too,

—

:

plenitudo, gloria patris

ness of

a climax of the
is

yap avTyv navrodaTTuv

•KTJjpuiia' ETvXrjpuae

whom

where the idea

is

indistinctly ex-

is

the ground which refer tov

fall to
:

k.t.Ti.

the irhjpufia of God, would be
Christ is its head, is dwelt on,^ all ex-

other hand, the thought, that the church

of Theodoret

tov

which advances from that which the church

irdvTa is prefixed).^

planations

would be

it

'irl?]pufia

filleth all in all

and
is

it is

;

refer the genitive to

Meier

:

"Him,

the ful-

for in Christ there dwells the fulness of

God who

fills

the universe" (Jer. xxiii. 24,

manifestly involved, makes

Comp. Ilermas, Past. sim. iii. 9. 14.
It is the more mistaken a course, in

;

ijTic

egtI to aufia avTov

al.).

an

in-

Creator, underlying the structure of the uni-

spite

of this advance, yet again to refer ei' Traa-i
to the Christians. This error has misled
Schenkel to put into our passage the
thought :"2rt all members of the Christian
commumty [ev Tracri] the Divine aim of the

rerse, receives its

accomplishment through the

of theexatted Eedeemer flowing into them."
But little skill is attributed to the apostle,

life

when it is supposed that he designed to express this thought by means of the words he
has written.

!
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sertion wliich,
iduKe

if

Ke(paA7/v

kv waai

.

notliiug furtlicr were to be
.

.

ry

EKiOirjaia

who

to

regards to

it, would be after
and leaves to. navra

The same reasons hold

without more precise analysis.

sition to Bengel,

added

quite aimless and idle,

also in

oppo-

as c^xusative absolute (comp.

TrXr/pu/Lta

on

Rom. xii. 1), as epiphonema of w^hat was said from ver. 20 onwards " Hoc,
quod modo explanavi, inquit apostolus, repraesentat nobis plenitudinem
Patris omnia implentis in omnibus, ut mathematici dicunt
id quod erat
:

:

"What

demonstrandum,"

have thus explained, the apostle says, represents
to us the fulness of the Father filling all in all, as mathematicians say
'that which was to be proved.'" (3) Since it is self-evident that Christ, as
I

:

Head

of the church,

is

not without this His body, and since

it

could not

therefore enter the apostle's mind, at the solemn close, too, of the section,

body belongs to the completeness of the
to the ground as quite inappropriate
which take to 'Klrjpufia
supplementum^ "the complement" (Matt. ix. 16
Mark ii. 21),' in which case some were consistent enough to take K7,r]poviihov
likewise in the sense of completing, as Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Menochius, Boyd, Estius, and others
and some inconsistent enough
to explain it, incompatibly with, the paronomasia, by implere, and thus dif-

to bring forward the fact that the

head,

—

all

those explanations

fell

tx?,

;

'^

;

ferently from

n7irjpu[ia,

as Beza,' Calovius,

So also Schwegler in Zellei-'s Jahrb. 1&44,
where, moreover, the comparison of
the union of Clirist and the church to marriagre (v. 25 ff.) is brought in quite unwarrantably. As man and wife supplement each
other to form the totality of the species (as
head and body), so, too, the church (as the
body of Christ) is held to be the complementum, " complement," of Christ (as the head
1

p. 387,

Baur, too {Paulus, p. 426),
of the church).
takes the union of Christ with the church
here as marriage (as a syzygy), and explains
77A)jpio|u.a entirely from the Gnostic point of
view. By to TrArjp. ToO TO. TtOLVTa ev Traat ttAt;pov/x.., in his view, nothing else is afiirmed
than that " Christ is the Ti-Aijptu/xa (the totality
of the aeons) in the highest absolute sense,
in so far as it is all in an absolute manner
(to. ndfTa ev nacri.), whlch He fills with Himself as the absolute contents thereof." Accordingly, 7r/\j)pwiua is to be taken neither
simply in an active nor simply in a passive
sense, but in such wise that the two notions
pass over the one into the other because,
in fact, that which makes full is in turn
that which is iliade full, that which is filled
;

with
TO.

its definite

jrdvTa ev

the

7ra<rt,

contents. " As n-Xr^poviJ.avo^
is the 7rAi)pw|ua, filling

Christ

Trdi'Ta eV Tratrt

with

contents
the absolute totalabsolute contents."

and

this wAijpw/ia itself

ity

filled

with

Comp. Baur,

d.

its

its definite

;

is

Christenth. d.

drei ersten

Jahrh. p. 296, and Mutest. Theol. p. 258.
Operations of this sort, which do not exe-

comp. Calvin, Balduin, Bauni-

educe their results, but import
them, are too much dominated by the presupposition of post-apostolic relations not
to be safely left to their own fate, to which
they have already been consigned.
2 " Qui secundum omnia, s. quoad omnia
in omnibus sui corporis membris adimpletur. Nisi enim essent hie quidem pes ejus,
ille vero manus, alius autem aliud membrum
getically

.

.

.

non

perficeretur Chri.stus

"who

rationem capitis,"

secundum

as to
things in all members of Eis body. For
unless this indeed were His foot, and that
His hand, and another another member,
is

fulfilled

all

Clirist would not have been perfected according to the nature of a Head," Estius.
He is followed by Bisping, who here finds
the basis and germ of the doctrine of the
treasure of the merits of the saints
' " Omnino autem hoc addidit apostolus,

ut sciamus Christum per se non indigere
hoc supplemento, ut qui efficlat omnia in
omnibus re vera," "But the Apostle added

purpose that

this entirely for the

we should

know that

Christ of Himself does not need
this supplement, since He truly effects all

things in all," Beza.
in pretio

Christus

Calovius: "Tanto
ecclesiam,

suam habet

tam tenere amat, ut se quodammodo iinperfectum et ?«««cw»i reputet, nisi nobis con.iungatur, et

7ios ipsi

tanquam corpus

capiti

" In such value
docs Christ have His church, so tenderly
does He love it, that He accounts Himself

uniamur

ceu TrA^pajfia

ejus,''''

CHAP.
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23.

I.,

T. p. 219

f.

"His

:

destination, to

Note XV.,

completely attained only in the church." [See

necessity for taking KAripufia in one

planation of

Tr/lz/z-jw/za

as equivalent to

dance, numerous assembly, "

or even

'

:

is fatal

to the ex-

copia, eoetus, numerosus^

full measure. ^ Further,

(;"»)

(4)

J

"abun-

the passive

leaves absolutely no tolerable expla-

construction of nlrtpoviitvov (Vulg.)

h

and the same sense

7T-?.iyffoc,

all

fill

p. 354.

which reason not only the exposition
of Chrysostom, Theophylact, Estius, and others (see above, under No. 3),
but also the similar one of Jerome ^ and that of Holzhausen, are to be
rejected.
The last-mentioned discovers the meaning "Christ carries in
nation of

TO.

Tvavra

Trdai

;

for

:

Himself the fulness of eternal blessings"
eternal

(ra iravra kv irdac,

Yet, again, (6) seeing that to

I).

in accordance with the

context,

signifying the

neither in itself nor

irlfjpuiia

denotes the Divine (Wfa,

"glory," of

which the nrDty, "shekinah," was the real presence,'' there falls to the
ground not only the explanation of those who treat to irlripufia as equivalent in meaning to temple, like Michaelis and Bretschneider, but also
"the aj^ostle designates the church with the same word,
that of Harless
by which he elsewhere [?] designates the abundance of the glory dwelling in Christ and God, and issuing from Him. It, however, is the fulness of Christ, not as though it were the glory which dwelt in Him, but
:

because

He

causes His glory to dwell, as in

the glory, not of one

is

the universe in

all

who without

respects

\^

it

iruaa

irlrjpr]!;

all

would
i)

the universe, so also in
starve,

but of

It

fills

"the whole earth

avTou,

yfj 66^7/c

it.

Him who

and defective unless joined to us,
and we ourselves united as a body to the
Head, as its TrA^pw/xa. Comp. Luther's gloss

ejus veniunt, ipse adimpletur in omnibus, sic
tamen, ut omnia adimpleantur in omnibus,

also Apol. Cotif. A, p. 145. Calvin, moreover, prefers to limit ra itavra to the spb^ituahs (jubernatio ecclesiae, "spiritual gov-

bus pleni

imperfect

;

ernment of the church."
'

Storr,

ler.

Morus,

Morus

:

"

Stolz,

Koppe, Rosenmiil-

Quae proinde

est

societas

subditorum ejus et hominum magna copia,
quae colit huno (quae subest huic, quae sub
hoc rege vivit), qui omnes omuino in hoc
coetu omnibus generibus bonorum accumulare de die in diem solet," "Which is,
accordingly, the fellowship of His subjects,
and the large number of men, that worships Him (that is beneath Him, that lives
under this Kingl, who is wont from day to

day in this assembly to increase all men
with all kinds of blessings." Eosenmiillcr
:

"Coetusnumerosus
omnibus bonis

ines)

qui omnes (homreplet," " The numer-

illius,

ous assembly of Him, who fills all men with
all blessings," by which God is held to be
meant.
^ Cameron, Bos.
^ "Sicut adimpletur imperator, si qnotidie ejus augetur exercitus,
ita et Dominus noster Jesus Christus in eo, q<iod sibi
creduat omnia et per dies singulos ad fldem
.

.

.

i.e.,

ut qui in

eum

slnt,"

credunt, cunctis virtuti-

"Just as the emperor

army

is

increased daily
so also our Lord Jesus Christ is Himself
fulfilled in all, in this, that they entrust all
things to Him, nevertheless so that all are
fulfilled in all, i.e., that those who believe in
Him are full of all virtues."
* Buxtorf, Lex. I'ulm. p. 2394 fif.
fulfilled, if his

^

is

.

.

.

According to Harless, ei- n-ao-i means in
and implies that not in one way

every loay,

the sphere of earth full of the glory
the glory of the Creator is one,
that of the Enlightener before the incarnation (John i. 3) another, that of the Redeemer another. But how is the limitation of
Ta TTnvTo. to the earth to be justified ? And are,
then, these three modes of glory adduced,
which after all the reader must have guessed
(only)

is

of Christ

at

;

without any

liiut,

sufficient to exliaust

the quite unlimited iv Trao-i? and is the
thought of the glory of the Creator and the
Enlightener before the incarnation in keeping
with the present participle ? The whole explanation pours into the simple words a
series of thoughts and reservations, in presence of which the words remain a very riddle of the Sphinx.
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is full

of Ilis glory"' (Isa.

vi. 3)

;

but

it is

He

the glory of Christ, because

is

head with its body." Lastly, (7) Riickert also
proved unsuccessful in his attempt to explain it the- church, in his view,
is designated as the means {to nAr/pufia, that whereby the n'kTipovv comes
about) by which Christ carries out in all {waaL, masculine) that which is committed to Him for completion {to. Tvavra), as "the means of His accomplishing the great destination which devolves ujjon Him, namely, the universal
restoration and bringing back to God."
Against this may be urged both
the language itself, since rb -'/Jjpuiia never signifies the means of accomj^lishment, and the context, which neither speaks of a restoration and brinoincr
back to God nor furnishes any limitation of ra Tzavra to that which is implied

united with

it

alone, as the

:

— We

may add

that there cannot be shown here as
any more than previously as regards the classes
of angels, any direct or indirect polemic preference to Gnosticism.
To the
later speculations of Gnosticism, however, the forms of the transcendent
doctrines of the apostle could not but be welcome
not as if Gnosticism had
thought out its material in accordance with such Scriptural forms,' but it
poured in into their mould, and, moreover, further developed and amplified
the forms which it found ready to hand.

in the divine plan.

regards the use of

K'kijpuiia^

;

Notes by American Editor.
Ver.

II.

3. 6

Qihq koI

TTarf/p tov Kvpiov.

Schmidt in the revised Meyer here dissents, and refers

who contends that the joining of

natural, especially as Trnryo does not require, as
genitive, see
1.

2.

Eph.

Neither

lated, ver. 17

;

is

20

;

1

Cor. xv. 24, xvi. 23

the expression "the

Matt, xxvii. 46

manuscript omits
struction.

v.

John

God

;

states, a

Gal.

1

of

any

i.

;

1

;

Lord Jesus Christ" so isoEev. ii. 7, iii. 12. The Vatican

of oiir

xx. 17

;

is

both

to Meyer, while

exegeticallj'

acknowledg-

and doctrinally tenable.

Yer. 35. ev Tolg hirovpavioiQ.

III.

The emphasizing

most
complementary
Thess. i. 1 2 Tim.

Meyer

on the other hand, inclines

ing that the other interpretation

ment.

argument,

Eadie, Alford, Barry, Eiddle concur in this con-

koI Trarf/p.

Ellicott,

;

to Braune's

avpiov to the 6 Qcbr, as well as to liaryp, is

wrong shade to the argumust be interpreted according

local relation here gives a

Meyer's plea that the

iv

to'lq

Eivovpavioiq

meaning

of the expression as found in the other five jilaces it occurs in
viewed with respect to local relations, would introduce a singular
interpretation from chap. vi. 12. A more general explanation is better " What
belongs to heaven in contrast to what belongs to and is on earth" (Braune). 'E-onpdviog "signifies what pertains to heaven as to a higher and more divine order of
1 John iii. 12. ra kirovp.,
things," 1 Cor. xv. 40, 48, 49 Heb. xii. 22 Eph. i. 20
to the

this Epistle,

if

;

;

;

as against ra kmyEia, that order of things
plete salvation.

So

K'kTjaiQ

knovpavLog,

1

;.

which includes the blessings

Heb.

xiii. 1,

Tertall. de vraescr. 38.

duped

eivovp., vi.

4

of
;

com-

xi.

16.

:

NOTES,
Hence
5,

ix.
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rd eTovpavta denote those hlessmgs collectively, Eph.

23

Phil.

;

ii.

10, ol Eirovp.,

i.

3,

ii.

6

;

Heb.

Yiii.

things which come within the range of this

order" (Cremer's Lexicon of N. T. Greek., Eng. Trans. (1878), p. 4G8). "These
spiritual blessings are truly eirovpdvLn, with respect to their origin, since they

descend from the Father, who is e-novpavtoQ, Matt, xviii. 35 with respect to
their quality, because in dignity and eminence thej'^ are neither earthly nor
heavenly with respect to the earthly and material heavens, but supercelestial,
which even the angels in heaven delight to 'look into,' as they are truly
above thought, above word, above every comprehension of a created nature
and with respect to end, because not only in the kingdom of grace on this earth,
but also in the kingdom of glory in heaven, we enjoy the blessedness acquired
;

;'

'

in Christ" (Calovius).

IV. Ver. 4. nph KarnfSoXTJc Koa/nov.

Chrysostom's note on the etymology of KaTaiSoAf^g (a casting dow?i)is interesting " Beautiful is that word, as though he were pointing to the world as cast
down from some vast height. Yea, vast indeed and ineffable is the height of God,
so far removed, not in place, but in incommunicableness of natvire so wide the
distance between creation and creator !" Weiss (Bibl. Theol., Eng. Trans.,
vol. II., p. 98) suggests the argument contained here for the divinity of Christ
" If Christians are chosen in Him before the foundation of the world, and are
thereby already blessed in Him in the heavenly world, then the Mediator of
salvation, in whom the election and the blessing could be grounded at a time
:

;

when

the objects of these did not exist, must have Himself existed before the

For Paul there

once an eternal divine existence of the Christ
So also Bengel. The superiority of Christianity to Ji;daism is also indicated
"The Jews dated their
But "the
election from Abraham, and boasted of its antiqiiity" (Grotius).
election in Christ preceded the election of the Jewish nation in their forefathers;
and redemption, the verification of the archetype of humanity through Christ,
world.

who

.

.

in His earthly

life

is at

has become the Mediator."

:

and proceeding from Him,

is

the end of .the whole terrestrial creation, so that

everj'thing else appears as a preparation for this highest object in the counsel of

creation in reference to the world" (Neander's Planting and Training of Chr.

Church, American edition,

p, 479).

V. Ver.

4.

ayiovQ

ko).

apuflovC.

words by Meyer to forensic righteousness is much
disputed, though supported by Braune, Olshausen, and Harless. So too Phil-

The reference

of these

ippi (Eirchliche Glaubenslehre,

v. 1, p.

278)

:

"Justification consists in the nega-

and reception
whether the reference is to justification or sanctification, inclining, however, to the latter, which is maintained
by Estius, Boyd, Stier, Alford, Eadie, Bany, Riddle. As justification, however,
is not a subordinate end to sanctification, and the inherent righteousness of
the believer, however j^erfect in its final stage, is incomparable with the imputed righteousness of the Redeemer, with which he is clothed in justification,
we cannot appreciate the exceptions taken to Meyer's view. If the result
that emerges in time is that Christ became a curse for us (Gal. iii. 13) and we
are made the righteousness of God in Him (2 Cor. v. 21), there is nothing incontive u<pe(ng tuv napanToificiTuv, the positive dytovc kuI afiu/uov^ elvai,

into the vloBeala."

Ellicott is in doiibt as to

:
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we should be holy and blameless
all that He is

sistentinregavding the eternal purpose "that

before Him, as directed to that putting on of Christ whereby

becomes

In the world of glory it is the forensic righteousness that
hymns of the church triumphant, Eev. i. 6, vii. 14.

ours.

is

the special theme of the

VI. Ver.

5.

Trpoopiaac;

?'/fiug.

Other distinctions have been drawn between the eKAiyecOat and the Tvpuopi^Etv:
" They differ only in an ordinative and objective manner,' the ek of the former
referring to the mass from whom the selection was made, the npo of the latter
to the pre-existence and priority of the decree" (Scherzer in EUicott.)
"The
matter to be considered when -poopi^eiv is used, is not ivho are the subjects of
this predestination, but v:hat they are predestined to. This second object of the
'

verb, as

by

it

;

it

has been

what

is

called,

forms an essential part of the conception expressed
i.e., the persons who, is an accidental one,

called the first object,

a contingency belonging to history, v\'hereas

VII. Ver.

" "We

sons

;

may

thus paraphrase

:

and that adoption came

and unite us

God

to

'

God

'

to us

5.

s'lc

precedes history."

Trpoopit^eiv itself

avrov.

predestinated us to be adopted as His
through Christ, and was to lead us unto

" (Ellicott).

VIII. Ver.

7.

Tiop TrapuTTTujiaTuv.

Meyer's inference is hero too sweeping. That the inborn sinfulness is not
here designated must be conceded. But the ra TrapaTTTufidTa as the concrete
manifestation of the sinful habit, may readily be used by synecdoche for
everything in man that incurs God's wrath. See Cremer's Lexicon of N. T.

made
him who misses or falls short of the
and the word has come to be used both of great and
enjoined command
serious guilt, and generally' of all sin, even though unknown and iinintentional
Greek (Eng. Trans., 1878,

to the subjective passivity

p. 499)

and

:

"In

nopaTrru/xa reference is especially

suffering of

;

(Ps. xix: 13
its

;

Like
synonymously with ufiapTia as the generic word,
missing of the mark, and includes both ufiapria and

Gal. vi. 1), so far as this is simply a missing of the right.

.

.

.

verb, napuTiTufia is used

Kom.

V. 20,

and

is

thus

a

ivapdjdamc."

IX. Ver. 10.

Harless traces the confusion
1.

Incorrect translation of

elg

e'lc

oiKovouiav

mv

(when regarded

the administrative

passage to three sources

as standing for

h>).

2.

Incorrect

construction of the
as denoting " either (1) actively,

understanding of oiKovo/ula (dispensation of grace).
genitive, rcAripuLiaToq.

7T/:.7jptl)finTor.

concerning this

3. "S\'"rong

Cremer defines niKorojuin
owner or of the steward

adivity of the

;

or

(2),

passively, that

ichich is administered, the administration or ordering of the house, or the ar-

rangement,

c g.,

of a treatise or discour.se" (Platarch).

He

finds the object of

but in the relative yv rrpoEdero, which re" The administration of God's saving purpose pertainsults in the paraphrase
ing to the fulness of the times," " administration" being taken in its passive
(Lexicon of N. T. Greek, E. T., 1878, p. 480 sq.). Weiss (Bibl. Theol.
sense.
of N. T., II. p. 79) adopts the temporal meaning of oiKovofiiav, to which Harless
oiKovoj-uav

not in the tov
:

irA-ripufia-uc,

NOTES.
so strougly objects,
are past was to

viz.,
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a "fixed period, in which the measure of the ages that

become complete."

Barry, on the other hand, concurs with
Cramer: " Which He purposed in Himself for administration (or disposal) of the

fulness of the (appointed) seasons, to gather," etc.

X. Ver. 10. uvaKS0n7-aiuaanOai ra Trdvra.

limited by Philippi (Kirch. Dog. III. 393), and Hodge, "to the
redeemed," by Boyd to the "elect," while, according to Calovius, all men are

The

TO. -rdi'-a is

comprised in the avaKe(paAai(jf7ig, with respect to God's intention and Christ's
merit, but it becomes restricted by the guilt of man's unbelief.
Better Eadie
"Man is reconciled to God, and all who bear God's image are reconciled to
man. Angels are ministering spirits' to him, and all holy intelligences delight
in him. Not only has harmony been restored to the universe, and the rupture
occasioned by sin repaired, but beings still in rebellion are placed under
Christ's control, as well as the unconscious elements and spheres of nature.
This summation is seen in the form of the government Jesus is universal
Kegent." Hunnius (quoted by Caloviiis) presents the relation of this dvaKS(j)"Although nothing is obtained for the angels by Christ's
a'AaiuKJLQ to the angels
death, yet something is obtained for all that has a certain relation to the angels,
in that the angels, who formerly were alienated from men by transgression,
now acknowledge them again as their fellow-servants, associates, and fellows
of the same joy and kingdom, and, therefore, do not disdain to serve them."
:

'

:

:

XI. Ver. 11. EKXripuBrjfiEv.

The Eng. Rev.

Vers., following Bengel,

Braune, translates

"we were made

de Wette,

Stier,

Alford, Ellicott,

a heritage."

XII. Ver. 13. kacppayiod/jre.

"

By

not meant the
and confirmation" (Boyd).

the term

terior progress

'

sealing

'

is

first

production of

"?/ G(ppaylc is

faith, biit its ul-

undoubtedly used by

simply for baptism, but any special reference of this
" The
nature would not appear in harmony with the present context" (Ellicott).
reception of the Spirit," after faith mentioned by Meyer, must necessarily be
understood of fuller bestowals of the Spirit, since faith itself is His work.
ecclesiastical writers

XIII. Ver. 17. ev Erriypijasi avrov.
EKiyvuaic, "

always of a knowledge which very powerfully influences the form
of religious life
Thus, as Delitzsch says (Ep. to Hebrews), we may speak
.

of a false

jvijoic,

.

.

but not of a

false eniyvuGLg" (Cremer).

XIV. Ver.

20.

fi^

toIq Errovpavioir.

In Note III. we have indicated that such local restriction is too contracted.
So here. The Ss^la avrov is God's universal power, Ps. xliv. 3 cxviii. 15, 16
cxxxix. 10.
Yet this must not be so understood as to deny the reality of Christ's
ascension, or to ascribe to His exalted body a diffusion throughout all space.
Chemnitz, the great expounder of the position maintained by Harless, says
;

{De Duabus Naturis, p. 178)

23

:

"We

by no means hold, that either in union or

;

in
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and its essential jiroperties abolished, the bod^^
changed into a sj^iritual, infinite, immense substance,
uncircumscribed by any essential property, so as, by reason of its essential, infinite immensitj', to be in all places and fill all things, as divinity is in this
manner everywhere present ... (p. 176) By, and of itself, even in glory, it
is limited by the property of its nature, and in the manner of glorified bodies
is somewhere, the privilege of the hypostatic union excepted.
Yet it must
be added that Christ, either in glory or the former natural form, is not so held
and confined in heaven, as not to be able, whenever He wishes, to afford also
on earth His presence after that form." In other words, the doctrine of the
communicatio kllomatum does not involve the denial of an ordinary local relation
of our Lord's bodj' to a heavenly sphere, although it is maintained that the kv
Tolg errovpavioic implies what transcends all limitations of sisace.
Harless reThe term "ubiquity,"
fers here, with great approval, to Tholuck on Matt. vi. 9.
in this relation as used by Meyer, chap. iv. 10, and foot-note to chap. vi. 31, is
See Krauth's Conservative Reformation, p. 495 sq.
a misnomer.

glory, with its substance lost

of Christ- is converted or

.

XV. Ver.

23.

to

7r?i,;?/3(j//a

.

.

tov k.t.I.

Schmidt inserts in Meyer, 5th ed., the following from Weiss' Bibl. Theol. of
II. 112: " Not only does the church, as the body,stand in need of Christ, as
the head, but the apostle ventures the bold expression that Christ also needs
the charch, as the body, as that which belongs to His completeness, or makes his
"An ingenious
being first entirely complete." On this Cremer remarks
N. T.,

:

thought, but not so true."

CHAP. IL
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II.

After ujiapTiaig, B D E F G 5<, min. Syr. utr. Erjj. Copt. Aeth. Arm.
Theodoret, Lucif. Victorin. Ambrosiast. Pel. have vfiuv, which Lachm.
and Tisch. have rightly received into the text. On account of the redundancy
of the pronoun and its ab.sence in ver. 5, the omission of it was easier than its

Vek.

Vnlg.

1.

It.

addition from a comparison of Col.

ii.

13 (in opposition to lieiche).

— Ver.

3,

Lachm. and Eiick. read (pvaei. tekvci, following A D E F G L, min.
Vulg. It. Or. (once), and other Fathers. But considering how closely rf«i'« opyTjQ
go together, the transposition (j>vgel reava was so natural, that in opposition to
these important witnesses the Recepta, attested by B K N, most min. Or. (thrice)
Chrys. Dam. Theophyl. Oec, is, with Matth. Scholz, Harless, Olsh. de Wette,
Ver. 11.
Tisch. [Treg. Hofm. Braune, West, and Hort] to be maintained.
The order -rroTe v/ie'tg in Lachm. and Tisch. is justified by A B D* E ><* codd. of
It. and Fathers.
More feebly attested is the order iyev. eyyvg, ver. 13, in
Lachm., which weakens the antithesis.
Ver. 12. ev tu rea^pcj] eu is wantiag in
decisive witnesses.
Deleted by Lachm. Tisch. and Eiick. Explanatory addition.
The witVer. 15. EV lavru'] Lachm. [West, and Hort]
ev avru.
Ver. 17.
nesses are greatly divided. But E was easily passed over after Ei-'.
koI E'Lpfjvrjv rolg, according to decisive testimony.
KOI ro7f] Lachm. Tisch. Klick.
The emphasis of the repetition of Eipijv. was not duly regarded, and so the apparently redundant word was neglected. For the same reason there was writTEKva

0u(7£i]

—

—

—

:

—

:

ten in ver.
(Elz.

19, instead of

Scholz).

— Ver.

the far preponderantly attested

21.

nucja oIkoS.]

Elz. Scholz,

alV

Kiick.

inBDEFGKL

ears, simply d/l?.d
Keiche read Trdaa y

wanting
N* and many min., also
commentary) Theodoret, Oec, and was added (A C,
Chrys. Theophyl.) because it seemed needed by tho sense. See, however, the
oiKoS.

But the

article is

in Clem. Bas. Chrys. (in the

exegetical remarks.

—You
when ye were dead through
— as indeed we
wrath, — God has by virtue of His love made us alive with

Contents.

sins,

also,

Jewish-Christians too were in the same condition of sin and subjection to
the divine

Christ, raised us

to come, to

and transferred us into heaven, in

show His grace towards us

order, in the world-ages

in Christ (vv. 1-7).

For out of

grace have ye attained to salvation, not through merit of works (vv. 8-10).

Remember,

therefore, that ye

happy, but

now through

were formerly as Gentiles unhallowed and un-

the death of Christ ye are in quite a different

j^osi-

For Christ has through His death established peace
between Jews and Gentiles (vv. 14-18). Ye, consequently, are no longer
tion (vv. 11-13).

but fellow-members of the theocracy, members of the household of
God, built up upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, wherein
the corner-stone is Christ, in whom every building is built, and ye too, unto
a holy temple (vv. 19-22).
aliens,
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Ver.
to

1.

eIq rjuaq

Connection

After Knaidibull and others

:

tovc TncTsvovrac,

19,

i.

and Bengel to

and the former also mistaken,

rily confusing,

had attached

'

j> ivrjpy.,

i.

for the reason that

y/ndg, ver. 19,

Lachmann and Harless have

already included the readers),

Kal vfxag

20 (both arbitraclosed

23

i.

with only a comma, and annexed i<al (cwE'^uoTToiriaE) vfia^ aal avrbv eSuke K.r.Ti.,
So also dc Wette, without, however, approving the mere comma
ver. 22.But in this way we should have to expect not vfiag, but rjuag
after i. 23.
(comp. i. 19
etf waf roi'c nicTEvovrar), for Paul would attach to what God
has done in relation to Christ that which He has at the same time done in
And, inasmuch as he has employed the pronoun
the case of the Christians.
of the second person, he has thereby indicated the beginning of a new porMoreover, i. 23 is so majestic and solemn in import and form, that
tion.
it is admirably suited for a sonorous conclusion, but hardly for a mere parenNo, after the apostle has previously spoken of the exceedthetic insertion.
ing power of God in the case of believers, which may be recognized by vir:

tue of
etc.,

whom He

raised, exalted,

ajyplication of this to the readers, to

bring the latter

what He has done

he wishes now,

in,

to the consciousness that

dead in their

be

sins, to

in the case of Christ,

God

—

exceeding power.

their case that

also them {nal vfiag), when they were
with Christ, and thus has shown also in
The construction is hroJcen off, even before

made

has

alive, etc.,

the subject and the verb are expressed, by the afflux of the thoughts in the
relative clauses Avhich begin ver. 2, but is resumed ver. 4 by means of 6e,
so that the subject not yet

terized in ver. 4

;

and

named

named and characcomes in with repein accordance with what has been

in ver. 1

in ver. 5 the verb

however,

tition of the object, which,

said in the intervening clauses,

—had

—

is at

length

(avvsi^uoTroiT/aE)

already in ver. 4 jDassed over into the

person and thus become universal {/j/nac:). As to the details, see below.
The resumption accordingly begins already, in ver. 4, with 6 6e 9fof ^ not
first with ver. 5, as Wolf and others, including Griesbach, Koppe, ed. 1,
first

;

Scholz, Meier, Eilckert, Holshausen,

would have

4 in turn would be anacoluthic, and yet
vEKpovc Tolg napawT.

"

k.

t.

d/uapr. v/uav]

efficient cause," of the death.

equivalent.

dative

is

6

The

it,

because otherwise ver.

Gcof is the subject of

The expression with

kv,

Col.

Quite at variance with the context, Cajetanus

as in

Eom.

vi. 11,

in

ovveI^uott.

dative denotes the causa

which case the force

*

ii.

-

—

efficiens,

13, is

not

holds that the

of bvraq as a present par-

dead for the sins, v/juv also is against this, as
well as the plural, since in the being dead for sin the latter appears as prin-

ticiple is

ciple

urged

(Rom.

does not

:

since ye are

vi. 11).

exist,

^

—A

between TvapaTrT^/jara and
both expressions denote the same thing

real distinction

in so far as

Mentioned by Wolf, Cur. ou i. 19
Calovius, Cramer, Koppe, and IJosenmiiller attached xai i/iias immediately to
qui sicut omnes
i. 23, namely, to ir\ripoviJ.diov

i.
23, and with the correand aweiiaon.

'

naat. TrArjpov/ieVov,

2

lation of veKpov's

:

beneficiis cumulat, sic etiam vos,"
" who, just as he loadens all others with his
favors, so also loadeus you," Rosenmuller,
This, however, is entirely incompatible witli
tlie correct explanation of toO rd iravTa iv

alios

^

^g

even

d/iapTiai

(the^jec-

Tlieophylact

expressly

ob-

serves.
*

Not

Estius,

who

rejects

this explana-

tion.
'*

Augustine, ad Lev. qu.

20,

makes the

former denote the desertio boni, " desertion
of good," the latter the perpetratio mali.

CHAP.
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and deed) in a twofold form
and the abstract afiapTiaiq cannot
aistracto, "in abstract," as ruling

actual sins," in thought, word,

of conception as "missing"

and "fall

;"

'

mean, like a/mpria at Rom. v. 20, sin in
power, but in virtue of the plural can only mean the actual sins (d/LtapTy/iaTa)
comp. on Rom. v. 20.^
bvrag] state, which was present at the time, when
God made them alive.
venpovg] is understood by the expositors (apart
from those who, like Koppe and Rosenmiiller, substitute for the literal
meaning the notion of icretc^ied, miserable) of spiritual death (comp. v. 14),
'i.e., of the deadnessof true moral life through the " alienatio animae a Deo,"
"alienation of mind from God," Calvin.^ But by what, we ask, is this
spiritual sense indicated ?
Must not vsh-p. rolg irapaTtT. k. rale d/iapr. have
reminded the readers quite naturally and necessarily of the connection, well
known to them, between unexpiated sins and the eternal death (the eternal
condemnation), a connection, in which they once as Gentiles shared ? See
on Rom. vi. 16, 22 f., vii. 9-11, 24, viii. 2, 6. [See Note XVI., p. 398.] The
exiilanation of physical death is inadmissible, because this is a consequence
not of individual sins, but of the sin of Adam; see on Rom. v. 12 1 Cor.
7)

;

—

—

—

;

The expression vsKpoi is proleptic : when ye were dead through
your sins, i.e., when you had through your sins drawn upon you death, had
become liable to eternal death, so that in this way the certo morituri, "those
who are surely to die," are designated as vsupoi. Comp. Rom. vii. 10, viii.
XV. 22.

and the well-known

10,

-ipvxdptov el ftaard^nv vEKpov,

" you are a soul carrying

ii. 12.
Without
which they had incurred by their sins, would
but, after that Christ has comnot be annulled and averted from them
pleted the work of atonement and they have become believers in Him, eternal life has become the portion of those who were b}'^ their sins liable to
eternal death, and that by means of the fellowship of life, into which they

a dead body," Epict. Anton,

iv.

41.

See also on Col.

Christ, the everlasting death,

;

brought through faith with the Christ who is made alive from the dead,
and exalted to heaven, Avhich is more fully expressed, vv. 5, 6, by

are

raised,

avvEL.uoTzolrjGs

ru XpcdTcJ

k.t.a.

Thus the passage

certainly treats of the atone-

ment accomplished by Christ, to which believers owe eternal life (see vv. 7,
The moral restoration * is the consequence of the atonement (ver. 10),
8).
The relation, we may
the ethical produce of the same through the Spirit.
add, of our passage to Col. ii. 13 and i. 21 is not that of a servile dependence, but that of a fresh and living remembrance, with new and peculiar

—

amplification.

"perpetration of evil," or the former to be
the sin of rashness, the latter that which is
deliberate, which last distinction is adopted also by Tittmann, Synon. p. 47. Jerome
makes the former delicta cogitaiione inchoata, " offences

begun in thought," the
latter sins of deed ; comp. Olshausen. Bengel irapanr. applies to the Jeu's, and afxapr.
to the Gentiles, aie.ier (comp. Baumgarten.Crusius) the two words are distinguished
as act and slate. Matlhies the former are
:

:

:

menial errors and obscurations, the latter
Harless and de
moral sins and vices.
Wette the former denotes smz\& transarex.sions, the latter all Jdiids of sins, including
:

sins in thought.
'

See,

generally, Fritzsche, ad Earn.

p. 324.
2
^
^

See Note VIII. on chap.
Comp. Delitzsch, Fsychol.
Hofmann.

i.

7.

p. 127.

I.

"

:
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Ver.

Sliadows before the light which arises in ver.

3.

4.

—h

alg]

domain^

and then follows {liaTa
mq has shaped itself after
K.T.7^.) the normal standard which rules in it.
Kara rbv aluva tov
the gender of the last substantive, but embraces both.^
Kua/iov TovTov] according to the age of this world, i.e., as was in kec2:)ing with
the period of time appointed for the present world (subsisting up to the
For immorality is the characteristic of this world-period (Rom.
Parousia).
Eph. vi. 13) in contrast to the future new world, in
xii. 2
3 Cor. iv. 4
It is the pre-Christian sjihere

in which, etc.

of

life,

—

;

which

;

6iKaio(7vv?}

bears sway, and the nearer the Parousia, the more the aiQv

on Gal. i. 4 comp. ver. 16, and on vi. 13). Others explain
which Riickert who, in a strangely erroneous way, explains
and Matthies put sjnrit
it as equivalent to Ka-a tov aluva tovtov tov Kdauov
tendency of the time ; comp. Bleok. But, however
of the time, audOlshausen
current nluv in the signification of life may be in classical Greek, especially
in Homer, Pindar, Herodotus, and the tragic poets,' yet in the N. T., often
as the habitually used word recurs, it is never so employed, but always in
The shift to which Koppe has
the signification of juncture of time, age.
hence Koppe makes 6 aluv
recourse,'' that aluv and K6a/iog are synonymous
stands on a level with the caTOV Kdafiov Tovrov equivalent to 6 kog/xo^ ovTog
pricious inversion of Bretschneider, who makes it tantamount to 6 Kda/noc tov
homines pravi ut nunc sunt, "wicked men as they now are."
aluvoQ TovTov
No, Paul might have written briefly /cara tov aluva tovtov (comp. i. 21) but,
in accordance with the graphic amplification of the passage carrying such
terrible emphasis, he has paraphrased this tovtov by tov koo/mv tovtov. According to Beausobre and Michaelis ("the God of this world "), aluv tov koo/iov
tovtov is meant to denote the devil in polemic reference to the Gnostic docAccording to Baur, p. 433 f., the exprestrine of aeons (see what follows).
sion itself is a Gnostic one, equivalent to the KoauoKpaTup (comp. vi. 12), and
denoting the devil. But this is imported, inasmuch as the explanation of
The
aluv in the sense usual in the N. T. yields quite a Pauline thought.
devil appears only in tchat follows, and would, if he was to be designated
already here, and that as Lord of the pre-Messianic period, have been desigis TTovTjpof; (see

aluv as life;

^

;

—

for

—

:

:

—

—

:

;

nated, as at 3 Cor.

manner.

—

/cara tov

iv. 4, as 6

ap^ovTa

ceding.

'

Bengel.

The opposite

V. 14

:

'

Sic res

fit

rrjg

debg tov

Thus the subject becomes more explicit,
Comp. 1 John
2 Cor. vii. 9.
The devil Paul here represents as the ruler
Geoi).
in which i^nvaia is collective, denoting the totality
'

expressior, "

KaTo. TO Oelnfia tov

over the might of the air,

aluvog tovtov, or in a like concrete

e^ovalag tov aipog] climactic parallel to the pre-

is

/cara

'

eedv, iv. 24

of the mighty ones (the demons, Matt.

has

its seat

in the

air,

which

exists

;

xii.

24) concerned.^

the atmosphere, pertaining, in contrast to the higher pure
1

See Matthiae, p.
So also Harless

Aesch. Prom. 887;

991.

comp. H. Stephanus
"secundum earn, quae in hoc mundo est,
Vivendi rationem," "according to that
mode of life wliich is in this world," Cas^

;

Beza, Grotius, et al.
See Duncan, ed Rest,

talio,
3

p.

47

;

Blonif.

This e^ovcia

between heaven and earth

ad

alBrip,

(tov aepoq)
^

still

Ellendt, Lex.

;

to the

Sojih.

I.

p. 50.
•

^

Comp. Estius and Flatt.
Comp. Lobeck, arf PAyni.

p. 409

hardy, p. 47.
• See Duncan, Lex. Horn., ed. Rost,

;

Bernp. SG.
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physical realm of earthly things
air,"

Soph. El.
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II., 2.

laofzotpog ar/p,

" earth's equal partner,

the territory of the might of the demons.

87), is the seat,

This and nothing else Paul expresses in distinct words, the haepwg diarpilSy,
" aerial life," the invovpdvcog rdnog, " sub-celestial place," ^ of the demons
*

;

and neither ought tov aepog to have been taken' as equivalent to tov oKdrovg,
"darkness" (vi. 12 Col. i. 13), because, though it may, as it often does
in Homer, denote misti/ gloom, clouds, etc., in contradistinction of the pure
aW^p, it never takes the place of the absolute (jKorog,* and in the JST. T. always
means simply ai7' ; nor ought it to have been explained by a metonymy as
mundus, "the world." ^ According to Hahn,^ tov aepog is designed to express the aeriform nature of the demons
they are not really sjnritual, but
;

;

only

aeriformness

s/iirit-Iil-e ;

itself incorrect, since

the

is

their physical constitution. This

is

already in

demons must of necessity have the same physical con-

comp.
on Matt. xxii.30),and hence, although they have become amdap^a, "incorruptible," they have yet remained nvevjuaTa, see in this very Epistle, vi. 12 (to. ttvev/laTiKo. T^g novripiag). Olshausen would remove the demons from the atmosjihere
by taking aijp as equivalent to ovpavog,'' appealing to 1 Thess. iv. 17 (where,
however, dr/p is nothing else than air), and even giving out this passage as
the only one in the N. T. where the word a^p elsewhere occurs (but see
Rev. ix. 2, xvi. 17). As an equally ex1 Cor. ix. 26, xiv. 9
Acts xxii. 23
emplary companion -piece of rationalizing artifice may be quoted the interpretation of Stolz ® "We have here to think of the rational beings acting
and walking upon the earth, of men, who as sensuous creatures ireathe in
the air, in the atmosphere surrounding the earth."
Hofmann, who elsewhere took a?jp erroneously as equivalent to Trvevfia, whould now ^ not less
erroneously make tov Trvsv/naTog dependent upon tov aepog, and by the latter
" So longunderstand the atmosj^here formed by the breathing of that nvevfia.
stitution as the angels (including also their supra-terrestrial corporeity,

;

;

:

as they [the disobedient] allow this spirit to be their spirit, they live in the

—

atmosphere thereof, and as it were inhale it an atmosphere, which is the
sphere of dominion [the e^ovala] of Satan." But apart from the clumsy and
obscure accumulation of three genitives (at 2 Cor. iv. 4, 7, they flow easily
and clearly one out of the other), there may be urged against this view
generally the strange awkwardness of the thought ("the air of the spirit

which worketh

in the disobedient is the atmosphere

ing of the same

spirit "),

and more

-

Oecumenius, comp. Theophylact.
Chrysostom.

3

Clericus,

1

Heinsius,

Michaelis,

and others.
Comp. Buttmann, Lexilog. I. p.
Thomas, Bullinger, and others.

5

Storr,

115.

N. T. I. p. 328 f.
holds that Paul lias perhaps employed the expression for the purpose of characterizing the demons as not indeed earthly, but yet also as not heavenly.
He has
employed the expression, just because he
6
^

Theol. d.

He

first,

that

conceived of the demons as making their

Flatt, Matthies,
*

formed by the breath-

specially the considerations,

abode in the atmosphere. And he does not
choose a higher expression (as in vi. 13) for
this sphere, because he wishes here to make
the reader feel the lower domain of the
power as opposed to the heavenly domain,
and thus also the ignominious character of
the same hence the expression is neither
accidental nor strange (in opposition to
Ilofmann).
^ Erlmt. p. V:h.
;

'

Schriftb.

I.

p. 457.

»
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mean

does not

h^ovaia

sj)Tiere

dominion

of

;

'

secondly,

there

tliat

is

nothing

originated through the h'eathlng (or blowing) of the
spirit (we should at least exj^ect the essential nviovTOQ instead of hepyovvToo)

to indicate that the

arjp

\

denote the sphere of dominion, rr/f e^ovolac
would be only an ambiguous pleonasm, and we cannot see why Paul should
not have written merely rov a/);t;ov-a rov aepo^ k.t.1.
as regards the historic

thirdly, that,

k^ovaia is to

if

—

conception of the apostle, that the demons have their abode in

lasis of the

the

he has carried

air,

ideas

over from his pre- Christian, Jewish- Ral)binic circle of

it

Chinstian helief

into the contents of his

It

is

true that there are

found among the Rabbins very diverse, confused, and at times very monstrous assertions concerning the dw^elling- place of the demons,^ but Harless '
far too hastily thence concludes

:

"

m such

sloughs as these one seels in vain

of the apostWs expression.'''' For while there are found
diverse opinions in the Rabbins, and among them also that which assigns to
the explanation

for

demons the air as a territory, the expression of the apostle shows us
which of the different Rabbinic conceptions he has not followed, and which
is accepted by him.
Thus, indeed, e.g., the doctrine which R. Bechai ^
presents as a well-hnown one, that only those demons which produce dreams
dwell in the air, but those which seduce man to sin in the man himself,
and yet others in the depths of the sea, is not the view of the apostle.
But tJie belief, which Paul here announces as his own and presujiposes in
his readers, namely, that the demoniac kingdom in general, and not merely
the

a single division of

among

it,

is

in the

the Rabbins also.

nature of the demons

^

For

air, is

(1)

to be

found very definitely preserved

the very Rabbinical tenet of the winged

manifestly points to the region of the air as their
communion of Ood. (2) In partic-

abode, since they are shut out from the

is expressly stated.
Comment, in lihr. Ahoth. f. 83. 3
" Sciendum, a terra usque ad expansum omnia plena esse turmis et praefectis, et infra," " It must be known that from earth to the exjianse all things are
full of bands and prefects, and below " (that is precisely in the aijp), " pluri-

ular passages this

mas

:

esse creaturas laedentes et accusantes, et

aere," " there are very

stand and

many

the air,"

fly in

creatures injuring

etc.

Further,

it is

that under the sphere of the moon, w^hich

ment

is

omnes stare ac volitare
and accusing, and that

said in

Tuf

the last under

Haarez,
all, is

f.

9,

in
all
2,

a firma-

and there are the souls of the devils, etc.* Further, R.
f. 139, 4, where he is explaining how it comes about
that the demons know what is future
"because they dwell in the air
'^''IJ*^),
they learn future things from the princes of the planets." The
same R. Bechai, in Pentat. f. 18, 1, relates, as a Rabbinical tradition, that
Noah had in his ark, according to Gen. vi. 19, preserved devils also, and
says in confirmation of this exposition
for it would have been impossible
(J^'p"^)

Bechai

saj-s,

.

.

.

inPentat.

:

.

.

.

:

' Not even in Luke
xxiii. 7, -where it expresses the idea of governing authority, of

jurisdiction.

ms,

So often in Plutarch, Diode-

Followed by Olsliansen.

*

in Pentat.

=

Talmud, Chagig. 2

tolocc.

etc.

See, especially, Eisenmenger, Entdeckt.

Judenth.

^

II. p.

437

ff.

^

I.

f.

p. 330

00, 1.
;

R. Eliezer in Bar-

ff., at.

See Eisenmenger,

II. p. 411.

—
en A p.

11.

,

3G1

2.

for them to remain in tlicir own place, wliicli is the air p'li^n Kinniy Dt^lpD!!).!
The assertion, too, of R. Menasseh, in Eiseuraenger, II. p. 456 f., that the
rising smoke of the incense which was offered to the devils was their food,

points to the air as their dwelling-place;

as,

indeed, according to the Cab-

demons dwell "below the upjier sanctuary."
Thus much, consequently, is clear and transparent enough in the
" muddy slouglis'''' of Rabbinical tradition, that the kingdom of the demons
was located in the air and with this we find the apostle in agreement.
Hence we have no right to deny that he has retained this conception from
the sphere of his Rabbinical training, but at the same time it would be
quite unwarrantable to attribute to him the singularities associated with this
tenet by the Rabbins, since, in fact, he asserts nothing more than that the
bala {CaUb. denucl.

p. 417), the

I.

"^

;

devilish powers are in the air.

we may

add,

it is

their dismal

and

explanation

spectral nature (in opposition to Schenkel).
The right
given also by Schmid, Bibl. Theol. § 86, and Bleek. Among

is

the Pythagoreans, too,

ed

is

This is a simple historical statement, in which,

quite arbitrary to discern a '^profound liint," namely, of

we meet with an analogous view

the assertion of Wetstein

phiae Pythagoreae, quibus

illi,

"P.

:

ad quos

^ but quite
unfoundex principiis philosoimbuti erant," "Paul thiis
;

ita loquitur
scribit,

speaks laccording to the principles of the Pythagorean philosophy, with

which they

whom

to

he writes were imbued."

Paul presupposes in his

readers an acquaintance with his expression as the expression of

Ms

doctrine,

and solemnly that any sort of accommodation is
tov Trvev/LiaTog] is still
not to be thought of. [See Note XVII., p. 399.]
dependent on rbv apxovra, so that the power over which the devil rules,
after being designated as regards its outward existence by the phrase k^ovaiaq

and speaks

so emphatically

TOV aepog, is

now

—

designated as regards

its

active operation in men's hearts,

This ivvsv^a, of which
however, to be thought of as being the human
mind, since, thus understood, it would not suit as apposition to the -?/f
s^ovaiag tov aipog, which is different from the human individuality, as, indeed,
namely, as the spirit which

Satan

is

TOV Evepy.

the ruler,

is

is

at ivorlc in the disobedient.

not,

over into

men

to

its

ttvevi/u Tfjc aAT/deiac,

not, however, "
'

^

odd,"

nor

""

is it

Comp. Nishmath chasim, f. 115, 2.
With this Rabbinical view agrees
XII. Pair. p. 739:

Test.

ftaTos ToO BeAtap,

found

in the air.

where

vtto

irvev-

(O be

Comp.

p. 948

Test.

D

:

XII.

Patr. p. 547. If we take ae'pio9 in such passages as aeriform (Hahn), we confound it

with aepifos

(Arist. de

Comp.

Anim.

iii.

13

;

Metaph.

"descenditin firmainentum, ubi princeps hujus
"
mundi habitabat," He descended into the

ix. 7).

rather,

.4.sce».«.

Isa. 10:

the
ii.

12.

This

TTvev.ua is,

firmament where the Prince of
also

means

See Plat. Epin.

&aCp.ova^, aepiov Se yeVos.

;

and passing
antithesis of the Holy
in

the TrvEv/ua T7jq K'kavrn:, 1 John iv. 6.
It is
" unnatural," ^ to speak of a " ruler of this

tov aepiov

aepLov

individual

apx^v, the devil,

become operative in their hearts
Comp. on 1 Cor.

Spirit which proceeds from Ood.

contrast to to

human

points to an agent different from the

K.T.Ti.

but rather as the principle proceeding from

this

world

dwelt."
2 Diog. Laert. Viii. 33: xaTaTou ixevUv&dyopav elvai re iravTaTOi' aepa \pvx<iiv e/XTrKeov, Kal
tou'tous £atVof dis re Kal '-qpiaa:; voniiea&ai, " Ac-

cording to Pythagoras,

all

the air

is full

of

and these are considered demons
and heroes," and compare the other passages in Wetstein, and Eisner, p. 206
spirits,

;

Dougt. Anal. p.
* de Wette.
^

Bleek.

127.
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but this is quite analogous to the conception, according to wliicli
spoken of as " Lord of the Holy 82nrit " (2 Cor. iii. 18). We have
further not to understand tov ivvevftaTog collectively ; for the k^ovaia rov aepog
is, indeed, the sum total of the plurality of the demons, but the spirit,

spirit ;"

Christ

is

'

which

is

brought by

within them,

Holy

viol rJjq a-rrEid.

Spirit is in all individuals

regard 7oD

Trvev/iaroc as

men and

the devil, into the hearts of

its ruler,

in all

is

one and the self-same

who

believe one

apposition to rov apx-

operates

spirit, just as

and the same.

they

k^ova. r. aep., in that

t.

the

Others

abnormal case occasioned by a deviation from

either assume the use of an

the construction (genitive for accusative), as Piscator, Calovius, Semler,

Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Riickert, de Wette, Bleek, or look upon the genitive
But how purely arbiti'ary is
as one of ap>p)osition to tov apxovra, as Flatt.
and how impossible the latter, since rbv apxovra, in accordthe former
ance with its significance, demands a defining genitive, and already has it in
aep., and consequently rov nvev/iarog cannot be taken in any
rfjQ k^ova. r.
vvv] is emphatic,
not, however, as Meier supposes:^
other relation
!

!

'^

—

when

even now,

—

it

is

so powerfully counteracted

must have been expressed by

Kat vvv

by the

gosjjel,"

which

but vvv stands opposed to the preced-

'
;

TTOTs, when the diabolic -n-vevfxa was active in all, even in the readers.
Comp. ver. 3. Riickert tliinks of the extraordinary, es]yecially dangerous
power vrhich the Satanic kingdom developed just at the time of the redempBut that could not be undertion (2 Thcss. ii. 2 ff.); so also de Wette.
stood from the simple evepy., and would have required the addition of a

ing

•*

-KEpicaorepuQ, vTTepjSayAovrug, "extraordinarily,

cording to Olshausen, vvv

make

the diabolic activity appear as limited, in contrast to the everlasting,

divine activity of the Holy Spirit.
at all implied in the context

;

But a contrast to the dihv fikXki^v is not
it was entirely self-evident that the

indeed,

Satanic activity extends only to the time before the Parousia

could

—h

Acand to

exceedingly," or the like.

to be held as opposed to the future age,

is

it

occur to a reader to find in the vvv a negation of the

ro'ig vloig

braizing,*

r^g cnreiO.] in their souls.

The expression

and denotes the dependence which has

its

;

how

then

ailiv (lelluv ?

He-

viol r. awEtO. is

basis in the relation of

the person or thing concerned to the genitive-noun, here the genesis of the

Rom. ii. 8) would signify
The opposite is rmva v-nraKo^g,
not meant unbelief; " for this could

spiritual condition, so that rolg ef aTreiBeiag (comp.

Comp. Winer,

the same thing.
1 Pet.

i.

14.

By

cmreiOeia,

213.

p.

however,

is

only be logically included under the notion of disobedience as refusal
of belief, consequently as opposite to the
iv. 6,

11

;

and

see Fritzsche

present case the following

'

Vatablus,

Grotius,

Estius,

on Rom.

h

aig kqI

Wolf,

Mi-

chaelis, Holzliausen.
2
3
''

5

as

And with

I'lfxelg

it

i.

5

;

Heb.

that sense in the

dvreg would be

at variance,

"sons of Acbaeans, children of
and the like, but not with
abstract nouns see Blomfield, Gloss. Pers.
£,Myp6.4>(av,

painters,"

Comp. Zanchius.
As iRnat. ad Smyrn. interp. 7.
Comp. Benpel and Holzhausen.
For among Greek writers are found only

such expressions

(Rom.

imaKot] nlareug

xi. 30).

vies

'Ax""i>'-

TaiSej

;

408, p. 138
^

;

Luther,

others,

Stallb.

ad

Plat. Phil. p. lOr.

Bengel, Koppe,

Harless,

and
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Now,

since not all Jewisli-Cliristians had, like Paul, resisted tlie faith.

as

speaking only of the immorality of the unbelievers (vv. 1, 3), aireldna
is here the want of compliance towards God (Rom. xi. 30), i.e., towards
His revealed and natural law respectively (Eom. ii. 8 ff.), displaying itself

Paul

is

through their Immoral conduct.
Ver.

3.

After the apostle has just depicted the pre-Christian corruption of

the readers,

who were

—this

Gentile- Christians, the sinful corruj)tness of all

basis for his enthusiastic certainty of the universality of the redemption

(Rom.

i.

18

.

.

.

24,

ii.

19,

iii.

32

33, xi.

;

Gal.

ii.

15, 16,

iii.

aZ.)—pre-

32,

same time with such vividness before his mind, that he now
also includes with the others tlie icTiole l)ody of the Jewisli- Christians (ical tjiieIq
TrdvTEc) in the same state of corruption, and accordingly, on the resumption of
the argument at ver. 4, he cannot again employ the second person introduced
Inasmuch as koI yfjslg, toe also,
in ver. 1, but must change this into ?;/iac.
must necessarily denote the cla^?, falling to he added to vfidg, ver. 1, we cannot
understand by it the Christians generally ;^ but, since the vfitiq are GentileThe general
Chi-istians, we must take it to mean the Jewish- Christians.
moral description which follows is not opposed to this view," since it was
the very object of the apostle to delineate the essential equality in the moral
sents itself at the

condition of both.^
trarily
olf] is

"we

:

Comp. Rom.

not to be referred to

not to be supported by Col.
the reading

v/^uv

i.

De

3.

2,

"Wette explains

have heen cdready a considerable time

also, icho

after

—h

-npaTrTUfxa-i, ver. !,* for that reference is

roiq
iii.

dfiap-.,

quite arbi-

it

Christians.''''

7,

but,

ver.

because Paul has not again written
nearest subject is altogether suitable

1,
'ev

;

on the contrary, is impossible with
and is, moreover, to be rejected,
alg, and because reference to the
for the Jewish-Christians

also all

walked once among the disobedient, as belonging to the ethical category of
the same, inasmuch as they likewise before their conversion were through
their immoral walk disobedient towards God (Rom. ii. 17 ff., 25, iii. 9 ff.).
kv ra'ig 'eklBvu. rf/g aapKog ?)/x.] more precise definition to what has just been
said ev o}g
avea-pdcptiuEv jtote, denoting the immoral domain of the preChristian state, ^ in which this walk took place, namely, in the desires of our
corporeo-psychical human nature, whose impulses, adverse to God, had not
yet experienced the overcoming influence of the Holy Spirit (Rem. vii.
14 ff., viii. 7
Gal. v. 17
Rom. viii. 2, al.), and hence rendered ineffectual
The
the moral volition directed towards the divine law (Rom. vii. 17-20).

—

.

.

.

;

opposite

is

:

;

TrvEv/uan rrEpiTTa-Elv (nal ETTidvjuiav crapKog

fifj

—

Gal. v. 16

te7.eIv),

;

comp. Rom. viii. 13.
TzotovvrEg K.r.A.] so that we, etc., now specifies the icay
and manner of this walk, wherein the prefixed iroiovvTEg has the emphasis, in
that

it

predicates

OslTjijaTa

'

2
3

(comji.

what they

on the

did, as afterwards

plural.

Koppe, and others.
As de Wette objects.
In doing which Paul could,

Acts

xiii.

least of

;

what they

fjfiEv,

Jer.

xxiii.

36

;

The

were.

3 Mace.

i.

3)

wanting to him.
" Peshito, Jerome, Grotius, Estius, Bengel, Baumgarten, Koppe, Rosenmiiller.
^ 2 Cor. i. 12
3 Pet. ii. 18 comp. Xen.

Estius,

all,

venture to except himself, although, according to Phil. iii. 6, the justitia externa,
" outward righteousness," had not been

22

;

'

Ages. ix. 4
ix. 21. 5.

;

;

Plat. Legg. ix. p. 8G5

E

;

Polyb.

—
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from the inidviiiai, which, however, are conceived of as activities of the icill, that take place on the part of the adp§ and
the Siavoiai (both conceived of under a personified aspect as the power ruling
are here in reality not different

the ego of the unconverted man).

As regards

tuv (havoiuv, which stands re-

bad connotation is not
implied in the plural, as Harless conjectures (who finds therein " fluctuating,
changing opinions"), but in the context, which makes us think of the unlioJy
lated to

Ttjc

capKOQ as the special to the general, the

thoughts,' whose volitions were directed to

Comp. Num.

xv. 39

fivrjcd'fjaeGde

:

the state of disobedience.

evil, in

Ttaauv tcjv evroluv Kvpiov Kal Troiyaere avrdg,

Kol oh 6Laarpa(f)rja£Gde ottIcfu tuv diavoiuv v/xuv,

"Remember

the

all

command-

ments of the Lord and do them and that ye seek not ;" also Jer. xxiii. 26;
Isa. Iv. 9 (ra diavorifiaTo), where likewise the prejudicial connotation lies not
in the plural, but in the connection.
/cat ijfiev rsKva ^vaei opyf/g] Instead of
continuing the construction in uniformity with ttolovv-e^ by koI ovteq, the
apostle passes over, as at i. 20 (see on that passage), emphatically into the
oratio finita, depicting, after the immoral mode of action, the unhappy condition in which withal we found ourselves.
The fact that on this account
fjfiev is prefixed has been left unnoticed, and hence koI fji.Lev has been either
tacitly (so usually) or expressly " connected with h oig
dvearp.
Harless
[also Hofm. Braune, Ewald] regards the words as only a supplemental and
more exact definition and modification of the thought expressed immediately
before
but in that case an isolation of the words is needlessly assumed, and
likewise the correlation of the prefixed verbs Troiovvrec and r/fiev is overlooked.
T£Kva bpyfjQ are children of wrath (comp. on ver. 2), that is, however, not
merely those i-northy of tcrath,^ which relation of dependence is not in keeping
with the context, but, as vsKpovg roig napaivT. shows, ver. 1, sniject to wrath,
irae obnoxii, standing under wrath (comp. v. 8
Matt, xxiii. 15
John xvii.
So most expositors rightly take it. To whose wrath they were subject,
12).
Paul does not indicate (for he does not write rfig bpy^q, comp. Rom. xii. 19),
but (comj). Rom. iv. 15) he leaves it to the reader to say for himself that it
is Ood's wrath he has to think of (see ver. 4).
As to the wrath of God,
which here, too, is not to be understood merely of that of the future judgment,^ the holy emotion of absolute displeasure at evil, which is necessarily posited by absolute love to the good, and is thus the necessary jirinciple of temporal and eternal punisliment on the part of God (not the punishment itself), comp. on Rom. i. 18.
qvoel] dative of the more precise mode
(:=;card ^hoiv), may either attach itself merely to reKva (not to fjuev), so that
the idea expressed is
nature-children, tckvu <l)vaiKa, bpyijq ^ or it may more
;

—

.

.

.

;

—

;

;

—

—

:

;

precisely define the whole notion reKva bpy^g, thus
TEKva bpyf/g

^

(l)VGi.Kd

That these were

;

so that the rsKva bpy., like

selflsii, is

in itself cor-

but is not implied in the word itself,
and is not expressed by Paul (in opposition

rect,

Hofmann, Schri/tbew. I. p. 563).
^ As by Fritzsche, Conject. p. 45, who takes

to

ev Tttis

eirii?U|U..

t^9 (rapKos

together as one clause.

)7;u.<o;'

TToioOi'Tes k.t.A.

:

wrath-children by nature,

viol r. awELds'iag, ver. 2,

forms a

^ Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Oecumenius,
Theophylact, Castalio, Calvin, Grotius, and

others,
•

Piitschl,

de ira Dei,

p. 17.

gee on such datives joined on to nouns.
Lobeck, ad Pliryn. p. 688 Heind. ad Cratyl,
s

;

p. 131,

.
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The latter is the correct view, because rhiva is used figuratively
and receives the real contents of the conception only by means of bpy?]c, for
which reason it is not to be thought of as separated therefrom/ The notion
of (pi'asL must obtain its more precise definition solelj' from the context, as to
whether, namely, it betoken an innate relation,^ whether it be consequently
equivalent to yevtaei, and the sonship of wrath be efKpvror;, a qualitas innata,
" implanted an innate quality," '
or, on the other hand, a relation drought
alout by development of a natua indoles, "native disposition," one that has
In the latter sense David is
heen produced by virtue of natural endowment^
said by Josephus, Antt. vii. 7. 1, to have been (pvcEi tUKaio^ Kal dEoaejiijQ, "by
nature just and religious;" comp. xiii. 10. 6. Philo, deconf. lingu. p. 327 E
single idea.

—

—

:

avTiAoyLKol

"by

(p'vaei,

nature contradictory," Xen. Oec. xx. 25

:

(piloy-

(piiaei

" by nature most fond of country life," Plut. Artax. 6
cpvcec
" by nature being sullen," Arist. Polit. i. 1. 9
avdpwrroc ^vaec
AcnoTnTiKou ^uov, " man by nature a political animal," and many others.
cording to this view, y/xev Ttuva (pmei opy^f would have to be paraphrased by:
Eupydraroc,

:

Ijapi'dvfioc ovaa,

:

From early times ^ the word in our
Ty (phase ;i7)/;(7a//ei'o«, rhcva bpyyg.
passage has been employed in defence of original sin as an hiborn condition
f/uev,

of c\\\\)dh\\\t^ (iiiborn peccatumveredamnans, "sin truly condemning"), as in-

deed even Riickert, Harless, Olshausen, Usteri, ^ Julius Miiller, Lechler, PhilThomasius, and others have understood an iniorn childship of wrath.

ippi,

"Paulus nos cum pieccato gigni

enum ex

womb

bring from the

testatur,

Paul

'

utero afferunt, "

'

testifies

quemadmodum
that

"Hoc uno

their poison," Calvin.

homo, quantus

serpentes suura ven-

we are born with

sin, as

serpents

verbo, quasi ful-

neque enim naturam dicit
obnoxiam," "By this one
word, as by a thunderbolt, the entire man, however great he is, is prostrated
for he does not say that nature is injured, but is dead by sin, and therefore
subject to wrath," Beza.' But (1) the context points, in vv. 1-3, as again also
totus

rnine,

est,

prosternitur

mortuam per peccatum ideoque

laesam, sed

;

irae

;

1

According to

this view, there is here in

(.Kiihner, 11. p. 627)

words a severance
whereby the genitive is

separated from

governing \vord (Buttm.

the position

its

Or. p. 332 [E. T. 387]). This hyperbaton has for its object the reserving of the
veitt.

whole emphasis for the closing word 'opy^%,
and letting it fall thereon. Comp. Philem.
Cleric: ttoX\u>v

/ra(7??i. p. 354, ed.

iracnv alria KaKuiv, "

many
2

AslnGal.

Evag. 16
.

.

.

ii>\J<Tei

tois

by nature, the cause of

evils to all."
ii.

Xen. iJ/e/n. i. 4. 14; Dem.
Aj. 1280; 0. C. 1297; Isoc.

15

1411 ult.; Soph.
:

voiiia

T(u ixev

;

yap

i}v

<|)Utret

eTrewoirivTo

-rroKirriv

;

iraTpi's,

Tov Se

specially in-

C D, Dem.

struotive are Plat. Prot. p. 323
774, 7.
5 Wisd. xii. 10, comp.
Gi'imm, Handb. p. 233.
*
i.

As Rom.

2. 14, iv. 1.

V.II.

ii.

13.

xiii. 1,

and thereon

Cor. xi. 14

Xen. Mem.

ii.

14

Plat. Zegg. vi. p. 777

3,

;

xxii.

1

9. 1

;

15

and Loesner,

p. 340 f

See, already, Augustine, Retract.

»
;

de verb.

;

D

;

Ael.

see also Wetsteia

1.

10.

aj). 14.

« Usteri,
Lehrbegr. p. 30, we may add,
suspects the genuineness of t^utrct, partly on
account of its alleged singular position,
partly on account of the various readings,

position, see above. And
of Various readings there are none at all,
since different translations are not various
readings. <f>va-ei is omitted only in 109, Aeth.
No doubt Clem. Alex, ad Gent. (0pp. ed.
Pott, p. 23) is also adduced, where the passage is cited without <i>vcrei. But in Clem.

But as regards the

(comp. p. 560) we have no citation, but
merely a free vse of the pas.sage, from
which the existence of variations cannot be

I.e.

made

good.

Clement,

we may

larly explains TtKva opy^s

3

;

in loc,

the

of

by

bpyiji iJpe>jaaTa.
''

Comp. Form.

Cone. p. 639

add, singu-

Tpt<i>6ix.iva bpyfj,

f.
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Further,
5, to an actually produced, not to an iiiborn state of guilt.'
Paul had wished, after touching on the sinful action, to bring into
j^rominence the inliorn state of culpability, and so had taken the course «&
effectu ad causam, "from the effect to the cause," <bva£L would have an emin ver.
(2) if

jihasis,

which would make

Recepta,

assured position, as

its critically

appear simply inappropriate

in fact,

;

it

stands in the

not even the jDosition in

(Jjjiev 4>'vgel rtuva bpy^g) would be sufficiently in keeping, but we
should be obliged logically to expect: kol cbvaei y/uev tekvu bpy^g, "and
(already) by birth were we children of wrath," in which would lie the

Lachmann

But (3) the ecclesiastical dogma, that man is a io7">i
from Mrth an object of the divine condemnation, is not at
the apostle, according to whom man by his actual sin falls

source of sinful action.
subject of wrath,
all a

doctrine of

under the wrath of God (Rom. i. 18, ii. 8, 9, vii. 7 f., al.), inasmuch,
namely, as he becomes subject to and follows the inborn princiijle of sin.
(Rom. vii. 14 ff.), in opposition to his moral will, which he likewise by nain connection with which, we may add, bodily death
ture bears in himself
has its causal basis not in the individual sin of the particular persons, but in
the connection of the whole race with the fall and death-penalty of its first
And (4) how could Paul, speaking of the
progenitor (see on Rom. v. 12).
Jews, predicate of them an inborn childship of wrath, when he regarded them
They were in fact ol Kara (pvaiv
as KZ-Adovg ayiovQ ryg plCvQ ay'af (Rom. xi. 16)
how could
kIciSol of the sacred olive-tree of the theocracy (Rom. xi. 21)
they be at the same time the opposite (observe the Kara ^wzv), l)orn reuva
bpyTjq ?
See also Gal. ii. 15, where the (pvaet 'lovdaloi are opjjosed to the if
kdvuv dfiapTuTioi,^ as well as Rom. ix. 4, where of them is jiredicated the pos;

!

;

session of the vlodsata, consequently the type of the Christian childship of

God, whereof the inborn childshii"* of wrath would be the direct opposite.^
Several have found in <pvaei the sense
apart from the special relation in
which they as Israelites stood to God ;" * but this is just a mere saving
clause obtruded on the text, in connection with which there is nevertheless
'

:

retained the un-Pauline conception of
of

condemnation /to??i

t?ie

'

l)orn liability to

wrath, consequently

very first, without any personal participation

contracting of guilt, before one yet Icnows sin (Rom.

and

Further, (5)
thought of an inlorn liability to wrath, he could not have revii. 7).^

Paul had
and
garded even the ctiildren of Christians as holy and pw?'e (1 Cor. vii. 14)
infant baptism must have been already ordained in the N. T., and that, indeed, with the absolute necessity, which had to be subsequently assigned to
if

;

1 Quite mistakenly Grotius argues from
the context against the ecclesiastical exposition in this way "Non agi hiu de labe
originaria, satis ostendunt praecedentia,
ubi descnbuntur viiia, a quibus mvlti veteram
fuere imrmines,^'' "That here the original
fall is not treated of, is sufficiently shown
by what precedes, where vices are described
from which many of the ancients were
:

free."
xi. 32
'

See,
;

Gal.

on the other hand, Eom.
iii.

i.-iii.,

Schri/tbew.

I.

p.

5G4

Eeil. Schr.

nies

on invalid

Gal.

I.e.

N.

T.

linguistic

desee on

IT. 1, p. 24),

grounds

;

on the sanctity of the
people of God, Ewald, Alterth. p. 262 ff.
* Thomasius, I. p. 289.
^ This remark also holds in opposition to
the essentially similar interpretation in
Hofmann, p. 505, comp. Schmid, Uhl. Theol.
^

II.

See, generally,

p. 2V4,

p. 377

22, cd.

Which Hofmann,

(comp. his

f.

and Julius

Miiller,

v. d.

Siinde,
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in consistency with the elaboration of the

dogma

of original sin bringing

condemnation on every one born by ordinary generation. The exl)lanation of an inborn state of wrath (which also does not tally with the fact
that Jesus promises the kingdom of heaven to those who should be like
eternal

children, Matt, xviii. 2
to the context

xix. 14 f.) is accordingly to be rejected as opposed

f.,

and un-PauUne; and

^vaei,

defines the childship of

wrath to the

has arisen in virtue of natural constitution (observe the justmentioned knidvfiiai TfjQ aapK6g, comp. the vofiag h roli; tieXect, which overcomes
Cer[See Note XVIII., p. 399.]
the moral law in man, Rom. vii. 23, 24).
effect, that it

man is iorn with this natural, sinful quality, i.e., with the principle of
by the awakening and development of which the moral will is vanquished
(Rom. vii. comp. also John iii. 6) it is not, however, the mere fact of
tliis inborn presence having its basis in his cdp^, that in and of itself^ makes
him the child of wrath, ^ but he only becomes so, when that constitution of
his moral nature, that mingling of two opposite principles in his natural diswhich, however, is the case with every one (Rom. iii. 9, xi.
j^osition, has
brought about the victory of the sin-principle, and thereGal. iii. 22)
32
with the aapKiKdv and ireTrpajiEvov vnb t^v dfiapriav sivai (Rom. vii. 14).^ Others,
tainly
sin,

;

;

—

;

—

such as Erasmus, Balduin, Bengel, Morus, Kopjie, Stolz, Flatt, Matthies, de
Wette, Bleek,^ have explained it of the so-called natural state oi man, i.e., of

which was as yet aloof from the influence
Holy Spirit but in this Avay, properly speakfor while the whole description, and not merely
ing, nothing is explained
0i,'(T£f, delineates "the natural state in which the redemptive activity of God
found the nations," ^ in connection with ^vaei there always remains the special
question, whether the "&?/ nature'''' denotes an inborn relation to wrath or
Holzhausen would even combine (jivaeL bpyf/g (" wrath which comes from
not.
the ungodly nature-life"),
a view from which, even if (j)VGig meant naturelife, the very absence of any article ought in itself to have precluded him
T7/f t7] (l)vc€L bpyfjg, or r^f £/c ttjq (*)m. bpyrjg, or the like, must have been used,
the state of the pre-Christian
of x^pi^S (ver. 5

ff.)

and

life,

of the

;

;

—

;

1

The objection of Lechler,

p.

107 (comp.

Philippi, Dogni. III. p. 205 f.)— that

my

ex-

planation, iuasmiich as the sinful disposition is inborn, thereby after all concedes the
traditional

Church-view— overlooks the

es-

sential distinction, that it is only accord-

ing to tlie latter that man is born as object
of the divine wrath whereas, according to
my view, the natural disposition to sin does
not yet in and by itself make him such
an object of wrath, but he becomes so only
through the setting in of actual sin, which,
it is true, does not fail to emerge in any one
who lives long enough to be able to sin.
According to the traditional %iew, even the
newly-born unconscious child is already
guilty and liable to the Divine wrath so
that in this way the imputation attaches itself not merely to the j)erpetration of sin,
but even to the occasion to sin, which every
one has by nature. This is, so far as I can
;

;

s,ee, exegetically incompatible Yiithihe&nt'h.vopological teachings of the apostle elsewhere, especially with his exposition in

Eom.

vii. 7 f
Only with the actual sin, according to Paul, is the guilt connected, and
consequently the wrath of God. An inborn
guilt is not taught by the apostle as is
rightly brought out by Ernesti, but is only
hesitatingly hinted at by Bleek.
* Comp. Beyschlag, Chridol. d. N. T. p. 207.
^ Through
Christian regeneration the
.

;

moral will attains, by virtue of the Spirit
(Rom. viii. 2), the ascendancy in man, and
he becomes therewithal qualitatively i?eias
koivcovos <|)iicr€(os, 2 Pet. i. 4, and Ji6TaAan^(x^tov
Comp.
rijs dyiuJTTjros toO ©eoi), Heb. xii. 10.
1 John v. 18.
* Comp. also Weber, vom
Zorn Gottes,
p. 88.
*

de Wette.

—

:
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Moreover, Cyril, Oecumcnius, TlieopliyLict, Grotius, erroneously liold ^idet
as equivalent to a7jjduQ (comjj. others in Jerome, who take it as j)rorsus),

whieh

it

never

not even in Gal.

is,

to

iv. 8,

which Grotius

appeals.

Lastly,

wayErnesti^ obtains the exact opposite of a born liability to wrath by conducting his interpretation so as to enclose rt/cm ^vaei
" We were in consewithin two commas, and to connect opjfjr with y/iEv
in a quite peculiar

:

quence of our actual sinfulness, altltouyh cliildren
sense, Rom. ix. 4] hy nature^ liable to wrath eten as
to which, therefore, yfiev bpyf]^

is

Isa. Ixiii. 8

;

17

viii.

Gal. iv. 6)

;

context, but is purely arbitrary,
in the text a genitive

in the Israelitish

But

it

may be

decisively urged

which

is

not in any w^ay suggested by the

and the more

offers itself to

so,

inasmuch as there

already

is

complete the notion of r^Kva

and

;

nothing to indicate the contrast assumed by Ernesti
for in order to w^ite in some measure intelligibly, Paul

secondly, that there
{although,

Gentiles /" according

that the supjDlying the thought of Oeov after TtKva (as

first,

Rom.

God

tJie

explained from the w^ell-knowu usage of

dval Tivoi in the sense of "belonging to."

against this view,

[of

etc.),

is

must at least have said Kal rjfiev re/cm jiiv (jivaei, bpyfiQ 6e, although tliis, too,
on account of the absence of a definition to reKva, would have been enigmatic enough.
Equally to be rejected is the quite similar interpretation of
Mckel,'- who explains as though the words ran
kuI y/uev Oeov fitv reKva ^iiaei,
bpyVQ fJf TtKva, " We were, on the one hand, by nature God's children on the
:

:

;

other, children of wrath."

(Rom.

tiles

also of

Ver.

9

iii.

;

uq aal

Thess.

1

ol

iv. 13),

lomo'i]

and

The

yaav.

sc.

Gen-

?MnToi are the

not adhuc (Grotius), but the

nal is

comparison.
4.

Now

begins, after the intervening clauses, vv.

2,

3,

the resumj")-

and that w^ith the subject, which Paul already had in mind at ver. 1.
See on ver. 1.
It is not, however, by ovv, but by 6L, that the thought is
taken up again, because that which is now to be spoken of (the abundant
compassion of God) stands in an adversative relation to what has been said
tion,

in the relative clauses. ^
hotoever, since
.

.

.

He

is

— KAovaioguv h eMec

rich

alive in Christ.

m

As

The connection is
much love's saJce made

/c.t.2.]

mercy, has for Sis

between

to the distinction

and

eTieoq

God,

:

.

.

.

o'lHTip/iog,

us
see

on Rom. ix. 15. On iv eMec, comp. 1 Cor. i. 5 Jas. ii. 5 2 Cor. ix. 11
1 Tim. vi. 18.
6ia ttjv ttoII. ayaTrrjv avrov] namely, in order to satisfy it.*
Luther erroneously renders through His great love. The Vulgate, rightly
;

;

—

;

:

propter, etc.

Comp. Pbilem.

written, but avrov, as at

i.

6.

8.

—

f/v

We may
i/yair.

add that not ahrov is to be
Comp.
as in John xvii. 26.
The manifestation of the
516.

?}fi]

the classical Epura kpav, Lobeck, Parol, p.
divine love thereby meant is the atoning death of Christ, in which, in pursuance of the abundance of the divine compassion, the great love of God

communicated

itself to us.
Rom. v. 18 John iii. 16
After the glance has extended from the readers (vv.

'

2
5

Ursiir. d. Siinde, II. p. 174

;

The great love of God, who

Eph.

v. 2, 25.

also to the

—

fifxag']

Jewish

the wretched, was the
motive for not leavinf?them to theirmisery,

mercy toward

fif.

In Renter's Eepert. 1860, Oct., p. IG.
See Klotz, ad Devar. p. 377. [Cf. Winer,

§ 53, 7.]
•

;

1, 2)

but, etc.
ayaiT-q

is

rich in

The

as the

e'Aeos is

sjjecies

thus related to the

to the genus.

—
CHAP.
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II., 5.

the resumption of the object with

3),

r)//af

now embraces Z^ciA,

the Jewish and Gentile Christians.

Ver.

5.

The

/cat is

not to be taken as in ver.

1

("also us collectively,"

Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius, and earlier expositors), which, apart from the
T|^iag, the order of the words forbids (koI r/fidg
must have been written), according to which, also, the Kai of ver. 1 can by
further, Kai is not, with Koppe, to be taken as alno means be here resumed
though, seeing that, in fact, a making alive cannot take place otherwise than
from a state of death, and consequently nal cannot convey any climactic stress,
on which account Harless explains incorrectly from a logical point of view
" even in the state of death, in which we were." ^ Erasmus paraphrases as
though Kai stood before avveC.uon. and even the expedient to which Morus has
recourse, that Kai corresponds to the Kai of ver. 6 {non modo, "not only,"
verum etiam, "but also"), would demand this position. Others give
other explanations, and many are silent wdth regard to it. If Kai were also,
it would have to be referred to bvTag,^ and would express the reality of the
But there would be nothing to call for the asrelation asserted in ver. 1.*

universal reference of the

;

'

:

,

.

.

.

It is rather the

surance of this reality.
the

by

ay.

TTo/lA.

Slo. t.

?/v ?/y.

side, place in the full light

of His

much

Christ.

The

simple copula

a further element.®

?}«.

and, annexing to

:

The two

elements, side

what God has done.

God has, on account
sins, made us alive with

and icTien ice were dead in the
might also be omitted, but the keeping of the points
thus apart strengthens the representation.
rolg TrapairT.] The aiticle denotes
the sins, which we had committed, with a retrospective glance at ver. 1.
cvvel^uoKoi7}ae rcj Xp.] is by most expositors'' understood of new sjjiritual
quickening.''
But how is this to be justified from the context ? If the
reader was reminded by vsKpovg role n-apawT. of the eternal death, to which
he had been subjected by his pre-Christian life of sin (see on ver. 1), he
would now have to think of the eternal life, which begins with the resurrection, and he could the less think of anything else than of this real resurlove,
Kai

—

rection-life, since

afterwards there

is

gether into heaven, and then, in ver.

And had

the times after the Parousia.
to the future KAr/povouia

upon the merely

How,

?

further expressed the translation to7,

ethical, spiritual

God

the intention of

not already

i.

18

f.

is

referred to

pointed definitely

in this connection, could a reader light

quickening (Rom.

vi. 4 f
2 Cor. v. 15
has made believers alive with Christ; i.e., in
Christ's revivification, which God has wrought, theirs also is included.
By
virtue of the dynamic connection in which Christ stands with His believers,

Gal.

ii.

as the

»

19

f.) ?

head with

Kiickert,

No,

its

Matthies,

body

(i.

Holzhausen, and

For, as to the fact that

Kai, also,

always

lays the stress upon ('/%«;: word, before which
it stands, see Haupt, Obss. Crit. p. 55 ff.

Klotz,
*

6

ad Devar.

p. 638.

Hartung, I. p. 133 f.
Bleek describes this view of mine as

24

;

23), their revivification is objectively

most of the older expositors.
2 Comp. Calvin and de Wette.
3

.

;

God

compre-

probably the correct one, and follows it.
e
incliidins Flatt, Ruokert, Meier, Matthies, Harless, Olshausen, de Wette, Baum-

Hofmann, Bleek.
regeneraUomm nos-

garten-Crusius, Schenkel,
'

''

Justificationem et

tramcomplectitur," "Itembracesourjustification and regeneration," Boyd Riickert
would have us think mainly of the Justijica;

(ion.
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bended

in His,

faith; "

—a

which the Christian is conscious in
omnia a Deo applicantur homini,

relation, in fact, of

quum autem

^cZes suscipitur, ea

ab homine rata habentur," " But when faith is received, all those things
are applied to man by God and are considered as ratified bj^ man," Bengel.
So the matter stands in the view of the apostle as accompUahed, because the
making alive of Christ is accomjMshed ; the future actual making alive, or, as
et

the case

may

change at

be,

the

Parousia

tive individual participation of that

the

isart

of

God

future, as at

1

Cor. xv. 23),

is

then the subjec-

already objectively given on

is

Certainly Paul might, in achave expressed himself by the
17
but who does not feel that

in the resurrection of Christ.

cordance with another

by means

(1

which

mode

Cor. xv. 23

of the aorist

'

;

of looking at
cf.

Rom.

viii.

it,

;

the matter stands forth more forcibly and trium-

phantly out of the believing conviction of the

— The

aj)ostle

?

ovq kSinaiuae tovtovq

by Beza erroneously referred to the coagmentatio gentium et Judaeorum, "union of Gentiles and
Jews," a reference which is forbidden by the rcj Xpicrru and by Grotius,
Kojjpe, Rosenmiiller, and others, it is exjjlained a^ exemjdum., "according
to the example," * by which the Pauline idea oi. fellow sliij) with Christ, which
Comp.
also lay at the bottom of i. 19, is quite arbitrarily explained away.
^'^'^ aecuafi.] htj grace
on Col. ii. 13 Rom. viii. 17 2 Tim. ii. 12.
x^P'-''''(not by merit) are ye partaTcers of the Messianic salvation ! an impassioned
Kal edio^acTE,

Rom.

viii. 30.

ovv in cwe^uotv. is

;

—

—

;

;

(hence expressed in the second person), parenthetic reminding the readers

which had accrued to them, designated
which was very natural for the apostle in
general (for its tenor was the sum of his doctrine and the constant echo of
his own experience, 1 Cor. xv. 10), and more especially here, where he represents the quickening of believers as accomplished with the making alive
of Christ, which could not but repel even the most distant thought of perof the divine iasis of the salvation

by

cvvei^uo-oiTjaE

;

a reminding,

In connection vpith GvveL.uon.

sonal merit.

Messianic bliss

is

before the Parousia (Col.
24),

and the

r.

Xp.

the possession of the

designated as an already accomplished
iii.

3 f.)

fact,

although

it

merely a possession in hope (Rom.

was
viii.

was yet future (Rom. v. 10). That the x^f^Tt
^
means the grace of God, not of
manifest from the context, in which God is constantly the
final realization

emphatically placed at the beginning
is

Chi'ist,'^

subject.

After the making alive of Christ in the grave followed His resurwith which Paul regards that of believers as likewise accomplished.
Hence kol cwrj-yeipe, which in like manner is not to be taken in the spiritual
fiense;^ hut see on ver. 5.
With strange inconsistency several expositors,
such as Menochius, Zancliius, Boyd, Estius, Grotius, although taking
Ver.

6.

rection,

:

' " Ponitur autem aoristus de
re, quae,
quamvisfuturasit, tamen properactarecte

censeatur, cum
alia re jam facta contineatur," " The aorist is used of a matter,
which, although it be future, nevertheless is
properly regarded as past, when it is contained in another matter already accomplished," Ftitzsche, ad Rom. II. p. 200.
.

.

.

comp. Anselm sicuf, "just as."
For '^ graticmi esse docet proram et
puppim," "He teaches that grace is both
prow and stern," Benffel.
^ Beza
comp. the inserted o5 in D* E F
^

:

^

;

G, Vulg. It. Victorin. Aug. Ambrosiaster.
^ " To make them enter upon the new life

of grace," Hiickert.

—

—
CHAP.

;;
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II., 7.

ame^uoK. metapliorically, nevertheless have taken this avv-fp/eipe (as well as
the element that follows) in a literal sense, and mentally supplied nempe spe,
" namelj', by hope," or the like.
/cat
cwenddLaev ev toIq Erroiip.] and hath
given to us joint-seat in the heavenly regions (comp. i. 20), so that we have

—

1 Cor. vi. 3) in the dominion of the Exalted One (2 Tim. ii. 12)
which Paul likewise sees as already accomplished^ with the installing of
hence, there was no need at all for supplyChrist at the right hand of Rod
ing the thought jwre ei iJM'iwfe spirituali, "by spiritual right and virtue,"*

part (see on

;

or for a transference of the matter to the praescientia Dei, " God's foreev XpiGTu 'It^gov] belongs to
knowledge," ^ and other such expedients.
(Tw^-yeipe and avvemdiaev kv rolg kirovpav., so that what was expressed in the
case of (jvvei^uoTT. by (aw) rdj Xpiaru, is here expressed, in yet more exact
conception of the relation, by (aw) ev Xpiaru (jointly in Christ). Inasmuch,
namely, as- God raised and exalted Christ (h XptaTC)), He has raised and
h XpiarQ accordingly is by no means intended to
exalted us with Him.

denote the

we may

(Ti'j'/ca^/C"!'

cellentia," "

He

The

Aim

7.

iinknown, but
Tolq aiuai

God

of

:

'

To'ig

to exhibit

o/i

hand

at the right

in connection
:

;'

with what

in order

—not

and make manifest,

eTrepx-] in the ages

as being already

Tolqenovpav. (see on

His

own

Bengel,

3)

i.

dicit in dextra ; Christo sua

manet ex-

excellence re-

transitive avyKaOli^eiv is not elsewhere preserved.

prefixed with emphasis

ivikl^TiTai]

— On h

"non

:

does not say

mains to Christ."
Ver.

as figurative.*

add,^ aptly remarks

coming on,

the approach.^

etc.

is

vv.

said,

6.

5,

—

to leave concealed

Comp. Rom.

ix. 23.

Iva

and

—

kv

in the times after the Parousia,

i.e.,

In the times from the Parousia (con-

ceived as near at hand) onward, the manifestation designed by

God

of His

grace towards believers was to take place, because not before, but only after
the Parousia,

would the making

alive

Explanations in the spintnal sense.
" Ea nobis dedit dona, quae civibus coelorum propria sunt," "He hath
ffiven us those gifts which are peculiar to
citizens of heaven." Eosenmiiller "Summa felicitate nos ornavit, quasi jam in
coelo essemusrecepti," " He hath furnished
us with the highest happiness, as though we
had been already received in heaven."
Kiickert and Bleek remind us of the noKtCalixtus

:

:

which

T€Ufia of Christians,

is

in

heaven

20; comp. Col. iii. 1 ff.). Meier:
" Exaltation into a celestially enlightened.
pure and holy, state of life." Matthies:
" The spiritual kingdom of heaven or of
(Pliil.

iii.

Olshausen :" The awakening of the
heavenly consciousness." Koppe remarks
superficially and with hesitation: "Nobis
quidem in omnibus, in all these terms,' his

(lOd."

'

of the believers, etc.

eluded but a description of the supreme and
universalhappiness which Christians either
already or will hereafter enjoy." According to Baumgarten-Crusius, there is expressed " exaltation into a purely spiritual
heaven-like state." De Wette takes awefwoTr. of the deliverance out of the misery of
sin, a-vvjjvetpe of regeneration and, at the
game time, oi the resurrection of the body
guaranteed in the spiritual life, and o-ui-exa^i<t(v k.t.K of the hope of the eternal S6^a.
Schenkel mterprets it oi the presenti?nent ot
the future glory.
''Bengel.
^

Jerome.

•
^

Olshausen.
Comp. already Estius.

^

Comp. LXX.

ix. 5

;

inovp.

Hom.

inesse videtur nisi summae et universae felicitatis, qua Christiani vel jam
fruuntur, vel olim magis etiam fruituri sunt,
descriptio," "nothing seems to us to be in-

p. 234

iuiOTTOLeid^ai

nihil

eyeipea^ai, KaSii^iV

iv

implicitly con-

,

3

Mace.

Ocl.

D

;

Isa. xliv. 7. xlv. 11;

v. 2

XXiV. 142

Luke

;

;

xsi. 26

ThuC.

i.

126

;

;

Judith

Jas. v.

1

Plat. Sop?i.

Aesch. P?'om. 98: to wapbc t6 T'en-epe/caiJei' yap eireAdwy
01. s. 11

xofm^ov, Find.

6 ne'AAwv xpot'os.

:
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making

tained in the

actually accomplislied

of Clirist, be

alive

in the

was previously speaking, not
etc., is the rendering of Morus:

Incorrect, seeing that the apostle

subjects.

of the spiritual, but of the real resurrection,

"per omne vestrum tempus reliquum quum in hac vita turn in futura
quoque," " through all your time left, not only in this life, but also in that
" tempora inde ab apostolicis
wliich is to come," as well as that of Wolf
illis ad finem mundi secutura," "the times that were to follow from those
Koppe brings out, "m^ aeternum
of the apostles to the end of the world."
:

>

duraturum argumentum extaret,'''' "that an argument might stand forth
which would last eternally," which is quite mistaken, since, while it is
true that the aluvEr ol eTrepxofievoc are eternal times, the words do not signify
tempora aeternum futura, "times to be eternally." Respecting the ^ZwraZ
To infer from this that the setting in of the
To'ig a'luai, comp. on iii. 21.
Messianic period will not be accomplished suddenly, but by way of sucThe future
cessive development,'-' is at variance with the whole N. T.
aluv sets in through the Parousia very suddenly and in an instant. Matt,
Hence we have not mentally to supply with
1 Cor. xv. 52, al.
xxiv. 37
*
"ever more completely,''^ ^ or ^^ ever more effectively,''''
hdel^. anything like
The form rb nXovrog is here also decisively attested.
which is sheer caprice.
;

:

See on

7.

i.

—

—

tv xp^iyTdrTj-i kef ^fiag ev

and the instrumental

great riches of His grace in
Christ Jesus,

towards
article

God

the ages to come, ly hinclness towards us in

at all requisite before

xpW'OT-fig hf vfiag, like

xP'i'^'o'^nQ,

Prayer of Manass. 11

;

which
Tit.

iii.

kef vuclq,

since
£<f

4

;

How
!

entirely

for, etc.

as to the great truth, of

Rom.

ii.

4)

and

forgiving (comp.

in Ijenefiting,

airoTo/iia,

Rom.

and there-

xi. 22.^

was I justified in saying to vnepfia.'k'Xov irlov-oq TTjg
Thus Paul now expresses himself with more detail
which his heart was so full that it had already, ver.
:

interrupted the course of his address.

5,

anarthrous,

is

—

latter displays itself in

fore is the evidence of the former, the opposite of
8.

xpn'^'^^TV'i-

W^? (Luke vi. 35), can be
The x^pig is the
Comp. on i. 15.
ei'Vo,'-

xP'}<^'''ov

closely joined together in thought.
sourcs of the

Ver.

to be taken together,

by means of the fact that He shows Himself gracious
which the ground lies in Christ (not in us, see ver. 8). The

us, of

XapiToq avTov

is

will manifest the exceeding

i.e.,

was not

and besides

Xpiaru 'Inmv]

iv indicates Inj ichat

article the divine grace just

—

now spoken of

meant doubtless by the anarthrous
as regards the category (by grace).

rfi

is

;fap(-<]

ja/3«r<, ver. 5,

—

dy the grace.

By

the

had been
but designated by it only

indicated, after

dia ryg Triareug] for

it

the faith in the atone-

ment made by Christ (Rom. iii. 25, 30, al.) is, as the causa apprehendens,
"apprehending cause," of the Messianic salvation, the necessary mediate
instrument on the part of man, while the x«P<f
causa efficiens, " efiicient cause," of the bestowal.
is

retained by

to

aeaoxj/j..

—

rf)

/cat

x^pcri alone,

and

6ia r^g iriar.

Comp. Calvin, Piscator, Boyd,

Estius,

'

*

thies,
2

Baumgarten-Crusius, Bleek.

Schenliel.

the divine motive, the

The emphasis, however,
only the modal definition

Nothing

tovto ovk e^ vfiuv k.t.1.]

Calixtus, Michaelis, Zachariae, Meier, Mat-

'

is

is

is

here to be treated as

Flatt.

Schenljel.

Comp.

Tittmann, Si/non. p. 195
HenRel, ad Rom. II. p. 682,
^

;

van

CHAP.

parenthesis; neither the whole kqI tovto
Qsov TO

to spyuv, ver. 9,' nor merely

by the Fathers
Wolf, Bengel, Michaelis, and

Grotius, Estius,

Rosenmiiller,

thought

including Koppe,

others,

Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius, Bisping, to the faitJi {to

Flatt,

comp.

is

in Suicer,* Erasmus, Beza,

Kal rovro is referred

interrupted.

TTiaTEvsni),

down

since neither the construction nor the course of

Soifjov,-

would have
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II., 8.

Phil.

i.

29

In that case km tovto
dupov
But how violent is this taking to

2 Cor. iv. 14.

;

to be taken parenthetically.

.

.

.

pieces of the text, since ova ef viiuv and ovk k^ epyuv present themselves in a

manner

and weighty as elements belonging to one flow of the
Rightly, therefore, have Calvin, Calovius, Baumgarten, Semler,

alike natural

discourse

!

and

Zachariae, Morus,

others, including Rllckert,

Harless, de Wette, Schenkel, Bleek, referred

it

Matthies, Holzhausen,

to the salvation just desig-

its specific mode.
Paul very earnestly and emj^hatically
more detailed explanations as to what he had just said, ti) yap
K.T.I. namely, to the effect that he briefly and forcibly places in the

nated as regards
enters into
xapiTL

,

light of the respective contrasts,

first,

deliverance which has taken place

that objective element of the saving

by ovk ef vjiuv, Qeov to Supov,
by ovk k^ Ipyuv Iva fi. t. Kavx"Through grace you are in possession of salvation by
His thought is
means of faith, and that to the exclusion of your own causation and operative
This latter he expresses with the vivacity and force of contrast
agency.''^
^^
thus
and that [Kal tovto, see on Rom. xiii. 11) not from yori, it is God^s
gift; not from woj'ks, in order that no one may toast.'''' The asyndetic juxtaposition takes place with a " propria quadam vi, alacritate, gravitate," "peculiar force, ardor, and dignity." *
ovk k§ vfiav] negatives their own jiersonal

and then the

subjective

element

(rf) x^P'-'^')

((ha Tf/q Tviareuc),

:

:

authorship of the salvation.^

—
— Oeov

gift is the gift in question

(namely, the aeaua/ievov

Bengel.

— ovk

£0T£ aecucfievoi

you have the

to 6upov]

epyuv] Parallel of ovk ef vfiuv,

ff

(not

by

to 6up6v

salvation.

The

condition of salvation (Rom.
i'fiuv

i.e.,

would exclude the

x'^P^i

Oeov dupov to Supov, God^s
Eivai).

Comp. already

hence to be completed by

not from worh-merit does it come that
would exclude the TvioTig as the stcbjective

k(jTi),

Ipya
iii.

28, iv. 5, ix. 32

;

Gal.

ii.

16,

iii.

^s the objective cause of salvation,

it

No

doubt k§ kpyuv excludes also
the x°-pic^ ^s does likewise k^ vfiuv exclude the TTiaTtQ
but the two elements
opposed to the japtf and the TriaTiq are, on occasion of the proposition ttj yap
presupposes the

ISia SiKacoavvr/

(Rom.

2), as ef

because

x. 3).

;

XapiTi

.

.

.

TTiaTeuc,

held apart after the manner of a formal parallelism.

That, moreover, the notion of the kpya
Jewish law, but
Christians

—inasmuch as the

—also

is

determined not merely by the

readers were for the most part

by the natural law (Rom.

ii.

14

f.), is

Gentile-

self-evident.

The

and universally
valid a fundamental proposition of the Pauline Gospel, and certainly so
often expressed by the apostle among .Jews and Gentiles, that the severe
judgment as to its having no meaning, when laid down without reference
proposition in

itself,

however, ovk

k§ epyuv, is so essential

1

Griesbach, Scholz.

*

Dissen, Exc. II. ad Find. p. 273.

-

Lachmann, Harless, de Wette.

*

EUendt, Lex. Soph.

3

Thes. II. p. 738.

I.

p. 551

f.

—
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to

Mosaic law, must ajDpear unfounded.'

tlie

tion indicated

regards the thing

itself,

Rom.

in flumine, fonti debetur,"

which, however,

XIX.,

p. 400.]

—

is

iii.

Ivn] design

Comp.

ovk ef qj-yuv, not ecbatic.^

by

of God in

Cor.

1

Grotius aptly says

27.

" whatever

is

in the river, is

tlie rela-

29, 31,

i.

and

" quicquid

:

due the fountain,"
[See Note

not to be limited merely to the prima gratia.

See ver. 10

;

2 Cor. x, 17

1

;

Cor. xv. 10.

Kavxv'^.
Ver. 10. Reason assigned for the previous ovk ff v/iuv
namely, we are God's Tvoir/fia, our Messianic salvation cannot be of our
.

acquiring, but only Ood^s gift

how

works,

as
est

;

and

if

we

.

If,

.

own

good

are created in Christ unto

could merit of works (which would need to have been already

acquired in the time anterior to this our creation) be the cause of our sal-

and subject of our own boasting ? The argumentative stress lies
and then o/f TvporjToiuaccv
(1) on avrov, and (2) on KncdevvEc
K.T.Ti. is an elucidation significantly bearing on KTicdivreQ iv X. 'I. IttI epy. ay.,
which makes the impossibility of j^re-Christian merit of works thoroughly
His, just His work, and no other's, are
avrov] with emphasis
palpable.
TiOiTi/iia, tiling made (comp. Rom. i. 20), refers to the ethical creation
we.'
(that of the new spiritual state of life), which the Christian as such has experienced (naTiiyyeveaia, Tit. iii. 5), not, as Tert. c. Marc. v. 17, Gregory of
Nazianzus, Basil, and Photius would have it, to the physical creation (the
spiritual being only introduced by KriaflevTEc k.t.1.), which is opposed to the
context, as is also the combination of the two creations by Pclagius, Erasare God's work just
"as Christians vfe
mus, Matthies, and Riickert
as well, as in respect of our being men at a;ll." Only the /wm, in which the
constituting of the new condition of life is expressed, is derived from the
iv Xptaru 'Ir^cjov]
physical creation.
KTicdEVTeg] by Ood at our conversion.
vation,

consequently

;

—

:

•

.

.

:

.

—

—

for el Tig
specific

ev XpiariJ,

element of

aaivfj KrlaiQ,

life,

2 Cor. v. 17

;

within which the ethical

Gal.

vi. 15.

Troh/jua

Christ

the

is

come

Oeov has

to

—

ettI
from which this creative process has not taken place.
On the thing itself, comp. Rom. viii. That, h/
epyoig ayaOolc] moral aim,.*
tchich God prepares what is created by Him in Christ for this moral end, is
Gal. iii. 2
John iii. 5 f. Good worTcs (not
the Holy Spirit, Rom. viii.
olg irporjEpya vofiov) are fruits of regeneration, different from spyuv, ver. 9.
Tolfi. 6 0£Of] olc is to be taken, according to the usual attraction (see Winer,

pass, but apart

;

p.

147

f.),

for a

:^

;

—

which God hath hefore (previously to the KncdEVTEq) pAacedin
we might walk in them, that they might be the ele-

readiness, in order that

ment

in

which our life-walk should take

place."

The prefixed

7r/)o?;r.

has

Paul conceives, namely, of the
morally good works in which the walk of the Christian moves, as being
already, even before his conversion, placed in readiness ' by God, namely,

in the circumstances significant emphasis.

>

Olsliausen, de

In opposition to de Wette.

Koppe, Flat-t, Holzhausen.
'Comp. Horn. Od. X. 27: avTuiv yap
dMsiJ' a^paSiijo-tj/.
Winer, p. 140.
• [Cf. Winer,
§ 48.]
^

* Trji/ ctt'

aTruA-

^Syriac, Gothic, Vulgate, Castalio, Beza,
and others,
including Earless, Matthies, Holzhausen,

Calvin, Piscator, Estius, Grotius,

Wette, Lamping,

p.

87

f.;

Bleek.
ovTois anavcrtov cxiaiv

SjjAot,

"He

shows the never-ending state for them,"
Oecumenius.
'

5,

6

Phit.
;

Mar.

LXX.

p. 2.30

E

;

Isa. xxviii. 24

Joseph. Antt. xvil.
Wisd. ix. 8.
;

CHAr.
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And this could not hut be tlic case, if God would create
in His decree.
unto good works. For, if tlie converted man is God's creature^ tlien the
moral activity of life, in which the specific nature of the Kaivfj KTiacg is to
manifest itself, and without which he would not be God's noh/jua and ktIctic,
must likewise proceed from God consequently, when the moral creative
act (the regeneration) is accomplished, it must already in God's counsel
and will, be in such wise prepared and held ready for communication, that it
;

has to receive the

creature from its Creator, and in this way to work
Thus these good works following regeneration are as it

new

the works of God.

were outflowings from a divine treasure beforehand placed in readiness,
from which the regenerate man has recewed them, when he does them and
The sense of the word irpoeTotfidi^eiv is changed, if it is exwalks in them.
plained only as to predestine, ^ which would be expressed by jvpoopi^ecv f and
'

it is

rationalized

away when Olshausen

says that the circumstances

and

rela-

under which it is possible to men to perform good works, are ordained
by God. It is not of the circumstances which render the works possible,
but of the icorhs themselves, that Paul affirms that God has before placed
tions,

.

them in readiness as accordingly, when they are accomplished, it is God
who works the willing and working (Phil. ii. 13). According to Hofmann,*
the good works are once for all present in Christ, so that they need not to
be brought forth first by us, the individuals, but are produced before;

hand,

in

order that our fellowship with Christ

may be

also a

fellow-

—

conduct that our walk in Him may be a walk in them.
But in this way Paul would have left the very point of the thought
Others take olg as dative
in KpoT/Toifi. (namely, in Ohrist) unexpressed.
ship of His

In this case,
:
unto which Ood hath prepared us. ^
would by no means be a redundant and feeble tautology,
But against tliis
as Harless supposes, but an emphatic epexegesis of olg.
view it may be urged that Paul must necessarily, because the verb would be
quite objectless, have added y/udg,'' the omission of which, considering the
of the

'iva

destination

ev avrolg Ttepnr.

frequency of the attraction of

olf

for a, could only have led the reader astray

;

would receive no emphasis accordant with the prefixing of
npoyroi/j.., inasmuch as the time of the TrpoEToi/id^eiv would coincide with that
of the KTii^Eiv.
Valla and Erasmus take olg as masculine ; for whom He hath
hefore appointed, that we, etc. to which also Riickert, although hesitating
between this and the preceding explanation, is inclined. But how arbitrarily in this way is olq referred to what is more remote and different from
moreover,

irpo

,

' Explanations
like that of Grotius
"praeparavit turn praesciibendo formam
;

operum turn dando Spiritum," " He prepared them both by pi'escribing the form of
the works, and by giving the Spirit," etc.,
fail of doing justice to the case by making
jrpo in jrpor)T. synchronous with K7i.aSivri%.
* Augustine and others, including Harless,

Lamping.

*

See Pritzsche; ad Bom.

*

Schriflbew.

*

Luther,

II. p. 339.

II. 1, p. 3G5, II. 2, p. 294.

Clericus,

Semler,

Michaelis,

Zachariae, Moras, Flatt, Meier, Schenkel,

and

others.

This also in opposition to Calovius, who
takes ot; in the ablative sense " quibus, so.
hactenus dictis
per justificationem et
renovationem, praeparavit vel disposuit
«

:

.

.

.

ambulemns," " by
mentioned,
tlu-ough justification or renewal he propared or disposed us, so that we may walk
in good works."
(nos), ut in operibus bonis

wliich, viz.,

tliese

hitlierto
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Utterly arbiand liow changed is the literal sense of TrpoETot/tdl^ircv
and erroneous, finally, is the view of Bengel, Koppe, and Rosenmiiller,
as also of Baumgarten-Crusius, that it is to be explained jiei' Hebi'aismuin,
"as a Hebraism," for kv olg Iva TreptKaTr/au/isv irporjT. 6 Qeoq, in which case
Koppe and Rosenmiiller make 7r/9oero</zdCsw equivalent to vellejubere, "wish,
!"
According to Schwegler,^ Baur,^ and de Wette, there is to be discovl)i(j
ered in our passage the post-apostolic tendency to combine the doctrine of Paul
(ovK ef ipyuv) with the Jewish-Christian view (that of James) concerning good
works. As though the works were not in our passage too, as in all Pauline
avrolg

!

!

trary

^

—

—

The Pauline faith
Epistles, based upon faith (observe, withal, kv X. 'I.)
has always moral practice as its necessary vital activity, and this is conseultimate aim) of the new creation wrought
quently always the aim (not
through faith by means of the Spirit. We may add that the good works,
!

:

even

at

—where, moreover, they are traced back wholly to God
that, on
— are so far from being the condition of

our passage,

as the author,

justification,

^^
Bona
the contrary, the dogmatic canon here receives full confirmation
sequuntur
Good
works
sed
justificatum,''''
operanon 'prnecedunt justifieandum,
:

'

'

do not precede the one to be justified, but they follow him as justified."
^'ambularemus,
Comp. Calovius. Aptly does Bengel remark on irepnvaT.
non snlvnremur awt viveremus,'''' " that we should walk, not that we should
be saved, or should live." The assertion, that here (and in Colossians) much
greater importance is ascribed to good works than in the other letters of the
[See Note XX., p. 400.]
apostle,^ is, looking even to vv. 7-9, incorrect.
Yer. 11. A(d] Therefore, because such exalted and unmerited benefits have
been imparted to us (vv. 4-10). [See Note XXI., p. 400 seq.] These benefits should move the reader to remember his former miserable heathen state
Col. i. 21), in order the more gratefully to appreciate, by con{wort, V. 8
:

;

—

brt tvote v/ne'ic rd Id-vrj kv
with the past, the value of his present state.
aapKL] Neither i)te nor ovteq is to be supplied, but (observe the order critiTrore v[iE'ir) otl is taken up again by the hri of ver. 12, and
cally vouched for

trast

:

VOTE

by Tu

tion to
K.T.I, is
tlie

13; while

KaipC) EKEtvC, vcr.

vfjLElq,

to

which

it

is

related

attributive definition to

Gentiles in the flesh, ye

ye at that time, etc.

— rd

and hence without the

to.

e^vtj hv capKi is a descrii)tive defini-

by way

of apposition,

v/xeIq to. e^v?/

who (quippe qui)

e&vt] ev crap/c/] is

h

aapKi

:

tJiat

and

ol Xsyd/ievoi

at one time ye,

named Foreskin

icere

.

.

.

that

closely connected as one conception,

article before iv aapd.

This

h

capKi

is,

as to its

meaning, necessarily defined by the undoubted meaning of the following ev
aapd on which account it is neither to be taken, as a contrast to regeneration, of the former unholy life of the readers, * nor as origine carnali, natalihus, "by carnal origin, birth," "nor is it to be generalized into resj:)ectu
It has reference
status externi, "with respect to the external condition."
In the flesh, on account of the non-circumcised foreskin,
to the foreskin.
;

''

1 See, on the other hand, Fritzsche, ad
Matth. p. 139.
2 In Zeller's Jahrb. 1844, p. 391.

3

Pauliis, p. 453.

*

Baur, nevt. Theol. p.

*

Ambrosiaster, Calovius, Wolf, Holzhau-

sen.
"

Bueer, Grotius,

miiljer, Flatt.
270.

'

Morus.

Bstiiis,

Koppe, Rosen-

—
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—The

the clmrader cfhnims, "Gentile character," was inherent.

to. e-Qvt]

kv a.,

with the artide. designates the readers as to their category. The contempt,
however, incurred in their pre-Christian state lies not in rd 1-&vt) iv a. (for
although
this they still remained), but in the following ol Xeyd/uevoi k.t.Tl.
;

we may

not,

by mentally supplying

be placed

name Foreskin/

the

—

in a parenthesis, ° seeing that

As the

Gentile state of the readers.

aejouevoi

ol

.

ry aapd, they

And, then, the delineation of
it

.

.

is

;f e^poTr. ]

kv

not to

a continued description of the

it is

£-&v7}

brought to a yet higher climax when

is

make

the contrast ovk kv Kvsvfiari,

an element of recommendation.

capid into

7>j/

'

is

thus reproachfully designated, namely, by the

were

those designated

this despised relation

specified by ichom they

so-called C'ircumeision,

were

which

is

So low was the position you occupied
By
those who bear the name of this surgical operation performed on the flesh
Phil. iii. 3
(counterpai't of the ideal circumcision, Rom. ii. 28 f.
Col. ii.
11
Acts vii. 51), and hence have by it in and of itself no pre-eminence at
all, yoa must allow yourselves to be designated, for want of this external
kv aapKi x^t-poiv. does not perrite, with the reproachful name of ForesMn !

made

in the flesh with the hand.

!

;

;

;

tain to

TiEyofi.,

how the

an addition of the apostle himself to Trepir., describing
The abstracta, " abstracts, " d/cpo/?. and rrepiT. do not
concretis, " for concretes," but are stated names, by which the

but

is

mai^e?* stands.

here stand ^r*?

Comp.
The circumstance that
Paul, instead of vko T?}g Xeyouevr/g, has not again employed the plural expression vTTo Tuv Xsyo/ukvuv, is to be explained by the fact that he wishes to indicate the KepiTop.Tj as a name, which is not adequate to the idea of it in the
case of the subjects so termed
by the so-called circumcision. [See Note
XXII., p. 401.] The expression is depreciatory (comp. 1 Cor. viii. 5) as concerns the people who bore the name irepLTOjiri whereas ol 2.Ey6/xEvoi aKpo(ivaTia
would indicate not the conception of " so-called," but, in a purely objective manner, the mentioned fact
"those called Foreskin" (Heb. ix. 3).
tCi Kaipu ekeivu]
Ver. 13. As regards the construction, see on ver. 11.
takes the place of the ttote, ver. 11, and means the pre-Christian, heathen
concretes were in accordance with their peculiar character designated.

2 Thess.

ii.

4

:

knl Trdvra leydfievov Qebv

fj

ae (iac ua.

:

;

:

On

period of the readers.

—

xcopk XpiaToi'] aloof

the dative of time without

from

tum, quod ab objecto sejunctum

which

kv,

see "Winer, p. 195

connection toith Christ; for " jwp/f

refertur," "is referred to the subject

est,

separated from the object."

f.

ad subjec-

It is dependent on t/te as its first sad
and does not belong, as a more precise definition, to the subject,^
in which case it would in fact be entirely self-evident and superfluous.
In
liow far the readers as Gentiles were without Christ, we are told in the
sequel.
They stood afar off and aloof from the theocratic bond, in which
Christ would have been to them, in accordance with the promise, the object
of their faith and ground of their salvation.
If Paul had wished to express
merely the negation of the Christian relation, ^ how tame and idle would this
is

'

predicate,

1

^
s

*

With Chrysostom and

his successors.

Griesbach, Scholz.
Tittmann, Synon. p. 94.
" When ye were as yet without Christ,"

Bleek.
s
Ye were without knowledge of Christ
comp. Anselm, Calovius, Flatt.

;

•
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in itself

Lave been

and, moreover, not in keeping with

!

connection of

tlie

already clear from ver. 11,
Paul wishes to bring out the disadvantage at which the readers, as Gentiles,
had been placed in contradistinction to the Jews. Hence Grotius rightly inthat which follows, according to which, as

is

dicates the relation as to contrast of ver. 13 to ver. 13

"Nunc eum

:

(Chris-

tum) non minus possidetis vos qudm ii, quibus pi'omissus fuerat,'''' "Now ye
possess Him (Christ) no less than they to whom He had been ^''t'omised.''''
Riickert refers ;t;wpif X. to the activity of Christ under the 0. T. freviously to
His incarnation, with an appeal to 1 Cor. x. 4.^ But tC. Kaipu eke'lvu), in
fact, api)lies to the pre-Christian lifetime of the readers, and thus comprises

means tJie historical
The relation ;\:uplc
XpLCFToi) is described from the standpoint of the apostle, for whom the bond
with the Messiah was the bond with Christ. [See Note XXHI., p. 401.]
The charge that the author here makes an un-Pauline concession to Judaa time which was subsequent

He was

Christ, so far as

to the

Xpiarov

incarnation.

the very promised Messiah.

—

ism

^

is

incorrect, since the concession concerns only the pre- Christian rela-

Comp. Rom.

tion.

A superiority

ix. 4, 5.

of Judaism, in respect of the

pre-Christian relation to Christianity, Paul could not but necessarily teach

(comp. Acts

25

iii.

f.

;

Rom.

16,

i.

1

iii.

f.

Gal.

;

13

iii.

was Judaism

tianity as to its essential contents

but that Chrismerely extended

f.);

itself,

through the death of Christ to the Gentiles also, he has not taught either
in fact, the doing away of the law taught by him in this
here or elsewhere
;

very passage

is

on airalloTpLwo, Dem. 255, 3
and Josephus, Krebs, Obss.
(comp. also
ship,

but

it

iv.

18

was

—

the very opposite thereof.'

Col.

;

i.

;

Polyb.

i.

82. 9

i.

The notion

p. 326.

Comp.
LXX.*

aTzr/XkoTpLuiiEvoi k.t.a.']

79. 6,

;

often in the

of alien does not here

21) presuppose the existence of an earlier fellow-

their status ethnicus, " Gentile state,"

itself,^

by which the

readers were at one time placed apart from connection with the noXiTEia tov
'IcpaTjTi. i.e.,

whereby

cvfiTvollTaL (ver. 19).

this oXkoTpihTqi;

The

took place.

TroXiTELa signifies as

opposite: Uioi,

oIkeioi,

well political constitxition^ as right

The latter signification is assumed by Erasmus, Luther,
of citizenship."Beza, Bullinger, Michaelis, and others.
But the idea of right of citizenship was for the apostle, himself a

Roman

citizen, as well as for the readers,

a secular privilege, and one therefore foreign to the connection of our passage,

where everything

jDoints to the

constitution of the Israelites.

xxxii.

28,

xxxv. 10)

is,

—

and this was the political
name of Jacob (Gen.
the traditionally hallowed usage of
theocracy,

tov 'lapaijX]

according to

* Comp. otshausen (" the immanence of
Christ as regards His divinity in Israel").

The

lished

divine

by God you were not only not able to

*

receive honors, but not even to be held as
citizens to such an extent did the institu-

'

tions differ."

Schwegler, I.e. p. 388 f.
In opposition to Baur, Paidus, p. 545;
Christenth. der drei ersten Jahrh. p. 107.
Schleusner, Thesavr. I. p. 325.
^ Not, as Grotius would have it (whom
Rosenmiiller follows)
the diversity of
political institutions: "In ilia republica a
*

:

Deo

instituta

non modo honores non pote-

nee pro civibus haberi
adeo distabaat instituta,"' " In the state estab-

ratis capere, sed

;

«

Thuc.

ii.

Legg.

iv. p.

Evag.

viii. 10

36

713
;

;

E

Plato, Folit.
;

Arist. Polit.

Xen. Ages.

i.

37

vii.

p. 520

iii. 4. 1
;

;

B

;

Isoc.

2

Mace.

;

Thuc.

iv.

11, viii. 17.
'

Ilerod. ix. 34;

Dem.

161,

11

Diod. Sic. xii. 51; 3 Mace.
Acts xxii. 28 Joseph. Arilt. xii. 3. 1.
101.

3;

;

iii.

vi.

21;

—
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;
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,

Cor. x. 18

;

Gal.

name
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Jewish pco^slc, Rom. ix.
however, is not to be ex-

of his posterity, the

The

vi. 16, al.

genitive,

which lias the polity.
and foreign to the covenants of the 2)romise
(not belonging thei'eto) these words are to be taken together ; ^ for only thus
do the two elements belonging to each other and connected by /ca/, which
serve for the elucidation of jwpif l^pia-ov, stand in harmonious symmetry
only in this way, likewise, is similar justice done to the two last particulars
connected by /ca/, e?.7ri6a fiy £;t;ovre(: koX a-^eoi kv t<1 Koafiu which in their
very generality and brevity carry the description of the Gentile misery to
plained like aoTv 'Adr/vuv

—

for 6 'lapaijl is the people,

'

;

KOL ^evoi 7UV 6ia-9?/Kcji' r/Jc eTrayy.]
;

;

—

the uttermost point

only in this way,

;

the characteristic coloring which
anrjllorp.

rcoX. t. 'lap.,

r.

it

lastly,

does

^evoi rcbv

for jDrecisely in the characteristic r^f tirayy. lies the

sad significance of the being ajjart from the noli-eia tov
nants of the jn'omise,

the covenants with which

-i.e.,

its

The

'lapaijl.

promise

/car'

"pre-eminently," namely, that of the Messianic salvation (Rom.
iii.),

was connected,

acquire

(')i.ad?]Kuv

needs, in order not to appear tame after

made with Abraham

are the covenants

ix.

(Gen.

4

cove-

i^oxvv,
;

xii.

Gal.

2

f.,

and repeated with the other patriarchs (Gen. xxvi. 2 flf., xxviii. 13 ff.), as also the covenant formed with the
people through Moses. The latter is here (it is otherwise at Rom. ix. 4,
where there specially follows y vo/jo-&Ea!a) neither excluded,' seeing that this
covenant also had the promise of Messianic life (6 notijaar avra Ujaerat. kv
avTo'iQ, Gal. iii. 12), nor exclusively meant.^
Either is arbitrary, and against
the latter there may be urged specially the plural, as well as the eminent
importance which Paul must have attributed to the patriarchal covenants in
XV. IS, xvii. 20, xxii. 16

7, xiii. 15,

particular.^

— i7-i6a

/ri/

ex-

i^-

fli^foi

ff.)

h

ru

consequence of the preceding

/c]

and in what a tragic climax
The very generality of
the expressions, inasmuch as it is not merely a definite hope (Paul did not
write rfjv e?i7r«5a) and a definite relation to God that are denied, renders
these last traits of the picture so dark
EliTida] Bengel
"Si promissionem habuissent, spem habuissent illi respondentem," "if they would have
had the promise, they would have had the hope corresponding thereto,"
But in this way Paul must have written ttjv eTimda. No, those shut out
from the promise, are for the apostle men without hope at all ; they have
nothing to hope for, just because they have not to hoiDC for the promised salvation.
Comp. 1 Thess. iv. 13. Every explanation of a definite hope ^ conflicts with the absence of the article, and weakens the force of the picture.
jif] exovTEg] fiT] is not to be explained from the dependence of the thought
on what immediately precedes, ' by which the independence of the element
ai^rfkloTp.

.

.

.

hnayy.,

!

—

!

:

—
'

Earless.

B. 219

In opposition to Ainbrosiaster, Cornelius
a Lapide, Morus, Rosenmiiller, and others,
who attach t^? enayy. to what follows.
3 Eiickert, Harless, Olshansen, and others.
* Eisner and Wolf, as was already suggested by Beza.
"

^

On Revo's with a ffenidve
Comp. Xen. C'l/r. vi. 2.

163),

(Kiihner,
1

;

II. p.

Soph. Oed.

^

;

Plato,

Ajwl

p. 17

Bullinger, Grotius,
less
'

;

al.

life

and many

ised blessings, Estius

ise,

D,

Of the resurrection and
;

;

everlasting,

of theprom-

of deliverance, Har-

comp. Erasmus and others.

" Foreign to the covenants of the promivUhout hating hope," as Ilarless would

take

it.
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tliT.

fj?/

£x-

would be

sacrificed to the injury of the

symmetry and force of

but the subjectivity of the negation results from fiv/j/xovEverE,
fj-e, in accordance with which fif/ exovteq is a fact now conceived in
b-i
The /ly refers the eak. /ufj ex- to the concepthe recollection of the readers.
ad^Eoi]
tion of the subject of the governing verbum sentiendi {jivtjiiovevete).
the lowest stage of Gentile misery. We may explain the word," which octhe passage
.

.

;

.

'

curs only here in the N. T.,

—

and not

at all in the

LXX.

or Apocrypha, either:

not Relieving in God, atheists,^ or godless, impii, reprobate,^ or

without God,

:

Deo (Vulgate), i.e., without divine help, without the protection and asThe last-mentioned sense, as yielding the saddest closing
sistance of God.^
The Gentiles had gods, which, howpredicate, ^ is here to be preferred.
Gal. iv. 8) but, on the contrary,
ever, were no gods (Acts xix. 26, xiv. 15
what they worshipiDcd and honored as divinities, since the forsaking of the
so
natural knowledge of God (Rom. i. 19 li.), were demons (1 Cor. x. 20)
that for them with all their Setmihifiovia (Acts xvii. 22) God was really wanting, and they apart from connection with God's grace and help lived on in
Paul might have written -denaTvyEi^, as at Rom. i. 30,
a God-forsal'en state.
but he continues in the stream of negative designations, which gives to his
picture an elegiac coloring.
h rw Kda/iu] is referred by Calovius and Koppe
to the preceding elements as a whole.
But in this way it would have
something of a dragging effect, whereas it attaches itself with force and suggestiveness to the bare o.'&eoi, whose tragical effect it serves to deepen.
Only it must not be explained, even when so connected, with Koppe:
inter
sine

;

;

;

—

^'^

ceteros homines, in his

sense

it

"

terris,''''

would be devoid

among

other

of significance.

(observe the contrast to the nolLTEia tov

men
Nay

'lapaijl),

which

in these lands," in
rather, profane

the Gentile

hnmanity

tcorld,

was the

unhallowed domain, in which the readers in former time existed without
God.
It adds to the ungodly How the ungodly Where.
Olshausen explains
"in this evil world, in which one has such urgent need of a sure
hope, a fast hold to the living God ;" but this is imported, since no predi:

/cdcr/zo.
According to Riickert, it is to form a contrast to
and that in the sense "in the world, of which the earth is a part,
and which stands under God's government."'' But Paul must have said
this, if he had meant it (by kv tcj Kdafiu rov Oeov, or something similar).
Oecumenius and Meier tv ry /car« tov trapdwa fHov n-olcTeiq,
in the commonwealth according to the present life," etc. This would be expressed by
naTCi TOV Kda/iov.
The question, we may add, whether the klnida
Kda/XG)

cate stands beside

h^EOL,

:

'

:

'

—

.

applies to all Gentiles, not even a Socrates or a Plato excepted,

Comp. Kiihner,

1

II. § 715, 3.

ii.

2 See, generally, Diog. Laert. vii.
119;
Sturz in the C'om7n. sac. phil. Lips. II. p. 65
£f.
Meier in the Ikdl. EncyU. I. 24, p. 466 ff.
;

3 Plato,
Apol. p. 26 C ; Lucian, Alex. 25 ;
Aelian, Y. H. ii. 31 ; comp. Ignat. ad Trail.

10

:

*
5.

aSfot o^Tcy, TouTeo-Ttf inidToi.

Plato, Legg.

xii. p.

966

E Xen.
;

Anab.

^

Pindar, Pylh. iv. 288.
Soph. Oed.Ii. 633 aSeos, a<^iXo9,eomp.

^

Comp.

39

ii.

;

:

deeei,

Hom.

Od.

xviii. 352

;

254.

Mosch,

148.

[See

also

.

is,

.

in the

Cremer's Worterbuch,

Eng. Trans, p. 281.]
" per
' So
in substance also Grotius
omnes terrarum oras verum Deum, mundi
sc. opificem, aut ignorabatis, aut certe non
colebatis, seel pro eo Deos ab hominibus
fictos," " In all regions of the earth, ye
either were ignorant of the true God, viz.,
the Creator of the world, or certainly did
not worship Him, but instead of Him worshipped the gods made by man."
:

—
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13.

view of the apostle, to be answered affirmatively, at all events in general
(Rom. iii. 10 ff., xi. 16 ff. 1 Cor. i. 19 S..), but bas only an indirect application here, since the apostle is speaking of bis readers, whom be describes
as to their category. That, if the subject of bis discourse bad called for it,
be would have known how to set limitations to his general judgment, may be
assumed of itself, and in accordance with Rom. ii. 14 f. Comp. Acts xvii. 28.
Ver. 13. But now in Christ Jesus ye, once afar off, are made nigh hy the
vwl 6e'\ contrast to ru naipC) iKelvu, ver. 13 Jmt as your
Mood of Christ.
Comp. Rom. vi. 23, vii. 6 Col. i. 21, iii. 8.
iv
relation now stands.
Xpiaru 'Ir/aov] not to be supplemented by mrf, noi" yet a more jjrecise definition of vwl,- in which case several, proceeding more accurately, supply
ovrer.^
But such a more precise definition would be very unnecessary^, and
would have significant weight only if a special emphasis rested upon h as
;

—

:

;

'

in contradistinction to A'^P'f) ^^^- 12, which, however, cannot be the case,

since there
£v

h

not again used merely

is

elvai

'l7]aov

XpioTif)

XpiariJ,

but

of the readers, moreover,

h

XpiarC)

was not

The

'If/aov.

2n'ior to the hyyvg

immediate consequence ; hence we should have at least
not: fostquam in Christo estis recepti, '•'After ye were
received in Christ," but
cum in Christo sitis recepti, " When ye were
received," wherewithal there would still remain the very unnecessary charbut

hyEvydr]TE,

to explain

its

it,

:

more

acter of this

precise definition, or of this conditional accessory clause

Accordingly

(de "Wette).

ye are in Christ Jesus, in

aluan tov Xp.

iv rQ
'I.

as

Comp.

is

tv

Xp.

whom

is

'I.

to be connected

with kyyvg

kyevrjO.

then the more precise definition of the mode of

Sia TOV aijiaroQ avrov,

i.

Hence we have not

7.

Lacbmann and Tischendorf have

to place a

done, either before or after

h

:

and

this has its efficient cause, inade near ;

h

Xp.

comma,

Xp.

'I.

—
—

could not be added at ver. 13, but might be added here, where tbe
Christ who historically appeared in tbe person of Jesus is intended.

'iTjaoi)]

same relation as was expressed in ver.
tov 'Icrp., and ^evoc ruv Sia-&?^K. TijQ
kyyvg kyevijd. kv rCi alu. r. Xp.'] For, by the fact that Christ shed His
knayy.
blood, the separation of the Gentiles from the Jews was done away, and
consequently the fellowship of tbe former with the community of God's
people (which tbe true Christian Israel henceforth was) was effected.
See
fiaicpdv]

figurative description of the

12 hj aTT

—

ver. 14

rj

2.

loT p 10) fi e V

The

ff.

bringing

I

to

TTJg

ttoXct.

participation in, the Uessings of the theocracy

after the precedent of Isa. xlix. 1, Ivii. 19, expressed often also

among

is,

the

Rabbins by the figurative i^TOjJWi^^'jram/acere, "to make near" (which with
is, with S2:)ecial frequency, equivalent to proselytiun facere, "to make a
proselyte"), and in that case tbe subject to whom tbe api^roacb is made
is always to be derived from the context.*
kyyvq ylvead-ai, to come near ; only
here in the N. T., frequent in the classic writers.^

them

—

1

2

Baumgarten-Crusius.
Riickert " under the
:

new

constitution,

founded by Christ."
" postquam in Christo estis re3 Calvin
cepti," "after ye were received in Christ,"
Koppe, Harless, Bleek.
* As e.g. Vayikra B. 14, where God, and
:

MechUta, f. 38. 13, where, as here, the theocracy is to be thought of. See, in general,
the passage in Wetsteiu and Schottgen,
Ilorae, p. 761
^

ff.

Xen. Anab.

40. 6.

v. 4.

16,

ir. 7.

23

;

Thuc.

iii.

—
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Yer. 14.' Confirmatory elucidation to ver. 13, especially as to tlie element
'KpLaru 'Itjcov, and more precisely in tlie kv tC difiar. tov

h

implied in the

—

XpidToi).

avrdg]

own person,^

as regards Ids

ij)se ;

is

not put in opposition to

the thought of ourselves having made the peace, ^ which is in fact quite foreign to the passage but— and what a triumph of the certainty and com;

—

is therein implied
" non vao<Xo pacificator, nam siii impensa pacem peperit et ipse vinculum est utrorumque," " not
merely the peacemaker, for at the cost of himself he procured peace, and he

pleteness of the blessing obtained

!

See what follows.
Observe also
is the bond of both," Bengel.
the presence of the article in t] elpijVT], denoting the peace kk-' k^oxvv, " preeminently ;"* He is for us the peace absolutely, the absolute contrast to the
himself

The Rabbinical

which the Messiah
do not bear on this passage,
since in them the point spoken of is not, as here,^ the peace ietween Jews and
6 Trou'/aa^ k.t.X.] quippe qui fecit, " since he has made," etc., now
Gentiles.
begins the more precise information, how Christ has iecome Himself our
peace.
to. a/iddTepa] the two [Germ, das Beides], i.e., the two existing parts,
The neuter expression corresponds to the following
the Jews and Gentiles.
Nothing is to be supplied.''
eV] not so, that one part assumed the
fv.
nature of the other, but so that the separation of the two was done away
That was the union of the
with, and both were raised to a new unity.
EX'&pa, ver. 15.

(Comp.

passages, however, in

called DHiy, "peace,"

Isa. ix. 6) is

^

—

—

—

divine

12

X.

;

1

Cor.

Comp.

See the sequel.

o'lKovofiia.

13

xii.

;

John

16.

x.

related to the foregoing as explicative of
sition

:

iii.

11

;

Gal.

28

iii.
(pp.

;

this,

we

are then told

Rom.

?ivaqc]

is

tov (ppay/iov is genitive of appo-

it.^

the jjartition wall, ichich consisted in the (well-known) fence.

meant by

is

Col.

Kal to /iectotoixov tov

by means

"What

of the epexegetic -?> ex'Spav

;

hence Paul has not by the figurative to fieaoT. tov (ppaj/xov Tivaag merely wished
to express the (negative) conception that Christ has done away with the isolation of the O. T. commonAvealth.*
De "Wette censures the "extreme
tameness'^ of the explanation,

as a designation of the law,

according to which to fiea6T. k.t.a. is taken not
but as a preliminary designation of the sx'&pa.

But the twofold designation of the matter, describing it first figuratively
and then properly, is in keeping with the importance of the idea, the direct
expression of which produces after the previous figure an effect the more
striking.

— To

take the genitive in an adjectival sense, as ecjuivalent to to

iieaoToixov 6ia<j>paaGov,'^° is

wrong, because the characteristic adjective notion
which has been felt also by Castalio and Beza,

to peadrotxov, "

implied in

is

" Ver. 14-18

ipse verborum tenere et
rhythmo canticum imitatur," " He
iraitates poetry by the very tenor and as it
wei'e rhythm of the words," Benjjel.
^ [" He personally, as in Mlcah v. 4," De-

IT. 1, p. 374,

Luth.
Holtzraann, p.

Liic. p. 9

•

qiiasi

Zeitschr.

litzsch,

p.

3

;

also

*
'

Wetstein in

ne^it.

SchCttgen, Horae,

;

Grotius yevr).
ggg winer, p. 388

In opposition to Hofmann, Schriflbew.

>"

and

others,

:

;

Fritzsche, Qvaest.

f.

riji'

Schiifibeiv.

II.

1,

to

^p.,

and con-

fj.e<j6T. t.

p. 375,

ix^pav with KOTapYrjuos.

Vorstius, Grotius, Morus, Koppe, Ko-

senmiiller, Meier,
i'

primarily in rela-

eipijir;

similarly Calovius

s ^^-^

necting
II.

p. 18.
'

God

»

Gr. p. 109 [E. T. 195].

loc. ;

tion to
'

who, at variance with the con-

understands

As Hofmann,
holds, refining on

ZiA.—ScJi77iidt.'\

Hofmann.
Buttmann,

^

1878,

text,

Pai'ies

and others.
found elsewhere

intergei^iniw,

—
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II., 15.

inasmuch as tliey erroneously translated it as though, rbv ^payfiop tov fisaoA reference, "we may add, to a definite (ppayf/oc, which
Tolxov were used.
underlies the figurative expression, is not to be assumed, since the words
furnish nothing of the sort, and any Tcind of fence serving as a partitionSome have thought of the stone screen which in
wall illustrates the ex'&pa.
the temple-enclosure marked off the court of the Gentiles, and the inscription of which forbade every Gentile from farther advance.' But at most
could only be assumed, without arbitrariness,
name of (f)payii6q. Other references,

this

had
more foreign to

that screen

if

statedly borne the

still

the matter, which have been inti'oduced, such as to the Jewish districts in
large towns,

which were marked

Among

Wolf.

See Buxtorf,

use.

belongs to

t\i.e

off

by a wall or otherwise,^ may be seen in

the Rabbins, too, the figure of a fence

figure,

does not come in

J'D.

s.v.

till

and

the

in

IhaaQ']

sense

not chosen on account of the

is

afterwards, although

it

is

in very frequent

of throwing down,'
rfjv

would be chosen

ex'&pav,

which

suitahhj there-

—

to.^
It has been wrongly designated as an tiw-PawZme idea, that Christ
through His death should have united the Jews and Gentiles by means of
the abolition of the law. ^ This union has in fact taken place as a raising of
hence that doctrinal pi-inciple
both into a higher imity, vv. 16, 18, 21 f.
is sufficiently explained from the destination of Paul as the apostle to the
Gentiles and his personal experience, and from his own elsewhere attested
universalism, and need not have as a presupposition the post-apostolic
process of development on the part of the church gradually gathering itself
out of heterogeneous elements into a unity, so as to betray a later " cathol;

icizing tendency."

Ver. 15.

now

T;)v

'

ex'&pav']

This,

after the

still

included in dependence upon

down by

the /leaoroixov broken

Christ

:

Tivaag,

(namely) the enmity.

It

is
is,

example of Theodoret,' understood by the majority^ of the Mosaic

law as the caum of the enmity between Jew and Gentile, in which case the
moral law is by some included, by others excluded. But, in accordance

with

law

ver. 14, the reader is led to

to the abstract enmity ;

i.e.,

is

and

nothing

else

than the opposite of

elprjvTi^

in the sequel, indeed, jthe abolition of the

very definitely distinguished from the destruction of the enmity (as

means from end). Hence the only mode of taking it, in harmony with the
word itself and with the context, is: the enmity which existed ietireen Jews and
comp.

the Gentiles,

pide, Bengel,

and

So Erasmus, Vatablus, Estius, Cornelius ti Lawhile Hofmann

ver. 16.

others,

including Riickert and Bleek

turns the notion of ex'^pa into the mere

only in Eratosthenes quoted by Athen.
D, in Ilesychius under
the Fathers. In Athen. I.e.
p. 281

TOV T^s
1

3.

2

rj&ovT]<;

Josephus,
f.,

XV.

it is

s

Wetstein, adJoh.

*

masculine:

^

See Wetstein in loc.
See Schwegler, I.e. p. 389 f.
Baur.
Comp. rtve; in Chrysostom.

vii.

and

KaX apeTTJs /iecroToixo''.

11. 5,

al.;

Middoth.W.

;

of ver. 13, and, refer-

in

KarijAn//,

Bell. v. 5. 2, vi. 2. 4

a.waA2,0Tpiuai.g

;

3.

'

Antt.

viii.

So An-

selm.Ludov. Cappellus, Hammond, Bengel,
Wetstein, Krebs, Bretschnelder, Holzhausen, and others.
* Schottgcn and others.

'

«

ii.

19.

inoiudiujj Luther, Calvin, Bucer, ClariMorns, Rosenmiiller,

us. Grotius, Calovius,
Flatt,

Meier,

Holzhausen,

Crusius, de Wette.

Baumgarten-
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ring

on the part of the Gentiles towards the theocra-

to the estrangement

it

cy hated by them, removes the distinctive mark of reciprocity demanded
by the context. Quite erroneously, Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumeu-

and

ius,

hold that the enmity of the Jews and Gentiles

lately Harless,

towards God

is

In accordance with the context, ver. 14, the jiEa6only be one separating the Jews and Gentiles from

meant.

Toixov can, in fact,

and not something which separates both from God; and how
such a view also on account of what follows for the Mosaic
law might be conceived of as producing enmity towards God so far doubteach other,

mistaken

is

less as the
19),

!

Jews are concerned

(1

Cor. xv. 56

but never as respects the Gentiles,

the Mosaic law (Rom.

does not belong to

punctuates

it)

nor yet to

ii.

[See Note

r?}v ix'^P^-'^

so that

7Saac,'^

12).

who

(&s

;

Rom.

XXIV.,

but

it

p. 401.]

— kv

;

Gal.

"the national hatred

iii.

all relation to
tHj

aapKl avTovl

Lachmann [and Westcott and Hort]

also

would be meant;'

in His people"

because in that case this mention of the death of Jesus

would be inelevantly dissevered from the modal
caQ, to Avhich, in

13

v. 20, vii.

stood aloof from

the nature of the case,

it

definition rhv vo^ov Karapyt/-

belongs as an essential element

;

stands with an emphasis suitable to the context (comp. ahrog yap, ver.

head of the specification that now follows, in what way Christ has
what was said in ver. 14 by avrog yap kariv
so that He
ex'&pav
'by His fesh has done away with the law, namely, when He allowed His flesh
to be crucified (Col. i. 21 f.), dissolved thereby the tie with the law that
brought men under curse (see on Gal. iii. 13), and thus opened up the justification through faith (Rom. iii. 21 fi.), whereby the institution of the law was
emptied of its binding power (comp. Rom. x. 4 ff. vii. 1 ff. Col. ii. 14). The
moral commands also of the law had thereby, while not ceasing to be valid,
14) at the

effected

.

.

:

.

;

ceased to be held as
in the

co7istitue7it

way of compliance with

power,

now

elements of the laio -institute as such justifying

it ;

proceeds from the

and

new

in augmented
(Rom. viii. 4),
the end of the law (Rom. x. 4

its fulfilment,

and that

vital principle of faith

on which account Christ, although He is
comp. 2 Cor. iii. 11), could nevertheless say that He had come to fulfil the
law (Matt. V. 17), and Paul could assert v6uov laTUfiEv, Rom. iii. 31. Hofmann imports into the ev ry aapKl avrov the thought in and with the doing
away of His life in the flesh, in respect of which He was an Israelite, Christ
has rendered the appertaining to His community independent of the religious-legal status of an Israelite.
As though the atoning death of Christ, in the
usual dogmatic sense of the apostle, had not been most distinctly indicated already before by the kv tC a'l/naTi mv Xpiarov, ver. 13, as afterwards by the utvokaTalla^y k.t.1., ver. 16, and by the n-poernyuyy, ver. 18
This meaning is not
here, anymore than at Col. i. 21 f., to be exegetically modified or explained
away.
ruv kvroTiuv kv ddy/yo/r^] to be taJcen together, yet not in such a way that
;

:

:

!

—

stands for avv

kv

injtinctions,

^

or

Kal,*

whereby the

but as

:

the law of the

commandments

whole, not merely partially, as Schenkel imports)
1 Chrysostom,
Bugenhagen,
Engdwelt, p. 193.

*

Oecumenius,

Beza,

consisting in

dictatorial character of the legal institute (as a

Schulthess,

Calvin,

Grotius,

Riickert,

and

is

exhibited.

others.

s

Flatt.

*

Koppe, Rosenmiiller.

The

geni-

CHAP.

tive TO)v h'To/[uv denotes tlie contents of the law,

form

which the

in

was not

and

kv Soy/iaai

the essential

The connecting link of the
since we may correctly say

ivrolal are given.

{tuv) before iv ddy^aai
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requisite,

article
:

evtD.-

and therefore kvro'kiiv kv 66y/iaTi
may be conjoined so as to form owe conception.* Comp. on ill. 13; Rom. vi. 4;
Gal. iv. 14, iii. 26. This view of the connection is adopted, after the precedent
of many older expositors, by Riickert, Matthies, Meier, Winer, pj:*. 123, 197,
or £vtoX?)v

T^end^ai ri hv doyfiart

Schenkel, Bleek

Bisping,

should

^

I'efer

h

66yii.

Opitz,

Weiss, BiN.

would

result

If

Tlieol.].^

one

— even apart from the

of connecting h t?} aapid ahrov, this construction is
wholly untrue and un-Pauline thought that Christ
No doubt some have imputed to
through injunctions abolished the law.

not even possible

h

[Ewald,

to Karapyyaag, there

mode

fact that with our

lias

dii^dvac ev ddynari,

—the

"by

SdyuaoL the sense praecepta stabiliendo,

establishing the precept,"* in

doing which they had in view the evangelical doctrine of faith and the graBut even thus the sense remains untrue and un-Pauline,
tia universalis.'"
seeing that the doing away of the law has taken place not at all in a doctriGal. iii. 13
nal way, but it/ the fact of the death of Christ (Rom. vii. 1 f.
And what a change would be made in the meaning of the
Col. ii. 14).
word 66yfia, which in the N. T. signifies throughout nothing else than inLuke ii. 1 Acts xvii. 7, xvi. 4 comp. Plat. Legg. i.
junction (Col. ii. 4
Xen, Anah. iii. 3. 5, vi. 6. 8 Dem. 774. 19 Herodian, i. 7. 6
p. 644 D
The distinction ought not to have been overlooked be4 Mace. iv. 23 f.)
tween EvroAf] and fWyua, which latter jmts the meaning of the former into the
more definite form of the enjoining decree. A peculiar view is taken by
Harless ^ likewise connecting h> Soy/n. with KaTapy7]aag, and holding that hv
denotes the "side on which that efficacy of the death of Christ exerts itself ;" Christ did not render the law ineffectual in any such capacity as
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

amav Ttbv fieAldvTuv, or as naidayuybv E'tg Xpiar6v, "a shadow of things to
come," or " as a schoolmaster unto Christ," but on the side of the Soyfiara.''
Incorrectly, because Soyuaai must of necessity have had the article, and because

'

nowhere taught that the law

it is

There

is

consequently no need whatever

for the evasive view of Theile (in Winer's
Exeget. Stud. I. p. 188 ff.), which is arbitrary
and makes the meaning of the expression

simply ambiguous, that Paul has not added
the article, because iv Sdyia. is to be conceived of in the like relation to tov v6\xov as
to

Tu>v ivToKuiv.

done away only in a

classical

writers

single respect.

accitmnlated

articles!

Plato, Phileb. p. 33 A Dem. 01. iii. 11, and
many others. They avoid only the coming
;

together of the same article, e.g. to
baum, ad Plat. Rep. pp. .33:! C,
Comp. also Buttmann, neut. (Jr. p.

t6 (Stall-

598

B).

80 [E. T.

921.

AVith the Syriac, Arabic, Vulgate, PeChrysostom, and his successors,
Theodore of Mopsuestia, Grotius, Estius,
3

Several of the older expositors, nevertheless, explained
legem mandatorurn in
decret.is sitarn, "the law of commandments
fixed in decrees" (Erasmus, comp. Castalio,
Beza, Calvin, and others), so that they connected ei' Soyix. with rbi' vo/xoi'. But in that
casBToi' must of necessity have stood before
e;- Soyfi.
And to excuse the absence of the
article "o& congeriem articulorum,^'' " on account of the accumulation of articles "
(Erasmus), is arbitrary. How often have
^

:

25

is

lagius,

Bengel, Holzhausen,

and

Fritzsche, Diss, in 2 Cor.

others, including
ii.

p. 168

f.

*

Fritzsche.

^

See Chrysostom, Tlieodore of MopsuesTheodoret, Theophylact, Estius, Ben-

tia,

°

and others.
Followed by Olshausen.

'

" In reference to the

gel,

commanding form

of its precepts," Olshausen.

—

J
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The Mosaic

legal institute as such,

and not merely from a certain

has in

side,

Christ its end (Rom. x. 4); the crwa tuv fieWMvruv, " shadow of things to
come," in the law has only a transient typical destination (see on Col. ii. 17),

and the work of the

waiSayuydc, " schoolmaster,"

is at

an end with the

at-

tainment of maturity on the part of his pupils (Gal. iii. 24 f.).' Incorrect
also is the view of Hofmann, p. 377, who, likewise taking h doy/uam as modal definition to Ka-apj7/aac, and for the expression with h comjjaring 1 Cor.
ii.

7,

meaning

finds the

cepts generally.

He

by the very

:

fact that Christ has

put an end to jpre-

has invalidated the O. T. law of commandments.

statement that Christ has put an end to Soyfiara generally,

i.e., to

The

commanding

with the whole N. T., which contains numin particular, with the teaching of Paul,
who even places Christianity as a whole under the point of view, Rom. iii.
27, ix. 31, Gal. vi. 2, 1 Cor. ix. 21, of a vS/uog (which, without doyiiara, is
Paul would at least
not at all conceivable ^), and specially ndth Col. ii. 14.
have made a limiting addition to h 66yiiaaL, and have written something
precepts in general, is at variance

commands, and,

berless definite

like ev 66yfiaai dov?.stac

(comp.

Rom.

viii.

15

;

Gal. iv. 24, v. 1).

Iva rovg

aimed at in the just expressed abrogation of the law, which statement of aim corresponds to what has been
said concerning Christ in ver. 14, more precisely defining and confirming
the same.
Harless arbitrarily passes over what immediately precedes, and
iVvo

.

.

.

e'ipyrriv]

holds that

which

Iva

.

a statement of the object

.

.

elpyvr/v

expresses the design of

6 Ttoiyaar ra aji^orepa ev,

in

we may add, there would result a tautological relation of
tovq 6vo] The Jews and Gentiles, who before were designated

case too,

the thought.

—

in accordance with the general category

under a neuter form, are here conwhom the one is the
totality of the Jews, and the other that of the Gentiles, out of which two
men Christ has made a single new man. This is the collective subject of
the KaLvy KTiaig, Gal. vi. 15 (the whole body of Christians).
h savTu] is
neither, with Grotius, to be taken as jijer doctrinam suam, " by his docceived of concretely as the two

men under

discussion, of

—

:

with Chrysostom, Oecumenius, and others, as equivalent to 6i'
himself," ^ but it affirms that the unity to be brought about out
of the two by the new creation was to be founded in Christ Himself, that is,
was to have the basis of its existence and continuance in Him, and not in.
any other unifying principle whatever. In the case, namely, of all individuals, from among the Jews and Gentiles, who form the one new man, the
death of Christ is that, wherein this new unity has its causal basis without
the death of the cross it would not exist, but, on the contrary, the two
would still be just in the old duality and separation as the Jew and the
Calvin well remarks that in se ip>so, "in himself," is added " ne alGreek.
ibi quam in Christo unitatem quaerant," " that they should not seek unity
trine," nor,

eavTov,

"by

;

elsewhere than in Christ."

Comp.

Gal.

iii.

28.

[See Note

XXV.,

p. 401.

This imion, negatively conditioned by the abolition of the law, and having
its

basis in the self-sacrifice of Christ, is positively accomplished as regards

The Sdy^ara of

Christianity are the true
napovTa SoyfMara, "always present decrees," Plato, Thea£t. p. 158 D.
1

acl

^

Oecumenius

Svi'd/xeiov,

ov&C i-yyiKiav ij aKKiav tlvSiv
" neither through angels nor any

other powers."

:

—
CHAP.
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through the Spirit, 1 Cor. xii. 13. Comp. subsequently ver. 18.
accomplished namely, as a fact before God and apart from
the subjective appropriation by means of the Spirit it is already by virtue
of the death, which Christ has undergone for the reconciliation of both parties, Jews and Gentiles, with God; see ver. 16.
Kaivov'] For this one is now
neither Jew nor Greek, which the two, out of which the one has been made,
previously were but both portions have laid aside their former religious and
moral attitude, and without further distinction have obtained the quite new
nature conditioned by Christian faith. Is Kaivdv had not been added, elf
av&puKoc might be incorrectly conceived of as an amalgam of Jew and
Gentile.
To exclude, we may add, from Kaivdv the moral element is not
merely arbitrary, but, according to the apostolic way of looking at matGal. iv. 27, vi. 14 f., v. 6.
ters, even impossible, 2 Cor. v. 17
ttoluv
the subjects

But

—

ohjectively

—

—

;

'

;

elpyvTjv']

Present participle, because the establishment of i^eace as

what was

with the designed new creation, was implied in the very scope
thereof it was that which was to be brought about in and icith it.
Observe
that TTOMv e'lpijvTiv is spoken from the standpoint of the design expressed in
Iva TovQ (Vvo K.T.X., and is included as belonging to what is designed ; consequently so that He (by this new creation) makes peace (not made peace).
tipiivT] is, in accordance with the context, the opposite of ex-^pa, ver. 15,
consequently peace of the two portions icith each other, not
with God,''
nor irpbc rbv Qebv Kal irpoq a2.'Ar}lovg,^' with God and with one anotlier ^ ^
duly to

set in
;

:

:

:

Ver, 16. Continuation of the sentence expressive of the design.

has by His death done aM'ay with the law, in order to
the Gentile into one

new man

(ver. 15),

with God through the

cross,

hitJierto existed between tliem.

—

after

Ka'i]

is

He

tliey

Christ

Jew and

the

and (and consequently)

plish the reconciliation ofhoth with God, that
ciled

make

so to accom-

should as one iody ie recon-

has slain thereon the enmity which

the and of the sequence of thought

;

from what was before said resulted the way and manner of the reconciliation
hence also cnroKaraXX. is prefixed.
of the two with God
aTzoKaTaXkaacu,
only here and Col. i. 20
in the other Greek writings only KaTa7JMaa(j) is preserved, which is not distinguished from fiiallacau.^
The composition with
awd may, after the analogy of other compounds with a-no (comp. anoKadi-

—

;

;

cTTjfii.,

aTTOKarop^ou, al.), denote again ;

aizo-d-epairevu, al.),

^

but

it

may

also (comp. a7roi?av,«dCw,

strengthen the notion of the reconciliation.

better adapted to the context {h hi autiaTL

;

and

The

see ver. 18).

latter is

In oppo-

Hofmann"s conversion of the notion into that of the restoration
i. 20.
We may add that airoKaTall does
not apply to the mutual reconciliation of Jews and Gentiles, ° but, as the express tC) QeQ says (Rom. v. 10
2 Cor. v. IS, 20), to the reconciliation of
both with God, whose wrath, namely, against sinners Christ has by His
sition to

of fellowship with God, see on Col.

;

1

^
s

Meier, comp. Riickert.
Harless.

Chrysostom, Oecumenius.

In opposition to Tittmann, Synon. p. 101;
see Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 276 ff.
" reduxerit in unum gregem,"
' Calvin
*

:

" He brought again into one flock," also
Harless [and Crerner, Worterbuch].
^ Grotius, according to whom tw ©ew is

then equivalent to ut Deo serviant
they may serve God."

!

" that

—

'
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—

Comp. on

changed into grace.

D.aaT7/piov

V. 10.

rorif a/LL&oTepovc]

comp. vv.

as united,

not again rove

14, 18.

ev

doret,

Theophylact,

Koppe,

Flatt, Riickert, Matthies,

Beza,

hi

6ro,

Col.

is

aufiaTi]

Calovius.

31

i.

;

3 Cor. v. 18

now

because they are

;

Rom.

conceived

held by Chrysostoni, Theo-

Calixtus, "Wolf, Bengel, Zachariae,

Hofniann, Lechlcr, and others,

Harless,

body loth are reconBut how superfluous in that case would the 6ta -ov aravpov be
Moreover, Christ is in fact the subject, and how could it be said of Christ
that by a single body He has reconciled both with God, or as Hofmann
gives to the meaning a turn quite departing from the N. T. and especially
the Pauline doctrine of atonement that He has made a single body {His
body, namely) to be their imity embracing them in the like fellowship of
God,'' since in fact the case of a plurality of bodies on the part oi Christ was
body

to be the

by the

of Ch'ist ;

offering \\^ of one

ciled with God.

!

—

—

not even as an abstraction conceivable
excusable by the reference to rovg

?

This inappropriateness, hardly

and not removed by the pure

aiu(l)OTepovg

many bodies offered up under the O. T.,'
God were the subject, so that Paul might say

invention of a contrast to the
v.ould only cease to be
that
Col.

felt, if

God had by the surrender ot.oiiehodj reconciled the tiro (2 Cor. v. 18
i. 31) with Himself.
Hence Ambrosiaster, Oecumenius, Photius, Anselm,

;

Erasmus, Buccr, Calvin, Piscator, Cornelius a Lapide, Estius, Grotius,
Michaelis, Morus, and others, including Meier, Holzhausen, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Winer, Bleek, have rightly found in ev oufia the

umim

corpus, " one bodj^,"

into a

elf

which is formed of the Jews and Gentiles united
Comp. on ev acoua, Rom. v. 13 1 Cor. x. 17
Eph. iv. 4 Col. iii. 15. Christ has reconciled the two in ove hodi/, i.e.,
constituting one body without further sejiaration
the two portions of
humanity as one whole unto God. How entirely is this mode of taking it
in keeping with the whole context
See especially vv. 14, 15.
uTzoKTeivag
KmvoQ av&puv:og.

;

;

•,

—

—

—

I

TTjv

EX'&pav EV avTCi] after he shall have slain, etc.

;

for

it

is

inserted in the

second half of the affirmation of design which begins with the
so that

it

is

correlative to the tvoluv

Grotius correctly observes

:

"idem

e'tpyvrjv

hie valet,

of the

first

quod modo

Iva of ver. 15,

On

half.

anoKT.

Ivaag, sed crucis

facta mentione, aptior fuit translatio verbi anoKTEivaq, quia crux

mortem

adfert," "

Here the same applies as above to Ivaaq, but when mention of
the cross is made, the use of the word anoKreivai; is more fitting, because
the cross brings death." And the f ji?p« (here personified) is not to be ex1 Hofmann,
after TertuH. c. Marc. v. 17,
attaches it to the following anoxT., by
which, however, the emphasis that mani-

festly lies

on

aTroKT. is

pushed forward to

Sea ToO cTTavpov.

ottokt.,

and to refer back

cra>|u.o.

The simply correct rendering is

en,

e.g.,

iv

avru to the ev

in the version of Castalio

seseex duobuscondereiiiniim

:

giv" id in

novmn hotninem

" In His person subsists the newness of
human nature for them, and in His body,
wherein [as a bodily living man] Hehas gone
unto God, they have the place where mankind is restored to communion with God,"

faciendo pacem, et umbos imo in co^'pore rficonciUaret Deo per ciiicem peremtis in ea inimicitiis,'" " that in Himself He might produce
one new man by making peace, and that
He might reconcile both in one body to God
by means of the cross, the enmity being re-

Hofmann,

moved

*

p. 380. With this explaining
of the atonement it was no doubt
consistent to connect 6ca toO tnavpov with

away

s

in it."

Calovius.

CHAP.
plained otlierwise than iu ver. 14
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II.,

hence not the law, nor the hostile

rela-

'

;

Jews and Gentiles towards Ood,^ but the enmity of the two
The aim of the apostle was not to explain the nature of
towa/rds each otlier.
the atonement iu general as such, but to show how Christ has reconciled
with God the Jews and Gentiles combined into unity, and to this end it was
pei'tinent to say that He had cancelled the enmity which had hitherto subsisted between them.
The aorist participle, we may add, affirms not something simultaneous with cnroKaTall. {ita ut interficeret, "so that he might
tion of the

slay," but

of time

is

something preceding

He

has

slain), so

that the relation

Paul, namely, has conceived the matter thus

ver. 15.

ElpT]V7]v,

{after that

conceived of otherwise than in the case of the correlative
:

-koluv

Christ has

desired by His death on the cross to cancel the mutual enmity between
Jews and Gentiles (see on ver. 15), and then by means of this death to reconcile both, who should now in this manner be united into one aggregate,
In reality these are indeed only different sides of
kv hi <ju/iaTi with God.
the effect of the death of Christ on the cross, not separate and successive
effects
but in the representation unfolding the subject, in which Paul will
;

here, as in a picture, set the matter before us in its various elements, they

appear

so,

and

this is in

keeping with the whole solemn pathos which

shed over the passage, —kv avrC)] i.e., on
falls with the correct explanation of f

is

The reference to au/xari^
ivl au/uan.
The reading tv eavrQ
Vulg. It. Goth. Syr. p. Ambr. Aug.)
the cross.

i'

(F G, 115, codd. in Jer. Arab. pol.

would

yield the

same sense as that reference to auuari, but is a conformation
which Luther also translated " through Ilim-

to ver. 15, in accordance with

self

He has come and has also
and the Jews. This proclamation, namely,
cannot be regarded
preceding the fact by which the. peace was established,
so that eM6)v would apply to the bodily advent of Christ upon earth,'^ and the
" Christ is peace in deed (ver. 14) and
connection with ver. 14 would be
Ver. 17. After Christ has established peace.

proclaimed

it,

to the Gentiles
vl?,

:

He

peace, but Tie p>roclaimed

it Himself at His
appearing on earth," Harless. For, when it is said in ver. 14, avrog yap ecnv
14-16 show, the time after the
ri elpyvi] i/ijuv, the time thought of is, as vv.

ioord (ver. 17)

;

not only

crucifixion of Christ,

that

Kat

7]iiuv

and leave

eX^uv

k.t.1.
all

through which and since which

does not merely attach

is

so essentially

He

is

our peace, so

itself to avrbg yap iariv y

that intervenes out of view

intervening matter

now

is

;

but,

bound up with

elpijvr/

on the contrary,

avrbg

y. e.

77

elp.

^/j..,

this

that

can introduce not a npoTspov, but only a vcrepov of the
annexing as it does the further course of the matter. Rightly,
therefore, most expositors have understood in kl-duv an ii,di\ent following the
crucifixion of Christ, in connection with which either the resurrection of
Christ has been thought of, ^ or His having come
His sjnrit,^ or in the
Kul e2.&(jv k.t.2,.

crucifixion,

m

1

Michaelis, Koppe, Holzhausen.

*

Most

expositors,

including

Meier, Harless, Hofmann.
3 Benjcel,
Semler, Hofmann,
Tertullian.

'

Riicliert,

^

following

Chrysostom, Anselm, Estius, Holzhau-

sen, Matthies, Harless.
"

Bengel, Riickert.
Olshausen.

—
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preaching that took place through the apostles (so most), in which latter
view eMuv is wrongly by many, as Raphel, Grotius, Wolf, Zachariae, Koppe,
it is in truth an "insigne
Rosenmiiller,' regarded as without significance
;

verbum," "a remarkable word," Bengel. The correct explanation (comp.
In the Holy Spirit, namely, not only acver. 18) is given by Olshausen.'^
but also according to Paul, Christ Himal.),
xiv.
(John
18,
John
to
cording
self has come (in so far as it is Christ's Spirit) from heaven to those who
have received the Spirit, and dwells and rules in them (Rom. viii. 9, 10
Gal. ii. 20), and this 2)roclamation has taken place at
2 Cor. iii. 17, xiii. 5
the instance of the Spirit (Rom. viii. 16), and through the Spirit Himself
comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 3). The point of time expressed by
(Rom. XY, 18
evrjyyellaaTo is the conversion of the persons concerned, at which they received
;

;

;

the Spirit (Gal.

iii.

2

;

Eph.

Accordingly, the apostle could, with-

13).

i.

out writing at variance with history, name first the readers as original
for when the Ephesians
Gentiles {vfilv ro'ig fzaKpdv), and then the Jews
;

became

Christians, there

had already long

since been converted not merely

and Jews. Had he, on the other hand, meant the actual
coming of Christ upon earth and His oral preaching, the historical necessity
would have presented itself of mentioning first those that were near and
We may add that the concrete and vividly
then tLose that were afar off.

Jews, but Gentiles

—

tMuv

evrjyy. can the less occasion surprise, as the
elpijVTjv
whole passage bears a pathetic impress. Comp. also Acts xxvi. 23.
has been, from the time of Chrysostom, ordinarily explained of peace with
Ood, while only a few, as Estius and Koppe, suppose peace icith each other

depicting expression

—

to be included ; but Olshausen rightly understands the latter alone, as does

Only this is in keeping with the whole connection (see, moreimmediately preceding cttokt. ryv f,^i9/)ci', and comp. ver. 19), and,
moreover, has ver. 18 not against it, but in its favor (see on ver. 18).
vpuv To'iQ fiaKpdv and rolg ey-yvg] (both to be explained in accordance with ver.
the view which
12, and comp. Isa. Ivii. 19) are dejjendent on evrjyyEliaaTo,
immediately and most naturally suggests itself. Harless Avould attach both
also Bleek.

over, the

—

very closely to
tion of

etp7]vriv,

— a course to which

he was impelled by his explana-

consistent with history (Matt. xv. 24, comp.
xxi. 43, al.).
repetition of
xiv.

27

;

s. 5

f.

;

But the inconsistency with history would
elp?/v?}v

Buttm.

what

in order not to present the apostle as saying

kl-dihv EVTjyy.,

John
still

x.

16

;

remain.^

is

in-

Matt.

—The

remarks) has rhetorical emphasis, John
This kmiiovij of the expres341 [E. T. 398].

(see the critical

7ieut.

Or. p.

excludes the view of Wieseler, p. 444, that toIq kyyvg also is
in apposition to v/ilv, and means specially the Jewish-Christians in Ephesus.
sion, however,"*

1

2

Comp. Meier.
Comp. BanmRarten-Crusius

Wette, also

Ilofmann,

and

Schrifthew.

II.

de
1,

message was a peace which availed for all,
Jews as well as Gentiles.'''' Evidently under
an involuntary sense of the historical relabut in opposition to the words, according to which Harless ought to have paraphrased " availed for all. Gentiles as well

and Bleek.
If Paul had understood i\6. eiriyy. in the
sense of Harless, he must at all events have

tion,

written elp. rois iyyi/^ K. elp. viJ.lv Toi? iiaKpav,
Harless himself has paraphrased (comp.
Erasm. Paraphr.) " The contents of his

OS JeiVS."

p. 475,
5

:

;

*

Nagelsbach on Horn.

II.

i.

436.

—

—
CHAP.
from an appeal

Ver. 18. Proof
elprjvrjv

vfuv

r.

fiuKp.

n.

II.,

to fact

role kyyvq.

elp.
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18, 19.

for

what has

been said

just

:

eh^yy.

In this case the main stress of the

If, namely, through Christ, liotli in
lies in ol afi^6Tspoi h hi ttvevli.
One Spirit have the Tvpocayuyi] to the Father, to both must the same news,
This is the necessary historic
that of peace, have been imparted by Him.
premiss of that happy state of unity now actually subsistent through Christ.
He must have proclaimed e'lpyvy to the one as to the other of this Paul now
gives th.Q 'prohatio alt effectu, "proof from the effect." Others hold that otl
But the contents are fully
introduces tlie contents of the message of peace.

proof

;

'

expressed in the

z\pi]vrj itself,

agreeably to the context

not say, with Ruckert, that the essence of the

ing to Harless, the truth of

But

possession.

in this

mation was Ume)

is

hence, too,

;

elpl/inj is

explained.

proclamation is shown from the reality of the
a subsidiary thought (namely, that the procla-

tliat

way

introduced not merely arbitrarily, but also unsuitably (for

the truth of that which has been proclaimed was self-evident).aayuy^v] Christ

is

we may
Accord-

not conceived of as door,^ which

is

ri/v irpo-

remote from the con-

but as h'inger ; in which case there may be an allusion to the Oriental
custom of getting access to the king only through a Trpoaayuysvg (see on
Rom. V. 3), but not to sacrificial processions in accordance with Herod, ii. 58,'
which would be an unsuitable comj^arison. Before Christ had l-ecf>nciled
men with God, communion with God was, on account of the wrath of God
(ver. 3
Rom. v. 10), denied to them Christ by His ITiaar^piov removed
this obstacle, and thus became the npoaayuyevQ, through the mediation of
whom {di avTov) we now and henceforth have the Itringing near* unto God. In
substance the having the Trpoaayuy?] to God is not diflerent from the e'lpi/vr]
TvpoQ TOP Qeov (Rom. v. 1), and from the filial relationshiji of the reconciled.
It
is the consequence of the atoning death of Jesus
the peaceful relation of
believers towards God, brought about through this death.
Comp. 1 Pet. iii.
text,

;

;

;

18.

Rom.

Here, moreover, as at

the world has,

v. 2,

the notion of bringing towards, which

not to be interchanged with that of approach or access, ^
as though -rrpdaoSov were written in the text.
Christ by the continuous
is

power and efficacy of His atoning act is the constant Bringer to the Father.
Comp. iii. 13.
kv hi TTvevfxaTi~\ iov t}iQ Holy Spirit is, to hoih. one and the
same element of life (comp. on Rom. viii. 15), apart from which they cannot have the irpoaayuyi] to God. The referring of it to the human spirit ®
ought to have been precluded by taking note of the Divine Trias in our
passage (Jii avrov iv hi tvvev jiar t, Ttpbg rbv tt ar e pa) COmp. VV. 13, 33.
Observe, further, the difference of meaning between the ixofiev (denoting
the continuously present jiossession of the signal benefit) and the kaxr/naiiev
of Rom. V. 3 (see on the latter passage).
Ver. 19. 'Apa ovv] draws the inference from vv. 14-18
and this inference is the same in its tenor with what was said at ver. 13, but is car,

—

;

;

1

"
s

Baumgarten, Koppe, Moras,
John X. 7 Beza, Calvin.
Meier.

<Thnc.
Xen. Cyr.

i.

82; Polyb. ix. 41.

vii. 5. 45.

1,

xii.

«

As

e

oixo9vtJ.aB6v,

by Ruckert, Harless, Bleek.
" with one accord," Anselm,
Homberg, Zachariae, Koppe, Morns, Kosen-

Flatt.

;

4.

10;

still

miiller.
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out in more detail

ried

—

ir.,

§£voi] i.e., svich as

related towards

inquilinl,'

It is

included as lelo?iging

7iot

as strangers,

Comp.

who belong

ver.

to another state

The same

13.

to be

proved

but are

the opposite

;

indicated by

is

14

ver.

to the theocracy,

coming from elsewhere, sojourn

those who,

i.e.,

in

is

TrdpoiKoi

aland

:

or

1 Pet. ii.
having the right of citizenship (Acts vii. 6, 29
is expressed in classic Greek by ftlroiKoi,^ in contra-

city without
11).^

it

ruv dyiuv.

cv/iTToTitrai

what was

for this is just

;

are

;

the same as

distinction to the

or

TioliTTiQ

Note XXVI.,

[See

aardg.'^

commonwealth

God

only

p.

401.]

The Gen-

not
although they are ruled by God
(Rom. iii. 29) and included in the Messianic promise (Rom. iv. 12 f.), they
are so in the second place (Rom. i. 16), and without participating in the
time-hallowed i:)eculiar prerogatives of the Israelites (Rom. iii. 1, ix. 4 ff).
citizens

The

in the

are

tiles

of

they have no irolirda therein

;

inquilini,

sojourners,

;

referring of irdpoiKoi to the conception of a household (persons pertaining

members

to the house,

oiKEioi Toi)

Qeov,^

the preceding

^hoi and

inasmuch

cv/nzoTi.

Comp. Rom.
'

2.

2.

viii.

—

— tuv

two

form the contrast to

together

to the froselytes

"

is

quite at variance with

emphatic repetition of the verb after
Heb. xii. 18 if.
8
avjiixoXlrail beLucian, Soloec. 5
Ael. V. II. iii. 44
Joseph.

aA2' ko-k'\

15

;

;

1 Cor.

ii.

—

;

;

;

who

of those

dyiuv'] i.e.,

These were formerly the Jews

God.

not

as oIkeIoi tov Qeov sustains a climactic relation to

longs to the inferior Greek
Antt. xix.

is

tuv dyiuv, and the

the context (vv. 11-13).

hWd.

and

10),

The reference

irdpoiKoi.

be made good by linguistic
demanded by the antithesis of

of the family) is not to

usage (not even by Lev. xxii.

(ver. 12),

constitute the people of

into

whose

the Christians have entered as the 'lapafjl tov Qeov (Gal.

descendants of Abraham (Rom.

iv.

10

acquired as His property by the

ff.)

and God's

work

of

place, however,
16), as the trvie

vi.

(Rom. ix.
on ix. 14).

peoj^le

Christ (see

5

ff.),

The

Ephesians have thus, by becoming Christians, attained to the fellow-citizenship with the

saints,

—which

saints

—so

the

Christians wcre,^

that tuv

embrace either the Jews ^ or the j^ff'triarclis, * with whom even
the angels have been associated.*"
oIkeIol tov Qeov] members of GocVs household.
The theocracy is thought of as a family, dwelling in a house, of
which God is the olico6EaTr6T?!c. 1 Tim. iii. 15
Heb. iii. 2, 5, 6, x. 21
Comp. HirT' no, Num. xii. 7 Hos. viii. 1. Ilarless belong1 Pet, iv. 17.
dyiuv does not

—

;

;

:

;

ing to the house of God, as the building -stones of the Jiouse, in ichich God
dwells.
'But thus the following &gure ia anticipated, audi that in a way con-

Amone: Greek writers

'

Trdpootos has not
but is equivalent to «d(7/ihowever, in the LXX. (Ex.

this signification,

bar

; it

xii.

45

Acts

has
;

it,

Comp. napoiKia,
the LXX.; Clem. Cor.

Lev. xxv. 6-23).

xiii.

17,

and

in

ii. 5.

See, in general, Wetstein,

2

18

;

3

Gesen. Thes.

'

ad Luc. xxiv.

DlVin.

Wolf, }n-oL D«m. Lept.

mann,
^

S.V.

p. Ixvi.

ff.

;

Her-

Staatsalterth. § 115.

Plat. Pol. viii. p. 563 A, al.
In opposition to Bengel, Koppe, Flatt,

Meier, Harless, Olshausen, Schenliel.

Anselm, Whitby, Cornelius a Lapide,
Baumgarten.
See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 172.
^ Vorstius, Hammond, Bengel, Morus.
s
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius,
and others Theodoret ayi'ous kvrav&a. ov
imovov tous rij? X"P''''°^i dAAa xal Tous kv vofxif)
"ai tou? nph i'6/xov Aeyei, " Here by saints he
refers not only to those of grace, but also to
those of the law and before the law."
'

Calixtus,
'

;

'"

Calvin, Flatt.-

:

—
CHAP.
trary to the

the

meaning

of

o'lKelog
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II., 20.

and an incongruous contrast

;

is

afforded to

TTapOIKOl.

Ver. 20. The conception oUoq Qeov leads the apostle, in keeping with the
many-sided versatility of his association of ideas, to make the transition
from the figure of a houschold-feUowship, to the figure of a house-structure,

and accordingly

to give to

olneloL

tov Qeov a further illustration,

which now

is

no longer appropriate to the former figurative conception, but only to the
latter, which, however, was not yet expressed in oIkeIol tov Qeov.
Comp.
Col. ii. 6, 7.
k-oLKo6onr]-&h'TEc'] namely, when ye became Christians.
The
compound does not stand for the simple term,' but denotes the building iip.
Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 10, 12, 14 Col. ii. 7 Xen. Hist. vi. 5. 12 Dem. 1278.
;

27.

ticiple,^

not here occasioned by the aorist par-

is

which would not have hindered the use

Rom. xv. 20)
because Paul has not in his mind the

the accusative
ployed,

;

;

with the dative, however, ^

eiri,

Cor.

(1

iii.

12

;

;

either of the genitive

but the accusative

is

relation of direction,

^

or of

not em-

and

it is

but the dative of rest is employed.
[See Note XXVII., p. 402.]
tuv cittogt. k. Trpod).] is taken by Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Erasmus, Esti,us, Morus, and others, inpurely accidental that not the genitive of

rest,

—

cluding Meier, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, as genitive of

and prophets are not the founThe fotmdation laid hy the apostles
and prophets * is the gospel of Christ, which they have proclaimed, and by
which they have established the churches see on 1 Cor. iii. 10. "Testimonium apost. et proph. substructum est fidei credentium omnium,"
apposition ; but wrongly, since the apostles
dation, but have laid

it (1

Cor.

iii.

10).

;

"The

testimony of the apostles and prophets

of all believers," Bengel.

—

irpofTfTuv]

is

the support of the faith

has been understood by Chrysostom,

Theodoret, Oecumenius, Jerome, Ei'asmus, Beza, Calvin, Calovius, Estius,

Baumgarten, Michaelis, and others, including Riickert, of the Old Testament prophets. That not these, however, but the JVew Testament prophets (see on 1 Cor. xii. 10), are intended,^ is clear, not indeed from the
non-repetition of the article, since the apostles and prophets might be
conceived as one cjass,^ but (1) from the very order of the words,"
which, especially from the pen of an apostle, would most naturally
have been ruv 'n:po<j>r]TO)v k. cnrocrToXuv
(2) from the analogy of iii. 5, iv. 11
and (3) from the fact that the foundation-laying in question can, from
;

;

the nature of the case, only be the preaching of the Christ

upon

because

'

^

this

Koppe.
Comp. Xen. Anab.

5

Earless.

*

Horn.

11.

xxii. 225

;

foundation

the

took

Xen. Anab. ii. 2. 5 oi a-rpaT-r]yo\ koX Koxacomp. Saupp. ad Xen. Venat. v. 24;
Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 373.
s rpjjjg j^g^g tigen very arbitrarily explained
by the assertion that the apostles preached
:

11.

Plato, Legg. v. p. 736 E.

As most

Pelagius, Piscator, Grotius,
Bengel,
Zachariae, Koppe, Rosenmiiller,
Flatt,
Earless, Meier, Matthies, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Bleek.
^

come,

"!

iii. 4.

expositors, including Koppe,
Flatt, Riickert, Mattbies, Earless, Bleek,
correctly take it.
*

who has

the church

establishment of

yoC;

the gospel immediately, that they possessed
the greater endowment of grace, that the
foundation had been no recens positum,
"not been one recently fixed," and such
like. See specially Calovius and Estius.

'
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and in that preaching the old prophetic predictions were used only
means (Rom.xvi. 26). Comp. also ver. 21. [See Note XXVIII., p. 403.]

place,
as

Harless supposes that the apostles are here called at the same time prophets.
In this way, no doubt, the objection of Riickert is obviated, that, in fact,
the projjhets themselves would have come to Christianity only by means
of the apostles, and would themselves have stood only on the &efi€Xtog ruv
aTToaro/Mv

but

;

(a)

from the non-repetition of the

by no means

article there

follows the unity of the persons (see above), but only the unity of the cate-

There may be urged against
whole N. T., where the ecclesiastical functions are already distinguished " and jirophets are mentioned,
apostles are not at the same time intended. It is true that the apostles had of
necessity to jDossess the gift of prophecy, but this was understood of itself,
and they are always called merely apostles, while simply those having received the gift of prophecy, who were not at the same time ajiostles, are termed
pro2)Tiets ; comp. 1 Cor. xii. 28 f. (c) There would be no reason whatever
bearing on the matter in hand why the apostles should here be designated
nay, the contrast of Moses and tlie prophets, arbitrarily
specially as prophets
assumed by Hofmann, would only tell against the identity (Luke xxiv. 27,
44 Acts xxiv. 14 John i. 46). That objection of Riickert, however, disappears entirely when we contemplate the prophets as the immediate and
principal fellow-laborers in connection with the laying of the foundation
done primarily by the apostles, in which character they, although themselves resting upon the -dzfik^Mv of the apostles, yet in turn were associated
with them as founders. And the more highly Paul esteems projihecy (1 Cor.
xiv. 1), and puts the prophets elsewhere also in the place next to the apos1 Cor. xii. 38 f.), with so much the more justice might he desigtles (iv. 11
nate the apostles and prophets as laying the foundation of the churches
and
the less are we warranted, with deWette, in finding here traces of a disciple
gory, under* which the

the analogy of

it

two

iv. 11,

are

thought

of.

(b)

as well as that in the

;

;

;

;

;

of the apostles, who has had before him the results of the apostolic labors as
well as the period of the original prophecy as concluded, or with Schwegler ^

and Baur

(p. 438), in

recognizing traces of Montanism with

ets as the contiuuers of the apostolate.

sus Christ Himself

is corner-stone.

On

— bvroq aKpoy.

avrov

'I.

this most essential point,

its

new proph-

X.] wherein Je-

without which

the building up in question upon the apostolic and prophetic foundation

would lack

its

uniquely distinctive character, hinges the whole comj^letion

The gospel preached by the apostles
upon which the Ephesians were
and prophetic gospel was preached also at Ephe-

of the sublime picture, vv. 21, 22.

and prophets

is

built up,

this apostolic

sus,

i.e.,

the foundation, the basis,

and the readers were thereby converted and formed into a Christian

So also Riickert on iii. Ti, and Ilofmann,
The latter adcluces
II. 2, p. 123.
as a reason, that n-pocj). is no peculiar N. T.
designation like an-do-r. This, however, it
surely is, namely, in the N. T. sense, for
'

Schriftbew.

which the

O. T.

vehicle.

Philippi

p. 288, ed.

2,

word was the most suitable
also,

GlaubensUhre,

I.

declares himself in favor of

Harless.
••'

This

is

not yet the case at Matt,

where rather
teachers

is

still

ment names.

xxiii. 34,

category of Christian
designated by Old Testa-

tlie ivhole

In the parallel

Luke

xi. 49,

on the other hand, the apostles are already
adduced as such by name.
=

j^

Zeller's

Jahrb. 1844, p.

370.

;

CHAP.
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II., 21.

community but the corner-stone of this building is Christ Himself, inasmuch, namely, as Christ, the historic, living Christ, to whom all Christian
belief and life have reference, as necessarily conditions through Himself the
existence and endurance of each Christian commonwealth, as the existence
and steadiness of a building are dependent on the iuditpensable corner-stone
which upholds the whole structure.' Only as to the figure, not as to the
;

thing signified,

matter

when

there a difference

is

and

corner-stone,

at 1 Cor.

Cor.

lies in tov Keifievov, 1

Christ

is liere

designated as the

The

the foundation.

11 as

iii.

See on that passage.

I.e.

identity of the

In the figure of

"duos parietes ex diverse venientes conjungit et
"joins and holds two walls coming from different directions,"

the corner-stone (which
continet,"

many have found

the union of the Jews and Gentiles set forth. ^ But
with irdaa o'lKod., ver. 21, according to which for ever?/
Christian community, and so also for those consisting exclusively of Jewish-

Estius),

this is at variance

Christians or exclusively of Gentile-Christians, Christ
avTov] does not apply to

tl) -deiiel'M,^

stone, not of the foundation,
'IrjGov XpicTTov,

but of the building

wliich with this avTov

order then to join
in so far as

He

might be used

;

onhj

is

kv

c!)

k.t.2..

the corner-stone.

is

—

for Christ is conceived of as the corner(ver. 21).

belongs to

It

is

placed emphatically at the end, in

that

which is to be further said of Christ,
The article av-ov tov 'I. X.

Himself the corner-stone.

Christ

would then be conceived

the consciousness of the readers

:''

it w^as

of as already present in

not necessary, however, to use

it ;^

Christ Himsef is corner-stone ;° so that Christ Himbut the conception is
self as respects His own unique destination in this edifice, is contradistinguished from His laborers, the apostles and prophets. Whether, it may be
asked, is rCi -dEiielib) masculine (see on 1 Cor. iii. 10) or neuter?
It tells in
favor of the former that, with Paul, it is at 1 Cor. iii. 11 (also 2 Tim. ii. 19)
decidedly masculine, but in no passage decidedly neuter (Rom. xv. 20
1 Tim. vi. 19).
Harless erroneously thinks that the neuter is employed by
;

—

;

the apostle only metaphorically.
Ver. 21.

An

each congregation, in
its

'I. X., bearing on the matter
thought of ver. 19 f.
in tchom

elucidation to dvrog aKpoy. ahrov

and placing

in hand,

holy destination.''

in yet clearer light the

whom

also

—h

J]

:

yours (ver. 22), organically develops itself unto

means neither ly

ichom,^ nor

upon

ichom.,^

but

:

in whom, so that Christ (for J applies neither to aKpoy., as Castalio, Estius,

and Koppe suppose, nor to ru defieXiu, as Holzhausen would have it, but to
the nearest and emphatic avrov 'Itigov X.) appears as that wherein the joining

' On aKpoyiavialo's, sc. Atffos, which does not
occur in Greeli writers, comp. LXX. Isa.

xxviii. 16

on the

;

Symm.

Ps. cxvii. 32

;

1

Pet.

ii.

6

sub.iect-matter, Matt. xxi. 42.

Theodoret, Menochius, Estius, MichaelHolzhausen, Bretschneider, and others.
3 Bengel,
Cramer, Koppe, Holzhausen,
Hof mann, H. 2, p. 123.
2

is,

* He Himself, Christ ;
see Fritzsche, ad
Maith. p. 117.
^ In opposition to Bengel.

^11. vi. 450;
al. ;

see

Xen. Anab.

ii. 1.

Bornemann, ad Anab.

i.

5,
7.

Apol.
11

;

11,

Krii-

ger on Time. i. 27. 3.
' Observe the apostle's view of the church,
as a whole and in its single parts, as one
living organism. Comp. Thiersch, die Kirche
im apost. Zeitalt. p. 154, 1G2 Ehrenfeuch;

ter, ?;raA<. Theol.
»

I.

p. 55

ff.

Castalio, Vatablus, Menochius, Morus,

and others, including Flatt.
» Estius, Koppe, and others.
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together of

tlic

building

common

lias its

point of support (comp.

the wJiole building, ' which

would be

10).

i.

with
and would absolutely require the reading (on that account
oiko6o/u?/ (see the critical
preferred by Matthies, Winer, and others) Tidaa
not

Tvaaa oliwSofif/]

:

at variance

linguistic usage,

?'/

remarks), but

eve7'i/

:

The former

luilding.

opposition of which to linguistic usage

body

the conception of the tchole

by Reiche," is
proceed from
the community of the

rightly urged also

is

logically necessary, since Paul

by no means

interpretation, moreover, the

was not

of Christians to

obliged to

''
every
readers (ver. 22), but might pass equally well from the conception
congregation," to the concejition " al&o 2/e" (ver. 22), and thus subordi-

The objection that there is only
body of Christians might

nate the particular to the general.
one

o'LKo6afi7j ^

be just as reasonably,

The

temple-building.

where the former

here,

wrong

in holding that

the collective

since

baseless,

is

as

etei-y

latter
is

congregation for itself,

conception

is

found, as in

olnoS. is signified

(wall, roof, etc.), since oIko6o/u^ rather

iii.

a

16, so also

Chrysostom, however,

linguistically impossible.

by naaa

conceived as

1 Cor.

is

every part of the building

denotes the aggregate of the single

and since not a wall, a roof, etc., but only
the building as a whole which is thought of, can grow unto a temple.
crwap/ioA.] becoming framed together ; for the present jsarticiple represents the
edifice as still in the process of building, as indeed every community is engaged
in the progressive developement of its frame of Christian life until the Parousia (comp. on 1 Cor. iii. 15).
The jaarticiple is closely connected with
every building, while its framing together, i.e., the harmonious comiv w
jiarts of

the building, the

edifice,

—

:

bination of

is

its

parts into the corresponding whole, takes place in Christ,

The compound
met with only here and iv.

grows,

On

etc.

this

cwapfioloyelv (with classical writers awap/uoi^Eiv)

16, hut dpfioXoyelv in Philipp. Thess. 78.
form of the present, read in the N.T. only here and at Col.

but genuinely

classical, see

this growth.

It is

ahtei^
ii.

—

19,

Matthiae, p. 541.
eIq vabv ayiov] Final result of
tmto a holy temple, for
not, however, to be translated
:

was foreign to the apostle with his Jewish
holy temple, in which there was no need of the

the conception of several temples

but unto the
on 1 Cor. iii. 16). To realize the idea of the one temple that is
the goal unto which every community, while its organic development of life
nationality,

:

—

article (see

1 Oecumenius, Harless, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Bleek.
^ The
admissibility of the anarthrous
form TTaua oiKoSoM'?, iu the sense of " the
tiJ^ofe building," cannot be at all conceded,

appears, very unsuitably, no doubt (see
above), to have taken it.
According to

since ockoSoai^ is neither a proper name, nor
to be regarded as equivalent to such. See

who become Christians). As if oiKoSo/aij could
mean constituent part of a building It sig-

Winer,

p. 101

;

Buttmann,

neut.

Gram.

p. 78

Hofmann,

II. 2, p.

1S3, Tracra oixoS. is

meant

to signify " whatever becomes a constituent
i)<^rt of a building" (thus also the Gentiles

!

nifies,

even in Matt. xxiv.

1,

Mark

xiii. 1 f.,

And as if naa-a, every part of the
building, when in fact only two constituent

[E. T. 86].

In general was in the sense of
whole can only be without an article, when

edifice.

the substantive to which it belongs would
not need the article even without Trdo- (Kriiger, S 50, 11. 9). Hence TrSo-a oIkoS. can only
signify either every building, or else a building utterly. In the latter sense Chrysostom

parts,

namely Jews and Gentiles, could be
of, were in harmony with this

thought

relation! 'Vhq rQwAaxm^YS, linguistically ^niS.
logically incorrect.
'

de Wette.

—

:

CHAP.
has

firm support in Christ,

its

groweth
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22.

II.,

—h

uj).

nvpiu]

By

God

this not

is

meant, as Michaelis, Koppe, Rosenmilller, Holzhausen, and others suppose,
but Christ (see the following kv u). By the majority it is connected with

ayi6r?}g

case it would not have, with Beza, Koppe, Rosenmiiller,
be taken for the dative, but would have to be explained of the
oi the tem-ple, having its causal ground in Christ, thus specifically Chris-

tian.

But the holiness

which

ayiov, in

Flatt, to

ver. 22)

'

;

it

of the temple lies in the dwelling of

God

therein (see

does not, theref ore,^rs^ come into existence in Christ, but

is

already

becomes in Christ that which the holy temple is, inasmuch as in this church the idea of the holy temple realizes itself. Others
have rightly, therefore, connected it with av^ei, although h is not, with
In the case of every building
Grotius, Wolf, et nl., to be translated hj per.
which is framed together in Christ, the growing into the holy temple takes
place also in Christ (as the one on whom this further development depends).
The being framed together and the growing up of the building to its sacred
existent,

and

destination

the church

'both

Ver. 32. 'Ev

The

ver. 21.

ceding
o'/.Ko6.,

sible.

il^

not otherwise than in the Lord.
applies to

Ev Kvp'tu arbitrary,

as well as

—

h «:v/7/cj,,and

to

is

be explained quite like

kv d in

reference to vaSv"^ appears on account of the immediately pre-

and, according to the correct apprehension of naaa

with regard to the following

avvoiKoSopLelade'] is indicative,

are decisive,'* according to

but what they

ai-e ;

slg KarocK/jTi?!piov k.t.1.,

not imperative,^

a,g&in?,t

impos-

which vv.

19,

which Paul says not what the readers ought

hence he,

at ver. 22, attaches in

symmetrical

20

to ie,

relative

construction the relation of the readers to that which subsists in the case of

The comjwund, however, may mean

every Christian community, ver. 21.
either

:

ye are built along with (the others), comp. 3 Esdr.

fjcofiev vuiv),

so that the church of the readers

category with the other churches (so

is

it

v.

68

would be placed

{avvoiKo6o/i-

in the

ordinarily understood)

;

or

same
:

ye

are huilded together, so that avv relates to the putting together of the single

parts of the building.'*

The

latter is to

be preferred, because the parallelism

and 22 makes the attaching of different senses to the two compounds
cfwapfioloy. and avvoiKoii. appear groundless.
elg KaToik.riTTjpi.ov tov Oeov] unto
tlie dwelling of God, quite the same, only with a variation of expression, as
before elc vabv ayiov was (comp. Matt, xxiii. 21), and pertaining to cvvoiKod.
The supposition of Griesbach and Knapp, that h d k. vfi. awoiKoS. is an interpolation, and elg unrrxK. k.t.I. still belongs to ah^ei
as, again, the expedient of Koppe and Riickert, that e'iq aaToiK. tov Qeov means, in order that a
dwelling of God may arise ; and finally, the assertion of Harless, that kotoik.
of vv. 21

—

;

with the vab^ ayioq, but that the individual Christiana
were so termed because God dwells in them and the ichole forms a vao^ aycoq,
TOV Qeov is not identical

2

So also de Wette, Hofmann, Bleek.
Callxtus, Rosenmiiller, Matthies.

3

Calvin, Meier.

'

* In and of itself the rda/ive clause
would
not exclude the imperative (in opposition to
Hofmann). See, e.g.. Soph. Oed. Col. 735
{al. 731)
ov ixYjT oKvelre, Herod, i. 89. Comp.
:

the familiar

oTo-9' o SpSo-oi-,

live often standing after
=

Comp.

Philo,

cle

praem.

oixiav e5 o-vfajKoiofiTjfieVriv

and the impera-

loo-re.

et
k.

poen. p. 928

E

xjwqpixoaixivqv,

"a house well-built and put together,"
comp. Thuc. i. 93. 3 Dio Cass, sxxix. 61.
;
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—

arc only different forced interpretations, resulting from the linguistically
unwarranted explanation of the above wdaa oIkoSoju// as the wliole building.
"a spiritual
kv TTvebfiari] receives from most expositors an adjectival turn
How arbitrary gentemple, in opposition to the stone one of the Jews."
•

—

:

'

how arbitrary, in particulai-, not to refer kv iwEVfian to the
since we have here, exactly as in ver. 18, the juxtaposition of

erally in itself
Iloly Spirit

!

!

the Divine Trias, while the context presents nothing whatever to suggest

the contrast with a temple of stone.
indwelUitg of the

Spirit;''''

and

this,

Harless
forsooth

"a

:''

!

is

dwelling, wJiich

held to mean

^^
:

is in the

inasmuch

a dwelling of God and of Christ.'''' But,
and of ChrisV there is nothing whatever in the
text, in this way kv TTvevfiaTi, which according to the literal sense could only be
the continens, "containing," would in fact be made the contentum! "that
which is contained. " From this the very analogies, in themselves inappropriate
(because they are aT}straeta, "abstracts"), which Harless employs
x^P"TTVEvfiaTi, ayam] h ttv., "joy in the spirit, love in the sjiirit, " ought to have
precluded him. The true view is to connect it not merely with KaroiK. tov
Qeov, but with avvoiKO^ofielade elg KaroiK. roii Qeov, and iv is instrumental.
Ye
as the Spirit dicells in them, they are

apart from the fact that of this

'

'

'^'^

:

are being builded together unto the dwelling-place of God h/ virtue of the
Holy Spirit; in so far, namely, as the latter dwells in your Christian
congregation (see on 1 Cor. iii. 16
2 Cor. vi. 16 f.
comp. Jas. iv.
5), and thereby the relation of being the temple of God is brought about
a relation, which without this indwelling of the Spirit would not occur,
;

;

—

and would not be

For the

possible.

God

Spirit of

temple as the Shechinah to the actual temple, and

Comp.

of the same.

the conditio sine qua non

Hofmann, who, however,
The objections of Harless

to the instrumental ren-

also

only with

KaroiK. r. 0.

dering of

h

related to the ideal

is

is

are not valid

;

likewise connects

for (a) the circumstance that

h

h

wvevjuan

-rrv.

was

placed only at the end not only very naturally resulted from the parallelism

with ver. 21, seeing that in ver. 21 there is not contained an element corresponding to the kv iTvev/iari, and consequently this new element is most naturally appended at the end, but the position at the close imparts also to the
ev irvevfi. an unusual emphasis/ comp. also iii. 5
and (h) the suggestion that
;

nvEVfia, as

that

the objective medium, must have the article,

TTvevfia,

with or without an

proper noun),

is

article (in

is

incorrect, seeing

accordance with the nature of a

the objective Holy Spirit.

Notes by Ameeican Editor.
XVI. Ver.

On

1.

ovrag veKpovg.

view presented by Meyer, Harless remarks

"The supposition of
some, that vEKpog here means 'condemned to death,' 'liable to death,' is entirely arbitrary, since it has not the least foundation either in Greek or Hebrew."
EUicott "The proleptic reference to physical death, viz., certo moritun' (Mey.)
this

'

:

'

Riickert.

:

^

Conip. Meier and Matthies.

a

Kiihner,

IT. p. C25.

NOTES.
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The

seems irreconcilable with the context.

which seems

nlovaioq uv kv kltei,

to

specify God's mercy in extending His resurrectionary power, would thus lose

much

of its appropriateness, and the particle koI its proper ascensive force."
" Siiiritiial death alone is spoken of, since God is the source of life

Braune

:

(Ps. xxxvi. 10),

and without Him men

shadow

are in the

of death (Matt.

iv.

16

;

Eom. vii. 9, 10). Eadie " Without putting any polemical pressure on the phrase, we may regard it as spiritual
The epithet implies 1. Predeath, not liability to death, but actual death
vious life; 2. Insensibility; 3. Inability." Against the remark of Cremer "Were
we to take vekiioc to denote religious inaction and incapability, we should vio-

Luke

79

i.

;

Matt.

22

viii.

Liike xv. 24, 32

;

:

;

.

.

.

:

:

late the

we need

connection of the passage which treats of the reception of salvation ;"
refer only to the entire argument of the preceding chapter that shows

that even man's receptivity for grace proceeds entirely from the divine purpose
for his salvation.
sick,

'

'

The

Scriptures teach that

man

As now a man who

but also entirely dead.

in sins is not only

weak and

physically dead cannot, of

is

own powers, prepare or adapt himself to obtain again temj^oral life so the
man who is spiritually dead in sins cannot, of his own strength, adapt or apply

his

;

himself to the acquisition of
delivered

si^iritual

and quickened by the Son

and heavenly righteousness, unless he be
God from the death of sin" (Formula of

of

Concord, p. 553).

XVII. Ver.

The

2.

tov aepog.

discussion of this topic by Harless

is

very

full

(p.

143-161), thorough

and discriminating, and his conclusion, that the arjp refers to what is neither
earth nor heaven, is more plausible than Meyer's siipposition that St. Paul
drew this conception from a Rabbinical source. " Without venturing to deny
that the word may mysteriously intimate a near propinquity of the sjiirits of

may still be said that the limitation to the physical atmosphere (Meyer)
precarious in doctrine as the reference to some ideal 'atmosphere belting
a death-world' (Eadie), or to the common parlance of mankind (Alford), is too
evil, it

is as

vague and undefined"

(Ellicott).

XVIII. Ver.

On

3.

tskvu dvaei

dpyr/c.

Meyer's discussion, see Eadie "The same may be said of Meyer's interpretation, 'tbrough the development of natural disposition;' for if that disposition was natural, its very germs must have been in us at our birth, and what
is that but innate depravity?" As to the objection "that the word cannot refer
:

to original depravity, because

only of actual sins that the apostle speaks
reply with Olshausen, that in this clause
actual sins are pointed out in their ultimate foundation " in the inborn sinfulness of each individual by his connection with Adam." Harless
"The (pvai^
in the preceding clauses, "

it is

we may

:

of

an individual thing denotes the peculiarity

of its being,

of its being, as oj^posed to every accessory quality; hence

means

which

ibvciEL

is

elvat

the result

or

ttoieIv tc

be and to do anything by virtue of a state, or an inclination not acquired but inherent." To this Alford adds
"If this be correct, the expression
will amount to an assertion on the part of the apostle of the doctrine of original sin.
There is from its secondary position no emphasis on ipvaei but its
to

:

;

doctrinal force as referring to a fundamental truth otherwise

thereby lessened.

And

it

is

known

is not
not for Meyer to argue against this by assuming
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If tlie apostle asserts it here, this

original sin not to be a Pauline doctrine.

must stand on its own merits, not be wrested to suit an apparent preconceived meaning o£ other passages ... It would be easy to show that every one
Gal. ii. 15) is consistent
of them (Eom. i. 18, ii. 8, 9, v. 12, vii. 9, xi. 21
with the doctrine here implied." Ellicott " It must fairly be said that the unemphatic position of (pvaei renders it doubtful whether there is any special con-

place

;

:

trast to x"pt~'^ or

any

the doctrine of Original Sin

direct assertion of

the clause contains an indireci, and, therefore, even

profound truth,

of that

it

;

but that

more convincing assertion

seems impossible to deny."

Riddle

:

"The

attitude

here taken as respects this fearful fact of a universal natural state of condemnation
is precisely that which the Scriptures hold towards the question of the existence of God it is not proved but assumed." To the above it may be added
:

that the interpretation of

Eom.

21

xi. 16,

Gal.

;

ii.

15

1 Cor. vii. 4

;

;

Matt,

Meyer under (4) and (5), renders the regeneration of those there mentioned impossible, since it makes of them by nature
The fullest
the children of God, and grace is conferred already by generation.
xviii. 2

f.

;

14

xix.

f .,

indicated by

treatment of this passage

is

in Harless, pp. 1G5-180.

XIX. Ver.

The prima

Iva k.t.1.

9.

gratia of the scholastics here

Melanchthon, Apology of Aug. Conf.,

is

thus described by

"The

adversaries, not to

mentioned

p. 86, § 17

:

pass by Christ altogether, require a knowledge of the history concerning
Christ, and ascribe to Him, that He has merited for us that a habit be given,
or as they say prima gratia, which they understand as a habit, inclining us the
that the will can love God but
do the same the more cheerfully,"
" They err who imagine that he had merited only a prima gratia,
13. Ill, § 41.
and that afterward we please God and merit eternal life by our fulfilling of the

more

readily to love God.

nevertheless this habit

.

.

They imagine

stimulates

it

;

to

law."

XX. Ver.

"God,

before

we were

10.

olg TrpoeToifiacrev 6 Bedc.

created in Christ, made ready for us, jDrearranged, pre-

pared a sphere of moral action, or a road, with the intent that we should walk in
it, and not leave it
this sphere, this road was epya ayaOd" (Ellicott). " Though
In
in such works there be no merit, yet faith shows its genuineness by them.
direct antagonism to the Pauline theology is the strange remark of Whitby,
'
that these works of righteousness God hath prepared us to walk in are conditions requisite to make faith saving."
Works cannot impart any elements
to faith, as they are not of the same nature with it.
The saving power of faith
consists in its acceptance and continued possession of God's salvation [i.e.,
;

.

.

.

—

Ed.]. Works only prove that the faith we have is a saving faith"
The Holy Ghost in the Ten Commandments shows the regenerate in
what good works 'God hath before ordained that they should walk'" (Form,

Christ's merit.

(Eadie).

"

of Concord, p. 597).

new birth"

"The

source of

XXI. Yer.
Stier
lie

good works, the apostle

all

says, is the

(lb.).

makes the ground

11. 6i6.

of the 6l6 extend

especially " in the miserable condition

still further back, and the point to
from which they have now been de-

401

NOTES.

EUicott's suggestion that it refers " to the declaratory portion of the
foregoing paragraph, vv. 1-7 (vv. 7-10 being an argumentative and explanatory addition)," harmonizes with this. Essentially the same, Eadie and Braune.

livered."

XXII. Ver.
"

11. vTTo

TJjg "keyofievrjQ nepiTo/irjg.

The circumcision made with hands

in the flesh is designated as a

TieyofikvT),

something not real it is even a KaraTOfiTi (Phil. iii. 3), a mutilation
without a purpose. Circumcision has not lost any significance in itself, since it
has been fulfilled in a typical sense" (Weiss' Bibl. Theol. of N. T., II. 118).
as

i.e.,

;

XXni.

Ver. 12. ;twp(f Xpiarov.

makes the succeeding clauses explanatory of
Harless, followed by
what is contained in these words. Grotius, de Wette, and Eadie interin-et it
Calovius " Destitute of faith in Christ,
as "without the promise of Christ."
and without His saving knowledge." The true interpretation includes this,
but comprehends still more. For it is the absence also of that personal communion of man with Christ which is designated as the mystical union. Gal. ii.
20 John xv. 5 Eph. iii. 17.
EUicott,

:

:

;

XXIV. Ver.

15.

rijv

exQpav.

The context points to the enmity of man towards God which lies back of
this enmity of Jew and Gentile, to which primary reference is here made
(Braune, Eadie). EUicott co-ordinates the two ideas. Alford interprets it as enmity to God. Calovius and Harless regard "haired" as standing for "cause of
hatred," pointing to the ceremonial law in the rov v6/uov tuv evtoTkLv.

for examples

from the

classics (Tacitus V.

Juvenal), illustrating the hatred of Gentiles to

by Huidekoper,

§ 3,

New York,
XXV.

;

Jews

Horace, Satires,
;

also

"Judaism

Ver. 15. Iva rovg Sv6

Martensen makes a striking application of

70

ix.

at

Eome"

;

I.

ktici) k.t.Tl.

this passage to the relation of the

213)

:

"They"

(i.e.,

one, because only in their totality are they the new man.

new man

See Eadie
I.

1880.

individual to the Church (Chr. Ethics,
all

5

4,

Christians) "are

That

is to say,

not perfectly realized in any single one of them, and without unity each of them is merely a fragment, reflecting only a single ray of
Christ's image for only the entire church can mirror Christ's kingdom."
that the

is

;

XXVI. Ver.

The Greek metic was "at Athens
but enjoyed no

civic rights" (Liddell

the ^evog and the aarog.

home

is

neither

among

19. irdpoiKot.

who paid a certain tax
He was intermediate between

a resident alien

and

Scott).

In Sophocles. Antigone, 852,
the living nor the dead.

it is

applied to one whose

The best

illustration of the

condition of metics will be found in the oration of Lysias (who was himself a
metic) against Eratosthenes.
Cf. Grote's History of Greece, chapter Ixv.
Cremer defines the N. T. ivapoLKoq, " one who dwells in a place without the
rights of a

26

home."
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XXVn.

Ver. 20. enl rw

Be/^E/ilu).

Schmidt in the revised Meyer dissents, as also do Braune, Alford, and
The dative denotes a more absolute and more closety fitting relation,

EUicott.

and

its

use instead of the genitive

XXVIII. Ver.

20.

is

not accidental.

tuv airoarokuv kol

'Kpo(pr]Tuv.

To these arguments, Eadie adds the following "In writing to persons who
had been Gentiles, whose faith in Christ rested not in old predictions realized
:

—

Him, but on apostolic proclamation of His obedience and death a reference
Hebrew nation would not have been very intelligible and
appropriate. To Jews with whom the apostle had reasoned out of the Scripture, and whom he had thus convinced that Jesus was the Christ, the reference would have been natural and stirring but not so in an address to the
in

to the seers of the

'

'

;

Gentile portion of the church, situated in the city of Diana."

CHAP.

CHAPTEK
Vee.

eyvuplaBt]'] Elz.

3.

A more

testimony.

403

III.

III.

Matth. Eeiche have iyvupiae, in opposition to decisive
Ver. 5. Before erepaiQ Elz. has,

precisely defining gloss.

—

which was attached on account of the
Ver. 6. avTov] after kirayy. is, with Lachm. and Tisch., upon
double dative.
Ver. 7. kyevofiriv'] Lachm. Tisch.
preponderating evidence, to be deleted.
[Treg.] Riick. [West, and Hort] read kyevijQvv, after A B D''' F G X. With this
preponderant attestation the more to be preferred, in proportion to the ease
rr/v SoOelaav']
with which the more current form might involuntarily creep in.
Lachm. [Tisch. Treg. West, and Hort] and Riick. rf/g 6oBeiar)Q, approved also
by Griesb. Attested, it is true, by A B C D* F G X, min. Copt. Vulg. It. Latin
Fathers but how readily would the genitive present itself to the mechanical
copyist after ver. 2 comp. ver. 8.
Ver. 8. kv toIc-I A B C X, min. Copt, have
merely rolq. So Lachm. [Tisch. Treg. West, and Hort] and Eiickert. Strongly
enough attested specially as the parallel in subject-matter. Gal. i. 16, offered
h as an addition. The neuter to 7:2.ovToq is also here and at ver. 16 preponderantly attested.
Ver. 9. Travrag] suspected by Beza, placed within brackets
by Lachm. But it is wanting only in A X, two min. Cyr. Hilar. Jer. Aug. The
omission, at any rate too feebly attested, may have been accidental, or even
likewise against decisive testimony,

ev,

—

—

—

:

;

—

!

;

—
—

after ev

almost

to'iq

eOvsaiv intentional.

the witnesses.

all

An

—

o'lKovofua] Elz.

interpretation.

has Koivuvla, in opposition to

— After KTiaavrt Elz. has

6cu.

'Itjcov

which is defended, it is true, by Einck (in whose view Marcion had
deleted it) and by Eeiche (who holds it to have been omitted by the orthodox),
but is condemned by the decisive counter-testimony as an exegetico-dogmatic
addition.
Ver. 12. ti}v Traft/iriaiav k. rf/v irpocayuyi^v'l The second rriv is wanting
in A B X* 17, 80, Lachm. [Tisch. Treg. West, and Hort] Eiick. but its superfluousness occasioned the omission. F G have ryv npoaayuyT/v elg rt/v nalifjriaiav,
a change produced by the absolute r?)v npoaay.
Ver. 14. rov Kvpiov rifiuv 'Irjaov
X. is wanting in A B C N 17, 67** Copt. Aeth. Erp. Vulg. ms. and important
Fathers. Deleted by Lachm. Tisch. Eiick. Harless. An addition to Trurepa
readily offering itself, although defended by Eeiche (on insufficient internal
grounds). —Ver. 16. (5^7?] A B C F G S, 37, 39, 116, and several Fathers have
S^.
So Lachm. [West, and Hort] and Eiick. With this important attestation
is here the more to be preferred, as (hjij offered itself to the copyists from i.
17.
Ver. 18. 3ddog k. v\pog\ Lachm. [West, and Hort] reads vijiog k. l3dQog, on
Xpcaruv,

—

;

—

(1(f)

—

But the sequence of thought, "height
and depth," was more familiar. Comp. Eom. viii. 39.
Ver. 21. ev ry eKnAriaia
ev Xpicyru 'Iijanv'] So D** K L, min. Syr. utr. Goth. Chrys. and other Greeks.
But A B C K 73, 80, 213, Copt. Arm. Slav. ms. Vulg. Jer. Pel. have et- r. ckkX.
considerable but not decisive evidence.

—

Kol

h X.

have
ekkX.,

Lachm. [West, and Hort] and Eiick.). D* F G, It. Ambrosiast.
Only 46 and Oros. have kv X. T. merely, without ev ry
evidence which is far too weak to justifj' suspicion of ev ry IkkTi. (in oppo'I.

kv X.

(so

'I.

kuI ry ekkI.

—
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sition to

The Kui, although strongly attested, is an old unand the placing of h r. ekkI. after h X. 'I. is a
accordance with the sense of rank. Hence, with Tisch. and

Koppe and

Evick.).

suitable connective addition

transposition in

Eeiche, the Eecepta

Contents.

;

be upheld.

is to

— On this account am

of you, the Gentiles (ver.

I,

Paul, the prisoner of

God

for the sake

Effusion over the nature of his office as apos-

1).

the Gentiles (vv. 2-12), which concludes with the entreaty to the
readers not to become discouraged at the sufferings which he is enduring
on their behalf (ver. 13). On this account he beseeches God that they

tle of

might be inwardly strengthened in the Christian character, in order that
they may know the whole greatness of the love of Christ, and thereby become filled with all divine gifts of grace (vv. 14-19). Doxology, vv. 20, 21.
Ver. 1. On this account, namely, in order that ye may be built unto the
dwelling of God by means of the Spirit (ii. 22), on this iehalf, that your
Christian development may advance towards that goal, am I, Paul, the fetfor the salce of you, the Gentiles. The position of
on account of his labors as the apostle of the Gentiles could
only exert a beneficial influence upon the development of the Christian life
of his churches, as edifying and elevating for them (comp. ver. 13), as, on
the other hand, it must have redounded as a scandal to them, if he had

tered one of Christ Jesus

Paul in

'

fetters

withdrawn from the persecutions (Gal. vi. 12 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff. Phil. ii. 17
ijih UavTiog] in the conHence the tovtov ;^dpiv emphatically prefixed.
f.).
;

sciousness of his personal authority (comp. 2 Cor. x. 1

18

ii.

;

Col.

i.

23

only exalt (2 Cor.

bound one

;

Philem.
xi.

23

9),

ff).

—

;

—

;

Gal. v. 2

of Christ kut' k^oxrp', " pre-eminently, " such as

but, in accordance with his special relation to Christ (Gal.

The

pear to himself and others.

;

1

Thess.

which the bonds could not weaken, but
6 6ia/uog rov '1. X.] The article denotes the
Paul could not
i.

1, vi.

17), ap-

genitive expresses the author of the

being

Paul regards
himself, in keeping with the consciousness of his entire dependence on Christ
As regards the
(as 6ov?ioc XpiuTov), as the one whom Christ has put in chains.
bound.

Comp.

2 Tim.

i.

8

;

Philem.

See Winer, p. 170.

9.

—

construction,
I.,^

by many the simple ei/«'

so that 6 6tafitoQ tov X.

'I.

is

rightly supplied after

is predicate,

6 Sea/iiog tov

in connection with

Xp.

which some

have neglected the article, others have rightly had regard to it.^ He is,
however, the fisaiiiog of Christ on lehalf of the O entiles ; and this thought

more fully regarding his vocation
whereupon he only briefly returns to the point
of his imprisonment in ver. 13, after having been led away from it by the
detailed exposition of the theme, to which he had been incited by the inrep
Tuv eBvuv.
Free movement of thought natural in a letter. Supplementary
additions, such as hgatione fungor, " am discharging the duties of the emleads

him

in the sequel to explain himself

as apostle of the Gentiles,

1

in

" Quia Rentes Judaeisadaequabat,incidit

suorum popularium odium," "Because

he made the Gentiles equal to the Jews, he
incurred the popular hatred of his own
nation," Drusius.

Comp. Grotius, Calovius.

^

Syriac, Chrysostom, Tlieophylact, ErasBeza, Eisner, Calovius,

nuis, Cajetanus,

Wolf, Michaelis, Paraphr. ; Morus, Koppe,
Kosenmiiller [Schenkel], and others,
' See especially Beza.
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bassay," ^ or Itoc scrtho, " am writing this " (Camerarius, and the like},- are
Others have renot implied in the context, and are therefore erroneous.
garded the discourse as hrol-en off, and have found the resumption either at

1/ But

ver. 8,^ or at ver. 13,^ or at ver. 14,^ or only at iv.

eses are

—inasmuch

all

according to the above explanation,

as,

these hypoth1 in

ver.

it-

with ease and linguistic correctness a complete and suitable sense
unnecessary complications of the discourse. Baumgarten-Crusius regards
the discourse as entirely h'ohen off under the pressure of the crowding
self yields

—

thoughts, so that
a

comma

is

it is

not at all

resumed in the

sequel.

—After

ver. 1

only

to be placed.

Ver. 2. Confirmation of that which has just been said, imip v/j,uv ruv kdvcjv,
by the recalling of what the readers have heard concerning his vocation.
^'
For you, tlie Gentiles,''^! say, upon the presupposition that, etc. This presupposition he expresses by elye, i.e., turn certe si, " then certainly if," it being
'

church he could not presuppose anything
He might have
else), not in the word itself, that he assumes this rightly.
written etTTfp, if at all, promdedthat, or elirepye, provided namely,^ but he has
conceived the presupposition under the form at least if if namely, and so
wherever elye is used and
denotes it.* Comp. on Gal. iii. 4 and 2 Cor. v. 3
implied in the connection (for of

7iis

,

;

the assumption

is

a certain one (as also at iv. 21), the latter

ered from the connection.

own

question, their

From wlwm

consciousness told them, namely,

other Pauline teachers, so that

is

to be gath-

the readers had heard the matter in

elye rjiw'uaaTe k.t.1. is

from Paul himself and

a reminder of his preach-

Hence our passage is wrongly regarded as at variance with
and as pointing to readers to whom Paul was
not personally known while others, as Grotius," have, without any ground in

ing among them.

the superscription

irphq 'E^eciODf,
;

the context, assigned to the simple aKoveiv the signification

" understand well

;"

Calvin, on the other hand,

er unnatural hypothesis

Ms

rebus,''^

'*

:

&e?ie intelligere,

had recourse to the altogeth-

" Credibile

est, quum ageret Ephesi, eutn tacuisse de
when he was engaged at Ephesus he was silent

It is credible that

;" and Bottger '" refers it to the hearing of
which the very avaynHoaKovre^ that follows in ver.

concerning these matters
tle

read, against

sive.

Estius very correctly states that

elye is

this Epis-

3

is

deci-

not " dubitantis, sed jyotiusaffr-

mantis ; neque enim ignorare quod hie dicitur poterant Ephesii, quibus P.
ipse evang. plusquam biemiio praedicaverat, " of one doubting, but rather of

one affirming
1

;

for the Ephesians could not

Ambrosiaster,

Castalio,

Calvin,

Vata-

have been ignorant to

whom Paul

Olshausen,

Bisping,

de Wette, characterizing

this con-

Mattliies,

Harless,

blus.

Bleek

^ Already in early witnesses supplementary additions are met with in the text:
irpecr^eiio) in D* E 10, followed by Castalio
and Calvin jwtvlo in Clar., Germ. kckclv-

struction as " liardly Pauline."

;

Xijiiitti

;

in 71, 219, al.

Oecumenius, Grotius.
* Zanchius, Cramer, Ilolzhausen.
* Theodoret, Luther, Piscator, Caliztus,
Cornelius a Lapide, Estius, Homberg,
Schottgen, Bengel Baumgarten, and others,
including Fhitt, Lachmanu,Riickert, Winer,
'

*

;

Erasmus Schmid, Hammond, Michaelis

in note to his translation,

ad Devar.

'

Klotz,

s

Xen. Mem.

p. 308.

Anctb. i. 7. 9 often in
the tragedians.
^ So
also Rinck, Sendschr. der Korinfh.
p. 56, who, however, takes the correct view
in the Stud. u. Krlt. 1849, p. 954.

"

Beitr.

iii.

i.

4. 4,

p. 46

ff.

;
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himself had preached the Gospel for more than two years. " * Paul might have
expressed himself in the form of an assertion (jjKovaare yap, or knel ?/KomaTE),
but the hypothetic form of expression constitutes a more delicate and sugo-estive

way

of recalling his preaching

among them,^

without, however, con-

^ of which the context
arrangement (see on i.
10) winch Tias leen made regarding the grace of Ood given to me with reference
The more jjrecise explanation
to you {rfiQ xapiTog is the objective genitive).

taining an obliquam reiyrehemionem,
affords

is

no

trace.

—

then given by

with the context

'

'

xf^P^Toc k.t.a..]

r/)v o'tKovo/iiav rf/g

oti

indirect reproof, "

The

Kara aKOKdlvipiv k.t.1.

{ttjq Sod. fioi elg vfiag),

tlie

jap/f

here, in accordance

is

the divine bestowal of grace that took

Comp. on Rom. xii. 3,
place in the entrusting him with the apostolic office.
Others, like Pelagius, Anselm, Erasmus, Grotius, Michaelis, RosenXV. 15.
have explained

et al.,

miiller,

oIkov.

t.

x^P- &s

the office of administering

but against this it may be urged that not Tf/g doBeiarig, but
This mistake is avoided by
TTjv SoOe'iaav, must have been afterwards used.
the office for which I have been
Wieseler, p. 446 f., where he takes it as

evangelic grace ;

:

by the grace conferred upon me on your behalf. Tliis office the
readers had heard, inasmuch as they had heard the preaching of the apostle.
to hear the office, " instead of
But how are we to justify the expression
" to hear the official preaching "? The words would merely say if ye have
qualified

'

'

:

heard of the
Ver.

3.

Gal.

office, etc.,

13

i.

Col.

;

i.

4

;

Philem.

5.

In this more detailed specification of the ohovofiia meant in ver.

has the emphasis
dy way of revelation, expressing the
mode of the making known, in accordance with a well-known adverbial
Acusage.* In substance the 6l' anonakvipeug of Gal. i. 12 is not different.
2,

Kara

aTroKd?i,vtjjiv

:

cording to the history of the conversion in Acts xxvi. (not according to

Acts

ix.

and

we have

xxii.),

that followed the event near

here to think not merely of the disclosures

Damascus

lation connected with this event itself
is

(as Gal.

i.

but also of the reve-

12),

for the contents of

;

what

is

revealed

here the blessing of the Gentiles, and with this comp. Acts xxvi. 17, 18,

as also Gal.

i.

16

;

hence from

time of composition.^
3, 5.

—

—

TO iivGT7jpiov'] see

naTo.

b/vupiadrj]

on

i.

9

;

it

anoKdl.

we may not

infer a post-apostolic

namely, on the part of Ood ; comp. vv.
applies here, however, not to the counsel

of redemption in general, but to the inclusion of the Gentiles in

it.

It is

not until ver. 6 that the apostle comes to express this special contents which
is here meant.
kuOuq down to the end of ver. 4, is not to be treated as a pa-

—

renthesis,

inasmuch

mediately preceding.

as

6,

ver. 5, attaches itself to the

— Kadug

irpoeypafa

1 De Wette
dogmatically lays it down
that the readers had no need, if the apostle
had already exercised his apostolic calling
amonff them, now first to learn from himself that he had received it.
But in so
speaking he has not attended to the fact
that the object of the riKova-aTt is not the reception of the apostolic vocation in general,
but the mode of this reception (namely,

(card

aTTOKakui^iv, ver. 3),

Tliis

account of

h

uTilyoi]

as

I

h ru

fivar. r.

X. im-

iefore W7'ote in Iricf

the man7ier in which he had become their
apostle he communicated to them when he
was with them, and of this heremmAs them

now.
2 ^g ^iso the
Attic
cTrei -ye,

winters, in place of

delicately use the hypothetic elv^

see Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 5. 1.
^ Vitringa, comp. Holzhausen.
•
5

Bernhardy,
Schwegler.

p. 241.

;
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but to kyvup.

to uvar^p., as is

/zoi

where Paul characterizes that which was before written

4,

shown hj

by which

his hnowledge of the mystery, but not as evidence of the revelation

he has attained to

Groundlessly, and at variance with the

knowledge.

this

ver.

as evidence of

subsequent present avayivuGKovreg, Calvin, Hunuius, and others have
ferred TTpoeyp. to an epistle which has now been

the passage in Ignatius
(not to

as

h

-Kaari

imaToA'/i^

many would have it,

contents of the

special
of,

9, 10,

i.

/nvar^piov

has been

but), as is

(ver.

made

re-

use of.^

It applies

proved by the here meant

to the

6),

'

which view

in support of

lost,

section

last

treated

concerning the Gentiles attaining unto the Messianic economy of salva-

—

"in short," Chrysostom
h is
is expressed by gwtSiuuc,
" pauca tantum attigi,
Acts xxiv. 4, summarily. Wetstein well puts it
cum multa dici possent," " I have touched upon only a few things, although
many could be said." Following Theodoret, Beza (with hesitation), Calvin,
Grotius, Estius, Erasmus Schmid, Koppe, and others have taken it as a
more precise definition of the np6 paulo ante, " shortly before." But in a
temporal sense kv bliyif> means nothing else than in a short time (see on Acts
xxvi. 28
Comp. Plat. Apol. p. 22 B Dem. xxxiii. 18 Pind. Pyth. viii.
131
kv 6' bliyG) fiporuv to Tsp-rtvbv av^sTac, "the delight of mortals will inTrpb bliyov must have been used (Acts
crease)," which is not suitable here
V. 36, xxi. 38
2 Cor. xii. 2, al. ; Plat. Symp. 147 E, aZ.).'
tion,

11-32.*

ii.

kv b2,cyu]

did

fSpaxeuv,

:

The same

See Acts xxvi. 28.®

instrumental.^

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

Ver.

4.

—

In accordance

loith

which

ye, ichile

which Paul

ye read

it,

are able

to discern,

and irpoc indicates the
standard of the judging ; in accordance with tchich.^ The inference
ovk
eypatpEv baa e^PV^i oXk' baa k^upovv voeiv, " He wrote not as much as was
etc.*

Tzpbg b

applies to that

Kpoeypa-ipe,

:

necessary, but as

much

justification at all in
attendentes,

—

were capable of understanding,"
written.

h

ru

iivaTTjp'iw

'"

finds no

— amycvuanovTsg'] not

" attending," " but, as always in the N. T.,

avveciv /xov

Tf/v

as they

what Paul has previously

legentes,

tov X.] is to ie taJcen together,

"reading."

and before

h

was not needful to repeat the article, because avvisvai h (to have understanding in a matter) was a very current expression (2 Chron. xxxiv. 12
Dan. i. 17). Comp. 3 Esdr. i. 33 rf/g cyweaeuc avTov kv ru v6/xu
Josh. i. 7
Kvpiov.
The genitive rov Xpiaroli is ordinarily taken as genitivas oijecti, " an
it

;

:

;

' Although it
was already rejected by
Theodoret.
2 See Introd. § 1.
2 See Fabric. Cod. Apoc. I. p. 916.
* Comp. already Oecumenius.
s Yet it may also be conceived of locally,
as Thuc. iv. 26. 2 96. 2 (see Kriiger) in

and

small

forcible

;

*

S2)ace, in

Comp. the

p. 31

D, Legg.

a,

:

concise

classical
vi. p.

va,ssa,ge.
Si'

oAiywi', Plat. Phil.

778 C, iv jSpaxei

and

ev

(Dem. 592, 8).
' Comp. oMyov Tt npoTepov, Herod. iv. 81.
8 Wiggers (Sfud. tt. Krit. 1841, p. 433) regards as subject the Ephesians, not as
such, but as representatives of the Gentile
world "ye Gentiles.^'' Arbitrarily imported,

/Spaxe'o-i

:

Doubtless the

entirely unnecessary.

a-vvecri?

of the Ap. iv

T<jj iJ-vcrTripita

ToO X.

must

have been entirely beyond doubt for the
readers in consequence of their personal
but thereby his
connection with him
appeal to what he has just written does not
;

become inappropriate, but only the more
tain

and

ij.eiu>cn?

effective.

in this

There

lies

a cer-

reference to that which

he has just written.
' See Bernhardy, p.
205
EUendt, Lex.
Soph. II. p. 652 Winer, p. 361.
i" Oecumenius, comp. Chrysostom
Bengel compares ex ungne leonem, "you may
know the lion from its claw."
;

;

;

''

Calvin.

/

;
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to Christ.
But, even
whole subsequent detailed statement as far as ver.
12 suggests the contextually more exact view, according to which Paul
means the juvar^piov contained in Christ. Christ Himself, His person and
His whole work, especially His redeeming death, connecting also the Gentiles with the people of God (ver. 6), is the concretum of the Divine mysThe assailants of the genuineness of the Epistle find ver. 4 incomtery.
patible with the apostolic dignity,' nay, even " self-complacent and courting
favor.'" But here precisely the point brought into prominence, that the

the mystery wMcli has reference

objective genitive

:"

apart from Col.

27, the

i.

—

mystery had become

known

to

him

Kara cnTOKdXvfiv, justifies the stress laid

his cvvEGic in the mystery, so far as he has already manifested the

upon
same

The

in his Epistle.

apostle

might have appealed

in proof of this

—

but he might also especially taking into account
the change which had meanwhile occurred in the personal composition of the
church adduce for this purpose his writi7ig, in doing which his very
avvEGcg to his worTcing,

—

apostolic dignity raised

him above

complacency and the

like.

considerations of the semblance of selfHardly would another, who had merely assumed the name of the apostle Paul, have put into his mouth such a selfdisplay of his avveaiQ which, in order not to fall out of his assumed aposAs to avveaic, see on Col. i. 9.
tolic part, he would rather have avoided.
Ver. 5. Not an explanation, to what extent he was speaking of a mystery :'
for that the readers ^new, and the design of bringing in a mere explanation
would not be in keeping with the elevated solemn style of the Avhole verse
but a triumphant outburst of the conscious exalted happiness of belonging
an
to the number of those who had received the revelation of the mystery
outburst, which was very naturally called forth by the sublime contents of
srspaig yevEalc] may be either a definition of time, like the dative
the (ivcrijpiov.

—

—

;

—

—

at

12 (so takemtsually)

ii.

;

in that case yEvsalg

is

not p>&riodis or temporihis,

" periods" or "times, "in general, but: in other generations (comj). on
or

it

may

which
avdp.

express the simple dative relation, so that yevEcuq

to other generations

was not made

would form a characteristic

Tcnoicn,

is

according to which

epexegesis. ^ This was

ver. 21);

generationibus :*
rolg vlolg

tuv

my previous view. Yet

the former explanation, as being likewise linguistically correct, and withal

more simple and more immediately

The sTspai -ysv.

preferred.
rolq

in

keeping with the contrast

vvv, is to

are the generations which have preceded the vvv

\

be

and

tuv avdp. (not elsewhere occurring with Paul) has the significance,

v'tolc

men according to their lower sphere conditioned by their
" ortum naturalem, " "natural origin,"' under which they were incapable
in themselves of understanding the fivarr/piov.
Comp. Gen. xi. 5 Ps. viii.

that

it

characterizes

;

5, xi. 5
vlolg

;

Wisd.

Tuv avOpuTT.,

"

de Wette.
Schwegler.

'

Riickert, Meier.

*

Vulfrate.

'

That specially the 0. T. prophets are meant by rotg
as Bengel supposed,' is wrongly inferred from rolg djioig

ix. 6.

307.

Benjrel.

'

In quite an opposite

way Jerome would

exclude the ancient patriarchs

Lobeck, ad Aj. 308 Bernhardy, p. 55
Nagelsbach, Anm. s. Mias, ed. 3, pp. 272,
*

'

;

from the

vlol<;

rSsv

rather sons of God

av6p.

;

and prophets
these were

for

;

CHAr.
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anoarSloLg k.t.1., since the contrast does not lie in the persons,^ but in the

time (k-tpaig yeveaiq

DIH-II,

"Son

man ; and
is

.

.

It

viiv).

is

1, xii.

(vii.

often bears the

true Ezckiel

name

however, as prophet, but as

not,

1, al.),

human lowliness and dependence upon God
By this expression, which (in opposition to
comparative, the disclosure made to Abraham and the

thercb^r likewise his

are brought

Bleek)

.

man"

of

home

to him.

to be left as

—

wf]

ancient prophets of the future participation of the Gentiles in Messiah's

kingdom

(Gal.

iii.

8

;

Rom.

ix.

24-26, xv. 9

ff.)

remains undisputed

;

for

hoc mysterium quasi procul et cum involucris ostensum, "to
them this mystery was as it were far off, and displayed under covering,"
Beza hence the prophetic jirediction served only as means for the making
known of the later complete revelation of the mystery (Rom. xvi. 26).
"fuit

illis

—

;

Comp.

vvv] in the Christian period.

1 Pet.

i.

12.

—

aireKaXiKpd/]]

not a repe-

but the distinguishing mode in which this manifestation
Kara anoKalvrpiv kyvupioBri, ver. 3.
intended to be expressed
aKoar. k.t.Ti.] is not to be divided by a comma after dyioic,'' so

tition of ejvuplad?!,

took place,

—

TolQ d-yioig

is

:

arroa-. avr. k. Trpocj). would be apposition or more precise definition,
whereby the flow of the expression would be only needlessly interrupted.
The predicate hohj was already borne by the Old Testament proi^hets
Luke i. 70 2 Pet. i. 21), and this appellation at our passage
(2 Kings iv. 9
by no means exposes the apostolic origin of the Epistle to suspicion ;^ but
it is very naturally called forth by the context, in order to distinguish the
recipients of the revelation amidst the mass of the viol tuv dvdp<l>-ui', in accordance with the connection, as God's special messengers and instruments,
as ayioi Qeov avdpu-rroi (2 Pet. i. 21)
whereupon the apostolic consciousness
in Paul was great and decided enough not to suppress the predicate suggested by the connection,* while he is speaking of the apostles and prophets

that

;

;

;

in general, whereas, immediately afterwards, at ver.
self in particular,

can

we

he gives

full

8,

in speaking of him-

play to his individual deep humility.

How

conceive that the author should thus in one breath have fallen

otit

assumed part at ver. 5 with toIq dyioiq, by a "slip," ^ and then have
resumed it at ver. 8 with kfiol r« eXaxioTorepu
aiirov] not of Christ, ^ but of
God, v.rhose action is implied in Hyvupiadr] and aTTEKalvipdr].
kqI Trpo(pr;-aic]
quite as at ii. 20
ev Trvev/xaTi] The Holy Spirit is the divine principle,
through which the dTT£KaXv(}>d>j took place.
Comp. i. 17
1 Cor. ii. 10 ff.
Riickert wrongly takes it as
in an inspired state, which Trvtv/ua never means,
but, on the contrary, even without the article is the objective Holy Spirit.
Comp. on ii. 22. Koppe and Holzhausen connect h irvevfiari (sc. ovai) with
'H-pod/jraig.
In this way it would be an exceedingly superfluous addition,
since jirophets, who should not be h nv., are inconceivable, whereas a revof his

I

—

—

—

;

:

1

The

aTToo-ToAoi

and

irpo^T)Tai

but a sacred
tion," of the same.
viol tCov av6p.,

^
3

were

ckAovj/,

also
" selec-

Lachmann, Bisping.
de Wette derives ayioi? from the passage

Col.

Baur

i.

26 recast in post-apostolic times

from the post-apostolic reverential
looking back to the apostles.
:

* A side-glance at the Jews, who would
have seen a blasphemy in the apostolic
message of the joint-heirship of the Gen-

tiles

(Lange, Apostol. Ze'Ualt. I. p. 128),
remote from the connection.

utterly
^

Baur.

*

Bleek.

is
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elation

was conceivable even otherwise than through the
angel,

of theophany,

with

dyiotg,

siaster'

vision, ecstasy,

so that the sense

would be

Spirit (by

Meier connects

etc.).

in sacred enthusiasm !

:

means
even

ev wv.

and Ambro-

with the following slvai k.t.T^. Baur, p. 440, knows how to explain
from a Montanistic view, and thinks that it is only on account

kv Kvevfiart

of the projihets that

Ver.

the

6.

applied to the apostles also.

it is

Ei^exegctical infinitive,

fivoTT/piov

:

more

precisely sj)ecifying the contents of

This

Gentiles are felloic-heirs, etc.

that the

elvai

(which

is

not to be changed into should he) is objectively contained in the redeeming
work of Christ, and the subjective appropriation takes j)lace by the conversion of the individuals.

—

denotes the joint possession (with

cvyKlripovofia]

now indeed
but to be really accomplished at the setting up

the believing Jews) of eternal Messianic bliss,— a possession

(Rom.
of the kingdom.
still

iii.

ideal

28.

—

viii. 24),

See on

i.

11, 14, v. 5

avaaufia Koi cvfifieroxa

designated by

a:vyK?.?/p. is

the next time literally

;^

Acts xx. 32

;

That which

k.t.Ti.']

;

Rom.

viii. .17

yet again twice expressed, once figuratively
in

which no climax

is

description.''

(7iicro-w//«

and

to be found, ^ but the great

importance of the matter has led the apostle, deeply impressed by

cumulated

Gal.

;

already sufficiently

is

denotes belonging jointly

to

it,

theiody

to ac-

{i.e.,

as

members to the Messianic community, whose head is Christ, i. 23, ii. 16).
The word does not occur elsewhere, except in the Fathers,' and was perhaps formed by Paul himself. Comp. however, cvaau/naTOTroielv, Arist. de
mundo, iv. 30. av/ifieroxoc, too, occurs only here and v. 7, and besides, in
J oseTphus, Bell. i. 24. 6, and the Fathers.® The sTrajyelia is the p>fomise of
the Messianic Wessedness, which God has given in the O. T., comp. ii. 12.
JSe, hoioever, icho

has joint share in the promise

in order to be jointly realized in his case

interpreted as res promissa,

"a

TTpuTov of the
XpiarC)]

Jews (Acts

dejiendent on

following

dia Tov svayj.

iii.

elvai,

iii.

14

;

{cvyKlrip.).

26

he to whom it jointly relates,
hence rj kTrayyeHa is not to be

jiromised matter," which several

ferred to the Holy Spirit (Gal.

variance with the context

is
;

;

Rom.

Acts ii.
The thrice occurring

Heb.

vi.

4

;

^

have
but

39),

aw

at

has the

16) as its presupposition.*

i.

re-

— h tu

applies to all three elements, as does also the

In Christ, as the Reconciler, the

and through

avyKlrjpovofiia k.t.X.

which

is

proclaimed to them, the subjective appropriation in the way of faith
brought about. The annexing, with Vatablus, Koppe, and Holzhausen,

h

of the Gentiles

is

objectively founded

;

the gosp>el,

is

Tu Xpcaru to

rrjc eirayy., is not to be approved, just because the reader, as he
needed no more precise definition in connection with avyKlrjp. and avccuiia,

Comp. Erasmus.
*Harless thinks, the one time after the analogy of im-sons, and the other time after the
analogy of things. But as well in o-iio-o-u/iia as
in o-v/j.|u.€T. the relation of persons and of
'

things

is

combined.

Jerome, Pelagius, Zanchius, Schenkel.
* On the accumulation of synonymous expressions in earnest emotional discourse,
3

comp.

Diintzer, Aristarch. p. 41.

s

See Suicer, T/ws.

«

Comp.

II. p. 1191.

avfj-ixerix'^,

Anab. vii. 8. 17
' Menochius,

;

2 Mace. v.

20;Xen.

Plat. Theaet. p. 181 0.

Grotius,

Bengel

;

comp.

Estius.
s
^-^t the tliought that the substantial
contents of the gospel are identical with

Judaism (Baur,

Neutest. Theol. p. 270) is in-

correctly imported.
it, especially ii. 15.

See, in opposition to

CHAP.
understood
zTTayy. (see

Ver.

7. h-ianovoq]

a se?'vant of

(Gal.

1,

15

ff.

1) is not, as

;

Acts

The

;

ix. 22, 26) to

distinction from

devote his activity to the proclamation

vfirjphT]<:

(used by Paul only at 1 Cor.

iv.

Harless supposes, that SiaKovoq denotes the servant in his activ-

ity /br the service,

while

vnrjphrir

opposition to this,

(see, in

is

;

became
i.

was meant, and the absolute -?;?
more emphatic.
Comp. Col. i. 23 3 Cor. iii. 6 also Luke i. 2. Paul
the gospel when he was enjoined by God through Christ

of himself what kirayyella

.ilso

the critical remarks)

of the gospel.

411

III., 7, 8.

denotes him in his activity for the Master
xii. 3
Rom. xiii. 4 2 Cor. vi. 3 Col. i.

Cor.

1

;

;

;

but both words indicate without distinction of reference the relation
of service, and the difference lies only in this, that the two designations, in
accordance with their etymology, are originally borrowed from different con7, iv. 6)

;

(cS<aK., runner ; v-jttip, rower ; see the Lexicons, and
on didiiovoQ, Buttm. Lexil. I. j). 218 ff.) in the usage, however, of theN. T.,
both words have retained merely the general notion of servant, as very frequently also with Greek writers. [See Note XXIX., p. 431.] In opposition
to Harless it may be also urged that not only is the expression 6iaKovdv tlvc
Ti used, but also in like manner vKTipe-elv rcvl tc.^
The gift, which was conferred upon Paul
the divine grace, and in consequence of which he became
a servant of the gospel, is, agreeably to the context, the apostolic office (comp.

crete relations of service

;

%

8),

not the

the Holy

Spirit.'^

vv. 2,

To fhe efficacious

domim linguarum, "gift

— Kara

htpy.

rijv

action of the potcer of

of tongues,"

nor yet the gift of

-

belongs to Tyv doOeladv

avrovl

T. 6v/i.

God (comp.

and on

ver. 20,

i.

jj-oi,.

19) the

bestowal of the gift of grace leads back the mind of the apostle, in the consciousness of

what he had been

before. Gal.

13

i.

ejus efhcacia, ex nihilo grande aliquid efficere,"

power,

viz., to

make out

Paul ; hence

is

est potentiae

the efficacy of his

of nothing something grand," Calvin.

stowal, in fact, of that gift of the divine grace Saul
into

"Haec

ff.

"This

By

the be-

had become changed

KaTo. rr/v kvkpy. t. 6vv. ahrov.

now explains himself more fully on what had been said
and that entirely from the standpoint of the hti7nility, with which,
in the deep feeling of his personal unworthiness, he looked forth upon the
greatness and glory of his vocation.
Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 9.
After ver. 7 a
full stop is to be placed, and toIq Wveaiv ehayy. is the explanation of the
Ver.

in ver.

8.

The

apostle

7,

—

xdptq

by

Harless regards

UV7T/.
6,

and

Suped.

He

like

ii.

e/iol

roZf idv. evayy. as

finds

it

.

.

avrrj as

.

a parenthetic excalamation,

a more precise definition of

what

is

meant

contrary to nature to meet in the long intercalation

(vv. 2-13) a halting-point, and yet not a return to the main subject. But in
opposition to the whole view of such an intercalation, see on ver. 1.
And
hardly could it occur to a reader not to connect evayyeTiiffaaOaiwith.th.e imme-

diately preceding ?} x^pic av-rr], specially when ro eMxtarortpG) k.t.I. points to
the contrast of the greatness of the vocation, which very greatness is de-

and in how truly grand a style from rolq
forms of degree constructed from the superlative

picted,

1

Xen. A?iab.

Phil. 1012.

!

vii. 7. 46,

C'l/r.

i.

G.

39

;

Soph.

eOveaiv

(or

forward.

— On the

even the comparative,

^

Grotius.

3

Fiatt, after older expositors.

—
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as 3

:

;

John

Winer,

least, lesser

ad Maitt.

see Sturz,

4),

p.

44

;

Lobeck, ad Phryn.

135

p.

f.

;

In the analysis the comparative sense it to be maintained (the

p. 65.

than

all).

— The expression of humility

-KavTcov dyiuv,^ i.e.,

than all

even far stronger than 1 Cor. xv. 9. Ovk eItte tuv anocToluv,
" He did not say than the apostles," Chrysostom. What was the ground of
this self-abasement (which, indeed, Baur, p. 447, enumerates among the
"heightening imitations") the reader tnew, without the necessity for Paul
Christians, is

—

namely, not the consciousness of sin in general,^ in
Paul knew that he stood on the same level with any other
(Rom. iii. 22, xi. 32 Gal. iii. 22), as with every believer upon an equal footing
of redemption by the death of Christ (Gal. iii. 13, 14 Rom. vii. 25, viii. 2),
but the deeply hwmhling consciousness of having persecuted Christ, which, inextinguishable in him, so often accompanied his recalling of the grace of
Phil. iii. 6
the apostolic ofRce vouchsafed to him (1 Cor. xv. 9
to
rolg idvEaiv] Paul was apostle of the Gentiles.
comp. 1 Tim. i. 13).
writing

which

it

to him,

resjDect

;

;

;

By this

avE^Lxv. n-lovTocTov'S^piaTov']

which Christ

tion, of

is

human

nature that the

is

meant the

vi\io\e(\.\-v\n(i

—

fulness of salva-

the possessor and bestower, and which

intellect

cannot explore

it

;

is

of such a

so as to form an adequate

it.
This does not hinder the proclamation, which, on the
rendered possible by revelation, but imposes on the knowledge

conception of
contrary,

is

(1 Cor. xiii.

Rom.

9-12) as on the proclamation their limits.

As

to ave^ixv., see

on

xi. 33.

Ver.

9.

According to Harless, who

Ktti ^uTiaai iravraq]

is

by
men
Paul must

followed

Olshausen [Hofmann and Braune], Paul makes a transition to

all

"not, however, to the Gentiles alone, but to alV Wrongly, since
have written koI Travrac (burlaai, as he had before prefixed roZf idvEmv. ndvrac
applies to all Gentiles, and the progress of the discourse has regaid not to
the persons, but to a particular main point (kqI, and in particular), upon
which Paul in his proclamation of the riches of Christ gives information to
all Gentiles.

—

(puriffai]

xlv. 17.

"to lighten," of the enlightenment of the
here to be conceived of as brought about by

collustrare,

mind (John i. 9), which
means of the preaching.

is

Comp. Heb.

Docere, " to teach,"

ably abandons the ^/zr/wre.
fact the light (John

i.

*

The

9, xii.

32

vi. 4,^ x.

;

Ps. cxix. 130

hits doubtless the real sense,

;

Ecclus.

but unwarrant-

possible difficulty that Christ Himself

35) disappears

on considering that the

are mediately the enlightened ones (2 Cor. iv. 4

;

is

in

a2:)0stles

Matt. v. 14), the proclaim-

ersand bearers (Acts xxvi. 18) of the divine light and its moral powers (v. 8).
Tcg f] oiKovofiia /c.r.A.] i.e., what is the arrangement, which is made with regard

—

to the

mystery, etc.

indicated as to

As

to

olnovofiia,

see

on

i.

10,

iii.

2

;

the mystery

is

that

contents in ver. 6
and what has been adjusted or arranged with regard thereto ( y oiKovo/iia tov fivGrylpov) consists in the fact that

'

The readings

aTrotTToAtoi/

its

;

avdpuivutv in 4

in Arcliel.,

and

and Semler ought not to have looked upon

and Chrys.,

ayiiav airoaToXuiv

are attempts at interpretation, of
•which a.v^pu>-!T!Mv was meant to guard against
understanding the ayitav of the angels
otyi'wi' is ivanting only ia Marcion and 72*,

it

in 46,

as spurious.
-

Harless.

"And
^
'

Bleek, ad loc.
Bengel,

Grotius,

others.

Rosenmiiller,

and

CHAP.
hidden

this mystery,

God from

in

413

III., 9.

the very

first,

was

be made

to

the present time through the church to the heavenly powers.

—
—

lows.
26.

Rom.

aKoneupv^u.] Geaiyjj/uevov,

ani} TcJv al<l)vuv]

their course,

/rem

from

Cor.

1

ii.

7,

1 Cor.

comp. Eph.

i.

in

ii.

7

;

Col.

i.

they have begun to run

The mystery, namely, was

the very beginning.

already npo tuv al6vuv,

Comp.

xvi. 25.

the world-periods, since

known

See what fol-

4,

but

is

decreed

conceived of as

hidden only nince the beginning of the ages, because there was no one previously for

here

is

whom

denoted

" times

eternal."

here and Col.
authors,

—

tC)

clk'

26

i.

aluvog

Rom.

all things.''''

xvi. 25

"We may add that (nrb ruv aluvuv occurs in the N. T. only
elsewhere is found the expression current also in Greek
;

(Luke

Herein

cise designation of

lies

70

i.

;

Acts

iii.

21),

quippe qui omnia

TTavra KTiaavn]

to.

The same thing with anb tuv aluvuv
by the popular expression xpovotg aluvioLg,

could be hidden.

it

at

^

and

ek.

tov aiuvog

(John

ix. 32).

ereav it, " inas7nuch as he created

— and this the significant bearing of this more pre—a confirmation of what has just been
is

God

said, rov cittokf-

"rerum omnium
Bengel aptly observes
creatio furidamentum est omnis reliquae oeconomiae, pro potestate Dei universal! liberriraedispensatae," " The creation of all things is the foundation
of all the rest of the economy unrestrictedly regulated according to the universal power of God."
He who has created all that exists must already have
had implicitly contained in His creative plan the great unfolding of the
Kpvfi.

anb TUV aluv.

iv tC

Qeu.

:

world, which forms' the contents of this mystery, so that thus the latter was
anb TUV aluvuv hidden in God.

Acts XV.

18,

and

Comp. on

6 rroiuv

Tavra yvuaTO.

air'

aluvog,

as to the idea which underlies our passage also, that already

word contemplated Christ as its aim," Col. i. 16 ff., and the
commentary thereon. Riickert thinks that Paul wishes to indicate how far

the creative

may not surprise us that He, from whom all things are derived, should
have concealed a part of His all-embracing plan, in order to bring it to light
only at the due time. But, apart from the fact that the creation of all
things does not at all involve as a logical inference the concealment of a
it

2)art of the divine plan, it

ground assigned

was not the

a-KOKSKpv/j..

in itself that needed a

necessarily implied in
but the anoKenp. cm b tuv aluvuv. This a-nb tuv
aluvuv is the terminus a quo, which was introduced with the KTiatc tuv ttuvtuv.
At variance with the context, Olshausen holds that Paul wished to call at-

the notion of

for

it,

since in fact this predicate

is

/.wan'^piov,

tention to the fact that the establishment of redemption itself [of which the
apostle in fact is not speaking] is a creative act of God, which could have
proceeded only from Him who created all things. Harless jilaces tu tu
TrdvTa KTLG. in connection with Iva k.t.X., ver. 10.
But see on ver. 10.
1 The
totality of that which exists, the
whole world. Every limitation of this universal meaning is unwarranted, as when
Beza, Piscator, Flatt, and others refer it
XjO mankind.
"Unus Deus omnes i^opulos
condidit, sicetiamnuncomnesad se vocat,"
"As one God created all nations, so also

does

lie

now

call all

to Himself," Beza.

Holzhausen, too,

arl:)itrarily limits it

to all

spiritual beings, called to everlasting life

while Matthies mixes up also in

KTtcrai/Ti

;

the

effecting of the spiritual blessedness.

''Hence eZ? 'l-qaovv Xpto-Toi' would have
been a more correct gloss than fiia 'Irjo-oO
Xp., which the .Sec«i3to has.

—
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—When

is recognized as not genuine (see the
taken away of referring KTioavn to the
moral creation by Christ, as is done by Calvin, Zanchius, Calixtus, Grotins,
Crell, Locke, Semler, Morus, Koppe, Usteri, Meier, Baumgarten-Crnsius, and
But even if those words were genuine, the formal and absolute ktH^elv,
others.

Eemaek.

6ia.

'Irjaov

Xpiarov

critical remarks), the possibility

is

and unlimited to. Travra, would justify only
Comp. Calovius and Eeiche.
i.

as well as the emphatically i^refixed

the reference to the physical creation, Gen.

Ver. 10. "Iva] not echatic (Thomas Aquinas, Boyd, Zanchius, Estius,
Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Meier, Holzhausen), introduces the design, not,
however, of ru to, Travra Krlcavri, as, in addition to those who understand
of the ethical creation, also Harless

KTia.
rdj

ra navra KTiaavTi. Iva K.r.l.

had been ffom

all

would take

an explanation

ages hidden in

God

"how

it.

inasmuch as

;

The

'

latter sees in

the plan of redemption
it

was He

wTio created

of Christ the manifoldness of His
that the design of God in the crea-

the loorld, in order to reveal in the church

But the very doctrine itself,
was directed to the making known of His wisdom to the
and hy means of tlie Christian church, has nowhere an analogy in the

wisdom.''''

tion of the world
angels,

according to Col. i. 16, Christ (the personal Christ Himself) is the
N. T.
aim of the creation of all things, even of tlie angels, who are here included
in TO. Travra.
But as yvupiady evidently corresponds to the a.7roK£Kpv/LifiEvov,
;

and

vvv to the and

ruv

a'luvuv,

we

cannot, wdthout arbitirary disturbance of

the whole arrangement of this majestic passage, regard

'iva

-yvupiady as other

than the design of rov anoKEKp. aivb ruv aluvuv kv ru Qeu.
This statement of
aim stands in exact significant relation to the vocation of the apostle, ver.
8

this very making known to the heavenly powers was
The less is there reason for taking 'iva yvup. K.r.l., with de
11) and Hofmann ^ (who are followed by Schenkel), after

through which

f.,

X>artly effected.

Wette (on

ver.

aim of the preaching of Paul,

earlier expositors, as defining the

which

case, besides, it

to his

work

would be

ver. 8 f

.

;

in

offensive that Paul should ascribe specially
that, in which the other
and the many preachers to
The joining on
Barnabas), had a share.

in preaching as its destined

apostles wdthal (comp. in particular Acts xv.

the Gentiles of that time (such as

aim
7),

to the adjectival element uttokekp. k.t.A. produces no syntactical incongruity,

but

way

is

as

much

in keeping with the carrying forward of the discourse

by

of chain in our Epistle, as in accord with the reference of so significant

yvupicrfiy vvv] The emphasis is not upon to?', ^ but
keeping with the uttokekp.
in order that it should not
remain hidden, but should le made hnown, etc.
ralq apxalg k. t. i^ovaiaic]
See on i. 21.
The angelic poiDers are to recognize in the case of the Christian
church the wisdom of God
what a c\mrch-glorifymg design, out of

a bearing to ver.

upon

8 f

.

yvupicdy, in

:

—

;

—

which God kept the [ivarfipiov from the beginning locked up in Himself
To the heavenly powers (comp. 1 Pet. i. 12), which therefore are certainly
not thought of as abstractions, the earthly institute is to show the wisdom of
!

1 So also
Baur refers
plains the thus resulting

but ex-

=

Schrifthew.

aim of the creation

^

Rflekert

it,

p. 425,

from the doctrine of the Valentinians.

I.

and

p. 361.

others,

CHAP.

God

;

an

even,

however,

quite arbitrarily inserted before ralg apx.^

is

explanation of the diabolic

Hofmann, Bleek
context
20),

(it is

415
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poicers,'^

which

Vorstius, Bengel,

Tlie

Olshausen,

understand as included, is entirely foreign to the
even though kv rolg enovpavioLQ (comp. i.3,
Throughout the whole connection the contrast of

at least

otherwise at

were not added.

vi. 12),

Wrongly, too, we may add, secular nders,^
and Christian c7mrch-oversee7's,^ have been
understood as here referred to (comp. i. 31) while Koppe would embrace
" quicquid est vi, sapientia, dignitate insigne," " whatever is remarkable
for force, wisdom, dignity," and would only not exclude the angels on
account of kv role tnovp.
kv rolg kivovp. is, as always in our Epistle (see on i. 3),
definition of j^^ace ; in heaven, not
in the case of the heavenly things, which are
to be perceived in connection with the church ' and such like * [See above,
Note 111., onch. i. 3.] It is most naturally to be combined (comp. vi. 12) with
Toiq apx- K. T. k^ovff. in which case it was not needful to place rale before kv rolg
knovpavLOiQ, seeing that the kv rolg kirovpav., more precisely fixing the definition
of the notion of the apxai and k^ovaiai (for even upon earth there are apxai
and k^ovciai), is blended into a unity of notion with those two words, ° so
that there is no linguistic necessity for connecting, as does Matthies, '" kv rolg
kiTovp. vnth yvup.
The question why Paul did not write simply rolg ayykloig
is not to be answered, with Hofmann, to the effect, that the spirits ruling
in the ethnic world are intended, because such a special reference of the
general expression r. apx- k. t. k^ovc. must have been specified (by the addition of Tuv kOvo)v, or something of that sort) but to the effect, that the
designation of the angels on the side of their power and rank, in contradisearth and heaven prevails.

Jewish archons,* lieathen

2)7' iests,^

;

—

:

,

—

;

dm Tfjg kuKk^aLag, serves for the glorifying of the kuKlTjaia. The
designation corresponds to the fulness and the lofty pathos by which the

tinction to the

whole passage

is marked.
In i. 21, also, an analogous reason is found,
namely, the glorifying of Christ. It is to be observed, in general, that the

name

ayyelog does not occur at all in our Ejustle.

'

Grotius, Meier.

^

Ambrosiaster, Vatablus, not Estius.
Zeger, KnatchbuU.
SchOttgen, Locke.

5

*
^

van

'

Zorn.

'

Zeltner,

8

See in Wolf.

Til.

Fritzsche,

navTo. KTitj. to all that

God

lias either ere-

ated in the natural reference of the term,
or accomplished in a spiritual respect for
the salvation of men.
According to his
view, 'ira applies to TO) Ttt TT. KTtcr. dpxal Kttl
e|ov(jt'at are "the high and mighty ones
who live in the world, or even inan.invisible spiritual manner play their part in the
same ;" ra enovpdi'M is to be taken " as the
actually subsisting aggregate of all that is
;

The

of the church, to the consciousness of
Thus, in fact, there are,

their powerlessnsss.

ad Rom. I. p. 195.
'"The whole apprehension of our passage
by Matthies is mistaken. He refei-s tw ri
»

6ia T?]g kKii?iTjaiac]

heavenly— as the kingdom of God." In the
heavenly kingdom the wisdom of God becomes manifest by means of the church,
and particularly to the.se high and mighty
ones, because these are now, in the heavenly kingdom founded by Christ, brought, by

means

comp. Baumgarten.

—

—

as well in the notion of Krii^w as in that of
<ipx«' «. e|oucr., two wholly different con-

ceptions combined, in opposition to the
liermeneutio principle of the unity of the
sense Taen-oupai'ia is arbitrarily generalized
in a spiritualistic way, and the thought that
the apxai xal i^ova-iai. are brought to the
consciousness of their powerlessness is
purely imported, and the more mistakenly,
inasmuch as it is God's aoijyia, not His
Sii^/a^ns, of which it is here said that it is
;

made manifest

to the apxal koI cf ous.

—

G
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Christian cTiurcli

(i.e.,

the collective

body

of believers regarded as one

com-

Pbil. iii. 6
Gal. 1. 11
Col. i.
munity, comp. 1 Cor. xii. 28, x. 32, xv. 9
hence not betraying the later Catholic notion) is, in its existence
18, 24,
and its living development, as composed of Jews and Gentiles combined in.
a higher unity, the medium fZe/ac^c for the divine wisdom becoming known,
;

;

;

—

the actual voucher of the same

redemption which embraces

;

because

it

is

mankind and

all

the actual voucher of the
raises it

above the hostile

—

Judaism and heathenism, this highest manifestation of the
To the angels, in accordance with their
divine wisdom (Rom. xi. 32 f.).
Luke xv.
ministering interest in the work of redemption (Matt, xviii. 10
1 Pet. i. 12), the church of the redeemed
Heb. i. 14
1 Cor. xi. 10
7, 10
is therefore, as it were, the mirror, by means of which the wisdom of God
jvoTiVTroiK.iTiog]^
[See Note XXX., p. 431.]It
exhibits itself to them.
signifies much-manifold, i.e., in a high degree manifold, quite corresponding
That it signifies very wise ^ has been erroneously
to the Latin multivarius.
assumed from Aesch. Prom. 1308, where noiKi'Aog means crafty. As iroXviroiKilog, the wisdom of God manifests itself to the angels through the church,
inasmuch a.s the counsel of the redemption of the world is therein presented to them in its universal realization, and they thus behold the manifold ways and measures of God, which He had hitherto taken with reference
to the Jews and Gentiles, all now in their connection with the institute of
redemption,
all uniting in this as their goal.
The church is thus for
them, as regards the manifold wisdom of God, the central fact of revelation ;
for the ttoJ.vttoikHovq bdovg Qeov, which they before knew not as to their ultimate end, but only in and by themselves (and how diverse were these ways
with the Jews and with the Gentiles !), they now see in point of fact,
through the church ("haec enim operum divinorum theatrum est," "for
this is the theatre of divine works," Bengel), as TroZuTro/zct/lof coipia.
Thus
by the appearing of the eKKlrjaia as a fact in the history of salvation, the
wisdom of the divine government of the world has been on every side
unveiled and brought to recognition.
Entirely without warrant, Baur
assumes, jj. 429, that the Gnostic aocpla, with its heterogeneous forms and
conditions, 3 was present to the mind of the writer.
Ver. 11. Kara Kpodeaiv tuv aluvuv] belongs neither to TToXvn-oiKiTiog,^ nor to
contrast of

;

;

;

;

—

cro0/a,*

nor does

ver. 5,"

but to

on

'iva

this

:

it

relate to ver.

9,*^

Iva yvupiaOy k.t.I.,

commencement

already

all

that precedes from ver. 3 or

in accordance with the prirpose of the icorld-jyeriods,

formity with the purpose which
the

nor yet to

giving information important in

God had during

its

bearing

i.e.,

in con-

the world-periods (from

up to to the execution of the purpose) for
was formed, i. 3, but from the beginning of
was hidden in God, ver. 9. On the genitive, comp. Jude
of the ages

;

ivpo Kara/iolf/c K6a/Ltov it

the world-ages

it

Winer, p. 169.
Others, incorrectly, take it as
the purpose concerning the different periods of the world, according to which, namely,
6

;

'

Ps. cxlv. 13

Eur. Iph. T. 1149

p. 678
^
»

D

;

Orph.

;

:

;

Eubul. in Athen. xv.

v. 11, Ix. 4.

Wolf, Koppe, Rosenmiiller.
Comp. Iren. Baer. i. 4 1.

>
e

Holzhausen.
Koppe, Baumgarten-Crusius.

^

Michaelis.

?

Flatt,

comp. Zanchius, Morns.

:

CHAP.
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no people, then chose the Jews, and lastly called Jews
kingdom; for it is only the one purpose, accomplished in Christ, that is spoken of. See what follows. According to
Baur, Kara npodeatv tuv a'luv. means according to what God ideally proposed

God

at first chose

and Gentiles

to the Messianic

'

:

to Himself in the aeons (that

is,

the subjects of the divine ideas, constitut-

ing as such the essence of God). According to the Gnostic view, this
returns, after it has been accomplished in Christ, as the realized idea back
into itself.
fjv eiroiTjaEv kv X. 'I.] applies not to co(l>ia,^ but to TrpoOscyiv, and

—

He

Comp. -h deljjfia tvoieIv (ii.
in Christ Jesus.^
John vi. 38), tijv -yvufijjv ttoieIv (Acts xvii. 17). Others
which He h.Si?, formed in Christ Jesus.'' Linguistically admissible. Comp.
Mark iii. G, xv. 1 Isa. xxix. 15 Herod, i. 127. But the context tells in
favor of the first-named interpretation, since what follows is the explanation assigning the ground of the purpose not as formed, but as carried into
means
3

whicli

:

Matt. xxi. 31

;

lias fiilJiTled

;

•,

;

effect ;

hence not merely

but

kv Xptarc^ is said,

Xpiaru

ev

'Ir/aov

(comp.

i.

5),

since not the form in (/ of that purjiose, but its accomjdishment, took place in

the historically manifested Messiah, Jesus
Ver. 12. 'Ev u

Him,

in His personal self-

gives the experimentally (exohev) confirmatory proof

/c.r.A.]

for the just stated ^v

—in

purpose contained.

sacrifice is the realization of that divine

ETvolrjaEv

h

X.

See on

'I.

i.

—

7.

rfjv Tvappf/aiav]

denotes

not the libertatem dicendi, " freedom of speech," as at vi. 19, since not mereexperimental consciousness, but that of the Christian is, in
ly the apostWs
'"

harmony with the
ciled to

21, iv.

14

17, v.

ITeb)'. II. 1, p.
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Comp. Heb.

noted by the

article.

f.

;

also

This

—

laally consecrated notion.

we

Exofcsv

;

and the limitation to
mood of those recon-

It is rather the free, joyful

God, in which they are assured of the divine grace (the opposite

fear of God's wrath).
iii.

by

context, expressed

prayer'^ is entirely arbitrary.

have, etc.

Trappjjcia

on the part

—

6, iv.

and

v. 1,

16, x. 19, 35

see

Grimm

;

1

John

ii.

in loc; Bleek

:

28,

on

Kar' k^oxv"^, "pre-eminently," is deLikewise a for^pocra/wyvv] See on ii. 18.

irapptjaia

nal ttjv

For without

and the

Wisd.

iii.

ev KE-nroidyoEi]

Fundamental

confidence (see, as to

Tvpoaayuyr] are

not possible.

on 2 Cor.

How gloriously is
Rom.

of the apostle expressed at e.g.

disposition, in which

ttettolQ.,

viii.

38

f.

!

—

i.

this
rfm

15) the

TTETvoid/iair

ttjq triaTEui;

Causa medians, "instrumental cause," of the exoj-lev k.t.a.
Christ is
the objective ground on which this rests, and faith in Christ is the subjecIn
tive means for its appropriation and continued possession, Rom. v. 1, 2.
ahrov there is implied nothing inore than in elf avrov (see on Rom. iii. 22
Gal. iii. 22), and what Matthies finds in it (the faith having reference to
avTov]

;

Him

alone) is a sheer importation.

Ver. 13.

Once more reviewing the whole section concerning the great

contents of his office as apostle of the
'

Schoettgen, comp. Chrysostom, Theo-

phylact, Estius, Cornelius a Lapide,
jrarten, Semler.

Baum-

Jerome, Luther, Moldenhauer.
^ So Castalio, Vatablns, Grotius, Zachariae, Koppe, Eosenmiillev, Ilolzhausen, MatBleek and
thies, Olsliausen, de Wette,
"^

27

Gentiles

(vv.

2-12),

he con-

others.
•<

So Beza, Calvin, Estius, Michaelis, Mo-

rus, et

al.,

Ilarless,

mann,
^
"

including Flatt, Riickert, Meier,
also Hof-

Baumgarten-Crusius

Schriftbeiv.

I.

p. 230.

Vatablns.
Bengel, Ilolzhausen.

;

—
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in especial retrosjiective reference to the introduction thereit
of (ver. 1), with the entreaty to the o-eaders not to become discouraged,
in order thereupon yet further to attach to ver. 14 ff. a rich outetc.
clxides

for tliem^ which terminates in an enthusiastic
According to this view, J/o has its reference not merely
in ver. 12, but in the whole of what Paul has said, vv. 2-12, regarding his
On that account, because so great and blissful a task has by
office, namely
God's grace been assigned to me in my calling, / entreat you, etc. The
greater the office conferred by God, the less does it become those whom it
concerns to take offence or become downcast at the sufferings and persecuintercession

pouring of

20

doxology (ver.

f.).

:

tions of its holder.

—

urj

the readers: that ye lecome not

sKKaKelv] applies to

disheartened, faint-hearted and cowardly in the confession of the gospel,
not to Paul : that I tecome not disheartened, as Syriac, Theodoret, Jerome,

Bengel, Semler, and others, including Riickert, Harless, Olshausen, BaumIn opposition
garten-Crusius [Hofm. Braune, Cremer Worterb.], take it.
to the latter,

it

may be urged

that the supplying of Qe6v after

aiTov/nai,

demanded in connection therewith, is in no wise indicated by the context,
which rather in the lare aiTovfiai (comp. 2 Cor. v. 20, x. 2) conveys only the
Jas. i. 6).
idea of a request to the readers (it is otherwise at Col. i. 9
Further, ijrig ecttI 66^a vfiuv manifestly contains a motive for the readers, to
;

fulfil

which Paul

that

after Oli^eac is

seU ; but not,
while he

Only from

entreats.

ver. 14,

x(ipi-v,

The

tliem.^

begins an

^ov, finally,

if Paul is imploring constancy /or himbeseeching the readers not to become faint-hearted,

wholly superfluous,
he

if

is

suffering for them.

is

rnvrov

God may strengthen

intercession for the readers, that

— As

to the

Tischendorf, and Riickert, see on 2 Cor.
in the trihxdations which

I

iv. 1.

form

—

Lachmann,

kyuaKElv in

Iv ralg OliipeGi fiov v-n-ep i//.]

endure for your sake (namely, as apostle of the

Comp. Paul's own so touching comment upon this vivfp viiuv, in
The h denotes the sulsisting relation, in ichich their courage is
17.

OentHes).
Phil.

ii.

not to give way.

Tivog (2 Cor.

nects vTvep

i.

vju.

6

To

See "Winer, p. 346.

on account of^ is also to be referred.
repetition of the article, to ralg dTLitp.
;

comp. Col.

yfithai-oiiuai

:

i.

24).

this conception the explanation

vKsp vfiuv
fiov,

rightly attached, without

is

because one

Comp. on

I jjiray for your

may

say

Gal. iv. 14.

0?iif3ea6ai inztp

Harless con-

How violently opposed

lenefit.

with the right view of alrov/uai, impossible
designed to animate to the fulfilment of the entreaty,
introduces an explanation serving as a motive thereto,^ not

to the order of the words, and,

—

iJTig

!

karl 66^a v/iuv] is

so that Tjng

^, but referring what is predicated "ad ipsam rei
"to the very nature of the subject," * Wke qui quideni, quippe

equivalent to

qui.

rJTig

may be

vpuv (so usually).

referred either to the

p?) kuKaKelv,

In either case the relative

is

^

naturam,''''

qui, utpote

or to toIq dllipea! pov invep

attracted

by the following

' Harless finds, with Rhenferd (in Wolf),
the connection " utj9?-o«eprimum, turn pro
Ephestis oret." But this change of tlie persons would have needed to be i?idicated by

others,

emphatic pronouns, if it were not to be
looked upon as imported.
^ Erasmus,
Beza, Piscator, Estius, and

Theodoret, Zanchius, Harless, Olshausen, Schenkel.

:

'

Herm. ad

Soph.
•

^

Oed.

Ii.

688

;

Ellendt, Lex.

\\. p. 385.

Kilhner,

ad Xen. Mem.

p. 190.

:

CHAP.
66^a,

and

this not as Hebraizing,

the right one

is

;

'
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III., 14, 15.

The usual

but as a Greek usage. ^

reference

the sr/fferings of the apostle for the readers were a glory cj

redounded to their honor that he suffered for them,^ and this
them far above the kKnaKelv, else they would not
have accorded with the thought brought to their consciousness by the -ijTiQ
The referring of iJTig to //?) luKaKslv is inconsistent with the
karl 66^a vfiuv.
for if Paul had said that it
correct explanation of the latter (see above)
was glorious for the readers not to grow faint, he would either have given
expression to a very general and commonplace thought, or else to one of
which the specific contents must first be mentally siqyplied (gloria sjnritualis,
''spiritual glory"); whereas the proposition: ''my tribulations are your
glory,'''' is in a high degree appropriate alike to the ingenious mode of expression, and to the apostolic sense of personal dignity, in which is imthe latter^ it

relation could not but raise

;

Comp.

plied a holy 2wide.

Vv.

disheartened, ver. 13.
ver. 1, see

"

He

Phil.

on that

17.

ii.

order that ye may not become
Against the view that there is here a resumption of
on

14, 15.* Toi'Tov x^ptv]

verse.

—

this account, in

KdjUTrru

/c.r.

t^v KaTavewy/iiv^v dhjcLv kd/p.uaev,

A.]

See on Phil. ii.
indicated his entranced supplication," Chrysostom.
signo rem denotat," " from the sign he denotes the thing," Calvin

"A

10.

;

we have

with Calovius and others, to think of an actual falling
on his knees during the writing. Comp. Jerome, who makes reference to
irpdo] direction of the activity:
the genua mentis, "knees of the mind."
so that

not,

lefore the Father.

—

—

Instead of saying

k^ ov iraaa narpLa k.t.1.']

lefore the

:

Father of all angels and men (a designation of God which naturally suggested
itself to him as an echo of the great thoughts, ver. 10 and ver. 6), Paul expresses himself

more graphically by an ingenious paronomasia, which canGerman (Trarepa
TV ar p Lo)
from whom every family

not be reproduced in
in heaven
is TraT?/p

and upon earth

.

.

justice to the purposely chosen expression

(?),

:

name

narptd, because

" every race,

i.e.,

employed by Paul only

here,

is

name of God as its Creator and Father, just as human races
name from their ancestor, e.g., the race of David from David."
iS,
forth from whom ; origin of the name, which is derived from God as
bears the

Karrjp.^

—

—

Traffa

Trarpm] TrarpLa, with classical writers ordinai'ily ;rdrpa,

Beza, Matthies, and many.
Comp. as regards the ordinary exegesis,
according to v*rhich the number also is at1

-

tracted,

Dem.

bySorjKovTa

fikv

c.

A])hob. p. 853. 31 ex^"iju
(Ka^e npo'iKa
:

/ui-as,

•

•

•

ti;?

and see, in general, Winer, p. 150.
This assertion stands in correct connection with his high apostolic position. That
the apostle as Seo-M-io? toO Xpio-ToO suffered
for the Gentile-Christians, could only redound to the honor of the latter, inasmuch
as they could not but appear of tlie higher
value, the more he did not refuse to undergo alBictions for them. This we remark in
fiTjTpds
^

the

every class of beings which have arisen

bear the
Qv\

God

Less simple and exact, because not rendering

of all these narpLai.

view of de AVette

:

.

bears the name, namely, the

;

is

equiv-

opposition not only to Riickert, who finds
it most advisable to leave the contents of
the clause indefinite, in ordernot to deprive
it of its oratorical significance, but also in
Opposition to Harless and Olshausen, who
are of opinion that the sufferings of the
apostle could not in themselves be any
glory for the Gentile-Christians. They are
so on account of the dignity of the sufferer,
and of his relation to those for whose sake he
suffered.
*

On

p. 150
^

On

ver. 15,

see

Reiche,

Cortini.

Crit.

ff.

ovoixa^ia-^ai.

U, comp. Hom.

7Z.

x. 68

—
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body belonging

alent to gens, a

to a

common

stock,

whether

be meant in

it

the narrower sense of a family,^ or in the wider, national sense of a tribe
Herod, i. 200). In the latter
Ps. xxii. 27
1 Chron. xvi. 28
(Acts iii. 25
;

;

;

heavens can only apply to the various
classes of angels (which are called iraTpial, not as though there were propagation among them, Matt. xxii. 30, but because they have God as their Creator
sense here

and Lord

;

for every gens in the

for a Father [see "Weiss, Bibl. Theol. II. 106,

Amer. ed.]

;

as a

on earth not the
Rightly Chrysostom and his sucparticular families, but the nationalities.
The Vulgate has paternitas, a
cessors explain the word by yevsai or yh'?/.
Theodoret says of
sense indicated also by Jerome, Theodoret, and others.
suitable analogue, however, to the classes of angels, appear

:

ahfiug vTvdpxEi rraryp, bg ov nap' aXkov tovto

fjc(,

Tiafiuv

a7~.}J

avTog

To'ig

aTJiOig

"who is truly a father, since he has this, not by receiving
from another, but himself communicated it to the rest." This view (comp,
Goth.: " all /afZm??is") is expressed by Luther (approved in the main by

fiETadedoKE tovto,
it

Ilarless

[and by Cremer, Lexicon])

But

called cMldren, etc.

:

Who

is the

true Father over all that are

TcaTpia ne\e\: raeixns fatliershij) or fathcrliness {-wa'^

and what could be the meaning of that fathership in heaven ?
shows that Paul did not think only of two TraTpml, the totality
of the angels and the totality of men,' or of the blessed in heaven and the
elect on earth, ' but of a j-'lufdlHy, fis well of angelic as of human naTpiai
and to this extent his conception is, as regards the inimerical form, though
not as regards the idea of TvaTpid, different from that of the Rabbins, accordthe higher
ing to which the angels ^ are designated as familia suj^crior,
family." * Some have even explained nhaa narpia as the inhole family, in which
case likewise either the angels and men,'' or the Messed in heaven and Christians
on earth,^ have been thought of but this is on the ground of linguistic usage
erroneous.
Comp. on ii. 21. [See Note XXXI., p. 431 seq.]
hvoiia':,ETai\

TpdTTjg),

every,

•KCLoa,

;

'

'

:

hears the name, namely, the

yield anything else

"

;

and

if

name TvnTptd see above. The text does not
many '" have understood the name children of
;

naTp6\)eu ix yereij? ovond^wv avSpa exacTTOi'.

*

CaloviuS, Wolf.

Xen.

5

With the Cabbalists, the Sephh-oth.

Me))i.

iv. 5.

12

bvoixacT'&rii'ai

(Ti^ai

e4>ri

;

ToO

ix

6e koI to Sia\eye-

(TVPiovTai

Koivfj

Soph. Oed. B. 1036.
To tliis head belongs also the Jewishgenealogical distinction from <#)vAij, according to which varpia. denotes a branch of
one of the twelve tribes ((l)v\u>v). See on
Luke ii. 4. Similarly in the sense of a
family-association often with Pindar. On
tlie relation of the word to the kindred
(fipaTpia, see Boeckh, ad Find. N'em. Y. L.
Pov\fve(T&ai.
'

iv.

47

;

Dissen, p. 387

;

Hermann,

Staatsal-

Jerome

Theodoret

finds

it

in the archanffeb,

ovpavCov;

says:
TTvev fxari-Kovi (caAei,

and

and

TrarepasTous
cites

1

Cor.

iv. 15.
^

Calvin, Grotius, Wetstein,

others.

;

;

put any defining addition to

ovoiii^eTai. (in

opposition to Reiche's objection). Nor is
it to be objected, with Reiche, that the
human Trarpta hears the name not from
God, but from the human ancestor. This

remains entirely unaffectthought, that they are
from the universal, heavenly

historical relation

fei-th. § 5. 4, 10.
2

^ See Wetsteitl, p. 247 f.
Buxtorf. Lf'T.
Talm. p. 1753 Schoettgen, fforae, p. 1237 f.
' Michaelis,
Zachariae, Morns, Meier,
Olshausen, and earlier expositors,
^ geza.
" For the very reason that Paul does not

Koppe, and

ed by the

//if/Air

called ffarpta

Father,
1" Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Wolf, Bengel,
Michaelis, Zachariae, Morus, Koppe, and
others, including Flatt and Olshausen.

CHAP.
God,

tliis is
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Others have taken " nomenpro re," " the name
Menochius, Estius, et al.), so that bvo[idZ,Eadat
So, too, Kiickert, according to whom Paul designs

purely imported.

for the thing" (Zanchius,

would denote

existere.

thought that God is called the Father, inasmuch as all that
heaven and upon earth has from Him existence and name (i.e., digelvai bvo/xd^eTai
nity and peculiarity of nature). Contrary to linguistic usage
must at least have been used in that case instead of ovo/xd^£Tai.^ Incorrectly
Reiche takes If ov
bvo/ndi^Eiv means to call into existence.
also Holzhausen
6vo/j.d:^ETai (of whom it hears the name) as the expression of the highest dominto express the
lives in

;

:

and

ion

and
The former without

refers wdaa na-pia ev ovp. to the

of the befitting reverence due,

pairings of the Aeons.
a hysteroproteron.

Kemaek

1.

—In ff oi

.

.

.

bvofidi^ETuL

God

is

sal Father, as Father of all angel-classes in heaven

Luther's gloss

:

"All angels,

linguistic evidence

the latter

certainly characterized as univer-

and

Christians, yea,

all

:

all peoples

all

upoii earth.

Comp.

men, are God's children,

He created them all." But it is not at all meant by the apostle in the bare
sense of creation, nor in the rationalistic conception of the all-fatherhood, when
he says that every Trarpid derives this name ek Qeov, as from its father but in
for

;

the higher spiritual sense of the divine Fatherhood and the sonship of God.

He

ov, of a higher narpoBev than that of the
For -n-aTpuu, so termed from God as their rraTTip, ^^e not merely
all the communities of angels, since these were indeed viol Qeov from the beginbut also all nationalities among
ning, and have not fallen from this vIottjc
men, inasmuch as not only the Jews, but also all Gentile nations, have obtained
part in the Christian vioQEaia, and the latter are ovyKArjpovoina kol avaaufia koL
ovppeToxd Tj}g ETiayyEXuiq ev rw Xpiaru (ver. 6). If this has not yet become completely realized, it has at any rate already been so partially, while Paul writes
and in God's counsel it stands ideally as an accomplished fact. On that account
Paul says with reason also of every nationality upon earth, that it bears the

thinks, in connection with the e|

mere

creation.

;

;

name

Trarpid,

because

God

Father.

is its

^Vithout cause, therefore, Harless has

taken offence at the notion of the All-fatherhood, which is here withal clearly
though ideally expressed, and given to the passage a limitation to which the
all-embracing mode of expression is entirely opposed: "whose name every
child [i.e., everj' true child] in heaven and upon earth bears." Consequently, as
though Paul had written something like: e^ ov ndaa u^ijQiv?/ Trarpid k.t.7..
With a like imported limitation Erasmus, Paraphr. : " omnis cognatio spiriiwalis, qua conglutinantur sive angeli in coelis, sive^fZeZes in terris," "every spiritual relationship, whereby either angels in heaven, or the believing on earth
are united."

Remabk.

2.

—With

the non-genuineness of rov

Kvp'iov y/iiJv

'I.

X. (see the crit-

the possibility of referring tf ov to Christ.'^ But if those
words were genuine (de Wette, among others, defends them), e^ ov would still

ical

remarks)

falls also

apply to God, because

^

Comp.

n-arepa, o5

428

E

ef ov k.t.'a. characterizes the fatherly relation,

applies to the Father.

K.T.X.

:

Isaeus,
elvai,

cle

Menecl.

— Lastly, ijolemic references,
Tier.

41

dvoixaa^v. Plat. Pol.

ovoixa^ovral

Tii'es eu'at.

:

iv.

rov
p.

and

iva

fSij

whether in opposition

2 Beza, although with hesitation, Calvin,
Zanchius, Hammond, Cramer, Reiche, and

others.

:
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even in opposition to "scholam Simonis, qui
plura principia velnt plnres Deos introducebat, "the school of Simon, which
introduced a number of j^rinciples, as though a number of gods," ^ or, in oppoto the particularism of the Jews,'' or

sition to the worship of angels,'^ or in opposition to the Gnostic doctrine of

be utterly dismissed, because arbitrary in themselves and inand contents of the prayer before us.

Syzj'gies,* are to

ajjpropriate to the character

Ver. 16. "Iva 6u] (see the critical remarks) introduces the design of the

—

and therewith the contents of the prayer. Comp. on i. 17.
in accordance with the fact that His glory
Comp. on i. 7. It may be referred either to Sib v/j.iv
is in so great fulness.
or to what follows.
The former is the most natural comp. i. 17. According to His rich fulness in glory, God can and will bestow that which is
prayed for. The 66^a, namely, embraces the whole glorious perfection of
God, and can only with caprice be limited to the power ^ or to the grace. °
(hvd/nEi. Kparatudfjvai] instrumental dative
xcith power (wliich is instilled) to
ie streiigthened ; opposite of EKnaKElv, ver. 13.
That which effects this
strengthening is the Holy Spirit ((5fd roh irvevfiaroc avrov).
Comp. Rom. xv.
According to Harless, it is dative of the form,'' so that the being
13.
strengthened in power is regarded as opposed to the being strengthened
in knowledge, or the like.
But to what end would Paul have added
eig Tov EGO) avdp., if he had
meant such special strengthening ? The
strengthening is to concern the ichole inner man
hence the reference
KdfiwTu K.T.X.,

Kara to

ir'kovroq rfiq 66^riq av-ov\ i.e.,

;

—

:

;

to a single faculty of the
will)

mind (Olshausen

has no ground in the context.

in a powerful manner.^

In this

way

refers dwafiEi j^rimarily to the

Others have explained
dvvafuq

it

adverMally

would be power, which

is

ap-

But our interpretation better accords
which implies a want of power on the p)art of

plied on the 2Jart of the strengthener.^

with the contrast of
the readers.

—

elf

kKKaKElv,

rov iau dvdpuTrov]

elf,

not for

but in reference

£i>, '"

ner man, containing the more precise definition of the relation."

man

(not to be identiiied with the mivbg avdpunoo)

is

to the in-

Tlie inner

the subject of the

vov?,

— the essence of man which conscious of
an ethical personality, — which
in harmony with the divine will
rational

and moral

ego,

liable to fall

(Rom.
under

and even

in the

is

vii.

16, 25)

bondage

;

but in the case of the unregenerate

power

to the

case of the regenerate

(Rom.

of sin in the flesh

'°

needs constant renewing

is

vii. 23),

(iv.

23

;

Rom.

strengthening by the Spirit of God, whose seat of operation

Chrysostom,

1

Calvin,

Zanchius,

and

2 E,stius.

Michaelis.

•Reiche.
*

Grotius, Koppe,

and

others.

Calvin, Zachariae, and others;
comp. Matthies, Holzhausen, Olshausen.

Comp.

Cyr.

is

and

{SwduFi

2. 2.

i.

i(Tx"^i-v Tois o-iufiacri,

Xen. Me)n.

ii.

7- 7.
° Beza,
Vater, Riickert, Matthies. See
Bos, ed. Schaef. p. 743 Matthiae, p. 897.
;

Vulgate, Beza, and others.
11 See Kuhner, II. § 5.57, note I.
12 it must be decided exclusively by the
connection on each occasion, whether (as
here and 2 Cor. iv. 16 comp. 1 Pet. iii. 4)
theinner man of the regenerate is intended,
;

•Beza,
'

Comp. Xen.

it

xii. 2)

)o

others.
3

»

the

itself as

is

or that of the unregenerate (Rom. vii. 22).
The man is regenerate, however (in opposition to the evasive view in Delitzsch. Psych.
p. 380 f.), only of water and the Spirit (Tit.
iii. 5).

CHAP.

order not to be overcome by the sinful de-

KparaiuBifvai (?m row Trvevfiarog), in
sire in

the

ff«pf,

principle (Gal.

man

of wliicli the

IG

v.

f.

tjrvxth

the animal soul-nature,

The opposite

).
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III., 17.

is 6

is

the living

tf« avOpuiroq (3 Cor. iv.

16),

outward phenomenon, constituted by the cw/za r^f oapadq
(Col. ii. 11), which, by reason of its psychical quality (1 Cor. xv. 44), is the
The inner man in and by
seat of sin and death (Rom. vi. 6, vii. 18, 24).
itself is
by virtue of the moral nature of its vovq, as the Ego exerting the
moral will, and assenting to the divine law (Rom. vii. 20, 22) directed to
the good, yet without the renewing and strengthening by the Holy Sjiirit
i.e.,

the

as an

—

too

—

weak

for accomplishing, in opposition to the sinful principle in the

good which is perceived, felt, and willed by it (Rom. vii. 15-23).
"We may add, it is all the less an ''absurd as[See Note XXXII., p. 433.]
sertion,"' that the conce2:)tions 6 ecrw and 6 l^u avOpuwog are derived from
Plato's philosophy,^ inasmuch as for the apostle also the vovg in itself is the
moral faculty of thinking and willing in man inasmuch, further, as the
Platonic dichotomy of the human soul-life into nvEv/ia (vovc;) and ipv^v is
found also in Paul (1 Thess. v. 33 comp. Heb. iv. 13), and inasmuch as
the Platonic expressions had become popular (comp. also 1 Pet. iii. 4), so
that with the apostle the Platonism of that mode of conception and expression by no means needed to be a conscious one, or to imply an acquaintance
with the Platonic philosophy as such.
[See Note XXXIII., p. 433.]
Ver. 17. KaroiKTJaai k.t.1.] Parallel to Swa/iiEc KpaTaiu6?)vnt, etc., which
aap^^ the

;

;

'^declarat, quale sit interioris

hominis robur," "declares the nature of that
According to Riickert,

strength which belongs to the inner man, " Calvin.

something different from what forms the object of the first petition is here
prayed for, and there is a climax. In this way we should have, in the
absence of a connecting particle, to take the infinitive, with de Wette, as
but the circumstance that with Christians the
the infinitive of the aim
being strengthened by the Spirit, who is indeed the Spirit of Christ, cannot at all be thought of as different from the indwelling of Christ (Rom.
viii. 9, 10
Phil. iv. 13
3 Cor. xii. 9
Rom. xv. 17 f.), and the subsequent £pp«ij. K. teOe/x., which manifestly further expresses the conception of
the KparaiudTjvm, decide for the former view.
The explanatory element,
however, lies in the emphatically prefixed KaToiKijam that Christ may tale
up His abode by means of faith in your hearts. In the Holy Spirit, namely,
which is the Spirit of Christ (see on Rom. viii. 9, 10 Gal. ii. 20, iv. 6
2 Cor. iii. 17), Christ fulfils the promise of His spiritual presence in the
hearts (John xiv. 23
comp. above, on ii. 17
2 Cor. xiii. 5), in which
faith is the appropriating instrument on the jjart of man (hence 6m rfiq tt'kt;

;

;

;

:

;

;

reug).

Where

;

;

thus there isiiKpaTaiud7ji>ac 6ca tov

TTvev/uaToc,

to be found a naroiKfjcai of Christ; because the former

without a continuous activity of Christ in the hearts.
KaToiKTjaai of

Holy
'

^

Christ in the hearts

Spirit (Gal.

iii.

3).

A

is

more

is

there

is

also

not possible

Opposed

to the

a transitory (nrpdaKaipoc) reception of the
precise definition,

Harless.

See the passages from Plato, Plotinus,

by

virtue of

which the

and Philo, in Wetstein, and Fritzsche on
Kom. vii. 22.
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flaiise KaToiKriaai k.t.I.

may

in reality

be an explanatory clause to that which

namely, in the prefixed emphatic

])recedes, is thus before us,

This in opposition to Harless and Olshausen,
cise definition only in the following h ay. l-ppii^. a.
self.

the spiritual sense, comp. Col.

i.

19,

9

ii.

;

who

redefi.

Jas. iv. 5

— On

2 Pet.

;

KaroiKijaai it-

find this

more

pre-

KaroiKelv in

iii.

13

;

Test.

and the passages in Theile, ad Jac. p. 220.
XII. Pair. pp. 652, 734
The conception of the temple, however, is not found here for the temple
would be the dwelling of God, and Christ the corner-stone, ii. 20 ff.
;

;

Ver. 18. 'Ev ayaTvy

hppil^. k. tsOe/i.] is

from the following Iva, because
(did grounded in love, ye may he
ing parallel infinitive clauses
ay.

e'ppLC,.

k. teOe/z. is

V. 6

man by means

of their 'nner

not to be separated by interpunction

belongs to

Iva k.t.?..

:

'

«? order that, rooted

Thus the aim of the two jirecedexpressed, and the emi)hatically prefixed iv

able, etc.

quite in keeping with the Pauline doctrine of the KiaTig

ayanrig hepyovfihrj, Gal.

ih'

is

it

;

Cor.

1

xiii.

Through the strengthening

of the Spirit, through the Ka-omiicai of Christ

in their ^earts, the readers are to

become established

in love, and, having

been established in love, are able to comprehend the greatness of the love
How often Iva and other conjunctions follow a part of the senof Christ.

with special emphasis prefixed, no matter whether that part
be subject or object (Rom. xi. 31
2 Cor. ii. 4
2 Thess. ii.
Acts xix. 4 ; Gal. ii. 10, al.), may be seen in Fritzsche,^ Buttmann.^
7
Comp. on Gal. ii. 10.* h ay. kp'pLi;. k. TEde/i. is, on the other hand, connected
with what precedes by Chrysostom, Erasmus, Castalio, Luther, Estius, Er.
Schmid, Michaelis, Morus, Koppe, and others, including Riickert, Matthies, Harless, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Bleek, holding
that it attaches itself, with abnormal employment of case, predicatively to
£v Talq KapS. vjiuv.''
To the abnormal nominative of the construction continued in participles there would be in itself nothing to object ^ but here the
perfect participles are opposed to this, since they in fact would express not
the state into which the readers are to come,'' but the state in which they
already are,^ the state which is presupposed as predicate of the readers.' But
tence which

is

of the sentence

;

;

;

;

to the desire that the readers might he strengthened,

and that Christ might

maTce His dwelling in their hearts, the presupposition that they were already
EV aydwri Eppii^ufiEvoi.

ples

would be

love," namely,

De Wette, on

would stand

in quite illogical relation.

logically necessary

by the

fact

the other hand,

1

Comp. Lachmann.

^

Ad Bom.

5

Neut. Gr. p. 333 [E.

:

that Christ takes
is

wrong

up His dwelling

in appealing to Col.

ii.

7,

in you.

where, in-

inasmuch as the predicate is
equally applicable to (capSiais and v.u.ms', and
as an essential element must stand forth innatural,

II. p. 541.

T

389].

This construction is here followed by
Beza, Cajetanus, Camerarius, Heinsius,
Grotius, Calixtus, Semler, Storr, Eoseumiiller, Flatt, Meier, Schenkel, and others,
including Winer, §63, 1, and Buttmann
[E. T. 209].
Comp. already Photius in Oecumenius.
* Harless holds that the changing of the
construction is here, as Col. ii. 2, the more
*

Present partici-

" inasmuch as ye are being confirmed in

dependently.
« See already Photius in Oecumenius, ad
loc. ; Winer, p. 505, Buttmann, p. 256 [E. T.
299].
'

ye
s
»

"Ita ut in amore sitls stabiles," "That
be stable in love," Morus.

may

go also Riickert.
So Harless and Olshausen.
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III., 18.

deed, in the case of eppi^u/uevoi the having received Christ appears as having

already preceded.

—

iv ayaTr??] is,

in accordance with the following figures,

which the readers were rooted and grounded, namely, in love, the
effect of faith. Christian hrotlierly love ; hence there is no reason in the relation of faith to love' for supplying after eppiC,. a. Tede/i., with Holzhausen
and Harless, h XpiarC), which is not even required by the anarthrous ayamj
for without an article {in amando, "in loving''), it has ^^ vim quasi verM,''^
"as it were the force of a verb," Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 9. Such a
supplement is, however, the more arbitrary, inasmuch as there is already a
consequently the reader could not light upon the idea of
definition by £i^
the

soil

in

;

;

supplying such in thought,

ev ay.

k'p'piL..

-Ede/u. is

k.

prefixed with emphasis,

because only the loving soul is in a position to recognize the love of Christ
(comp. 1 John iv. 7 if.). Erroneously Beza says
charitatem intellige, qua
:

'

a Deo,'''' "understand charity, whei-eby we are beloved of God,"'^
and Bengel holds that the love of Christ, ver. 19, is meant agai
which
in the very mention of love along with faith (i. 15
1 Cor. xiii.) the absence
of a genitival definition is decisive. [See Note XXXIV., j). 432 seq.]
i'ppL!^. Kal TeOsfiE?..] a twofold figurative indication of the sense: steadfast and
diligirmir

;

;

—

Paul, in the vivacity of his imagination, conceives to himself the

enduring.

congregation of his readers as a plant (comp. Matt.
tree (Matt. vii. 17),
1

Cor.

iii.

and

same time

at the

Wetstein, p. 248.^
p.

801

E

Comp. Acts

;

—

t^iaxvcFTjTs]

xxv. 25

hold

of, as

;

—

le

p.

534

;

KaTa?ia[ii:adai] to

5.

i.

perhaps a

S..)-,

Col.

troi:)ical

ii.

vii.

6

;

;

;

Plut.

apprehend, Karavodv.

viii. 6. 5,

with

classical

Strangely at variance with the

not suited thereto), Holzhausen takes

is

a prize in the games

7

usage of

Bos, Exerc. p. 183

fully able (Ecclus.

Josephus, Antt.

Comp. on John

context (because the object
to lay

may

Strabo, xvii. p. 788).

iv. 13, x. 34,

writers in the active.

mean

ye

3

Comp.

Passages from profane literature for the

9.

both words may be seen in Raphel, Rerod.
Mor.

xiii.

as a huilding.

(1

Cor. ix. 34

;

Phil.

iii.

it

12).

to

—

cvv Tvdai Tolg dyloig] The highest and most precious knowledge (Phil. iii. 8)
Paul can desire only as a common possession of all Christians individuals,
for whom he wishes it, are to have it in communion with all ; as the hioicledge of the ground of salvation, so the attaining of the salvation itself (Acts
;

XX. 32).

—

TO ttMtoc K.T.X.]

Ti

Sensuoiis illustration (arbitrarily declared

by

de Wette to be "hardly" in keeping with the Pauline style) of the idea
how great in every relation. The deejjly affected mind with its poetico-imaginative intuition looks upon the metaphysical magnitude as a physical, mathematical one, acj^uariKolc oxwacri^
ii corporeal characters, " * extending on every
side.
Comp. Job xi. 7-9. The many modes of interpreting- the several dimensions in the older expositors may be seen in Cornelius a Lapide and
Every special attempt at interpretation is unpsychological, and
Calovius.
:

'

'

1

Calvin already aptly remarks:

enim disputat

P., ubi

"neque

fundata
sit
sed quam firma et tenax debeat in
nobis esse caritas," " For Paul does not
dispute as to where our love is founded ...
but how firm and tenacious love in us
" quam firmi et teshould be" (rather
.

.

.

;

salvs nostra

naces debeamus esse in caritate," "How
firm and tenacious we should be in love").
^ go also Calovius, Wolf, and others.
^ Comp. the Fathers in Suicer's Thes. II.
p. 905.
^

Chrysostom.
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only gives scope to that caprice whicli profanes by dissecting tlie outpouring of enthusiasm.
Of what, Jwwever, are these dimensions 'predicated f Not
of the Christian church, as the spiritual temple of God, Rev. xxi. 16,* which
'

with the context

at variance

is

either before or after

as a temple is not

inasmuch

;

{TEOeue'}\.iUfitvoi

.

.

.

to nl^pufia tov Qeov

!).

spoken of

Not

of the

worh of redemption,^ because, after a new portion of the discourse is commenced with ver. 14, the fivdTTjpiov is not again mentioned hence also not
of the mystery of the cross, in connection with which marvellous allegories
Not of
are drawn by Augustine and Estius from the figure of the cross.*
the love of Ood to us ^ because previously kv ayany does not apply to this
Not of the '^divine gracious nature,'''' ^ which would only be correct if
love.
;

•,

the predicates were exclusive attributes of the divine nature, so that, as a
Not of the
matter of course, the latter would siiggest itself as the subject.

which de Wette quite irrelevantly introduces from Col. ii.
The love of Christ to men, ver. 19, is the subject,' the boundInstead, namely, of the apostle addless greatness of which is depicted.^
ing TfjQ ajdnriq tov XpcoTov immediately after iirpog and thus bringing to a
close the majestic flow of his discourse, now, when he has written as far as
icisdom of God,
3

;

Job

xi. 8.

there

vipog,

first

presents itself to his lively conception the

climactically parallel to the just expressed KaTa'AafStaOai

yvuvai

TTjv

vnepPalTiovcav

exjiress the love
'

Tfjq

yvwcrewf

;

of Christ in the

By way of example, we subjoin some of
modes of explanation, e.g., Oecu-

these

menius it is indicated that redemption and
the knowledge of Christ were foreordained
from eternity (h>)kos), extend to all (n-AdTos),
reach even to hell in their efficacy OdtJo?),
and that Christ has ascended above the
heavens (iii//os). Erasmus, Paraphr. : " altitudine ad angelos usque se proferens, iwofundUate ad inferos usque penetrans, longitudine ac latitudine ad omnes hujus miindi
;

plagas sese dilatans," " in height reaching
to the angels. In depth penetrating to hell,
in length

and breadth stretching itself to
Grotius, "

the regions of this world."

all

latis-

omnes homines, et in
longum, i.e., in omnia saecula se extendit,
et ex iiifl/na depressione hominem liberat,
sinie se effundit in

suprema evehit," '' Mo^t tv/dely
towards all men, and in
its length it extends to all nations, and in its
dejith frees man from the lowest depression,
and elevates him to the highest places." For
et in loca

does

it

diffuse itself

other instances, see Calovius.
" Heinsius,
Romberg, Wolf, Michaelis,
Cramer, Koppe, and others Comp. Bengel.
;

^

Chrysostom

:

to

iJ^vcmfipiov to inrep

vfxaiv

Theophylact, Oecumemius,
Theodoret, Beza, Piscator, Zanchius, Calovius, and others, including Riickert, Meier,
Harless, Olshauseu, Baumgarten-Crusius,
o'lKovoixr^^ev,

Bleek.

he appends
genitive,
•

.

—as regards sense,
— oxymoron

.

inpog

.

and can now no longer

this,

so that to TrAdrof

.

.

.

vi>og

According to Estius, the length applies

to the upright beam of the cross as far as
the cross-beam the breadth, to the cross;

beam

the height, to the portion projecting
above the cross-beam the depth, to the
portion fixed in the ground. He comprehends the length of the cross, who perceives
;

;

that from the beginning to the end of time
no one is justified save by the cross the
breadth, who reflects that the church in all
the earth has come forth from the side of
Christ the Jieight. who ponders the sublimity of the glory in heaven obtained
though Christ the depth, who contemplates
the mystery of the divine election of grace,
and is thereby led to the utterance, Eom.
xi. 33
This as a warning instance how
even the better exegetes, when they give
;

;

;

!

the reins to subjectivity, may lose themselves in the most absurd attempts at interpretation.
* Chrysostom
to /ieye^os tjJs avdn-ijs ToO
©eou, " the greatness of God's love." Theo:

dore of

Mopsuestia,

Erasmus, Vatablus,

Grotius, Baumgarten, Flatt.
*

Matthies.

''

Castalio,

Calvin, Calixtus,

Zachariae,

Morus, Storr, Rosenmiiller, Holzhausen.
* Comp.
Luther " that nothing is so
broad, long, deep, high, as to be beyond the
:

power and help

of Christ,"

:

CHAP.
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remains without a genitive, but Itiys claim to its gcnitival definition as
evident from the aydirrjv tov Xpicrov immediately following.
Ver. 19. Tvuvai] Parallel to

/caraAa/3f(7i?a^

—

-f]

self-

denotes, in a rejieti-

aiid,

words of corresponding signification (KaTa/.a(3m-&ac
jvuvai), the
harmony, the symmetrical relation of the elements in question ;' hence we
have the less to assume a climax in connection with jvuvai te k.t.1., since this
must have been hinted at least by yvcbvai 6e, or more clearly by //d4/lov 6e kcu
yvuvai, or the like.
t?/v vnepjid'A'X. rf/g yv6aeur] The oxymoron (" suavissima
haec quasi correctio est," " This is a very charming correction, so to sjieak,"
Bengel) lies in the fact that an adequate knowledge of the love of Christ
transcends human capacity, but the relative knowledge of the same opens
up in a higher degree, the more the heart is filled with the Spirit of Christ,
and thereby is itself strengthened in loving (vv. 17, 18), which knowledge
is not of the discursive kind, but that which has its basis in the consciousness
-d jvuvai dvrl tov aiioTiamat
of experience. Theodore of Mopsuestia aptly says
tion of

.

.

.

—

—

:

Mysi,

Trpay/iaruv

Eirl

jvcjaiv,

ecttcjv rfjv

avrl TOV EP aiToTiavaEL

fie Tfjg ^uijg

wf £v

il)a?./x(7

"He

KaTeaTrjaaQ,

to tyvupiaag

says

'

/joc

66ovg

^uTJg,

to know,' instead of

'to enjoy,' speaking of knowledge in respect to things, as in the Psalm,'
'Thou hast made known to me the ways of life,' instead of 'Thou hast put
me in the enjoyment of life.' " The genitive Tfjg yvuceur is dependent on the
comjiarative v7repi3d?.Xovaav,- not upon dyciTrjjv, from which construction the
reading of Jerome,^ aydnrjv Tijg yvuaEug, has arisen, which in any case even
though we should understand, with Grotius, the love (to God and one's
neighboi") icJiich Jloics from the knowledge of Christ yields an inappropriate
sense, and obliterates the oxymoron.
ayaTrr/v tov XptoTov] genitive of the
siibject.
It is the love of Christ to us (Rom. viii. 35), shown in His atoning
death (Gal. ii. 20 Rom. v. 6 f., al.). Incorrect (although still unhappily
enough defended by Holzhausen) is the view of Luther, 1545 * "that to
love Christ is much better than all knowledge."
At variance with the
words, since t^v vivep/3, Trjg yvug. can only be taken adjectively ; and at vari-

—

—

—

;

:

ance with the context, since love

to

Christ

connection. Comp., on the other hand, vv.
of the

E^iadiiEiv KaTaTiajieaBai

the whole fuhiess of God.

.

.

.

XpicjTov

:

is

not spoken of in the whole

8, 13.

—

Iva TrArjpuOf/TE k.t.I.]

in 07'der that ye

to nljjpujj.a tov Qeov

(comp.

may

iv. 13,

Aim

he filed u]) to
Tth'/pufia tov

according to the context, which speaks of the operationes gj-atiae,
"operation of grace" (vv. 16-18, 20), the charismatic fulness, which is be-

XpiGTov)

is,

stowed by God.

Hence the sense

in order that ye

:

may

defiled with divine

of grace to such extent, that the whole fulness of them {irdv has the emphashall have passed over upon yon. KlijpufM namely, the definite meaning of

gifts
sis)

which

is

its first

gathered from the context (comp. on
signification

:

id quo res impletur,

i. 10, i. 23), has, by virtue of
"that with which a thing is

filled," often also the

derived general signification of copia, -rr^^ovTog, nXf/dog,
because that, by which a sjsace is made full, ajipears as copiously present.
'

Hartung, PartiMlehre,

2

Horn.

11.

xxiii. 847

Bernhardy, p.
3 Also A, 74,

;

I.

170.

115,

p. 105.

Plat. Om'g. p. 475

*

C

;

In the earlier editions he

the love of Christ,

knoivledge.

AL, Ar.

p.

which

had correctly

yet surpasses all

:
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TrTirjpufia EvloylaQ
7rA?;/)(j/iara v<^ur(jv, Rom. XV. 29
So Son"- of Sol. V. 13
Comp. HesycMus
(piXuv TrXr/pu^ua.
Eur. Ion. 664
Eph. iv. 13
Quite so tlie German Fillle.
TrXijpufia- Trh'jOoc, Fritzsclie, ad Bom. II. p. 471.
Grotius takes it actively, thus as equivalent to -n-TifipuaiQ, inaling full
" (lonis, qtdhus Deus implere solet homines," " the gifts wherewith God is accustomed to fill men." This is not, indeed, at variance with linguistic usage
:

:

'

Xptaro'v,

(see

on

rally

but

10),

i.

inasmuch

less simple,

makes us assume

:

:

;

most natu-

as the passive wAtipudTjre

for w^pu/ja also the passive notion, namely, that of

Others, retaining the signification :
the experienced divine fulness of gifts.
id quo res im2)letur, "that wherewith a thing is filled," but not the signification cojna, " fulness," derived therefrom, have assumed as the meaning
:

See Chrysostom

the perfection of God.

irl-ijpovadaL nacr/^ apeTfjq

:

f/c

nlij prjc

6 Qedc, "to be filled with all the virtue whereof God is full."
Comp. Oecumenius and others. Recently so Riickert "in order that you
may be continually more filled with all perfection, until you have finally attained to all the fulness of the divine perfection.'''' Comp. Olshausen.
But
this goal cannot jDossibly be thought of by Paul as one to be realized in the

ia-iv

:

temporal

This also in opposition to Matthies,

Cor. xiii. 10-12).

life (1

understands the

infinite fulness of the

—in grace,

—essence of God, which has become manifest

who

truth, etc., inexhaustible

in Christ.

Harless here, too

have the gracious presence of the divine 66^a, with
which God fills His people, to be meant just as Holzhausen make us think
of the Shechinah filling the temple.^
The church, however, is not according
to the context here meant by nTi/jpu/ua f and the turgid and involved analysis
given by Schenkel in this sense is quite an arbitrary importation of meaning, *
since elg tv. t. Tzl^jp. t. 9. can only state simply that the nXjipudyvai is to be a
(but see on

23), will

i.

;

full one, consequently

communicated by the
signify either

:

irav to

into the very

Schenkel explains

ards, as

n^pu/xa must be the totality of that which

irhjpud/ivai..

—

elf]

(becoming merged
it,

to

is

does not stand for h, ^ and does not

which

into), as Matthies,

Ttlijpufia is

not suitable

;

nor up towbut it in-

dicates the quantitative goal of the fulfilment.®

Vv. 20, 21. That which is strictly speaking the prayer, the
an end but the confidence in the Almighty, who can still
draws forth from the praying heart a right full and solemn
praise, with the fulness of which that of Rom. xvi. 25-27 is to
;

—

vTTsp

Trdvra Tfotf/cai] to

n-dvTa is
qziae

To

Not even in John

context (ver. 14

mands

the

first

:

i.

16,

where, rather, the

nXripri^ x^^P'to?

signification

:

k.t.a.)

that, of

de-

which

Christ is full.
^
°

*

Comp. Baumgarten, Michaelis.
Koppe, Stolz, and others.
i.e.,

be compared.

do heyond

Troi^aai

would be

all, i.e.,

in it any want, any kind of defect." A complication of ideas, of which the clear-headed
rational Paul was quite incapable.
^

Grotius, Estius, Rosenmtiller.

«

Matthiae,

coinpleting itself unto the expression

''

Holzhausen.

(?) fulfilling itself (?)

superflu-

of the highest perfection, reflecting itself in the
church {?). in, so far as there is no longer fonmcl

in

The world-whole

God,

far more,

ascription of

all is

does not belong to Swafikvu, ' because otherwise
1

he ahle to

do

apopidar expression of the very highest active poirer ; so that
quite unlimited, and it is not, with Grotius, arbitrarily to be limited
hactenus visa sunt, " what has hitherto been seen." This virep Trdvra

more than

by

be taken together.

petition, is at

p. 1348.

—

;
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III., 21.

nor does vvrep stand adcerhially (2 Cor. xi. 23), as Bengel would have
which could not occur to any reader on account of the Tzavra standing beThere is nothing at which the action of God would have its limit
side it.
vTvepeK-irspirraov uv a'lTovfi. y voov/i.] a more precise
He can do still more.
definition to the universal and indefinite vnep Travra, specializing and at the
same time enhancing the notion of vTrtp aiove meastn'e more than what we ash
or tmiderstand. According to Rilckert, Cw alrovfj,. has reference to Travra
Paul
namely, instead of adding uu a'l-o'vu. immediately after ndvTa, has first for
the strengthening of the vttep introduced the additional vnepeKirep., and now
must needs annex in the genitive what ought properly, as construed with
ous

;

it,

:

:

and

A

follow in the accusative.

Travra, to

course in itself quite unnecessary

;

the apostle had been concerned only about a strengthening of the
and he had, in using -n-dvTa, already had d alrov^u. in his mind, he must

if

?'-£/),

have written after vTrEpeKirep. Tvavruv a alrov/i. so that the sense would be:
more than all (which we ask, etc.), exceedingly more than all, which we ask,
etc.
vnepEKKEpiaaov] is, with the exception of 1 Thess. iii. 10, v. 13 (Elz.),
The frequent, and in part
codd. at Dan. iii. 22, nowhere else preserved.
bold, compounds with vnip used by Paul are at such places in keeping with
:

;

—

'

the intensity of his pious feeling, which struggles after adequate expression.

—

for ro{'-wv

<yv,

genitive of comparison.^

a, is

—

?}]

Whether our asking or our

apprehending be regarded, the one as the other is infinitely surpassed by God's
" Cogrttotw latius patet quamp-eces; gradatio," ''Thought
active power.
takes a wider range than prayers ; a gradation," Bengel.
t7)v EVEpyovfi.] not
See on Gal. v. 6.
2}assive,'''' " but middle.
h ?j/liIv] in our minds, appeal to the
consciousness of experience with regard to the divine power, which is at
work in the continued enlightenment and whole Christian endowment of

—

—

the inner man.'*

Michaelis arbitrarily refers

would be applicable only

in fact

it

to the miraculous gifts,

Ver. 21. avTc] pointing back with rhetorical emphasis.^

Comp. Rom.

the befitting honor.

Certainly
article

;

testified

God

has the glory

xi. 36, xvi.

27

Gal.

;

i.

—
5

i)

;

S6^a'\ sc.

eIj]

Phil. iv.

:

20.

from which fact Harless explains the

17),

(i.

which

to individuals.

but it is not of this that the doxologies speak, not of this fact being
to God, but of His receiving the human j^raise, which to Him per-

Compare the conception, 6ovvat So^av riJ Otd Luke
John ix. 24 Rom. iv. 20 Rev. iv. 9.
h -y lnnl.
ev XpiarC) 'I.] not to be taken together, ^ against which we may decidedly
urge, not indeed the want of the article,
since ^ EKKh/ala h Xpia-C), the
Christian church, might be combined as one idea in contradistinction from
tains (Rev. iv.

18

xvii.

;

Acts

11).

xii.

,

23

;

;

the Jewish, or any other sKKh/aia

—
whatever, — but the

of this distinguishing designation

church, the

'

V.

EKKlTjoia

Comp., however,
13

Mark

;

Clem. Cor.
vi.

51;

vnepwepicrcrevto,

Kar'E^oxw,

20

Aiar

;

Eom.

See Bernhardy,

'

Estius.

v. 20

p. 139.

;

««

Mark

2 Cor.

;

for that

pre-eminently,''^

Thess.

*

irepicrcroO,

we

3V;

^

vTrepeKn-epto-o-u?, 1

I.

in-epn-epio-o-ws,

=

^^

vii.

vli. 4.

—

;

?}

utter superfluousness

EKK?i7/a!a

was

was the Christian

self-evident.

Rather

is

h

Chrysostom aptly remarks that this, too,
should neither have asked nor hoped.
See Schaef.

Jfelet.

p. 84;

Kiihner,

II.,

p. 330.
«

Luther, Michaelis, Koppe, Eosenmiiller,

Flatt, Holzhausen, Meier, Olshausen.
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T7] t/f/c/l.

God

the outward domainin which

which

spiritual sphere in

is

to

be praised, and

h

Xpiaru the

this ascription of joraise is to take place

outside of Christ, but in Christ

— as

for not

;

the specific element of faith, in

which

—

Com^).
the pious life-activity of the Christian moves does he praise God.
Allied, but not identical (in opposition to Grotius and others), is
vv. 5, 20.

Rom.

the conception 6ia Xptarov,

—

17.

8, vii.

i.

Both conceptions

25.

ages.^

denotes the eternal loorld-period beginning with the Parousia, the
^^

conceived of as the supe^'lativum,
far as

it,

and eternal one, transcends
Comp. Dan. vii. 18

just as the last

jjZwraZ expression ol aluvsc tuv aluvuv

different as to the thing intended,

(Ga}.

but

is

i.

alijv fie'k7Mv,

5

all

other aluveg since

Phil. iv.

;

is

a'u'jvec,

al.)

30,

so as to the conception

not thought of in

out distinction, but as a continuous series of several periods
not as a single totality, as in the case of
constituent parts,

which

6 aluv,

its
:

is

not

since in

;

Luke

i.

unity with-

consequently

but according to the several

form the whole of the Messianic eterbut as the times of
433.] By eif irdaac rac yeveag k.t.1. the thought is

collectively

—in short, not as the time of times, as in our passage,

times.

[See

Note XXXY.,

p.

God

expressed, that the indicated ascription of praise to
generations of the (nigh) Messianic world-period,

praise in the church

ever

The

3 Esdr. iv. 38.

;

the Messianic period, although equally thought of (comp. also on

50) as the superlative of all the

nity,

iii.

of all world-periods,'' in so

su2yerlatke,^''

the beginning of the world.

it

Col.

:

naaaq rac yevsac k.t.X.] unto all generations of the world-age of icorldThis cumulation of the expressions is solemn. The aluv tuv aluvuv

fIc

is

will extend to all the

that this ascription of

i.e.,

to endure not only vip to the Parousia, but then also

onward from generation

quently to last not merely

to generation in the Messianic aeon,

£f to TrapSv,

" for the present," but also

— conse-

ec to aUhov,

ysved, generation (three of which about = 100 years), comp.
and the passages from the LXX. and Apocrypha in Schleusner's
Thes.; from Greek writers, in Wessel.' The designation of the successive
time-spaces of the everlasting Messianic aluv by yeveai, is derived from the
lapse of time in the pre-Messianic world-period in which with the chang-

On

"forever."

Acts xiv.

16,

—

ing generations one age of
tain anthropological

mode

man

ever succeeds another

presupposed that she herself (and
God) endures on into the everlasting

it is

of

so, too,

—

by virtue of a cerOf the church, however,

of regarding eternity.

will

it

be with her praising

but not that she has still a very
the Parousia, according to which de Wette
aluv,

long temporal duration Icfore
has here found a contradiction to the apostle's expectation elsewhere of the
nearness of the Parousia.

but the consummation.
critical remarks),

Xp.

'I.,

and not

would have
to h' -y

the glorification of
eternally.

The Parousia brings
Hofmann,'* retaining

God

Incorrectly,

;

kuI

before

h

Xp.

'I.

(see the

belong only to h>
for only at present and upon earth does

elg Tranac

hK^Tjcjia.

for the eKKlrjaia not the end,

rag yevtdf K.r.;i.,to

take place in the church, but in Christ

it

takes place

because even the temporal glorification does not

1" aiwre?, periodi oeconomiaedivinaeab
una quasi scena ad aliam decurrentes,"
"periods of the divine economy extending,
as it were, from one scene to another,"

Beng:el.
^

winer,

'

Acl Diod.

•

Schriflbew.

p. 220.
I.

24.
II. 2, p. 127.
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h XpiarCi 'Irjaov, consequently the /cat would have
had its logical position only after Xpiaru) 'Ir/aov. If kuI were genuine, it
would not be equivalent to 6e, as would need to be assumed on Hofmann's
view, but it would be et quidem, idque, " and indeed," "and that too," however sujierfluous and cumbrous such a stress laid on it might be.
Accordtake place otherwise than

ing to Baur,

p. 433, there

meets us again here the Gnostic idea of the

aluvEc,

which they, "as the yeveal tov aluvog ruv aluvuf, are
sense, in which God Himself, as the extra-temporal unity

in accordance with

the aeons in the

of time, individualizes Himself in the aeons as the elements of

ing time."

In this

way one may

self-unfold-

over-urge Gnosticism.

Notes by Amebican Editor.

XXIX.

Ver.

7.

Sicikovoq.

" The meanings of StaKovoc and inrTjpeTTjc are much more nearly allied they do
in fact continuously run into one another, and there are a miiltitude of occasions on which they might be promiscuously used the more official character
of the vnnpeTric is the point in which the distinction between them resides."
Trench's Synonyms of the N. T., Second Series, p. 57.
;

;

XXX.

Ver. 10. Siu

-ijc iKK7.r]aiag.

Eadie develops this thought with great eloquence
The church teaches the
They have seen much of God's working many a sun lighted
They have been delighted with
up, and many a world launched into its orbit.
the solution of many a problem and the development of many a mystery. But
in the proclamation of the Gospel to the Gentiles, with its strange preparations
various agencies and stupendous effects involving the origination and extinction of Judaism, the Incarnation and the Atonement, the manger and the cross,
the spread of the Greek language and the triumph of the Roman arms, these
pi-incipalities and powers in heavenly places
beheld with rapture other and
brighter phases of a wisdom which had often dazzled them by its brilliant
and profound versatility, and surprised and entranced them by the infinite fulness of the love which prompts it, and of the power which itself directs and
controls.
The events that have transpired in the church on earth are the
means of augmenting the information of those pure and exalted beings who
encircle the throne of God.
1 Tim. iii. 16
1 Pet. i. 12."
'

:

'

—

angelic hosts.

;

—

'

'

;

XXXI.

Ver. 15. iruaa Trarpu} k.t.X,

The exact meaning of this passage is, that as every clan or family bears the
name of its ancestor (as, for example, in modern times Luther and Washington
are the names of more remote ancestors of the individuals so well known to the
world), so every pairia is simply a perpetuation of the name of the paier
whence

it

tdtimately springs.

once indicated.
cold
sons,

Wherever the pair'm

is

found

its

paternity

is at

we find those who are members of ajxttria, "they lose the
name of subjects in the familiar and endearing appellation of
If

and official
and they are united

to

one another not dimly and unconscioiislj', as

dif-
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same divine workmanshiiD, but tbey merge into one famthey are brethren.' Every -rvarpia must surely possess unbounded confidence in the benignity and protection of the -ivaTr,p, and to Him, therefore,
the prayer of the apostle is directed" (Eadie).
^

ferent products of the
'

ily

all

XXXII. Ver.

The higher powers

16.

tov ecu avOpuTvov. (1).

of the unregenerate

man

are here regarded

by Meyer as

not entirely dead with respect to spiritiial things they are only impaired,
directed to the good, but without the Holj' Spirit too weak to effect anything.
This is perfectly consistent with Meyer's interpretaCf. Weiss, Bibl. Theol.
;

tion of chap,

which

ii. 1,

see,

and, on the other side, Note XVI., p. 398 seq.

To

the stiident of church history the name of a serious error in the early church
Yet Dr. Eiddle is right in maintaining that Dr.
will be readily suggested.

Hodge goes

too far in classifying

all

interpretations that insist

upon

a dis-

between "the inner man" and "the new man," as semi-Pelagian.
"The inner man" is the sphere in which "the new man" is developed, "the

tinction

central point of the human personality" (Harless, Chr. Ethics, p. 195), "not
the pure in antithesis to the impure, but only that in the regenerate man which
daily experiences renewal ... In antithesis to the externality of the worldly

the inner man upon which the grace of God lays hold, the inner man
which daily is renewed while the outward man perishes" (Harless on Eph. iii.
Hence in its application, as here, it may often by synecdoche be almost
16).
Elsewhere 6 eau (eauSev) uvftpuiroQ certainly
identical with " the new man."
designates the regenerate internal nature of man (2 Cor. iv. 16 Eph. iii. 16

life, it is

;

cf. 1

Pet.

iii. 4),

although even there not in

itself,

connection" (Delitzsch, Bibl. Psychology, p. 446).

XXXIII. Ver.

The

16. tov iau av6pu-ov.

(2).

relation of the expression to the Platonic philosophy is well indicated

Cremer (Lexicon,

p. 104 sq.)

of the intellectiial

:

"This Platonic

reflection,

and moral nature, may be regarded

with

its

human mind

;

this basis

perience in

its

but

—

it

we must

by

identification

as the expression, in

Platonic form, of a presentiment of the truth, such as readily

had

;

but only in respect of the
So Ellicott, Eadie, Braune.

dawns on the

not, therefore, suppose that St. Paul's expression

was the outcome rather of his own moral and religious
the words of divine revelation."

ex-

harmony with

XXXIV.

Ver. 18. iv ayd-jj.

Westcott and Hort attach this clause to the preceding verse. As to Meyer's
" The absence of the article is tinduly pressed, both by Meyer
interpretation
(in amando), and Harl. {siihjedive love, man's love to Christ), siich omissions in
the case of abstract nouns, especially when preceded by prepositions, being
not uncommon in the N. T., see Winer's Gr. § 19. 1, p. 109, and comp. Middle:

ton, Gr. Art. vi. 1, p. 98 (ed. Eose)."

words,

who adds

the grace of love.

:

(Ellicott).

So Eadie, in almost the same

"But the entire context proves that the love referred to is
One would have expected a genitive of possession, if aydTrrj

—

were not predicated of the persons themselves if it were not a feeling in their
hearts.
It is a clumsy and equivocal exegesis to comprise under the term both

433

NOTES.

Nor can we accede to Meyer, -who
be the grace of love which is here
specified, then it is love to Christ and to every creature that bears His image.
This love is the root and foundation of Christian character, as all adHe prayeth well
vancement is connected with its existence and exercise.
wh* loveth well.' Love is the fundamental grace." Yet only as the fruit of
Christ's love to us

and our love

seems

to brother-love

.

to restrict

it

to Christ.
;

for

if it

.

.

'

faith, as the

preceding verse shows.

XXXV.
"

The addition

Ver. 21.

roii

aluvo^ tuv ai6vu)v.

of the genitive strengthens the idea.

It is

a periphrasis for

the superlative, Matthiae, § 430 " (Cremer). " Harless finds a difference between
the two expressions aiuveg tuv al6vuv and aluv rijv aluvuv, the former being
rather extensive, and conveying the idea of TvdvTsg aluveg, the latter being rather
intensive,

and more

strictly in

accordance with the Hebrew superlative.

This

is

ingenious, but apparently of doubtful application, as in actual practice the dif-

ference between the two expressions

is

hardly appreciable"

(Ellicott).

"Eter-

conceived as containing ages, just as our age contains years and
then those ages are thought of as made up, like ours, of generations. Like the
similar exi^ression alcJveQ tuv aluvuv, it is used by a transfer of what we know
in time, to express imperfectly and indeed improperly the idea of eternity"

nity

is

'

(Alford).

28

'

;
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CHAPTER
Vee.

After nuaiv Elz. has, with min. Chrys. Theodoret,

6.

DEFGKL
Griesb.

min.

for which
vfilv
and Fathers, read i)filv. So
present in A B C X and several

and many min.,

and Scholz. Biit neither pronoun is
and Fathers. The i)ronouns are exegetic additions, designed

But

it

was more

brought in through writing
in

C**

10, 31, Cyr.,

— Ver.

B D* F G
easily

and

;

A'op'C

ij

and

to se-

7.

L, Dam. min.
absorbed through the preceding

twice

it

— Ver.

The arDeleted by Lachm.

ndpruv, ndaiv to the Christians.

tvcivtuv,

wanting in

ticle of X"P'S is

[Treg.]

;

also several vss.

vss.

cure the reference of

uvTTj

IV.

H

than

the readings ^ X'^P'^S
avrov in Aeth., in which the article is
its favor tell

in

and Tisch. have Kai, which has
It. and several Latin
Fathers, and hence is susjiected by Griesb., and deleted by Lachm. [and
and since the
Tisch.] But considerable witnesses still remain in favor of kciI
glossed.

against

it

8.

Before

eSuics Elz.

A C** D* E F G X*

17,

Scholz,

Copt. Slav. ant. Vulg.

;

have it at Ps. Ixviii. 19, the omission seems to have taken place
Ver. 9. After KartjiT] Elz. has npurov, in opposiin accordance with the LXX.
tion to decisive witnesses, although defended by Eeiche. A more precisely

LXX. does

not

—

defining addition, as
it is

is also /xsprj

true, testifies against this

in Elz. after kcitut.

/uepr]

(hence

it

is

Less weighty authority,

retained not only by Beiche,

but also by Lachm. Scholz, Kiick. [Hof Braune, West, and Hort]), but it betrays
product of the very old explanation of the descent into
hell, in order to designate the place whither Christ descended as subterranean.
.

itself as a glossing

— Ver.

15. Instead of 6 Xp/oroi,-, A B C X* min. Fathers have merely Xpiardg.
So Lachm. and Tisch. [Treg. and West, and Hort]. To be preferred, on account of the oldest ms. attestation.
Ver. 16. /j.spovg'] A C, 14, 66 (on margin),
Syr. Arr. Copt. Arm. Vulg. and several Fathers have fieAovg, which, after Grot.
Mill, and Bengel, is recommended by Griesb. and adopted by Eiick. (not
Lachm). An interpretation in accordance with the context. G has /neTpovg,
which likewise testifies in favor of fiepovg.
Ver. 17. Tionvdl is wanting with
A B D* F G J<, min. Copt. Sahid. Aeth. Vulg. It. Clem. Cyr. and Lat. Fathers.
Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. Kiick. [Tisch. Treg. West, and
Hort]. But how naturally might it be omitted, since Paul was speaking to
Gentiles who were now Christians, and upon a comparison with 1 Thess. iv. 5

—

—

!

— Ver.

Lachm. Tisch. [Treg. West, and Hort], read kanoTufievot, following A B J<, Ath.
Ver.
Eightly the current form was brought in.
26. The article before Tiapopj., deleted by Lachm. [Treg. West, and Hort.], is
wanting in A B *?*, and is more likely to have been added on account of the
definite reference in the text, than to have been omitted.
Ver. 27. /iir/Te~\ All
uncials have fi7;(^E.
On that account, even apart from the greater linguistic
probability, rightly approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Tisch. Scholz,
Eiick. and Harless.
Ver. 28. to uyaObv raig jepa/v] Many variations, among
which Toig Idiaig x^P^^i to aynBov (so Lachm. [Tisch. Treg.] and Eiick.) is by far
the best attested reading (A D E F G {<* min. Ar. pol. Copt. Sahid. Aeth. Arm.
18. kaKOTiajisvot]

—

;

—

—

—
CHAP.
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.

Epiph. Naz. Jer. Aug. Pel.). The shortest readings are merely
and merely ralq ;i;e/j(Tiv with Tertull. Harless (comp.
:

TO ayabov with Clem.,

Mill) conjectures that the latter is the original form,
V.

But only

10 gave occasion to glosses.

1

Cor.

iv.

and that
12

is

1 Cor. iv. 12, Gal.

here parallel, because

There would hence be more warGal. vi. 10 does not speak of literal labor.
rant for regarding the simi^le to ayaOov in Clement as original. But in opposition to this, it may be urged that TciJg jfpcr/i' is wanting in no other witness,
whereas to dyaQov,
manual labor, might easily appear inappropriate. The
true reading accordingly I hold to be Talg x^P'^'- ^^ uyadov, which remains, if we
delete Uiaig in Lachm., as an addition from 1 Cor. iv. 12. And with this agree
also B X** Amiat. Ambrosiast., which actually read Talq jepffi to ayafjov [West,
and Hort toIq x^polv to hyaOov.'] Ver. 29. xp^'^^'-?'] D* E* F G, 46, Arm. in sever-

and

is

in the highest degree appropriate to the connection

since the mention

;

is of

—

:

and several Fathers
no doubt, in B
and min. Clar. Germ. Clem. Dam. Oec, and is deleted by Lachm., but was
Omitted, it was then
easily dropped out through the last syllable of yiveofje.
in accordance with v. 1 made up for, in many witnesses, by ovv (D* F G, lect.
j)/mv, after B** D E K L, min. Syr. utr. Ar.
6, 14, codd. of It.). — vfili'] Lachm.
But 7'//mv appears
pol. Sahid. Arm. Chrys. in comm., Theodoret, Theophylact.
an alteration in accordance with v. 2 where, no doubt, the variations v/udg and
al

codd.

TTitTT-euf.

of Vulg.,

An

codd.

of

interpretation.

Lat.

It.,

— Ver.

32.

codd.

in Jer.

:

wanting,

is

tJe]

:

;

found, but in opposition to so decisive a preponderance of witnesses
reading r/udc and tj/iuv, that vjudg and v/juu only become an evidence for the
vfiuv are

originality of our

v/xlv.

—

Contents. The jmraenetic portion of the Epistle begins vs^itH the general
exhortation to the readers to live worthily of their vocation, wlicreupon, especially, mutual loving forbearance and the preservation of Christian unity
Thereon follows, vv. 4-16, a

are brought prominently forward (vv. 1-3).

detailed exhibition of those relations, which render the preservation of

Christian unity a duty, namely
vv. 4-6.

in

Further,

(li)

(a)

that there

that to every individual

which Christ apportions His

gift, vv. 7-10.

is
is

one body, one Spirit, etc.,
grace given in the measure

And

(c)

that Christ has giv-

should have attained to unity of the faith
and of knowledge, in order that dependence on false teaching may cease,
and, on the other hand, the truth may be acknowledged in love, and thus
en the different teachers, until

all

may grow

all

in relation to Christ the head,

from

whom

the whole church,

organic development to perfection, vv.
11-16.
Hereupon the discourse returns to the form of exhortation, namely,
They had, inthat they no longer walk after a Gentile manner (vv. 17-19).
the body, accomplishes in love

its

deed, been quite otherwise taught, namely so, as it is truth in Jesus, that
they should lay aside the old man, and, on the other hand, should be renewed in their mind and should put on the new man (vv. 20-24). Lastly,
thus grounded, there follow the special exhortations no longer to lie, but to
speak the truth not to sin in anger, etc. no longer to steal, but to work,
;

etc.

;

to hold

no bad discourse, but,

;

etc.

;

not to be bitter, passionate,

but kind, compassionate, forgiving (vv. 25-32).
Ver. 1. See on vv. 1-0, Winzer, Commentat., Lips. 1839.

etc.,

—

TrapaKalC}]
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"Parte cloctrinae absoluta venit, ut solet, ad adhortatJones," "after the doche comes, according to his custom, to exhortations,"

trinal portion is finished,

No

Grotius.

doubt, there presently begins again at ver. 4 a doctrinal ex-

position as far as ver. 16, but

it is

sulservient to the paraenesis,

—

and

is itself

oi)v"\ deduces the exhorpervaded by the paraenetic element (vv. 14, 15).
For a walk in keeping with
tation from the immediately preceding iii. 31.
the vocation, through which one belongs to the church, is what is practicalThe suitableness of
ly in keeping with the praise of God in the church.
this nearest reference gives it the preference over the more vague ordinary
view, that oiw draws its inference from the whole contents of the first three

—

eyld 6 deafiioq h Kvp.~\ gives to the wapaComp. on Rom. xii. 1.
Kalu ovv a touching force " ad excitandum affectum, quo sit efficacior exhortatio," "for the purpose of exciting emotion, whereby his exhortation might
be the more efficacious," Estius comp. Calvin. Similarly Ignat. Trail. 12:

chapters.

;

TvapnKalel v/xag

6ea/id /uov, a kvenEv 'Irjaov

to,

Xpiarov

TTEpKpepo),

my chains which

'
'

bear for the sake of Jesus Christ beseech you." But all that has been
said about exciting si/mpathetic feeling,' cheering obedience, and the like,

I

"•'

was just in his sufferings that Paul was
conscious of all his dignity with holy pride (comp. iii. 13 and on Gal. vi.
So here, too, in the napaKalc), the reader was to be affected by the
17).
consciousness of the dignity and greatness of the martyr who utters it.^ Acquite inappropriate, since

is

cording to

Paul wishes to present himself as an example.* In that
have written izapaKaT^u ovv iyi) 6 dea/u. kv Kvp. nal ifidc
ev Kvpic)] does not belong to 7rapaKa?i<J,^ but to 6 Secjuiog,
stands, and which alone needs its significant reference

others,

must

case he

it

at least

a^iuQ nepiTT. k.t.X.

beside which

it

:

—

;

Paul was

comp.

iii.

iii. 1),

for he did not endure a captivity

—such

as

1

;

Phil.

i.

13.

who

one suffers

Christ his being

bound had

chains for Christ's sake

sake" (comp. on Gal.

have

it.

Comp.

i.

;

having

its

for any other reason
its

is

placed in bonds,

causal basis, just because he

—but in

was bearing the

h Kvpio) signifying

" for Christ's

Chrysostom, Theophylact, and

many would

without, however,

24), as

Lord (the article as
ground apart from Christ,

the prisoner in the

rather, cvvepybg kv ILpiaTu, ayanT/Tog ev Kvpiu,

66Ki/j.og

kv Xpiaru,

Rom. xvi. 3, 8, 9, 10, 13, al. It gives to the dkc^uog its speby which therefore the captivity was essentially distinguished

fKAsKTog kv Kvplci,
cific

character,

—

from any other.
kv nvplu] is annexed tcithout an article, because it is blended with 6 lUapiog into a unity of conception. The genitive designation, iii.
1, expresses the same thing, but otherwise conceived of.
a^iug TrepnraT^cac.
K.T.Ti.] i.e., to lead such a life-walk as is appropriate to the call to the Messianic kingdom issued to you (at your conversion), 'ne sint tanta gratia indigni," " lest they be unworthy of such grace," Calvin.
Comp. Phil. i. 27

—

;

»

Koppe and older expositors.

""Ut

Pallium obsequio exhilararent,"
"That tliey should deliglit Paul by their
obedience," Bengel.
'

Theodoret aptly remarks

XpicTTo;' Seo-fiois
SiaSrjiLaji,

"

He

:

toIs Sio rbv

ivaPpvveraL fxaWov

delights

in his

ij

jSacriAeus

bonds for

Christ's sake more than a king does in his
diadem."
< Harless, Olshausen
comp. also Koppe.
^ gemler, Koppe with hesitation
Zanchius already suggested, but did not approVe it.
;

;

CHAP,
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ly., 2.

Spirit.

ii.
12; 3 Thess. i. 11; Matt. iii. 8; Rom. xvi. 2; BernThe future j^ossession of the kingdom, forsooth, is destined
those whose ethical frame is renewed and sanctified by the Holy
Rom. viii. 4 flf., xiv. 17; Gal. v. 21 f. 1 Cor.
See vv. 21 ff., 30

vi. 9

al.

Col.

10;

i.

hardy,

1

Thess.

p. 140.

only for

f.,

—

;

;

7/f]

as at

i.

and

6;

on 2 Cor.
2 Tim. i. 9

see

i.

Attracted instead of

4.

1 Cor. vii. 20.
Yet Paul might have written
2. Merd iida. TaiTeivo(pp. k. TrpaSr.] the characteristic dispositions accompanying this TvepLTvaTfjaai see Winer, p. 337, and with regard to Tvdar/r,
on i. 8 it belongs to both substantives. On the subject-matter, comp. Matt.
The opposite of humUity : rd vipijld (ppovEcv, Rom. xii.
Col. iii. 12.
xi. 29
doKslv elvai ri, Gal. vi. 3.
1 Tim. vi. 17
On the notion of TrpaSTt/g,
16, xi. 20
[See Note XXXVI., p. 483 seq.]
gentleness, see Tittmann, Synon. p. 140.
HETo. i^oKpod.] is attached by Calvin, Estius, Zeltner, Calixtus, Baumgarten,
fjv.

{;,

;

Ver.

;

;

;

;

;

—

Michaelis, Zachariae, Riickert, Holzhausen, Harless, Olshausen, to the fol-

But the very repetition of the preposition, to which
made, most naturally points backwards, so that fieTo. iiaKpod. appears
as parallel to iierd ir. Taneivo^p. k. irpaor., inasmuch, namely, as Paul makes
the general be followed by the special, and then gives to the latter the elucidation avexoftevoL k.t.1.
Besides, [leTo. juaKpod., if it belonged to dvexd/i.,
would have an undue emj^hasis, since without long-suffering the dvEx^f^Sai
aKKijJMv would not exist at all
Col. iii. 12 f.
Bengel and Matthies, following Theodoret and Oecumenius, have attached the whole //era tt. rarr. k.

lowing
appeal

dvexdfievni.

is

;

iTpadr.,

fiETo.

fianpod. to dvexo/xevoi.

from the general

But

in this

way we

lose the gradual tran-

aXkij'k., which
under our construction is very naturally brought about.
cj^ejo/i. hXkrjX. iv
ayaTrri] The reciprocal forbearance in (ethical habit) love (comji. Rom. xv. 1

sition

a^iug nepi-TraT.

r.

/c/l.

to the special dvexofi.

—

;

Comp. Col. iii. 13.
aequo animo fcrimus,

Gal. vi. 2) is the jjractical expression of the jiaKpoOvfiia.

we "aliorum infirmitates
quae nobis in ^iroximo displicent, ab ejus amicitia recedimus, sed

It consists in the fact that

nee ob

ea,

personam constanter amamus, etsi mtia in odio habeamus," "bear the infirmities of others with patience, and do not withdraw from his friendship
because of those things in our neighbor that displease, but constantly love
his, person, even though we have his vices in hatred," Calovius. The nominative
of the participle (comp. Col. i. 10) is put mTa to voov/itsvov, because the logical
subject of af/wf irepnTar., ver.
Heinsius, Knatchbull, and

then supplied

estote,

Ignoring this familiar construction,

1, is v/uetg.^

Romberg have placed

a full stop after ver.

1,

and

"be ye," to the participles — a course which would only
in Rom. xii. 9, this concise, pregnant mode of expres-

be admissible if, as
sion were implied in the context.
h dyd-mj] belongs to the preceding.
On the thing itself, comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 4. Lachmaun, Holzhausen,
and Olshausen attach it to GwovSd^ovTeg. The reason given by Olshausen,
that, as the jianpnO. is only a form of expression of love, h dydnri could
not belong to what precedes, would be set aside, even if it were in

—

itself valid,

x6n.

aAlr/Ti.,

'

by the

correct separation of

//era /xaKpoO.

from

dvf.x6,u.

taken alone, renders the discourse simply abrupt.
See on

iii.

18

;

comp. on

2 Cor.

i.

7,

and Pflugk, ad Eur.

And

How

TIec. 970.

dve-

harmo-
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is the structure, when both participial clauses begin with the particiand
close with the definitions attached by h, in which definitions there
l^Ie
is opened up the whole ethical domain (love and peace) to which the beforenamed special virtues belong (1 Cor. xiii.)
Yer. 3. Parallel of avtx^iJ-svoi h.t.I., which is characterized as respects the
ryv ev6Ti]Ta rov TrvEv/uaroc:] The iwevjia is
effort by which it mvist be uj^held.
not the human spirit, so that in general animi atitdioriLmque consensus, " harmony of mind and desires" is meant,' but, as is shown from ver. 4, and is in
itself clear from the exhortation to the Christian life (ver. 1), the Holy Sjm'it,
instead of which we have not, with de Wette and Schenkel, to understand
the Christian spir-it of the community ; the N. T. knows not this modern
notion, but knows only the Holy Spirit of Qod, as that which rules in the
church (ii. 22), and upholds and develops its specific life, so that the latter

nious

!

—

•

has precisely in the Koivuvla tov RvevuaTog (Phil.

common

source

ii.

1

;

2 Cor.

xiii.

13) its

and support.

Rightly already Chrysostom (-6 nvevfta rove
(hecrrf/Korac ivni, " the Spirit unites those separated in

ytvEL aal rpoTToig dia^opoLQ

and in ways of difference") and his successors, Beza, Calovius, Bengel,
others, including Harless, Winzer, Bleek, and Ch. F. Fritzsche :- the
unity, which the Spirit produces.
Comp. Phil. i. 27 1 Cor. xii. 13 John
race

and

;

And

xvii. 21.

hope,

etc., in

avvSiafiu

the different subjects

tijq eipi/vijc] is

attached by

who

moved by

are

Lachmann

what

to

parallelism with the preceding participial clause

by

;

this unity is the identity of faith, of love, of sentiment, of

is

the Spirit.

follows,

destroyed.

—h

ru

whereby the

And

after the

being prefixed, several of the following
elements of unity would not be appropriate, since even without the bond of
peace there is one Lord, one baptism, one God and Father.
kv is ordinarily
taken as instrumental : through the bond of peace. In ojoposition to the pardefinition

hv rC) awSmfiCf) ttjc elp.

—

allelism with iv ayaK?]

peace

and through the unity of the Spirit the bond of
Hence in the iond ofj^eace, by which

;

preserved, not the converse.^

is

:

denoted the ethical relation, in which they are to preserve the unity of the
Sjiirit, namely, while peace one towards another must le tlie hand, which is to

is

envelope them.

TrjQ elpT/vi/g,

thcjioQ evvolaq nal ^Ouag,

6

;

Acts

viii.

23

;

accordingly,

is

genitive of apposition.

Comp.

" a bond of good will and friendship," Plut.

Isa. Iviii. 6.

Others

:

"vinculum, quo 2)ax

aiiv-

Num.

retinetur,''''

"a

bond whereby peace is maintained," * and this is held to be love. Appeal is
made to Col. iii. 14, and to the parallel with kv ayairrf. But, in Col. I.e.,
love in fact is expressly named, and designated as avvSeafiog rfjg TeleioTvmg
while justice is done to the parallel with kv ayani] by our interpretation also,
;

' Ambrosiaster, Ailselm, Erasmus, Calvin,
Piscator, Estius, Wolf, Koppe, and many,

including Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius, and
Riickert, according to whom Paul did not
write ToO rod?, because he derives the unity
of the spirit from the Divine Spirit.
^

Xora

^

What de Wette observes in opposition
view— that the peacefulness, to

opp. (lead. p. 244.

to this

which the readers are exported,

is

to pre-

serve the unity of the Spirit by the fact that
it holds all enveloped with the bond of
peace— is not sufficient since this peace;

which encircles all with the bond
of peace, at any rate jrresirpjmses the unity
fulness,

of the Spirit. Where there is dispeace, this
unity is already wantivo< Bengel
so Tlieophylact, Calovius, and
otliers, including Rlickert, Meier, Harless,
;

Winzer.

!
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lY., 4, 5.

reader to imderstand under the

tlie

Expositors would not

conceived of as a hond.

have sought for another exphination, had they not taken h as instrumental,
in which case the difficulty obtruded itself, that the unity of the Spirit is not
preserved by means of peace, but peace by means of the unity of the Spirit.
That, moreover, no inference may be drawn from ver. 3 as to divisions pre"etiam ubi
vailing in the church, Bengel has already rightly observed
nulla flssura est, monitis opus est," "even where there is no sundrance,
there is need of admonitions." And particularly was such exhortation natural for the ajDostle, even in the absence of special occasion, considering the
many saddening experiences which he had met with elsewhere on this point
Ver. 4, on to ver. 6. Objective relations of unity, to which the non-compliance with what is demanded in ver. 3 would be contradictory, and which
are consequently meant to incite towards compliance,
but without ydp,"^
which gives greater animation to the discourse. The simple kari is to be supplied (comj). 1 Cor. x. 17) for the discourse is not hortatory, as it is taken
to be by Pelagius, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Calvin, Camerarius, Estius,
Zachariae, Morus, Koppe, and others, including Hofmann, ^ with which vv.
for the same reason also the words are not
5 and 6 would not be in accord
to be attached appositionally to cnovddl^ovTE^,'^ but they are independent and
:

'

—

;

;

purely assertive

:

there

is

one 'body

and one

On

Siyvrit.

by which the
body"

Iv aufia,

totality of Christians as corpus (Christi) mysticuin, ''Christ's mystical

meant, comp.

is

which

ii.

16

;

Rom.

the Holy Spirit, the

is

xii.

5

;

Cor. x. 17,

1

xii.

13

;

on

Spirit of that corpus mysticum,

ev nvev/m,

"mystical

body," ii. 18 1 Cor. xii. 13. The explanation
''one body and one soul''^
("quasi diceret, nos penitus corpore et anima, non ex parte duntaxat,
debere esse unites, " "as though he said that we ought to be completely united
in body and soul, and not only partially," Calvin), is excluded, as at variance with the context, by the specifically Christian character of the other
elements, and rendered impossible by the correct supplying of iaTi (not esse
debetis, " ye ought to be").
kcJuc koI ekXt/O. k.t.X.] with which unity (fv a.
K. ev nv.) the relation also of your calling is in keef)ing (comp. Col. iii. 15),
:

;

—

which took place by the fact that (h instrumental, see on Gal. i. 6) one
hope (namely, that of the eternal Messianic bliss) was communicated to you
for all in fact were called by God to this very Messianic auTTjpia (Phil. iii.
;

14).

—

marks

kItjo. vfiuv']

TTjQ

spes haereditatis,''''

mention,
Ver.

1

genitive, as at

is

5.

" The

4

;

Continuation.

the church itself conon the footing of unity one body,

—

Spirit,

(2)

supreme

ruler, disposer,

we may

add, aptly re-

ejus mentione conjungitur

*

There are not several Lords, but One, who

and sustainer of

is

Lord

unity— one God and Father, etc.,
Observe the threefold tripartite arrangement.
^ Oomp. Dissen, ad Piiid. Exc. II. p. 377.
this ent'n'e

ver.

6.

^

Schrifibew.

*

Bleek.

^

Comp.

;

the

cum

and therefore together with His

spirit is the seal,

one blessed consummation, ver.
means, by which the constitution of it as
an unity is produced and preserved— one
Lord, one faith, one baptism, ver. 5 (3)

one

Bengel,

18.

joined the hope of inheritance."

These set forth— (1)

stituted

i.

"Spiritus est arrhabo, atque ideo

:

II. 2, p. 128.

also Clem. Cm-.

I.

46.

;
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of all believers, even Christ

much

;

not several kinds of faith, but oneiaifh, inas-

place their confidence

as all

upon the atoning death

of Christ, on

account of which they are justified and obtain salvation (Rom. iii. 23 ff.)
not several kinds of iaptism, but one baptism, namely, into Christ (Rom. vi.
because iiia
Acts x. 48, xix. 5).
sic nhpLOQ at the head
Gal. iii. 27
3

—

;

;

;

accomplished in the case of those who have beTo make of
come believers are conseqaentia, " consequences," of eiq Kvpiog.
comp.
^icTiq the doctrine of the faith,' is at variance with linguistic usage
-ridTiQ

and the

Iv f^a-nTca/ia

—

;

on Gal.

i.

23

;

Rom.

i.

[See Note

5.

here represented as present, but in ver.

is

p. 484.]

;

as here the Christian faith in the iiarrower sense is intended, thejides

asmuch
salvifca,

"saving faith," which in

while at ver. 13
pass of

The evotik t?]c iriaTeug
13 as future. Both with justice in-

XXXVII.,

it is

all

Christians

was

essentially the same,

the Christian faith in the wider sense, within the com-

which there was

diversity of convictions (as respects the validity of

the law, the resurrection, veneration of angels, asceticism, partaking of
Of the Lord''s Supjyet^ the unity
flesh offered to idols, and other matters).

—

of

which might likewise appear

as a suitable element in the connection (1

make mention according to Calovius, because it
was comprehended 'uno iaptismatis sacvamento ex paritatis ratione,''^ "in
Cor. X. 17), Paul does not

:

the one sacrament of iaptism, because of equality;^'' according to Harless,
because Paul was mentioning only the fundamental conditions of the Christian fellowship, as they exist from the outset, at the first entrance upon it ;

according to Olshausen, because the specific act of the Supper, the partaking (rather, the comimmiGn,
fiia TviaTiQ

\

1 Cor. x. 16) of Christ, is

according to de Wette, because

it

was

included in

less a

tioning the unity, than something representing this unity

may be urged

elf Kvpcog,

something condiitself.^

But, in

Paul had
adopted the synecdochic point of view in the selection, he would not have
needed to mention Trlang, since baptism presupposes faith in opposition to
Harless, that the fundamental conditions of the Christian communion' which
Paul mentions are such, not specially for the beginning of it, but for its

opposition to Calovius and Olshausen,

it

that, if

;

whole duration

Supper
same time a powerful
ethical incitement thereto, and hence would have been admirably appropriate
in the series of points adduced.
The ground of its not being mentioned is
rather to be sought in the fact that the adducing of the Lord's Supper
would have disturbed the threefold triad of the elements adduced, and have
broken through the whole rhythm of the passage. And the holy meal
might the more easily remain unmentioned, because it was at that time not
yet an observance subsisting by itself, but was combined with the common
meals hence, doubtless, in a context, where the Lord's Supper is spohen of,
the elf ap-oq (1 Cor. X. 17) is brought forward as a symbol of the unity of
Christians, but in another context the thought iv 6el-nvov avpiov or /xla rpdne^a
is,

;

in opposition to de Wette, finally, that the Lord's

precisely as a representation of the unity, at the

;

Grotius, Zachariae, and others.
''Most mistakenly of all, Schenkel holds
that Paul did not regard a uniform observance of the Supper as necessary, and
'

would not stand

in the

way

of the varied

development of ante. In that case, doubtless, Paul would have done well not to
mention baptism either.

—
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—because the Supper was not something subsisting alone like baptism,
as the constituent element of Christian standing could not remain unmentioned— did not so necessarily suggest
[See Note XXXVIII.,
Kvplov

which

itself.

p. 484.]

Ver.

God;

Observe the climactic advance in vv. 4-6 the GhurcJi, Christ,
at the same time the climax in the divine Triad
Spirit, Lord,

6.

:

—and

Son

is

23, al.,

iii.

the absolute one, that of the

is

the derived, conferred, obtained (Phil.

which He

in

1

of all

i.e.,

:

Only the dominion of the Father

Fatlier.

as those

Tjelievers,

26, iv. 5), so that

ii.

9

Cor. xv. 24

1

;

also disposes of the Spirit (3 Cor.

God

who have

the vlodeaia

(i.

God and Father.

their

is

5

18).'-

iii.

Rom.

;

—

viii.

ff.,

iii.

ttcivtuv]

15

;

Gal.

Holzhausen erroneously

all men
members of the church are inindicated by 6ia and kv, since they have

(seeing that the context treats of the Christian hoTTjc) thinks that

Not even the

are intended.

sjnritually dead

cluded,^ as results from the sequel

not the Spirit and belong not to Christ (Rom. viii. 9), but are aloof from
connection with Him and stand outside of grace (Gal. v. 4 f
John xv. 2,
.

6),

consequently have no share in the body of Christ

temple of

God

(ii.

22

f.).

—

6 kirl Tcavruv k.t.2..]

to the wdai in threefold manner.

23)

(i.

;

and in the living

The relation
Comp. Rom.

of the Gfof imt

xi. 36, where,
however, the prepositions define the subject, not, as here, the object.
•nravTuv, wavTuv, and -irdccv are equally to be taken as masculine, because the
preceding rravTuv was masculine, and because the discourse continues in ver. 7
iraTfjp ivdvTuv

with evl
fore,

6e e/caoru

////wi',

wherein the

many * have taken

Koppe,

et

al.,

the

first

Travreg are

two

Wrongly, there-

individualized.

as neuter, while the Vulgate, Zachariae,

give the second point alone as neuter, and Matthies, on the

all three elements of the relation of God to the world
and mankind, consequently as neuter.
kivl vavTuv] tKavu ndvTuv,
"above
all," Chrysostom
-iiv SeaTvoTelav ctjizalvec, "He indicates absolute sway,"

other hand, explains

;

After this relation of transcendence there follows, in Sid
.
ckd Travruv] cannot, since the Kavrsg arc the
wdciv, that of immanence.
Christians and the relation of God to what is Christian is characterized,
Theodoret.'*

.

—

apply either to the creation,^ so that

we should have

penetrating creative power of God, or to providence;
presence of
tians,, is

God

meant.

Inj

means of

the

See also ver.

Holy
7,

to think of the all''

but

the charismatic

pervading and ruling

Spirit,

and comp.

1

Cor.

tion from the following hv irdaiv lies not in the thing

.

xii.

6.

itself,

all Chris-

The

distinc-

since both ele-

ments denote the immanent ruling of God by virtue of His Spirit, but
in the form of conception, since with kv the relation is conceived of as
operative indwelling, and with did as operative movement throughout all
Christian hearts." According to Harless, the thought expressed in dm rrdvTuv
1

194
^

Comp.

Ernesti. Ursprung d. Sunde,

I.

p.

See also Gess, von der Person

1st ed., p. 158

Christi,

£f.

In opposition to Miinchmeyer.
^ Including Erasmus, Michaelis, Morns,
Riickert, Baumgarten-Crusius.
* Comp. IJom. ix. 5.
See Wessel, ad Di5

odor.

xiii.

Winer,

ff.

14;

Lobeck, ad Phrtjn.

p. 474

;

p. 335.

and others.
' Chrysostom and his successors
Beza,
Grotius: "per omnes diffundit providam
»

Estius, Wolf,

;

suam fjubernationem,"

" thi-ouf;:h all

lie

diffuses his provident governance."
' " Deus
enim Spiritu sanctificationis

—

:
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But of the conception of
troi^ls through the members.
members there is absolutely nothing in the context
further, though mention is made of God as Father, it is not the Father,
lastly, in jjlace of the simple uv,
but Christ, that is Head of the members
which is to be mentally supplied, there would be insensibly introduced a
wholly different supplement, namely, hepyuv, or a similar verb.' At the

is,

that

God

as head

the head and the

;

;

foundation of this explanation there lies, indeed, the presupposition, that
the relation of the Trinity is expressed in the three prepositions, as Jerome,
Thomas, and many of the older expositors would have it. Against this altogether arbitrary supposition, however, Theophylact already rightly declared
Olshausen, too, finds here, as at Rom. xi. 30, the Trinity; holding

himself.^

that

God

is

described in His various relations to the creature [rather to the

Lord over all things, as instrument iy which they are (this
being held to apply to the Son), and as the element i?i which they are.
Thus, moreover, the prepositional relation of the last two clauses is exactly reversed, inasmuch as not Sia Tvdv-uv k.t.X. is explained, but 6i' ov Tvavreg
According to Beyschlag,' there is expressed, at least in the form of
K.T.I.
Christians] as

!

mode of existence of (rrttZ ("self-preservation, self-disclosure,
But apart from the fact that such a threefold form
of existence is not the expression of the New Testament triad, the self-communication, in fact, is implied not only in h naaiv, but necessarily already
" Sententia
Lastly, Koppe is v.Tong in an opposite way
in Sia TvavTuv.
videtur una, tantum variis/cwwmZjs synonymis ( !) expressa hacc eui vos omnes
debetis omnia,'''' " The thought seems d?ie; only this is expressed in various sy-

hint, the threefold

self -communication").

:

:

nonymous formulas

;

viz.,

'^toichomyoualloweallthings.''''

— Observe, further,

that the great fundamental elements of unity, vv. 4-6, are matters of fact,
historically given

with Christianity

itself,

and

as

such are not affected by
found here

differences of doctrine ; hence without reason there have been
traces of the

later age,

when "upon the

basis of

the Pauline thought a

Catholic church was built," of which the centralization in doctrine and

was not derived from the adherents of Paul, but was a Petrine
The Catholic idea in our passage is just the Pauline one (1 Cor.
xii.), cherished by Christ Himself (John xvii. 30 f.).
Ver. 7.^ Ae] forms the transition from the summary 'kAv-uv, ttclvtuv, naaiv,
No single one, however,
ver. 6, to each individual among the Christians.
constitution

thought.*

in order to
Tzvsi'^uarog,

adduce

diffusus est per

"For by the

omnia

motive to the preservation of the hd-rji- tov
endowing with grace on every individ-

this also as

—was overlooked
ecclesiae

in the

membra,"

God
members

Spirit of sanctification,

has been diffused through
of the Church," Calvin.

all

the

ad

consilia sua exsequenda,"

"

who

works through all, as though He uses each
one to declare His majesty and execute His
counsels."
So, in the main, de Wette
(comp. Bengel)

:

it

means of all ; and Reiche :
quasi instrumeniis, quibus
res Christiana stabilitur, au^erur, con-

broiight abmit by

"

ortDiibi/s utitur

.

.

.

siimmatur,"

' This
also in opposition to Winzer
" qui per omnes operatur, quasi unoquoque utitur ad declarandam suam majesta-

tern,

;

applies to the opo-ation

whereby

"//<?

uses

Christianity

all
is

as instruments

established, aug-

mented, and consummated."
2 gge also Hofmann, Schriflbew. I. p. 201.
s Christol.
d. N. T. p. 250.
* Schwegler.
^ gee on vv. 7-9, Hoelemann, Bibelstvd'ien,
II. p.

93

ff.

CHAP.
ual icas

conferred,

it

grace, according to

tlie

so that each individual on his part can

—

ervation of that unity.

God

among

at icorTc

in the diverse

x^^P'^^f^'^''

sentation given,
(lupeac

tj

Rom.

i

—

measure of

tlie

and onght

tTie

giH of

according to the context,

kdoT^rj]

(Rom.

by

is

xii. 3,

the proportion in wliich the gift of Christ

in

Christ.

is

6

;

Christ,

to contribvite to the pres-

communication of which

hence our passage

xii. 6.

a subjective genitive

is

'*-^->

x^P^'^]

the Christians, the
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harmony

— Kara

is

v?ith the repre-

to /lerpov

r^g

/c.r./l.]

Hence

Epli. iv. 13).

meted

tlie grace of
manifested

:

in

out, according as Christ

apportions to the one a larger, to the other a smaller measure of His gift
{i.e.,

the gift of the divine x^P^c)-

Christ gives (3 Cor. ix. 15), not

which
Ver.

ver. 8,
8.

erfw/ce

If it

cU^ua-a

had

t.

— The Supea

which Christ

:

tov Xpiarov is the gift which
?ias received,^

been said that hy Christ the endowment of grace

just

in varied measure to each individual, this

was distributed

in opposition to

av&p., is decisive.

is

now

confirmed

Nothing is to be treated as a parenthesis,
hy a testimony of the Scripture.
inasmuch as neither course of thought nor construction is interrupted.
6ib

—

leyEi] wherefore,

Who

says

because the case stands, as has been said, ver.

(comp.

it

the Scripture

is.

obvious of

v. 14), is

See on

1

Cor.

vi.

16

;

itself,

Gal.

iii.

7,

He

saith.

namely, God, whose word
16

;

the supplying

fj

ypa<j>rj

must have been suggested by the context (Rom. xv. 10). The
manner of citation with the simple Pih/e/., obviously meant of God, has as its
necessary presupposition, in the mind of the writer and readers, the TheopThe citation that follows is not ^^ ex carmine," quod
neustia of the O. T.
ab Ephesiis cantitari sciret," "from a hymn, which he knew was often sung
by the Ephesians," and for which Ps. Ixviii. 18 had partly furnished the
words, ^ which is quite an arbitrary waj^ of avoiding the difficulty, and at
or 70

Tivev/iia

—

variance with the divine Myei,

18

itself

according to the

torical sense a song of

its

its

the passage of Scripture Ps.

God

» Oeder, in Wolf
see in opposition totliis
view, already Calvin.
;

*

Storr, Opusc. III. p. 309

s

On what

This psalm, in

Messianic significance

warrant, not indeed in the

one and the same

osition, that

is

with free alteration.

triumph upon the solemn entry of

here understood according to

which has

—but

LXX.

;

Flatt.

particular historic occasion
this highly poetic songr was composed, is
for our passage a matter of indifference.

According to the traditional view, it was
composed by David on the occasion of the
removal of the ark of the covenant from
the house of Obed-edom to Jerusalem (2
Sam, vi. 12 ff. 1 Chron. xv. f.) according
to Ewald, for the consecration of the new
temple after the captivity according to
Hupfeld. upon the return from the captivity
;

;

;

and the restoration of the kingdom

;

ac-

cording to Ilitzig, in celebration of the vietory after the war of Jehoram and Jchoshaphat against the Moabites (2 Kings iii.).

is

much

God

Ixviii.
its his-

into Zion,^ is

— an understanding,

too general and vague prop-

the Revealer of the Old and of the
Otliers explain it otherwise.

See the different views and explanations in Reuss, d.
acht u. sechzigste Psalm, eiii Denkmal exeget.
Noth u. Kitnst, 1851, who, however, himself
very inappropriately (without "exepetical

exigency and art") places the psalm in the
late period between Alexander and the
Maccabees, when the wish for the reunion
of the scattered Israelites in Palestine is
supposed to be expressed in it while Justus Olshausen even interprets it of the vietories of the Maccabees under Jonathan or
Simon. See Ewald, Jahrb. IV. p. 55 f.
Certainly the psalm is neither Davidio nor
of the Maccabaean age, but belongs to the
;

restoration of the Theocracy after the captivity.

;
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Covenant,' but in the circumstance that the triumphal procession of
Jehovah, celebrated in the psalm, represents the metory of the Theocracy ;
and that, as every victory of the Theocracy is of a typical and in so far prophetic Messianic character, the return of Christ into heaven appears as the

New

The free

Messianic actual consummation of the divine triumph.

deviation

from the original text and the LXX. consists partly in the immaterial circumstance that Paul transfers into the third person that which is said in
partly
the second, and adds to avOpuiroic the article wanting in the LXX.
;

in the essential point, that instead of the original sense
gifts (namely, gifts of

'
:

'

Thou

receivedst

homage) among' men,"' he expresses the sense

:

He

gave gifts to men, * while in other respects reproducing the transition of the

LXX.

Consequently Paul has, as regards the cSuks, given a sense opposite
a degree of variation such as, with all freedom in the
employment of Old Testament passages, is nowhere else met with in the

to the original one

—

writings of the apostle, on

book GMssuh Emuna accused
Whiston looked upon the

rhich account the

him of falsifying the v uds
Hebrew text and the LXX.

of the psalm, while

This difference

in Ps. Ixviii. 18 as corrupt.

is

"Paul did not
not to be explained, with Rilckert, by lightly asserting
even perhaps know exactly how the words ran," etc. for in this way he
:

;

would be chargeable with

a shallow caprice, for

which there

is

no warrant

moreover, the agreement, in other respects, of the citation with the original
text

and the LXX. leads us

an acquaintance with the pas-

to infer too exact

sage adduced, to allow us to assume that Paul adduced the words in the

was read

full belief that |nj

must he have

in the

Hebrew, and

ISuKe in the

LXX. Rather

in reality understood the passage of the psalm, as to its

main

Inasmuch, namely, as he had recognized the
words in their bearing upon the antitypical Messianic fulfilment, and that
substance, just as he gives

it.

what had been said of Christ in ver. 7, this latter spemust have been suggested to him by another reading, which
he followed,^ or else with the freedom of a Messianic interpretation of the
w^ords by an exposition of the Hebrew words, which yielded essentially the
sense expressed by him.
If the latter is the case (for in favor of the former
there is no trace of critical support), he took ^np7, etc., in the sense
thou
didst tal-e away gifts, to distribute them among men, ^ and translated this in an
as a confirmation of
cial application

—

—

:

»

Harless.

^

Yet

D^H3 might

also denote that

themselves nve t\\e gxits.
l.c.

(and comp. his

Ilebr.

Sprache, § 287

So Ewald takes

Ausfiihrl.

h),

men

referring

it,

Lehrb. der
it

specially

humbler servants of the temple,
whom David and Solomon, «.(/., gathered
from among the subjugated peoples and
settled around the temple, whom thus God,
as if in a triumphal procession from Sinai
to the

to Zion, Himself brought in as captives,
and then caused to be devoted by men to
Him as offerings, in order that they, who
were once so turbulent, might dwell peacefully in His service (" even rebellious ones

must dwell

icith

Jah God," as Ewald renders

the closing words of the passage). The
sense " through men," which Hoelemann,
:

on account of ver. 11, finds as a " secondary" meaning in Dli<3, is not to be thought
of, not even according to the apostle, who
has expressed his view with such simple
definiteness by eSioxe rois avepion-ots.
3

q^jj^
Y^^:im nnp"?,
"^
'='- LXX.
"

:

cAa^cs &6.

'

'

or according to another

'""''». '"

""fP'f '^v,
reading: eV <ii.0pcijroi5.
*

D'K'JXj'

s j-^^-^j

mjrip

|rij.

instead of ntlp'?.
I

°

der

^^

^^^

ffeb.

I'

^®® Ewald, Ausfiihrl. Lehrb.

Spr. § 217

f.

1.

6

;:
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eSuke S6/u.aTa role avOpuiroic

;

with whicli the

in connection

transjjosiug into the third person is to be regarded as an unintentional variation in citing

[Germ,

to fetch

from memory.

np7, namely, has often the proleptic sense
anything for a person and to give it to
dona, quae statim daret,'''' '^ 'he received gifts,

holen], i.e., to take

him.' Comp. Bengel

''acceint

:

The utterance, however, as thus understood,^
Paul has rejiroduced, interpreting it as he has done, in order to place beyond doubt the sense which he attached to it, for the reader who might
The Chaldee Parahave otherwise understood the words of the LXX.
phrast likewise understood np7 in such wise, that, while interpreting the
^'^} ''J37 |Jnp 'in?, dedisti donajiliis
passage of Moses, he could expound
which he immediately

gave.''''

:

"Thou

ho7ninu7n,

from
more

this, since
so, as in

hast given gifts to the children of men."

there

is

good reason

for presupposing in the

our jiassage the Peshito agrees therewith^

It is

evident

Targum

— older

—the

exegeti-

Paul himself may have follr^wed such a tradition." To
assume that he actually did so, is in itself, and liv reference to the previous
Rabbinical training of the apostle, free from objection, and has sufficient warrant in that old and peculiar agreement, even though we should explain the
agreement between the same citation in Justin, c. Tryph. 39, 87, and the quotation of the apostle, by a dependence upon the latter. ^ On the other hand,
it is not to be said, with Beza, Calovius, and most older expositors,® that
the explanation given by Paul really corresponds with the historic sense of
the passage in the Psalm,'' which, judging by the context, is decidedly incorrect.
Even Calvin says: " nonnihil a genuino sensu hoc testimonium
detorsit Paulus," "Paul somewhat distorted this testimony from its genuine sense ;" and already Theodore of Mopsuestia aptly remarks vTra7i?[d^aQ
(Te
TO kAa [i £ 6 ^ar a oiircjf kv rcj ipaXfio) ke'lhevov, e6 uke 6 6 fxara eItve, ttj
cal traditions, that

:

Kspl

?«i"a/l/lay?)
'

He

tt/v o'ikeiov

xfV'^o.fiEvoq aKoAov9iav' ekeI fiEv yap,

received gifts, ' thus stated in the psalm,

hypallage for a j)roper construction

;

he

said,

for there"

'

(in

"exchanging the

He

gave

using

gifts, '

the psalm) Kpo^

rfjv

ilajiev r/pfioTTEV, kvTaWa Se, " he joined, 'receiVe^Z,' to the subject,
while here" (in our passage) rw rrpoKsifXEvu to eSukev aaolovOov rjv, " gave''
was in accordance with what preceded. " The deviation from the historic
vTToOeatv TO

^

sense cannot be set aside with fairness and without arbitrary presupposi-

This holds not only of the opinions of Jerome and Erasmus (that in the
psalm np7 is used, because the giving has not yet taken place, but is prom-

tions.

1

See Gen.

xviii. 5, xxvii. 13, xlii. 16, xlviii.

9; Job xxxviii. 20 (and Hirzel in

Sam.

'vr.

6, al. ;

.see

Gesen. Thes.

loc.)\

2

II. p. 760,

and Hoelemann, p. 97 f.
The phrase formerly so often compared,
"^

ij3^ nt:/X
''
'.

J

npS

'
'

(Ex. xxl.

^
.

lO,

L

not in place here, smce np"7,

xxxlv.

m,

is

m that phrase,

nothing else than the simple taTce.
likewise, Ps. Ixviii. /.c, has c^erfM^j
dona filiis hominiim, " Thou hast given gifts
to the children of men."
* Holzhausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Credsignifies
3

Which

ner, Beitrdge, II. p. 121

f.

Credner, Beitr. II. p. 120.
* Chrysostom, without, however, entering into any particulars, says merely the
prophet says thon hast received, but Paul
and the two are one and the
''^ ^*«* S'*''«'*
same. Theodoret more precisely explains
^^^^^^^^^
^^ .„p„ « (t^g t^ldng and giving)
ye.yivr]va.i- XaixRavuiV yap tyiv irCa-TiV dTroSi'Swo-i
Trji/ x«P'>'>
"both occurred; for receiving
faith, he gave grace." Comp. Oecumenius.
' See especially, Geier, ad Ps. I.e. p. 1181
<•

:

•'

.

•

comp. also Hoelemann,

p. 98

f.

;:
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and of Calvin,' but also of the expedients to wliicli Harless
and Olshausen have recourse. According to Harless, namely, Paul wishes
to exjiress the identity of Ood, whose deeds at that time the word of Scripture represents in afoi'm which, as identical with the/o???^ of Christ's action,
makes us recognize the word of the O. T. as pointing forward to what was
to come, and the Christ of the N. T. as the God who already revealed Himin the words of the psalm the captives themselves arc
self under the O. T.
described as sacrificial gifts, which the victor as God takes to Himself among
ised as future)

;

form of the words, so far as the conhe wishes to make out that those vanquished ones who have not made themselves what they are, but have been
are those, of whom he had said that on every one accordmade so of God
ing to the measure of the gift of Christ the grace had been bestowed which

men
text

;

the apostle changes merely the

makes

it

necessary,

—

inasmuch

as

—

There is no other there, " says the aposwas already pointed to in the psalm.
tle, "than He who had descended to earth, to gain for Himself His own
not that they would have presented themselves to Him, but He takes them
But (1)
as it pleases Him, and makes them what it pleases Him."
Paul does not wish to express the identity of Ood, etc., but to show
that what is said of Christ in ver. 7 was also already prophesied Ps.
it was a question of the identity of the thing, as to which
Ixviii. 18
that the triumph celebrated in Ps. Ixviii. is in
it was self-evident
the N. T. fulfilment celebrated by Christ, who had come in the name of the
'

'

;

;

Lord.

(3)

In the Ps.

to the gifts of homage

HUno rinpb, "thou hast received gifts," applies
which the triumphing Jehovah has received among

I.e.,

(from) men.
Certainly, according to another explanation (see above,
Ewald's view, and comp. also Bleek), the men themselves, namely, the vanquished, may be regarded as the gifts or offerings which God has received

but who could withal read between the lines in the apostle's citation what,
according to Harless, one ought to read between them, in order in the end
to find only the form of the

words changed

Olshausen, who,

?

tion, quite erroneously (see vv. 9, 10) specifies toIq avSpunoig as

the

citation,'^

agrees with Harless in so far as he

1 " Quum
de Christi exaltatione pauca
verba Psalmi citasset, de sua adjecit, cum
dedisse dona, ut sit minoris etinajoris comparatio, qua ostendere vult Paulus, quanto
praestantior sit ista Dei ascensio in Chris-

persona, quam fuerit in veteribus eccletriumphis," "When he cited a few
words of the Psalm concerning Christ's
exaltation, he added by his oicn antJiority,
that he had given gifts, in order that there
might be a comparison of less and greater,
ti

siae

whereby Paul wants to show how much
more excellent is this ascension of God in
the person of Christ, than it was in the ancient triumphs."
^ " Paul does not wish

by the quotation
primarily to represent Christ as the dispenser of the gifts, but to prove from the O. T.

is

we may menthe point of

of opinion that the

itself the vniversalihj

of the gifts of Christ,

consequently the equal title of the Gentiles;
lie has by His redemption conferred isrifts
not merely on this one or that one, not upon the Jews alone, but upon men as svch,
upon mankind." What Olshausen has further advanced respecting the dative expression with the article (instead of which
the Hebrew text has among men, while no
article is used in the LXX.)— to wit, that
by eS. hofi. toIs drflpiowots, which applies to all men, it is not intended to say
all men 7nvst be redeemed, and as redeemed receive gifts but all men may be redeemed, and as redeemed obtain gifts of
grace and in so far this deviation from
the original was altogether immaterial— is
pure invention. The difference certainly
;

;

:

—
CHAP.

IV.,
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8.

thought of the psahnist
"Thou hast taken to Thyself gifts among men,"
affirms notliing else than
"Thou hast chosen to Thyself the redeemed as
" But the man whom God chooses as an ofofferings " but further adds
fering for Himself, i.e., as an instrument for His aims, He furnishes with
the gifts necessary to the attainment of the same
and this side (?) the
apostle, in accordance with his tendency, here brings into special prominence." Similarly also Hofmann,' who is of opinion that here, in the N. T.
application of the passage from the psalm, it is one and the same thing
whether one say that Christ has, for the accomplishment of the work of
His honor, caused to be given to Himself by His vanquished that which
they possessed, or that He has given them gifts to this end
"for He
takes that which is theirs into His service, when He gives to them what is
;

:

:

;

;

:

:

;

make them capable

of service."
Essentially so also Delitzsch on
Such subtleties, by means of which any quid pro quo at
pleasure may easily enough be got out of the alleged light and significance
of the " history of the fulfilment," ^ may be conveniently foisted upon the
words of the apostle, but with what right ?
ava[3ag elg v-ipog] Whether we

His, to

the psalm.

I.e.

—

understand the D11^7 H'/i^ in the original text of the ascending of the victorious God into Tieacen, ' or to Zion, • or leave it without more j)recise definition of place ^ according to the Messianic accomplishment of the divine tri;

umphal

which takes place through

procession,

Christ ascended (comp.

8

xiii.

Luke

;

78),

i.

484

dith

seq.]

ii.

9

alx^iaAuaia,

Ezr.

;

who

vi. 5

this

namely,

Rev.

;

See on

^hjijiaxoi, etc.

ii.

Acts

ii.

xiii.

On

2.

triumphal march.
is

Mace.

ix.

72

The character
But

;

and

Justin,

10

;

Diod.

Winer,

XXXIX.,

Sic. xvii. 70), like ^v/n/icaxla for

comjj.

p,

?

Theodoret

further,

;

[See Note

2 Chron. xxviii. 5

;

Lobeck, Parol, p. 501.
even worse than that of alxiJ-alurii^u.^

Greek is
meant by alxfiaXuaia

of aixu-aluTzvu as

Tryph. 36

c,

words apply to
20, al.; Ecclus.

the connection with the kindred verb (to

see, in general,

lohat siibjects are

cii.

the abstract collective for alxudTiuroi. (Ju-

take captive, to lead, to bring in as such),
1

Christ, the

33) to heaven (Ps.

has brought in as captives enemies that have been

Him upon

vanquished by
p.

vipudeig,

201

;

Not the
{oh

redeemed, as already

yap eXevdepovg ovrag

^/lag

^j^a/lurev(TEV, a2.?J vtto tov (hajioXov yeyevr^fiEvovg avT-QXlio^-iiTevae, nal ryv hXevOepiav
sSupr/aaTo,

r//u7v

made us

"

captive

He did not make cajDtive us who were free, but in turn
who were under the devil, and presented us with freedom")

Oecumenius, Thomas, Erasmus,' and others, including Meier, Harless, 01s-

does not

lie In

the fact that

mX3

points

only to some, and the expression of Paul to
aU men, as Olshausen supposes, but solely

nnp7

goi-y
ls

designates
;

As well Q'Mi2 as

men

umphator

takes

to Paul, the
lie gives.

are the

'

them

;

Hoelemann, and others,

roi? avepia-

6

Hofmann.

e

ggg Lobeck, ad Fhryn.

cateit

so that the Tri-

whei'eas, according

men are the recipients, to whom

f.

HenRStenberg, Len-erke, Hitzig, Harjj^^ld, Bleek.

according to the
gire?-s,

484

•

but according to the original text

men who

II. 1, p.

and the

of the original text

eSwKe of Paul.
irois

Schrlftbew.

Delitzsch.
less,

I

in the

i

"

Captivorum

p. 443.

gregem

e peccati diabolique tyrannide liberatum," " a body of
captives delivered from the tyranny of sin
and the devil."
'
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liauscn,' Baumgarten-Crusius,^

have interpreted

it

;

seeing that the captives,

according to the original text and according to our citation, are different from the avdpun-oi, "men," who are subsequently mentioned, namely, such
vanquished ones as are visited by the victor with the hard penal fate of capbotli

tives in war.

Hence

also it cannot be the soids delitered hy Christ

from

of Christ and His kingdom, the
their
aniichristian powers, including those of hell (but not these alone)
power is broken by the completed redeeming work of the Lord. By His

Hades

^

that are spoken

of.

It is the enemies

;

and exaltation they have been rendered powerless, and subjected to His victorious might consequently they appear, in accordance with
the poetical mould of our passage, as those whom He has vanquished and
carries with Him on His procession from Hades into heaven (see ver. 9), so
resurrection

;

that He, liaving gone

iq)

on high,

'brings

Not

them in as prisoners of war.

as

brought them in captivity to heaven, but under the figure
of the triunqyhator, as which the ascended Christ appears in accordance with
the prophetic view given in Ps. Ixviii., the matter thus presents itself,
namely, the overcoming of His foes displaying itself through His ascension.
This vanquishing, we may add, in its actual execution still continues even
after the entering upon the kingly office which took place with the exaltadel yap avrbv [iaaiTiEveiv axpic ov 6y Trdvraf rove f:x(^povg vno
tion of Christ
Tovq TToSag avTov, " for He must reign, till He hath put all enemies under
His feet," 1 Cor. xv. 25.
oSTot the fnal overcoming of
the foes of
Christ is thus meant, but the actual alxm^Mrevecv alxi-iaT,. ofttimes recurs until the final consummation, until at length eaxa~oQ e^Opbg KarapyeiTai 6
ddvaroc, "The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death," 1 Cor. xv.
In this case, however,
26, namely, at the resurrection on the last day.
there is the more reason for leaving the matter without more precise
definition of the hostile powers vanquished (Satanic and human), as
the context suggests nothing more special, and as, speaking generally, the
yXfiaTiuT. alxp.al. does not form for the aim and connection of our passage
the essential point of the psalmist's saying, but the latter would have
been quite as fully in its place here, even though that ^j/zaAwr. alxi^- had
not been inserted, since the element confirmatory of ver. 7 lies simply
in the ava(iag e'lg vfog eSuke dofiara Toig avOpuiroig.^
Yet we have not, with
if

He has

really

;

'
"Men upon earth, so far as they are
held captive by sin and in the ultimate
ground by the prince of this world, and
amouK these, in particular, the Gentile
world."
2 " Those
gained for the kingdom of

Christ."
^ Lyra, Estius, and many Catholic expositors; Koniff, ron Vhristi Hdllenfahrt, p. 2G;
Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 414 and Baur.

conscience, that they may not seize or keep
us." Grotius rationalizes " per ajMstolorum
docirinam, vicit et velut captivam egit
idololatriam et villa alia," '' by the doclrine
of Ihe ajMstles he conquered and led idolalry
and other vices captive." Most comprehensively, but with an admixture of hetero" Neque
geneous elements, Calvin says
:

:

vius,

enim Satanam modo et peccatum et mortem totosque inferos prostravit, sed t>x
rebellibus quotidie facit sibi obsequentcm
populum, quum verbo suo carnis nostrae

Luther's gloss:

lasciviam domat rui-sus hostes suos, i.e.,
impios omnes quasi ferreis catenis contiiiet
constrictos, dum illorum furorcm cohibet

;

Chrysostom, Theophylact, Beza, Caloand many others understood specially
the devil and those things connected with
him, death, condemnation, and sin. Comp.
*

"that

is

sin,

death, and

;

CHAP.

449

IV., 9.

Morus,' to rationalize the conception of the apostle
religionis suae propagation! et felicitati

" He removed

hominum

:

"removit omnia, quae

obstarent impedimenta,"

things which, as impediments, obstructed the propagation

all

and the happiness of men," by which the sense is altered, and
66/uiaTa] according
vanquished foes become obstacles taken out of the way.
to Paul, gifts in which idoOr/
x^P'-'^i "^^J"- '^i thus equivalent to x'^P^'^H-'^'''"An appropriate commentary on the sense in which Paul has taken the
But to look upon the interpretation of the llajie
citation, is Acts ii. 33.
of his religion

—

i)

(io/xaTa of the Ps. I.e., in the sense of gifts of the Spirit as current among
the disciples of the a^yostles,"^ is the more arbitrary, inasmuch as de Wette him.self finds it probable that some apostle [see Note XL., p. 485,] has alle-

gorized the passage of the psalm.
Ver. 9

not a (Rabbinical) argument to show that the subject of the pasis no other than Christ, in so far as of Him alone could

is

sage in the psalm

be predicated that descending which, in sjDcaking of ascending, must be
presumed to have gone before.' Such an argument would have been aimless, since the subject of the passage of the psalm in its Messianic fulfilment
was self-evident it would, moreover, not have even logical correctness,
;

God Himself, as often in the O. T., might be thought of as
who avijSrj. Paul rather brings out in ver. 9 witat the ascension

since, in fact,

the KarafiaQ

Ixviii. contains as its presupposition ; and
end of showing * how the matter affirmed and supported by the
passage of the psalm in ver. 7, namely, Christ's bestowal of grace on all

of Christ prophetically meant in Ps.
this for the

individuals respectively, stands in necessary connection with His general position offilling the whole universe ; a function upon which He must have entered
hy His very descending into the depths of the earth and His ascending ahove all
"but the avejii], in
heavens (ver. 10).
de] carrying forward the argument

—

order

now

word

ave^T!,

cate

avE(iri,

to

:

show you what

is

therewith said," etc.

—

to avefir/]

not

:

the

for this does not occur in the joassage of the psalm, but the predi-

which was contained

ordinary nature,^ but simply

:

in ava^aQ.

what

is

—

t'l

ioTLv]

not

:

what of an

said therewith, what

is

extra-

implied in it?

—

on koi Karefir]} that He also
The having ascended presupposes the having descended.
The correctness of this conclusion rests upon
the admitted fact that the risen Christ had His original dwelling not upon
consequently
earth, as Elijah had, but in the heaven, whither He went up

Comp. Matt.

ix.

13

;

John

xvi., 17

f.,

x. 6, al.

(not merely ascended, but also) descended.

;

sua virtute, ne plus valeant, quam illis concedit, "For not only did he prostrate
Satan, and sin, and death, and all hell, but
out of the rebellious he daily makes for
Himself an obedient people, when by His
word he subdues the wantonness of our
flesh; again His enemies, i.e., all the godless He holds bound as though with iron
chains, while

by

his virtue

He

curbs their

have no more power than
He concedes them."
1 Comp. Flatt.
fury, so that they

*

De Wette.

29

^

Michaelis,

chein. Chrlsti

my own

Koppe Glider, mn der Ersmder den J'orffcw, p. 83 also
;

;

earlier view.

The view of Chrysostom, Theophylact,
Erasmus, Cornelius a Lapide, and others,
asain taken up by Olshausen (comp. also
Hofmann, I.e. 343), that Paul would by the
example of Christ exhort to humility, is
quite at variance with the context. And
<

is wrong in holding that ver. 9
contains only an incidental remark, which
might equally well have been wanting.

Riickert also

^

Hoelemann.

a

e
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but have descended from this, if He has ascended. Comp.
whether,
depth, however, into which He descended
namelj-, merely to the earth, or deeper still into the subterranean world is
not to be inferred from the avl:[ij] itself, but was fixed with historic certainty

He

coiild not

John

13.

iii.

—

— The

in the believing consciousness of the readers

;

—

hence Paul could with good

reason Avrite not merely on kqI KarEJirj, but otl koI kut. elg to, kut 6t
Tijq yfjQ, i.e., into that which is deejjer down than the earth, into Hades.^

p

He

also have designated Hades by to, kut ur ar a ryg yf/c, the loicent
Prayer of Azar. 13
depth of the earth (]"^.?n rivniiri, LXX. Ps. Ixiii. 9
in the depths of the earth" is only a sensuous
not Ps. cxxxix. 15, where

might

;

;

'

'

but has pturposely chosen that comparain secret")
form of the conception
in which the genitive is that of comparison, not the partitive expression
in order to impart as strong a coloring as possible to the depth
tive genitive
He
of Hades, in contradiction to that heaven from which Christ descended
'

'

;

—

—

;

descended deeper than the earth is (the earth being conceived of as a plane),
in that He descended even into the swMerranean region beyond, into Hades.
The goal of the humiliation Paul here designates localhj, whereas at Phil. ii. 8
he specifies it as respects the degree, namely, by /uexp^ davdrov k.t.1., which,
however, is as to substance in agreement with our passage, since the death
of Christ had as its immediate consequence His descent into Hades (Luke
43

xxiii.
ii.

Matt.

;

xii.

40

;

Acts

ii.27

10 {Karaxf^oviuv) this descent

The explanation

death.

is

;

1

Pet.

iii.

19), as, indeed, also at Phil,

presupposed as having taken place in

of the so-called descent into hell

'^

is

therefore the

was to present Christ as the One who fills the
whole universe, so that, with a view to His entering upon this His all-filling
activity. He has previously with His victorious presence passed through the
whole world, having descended from heaven into the utmost depth, and
ascended from this depth to the utmost height a view, which of necessity
had to extend not merely to the earth, but even into the nether icorld, just
because Christ, as was historically certain for every believer, had heen in the
nether world, and consequently, by virtue of His exaltation to the right
hand of God, really had the two utmost limits of the universe, from below
upwards, as the terminos a quo and ad quern of His triumphal progress.
Further, had Paul intended only the descent to earth,^ it would not be easy
to see why he should not have written merely KariiSr/, or at any rate simply
right one,^ because the object

—

'

Ko-Tipriv So/xov 'AtSo? ectrw,

" I descended

within the abode of Hades,"
xxiii.

253

;

'AiSao So/j-ov;

"You come

iinb

Horn. Od.

K€v6ea-i.

yairji

the abode of
Hades, beneath the depths of the earth,"
Jl. sxii. 482
comp. Od. xxiv. 204 Soph.
Ant. 816, Track. 1088.
- Irenaeus in Pitra, Spicileg. Solesnjense, I.
p. 7 Tertullian, Jerome, Pelagius, Arabrosiaster, Erasmus, Estius, Calovius, Bengel,
and many others, including Riickert, 01shausen, Delitzsch, Lechler, Ewald, HoeleBaur scenting Gnosticism
raann, Bleek
[Braune, Gess, Ewald, H, MiiUer].
€PX^<"'>

to

;

;

;

;

doubtful on
regards it
Calvin called
"
silly," and Reiche/a&a, " false."
it zni^p^i?,
Thomas, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Hammond, Michaelis, Fischer, de vitiis Lex.
N. T., and many, including Winer, p. 470;
Harless,
Holzhausen,
Meier, Matthies,
RalMger, p. 68 ff., Baumgarten-Crusius, de
Wette, Hofmann, p. 345, Bisping, Schenkel,
Schmid, iJiW. T/ieo^. II. p. 291, Reiche, t'o??i»i.
crit. p. 1174 f., Beyschlag, Chridol. d. -V. T.
228 [Weiss' BiM. TheoL, R. Schmidt, Hilgenfeld, Pfleiderer, Reuss, Engelhardt].
^

Thomasius,

II. p. 2G2, is still

the question Kahnis, I. p.
as preponderantly probal^le.
;

•»

508,

CHAP.
yyv

fif T7]v

KaT£J5r]

or KaTEprj

slq tt/v yfjv A«rw (Acts

employing the circumstantial and
expression

explain

eJf

:

is

that Christ

ajivaGov

19), instead of

ii.

but yet only feebly paraphrasing

we should hav^e to
understood only of the earth see Winer, I.e.).
only accounted for, sharp and telling, when it points the

reader to a region

ten simply

affected,

into the loicer regions, which are the earth (for so

ra icarcj-epa

This expression

knew

451

IV., 10.

s'la

(Rom.

t?/c

loioer

yvQ,

;

than the earth, to that Hades, whither every reader

had descended.

dSov (Acts
x. 7)

or

elf ttjv

pathos of the passage, with

Doubtless the apostle might have writ-

27) or ewf

ii.

KapSlav

its

a<5ov

rf/g yfiQ

(Matt. xi. 23), or also

(Matt.

xii.

40)

;

Tyv

contrast of the extremes of dcjith and height,

very naturally suggested the jDurposely chosen designation

The ordinary

etc

but the whole
elg

ra Karurepa

objection, that, in fact, Christ did not ascend

from
no effect, because He has in reality
returned, arisen and ascended from Hades, consequently Hades was the
deepest terminus a quo of His ascension, as it had previously been the deepest termimis ad quern of His descent, and on this deepest turning-point all
here depended, even apart from the fact that the long interval of forty days
TTJQ yfjQ.

Hades, but from earth to heaven,

is

of

between resurrection and ascension

is

Remark subjoined
tom, Theodoret,

who, however,

to

Luke

historically very problematic

Oecumenius, Bullinger, Drusius, Zachariae, and others,
and the hurial ; whereas

refer the passage only to the death

'

Calomesius, Witsius, Calixtus, and others (already Beza, by
tion),

(see

Nearest to our view come Chrysos-

xxiv. 51).

appealing to Ps. cxxxix.

Ver. 10. Result from ver.

9,

XLL,

without

vividly and with a certain triumph

"By another

plectitur aut absolvit,"

—

;

"^

:

of sugges-

interpret

it

of the

p. 485.]

ovv,

but thereby coming in the more

"alio gravi dicto antecedentia com-

weighty expression he sums up or com-

what precedes."
The prefixed
further augmented by ahrog ^
The one
pletes

enough

strangely

15,

[See Note

descent into the icomh.

way

6 KarajSag

has the emphasis, which

icho descended, just He,

He

is

precisely

(identity of the person), is also the one icho ascended on high above all heavens.

—

6 avajSiig

ver.

8,

vwepdvu irdvTuv tuv ovpav.] points back to that avapag

more precisely defining

this

eig vTpog,

elq vipog as the region highest of

all.

The expression above all heavens^^ has its basis in the conception of seven
heavens, which number is not to be diminished to three.* See on 2 Cor. xii.
The vTTEpdvu (in the N. T. only here and i. 21 Heb. ix. 5) describes the
2.
^'^

;

exaltation of Christ

(comp.

— clearly to be maintained as local— as the highest of

virepvipuas, Phil.

ii.

9),

all

in such wise that He, having ascended through

all heavens {SulrjlvBora tovq ovpavovg, Heb. iv. 14), has seated Himself above
in the highest heaven, as the avvdpavoQ of the Father, at the right hand of

Comp. Heb. vii. 26 vTpTjTiorepog tuv ovpavuv yevouevog. The spiritualimpoverishing of this concrete conception to a mere denial of all "enclosure within the world" ^ is nothing but a rationalistic invention.
Comp.
God.

:

istic

Comp.

also Erlanrj. Zeitschr. 1856, p. 284.
Dissen, ad Find. Exc. II. p. 278.
3 ov yap aAAos (caTeAjjAuSe xal aAAo; di-eAij\v6ev, " For he who came down is no other
1

*

than he

who went up,"

Theodoret.

»

Harless

Grotius,

:

i^p, aierjp. rpiTos oupavds

Meier

schrift for 1873, pp. 609-13],
=

Hofmann,

;

comp.

[Delitzsch in Lvth.

II. 1, p. 535.

and

Others.

Zeit-
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Acts

vii. 5G, iii. 21,

i.

9-11.

—

Iva -rvAripuarj

to.

ivdvTa]

points back to the be-

stowal of grace expressed in ver. 7, and pro^jlietically confirmed in ver. 8,
and that as expressing the universal relation into which Christ has entered
towards the whole iDorlcl by His exaltation from the lowest depth to the loftiest hcio-ht

in

;

which universal

relation

special point, that bestowal of grace

is

on

also of necessity contained, as a

all

As

individuals.

intended aim,

navTa stands related to the previous ascension'
of Christ from the uttermost depth, into which He had descended, to the
uttermost height of heaven because He had first, like a triumphing con-

however

this

Q,va)^

-irlripovv to.

;

queror (see ver.
icorld

from Hades

sway over

this

to take possession of His whole domain,

8),

the highest heaven, in order

to

domain, by virtue of which He

and governing, and

now

i.e., tlie

whole

to wield His kingly

icas to Jill the tmiverse

with His

of j^roviding all hestowal of
[See Note XLH., p. 485.] This was to be the all-embracing task of
grace.
His kingly office, until the consummation indicated at 1 Cor. xv. 28. It
activity of sustaining

especially

according to this view, and from i. 23, self-evident that we have to
to. -rravra, neither with Koppe,' de vaticiniorum complemento,
7r/l?/p.

is

ex])lain

" of the fulfilment of prophecies," nor with Riickert and Matthies, of the
to. Travra to the

completion of the redeeming worTc ; nor yet possibly to limit

whole Christian community.^ Comp. rather on i. 23, and observe that in
our passage that hi 6e maa-u ijiiuv kdodi] k.t.I. of ver. 7 stands to this Iva tta?/puar) TO, Travra in the same relation of the species to the genus, as in i. 23 rd

The ubiquity of
does to Toi) ra navra kv ndai Tr2.?/pov/itvov.
body of Christ ^ is not here, any more than at i. 23 or elsewhere, spoken
of ^ although, with Philippi, Hoelemann has still found it here, holding

nTi^pufia (XpiaToii)
tlie

;

the conception of the purely dynamic

because Christ

is

bodily omnipresence would result
tradictio in adjecto,

XIV. on chap.

i.

it

:

-KXripovv

is

were valid, an absolute

proves too much, and leads to a con-

which could only receive a Docetic
and Note III. on chap. i. 3.]

20

solution.

[See

Note

;

And he has, etc. From the
now brought into prominence in

Ver. 11.^
there

ra navra as unrealizable,

If this reason

in a glorified body.

rospective glance at ver.

7,

general nlripovv ra navra, ver. 10,
reference to the church, with a ret-

the special point with

which the apostle was here

concerned, in order to give the clinching argument to his exhortation as to
the keeping of the unity of the Spirit.

Christ,

lowest depth to the loftiest height, in order to

has

— such

is

His autonomy in His church

leaders of the church, until
1

-

we

and others.
3 Faber Stapulensis, Hunnius, and others
specially contended for by Calovins.
* Wrongly are Oeoumenius and Theophylact adduced as favoring this explanation.
;

They,

forsooth, very correctly refer the

the dominion and operation of
(comp. also Chrysostom), and observe with equal justice that Christ, after

filling

Cln-ist

to

fill

all

— given the

the

things, precisely He,

different teachers

and

have attained to the unity of the

all shall

Following Anselm and others.
Beza, Grotius, Morus, Flatt, Schenkel,

who has ascended from

He had

already before His incarnation
things Ijy His purely divine nature,
now, after liaving, as the Incarnate One,
descended and ascended, does the filling of
the universe /u-era o-apKos, " with his flesh"
filled all

i.e., so that in doing so He is
a different state than before, namely.
clothed with a body, consequently as God-

(Oecumenius),
in

tnaii.
^

See Schott,

Proffr.

iv. 11 seq., breviter

qvo locns Pauli Ephes.

explic, Jen. 1830.

CHAP.
faith, etc.

— We are not
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to treat as a parenthesis either vv. 8-10

'

orvv.

9,

10,'

since the continuation of the discourse with kuI avrog empliatically attaches
itself to

the preceding avrdc.

—

Mw/v-e] is

not,

any more than

at

23, equiva-

i.

which

lent to eOeto,^ seeing that, in fact, the giving in the proper sense, to

Paul here looks back, has preceded, and Christ has in reality giveii the apostles, etc., to the church,^ namely, through the specific charismatic endowment and, respectively also, by His own immediate calling {aTvoar67iovQ) of the
Calvin rightly remarks on idune
persons in question.
quia nisi excitet,
nulli erunt," " for unless He call forth there will be none." This raising up
and granting of the apjiropriate persons for the perfecting of the church as
His body, not the institution of a spiritual office in itself, which as such has
exclusively to administer His means of grace, is here ascribed to Christ.*
The appointing to the service of the individual congregations (as noiiuevac
Kal 6i6aaK.) of such persons given by Christ lay in the choice of the congregations themselves, which choice, conducted by apostles or apostolic men,
Acts xiv. 23, took place under the influence of the Holy Spirit, Acts xx. 28.
Thus Christ gave the persons^ and the community gave to them the service.
As regards the time of the eduKs, it is to be observed that this was indeed a
potio7'i the time after the ascension (among the apostles in the narrower sense,
also as respects Matthias and Paul), but that, as was obvious for the readers,
the earlier appointment of the original apostles was not thereby excluded.
'

'

:

The

latter,

namely, are not alane meant by

cnroaToTiovc,

but (comp. on

1

Cor.

men like Barnabas and James the Lord's brother must be reckoned among them.
The order in which they are brought up is such, that
XV. 7) also

—

those not assigned to a single church precede

(cnroaT., irpof., evayy.), and
Hence the TroijievEq, because belongfollow, and it is without reason that a

these are arranged in the order of rank.

ing to particular churches, had to
Montanistic depreciation of the bishops " is found here.
tov^ fih anoa-olov^l
some as apostles. Their characteristics are their immediate calling by Christ,

—

and

their destination for all nations.

Comp. on

As to these speakers, who, on the receipt
Holy Spirit, wrought with highly beneficial
likewise in

iii.

5 are

mentioned

1

Cor.

—

xii. 28.

of revelation

without ecstasy, who
on 1 Cor. xii. 10
" going about, preached,"

effect, yet

after the apostles, see

—

;

Acts xi. 27.
evayyeZ/oraf] who TrepuovTeq eK7/pvTTov,
Theodoret ;' missionary assistants to the apostles. See on Acts xxi.
'

Griesbach and others.

endowed by

2

Koppe.
Theophylactand many, including Meier,

to

3

Harless, Baumgarten-Crusius.
^ Obsei've the importance, for the continned appointment of the ministers in the
church, of the conception of the matter

implied in eSojice. Christ rjives the ministers
of the clmrch
the church takes those
given, and places them in the service of the
church. Thus the church (or whoever has
to represent the rights and duties of the
church) has not in any way arbitrarily to
clioose the subjects, but to discern tliose
;

irpo^ijTaq}

and through the

Oecu-

8.

Christ as those thereby given

by Him, to aclsnowledge and to induct
them into the ministry hence the highest
it

;

idea of the ecclesiastical scrutiny is, to test
whether the persons in question have been
giren by Christ, without nrejudice, we may
add, to tlie other existing requirements of
ecclesiastical law.
^ Comp. (in opposition to Miinchmeyer)

Ilofmann,

Schrifltjew.

II.

2,

p.

283

JiluWev in the Deutsche Zeitschr.\?&2, 'So.
"
^

Baur.
See Nosselt, ad Theodoret.

p. 424.

ff.

;

liX.
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nicnius would, at variance with the context (for Paul is speaking only of
the exercise of teaching in the church), and probably also at variance with
history (at least as regards our canonical gospels), understand the authors of
tovc 6^ tvoithe Gospels, which is adduced as jiossible also by Chrysostom.

—

/levag Kal 6i6acK.]

and

denotes not the presbyters and deacom,^ nor the presbyters

nor yet the presbyters and teachers as two separate

exorcists,^

oflfices,*

but, as the non-repetition of tovq 6s
the latter in the sense of 1 Cor. xii. 28
shows, the presbyters and teachers as the same persons, so that the presbyters
;

hjnoifievac in stated figurative appellation (1 Pet. v. 2 ;
John xxi. 15 ff.) with reference to their function of guiding
oversight over doctrine, life, and order in the church, consequently as kniawith reference to their function of teaching.
KOTToi ;• and by SLdaaKaXovg,
We may add, that the ^iSaanaloL were not, as such, at the same time presbyters, for the 6L6axv was imparted by a special x^pi^^na, which even ordinary
members of the church might possess (1 Cor. xiv. 26) but every presbyter
was at the same time 6i6daKaAoc, and had to be endowed with this xapio/^a
are designated

Acts XX. 28

;

;

;

hence Paul here

^>«^s together woifievag Kal JfJatr/cdAoDf,

and,

1

Tim.

iii.

2, it is

—

he should be 6i6aKTiK6g.
"Nemo
Comp. Jerome
Comp. Tit. i. 9.
pastoris sibi nomen assumere debet, nisi possit docere quos pascit,"
"No one ought to assume for himself the name of pastor, unless he can
teach whom he feeds." 1 Tim. v. 17 is not opposed to this (see Huther in

down

laid

as the requirement of

an

eTzicKonog that

See also Augustine, Ep. lix.

.

.

:

.

loc).

" Non potuit honori-

Ver. 12. Behoof, for which Christ has given, etc.
ficentius verbi ministerium

buit,"

"He

could not

commend

honor, than by ascribing to

dum hunc

commendare, quam

it this effect,"

Calvin.

effectum

illi

word with

the ministry of the

tri-

greater

— The three clauses are not

Against the co-ordination may be decisively urged not the
varying of the prepositions, for Paul is fond of interchanging them (comp.
Rom. iii. 30, v. 10, xv. 2 2 Cor. iii. 11), but the circumstance that elf epyov
co-ordinated

;

between the first and third points would be unsuitRather are eif epj. diaaov. and elg oIkoS. tov cufi. rov Xp. two definiable."
tions to E^uKE, not parallel to irpbc tov Karapr. tuv dy'iuv, but parallel to each
other; so that we have thus, with Lachmann, Harless, Tischendorf, Bleek, to
diaKoviag in its position

delete the

comma

after dyiuv.

tv

pog

tov nuTapT. tuv dyiuv contains,

the aim for which Christ has given those designated in ver. 11

He

e'lg

namely,

epyov Sluko-

on 'behalf of the full furnishing of
of the 'ministry for the edification of
the tody of Christ.
The objection that the omod. tov au/u. is a yet higher aim
since, on the contrary, the
than that of the KUTapr. tuv dyiuv ' is incorrect
v'lag, e'lg o'tKodo/if/v

tov au/iaTog tov Xp.

has,

the saints, given those teachers for the worTc

,

;

'

Theophylact.

2

Ambrosiastei".

*

If the

must

Hpyov

Beza, Calvin, Zanchius, Grotius, CalistUS, and others, including de Wette.
• See on Acts xx. 28, and Ch. F. Fritzsche,

(1)

in Fritzsckiar. 0]n/sc. p. 42

to the

'

5 Chrysostom,
Wolf,
Holzhausen, and others.

ff.

Bengel,

Semler,

el<;

rdv

three elements were parallel, Paul
have thus arranged them

logically

ayCiav,

:

&i.aKovia<;, (2) n-ph^
(3)

cis

o'lKoSoixriv

Xpio-ToC,— advancing
'

more

definite.

De Wette.

rbv KaTapTicrfi-ov
tov ai^ixaro^ TOu

from the

less definite

CHAP.
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i3oint, wliich is to be attained by the edification
and consequently might be conceived of as aimed at
therein.'
Observe, withal, the expression of peifection : Karapr., and the exMany others, including de Wette, have
pression of devclopnieiit : omoSonij.
made the two clauses with elf dependent on Karapna^udp, so that the sense
would be " for the qualifying of believers that they may in each and every
way themselves labor for the advancement and edification of the church."
But (a) diaKovia, where the context is speaking of those engaged in the
service of the church, always denotes the official service (Rom. xi. 13
comp. Acts vi. 4 2 Cor. iii. 7 ff., ix. 12, al.), and hence
2 Cor. iv. 1, vi. 3
r,

karapr.

of the

ay. is tlie

body

higher

of Christ,

:

'^

;

;

;

may

not here be transmuted into the general notion of rendering service to,
And if we should in that connection

furtliering (see especially 1 Pet. iv. 10).

retain the official notion of Siaaovia,^ the trainitig of the ayioi to te teachers

would be the thought resulting which would be inappropriate, because
Paul regarded the Parousia as so near, and conceived of the xo-pif^f^nra as
continuing till then (see 1 Cor. xiii. 8), and therefore the thought that teachers
had to be trained was remote from his mind, {b) But if he had merely
meant to say "to make the individual Christians jointly and severally
meet for co-operating to the furtherance of the church, " ^ then rrdvruv
would have been to ruv djiuv an essential element, which could not have been
Olshausen regards the two clauses introduced by elc as a partition
left out.
" for the perfecting of the saints, and that, on
of the Ka-^apriafibg ruv aylov
the one hand, of those furnished with gifts of teaching for the fulfilment of the teacher's office on the other hand, as regards the hearers, for
;

:

:

;

the edifying of the church."

Incorrectly, seeing that

of the teaching labors mentioned in ver. 11

are the objects

ol ayioc

and consequently cannot

in-

clude the teachers themselves, and seeing, moreover, that the oIkoSo/j.?/ tov
cufi. TOV Xp. most appropriately describes the working of the teacher, so that

no reader could, especially

after

eif spy.

conjecture that

dian.,

eif o'lko6. k.t.?..

was to apply to the hearers, inasmuch as no one could read the "on the one
hand" and the " on the other" between the lines. Lastly, in qiiite an arbitrary and erroneous way, Grotius, Michaelis, Koppe have even assumed
a trajection for

eIc;

spy.

diaK. Tvphq rbv Karapr. roiv ay. elf oik.

rov oufi. rov Xp.,

—

Karapwith w^hich there have been very various explanations. ^
Tidftoc, not elsewhere found in the N. T. (in Galen used of the adjustment of a
dislocated limb), means, like Karapnacc, 2 Cor. xiii. 9, tJie jjit-tting of a jKrson
Vulgate
or thing into its perfect state, so that it is as it should be (dpriof).
in connection

:

'

Comp. also Hofmann,

SchriftheiceU,

II.

2, p. 128.
^ Meier
comp. Flatt, Schott, Riickert,
Schenkel, and others, as already Erasmus.
3 Flatt, Schott
comp. also Zachariae.
;

;

*

Riickert.

*

Grotius

:

"ut

Sanctis ministrent

eos

ut ad eum
perficiendo magis et magis
modum illi quoque sancti apti fiant aedificandae ecclesiae, i.e., docendisaliis," "to
.

.

.

minister to the saints by perfecting

them

more and more ... so that in this way the
saints also mi^ht become fit for edifying the
church, i.e., by teaching others." Michaelis
" that they should be able ministers of His
church, in order that the saints might become more perfect, and His church, which is
His body, might attain its due magnitude."
Koppe " eSwKe eit l(>yav SiaKovia'; (eis to Sia:

:

Kovelv rois
Trpbs

a-yt'ois,

'

to minister to the saints'),

— and ei?
supposed to belong again to

to Karapri^eiv avTov?,"

k.t.A., is

oiicoS.

eSwice.
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adcomuinmationem.'^

but means

the

— ipjov

work of the

building

(= ek

does not stand for

dtaKovlag]

(haaovia, i.e.,

ministerial office of the church.

—

EPHESIAJSTS.

the labor

which

comp.

in the

for the up-

Cor. xiv. 12

1

diaKovla,'^

performed

tov cu/i. tov Xp.]

el^po'iKodo/jr/v

TO oiKodofiEiv to aiju. tov Xp.,

simple

tlie

is

;

Eph.

iv,

This is that epyov and so an appositional more
of Christ.
But on that account to take epyov
precise definition of that which precedes.
The expression oIko6o/it/ tov uufiuTog
as a 'building ^ is an undue anticipation.
29) of the

l)odij

;

a blending of two iigures, both of which were, from what precedes, present in the conception "of the apostle (i. 23, ii. 20 ff., iii. 6),— the church as

is

the lody of Christ and as an
Ver. 13. Goal, up

to the

edifice.

Comp.

ver. 16.

contemplated attainment of which Christ has bestow-

ed the diffei-ent teachers, ver. 11, for the purpose specified in ver. 12. ti^xP'put without av (comp. Mark xiii. 30) because the thought of conditioning
KaTavTijcufiev] shall have
circumstances is remote from the apostle's mind. *
Comp. Acts xxvi.
attained to unity, i.e., shall have reached it as the goal.

is

—

Some
Polyb. iv. 34 Diod. Sic. i. 79, al.
2 Mace. vi. 14
Phil. iii. 11
7
have found therein the coming together from different j9Zac66\^ or from differol TrdvrEf] the whole, in our
ent paths of error f but tliis is purely imported.
totality, i.e., the collective lody of Christians, not all men,'' Jews and Gentiles,^
which is at variance with the use of the first person and with the preceding;

;

;

;

—

context

(j^poq TOV KaTapTtajiov

but

that

is

which

is

to>v ayiuv).

—

tif

does not stand for ev ry

entyv. tov vlov tov Oeov]

Tfjv

evoTTjTa

The

to be attained with the KaravT.

k'lgt.

tt/q

evoTr/Ti K.r./l.,

koL

Ti/g

" in the unity,"

article is

*

put with

any kind of unity is meant, but the definite unity, the future
which was the task of the teachers' activity, the definite ideal
accordant
be realized by it.
tov vlov tov Qtov is the object

hoT., because not
realization of

—

which was

to

with their

specific confession

'"

— not

—

only of the

ETriyvocic,

but also of the

(see on Rom. iii. 22
Gal. ii. Iti).
The goal then in question, to
which the whole body of believers are to attain, is, that the TtiaTic in the Son
of God and the full knowledge " of the Son of God may be in all one and
no longer as before the attainment of this goal varying in the
the same

TTiaTig

;

—

—

;

individuals in proportion to the influences of different teaching (ver. 14).
/cat TT/g ETTcyv.,

which

'

however,

1

is

precluded not by

Comp. Moras, and see
40;

vi.

is

Cor.

i.

10; 2 Cor.

/cat

not to be taken as epexegesis of TTjg tvict.,^^
(see on Gal, iv. 10), but by the circumstance

KarapTi^'w,

xiii. 11

;

Luke

Heb.

Pet. V. 10. Translations like ad coagmentationem, " for union" (Beza), and ad in21

;

Partikcllehre

1

:

pleting the

number

of the elect."
Koppe ; see, on the other hand, Winer,
p. 541 f.; Pritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 117.
^ Schellhorn in Wolf, Holzhausen.
"^

*

SeeLobeck, adPhryn.

p. 14 ff.;

Hartung,

II. p.

291

ff.

Cornelius

k

Lapide,

and

others.

staurationem, " for

renewal" (Erasmus),
would need to be suggested by the context.
With strange inappropriateness, Pelagius
and Vatablus have referred the KaTapTurjaos
to the tiumber of the Christians " ad complendum numerum electorum," "for com-

,

Vatablus,

=

xiii.

^

Mlchaelis.

'

Jerome, Morus, and others,

"

Hammond.

^

Grotius.

The sum of the confession, in which all
are to become one in faith and knowledge,
not merely, as Bleek turns it, are to fed
themselves one in the communion of faith
and of the knowledge of Christ.
" More than yvwui'; see Valckenaer in
Luc. p. 14 f., and comp. on i. 17.
i- Calvin, Calovius, and others.
'"

—

;

;

CHAP.
that there

no ground at

is

all for

kniyvuaLQ are different notions,
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the epexegetic view, and that niarig and

although the two are mutually related, the

1 John iv.
former as the necessary condition of the latter (Phil. iii. 9, 10
Peculiar, but erroneous, is the view of Olshausen,' that the unity te16).
tioeen faith and knowledge is to be understood, and that the development,
;

of which Paul sjieaks, consists in ya/<7i and Tcnowledgeliecojning one,

the faith, Avith which the Christian

begins,

life

i.e.,

in

becoming truly raised t)

At variance with the context, since the connection speaks of
is to combine the different individuals (ver. 3 fi.)
and also
opposed to the whole tenor of the apostle's teaching elsewhere, inasmuch as
faith itself after the Parousia is not to cease as such (be merged in knowledge), but is to abide (1 Cor. xiii. 13). [See Note XLIIL, p. 486.]
el^ avSpa
tFaelovI concrete figurative apposition to what i^recedes
unto a full-groicn
man, sc, shall have attained, i.e., shall have at length grown up, become ultimately developed into such an one.^ The state of the unity of the faith,
etc. is thought of as the full maturity of manhood
to which the more imknowledge.

the unity which

;

—

:

,

;

perfect state, wherein the hdrriQ

is

not yet attained (ver.

opposed as

14), is

Comji. 1 Cor. xiii. 11.
a yet immature age of childhood.
Paul does not
say eig avdpag Te'Aeiovg, because he looks upon the Travref as one ethical person

comp.

ii.

xiv. 20

;

15

On

f.

Heb.

riXeioc,

v. 14.'

—

of the maturity of

manhood, comp.

1 Cor.

ii.

6,

second apposition, for the more preThe measure of the age of the fulness of Christ

etc /lerpov k.t.2..]

cise definition of the former.

the measure, which one has attained with the entrance upon that age to
which the reception of the fulness of Christ is attached (see the further ex-

is

planation below),

or, loithout

a figure : the degree of the progressive Chris-

development which conditions the reception of that

tian

The

fulness.

I'/liKla

in question, namely, is conceived of as the section of a dimension in space,

beginning at a definite place, so that the rjliKia is attained only after one
has traversed the measured extent, whose terminal point is the entrance into
the 7/Ai/cm.* yliKia, however, is not statiira (Luke xix. 3), as is supposed

by Erasmus, Beza, Homberg, Grotius, Calixtus, Erasmus Schmid, Wolf,
Bengel, Zachariae, Riickert, and others, which would be suitable only if the
avf/p tkIeioq always had a definite measure of bodily size ; but it is equivalent
to aetas, "af/e" (Matt. vi. 27), and that not, as it might in itself imply, ^ specially aetas virilis, " the age of manhood,'''' * since, on the contrary, the more
1

Whom Bisping has followed.

The most involved way, iu which the
whole following passage can be taken, is to
be found In Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. S,
2

p. 129

ff.

He

begins, in spite of the absence

of a particle {ovv or

£e),

with

ei? avlpa.

a new sentence, of which the verb Is
/lev,

ver.

ment

15

;

the latter

to growth

pendent

on

;

but

is

Te\eiov

av^rjaoi-

a self-encourage-

'iva /aTjKeVt

k.t.A. is

de-

In this way, in
place of the simple evolution of the discourse, such as is so specially characteristic of this Epistle, there is forced upon it an
artificially-involved period, and there is iuaii^ricruiiJ.ei'.

troduoed an exhortation as yet entirely
foreign to the connection (only with ver. 17
does Paul return to the hortatory address).
^

And Bleek thereon

p. 929 C,

i.

p. 043

D

;

Comp.

iv. 8. 1, V. 29. 2.

Plato, Legg.

;

Xen. Cyr.

i.

2.

4

;

xi.

Polyb.

also, for the flgura-

tive sense, Philo, de agric.

p. 301, Leg.

I.,

ad

C'ahtm, init.
*

Comp. Hom.

II. xi.

Seos, iVeTo tuirpov,

Od.

225
xi.

:

iirX

317

:

p

r;^^7;

ei 7)/3j)s

epiKvixirpov

Ikoito, xviii. 217.
^
*

Dem.

13.52. 11
17. 11
Xen. Mem. iv. 2. 3.
So Morns, Koppe, Storr, Flatt, Matthies,
;

;

Ilolzhausen, Harless, and others.
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precise definition of tlie aetas, " ag^e," in itself indefinite, is only given

by

rov

(Winer, p. 172) so that r/?i.iKia rov -KATjp. r.
[See Note
Xp. taken together characterizes the adult age of the Christians.
Tov K/iTjpuH-^-'^og T. Xp.] defines the age which is meant, as
XLIV., p. 486.]
Klijp. T. Xp.,

which belongs

to

it

;

—

that to which the fulness of Christ is peculiar, i.e., in ichich one receives the fulness of Christ. Before the attainment thereof, i.e., before one has attained to
this degree of Christian perfection, one has received, indeed, individual

endowment from

partial charismatic

whole largas
nicates.

in

i.

23

'

which Christ commu-

not the church of Christ,^ which
This also in oi^podoubtless so characterized, but not so named.

sition to Baur, p. 438,

being

and

but not yet the fulness, the

large supplies, " of gifts of grace,

here, just as at

is

TrTiTipuiia

is

'

capias,

Christ,

filled,

whom

according to

or the contents

19,

iii.

to ivlyp.

t.

with which Christ

Xp.

fills

means

:

"Christ's

Himself, thus the

All explanations, moreover, which resolve

irA/'/pu/ua into an adchanges of the meaning of the word
and of its expressive representation, whether this adjectival notion be connected with ijliKiaq ^ or with rov XpioTov.^ Grotius, doubtless, leaves Trlrip.
but, at variance with linguistic usage, makes of it the T)eas a substantive

church."

jectival notion (jrATipudEiq) are arbitrary

;

ing full, and of

r.

the stature that

("ad eum staturae modum,
"to the measure of
knowledge concerning Christ").

Xp.,* the hiowledge of Christ

qui est plenus Christi,

i.e.,

cognitiouis de

of Christ,

is full

of

i.e.,

Christo,"

Riickert takes Trlr/pu/m as p)erfection, and rov Xpiarov as genitive of the possessor.

The meaning

man

of the

word he

takes to be

:

"We

are to

become

just as

manly
grown to maturity, but destined to
be like Him, as perfect as He is, which is a figure of spiritual perfection
and completion. But 7r/l.?/pw/za nowhere signifies perfection {TElEL6Tr]g), and
nowhere is Christ set forth, even in a merely figurative way, as an ideal of
manly greatness and beauty. He stands there as Head of His body (vv. 12,
As little, finally, as at iii. 19, does Tiliipufia rov Xp. here signify the
15, IG).
perfect a

as Christ is."

Christ stands before us as the ideal of

greatness and beauty, the church not yet

—

"the fulness of the DiSo also Matthies
and through Him also embodied in the church."
Xp. is communicated, there the full gracious presence

full gracious p>resence of Christ.^

:

vinity manifest in Christ

Where the
'

Storr,

Trliiptdiia

Koppe,

rov

Stolz, Flatt,

Baumgarten-

Crusius.

" Obristus ... in exemplum
other hand
nt,
propouitur corpoi'i suo mystico,
quemadmodum ipse qua homo se ostend it
proutanniset
statura
sapientiacrescentem,
auctus fuit, ita fidelesquoque sensim incrementacapiant in fide etcognitione, tandemque junctim perfectum virum Christo .
similem sistunt," " Christ is set forth as an
example to His mystical body ... so that
:

.

So Luther: "of the perfect age of
Christ." Comp. Castalio, Calvin ("plena
^

actas," "full age"), Estius, Michaelis, and
othei's ; in which case toO Xpio-roO has by

some been taken
tic sense,"

sensu mystico, "in a mys-

of the church,

by others

(see

Morus and Rosenmiiller) ad qucmi Chr. nos
ducit, "to which Christ leads us," or the
has been inserted.
3 So most expositors, who take ^AiKi'a as
siaiure. It is explained stature of the fulllike,

:

which Beza says,
Christ, as to
" Dicitur
Christus non in sese, sed in
nobis adolescere," "Christ is said to grow,
not in Himself, but in us ;" Wolf, on the

grown

.

.

.

.

.

.

as

.

He as man shows Himself growing in wisas He grew in years and stature, so

dom

believers also might gradually receive additions in faith and knowledge, and at

length jointly present the perfect
Christ."
*

^

Comp. Erasmus,

Paraiihr.

So already Oecumenius.
Harless comp. Holzhausen.
;

man

in

CHAP.
of (^hrist

is

man's

in

does not mean

lieart

(Rom.
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IV., 13.

viii.

10; Gal.

iii.

20),

but

rh irTiyp. tov Xp.

this.

—

1.
The question whether the goal to be attainerl,indicated by Paul in
thought of by him as occurring in the temporal life, or only in the alCjv
hfHuv, "world to come," is answered in the former sense by Chrysostom,
Theophylact, Oecumenius, Jerome, Ambrosiaster, Thomas, Luther, Cameron,
Estius, Calovius, Michaelis, Morus, and others, inchiding Flatt (who thinks of
the last times of the church on earth), Eiickert, Meier, de Wette, Schenkel in
the latter sense,' by Theodoret (rz/f Se -E?iEi6r7iTog iv tu fitX?,ovTi ftiu Tev^6/i(0a),

EejViakk

ver. 13, is

;

Calvin, Zanchius, Koppe, and others, including Holzhausen while Harless
judges that Paul sets forth the goal as the goal of the life of Christian fellow;

ship here upon earth, but says nothing on the question as to whether it is to
be attained here or in the life to come as also Olshausen is of opinion that
Paul had not even thought of the contrast between here below and there. But
vv. 14, 15 show most distinctly that Paul thought of the goal in ver. 13 as setting in even before the Parousia ; and to this points also the comparison of iii.
19, where, in substance, the same thing as is said at our passage by «c fierpov
The
f/MKiag K..T.A., is expressed by Iva Tr'/.TjpuOj/re slg irdv to Tv'Aijpufia tov Qeov.
development of the whole Christian community to the goal here described, Paul
has thus thought of as near at hand, beyond doubt setting in (ver. 14) after the
working of the antichristian jjrinciple preceding the Parousia,^ as a consequence of this purifying process, and then the Parousia itself. AVe have consequently here a pointing to the state of unity of faith and knowledge, ^ Avhich
sets in after the last storms tov hearcJTog altjvog irovrjitov (Gal. i. 4), and then is
at once followed by the consummation of the kingdom of Christ by the Parousia.* "With this view 1 Cor. xiii. 11 is not at variance, where the time after
is compared with the age of manhood
the same figure is rather emj^loyed
by Paul to describe different future conditions, according as the course of the
disciission demanded.
Comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 20, iii. 1. On the other hand, the
reason adduced for the reference to an earthly goal,^ namely, that after the
Parousia there is not faith, but sight, is invalid for see on 1 Cor. xiii. 13.
Eemakk 2. Mf'jpi KaTovTijau/xEV k.t.a. is not to be interpreted to the effect,
that with the setting in of the unity, etc., the functions thought of in ver. 11
would cease, which rather will be the case only at the Parousia (1 Cor. xiii.
8-10, iii. 13 ff.),— but the time of the unity, etc., is itself included in the (last)
period of the duration of those churchly ministrations, so that only the Pa;

;

;

—

—

In fact, Fathers of the church (Aufjuscle Civ. ii. 15
and see also Jerome,
Ejiii. P. 12) and scholastic writers (Auselm,
Thomas) have referred our passage to the
resurrection of the dead, of whom it is held
to be here said, that they would all be raised in fuU manly age like Christ. Several
(already Origen, as is assei'ted by Jerome,
ad Pammach. Ep. 61, and afterwards Scotus)
have even inferred that all women (with
the exception of Mary) would arise of the
male sex
'

tine,

;

1

^
5

See on vi. 11 Usteri, Lelirbegr. p. 318 f.
This liriyvujcTi'; is consequently not yet
;

the perfect one, which occurs after the Pait is described 1 Cor. xiii. 12.
* According to Schwegler, I.e. p. 381, our
passage betrays the later author, who, taking a retrospective view from the Montanistic standpoint, could conceive the thought
of such a division into epochs. As though
Faiil himself, looking forward from //is
view, as he expresses it, e.g., 1 Cor. xii. 4 ff.,
could not also have hoped for a speedy development unto unity of the faith, etc.
The hypothesis of a " certain time-interest"
(Baur) was not needed for this purpose.
rousia, as

!

''

Calovius and Estius.
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ronsia

The

is tlieir tei'minus.

between axpt and

fiixpi-

made by Tittmann,

distinction

— which in fact receive merely from

Synon. p. 33

f.,

the connection the

determination of the point, whether the " until" is to be taken inclvsively or
The distinction of the two words lies not in the
exdusively—iti invented. i
signification,

but in the original sensuous mode of conception which was
" quum altera parlicula siJatium illud, quoad
:

associated with the until

aliquid pertinere diceretur, metiretur ex altitudine, altera vero ex longitudine,"
"since one particle would measure the space, as to which anything would be
said to pertain,

from

its

height, but the other from its length," Klotz, ad

Devar. p. 225.

Ver. 14.

"Ii-a]

cannot, at all events, introduce

goal in ver. 13, in opposition to which

design of the attained

tlie

avS/jaufxev, ver. 15, clearly testifies

;

him who has already become the avijp releLog, the av^dveiv no
But it is also arbitrary to refer the afiirmation of aim to
longer has place.
vv. 11, 12,''' as Harless would do,^ who holds ver. 13 and ver. 14 ff. as co-ordinate, so that ver. 13 describes the final goal up to which the arrangement
That ver. 14 stands in a
endures, and ver. 14 fE. the design of this same.
subordinate relation to ver. 13, is shown by the retaining of the same figure,
as by Iva itself, which is not preceded by another Iva, or something similar,
to which it would be parallel.
If Paul had referred "iva to vv. 11, 12, it
would have been logically the most natural course to arrange the verses
thus vv. 11, 12, 14, 15, 13, 16.
The relation of our sentence expressive
while in ver. 13 there was exof aim to the preceding is rather as follows
pressed the terminus ad quern, which is appointed to the labor-task, contained
since, in the case of

:

:

by Christ, there is now
aimed at in the case with a view to the ultimate attainthat terminus ad quem, namely, the change, which meanwhile, in
accordance with that final aim, is to take place in the till then still current
condition of the church.
This change, divinely aimed at, is characterized

in ver. 12, of the teachers given according to ver. 11

adduced
ment of

tJiat

which

is

—

—

ver. 14 in its negative nature

—

(alTjdevovTeq 6e /c.r.^.).

It points to the influence,

and

(jit/keti k.t./I.),

ii.riK.ht\

no longer, as this

which had

ver. 15 in its j)ositive nature
is still

at present

Of

teachers in the Christian church at large (see ver. 13).
Ejyhesus itself there

is

the case.

at that time not yet ceased, of false

in our Epistle still

no

trace,

false teachers in

although in Acts xx. 29

f.

—

Paul had already expressed their future emergence.
vrimoi'] for, in order
to attain to full maturity, one must first emerge out of the state of childhood.
What Paul here represents as vTjnLOTrig, namely, the dependence on
false teachers, in connection with which the ivorr/g described in ver. 13 cannot set in, he himself expresses by KlvSuvii^ofievoi, dccoming tossed l)y
waves (Isa. Ivii. 20) and driven to and fro (as a ship abandoned to the breakers), on which figurative representation of restless passive subjection to influences, comp. Heb. xiii. 9
Jas. i. 6
Jude 12 f. Josephus, Antt. ix. 11.
Aristaenet. i. 27
Dio Chrys. Orat. 32.
3
Tcav-l avtjuu rr/f d/SaoKa?..] Ty
;

;

TpoTTi] 6e k/ifiivcjv Kol uvefiov^

'

^

;

—

;

See Fritzsche, ad Rom.
Koppe, Flatt comp.
;

I. p.

;

iKaXeae rag 6ia(p6povQ SidaaKaAlag, " continuing the

308

Zanchius.

f.

Michaelis

and

=

Comp. Bleek.

—
CHAP.
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IV., 14.

Comp.

he called differences of doctrine, winds,'' Theophylact.

trope,

de aud. poet. p. 28

D

Adyu

ttovtI

/j.))

:

Plut.

TvXdyiov, ucnrep nveh/naTi, napaSidovg eavrov,

The

"lest presenting himself obliquely to every word, as to a breeze."
use of the article with

denotes the doctrine in dbstrado, '"the

ciiSaaKaTi.

now this, now that, is taught according to varying
now this, now that, icind of doctrine. That Paul has

abstract." In the fact that

tendencies, there blows
false teachers before

his

^uv avBpuTv.} instrumental

wind

—

mind,
:

is evident from the context.
becoming tossed and driven to and

of doctrine in virtue of the deceit of men.

Kvpeia, from kv^oq

After

du'iaaK..

hv ry Kvfiela

by every

fro

comma

no

is

means properly cZice-^??a?/;'^
then in a derived sigm1icn.tionfraudulentia, "deceit.'' ' Comp. the German
In this signification the word has also passed over to the language
Spiel.
of the Rabbins *<'?lp.*
Others have explained it as
levitas, temeritas,
" inconstancy, heedlessness," ^ which notion (like the German aufs Spiel
to be placed.'

(cubus), a die,

:

—

setzen

at stake) kv^evelv really expresses in Plat. Prot.

to j)ut

:

Meleag. 73,'

314

p.

A

;

—but this opposed to the context, which represents the false
— tuv avdpuwuv] Instead of being under the gracious
is

teachers as deceivers.

and thereby becoming strong and firm (comp.
given up to the deceptive play of men !
kv navovpyia -rrpbg

influence of Christ (ver. 13),
iii.

16

ff.),

one

TTjv fisdoSeiav

—

is

T^g

more precisely defining

vr/ldv;??]

parallel to the preceding

:

means of cunning, trhicJi is effectual for the machination of error. On
Tcavovpyia, comp. 1 Cor. iii. 19
2 Cor. iv. 2, xi. 3
Plat. Menex. p. 247 A.
fie6o6ela is preserved onlj^ here and vi. 11, but from the use of fxiOoSog' and
ii/

;

fiedodevo),^ is

not doubtful as to

Matt, xxvii. 64

;

Rom.

i.

27

;

;

its signification.

2 Pet.

iii.

17,

ii.

means

irXdvr/

18

;

error, also at

Whether

Jas. v. 20.

has been brought about through the fault of lying and immorality

this

must be
decided by the context, as this must in reality be assumed to be the thought
of the apostle in the present case, both from the connection and from the
view which Paul had formed on the basis of experience (not, as Riickert
pronounces, from a certain dogmatical defiance, which had remained with
him as his weak side comp. on the other hand, on 2 Cor. xi. 12) with
"

;

regard to the false teachers of his time
vi.

12

;

Phil.

ii.

21),

although

it

is

(2

Cor.

ii.

13

17, xi.

not involved in the

word

f.

Gal.

;

m

ii.

itself.

4,

To

take TtXdvTj as seduction^" is not to be justified by linguistic usage, since it always (also 2 Thess. ii. 11) means error, delusion, going astray as with the
Greek writers also it never has that active meaning. Tzldvrig is genitivus suijecti, "a subjective genitive ;" the ttMvtj, which /isdodevei, is personified, in
which case, however, it would be quite arbitrary to say, with Bengel erroris,
i.e., Satanae, "of error, i.e., of Satan." Compare rather the frequent personifi;

:

*
"^

Comp. Lachmann and Tischendorf.
Plato, Phaedr. p. 2T4 D Xen. Mem.
;

2

;

Athen.

x. p. 445

i.

3.

A.

«

See Jacobs, ad Anihol. VI.

'

2 Mace.

A

xiii.

18

;

p. 89.

Esth. xvi. 13

;

Plut. Mor.

Artem. iii. 25 Aristaen. i. 17.
g Sam. xix. 27 Aquila, Ex. xxi. 13 Diod.

p. 176

;

;

3 Arrian. Epict. ii. 19, iii. 21, and see Oecumenius.
* See Schoettgen, Ilorae, p. 775
Buxtorf,
Lex. Talm. p. 1984.
* Beza,
Salmasius, Morus, Flatt, and

Riickert, Matthies, Baumgarten-Crusius,

others.

Wette.

;

^

^

;

;

Sic. vii. 16

:

Charit.

vii. 6.

Harless.

i"

Luther,

Beza,

and

o'^^hers,

including

de
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The article
cations of ajuapna, diKaioavvri (Rom. vi. 16 fF., «Z.), and the like.
hence
not necessary before npog r. ^e^orf.,' since navovpj. has no article

is

;

no reason whatever

exists for attaching Trpof

the participle (" driven about
tion"),

when

by which

it is

Tvavovp-y.

ev

.

.

.

is

with Ruckert, to

k.t.Ti.,

r. i:uBo6.

according to the several arts of seduc-

said that the fluctuation

—

We may add that,
between different doctrinal opinions,

singularly isolated.

here presujjposed as a matter of fact, is not suitable to the apostolic age,*
Paul had experienced enough of this sort of wavertoo much is asserted.

ing

:

his Epistles testify of

all

it.

Ver. 15. Still connected with
sis

'iva,

hxind, confessing the

than in Gal.

else

\pEv6eaBaL,*

which

truth,

iv.

6,

may

—

ver. 14.

groio in love,

verum

etc.

the negative prota-

toe

.

alrjdeveiv

.

.

the ethical element of which

it

on the other

means nothing

"to speak the truth," opposite

dicere,

here, as contrast to the TVEpi^tpEadai, Tvavrt

the confession of the evangelic a^/Oeia.

KaXiag, is

de] after

In order that

on the other hand, yet doubtless.^

:

denotes

ajamj belongs to

ev

of

ave/no) t?jc (^i^aa-

av^rja.,^

for love (to the brethren) is the

;

from which the growth of the mystic body, whose members are

sphere, apart

1 Cor. xii. 13 ff., comp.
held together by love,* does not take place, iii. 18
With how great weight is this clement here placed at the ieginxiii. 1.
ning and ver. 16 at the end ; and how definitely is the hint already thereby
;

given to take
in ver. 16

!

iv aya-Kri

together with

av^r/a.,

connect

Others, nevertheless,

it

in keeping with its connection
with alrjdEvovreQ, in doing which

some explain, yet not without diversities in specifying the sense,' veritatem
cum caritate, " striving after truth with love ;" * others sincere diliBut neither of these interpretations is to be
gentes, " sincerely loving." ^
linguistically justified, since alvdEveiv never means to strive after truth, or to
sectantes

:

hold fast the truth, to possess the truth, or the like, but always to spealc the

truth (comp. also Prov. xxi. 3

;

Ecclus. xxxi. 4), to which, likewise, the

e.g. in Xen. Anal), vii. 7. 25, Isa.
Against the second of these interpretations "
there is also in particular the context, seeing that sincere love would be a quite
unsuitable contrast to the spiritual immaturity given up to the false teachers,

sense of to verify, to prove as true, found
xliv. 26,

may

which

described ver. 14.

Eiv

is

be traced back.

in the correct sense of

If,

{confessing the truth in love),

1

however,

In opposition to Riickert.

Baur, p. 448.
^ See Hartung, Parlikell. I. p. 171 f.; Klotz,
ad Detar. p. 360 f.
^ Comp. Xen. Anab. 1. 7. 18, iv. 4. 15
Mem.
;

15

;

II. p.

Plat.

84

A

;

Demod.

p. 383

de resip. Noe.

C

Phil. Leg. Alleg.

;

p. 280 E.

Comp. already Lucifer " crescamus in
caritate," "let us grow in love."
* Comp. Chrysostom.
Calvin and most expositors " veritatis
studio adjungere etiam mutuae communi^

''

:

:

simul profi-

cationis studium, ut placide
ciant," " to the pursuit of truth to

seek to connect

aAr/ffEv-

dicere,

2

i.

we should

"to speak the truth," with ev a-) dm)
then only the love not towards others in gen-

verum

add also

the pursuit of mutual communication, that
may advance together calmly." Cas" to hold fast to
talio, Bullinger, Ruckert
the truth received and investigated ... so
that
our firmness may be tempered by
a friendly consideration for the weaker."
^ Valla, Erasmus, Calvin, Bullinger, Calovius, Wolf, Miehaelis, Zachai'iae, Koppe,

they

:

.

.

.

Stolz, Flatt, Ruckert, Bleek,

de Wette?

e<

al.
*

Luther, Bucer, Grotius, Loesner, Morus,
comp. also Beza and Matthias,
Luther, etc.

et al.;

"

:

CHAP,
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iv., 15.

but towards those of another confession, could be meant and this too,
here, where the latter are described as deceptive teachers of error,
be at variance with the context. Harless, it is true, rightly connects iv
ieing true in evangelical disposiayanri with av^rja., but explains ahjOevovreg
tion, and then brings h ayanri f/c avrov together. Against this may be urged,
eral,'

;

would

:

not indeed the hyperbaton,- but the fact that

not taken in accord-

alrjO. is

ance with correct linguistic usage, and that the definition
disjyosition,^^ is imported at variance with the context (since

"m

evangelical

we have

here a

contrast not to the navovpyla of the false teachers, but to the childish

Tvepups-

peaOai Travrl avefic) K.r./l.)

shows that

ev

;

as also that the corresponding ev aydrrri of ver. 16

ayamj in ver. 15 does not mean love

Baumgarten-Crusius, although connecting with

—

truth.

dependent on

av^?/ciujj.sv]

Iva, ver. 14, is

to classic usage, transitively (1 Cor.

iii.

6 f

.

renders

it

rr/Tvioi,

ver.

grow

;

ii.

and

21,

in keeping with the figure Iva

for,

et

Bengel aptly observes
" this increase
in reference to

Him.

Wet-

see

fiTjKeTi

u/iev

Comp.

life.

"haec av§7/aic
media est inter inbetween childhood and manhood."
•

:

•

is

virum,''''

eiQ ahrdv']

the

3 Cor. ix. 10), as Valla, Mol-

;

represents the progressive development of the Christian

16.

fantes

—

p. 335), to

I.

also

2^ossessing

:

not to be taken, according

denhauer, and others held, but intransitively (comp.
stein,

Wrongly

to Christ.

ah^.,

Christ

is

indeed the Head of the body,

the growth of the members of which thus stands in constant relation
to

Chj-ist,

can never take place apart from relation to

and regulating

to

it,

niously correspond.

lowing

whom

The commentary

ff ov irdv TO auiia k.t.I.

;

as determining

to

s'lg

avrov

is

furnished by the

the relation of the growth to the head,

expressed in an ascending direction by

is

Him

the course of the development must harmo-

e\q

avrov, is expressed in a

fol-

which

descend-

ing direction by e^ ov.^ The sense into the resernblance of Christ,'^ is opposed to the context (since Christ is thought of as head) as also the expla:

;

Koppe and Holzhausen :^
the body as little grows up to

nation of
since

^^

to

grow up in

Him,'''' is

inappropriate,

the head, or reaches forth to the head,®

Others have taken elc for h,^ but this was a
as it grows into the head.''
mistaken make-shift, whether it was explained with Cornelius a Lajoide ;
^' Christi ca][)itis virtiite et infuxu,'''' "by the virtue and influence of Christ
" ipsius cognitione,'''' "by his knowledge."
as Head," or even with Grotius
:

—

TO.

Travra] is rightly

explained

:

in all points, in every respect (comp. 1 Cor.

and see on Acts xx. 35), in which case, however, the arhas not generally been attended to.° Harless refers it to the previously

ix. 25, X. 33, xi. 2,

ticle

This in opposition to Hofmann.
Bernhardy, p. 4G0 Kvilmer, II. p. 627 f.
3 This treating of ets aiiTov and (ver. 16) ef
o5 as parallel is not " paradoxical " (de
Wette), but represents the relation as it is.
Christ the goal and source of the development of life in the church, i.e., to Christ
withal is directed the whole aim which determines this development, and from Christ
proceeds all endowment, by which it is rendered possible and takes place. Analoj^ous,
and just as little paradoxical, is the con1

2

—

^

and eis, Col.
and others.
Comp. de Wette and Bleek.
Hofmann.

'

In opposition to Matthies

junction of
^

;

^

to

iv (Sid)

i.

16

f.

Zancliius

come

:

"

to (jrotv ^n-

ever more deeply to beabsorbed into His infinitely true and

Him,

i.e.

.

.

.

holy nature.
^ Luther, in the original editions, has not
"an dem das Haupt ist," but " an den, der
das Haupt ist."
* So still Meier and Matthies.
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mentioned £v6Tr!Q in its contrast to tlie wavering of unsettled knowledge.
But since the iv6ri]Q of ver. 12 appears as the goal to be attained by the
growth, and since, moreover, not several things (a plurality) are thereby
denoted, to which the plural to, navTa might relate, this view cannot appear
The explanation which most naturally sugin keeping with the context.
gests itself

is

:

wherein the emphasis

in all the jioints of our growth,

re-

Our growth shall, in all points in which we grow,
jiroceed in relation to Him^ who is the Head, etc. Koppe, Wahl, and Holzhausen regard ra navra as nominative, explaining it of all the mevibers. But
Comp. ver. 13.
oq kanv
in that case ol ttclvteq must have been written.
significant more precise definition and very emjAatic namKEcpaX?/ XpioToc]
ing of the subject intended by elg av-6v, although this subject was self-evimains upon

fif ahrdv.

—

Paul did not write

dent.

tov Xpiarov (as apposition to ah-oi^),

i)

but in accord-

ance with the usual Greek construction he drew the apposition into the ac-

According to de Wctte,

cessory clause.'

6

Xp.

is

merely to serve for

facili-

tating the construction with the following jf ov, and thus to have merely a
formal significance. But of such a facilitating there was no need whatever.

Harmony

Ver. 16.

what

of

Comp.

of unity out of Christ.

whole

Col.

as the

19.

ii.

with the
organism growing by way

for all individuals,

is said, ver. 15,

objective relation of Christ to the

— From whom

the ichole hody, he-

coming fitly framed together and compacted (iewmes .compacted and), iy means

of each sensation of the supply (of Christ), according to an operation proportionate to the measure of each several part, Iringeth about the groicth of the
body, to the edifying of itself in love.

—

nor to per quern, " through whom,"
Col.

I.e.; 1 Cor.

Guf^a']

cepted

;

viii.

6

2 Cor. v.

;

has the emphasis

TTLiv

it

glances back to

:

^

i^

ov']

equivalent neither to

is

1, xiii.

4

and

;

the whole body, thus

ol tzcivteq,

elf bv,'^

but denotes the causal going forth, as

ver. 13.

—

frequently.'*

—

irav to

no member being ex-

avvapfio?.. a. avfi^ijiaL,.'] Pr«?s-

m

what was continuously
aciw, "in act."
As to
cvvapfxoX., comp. on ii. 21
(TVju[3il3di^u is employed by classical writers of
men or of single parts of things, which one brings together into an alliance,
to reconciliation, to a unity, ^ and might be employed here the more aptly,
inasmuch as the single parts of which the collective mass designated by
participle, expressing

e/i^

;

the different Christian individuals.

irdv Tu aufia consists, are

A

distinction

two words, such as is asserted by Bengel {avvapiiol. detogether, and avfi^ip. the fastening together) and Grotius

in the notion of the

notes the fitting

(the latter denotes a closer union than the former), is arbitrarily assumed.

The

distinction consists only in this, that awapfiol. corresponds to the figure,

and

cvfifiip.

dp/iovla also,

relation of unity

between the body and

1

See Stallbaum, ad Plat. Apol.

yofTaL iKel SiKa^eiv Mivui'; re
2 Cor. X. 13

Soph.

PRu{;k,
;

Winer,

II. p. 368.

/cat

ad Ei/r.Hec.
p. 469

;

p. 41

A

its parts."

— The

verb to ef ov irdv to

Koppe.
MorUS, Flatt, HolzhaUSen.
< See
Bernhardy, p. 225.
Herod i. 74 Thuc. ii. 29. 5
comp. Col. ii. 2.
p. 504 A
"^

:

"PaSa.vai'do?
771.

to the for-

with the Greeks often denotes the harmonious

Evp^o-ei Toi/s (u? dA-t)t>a)S SiKanTo.';, o'iirep Kal \e-

Koi AioKo?.

With regard

to the thing figuratively represented.

mer, observe that

Comp.

Ellendt, Lex.

3

"*

;

;

Plato, iJep.

;

8

Sec Jacobs,

Delect, epigr. vii. 39.

CHAP.
cufia cvvapfi.

of

roil

a.

4Go

IV., 16.

in

is ttjv av^rjaiv tov aufi, iroielTai,

(jvi-i^iji.

aufxarog is neither negligence

'

which the

nor a Hebraism,^ but

is

repetition

introduced /or

the sake of perspicuity on account of the intervening definitions, as is often
6ia irdar/c o-ffjQ "^vc ^''^'xopW-] belongs not to
the case with classical writers.^
cviifiifia^. (so ordinarilij), to which connection the erroneous interiiretation

—

below) led, but to ~>jv av^7/aiv Trotelrai.* It is not the union
brought about by the cK^al ttjq tTTcxopny-i but the growth, inasmuch as
Christ, from whom as Head the imion proceeds, bestows the e-n-ixop^yla for
the growth.
097 is usually explained JM?icifM?'a, "joining,"^ wmmissura,
means of connection, joint, and the like. But without any support from linguistic usage.
It may signify ^ contact, also holding fast, adhesion, and the
Rightly Chrysostom
like,' but it never means vinculum, "bond" {awaffj).
and Tlioodoret have already explained it by alaOrfaic, feeling, perception.^
Hofmann " prefers the signification contact, and understands the connection
of the several parts of the body, whereby the one supplies to the other that
which is necessary to growth, which supply in the case of the recipient
In this way -rrdaa d<pij rf/g i-Rixopijy.
takes place by means of contact with it.

of

a(p)j

that

as liand (see

is

:

would be every contact which serves for supplying, and the k-mxrir/yia would
be the communication of the requisites for growth hy one part of the hody to
But the former Paul would have very indistinctly expressed by
the other.
the mere genitive (instead of rfiq kTvixop. he might have written TfjQ npoc tt/v
knixopvyai-v), and the latter is imported, since the reader after ff ov could
only understand the EWLxoprjyla proceeding /toto Christ. If we were to take
in the sense of contact, the above explanation of Oecumenius would

d<prj

be the simplest (every contact, which the body experiences through the
but there may be urged against it, that the expreskmxopTfyia of Christ)
sion instead of the mere 6id Txaariq knixopriyiaq would be only diffuse and
'^
sensation of
circumstantial without special reason, while the expression
the ETTixoprjyia,'''' very appropriately points to the growth through the influ;

:

ence of Christ /?w?i within outicard.
Genit.

inixopriy.']

ohjecti,

Note XLV.,

[See

"objective genitive

486.]

p.

—

rf/c

every feeling in which the

:"

W7tat supply is meant by the i-jTixopriyla
becomes certain from the context, namely, that which is
afforded hy Christ (through the Holy Spirit), i.e., the influence of Christ, by

supply

is

with the

perceived, experienced.
article

1

Riickert.

2

Grotius.

See Bornemann, Schol. in Lye. p. xxxv.;
Anab. p. 27; Ellendt, ad Arrian.
Exp. Al. i. 55.
^ Zanchius, Bengel, and others.
* Vulgate.
^ As in Lucian, (?« luctu 9, and often in
Plutarch.
5

Kriiger,

^

In virtue of this signification there

was

denoted by a<l>ri also the fine sand with
which the oiled athletes sprinkled each other, in order to be able to take a firm grasp
(see Steph. Thesaur. s.v.). Thence Bengel
derives the interpretation ansae ad miitu:

30

" handle for mutual aid." An
arbitrary abstraction from a conception entirely foreign to the context. Comp. Augustine, de civ. Del, xxii. 18 " tactum siib-

vm auxilium,

:

ministrationis,'"

see

Oecumenius

"contact for supply," and
:

ri

airo toO Xpio-ToO

KanoGcra

evhs eKacrrou /neAou?
avTov airrofiivr), "the spiritual power
coming from Christ, laying hold of each one
TrrevnariKr) Stii/o/xis

of His

members."

See Plato, Locr. p. 100 D, E Pol.
523 E and the passages in Wetstein.

^

p.

;

;

also Col.
»

ii,

19.

Schrif/bew.

II. 2, p. 132.

vii.

So

—

—
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which He supplies to His body the powers of life and development necessary
Gal.
to a growth in keeping with its destiny {knLxopriyEl, 2 Cor. ix. 10
;

iii. 5,

"presents

exhihet,

the substantive occurs only further at Phil.

;"

i.

19,

Those who understand d^?/ as bond, take T7]g 'fmpartly correctly in this same sense,' save that they explain the geni-

not in Greek writers).

xopny-,
tive as a genitive of apposition, partly

^

of the reciprocal service-rendering of

the members,— ?in explanation which,'' originating in the erroneous interpreBeza
tation of acpi], introduces into the context something heterogeneous.

an unmeaning participle "per omnes stippediKaf hspy. h /lerpo) ivbc
all supplied joints."
non£K. fiep.] belongs neither to t?/c hmxopvy-^'^ in which case, it is true, the
repetition of the article might be justified on the ground of a blending of ?;
knixopjiyia Kar' hspyeiav k.t.1. into one conception, but on the other hand may

transmutes
tatas

ttj^

hinxopTjy. into

:

—

commissuras," "through

be urged the fact that hv fierpu k.t.I., as a specification of measure, points of
nor to avi^ijiijiai;. ^ to which even
itself to the growth, not to the kinxoprjyla
what precedes did not belong, but after Paul has stated wlm^eby the body
grows {fita rrda. afi'/g TfjQ e~ixopTp/.), he now also adds the relation in wMcli it
,

;

:

brings about

growth, namely, according

its

an

to

with the

efficacy in Tceeping

measure of each several part, i.e., so that the growing body in its growth follows an activity of development in keeping with the measure peculiar to each
consequently no disproportioned monstrous growth
several part of the body,

—

results,

but one which

ure of the several

is

pursuant

ately larger than the foot, etc.).

accomplishes
not equal in

the

hand does not grow disproportion-

Without figure

:

From

Christ the church

progressive development according to an

its
all

adapted to the varied meas-

to proj)ortion,

pai'ts (so that, e.g.,

efliicacy,

which

is

development

individuals, but ajjpropriate to the degree of

appointed for each several individual. Riickert and Bretschneider take nar''
But evkpyeia in itself does
fvkpyeiav adverbially
after a powerful manner.
:

not denote poicerful working, but

would need a more
Phil.

iii.

21

;

Col.

i.

efficacy,

20,

ii.

12

;

2 Thess.

ii.

so that

activity in general,

precise definition for the sense supposed
11).

9,

measure, pro mensura; see Bcrnhardy, p. 211

;

—h

Winer,

19,

(i.

iii.

it

7

;

according to

fiErpu]

p. 345.

fiEpovg]

is

held by Harless to denote the several parts, which again in their turn appear as having the control of the otJier memhers (pastors, etc. ver. 11). Against
,

this is

hbq

eKdarov.

It denotes,

according to the context, in contradistinc-

body each part of the body, whether this part may be
or in turn only a portion of a member (comp. Luke xi. 36),

tion to the ichole of the

a whole

and

is

member

hence of

wocecTaLJ

voider

ii.

19, often

Ruckert, Harless, Olshausen.
So Luther and most expositors, inoluding Mattiiies, Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius,
de Wette.
' In wliich
case the genitive t)J5 emx.
would have to be talicn, with Grotius, de
Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, and others, as
'

^

—

meaning than fielovg.
av^Tfoiv] in the N. T. only
with Greek writers,^ also 2 Mace. v. IG.
produces for itself (sibi), hence the middle; comiJ. subsequently fif

further at Col.

genitive of definition (on behalf of).
above, in opposition to Hofmann.
<

^

Koppe, Meier, de Wette, and many.
jjarless [and Engelliardt].

More

classic, liowever,
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Hep. vi.
"

But see

is

p.

avfrj.

509 B.

See

—
CHAP.

—

The sense for the perfecting of itself (aim of rfjv av^r/a.
expressed, as at ver. 12, in another, dissimilar, but likewise very

lavToii.

o'cKoSofi.

iroiEiTai), is

467

lY., 17.

:

by

familiar figure,

—h

elg o'ikoS. eavrov.

the ethical sphere, within which the
part of the whole

body proceeds

Comp.

On account

ver.

15.

Love of

ajdirri]

all

one to another
eavrov

av§!/aiv izois'iadai etf oiko6.

— outside

of

which

this

is

on the

cannot take place.

of ver. 15, the connection with t^v av^Tjaiv

o'ikocI. eavrov is more in keeping with the context than the usual
one with the mere eIq oIkqS. eavrov.
We may add, that the mode of regarding the church in our passage is not "genuinely Gnostic," as Baur pronounces, but genuinely Pauline.
Comp. especially 1 Cor. xii. 14-27.

TToielraL elg

—

Ver. 17. That oh; like the Latin ergo, here resumes ver.

sumed

begun

since the exhortation

;

digression, vv. 4-16,

and the duty now following

but the negative side of the a^lug
aptly observes

—

then

(now to return

does not signify

fiaprvpo/iai

See on Gal.

ate, aver.

to

—

Theodoret
" again he recurred

rovro] to

be referred forwards:

my exhortations) I say and

otsecro,

^''

by the

n-r.!. of ver. 1.

rrepiTrarf/aai

to the beginning of the exhortation."

What foJUics

rightly as-

/njKeri nepiirarelv k.t.X., is

Tcdliv ave?Mi3e rijq TcapaiveceuQ rb Tj-pool/xiov,

:

1,' is

vv. 1-3 is really interrupted

I 'beseech,'''' but

asseverate, etc.

I testfy,

i.e., I

assever-

Since, however, there lies in this expression

v. 3.

and

in leyu the notion of exhortation

ing

JeZv to

the following infinitive.

**

and

—

frecept, there is

ev Kvpii^'l

no need of supply-

not per Dominum, ^'hy the

"' which would be wpbgKvpiov (comp. on Rom. ix. 1), and with /iapripo/zat
would have to be denoted by rbv Kvpiov * but rather, as at Rom. ix. 1,
Z(??'(f,

;

1

Thess.

own

iv. 1

in the Lord, so that Paul expresses that not in respect of his

:

individuality does he speak and aver, but that Christ withal

is

the ele-

—through which, therefore,
distinctively Christian character. —

ment, in which his thinking and willing moves,
the Aeyu and /uaprvp. has

its

that ye, from being Gentiles, have

become

Christians.

jLi?/Keri]

after

Kadug Kal ra

lomd

K.r./l.] The Kai has its reference in the former walk of the readers.
These are no longer to have such a walk, as was, like their previous walk,
that also of the other, i.e., the still unconverted (comp. ii. 3
1 Thess. iv.
ra h)L-(i] for the readers, although Christians, belonged
13) Gentiles.
eOvT]

;

—

nationally to the category of Gentiles.

—

ev iiaradrrjTL

rov vobg avruv]

(not

which the walk of the other Gentiles takes
nothingness (truthlessness) of their thinhing and willing

avruv) is the subjective sphere, in
place, namely, in
(vovg),

nor

which, however, neither denotes, after the Hebrew

is it

1 Cor.

to be referred, with Grotius, especially to the

iii.

but

20),

is

acter (comp. 2 Pet.

principle (the vovg)

ii.

is

"^

neut.

Gr. p. 235

Heind. ad Plat. Prot.
^

Theodoret

ravTa

Aeya),

:

Lord as witness

[E.

p. 346

vn-o /idprupt

"He

f

.

:

Klotz, act

ii.

3. 1

Butt-

;

;

also

tw

Kvpiif

T. 273]

B.
yap

and most expositors, including

Koppe,

Flatt, Olshausen.
^

the Lord to witne.ss, Plat. Phil.
Soph. Oed. Col.
Eur. Phoen. 629

I call

p. 12

B

;

;

817.
<f>r)crt

says, 'I say this with the
;'

(comp.

and moral char18) of heathenism, in which the rational and moral
theoretically and practically estranged from the

to be understood of the whole intellectual

1 Hartunff, Partikell. II.
p. 23
Bevar. p. 718.
See Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem.

mann,

^3^7, idol-toorship,^

2Jhil()sop?iei's

" so already Chrysostom

'

See, in opposition to this, Fritzsche,

Pmn.

i.

21.

ad

;
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We

truth (vcr. 18), and subject to error and the service of sin (ver. 19).
may add, that the iiaTaio-iK is not an inborn one, but (Rom. vii. 7 ff.) one
'

come

that has come to 2mss, although it has
i.

21,

to pass

Comp. Rom.

(pvcei (ii. 3).

15.

ii.

Ver. 18 exhibits the ground of the fact, that the Gentiles walk
Tov vobc avTuv,

which ground

To

belonging to the voiif, the intelligent and the practical.
voi relates (see

h

/laraioTt/Tc

twofold according to the twofold power

is

the critical remarks), to the latter an?j?A.

the former ecKOTu/ie-

r. C"?/c r.

Qeov

are clarlcened ^ in respect of their exercise of thhiking and willing

tli£y

comp. Luke

i.

51

—

Col.

;

21

i.

;

1

Pet.

i.

13

;

1

John

v. 20)

;

since

:

(Siavo'ia,

estranged

from

be taken together, ^ since, if ovrec
a-KTiXko-p. are joined, ^ the logical and formal parallelism is disturbed, inasmuch as then Ickot. ry fiiavoia would be merely predicate and ovtsq h-KriWoTp.
specifying the reason (subordinate to the former), and the emphatic prefixing of the two perfect participles, as brought into prominence by our puncAnd that the second clause does not specify
tuation, would go for nothing.
the reason, why the darkening has come over the minds of the Gentiles,^ is
the life of God.

•

kanoT.

.

.

.

ovreg is to

from the following Aa

clear

ignorance

is

wherein, conversely, the

ayvoiav k.t.1.,

rfiv

indicated as the cause of the estrangement from God.

Riickert,

moreover, thinks that, according to our punctuation, bvreg would stand
before ry diavoia

of together.^

—

;

but this

Buttmann,

is

groundless, since kanoT. ry Siamla

See on

am/lTiOTp.]

12, and,

ii.

is

conceived

concerning the cows^rwc^io

/card

—

Oram. pp. 114, 242 [E. T. 281].
r^f !^u?}g tov Geoi]
from the life of God, does not admit of any explanation, according to which
^w^ would be life-wallc, which it never means in the N. T., not even in
the life pleasing to God,^ but, as Luther aptly ren2 Pet. i. 3.'' Hence not
cvveatv,

neut.

:

ders

:

"the

life,

which

"of origin" (comp.
and

C"'/ is

is

from

^tKaioavvr/

God.''''

Qeov,

The
Rom.

genitive
i.

the counterjiart of BavaTog, so that

" tota vita spiritualis, quae in hoc seculo per fidem
et in futura beatitudine perficitur,

see "Winer, p. 167

to

is

it

the genitive originis,

is

and

17,

et justitiam

Deo per gratiam datur," "

in this

world through faith and righteousness, and
which entire life is peculiarly God's, as

the entire spiritual

blessedness,

through grace," Estius."

which

is

wi-ought by

It is at all events

God

life,

which

est,
is

j^erfected in
it

is

qua-

begun
future

given by

;

Zanchius, Calovius, and others; comp.

Calvin.
^

site

Anti. ix.

4.

3

;

the oppo-

Clem. Al. Protrep. ix. p. 69, Potter
Theodoret, Bengel, Knapp, Laehmann,
Earless, de Wette.
* Beza
and many, including Eiickert,
Meier, Matthies, Scholz.
^ In opposition to Ruckert.

Comp. Herod,

Xen. Ages.

Especially instructive for the distinction
^co^ from that of \Ue-walk, is

xi.

i.

35

:

oil

KatJaposx^'P"!

10: TrpajTaro; (^lAots MV.

Gal. v. 25.

Zachariae, Koppe, Morus,
comp. Theodore, Theopbylact, Grotius, and Flatt.
»Comp. Calvin and Cajetanus.
*

(f)wTi^et;' Tijv Si.a.voi(xv, viii. 5. 3.

3

^

^

life.

of the notion

Comp. Joseph.
:

God

of Christian regeneration,
'"
in believers through the Spirit (Rom. viii. 2)
tlie life

while the Gentiles are by their heathen nature alien to this divine
>

:

inchoatur

quae tota peculiariter vita Dei

tenus a

f.),

be understood as

Michaelis,

and others

;

^" This divine making alive does not coincide with justification, but the latter is the

actus Judicia'is, " judicial act," of
ewi',

precedes the former.

Kom.

viii.

10

:

God

that

Comp. especially

^wrj Sio. SLKaioa-vvrjv.

CHAP.
This iu opposition to

who understands

as the estrangement

it

from

Paul in fact is spealvof the Gentiles of that time (not of those who have lived in the time

and

the life
ino-

Ilarless,

469

IV., 19.

light of the 'kSyoQ in the

world (John

3).

i.

who

hefore Christ), iu their contrast to the Christians (ver. 17) as persons

were partakers

of divine life

through the

TLa/ujyevEGia

Various elements arc mixed up by Beza
in suis quamque praeeijnt et approhat,'''' " the
4).

(comp.

" vitam illam,

;

Rom. vi.
qua Deus vivit

ii.

5

;

whereby God lives in His
;" and Olshausen
*'the life, which God Himself is and has, and which />ertoi/is to the creature
KapSiaq
6ia rf/v ayvoiav
so long as it remains in fellowship with God."

own

He commands and

people, and whicli

life

approves

:

—

avTuv] on account of etc.

;

.

.

.

the cause of this estrangement of the Gentiles

life is the ignorance which is in them through hardening
of heart, consequently due to their own fault. c5m r. nup. t. k. attaches itself
to r?}v ovaav kv avrdig, and is consequently subordinated to the preceding dia

from the divine

ayvoiav

T.

r. ova.

Usually 6ta

kv avr.

.

.

.

did are

regarded as co-ordinate

ele-

ments and indeed, according to Harless and Olshausen, who are followed
by de Wette, this twofold specification of reason has reference not merely to
anrjlTuoTp. r. C- "• ©-i hut also to kaKor. ry diavoia bvreg, in wluch case Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Schenkel assume that cha rf/v ayvoiav
K.r.A. corresponds to kaKOT. K.r.A., and then <^ia -f/v Kupcoaiv k.-.I. to aivriXkoTp.
The ayvoia, however, cannot be the cause, but only the consequence
T. f. T. e.
of hcKOT. t'q Siavoia, since ayvoia (used by Paul only here, but ayvoelv occurs
;

^

frequently) is not dulness of the higher faculty of cognition,- but nothing else
The Gentiles were not
1 Pet. i. 14).
than ignorance (Acts iii. 17, xvii. 30
darlcensd on account of their ignorance, seeing that in fact ignorance is not
but
inaccessible to the light, as the example of all converted Gentiles shows
their being estranged from the life of Ood was occasioned by their ignorance,
and, indeed, by their ignorance for which they were to blame on account of
;

;

hardening of heart. Accordingly, the commas after Qeov and avrolc are to be
Meier is quite wrong in holding that the ignorant are the Gendeleted.
Paul speaks only of the Gentiles.
tiles, and the hardened the Jews.
[See Note

XL VI.,

p. 486.]

—

t?]v

ovaav kv avrolc] not

:

q^iae

iis

innata

est,

" which is innate to them, " nor yet said in contrast to external occasions,'^
which is not at all implied in the context, but because Paul wished to
annex the cause of the ayvoia, he has not put dta rfjv ayvoiav avr uv, but, in
order to procure the means of annexation, has employed the participial
:

expression paraphrasing the avruv
firms the view that the second

Ver. 19.
in ver. 18,

is

rfjv

ovaav kv

ahro'ig.

subordinate to the

This expression confirst.

The estrangement of the Gentiles from the divine life, indicated
now more precisely proved in conformity with experience
:

to lasciviousness.

aXyelv

:

is

being such as, void of feeling, have given themselves over
anriTLyriKOTaq] avaiaOrj-oi yevo/ievoi, "being senseless," Hesy-

oItiveq, quip>pe qui, etc.

chius.

dm

—

:

The verbum significantissimum, " " a most
and a-6, is equivalent to dedolere, to cease
'

'

•

Comp. Grotius and Bengel.

^

Harless.

2

Ruckert.

•

Bengel.

significant word, "

*

from
be

to feel pain, then to

—
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whether there be meant by

void offeeling^

the apathy of intelb'gcnce, or the

it

one has ceased to
reproaches of conscience,' consequently the securitas carjialis, "carnal
The explanasecurity ;" see Wetstein, and also Matthiae, ed. min. in he.
state of despair, or, as here, the 7noral indolence, in wliich

feel

imports a special definition of the meaning without
warrant from the context, but is found already in Syr. Arm. Vulg.
It. Ambrosiaster, and from it has arisen the reading a-rrr/TiTrtKorec (D E F G
tion having despaired

"^

mvTov^]
have a<pri?nriK.), which probably already those vss. followed.
with deterrent emphasis. To bring into prominence what was done on
the part of their own freedom, was here in accordance with the paraenetic
aim.

It

otherwise put at

is

Rom.

24

i.

jrapeSunev avrovQ

:

Qeog.

6

The

two modes of regarding the matter are not eontrai'y to one another,
and according to the resjiective
but go side hy side (see on Rom. i. 24)
aims and connection of the discourse, both have their warrant and their
;

truth.

full

—

aaElyeia]

rf;

personified.

Rom.

lasciviousness (comp. on

It

13

xiii.

to be understood

is

2

;

Cor

xii.

21

;

(comp. Rom.

subsequently, aKadapaiag of sensual filthiness

of sensual

Gal. v. 19), as,
i.

24

;

2 Cor.

and impurity generally,^
since the irleovefia connected with it is likewise a special vice, as indeed, on
the other hand (Rom. i. 24
comp. ver. 29 and Col. iii. 5), unchastity appears as the first and chief vice of the Gentiles.
cJf ipyaaiav aKadapainq naaij(^]
aim of this self-surrender to the aaiTiyem (comp. Rom. vi. 19) for tlie p)')'ose21

xii.

;

Gal. v. 19), not of ethical wantonness

;

—

:

eution of every uncleanness, in order to practise every sort of uncleanness.*

Koppe

takes

it

as trade (Acts. xvi.

trade of prostitution
tiles

by

This at the same time

?

But could the

16, xix. 19, xxiv. 29).

be thus generally predicated with truth of the Gen-

*

Grotius, Bengel, Stolz,

opposition to the explanation followed

tells in

Koppe,

and Meier, of the f nleove^ig. that
from lewdness " (on the thing
itself, see Aristaen. i. 14).
In fact, h nleove^la adds to the vice of sensuality
the other chief vice of the heathen, and signifies with covetousness.
The
Flatt,

follows as quaestus ex impudicitia,

'

'

j^

jjrofit

:

explanations
tiness,^

:

with unsatiableness,^ or certatim,

them

or in gluttony,^ are all of

"Homines a Deo

'

tia,

relictisopita conscienextincto divini judicii timore, amisso

denique sensu tanquam attoniti, belluino
impetu se ad omnem turpitudinem projiciunt," " men abandoned of God, with
conscience stupefied, with the fear of
divine judgment extinguished, and finally
with sensibility lost, as though struck by
lightning, with bestial impulse cast themselves headlong into every form of disgrace," Calvin.
^ Comp. Polyb.
cAmVt.

ix. 40.

4

;

airaKyovvTe^ rals

and others.
comp. LXX. Ex. xxvi. 1

'

Harless, Matthies, Meier,

*

On

epyacrta,

;

2

Chron. xv. 7;
p.

353D:

Isa. i. 31, al.; Plat. Prot.
T^s ^Sovi); ipyaa-iav, "prosecution

of pleasure,"

E?'>jx. p.

403

E

:

fpyao-cas npay-

^^

eumlonslj,

at variance

ii.a.rMv

''''"'

or icith haugh-

with linguistic usage,

ixox^-npoif,

"prosecution

of

evil

deeds."
^

Dem.

270. 15, Reislie,

and thereon

Dls-

sen, de Cor. p. 301.
« Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Oecumenius,
Erasmus, Calvin, Estius, and others, includ-

ing Matthies.

"Quasi agatur de lucro, ita alius alium
superare contendat," "as though he treats
of gain, whereby one vies to excel another,"
Beza.
8 Holzhausen,
9 Harless.
Tie is followed by Olshausen,
who explains nXeove^ia of repletion with
''

meat and

drink, and terms this ijhijsical
According to classical usage, ttAcomight mean superabundance, but not

greed!
vi^ia

(jlutiony.

CHAP.
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IV., 20, 21.

partly in general, partly of the N. T. in particular, in

wMch

nTisovs^la

never

means anything else than covetousness. Sensuality and covetousness are the
two cardinal vices of the heathen, which are to be avoided by the Christians.
Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 3, iii. 14.
See V. 3
1 Cor. v. 10 f.
Col. iii. 5.
;

;

—

opposed to the unconverted Gentiles.
ovx ovruc; ifrnders
-bv Xpiarov] but ye Jiave not in such manner (so that this instruction would
have directed you to that Gentile conduct of life, ver. 17 If.) learned Christ.
Observe the litotes in ovx ovrug {quite otherwise, comp. Deut. xviii. 14). The
" Quid si post obrug distinctionem adscribas ?" " siippose
proposal of Beza
Ver. 20.

'T/j-eig

6e]

:

you put a punctation mark after ovrug ?" [so Hofmann and Braune], is,
although adopted by Gataker and Colomesius, quite mistaken, since ver. 21
contains the confirmation not of the mere fact e/id-^sre tov Xpiarov, but of the
mode in which the read ers have learned Christ, hence ovx ovrug must necessarily

belong to

tfid^ere tov Xptarov.

—

6

mean the doctrine
mean to learn to know

Xpcarog does not

of Christ or concerning Christ, nor does fiav&aveiv rivd
'

any one, as it has usually in recent times been explained,^ wherefore Raphel
wrongly api:)eals to Xen. Hellen. ii. 1. 1 (Iva allijlovc /xdd-oisv dnoaoi elrjaav,
comp. Herod, vii. 208, where it means to j^erceive) but Christ is the great
collective object of the instruction which the readers have received (Gal. i. 16
;

;

1 Cor.

23

i.

2 Cor.

;

This special notion
Ver. 21. Etye]
there

is

them

Phil.

;

i.

15, al.), so that

they have learned Christ.

required by the following dys

is

twn

no doubt

structed

19

i.

(for

.

.

.

eSiddx'd-.

"then assuredly if," as to which, however,
Paul himself had preached to them Christ, and in-

certe

si,

in Christ), introduces, as in

firmation of the ovx ovTuc

iii.

tov XpioTov

k/id'&eTe

2,

in a delicate

assuming, at

:

heard him and have received instruction in him, as

it is

way

least,

the con-

that ye hare

truth in Jesus, that ye

namely, the jn'eaching, in which ye became aware of
Christ, and the instruction, which teas imjjarted to yoti as Christians, have been
in accordance with the fact that true fellowship with Christ consists in your laylay aside, etc., that

iny

aside, etc.

e/iid&sTE TOV

is

:

— avTov

if,

with emphasis.

—

to be explained after the analogy of the

^Kovcrare]

XpicTdv, ver. 20

but

;

kv ami^l

is

avTov, like

neither ab

h

uvtC)

subsequently,

''by him,''^^ nor de

is

prefixed

''from
nor "pereum,^'' ^^ through him,'''' ^ nor ''illius nomine, quod ad ilium
attinet," " in his name, as to what concerns him " (Bengel)
but it is to be
explained from the concejDtion h XpioTu elvai
in Him, in the fellowship of
eo,

eo,

him,''''^

;

:

Christ, that

is,

as Christians.

passes over from the

Observe the progress of the discourse, Avhich

proclamation of the gospel (avTov yKovaaTe) to the
further instruction which they have thereupon received as already converted

to Christ (ev

hended in

first

avTO eSiSax"^.)

—two
—

EfiddsTE TOV XpcdTov.

of the having heard

elements,

«ai?(jf ]

in the

which were previously compremanner how, introduces the mode

and having been instructed,

so that this r/novaaTe nai

corresponds to the previous ovx ovtu^ Efid^eTeTov Xpiarov,
affirmatively stating what ovx ovTug had indicated negatively.
hnv d?iy-&eia
ichSdx'l^JiTE Ka-&(oc k.t.I.

—

So most expositors before Riickert
see Bensrel and Flatt.
'

2

By

Riickert,

thies' Harless.

;

but

Holzhausen, Meier, Mat-

^

castalio, Gataker, Flatt.

"

Piscator.

*

geza.
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h

'lyaov]

rCi

Tntth

it is

in Jesus, that ye lay aside, etc., in so far as -without

this laying aside of your old

man

there

ent fellowship with Jesus. [See Note

passes from the

official

name

true but only an a2>par-

p. 486.]

—£v

rw

'lijcov]

Paul

name 'lyjaovg, because he,
the preaching made to the Ephesians and

Xp^crrof to

having previously recalled

after

would be no

XL VII.,

the personal

instruction concerning the Messiah, now brings into prominence the moral
character of this preaching and instruction, and the moral life of true Chris-

with the historical person of the

tianity is contained in believing fellowship

Messiah, with Jesus,^ whose death has procured for believers their justification, and by virtue of their fellowship with Him the new life (Rom. vi. 2.

h tC> 'Ir/aov

so that to be

3),

tradictio in adjecto

with a retention of the old man, would be a conbe untruth, and not cMfista h rw 'Itjcov. We

—would

may add

that this transition, unforced also at

was not

necessary ; for,

i,

15,

had Paul again written

kv

from Xpicrog to
tw

there

'S-piarCp,

'Ir^GovQ

would

therewith, as before, have been presented to the moral consciousness just
Comp. Gal. v. 24 Col. iii. 10 f. The accusathe historical Christ Jesus.
;

tive

with the

infinitive aTTo-&h-dai vfiaq

depends on

'hgtiv alr/d^eca kv rdj 'Itjcov,

Usually cnro-&EC-&ai vfidg is
appears as subject of the sentence.^
tCj 'Itjcov
made to depend on eSidax'^fiTs, in which case na^ug hriv alySeia
Either it is regarded as a parenthesis,^ as by
is very differently explained.
" If ye are
Riickert, who takes na^ug augmentatively, so that the sense is
so that

it

h

:

Him,

rightly instructed concerning Christ, ye have not so learned

would be

false

;

Him

with

(there

where Christ

in fact, only truth (moral, religious truth) to be

attached to

K.T.I, is
sis

,

Or the connection

aTvo-&r/cdai,

in

and then aTro^tadat i/za?
which case aXy-&E/.a in turn is

vo.

is

which case

'Ir/cov,

not XpicTQ,

is

is

Christ," Benfjel.
-

Kiihner,

II. p. .347 f.

Beza, Er. Schmid, Michaelis.
Camerarius, Raphel, Wolf " edocti estis
quae sit vera disciplina Christi, niniirum ut deponatis," "ye have learned
what is Christ's true discipline, viz., that ye
Comp. Piscator " quaenam
lay aside."
sit vera ratio vivendi in Jesu tanquam in
capite
nempe deponere," "what Is
the true mode of Hving in Christ as a Head
viz., to lay aside."
Grotius " si ita
edocti estis evangelium, quomodo illud revera se habet," "if ye have learned the
Gospel as it truly is " so also Calixtus,
3

:

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

;

'^

for that

rules) there

Or Ka^ug

is,

ectiv

taken as epexege-

differently explainis

supplied before

So also Harless,' who,
from the comparison of

in Jesus, so to lay aside on your parV'),

held to be used, because the

1 Comp.
2 Cor. iv. 10 -ff.: for " CJiristi
ideam perfectissime et fuliridissime explevit Jesus,'" "Jesus has fulfilled most perfectly and most illustriously the ideal of

*

as model.

trath. (holiness), justifies vfiag

Jesus with the readers (" as truth
in

is

so conceived of, that a ovTug

which case Jesus appears

taking aHjOEia as moral

and

met with."

k6L6dx-^7]TE,

of Ka^uQ ECTLv K.T.I.

ed.^

lives

is,

man

Jesus

Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Morns, and others,
* Jerome led the way with this explanation

"quomodo

:

est Veritas in Jesu,

sic

vobis qui didicistis Christum,"
"as the truth is in Jesus, so also will it be
In you who have learned Christ." Subsequently it was followed by Erasmus, Estius (" sicut in Christo, Jesu nulla est ignorantia, nullus error, nihil iiijustum, sed
pura Veritas et justitia, sic et vos," " as in
erit et in

Christ Jesus, there
error,

is

no

iffnorauce,

no

nothing unjust, but pure truth and

righteousness, so also ye," etc.), and others,
including Storr, Flatt ("as He Himself is

holy

"),

Holzhausen, Meier

(oArjiJcia is

ChHs-

tian virtue, " that ye, as trsth in Jesus

should lay aside"V
Followed by Olshausen.
"^

is,

CHAP.
is set fortli as pfittern.

dax'^ire,

JEm,

Matthies likewise makes cnro^ea&ai depend on

but annexes Kai^uc

more

k.t.X. as

as or in as far as the truth

appears already to have taken

But

He

is tlie

avTCi

("Jz-

" in

:

So Castalio

truth."

down

these explanations break

all

belonged to e6t.6ax'^V'''£t
may be further urged (a) in

cn^-o&ea^ac vfiag

if

In particular,

quite inapprojjriate.

h

precise definition to

in Jesus, as

is

it.

in presence of the vuac, which,

would be

473

IT., 23.

it

opposition to Riiekert, that according to his explanation the parenthesis
/cai?wf kcTLv alrjd-eia ev tu> 'Irjaov

rbv XpiGTov

(5)

;

must

logically have

Jesus with the readers

must have written

is at

Ka&ug

:

that

alfjde-La

kv

r(j 'Ir/atv a/J/d-eid

must have had the

thus

Him

already after

is (as

article.

eanv, vfidc aKo-&£a&ac

does not stand beside

k.t.a.

De Wette

explains

inherent quality, comiD. John

in a practical respect), consequently there

cerning

its jilace

variance with the order of the words, since Paul

opposition to Matthies, that Ka^ojg

In Jesus there

had

in opposition to Harless, that the alleged comparison of

is

viii.

it

iv

;

(c)

avTC

,

in

and

to this effect

:

44) truth (especially

implied in the instructions con-

the principle and the necessity of moral change.

But even

merely the simple

a-!vo-&eG-&aL.

we may

expect, instead of a-oiJ.

vixag,

Others have attached awod-Ea^^ai vuag to ver.

as continuation

17,

of

the

which case Ka-&C>Q eotlv akijd-. ev tiI) '1j]gov
is likewise differently understood.
But after the new commencement of
the discourse i/zeZf 61 ovx ovru^, ver. 21, this is simply arbitrary and forced.
Credner takes a peculiar view :^ "Ye have not thus learned to know the
fi7/K£Ti

vfidc

TvepivraTElv

in

/c.r./l. ,'

-

Messiah, provided that ye (as

am warranted in presupposing, for it is only
Him and have been instructed in Him, as

I

to such that I w^rite) have heard

He

as truth (truly, really)

is

readers from such Gentiles

in

Jesus.''''

won

as,

Thus Paul

held to distinguish his

is

over to faith in the near advent of the

world's Redeemer, had reckoned themselves as Chi-istians, but without believing in Jesus as that Redeemer.
But of such Gentiles there is not found

any trace in the N. T. (the disciples of John, Acts xix. 1 ff., are as such to
be reckoned among the Jews)
besides, there would lack any attachment
for the following aTro-&£cr-&ai vfiag, and in using a)<.r]-&EM (instead of ev alifi. or
a'Xri-&wQ) Paul would have expressed himself as enigmatically as possible.
Lastly, Hofmann,'' without reason, wishes to attach kv tu 'Irjaov not to iia-&c)i:
eoTiv aA?)i?., but to what follows
the in itself quite general kuOuq eotlv 'alijOeia stood in need of being characterized definitely as Christian, not the
;

;

aiTodEadai k.t.1., as to

and was

which

it

was already implied

in the nature of the case

self-evident.

Ver. 22. 'AKodEoBai

See on ver. 21.
aside, etc.),

What

vfidq']

is

dependent on KaOu^

but individualizingly

Cornelius a Lapide Bengel, Zachariae
who at ver. 22 merely says
comma 17," " he recurs to T. 17."
2 Bengel
" ita uti Veritas (vera agnitio
Dei veri) i-eapse est in Jesu qui credunt in
Jesum, verant," "as the truth (the true
knowledge of God) is really in Jesus, let
those who believe in Jesus speak the
;

" res/jjd^

:

;

'Ir/oov.

(to

lay

in relation to the readers ; that ye lay aside."

1

not Wetstein,

ah'/dsLa ev tC

eotlv

truth in Jesus, Paul states, not in general

"For in what Jesus
Zachariae
teaches to us is alone to be found the truth
despised." Both thus
by the heathen
explain it, as if a.kr,-&. had the article.
truth."

:

.

^

Einl.

II. p.

398

.

.

f.

« Sc/ir^/Z^^cw. II. 2, p. 291.
* Not
that ye^aye laid aside, as Hofmann
wishes to take it, who explains as if Paul
:

—

.

;
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Michaclis and Flatt give the strangely erroneous rendering

and how alien to the N. T. such a form of conceiving selfLuther and others are also incorrect in rendering lay aside. It

flexive tav-ovQ

denial

to lay aside

:

In that case there would be wanting the main matter, the re-

yourselves !

;

:

!

summons comes

and that in the usual
form of the imperative., instead of which the infinitive., and with the accusaThe figurative expression
tive vfiaQ in addition,^ wouki be inajipropriate.
of laying aside is borrowed from the putting off clothing (comp. h^haaadai,
Col. iii. 8 ff.
ver. 24), and in current use, as with Paul (Rom. xiii. 12, 14
Gal. iii. 27), so also with Greek writers ' hence there was the less reason
for forcing on the context any more special reference, such as to the custom
Kara t^v
(at any rate, certainly later) of changing clothes at baj^tism.^
Trporepav avacj-pocpz/v] is not to be explained, as if the words stood
tuv nal.
not

is

ver. 25 that the direct

till

in,

'

;

;

:

avOp. Tov Kara Tfjv rrporepav avaarp.,^

but

:

that ye lay aside in respect of your

former life-walh the old man, so that it expresses, in what respect, in reference
" Declarat vim verbi
to what the laying aside of the old man is spoken of.
relationem habentis
lating to

it

'

:

Put

deponere,''''

off,''

"According to, shows the force of the word

" Bengel.

not injuriously affected, as

of, is

this recalling of the jire-Christian

The

empirically^.

of

man

re-

The Pauline 7ra?.. avdp., ideally conceived
de Wette thinks, in its internal truth by
walk (as if the author had conceived of it
concerns the whole moral nature

nrporepa avaarp., in fact,

before his conversion, and the aTrodeadat tov waX. avdp. affirms that

the converted

man is to retain

nothing of his pre-Christian moral personality,

but, as concerns the pre-Christian conduct of

life, is utterly to do away
with the old ethical individuality and to become the new man. Such a
" non
contrast, however, as Cornelius a Lapide (comp. Anselm) found
quoad naturam et substantiam," "not as to nature and substance," would
be in itself singular and foreign to the context.
As to avaaTpo(p?], see on
:

Gal.

13.

i.

—

—

rbv TraXaibv avdp.]

Rom.

The pre-Christian moral frame "

as a person.

See on

pousvov

an attribute of the old

k.t.Tl.]

vi. 6.

[See

Note

XL VIII,,

p.

rejaresented

is

486 seq.]

man serving as a motive

—

tov ^&ei-

for that airodeaOai

which is Toeing destroyed according to the hists of deception.
^OEipS/uevov
not to be explained of putrefaction,'' seeing that 6 waXaibc avdp. is not
equivalent to to aufia, nor yet of inward moral corruption,^ ov self corruption,'

K.T.l.

:

is

seeing that the moral corruption of the old
had written
ova^a.1

:

a.ivo&eix.ivov^

Tu) TTi/eu^aTi

Starting

from the

.

.

.

vfj.a<;

.

.

.

erSuerafiei-ovs

aorist

avave(c.T.A.

infinitive thus

variance with linguistic usage
(comp. on Rom. xv. 9 2 Cor. vi. 1), Hofmann has incorrectly understood the whole
passage. According to his interpretation,
talven at

;

must have been used.
The Vulgate already has correctly not
the perfect infinitive
deposrnsse,
'

2
5
*

but deponere.

Winer, p. 282 f
Matthiae, p. 1267.
See Wetstein, in loc.
So Grotius.

6

man

is

obvious of

itself

and

is

Jerome, Oecumenius, Vorstius, Grotius,

Raphel, Estius, Semler, Koppe, Rosenmtil-

and others.
Not original sin (as Calovius and others
would have It), which, in fact, cannot be
laid aside, but the moral habitus, such as it
is in the unregenerate man under the dominion of the sin-principle. Comp. Rom.
ler,
«

vii.
7

7

ff.

;

Eph.

ii.

1

S.

Michaelis.

s Koppe, Flatt, Olshausen, Meier, Harless,
and older expositors.
s

Schenkel.

.
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IV., 23.

already present, not merely coming into existence {present participle, which

not to be taken, with Bengel, as imperfect), but of eternal destrtiction (Gal.
in which case the joresent participle
which goes to ruin (comp. on

is

vi. 8),

:

be taken either of the certain /m^m?'^ realized as jaresent, or
of the destruction i?i the course of development.
The latter appears more
1

Cor.

18), is to

i.

'

appropriate to the contrast of rbv Kara Qeov K-cadevra, ver. 24.
f^vulaQ

Tf'ic

Hence

subjective genitive, and

anciTTjc] -fjQ a-ird-j]Q is

?;

— Kara

rar

km-

aTvaTrj is 2'>er sonified.'^

which it has had deman." Wliat aira-r] is meant, cannot be
doubtful according to the context, and according to the doctrine of the
apostle as to the principle of sin in man, namely, the itoicer of sin deceiving
man (Rom. vii. 11). Comp. Heb. iii. 13, also 2 Cor. xi. 3. The adjectival
resolution into cupiditates seducentes, "seducing desires, " ^ followed by many,
is in itself arbitrary and not in keeping with the contrast in ver. 24 (rf/c
accordance ^cith the lusts of deception, with

i7i

:

signs on the corruption of the old

a^rjbeiaq)

Ver. 23. Positive side of that which

is

truth in Jesus

:

—

that ye, on the other

avaveovodaL] passive, not
of your reason.
middle,* since the middle has an active sense (1 Mace. xii. 1
Thuc. v. 18,

hand, lyecome renewed in the

sjoirit

;

43

Polyb.

;

Holy

Spirit

(Rom.

tian

(Rom.

viii. 1 f.

9

;

and

which does not

;

Tit.

iii.

5),

is

God's

and without

it

work through the

one

avaKaivou, recentare

and

refer to the restitution of

no true Chrisno mention of

is

Gal. v. 15), consequently there can be
Res2:)ecting the distinction

'I//f7o?:'.

in the N. T.)

The renewal

often).

1,

viii.

alljOeia iv rcj

and

vii. 3.

between avaveou (only here

renovare, as also respecting ava,

human

nature, as

it

was before

but denotes the recentare, "to renew," in reference to the jyrevious
(corrupt) state, see on Col. iii. 10.
t(I irvev/iarc tov vobc v/juv] The genitive
is at any rate that of the subject
for instead of simply saying ru nvev/uaTi

the

fall,

—

;

Paul makes use of the more precise designation in the text. But the
may be either instrumental or dative of reference. In the former
case, however, we should ° have to understand the Holy Spirit, who has His
seat in the vovq of the man on whom He is bestowed, and through lohom (dative), the avanalruaic rov voor, " renewal of the mind," Rom. xii. 2, is effected,
so that now the old /LtaTam-rjr, " vanity," of the vovg, "mind" (iv. 17) no longer
vjiuv,^

Tcj n-vei/iiari

occurs,

(Rom.
iii.

5.

Spirit

man

and the
vi. 4), is

"newness," which, on the other hand, has

Kaivorriq,

a KUivorr^g tov

Trvev/naroc,

But, in opposition to this view,

bestowed on man

is

"newness

we may

of sjiirit."

urge,

:

to nvev/Lia

mv

vobc v^uv)

;

:

to

Tit.

Holy

that the

way

never in the N. T. designated in such a

appears as the subject of the Spirit (thus never

the like, or as here

first,

set in

Comp.

and secondly, that

that

and
was the

v/uuv

-jrvev/xa

it

object of the apostle to put forward the aspect of the moral self-activity of

1

So Grotius

:

" qui tenclit ad exitium,'i

"which tends to destruction."
^ Oomp. Hesiod. Theor;. 834.
3

Grotius.

*

Beneto yourselves, Luther.
He might have written, as in

^

2,

merely tw

here penetrates deeper, namely, to the
foimtainhead of the vital activity of the
the inner agent and mover in that

voOs, to

activity.

vol vixmi'

;

«

Rom.

xii.

but his conception

With Oecumenius,

Castalio,

and others,

including Ch. F. Fritzsche in his Nov. Opusc.
p. 244

f.,

and Fritzsche, ad Bom.

II. p. 28.
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the Christian

life,

and hence he had no occasion expressly to introduce the
through the Iloly Spirit.
was obvious of itself

point, which, moreover,

:

Accordingly, there remains as the right explanation only the usual one (dative of reference), according to which the n-vev/ua is the human spirit, in dis-

(Rom. viii. 16). Consequently in respect of the
of your vov^i that is, of the spirit by which your vovq is governed. The
rrvevfia, namely, is the higher life-principle in man, the moral power aTcin to

tinction from the divine

:

spirit

moral self-consciousness and of moral self-determi2:)ersonality of man, the Ego of
his higher Cw/ turned towards God, has as the organ of its vital exercisethe vovc, that is, the reason in its ethas the faculty of its moral operation
ical quality and activity (comp. on Rom. vii. 23), and puts the vovq at the
service of the divine will (Rom. vii. 25), in an assent to the moral practice
of this divine will revealed in the law and a hatred of the contrary (Rom.
But, since this Ego of the higher life, the substratum of the
vii. 14 if.).
inward man the rrvEviua, in which the vovg has its support and its deter-

God

in him, the scat of

This

nation.

Tvvev/ia,

which forms the moral

—

'

—
—

under the preponderant strength of the power of sin in
man under the fleshly-psychical
influence of the natural character drawing him to sin becomes liable to the
slavery of immoral habit, the irvev/na tov vouq needed renewal unto moral
freedom and might, which consecration of power it receives in regeneration
by means of the Holy Spirit, in which case, however, even the regenerate
has always to contend against the aap^ still remaining in him, but contends
victoriously under the guidance of the divine n-vEv/ia (Gal. v. 16-18).
Ver. 24. Observe the change of tenses.
The laying aside of the old man is
the negative commencement of the change, and hence is represented as a
momentary act the becoming renewed is an enduring process, the finishing
act of which is the jmtting on of the neio man, correlative to the aTroOtGdai.
Hence aTToOtaOni, aorist ; avavsovadai, j)resent ; kvSvaaadai, aorist.
rbv Kaivbv
'avdpuTTov] As previously the old immoral state is obj'ectivized, and objectivized
indeed as a person, so is it also here with the new Christian moral state. Thus
this new haUtus appears as tJie new man, which God has created {KTiadevra), but
man appropriates for himself (ivdvaaaOai), so that thus moral freedom is not annulled by God's ethical creative action.
ktigOevto] not present, but the new
moral habitus of the Christian is set forth as the person created by God,
which in the individual cases is not first constituted hy growth, but is received,
and then exhibits itself experimentally in the case of those who, according

mining agent

is

the flesh non-free, bound, and weak, so that

;

—

—

to the figurative expression of the passage, Yi^yeput
Col.

iii.

tion,^
el

of

upon

10

but

:

God"

it on.

— Kara

Qeov]

Comp.

not merely divinely, and that in contrast to human propagaaccording to God, i.e., ad exemplum Dei, "according to the mod;

Thereby the creation of the new man is placed
first parents (Gen. i. 27), who were created

(Gal. iv. 28).

a parallel with that of our

1 Bengel
excellently puts it
" Spiritu
mens, 'In the spirit of the mind;' 1 Cor.
xiv. 14, Sinritiis est intimurn mentis, 'The
spirit is the inmost shrine of the mind' "
Delitzsch consequently errs {Psychol, p. 184)
:

in thinking that expositors
lecled to

have here

seek instruction from

1

14.
2

Hofmann,

Schriftbeiv.

I.

p. 289.

neg-

Cor. xiv.

CHAP.

'

477

IV., 25.

after God's image (kut' ehiova tov K-iaavroQ. Col. iii. 10)
through Adam sin came into existence, were as sinless
oaioTrjTt rf/q a/iTjOeiaq.^

—

ev diKaioahvi}

expressing the constitution of the
provided

rectitude

icitJi

of the

cnrdrT^,

'ATrd-r/

pursues

ver. 22,
its

/c.r./l.]

created after

duiaioai'v?^

man

the

God

koI

KTiadtvra,

furnisTied,

;

The ti'^/th is the opposite
As in the old man the

and holiness of tJie triith.'^
and like this personified.

work, so in the new

h

belongs to rbv Kara Qeov

new man

until

tlicy, too,

;

the Truth

'AlifisLa, i.e.,

Kar'

"pre-eminently," the divine evangelical truth, bears sway, and the
moral effects of the truth, righteousness and holiness, appear here, where the
E^oxvv,

truth

personified, as its attributes,

is

man who

which now show

The resolving

has been created.

it

merely apparent, righteousness and holiness,"
to take kv instrumentally

is

arbitrary

Koppe, and others thought that
(comp. Luke

i.

75

;

Thess.

1

the latter places rectitude in
"holiness"); to

iv

must be taken

ii.

10

;

Tit.

itself {SiKaioavvrj),

With

i.

for

Smaioavvr]

elf.

God

to

and

hence Beza,

distinguished

in relation
is

;

not

And

and tame.

new man

8) are

"what

fisv rolg Oeolg TvpoacpiTisg baiov,

holy," Plat. Euth. jx 6 E.^

true,

:

erroneous, for the reason that righteousness

* is

holiness form the ethical result of the creation of the

ociOTTjQ

new

themselves in the

into an adjective

and
that

so,

(sanctitas,

pleasing to the gods

two notions

special frequency the

is

are as-

sociated in Plato.

Ver. 25.

On

the ground of what was previously said

of koTLV dh'/dsia kv tu

'Irjaov (nroOetjdai vfidc K.r.X.

on to

((J/d),

as aj^plication

now

ver. 24, there

fol-

low various special (not systematically arranged) exhortations as far as ver.
That the encouragement to lay aside lying and to speah the truth stands
32.
at the head, appears to be occasioned simply by the last uttered TrjQ alrjdelac
and the figurative form of the precept {dirodefievoi) is an echo from what pre-

—

;

It is possible also,

cedes.

however, that the prohibitions of lying, wrath,

had their concrete occasion with which we
The reasons which Zanchius, e.g., has discovered, are
arbitrary.
And Grotius says incorrectly " Hoc ad versus eos dicit, qui,
ut gratias capatarent aut Judaeorum aut gentium, alia dicebant, quam sentirent," "This he says against those who, to obtain the favor of either Jews
or Gentiles, said other things than they thought." The subsequent otl iafiev
stealing, as they are here given,

are not acquainted.

:

a.7,lrjl.

pLtkri

shows, in

fact, that

fellowship of Christians one

Paul has thought merely of the relation of

ioith another,

and has meant

iierd tov -nlrjaiov avTov

oi the felloio- Christian, not of the fellow-man generally."
a reminiscence from Zech.

is

them

of vv. 12-16).

contradictory

mate and

1

Comp.

!

vital,

Ernesti,

viii. 16.

— on
is,

Vrsjjrung der Siinde,

II.

.

.

.

who calls in question the identity of
contents between the Kara {ieov and the
original divine image.
2 On tv, see Matthiae, p. 1340.
8 Chrysostom,
Luther, Castalio, Beza,

avTov

how

in fact, a connection so inti-

Calvin, Grotius,
*

p. 487,

Aa^fZre

Motive (reminding

subsisting in constant mutual furtherance

*

ff.,

—

k.t.Ti.]

Meinbers one of another, and tolie one to another,

Reciprocal membership

in opposition to Julius Miiller, II.

p. 135

hfisv

and rendering

and most expositors.

Morns, Flatt.
See Tittmann, Si/non.

p. 25,

and the pas-

sages in Wetstein.
«

Jerome, Estius, Grotius, Michaelis, and

others.

,
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enim monstrum, si membra inter se non consentiant, imo si
fraudulenter iuter se agant," " for there is a monster if the members do not
liarmonize with one another, but act towards cacli other deceitfully, " Calvin.
Chrysostom shows at great length how the several members of the real body
do not deceive one another, and Michaelis repeats it but Paul says nothing
of service

—

"est

!

;

memhers of each other, mutually the one of the other.
The same conception is met with Rom. xii. 5, and is not inaccurate, since,
indeed, in the body of Christ, even as in the physical body, no member exof this.

aAh'/X.

ijleIt]]

'

ists for itself,

members,
Vv. 26,

27.

d^uapTavere]

but each belonging to each, in mutual union with the other

Cor. xii. 15

1

ff.

See Zyro in the Stud. u. Krit. 1841,

a precept expressed

G81

p.

ff.

LXX.

literally after the

—

hpyO^eade nal

Ps. iv.

fi?j

as to

5,

undetermined whether Paul understood the original
form only in recollection of the LXX.
To the right understanding of the
without attending to the original text.
sense (which Paul would have expressed by op-yil^o/uevoi pi/ apaprdvEre, or something similar, if that definite form of expression in the LXX. had not present" Saepe vis modi cadit
ed itself to him) the observation of Bengel guides us
super partem duntaxat sermonis, * Often the force of the mode falls on only
a part of the remark,' Jer. x. 24." ^ Here, namely, the vis modi, " force of the

which

text

^

it

must be

left

LXX.

as the

did, or chose this

:

mode,"
vii.

52)

upon the second imperative

lies

be angry and

:

sin not,

i.e.,

(comj).

passages like John.

47,

i.

in anger do not fall into transgression

;

so

apr ave iv with the b py i ecdai.
let it not come to sin ;" Harless
"Be

that Paul forbids the conibination of the a p

C,

Comp. Matthies " In the being angrj"^
angry in the right way, without your sinning. " * Paul, therefore, does not forbid the bpyci^eadai in itself, and could not forbid it, because there is ^ a Jiohj
:

anger, ^

which

:

^'calcar virtutis,"

is

divine anger ; the

bpytl^saffai.

"a

spur to virtue,"'' as there

Kal dpaprdveiv, however,

is

is

also a

not to take place,

on the contrary, the bpyi^eaSaL is to be without sin, consequently an
Kal prj dpaprdveiv. As regards the substantial sense, the same
result is brought out with the nsual explanation, but it is usually believed *
that the imperative may be resolved conditionaliter, "conditionally," in
accordance with Hebrew usage if ye are angry, do not sin (Isa. viii. 9 f.
Amos V. 4, 6, al.).^ But the combination of the two imperatives connected
but,

bpy'tC,EcdaL

:

'

Riickert.

"

The words of the

..._

^

original,

of anger, but under that of placability," he
overlooks tlie fact that in anger one may

^NCDnri-bxi
.''

„

;

'

,,

,

VJn, moan: tremUe, and err not (Ewald),
'

'

:

with which David calls upon his enemies to
tremble on account of their iniquities towards him, the favorite of God, and not
further to sin. Comp. also Hupfeld in loc.
Yet other recent scholars, including Hitzig,
have translated, in harmony with the LXX.:

Be angry,
5 Comp.

but offend not.

also Isa.

see Buttmann,

xii. 1

neiif.

sin otherwise than by implacabil••,
.,„,. ,, „ < i,
and that
the following o tjAio? k.t.K
brings into prominence only a single precept
,,.„.

ity

;

Matt.

Gr. p. 249

f.

xi.

2.5

;

and

[E. T. 200].

,

,

;

falling vnder the

m^) aixapr.

^

See Wuttke, Siitml.

II. § 243.

«

That this, however,
see on that verse.

is

31,

not meant

in ver.

53,

Seneca, de ira, iii. 3.
already in the Consfifii/f. Apost. ii.
2, the passage of the Psalm is so taken.

»

So also Koppe, Flatt, Eiickert, Holzhau-

'
^

When, however, Harless would assign to
our passage a place "not under the head
*

commit

And

sen, Meier, Olshausen, Zyro,

Crusius, Bleek.

Baumgarten-

:

CHAP.
by and^

and

like: do this,

passages,

Gen.

live,

— a combination,

because

would lead

it

et

comp.

18,

impera),

—

is

not at

way we should

in point here,

all

" if ye are angry,

:

allows the taking of the

p. 279,

and similar

Isa. viii. 9,

not a Hebraism, but a general

"wliicli is

to the in this case absurd analysis

Winer,

ye shall not sin."

xii.

moreover,

idiom of language (comp. divide

479

IV., 26, 37.

first

imperative in

"&e avgry (I
doubt a permission of anger, because subsequently /cat ^^ d/iapr. follows, would not be in
conflict with ver. 31, where manifestly aWJiostile anger is forbidden
but the
mere Kai is only logically correct when both imperatives are thought of in the
same sense, not the former as permitting and the latter as enjoining, in which
case the combination becomes exceptive (" only, however"), which would be
In this

n permissive sense.^

cannot hinder

hut only do not

it),

obtain as result

No

So also de Wette.

sin.''''

:

;

expressed by a?2d,

take

bpyiC..

do not

-rrXrjv,

Beza,

or n6vov^
''

interrogatively:

Against this we cannot urge

sin."

—

peccate,''''

—the

and others

Grotius,

Piscator,

irascimini, etne

"Are you angry?

objection usually taken

Wolf the Kai, which often in rapid emotion strikes in
Avith some summons ;' but we may urge the fact that Paul reproduces
a passage of the LXX.* in which oTryiC,. is imperative, and that such an abrupt
and impassioned question and answer Avould not be in keejnng with
since the time of

—

the whole calm and sober tone of the discourse.

Mnd

every

would

limit

which anger may

sinning, to

of

it

the hostile

to

purely a supplied thought

is

in what icay the given precept
irritation

must be

laid

Jer. xv. 9

taken

:

Tr?JiGiov,

forbids

Neander,

which,

however,

others,

or the like).

—

6 fjlioq

;

—

6

ij'kioq fi?)

Philo, de Legg.

go doicn over your

as the nurse

is

be carried out

to

namely,

;

.

eTnSvtru k.t.I.]

Spec.

irritation.

°

324.^

II. p.

Comp. Deut.
The e-klSvetu

That the night

is

(1)

may

aside on the same day, and (2) no scope

in be given to the devil.
;

tov

dfiapTdvere']

//?)

Zyro, after

.

.

not included as belonging to the words of the Psalm, states

(hajiolid]

15

towards

relation

{ciq

lead.

the

there-

xxiv. 13,
to be

is

here conceived of

wrath,' or that the eventide of prayer

is thought of,^ is
Jerome and Augustine interpreted it even of Christ,
the Sun of Righteousness, and Lombard of the sun of reason ! The meaning of these words, to be taken quite literally,' is no other than lefore
evening let your irritation he over, by which the very speedy, undelayed aban-

of

arbitrarily assumed.

:

1

-

Comp. Kruger, § 54, 4. 2.
This is no " philological theorizinfr," but

based on logical necessity. No instance
can be adduced in which, of two imperatives coupled by Kac, the former is to be
taken as concessive and the second as preis

ceptive, in contrast to the former.
fer to Jer. x. 24 as a parallel, as

To

very different from ours—

jrAijr,

not

Kai,

Ilartung, Partikell.

I.

p. 148.

3.

also Ilom.

II.

(Niigelsbach in

ii.

loc.

413,

and Faesi,

takes

another

view).
'

Fathers in Suicer,

I.

p. 1353

;

Bengel, and

others,
°

Which, it is true, is quite arbitrarily
denied by Beza and Koppe.
5 On the citation of these words in Polyc.
*

loc.

^

used.
3

in

re-

—

is

"Comp.

Winer does,

is erroneous, for the very reason that in
that passage which, however, in general
is

rhil. 12, see Introd. §

Baumgarten.
Comp. the custom of the Pythagoreans

ein-oTe Trpoaxi^eie;' ei? AoiSopia? utt' opyij?,
ij

tov

'rj\Lov

aAAjjAois

koI

5vvai

tcIs

irplv

St^ia? e/apaAAocTes

ao-n-ao-d/oiecot

SieAvoj/To,

" If

they were ever led by wrath to abuse,
taking each other's hands and embracing,
they were reconciled before the sun went
down," Plut. de am.frat. p. 4S8 B.
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—

Kapopyi.nn6q Is the nronsing of
donino- of anger is concretely represented.
Comp.
wrath, exacerlatw, from whicli 6p>7/, as a lasting mood, is different.
LXX. 1 Kings xv. 30, al. In the Greek writers the word does not occur.

We may
TTrtpa

e.g.,

add that Zanchius and Holzhausen are mistaken in holding the
word to indicate unrighteous irritation. See, on the other hand,
Eom. x. 19 Ezek. xxxii. 9. It denotes the excitement 'hroiight upon usin the

;

XLIX.,

[See Note

p. 487.]

falling to be added.'

by

side

—

nor

fjr/iU]

The Recepta

yet, for

iitjte

clause

two prohibitions
be connected by neither
nor

that they ought properly to

side,

new

the annexation of a

would

so place the

.

.

.

but that Paul had not yet thought of this in the first clause,
but had written the simple /«/, and had only at the second clause changed
the conception into such a form as if he had previously written firjTe (comp.
(fi^TE

our

.

:

.

iirjTe),

.

not

.

.

.

is met with (in opposition to Elmsley) also
more rarely,^ but not elsewhere in Paul, and

This usage

nor).

in classical writers, although

hence

is

— 6i6oT£

not probable here.

See on

ing active.

noted by

6id,3o?.oc

Rom.

to-kov] i.e.,

— rw

xii. 19.

in all passages of

2 Tim.

give scope, opportunity for

te-

the devil; fov he is de-

Jza/3d^u] to

the N. T., where

even in

it is

not an adjective

iii. 6
John vi.
Hence Erasmus, ^ Luther, Erasmus Schmid, Michaelis, Zachariae, Morus,
Stolz, Flatt, and others * are in error in holding that SmjioTiog is here equivalent to calumniator ; in which view Erasmus thought of the heathen slandering the Christians, to whom they were to furnish no material
and most

Tim.

(1

iii.

11, 12

;

iii.

3

;

Tit.

ii.

3),

1

Tim.

;

70.

;

whom

expositors thought of the tale-bearers nursing disputes, to

not to lend an

ear.

In an irritated frame of

mind

they were

j^assion easily gains the

ascendency over sobriety and watchfulness, and that physical condition is
favorable to the devil for his work of seducing into everything that is op-

posed to God. Comp. 1 Pet. v. 8 2 Cor. ii. 11
Eph. vi. 11 ff. Harless
refers the danger on the part of the devil to the corruption of the churchlife,'' the fellowshiji of which, in the absence of jolacability, is rent by the
devil.
But this, as not implied in the context, must have been said by an
;

addition {h

kKKlrjaia,

rri

;

or the like, after ronov).

— The name

does

^lafiolog

not occur elsewhere in the undoubtedly genuine Epistles of the apostle

;

but

considering the equally general currency of the two names devil and
Satan, may be accidental.
Comp. also Acts xiii. 10. We may add that the

this,

citation of the Clementines {Horn. xix. 2)

/xi^

:

Sdre Tipdrpaciv

-€>

novrjpQ,

"Give

no pretext to the evil one," has nothing to do with our passage.^
Ver. 28. The stealer is no more to steal.
The present participle does not
stand joTO praeterito, "for the^asi,"' but he who occupies himself with stealing.
The right view is already taken by Zanchius see also Winer, p. 316.
As there were in the apostolic c\mrch. fornicators (1 Cor. v. 1), so there were
also stealers,^ and the attempts to tone down the notion are just as arbitrary
:

;

'

2

SeeHartung, Partikell. I. p. 210.
See Klotz, ad Bevar. p. 709 Bornemann,
;

ad Xen. Anab. iv.
ad Antiph. p. 195
3

^

8. 3,

p. 303, Lips.

f.

Not in the Paraphr.
Koppe is undecided.

;

Maetzn.

s

Comp. Erasnius, Paraphr.

«

In

p. 393

opposition

to

Scliwegler,

l.c.^

f.

^ Luther, Erasmus, Grotius, and most of
the older expositors, following the Vulpate.
e In
connection with which the appeal to

CHAP.
as they are superfluous.
tion

(Luke

Ex.

xi\. 8;

Df
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IV., 29.

The question why Paul does not mention

'

xxii.

Lev.

;

vi.

;

restitu-

Ezek. xxxiii. 15; Plato,

Isa. Iviii. 6;

with Estius, to be answered to the effect, that it is
\- but to the effect, that Paul's design was not to
give any complete instruction on the point of stealing, but only to inculcate
the prohibition of the same and the obligation of the opposite (which, moreLegg. ix. p. 864

contained in

//?;/c£r<

.)

is not,

K/iEKrero)

The whole

over, has restitution for its self-evident moral presupposition).

exhortation in this form has, indeed, been regarded as inappropriate, because

not in keeping with the apostolic strictness f but we have to observe, on the
other hand, that Paul elsewhere too contents himself with simple prohibitions

and commands

(see e.g.

lows in the sequel

Rom.

(v. 5).

—

13

xiii.

iiaXkov

and that the apostolic

f.),

(%']

hancing in a corrective sense the merely negative
iv. 9.

is

— KoniaTu

him

/c.r.Z.] let

strictness fol-

rather on the other hand, imo vero, en-

See on Gal.

iitiketl kIettt.

works with his hands that ichich

labor, in that he

good ; in that, by the activity of his hands (instead of his thievish prac-

he brings about that which belongs to the category of the morally
^^
Bengel well says
to aya&6v antitheton ad furtum prius manu piceata male commissum," "is the contrast to the theft first committed with
thievish hand."
iVa e;j;5; k.t./I.] The view of Schoettgen, that this applies
to the Jewish opinion of tlie allowableness of theft serving for the support of
the poor,^ is indeed repeated by Koppe (comp. Stolz) and Holzhauscn, but
tices),

good.

:

—

is

— considering

the general nature of the

6 kIettt. ^tjketl kIettt.,

addressed,

—

mostly Gentile-Christian not expressed in the
words, which rather quite simply oppose to the forbidden taking the giving
ru jpemv £;i;ovr<] to tlie one having need, namely, that
according to duty.
Mark ii. 35 1 John
there may be imparted to him. Comp. 1 Cor. xii. 24
moreover,

to

readers

—

;

iii.

17

;

;

Plat. Legg. vi. p. 783 C, xii. p. 9G5 B.

Ver. 39. After the three definite exhortations, vv. 25, 26, 38,

more general and comprehensive
gation
course,

is

ones.

—

Yiag 7Myoq

it is

enjoined that
:

it

shall not

worthless (b

fty

ri/v

go

o'uiodojifjv t7]q xP^'"-^-^

the permission of stealing

among

—

^'^'^'

various

heathen nations, as among the Egyptians
and Lacedaemonians (see Wolf, Cur. ; Miiller, Dorier. II. p. 310 f.), is

entirely unsnita-

ble in an apostolic epistle with its high
moral earnestness. Against such a preju-

dice Paul would have written otherwise.
'
"furtum nominans
See, e.;/., Jerome
:

omne, quod alterius damno quaeritur"
naming as theft everything sought with injury to another." He approves, moreover
the interpreting it of the furtum spirituale,

^'^

-nTirjpol,

follow

The

ne-

to every evil discorrttj^t ;

in

" which docs not

o'ck.

xP-] ^ut if there

t.

to defraud, withdraw,' etc."

'

also

still

Holz-

hausen.
^ " N'am qui non restifvit cum possit, is adperseverat,''' "for he who
hue infurto
does not restore when he can, is still persevering in theft." This is in itself true, but
no reader could light upon such a pregnant
meaning of the M'Jf^Tt K.\^nririo.
' See de Wette.
* Jalk. Rubeni, f. 110, 4
Vajik7'a rabba, f.
.

.

.

;

147,

:

31

]

"distorted;" opposite:

ayaOo^ irpbg

generally for

now

enTvop.

Comp. Calvin and many, as

" spiritual theft," of the false prophets.
Estius "generaliter positum videtur pro,
/y'a?^c?are,i>!!/W?'a/it«?'e,etc.,"Itseemstobeput

'"'f

ju?/

.

— aanpoq]

forth, etc.°

iSiav xp^'o^

satisfy its appropriate use," Chrysostom), ^to«?^s,

ayadd^ npoQ

.

With regard

not to be separated from the verb.

the ethical sense

.

f.

1.

Diss. II. in 2 Cm', p. 24

^

See Fritzsche,

'

See, in general, Lobeck,

;

Kypke,

II. p.

297

f.

ad Phryn.

ff.

p. 377

—
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any (discourse) good for

is

On

your mouth.

ayadog

or infinitive,

serviceableness for anything, see Kyplie,

by hypallage

jpe/cf does not stand

an objective genitive;

is

proceed from
denoting aptitude or

the edification of the need, sc, let it

-with, elg, Trpdc,^

II.

p.

—

298.

Trpbg
'•*

elg ;j;p£/ai^ rf/g o'lKodofiyg,

oiko6o/ui/v

rf/g

but r^g XP^'^C

upon which the

need just present,

the

is

it

for

edi-

Rilckert
fying (Clu-istianly heli)ful) influence of the discourse is to act.
and Olshausen take y jpem for ol xps'av ix°^'''^i- Arbitrarily and to the dis-

turbance of the sense, since in fact
quently

Tf/g XP^'^°-C

nition of ayaObg Trpbg

oiKodofj,.

—

Iva

du

one has need of edification, conse-

hestow grace,

i.e.,

no modal defiaim of the tK-irop. t/c

at all characteristic,

x^P'-^ "O'f aKo'vovai]

previously conceived as supplied

CT. v/n.,

7.

may

evei-y

would convey nothing

:

benefit, on the hearers,

in order that

may

it (this

discourse)

bring blessing for them.

Theodoret (iva <pavy deKTog roig
3 Tim. ii. 14.
Opposite of such discourses
it may appear acceptable to the hearers, etc."), Luther, Calovius,
:

o/c,''that

Kypke, Zachariae, Michaelis, Koppe, Rosenmiiller, and

Ilaphel,

cluding Riickert, Meier, Matthies, Baumgarten-Crusius

may affoj^d pleasure,

he agreeaUe, to the hearers.

Comp.

which

agreeable

5

;

vii.

8

cannot always be
opposed to linguistic

Trpbg oiKo6o/ir)v rrjg xP^'c-Qi

this interpretation

ff.),

a

is

which x^-P'-'" ^iS^^fJ-i- always signifies gratificari,
show a service of love, or the like (Jas. iv. G 1 Pet.

Ex.

Tcindness, to

21

iii.

;

13 [11]

Ps. Ixxxiv.

;

it

who

also Chrysostom,

according to

usage,
confer

Cor.

(1

good

are

others, in-

in order that

But, apart from the fact

compares the discourse to a fragrant ointment.
that discourses,

:

;

Tob.

i.

13

Soph. Aj. 1333

;

to

v.

Plat.

;

adduced by Wetstein and Kypke).
hence not, with LachVer. 30. Connected by Kal with what precedes
mann and Tischendorf, to be separated by a full stop from ver. 39, by which
And
there would result an exhortation too indefinite '\xs.\\xq connection.^
grieve not (which would take place by means of ?Myoi caivpoi) the Holy Sjnrit
of God. Evil discourses are so opposed to the holy nature and aim of the
Legg.

iii.

703 C

p.

also in the passages

;

;

Divine

Spirit,

who

grieved thereat.^

which the

dwells in the Christians, that

An

Spirit of

God

idea of the

love

cannot

fail to

be

is

holily affected, of the incongruity of

how

human

ac-

and touchingly in keeping with the
The
of God, which bears sway in His Spirit (Rom. v. 5)

tion with His holiness

man becomes

He

anthropopathic conception of the consciousness, with

;

but

truly

!

conscious of this grieving of the divine

Trvsvjua,

when

he,

who

has become through the atonement and sanctification the dwelling-place of
the Spirit, no longer receives from this Spirit the testimony that he
child of
God,''''

may

God (Rom.

The chosen

viii. 16).

is

the

expression, " the ITuly Spirit of

renders the enormity of such action most palpable.

An

allusion,

we

not to be assumed, since in that passage the
h u i^a^pay. £\g
napo^vveiv [exasperating] of the Spirit is characteristic.
for if ye have received
iyikpav a.Tvo'kvTp.'] furnishes motive for the exhortation
add, to

Isa. Ixiii.

10

is

—

:

Plat. ReX). vii.

*

in

p. 533

A, and Stallbaum

loc.

*

Beza.

'

Comp. Hermas,

(SAt^e

ii.

10. 3,

as also

TO uvivixa. ayt.ov to kv ao\

ii.

3

:

^ij

KaTOiKoCf,

firjTrore e't'Tei'frjTOt

tw ©ecu

Kal oTTOtrTtj ajrb aov,

" Distress not the Holy Spirit that dwelleth in you, lest he entreat God, and he depart from you,"

NOTES.
Holy

so great a benefit tliroiigh the

Him

"when you grieve
l)ility
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how wrong

Spirit,

(ungrateful)

of losing the seal here hinted

But to this

at.

fir]

TM-rrelre

urally than p) Tiapo^JiJi'ere (Isa. Ixiii. 10) would point to it.
as at i. 13.
Ag yfu-p. aTro?.vTp.]for the day of redemption ;

—

xovi%\^

becomes

Rom.

to

airoAiirpuff^f,

comji. on

14

i.

;

quite

eacppay.']

when

Luke

Pa-

at the

h^

ic^pay.^

xxi. 38

;

also

83

;

Jas.

viii. 33.

Vv.
14.

iii.

As

reality.

it

points less nat-

—

certainty oi the deliverance inito salvation, indicated

\]as,

is

Harless, following older expositors, finds the possi-

!

Acts

31, 33. UiKpia] Bitterness, i.e., fretting spitefulness,
'

— As to the distinction

between

viii.

of anger) and bpyij,
may add, that here

dv/ioc {ebullition

on Rom. ii. 8 Gal. v. 30. The context shows, we
and hostile anger is meant hence there is no inconsistency with
ver. 36.
Kpavyti'] clamor, in which hostile passion breaks out. Acts xxiii. 9.^
" verba, quae Z)cnionorem
laedunt," " words that
pTiaa^Tijiia] not
but, in accordance with the context, evilinjure God's honor," Grotius
speaking against the lyrethren, comp. Col. iii. 8
1 Tim. vi. 4
Matt. xii.
see

;

loveless

:

—

—

.

:

.

.

;

;

31, XV. 19.

—

Kfl/c/a] is

here not badness in general,

with the connection, the special
is

the leaven of the

TviKpia k. t.

—

—

"k.

Rom.

spite, malice,

yivEads\

not

he,

;

vitiositas,^ but, in

39

harmony

This
8.
but become, in keeping with
i.

;

Col.

iii.

the apO/jTu af vficJv.
The conjecture that the
xPV^'oi] hind, Col. iii. 13.''
word contains an allusion to the name Christians,^ is an arbitrary fancy.

—

Comp. Manass. 6 1 Pet. iii. 8, and the passages from the Test. XII. Pair, in Kypke.
x'^P^'^ojuevot] forgivuig, 2 Cor.
ii. 7, 10, xii. 13.
The explanation donantes [donating] (Vulgate), largientes
evoKlayxvoi] compassionate.

—

[giving bountifully] (Erasmus),

is

;

not in keeping with the context.

See on Col.

—

—

iavTolg]

Motive
from their own experience of the archetypal conduct of
God. Matt. vi. 14, xviii. 31 ff.
kv XpiarCi] in Christ, in whose self-surrender to the death of atonement the act of the divine forgiveness was accomequivalent to

to the

;t'«P'C.

plished,

i.

6

aXX/p.oig.

iii.

13.

/cai?wf kui 6

Qehg

k.t.7i.'\

eavT.,

—

f.

3 Cor. v. 19.

;

Notes by American Editor.

XXXVI.

Ver.

//era TruaTjg TanecvocppoavvTic k.t.2..

2.

"

The very work for which Christ's gospel came into the world was no other
than to cast down the might j' from their seat, and to exalt the humble and
meek it was then only in accordance with this its task and mission that it
should dethrone the heathen virtue juEyaTiorpvx'a, and set up the des23ised
TaTTELvo(ppoavvT] in its room.
Indeed, the very word TaT7Ei.vo<ppouvvn is, I
;

.

believe, itself a birth

who employed
Christian
'

it

.

of the gospel

befoi-e the

writings after

.

.

;

.

;

;

VI. p. 1033.
*

Chrysostom

am

not aware of any Greek writer

The use which heathen

See Wetstein, ad Bom. iii. 14 Loesner,
f.
Wyttenbach, ad Plut. Mor.

Obss. p. 344

I

Christian era, or apart from the influence of

calls the Kpavyn the steed of

writers

make

anser.
^

Cic. Tusc. iv. 15. 34.

4

See Tittmann, Symti. pp.
Olshausen.

«

140, 195.

of
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Tmreivuc, rmvcivoTrii, and other words of this family, shows plainly in what
sense they would have employed Taneivo^poavvi], had they thought it good
For indeed the instances in which rarxeivoQ is used in
to allow the word.
any other than an evil sense, and to signify aught else than that which

and mean-spirited, are few and altogether exceptional."
Synonyms of the N. T., First Series, p. 201). As to its relation to

slavish

low,

is

/Trench,

gospel of Christ did not to so great an extent rehabilitate
be turned from a bad sense to a good,
KpaoTTig
" finds the
but only to be lifted up from a lower good to a higher." Aristotle
own equanimity
TrpaoTTjc worthy of praise, more because by it a man retains his
composure, than from any nobler reason." But " the scriptural rrpaoTTjg
n-paoTjjc

"The

:

.

.

npco77?f did not require to

.

und

nor yet in his relations to his fellowKather it is an unwrought
grace of the soul, and the exercises of it are first and chiefly towards God
James i. 21). It expresses thiit temper of spirit in which we
(Matt. xi. 29
is

not in man's outward behavior only

men

;

as little in his

mere outward

;

disposition.

;

accept His dealings with us without disputing and resisting and it
linked with the rawELvoippoavvri, and follows close upon it (Eph. iv. 2
;

is closely
;

Col.

iii.

because it is only the humble heart which is also the meek and which as
.such does not fight against God, and more or less struggle and contend with
12),

;

Him."
XXXVII.
Meyer's position

is

Ver.

fiia iriaTiQ.

5.

confirmed by Harless,

who

of Ellicott

denies absolutely the applicaNevertheless, the qualification

tion of fides quae crediiur to wiarig in Scripture.

"That

should not be overlooked:

however, must not be

this,

unduly limited to the feeling of the individual, e.g., to faith in its utterly
jective aspect, seems clear from the use of /lia and the general context.
there is one Lord, so the /u.ia Kiarig is not only a subjective recognition of
eternal truth, but also necessarily involves a

XXXVIII. Ver.

5.

common

Omission of

the

sub-

As
this

objective profession.

Lord's Supper.

Eadie, Ellicott, Alford, Branne agree in the explanation as given by the last
" The Lord's Supper is rather an act of the preserved unity than a motive for
:

its

preservation.

It is celebrated

and hold each other

by those who have been reconciled with God
it does not so much give an impulse to

be brethren

to

;

l^eaceableness, as it is a result of the same, as a

who have been united

common

celebration of those

an attestation of the church which has
" In 1 Cor. x. 17, where an act was
Alford adds

together, as

become one in the Lord."
in question which was a clear breach

XXXIX.

Ver.

:

of union,

8.

it

forms the rallying-point."

iSuKs thj/mra.

The idea of eSukc cannot be justified from the letter of Ps. Ixviii. 18. The
form of the quotation would be unallowable in an uninspired writer. But by
illumination of the Holy Spirit, the apostle discerns the true idea involved in
Christ's recejDtion of gifts, and employs a word which will the more fully and
clearly express the mind of the Spirit in the Psalm.
"We cannot argue
from the meaning of the v/ord, but we may from the scope of the passage.
The truth is, that the apostle sees in the literal 0. T. a higher spiritual significance
The apostle sees that when a king takes, he takes to give, and
.

.

.

NOTES.
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word for the other, without at all piitting the
one word as the tranftlaiion of the other." (Perowne on Ps. Ixviii. 19). " We
admit then frankly and freely the verbal difference, but remembering that the
apostle wrote under inspiration of the Holy Ghost, we recognize here neither
imperfect memory, precipitation (Ruck.), arbitrary change (Calv.), accommodation (Morus), nor Rabbinical interpretation (Meyer), biat simply the fact that
the psalm, and especially ver. 18, had a Messianic reference, and bore within it
This meaning the inspired apostle, by a
a further, fuller and deeper meaning.
slight change of language and the substitution of " gave" for the more dubious
"received," succinctly, siiggestiYely and authoritatively wnidlds" (Ellicott).
therefore substitntes the one

XL. Ver.

8.

yxfJ-n^i^'^vasv a\\ua7iuaiav k.t.2,.

must not be pressed too far on
The former might readily
be included under the latter, the reference being to the same object only with
a changed relation, as Harless, Olshausen and Braune evidently regard it. On

The

the succeeding clause

Toig avfipcj-rroi^ in

either side in the interpretation of the aixu-alualav.

the other hand, the alxfJalwaiav probably inchides everything arrayed against

"sin, death and conscience," Luther, Er. ed. 64: 240; or
" Satan and the gates of hell," Calovius, or, with the great body of interpreters,

Christ's power,

"Satan, sin and death," which, against their will, are converted into means for
advancing the salvation of men. Thus a continual repetition of what is stated
Yet what occurs thus with these forces of the evil
in Heb. ii. 14 is occurring.
world is also fulfilled in another manner with converted men. They become
" gifts" to their fellow-men in the church by first having been led willing capThis is the history of all the "ai^ostles,"
tives by the great conqueror.
"prophets," "evangelists," etc., enumerated in ver. 11, as the church's
"gifts."

XLI. Ver.

"The

9.

elq to.

Karurepa

iiFprj.

and if the aix/^a^uala conand his powers, the warfare in which they were taken captive

greater the descent, the greater the ascent

sisted of Satan

;

would most naturally be contemplated in all its extent, as reaching to their
habitation itself
This ascent, what does it imply but a descent, and that even
to the lower parts of the earth, from which the spoils of victory were fetched.
This meaning seems to be upheld by the rd navra which follows, as well as by
the contrast " (Alford). So among English writers, EUicott and Barry. Dr.
Riddle siiggests that this view may have been maintained from the desire to
:

'

'

siistain the article of the

may have been

quite as

Creed

much

:

"He

descended into

hell,"

while " the other

influenced by the fear of favoring the

Romish

Eadie has an analysis of the various views, and a long defence
of the expression as referring to the earth.
Braune correctly rejects with
Meyer Chrysostom's interpretation, which applies it to Christ's burial, Philippi (Kirch. Glaubens. iv. 1, 171) refers it to the Incarnation.

a23pendages."

XLII. Ver.

Luther

:

"That

in

all

10.

Iva

Tr'Ar]p(jari

things he might work

ra navra.

all,

and without Him nothing be

done, thought, or spoken" (Randglossen, Erl. ed. Ixiv. 241).
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XLin.

Ver. 13.

~i/c

Emyvuaeu^.

See Note XIII., chap. i. 17:
"Clear and
" Christians are not to be, as in times past, some fully informed in one section
of truth, but erring through defective information on other points concerning
the Saviour— some with a superior knowledge of the merits of His death, and
but they are
others with a quicker perception of the beauties of His life
(Cremer).

exact knowledge"

.

.

.

be characterized by the completeness and harmony of their ideas of the
power, the work, the history, the love, and the glory of the Son of God"
to

(Eadie).

XLIV.

Ver. 13.

fif fiirpov

k.t.I.

Greek the meaning of " stature," but often used
life, i.e., from 17 to 45," and of women, "marriage-

T/MKia has rarely in classical

of

"the flower or prime of
and Scott).

able age" (Liddell

XLV.
The

i:se

of

rli/i^f

Ver. 16. Sid

for joint is

truaric ucbr't tt/c inixopTjyiag.

found in

Aristotle,

as to the propriety of the application.
fact that it

must have such meaning

XL VI.

Col.

here.

Ver. 18.

Slo,

ii.

whose terminology is decisive
19 seems to clearly settle the

So Eadie,

Ellicott, Alford, Kiddle.

t^v uyvoiav k.t.A.

Neither Tischendorf nor "Westcott and Hort approve of the deletion of the
commas, which Meyer finds necessary for his interiDretation. There is nothing
difficult in tracing their hahiiual

of the truth

was excluded.

An

ignorance to repeated acts whereby the light
be ignorant results in a state of com-

effort to

Neither is this in any way inconsistent
with the doctrine of original sin. The earlier condition of the heathen was
one in which they were more susceptible to the movements of divine grace.
"For this two-fold condition" (i.e., of darkening and alienation), "the apostle
gives a two-fold ground, whose members mutually condition each other, because
The condition of their
they are attached to one and the same subject.

plete darkening of understanding.

.

.

.

darkening and alienation from the life that is of God depends upon their inner ignorance and hardness of heart. That this inner ignorance is not a mere
limitation of the understanding, is expressed by the combination with the
TTcjpcjaii"

(Harless).

XLVII.
There

is

Ver. 21. Kodc^^ ianv akri^tia.

an antithesis here to the

ev /laTaiorrjri. ot ver. 17.

As opposed

this vanity, the qiiality of their teaching is here described as truth, while

next verse contains

its

substance

XL VIII.

'

'

'
'

to

the

(Eadie) or contents.

Ver. 22.

tuv TraXacbi' uv^pu-rrov.

"A bold and vivid personification of the old nature we inherit from Adam,
"Our
the source and seat of original and actual transgression" (Eadie).
former unconverted self personification of our whole sinful condition before
regeneration (Bom. vi. 6 Col. iii. 9), and opposed to the aaiibi- or viog uvdpunoc
;

;

a
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(ver.

24

Col.

;

iii.

10)" (EUicott).

"The

natural

man

in the corruption of his

Meyer's exception to the reference of this by Calovius to original sin is at once answered by the fact that, with Calovius, original sin is the
The examination
sinful habit, which begins to be laid aside in regeneration.
of the controversy with Eome on this topic in Apology of Augsburg Confession,
Art ii., pp. 75-83, will give mv;ch light here.
sin" (Braune).

XLIX.

Ver. 26. enl TvapopyiafKj

viicjv.

Eph. iv. 26 is not opyrj, however we may translate it
This it cannot be for the napop] ia/ii6(; there is absolutely forbidden
wrath.'
the sun shall not go down upon it whereas under certain conditions opyr} is a
The Scripture has nothing in common with the
righteous passion to entertain.
it takes no such loveless view of other
stoic's absolute condemnation of anger
'Disturb not thyself
if any one sins, he sins to
men's sins as his who said
himself (Marc. Ant. iv. 46). It inculcates no ajjathy, but only a restraint over
The Scripture permits, and not only permits, but when the right
passion
There is a 'wrath of God,'
occasion for it has arrived, demands it.
wrath also of the merciful Son of Man (Mark iii. 5), and a wrath which righteons men not only may, but, as they are righteous, must feel nor can there
be a surer and sadder token of an utterly prostrate moral condition than the
not being able to be angry with sin and sinners."
Yet "there is that
which may cleave even to a righteous anger, the Tvapopyta/jog, the irritation, the
exasperation, which must be dismissed at once" (Trench, Synonyms, First

"The

TapnpyiG/ioc of

'

;

;

;

;

:

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

;

—

Series, 180, 181).

.

.

.

—
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CHAPTER

Y.

and West, and Hort] vuuc
unequal value and not strong enough,
specially as the pronoun of the second person naturally presented itself from
Ver. 4. nai a'laxp. Kai'\ A D* E* F G, min. Sahid. Vulg. It. and
the context.
Fathers of some importance
Approved by Grie-sb., adopted by
alaxp- ?/.
Lachm. and Riick., and rightly so the Recepla apjjears to be an old alteration
in accordance with ver. 3, where also it is only at the third vice that tj comes
Vee.

2.

i/fiaq

But the

vfiQv.

.

.

.

Tisch.

^//wv]

[Treg.

:

.

.

.

•witnesses for this are of

—

?}

:

;

X* has

in.

nal alaxp. v, as also Syr. p.

—

rii

ovk uv/jkovto]

AB

X, 31, 67, 73,

So Lachm. and [Tisch. Treg. West,
and Hort] Eiick. commended also by Gi'iesb. An interpretation, probably
occasioned by the fact that the following dXXa fiullov evxap. was regarded as
Clem. Antioch. Ephr. Cyr.

« ovk

:

avijuEv.

;

— Ver.

the contrast to ra ovk avfjKovTa.

5.

larf] Elz.

:

tcrrf,

in opposition to far

preponderant evidence. Defended, it n true, by Matth, (" phiribus Graecis in
mentem venire poterat IcTt" " Igte could occur to most Greeks," but evidently a
mechanical mis^"ritiug or alteration rejected also by Keiche, Hofmann and
Ewald.- Of lariv eh^u}'.o'kaTpriq\ [Lachm. West, and Hort], following only B X,
;

-

67***

Cyr. Jer., has

lect. 40,

F

mended.

G, Vulg.

o kariv Eu^uD-okarpr^r,

which Mill and Griesb. recom-

Goth. Victorinus, Cyprian, Ambrosiaster have

It.

ianv

6

By

the latter the original of sanv EiSuko'mrprjg, which seemed to
require an explanation, that it might not be misunderstood, was explained, and
EiduAvTiaTpcia.

subsequently
Ver.

eiJw/lo?.d-p7?f

was

Matth.

0(jr6f] Elz.

9.

restored,

whereby the reading

irvevfiaTog,

:

of

Lachm.

arose.

in oi^position to decisive witnesses.

—

from Gal. v. 25.
Ver. 17. cruweirff] A B K, min. Chrys. ms. Damasc.
So Lachm. [Tisch. Treg. West, and Hort] and Eiick. Harless,
however, has awiovTEC, after D* F G. The latter, though doubtless to be acGI0.SS

Jer.

gwIete.

:

cented cvvwpTEg
ferred

(see

on Eom.

the imperative

;

is

iii.

11), is

as the less

common form

to be pre-

a gloss from the context, supported by no version.

—

Ver. 19. TTVEv/iariKalg] is wanting only in B, Clar.

Germ. Ambrosiast., and is
bracketed by Lachm. It might have been introduced from Col. iii. 16 but
the evidence for the omission is too weak, and the omission might easily be
occasioned by the homoeoteleuton.
h t?) KapSia] Lachm. and Eiick. tv rale
KupSlatg, after important witnesses (not B).
But the plural would in itself very
naturally occur to the copyists, and still more from the comparison of Col. iii.
;

—

16.

— Ver.

which

XptoTov] Elz.

21.

DEF

G, codd. of

It.

:

:

0co)\ in opposition to decisive witnesses,

add

already rightly judges that <p6f3oc
Oeov (K
Kvpiov) was brought in

some
eEou was the
'Inaov,

before,

among

after the Xp.

7nore current conception,

Mill

whereby

—

Ver.
0(5/3of Xpiarov does not occur elsewhere.
After av^pdaiv, Elz. Scholz have vrro-aaaEaOE, and Lachm. [and Treg.]
:

22.

some

;

The latter in accordance with A X, min. Copt. Vulg. Goth.
Clem, (once) Basil, Damasc. Ambrosiast. Pelag. D E F G, lect. 19, It. Syr. have
the Recepia, but before rotg It^oig.
These diversities only confirm the proba-

vTvoTaaaeaduaav.

bility that the verb

was originally wanting, as

also B, codd. Gr. in Jer. Clem.

—
:
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v., 1, 2.

The verb, deleted byTisch. and rejected byReiche [and
an expedient to help the construction. — Ver. 23. aviip (Elz.
o uvijp) and uvtSq (Elz.
koi. avroc tore) rest on decisive critical
evidence
although Eeiche again defends the Becepta, which is a smoothing of the text.
Ver. 24. 'iSloi^] is, following B D* E* F G X, min. codd. It., with Lachm. Treg.
Tisch. [West, and Hort], to be deleted as an addition from ver. 22.
Ver. 25.
lavTcJv] is wanting in A B X, min. Clem. Orig. Cyr. Chrys.
Deleted by Lachm.
But if anything were added to ywaiKac, it would be most
Tisch. and Kiick.
vestras)
natural to add /A'of from ver. 22. The v^Civ read in F G (Vulg. It. etc.
is an explanation of kavruv, and tells in favor of this, the dropping out of which
is to be explained from its superfluousness.
Ver. 27. avToc;'] Elz.
avri/v, in
opposition to far preponderating testimony altered from a failure to underVer. 28. Lachm. has rightly adopted, on decisive
stand the emphatic avrdq.
(once) have no verb.

West, and Hort],

is

:

;

—
:

—

:

;

—

ovtuq

authority,

koi

o'l

avi^psg

— Ver. 29. Instead
evidence. — Ver. 30.

nal ol uv6poc.

B

6(t>ei.^ovacv.
of XpiarSg,

Elz.

has the order ovTug 6(p.
has Kvptog, in opposition to

e/c rr/c aapKog arov kcu f/c tuv oar. avTov\ is wanting
67** ah, Copt. Aeth. Method, and perhaps Ambrosiast. Deleted
by Lachm. [Treg. Tisch. West, and Hort], susjaected also by Mill and Griesb.,
defended by Reiche. The omission has arisen either from mere accident, by

decisive

in

A B N*

17,

passing in the process of copj'ing from the
or

more probably through

design, from

first

want

avrov immediately to the third,

of perceiving the suitableness of

the words in the context, and judging their meaning inappropriate.
If they
had been added from the LXX. Gen. ii. 23, we shoidd have found written ck
Tuv ooTEuv

ai'Tov

Kai

etc

rijg

— Ver.
—

aapicog avrov.

31.

tov iraT. avrov

k.

t. /<??r.]

Lachm. and Tisch. on preponderant testimony have merely narepa kuI fir/ripa.
Rightly the Recepia is from the LXX.
Tipbg rf/v yvp.'\ Lachm. and Riick.
Ty yvvaiid, in accordance doubtless with many and considerable witnesses (not
B), but an alteration in conformity with the LXX. (according to A, Aid.) and
;

Matt. xix.

:

5.

Contents.
through His

— Exhortation
sacrificial

chastity, avarice,

to

the imitation

death has loved us (vv.

and other

vices,

inasmuch

of
1,

God, to
2).

love,

Warning

as they exclude

as Christ

against un-

from the Mes-

kingdom (vv. 3-5). The readers are not to let themselves be deceived
by empty words, and not to hold fellowship with the vicious for, as those
who from being dark have become Christianly enlightened, they are under
sianic

;

obligation to walk accordingly, and to have no fellowship with the works

which is a course as necessary as it
They are therefore to be careful in their walk as
wise (vv. 15-17), and not to become drunken, but to become full of the Holy
Spirit, which fulness must express itself by alternate utterance in psalms
and hymns, by singing praise in the silence of the heart, and by continual
of darkness, but rather to rebuke them,

is

salutary (vv. 6-14).

Christian thanksgiving towards

God

(vv. 18-20).

Subject the one to the

other in the fear of Christ, the wives are to render to their husbands true
Christian subjection (vv. 21-24), and the

men

to their wives true Christian

love (vv. 25-38), in connection with which, however, the wife owes rever-

ence to the husband

(ver. 33).

Paul has just said Kadiig aal 6 Oedg kxapiaaro vfilv, he now, on
the ground of these words (ow), sums up under one head the duty of love
Vv.

1, 2.

If

—

—

—
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and that as imitation of God by a loving walk,
such as stands in ajipropriate relation to the love shown to us by Christ,
which serves as j^attern for our conduct. With this is expressed the specific
character and degree of the love required as an imitation of God (John xiii.
exiiressed iu detail, iv. 32,

corresponds to the nadbq

84, XV. 13).

Accordingly, ver.

ixap'iaaTo as a

whole, and ver. 2 to the

1

kuI 6 Qebg kv

iv Xpicrip iu particular

Xp.

yivEade ovv at

;

the same time corresponds emphatically to the yiveade 6e of iv. 32, introducing
form flowing from the last words of ver. 32 the same thing

—

in another

—

—

reKva ayaiv.] in accordance

with your
His beloved children. ayaTv/jTo. denotes neither amabiles,
" ut
" lovely," nor good, excellent children, nor is it to be said with Vater
solent liberi, qui tunc diliguntur," " as children are wont, who are the?i

was introduced hj

as

God

relation to

jivea^e SL

dig

as

'

:

God shown

loved;" but what a love has
1

;

Rom.

V. 8, 5, al.)

like the loving Father,

John

iv.

7

ff.

;

Matt.

Now,

!

how

John iii.
become

vlod-saia (1

and not

to

See Rom. vi. 1 ff. 1
"imitators of Ood " is found

contradictory were this

Yet the

v. 45.

by the

to us

to be God's beloved child,

exj^ression

;

!

mi] annexes wherein this imitation of God must,
with Paul only here.
consist, namely, therein, that love is the element in which their life-walk
kuI irapfduKsv
takes place love, such as also Christ has displayed towards us.

—

K.7.?..]

Practical proof of the

Comp.

ip/aiTTjCEv.

Paul might have written

20.

ii.

ver. 25
but wrote

TiapiOTJjaev,

thought of the matter as a self-surrender.

The

in the verb, but in the attributes.-

We may

lie

Rom.

;

v. 8 f .

;

Gal.

because he

TrapeSuK.,

notion of sacrifice does not

add that with

naped.

we

have not to sujiply e'tc &dvaTov,^ but ru QeQ'^ belongs to it, to the connecting
of which with eIq baftijv evudiac * the order of the words is opposed (comp. Ex.
xxix. 18
Lev. i. 9, 13, 17, xxiii. 13, 18
Gen. viii. 21), since the emphatic
prefixing of -(i QeO, if it belonged to eJf bafi. evuiL, would be quite without
reason, inasmuch as there is not any kind of contrast (for instance, to human
;

;

satisfaction) in the case.

God.

to

The idea

—

our lehalf in order to reconcile us
" but

vTrip rjfiuv']for

of substitution is not expressed in the preposition,

lies in the conception of a sacrifice, under which the N. T. represents the
death of Christ, and that, indeed, as expiatory sacrifice. See on Rom. v.
''

'rvpoa(popav k. Svcriav] as an offering and a sacrifice.
The
more precise definition of the former for Trpoafopd is everything in general which is brought as an offering, whether it be bloody or
unbloody (Hn^P). Comp. Ecclus. xiv. 11. Of the sacrifice of Christ, also

6

;

Gal.

iii.

13.

latter (n?T) is a

Heb.
effect

X. 10, 14.

;

Harless explains the joining of the two substantives to the

that Christ, as

Himself as an offering

He

^cas a sacrifice

(Tt poa<f>opdv)

must logically have written dvaiav

k.

^

Zanchius.
In opposition to Hofmann's objection.

'

Grotius, Harless,

and

others.

Bengel, Ilofmann, and others
with less simplicity attach to irpoa^i k.
^

Wliicli

t>v<TCav.
^

Luther, Koppe, Meier, Harless.

for others (^vcylav), also presented

But, apart from the fact that thus Paul

.

7vpoa(popdv (as in

'

See

p. 459
'

also

Ps. xl. 7

van

Hengel,

;

Heb.

ad

x. 5),

Bom.

I.

f.

In opposition to

Hofmann,

who makes

Schriftbew.

the apostle merely say, "that Christ has ^one the way of
death, in order as our well-pleasing repre
II. 1, p.

383

f.,

sentative to

come

to

God."

—
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v., 3.

hoth words, iu fact, state in what character Christ presented Himself to God,
both express the objective relation, while the subjective relation of Christ is
conveyed in waptduKEv iavrbv virip T/fxoiv. Comp. 1 Pet. i. 18.
elf oa/uf/v
evuSiac;] SO that it Ijecamefor Him an odor offragrance, figurative designation
of its acceptableness to Ood (Phil. iv. 18), after the Hebrew nn'J-n"") (Lev. i.

—

13, 17,

9,

12,

ii.

iii.

5),

which was the

original real, anthropopathic basis of

The underlying notion
come into account

the idea of the acceptableness of a sacrifice to God.'

which was

of the 'burning of that

offered did not of course

in the case of the llaar^piov of Jesus, but the thought of the expression

the sacrificial designation of the atoning deed independent of

— The

its

is in

origin.^

question whether Christ

is here in reality presented as an expiatory
merely as one who in His self-surrender well-pleasing to God
has left us a pattern.^ has been raised by the Socinians,^ who denied the
former,^ is decided not merely by virkp ijiiuv, but by the view prevailing

mcrifice, or

and specially with Paul, of the death of Jesus as the
Rom. iii. 25 (comp. also Matt. xx. 28, xxvi. 28; 1 Pet. i. 18; 1 Tim.
which also is contained here in &vaiav.'^ Certainly the main point in

throughout the N. T.

,

iXaar/jpiov,
ii.

6),

the connection of our passage

is

the love displayed by Christ, but the

j^racti-

as expiatory sacrifice; in opposition to

which it just really was, namely,
which the addition eJf baji. evu6.,

which

is

cal proof of this love is represented as that

is

in the O. T., save iu Lev. iv. 31,'

not to be urged, inasmuch as

not used of expiatory sacrifices,

— even apart from Lev.

Himself consequently His expiatory sacrifice teas

I.e.

at the

— Christ offered up

same time a voluntary

offering.

Ver.

and

At] leading over to another portion of the exhortation.

3.

irPitovE^ia,

quite as at

iv. 19,

the

two main

— aKadapaia

•

vices of heathendom.

The

nor "imprimis de prostibulis,
ut quaestum lucrentur," " especially of courtesans

latter thus is here neither insatiability in lust,^

quae sunt vulgato

who

corp>ore,

prostitute their bodies for pay," Koppe, Stolz, but

not equivalent to

kb/,*

nor yet explicative, '" but

:

vice from the correlative iropveia Kal -naaa a.Ka'&apala

;

firj6e 6vofxaC(:G-&u

fjLEVuv vTvedei^E,

iv vfuv'\ not once be

koI avra^

avruv

named,

Kpoarp/opiaa

etc.

rfjg

;

—

?}]

is

another

" neither fornication and

every kind of uncleanness, nor avarice, nor shamelessness

—

avarice.

disjunctive, separating

(ver.

4),

etc.

luavug rb fivaapbv tuv

elp?/-

p.vijji'qq

s^opiaai KETiEvaaQ,

"He

which was impure in the subjects mentioned,
very names be banished from memory," Theodoret.'-

sufficiently indicated that

enjoining that their
>

"

viii. 21
Ewald, Alterth. p. 31.
Without that which is symbolized in

See Gen.

'o<T|u.r)

;

of Christ

cuwSt'as, tlie sacrifice

would

uot have been propitiatory. Comp. on the
expression itself the Homeric /ci'tcrcrrjs 1761/?
ouT^i^, "sweet savor of fat," Of?, xii. 369.
3 So Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 113
Ruckert.
* See
Calech.
Eacov. 484, ed. Oeder,
;

IV.

See also Calovius, BiU.

p. 716

*

:

;

>'

f.

'^

nachapost.

Ebrard, Lehre von der stellGemigth. p. 68 ff. Philippi, Dor/ni.

Zeltalter, p. 77
verlret.

ill.

und

Lechler, apost.

ff.

^ As Heinsius (controverted by Salmasius,
de foen. Trap. p. 121 ff.), Estius, Locke,
Baumgarten, Michaelis, Zachariae, and
others would take it.

"

•Comp.

294

in Herzog's Etwykl. X. p. 648.

p. 1006.
5

2, p.

See, with regard to this passage, Oehler

'

Salmasius, Schleusner.
Heinsius.
Comp. Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 275 f.
Comp. ver. 12. Dio Chrys. p. 300

B

ovSk bvoixd^eiv d^iov nap'

" It

crTda-Lv Se

is

v/jlIv,

;

improper for you even to mention the

—
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Ka^cjc

namely, that these vices should not once be mentioned
are they
bvo/jara, " such disgraceful words"

n-pine.i ay'ioiq]

among them.
Ver.

So alaxpa

'

abo7nmation, disgraceful conduct.'-'

4. Ai(7;^p6T?ii]

!

Most expositors,

in-

cluding Riickert, Meier, Holzhausen, Olshausen,^ limit it to disgraceful wWeranees, but without warrant of linguistic usage (this would be al(7xpo?.oyia, see
Polyb. viii. 13. 8,
Aristot. derep. vii. 17
Col. iii. 8; Xen. derep. Lac. v. 6
or in the context, in which it is only the following elements
xii. 13. 3)
;

;

;

that contain the unchristian speaking.
sipid, foolish talk.*

and

—

—

ei-paTreA/a] signifies

uupoTioyla] is the carrying

on of in-

properly ready versatility from rpenu

urbanity; then specially a witty, jesting manner ; and in a bad
" scurrility." ^ [See Note

ev),

sense, as here, the witticism oifrimlity, scurrilitas,
L., p.

524.]

pp. 221, 338

—

as that which

TaovK. iivijKovTa]
It refers

f.

is

tinseemly.

Comp. Winer,

only to fiupoloyia and evrpaneXia, since for alcxpdrrjQ

such a characteristic description would be entirely superfluous, and alia fiallov
oral sins. "
al7ia fiallov
back merely to those peccata oris,
EvxapiaTia] From the preceding fiTjSs bvofia^ea^u h vulv we have here to supply
'

ehxapiaTia] points

fcTTu

'

or ytvEc-Qu EV

known

which

vfilv,

brachylogy.*

contained therein, in accordance with a well-

is

evxaptarla

is,

according to standing usage,' not grace-

fulness of speech, as Jerome, Calvin,^ Salmasius, Cajetanus, Hammond, Semler, Michaelis, Wahl, Meier, and others would take it, which would be

but giving of thanks, in which case there results a contrast far more
keeping with the Christian character and the profoundly vivid piety of

evxapt,

in

the apostle (comp. Col.

God

ii.

supersede

among

7, iii.

15, 17

;

1

Thess. v. 18).

Gratitude towards

Christ), expressing itself in their discourse, is to

(for the salvation in

two faults before mentioned, and to sanctify
"Linguae abusui opponitur sanctus et tamen laetus

Christians the

their oral intercourse.

usus," "the holy and yet joyful use of the tongue

Bengel. Morus erroneously refers

it

is

opposed to

its

abuse,"

to thanksgiving towards others;

'

'

the

courtesy. "

language of
Ver. 5. Paul returns to the vices mentioned ver.

3, and assigns the reason
Paul appeals to the consciousness of the readers, which, considering their familiarity with the principle laid down, was at all events more natural to him, and more in keeping with the destination as a motive (yap), than the imperative sense.
The
participle, however, is not here to be explained from the well-known

for their prohibition.

—

la-e yLvucKovreg]

indicative ;

'*

Herod,

faction."
OVK

t'lecTTi,

i.

138

:

ao-o-a 51

TaCra ovSe Aeyetv

Troic'eiv

o-<^t

e|eo-Ti,

"What

it

not allowable to do, it is not allowable
even to mention." Dem. 1259, 17 S /cai
is

:

ovoixa.C,iLv oKcijaat/i' av,

"

which

I

would

hesi-

tate even to mention."
' Plat. Rep.
p. 344 B, and Stallbaum in
^ Plat. Gorg. p. 525 A.
3

Not Matthies and Harless.

*

Antig.

Mirab. 126
^wpoAwvios xal
" idle talk and frivolity," Arist.
Plut. Mor. 504 A.

de

dSoAco-x'as,

loc.

:

H. A. i. 11
* See in general, Wetstein ad loc. ; Dissen, ad Find. p. 180; Kriiger on Thuc. ii.
;

41.1.
"^

KUhner,

IT. p. 604.

Comp. also Loesner, Obsg. p. 345 f.
8 " Sermones nostros vera suavitate et
gratia perfusos esse debere, quod fiet, si
miscebimus utile dulci," " Our conversation
'

should be pervaded with true sweetness
and grace, which will occur if we will
mingle the useful with the sweet."
s
Vatablus,
Vulgate,
Valla.
Castalio,
Erasmus Schmid, Estius, Grotius, Wolf,
Bengel, Koppe, Riickert,
hausen, Bleek, and others,

Matthies,

01s-
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Y., 5.

Hebrew and Greek mode of connecting the finite verb with its participle,'
inasmuch as yivuaK. is another verb but it denotes the way and manner of
naq
ovk ex^'] i^ee on iv. 29, and Winer, p. 155.
the knowing.
of
ea-iv Ei^uloAdrpTjg] applies to the covetous man, whom Paul declares in a metaphorical sense to be an idolater, inasmuch as such an one has made money
and property his god, and has fallen away from the service of the true God
and the passages
Col. iii. 5
(comp. Matt. vi. 24). Comp. Phil. iii. 19
from Philo and the Rabbins, which express the same mode of regarding
covetousness and other vices, in Wetstein, and Schottgen.^ Doubtless 7ropvf/a
and uKa^apaia are also subtle idolatry but only with regard to avarice
does Paul, here and at Col. iii. 5, bring it into special relief, in order with
''

;

—

.

.

—

.

;

;

;

thoroughly deterrent force to make this felt kqt' k^oxtjv, "pre-eminently,"
For Paul, in particular, whose allas antichristian (comp. 1 Tim. vi. 10).
sacrificing self-denial (2 Cor. vi. 10, xi. 27) stood so sharply contrasted with
that self-seeking passion, such a peculiar branding of irleove^la was very natural.

Zachariae, Koppe,* Meier, Harless, as also Fritzsche," refer oq kanv

to all three suhjccts.

lar of the relative

ndcj'A.

Unnecessary deviation from that which after the singu-

must most

natui'ally suggest itself to the reader,

and op-

posed to the parallel Col. iii. 5, where r/ng egtIv ElduXoXaTpeta has its reference
merely to the K'keove^'ia assured by the use of the article ttjv TrXeove^lav, and it
is only afterwards that the comprehension of the before-named vices by
ovk ejet K/i?}povo/Liiav] Comp. on
means of the neuter plural ch' a comes in.

—

11.

i.

By means

present.^

—h

of the present tense the certain future relation is realised as

-y ^aaiA. tov Xpicrov

k.

for the Messianic

Qeov]

kingdom

be-

longs to Christ and God, since Christ and God shall have the government of

kingdom. Christ opens it at His Parousia, and rules it under the supreme dominion of God (1 Cor. xv. 27) \intil the final consummation, whereupon He yields it up to God as the sole ruler (1 Cor. xv. 24, 28). But, after
Beza, Zanchius, Glass, Bengel, Riickert and Harless have explained it, on
'^
the ground of the non-repetition of the article
of Him, who is Christ and
God," so that Christ is here spoken of as God.* Incorrectly, since Qeoc had
no need of an article (see Winer, p. 110 f
comp. fiaaileia Qeov, 1 Cor. vi. 9,
Gal. v. 21), and Christ, in accordance with the strict monothe10, XV. 50
ism of the apostle (comp. iv. 6), cotdd not be called by him Gfoc in the absolute sense, and never has at all ieen called by him Geof.
See on Rom. ix.
this

'

:

;

.

;

Winer, p. 317 f.
This you are aware of from your otvn
knowledge, so that I need not first to instruct
you with regard to it, that, etc. Comp. the

"which crimes prevail
Gentile idolaters," or: "as

'

gentiles idololatras,"

'

indeed

classic opwi'

ing

(cal cLKovuiv

oI5a,

and hearing," Xen.

"

I

know by see-

Cyr.

iv.

1.

14.

ToCto

thus applies to the following on,
not to ver. 3 f., as Winer maintains. See

Kuhner,
3

Horae,

p. 779.

Koppe,

we may

as an idolater.''''
Be conformat. N.

little
*

T.

critica

add, allows a choice be-

tween two arbitrary alterations of the literal meaning. The sense in his view is
either: "quae quidem Jiagitia regnant inter

TMchm.

I.

1841, p. 46.
«

See Bernhardy,

'Comp.

p. 371.

also Calovius.

Yet Riickert is of opinion, inconsistently
whether Paul in
reality here meant it so cannot be decided,
because he is not here speaking of Christ
in general, but only incidentally making
mention of His kingdom.
^

enouf^h, that the question

II. § G31. 2.

*

among

—

;
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kingdom as (iaaileia of Christ and of
and renders the Avarning element more
solemn and more powerful to deter, through the contrast with the supreme
On the proposition itself, comp. Gal. v. 21.
holiness of the kingdom.'^
5

Col.

;

God

is

The designation

2.'

ii.

on Gal.

climactic (comp.

of the

i.

1),

—

Ver.

6.

Let no one deceive yo^i

the warning
Jews,

which

is

loitli

empty

In those against

icords !

here given, Grotius sees partly heathen

"omnibus Judaizantibus, quomodecunque

last

whom
partly

philoso2'>hers,

partem

vixissent,

fore dicebant in seculo altero," " said that for all Judaizers no matter how
they lived there would be a part in the world to come." Olshausen ^ thinks
of frivolous Christians of antinomian sentiments, who would in future

emerge

;

In accordance with the

Meier, of teachers of Gentile tendencies.

context Qnl tovc

vlovc

yap

avfi^itroxoi aiiruv, fjTe

rf/q aTreid-elag,

we

ttote CKorog)

have to understand Gentiles who have remained ^mbelieving, who in their intercourse with the Christians sought to palliate those Gentile vices, to give
them out as matters of indifference, to represent abstaining from the same

and thereby to entice back the Christians to the Gentile
kevol, inasmuch as the corresponding contents,
for certainly
was wanting to them.'*
6i.a ravra yap k.t.7x..^

as groundless rigor,

Their discourses were

life.

—

i.e., the truth,
very serious consequences follow these vices on account of these vices (cha
ravra emphatically prefixed) comes (down) the wrath of God upon the dis:

up the load of guilt one day to repunishment (Rom. ii. 5), from which they could be liberated only by
means of faith in Christ, the despising of whom leaves them to abide under
To refer ravTa
the wrath of God and to encounter its judicial execution.
to the deceiving with empty icords,^ has against it not so much the plural
140) one
since ravra often also in classical writers denotes (see Winer,
notion or thought (according to the aggregate of its several marks) as
rather the unsuitability of the sense in itself and to the following fjy ovv
obedient, for this vicious conduct piles

ceive

]:>.

—

yivEG^e K.r.A. as well as to the parallel Col.

punishment of

the present life is

of the (iam?.Eia, ver. 5
future, as in ver.
viol r?jg aiTEi-&.

7.

God

?)

bpyf/ rov Qeov]

Qeov

opy?) rov

It is

otherwise

2.

ii.

is

Not the

the opposite

in the day of jiidgment,

realized as present.

Comp.

1

Thess.

are here those refusing faith to the gospel,

bedient to God.
Ver.

but the Avrath of

;

5, is

—

6.

iii.

meant,® since the

Comp. Rom.

Qvv] since on account of these sins, etc.

—

10.

i.

which

— The

and thereby

xi. 30,

diso-

xv. 31.

m'/uinEroxoi avruv']

ahruv

can, in keeping with the context, only be referred to the vlovg

rf/c nTrwi?.,

whose co-partners the Christians become, if they practise the
whereby they fall from the state of reconciliation (Rom. xi. 22
17) and incur the divine bpyii (ver. 5).
Koppe's interpretation
cum iis fortunae compotem fieri," " to become participant of the

same

;

:

^

Comp. Beyschlas,

p. 203
^

3
«

N.

d.

T.

Ernesti, Urspr. d. Siinde.

I.

f.

399

f.

;

also

(cevoAo-yi'a,

Plat. Lack. p. 190

8

C

;

;

LXX. Ex.
Dem. 821,

and the passages

v. 9,
11

in

;

al.

Horn.

Kypke,

iii.

" ejusdem
same fort-

envpty talk, Plut.

C KivoKoyelv, Isa. viii. 19.
^ chrysostom p'aces both
explanations
side by side
comp. Theophylact and
Oecumenius.
« Calvin,
Matthias
Meier, and others
combines present and future.
p. 1069

;

;

Comp. Bleek.
Comp. Col. ii.

Od. xsii. 849,

IT. p.

Mor.

Comp. also

p. 207

Cliristol.

f.

sins,

2 Pet.

;

—
CHAP,
une with them,"

— As to

11).

is

an importation
on iii.

avfifiiroxog, see
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v., 8, 9.

with the context

at variance

8-

(see vv.

6.

Reason assigned for the exhortation just given For your former
now,
darkness (with which those vices were in keeping) is past
on the other hand, ye are Christianly enlightened as belits such, let your
walk be.
f/re] prelixed with significant stress, has the force of a ground
Ver.

8.

:

state of

;

;

—

assigned as praeterite, just as at Roni.
that Paul has omitted

non-use of

has

fieu

which

fih',

its logical

ground, and that in the

not conceived in relation to that

tum pro

divine

sion of

hand,

25

f.)

is

denoted.

II. p.

truth

dark,

:

make

must

different

entirely

it

The

—

Se

gkotoq]

k.t.X.]

walk be

your

Abstrac-

of the

now on

Light

!

is

Just so

the designation the

different

entirely

the clause

by SL

by which the opposite

— vvv

how

your conversion,

since

how

which thereupon confronts

concreto, "abstract for concrete," to

stronger (Kilhner,

fact, that

where /uv seems to be wanting.^

classical writers,

in

Riickert incorrectly holds

vi. 17.

variance with good composition.

is at

is

it

in

i:)osses-

the

other

with

you,

tlie

Lord

are

with Christ,
in whom, as the source and giver of light (ver. 14), ye live and move.
as children of light, i.e., as enlightened
Comp. i. 18.
(jc -etiva ^cjroc]
John xii. 36.
As such
Luke xvi. 8
Comp. 1 Thess. v. 5
ones.

ye,

divine truth in your fellowship

furnished with

i.e.,

—

;

they are

now

comes

tation

in

;

show themselves

to

Withoict oiv the exhor-

in their walk.

with the greater energy.^

Ver. 9. Parenthetic incitement to the observance of the preceding summons, by holding forth the glorious fruit which the Christian illumination
bears

6oKi/j.ni^ovTeg

;

then

is

of the imperative

^

there

is

accompanying

(ver. 10)

and the /i^ gvykolvuveIte, ver.
For taking the participle of

11,

definition to TVEptTvarelTE,

continues the imperative form of address.

grammatically incorrect in the sense
'}up] for, not the merely

ver. 10 as

absolutely no ground.

—

explanatory namely, which introduces into the whole paraenetic chain of the

—

discourse something feeble and alien.

6 Kapirbg tov ^urdf]

indicates in a fig-

manner the aggregate of the moral effects (Kapirdg collective, as in
Matt. iii. 8 Phil. i. 11) which the Christian enlightenment has as its result.
Comp. on Gal. v. 22.'*
h Traoy ayaOuGi'vij~\ sc. egt'l, so that every kind of
probity {aynOua., see on Rom. xv. 14 Gal. v. 22), etc., is thought of as that,
in which the fruit is contained (consists).*
(^iKatoawri] moral rectitude,
Rom. vi. 13, xiv. 17. See on Phil. i. 1\ .^
alndEta] moral truth, opposed
John iii. 21.
to hypocrisy as ethical il)Evdog, 1 Cor. v. 8
Phil. i. 18, iv. 8
urative

;

;

—

—

;

;

'

ad

See Krvigev, Anab. iii.
Cijrop. iii. 2. 13, Goth.

p. 356

f.

;

4.
;

41

Ellendt, Lex. Soph.

Comp. Stallbaum, ad
C Dissen, ad Find. Exc.

;

Bornemann,
ad JJevar.

Klotz,
I.

p. 388.

2

Flat.

;

II. p. 276.

Gorg. p. 510

Bleek, following Koppe.
* Where what is here termed Kapir. toO
<()ioTds is called Kaptr. toS nvevfjLaTO';.
Not as
2

though

wveOiua

same thing
but the

and

<Ju)s

were one and the

(Delitzscli, Bibl. Psychol, p. 390),

Spirit,

through

whom God

and

Christ dwell in the heart, Rom. viii. 9, produces the (^u>? in the heart (3 Cor. iv. 6 Eph.
i. 17 f.), so that the fruit of the Spirit is also the fruit of the light, and vice versa.
Nor is the fruit of the word sown upon the
;

good ground anything different.
' Comp. Matthiae, p. 1342.
° According to Pnil. i. 11, the
Christian
moral rectitude has again its Kapird^ in the
several Christian virtues, which are the expressions of

its life.

—
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which together embrace the whole
and that under the three different points of view
"good, right, true," forbids the assumption of more special contrasts, as
ayaduc. is opposed to wrath, SiKaioa. to seduction and
e.g. in Chrysostom
see TheophyOthers present the matter otherwise
deceit, i^O. to lying.
"-encral nature of these three words,

The

of Christian morality,

:

;

Erasmus, Grotius.

lact,

Ver. 10. AoKindi^ovTsg] after the parenthesis in ver. 9, a modal definition of
the walk called for in ver. 8, which is to be prosecuted under a searching
consideration of what is well-pleasing to Christ (rw Kvplu), as to which sub-

(Rom.

jectively the Christian conscience

of Christ
15

Rom.

;

20

(iv.

2

xii.

Ver. 11.

12.

21),

the

They

ones,

;

iv. 9

nere est," "it

is

ver,

and

mind opposed

vi. 1),

on Phil.

as regards the dative, see

the epja

ttjq

the epya daejSelac (Jude 15).

iv.

dark-

Comp. Rom.

to divine truth.
21),

i.

S2:)iritual

capKOQ (Gal. v.

—

toIq ciKapTroig]

as result

(Rom.

vi. 21, viii.

13

;

Gal.

vi. 1, ix. 14.

Rom.

—

fidllov 6e

when they

:

" non

satis absti-

Hiyxtrt] reprove them (these

not enough to abstain."

works), which occurs

;

5).

rather even, imoadeo.

/ca/] Init

Bengel well remarks

ix. 34.

8

vi.

conceived as negation of blessedness (comp. ver.

is

;

Comp.

inasmuch, namely, as they draw no blessing after them.

£pya vcKpa, Heb.

See on Gal.

of

which they have

al.)

iv. 22,

Comp.

and objectively the gospel

v. 21.

are the epya Trovripd (Col.

Ipya (Heb.

vEK-pd

perdition

Eph.

xiv. 23)

27) give the decision.

i.

those works, which are wrought in consequence of

nonfruitful

The

Phil.

;

(comp. ver. 7

— of the ethical frame

xiii.

16

have not fellowship icith (the disobedient) in the

I,vyKoivuvElT£]

14), i.e., in

the

i.

Thess.

1

;

worTcs of darkness

ness

Eom.

;

are not passed over in silence

and indul-

gently excused, but are held up with censure to the doer, and have their

immorality discovered and brought home, in order to produce amendment.
is an oral one, since the context does not intimate
not one de facto, " expressed in deeds," not " dictis etfac-

This chastening reproof

anything

else

'

;

"by words and

tis,''"'

deeds. "'^

Comp. on John

iii.

20, xvi. 8

;

Cor. xiv.

1

24.

Ver. 12 assigns the reason for the

demand

pointing to what quite specially needed the
secret vicious acts of

just expressed, e?,eyxeTe,

e?^£yxEiv,

by

— by pointing to the

the unbelievers, which are so horrible, that one must

ashamed even but
has its ground assigned
feel

to

mention them.

Thus, consequently, the kMyx^'''
/cpi-^^] not elsewhere

—

as concerns its great necessity/.

in the N. T.^ in the protasis has the emphasis,

denotes that which takes place in

secret, in

—hence

it is

prefixed,

the darkness of seclusion.

special references, such as to the horrible excesses in connection

—and
More

with the

heathen mysteries,'^ or even to the " familiam Simonis Magi, quae eratinfanda-

"Sancta nimirum et honesta vita,"
and honorable life,"
Beza comp. Erasmus, Cameron, Zanchius.
* Bengel
comp. Theophylact, Photius,
Calovius,
Holzhausen, Olshausen, and
>

" doubtless a holy
:

;

others.
'

But see Deut.

Mace. iv. 12; Xen. Symp. v. 8; Find. 01.
Soph. Track. 686, A?iiig. 85 to be written with Iota subscriptum, Ellendt, Leoc.
Soph. I. p. 992
Llpsius, Gravim. TJnters.

3

i.

7,5

;

Wisd.

xviii. 9

:

;

;

p. 6
>

xxviii. 57

;

f.

Eisner, Wolf, Michaelis, Holzhausen.
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v., 12.

magistra," "establishment of Simon

Magus which was the

warrant in the context as the
weakening of the meaning of the word by Morus, who understands thereby
According to
the mores domesticos^ "domestic habits," of the Gentiles.
mistress of dreadful lusts,"

'

have just

as little

Koppe,^ Meier, Harless, and Olshausen, the /cpii^jj yivoneva are not meant to
be specially the secret deeds of vice, but the epya tov aKorovqin general,
Avhich are so designated in accordance with the view conditioned by aKoror^.^
But against this may be urged, first, the fact that auoTog (here in the ethical
sense) and /cpv^^ are quite different notions, inasmuch as manifest vice also
secret sins,'''' take
is an 'ipyov tov gk6tovq, whereas only the \)ecci\X& occulta,
secondly, the emphasis, which the prefixing of Kpvipy demands
place Kpv^y
for this word, and which, if apviprf denoted nothing special, would be entirely lost, so that Paul might have written merely ra yap ycvS/xeva im' avruv
^''

;

;

which presupposes in the
;* and lastly, that it would

thirdly, the contrast of the following (pavepovrai,

something which had been done secretly
be quite an exaggerated assertion to nay of the sins of the Gentiles gcnvTr' ai-wv] by the vial rfj^
erally, that it is a shame even to mention them.
aTTEide'iag.
Kal Myeiv] even only ^ to say, what they in secret do, one must be
ashamed.* The tacit contrast is the Tuoielv of the doers. Compare the p.ri6E
i'Aiyxciv

in fact

—

—

of ver.

3.

—

Remark. The confirmatory relation of ver. 12 to what precedes has
been very variously apprehended, and with various definitions of the sense
itself.
Calvin, anticipating, holds that the intention is to state what is
accomplished by the FAey^iq thereby light is brought into their secret things,
"ut sua turpitudine pudefiant," "that they may become ashamed of their
baseness," comparing 1 Cor. xiv. 24. Of this there is mention only in the
sequel.
Entirely at variance with the words is the view of Grotius (comp.
Calovius): "nam nisi id fiat, audebunt etiam clam turpiora," "for unless he
were to do this, they will dare secretly even baser things." Bengel (comp.
already in Oecumenius) finds in ver. 12 the cause adduced, "cur indefinite
loquatur ver. 11 de operibus tenebrarum, cum fructum lucis ver. 9 definite descripserit," "why bespeaks indefinitelj% ver. 11, of the works of darkness when
he definitely described, ver. 9, the fruit of light." Imported, and opposed to
the emphatic Kpv<pfi. While, moreover, Koppe translates yap by doubtless \_zwar'\,
Kiickert wishes at least to supply a doubtless.
"Doubtless their secret sins are
not of such kind that they can be mentioned with honor, yet it belongs to you,
as children of the light, to convince them of the wickedness of their actings."
But the supplying of fih is pure invention. See on ver. 8. Quite mistaken
also is the explanation of Meier
"Yes, reprove them severely and openly to
the face for the merely unconcerned speaking and telling of such deeds of
shame secretly committed is likewise disgraceful, unworthy, and mean." Thin
:

:

;

>

Estius.

^

Flagitia quaevis, "

3

See Harless.
Comp. Heliodorus,

*

0(J>9aA(ixb9

aSeniTa

victing

kXeyxoiV Koi

viii. p.
to.

397

afJiiQUVTa

:

and unlawful."
See Hartuns, PartiMl.

«

Comp.

Plat. Rep. p. 465

p. 1.36.

I.

C

:

okvCi Ka\ Ae'veiv,

H

6 rrj? SiKrjs

"

Kpii<^ia koX

" wllich are
very shameful even to mention," and the
passages in Wetstein.

ifxaTi^uiv, "the eye of Justice conand enlightening secrets unmen-

33

*

tiotied

any kind of crimes."

S

I liesitate

even to mention," Dem.

TToAArji' aio'xi'Vr)!'

e^ei Kal

Ae'ycti',

1^62,

:
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Paul would

have expressed

at least

f/lfyjen^) 7a Kfivcpy

avruv yLvoiiEva

vtt'

hausen's interpretation

"

:

The

mysteries the Christians are?!oi

tlitis

sins

to yap Ih/ELv i-iovov (antithesis to -h

:

Impossible, likewise,

ion.

a'taxp.

committed in the darkness

of the

is

Holz-

heathen

they are not even to utter the names

to disclose;

Apart from the consideration how singular
such a precept must appear face to face with the decidedly moral character of
the apostle, apart also from the fact that the mysteries are purely imported (see
above), such a view should have been precluded as well by the yap in itself
(since, in fact, no counterpart of Kpvcpij precedes), as by the succeeding r d 6e
lidvTa, which, according to Holzhausen, is meant to signify //te vices, "which
thereof, they are too abominable."

can endure your light."
Flatt,

Following Anselm, Piscator, Vorstius, Zanchius,

Harless finally discovers in ver. 12 the assigning of a reason not for the

EAeyx^Te,

which

is

held to follow only with ver. 13, but for/i^ GvyKOivuvelre
" for even but to mention their secret deeds

ipyoig Tolg aKapir. tov gkotovq

:

toIq
is

a

say nothing of domg them." But against this the right apprehension
moreover, the exhortation /irj
of the emphatic Kpvipy (see above) is decisive

shame,

to

;

cvyKOLvuvelTE

k.t.2..,

has already, in what precedes, such repeated and such

specifically Christian

grounds assigned for

as also further roZf

it (vv. 3, 4, 5, 8,

new thought has been introduced
with iidl^Mv, could not at all expect a second ground to be assigned for the
previous one, least of all such a general one containing no essentially Christian
ground as would be afforded by ver. 12, but rather would expect a ground
to be assigned for the new thought /lk'Mov (le Kai e?Jyxi:TE which had just been
aaapnoiQ, ver. 11), that the reader, after a

—

—

introduced.

is

Ver. 13.

The assigning

continued,

—being attached

of

grounds for that precept, fiaJJiov Ss nat kleyxere,
by means of the contradistinguishing 6e, in-

—

asmuch as there is pointed out the salutary action of the Christian light
which is brought to bear by means of the required E?.eyxetv upon all those
But evert/thing (all those secret sins), tchen it is resecret deeds of shame
proved, when you carry that eMyxere into effect upoh it, is hy the light {vno
TOV <Put6q has the emphasis) made manifest, is laid bare in its real moral character, unveiled and brought into distinctness before the moral consciousness
by the light of Christian truth which is at w^ork in your kXeyxeiv by the
light, I say, it is made manifest, for— in order to prove by a general projioall that which is
sition that this cannot come otherwise than from the light
made manifest, which is brought forth from concealment and is laid open in
:

;

—

its

true nature,

is light,

has ceased thereby to have the nature of darkness,

and is now of the essence of light.
upon the inference "Quod est
:

id debet esse in causa,

'

it

is

based

{(puc

mn),

This demonstrative proposition
in effectu,

'

what

ought to be in cause'

it is

in effect'

{vird tov

^wrof)."

If thus

there is warrant for the general ivav to (pavepov/x.
w c egti, so must there also
be warrant for what was previously said in the Christian sense, virb tov
^ w T 6 f ipavepovTai. [See Note LI., p. 524 seq.] From this simple explanation
of the words it becomes at once clear that we have not, with most expositors,'
to attach vTrb tov (p. to eXeyxofieva, but to (pavepovTa/,^ to which it is emphat1 Including Baumgarten-Crusius
and de
Wette.
2 Castalio,
Zanchius, Zeger, Erasmus
,

Schmid, Estius, Bengel, Meier, Harless,
Olsliausen, Scheukel, Bleek.

CHAP,
cally prefixed

which

in

and

;

furfher, that (pavepov/uevov

which makes

ifest is light,"

or

^

docet, est lux,

.

teaches others

is

is

to

be taken as middle,

'

:

"for everything that makes other things man" Quilibet autem, 'For every one' [yap !], qui alios

est,''''

:

.

.

quod omnia facit manifesta,'''' "for that is
" Omneenim illud, quod manior

est,

things manifest,"

all

festa facit alia, lux

it

not

is

case again various explanations have been brought out, namely,

either: ^^Lux enim illud
light

499

v., 13.

eo ipso declarat, se esse

a light

true Christianity,"

^

.

.

or

and by

.

verum Christianum,"

this

very

"he who does not

:

thing

"who

declares

refuse to be

made

that

manifest,

—

becomes an enlightened one," Bengel, against which interj^retations not
only the immediately preceding 2)(issiiie (pavepovrai is decisive, but also linguistic usage, in accordance with which (pavspov/iai. is always passive."^ And
if we adhere to the view of cpavepovju. as passive, we must exclude every explanation, in which a quid pro quo is perpetrated, or something is imported,
We have therefore to set
or yap is either neglected or incorrectly taken.
" homaside
(1) the explanation given by Eisner and Wolf, that Paul says
inum scelera in tenehris patrata, a fidelihus, qui lux sunt, improiata, non modo
2}rotrahi in lucem, verum etiam liomines, illis sceleribus inquinatos, ruhore svffundi increpitos convictosque, et ipsos qtioque (puQ fieri Tiae ratione, emendatis
vitiis tenebrisque in novae vitae lucem conversis,''^ "that the crimes of men
jierpetrated in darkness, condemned by believers who are light, not only are
brought to the light, but also that men, stained with these crimes, cliided
and convicted, are covered with sliame, and in this way they themselves
become light, by the reformation of their vices, and the change of the dark-

—

:

ness into the light of the

which
its

ground, one has no need

form

new

life ;"

sharply tested according

is

openly and

l)efore

to Iceep secret ;

every

one as good and praiseworthy

a

one''s

;''''

that of Zachariae

(2)

to the light

eyes

.

.

.

.

'•
:

Everytliing

of the doctrine of Christ and holds
all, however, which one can per.

.

is itself light,

(3) that of Storr

emergit e tenebris

and

" Quisquis

:

ea,

strikes every

quae nioni-

autem patefactus
est, is luce collustratus est,''"' "Whoever hearkens to those things which he
is taught by the light is made manifest, emerges from darkness
but whoever is made manifest is illumined by the light ;" that of Koppc ^ "/o/"
xuluit is itself enlightened must he also a light for others /" (5) that of Rilckert,
who would refer yap to a conclusion tacitly drawn from what precedes ("^/e
are liglit, consequently it is also your business eMyxeiv to. EKeivuv epya'''')
"for all that is made manifest, that is, orhy that very fact becomes, light,'''' from
which again the suppressed conclusion is to be drawn consequently it may
be hoped that those also will become light, when they are convinced of the
tus est

luce, audit, is patefit,

;

quisquis

;

:

:

:

'

Beza

;

so Calvin, Grotius, Calovius,

who

others, as also Bleek,
poviJiivou

conjectures

in

place of

and

4>a.ve-

4>a.i'epovv to.

:

Erasmus Schmid so also Cajetanus,
Estius, Michaelis, and others.
^

^

;

Kuinoel in Velthusen,

III. p. 173

The
remark
*

etc.,

Commentatt.

ff.

article before

pensed with even In Beza's explanation, so
that <6w! ecm. would have to be translated
is light-essence, has the nature of liglit.
If,
however,— which is not the case,— i|)ai'epoi;/i..
were really to be translated as active, the
simplest rendering, and the one most in
keeping with the context, would be for it
:

:

<J>ais

might

(this

in opposition to Olshausen) be

we
dis-

is the light
'

making everything

Comp. Cramer.

manifest.

—
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reprobate cliaracter of their action

that of Meier and. Olshausen

"/or
which according to Meier
transparent and pure as light, " according
(6)

;

all that is enlightened hy the light, is itself light,"

equivalent to

is

to Olshausen

:

"becomes itself
"becomes changed
:

:

^

into the nature of light."

Nearest to

(7)

our interpretation comes that of Harless, followed in j^art by Schenkel.
Harless, however, finds expressed from ra Se navTa onward the necessity of
the eAsyxEtv, which

is

if it

he

;

were praeterite, and does not retain

erality as locus communis,

secret

inasmuch

work of darkness, but

osition

Trdj'

TO ^avep. (puQ koTi

been introduced into

But the

of ideas.

which

rather implied in ver. 12, to

utariness of the eXeyx^^v attaches itself

its

is

light.

as

—

in ver. 13 the sal-

exjDlains ^avspov/u., moreover, as

Trao;

yap to

in its genno longer a

(pavepov/u. k.t.1.

he takes (j)ur kanv
According to Baur,

is

:

p. 435, the

prop-

belongs to the Gnostic theory of light, ^ and has

present connection out of this quite different sphere

state of the case is exactly the converse

;

the Valentin-

ians laid hold of this utterance of the apostle as supporting their doctrine,

and consequently took it away from the connection
own theory.
Ver. 14. This necessity and salutariness of the iley^L^, which Paul has
just set forth in vv. 13, 13 (not of the mere subsidiary thought, ttcv yap
K.T.A.), he now further confirms by a word of God out of the Scripture.
and expressly cited,
which lie used it

in

it,'

so as to favor their

—

6i6] wherefore,

—because the iMyxsTE

is

so highly necessary as I have

shown in

and of such salutary effect as is seen from ver. 13, icherefore he
and arise from the dead, and Christ shall shine upon
This call of God to the viol Tf/g cnreideiag to awake out of the sleep and
thee.
" Christ
death of sin confirms the necessity of the iTiEy^tc, and this jiromise
shall shine upon thee," confirms the salutary influence of the light, under
which they are placed by the k/iEyxeiv. Beza refers back Si.6 to ver. 8, which
is erroneous for this reason, if there were no other, that the citation addresses the as yet unconverted.
According to Piickert,** the design is to give
support to the hope expressed in ver. 13, namely, that the sinner, earnestly
reproved and convicted, may possibly be brought over from darkness into
light.
But see on ver. 13. With the correct interpretation of Trdv yap k.t.A.,
the expositions are untenable, which are given by Meier
"on that account,
because only what is enlightened by the light of truth can be improved ;"
and by Olshausen " because the action of the light ujion the darkness cannot fail of its effect." Harless indicates the connection only with the words
ver. 13,

saith

:

Up, thou sleeper,

:

:

:

of Plutarch

:^

ja/peiv xpV

'""'f

£?ilyxovaiv'

.

.

.

?}/jar

yap

SieyEipovaiv,

/..virovvTec

" Those reproving should rejoice for by grieving, they arouse lis." Inexact, and
inasmuch as with Plutarch xo^'P^"' ^^d Iv-ovvTEg stand in emphatic correlation, and XviroiivTeg thus is essential inappropriate.
?JyEi] introduces, with the supplying of 6 Gsof (as iv. 8), a passage of Scripture, of
which the Hebrew words would run
"I'Nni D^nrsn-p n:f''pni W' mij?
T
T
T
T
OT? p. But what passage is that ? Already Jerome says
Nu7iquam
;

—

—

—

:

.

I

I

,

I

'

:

I

Olshausen.

*"A11 development takes place only
through that which in itself already exists
becoming manifest for the consciousness."

3

toOto Se o HaC'Ao?

Ae'yei K.T.A.,

Paul says," etc., In Iren. i. 8. 5.
* Comp. Erasmus, Paraphr.
'

Tom.

'

xiv. p. 3G4, ed. Hutt.

"

And

this

,

CHAP,
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hoc scriptum reperi," " Never have I found this writing." Most expositors
answer
Isa. Ix. 1.
So Thomas. Cajetanus, Calvin, Piscator, Estius,
Calovius, Surenhusius, Wolf, Wetstein, Bengel ,' and others, including Harwhile others at the same time bring in Isa. xxvi. 19,
less and Olshausen
as also Isa. lii. 1^ and Isa. ix. 1.*
But all these passages are so essentiallydifferent from ours, that we cannot with vmbiassed judgment discover the
latter in any of them, and should have to hold our citation
if it is assumed
to contain Old Testament words as a mingling of Old Testament reminiscences, nothing similar to which is met with, even apart from the fact that
this citation bears in itself the living impress of unity and originality
hence the less is there room to get out of the difficulty by means of Bengel's
expedient
"apostolus expressius loquitur ex luce N. T.," "The Apostle
speaks more express'y according to N. T. light." Doubtless Harless says
that the apostle was here concerned not about the icord, but about the
matter in general, and that he cites the word of pre-announcement with the
modification which it has itself undergone through fulfilment, and adduces
by way of analogy Rom. x. 6 ff. But in opposition to this may be urged,
first generally, that such a modification of Isa. Ix. 1 would have been not a
mere modification, but would have quite done away with the identity of the
:

**

;

—

—

;

:

passage

;

secondly, in particular, that the passage Isa. Ix.

cording to the
So^a Kvplov

ETTi

LXX.

(jpuri^ov, (purl^ov 'Ir/povaa?.^fi,

ce avaTSTaTiKEv)

tjkei

1,

specially ac-

yap gov to

<puc,

needed no change whatever in order

,

koI

>)

to serve

for the intended Scriptural confirmation, for which, moreover, various other

passages from the O. T. would have stood at the

command

of the apostle,

without needing any change and lastly, that Rom. x. 6 is not analogous,
because there the identity with Deut. xxx. 12-14 is unmistakablj' evident
in tJie words themselves, and the additions concerning Christ are not there given
;

as constituent parts of the Scripture utterance, but expressly indicated as

elucidations of the ajwstle (by means of tovt' egti).
Quite baseless is the view
of de Wette, that the author is quoting, as at iv. 8 (where, indeed, the citation is quite undoubted), an O. T. passage in an application which, by fre-

quency of

use, has

become

so familiar to

him

that he

is

no longer precisely

conscious of the distinction between text and application.

Others, includ-

ing Morus, have discovered here a quotation from an apocryphal hooTc, under
Avhich character Epiphanius names the prophecy of Elias, Georgius Syncel-

an apocryphal authority of Jeremiah, and Codex G on the margin, the
of Enochs That, however, Paul wittingly cited an
apocryjihal book," is to be decisively rejected, inasmuch as this is never done
lus

book (" Secretum")

> Who, however, at the same time following older expositors in Wolf (comp. Rosenmliller, Morgeidand, VI. p. 142) called to his
aid a reminiscence of the ^'formula infesto
buccinai'um adhlberi soHta,'''' "a formula
that used to be employed at the feast of
trumpets." See, in opposition to the error
as to the existence of such a formula,
based upon a passage of Maimonides, Wolf

C'lrae.

" Beza, Calixtus, Clericus, Meier
garten-Crusius, and others.

Schenkel.

*

Baumgarten, Olshausen.

^

See, in general, Fabricius, Cod. Pseude-

ingr.

p

Baum-

^

Y. T. pp.

1074,

1105;

Apocr. N. T.

I.

524.

^ According to Jerome, he is held not to
have done it, "quod apocrypha comprobaret, sed quod et Arati et Epimenidis et
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but, on the contrary, the formula of citation always

by him,

Hence,

cal passages.

Stolz, Flatt, to guess at

we have

means canoni-

with Heumann,' Michaelis, Storr,
an early liymn of the Church as the source.
Others

also,

not,

"•'

have found therein a saying of Christy like Ocder,^ in opposition to which
may be urged, not indeed the following 6 XptoroQ, which Jesus might doubtless have said of Himself, but rather the fact that the subject XpiarSQ to
leyeL could not be at all divined, as indeed Paul has never adduced sayings
This also in opi^osition to the opinion mentioned
of Christ in his Epistles.
in Jerome,^ that Paul here, after the manner of the prophets (comp. the
prophetic

thus saith the Lo7-d),

:

'

'

TrpoaoivoiTouav Spiritus sancti figuraverit,''

"uttered a prosopopoeia of the Holy Ghost." Grotius ^ regards even to ^ug as
subject

''Lux

:

ilia, i.e.,

man pervaded with

homo

luce perfusus, dieit

As

light, says to another."

alteri,^''

if

"the

light,

i.e.,

a

previously the 0wf were

luce 2Jerfusus! "a man pervaded with light," and as if every reader
could not but have recognized a citation as well in 6ib Xeyei as in the charErroneously Bornemann also ° holds that Myec
acter of the saying itself

homo

!

to be taken impersonaliter, "impersonally ;"

is

m this

respect it is said, one

may say, so that no passage of Scrijoture is cited, but perhaps allusion is
made to Mark v. 41. This impersonal use is found only with (prjci. See the
instances cited by Bornemann, and Beruhardy, p. 419.

my

opinions,
it is

conclusion, as at

1

Cor.

ii.

9, is

In view of

to this effect

:

From

these

all

dib "kkyei

evident that Paul desired to adduce a passage of canonical Scripture,

—

— as the

passage is not canonical in virtue of a lapsus memoriae he adduces an apocryphal saying, which, citing from memory, he held as canoniFrom ichat Apocryphal writing the passage is drawn, we do not
cal.

but

know.

[See Note LIL, p. 525.]

—

eye^pe]

position to the form of the Eecepta

up! Comp.

lyeipai,''

See, in op-

aye, sneiye.

Fritzsche,

ad Marc.

p.

55

f.

—

and then k k ve k puv form a climactic twofold description of the
state of man under the dominion of sin, in which state the true spiritual
life, the moral vital activity, is suppressed and gone, as is the j^hysical life
in the sleeping (comp. Rom. xiii. 11) and in the dead resj^ectively.
Comp.
o K.adevd(j)v]

How

Isa. lix. 10.

often with the classical writers, too, the expression dead

employed for the expression of moral insensibility, see on Matt. viii. 23 ;
Luke XV. 14 Musgrave, ad Oed. B, 45 Bornemann, in Luc. p. 97.*
avis

;

Menandri versibus sit abusus ad ea, quae
Toluerat,
in
tempore comprobanda,"
" because he approved the Apocryplia, Init
because he adapted the verses of Aratus,
Epimenides, and Menander to those things
that he wished at the time to be approved."
'

Poicile, II. p. 390.

2

This opinion

Theodoret

:

—

;

is

Ti.vi<s-ie

Stud. ii. Krit. 1853, p. 331, finds it probable
that the sayin? is taken from a writing
composed by a Christian poet of that early
age.
^
^

s

already mentioned by
tmv epiirivevTMu i<i>a(Tav

df iwSe'i'Ta? Tira; i/zaA/uou?
avyypaxliaL, "some of the interpreters said
that those endowed with spuMtual grace
7rveufiaTCK7)S xa.piTO<;

composed certain psalms," in connection
with which they had appealed to 1 Cor. xiv.
26.
Bleek, too, ad loc, and already in the

'^

'
8

Syntagm.

Obss. sacr. p. 697

ff.

Comp. also Bugenhagen and
Comp. Koppe.

Calixtus.

Schol.in Luc.x>-'s.\\\n.i.

So also Lachmann.
Qn 6 Ka6 ev&oi v, COmp.

33, c. 130:

SohCN'.

Levit.

f.

" Quotiescunque lex ocairrit, toties

omnia hominvni genera excifat, vei'um omnes
gomno sepulti jacent in peccatis, nihil intelligtmt neque attendiint
"As often as the law
occurs, it excites all classes of men, but
,''''

—
CHAP,

Oa

the

foi-ra,

£7ri(j>avaKu,

see

Winer,

dara]

see "Winer, p. 73

83

p.

Matthiae, p. 484.

;

Job xxv.

;
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y., 15, 16.

— im^aixra]

The readings

xxxi. 26.

5,

from

kinipavaet

COL 6 Xp. and i7rtipavaei(; rov Xp. are ancient,' and are not to be explained
merely from an accidental interchange in copying, but are connected with
the preposterous fiction that the words were addressed to Adam buried

under the cross of

words themselves

whom

Christ,

him

blood, thereby causing

would totich with His body and
and to rise. See Jerome. The

Christ

become

to

alive

Christ shall shine upon thee, signify not

:

He

He

:

icill be

by the gracious operation of His Spirit
annul in thee the ethical darkness,^ and impart to thee the divine alifieia,
of which He is the possessor and bearer (Christ, the light of the w^orld).

gracious to

but

thce,'^

:

will

Observe, moreover, that the arising

dent of

God and

not an act of one's own, indepen-

is

anticipating His gracious operation, but that

only through God's effectual awakening

On

call.

it

takes place

this effectual calling then

ensues the Christian enlightening.
Ver. 15.

Oi'y] is,

begun with

after the digression

Look then

ver. 11, resumjjtive, as at iv. 17.

to it

fiallov St Kal eAeyx^Te of

—now

to return to

hortations with regard to the Christian walk, vv. 8-10

whom

vin,

Harless follows, states the connection thus

how
:

my

ex-

Cal-

ye, etc.

"Si aliorum

dis-

cutere tenebras fideles debent fulgure suo, quanto minus caecutire debent in

proprio vitae instituto," "If believers ought by their brightness to disperse the darkness of others,

own
a'vTol,

course of life."

videndum, "

10
'
'

Phil.

;

sii^junctite,^

walk in

but

strict

Opusc. p. 208

2

iii.

[iTieweTE] is

Col. iv.

;

:

u

tt

look to

it,

f

not equivalent to

else

not

:

:

loolc to,

/jAi-e-e ovv

take heed to

" utimini luce vestra ad

f.

Winer,

;

;

but, like

t

v

a,°and

TrepiTrareZre

trug.

—

not forthe

in iDhatmanne7"ye carry out the observance of an exact

accord with duty.''

as unwise, but astcise.

anything

Paul had written

if

the simjDle

17),

p. 269.

—

Comp.
fii]

C. F. A. Fritzsche, in Fritzschior.

Lqhco(^oL, K.r.2.]

Epexegesis of the

aKpi-

and positive presentitig yourselves in your icalk
We have thus to sujiply neither irepinaTovvTeg^ nor
aKpi(3(Jc, its more precise definition ^^7 uqaao(j>oi k.t.I.

just mentioned, negative

i3(jg

should they be blind in their

less

use your light for seeing, " Estius,'' which is forbidden by

jTugaKpipiJg TrspnraTElTe]

iiot

—

or pisTzeTE ovv, -Kug ahroi.

Cor. xvi.

(1

how much

This would be correct,

:

dependent on TrepinaTslTE. With regard to //?), referring to jilrjneTe, see
Winer, p. 421; and for the emjAatic jijaraZ?eZmw«s antitheticus, "antithetical 2:)arallclism," comp. Niigelsbach,' Bremi, '" Winer, p. 537 f.

is

Accompanying modal definition to the preceding wf(7oi/)Oi ementes
" buying for yourselves" (middle) oiyportunitatum, "the opportunity,"
i.e., in that you make your own the right point of time for such loalk, do not let
it pass by unused.
In this figurative conception the doing of that for which
Ver. 16.

:

vobis,

all lie in sins, buried in sleep, and
neither understand, nor attend to aught."

they
'

^

See Chrysostom and Jerome ad loc.
So, at variance with the context, Bret-

Schneider.
5

\voiv TTjf vvKTa T^s a/iidpTias, " dispersinj?

the night of sin," Gregory of Nazianzus.
•*

Comp. Erasmus.

»

Koppe.

«

Grotius.

'

Comp.

dKpij3o5iKaios, Arist.

10. 8.
"

Harless.

'

Anm.

^°

z.

Ad Bern,

Ilias, ed. 3, p. 80

de

f.

C'hers. p. 108, 73.

Elh.

JVic.

v.

;
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the point of time is fitted, is thought of as the purchase-price, by which the
mipoQ lecomes ours.^ Others have thought of the sacrifice of all earthly things
and of all lusts as the purchase-price \^ but this is imported, since the context
yields nothing else than fhe fulfilment of duty meant by the aKpifiug T^epnra-

hence we have not, M-ith Harless, to interpret it of the right moment
"for letting the light of correction break in upon the darkness of sin,"*
which would be to revert, at variance with the context, to the topic of the
" Suit yourselves to the
Luther » incorrectly renders
£?.e7f<f already ended.
reiv

;

:

That would be

time."

SovIevecv tC

naipu,

Rom.

xii.

11.

Similarly also

" quovis labore ac verborum honestis obsequiis vitate pericula et
diem de die ducite," "In any labor, and honorable obedience of w^ds,
avoid dangers and pass the time." Comp. Bengel, who compares Amos v.
13, and understands the prudent letting the evil day pass over " quiescendo
Grotius

*

:

vel certe

modice

"

endo,"

"by

better time

ately," wher*"

is

resting, or certainly

by

AA'orking

make

purchased, in order to

moder-

the more use

it may be urged that this
mentioned by Paul, but imported by the expositor, and that the counsel of such a trimming behavior
is hardly compatible with the moral decision of the apostle, and with his expectation of the approaching end of the aluv ovrog.
We may add that the
compound e^ayop. is not here to be understood as redeem (Gal. iii. 13, iv. 5),
as e.g., Bengel would take it (from, the power of evil men), and Calvin (from
but the
the devil), seeing that the context does not suggest such reference
in the composition is intensive, and denotes what is entire, utter, as also
in Plut. Crass. 2
Polyb. iii. 42. 2
Dan. ii. 8. [See Note LIII., p. 535.]
uri al 7/fiipai -n-ovijpal elai] supplies a motive for the k^ay. r. Kaip.,for the days,
the present times, are evil, for moral corruption is now in vogue. So much the
more must it intimately concern you as Christians (for how exalted is their
Phil. ii. 15, iii. 20) tuv
task above the wickedness of the jDresent time
Knipbu e^ayopdCeadai.
Beza, Flacius, Grotius, Hammond, Rosenmiiller, and

and Bengel,

^.osition to Grotius

thereof.

I)

alleged

mode

of the t-^ajopa^eiv tov Ku/pov is not

;

f/i-

—

;

;

!

others refer novjipai to the misfortune of the time (Gen. xlvii. 9

;

Ps. xlix. 6

but the context opposes the moral bearing of the Christian to the immoral condition of the time. According to de Wette's here very unfounded
scepticism, the writer is indistinct and hesitating, because he is bringing
[5])

;

Col. iv. 5 into another connection.

Ver. 17. hia Tov-o\ Because ye ought so to walk as

which ye
pable.

'

Comp.

as acppovec

Others

Col.

iv.

:

(whose walk, in

iecau.se the times

5

;

LXX. Dan.

ii.

are

8

evil.

is

said in vv. 15, 16, of

cannot be wise) would be inca-

fact,
°

But the on

al i)n. wov. elcn

was

- Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumenius
comp. also Augustine, Flacius, Zanchius,
Estius, Riickert, and others.
^ Comp. Michaelis and Rosenmiiller.

;

Atonin. vi. 26
KepSavreov TO napoi', " tlio
present must be bought," Plut. FhUop. 15
Kaip'ov apnaieiv, " to Seize an opportunity."
The opposite is Kaipbi- napUvai, "the opportunity passes by," Thucyd. iv. 27. Gal. vi.
:

:

10 is parallel as to svbstance.
Classical
writers say Koip. irpiatjBai., " to purchase an
opportunity," Dem. 1:^0. 26, 187. 22, but in
the proper sense of buying for money.

^

Who

in earlier editions

had

rightly: re-

lease the tivie.
»

Comp. Hammond.

Menochius, Zanchius, Estius, et al., ineluding Ruckert, Matthies, and de Wette.
'

;
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Y., 18, 19.

only a subsidiary thought subservient to the ayopaC.
suitable reason for the following exhortations.

become not.

—

—

/u^

r. Kaip.,

yivEcOe]

devoid of intelligence, imj^rvdentes,

a((>povEg]

i.e.,

and affords no

be not, but
" qui mente non

not

:

who do not use the mind aright,"* namely, for the
moral understanding of the will of Christ, as here the contrast teaches.
The aaofoi of ver. 15 is a higher notion than
Comp. on (jipdvT/aig, i. 8.
afpovsg, which latter denotes the want of practical under standirig, the oppoEvery a<ppuv is also aco(pog, but the amcpog may yet be (pposite of (ppovLfinq.'^
vijioQ (Luke xvi. 8), namely, for immoral ends and means, which here the
recte utuntur," "those

See also the following contrast.

context excludes.

Comp.

nore than yivuaiwvTeg.

'i

Comp. Acts

Tov Kvp.] of Christ.

and

Grotius,

xxi. 14

1

;

Cor.

— awiovTEo] understand— to
on Col.

see

i.

deX.

9.

iv. 19.

would
which

Ver. 18. Kai] and in particular, to mention a single vice, which

—

belong to aippocvvi].
stands opposed to

fifj

fiEdvcK. olvw]

tine alloicdble

hecome not drunJcen through

use of wine, without

account to seek here a reference to Montanism.^

Oi.r

To

iciiie,

having on that
however,

co; c!r Ic,

from ver. 19 that excess at the Agapae is meant (1 Cor. xi. «1), as Kopj^e
and Holzhausen maintain,^ is quite arbitrary inasmuch as neither in the
preceding nor following context is there any mention made of the Agapae,
and this special abuse, the traces of which in the N. T. are, moreover, only
ev g) kanv
to be found in Corinth, would have called for a special censure.
;

—

aauTLo] deterring remark,

u does not apjjly to olvu alone, as Schoettgen

iv

holds, ^ but to the /neOvaKsaOai olvu

A

behavior.

On

be seen in Cicero."

the

is

contained debauchery, dissolute

'

is

word
;

A

more

— aHa

but become full by the Spirit.

may

(in its literal sense unsavableness),

itself

Lobeck, Paralip. I. jj. 559.
without warrant in the text.

see Tittmann, Synon. p. 152

limitation of the sense
KVEVfj-ari]

wherein

:

vivid description of the grosser and more refined aauria

The imperative

precise

ivTiripovadE ev

passive finds its ex-

planation in the possibility of resistance to the Holy Spirit and of the

and ev is instrumental, as at 1. 23 Phil. iv. 19.
and nvEvfia,^ because otherwise the text must
that of
all' h TvvEv/xari. kXt/p., but in the two states

opposite fleshly endeavor

The

;

;

contrast lies not in olvog

have run

//?)

alvu fiEdhcK.,

—

intoxication and that of inspiration.

This opposition

is

only in appearance

and has its sufficient ground in the excitement of the 2;)erson inand its utterances (comp. Acts ii. 13). [See Note LIV., p. 525.]
Ver. 19. Accompanying definition to the just required "being filled by
the Spirit," as that with which this IoIeIv eavrolc ipal/xoic k.t.1. is to be simultaneously combined as its immediate expression : so that ye speak to one
another through psalms and hymns and spiritual songs.
What a contrast with
strange,^

spired

J

Tittmann, Sytwn.

p. 143.

2

Plat. Gorg. p. 498

B

comp. Rom.

ii.

20

;

1

;

Xen. Mem.

Cor. xv. 36

;

ii. 3,

Luke

1

xi.

40, xii. 20.
5

Comp. also de Wette.

*

Whose Rabbinical passages

as Bammidb. rabba,
est

206, 3

Hammond, who

lascivious ny^cess, as
thinks of the Bac-

chanalia.
therefore,

" vUcunque est
inwiunditia,'''' " wherever
f.

uncleanness," are

is

De Fin. ii. 8.
Jerome understands

also

*

ibi

«
7

Schwegler.

vlnitm,

there is wine, there
not to the point here.

.

s

Qr„tius_ jj^rle-ss, Olsliausen,

^

In opposition to de Wette.

and others,
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the preceding

ep

c>

iariv aauria

Comp.

!

Col.

iii.

meditantes vobiscum, " meditating with you, "

speaking {eavTo'iq, in the sense of
chano-e of thoughts

and

by the

of beino- filled

IG.

but

alXijloLq, as iv. 32, to

feelings,

Spirit

'

which

— does not

it

— AalovvTeg

not

each other), the oral inter-

—just because
make

tavTolg]

denotes the red23rocal
the condition

is

that

use of the conversational lan-

guage of ordinary life, or even of drunken passion, but of psalms, etc., as
the means of mutual communication (dativus instrumentalis, "instrumental dative " Luther incorrectly renders about psalms^). That, how^
ever, the apostle is here speaking of actual icorship in the narrower sense,
;

:

to the context, since the contrast [ifj uedvoK. olvu),
does not characterize the lalelv iavroic as taking place in
itself it is not denied that in worship too the inspired
w^orship, although
The distinction between ipaX/noc and
antiphonal singing took place.*

assumed in opposition

is

d/iAa TvArip. ev nv.

m

ii/ivoc

consists in this,

general bearing

tJie

that

by

ipa?.iu.

a religious song in

Paul denotes

character of the 0. T. psalms, but

by

i/zy.

specially a song

and fh&t, in accordance with the context, addressed to Christ
Properly TJ/aTi/uor (which originally means the
(ver. 19) and God (ver. 20).
making the cithara sound) is a song in general, and that indeed as sung to
a stringed instrument; " but in the N. T. the character of the psalm is determined by the psalms of the 0. T., so called /car' £fo;t^v, "pre-eminently''
According to Harless, the two words are
Jas. v. 13).
(1 Cor. xiv. 15, 26

of

jn-aise,^

;

not different as regards their contents, but

tpa'Aiiol-q

is

the expression of the

song for the Jewish- Christians, vjivoig for the Gentile- Christians.
An external distinction in itself improbable, and very arbitrary, since the
special signification of vjivoq, song of praise, is thoroughly established, and
spiritual

tj)a?ifc6g

more

also

was a word very current in Greek, which

especially with regard

— as well

in itself as

to its sense established in Christian usage in

accordance with the conception of the O. T. psalms

— could

not but be

equally intelligible for the Gentile-Christians as for the Jewish-Christians.''

According to Olshausen, xpaTijiol are here the ^;saZ?ns of the 0. T., which had
passed over from the synagogue into the use of the church. But worship

and that the Christians, filled by the Spirit, improfrom 1 Cor. xiv. 15, 26. Such Christian psalms and
hymns are meant, as the Spirit gave them to be uttered (Acts ii. 4, x. 46,
xix. 6),
phenomena doubtless, which, like the operations of the Spirit
generally in the first age of the church, are withdrawn from our special
cognizance.
koX ^daiq nvevfi.'] Inasmuch as wJ/; may be any song, even
secular, irvev/iaTina'tg is here added, so that by ojc'ialg rrvev/i. is denoted the whole
not spoken of here

is

;

vised psalms, is clear

—

—

1

Morus, Michaelis.
Pliny, Ep. x. 97

Carmen

Christo quasi
iriDtcem" " they sing
with one another a hymn to Christ as
-

:

Deo dicunt geaim
God"

(eavTois).

Olshausen.
^ See 1 Cor. xiv. 15, 26
Niceph. Call. xiii.
8 Tijv 1MV avTKJxoviov (Tvvrideiav avoiOev ano(T'

;

:

ToAioi'

r;

ceived the use of
of the apostles."

"

The church reantiphons from the times

eKKKr)(ria. Trape'Aa/Se,

A

collection

of church-

hymns is of course not even remotely to be
thought of in our passage and it is to go
in quest of a reason for suspecting our
Epistle, when, with Schwegler, the mention
of \pa\fiiol k.t.a. is designated as surprising.
s
pi^t, Legg. iii. p. 700 B, opposed to 6pr\;

i/o?.
^

'

See Spanheim, ad Calliin. p. 65.
See also Rudelb. in the Zeilschr. f. Luth.

Theol. 1855, 4, p. C34

f.

CHAP,
genus, of

which the

and

i/;a^/zot

the songs as 2^1'oceeding

from

viivm

irvev fxariKalc defines

sjyecies.

v.^'eva

Holy

the
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v., 20.

observed, moreover, that Paul does not require a constant

on the

K.T.A.

drunken reveby with

K.

4)6.

among

the Christians instead

— The cumulation

dissolute doings.

its

be

"kalelv eavrolq faX/uolc

contradistinction to the heathen aacoria

])art of his readers, but, in

in drunkenness, as that whicli is to take phice

of

It is to

Sinrit, as dEOTrvEvaTovQ.'^

ipalfi. k. v/xv.

—

(Ldovrec
belongs to the animated and urgent style of discourse. "
i/<d/i2ovref h ry Kapch vfi. ru Kvpiij] co-ordinate with the preceding lalovvreg

/cat

TTv.

K.T.I.,

containing another singing of praise, namely, that which goes on

The point

the silence of the heart.

difference lies in ev raiq KapS.

of

contradistinguished from the preceding

v/u.,

m
as

Usually this second par-

Eavrolc.

regarded as subordinate to the previous one it is held to
atSrm that that reciprocal singing of praise must take place not merely with
the mouth, but also in the heart. ^ But how could it have occurred to Paul
here to enter such a protest against mere lip-praise, when he, in fact, represents the psalm-singing, etc., as the utterance of the being filled by the
S])irit, and makes express mention of wvEv/iariKalg ^'Salc, in which case,
at any rate, the thought of a mere singing with the mouth was of itself excluded.
The right view is found substantially in Riickert (who, nevertheless, already here imports an "always"), Harless, Olshausen, Baumgartenticipial clause is

;

— ru

Crusius, Schenkel.

KvpiGi] to Christ, ver. 20.

A third modal definition to

Ver. 20.

ordinate with the

two preceding

general singing of praise,

bly as in the heart

not to be pressed

is

all action in

duced

etc., of ver. 19,

— further,

readers have always for

at this point

;

itlripova-&e

and in

on

h

which

is

1 Cor.

i.

for not the

likewise co-

to take jilace as well audi-

4

;

in

—

adiEiv

and

Trdvrore]

which the

This always

accordance with Col.

Observe, however, that

worTc.

irvEvfian,

prominence— after the

particular, the thanksgiving,

things to render to God.

all

see

;

word and

the

ones, bringing into

>\)aXkEi.v,

-kclvtote is

iii.

17, at

only intro-

but certainly, amidst the

constant consciousness of the divine manifestations of grace, thanhsgiving
also, like

prayer in general,

ity of the Christian life.
V. 17.

may and ought

Comp.

vi.

18

For the emphatic juxtaposition

;

to

Rom.

belong to the constant activxii.

12

;

Col. iv. 2

;

1

Thess.

iravroTE virtp iravrcjv, comjo. 2 Cor. ix.

and see Lobeck, Paralip. I. p. 56. This ttclvtcov is not masculine,* but neuand relates, in accordance with the context, to all Christian Nessings.
To understand it of all that happens to us, even including sufferings, as is
done by Chrysostom,^ Jerome, Erasmus, and many, including Meier, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, and de Wette, is foreign to the connection,
yet doubtless the Christian TvapaKAr/aig and joy in suffering belong thereto.
EV bvSfi. Tov Kvp'iov K.T.?..~\ uot ad honorem Christi,
"for the honor of
8,

ter,

—
1

Find.

01.

iii.

rJpaJTrous doiSat,

18

:

^evuopoi. vCcto-ovt' in'

go to men."
2 See Bornemann, Schol. in Luc.
Comp. also Lobeck, Paralip. I.
f.
3 Tjj

Kwtui',

KapSicf

ifiaWei. o

/irj

aWa. KOL Tor vovu

K(iTai'6r]cri.v

a.v-

" songs allotted by the gods

Sieyet'pwv,

"

eij

iJ.6vov
ttji/

malie melody in his heart who moves his
tongue, but he who excites his mind to the
understanding of the things said," Theo-

p. xxviii.

doret.

p. 60

Theodoret.
Chrysostom, In fact, includes even hell
therein, the contemplation of which is for
us a check of fear and thus very salutary.

ttji'

f.

yXuiTTav

tuip Aeyo/xei'u)!'

Not Only does he

^
^

—

,
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C'lirist,"

but

'

what

so that

:

is

embraced

name Jesns

in the

Christ'

the

is

clement, in which your grateful consciousness moves in the act of thanksComp. Col. iii. 17 John xiv. 13. As regards subject matter,
giving.

h

;

XpiaT(j

would be

21)

(iii.

See on

i.

3

the Son,^

is

T(j QeC) Kal Trarpl]

Trarpi to Christ,

than the rendering

K.T.X.)

The words

and

different,

:

Xpcurov (Rom.

6ia

vii.

—

25) similar.

1 Cor. xv. 24.
The referring of
2 Cor. i. 3
more in keeping with the connection {h bvo/iart
our Father^
;

;

belong to ver. 20,*
towards God the
mutual relation towards one anotlier. Then begins with al ywalKzq a new
section, into the first precej)t of which we have to take over the verb from
Ver. 21

f.^

viro-aaa. alCkijl. iv ^o/Scj Xp. still

parallel to the ebxapccrTovvreg

adding

k.t.'a.,

to this relation

the vTTOTaGGofievoi just used, namely, iTrordaaea^e

'

or vTTOTaaato&uaav (Lach-

Calvin, Zanchius, Koppe, Flatt, Meier, Matthies,

mann).

and

others,^ in-

an
have been suggested
by the context. Olshausen quite arbitrarily proposes that we supply men" are all helievers.'''' If the new section was to begin with vwoTaca.,
tally
then v-Koraaa. aAA. kv
Xp. would have to be regarded as an absolutely prefixed general attribute, to which the special one afterwards to be adduced
Avould be subordinate ("inasmuch as ye subject yourselves in the fear of
correctly hold that the participle

to be taken imperatively ; in that case

is

be supplied in thought must, as

(GTE to

Rom.

in

xii. 9,

:

(j>.

Christ, the wives ought," etc.).

It

would not

militate against this view,

that in the sequel only the vnora^iQ of the wires follows, while the

the children, and servants, in chap,

nection with our

vi.,

For often

vTTOTaaaojiEvoL.

v-rraKo/j

of

can no longer be brought into conAvith the classical writers also,

which have reference

after the prefixing of such absolute nominatives,

to

the whole collectively, the discourse passes only over to one part (not to

But against it may be urged the consideration that al ywaiKsc has
no special verb such a verb, and one correlative as to notion with vTioraaa.
could not but be associated with it.
On the thought v-!roTdaaEG-& ac
aA2,7/loig comp. 1 Pet. V. 5
Clem. Cor. i. 38.
-iv ^o/3w Xpioroii] is the
fundamental disposition, in which the viroTdcGea^ai d7.1?j7.oiq is to take place.
several)."

;

—

,

And

—

Christ

ro?f

'idioiQ

;

is

to he feared as the judge.

Paul might have written merely
obligation of the vTroTaGGSG^ai
for

what a wife is

1

Flatt.

-

Per

whom
^

;

avSpdaw, but

obedience

others.

Zanchius, Riickert
[Braune], and others.
*

A more

sublime,

[Bleek],

Matthies,

ideal regulation

of the married state is not conceivable than
that which is here set forth by the apostle,
vv. 21-33,

and yet

from the

living depth of the Christian con-

sciousness,

it is

one which has flowed

and hence

is

practically appli-

all

"So

the
;

Through-

concrete relations.
Tischendorf,

Lachmanu,
[West, and Ilort].

Bleek

"

Elzevir.

s

Comp. also Reiche, Comm. a-it. p. 183.
gge particularly Nagel-sbach, s. /Has, ed.

=

3, p.

more

make

serves to

her oicn husband!'^''

to

cable to

nobis obtingunt," " by
things become ours," Bengel.

and

U^ioic

avSpoGiv palpable in its natural necessity

Erasmus, Estius, Harless, Baumgarten-

Crusius,

*

who refuses

she,

toIq

rolg

quem omnia
all

Comp. 2 Cor. v. 11 1 Cor. x. 22.
Without being misunderstood,

dvdpdaiv] to their oton husbands.

">

3S5

f.

So also Stobaeus,

^ela-a, ri npuirov

eirj

<S.

22:

Qeav^

ywaixi^ t6

rep

apiOKeiv kv&pi, "

was the
said he,

'

.

.

.

ipiorri-

tSiw,

e(|)rj,

first

Theano, being asked what
thing to a wife, To please,'

her

own husband.'

'

"
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23, 24.

out the N. T. iSiog never stands in place of the n3.ere possessive pronoun, but
has always, as also with the Greeks, an emphasis to be derived from the connection, even at]\Iatt. xxii.

5,

xxv. 14 (see in

loc.)

;

1 Pet.

1

iii.

and

;

Tit.

ii.

This in opposition to Winer,

5 (where the relation is as in our passage).

and at the same time in opposition to Harless and Olshausen, who see
more than a designation which has become usual for the
hussband. From the very context, in itself 6 ow/p is husband. ^ That which,
" etiamsi alibi meliora videreutur
on the other hand, Bengel finds in 'i6loi^
habere consilia," " even though elsewhere they should seem to have better
judgment," is imported.
wf -u Krp/w] By this is not meant the husbands-:^which must have been toIq Kvpioic, but Christ, and wf expresses the mode of
view in which the wives are to regard their obedience towards the husbands, namely, as rendered to the Lord; comp. vi. 6, 7. For the husband
(see what follows) stands in relation to the wife not otherwise than as Christ
in the conjugal relation the husband is the one who repreto the church
sents Christ to the wife, in so far as he is head of the wife, as Christ is the
Head of the church. To find in en; the mere relation of resernblance^ is erroneous on account of what follows the passage must have run in the form
EKKlrjaia ru) Kvpic), which Erasmus has imported into his paraphrase
ug
" non aliter, qunm. ecclesia, subdita est Domino Jesu," " not otherwise than
as the church is the subject to the Lord Jesus." We may add that the view
of Michaelis that here and Col. iii. 18 the teachings as to marriage are directed against errors of the Essenes (comp. 1 Tim. iv. 3) is the more to be
regarded as a fiction, inasmuch as Paul is speaking not of the propriety of
p. 139,

'

in 6 idiog avijp nothing

:

—

;

;

Tj

:

—

—

marriage, but of the duties of the married

life.

EKKhjalac;'] Reason assigned for the wf t€) kvp'm
Vv. 23, 24. '0-« avijp
For the husband is in the marriage relation the same as
just demanded.
the former, like the latter, is the
Christ is in relation to the church
head.
avyp'] a husband is head of his wife ; hence av?ip is without, and
yvvaindg with the article.
6g Kal] as also with Christ the relation of being
.

;

—

Head

—

exists, namefj^, in

tisually

.

.

regard to the church.

taken as apposition to

6

— avrbg

6 aurfip rov aufiaroo] is

Xpiarog,^ according to

take up the subject again with special emphasis

:^

which

avTog

would

"ZZe, the Saviour of the

the church, of which He is the Head,
But while there is not here apparent
from the connection any purpose, bearing on the matter in hand, for such
an emphatic description,^ there maybe urged against it the following aXXa,

body,"

He who makes His body,

partaker of the Messianic

1

Comp.

also Dorville,

ad

i.e.,

(jurr/pia.''

Charit. p. 453.

Horn. Od. six. 294 Matt. i. 16.
3 Thomas Aquinas, Semler.
* " Uxoris erga
maritum ofRcia similia
qitodammndo sunt officiis Chrlstianorumerga
Clmstum" "'TiiQ duties of a wife towards
her husband are in a measure like the duties of Christians towards Christ," Koppe.
2

;

no reader could refer avro?
any other subject than to the one immediately preceding, 6 Xpiaxo!, and since it

correctly, since
to

was

to

describe

the

church

of Christ or God.

Holzhausen (comp. already Chrysostom)

^

has again referred auros to the husband,
who is called a-MTrjp rov a-cofiaro? in comparison with Christ, inasmuch as the being of
the wife is conditioned by the husband. In-

'

6

intelligible

doubtless, but not the wife, as to o-cojua
(without further addition). Nor is criarrip
ever employed in the N. T. otherwise than

Schaefer, Melet. p. 84 Bernhardy, p. 283.
" Merito et efQcaica," "by merit and
;

efHcacy," Calovius.
* For the view, that hereby a reminder
given to husbands of the fact, which

is
is
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if it is not placed in combination with avrdc 6 cut. t. cu/j., admits of
Usually, it is true, this a'Ald is taken syllogistically^
no logical explanation.
But the syllogistic alia, and that in the Greek writers combined with iirjv,
is employed for the introduction of iliQ propositio minor, "minor proposiwhereas here we should have the condusio, " conclusion," and we
tion ;"
have to take alia, in accordance Avith its discontinuative
thus
should
force, ^ for i) GTE, against which, however, militates the fact that the sen-

which,

-

has already fulfilled

destined

tence assigning a reason,

otl

object (ver. 22), so that

could not occur to any reader to seek in the ad-

it

avrjp

k.t.1.,

its

from this confirmatory clause. If Paul had
wished again to infer, from ver. 23, that which is 2^roved by this verse, he
would have written ovv or the metabatic 6e. Besides this, however, ver. 24,
as an inference from ver. 23, would contain a very superfluous prolixity of
the discourse, inasmuch as the contents of ver. 24 was already so fully given

versative al/id an inference

by the thought

of ver. 23 attached to

what precedes by means

of

oti,

that

not but see here a real logical pleonasm, such as we are not accustomed to meet with in the writings of the concise and sententious Paul.
According to Winer, p. 400, ver. 24 is meant to continue and conclude the

we could

argument, so that ver. 23 proves the wf rtj Kvpiu from the position of Christ
and the husband, while ver. 24 proves it from the demand implied in this
" hut tJien, which
position, and hence dlld amounts ultimately to the sense
:

is

the main thing."

-But even in this

way only

a continuing

6e,

autem, and

not the adversative dlld, at, would be quite in accordance with the thought.
"When, moreover, it is assumed, with Riickert, Harless, Bleek, that dl?M,
after the intermediate

thought

leading back to the theme,

"^

it

aiiToc 6 out. t. a., is
is

used as Irealcing off&ndi

self-evident that the brief clause avToq 6

—

—

introduced, moreover, only as apposition has not at all interT. a.
rupted the development, and consequently has not given occasion for such
a leading back to the theme. ° Hofmann finally takes dlld as repelling a
auT.

often forgotten by them, that they (see ver.

ought to make their wives truly happy
(Erasm., Beza, Grotius, Estius, and others,

29)

including Riickert, Meier, Matthies, Baumcomp. also Hofmann,
garten-Crusius
SchriftbeiD. II. 2, p. 134 f .), is inadmissible,
since the instructions for husbands begin
only with ver. 25. Harless remarks: "Inasmuch as the apostle finds the obedience
of marriage, realized in it by the wife, also
in the relation of the chui'ch to Christ, he
shows immediately the ground of this
peculiar relation in the manifestation of the
gracious power of the Lord by redemption." But in tills way the question as to the
reason determining this addition is not answered, and the gracious?WM'«' of the Lord
is, in fact, not denoted by the simple crwrtip.
Olshausen (so already Piscator) thought
that auTos 6 o-ft)Tr)p ToO trcoju.. had merely
the design of setting forth Christ more
distinctly in the character of K(i(l>a.\ri, inas;

much
o-aj/iia

as

it

designates the church as the

wiiicli

He

rules.

But

it

is

not toG

and Ke<i)aAr)
that has the emphasis
t^s ekkA., spoken of Christ, needed no elucidation, least of all in this Epistle.
' So Beza, Grotius, and others, including
crw/utaTos

;

Matthies, Olshausen, de Wette [Ewald,
Braune].
- Apollon.
Alex, in Beck, Anecd. II. p.
839; Hartung, Pariikell. II. p. 384;
Klotz, ad Devar.
Fritzsche, ac? i?OMi. v. 14
518,

;

p. 03.
'

"

Argumentorum

enarrationem

aut

aliam cogitationem abrumpit et ad rem
ipsam, quae sit agenda, vocat," " It breaks
off the reckoning of arguments or other
thought, and calls to the subject itself
which is to be done," Klotz, I.e. p. 5 comp.
Hermann, ad Tiger, p. 812 EUendt, Lex.
;

;

Soph.

I.

p. 78.

*

See Hartung,

^

And how would Paul have

I.e. II.

p. 37.

returned to

—
CHAP,
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^^

husband is not
he ought to be) to his
But in this way the very

Btit eve?i where the

as like Christ

wife, that svhordination nevertheless remains,''^ etc.

thought, upon which everything

In view of

passage.

all

is

held to turn,

is

purely read into the

me

that has been said, I (and Schenkel agrees with

in this) cannot take avrbg

6 gut. t. a. as

apposition, but only as an indepen-

dent proposition, and I understand a?.?ia. in its ordinary adversative sense,
" //e for His person. He and no other, is the Saviour of the
body ; but this relation, which belongs exclusively to Himself, does not take
namely, thus

away the

:

obligation of obedience on the part of the wives towards their

husbands, nay, rather, as the church obeys Christ,
their husbands in every respect. "

when on account

Calvin,

nation

The

so

right view

must

the wives obey

also

was already

by

pei'ceived

of the adversative aTJva he proposed the expla-

" Habet quidem id peculiare Christus, quod est servator ecclesiae,

:'

nihilominus sciant mulieres, sibi maritos praeesse, Christi exemplo, utcunque
j^ari gratia non poUeant," " It is true that Christ has this peculiarity, that He
nevertheless, let the women know that their
the Saviour of the Church
husbands are over them, according to the example of Christ, however unComp. also Bengel, who aptly reequal may be the favor they exercise."
" Vir autem non est servator uxoris in eo Christus excellit hinc
mai'ks

is

;

:

;

"The husband, however,

sed sequitur,"

this Christ excels

quite irrelevant

;

;

hence but follows."

;

not the Saviour of the wife

is
.

What Hofmann

.

.

for the thought, that Christ

is

Saviour of the body,

superfluous, but has its significant bearing in the contrast

and Paul had not

now more

is

is

not

which follows

to write I'jfiuv instead of tov au/uarog with a

clearness, since Christ was, in fact, just designated as

nothing was

in

;

objects

K€<t>a7i?/

;

;

view to

consequently

natural and clear than the designation of believers

by TOV (juftaTog, the correlative of KE(pa7.ri. The objection of Reiche, that
avrdg comes in asyndetically can have no weight in the case of Paul especially, and of his brief and terse moral precepts (see immediately ver. 28,
and comp. in particular Rom. xii. Off.).
al ^waliieg] sc. vTtoracatc&uaav.
See ver. 22.
h Trawl ] in which case it is presupposed that the command,

—

ing on the part of the husbands is in keeping with their j^osition as representing
Christ towards the wife.
ev ae (i e a i vo/ao'&eTcjv TTpooTe^etKe to h Travri,
'i2f

"As making

rules for the godly,

he added the

ev Travr/,"

Theodoret.

Ver. 25. If the duty of the wives was vTiOTciaaeodai
T

(J

Kv p Lu, that of the husband

XpiaTog

K.T.2.,

is

:

iiy

an ut e

a love, therefore, which

is

tqc yvvalKac,

toIc arSpaaiv djg

Kad tog Kal

6

ready to undergo even death

"Si omnia rhetorum argumeuta in unum
non tam persuaseris conjugibus dilectioncm mutuam, quam hie
Paulus," "If you cast all the arguments of orators together, you will not
out of affection for the wife.
conjicias,

his

theme

He would have

!

another form,

just said in ver. 23
as avTos 6 (TWT. T.

diffuseness

He

said asain, in

in ver. 24, that wliich
!

he had

After so short a clause
er., what
an un-Pauline

!

did not, however, himself give it the
preference, but erroneously took dAAa as
'

and in avrh<; 6 (tmt. t. a-, found the
thought " ita nihil esse mulieri utiliiis nee
magis salubre, quam ut marito subsit,"
" Nothing is more useful, nor more advantageous to a woman than to be subject to
a husband."
ceterum,

:

—
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persuade husband and wife so effectually to mutual love as Paul does here,"
A practical proof of the rjydnTice.
Kal kavrbv napiS. k.t.X.]
Bugenhagen.

What giving up is meant (namely, that unto death) is obvious
where no definition is added to napt:6. Gal. ii. 20 Rom. iv. 25.
Ver. 26. Aim, which Christ had in view in giving up Himself for the
church, and therewith continued statement of the pattern of love given hy Him.
Iva avT. ay. k.t.?^.] ^Hn order to sanctify it, after having cleansed it through
In His sacrificial death, namely,
the lath of water, hy means of the icord.''''
Christ's intention with regard to His future church had this aim, that, after
having by baptism brought about for its members the forgiveness of their
pre-Christian sins, He would make it partaker of Christian-moral holiness
by means of the gospel. That cleansing is the negative side of that, which
Christ contemplated with regard to His church in His death, and this sanctification by means of the gospel constantly influencing the bajDtized is the
Qom.\). ver. 2.

of itself here,

;

;

—

positive side

;

the former the antecedens, " antecedent," the latter the conse-

;" and both are caused hy the atoning death, which is
the causa meritoria, " meritorious cause," of the forgiveness of sins brought

quens,

"consequent

about by means of baptism, and the contents of the gospel as the word of
the cross.

The sanctifying

influence of the latter

who works by means

the efficacy of the Holy

is

but the Holy Spirit is
and Christ also communicates Himself in
the Spirit to men's hearts (Rom. viii. 9 f.)
hence it is said with justice
that Christ sanctifies the church through the word (comp. also ii. 21), in
which case it is self-evident to the Christian consciousness that the operative principle therein is the Spirit operating by means of the word. The Vulgate translates nadap. mundans, "cleansing," and Zanchius says
''modum
exprimit, quo earn sanctificet," "he expresses the mode, whereby he
sanctifies it."
So, too, Harless, who holds ayLaai) and Kadapiaaq not to be
different notions, but the latter to be a more precise definition of the former, which signifies purum reddere a culpa peccati,
to render pure from the
guilt of sin. "
The aorist participle would not be opposed to this view, because it could express that which is coincident in point of time with ayi.acri
(see on i. 9)
but it is opposed by the fact that kv py^iaTi cannot be joined
to KaOapianc (see below), but sanctification by the word must of necessity be
something other than the cleansing by baptism, as also at 1 Cor. vi. 11
(comp. Acts ii. 38, xxii. 16), the cleansing by means of baptism {aKE?Mhaa(y6e)
precedes the sanctification {riyiaadjjTE)
Comp. Tit. iii. 5-7.^
rCy /.uvrpC) tov
Spirit,

subject to Christ (2 Cor.

iii.

of the gospel

(vi.

17)

;

18),

;

:

'

'

;

—

.'^

In Act. Thorn, p. 40 f. Karaixi^ov auToOs
7roc>i'r)r Ka&apLaa^ avTou? ev T<Z o-<p
AouTpm K.T.A., " Mingle them with thy fold,
'

tU

:

Trji/ o-t;;'

having cleansed them in thy laver," the act
of the KaTa/xt|oi' K.T.A., is (in opposition to
Harless) conceived of as immediately subsequent to the act of the Kada.pi(Ta<; k.t.X.
The Fathers, too, separate the cleansing
and the sanctifying of the person who receives baptism. So e.g., Justin Martyr, de
resurrect, in

Grabe, Spicil. II. p. 189. Tertull.
de resurrect. S
" Caro abluitur, ut anima
:

emaculetur
cretur,"

;

"

care ungitur, ut anima conse-

The

flesh is

Washed,

in

order

that the soul may be cleansed the flesh is
anointed that the soul may be consecrated.'"
" Undae
Cypr. ad Donat. de gratia, p. 3
;

:

genitalis auxilio superim'is aevi labe detersa

expiatum pectus serenum desuper se

in

lumen

infndit," "

wave,

the stain of the former life being deans-

ed, the light

By

the aid of the genital

from above infuses

itself into

the expiated breast," etc.
=

Hofmann,

II. 2, p. 135,

would, in opposi-

CHAP,
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"of material") denotes the well-known bath of
" pre-eminently," which is administered by baptism. We
Iiave thus here not simjily an allusion to baptism, but a designation of the
(genitive materiae,

«xkrof]

water

kot' k^oxvv,

'

same (comp.

Tit.

iii.

5

;

Cor.

1

and an

vi. 11),

allusion to the bath of the

— h pyfmTi] belongs to

bride before the wedding-day

;

(comp. John

not placed immediately after

two verbal
definitions

xvii. 17),

but

is

definitions dyida?]

see

on

ver. 27.

it,

dyidari

because the

and Kadapiaag, and again the two instrumental
and h p^fxari, are intended to stand together,

AnvTpiJ rod vSnror

-cj

whereby the structure of the discourse

is

arranged of set purpose conform-

ably to the sense and with emphatic distinctness,

Rom.

pf/fia is

the

gosj^el, to pf/fia

comp. 17, E])h. vi. 17, Hcb. vi. 5, and here stands
without an article, because, denoting the word /car' tioxr/v, " pre-eminentlj^,"
it could be treated like a j)ro2)er noun, such as vouog, x^pic, and the like.
The connecting of iv pr/fi. with dyidari is followed also by Jerome, Castalio,
Tyq

-rrlareug,

X. 8,

Calovius, Morus, Rosenmiiller, Winer,

Bisping, Bleek.^

Riickert,

p. 125,

which case they understand by p///ia either the baptismal formula,* ov the dimne jn^ecept,^ or the
divine p)i'omise,'^ or " lavacro invocatione divini nomi?iis efacac'i,'''' "the laver
efficacious by the invocation of the divine name, " or the gospel, " or the divine
poioer and efficacy in tlie word of truth, so that h prjixart is equivalent to tv tivzvfiaru ' But all these explanations break down in presence of the fact, that wc
Others, however, join

it

to tQ Tiovrpu rov vSaroc,^ in

'

should need to I'ead tu XovrpQ rov vSaroc -oj, or -ov iv pijin. since neither ru Aovrpov
nor rb vSup admits of being joined into unity of idea withev p//pa-i ;'" as well
,

as of the fact, that the special interpretations of

except that of

p7;//a,

gospel,

with KaOaplcaq, " in which
case likewise kv piifi. has been explained by some of the words of the institution and their jjromise, '^ by others of the gospel, '^ while Harless transOthers have combined

are purely invented.

and clear course of the
combine xaiJapto-O'; k.t.A.

tion to the simple

representation,

with the following "« jrapao-Tijcrr), but for
the invalid reason that afterwards t-(]v
sKK\r]a-i.av is repeated, and not the mere
aiiTiji' used.
As if Paul might not have used
tlie mere aurifi' even with this combination
And how often do all writers repeat the
noun with emphasis (so here), or for the
sak^ of perspicuity, instead of using the
!

pronoun
'

1

Grotius,

Comp. on iv.
Homberg.

16.

de Wette's objections is to be
observed, (1) that, according to Rom. x. 8,
17, prjina. can certainly be taken as the
* Against

gospel

that sanctification is wrought
indeed througli the Sinrii, but the Spiilt is
mediated through the gospel. Gal. iii. 5 (3)
that the order of the words is not forced,
hut purjMsel !/ chomn.
^ Luther ;
" by the water-bath in the
;

(2)

;

word."
' Chrysostom

p?/fi.

and of the Holy
Ghost " comp. Theodoret, Theopliylact,
Oecumenius,
Ambrosiastcr, Menocliius,
Calovius, Flatt, de Wette, and others.
^ " Lavationem
nitentem divino mandato," " a washing restiufc upon the divine

Father, and of the Son,
;

.

command, "
^

"

Qua

.

.

Storr.

vis

et

usus signi

explicatur."

"

whereby the force and use of the sign are
explained,"
comp. Michaelis,
Calvin;
Knapp. Tychsen.
'

Erasmus.

s

Augustine, Estius, Flatt, Holzhausen,

and
«

i"

others.

oishausen.

Such as

a-io-Tt;

"

ev Xp.,

ai.

ei'ToAa.1

or the

eu Soyixacn,

ii.

15,

or^

like,

which inserts xai before if pru^
Baumgarten, Matthies, Harless.
Baumgarten-Crusius, Hofmann; perhaps
also Beza and Calvin !Meier is quite indisSyriac,

;

Bengel,

;

tinct.
iv ovofj-aTi

'-

ToO Trarpos koI toO vcoO koI tov ayCov wvev/laro?, " In what word ? In the name of the

'^

33

iv

:

ec

p>}/jiaTi

-rroiu)

;

Baumgartcn.
Syriac, Bengel :"

difica,

in

verbo est vis miinlavacrum,"

et liaec exserltur per

:
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''hj icay of utterance, hj icay of xtromise,'''' which can refer only to the
icith a icord, which is
promise given with the institution ; and Hofmann
so that He uttered His effective will, that it shoidcl become
alleo-ed to mean

latcs

:

:

:

But

clean.

h

p/'/ua-i

thereto in addition, and on the other

leave dycdcy isolated, although iv

attached to

modal
hand to

altogether arbitrary, since Kadaplaac already has a

it is

definition, to attach

ayidat)

further, that

;

pi]fi.

can very suitably as regards sense be

which

cleanses,

symbolically represents the cleansing,* but does

that which not merely
away with the pre-Chris-

i.e.,

comiJ. also 1 Pet. iii. 21, Acts ii. 38, xxii. 16,
whether wo understand thereby the gosjiel or the words of
lastly, the sense by "way of promise" Paul would have
the institution
known how to exjDress otherwise than in so indefinite and enigmatic a
manner, such as, possibly, by kut' eTra-yye/uav, Gal. iii. 29 as, indeed, also
the sense understood by Hofmann could not have been more indistinctly
conveyed than by the bare h pr/fiarc.^ Grotius combines h pi/im-i with
tian guilt of sin,

and not the

is baptism,'^

pf/na,
;

;

Kadap.,

his

but supplies

word

(Lf

before

As

as a bath."

if

h

tC lovrpib

''
:

one could simply

"by

verba suo quasi balneo,''^

thiis sw^jjoZy

ug

!

Lastly,

Koppe

quite wrong in holding that h py/uari Iva is in accordance Avith the
Hebrew -la^X IDT ^^^ " "pon the word which," nothing more than the bare
[See Note
'iva.
Not even the LXX. have translated thus barbarously

is

!

LV.,

p.

525 seq.]

Ver. 27.

Aim

of the dyidat) ev

pi'jfiaTt,

and

so final

aim

of the eavrov Tzapi-

be realized at theParousia. Comp. on 2 Cor. xi.
TTjay is already rightly referred to the time of the consummatio saeculi,
duKevvTTspavTTjg, to

2.
'
'

^rapaa-

consum-

mation of the world, "by Augustine, Jerome, Primasius, Thomas, Beza, Estius,
Calovius, and others, including Flatt, Riickert, de Wette, Schenkel, Bleek
while the Greek Fathers, Lyra, Cajetanus, Bucer, Wolf, Bengel, and others,

;

including Harless and Hofmann, p. 136, think of an act of Christ in the
ai(jv ovroc, " this world," and many others do not at all declare their views

But

with regard to the time.
of the Parousia,

it

must

if 'iva

napaar.

k.t.?i. is

not to apply to the time

either be taken as the design of the Kadapicagf or

The fonner

is not admissible, because ev
on ver. 26), stands between nor
yet is the latter, because dyidorj does not denote the same thing with Kadap'iaar
and this making(see on ver. 26), but the making holy through the word
holy cannot from its nature be parallel to the momentary act oi fresenting of
the church as a glorious and spotless one, but can only be antecedent, so

as a parallel to

'iva

piy^ar^, which itself

avryv

dyid(T)j.^

belongs to

dyidtyr/

(see

;

;

make a woman his wife,
away from her the reproach of her

"in the word

is the cleansing force, and
exerted through the laver," comp.
Mattliies and Baumgarten-Orusius, as also

presses his will to

tliis

takes

Schenkel.
Schenkel.
2 This also in opposition to Theile in
Winer's Exeget. Stud. p. 187 ev prj^an is a
sort of correction of tu! Aourpw toO iiSaro;.

so has Christ done for the church," drags
in something entirely ./>)r«i(7n to the matter,
and, indeed, something very vtmiitab/e, as

is

"

:

5

What Hofmann,

H.

2,

p.

191,

oddly

enough adduces by way of elucidation
"As the husband by the word, which ex-

virgin state (comp. Isa.

iv. 1

;

1

Cor.

vii. 3G),

though the chui'ch were thought of as
Trapi'JeVos inrepaKfi.O';
«

Bengel.

^

Harless.

I

—
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that this presentation must be the final result of the sanctifying which has

already taken j^lace through the word.

coram
less,

that the church

(on Tvapaar. comp.
also

on account of

is

irapacTrjcrt]

might

setfortli, present,

The view

of Harconceived of not as bride, but as spotless offering

Kom.
t'ain-Gj,

xii.

2 Cor. xi.

2.

opposed to the context, and incorrect

1), is

by which,

in fact, there

tion that Christ presents the offering

with His Church

—

Comp.

namely, as His bride.

sisteret,

to

would

Himself.

result the concep-

No, the union of Christ

upon it Messianic blessby Christ Himself, Matt. xxv. 1 ff.,
comp. Rev. xix. 7 ff. see also John iii. 29) under the figure of the bringing home of a bride, wherein Christ appears as the bridegroom and sets
forth the bride, i.e., His church, as a spotless virgin (the bodily purity is a
edness,

is

at the Parousia, in order to confer

conceived of by Paul

(as also

;

representation of the ethical) before Himself, after

He

has already in the

by the bath of baptism (i.e., blotted out
the pre-Christian guilt of the church) and sanctified it through His word. To
deny the reference of KuOapiaag k.t.1. and of ver. 27 to the circumstances of a
wedding, and particularly the allusion to the bath to be taken by the bride
before the wedding-day,' is an over-refinement of taste at variance with the
context.^
The presentation in our passage was referred by Kahnis' to the
Lord's Supper, an application which is warranted neither by the context nor
by the analogy of 2 Cor. xi. 2 and Matt. xxv.
ahrbg eavrCi] so that what
"this world," cleansed

n'luv ovTog,

it

—

—

takes place
brides

by

home

not therefore as in the case of the bringing

is

He gave Himself to

others, but Christ Himself, as

presents the church as bride

of actual

sanctify

it,

etc.,

Himself at His Parousia, and indeed as
Evdo^ov, in glorious beauty (Luke vii. 25 Isa. xxii. 18, al.), which is
with emphasis placed before rrjv kKKlrjaiav, and subsequently receives by
to

;

means

of

ii.

brought into prominence."*

word of the later age of Greek, instead
is meant a corporeal blemish, but in the

The same
rypha.

but often in the

^o

e.g.

Estius

:®

Harless, Baumpfarten-Crusius,
others.

what

Hofmann,

certainly obvious that this bathing
an actual bride was not the
business of the bridegroom (as Hofmann obIt is

in the case of

but in the case of the church conceived as the bride the cleansing by the
bath of baptism is the act of the bride;

groom (who

does not cause the
by him, to be
presented by others, but presents her to
himself), and thus Paul has drawn the
figure itself in accordance with the state of
matters in the reality deVinealed. as indeed
frequently figures are modified in accordance with the tiling to be represented
in

bride, cleansed

fact

and

is

cnll. signifies

and

jects)

reality a

k?///^.^

In the

moral defilement.

LXX.

classical writers, not in the

Special distinctions as to

arbitrary,

maculam, comp. 2 Pet.

of the Attic

the case with pvrida, rugam, " wrinkle," which occurs only here

is

in the N. T.,

2

precise negative definition

cnlloi']

•

13, a

figure

1

more

ixovaav K.T.X.-a, detached,

fiij

specially to be

or

Apoc-

intended by the two figures are
deformitas operis, " deformity of

(comp. on Matt. xxv. 1 Gal. iv. 19). If we
press the figures beyond the tertium corn;

j^urationis,

— On

ate.

no one

is

any longer appropri-

the Xovrphv

laver " (at which Ka&ap.

vvfi.<i,LK6v,

tu,

"bridal

AouTpcG toO vSaro?

here glances), comp. specially Bos, Exercitl.
185

p.

f.

;

Hermann,

Becker, Charicles, ii.
torf, Synag. p. 626.

sanctified

3

<
i.

9

Abendm. p. 144.
With regard to airb?
Xen. Mem. iii. 5. 11
;

Kriiger, §
°
^

Priratalterth. §

p. 460

ff.

;

.31.

6

as also Bux-

comp. 2 Cor.
Thucyd. vi. 40. 3

eavTO,
;

;

51. 2. 12.

See Lobeck, ad Phryn.
After Augustine.

p. 28.
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work," and pvr. duplicitas intentionis, "duplicity of intention ;" Grotius
the former applies to the carere vitiis, "to lack faults," the latter to the
" always to be vigorous," for good (because wrinkles arc
'cegetos semper esse,
:

characteristic of age).

— v n ruv

which belongs to the category

-oiovtui']

of

—

a/iTi 'iva y
such things, of that which disfigures, like spots and wrinkles.
K.T.?..] change of the construction, instead of hlTC ovaav u.r.Ti., as if 'era iiylxv
Versatility of the Greek mode of thought and
K.T.'k. had been said before.

—

ayia] the thing signified in place of the figure, which would
i.
4.
c//w,«f)f]
be more congruously expressed by ayvij (2 Cor. xi. 2).
Grotius, at variance with the context, holds that Paul
("onip. Cant. iv. 7.
had in the case of both expressions thought of " quales met imae ease de-

expression.'

—

:

"as victims had to be in the O. T."
Ver. 28. Oi;rwc] To refer this, with Meier and Baumgarten-Crusius, as
also de Wette is disposed to do, to the following uf,^ might, doubtless, bo
admissible in itself (see on 1 Cor. iv. 1), but is here quite out of place
because o'vruq would then have an undue emphasis, and the declaration
would stand without any inner connection with that which precedes. It
relates to what is said from KaOuq koL 6 Xpiaruc, ver. 25 onwards to ver. 37,
bL'bant in V. T.,"

;

in accordance unth this relation, in keeping with this holy
is equivalent to
of Christ for the church.^ We may add that Zanchius, who is followed
by Estius and Harless,* is in error in saying, " digressus non nihil ad mysteriuvi, nunc ad institutum redit," "the digression recurs sometimes to the

and

:

love

There was no digression in what preexample for the
as their
Ulce their own bodies,^ but
ur ra mvruv acjuaTo] not
husbands.
own bodies. For Christ loved the church not Ulce His body, but as His body,
which the church is and He its head, ver. 23. S© is also the husband head of
the wife, and he is to love the wife as his body which conception, however,
mystery, but

now

to the ordinance."

cedes, but a delineation of the love of Christ serving as an

—

:

:

—

does not present the Gnostic notion of the

comp.
(I>f

1

Cor;

on the contrary,

Schoettgen, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Meier, and others

xi. 3.

ra eavT. aufiara

Trlfipuna,^ but,

mean nothing more than

:

lil'e

themselves ;

but

make

this is in it-

and without support from linguistic usage, and also utexample of Christ, since we certainly cannot say
of Christ that He loved the church like Himself! In the Rabbinical pas" qui uxorem amat ut corpus snum,''' "who
sages, too, as Sanhedr. f. 76, 2
loves his wife as his body," etc., this «i corjms siium, "as his body," is to
self quite arbitrary

terly inappropriate to the

:

'

See, in general, Mattiiiae, p. 1527

Winer,

p.

509

;

Buttmann,

f.

;

neutest. Or. p. 208

fE. T. 241].

Estius likewise would have it so understood, unless outw? koI oi avSpes 6<j)ei'Aoucrn'
be read; which, however, is really to be
'^

read, see the critical remarVis.
' Comp. Frltzsche, ad Roni.

ad Viger.

1.

39

;

Herm.

p. 793.

* Who thinks that Paul is only resuming
the simple injunction of ver. 25, with the
expansion ws ra kavriiv o-coKara. Certainl.v
the main point of the precept, ver. 28, lies

words but this whole precept is
by means of oiirws grounded on what is said
from xaiJws k. 6 Xp., ver. 25, onward.
"Meier; comp. also Grotius, who here
brings in the entirely heterogeneous comparison " Sicuti corpus est instrumentum
animi, ita uxor est instrumentum viri ad
resdomesticas, ad quaerendos liberos," "As
the body is the instrument of the mind, so
the wife is the instrument of the husband for
domestic afi'airs, for obtaining children."

in tliose

;

:

°

Baur.

—
CHAP,
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v., 29.

with the mode of regarding man
Paul does not by means of uq r.
eavT. ci)j.L. pass over into another figure, or even to another view of the subject,' but already, in the preceding description of the love of Christ to the
church, his conception has been that Christ loves the church. His bride, us

and that

be taken

literally,

and wife

as one flesh.

his

in accordance

may add

"We

tliat

which concejition he now first, in the application, definitely indid ayarruv rf/v eavrov
and in vv. 29-31 more particularly elucidates.

Jjodi/,

cates,

yvvalKa iavrov aya-u^
ccj^ara, results

From

the duty of loving their

— inasmuch

own wives

ug ra kavruv

as in fact according to this the wife belongs es-

sentially to the proper self of the

husband

such

as

— the j^roposition of con-

This proposition
jugal ethics, that the love of one\ own icife is love of oneself
Paul lays down, in order to treat it more in detail, vv. 29-32, and finally
.

repeat

it

form of a direct precept in

in the

ver. 33.

Ver. 29. Tap] assigns the reason of what immediately 2irecedes, and that
this statement of the reason

is

so,

that

intended to impel to the exercise of the self-love

The connection of the thoughts, namely, ia
involved in the love to the wife.
" He who loves his own wife, loves himself for, if he did not love her,
this
:

;

he would hate his oicnfiesh, which is so repugnant to natm-e that no one has
ever yet done it, but rather every one does the ojiposite, as also Christ and
that gives to this natural relation the highest consecration acts with regard
Kori]
to the church, because this constitutes the members of His body."
ever, not, as Mayerhoff would take it ^ formerhj, in the heathen state, the
but possibly now, vinder the influence
contrast to which is supposed to be
of an asceticism directed against marriage a view, which the 2^1'^^^nt
tenses that follow ought to have precluded.
r;)v eavrov aafiKo] cap^ is here
Paul might have
indifferent 5 without the conception of what is sinful.''

—

—

—

:

:

—

—

written auim instead,^ but chose aapKa, because the idea of the

which
mind.

is

—

realized in the married state,
a/,?:] sc. kKaarog.'^

cap^,^

iiia

already (see ver. 21) present to his
The compound
fK-pf0£Y] enutrit, "nourishes."

—

is

form denotes the development that is brought about by the nourishing
comp. vi. 4.'
Goth ''varmeith.'''
ddlTVEi] maTces it warm, fovet {yuXgate)
"id
Bengel aptly says
It is thus to be taken in its proper signification."*
;

—

;

:

:

"this refers to clothing, as nourishing does to food." The
" hefosters it,'''' Luther.
usual interpretation is
Without support from linsjjectat amictura,"

:

guistic

usage.

—

It

is,

we may

add,

self-evident

that

ovMg

.

.

.

avrr/v

expresses a proposition of experience, the correctness of which holds as a

general rule, and
the flesh,

Xp.

'

is

not set aside by exceptional cases.

however, in Gal.

ri^v IkkItig.] SC.

Riickert.

!:KTpt(f>Ei.

v. 24,

nal

OciIkei,

Comp.

*

See also Ernesti,

Ilahn, Theol.

cl.

K

T.

Urspr. d.

I.

p. 49.5.

Siivde,

I.

is

—

KaOlog

" corporibus nostris,
vii. 1:
utique non orlimus,''
"with our
bodies, which assuredly we do not hate ;"
"
Seneca, Ep. 14
fateor iusitam nobis esse
Curtius,

quae

:

ml

6

here, of course, to be inter-

ad Symp.

p. 102 E.

T

p. 54.
'

which

crucfi/ing of

corporis nostri caritatem," " I confess that
love of our body is implnnted in us."
« .See Stallbaum,
ad Tint. Rep. p. 3CG D ;

,

^ Koloss. p. 144.
3

The

has regard to the sinful cap;.

See the passages in Wetstein.
8 jjom. Ocfy.w. xxi. 179, 184, 246; Xen. f^/r.
Soph. Phil. 38; also Theocr. xiv.
v. 1. 11
Deut. xxii. 6 Job xxxix. 14 1 Thess.
38
;

;

ii.

8.

;

;
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preted metaphorically of the loving operation of Christ for the salvation of
His church, whose collective iivoHjterity He carefully promotes. To bring

According to
out by interjiretation specially two elements" is arbitrary.
Kahnis,^ Christ nourishes the church as His body 5?/ ilie communication of
His Jmhj in the SupjKr. But apart from the fact that OaAireL does not suit
there is no mention at all of the Lord's Supper in the whole connection.
The Kadug koI 6 Xp.
Comji. on jrapaa-., ver. 27, and see on ver. 30 ff.

this,

comp. vv.

why

Ver. 30. Reason

EK

Tfjg

Christ EKvpHei Kal OalizEi the church

iiklrj is

prefixed with emphasis

'

aapKog avTov

More

ek tuv oariuv aiiTov]

k.

:

for

;

Comp.

accident, " but integral parts of His body.

'

accidens,

;

23, 25.

memhers of His tody,

—

whole Christian ethics of marriage

hiiil. is the sacred refrain of the

T7/V

we are

J>ccarise

we
1

are not an

Cor.

xii. 27.

precise definition of the fiDj/

70V GufiaToc avTov just said, in order to express this relation as strongly as

possible

(proceeding)

:

expression
of

is

Eve out

from His

flesTi

a reminiscence of Gen.

of his bones

and out of

ii.

cmd from His tones. This form of
where Adam exjiresses the origin
flesh,'*
to which origin the deriva-

28,^

his

—

tive relation of Christians to Christ is analogous, of course not physically,

but in the spiritual, mystical sense, inasmuch as
such

—

the

Christ.,

specific

heing

has in Christ

its

and

spiritual nature of

the Christian existence as

Christians

—proceeds from

principle of origination, as in a physical

Adam.

The

manner Eve

any rate non-literal expressions are not intended to bear minuter interpretation. They do not afiirm that believers
are produced and taken out of Christ's glorified body, ^ which is already forbidden by the expression " flesh and bones." Eather is the same thing intended only brought, in accordance with the connection, into the definite
which elsesensuously genetic form of presentation suggested by Gen. I.e.
Gal. vi. 15), as well as by ^w
Avhere is denoted by Kaivt] ktioic (2 Cor. v. 17
l^roceeded from

at

—

—

;

'^v kjiol XpiuTuc (Gal. 11. 20), by Xpiarbv iveSvaaade (Gal. iii.
Cfl
by the relation of the iv Tzvevjia elvai to Christ (1 Cor. vi. 17), and in
general by the expressions setting forth the Christian -naTir/yevea'ia.^ Comp.

ovKETL £}w,

f5f

'5i'

27),

the KOivuvbv jiveaOai Osiac

^ffffwf,

2 Pet.

i.

4.

With

various modifications

it

has been explained of the spirittud orighiation from Christ already by Chrysostom (who understood the regeneration by baptism), Ambrosiaster, Theodoret, Oecumenius,'' Theophylact, Erasmus, Beza, Vorstius,^ Calvin ("qui
'

Grotius

word and
2

:

" nutrit earn verbo et Spiritu,
it
with His

virtutibus," "nourishes

testil

Spirit

Abendni.

;

p. 143

clotlies

it

with virtues."

f.

3 Tliis reminiscence the more readily su^gested itself to the apostle, not only in
general, because he was wont to think of
Christ as the second Adam (Rom. v. 12 ff.),

but also specially because be was just
treating of the subject of 7narriage.

That Paul

should not prefix Iktuiv
ii.
23, but in t^s o-apKo;,
was quite naturally suggested to him by
ver. 29. The explanation of Bengel is arbi*

oo-Ttuf

trary

,

as in Gen.

and

far-fetched.

Gess, Person

^

Christi, p.

274

ff.

;

comp.

Bispiog.

Philo also, p. 1094, applies the words of
I.e. to a spirUiial relation— to the relation of the soul to God. If the soul were
^

Gen.

it would be able
words, because,
namely, it ovk eo-Tic aWorpia. airov, iAAi
aif>6&pa oiKcia, "is not foreign to Him, but
emphatically His own."

better and

more

make use

to

''

lilie

of

God,

those

i^ axnov &e, KaBh airapxn r)y.MV eVrt T7)S 6eii-

Tipa^; TrAacreios, iacirep eK

" Of Him, as

He

Tou 'A&aix

Slo. t'tiv

vpia-

our beginning of the
second creation, as Adam was by the first."
"
^
Spiritual! tantum ratione ex ipso

rrji-,

is

:

CHAP.
spiritus sni virtute nos in corpus

"who by the virtue
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Y., 31.

suum

inserit,

ut vitam ex eo hauriamus,"

of His SiMrit inserts us into His body, that

we may

derive

from Him"), Calovius, Bengel, Matthies, de Wette,' Hofmann, Reiche,
and others while, withal, Koppe (so also Meier) thought only arctissimam
qiiaml'ibet conjunctionem, " a most intimate union," to be denoted, whereby
life

;

done to the genetic signification of the t/c. Others exjilained it
So Irenaeus, Jerome,
Jmre tlie same liuman nature as He.
Decidcorap. also Stolz and Rosenmuller.
Augustine, Thomas, Michaelis
"we are
edly erroneous, partly because Paul could not in this sense say
" Christ is of our flesh
of Christ's flesh and bone," but only the converse
and bone " (Rom. i. 3, ix. 5 John i. 14) partly because the element of
having like nature with Christ would apply not merely to Christians, but
justice is not

in so far as

?re

;

:

:

;

to

men

as

such generally.

carne ejus et ossibus

ortum

it to the crucifixio7i of Glii'ist : "ex
ex passione ejus predicata et credita

Others refer

crucifixis,

habviit ecclesia,"

;

i.e.,

" from his

and crucified bones,

flesh

passion preached and believed, the church has

its

i.e.,

origin," Grotius.-

from his
But the

is purely imported, and could the less be guessed
from the words the history of Adam and Eve inevitably
came to be recalled
and there is nothing to remind us ^ of the "martyrstake of the cross," upon which Christ " gare «|? " His flesh and bones
" and suffered them to he IroTcen'''' (? see John xix. 33, 36). Others, finally,
have explained it of the real comrmmion with the lody of Christ in the LorcVs
Supper.
So recently, " in addition to Kahnis and Thomasius,^ also Harless
and Olshausen, the latter of whom says
"it is the self-communication of
His divine-human nature, by which Christ makes us to be His flesh and
bone He gives His people His flesh to eat and His blood to drink." But
not even the semblance of a plea for explaining it of the Supper lies in the
words since Paul has not written nal 'hk ruv diua-oQ avrov, which would have
been specific in the case of the Supper, but kcu ek tov octtsuv avrov Rilckert has
renounced any attempt at explanation, and doubts whether Paiil himself
thought of anything definite in the words. A very needless desjmir of
exegesis
[See Note LVI., p. 526.]
Ver. 31. Not a citation from Gen. ii. 24, but (comp. vi. 2) Paul makes
these words of Scripture, which as such were well known to the readers,
his own, while the deviations from the LXX. are unimportant and make no
difference to the sense.
What, however, is spoken. Gen. I.e., of the union
of husband and wife, Paul applies by typical inrer2:)retation to the coming

"crucified,"

cri/cif.vis,

here,

inasmuch

as

;

:

;

;

!

!

Christo quasi procreates esse," " Only in
a spiritual manner, as if they were procreated from Christ Himself."
^ Who, however, in the second edition,
regards the words as spurious.
' Comp. already Cajetanus, as also Zanchlus, Zachariae, Schenkel, having reference to John vi. 51 f., xiv. 18 ff.
^ In opposition to Schenkel.
* Many of the older expositors, following

Theodoret

and Theophylact, at least
mixed up the Supper in various ways in

So Beza and Calvin
symbolum. " a
sealing and symbol," of the mystic fellowGrotius
ship with Christ here meant.
found an allitsion to the Supper: while, on
the other hand, Calovius maintained that
we were ea* C%?7\'(('o, " of Christ," not only by
regeneration, but also by the communication of His body and blood in the Lord's
their interpretation.

say that

it

is

* III. 2, p.

T.3.

Supper.

obsigrtatio et
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{future: KaraXe'ftpei. k.t.a.) union of Christ with the church (see ver. 32), a
union which shall take place at the Parousia, up to which time the church
is the bride of Christ, and at which time it is then nuptially joined with

Him

on

(see

ver. 27),

— and so the apostle expresses this antitype of the con-

which the type, the
marriage union in the proper sense, is exjjressed. "We have accordingly
Foi^ this reason, because we are Christ's members, of His
to explain it thvis
jugal union in the hallowed words of Scripture, in

:

and of His bone, shall a man (i.e., antitypically, Christ, at the Parousia)
leave father and mother {i.e., according to the mystic interpretation of the
He will leave Plis seat at the right hand of God) and le nnited with
apostle
his loife (with the church), and (and then) the two (the man and the wife, i.e.,
Christ who has descended and the church) shall he one flesh (form one ethical person, as married persons by virtue of bodily union, become a physical
flesh

:

Those expositors who, in keeping

unity).
I.e.,

(ivtI

original sense of Gen.

Avith the

take the words of actual marriage,'^ have against them as well the
tovtov, which cannot be referred without arbitrariness to anything else

than what immediately precedes, as also the future expression, which (as
and not less the
also in Gen. I.e.) must denote something yet to come
;

statement of Paul Himself, ver. 32, according to which hvdpuTvoQ must he
interpreted of Christ, and t^v yvvaiKa of the church, not merely perhaps ^ is to

be so interpreted.

Hofmann likewise ' understands it of real marriage, and
we more closely connect ver. 32 with ver. 31,
rovTo sums up the Old Testament passage itself and

sees all difficulties vanish if

so that TO

makes
the

ftvcT7'jpiov

and then the sense

this the subject,

marriage communion

down by

the creation,

is

" That, as the passarfe affirms,
communions far this reason,

:

the most intimate of all

from

because the icife proceeds
the Gentiles, is great.

is

the

—

husband

this mystery,

which icas foreign

to

a highly significant mystery of the order laid
a most important revelation of the divine counsel in this
It is

domain, which the apostle interprets as cqiplying

to

Christ

and

the church,

domain of
married as regards

because marriage in this respect has its higher counterpart in the
redemjition, but without excluding its validity also

for

the

This view is incorrect, for the very
be said in reference to the Gentiles is quite
and remote from, the connection because, further, Paul must

their relation regulated by the creation.''''

reason that to
foreign

to,

say

it,''''

to fivarijpiov

;

have written

"I

make

'eyi)

i.e., I

6e vvv ~Aeyu

interpret

of connection with that

would make

its

it

because

;

;

Aqw

does not

mean "I

say

o/" it,"

but

because avrl tovtov would remain entirely out

which precedes, and thus the passage

a])pearance qviite abruptly

;

because,

if

of Scripture

the reader was to

understand the whole passage of Scripture as the subject, summed up in to
of what follows, the apostle must have indicated this, in order

livoTTjp. tovto,

by something like to 6f avrl tovtov k.t.1., fivcTTjpiov
and because, finally, the validity of the fundamental law of

to be intelligible,
[leya iaTiv

;

marriage, ver. 31, for married persons
So most expositors, including Matthies,
Schenkel, Bleek, Riickert, who,
however, here too despairs of more precise
explanation, as the passage stands forth in
'

Meier,

is

so entirely self-evident, that a quite

an abrupt form merely as a hint thrown
out for the more initiated,
^ Reiche.
' II. 2,

p. 139.

CHAP,

unsuitable thouglit ("but without excluding," etc.)

— Those, further,
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is

attributed to the

-nJiiv

of Christ and the church, as Ilunnius, Balduin, Grotius, Bengel, Michaelis, and others, are mistaken in beof ver. 33.

^cTio

explain

it

lieving the connection with Christ already existing in the prcsew^

which

meant

is

;

inasmuch

as in the naTaTielipei tuv kqt.

k.

t. lurjr.

aliov

of the inccrnation,^ or generally of the fact that " Christus nihil tarn

quod non

habuit,

as that

they think

carum

nostri causa abdicaverit," " Christ held nothing so dear

have abdicated it for our sake, " - or even of the separation of Christ
while Harless and Olshauseu
from His nation ^ or from the synagogue
pass over KaraAsiTpei. rbv Trarepa K.r.7.. without more precise explanation, as
unessential to the connection and aim, and regard only Koi kaovrai ol
etc
as the main point, explaining it of the Lord's Supper.^
<j.
But the whole
fj.
reference to the already ^^resent connection with Christ is incorrect, because
this connection was just before expressed in the present form by iiDrj fcjjusv
K.r.2., but noAV upon this present relation is based the setting in of a future
observe the future forms), and that by cwtI tovtov,
one {liaTolelipei K.r.l.
quite as in Gen. ii. 24 by means of (vekfv tovtov the fut^cre relation of
marriage is deduced from the then existing relation of Adam and Eve.
These expositors, besides, overlook the fact that in the a'luv ovtoq, "this
world," Christ is not yet hiLshand, but until the Parousia still iridegroom of
the church (ver. 27), which He only at the Parousia presents to Himself as
li purified
and sanctified bride for nuptial union. Moreover, the setting
aside of the whole portion KaTa?.eN)ei avOpu-nrog tuv ttot. k.t.?,., on the part of
Harless and Olshausen, is a purely arbitrary proceeding.
uvtI tovtov] See
Winer, p. 326. It is distinguished from the kvcKev tovtov in the LXX. only
by its placing the cause and the fact thereby conditioned in comparison
as not to

•*

;

(5.

;

—

'

"

Etiam Christus patrem quasi reliquit,"

" Christ

also, as

it

were,

Father,"

left Ilis

Beiigel.
=

Grotius.

'

Michaelis.

*

Bisping.

What in raarriaRe the fleshly union is,
that in the connection of the church with
Christ the substantial union by means of
the Supper is alleged to be
As man
and wife are indeed aways one in lore, but in
^

'

!

the elements of conjugal tinion, in ivhich the
specific

nature of marriage consists, become bi

aspecial sense one flesh ; so is also the church
as a whole, and each congregation, like each
soul in

alwcnjs one sjAiit zcith

it,

Head of the

Christ, the

bod^j ; but

in the elements of the
sacred Supper the believing said celebrates in a

very specicd sense the union with

vp

its

Saviour,

and
germ of the immortal
body.''''
This fanciful view of Olshausen is
without any warrant in the context, and at
variance with the future KaTaAtti/zei, which
must— and that indeed according to Geu.

in that
blood,

it

takes

and

into itself

theretvith the

His

flesh

—

express something 7wi yet accomplished,
but only /o 6e expected in thefvture. Moreover, the ''leaving,'''' etc., does not at all
suit the conception of the connnunion of
Christ with believers in tlie Supper, and
least of all the orthodox Lutheran conception of ubiquity.
[See above. Note XIV.]
Nevertheless Kahnis (Abembn. p. 144) has
entirely acceded to the view of Olshausen. He objects to the explanation of the
union of Christ wMth the church at the
/"aroj/^ia, that this union cannot possibly be
ii.

thoupcht of as

"a

sacrificial renunciation,

on the part of Christ, of His heavenly
glory." But the matter isneither so thought
of nor so represented. That which is meant
by KOTaA.eii|/ei, the coming again of Christ
from heaven, will— and this was well known
to the believing consciousness of every
reader— take place not ?w<Aow^ His heavenly
glory, but w'lth that glory; and by the
union, which is expressed in the typicalrepresentation Trpoo-KoAAr/erjo-eTat k.t.A., the
o-ui-Sofao-O^rai of the believers will then bo
accomplished. Comp. Col. iii. 4.

—
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with

according to the conception of requital {for tliis).^ The
with regard to which many are entirely silent, can

eacli other

reference of avrl tovtov,

be found only in

ver. 30

Othej' references, as

:

because our relation to Christ is this.
See above.
" quia mulier formata est ex ossibus et

those of Estius

:

woman was formed

of the man's flesh and bones,"
"because the man, in loving his wife, loves himself,"'^
are forced just because of their taking ver. 31 not according to its mystic
dvdponroc] a human leing, i.e., according to
reference, but of real marriage.
the context, a man,^ by which, however, according to the mystical interpreimI ti/v
tation of the apostle, Christ is antitypically to be understood.
lir]Tepa] is doubtless taken up along with the rest as a constituent part of
the words of Adam, but is not destined for a special exposition in the

carue viri," "because the

and Holzhausen

:

—

—

typical reference of the passage to Christ, since KaraAelfet t6v n-arepa ahrov

wdth that typical reference, only apply to the descendhand of God, which will ensue at the Parousia.
Then the avvdpovog of the Father comes down to earth, to wed Himself
can, in accordance

ing of Christ

(^Matt.

XXV.

from

1)

the right

to the church, the bride, 2 Cor. xi.

2.

For the understanding of ver. 31 in the sense of the apostle an
exegetical gloss was necessary, which is here given
This mystery is great,
is important and exalted in its contents, hut I say it, adduce it (namely, this
mystery, by which is meant just the declaration of Gen. ii. 24), in reference
to Christ and the church.
to /ivarypiov tvI'to] So Paul terms those Old Testament words just employed by him, in so far as they have a hidden meaning
not recognized without divine enlightenment.-'
iycj 6e] eyu, which HolzVer. 32.

:

—

^

hausen even declares to be sujierfluous, has emphasis I, hoicever {Se metabatic), opposed to the possible interpretations which might be given to the
:

—

ai; XpcrjTov Kal elc "/> eicKhialav] so that we have thus
under avdpuTroc to understand Christ, and under ?} yvin) avrov the church.
This has been rightly discerned already by the Fathers, ^ only they should
not have thought of the coming of Christ in the flesh," but of the Parousia.
See on ver. 31. Lastly, it is worthy of notice simply under a historical

mysterious utterance. 5

point of view, that
translates jivari/piov

Roman Catholics,* on the ground of the Vulgate, w^hich
by sacramentum, proved from our passage " that marriage

a sacrament.
It is not this that is conveyed in the passage, as indeed in
general marriage " non habet a Chiisto institutionem sacramentalem, non

is

formam, nonmateriam, non j?«e??i sacramentalem," " has from Christ neither
a sacramental institution, nor form, nor suhstance, nor c«f7,"
'

Comp.

avff

wr,

and

see

^Mattliiae,

EUendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 170.
2 Comp. Meier and Matthies.
5 Without on that account arepun-os standing foi-di-rip, see Fritzsche, ad Matt. p. 593.
* With
the Rabbins, too, the formula
mysteriuin ?nagnum, " a great mystery"
(.Jalkut. Bub. f. 59, 4: Nip" J<I~1 Xn) is
very common.
See Schoettgen, Ilorae,
p. 1327

P- V83
'

;

f.

Later Rabbinico-mysticalinterpretations

of marriage

may

be seen in Schoettgen,

'**

but

it is

rather

Philo, p. 109G, allegorizes those
reference to reason, wliich forsakes wisdom and follows the senses.
« See C'hrysostom, Theodoret, Theophy-

llor. p. 784.

words

iu

Jerome.

lact,

In connection with -which Jerome interpreted Triv /uiyrepa of the heavenly Jerusa'

lem comp. Estius.
^ But not Erasmus, Cajetanus, or Estius.
9 See also Catech. Rom. ii. 8. 16 f.
" Calovius, and seethe Apol. Conf. Aug.
;

M.

204, J. 215.
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v., 33.

the sacredly ideal and deeply moral character, Avhich

is

forever assured to

marriage by this typical significance in the Christian view.
that

monogamy

pose of the passage,

Ver. 33.

n?.//v]

to the proper

which would be

set

imr-

jnirely imported.^

usually explained to

is

theme

may add

AVe

form the

as self-evident, but does not

is j}resu])posed

the

after the digression of

leads back

effect, that it

32."

vv. 30-32, or merely ver.

" Paulus prae nobilitate digressionis quasi oblitus propositae rei nunc ad
rem revertitur,'' "Paul as it were forgetting his subject, through the

now

nobleness of the digression,

and

And

a digression.
xix.

27, cd.),

upon

enter

church).

the

eacJi

tv/J/p

used by way doubtless of

is

but not of resuming.
subject

of

tJiis

fiva-?';ptor

K a

i

from

man

EKaaro^,

writers.*

hrealcing

Yet

:

The following

by man.^

keeping with

(outuc, i-e., in

wife as himself.

what they

is

?)//E7f,

as often also in classical

— uc eavrov] as himself,

determined by, the point of view

iavrnv jvvalKn kavrov a^ana, ver. 28.

—

are

sva] ye one hy one, tos

kva kKnaroc strengthens the concep-

ul kuO'

tion, that each one without exception, etc.

love issues from, and

ol Kad'

to

the

verb, however, has taken its regimen

not from the proper subject

— The twofold designation

—

Christ

(as

fivarr/piov) to love his oicn

with Christ.

was a
and not
off (Luke

—not furthei'

ought

also

31,

the 2)ersons appealed to, and with ovtuq the mode of

to do, are placed in a parallel

singuU,

—ye

manner

one indidklurdly, in such

the ideal of Christ contained in this

With

So also here

belong

ver. 32

the right understanding of ver.

gloss pertaining to

digression,

30, 31 essentially

to the description of the love of Christ to the church,
brief

A

returns to it," Bengel.

however, has certainly not taken place, but vv.

?)

Je yvvij

'iva (pofSf/Tni

:

so that the

ayanuv

6

rov avdpa]

?)

t?/v

6e yvvij

with emphasis absolutely ^ prefixed, not yet dependent on the notion of
on 2 Cor. viii. 7) to be supplied in thought before 'iva. Hence

is

colo (see

but the wife

:

—she ought

to fear

her husband.

In this brief stern closing utter-

ance, the apostle, while stating the obligation of the

wife

cjg

eavrov, yet secures as

husband

to love the

concerns the wife the relation of subordina-

—

namely, the duty of reverence for the husband a duty, Avhich is not
done away with by that obligation on the part of the husband. " Optime

tion,

cohaerebit

concordia.

si

utrimque constabunt

officia,"

"Harmony

will

on both sides the duties be diligently observed,''
Erasmus, Paraphr. Rightly, we may add, in accordance with the context
Oecumenius defines the notion of (po iSf/rai wf npeTrei ywalKa (popeladai, fj?j
See
6ov/M7vpETvuc, " Xot in a servile way, but as is fitting that a wife fear."

best be maintained,

if

:

vv. 22-24.
'

^
3
^

In opposition to Schwesler, p. 387.
Olshausen.

See Matthiae, p. 1357.
See Mattliiae, p. 705

Gore. p.
'

;

Stallbaum,

.503

E Bornemanu, ad
;

8.

ad

Winer,

p. 50G.

Cyi'Op.

iii.
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Notes by American Editor.
L. Ver.

The

first is

4.

alcxpoTTjc,

ko.)

ftupo?.oyiu

ev-paTrsh'a.

?/

" the shameful, whether actively exhibited or passively approved

in word, gesture or deed " (Ellicott).

As

to the second, "that

which

meant

is

here by stTiltiloquy or foolish speaking is the lubricum verbi,' as St. Ambrose
slipping with the tongue,' which prating people often suffer,
calls it, the
'

'

whose discourses betray the vanity

man

of their spirit,

and discover 'the hidden
" Luther hits the mark

(Jeremy Taylor, quoted by Trench).
with Xarreniheidbuje, buffoonery, which denotes what
of the heart

'

in loose discourse " (Br aune).

Both

is

high-flown, iiompous.

and Trench call attention to the
fact that, considering the sense of " fool " and "folly " in the N. T., something
The classical EVTpuTre/ioQ was
positive as well as negative is here indicated.
"one ready with an answer or repartee." To be such "required polish,
refinement, knowledge of the world, wit." Yet sin, by losing its coarseness,
only became all the more dangerous. "In the finer talk of the M'orld, its
'persiflage,' its 'badinage,' there is that which would attract many, whom
scurrile buffoonery would only revolt and repel " (Trench).
It is " that ribaldry, studied artifice, polite equivoque, which are worse in many cases than
open foulness of tongue " (Eadie) that finds "occasion for wit or levity in
anything, however sacred, fearing nothing so much as to be dull, and mistak" Pleasantry of every
ing all seriousness and reserve for dulness " (Barry).
sort is not condemned by the apostle.
He seems to refer to wit in connection
Stier

;

with lewdness

— double entendre " (Eadie).

not abstain from wit, as
xii. 13,

and adds

may be

:

"But

may be

Stier

remarks that even

seen in Acts xxvi. 29

;

St.

1 Cor. ix. 9, 10

his wit is holy, full of meaning,

and

Paul did
;

2 Cor.

his jesting,

if

so

united with the purest earnestness, as is
proper. Never from mere pleasure in empty wit do we find the form without
profitable contents, as well as never to the injury of his neighbor."
it

called, is inseparably

IjI.

Ver. 13. Trav yap to (pavepovfievop

^cjf iar'iv.

The

interpretation of Meyer has been adopted in the English Eevised Verand supported among others by Alford, Ellicott, Barry, Eiddle. The
chief objection urged by Olshausen and Eadie, "that light does not always
exercise this transforming influence, for the devil and the wicked are rejiroved
by the light, without themselves becoming light,'" is answered by Ellicott
" All that is asserted is that v/hatever is illumined is light whether that tend
to condemnation or the contrary depends upon the nature of the case and
the inward operation of the outwardly illumining influence."
"St. Paul here
exi^lains still more clearly what he means by illumination.
It implies the
catching the light and reflecting it so as to become a new source of light. It
must be noted that the subject of the sentence is not 'the works of darkness,'
but all things in general. Hence the whole process is described, with almost
sion,

:

'

'

;

'

scientific accuracy, as threefold.

First, the things or persons are dragged out
then they are illuminated lastly, they become light
in themselves and to others. There are no doubt exceptions to this the right
and normal process, in the case of the utterly reprobate, who have lost all

of darkness into light

;

;

"

NOTES.
power

and

of reflecting light,

are, therefore,

but the next verse shows that
these

may be beacons

of

Paul

kit.

warning

LII. Ver. 14.

much more

summary form
diate words

/uyei.

Siij

is

the concluding part

is

the

;

;

"E-.eipe.

"

seems much more
Paul, speaking
expressing in a condensed and

that of EUicott

:

Spirit, is

the spiritual meaning of the passage.

(Is. Ixi., 1 sq.)

noon
and even

in the blaze of

still

It

satisfactory, to say that St.

Holy

iinder the inspiration of the

dark

not contemplating these

to others " (Barry).

Better than Meyer";; explanation
reverent, as well as

is

oZo

supply, in substance, the
S2:)iritual

first

The proj^hefs immepart of the quotation

;

application of the remainder of the verse.

See Terry's Biblical Hermeneutics, p. 500

sq,

;

Toy's Quotations in the N.

T.,

p. 199 sq.

LIII. Yer. 16. e^ayofja^ofiEvoi rhv Kaipuv.

are to make a wise use of circumstances for our own good or that
and like prudent merchants to buy up the fitting season for so doing "
(Ellicoit).
Compare Dan. ii. 8: " I know that ye would gain the time," "i.e.,
catch the opportunity to escajse from difficulty" (Barry).

" That

we

of others,

LIV. Ver.
" It

18.

^i/ olv<f) /LieOvane-e k.t.X.

from himself, a craving after somebe out of reach, eager and restless thirst to enjoj^ some
happiness and enlargement of heart, that usually leads to intemperance. But
the Spirit tills Christians and gives them all the elements of cheerfulness and
peace genuine elevation and mental freedom superiorit}' to all depressing
and refined and permanent enjoyment. Of course, if they are so
influences
filled with the Spirit, they feel no appetite for debasing and material stimuis

a sensation of want, a desire to fly

thing which

is felt to

;

;

;

lants " (Eadie).

LV. Ver.

The construction

is

peculiar,

26. kv pijuuTi.

and grammatical

difficulties

appear

to

what-

ever of the three words this clause be attached, the separation from the dycaay

being a great objection to Mej'er's view. Ma}' not the true solution be indicated by the incidental remark of Ellicott that it belongs " to the whole
expression"? Developing this still further, the idea would become "that he

might sanctify it, having cleansed it by the word for the means of this cleansing was by a washing of water, in accordance with and in virtue of the word."
" 'Ey (liiiMTi, if it be joined with Kudaplaar or with 7cj /lovrpuy rov v6arog, means
;

in virtue of a word, viz., of the

Acts

iv. 7, 9,

because

it

10

.

.

.

This

word

of salvation preached,

Kad., etc.,

possesses

and ir p. serves only
Hence the omission

takes place in virtue of a word,

thought, the description of baptism.

h being

its distinctive

taken as in

power and force
to

complete the
"

of the article

(Cremer's Lexicon, p. 267). Philippi (v. 1, 197) also calls attention to the
fact that the omission of the article before the ^i/fian "marks the close, inseparable connection between the Xovrpov vSaroc and the i^i/jna." Accedit verbum ad
element um

ef fit

" It is not the water that produces
God which accompanies and is connected with
which relies on the word of God connected with the

sacrrimentuni (Augustine).

these efEects, but the word of

the water, and our faith
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water" (Luther, Small Catechism, iv. 3). "If the -word be taken away, the
water is the same as that with which the servant cooks " (Lnther, Large Catechism,

13.

464).

EUieott defines pr/fia as "the gospel," i.e., "the word of God preached and
taught preliminary to baptism," a view which is perfectly consistent with the
word of divine institution and promise, since the entire gosj^el is epitomized
therein.

LVI. Ver.

30.

un

/ui/.?]

ia/ukv k.t.Ti.

While any direct allusion to the Lord's Supper must be rejected, nevertheless,
John vi., a principle is here presented which finds its highest realization

as in

in that sacrament.
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VI.

CHAPTER

VI.

Vek. 1. After i\uuv Elz. Scholz, Tiscli. have h Kvplu, in opposition to B D* F G,
Mavcion, Cyril, Cvpr. Ambrosiast. Rejected by Mill, suspected byGriesb.,
deleted by Lachiu. and Paick., but defended (on the ground of Col. iii. 20) by
Harless and Eeiche. The latter with justice since the witnesses who omit do
It.

;

not preponderate, and since for the purpose of a gloss not ev nvplu but wf tu)
If, however, kv Kvp/w had been added
Kvpicj (v. 22) would have suggested itself.

from

Col.

I.e., it

would have been brought in

after dUaiov.

—

Ver.

Ka-u adpiml Lachm. [Tisch. Treg. West, and Hort] and Eiick.

:

5. rolg nvploic

Tolr /card

adpaa

—

min. Clem. Dam. Theoi^hyl. From Col. iii. 22. Ver.
G. The article before Xpiarov is, with Lachm. and Tisch. [West, and Hort], in
Ver. 7. (if, which
accordance with preponderating testimony, to be deleted.
Ver. 8. o tdv ti eKaarog] Lachm.
is wanting with Elz., is decidedly attested.
uvpinig,

following

AB

i<,

—

—

have EKuaror 5 edr, which was also recommended by Griesb.,
G, min. Vulg. It. Bas. Dam. Other variations are, iKaarog
tdv TL (B), idv iToi7J(j. EKacrroq (i<*), mv tl ttoi. ek. ( i<**), o edv nf EnuaroQ (1, 27, 32,
al.), edv Tl EnaoT. (46, 115, al., Theoph. ms.), kdv rig ekoct. (62, 197, al), edv rig
The best attested reading is accordingly
(or Tl) uvOpuTTog (Chrys. in Comment.).
EKacjTog o idv. But if this had been the original one, it would not be at all easy to

and

[Treg.]

how

Rlick.

ADEF

following

could have given rise to variations, and specially to the introducing
Recepta, on the other hand (again adopted by Tisch.), became very
easily the source of the other readings, if the copyist passed over from OTI at
once to the subsequent TI. Thus arose the corruption on luaaTog T^oiijari k.t.?..,

see

of the

it

The

Tl.

and thence, by means

of different

ways of restoring what had been omitted,

were formed the variations, in which case uvOpuTvog came in instead of EKnoTog
as a gloss, designed to indicate the general sense of EnaaTog. — ko/xuitui] A B D'-'
FG X»Petr. alex. KO/.uasTai.'^ So Lachm. Tisch. [Treg. West, and Hort], Eiick.
In Col. iii. 25, likewise, these two forms are found side by side in the critical
:

Nevertheless here, as there,

witnesses.

hence

to

be preferred.

1 Pet. V. 4.

— Ver.

9.

vfiuv

Ko/ilaErat is

more strongly

attested,

and

may have originated in a reminiscence of
uvtuv'] many variations, among which niiTuv k. vfioiv (so

KofUElTuL

Lachm. Tisch. [Treg. West, and Hort], Eiick. and Harless; recommended also by
Griesb.) is that most strongly attested, namely, by A B D* min. Arm. Vulg. Goth.
Copt. Clem. Pet. Chrys. (alicubi) Damasc. Jer. Aug. Pel. Eightly. The menitself, partly from a comparison
hence the Recepta (anew defended by Eeiche)
not relevant
vjiuv avruv, in which case avTuv applies to the masters, just as avruv v/juv in
E F G, and merely v/juv in 17. Others, leaving the Kai standing, at least prefixed
N* testifies in favor of Lachvuuv Kal avruv).
vfiuv (L, min. Syr. p. Fathers
mann's reading by euvt^v kcu vuuv, whereas N**, like the others, has regarded

tion of the slaves {nvruv) appeared here partly in

with Col.

iv. 1,

;

:

J

A reads K0MI2ETE,

and thus

testifies indirectly in

favor of

Koixicerai.

—
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—

Ver. 10. to ^mittov'] Lachm.
the prefixing of vixuv (thus vfi. k. eavr.) as necessary.
N* 17, 73,
Tisch. Treg. West, and Hort. and Eiick. read tov aol-kov, following

AB

favor, however, of to

in

B

Tims

Dam.

118, Cyril, Procop.

at least not preponderantly supported.

/,o«7rof, testifies

instead of the following ev6vva/xova6e,

17,

In
found
and probably has arisen from

also the reading dvva/uovaOe,

the confounding on the part of the co2)yist of the

N

which

is

in aoikuv with the

N

in

Since, moreover, to Iolttov better accords with the sense than

ENdvi-a/iovafjE.

TOV Ininov (see on Gal. vi. 17), I hold the latter to be a mechanical reisetition
The following udsAcpoi fiov is wanting in B D E >{* Aeth. Arm.
from Gal. I.e.
while in A' F
Clur. Germ. Goth. Cyril, Damasc. Lucifer, Ambrosiast. Jerome

—

;

G, codd.

Ital. Syr. p.

Vulg. Theodoret, only

Griesb. also holds suspected,
deleted, is

ww

is

and Lachm. Tisch.

an addition from Phil.

iii.

1, iv.

8

;

wanting.

Eiick. [West,

2 Thess.

iii.

1

;

2 Cor. xiii. 11.

this addition, too, tells in favor of the originality of to 7mi-6v.

B D" F

G, 52, 115, Syr. Ar. pol. Slav. ant.

Recommended by

— Ver.

12.

Goth. Lucif. Ambrosiast.

And

ijfuv']
:

vfilv.

by Lachm. and Piiick. But how naturally
the copyists, inasmuch as the whole context speaks in

Griesb., adopted

would viJ.lv suggest itself
the second person

It.

which
and Hort], have

a6E'X,<l>0L /ttov,

!

to

tov gkotovq tovtovI Elz. has tov gk. tov uliJvog tovtov, in op-

—

Ver. 16. tTrl irdaiv']
Expansion by way of gloss.
Lachm. [West, and Hort] reads h ndca; for which more current expression,
however, only B >?, min. Vulg. It. and some Fathers testify, and several vss. are
Ta before Kenvp. is wanting, indeed, in B D* F G, and is deleted by
doubtful.
Lachm., but was easily regarded as superfluous and thus passed over.
Ver.
17. 6£^anf)E] is wanting in D* F G, codd. It. and various Fathers, while A D***
K L and min. read cU^aoOai (so Matth.), and Arm. places Si^aoQe before rf/u nepiKe^.
Suspected by Griesb. But if no verb had stood, and a gloss had been supplied,
we should most naturally expect avaM/SeTs to be added. In consideration,
however, of the seeming redundancy, it is much more likely that the omission
Ver. 18.
was made. The infinitive has come in after the preceding aptaai.
avTo roin-o] A B X, min. Basil, Chrys. (in commentary) Damasc. have only avTO
D* F G have avTor, and Latins in ilium or in illo s. ipso, which readings likewise
tell in favor of the simple av-6. With reason (in ojiposition to Eeiche) tovto is disap2)roved by Griesb., and rejected by Lachm. Tisch. [Treg., West, and Hort] and
Eiick.
An exegetical, more precise definition in accordance with Paul's practice

position to decisive witnesses.

—

—

—

;

—

elsewhere.
Ver. 19. f5oS?}] Elz. has (hOeiri, in opposition to decisive testimony.
Perhaps occasioned by a mere repetition of the H in copying.
Ver. 21. e'i6//Te
Kal. vfteig'] Lachm. and Eiick. read Kaiv/ue'ig etSrjTE.
So A D E F G i<, min. Vulg.
It. Theodoret, Lat. Fathers.
In what follows Lachm. and Eiick. [West, and
Hort] place -ypupicei hrfore v;uv, following B DE F G i<, min. It. Goth. Ambrosiast. The latter from Col. iv. 7.
And the former is to be explained from the circumstance that KQi vfielc was, through inattention to the reference of the Kai,
omitted as superfluous (so still in cod. 17), and was thereupon reintroduced
according to the order of the words which primarily suggested itself, hy which

—

means

it

came

hefore elSjite.

—

Contents. How the children (vv. 1-3), the fathers (ver.
and the masters (ver. 9) are to demean themselves.

(vv. 5-8),

exhortation to the acquiring of
*

4),

the slaves

Concluding
Christian strength, for which purpose the

A has a(SeA(|)Ot

only after

erSvi'ajuoCo-ffe.
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VI., 1, 2.

readers are to put on the whole armor of God, and thus armed to stand forth,

with the diabolic powers (vv.
with which they are ever to apply themselves to

in order victoriously to sustain the conflict

10-17)

;

in connection

and

prayer,

make

to

intercession for all Christians, and, in particular, for

Sending of Tychicus

the apostle (vv. 18-20).

wishes (vv. 23,
Ver.

'Ev

1.

Kvpi(f)]

which moves
ion of

Concluding

characterizes the obedience as GhiHstiaii, the activity of

whom

in Christ, with

The reference

life.

(vv. 21, 22).

24).

God

to

Xpiarov, iv. 21, placed at the

the Christian withal stands in
'

head of

is

commun-

already refuted by the very

all

these precepts, as also

—

kv

<p6^(f)

by the stand-

SiKaiov] right, i.e., Kara tup tov Oeov
ing formula itself (comp. Col. iii. 20).
Comp. Col. iv. 1 Phil. i. 7,
vofiov, " according to God's law," Theodoret.
;

8

iv.

;

2 Thess.

i.

G

;

Luke

xii. 57.

—In favor of infant

iaptisin, i.e., in favor of

the view that the children of Christians were as early as that time baptized,

nothing at

follows from the exhortation of the apostle to the children.'^

all

The children

of Christians were, through their fellowship of life with their

Christian parents, even without baptism a}7o< (see on

and had

15),

557.

p.

to render to their parents obedience

Cor.

1

h Kvpiu.

14

vii.

;

Acts xvi.

[See NoteLVII.,

J

2. The frame of mind towards the parents, from which the vwaKoveiv
demanded of the children must proceed, is the Tifiav. Hence Paul continues, and that in the express hallowed words of the fourth commandment
Deut. v. 16). And as he had before
Tifia TOV TvaTepa gov k.t.1. (Ex. XX. 12

Ver.

just

:

;

subjoined the general motive of morality tovto yap

now

subjoins the particular incitement

i'l-ic

kuTi

iaTiv kvTolfj

diKaiov,

so

he

Tvpu-rj kv t-TrayyeX.,

two precepts themselves, as of their motives,
knayyeVia can by no means be a parenSee on iii. 13.
yTic] utpote quae, " since it is," specifies a reason.
tJiesis.^
EVToTif] npuTT! h £Trayy£?i.] The article is not necessary with the TrpuTTj, which
ComjD. Acts
is in itself defining, or with the ordinal numbers generally.^
so that the relation as well of the

vv.

1,

2, is climactic,

—

xvi. 12

to

and

rJTtQ

.

.

.

—
;

Phil.

i.

And

12, al.

since the promise, Ex. xx.

6,

commandment yj?'sf

the statement that the

nuinberm the Decalogue has a promise,
Deut.

is

as

not inconsistent with the facts,

v. 10, is a general one,

having reference

commandments as a whole. Just as little is it to be objected that no
further commandment with a promise /o^Zozps in the Decalogue for Paul says
ivpcjT/i, having before his mind not only the Decalogue, but also the entire
to the

;

of all the divine precepts, which begins with the Decalogue. Among the
commandments, which God has given at the time of the Mosaic legislation
and in all the subsequent period, the commandment
"Honor father and
mother," is the first which is given with a promise. The apparent objection
is thus removed in a simple manner by our taking kvToki] as divine commandcommandment in the
ment in general, and not restricting it to the sense
series

:

'

'

1

" Praeter naturae legem

.

.

.

2)eiquoque

auctoritate sancitum docent," " In addition to the law of nature, tliey teach that

which is established by the authority of
God," Calvin comp. Wolf.
;

34

^In opposition to Hofmann, Schriftbew.
II. 2, p. 192.
^
''

Oriesbach, Riickert, and others,
Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. vii. 7. 35.
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DecalooTie."
•written

:

Paul had had merely the Decalogue in mind, he must have
commandment.' For the assumption that " it is the first,

If

the only

^
not with regard to those which follow, but to those which have preceded,"
if
it
were
really
resorted
to,
established
necessarily
be
even
would not
which, however, is assumed entirely without proof that Paul had taken

—

commandments, seeing that he and every one of
his readers knew that no other commandment of the ten had a promise.
From the arbitrary presupposition, that merely the Decalogue was taken into
into account merely the ten

account, it followed of necessity in the case of other expositors, either that
they restricted ivroKr) simply to the commandments of the second table,^ in
connection with which Holzhausen even maintained that kvToli] never denotes
Mark xii. 38)
a commandment in reference to God (see Matt. xxii. 36, 38
;

;

and made out
of it a very imiJoi'tant, a chief commandment. ^ What a feeble motive would
thus result and wpurrj would in fact mean the most important, which, howor else that they tampered with the numerical sense of

irpurr/,

!

commandment

ever, the fourth

not (Matt. xxii. 88

is

Rom.

;

Further, the proposal of Erasmus, that npun)

Gal. V. 14).

be held to apply to the
occurs in the fourth

promise of ver.

definite

commandment,

is

3,

xiii. 9,

ive-TrayyEl.

10

;

should

mention of which

first

not worthy of attention, = but errone-

because the same promise occurs after the fourth commandment only
ous
with a general reference to the commandments as a whole (Deut. v. 33, vi. 2),
as it has also occurred even before the fourth commandment in such a genand because, besides, inayy. could not but have
eral form (Deut. iv. 40)
h> knayyel.'] is to be closely attached to npuTTj, as expressing
the article.
;

;

—

commandment

that, wherein this

"the
" the

in

first
first

the

is

first,

Comp. Diodor. xiii. 37
nobility and richness," Soph.

cate pertains to

it.

in results."

:

In point of promise

the point in which the predi-

h

6e evyeveia koL tzIovtu trpu-oc,

0. R. 33

it is

the

:

TrpiJToc ev avfupopalc,

first {oh ri) rd^ei,

" not in

order," Chrysostom).
'^
the first commandment with promise,''''
After Paul has just said
promise,
the
definite
on account of which this predicate
adduces
he now
pertains to that commandment, and that according to the LXX. of Ex. xx.

Ver.

3.

Deut.

12,

:

V. 16,

kuI 'iva fiaapoxp. yevri ettI
with immaterial variation (LXX.
of the more precise designation of Palestine,
:

and with omission

T. y.),

This omission, however, was not
in the LXX. follows after y^g.
occasioned by the circumstance that the promise was to bear upon lo7ig life

which

AccordiDjt to Bleek, Paul had not at the
the form of the following commandments of the Decalogue definitely
before his mind. But with such inadvert'

moment

ence no one

is

less to

be charged than

Paul.
^

Harless.

s

In opposition to this, Erasmus aptly re" Haec distinctlo non est fundata

marks

:

commentum recentiorum theologorum," "This distinction is

in

s.

Uteris, sed est

not grounded

a

fiction of

in tlie

Holy Scriptures, but

more recent theologians."

is

In

general it is to be observed that, accordinff
to Philo and Joseplius. each of the two
tables contained J?i'« commandments, not,,
as Augustine (whom Luther followed) supposed, the first three, and the second «»¥?;,
—and thus two sacred numbers, in which
case, moreover, there was found in the
Amfirst table a reference to the Trinity.
brosiaster, Zachariae, Michaelis, the latter
misconstruing the absence of the article
before ei'ToAri Trpcirr) as favoring his view,
• Koppe, Morus, Flatt, Matthies, Meier,
*

Harless.
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which case, indeed, knl rf/g yrjr might also have been left out
but Paul could so fully presuppose acquaintance with the complete words
of the promise, that with the mere etvI r?/c >?/? enough was said to preclude
any misunderstanding which should depart from the original sense in the
So, namely, in accordance with the sense of the
land, i.e., Palestine.
in general,'^ in

;

:

original text well known to the readers, ewt rijg yr'/g is to be understood, not
Hence its
as ^^ii2)on earth; " for the promise is here adduced historically.
original sense

is

not at

be altered or spiritualized, or to be taken conif the promise is not fulfilled sim-

all to

was done by Zanchius

ditionally, as e.g.

"absolutely," yet

pUciter,

it

is

:

comnutatione

fulfilled

in majus,

"by

a

" Promissiones temporales
by Calovius
cum conditione intelligendae, quantum sc. temporalia ilia nobis salutaria fore
Deus censuerit," " Temporal promises must be understood conditionally,
viz. so far as God regarded that these temporal matters would be salutary
to us " comp. also Estius, who at the same time remarks ^ that the land of
Canaan prefigures the kingdom of heaven (comp. Matt. v. 5), and the long

change

to

what

is

greater

"

;

or

:

,

;

Nor is it to be said, with Bengel, Morus,
and Harless, that the earthly blessing is promised
not to the individual, but to the ^jeo;:*?^. For in the summons ^'thou shalt "
in the Decalogue, although the latter on the whole (as a whole) is directed
to the people, the individual is withal addressed, as is evident from the very
commandments in which the neighbor is mentioned, and as is the view
underlying all the N. T. citations from the Decalogue-law, Matt. xv. 4, v.
everlasting blessedness.

life

Stolz, Rosenmiiller, Flatt,

21, 27

40

;

;

Rom.

Ecclus.

i.

vii. 7, xiii. 9.

13.

A

—

ev aoi jevriTa/.]

Comp. Gen.

Greek would employ

—

ev

xii.

ndcrxEiv, ev

13

;

Deut.

iv.

npaTteiv, or the

Kal ecrij /c.r.A.] is regarded by Winer, p. 258.
even ayaBa aoi yevrjTai.
and de Wette,' not as dependent upon Iva, but as a direct continuation of
But this expedient is unnecessary, inasmuch as Iva with the
the discourse.
future actually occurs in the case of Paul (see on 1 Cor. ix. 18
Gal. ii. 4)
and is, moreover, here out of place, since there is not any direct continuation of the discourse in those passages of the O. T. the sense of which Paul
reproduces.
At Rev. xxii. 14 also the future and subjunctive are interchanged after Iva, as also in classical writers the same variation after ottuc is
well known.'' And how aptly do the two modes of construction here suit
the sense, so that yevnrai expresses the pure becamiiig realized, and toy
The change is a
fiuKpoxpov. t\ie certain emergence and continued subsistence.^

like, or

;

;

,

logical climax.

Ver.

4.

The duty offathers, negative and

—

Kal ol iraTi-pec] and ye
Paul does not address
thinking of the training of grown-up children, *

fathers, so that Kai quickly subjoins.

positive.

Comp.

ver. 9.

mothers, not because he is
nor on account of an Oriental depreciation of the mothers,' in opposition to

\\iQ

>
Calvin,
Koppe, Ruckert, Matthies,
Schenkel, and many.
So again typically Olshausen, comp.
"^

Baumgarten-Orusius.
' Comp. already Erasmus.
* See on the erroneous canon Dawesiatms,

Bremi, in Schaef. Appar. ad Bern.
Ellendt, Lex. Soph.
Neutest.
'

Gramm.

Kiihner,

II. p.

335

f.

;

I. p.

277;

Buttmann,

p. 184 [E. T. 31.3].

II. p. 491.

*

So quite arbitrarily Olshausen.

''

Riickert.
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—

—

which view even apart from passages like Prov. xiv. 1, xxxi. 10 ff. the
whole teaching of the apostle concerning the relation of husband and wife
but because the husband, as the head of
in marriage (v. 25 ff.) is decisive
the wife, has, even in the bringing up of children the rule, and the wives
join in jirosecuting the work of training vnoraaGofiEvaL roig Idlotc av()paaiv
(v. 22 ff.).
p) napooyii^eTe] by injustice, harshness, hastiness of temper,
undue severity, and the like, whereby the children are irritated against the
;

—

fathers
^£-e]

at Col.

;

not as at

Prov. xxiii. 24

— ev

2.'

21 there

iii.

1

;

is

subjoined as motive

Mace.

vi.

15, 55

advjuuaiv.
its

C

Gorg. p. 471

—

moral

Polyb.

;

inrpeside.
vi. 6.

denotes the regulative element, in which

Hence

to take pi ace. ^

is

Plato,

;

Tvaidela Kal vovdeaia Kvptov] kv

the training

'iva fa)

but of the hringing up, and that on

v. 29,

and coro'ection.
and vovdecia
amendment, whether this admoniin the LorcVs training

:

maidEiai^ the general term, the training of children as a whole,

the special one, the

is

r^/-»?"0(3/'

aiming

at

by means of words ^ or of actual punishments.'' See Gellius,
Kypke, Ohss. ad 1 Thess. v. 14. With regard to the form, in place
vi. 14
of which the better Greek has vovOtTrjaig, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 512.
Kvpiov means neither tothe Lord,^ nov according
[See Note LVIIL, p. 557.]

tion take place
;

to the doctrine

of

Christ,''

but it is the
nor wortliily of the Lord,'' or the like
Lord Himself is conceived as exercising the
;

subjective genitive, so that the
training

and

governs the

reproof, in so far,
fathei's therein.^

namely, as Christ by His Spirit impels and
is unable to come to a decision, and

Riickert

doubts whether Paul himself had a distinct idea before his mind.

—

Here, too, there is doubt5. On vv. 5-9, comp. Col. iii. 22-iv. 1.
no approval, but at the same time no disapproval of the existing slavery
in itself, which in accordance with the apostolic view of a Christian's
Ver.

less

—

1 Pet. ii. 18)—
28
1 Cor. vii. 22
comp. Tit. ii. 9 f
outward relation of life, ought not to affect spiritual freedom and Christian unity hence at 1 Cor. vii. 21 it is expressly prescribed
that the slave is to remain in his position," as, indeed, Paul even sent back
Onesimus after his conversion to his master, without requiring of the latter
his manumission.'"
roir Kvploig Kara aapKu] to those, who in a merely human

position (Gal.

iii.

;

;

;

.

like every other

;

—

See Wyttenbach, ad Phd. de educ.
Lennep, ad Phalar. p. 350 b.
'

^

Comp. Polyb.

i.

6h.

7

:

p. 66

;

tSiv iv iraiSet'ai? K.

Vdfi.01? K. TToAiTiKois i9e(TLv eKTedpafj.iJ.evwi',

" Of

those brought up in the training and laws

and

political

s roui'JeTiKoi
* ol

fxev

Qijae.H.
•*

'

customs."
Aoyoi, Xen. 3fem.

poi^Soi

Bom.

p. 283.

I'ov&eTova-i.
•

i.

2. 21.

k.t.K.,

Plut.

'

Luther.

Erasmus, Beza, Yatablus, Menochius,
Koppe, Morus, Rosen-

Estius, Zachariae,

and others, including Holzhausen, who, however, takes Kvp. of God.
miiller, Bisping,

'

Matthies.

Comp. Soph. Elecfr. 335 anavTa yap a-oi
TaVa fouiJeTij/xaTd Keii'Tj! SiSaKTa, KoiiSer «
CTdUT^sAeyeis, "For all the admonitions given
^

:

by you to me are of her teaching you
speak nothing of yourself."
* Comp. Ignat. ad Polyc. 4
Constitt. Apost.
;

;

iv. 12, vii. 13

;

viii. 32,

2

f.

i° The reforming efflcacy of the gospel addresses itself to knowledge and feeling,
out of which, and so out of the inner life of
faith, the alterations of the outward forms

and relations of life gradually take shape
with moral necessity by way of consequence as history, too, has shown, which,
when it has developed itself in a revolutionary manner, has either violently precipitated, or forsaken, or inverted thatcour.se,
or else in its necessary development has
encountered such hindrances as disowned
the influence of this necessary development, and yet could not arrest it. " Civi;

CHAP.
relation are your rulers,
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VI., 6, 7.

your human masters, whose slaves you are as

i.e.,

gards outward temporal position in

higher divine master, Christ

life,

hence also

;

by way

roZf

re-

from tlie
Kvp. k. a. stands without repecomp. on ii. 11. As Paul imof distinction

combined into one idea
mediately after makes mention of the higher master Christ {uq tCi Xpiaru),
it was very natural for him, in view of the twofold and very diverse relation of masters which was now present to his mind, to add Kara adpKa, in
This in opthe use of which any special set purpose cannot be made good.
position to Chrysostom, Oecumenius, and Theophylact, who find in it a
consolatory allusion to the dEaworeia irpoGnaipog, " temporary mastership ;" in
tition of the article,

;

opposition to Calvin, who supposes a softening of the relation to be conveyed in this expression, as being one that leaves the spiritual freedom untouched
and in opposition to Harless, who finds in the predicate the
thought that, although in another domain they are free, yet in earthly relations they had masters.
fterd cpofSov k. rpo/n.] i.e., with that zeal, which is
ever keenly apprehensive of not doing enough.
Comp. on 1 Cor. ii. 3
;

'

—

2 Cor.

15

vii.

;

Phil.

—

13.

ii.

;

tr dTrAoTrjTi r^g Kap6. i//.]

State of heart, in

and trembling is to take place it is to be no
minded than we outwardly seem,
but an upright, inwardly true one, without duplicity of disposition and act.
Comp. Rom. xii. 8 2 Cor. viii. 2, ix. 11 Jas. i. 5. In Philo joined with
(iKania.'^
Oecumenius well observes Ivl yap koL luerd cj)6j3ov k. rpofiov chvTisveiv,
uW ovK ff EvvnlaQ d'AAa KUKovpyug, "for it is possible to serve with fear and
trembling, and yet not with good will, but malevolently.'"
wf roi Xpiaroi]
as to Christ, so that you regard your obedience to your masters as rendered

which the

ol)edieuce with fear

hypocritical one, in

which we

;

are otherwise

;

;

:

—

to Christ (comp. v. 22).^

Vv.

The

6, 7.

cisely described.

men-pleasers.

fi'

—

See ver.

d-Aon/ri
ft/)

kcit'

The word

.

.

.

dfdaAfi.

6.

An

allusion to reicard

Xptaru just spoken of
dig

is

*

is

imported.

now more

pre-

an eye-serving manner as
occurs nowhere else than here and

dv6p.\ not after

d(p6aAiuo6ovXeia

but its meaning is, from its composition, clear. ^ It is the service
which is rendered to the eyes of the master, but in which the aim is merely
to acquire the semblance of fidelity, inasmuch as one makes himself thus
noticeable when seen by the master, but is in reality not such, acting, on
Col.

iii. 3,

the contrary, otherwise
Ps.

liii.

5

;

when

Psalt. Sal. iv.

8.

his

10, in

back

is

turned. ^

—

Comp.
The men

avdpcjjrdpeaKot]

Fabric.;' and see Lobeck.*

tates maUs studiis malisque doctrinis repente evertuntur," " States are suddenly

Comp. Beza, Zanchius, Grotius,
and others.
'

Flatt,

overthrown by wicked desires and wiclced

^

doctrines," Cic. Leg. ii. 15. 39. It is not,
however, to be overloolied that by the
apostle's mode of regrarding the relation of
freedom and slavery which he found existing, the slavery introduced by Christians,
the enslaving of free men, the slave trade,
etc., are by no means justified rather are
these things impossible, wliere the knowledge and feeling, that spring from evangelical faith, are the principles which shape

^

See Loesner, Obss. p. 262.
[u>s riinui ©eoD,
Teaching of the Twelve

—

the

life

and the forms assumed by

it.

ApoMles, line
•"

104.]

Theodoret.

Comp. 6<|)i?aA/u.6SovAo?
ApoM. iv. 12. 2.
^ Theodoret
Ty]v ovk ef
*

:

Trpoo-^epofiei'Tji'

in

the

Constitt.

eiAiKpii/oOs-

^tpaneiav, aAAi tw

xapSia?

crxruxaTi. ks-

xP"'''''^^''';''." "the service rendered not from
a pure heart, but adopting the semblance."
'

^

Cod. Psevd.

Ad Fhryn.

i.

p. 929.

p. 621.
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whom

slaves endeavor to please are just their masters,

Riich.

and the

fault of

such endeavor is not conditioned by the
hio-her point of view of serving Christ and doing the will of God, but has as
Even of slaves Matt. vi. 24 holds good.
its aim simply human approbation.
this behavior lies in the fact that

Comp.

Gal.
ifii

il'i'XVc]

The

—

10.

i.

Troiovvreg to

aAA' wf Sov'aol Xptcrov,

«s slaves of Christ, in that ye do the will of

contrast lies in

Xpicrov (comp. ver.

6ov?.oi

7),

and

tov Beoii ek

6t:?iT//Lia

God from

the heart.

koiovvtec k.t.1. is a

this their service, whereupon there follows in ver. 7
modal definition. Now to be a slave of Christ and not to do
the will of God, and that indeed ex animo (from a genuine impulse of the
soul), would be a contradiction, seeing that God is the Father of Christ,
has sent Christ, and is the Head of Christ (1 Cor. xi. 3, iii. 23). According
to Rlickert, ug SovAol Xpiarov is siibordinate, and iroiovvTec r. diX. t. Qeov ek.
"but doing as Christ's servants the will of God
fi'x^s forms the contrast
from the heart." But after avdpundpEcjKOi, comp. with ver. 5, this subordinak k
tion of ug dovXoi Xp. is altogether arbitrary and opposed to the context,
X f is no doubt attached to what follows by Syriac, Chrysostom, Jerome,
Bengel, Koppe, Knapp, Lachmann, Harless, de Wette but /iet' Evvoiag,

modal

definition of

yet a second

:

iy

i/) t;

'

;

expresses the well-meaning disposition, already in fact includes in

since

it

itself

the sense of

EK

kn ipvxvi

and

;'^

it is

arbitrary to assume, with Harless, that

expresses the relation of the true servant to his

ip.

his relation to his master.

— ug tO Kvpiu]

service,

s.c. dov?.£vovT£g,

true mode of regarding his service as rendered to Christ.

Comp. on
Ver.

Gal.

and

fiEf Evvoiag

as to the Lord, the

—

koI ovk avdp.

]

1.

i.

8. Ei(5dref]

Incitement to the

mode

of service

demanded,

vv. 5-7

:

hiow that whatever good thing each one shall have done, he shall lear off
5 kap ri
this (the good done) from the Lord, ichether he be slave or free.
Enaarog] idv in the relative clause with the subjunctive instead of av,^ and ri

since ye

—

separated from

Of.

See on 2 Cor.

v.

6ov?Mg, EiTE
/XETO,

f/lei)!?.]

^

— tovto
— napa

eSei^e

Kvpiov]

rw napovri fHu

6e ye r^v evtev'&ev £K6r/fiiav

KUKtag kaofiEVTiv Sta(popdv,

in the present

life,

Expression oi entirely adequate recompense.
eIts
from Christ, at the judgment.

koji.']

10.

ovk

TrenupiCjUEVijv ttjv dovAEiav Kal dECivoTEiav,
SovTiEiag

eti

"He showed the

Kal dEGtroTEiag, aTJi aper^g Kai

servitude and mastership obtaining

but after the departure hence, the difference to be no

longer between servitude and mastership, but between virtue and wickedness," Theodoret.
It is evident, we may add, from our passage that Paul

did not think of a ceasing of slavery among Christians before the Parousia,
was very naturally connected with the conception of the
nearness of the latter, which did not admit of his looking forth upon the

— a view which

development of centuries.
Ver.

9.

Kal

ol Kvpioi]

master, namely,

•

"

SO,

who

like koI

ol

ira-EpEg, ver. 4.

treats his servants

Comp. Xen. Oec. xii. 5. 7.
Exanimi sententia. Col. iil. 23 Mark xii.
33 Luke x. 27 Joseph. A)Ut. xvii. 6. 3
;

;

;

;

Xen. Anab. vii. 7.43; Nicarch. epigr. 2;
Theocr. Idyll, iii. 35.

/xet'

^

— rd avra]

Evvoiag,

Buttmann,

the same.

The

does essentially (measneui.

Gramm.

p. 63

[E.

T.

72].
•

As

in Plato, Legg. ix. p. 864 'E

KaTa^Aai|/j),

noiy.

Lys. p. 160: 09

av

:

vv iv

ns

nva

ufAas

tv

;
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act) the same thing
towards the slaves as the slave serving ^er' ehvoiaq does towards his master.
Negative modal definition of the to, avra Tvoielre npbq
avLevreg rijv a-Ei?..]
avTovg, especially to be laid to heart in the circumstances by the masters.
By avtevrec maj he denoted either the abating, or the entire leaving off,
In the former sense (Wisd. xvi. 24) it has
giving iqj, of the threatening.
been taken by Erasmus, Vatablus, Zeger but certainly the latter sense

ured by the disposition as the inner essence of the

'

alone *

is

—

;

appropriate to the rd awra

TTozeZre

;

especially as r 7) v d Trei/lvv (with

the article) denotes not threatening in general, but the threatening, namely,

"quemadmodum
masters
iv. 1

;

is

wont."

Bar nab.

that He,

who

vulgus dominorum
^

19

is

—
;

etddref]

solet,"

Constitt. ap. vii. 13.

Lord

"as the common crowd of
Comp. Col.
8.

specifying a motive, as in ver.

Inasmuch, namely, as they

know

as well of the slaves as of the masters {kuI av-uv Kal

heaven (the exalted Christ), and with
as such no preference
over the slave as such
to comport themselves
with their threatening, as though Christ were not the Lord of both in
heaven in heaven, whence at the judgment He will, without 2Mrtialiti/,
alike sustain the injured rights of the slaves, and punish the unchristian
threatening of the masters, which, instead of operating by moral means,
only terrifies by rude authority. Comp. Seneca, Thyest. 607
vuijv, see

Him

is

the critical remarks),

no

is

in

He gives to the master
how should they not cease

partiality, so that
:

—

:

" Vos, quibus rector maris atque terrae
Jus dedit magnum necis atque vitae
Ponite inflates tumidosque vultus.
Quicquid a vobis minor extimescit,
Major hoc vobis dominus minatur
Omne sub regno graviore regnum est."

"Ye, to whom the ruler of sea and earth has entrusted the great right of
and death, dismiss your elated and arrogant looks. Whatever an in-

life

ferior dreads

sovereignty

is

irpoaoynoXrjTpia,

from you, that a master greater than you threatens. Every
beneath a sovereignty still more severe." As to the notion of
see on Gal. ii. 6.

Ver. 10.* After this special table of domestic duties laid

now

follows, in a full energetic effusion

down

down

since v. 31,

to ver. 20, a general j^/iaZ ex-

winding up the whole paraenetic portion of the Epistle (iv. 1
as concerns the rest, namely, what you have still to do in
Comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 11
addition to what has been hitherto mentioned.

hortation,
fE.).

—

Phil.

ro %oiK6v'\

iii.

1, iv.

8

;

1

Thess.

iv. 1

;

2 Thess.

iii.

1.

— hdwaiiovcd-e

;

kv Kvpiu]

denotes the Christian strengthening, which cannot subsist outside of Christ,

but only in

Him

as the life-element of the Christian (Phil. iv. 13).

As

to

kv6vvaiiov(y& at, to become strong, gain strength, which is not a middle,*
see on Rom. iv. 20.
koX kv tC Kpdrei ttjq Ictxvoc avTov] and by means of the
might of His strength, which might, namely, must produce the strengthening

—

• " Minus feroces minusque minabundi,"
" less fierce and less threatening."
2 Comp. Thucyd. iii. 10.2: i\dpa.v avUvTas.
' Erasmus, Paraphr.

* On w. 10-17, see Winzer, Leipz. Pflngstpi-ogramm, 1840.
^ " Corroborate vos," " strengthen your-

selves," Piscator.

'

.
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As

in you.
tive,

to the respective notions, see

place, the effective principle oi
est,"

"The

Ver. 11.
tion with

Lord's power

What

i.

The

19.

Kai is

not explica-

12

;

ajiostle,

x.

is

it

(3 Cor.

is to

take

virtus nostra

ours," Bengel.

4

figurative discourse represents the readers as warriors
1

;

2 Tim. iv. 7).

the more freely

Rom. vi. 13, 23, xiii. 12 1 Tim. i. 18,
v. 8
The more familiar, however, this figure was to the
and independently is it here carried out, although

Thess.

;

;

a reminiscence of Isa. lix. 17^ underlies
navoTrX.

"Domini

xii. 9).

they are to do in order to become thus strong, in connec-

which the

(comp. 2 Cor.
vi.

on

but annexes to the element, in which the strengthening

it.^

—

Kavo-Kliav tov Qeov]

Tfjv

rf/v

In the very fact that not merely single pieces of

has the emphasis.

the armor, ^ but the whole armor of

God

is

put on,^ resides the capacity of

had the emphasis,' there must have
been a contrast to other spiritual weapons (for that no material, actual
Rightly, therefore, have most
weapons were meant, was self-evident).
expositors kejit by the literal meaning oi navorrXia, complete suit of armor
of the heavy-armed soldier, dTTlirrjg
and the assertion^ that it here is equivresistance to the devil.

If tov Qeov

;

'

armatura [/.«., the armor, but not the arms],' is arbitrary
and contrary to linguistic usage even in Judith xiv. 3, 2 Mace. iii. 25, the
notion of the complete equipment is to be adhered to. '° According to
Polybius, vi. 23, 2 ff., there belong to the Roman ivavoirlia shield, sword,
greaves, spear, breastplate, helmet.
But the circumstance that in the detailed carrying out of the figure, ver. 13 ff., not all these parts are mentioned
(the spear is wanting), and withal some jjortions are brought in (girdle,
military sandals) which did not belong exclusively to the equipment of the
heavy-armed soldier, but to military equipment in general, can, least of all
alent generally to

;

the case of Paul, occasion surprise or betray a special set purjiose.

in

Whether, we may add, the apostle thought of a Jewish or a Roman warrior
is, doubtless, substantially in itself a matter of indifference, since the kinds
of armor in the two cases were in general the same '' but the latter supposition is the most natural, inasmuch as the Roman soldiery wielded the power
in all the provinces, Paul liimself was surrounded by Roman soldiery, and
for most Gentile readers in a non-Jewish province the term navonlia could
;

Comp. on Toi) a-MTtjpiov, ver. 17.
Comp. Wi.sd. v. 17 ff., and thereon
Grimm, Ilandb. p. 119 f.
' According to de Wette, we have here " a

*

'

2

playful imitation in detail of
in

which use

is

made of

also of Wisd. v. 17

1

Isa. lix.

ff.)."

Thess. v. 8,
17 (perhaps

An unwarranted

judgment, inasmuch as Paul himself could
here carry out more comprehensively his
figure elsewhere thrown out In only a few
outlines, and tliis he has done worthily and
without attempt at play. An imitator, on
the other hand, would here have assigned

no other signification to the pieces of
armor mentioned 1 Thess. v. 8 than they
bear in that place.
* Luther
harness.
:

"

may
B

Ne quid nobis desit," ' that nothing
be lacking to us," Calvin.

«

Harles.s.

'

See Herod,

;

Bos,

i.

60

Exercitt.

;

Plato, Lecfg.
p.

192

;

Ottii

vii.

p. 796

Spicileg.

p. 409.

Recently by Ilarless.
Vulgate, which was justly censured by
Beza.
^° Of the manner in which Paul himself
wore and wielded the navonKia toO ©eoO,
his whole laboi's and each one of his
Epistles afford the most brilliant evidence
the latter especially in such outbursts as
^

'

;

Kom. viii. 31 ff.
Comp. also 2 Cor.

;

" See

2

Cor.

x. 4 f

Keil, Arch. § 158.

vi.

4

ff.,

11,

23

ff.

—
CHAP.
not but
as

up

call

we must

tlie
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thought of the Rommi

soldier.

suppose, the recollection of Isa.

lix.

17

Even though Paul had,
when he was employing

such figurative language, this did not prevent his transferring the prophetic
conception of a Roman warrior (in opposition to
tov Qeo'v] geuitivus auctoris, "genitive of the author:" the
Ilarless).
Sense without the
TTavo7r?iia, ichicJi comes from God, which God furnishes.
''
apirroiyriate to y ourselves all the means of defence and offence which
figure

reminiscence to the

:

a position to withstand the machinations of the
stand one's ground against; a military expression in
keeping with the figure. ' The same thing is implied by arf/vaL with the

God

iestows, in order to he in

devil.''''

—

a-f/vai

dative,

Hom.

neOoiL]

See on

Trpof]

Mem.

Kiihner, ad Xen.
Toi) 6t.a[i6?iOv]

The

14.

iv.

Comp.

600.

xxi.

II.

i.

1.

diafiolu, Jas.

avTiaT7]TE tCi

iv.

7.

— rag

denotes the concrete manifestations,
Luther aptly renders the wily assaults.—

^;iZ«;'aZ

11.

:

" principis hostium, qui ver. 12 ostenduntur," "the chief of

the enemies indicated in ver. 13," Bengel.
for we
Ver. 12. I am warranted in saying Ttpof rag fxe-&o6. tov diajSoAov
have not the wrestling with feeble men, but we have to contend with the
This contrast Paul expresses descrijjtively, and with what
diabolic poxcers.
Observe, moreover, that the conrhetorical power and swelling fulness
to ver. 13, still future; but it
is,
according
here
refers
which
Paul
flict to
a?i?.a] The negation is not non tarn,,
ovk
is by earcv realized as present.
or non tantum, " not so," or " not so much," ^ but ahsolute ; ^ since the con;

!

—

.

.

.

on the part of our opponents is one excited and waged not by men, l)ut
by the devilish powers (though these make use of men too as organs of
TraTir/] The article denotes genertheir hostility to the kingdom of God).'*
ically the kind of conflict, which does not take place in the case of the
they have not the wrestling with Uood and flesh. Nothing
Christians (>/,urr)
^ a word
else, namely, than lucta, & wrestling, is the meaning of the tt d 1
occurring only here in the N. T., and evidently one specially chosen by the
apostle (who elsewhere employs ayuv or /idxr/), with the view of bringing out
the more strongly in connection with irpbg aijua /cat cdpK. the contrast between
Now, as the
this less perilous form of contest and that which follows.

flict

—

//

;

;?,

notion of the
Trpof rag

nd/iri is

dpxag

k.t.1.,

general or with

its

not appropriate to the actual conflict of the Christians
it is not in keeping either with the Tvavonlia in

because

several constituent parts afterwards

mentioned

ver. 14

ff.,

but serves only to express what the Christian conflict is not ; after oXkd
we have not mentally to supply again Trdlrj, but rather the general notion
^
of kindred signification /tdji:?/, "the battle," ox nax^Tkov, "one must fight,"
!]

?}

1

See Kypke, IT. p. 301. Comp. Thucyd.
and Poppo's note thereon.
Cajetanus,
Vatablus, Grotius, and

V. 104,
2

Our struggle

blood,

i.e.,

;

;

another touches them."

others.
3

is not against flesh and
against men. Tliey are vessels
they are organs,
another uses them

git," "

Winer,

p. 439

^

if.

Comp. already Augustine, Be verba
Dam. 8 "Non est nobis coUuctatio adversus carnem et sanguinem, i.e., adversus
homines, quos videtis saevire in nos. Vasa
*

:

sunt, alius utitur

;

orgaua sunt,

alius tan-

8.

Horn.

27

;

II.

xxiii. 635, 700

ff.

;

D

Xen. Mem.

and

iv.

Ast,

ad

Plato, Sojjh. p. 249 C:
K6yw y^ax^Tiov, " against this

one

Plat. Legg. vii. 795

;

Legg. p. 378.
*

Comp.

irp6s

700x0;- TravTt.

must

fight

with every argument."

-ye
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as frequently with

Greek

writers,'

and

in tlie N. T.^

a preceding special notion an analogous

we have

more general

to derive

from

What we have

one.

would

say, is not the (less perilous) wrestling contest with
but we have to contend with the powers and authorities,
We have accordingly neither to say that with izakr] Paul only lighted
etc.
in passing on another metaphor (my own former view), nor to suppose (the

to sustain. Paul

blood and

flesh,

usual opinion) that he employed -Kokn in the general sense of certamen, which,

however,

only done in isolated poetic passages,^ and hence

is

reason to overlook the designed

less

or to dei)art from

proper signification.

its

feeble men., just as Gal.
first,

clioice

which, however,

—

-Kph^ at/ua

Only here and Heb.

16.

i.

km

cdpaa]

14

ii.

to be regarded as accidental.

is

we have

the

of the expression in our passage,

stands the lusts and desires having their root in

one''s

•*

i.e.,

does

against

aiiia

Matthies

^

stand

under-

own sensuous individuality

;

but this idea must have been expressed by Trpof jijv aapKa alone without a\^a
(Gal. V. 17, 24, al.), and is, moreover, at variance with the context, since
the contrast

not with enemies outside of

is

restrial enemies.

—

the k^ovaiai (see on

i.

and

21),

(Trpof rove

apx-, e^ova.
i.e.,

.

.

.

i-KovpavioLq)

to its etliical quality.''

which human potentates
k..t.?..,

TovTo

is

(analogous

characterized with regard to

The exploded

views, according to

of different kinds were supposed to be denoted

may be

seen in Wolf.

—

irpof tov^ Koa/xoKpaT.

against the mlers of the world, whose domain

oKUTog

classes

which the apxai^ seem to be of higher rank than
in which designation there is at the same time
2^otcer, and this their power is then in the two

of

^

,

given the token of their
its sphere

but with siqjerhuman superter-

the demons, and that according to their

i^ovaiaq, designates

to the classes of angels)

following clauses

us,

rag apxdc] This, as well as the following Trpoc rof

trpb^

is

by

rovaKdr. tovtovJ

the 2}rese?it darhiess.

the existing, present darkness, which, namely,

is

The

charac-

and from which only believers are delivered, inashave become ^tjf h Kvpiu, tskvq tov (puror (iv. 8, 9), being
ti'anslated out of the domain opposed to divine truth into the possession of
the same, and thus becoming themselves o)g fucfT^peg iv noa/ju (Phil. ii. 15).
The reading tov aKorovg tov aliJvoc tovtov is a correct gloss. This pre-Messianic darkness is the element adverse to God, in which the sway of the worldteristic of the aluv ovTog,

much

as they

demons has its essence and operation, and without which their
dominion would not take place. The devils are called KocnonpaTopsQ,^
because their dominion extends over the whole world, inasmuch as all men

ruling

(the believers alone excepted,
'

ii.

p.

2G9

Kriiger, Regist. zu

ff.

Th-ucyd.. p. 318.
•^

Buttmann,

Neutest.

Gramm.

p. 336 [E. T.

392].
'

Lycophr.

*

Lachmann. Tischendorf.

124, 1358.

* So already Prudentius, Jerome, Cajetanus.
' " As every kingdom as such is inwardly
organized, so also is the kingdom of the evil

spirits,"

Hahn,

Theol. d.

N.

T.

I.

p. 347.

subject to them.

2) are

See Doderlein, de brachyl. in his Iteden
Avfs.

u.

ii.

Thus Satan

is

Observe how in our passage every word
up as a witness against all attempts to
make of the devil a mere abstraction, a
personified cosmic principle, and the like.
Beyschlag too, Christol. d. N. T. p. 244 f.
contests, without, however, at the time
entering into a detailed argument, the personality of Satan, as of the world of angels
'

rises

spirits in general, and regards him as
the vital principle of matter, the self-seeking of nature, etc.
« Comp. Orph. H. viii. 11, xi. 11.

and

:

CHAP.
called
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2 Cor. iv. 4, 6 dpjwv tov Koerfiov rovrov, John xii.
(comp. John xiv. 30), and of the world it is said that 6 koc/uoc
n.ov7!pu,KelTai, 1 John v. 19.
The Rabbins, too, adopted the word

6 dsbg rov aluvog tovtov,

31, xvi. 11

bXog kv

Tcj

and employed

sometimes of kings, while they also say of the
made him KoaftoKparup.'^ Later also the Gnoscalled the devil by this name,^ and in the Testamentum Salomonis^ the

*n£3"lp1DTp,

angel of death that
tics

demons

say to

that the

it

has

Solomon

"we

Koa/iov TOVTOV,

God

:

I'ji-idq

m/iev

Xeydfisva aroixeia, ol Koa/uoapdropeg tov

to.

The opinion

are the so-called principles of this world."

compound has been weakened

into the general signification rulers

*

not susceptible of proof, and not to be supported by such Rabbinical
" Abrahamus persecutus quatuor,
passages as Bresh. rabba, sect. 58 f., 57. 1

is

:

'Abraham having persecuted the four,' KocpoKpdropar,'''' where Koa/uoKpdr. denotes the category of the kings, and this cliosen designation has the aim of
See also, in opposition to this alleged weakening, Shir. R.

glorifying.

4

"The

:

KOG/ioKpdropec are three

kings

:

3,

dominates ab extremitate mundi ad

ejus, Nebucadnezar, Evilmerodach, Belsazar," "ruling from
one extremity of the world to the other, Nebuchadnezar, Evilmerodach,

extremitatem

—

Belsazar."

The

edness.

Trpof to. nvevfiaTiKa ttjq Ttovrfpiag]

adjective

against the spirit-hosts of loick-

singular or plural,

neuter,

hending the beings in question according to
corporate body, like
ATjaTpiKa,

-6 tto/utikov,

the burgess-body;

^

to

to.

daipovia

according to

yap

slat.

koI ol ayye2.oi nvEvpaTa, TrpoGedrjKS

the angels also are
is

'nr'rrLK6i',the

original adjectival nature.

its

genitivus qualitatis, "of quality," characterizing

ness

compre-

cavalry;"

spirits,

he added

their essential quality

The explanation

;

Tsyf Trovrjpiao]

irovTipiaQ, "for since

T?}g

ttjq n-ovr/piag,''''

—

the spirit-hosts meant;

Theodoret. Moral wicked-

hence the devil is pre-eminently 6 -rvovTjpdc.
" sjiiritual wickedness," ^ is impossible,

spirituales nequitias,

since, if Ta TTVEvpar/Ka expressed the quality substantively

the position of subject,'"

we should have

to analyze

it

and raised
as

:

are unsuitable to the context.

—h

toIq E-ovpavioLo]

it

to

the spiritual

nature, or the spiiritiud jmrt, the spiritual side of wickedness, all of

Photius,

to,

the robbers,' ra 6ovAa, ra alxfidXuTa k.t.1.^ Winer, p. 213, correctly

compares
EKELdf]

collective,

is

their qualitative category as a

which

Chrysostom, Theodoret,

Oecumenius, Cajetanus, Castalio, Camerarius, Heinsius, Clarius,

Calovius, Glass, Witsius, Wolf, Morus, Flatt, and others incorrectly render

for

the heavenly jiossessions, so that

it

would indicate the object

of the con-

Against this view we may urge not
the order of the words, since in fact this element pushed on to theend would
flict,

and

Ev

would stand

for hivEp or 6id.

be brought out with emphasis," but certainly the
account

'

of,

'-

;

»Iren.
*
*
*
'
"

-d Errovpavia,

which

See Schoettgen, Horae, p. 790 Buxtorf,
Wetstein, p. 259.
p. 2006 f.

Lex. Talmud,
3

and

i.

;

1.

Fabricius, Pseudepigr.
Harless.

Herod, vii. 103.
Rev. ix. 10.
Polyaen. v. 14, 141.
See Bernhardy, p. 326.

i.

p. 1047.

kv,

in our Epistle is

which does not mean on
always meant in a local

' Erasmus, Beza, Castalio, Clarius, Zeger,
Cornelius a Lapide, Wolf, and others.
i" See
Matthiae, p. 994; Kuhner, II.

p. 122.

n Kuhner, II. p. 625.
" Where it is rendered so according to the
approximate sense, the analysis follows
another course. See on Matt. vi. 7 John
xvi. 30 Acts vii. 29 2 Cor. ix. 4.
;

;

;

'

:
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sense (see on

i.

The view

3).

of JMattliies

is

also incorrect, that

it

denotes

"in the kingdom of heaven, in which the
Christians, as received into that kingdom, are also constantly contending
against the enemies of God." ra kwovpdvia does not signify the kingdom of

the place where of the conflict

heaven

in the sense of Matthies,

who

too, is incorrect,

t/pon the

7iot

sivicilY

but

the heavenly regions, heaven.

Riickert,

likewise understands the place where of the conflict,

holding that the contest
also

:

is

to be sustained, as not

solid ground,

same

but away

with

and blood, so
and is thus most

flesh

in the air,

mars iniquus, "an unequal war."

thought, according to

the contrast

it

Apart from the oddness of this
in fact be one not of terrestrial
ground and baseless air, so that Paul in

would

and supertcrrestrial locality,but of solid
employing h rolg enovpav. would have selected a quite inappropriate designaBaumgarten-Crusius gives us the choice
tion, and must have said kv tu aepi.
between two incorrect interpretations the liingdom of spirits, to which the
kingdom of Christ too. belongs, or the affairs of that kingdom. The correct
:

connection

is

with rh

TivevjiaTUia

This "

m

TJjq iTovrjpiaq,

so that

expresses the seat of

it

however, in accordance with the context, to be understood of the abode of God, of Christ, and
the evil spirits.'

of the angels
26)

(iii.

10)

—in virtue of the

•,^

the heavenly

regions'''' is

not,

but, according to the popular

view (comp. Matt. vi.
"heaven," which

flexible character of the concejjtion

embraces very different degrees of height (comjjare the conception of the
seven heavens, 2 Cor. xii. 2) of the sup)erterrestrial regions, which, although
still pertaining to the domain of the earth's atmosphere, yet relatively appear

—

as heaven, so that in substance ra eirovpavia here denotes the

by which

at

ii.

2 the

domain

of the Satanic

kingdom

is

same

as 6

a?/p,

accurately and prop-

This passage serves as a guide to the import of ours,
wrongly denied by Hahn * on the basis of an erroneous interpretaAccording to the Rabbins, too, the lower of the seven
tion of a//p, ii. 2.
erly designated."

which

is

heavens

still fall

within the region of the atmosphere.*

Paul does not here say

h

rw arpi

superhuman and
which purpose to name the

And

the reaso7i

why

that he wishes to bring out as strongly

is,

as possible the

superterrestrial nature of the hostile spirits,

for

air, as

less

1

So Jerome, Ambrosiaster, Luther, Beza,

Erasmus
Schmid, Bengal, Koppe, and many, iut-hid-

Calvin, Vatablus, Estius, Grotius,

ing Usteri, Meier, liolzhausen,
Olshausen, de Wette, Bleek.
*

the place of their dwelling might be

appropriate than to sjjeak of the heavenly

Harless,

Scilicet

regio7is,

an expression which

hoc medium coelum inter at infima

terrae,

Quod

patet

ac vacuo

nubes suspendit

liiatu,

Frena potestatum variarum sustinet ac

In opposition to Hahn, Theol. d. N. T.

sub

Prudentius has already, Hamartigenia, 513
ft'., in a poetic
paraphrase of our passage.

Principe Belial rectoribus horret iniquis.
His conluctamur praedonibus, ut sacra
nobis
Oris apostolici testis sententiaprodit."

correctly apprehended the

(jo^^p

I.

p. 345.
'

Comp.

" Sed

Philippi, Glavbensl. III. p. 309

cum

spiritibus

f.

meaning

tenebrosis

nocte

dieque
Congredimur, quorum dominatibus humidus iste
Et pigris densus nebulis obtemperat aer.

photius,

Quaest.

AmjMl.

144.

- Ac-

the Jirmameniimi, in which the devil dwells.
< IVieol. d. N. T. I. p. 336 f.
5 See Wetstein, ad 2 Cor. xii. 2.

cording to Ascens.

Isa.

10, it is

—
CHAP.
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VI., 13.

coIo?' in g

Semler and

oi his picture.'

Storr,

ignoring this significant bearing and suitableness of the exjiression, have
arbitrarily imported formerly, as though the previous abode of the demons
Schenkel has even imported the irony
had any connection with the matter
of a paradox, which has the design of making the assumption of divine
power and glory on the part of the demons ridiculous, as though anything
?i

!

of the sort were at all in keeping with the whole profound seriousness of

Hofour passage, or could have been recognized by any reader whatever
finally - has, after a rationalizing fashion, transformed the simple
!

mann

direct statement of place into the thought

'

'

:

not limited to this or that

but overruling the same, as the heavens encirThe thought of this turn so easily made, Paul would have

locality of the earthly world,
cle the earth."

known how

to express

more

or

pavioig,

— even though he had but said

clearly

:

to.

bvra Kavraxov

into

:

to,

bvra wf kv Tolg kwov-

rbvovpavov.

The absence

of a

opposed to our interpretation, since ra itvev/uarcKo, TTjg novripiag kv rolg tnovpavioiq might the more be combined into one
Comp. ro7f
idea, as it was the counterpart of such spirits upon earth.
irTiovaioic h ru vvv a'luvi, 1 Tim. vi. 17, and see on ii. 11, iii. 10. [See Note LIX.,
The -rrpdc, four times occurring after a/./.a, has rhetorical emp. 557 seq.]
phasis, as it needed to be used but once.^
As at ii. 3, so here also, Gfiosticism is found by Baur in expression and conception, because, forsooth,
Marcion and the Valentinians designated the devil as the Koa/uoKparup, and
the demoniac powers as ra iwevjiariKa t7jq Trov?ipiag.* This is the inverting
connective article

not at

is

all

—

method

—

of critical procedure.

Ver. 13.

Am

TL-&7]iit.

—

avTia-fjvai]

n-ov7]pa]

The

present

life,^

because

tovto]

avaAdl3ETe] the usual

word

we have

to fight against

for the tahing u}) of armor. ^

tJiese

namely, the assaults of the demons.

day means
nor the day of

evil

powers.

The opposite

:

—

nava-

kv ry ijfikpa ry

according to the context, neither the
death,'' nor the day of judgment ;^ nor yet, as
here,

most expositors suppose, in general, the day of conflict and of peril, loMch the
deoil p7-eparesfor us,'' for every day was such, whereas the evil day here manifestly appears as a pecidiar and still future day, for the conflict of which the
Hence also not every day, on ichich the
readers were to arm themselves.
devil has special jjoicer ;'" but the emphatic designation
y'jjjkpa
Tzovijpd
:

i)

1

Entirely uncalled

for,

therefore,

and

keeping with the coloring of the
passage, would be the alteration already
discussed in Photius, Qnaest. Amphiloch. 04,
whereby, namely, rives had changed the
eVoupa^/tots into un-oupai/iois— a conjectlu-e
approved by Erasmus, Beza, and
Grundling (in Wolf). Luther, who trans"
under the heaven," probably did so,
lates
not as taking iv for utto, like Alting subsequently (in Wolf),— but 6y way of explanation.
Already in Homer ovpa.v6<; is, as is
well known, employed of the higher region
of air {under the firmament). See Nagelsbach, Horn. Theol. p. 19.
less in

—

^

Schriftbeweis,

I.

p. 455.

^

Comp. Dem.

842,

7

:

r)

wpos

iraiBaiv,

yvvai<u>v, irpb; tuiv ovtuiv vjxIv aya^iiv,
p. 374

;

Buttinann, Neutest. Gramm.

Trpb?

Winer,
p. 341

[E. T. .308].
*

Iren.

i.

5. 4,

i.

28. 2.

See Kypke and Wetstein.
* C'hrysostom, Oecumenius, who at the
same time believed ^pax^" toi/ toO vroAe/noO
Kaipov, " the brief time of the battle," to be
^

hinted
"*

at.

Erasmus Schmid.

Jerome.
So also Riickert, Harless, Matthies,
Meier, Winzer, Baumgarten-Crusius, de
Wette, Bleek.
^
'

'"

Bengel, Zachariae, Olshauscn.

'
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could suggest to the reader only a single,
evil, day well known to him, and that

"pre-eminently," morally

Kar' i^oxvv,

day in which

the Satanic power
and greatest outbreak, which last outbreak of
the anti-Christian kingdom Paul expected shortly before the Parousia.
Comp. also the hveoTu^ a'luv irov^pog, Gal. i. 4, and
[See Note LX., p. 558.]
koI awavTa Karepyaaafisvoi arf/vai] This crf/vai correthe remark thereon.
sponds to the preceding avriar^vai, of which it is the result; and in the
^^
to withstand in
midst, between avTiaryvai and arfjvai, lies anavra Karepyaa.
is the

(6 Uovripdc) jnits forth its last

—

:

the evil day, and, after

you

shall have accoraiMshed all things, to

stand.''''

The

latter expression is the designation of the victor, vv'ho, after the fight is finflight, but stands.^
What is meant by
by the connection, namely, everything which
belongs to the co7ifict in question, the whole work of the combat in all its parts
and actions. The k are pydi^eaOai retains its ordinary signification jjeragere,
conficere consummare, " to achieve, accomplish, complete,"^ and is not, with

ished,

is

not laid prostrate, or put to

awavra

,

is

necessarily yielded

Oecumenius, Theophylact, Camerarius, Beza, Grotius, Calovius, Kyj^ke,
Koppe, Flatt, Holzhausen, Harless, Olshausen, de Wette, Bleek, and
others, to be taken in the sense of debellare, overpower, in which sense it is,
like the German abthun and niedermachen and the Latin conficere, usual
enough,* but is never so employed by Paul frequently as the word occurs
with him or elsewhere in the N. T. and here would only be required by
the text, if dnavTac were the reading.^ De Wette objects to our interpretaThis, however, it is not, and the less so, because Kareption as being tame.
ya^eadai is the characteristic word for a great and difficult work,^ and dwavra
also is purposely chosen.'' To be rejected also is the construction of Erasmus,
" omnibus rebus probe comBeza,*Calixtus, Morus, Rosenmliller, and others
paratis ad pugnam,^'' " all things being well prepared for the battle." ° This
would be TrapaaKEvaadfievoi (1 Cor. xiv. 8), and what a redundant thought
would thus result, especially since aTfjvai, would then be not at all different
from dvTLa-fjvaL
Lastly, the translation of the Vulgate, which is best attested critically/ in omnibus perfecti, "in all things perfect," '° is not to be regarded, with Estius, as the sense of our reading, but expresses the reading
Kareipyaafievoc, which is, moreover, to be found in a vitiated form {m-epyaafiivoi) in codex A.
Erasmus conjectured a corruption of the Latin codices.
Ver. 14. Imchat manner they accordingly, clad conformably to the preceding requirement in the 7ravoTr?ua tov Qeov, are to stand forth.
aryre] is not

—

—

,

:

!

—

again, like the preceding
'

^
5
^
*

aTrjvaL,

See Usteri, Lehrbegriff, p. 348
Comp. Xen. Anab. i. 10. 1.

the standing of the victor, but the standing

ff.

Comp. van Henf?el, ad. Earn. I. p. 205.
See Kypke, II. p. 301.
Koppe felt this, hence he viewed airavra

as masculine, in accordance with Kypke's
proposal
Even in those passages which
Kypke adduces for Karepya^eCTtSai TTafTo, instead of Karepy. Trai'Ta?, ndvra is to be left in
the neuter sense, and Karepy. is (o complete, to
!

execute.

ance

Freely, but correctly

with

the

sense,

in accord-

Luther renders:

" that ye may perform
the field."
'

al.
'

Herod,
;

v. 24

and see

;

all

Plato, Legg.

Fritzsche.

I.

iii.

ad Rom.

All ivithout exception

Schol.

well,

;

I.

and keep
p. 686 E,
p. 107.

see Valckenaer,

p. .339.

Who

proposes this explanation alongside of the rendering prostratis, "overthrown," and is inclined to regard it as the
^

better one.
" Bengel.

" Comp.

Lucifer, Ambrosiaster, Pelagius.

—
CHAP.

.
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forth of the man ready for the combat. Besides Isa. lix. 17, Wisd. v. 17 ff.,
also Rabbinical passages for the figurative reference of particular

see

weapons

means

to the

Trepil^uGdiuevoi rfjv

of spiritual conflict, in Schoettgen, H&rae., p. 791 f

bc!(pvv']

Comp.

having your loins girt about.

.

—

For

Isa. xi. 5.

comp. Eur. Electr. 454 raji^Tropof rrorfa [quick of foot],
ad Eur. Med. 1077. 1\iq girdle or lelt^h first mentioned by
the apostle, because to have put on this was the first and most essential reto speak of a
quirement of the warrior standing armed ready for the fight
the singular

and

-.

otr^.,

:

see Elmsley,

;

it was
which produced the free bearing and movement and the necHence it is not to be assumed, withHarless,
essary attitude of the warrior.
h alrjthat Paul thought of the girdle as an ornament. Comp. 1 Pet. i. 13.

well-equipped warrior without a girdle

is

a contradictio in adjecto, for

just the girdle

—

fe/a]

instrumental; With truth they are to be girt about,

truthisto ietheir

i.e.,

As for the actual warrior the whole ajitus habitus,
combat (this is the tertium comparationis, " point of
comparison"), would be wanting in the absence of the girdle so also for the
From this it is at once
spiritual warrior, if he is not furnished with truth.
Comp.

girdle.

"

Isa. xi. 5.

prejDared state," for the

;

clear that alfideia

is

not to be taken

ohjectively^ of

trary, is only designated later, ver. 17,

as

inward property,

i.e.,

by

pfjfia

harmony ofTcnowledge

the gospel, which, on the con-

Qeov

;

but

suhjectively, of

truth

toith the object ivetr nth given in

The explanation sincerity"^ is, as expressive only of a single virtue,
according to the context too narrow (compare the following SmaLoavvrj, Kiang
K.T.X.), and the notion, moreover, would merge into that of the following
the gospel.

SLKULoavvri,

tegrity.^

tive."*

an objection which applies likewise to the explanation ChristianinGenitivus appositionis, " appositive genirf/v OupaKa t?jc 6iKaioa.]

—

actual warrior has protected the breast, when he "Oupr/Ka irepi
idwEv," " has put the plate about the breast," so with you SiKaiocrivrj

As the

cTTjdsaaiv

which renders your breast

(heart and will) inaccessible to the
LKaioavvrj is here Christian moral rectitude (Rom. vi. 13), inasmuch as, justified through faith, we are dead to sin
and live kv KaLvdrr/r Cwyf (Rom. vi. 4). Harless and Winzer understand
the righteousness hy faith, hj which, however, inasmuch as this righteousness is
given with faith, the dvpebg T?;g Tr/orfwf, subsequently singled out quite specially, is anticipated.
As previously the intellect[See Note LXI., p. 558.]
ual rectitude of the Christian was denoted hj nXi'/deia, so here his moral rectitude by diKaioai'vi].
Ver. 15. And the service which the vKoSr/fiaTa, the military sandals,^ render to the actual warrior, enabling him, namely, to advance against the
enemy with agile and sure steji, the sTotfiaala tov Evayye/{iov Tfjq e'lprjvqq is to
render to you spiritual warriors, inasmuch as by virtue of it you march
briskly and firmly against the Satanic powers.
vTro(57iad/uEvoi k.t.?..] having
is

to be that,

hostile influences of the demons.

6

i

1 ^lOCTT^p, covering the loins and the part
of the body below the breastplate, also
called iojyr], Jacobs, ad Anthol. VIII. p. 177,
not to be confounded with ^u/xa, the lower
part of the coat of mail.
'^Calvin, Boyd, Estius, Olshausen, Bis-

ping,

and

others.

'

Morus, Winzer.

*

Comp.

0. B. 170
*
1.

:

1

Thess.

Xen. Anab.
8]

v. 8

;

Wisd.

v. 19

;

Soph,

^povTi&o^ ^vx"?-

(caligae,

iv. 5. 14

[Josephus, B. J.

compare the

ix.4; see Oesenius,
de caic. Hebr. p 83 f

Ileb.

T/igs. II.

933

j

;

vi.

IXp, Isa.

Bynaeus,

—
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h

your feet underbound with
stand for

elf,

'

but

is

the preparedness of the gospel of peace,
does not
instrumental, as in ver, 14, so that the iroi/iaala is con-

ceived of as the foot-clothing itself. Beza well remarks " non enim vult nos
docere dumtaxat, oportere nos esse calceatos, sed calceos etiam, ut ita
loquar, nobis praebet," "For he does not wish only to teach us that we
:

—

ought to be shod, but, so to say, offers us the very sandals."
EToi/naGia^
preparedness,^ whether it be &n outward standing ready, ^ or an inward
being ready, promptitudo animi, "readiness of mind." So LXX. Ps. x. 17,
comp. EToii.iri ympSla, Ps. Ivii. 7, cxii. 7, where the LXX. indicate the notion
of a prepared mind, which is expressed in Hebrew by forms of the stem |13,
by the use of hoifjaala and eroi/uoc, following the signification of maJcing
ready, adjusting, which p3 has in all the conjugations of it which occur
Gen. xliii. 16
Prov. xix. 29
Ps. viii. 4
Neh. viii. 10
(Deut. xxxii. G
Ps. lix. 5), alongside of the signification of laying down, establishing, from
is

;

;

;

;

;

which the former one is derived. Hence the LXX. translate |"I3D too ^ by
not as though in their usage hoifiaaia signified foundation, which
hoiuaaia
it never does, but because they imderstood p3D in the sense of eroifiaaia.
So
;

Ezra

ii.

where the house of God

68,

the preparation thereof,

avToii, tij}on

is

i.e.,

to be erected upon t^v erui/uncyiav
upon the foundation already lying

Dan. xi. 20, 21. "Wrongly,
So also Ezra iii. 3 Ps. Ixxxix. 15
have Wolf (after the older expositors), Bengel, Zachariae, Morus,
Koppe, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Bleek, and others, explained £Toi/j.aala hyfunprepared.

;

;

therefore,

ox frmitas, "foundation or firmness " so that Paul is supposed
to indicate " vel constantiam in tuenda religione Christi, vel rcligioncm

damentum

;

adeo ijDsam, certam illam quidem

et

fundameuto, cui

insistere possis, simi-

lem," "either constancy in keeping the religion of Christ, or that very religion

a foimdation

itself, like

whereon you can stand," Koppe.

This

is

not

only contrary to linguistic usage (see above), but also opposed to the con-

on
however, fur

text, since the notion does not suit the figurative conception of putting

shoes

{vno^Tjadfi.).

ready mind

It is the readiness, the

the proclamation of the gosj)el,

^

—

since, in fact,

Paul

not,

;

is

Christians, not to ieWow-teachers,

—hut the promptitudo,

that for the conflict in question

which the gospel hestows,

f ellow-

sjieaking to

—

"readiness" and
which is produced

by means

of it.
So Oecumenius (who has this interpretation alongside the
former one), Calvin, CastaHo, and others, including Matthies, Holzhausen,
Harless, Olshausen, Winzer, de Wette, Schenkel.
The explanation of
Schleusner
instar peduni armaturae sit vobis doctrina salutaris
quae
'

:

'

Vulgate,

'

.

Erasmus,

Vatablus,

and

others.
'

With

.

.

two thousand cavalry of that of mine

pres-

eiit."

classical

writers

Dem.

but see also Hippocr. p. 24, 47.
» In Wisd. xiii. 13 it means mal-ing ready
(food). The Vulff. translates it in our passage in praeparadone (comp. Artemid.

Foundation, as Ps. Ixxxix. 1.5.
some instances with a reference
to Isa. lil. 7, Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Pelafcius, Erasmus, Luther, Vatablus, Clarius,
Cornelius a Lapide, Erasmus Schmid, Es-

"• 57).

tins, Grotius,

eToi/aoTrj!,

1268. r,

*

Josephus, Avtf.

x.

1.

2

:

Sio-xiAi'ov? ex

ffioi 7rapovcrr)s iTrjrous ei? eToi/Jiaaiav ujiir

X^iv cToifios

el/xi,

"I

am

t^s

nape-

ready to afford you

*

e

So, in

and

others,

Calovius, Calixtus, Michaelis,

including

Baumgarten-Crusius.

Riiokert,

Meier,

CHAP.
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" Let the saving doctrine be to you like an
sit,''''
which may always be in readiness," is to be rejected on
account of ver. 17, according to which the gospel is the sioord.
t?/c eip?}vT/c]
Subject-matter of the gospel, and that purposely designated in harmony with
the context. For the gospel proclaimsprace /car' k^oxvv, " pre-eminently," i.e.,
the inner peace with God, Rom. v. 1, Phil. i. 20, and produces precisely thereby consecration of courageous readiness for the conjiid in question (Rom. viii.
At variance with the context, Erasmus, Paraphr., makes it
31, 38, 39).
"evangelium, quod non tumultu, sed tolcrantia tranquillitatequedcfenditu?','''
"the gospel which is defended, not by tumult, but by tolerance and tran" and Michaelis holds
(piillity
the peace between Jews and Gentiles is
meant. If, however, it is taken, with Koppe and Morus, in accordance
with the more extended sense of DwE' (comp. Rom. x. 15), the sahationsemper in p7'omptu

rolls

equipment of the

feet

—

:

:

;

the sahmtion-prodaiming,

comp. i. 13) gospel, this is
from the text, and to the injin-y of the special
coloring of the several particulars.
Winzer, finally, contrary to the unity
of the sense, combines peace with God and everlasting salvation.
(rather

In'inging

:

done without any

Ver. 16.

'En-t

justification

not

Tvaaiv']

:

before all things,'-

but

:

in addition to

the three pieces previously mentioned, vv. 14, 15 (which were
to the body), the

body

is

clothed upon for warlike purposes

wanting, and must be added to

—

sword, vv. IG, 17.

rhv

all

that has preceded,

is

all

all.

what

;

By

"^

made
is

fast
still

shield, helmet,

^vpmv\ dvp^oq^ which Polybius mentions and more

fully describes as the first part of the

Roman

-KavoTiWa (vi. 23. 2

ff.), is,

with

Homer, that which is placed in front of the doorway and blocks the entrance,^
and only with later writers ^ is the shield,^ and that the scHtiiiv, the large
shield, 4 feet in length and 2^ feet in width, as distinguished from the
small round buckler, diipeus^aaiTlc.
Paul docs not say a(77r/f, because he is rep"^

resenting the Christian warrior as heavy-armed.

" appositivc genitive," as

—

-fi^

Tr/prfwf] Genitivusa^jijyo-

The faith, however,
not the faith of miracles,'' but the Jfdessalvijica, "saving faith" (ii. 8), by
which the Christian is assured of the forgiveness of his sins on accoimt of the

liitionis,

rfj^

(hKamavvrjq, ver. 14.

is

sacrificial

death of Christ, and at the same time

blessedness
lasting life

(i.
(i.

5

7, ii.

13, 14),

is assured of the Messianic
has the Holy Spirit as the earnest of everand consequently has Christ in the heart (ii. 17; Gal.

if.,

iii.

12),

and as child of God (i. 5 Rom. viii. 15 f. Gal. iv. 5 if.) under the
government of grace (Rom. viii. 14) belongs so wholly to God (Rom. vi.
11
comp. 1 John iii. 7 ff.), that he cannot be separated by anything from
the love of God towards him (Rom. viii. 38)
and on his part is consecrated
only to the service of God (i. 4 Rom. vii. 4, 6, vi. 22), and hence through
God carries off the victory over the power of Satan opposed to God (Rom.
ii.

20),

;

;

;

;

;

'

"^

Luther, Castalio, Michaelis, and others.
Comp. Luke iii. 20 Polyb. vi. 23. 12 eirl
:

;

Se

toi/'tois

Tratri

<TTc(/>ai'tu,

TTpocrcniKoiixovvTai

" In addition to

all

vrTepii'M

these, they are

adorned with a feather garland." See
Wetstein, ad Luc. xvi. 26 Matthiae, p. 1371.
;

=

Od.

*

Plutarch, Strabo, etc.

ix. 240, 313.

35

*

See Lobeck, ad Phrijn.

stein,
'

ad

p. .336,

and Wet-

Horn.

iii.

loc.

See Lipsius, de

iHilit.

2,

ed.

Albert! and Kypke
Plant. 1614, p. 106 ff.
in loc. ; Ottii Spicilcg. p. 409 f. Comp. the
Homeric o-axo? and the Hebrew T\Ti.
;

7

chrysostom.

—
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xvi, 30

Gor.

2 Tliess.

;

—

12, 13.

15

roil

John

1

;

Thess.

— rd

v. 19.

malleoli are meant,

and shot

i.e.,

9).

8,

—

cv u]

the morally evil one
3

iii.

Matt.

;

accessible to the devil (2
icliich, i.e.,

by holding

/«iwe.

See on vv,

is

"pre-eminently,"

war' i^ox'iv,

v. 37, vi. 13, xiii. 19,

on

v:ETTvpunh>a\ those set

'

38

John

;

hurning ones.-

fire, the

xvii.

The

arrows tipped with inflammable material (tow, pitch)

being kindled, which,

off after

faitli is

by means of

for the conflict in question

KovT/pov] of

the devil; 2

i.e.,

Pet. v.

6vv?/oea&e]

in front.

it

1

Only wavering

3).

iii.

comp.

xi. 3;

known

also to the

Hebrews

(see

were in use among the Greeks and Romans, and
For the deare to be distinguished from the javelins of the same kind.^
Marcell. xxiii. 4
and see, in genscription of the malleoli, see Ammian.
Spanheim, ad Julian.
eral, Lydius, Agonist, p. 45, de re mil. p. 119, 315
Poisoned arrows^ are not meant," since these ai'e not on fire
Orat. p. 193.
The flm of the predicate, we
(irenvpuiiEva), but excite a fire (inflammation).
may add, is to present in strong colors the hostile and destructive character
but more special explanations of its import, such
of the Satanic assaults
as of the burning desires excited by Satan, " or of doubts and of the anguish of
and the more so, inasmuch as in the whole condespair ' are inappropriate
expositors on Ps.

vii.

14),

;

;

;

;

text the apostle

is

—

kinds thereof.

speaking of diabolic assaults in general, not of particular
cpecai] The shields of the Greeks and Romans were as a

wood, with a thick coating of leather.* So Paul conceives of faith
under the figure of such a shield, which not only prevents the missiles from
injuring the warrior, but also by reason of its coating brings it about that
these do not set on fire the wood of the shield, but must needs be themselves
extinguished, so that thus the warrior, by holding the shield in front of him,
rule of

can quench the fiery arrows.

We have

Ver. 17.

to prefix not a full

sto]),

as is

done by Lachmann and

Tischendorf, seeing that ver. 18 has reference to the whole from

ward, vv. 14-17 (see on ver.

18),

ctt/te

on-

but only a comma. Paul, namely, passes over

from the participial construction into that of the ve?'bu infinitum,^ 'Quite verb,"
as at i. 20,
a change to which he was drawn by the increasing vivacity of
his figurative conception, which, moreover, induced him now to prefix the
object {-EpiKEcpalaiav and /laxaipav, ver. 17).
In natural sequence he brings
because
forward,/jr.si the taking of the helmet, and then that of the sword
the left hand already grasps the shield (ver. 16), and thus after the taking

—

—

;

—

sword there is no hand free.
tqv aurr/piov] again genitive of apposiThe salvation, i.e., the salvation ««-' k^oxvv, " pre-eminently," the salvation of the Messianic Tcingdom, of which the Christian is partaker (before the
of the
tion.

The artiule implies

'

other

tliat Satan clischavfres
arrows besides burniiiK ones. See

ad Xen. Anab. iv. 6. 1.
Comp. Apollod. Bibl. ii. 5. 2

2

Thuyed.
96

;

ii.

''5.

4

Zosim. TliH.

;

also

;

^iKr)

*

Oil.

xxxviii. 3

;

;

Leo, Tact.

TTvp(j>6pa,

see Vegetius, iv.
200 f.
Virg. Aen.

i.

;

irvp(/)opoi oio-Toi

in

Diod. xx.

p. 25G, 2.

3 i^f;tonc(7c,

Job vi.

4

;

^

As supposed by Boyd, Hammond, Bo-

cliart.

Kiiliner,

XV. 27, ed. Heyn.

p. 118.

' Clirysostom, Theopliylact
comp. Oecumenius.
' Boyd.
« Horn. 11. v. 452
Herod, vii. 91 Polyb.
;

;

;

I.e.;

8.

ix.

773

and see Lyd. de

;

Ps.

re mil.

Plin.

viii.

39;

and

Lipsius, de milit. Earn.

iii.

see,
2, p.

in
109

general,
ff.
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Rom. viii. 24 '), serves, appropriated
him against the assaults of the devil aimed

Parousia, as au ideal possession,

in his

consciousness, to protect

at his

everlasting

life,

wounds on the
Luke ii. 20, iii.
the

LXX.

pel

•

Paul

—

6

the

It is true that

but here

it is

6i^aaffe] receive,

T7/V

;

;

see Schleusner, Thes. sub voce. Neither Christ Himse/f'^ nor the gos-

meant.

is
;

;

which defends the warrior from deadly
For the use of curij pcov && a substantive, comp.
Acts xxviii. 28 frequently met with in the classics and

like the helmet,
head.'^

naxatpav tov

word

cur/'/piov is

not elsewhere used by

explained as a reminiscence from the

God

namely, from

The

KvevjjaToq']

(ver. 13),

who

offers

LXX.
you

Isa. lix. 17.

this

helmet.—

genitive cannot here be appositional,^ since

from which it is clear that the
something distinct therefrom, namely, the word of God (comp. Heb. iv. 12)/ If Paul had wished to
designate the Spirit itself as sword, the explanation b kan p?}fia Qeov would
have deen inapprojiriate, inasmuch as the word of Ood and the IIoli/ Spirit
are different things ;' in Romans, too, nvevfia means nothing else than the
Holy Spirit. The fidxaipa tov irvev/Li. is the sword, which the Holy Spirit furnishes (comp. ryv TravoirMav tov Qeov, vv. 11, 13), and this sword is the word
there follows the explanation

sword of the

6 i:aTi pr/fia Qeo'v,

Spirit is not the Spirit itself, but

which the

Spirit brings

vividly to the consciousness of the Christian, in order that he

may defend

of God, the gospel (comp. on v. 26), the contents of

himself by the divine power of the gospel (Rom.

i.

16) against the assaults

of the diabolic powers, and may vanquish them, as the warrior wards off
and vanquishes the enemy with the sword. Limitations of the p?jfia Qeov,
either to the commandments of God,* or to the divine threatenings against the
enemies of tlie Christians,^ are as arbitrary and inappropriate as is the explaining TOV TTvevfiaTor; of the Awma7i spirit, '" or by KVEvp.aTiKijv,^^ which, according to Grotius, is to serve ^' molliendis translationibus," "for rendering the
transfers less abrupt," but yet would have again to be ex]>lained by tov
TTvebi/aTog in the sense of the Holy Si^irit.
6 ia-i] applying, according to

—

Olshausen, in accordance with his

the ordinary attraction, to t^v /xaxaipav.

erroneous conception of tov
Basil, contr.

Eunom.

11,

Son, but also the Spirit

Remark on
mor of the spiritual

vv. 14-17.

'

Hence Paul

^aXaiav

nvsvfiaToq,

who
is

the

Word

— In the

warrior,

Kir IS

in 1 Thess. v. 8 says
a.

:

Trepiice-

crwTrjpias,

^ As to the Roman helmets, see Lipsius, de
mUit. Eoin. ill. 5, p. 122 ff.
'

Theodoret, Bengel.
Holzhausen.

In opposition to Earless, Olshausen,
Schenkel, and older expositors.
« Comp. also Bleek.
*

So already

!

just as unwarrantable to press the compari-

Grotius, Calixtus, Michaelis, Rosenmiiller,
Meier, Winzer, and others.

*

the latter.

exposition of these several portions of the ar-

it is

which, howcver,
does not justify in our passage the explanation hope of salvation, given to it by Cajetanus, Calvin, Zanchius,
Boyd, Estius,
i

refers it to

proves from our passage that not only the

true Olshausen observes that the
its inner essence is (SyjM'zY, as the
efflux of God the Spirit.
But that is a quid
pro quo ; for the word would not here be
'

It is

Word

as to

5/3iHC (as John vi. 63), but W€ ^;jm^,
Xhe Iloly Spirit Ilbmdf. Alike quid pro
qm is made by Schenkel, namely, that the
word of God is the most adequate expresmn
of the absolute Spirit (John iv. 24).

termed
i.e.,

s

piatt.

»

Koppe.
Morus, Posenmiiller.

>»

n Grotius, Michaelis, and others; comp.
already Chrysostora and Erasmus.

—
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sons, by pursuing the points of comparison into such particular details as it may
please us to select from the various uses of the pieces of armor in question

—

whereby free room
and the vivid objective delineation of the
as it is, on the other hand, arbitrary
apostle's figure is arbitrarily broken up,
to disregard the differences in the figures derived from military equipment,
and to say '^ iiniversa potius armorum noiio tenenda est," "rather the entire
comp. Morus, Eosennotion of arms must be retained " (Winzer, I.e. p. 14
The esential characteristic the specific main point
miiller, and others).
whereby the pieces named are distinguished from each other in respect of that
for which they serve, must be furnished by the nature of the comparison with
so that Paul must have been conthe respective means of spiritual conflict
scious why he here designated, e.g., (^untoavvT) as the breastplate, faith as the
shield, etc., namely, inasmuch as he looked at the former really from the point
of view of the essential desiination of the breastplate, the latter from that of
Otherwise his representation would
the essential desiination of the shield, etc.
be a play of figures, of which the separate images, so different in themselves,
would have no basis in the conception of what is represented. To this there is
nothing opposed in the fact that here dmainavvT) appears as the breastjalate,
while at 1 Thess. v. 8 it is faith and love which so appear for the figurative
mode of regarding the subject can by no means, with a mind so many-sided,
rich, and versatile as that of St. Paul, be so stereotyped that the very same
thing which he has here viewed under the figure of the protecting breastplate,
must have presented itself another time under this very same figure. Thus,
e.g., there ajjpears to him, as an offering well-pleasing to God, at one time
(an error
is

which several

of the older expositors committed),

i^lay of subjectivity,

given for the

—

:

;

—

;

;

Christ (Eph. v. 2), at another the gifts of love received (Phil. iv. 18), at another
time the bodies of Christians (Eom. xii. 1) under the figure of the seed-corn,
at one time the body becoming buried (1 Cor. xv. 36 f.), at another time the
;

moral conduct

(Gal. vi. 7)

;

under the figure of the leaven, once moral corrup-

another time doctrinal corruption (Gal. v. 9) under the figure of clothing which is put on, once the new man (iv. 24), another time Christ
(Gal. iii. 27), at another time the body (2 Cor. v. 3), and other similar intion

(1

Cor.

V. 6),

;

stances.

Ver. 18. After Paul has, vv. 14-17, placed before his readers in

what

armor they are to stand forth, he shows yet further how this standing
ready for the combat mvst ie combined icith prayer: "with prayer and
entreaty of every kind, praying at each moment in virtue of the Spirit."
These are two parallel specifications of mode, whereof the second more precisely defines the first, and which stand in grammatical and logical connection with

(TT-^re

rather

itself

is

ovv, ver.

14

;

not with the intervening diiaaOe, ver. 17, which
aryj-e, and only by a deviation from the

subordinate to the

be expressed in the imperative instead of the parremains the precept riding the whole description, vv. 14-17.
Should we join them to di^aaBe, neither naari^ nor fv ^avrl
for we would, in fact,
Kacpu would be appropriate to this momentary act
be told not how the sword of the Spirit should be handled, but how it
construction has
ticiple,

come

wherefore

to

ottj-e

ovv

;

'

•

Olsbausen

;

comp. Harless

:

"the temper

in

which they are

to

wield such

weapons."

—
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by

— Hm

the participle has not.

'

not to be joined to the

itself,

fol-

otherwise a tautological redundancy of expression

TTpoaEvxofi.,^ since

be confounded with the mode of expression irpoaevxii
arbitrarily conjectured by de Wette to have
'^'^)-i
been occasioned by Phil. iv. 6, and because it is an impossibility to pray
6 id here denotes
conditionem, i7t
()ia
iraariq TTpooevxvg h n avrl Katpd). ^
qua locatus aliquid vel facias vel jDatiaris," " a condition, fixed in which

would

arise (not to
J^^-

•iTjioaevx'^^^o-'-i

—

^-

—

'

'

you
and

either do, or suffer something,"

* i.e., lohile ye employ every hind
of pjrayer
omit no sort of prayer and entreaty. Those who join with

entreaty,

take

n-poGEi'xdfi.

(5ui

as iy

means

But see above.
from the following

as to different circumstances of the time

respects contents

and form,

distinguished not

so,

The expression

of.

wpnoEvx- receives its elucidation

h

Tvavrl Katpu,

kinds of prayer, as

different

npoaevxv

are appropriate,

Trdariq

inasmuch

aiid dkrja

i.q

are

that the former applies to the obtaining of a blessing,

—

a meaning which, quite without proof
from the linguistic usage of the single words, is derived merely from the
combination of the two
but rather as prayer and entreaty, of which only
the former has the sacred character and may be of any tenor
the latter, on
the other hand, may be addressed not merely to God, as here, but also to men,
and is supplicatory in tenor."
kv nav-l Kaipu] at every season, not merely
imder special circumstances and on particular occasions. Comp. Luke xxi.

the latter to the averting of an eviP

;

;

—

Rom. i. 9.
would denote
the heartfelt prayer in contrast to the mere utterance of the lips."
But this
contrast was so obvious of itself, that such a description of prayer would be
o6.

—

It is

the ddialELTiTUQ

TvpocTEvxEaOai, 1

Thess.

v. 17,

spirit

(Rom.

understood of the human

Ev TTVEbfiaTi]

ii.

13,

i.

3

;

viii. 10),

quite out of place in the flow of the passage before us, accumulating, as

it

does, simply elements that are specifically Christian.

is

meant

by

(ver. 17),

26

viii. 15,

virtue of

Gal. iv.

;

whom

the Christian

[See Note LXII., p. 558.]

6.

h

attaches to the general npoaEvxdfj.Evoi

namely, intercession, and that for
apostle himself
perseverance

Wette,

Eig a'vrb

tion to prayer,

ment, like

:

and

cmd

all

—
'

eIc

!

avro]

be held as

and

irpooKapT. k.t.1. to

tt.

EV Ei'xap., Col. iv. 2.

ill

still

Kai

reference thereto,

Oil

*

;

ten-Crusius.

The case would be otherwise, and this
impossibility would not exist, if it were
Kotpoj.

jrpoaeux^s

special,

particular for the

«.

already before so urgently ex-

Se^o: Kal ev

tt.

this,

namely, of the TrpoGEvx^cdai

Fritzsche,

ad Eom.

I.

p.

138

;

Winer,

p. 339.
*
«

'

Trao-ijs

in

be the addition of a special elek. e'ic avrb ay p. then be

is

hehalf of

So usually, as also by Kiickert, Matthies,
Harless, Bleek not Meier and Baumgar-

Sii

something

tzv.

and

betrays the transition to a 7iew element of prayer.

Bleek.

:

ev

But how idly would

^

said

See Rom.

and for me, etc. According to de
belonging to the general exhorta-

dpy. is to

Moreover,

to pray.

is

in that ye on this iehalf are watchful in every I'ind of

entreaty for all saints

ev

k.

Holy Spirit

koI Eig avrb dypvTrv. /c.r.A.]

Chi'istians,

used, seeing that the continual praying

pressed

tt.

TJie

Grotius and many.
See Harless on the

Fritzsche, ad

Bom.

II.

p. S72

passage,

and

i.

' Castalio,
Zanchius, Erasmus Schmid,
Grotius, Morus, Koppe, Rosenmiiller, and

others.
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h

navTi KULpC)

wJdch

is

liecepta)

h

Trvev/iari

By avro, namely,

just required.

just being spoken

and

of,

denoted that

is

distinguished from avrb tovto (the

is

it

only in this respect, that the latter (comp. on

Rom.

ix. 17)

desig-

nates the subject in question at the same time demonstratively, and so still
more definitely.' According to Holzhausen,'- it has reference to Iva jtiot (hdy.

But in that case

elg

must have been written

tovto

;

and, moreover, nepl

—

KavTuv Tuv dyiuv would be from a logical point of view opposed to it.
Kaai) TzpoGKapT. k. dEijGEi TTEpl 77. T. o}'.] dcuotcs thc domain, wherein, etc.

kv

On

behalf of the required npnaevx^oda/. they are to be watchful in every hind of
perseverance

and

entreaty for all saints.

the context (and comp. Col.
TTpoaK.

corresponds to the

and then with
belongs not to
ter

may

koI

(h

iraari) (h/'/aet,

irpocKapT.,

npoGKapTEpjjaig

- poaev xv

6ia Tvaa.

c fit

nepl TrdvT.

but only to

:

Tvepl

avTo aypvTvv. nepl

indeed, accordingly the
tv 6id 6voiv.

'K.ai

v-ep

k a

e/io'v]

i

and in

:

essential, gives to his discourse

—

Trda?;]

as 2:)reviously

The

j)artictdar.*

which, in connection with the intercession embracing
follows.

lat-

According-

irpocKaoT. k. Sefjasi is added, in order to be able to annex
But in that case could not Paul have written merely elg
irdvT. r. dy., and that without risk of being misunderstood ?

No, the iv 77(20-7; TvpoaK. K. Ae)]g., in itself not
the emphasis of earnestness and solemnity.^

would have

but

which hence

Trd^Tuv tuv dyiur,

(hijaei, as,

it.

h Tvday

t. dy.

Ver. 19.

h

the beginning of the verse,

not be amalgamated with TrpoanapT. into a

to Rilckert,

according to

is,

as there, the entreaty attaches itself,

the more precise definition

now with

The

the perseverance in prayer, so that

iv. 2),

to be

VTT

i

made matter

all

of su-pplication for hi7nself,

p expresses, as jDreviously the

is

77ao-?;f.

special point
Christians,

he

stated in vv^hat

in current use, the sense in

Trepi

commodum, *' for the advantage of " ^ and only the form of sensuous perception, which underlies the two prepositions, is different, as in the case of the
Germ, vler and tim ; comp. 1 Pet. iii. 18. It is wrongly assumed by
Ilarless that only vtv i p expresses in itself the relation of care for, and not
TTEpL The notion of the latter that of encircling in fact sensuously embodies such care/ hence with classical writers too, especially with Demosthenes, TTEpi and vnip are interchanged without any difference of sense, e.g.*
Iva /loi 6o6y K.T.?i.] Aim of the Kal vTrep k ju o v, and consequently contents
in arder that vtterance
of the intercession for the apostle (comp. on iii. 16)
may he given to me on the opening of my mouth, i.e., that there may not be
withheld from me by God, but may on the contrary be conferred, that
which I ought to speak when I open my mouth. That Paul means the
speaking with a vieio to tlie proclamation of the gospel, is from the context (sec
The emphasis, however, is upon doflj), to
kv TrappTja. jvup. /c.r.A.) clear.
for this freedom
which, in the sequel, h Tvappr/aia significantly corresponds
;

—

—

—

:

;

iii.
'^

'

See on ver. 23; Kuliner, ad Xen. Mfin.
14; Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. ii. p. 363 D.

Phil.

/mjS'

Comp. Koppe.
Coinp. Bornemann,

\rjv,

XXXViii

Schol.

Luc. p.

in

^ofij; ov&'

rurai,

713.
I.

p. ICO

;

ii.

p. 74,

inrip Tiav
aXK' iinep

Mein.\.

f.

See Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 11,
^ See Seliaefer, App. ad Dem.
Buttmann, Irul. ad Mid. p. 1S3.
*

•

10.

1.

35:

n>)

irepi tmv

i^io npayii-aTiav elrai
T<I)i'

ev T;; xi^P?. 10. 16

hiKo-iwi'
TT)!/

j8ov-

ou

jrepi

:

vvip /nepou? \oOpa; TroAcMoOtri, Xen.
17 v irep tovtioc Trepi avTov napay:

Thucyd.

vi. 78. 1

Si'i/eveii', evSv/nTjiJ^Tcoe

oi

:

vTrep 76
Jiepi

7-175 ep-fi's

Ktv-

t^s ^m^s fiaAAoi*.
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Comp.
avoiyeiv to ardjua, whicli in itself represents
nothing else than the opening of the mouth to speak, comp. on Matt. v. 2
on the substantive avoi^ig, comp. Thuc. iv. G7. 3. The
2 Cor. vi. 11
of speecli

Luke

is

xxi.

the consequence wished for by Piuil from thut bestowal.

As

15.

to

;

;

and has here something of a jxithetic nature, without,

exjiression is grapJiic,

however, containing a qualitative feature of the discourse itself, not even the
character of unpremeditated utterance, which would have been expressed by
'

way. This at the same
time in opposition to Calvin, Boyd, Zanchius, Michaelis, Zachariae, and
others, including Koppe, Ruckert, Matthies, Meier, Baumgarten-Crusius.
de Wette, Bleek, Schenkcl, who explain
unreservedly, frankly, which

iv avTy ry avoi^ri tov or., Or in a similar significant

:

what follows (see below), but closely to
~app>/aiajvup. would be unwarrantably anticFollowing BuUingcr, Calovius, Cornelius it Lapide, and others,''

would have to be attached not
'/MyoQ, and thereby, again, the iv
ipated.

to

Harless and Olshausen understand the avoi^ir tov a-ouarnq as the act of Ood,^
tlielestoicedc/qMcity of speaking in- contrast to an earlier
it to denote

holding

:

hound state of the tongue.
ance may be given unto

Paul would thus have said

" in order that utter-

:

me through my mouth being opened."

But what

needless diffuscness of expression, since ih&7i loyog and avoi^ig tov a-oftaTor

would be
to

just the same tiling

what follows

in

;

which

!

case

Kypke and Koppe attach iv avoi^ciTov a-.
Kypke regards kv Trapprjoia as epexegesis

//.

of

//., and Kopj)?, following Grotius,* refers eu irapp. to the outward
freedom: " non vinculis constrictus in carcere latens," "not bound by

avoi^Ei T. or.

The latter explanation is logically erroneous,
would be something quite other than the
and thus could not be added by way of apposition, with-

chains, concealed in jirison."
since,

thus understood,

avoi^iQ TOV tjTofiaTos,

out

Kal

;

and

hv napprja.

linguistically erroneous, since TvappTjaia never denotes

freedom, and here especially
the

of ver.

TrappTiaiarjufiai

its signification

20.°

outward

of boldness is rendered clear

In opposition to Kypke,

by

may be urged

it

would be to
keeping with the elevated style of the
anything like a didactic tone. Koster,^

that an addition of so purely exegotical a character, as tv Trapp.
£v avoi^.

T.

(jTofi.

u.,

would not be

in

which is not couched in
with whom, in the main, Bleek agrees, attaches h avoi^. r. otoju. /x. to what
follows, and takes 6o6y 16yog in the well-known classical sense
to allow o?ie
" that
to come to speech, to let him speak ;' so that Paul is supposed to say

discourse,

:

:

'

Oecumenius

CTpoijei,

:

iu aiir<u t<u i^oi^ai 6 Adyos

" in the very opening,

tlie

word went

forth."

Ro be brouprht out in the event of the words
running thus Iva fioi SotJ^ droif is toO o-rd^ia:

Tos ixov.

Giotius also regards the ai'oifi? roO o-tothe act of God " sic Deus labia
aperire dicitur, ubi materiam suppeditat
sibi gratias agendi,
Thus God is said to
open the lips when he supplies the matter
for thanksgiving,' Ps. li. 1.5," yet makes out
of it, after the Rabbinical HD pfiriD (see
Capell. SpicUeg. p. 112 Buxtorf, Lex. Talrn.
p. 1872), occanone (loquendi) data, " the opportunity to speak being given." But the
sense, ^* opjiorlti/iUij (o speak " could only
^

/iiTos as

:

'

;

^

Ps.

Comp. Ezek.
li.

iii.

27,

xxix. 31, xxxii. 22;

17.

"

Ut ab hac custodia militari liber per
perferre possem sernionem
evang.," "That free from this military
*

omnem urbem

guard,

I

may

carry

tlie

tidings of the gos-

pel throughout the entii-e city," etc.
*

Comp.

*

In the Stud.

'

Dem.

Fritzsche,

26,

comp. Adyov

u.

18;

IJisti. II.

in 2 Cor. p. 99

f.

lint. 1834, p. 317.
27,

9;

.508,

rv^eu', 229, 13.

16; 1220, 20;
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opportunity to speak

when

may be given

EP11ESIA^^S.

to me,

namely,

the opening of

at

my

But even
in this way h avni^ei roii aro/i. /lov. would be only a needless and cumbrous
h irapprjaia yvupicac k.t.a.^ loith j'runhiess to make known the
addition.
mystery of the gospd, i.e., the mystery (see on i. 9) Avhich forms the contents
The opportunity of preaching was not taken from the
of the gospel.

mouth

(that

is,

I

wish to

sjieak) frankly to proclaim,'' etc.

—

apostle in his captivity at Caesarea (Acts xxiv. 23), nor yet afterwards at

Rome

f.).
Should we attach h na'pp. to what precedes,'
would be without a necessary modal definition.

(Acts xxviii. 30

yvuplaai

—

Eemaek. If the Eecepia doBe'nj were genuine, the statement of aim, introduced by iva, M'ould be adduced from, ike mind of ike persons praying, thus in
See on i. 17.
the character of the orcttio oUiqua.
Ver. 20. For which (to conduct
hassador in a chain.
as

though vnip

/

cause)

its

2 Cor. v. 20.

office of ambe ex2:)lained neither

discharge the

It is to

"for which discharging the office
e'tfii,
were written, nor as though vKt-p ov kcu

oh TrpeajSevwii iv alhcsL

of ambassador, I

h

Comp. on

am

in a chain,''

^

"for which and in a chain, I am discharging the office
were the reading ;^ nor is ov to be referred, as is usually
merely to tov evajyeX, but to ru /nvcri/piov rov eva-j'y., seeing
was the object of yvupiaai, and to this yvupiaai the TrpeajSeiij

d/.vaei Trpea^Ehu,

of ambassador,"

the case,
that this

Comp. Col. iv. 3
laT^f/aai to fucTt/pinv rov
ml Sak/iat.
-peaiSevoj] whose ambassador he is, was at once
imderstood by the reader, namely, Chrisfs ; and equally so to icJiom his
embassy was addressed, namely, to all peoples, specially the Gentiles
Rom. i. 14, xi. 13
Gal. ii. 9).
The opinion
(Acts ix. 15, xxii. 15
corresponds.

signiticantly
XpicTTov,

61'

:

—

b

;

;

of Michaelis, that Paul designates

Roman

himself as delegate of Christ

to

the

would, even if he had written the Epistle in Rome, be imported, since no reader could find anything (,'lse tluin the apostle denoted b}'
irpea^evu without more precise definition.
h aJA-asL] On h, comp. phrases
court,

—

like

e'lQ

Tijv a7.vaLv

observes:

etirriTr-eiv,

Polyb. xxi.

3. 3.

jure gentium

Wetstein,

we may

add, aptly

vinculis
haberi non poterant, " " in other relations ambassadors sacred and inviolable
''alias legati,

sancti et inviolabiles, in

lield in bonds."
To infer, however,
from the use of the singular * the ciistodia militaris, "the military custody,"
in which Paul was at Borne (Acts xxviii. 20
2 Tim. i. 16), is too hasty

by the law of nations, could not be

;

;

partly for the general reason that the singular

but

must by no means be urged,

may be taken collectively,^ and

to think of

Paul

at Caesarea too,

partly for the special reason that we have
and that from the very beginning of his

captivity there (see on Acts xxiv. 23), as in the custodia militaris,

The significant

tary custody ;" Acts xxiv. 27, xxvi. 29.*

"ut detur mihi aperto ore
notum faciam," "that It
Riven me to speak freely with open
mouth, that I may make known," etc.
^ Zachariae, Riickert, Matthies.
5 Grotius
"mmoquoque non desino le'

Vatahlus

:

loqui libeie, ut

may be

:

"mili-

bearing of the addi-

"now also I do not cease my
embassy," etc.
* Baumgarten, Paley, Flatt, Steiger.
' Bernhardy, p. 58 f.
In tlie latter passage the plural ™i' Setr/u..
Toiirwi' is not at variance with this view, as

grationem,"

<•

—
CHAP.
tion kv d?A'aei

and

—

the readers.

make

to

is
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VI., 21.

much

palpable the so

greater need of the

irappf/aia,

fully to justify the longing for the intercessory prayer of

more

so the

-

Iva

h av-<J Tvapprio.

wf

AaA.\ Parallel to the Iva /wi

(hi fie

60611

.

.

.

and indeed not tautological/ but, by means of wf ^el fie
As similar
Aalfjaai, more preckely defining the thought already expressed.
Gal. iii. 14
1 Cor.
parallels by means of a second Iva, comp. Rom. vii. 13

elayyEAiov, ver. 19,

;

;

30

xii.

3 Cor. ix.

;

Harless regards this second

3.

Iva

as suhordinate to the

Thus the words would express not the aim on account of which Paul
first.
summons Ids readers to yrayer, as stated by Harless, but the aim of the 606I)
But this would be inappropriate, since dodij loyoc k.t.'a. has
'A6yoQ K..T.1.
already the definition of aim ajipropriate to it, namely, in iv -rrapp. yvup.
Bengel and Meier make Iva dependent on irpeajiehukv dM'aei (in which
K.T.A.
but
case Meier imports the sense, as if the words were 'iva Kalkv av-y izapp.)
"in order that I may therein speak as
the clause expressive of the aim
;

:

I am hound

boldly as
ev

written

ha

:

Trapprfau'icufiai iv

does not logically correspond to the Trpeajdevcj
Had Paul merely
iv d'Avaet.

airoj

(without

become emphatic,'^
would be satisfied.

Avould have

-a'p'pijC!.

to speak,''''

because without any reference to

dAL'a£i,_

or

:

—

(jf

Sei fie Aa/Siaai),

'iva ttoa'/iC}

by which the

fidA7.ov Tra'p'pjja.

h

avT(l>,

namely, in the mystery of
Comp.
the gospel, i.e., occupied therewith, in the proclamation thereof.^
Acts ix. 37. Harless understands 'ev of the source o'^ ground of the -n-a'ppr/a/a,
the logical relation

which has

in

basis iu the

message

itself [rather

:

in the mystery of the

But the context represents the fivcTiipiov tov evayy.
the object of the bold discourse (ver. 19) and the source of the Trapprfma is
God (see 1 Thess. ii. 2), which is not indeed here expressed, but isimjjlied

gospel
as

its

iv avnj]

see

;

on

vTzep ov].

;

in the fact that

the readers.
after

fie

there

is

to be obtained for the apostle by pn-ayer

it is

— ug

Sei fie

not to be put any comma, by which
,

on the part of
and
would be con-

AalyaaL] to be taken together (comp. Col. iv. 4);

—a

lalfjaai

which is impossible just because Ka'p'pno.
already expresses the bold speahing ; and thus lalfiaai, if it were to be more
precisely defining, could not but of necessity have with it a modal definition
nected with

(comp.

1

7rapp;/cr.

Thess.

ii.

*

2)."

Ver. 21. Af] Serving to
ye

also,

course,

make

the transition to another subject.

not merely the Colossians, Col.

Ka\ vfieic]

While most of the older
Riickert and Matthies strangely

iv. 8, 9.°

expositors pass over this Kai in silence,'

enough think that it stands iri contradistinction to the apostle himself. From
would in fact result the absurd thought *' in order that not only
to, kut' kfie] my circumI, but also ye may know how it fares with me."
-l tTpdaau] more precise definistances, my 2Josition, Phil. i. 33
Col. iv. 7.*
this there

:

—

;

tion of rd aaf

i\ue

:

wliat

I experience,

rather the categoric plural, and leaves
the question entirely undecided, whether
Paul was bound with one or more chains.
1 In opposition to Harless.
2 This seems also to have been felt by
Bengel, who connected ois Sel /ae AaA. with
^fwpiVat, which certainly could not occur

it is

to

any reader.

i.e.,

how

—

it fares

'

Matthiae,

*

Koppe.

with me, how

Ifind my

p. 1343.

See Fritzsche, Diss. II. in 2 Cm: p. 100 f.
See Introd. § 2.
Rightly, however, explained in a gener" perinde ut alii,"
al sense by Bengel
"just as others."
8 g^e Kiihner, II. p. 119.
*

'
'

;
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So often also ia classical writers, " de statu
constitutus est et versatur," " of the condition and
is

placed and

XX. 4

is

occupied," Ellendt, Lex. ^oph.

Col. iv. 7

;

2 Tim. iv.

;

12.

Beyond

affairs

629.^

II.

quibus quis
wherein any one
Ti'xiKor] See Acts

ct rebus, in

s«//.'

—

these passages

unknown.

—

u

ayamjTor a^eUhc kul tviot. diaK. iv Kvp.] So Paul characterizes Tychicus bij way
fellow-Christian, and (b) as his
of commendation;^ and that (a) as his beloved
was
emijloyed by Paul for just
he
latter,
the
As
servant.
faithful official

Comp.

such journeys as the present.

Tim.

in"- to 2

him

2 Tim.

Mark likewise,

iv. 12.

accord-

receives from the apostle the testimony that he

iv. 11,

Others, like Grotius

ti'jp^trrof etc diamviav.

is

for

(comp. Calvin), do not

re-

but explain it servant of the gosjjcl
understand specially the ecclesiand
many
Estius
while
evangelii],
[minister

fer (haKovoq to the relation to the apostle,

But

astical office of the deacon.

:

Col. iv.

7,

where dmKovor ml cvvchvXog are

united (the latter w^ord softening the relation of service towards the apostle
Iv kv/jIu] belongs only
expressed by 6tdKovoc), speaks in favor of our view.

—

not to aJeApof as well (in opposition to Meier and Ilarless), since
former
had need of a specific definition (comp. on Phii. i. 14), in
the
only
order to be brouglit out in its true relation (and not to bear the semblance

to

(haiiovog,

was Tychicus serwas carried on, Christ was the
sphere of the same, inasmuch as Tychicus was official diaKovoq of the apostle.
kv Kvplcj is attached without an article, because combined with thaKovoc so as
to form one idea.

Not beyond the

of harshness).

pale of Christian relations

vant of the apostle, but in Christ his service

Ver. 22. "Errenipa

irpbc vfiag]

to you, Col. iv. 7-9.*

—

namely, that he should travel from Colossac

etc o.v-b tov-o']

in this very

design.'-"

—

'iva

yvure -a

Tre.fn

must on account of elf ahrd tovto necessarily convey the same thing as
was said by 'tva £l6fjTe ra kut' eui, t'l npaaau, ver. 21 hence the conjecture of
and at Col. iv. 8 also
Riickert, Iva yvCo re ra Tvepi vfiuv, is entirely baseless
we have, in accordance with prei^onderant evidence, to read Iva jvute to. ivepl
By riuuv Paul means himself and those that are with him (see Col. iv.
Tjfioiv.
Philem. 10 f., 23 11.), concerning whom information was likewise
10
For Tyreserved for the report of Tychicus.
TzapaKaAeari'] might comfort.
chicus had to tell of sufferings and afflictions wljich Paul must needs endure
(comp. ver. 20), and on account of them the readers were called fiy acmKElv,
7}u(jv]

;

;

—

fif.

;

—

Amplifications of the notion

hi. 13.

Ver. 23

f.

"

Twofold wish of blessing

are arbitrary.
at the close, in

which, however, Paul

docs not, as in the closing formulae of the other Epistles, directly address
'

Others, like

But

tlial

Wolf

:

what

I

am

He was

the reader knew.

doing.
doinjic

the one thing, which always occupied him.

See
"

w.

19, 20.

Comp.

Gorgias

is

Ael.

iv. 7.

V.

asked

H.
ri

ii.

35.

wliere the sick

ttp6lttol.

Plato. Theaet.

B: Soph. Oed. R. 74 and see Wetstein and Kypke.
3 The assumption of a more special dosign as regards ttio-tos, namely, that it is
meant to represent Tychicus as a <?•!/.'!< ww/Ay
reporter (Grotius), is inadmissible, because

p. 174

known to the
readers (Acts xs. A). It was otherwise in
See on Col.
relation to the Colossians.

Tychicus without doubt was

;

•

See Introd.
See on ver.

§ 2.

and Bomemann, ad Xen.
Andram. 41.
"Riickert: "to elevate by address to
them of every kind ;" Baumsarten-Crusius
to strenc/then ; comp. Estius, wLo proposes
exhortetur, "to exhort."
'

Mem.

iii.

12.

2

;

18.

Pfiugk, ad Eur.

:

-

CHAP.
the readers

v/iijv, /lera

(,«fff'

navruv
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VI,, 23.

v/auv, fisra

This vari-

tov TrvEvfiaro^ v/iuv).

and the more so, seeing tliat he
has in fact been just addressing his readers directly, and seeing that a ueO'
vjuuv or the like would simply address the readers, as has so often been done
in the Epistle itself, leaving, we may add, the question, who these readers
For what is asserted by Grotius on ver.
are, in itself wholly undetermined.
''
24
Non Ephesios tantum saluted, sed et omnes in Asia Christianos,''' " He
ation

to be regarded as merely accidental,

is

:

salutes not only the Ephesians, but also all Christians in Asia,"

in Tolg

ath/icpotg

asmuch

— which,

on the contrary,

is

not implied

represents quite the simple

hixlv,

in-

Paul conceives of the recipients of the Epistle in the third person.
According to Wieseler, p. 444 f., the apostle in ver. 23 salutes the Jewish
Christians (aJtvli/).), and in ver. 24 the Gentile Christians {-rravTuv) in Ephesus.
Improbable in itself, more particularly in tliis Epistle, which so carefully
brings into prominence the unity of the two
and the alleged distinguishing reference would neither be recognizable, nor in keeping with the apostolic wisdom.
£ipi/vT/] not concordia, '^ /iar)nonij,'" as recommended by Calvin,' but, as Calvin himself explains
icelfare, Idessing, Cn/K/, without more
as

;

—

:

precise definition, because

takes the place of the valete

it

29) at the close of our Epistle,-

and because that

{fp'puade,

special sense

is

Acts xv.

not at

all

suggested from the contents of the Epistle (comp. on the other hand, 2 Cor.
11).

xiii.

—

ayairr/ fiera ttiotsox:]

is

After the general fare well

two.

one object of the wish for blessing, not
!

namely, Paul singles out further the

He

highest moral element, which he wishes for his readers.
ever, write
(in the

/cat ayd-nr?/

Koi TviarLQ,

does not, how-

because with good reason he presupposes faith

atonement achieved by Christ) as already present, but has doubtless
them that which, as the constant life of faith, is to be combined

to wish for

with it (1 Cor. xiii.
Gal. v. 6), Christian brotherly love, consequently love
with faith {ajdivT] has the emphasis, not fiera nia-.).^ Bengel and Meier
imderstand the divine love, to which, however, iieTo. iricr. is imsuitable,
although Meier explains it in conformity with their own faith, partly at vari;

:

ance with linguistic usage, ^ partly importing a thought

reading eXeog (instead of

(their oion).

The

be regarded simply as a glossematic
consequence of the explaining it of the divine love, and yet, though found
o)dy in codex A, it is held by Riickert to be the true one (comp. Gal. vi.
Paul, he says, wishes to the readers e'ljyjjvTj k. Hsoq for the reirard (?) of
16)
;

faith.

— a-b Qeov

naTpoQ

add, rightly observes

'

"

Quia

mox

fit

:

dyuTni) is to

k. Kvp. 'I. X.] See on Rom. i.
" conjungit causam principem

dilectionis ineutio," " be-

mention of love ;"
romp, also Theodore and Oecumenius.
" Hence also not to be explained of the,
cause afterwards there

is

peace of reconciliation (Bengel, Matthies,
Schenkel, and others), any more here than
in the opening salutations of the Epistle,
where it takes the place of the epistolary
salutem, tv -npaTTcw.
3

Comp.

Plato, Phaed. p.

jncTci u-yteta? Aaju^at/et^,

253

E

:

kcLAAos

Grotius,

7.

cum

we may

causa secunda,"

^ fiera. may, it is true, sometimes be approximately as to sense rendered by con
formabhj to, but the analysis in those cases
See
is such as does not suit our passage.

Dem. Lept. p.
where ij-^to. tmv

e.f/.

B,

490

;

voixuiy

Plato, Phaed. p. G6
and iJ-era toO Aoyov

to be explained, in connection with the
laws, etc., i.e., with the aid of the same.
Comp. also Thucyd. iii. 8:3. 5, and Kriiger in
See in general, Bernhardy, p. 255.
loc.
is
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For Christ is exalted ou the
with tlie second cause."
government of the workl, and particularly to the Lordand His dominion has in God, the
Phil. ii. 9)
ship of the church (i. 22
its ground (comp. also Eph. 1. 17),
merely
not
xi.
Cor.
3),
Head of Christ (1

"He

joins the

God

part of

'

first

to the

;

;

its goal (1 Cor. iii. 23, xv. 28).
Ver. 24. While Paul has in ver. 23 expressed his wish of blessing for the
readers (role aSeXcpolc), he now annexes thereto a further such general wish,

but also

all who love Christ imperishaNy, just as at 1 Cor.
up into the closing wish an avddena upon all those who do

namely, /or

—

T/

"pre-eminently,"

xaptc] the grace kut' t^oxvv,

Comp.

in Christ.

Col. iv.

18

1

;

Tim.

21

vi.

;

i.e.,

xvi. 22

he takes

love Christ.

7iot

God

the grace of

2 Tim. iv. 22

;

Tit.

iii.

the grace of Christ, Rom. x\i.
In the conclusion of other Epistles
Phil. iv. 23
Gal. vi. 18
2 Cor. xiii. 13
1
Cor. xvi. 23
20, 24
Phil. 25.
h cKpOajjaia] belongs neither
2 Thcss. iii. 18
Thess. V. 28
in.

:

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

sit,
"be," to be
Beza (who, however, took iv
for ftf) and Bengel, recently by Matthies,* Harless.^ Bleek, and OIshausen, which last supposes a Ireviloquentia, "an abbreviated expression,"

1

to

'lijGovv

Xi)iar6r,^

supplied after

for Lva

(o)7/v

Matthies,

it

?/

nor to
as

;\.'apif,

t'xuoiv

iv

x<^P^Ci^

held,

CKpOapaig,

may be urged

Tov aluvn) is foisted

?'/

is

i.e.,

^or yet to the

after

upon the word

imperishableness ;

Harless, tliat the abstract notion imj^erishalleness
crete notion of imperishaliJe being,

even in 2 Tim.

i.

But,

aluviov.

L,uf]v

m

opposition to

that the purely temi)oral notion eternity

which

is

is

and

{sir

in opposition to

transmuted into the con-

not the meaning of a^Bapo.,

10 (but imperisliableness in alstrncto, "in the abstract"),

adding, in accordance with its emphatic
weighty and important element, would express something
which is self-evident, namely, that according to the wish of the apostle the
the
grace might display itself not iv (pOnprolg (1 Pet. i. 18), but iv acpdaproic
Ireviloquentia, "abbreviated ex])ression," lastly, assumed by Olshausen is,

and that

iv acfiOapala, instead of

position, a very

;

might be equivalent to ^u?) aluvcog,^ a pure invenPaul would have expressed by elg a(j)6apalav. The
And in acngr^i connection is the usual one, namely, with ayaTTuvriJv.
cordance with this, we have to exjilain it -who lore the Lord in imperishaileness, i.e., so that their love does not pass away, in which case iv expresses the
manner. Comp. the concluding wish Tit. iii. 15, where iv nhrsi is in like
manner to be combined with (piAovvTag. Others, following the same connection, have understood the sinceritas, " sincerity," either of the love itself
although

(Kpdapa. in itself

tion, the sense of wliich

:

' The order in the combination of the two
causes is inverted in Gal. I.e.: Slo. 'Itjo-oO Xp.
Ka\ ©eou Trarpds.
Wetstein
"Christum immortalem et
gloriosum, nonhumilem," " Christ immortal
and glorious, not humble," etc.; see also
Reiners in Wolf and Semler.
^ " Favor immortalis," "immortal favor,"
Castalio, Drusius comp. Piscator and Michaelis, who take iv as equivalent to <tvv,
while the latter supposes a reference to
'^

:

;

deniers of the resurrection
• " That grace with all
.

nity

;

.

!

.

maij bein

eter-

comp. Baumgarten-Crusius."

j^g^ording to whom ei' denotes the elein which the xapts manifests itself,
oL<i>&ap<T.
is
all Imperishable being,
whether appearing in this life or in eter*

ment
and

nity.
"

See Grimm, Handb.

'

Pelagius, Anselm, Calvin, Calovius,

others.

p. CO.

and

NOTES.
and the

or of the disposition

life

55?

in general,' but against this

already with reason urged the linguistic usage
(K^dapaia (not

(Wetstein,
o3, it is in

even in Wisd.

II.

a<pdopia (Tit.

ii.

(K^Bapcia, imperishableness

;

;

33, vi. 18

ii.

but

vi. 18, 19),

On

373).

Bcza has

for uncorniptedness is not
7)

and

(at 1

a(ka<}>6opia

Cor. xv. 42,

accordance with the context specially wcomq^tiUUty), comp.
Rom. ii. 7 1 Cor. ix. 35 1 Tim. i. 17 3 Tim. i. 10

Plut. Arist. 6

Wisd.

p.

;

f.

:

;

;

4 Mace.

;

ix. 23, xvii. 13.

Notes by American Editor.
LVII. Ver.

1.

Td

TSKva k.tJ..

Braune and Philipi)i agree here with Hofmann, over against Meyer
but emphasis cannot be thrown on either side. Attention, however, to
another point, noted by Eadin and Braune, is important, viz., the clear implication of the presence of children at the public worship, where this epistle was
Stier,

;

to be read.

LVIII. Ver.

The Revised version

ev Traahia kuI rovOeaia.

4.

translates

:

"In

the chastening and admonition of the

following Grotius, and followed by most English writers,
rejects the distinction advocated by Meyer, and defines the former as " train-

Lord."

Trench,

ing by act and discipline," and the latter as 'training byword." "For the
nor in all the many definitions of
Greeks, Trnickia was simply education
'

;

'

nauhla, which are to be found in Plato, is there so

new

much

as the slightest pro-

which the word should obtain. But the
deeper a23prehension of those who had learned that foolishness is bound in
the heart alike of a child and of a man, while yet the rod of correction
may drive it far from him (Prov. xxii. 15), led them, in assuming the word, to
bring into it a further thought, they felt and understood that all effectual instruction for the sinful children of men includes and implies chastening, or, as
we are accustomed to say, out of a sense of the same truth 'correction.'"
Yet, as Barry suggests, the authority of the father in this, as allowed under the
Roman law, is here softened by the addition of the Kvpiov. In the discipline,
the fact must be remembered that they belong to Christ, " taken into His arms,
and sealed as His little ones. " This intensifies infinitely " the greatest reverence
due a child," of which Juvenal wrote.
Cremer defines I'oiiOerrm by " well-intentioned, but serious correction, " and
adds " This indtinr] right, or correction, just as the Lord uses it, is opposed to
wrath, Wisd. xvi. 5, 6, xi. 11
and the admonition answers to what precedes
fifj Tvapopyil^ere k.t.I., for Trapnpyi^Fn', to imUaie, to provoke to wrath, implies and
presupposes one's own anger. Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 14. Bauhia and vovOeaia alike
have as their end the uvdpurcor teaeio^. Col. i. 28 Eph. iv. 13, but vovBeaia is
intended to obviate deviations, and to establish the right direction of the

l^betic anticipation of the

force

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

;

;

TraiSeia" (Lexicon, p. 442).

I

Chrysostom,

See Martensen's Social Ethics, pp. 62

Tlieodoret, Tlieophylact,

Erasmu.s, Flacius, Estius, Zeger, Grotius:
"sifjnificatur

is,

qui nulla

vi, nullis

bus, nnllis illecebrisse corrumpi,

i.e.,

preci-

a recto

aMj/ri, patitur," "

sq.

That is indicated wliich
by no force, no enticements, allows itself to
be corrupted, i.e., to be witJirlraum froni the
right,''' and others, includinf; Wieseler.
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LIX. Ver.
Again, as in chap.

i.

3, ii.

h> toIc inovpavioiq.

12.

2 (see Notes

III.,

XVII.),

we cannot appreciate

the

argument for a local restriction. The contrast here is between the weakness of
man and the strength of his great enemies, and the apostle's idea is fully expressed by interpreting this as meaning " of a sphere higher than that of earth."
The inference from the other constructions that would have been used for thi.s
" The latent opposition alua koi aap^ (on earth) and
is scarcely in point here.
-a nvEvix. (in supernal regions), suggests a word of greater antithetical force,
which still cmi include the same lexical meaning. As in chap. ii. 2, there was
no reason for limiting the term to the mere physical atmosphere, so here still
less need we adopt any more precise specification of locality" (EUicott).
Barry adds another element, well worthy of note It " surely points to the
power of evil as directly spiritual, not acting through physical and human
agency, but attacking the spirit in that higher aspect, in which it contemplates
heavenly things and ascends to the communion with God."
:

LX. Ver.

13.

ttj i^fiipa rjj

TrovTjpd.

These words are not those of a mere man, mistaken in his inference concrisis, as Meyer's interpretation implies, but they are
inspired of the Holy Ghost, and refer to a contest through which it was unerringlj' foreseen that the readers of this epistle were to pass.
cerning an approaching

LXI. Ver.

14.

T?/g

Sinawavvrig.

Ellicott concurs with Meyer, defining the

eousness which

But

is

is

there actually a tautology involved by interpreting

righteousness of Christ?

Faith and

are nevertheless different things,
tion.

means

thought better,

viz.,

" the right-

the result of the renovation of the heart by the Holy Spirit."

its

it

as referring to the

righteousness, however closely united,

and thus understood, there

is

no anticipa-

Besides, without tautology, Paul elsewhere speaks of faith as both the
and the fruit of justification. Braune makes " the righteousness" refer

both that of faith and of life. We prefer, with Eadie, following Harless, to
understand it of "justification by the blood of the cross."
"To every insinuto

—

ation that they are so vile, guilty, worthless and perverse so beset with sin
and under such wrath that God will repulse them, they oppose the free and
perfect righteousness of their Kedeemer, which is 'upon them,' Eom. iii. 22.
So that the dart thrown at them only rings against such a cuirass, and falls

blunted to the earth."

LXII. Ver.

18.

tj^

TTVEv/.iaTi.

Schmidt inserts in revised Meyer, Hofmann's explanation, that the expression refers to prayer as such as should be a constant occupation of the spiritual
life, and is never a mere outward activity, such as in chap. v. 18, to which
the semblance of prayer by the natural man must be limited, iv nvevfinri is understood then as referring to the Holy Spirit in His relation to the human
spirit.

;

;
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Ajasaluk, 287.
Angels, The, and redemption, 326
classes of, 343 seq. recseq., 353
ognizing God's wisdom, 414 seq.
Anger, Warned against, 478 seq.
righteous, 487.
Application in the Christian calling,
503 seq.
Armor, The Christian's, 542 seq., 547.
Artemis, 287.
Ascension of Christ, The, 449, 485.
Atonement, The, of Christ, 314, 351
seq., 317, 352, 368, 490 seq.; conse-

;

;

;

quence

558 receive Paul's benedic554 seq.
Benediction bestowed, 554 seq.
Bitterness reproved, 483.
Buffoonery condemned, 492, 524.
seq.,
tion,

Adoption, 315.
Age, Present. The, 358.

357, 384 seq., 387 seq.,

of,

389 seq.

Children, their obedience to parents,
529 seq. their baptism, 529 their
presence at public worship, 557
;

;

;

their training, 532, 557.
Church, The, as Christ's body, 345
seq., 464 seq.; as united in Christ,
396 seq., 465 seq.; its holiness,
397 seq. as one community, 416,
431 its ^progressive development,
466 seq. subject to Christ, 509 seq.
sanctified by Christ, 512 seq
to be
;

;

;

;

B.

Christ,

Baptism, 440 its cleansing influence,
513 seq.
Basil on Ephesians, 288 seq.
;

Believers, Christian, alive in Christ,
369 saved by grace, 370 exalted
with Christ, 371 in God's kingdom, 392 seq. as the dwelling of
;

;

;

;

the Holy Spirit, 397 seq. grounded
in love, 424 seq.; knowing Christ's
love, 425 seq., 432 seq.; filled with
God, 427 seq. receiving the gifts of
progressing in faith and
grace, 443
knowledge, 456 seq. their goal, 459
their head in Christ, 463 exhorted to
a pure walk, 467 seq. warned against
heathen vices, 469 seq., 491 seq.;
admonished to spiritual regeneration, 475 seq.
exhorted to moral
life and conduct, 477 seq.
exhorted
to love, 490 seq.; as children of
light, 495
to redeem the time, 503
seq.
warned against debauchery,
505
exhorted to social worship,
506 seq. to be sanctified, 512 seq.
members of Christ's body, 518 seq.;
admonished to be strong in the
Lord, 535 seq. to piit on God's armor, 536 seq. to pray always, 548
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

514 seq.
His blessings, 312 His adoption, 315
His grace, 317
His redemption. 317 seq., 352, 490 seq.;
union with Christ, 320
sent by
God, 321, 352; His resurrection,
341 seq., 369 seq.
His glorified
body, 342 seq., 353 seq.; His exaltation and dominion, 342 seq., 371,
452; filling the church, 346 seq.; His
glorified,

;

;

;

;

;

divinity, 351 seq. as o\ir peace, 382
seq.; His atonement, 384 seq.; and
the law, 385 seq. reconciling man
to God, 387 seq. preaching jjeace,
390 seq.; as the corner-stone, 394
seq.; the ground of salvation, 417 ;
dwelling in the believers, 423 seq.;
His love, 425 overcoming His ene;

;

;

;

His ascension and demies, 448
cension, 449 seq. the head of becalling the believers,
lievers, 463
502 .=teq. the aim of His death, 512
seq. His love to the church, 516.
Circumcision, 377.
Colossians, Epistle to the, 301 seq.
:

:

;

:

;

Commandment

with

promi.se.

The,

530 seq.

Communicatio idiomatum. The doctrine of the, 354.

Confidence, Spiritual, 417.
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Glory of Messianic salvation, The,
of God, 422 seq.
340, 379

The Christian's, 537 seq.
man's
Conversion, its order, 331
part in, 425 seq., 422 seq.; its necessity, 475 seq.
Covenants of promise, 379.
Covetousness, 470; excludes from the

Conflict,

;

;

Gnosticism, 350.

Good Works and

salvation, 373 seq.
justification, 376, 400.
Gospel, The, and salvation, 330 seq.
God, the Father, 311 seq., 350 seq.:
His foreknowledge and election, 313
seq., 351 seq., 416 seq.; His jiidgment, 314 His love, 314 seq., 368
seq.; His administration, 321 seq.,
352 seq. awakens to sijiritual life,
356 seq. his wrath, 364 seq. as the
;

and

kingdom, 493.
D.

;

Debauchery condemned, 505.
Demons, The, and their habitation,
their power,
359 seq., 399
seq., 557 seq.
Depravity, Natural, 367 seq.

;

538

;

;

;

Creator, 413 seq. as the universal
Father, 419 seq., 431 seq. His glory,
422 seq. praise to, 429 seq. imity
;

;

Descent "into Hades

of Christ, 450,

;

;

485.
Devil, The, 450, 538 seq.
Devils, The, and their restoration,
326 their food and dwelling-place,
361, 399 their influence and power,
538 seq., 557 seq.
Discourse, Evil, reproved, 481 seq.
Doxology, A, 429 seq.

442 seq.; renews man, 475 seq.;
His call to the sleepers, 500.
its
saving
Grace, its glory, 317
power, 328 seq., 369, 372 seq.
of,

;

;

;

H.
Holiness, 314, 351 seq.
Hope, Christian, 340 seq.
Holy Spirit, The, received. 331, 353
His working, 337 dwelling in the
.

E.

;

;

Edification in speech, 482.
Election, Divine, 313 seq., 351 seq.

Encouragement,

believers, 397 seq.; strengthening
the inner man, 423 unity in, 439
seq. renewing man, 475 seq. grieved, 482 spq.; the fruits of, 495 seq.;
;

418 seq.,

Spiritual,

;

422 seq.

Endowments,

;

Spiritual, 418 seq., 422.
Enlightenment, Christian, 337 seq.

the sword of, 547.
Humility, 412.

Enmity between Jew and

Husband and

Gentile,

383 seq.
Ephesians, Epistle to the, 287 seq.
place
seq.
addres.s,
287
its
299 seq.
time
of composition,
its genof composition, 300 seq.
its dependence
uineness, 302 seq.
on Colossians, 303 seq. its occasion, object, and contents, 307 seq.
;

love of
wife, 508 seq.
former, 516 seq.; ground of
their union, 519 seq.
;

the

;

I.

;

;

;

;

Immorality, 358.
Infant Baptism, 366. seq.
Instability, Keligious, 460 seq.

Ephesus, 287.
J.

Faith and salvation, 372 seq. as inits unity,
strumental cause, 417
440 its aim, 456 seq.; saving, 545.
Fathers, their duty to children, 532
;

;

Jerome on Ephesians, 289.
Justification and good works,

376,

400.

;

seq.

Forbearance, 437 seq.
Foreknowledge of God, 313 seq., 351

K.

Kingdom, Messianic, The, 327 seq.
Knowledge, Christian, 338 seq., 353

;

of Christ, 457 seq.

sei^.

Forgiveness of sins, 318, 352

;

mu-

tual, 483.

Labor commended, 481.
Law, The, and Christ, 385

G.
Gentile gods, 380.
Gentiles, The, in God's kingdom, 392,
their
blessed, 406 seq.
410 seq.
irreligious condition, 468 seq.; their
ignorance, 469, 486
their lasciviousness, 470 seq., 496 seq.
;

;

;

seq.

Laodiceans, Epistle to the, 294 seq.
Lord's Supper, The, 440 an act of
reference to,
preserved unitv, 484
;

;

515, 519, 526.

Love, Divine, 314 seq., 368 seq.;
exhorted to, 490 seq.

man

;;
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M.

S.

Malice condemned, 483.

;

Man, The Inner, 428.
Marcion on Ephesians, 289
Marriage

state,

the glory
Salutation, Apostolic, 310
of, 340.
Salvation of God, 328 seq.; by grace,
of the Messianic
369, 372 seq.

seq.

519 seq.

;

Masters, their duty to servants, 534

kingdom, 546

seq.

Sanctification the

seq.

Mercy

of God, The, 368 seq.

Messianic

predictions

445

realized,

seq.

Metic, Greek, The, 392, 401.

Monogamy, 523.
Mystery, The Divine, 413

Christ's sae-

Servants, their duty, 532 seq.
Sealing with the Spirit, 331, 353.
original, 365
Sin, Dead unto, 357
seq., 399 seq.
to be exposed, 498.
Stealing forbidden, 480.
Subjection of all things to Christ, 344
;

;

;

a great,

522.

O.

Onesimus, 300.
Original Sin, 365

aim of

rifice, 512, 525.

seq.

T.

399 seq.

seq.,

Tertullian on Ephesians, 289 seq.
Thanksgiving commended, 507 seq.

Parousia, The, 324, 371 seq., 430
the
and the believer's goal, 459
church of Christ in, 515.
prisoner,
299
seq.
for
the
Paul as a
as receivGentiles' sake, 405 seq.
406
receiving
revelations,
s^jiring
supplicates
itual gifts, 411 seq.
desires the
the Father, 419 seq.
his
believer's prayers, 549 seq.
preaching jDowers, 551 seq. as amsends
bassador of Christ, 552 seq.
imparts his blessTychicus, 554
ing, 554 seq.
Peace of the Gospel, The, 543 seq.
;

;

;

;

;

Theocracy, The, 444.
Trinity, The, 442.
Truth' in love, 462

in Christ, 472

;

seq.

Truthfulness commended, 477 seq.
Tychicus, 300.

;

;

;

U.

;

;

;

Philemon, 301.
Praise to God, 311

seq.,

334 seq.
;

314 seq., 316, 352
328 seq.
Promises of God, 331 seq.
Prophecy fulfilled, 443 seq.
Psalm quoted, 443 seq.
love,

Spirit,

faith, 440; its aim,

;

exoi

W.
Wall of partition, 382 seq.
Wife and husband, 508 seq.

ground

;

of their imion, 519 seq. their
tual love and reverence, 523.

Wine,

its

mu-

excessive use condemned,

505.
seq., 352,

333 the eternal plan of, 414.
Regeneration, 475 seq.
Restoration, 325 seq.
Restitution, 324 seq.
Resurrection of Christ, The, 341 seq.,
369 seq.
Righteousness, Forensic. 314, 352 seq.
;

as

;

438 seq.; of the
456 seq.

;

K.

;

in Christ. 320.

Unity in the

its final cause,

Recompense, Spiritual, 534.
Redemption in Christ, 317

seq.,

353 seq.
Unchastity, warned against, 491
cludes from the kingdom, 493
the heathen, 496 seq.

Union

Prayer, Intercessory, 335 seq., 549 as
a Christian habit, 548 seq., 558
the object of, 550 seq.
Predestination, 313 seq., 351 seq. ;

through

Ubiquity of Christ's body, 346

moral rectitude, 543, 558.

Wisdom, Divine, 319

;

recognized, 414

seq.; known through the church,
416.
Word of God, The, 547.
Works and salvation, 373 seq. ; and
justification, 376, 400.
Worship, Social, 506 seq.
Wrath of God, The, 364 seq. visited
;

upon immorality,

494.
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